


How to Bind
The Chicago Evening Post

RADIO
MAGAZINE

EVERY THURSDAY
In This

Post -Binder
(Copyrighted by The Chicago Evening Poet Co.)

This binder will hold 13 issues of 16 pages
each-or 208 pages. That will give you a
reference book of all important events in
radio for three months-as complete a book
as you could buy at any price.

By obtaining a binder for each quarter,
you will have, at the end of the year, a
radio library worth many times the price
it will cost you. In this manner you will
keep abreast of radio by always having at
your command all developments up to date.

Should you wish to keep only a permanent
file of the Radio Magazine for the current
three months, you can after the book is
full, take out the earliest issue and put in
the latest one every week. In this manner
you will always have the latest thirteen
issues of the magazine handy for reference.

Illustration shows right-hand page of
book open. In the backbone of the binder
are three openings-marked 1, 2 and 3.

Open the binder and lay magazine in it,
open at pages 8 and 9, which is the center
of the magazine.

Punch three holes through center fold of
magazine to correspond exactly with open-
ings in binder. Take a length of plain cotton
store string and start thru the outside
of binder at point marked 1, down the in-
side of magazine to point marked 2, outside
of binder to point marked 3, inside to 2,
outside to 1-and tie.

Just keep adding the issues of the maga-
zine, one after the other, in same manner
each week, until book contains 13 issues.

To prevent bulk at point 1 it is suggested that second
lowing week at point 3; then back to point 1 for the
plan to completion of book.

While your magazines, bound in this manner, may not appear as impressive as booksprinted from back issues at the end of each quarter-or each year-they are practical,
serve the purpose fully as well, and have this very grew. advantage-you are up-to-date
at all times and have your book constantly at hand for reference.
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week you start at point 2; fol-
fourth week; and follow same

Price 50 Cents
FOR SALE BY

Chicago Evening Post-Radio Department
12 South Market Street, Chicago, III.
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Assisted by a Staff of Regular
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The RADIO MAGAZINE
Section is edited with the view
of giving authentic news of
the radio broadcasting field
and authoritative information
on the subjects 'of home con-
struction of receiving and
transmission sets, of the op-
eration and maintenance of
apparatus, and as an excha
of opinion for_its-raTirs.
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Is Issued as a Weekly Sup-
plement to The Chicago

Evening Post.

The supplement ik not sold
as a separate publication, but
is a part of the regular Thurs-
day editions of The Chicago
Evening Post. There is no in-
crease in price for The Post
on that date, and readers
should see that each Thurs-
day issue they purchase has
THE RADIO MAGAZINE

;Copyright. 1923, The Chicago
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Opera
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Advance Notes o

By THE NIGHT PR(
Grand opera broadcastin

Auditorium by KYW (Cl
hold the local radiophans'
tion this week as it did h

However, there are
tionally fine programs s
the coming seven days by
other local stations, but a
out-of-town stations.

The grand opera sche
be announced at this ti:
Saturday night. On ti
"Il Trovatore," in Italian
Raise in the stellar role.
the air.

This popular offering al
out the opera phans to the
and likewise it will bring
hundred thousand radloph;
to their headpieces or lou
as this tuneful score by 
grows old.

Dekalb Chorus Is Fe:
WMAQ (Chicago) is fet

Dekalb Women's Club cho
evening and WDAP (Chita
Harmony .Four on a ver
gram for Saturday evenin

One of the best out -o:
grams for the week is th
offering by WJAX (Cleve.
Oberlin Conservatory trio
featured in a quite langt;
tentious program. It is
at 7 p. m. Chicago time.

The Cleveland stati,!
WTAM and WHK are
off a joint stunt begin
evening at 8 o'clock an
each evening until 1
consecutive days. The revent is a co-operative
the occasion of the annua
fund drive campaign. .... programWill contain some ununral features
which will be announced in these col-umns from day to day. -

There is a complete .%ichedule orprogram for this even;; ,.pi ajl_ata-tions which cornmeal p- are tuned
' in by Chicago" radiepl- publishedin this column, and "as page 2 thereader will find not oigt a completelist of all broadcasting stu,ions withtheir schedules, but also t. tabloidschedule for the entire weel.,of themore Important stations.

listw-Stkubit Hounds Report.
I am getting quite an outpour of

- long distance reports from radiophans
in response to my appeal in pre-vious issues of -the daily radio de.partment. I expect to publish these

- In a few days.
Some exceptional records were made.

Today's Programs
Below are given the complete ached

ules of all the Chicago and suburban
adcasting stations and those of the
-of-town stations which are most
monly tuned by local radiophans.

These schedules will be a regular
daily feature in The Chicago Evening
Post,

On Thursday of each week a com-
plete list and schedule of every broad-
casting station in the United States
will be published in The Chicago Eve-
ning Post's sixteen -page Radio Maga-
zine section.

CHICAGO STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.)
KYW-Located in Commonwealth Edison

building; 536 meters; 9:30 a. m., news andmarkets; 10 a. m., market reports; 10:30
4.-, m., financial news and comment; 10:58
a. m., naval observatory time signals; 11
a, m.. market reports; 11:05 a. m.. weather
report; 11:30 a. m., news and comment
of the financial and commercial market;
11:35 a. m., table talk by Mrs. Anna J.Peterson; 12 m., market reports; 12:30p. m., late financial news and comment;
1 p, m., market reports: 1:20 p. m.. closing
market quotations; 2:15 p. m., late finan-
cial comment and news bulletin; 2:30 p. m.,
closing stock quotations. Chicago Stock ex-change; 3 p m., late news and sport bulle-
tin; 4 p m., news and sport bulletins; 4:30
,; in., late news and spent bulletins; 5 p. m..in
test news of the day; 6:30 p. to., news.
ancial and final market and sport sum-

etrY; 6:50 P. in., obildren4 bedtime story;

CHICAGO, NOVEMBER 15, 1923.

8:30 p. m., musical program by courtesy of
International Harvester company: Harvester
octette. Josephine Kates, accompanist; C. W.Gray and W. L. Raw, first tenors: George
Thomas and W. E. Alt, second tenors; W.
B. Barney and George Hodge, barytones;
C. L. Knapp and Fred Soderberg, basses:
Alexander Legge, president of the Interna-
tional Harvester company; Fred Soderberg,
cornetist, with Mrs. Fred Soderberg. accom-
panist; artists: Olive O'Donnell. soprano; A.
Bouchard. violinist; Mary Elizabeth O'Don-
nell, soprano, and Evelyn D. Gooch, con-tralto. (1) (a) Lassie o' Mine (Walt),(b) The Story of a Tack (Parks). by Har-
vester octette; (2) address, "More Diversifi-
cation on the Farm," by Alexander Legge.
president; (3) Spring's Awaking (Bach). by
Fred Soderberg; (4) By the Waters of Min-
netonka (Lieurance), by Olive O'Donnell;(5) (a) Sweet Genevieve (Tucker). (b)Come Where My Love Lies Dreaming (Fos-
ter). by Harvester mixed quartette; (6)Waltz, Op. 34 No. 1 (Chopin), by Mrs. Fred
Soderberg: (7) A Winter Lullaby (De-Koven), by W. L. Raw; (8) (a) The Bare-foot Trail (Wiggers), (b) Sweet and Low
(Barnby), by Harvester octette; (9) I Love
a Little ,Cottage (O'Hara).. by JosephineKates; (TO) violin solos, selected, by A.Bouchard; (11) (a) Tommy Lad (Marget-
son), (b) Mammy's Song (Ware), by George
Hodge: (12 (a) The Garden of Your Heart
(Dorel). (b) Po' Little Lamb (Parks), by
Harvester octette.

WAAF-Located at Union Stock yards;286 meters; live stock repqrts at 8:40.10:30, 10:45 a. m., 12:30, 12:45, 3, 4:30
P. m.

WSII-Located on City hall; 286 meters;3:30 to 4 p. in., address, special features
and police reports.

WMAQ-Located on Hotel LaSalle; 447.5
meters: 4:30 p. m., pupils of Lyceum Arts
conservatory; 7 p. m., weekly talk to Boy
scouts by Rockwell Stephens, automobile
editor of The Daily News; 7:30 p. m
lecture by Chas. H. Burkholder, secretary
of the Art Institute of Chicago; 9 p. m.,
ensemble music by Hotel LaSalle orchestra;
9:16 p. m., De Kalb Woman's club chorus.

WDAP-Located on Drake hotel; 360
meters; 1:40 p. m., DrOake concert ensem-
ble; market reports direct from Chicago
Board of Trade on every half hour, begin-
ning at 9:30 a. m. and continuing until
1:30 p. '10 p. in., musical program,
Vesta Ruskfell: soprano; Alloy Gantz, piano;
Fein Bay, soprano; Tony Corcoran, tenor;
and Jack Chapman's Dance orchestra.

WJAZ-Located on Edgewater Beach
hotel;, 447.7 emigre; musical program. 10ye in. to 2 a. m.; 10 p. m., Artists. Mrs.
L. IC Laughlin. soprano: Cambridge Sis-

re 4,1At

jy

fel*,

ters. trio; Mrs. Walter Nieman, piano;
Oriole orchestra, selections to be announced.

WPAD-Located on W. A. VeleboldtCo.'s store; 360 meters; 8 to S P.
Joseph Marshall director; program furnished
by courtesy of the Harold Ressiter music
company and Amy .Kleinofen. organist.

WSAH-Located at 4801 Woodissvn ave-nue; 248 meters.
WSAX-Located on Chicago Radio labora-tory; 268 meters.

OUT-OF-TOWN STATIONS

Eastern Programs.
(Central Time Is Shown.)

KDKA-least .Pittsburg; 326 meters; 9:30
a. m., music, markets; 10:55 a. in., noon-
time signals; 11:30 a. in., music, weather;
11:50 a. m., United States bureau market
reports; .5:15 p. m.. dinner concert by the
Grand Symphony orchestra from the Million
Dollar Grand theater, Pittsburg; 6:30 p. m.,Weekly Chat with the Farmers, by Frank
E,Mullen. radio editor of the National Stock-

. (Continued on Page 12.)
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Artists featured at local broadcast-
ing stations the coming week: At
the top, Jessie Royce Landis at
KYW; at the left, Rosa Raisa at
KYW; center, Georgene Faulkner.
the Story Lady at WMAQ; at right.
Jane Garnett at WPAD; at bottom,
Warren K: Howe, WJAZ.

d.
-to- rue rural districts ork_trains and
give the -country ii treat by listening
in on baseball scores. Mr. Hermann.with little difficulty, induced me to
abandon my business enterprise and
we started in on the radio show busi-
ness. What a headache. We didn't
know it at the time, but we were
-ahead--of-the-raAllo-latiainess.

"The intense interest off Itre-isert--
of the dealers, as well as the public,
now has convinced us that the public
is just beginning to awaken to the
wonderful commercial possibilities of
radio just as they did after a periodof time to the automobile and themoving pictures.

"If Mr. Hermann and I have beenpioneers we were unconscious of anyheroism on our part. We believe weknow the show business, however, andwe believe we know what the public
wants in the way of entertainment.
Radio offers a great future to thetheatrical business. It seems the thea-
ter and music are the handmaidens
of this growing business.

of 100,000 is predicted during the five
days' exhibit. Sunday is moving day
and all of the exhibits are to be in
place for the opening at noon next
Tuesday. The hours from 12 to 2,
each day, have been set aside for the
dealers. The public entertainment be-
gins at 2 p. m. and continues until
11 p. m. daily.

Rumors of Big Deals Circulate.
A definite movement, which is said

to have interested the Chicago Asso-
ciation of Commerce and other busi-
ness interests of the city, and designed
to make Chicago the radio center of
the world, will be one of the after-
maths of the coming show.

Rumors of developments of tremen-
dous business importance to the radio
trade, tho unconfirmed, are current,
and important commercial announce-
ments, it may be said with certainty,
will emphasize again the financial pos-
sibilities of the business.

"A radio show given by showmen,"
has been the slogan of the organizers.
His face wreathed with smiles as final
space reservations came in today,
James F. Kerr, general manager, re-
called the experience of the sad finish
of a year ago.

"Where did Sport Herrmann get
this radio fever?" an inquirer asked.

"It was all MacDonald's fault," said
Kerr. "McDonald of the Zenith Radio
corporation went down to New York
to attend the radio show there last
year and to see what all the shooting
was about. The public jammed the
place.

First he recalled a rush he had been
in at the Cort theater and then he
thought of "Sport." Jae wired Mr.
Hermann to- come to New York- and

De Forest to Be Guest.
Pacts seem to justify the glowing

advance notices of a successful show.Lee De Forest, the father of radio. -heads a galaxy of well-known menwho will be present. E. T. Flewelling,
Maj. Armstrong and Prof._,Haaeltires

..expeatedr-WorTrfirrnous speakers
on radio subjects will add a varietytc the all-star musical programs. Prize
contests of various kinds and numer-
ous popularity -contests -will 'be-bettt---- -the surprising feature of the contest
ie that a number of women and
youngsters, both boys and girls, arecontributing really wonderful discov-
eries.

Dealers are co-operating this yearIn making the show a success. Theyhave sent out thousands of letters totheir trade and their advertising copyhas advised customers to attend theChicago show where the very latestdevices will be exhibited.
Arrangements have been made thrti

E. F. McDonald, Jr., president of the
American Broadcasters' association, tolink up the larger broadcasting sta-tions in Chicago with the Coliseum by
means of sealed wires so that all the
addresses and concerts will be broad-cast. Large stages have been con-structed at each end of the Coliseum
and from these stages entertainment
programs will be given both after-
noon and evening. Admission will be50c plus the tax.

Radio Chief Tours Country
Chief Supervisor of Radio W. D.Terrell of the department of com-merce will make a swing around the

country, eventually visiting each ofthe nine radio districts. Recently hemade a trip to Detroit and Chicago,
the eighth and ninth district headquar-ters. Later he hopes to start west
to visit Seattle and San Francisea ailinspect the district headquarters there.Returning by way of New Orleans,
he will stop off there and in Atlanta.where the new fourth district offices
recently were established. En route
to Washington he hopes to stop atNorfolk. Later in the season, he will
go to Baltiniore, New York and Bos-
ton. thus completing a circuit of all
nine district headquarters.

Mexico Joins Broadcasters
The resumption of diplomatic rela-

tions with Mexico has influenced
broadcasting. A recent dispatch
states that a new 500 -watt radio sta-
tion has been installed by "El Uni-
versal," a daily paper published in
Mexico City.
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DE FOREST PLANS
A BIG COUP FOR
CHICAGO'S SHOW

Lee De Forest, the inventor of the
present-day audion tube, which made
radio popular, is coming to Chicago to
announce one of the most important
contributions to radio science.

Just what it is that Mr. DeForest
bas to give to the world is not told.
In fact, it is being kept a close se-
cret to himself and his associates.

It is said, however, that the new
Invention will equal in importance,
perhaps, his audion tube.

The first announcement is to be
made in a lecture at the second an-
nual radio show, which opens Tues-
day at the Coliseum.

There are to be sessions of the radio
engineers, and it is to be at one ofthese maetinee that Mr nawara

theinitial letters assigned to each gov-
ernment for use as calls by the In-
ternational Radio bureau. This book-let is sold by the superintendent of
documents for 15 cents.

The amateur list includes 16,570 sta-
tions licensed to amateurs with their
calls, locations and names of owners.
It is sold for 25 cents a copy.

VIEW in the new WLAW radio
-1. broadcasting station at New York

police headquarters is shown here.
This powerful station, employing a
power of 1,600 volts, is equal to any
of the largest and most elaborate
broadcasting stations in the country.
It marks a long step ahead in police
work, for the broadcasting of descrip-
tions of criminals and missing persons
will put millions of Americans on the
lookout for the "wanted."

In cases where large fires or other
fatal disasters occur the names of all
casualties will be broadcast: so that
the police no longer will be flooded
by telephone calls from anxious
friends and relatives of those involved.

When not in public safety use, the
apparatus will he used to broadcast
concerts by the splendid police depart-
ment band, lectures, and. other enter-
tinment programs. Photo shows po-
lice engineer testing control board of
new WLAW station.

How to Build Reflex Set
and Tune It Efficiently

By WILLIAM J. SCHNELL.
Radio Engineering Department, Electrical

Research Laboratories.
AFTER more than a year of na-

tion-wide usage under all condi-
tions, the Erla one -tube reflex hook-
up still- stands as one of the best for
the amateur to construct. In fact,
it is about the only one -tube set that
will operate a loud speaker on all lo-
cal and near -by stations.

Its construction is cheap and sim-
ple. A 6x14 panel gives plenty of
room for all parts, and the baseboard
should be 7 inches deep, so that it

The Erla One -Tube Reflex Circuit.

Radio Puzzles Russians
Radio is a mystery to all Russia.

Even electrical experts in that coun-
try know less about it than the av-
erage American schoolboy. The Euro-
pean Student relief, which reports this
state of affairs, explains that it isdue to the fact that Russia is ten
years behind in its knowledge of tech-
nical inventions and improvements.
The most recent  books used in the
universities and technical schools are
1914 editions.

The Leiter Stores, State and Van
Buren -streets, conducts a free work-
shop tnr radiophans. Full equipment
of tools, work benches and testing ap-
paratus is at the disposal of those
who wish to avail themselves of the
service. A competent instructor is
in charge and gives free advice on
construction work.

socket to the "radio transformer side"
of the fixed crystal rectifier. An-
other wire is run from the "audio
transformer side" of the crystal to the
"P" binding post on the primary side
of the audio -transformer.

The .001 fixed condenser is then
connected one end each to the "P"
and "B" terminals of the audio -trans-
former.

Wiring the Filament Circuit.
The filament circuit is next wired.

A short piece of wire is connected
from the "F minus" binding post of
the tube socket to either of the two
terminal posts of the rheostat. The
other terminal of the rheostat is con-
nected to the "A minus" binding post.
A lead is run from the "A plus" bind-
ing post on the panel to the "F plus"
binding post of the tube socket.

Next the "B" battery is wired. Run
a lead from the "B plus" binding post
to the lower contact spring of the
'phone jack. Connect a short piece of
wire from the "A minus" binding post
on the panel to the "B minus" bind-
ing post on the panel. Next connect
the "G" binding post wire of the re-
flex No. 1 transformer socket to one
end of the .002 fixed condenser. Theother end of this fixed condenser is
attached to the "B minus" or "A
minus" leads on the panel. Next an
.00025 fixed condenser is connected
across the secondary "A" and "G"
terminals of the audio -transformer.

happen to have around the house will
not operate. This is especially true
of the two transformers, coupler, crys-
tal and the fixed condensers.

The coupler should have a stator
diameter of four inches, with sixty-
six turns, and the last six turns tapped
at every turn. The rotor should have
a diameter of 3% inches, wound with
forty-five turns of No. 24 wire.
Coupling should be 1 inch from center
of shaft to center of stator.

Extensive tests in the electrical re-
search laboratorieS show that the
tubes can be rated in the following
order in regard to effectiveness:
C -301A or UV -201A, C-299 or UV -199
and WD -11 or WD -12. For use with
dry cells the C-299 or UV -199 are the
best, while even better results will
be obtained by using a storage bat-
tery and the C -301A or UV -201A tares.

Batteries and rheostat should be se-
lected to correspond to the require-
ments of the tubes to be used. If
201A or 301A tubes are used, four
dry cells wired in series, or a six -volt
storage battery, are necessary, and
should be regulated by a 25 -ohm rheo-
stat. If 199 or 299 tubes are used,
three dry cells wired in series, or a
four -volt storage battery, operated
thru a 30 ohm rheostat, should be em-
ployed.

As to Antenna System.

will fit in a standard cabinet. Here
are the parts necessary in construct-
ing the set:

One variocoupler.
Twelve switch points.
Four switch stops.
Two inductance switches.
One twenty -three -plate variable con-denser (vernier).
One rheostat,
Two sockets.
One No. 1 reflex radio transformer.
One 6 to 1 audio -frequency trans-

former.
One crystal rectifier.
One .001 fixed condenser.
One .002 fixed condenser.
One .00025 fixed condenser.
One single circuit jack
6 binding posts.

Proper Values Necessary.
The most important factor in build-

ing this set is the selection of the
proper parts. Any old junk that you

From 75 to 150 feet of an antenna
gives good results. If an outdoor an-
tenna cannot be placed, use an indoor
antenna of from 40 to 150 feet of wire
strun gin the attic or run around the -
picture moulding of the rooms. A
loop is never advisable because it al-
ways cuts down your volume.

fifteen feet of No. 12 B. & S.
gauge tinned copper wire will be
enough for connecting up this set.

Fix your antenna and ground bind-
ing posts at the left of the set and
place your variocoupler, variable con-
denser and jack in a line from left to
right, with the two inductance switch-
es and the rheostat lower down on the
panel, and also in line from left to
right. Battery binding,* posts can
either be mounted on the right end
of the panel or on the rear of the base-
board, at the extreme right.

Keeping in mind the fact that all
leads must be made as short as possi-
ble, run a wire from the aerial bind-
ing post to either of the switch lev-
ers. Connect another wire from the
ground binding post to the other
switch. It makes no difference which
switch you connect to first. Attach
coupler taps to the switch points, the
ten -turn taps to gq to one set of points
and the one -turn taps to the other set
of points.

The -Coupler Connections.
A wire is next run from one of the

coupler rotor connections to the sta-
tionary plates terminal of the varia-
ble condenser, and another wire at-
tached to this same connection is
run to the "G" terminal of the tube
socket.

A connection is next made from
the wire attached to the aerial bind-
ing post to the other terminal of the
coupler rotor and also to the movable
plate, or rotor, connection of the va-
riable condenser.

Another lead is run from the mov-
able plate connection of the variable
condenser to the "G" binding post
on the secondary side of the 6 to 1 au-
dio -frequency transformer. A connec-
tion is next made from the "A" ter-
minal of the audio -transformer to the
"A minus" binding post lead.

A short piece of wire is next con-
nected between the "P" binding post
of the tube socket and the "Feminus"
binding post of the socket in which
the reflex radio No. 1 transformer is
placed.
A lead is next run from the "G" of

the reflex No. 1 transformer socket
to the upper contact spring of the
two -spring 'phone jack. Connection is
now made from the "P" on the reflex
No. 1 transformer socket to the "B"
on the primary side of the audio -fre-
quency transformer.

A lead is next run from the "F plus"
Post of the reflex No. 1 transformer

Complete Radio Outfit
With Audiola Vacuum Tube Set 50

Everything Included in This Set. ".
Nothing More to Buy. No Extras.

Nothing More to Buy
This receiving set has a

World 6 -volt storage battery,
guaranteed for two years, also
a Radio Corporation U. V.
200 detector tube, double
head phones, 223k volt large
size Franco battery, aerial
wire, lead-in wire, ground
clamp and insulators. This
is a complete outfit, ready for
use the minute you get it.
There are no extras to buy.
Every part guaranteed by the
maker and by us.

The Year's Sensation
Think of it! A complete guar-

anteed Radio Outfit at less than
half price. Sets are guaranteed.
both by the maker and by us.
Users have reported excellent re-
sults-long distance, volume and
selectivity. This outfit is ready
for use. A few minutes and the
set is installed. Complete direc-
tions for operating come with
each outfit.
Bring in THIS Ad and You Get

a Hydrometer FREE.

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY
60 E. Roosevelt Road (Just West of Michigan), Chicago, III.

How to Tune the Set.
This completes the wiring of the

set. If you will consult your dealer
and tell him the set you are going
to build he- can see that you get the
properly tested, guaranteed parts.Then you can tune in with a sure
radius of more than 1,000 miles un-
der most any conditions, and a coast -

to -coast range under favorable condi-
tions.

To tune in, set your variocoupler
at about 45 degrees. Set both induc-tan e switches at about the center
ta.p.. Turn the variable condenser
ver slowly so that you do not miss
an stations. If nothing is picked up,
mo- a your inductance switches a lit-
tle ,and try again. When a signal is
picked' up, adjust your variable con-denser carefully. Then adjust therheostat to the post favorable posi-
tion.
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GLOW MIKE AID
KYW RECEPTIC
OF GRAND OPE
The broadcasting Tuesday e

of the opera, "The Jewess,
KYW (Chicago) marked not on
seceond anniversary of that s
but also the introduction inl
Chicago radio field of the f
glow microphone.

Thousands of radio and ope
thusiasts who listened marve
the exceptional tone quality
entire production, especiall3
clarity with which the great oi
choruses were transmitted.

Since the inception of radio
casting radio engineers have
endeavoring to perfect micros:
which would be the equivale
the human ear, as agencies by
of which material for broadc
could be "picked up" withol
appreciable loss in the origina
ity of that material. In ans)
this problem comes now the
microphone invented and desigi
Dr. Philip Thomas, research er
of the Westinghouse Electric
Manufacturing company.

For more than a montl
Thomas has been in Chicago w
with Walter C. Evans, chief er
at Station KYW, in an effort
feet the equipment for the tra
sions of the productions o
Chicago Civic Opera associate(
great part of the apparatu
built by Dr. Thomas in an imp;
laboratory at the Chicago
He has been working almost
and day. In this work Dr. 'I
received invaluable assistance
Mr. E. H. Moore, electrical er
for the Chicago Civic Opera
pany.

While the immediate possi
offered by the Thomas micr,
are exceptionally great, its futi
pears even more remarkabk
use of this new microphone,
will be able to transmit witho
tortion any material which is
able. In the past the select
material ' for broadcasting pt

i-ee- largely governed b
mitations of "pi

The future, he
none of these pr(

been solved by th,

cket Grid -Leak
e grid -leak can be m
lentil lines on the t
Socket from the grid
lament posts. 'Phe
.er of lines the less
.1 the leak, and, by tr
due can be ascertain

Man at the Co
to Show You

lity and Satisfactor
ormance Guarantee

SOLD BY
Jobbers and Dea
Everywhere

Chicago's Leading !'adio Stor
Invites You to eLpect

ITS COMPLETE STOCK OF NALITY GOODS
Your Money Will Go Farther Here

We Have the Part You Want at 76g411`. -Price
Come and Look Us Over

Below Are a Few of the Hundreds of Our Bargains
Barawik Special
Corp., 22%-V
"B" Battery ....

Signal

950
Barawik Special Large
Tapped 45-V
"B" Battery... 2.55=.101.1.1
"B" Battery c150,
Testing Meter..
Barawik Special Audio
Frequency Transformer.
Equals any 2.25$5.00 one

Variable Condensers,
Aluminum Plates,fin -
est quality,well made.
Bakelite End Plates
3 plate Vernier.48c

11 plate plain...1.19
23 platei3lain...1.35
43 plate plain...1.58
23 plate Vernier.2.69
43 plate Vernier.2.98

2200 Ohm Phones,
vertised for 2456.00, at 414

Murdock 3.:Phones
Brandes
Phones 4.1
Type "C" Bald
Headset, Mica C
Diaphragm _CPI,'
Fine Grade
Phone Plug

Build a Neutrodyne Set-The Peer of Them All-Clearest, Loude
Greatest Distance. We Have Every Part at the Right Price.

$5.50 Coto -Coil Radio
Frequency
Transformer .. 1.95
Special R.F. Transform-
er, equals the Qo
high priced ones. -irt,
Bakelite Tube Variom-
eter-wonder- an
ful value 1
180° Variocoupler, bake-
lite tubes, green silk
Insulation;
$3.60 value 1.95
Genuine Bakelite oiCio
Socket, 75c val.. 169S7
$4.50 Coto
7.,ondenser 1.75
3 -inch Bakelite .900
dials, 75c value. 07dij

Neutrodyne Parts
Condensers, lar...44e
Jacks 79e
Transformer 1.65

Famous Fada 160
Neutrodyne Receiver

120.00
Two Slide 1.48Tuning Coil...
Switch 150Lever
Switch Points,
with nuts, dozen, 10c
7'5c Rheostats 45e
Inductance
Switch, 10 point, 740

New Nathaniel Bald
Loud (

Speaker 25.1
Barawik SpecialA
Loud Speaker.. -r.
Storage Batteries, g
anteed 3 years;
fresh stock; unequ
values; 6 volt, 40
pere, 9.90; 6
volt, SO amp., ILI
Reinartz Coil, tapgreen silk;
worth $`2.50....1
Klosner Vernier 11
stat, $1.50
value
Two Slide
Tuning 1.

Large Stock Standard Manufacturers' Goods. Real 'Values All theEvery Item Guaranteed to Be Right or Your Money Back.

THE BARAWIK C(
102 S. CANAL STREET, Corner MONROE
Convenient to Northwestern and 'Union Depots.

iMiliraW OPEN UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS a
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tiow Broadcast Stations Get Their Programs
Out on the Ethereal Lanes

ON this page today you
meet, face-to-face, those
unseen but much -heard

magicians of -the ethereal
spaces-the operating force
of KYW station. Also you
are invited by one of them-
the big chief, Mr. Wetherbee
-to go behind the stage and
see how it is all done.-The
Editor.

By Wilspn J.-Wetherbee.
(Director' of Station KYW.)

WHILE the world in general is
becoming rather familiar with

the operation of radio receiving sets,
the mysteries surrounding a telephony
transmitting station still remain more
or less inscrutable.

The rapid expansion of radio broad-
casting and its attending possibilities
have wrought a complete change in
the systems used originally, and the
methods now employe in providing
daily programs for tend of thousands
of listeners.

Directors of stations are asked many
times daily how it is possible to pro-
cure and maintain such continuity of
service, such variety in the material
disseminated. This curiosity is em-
phasized when one gives even only a
cursory glance at KYW's program,
which appears elsewhere in this maga-
zine, and notes how comprehensive is
this daily Presentation.

I propose to satisfy the curiosity
et the broadcast listeners by telling
Sore just what happens at station

YW before an evening musical pro -
,41 -am is broadcast.

Mechanism Is FirSty'rettfed.
Thirty minutes before broadcasting

lime, the engineering force, under the
) irection of Walter Evans, chief en-
gineer of station KYW, begin testing
the mechanism. The microphone, am-
plifiers, batteries, generators, trans-
mitters and every part of the plant is
completely "gone over."

When this is found to be in, per-
' tect working condition the station op-

erator notifies the studiQ director that
all is- okeh. This is done by a direct
telephone wire connecting the station
with the studio -room. The operators
between these two points constantly
are in touch with each other during
the.,evening's program.

The studio -room, located on ' the
sixteenth floor of the Edison building,
Is where the regular evening concert
is broadcast. This room is specially
equipped acoustically for broadcast-
ing, being heavily padded thruout to
prevent echoes and the noise of foot-
steps from interfering with the se-
lections being rendered.

How the Voice Is Transmitted.
To arrange and book artists for

an hour's program each evening of
the year is a rather difficult task, and
to entertain an audience of more than
a million persons is a gigantic un-
dertaking.

When the artist sings into the micro-
phone, the voice is carried thru six
steps of specially constructed ampli-
fiers, which are connected with the
microphone by specially insulated
wires incased in a copper tube. The'
voice carried into the amplifiers is
increased in volume to several thou-
sand times its original sound, and
from there it is carried along special
shielded telephone wires to the sta-
tion on the roof of the Edison build-
ing. Passing thru the transmitting
plant it is sent by wire to the 125 -
foot antenna towers above the station,
where it is put on the air and sent
to ever part of the United States.

Broadcasting by Direct Wire.
it is quite different when broad-

teesting an opera, a concert from Or-
chestra hall or a dance program from
the College inn, Hotel Sherman. In
this case, lines are run underground
from the place of amusement to the
Edison building and thence to the
station on the roof, where it goes thru
the same process of amplification and
transmitting before it Is sent out.

This is what is meant by the term
"this concert will be bruadcast b7
station KYW by direct wire from Or-
chestra hall."

The station on the roof is known as
"Broadcast Central," which is the
heart of the "direct wira." system.
There is a veritable network of wires
running underground all over Chicagc.
which lead to "Broadcast Central,'
and with this artery system KYW of
fords the radio fans a multitude of
concerts and talks which they other -
wire could r.ot receive.

Working. before the microphone
quite different from the usual mode of

§.1.1-7,51SpaTi

appearing before an audience, as far
as the artist is concerned. This is
quite evident when one watches the
mannerisms and nervous twitching of
osur "footlight favorites," trying to

t broadcast the same musical 'numbers
done in tae theater. They seem to
"be out of place," "uneasy" and at a
loss to know what to do with their

t hands.
There is something about the M-

I lent microphone that throws a "fear"
into the stout hearts of even our vet-
eran performers. They say it's not
like workirg before an at&ence.

Give Artists Real Audience.
Cne way in which the directors of

KYW have partly overcome this' is
by supplying an audience of forty
or fifty persons -who sit in the broad-
easUrg studio tne same as tho they
were inside a theilter. This little inti-
mate gathering shows its apprecia-
tion of the numbers rendered by ap-
plause and laughter, and iz this way
the artist be. to feel at ease and
goes thru the routine in a workman-
like manner.

Another thing that a&hi to the coin-

OU'VE of ten wondered
just how a broadcasting
station sent out its mys-

terious waves. Here. on this
page Mr. Wetherbee tells you
some of the steps, he and his
assistants take each day to
give you entertainment. You
will be 'interested in what he
says.-The Editor.

n this way, the public keeps in touchwith the studio directors, showing itsappreciation of numbers renderedand making numerous requests dur-ing the evening. KYW entertainers
strive hard to please their hearers andwillingly put on extra numbers when-ever time permits.

Besides the artists who visit thestudio, KYW has among its announc-ing staff several well-known enter-tainers.
Chief among the staff of regularentertainers is none other than thefamous Wendell Hall, dean of radio

entertainers. Ten years ago Mr. Hall-started his professional career as a
singer. A little later he was tarrying
the clarinet, then the saxophone, then
the trombone in orchestra and band
work. He appeared later in vaude-
ville, doing a single act, "The Singing
Xylophonist."

Becomes a Song Writer.
Mr. Hall then displayed his versatil-

ity by writing songs-, both words and
music. He wrote such waltz hits are
"Underneath the Mellow Moon," and
"My Carolina Rose."- Of late he has
been writing "blues" as well as bal-
lads. Fans can recall his latest, "It
Ain't Gonna Rain No Mo," which has
'endeared him to the hearts of the
vast radio audience.

Mr. Hall returned today from as
extended trip east where he made
records for the Victor company. He
will again be heard from KYW begin-
ning this evening.

Another studio artist who Is very
popular is "Herb" Mintz. Mr. Mints

, ana is s
composer of note. Then there is Sallie
Menkes, known as "Our Sally." She,
is the official accompanist for the stn.\
dio. 0

Let us add here another word about
"Sen" Kaney, Mr. Kaney is really the
studio jester. He injects "pep," com-
edy and good feeling into those
around hint, and will be found doing
a little specialty act via the ether.
He and access.
panies himself on the ukulele, beside
being the author of the first radio

9¢XWMAIS~.2.:o.r, ..,k.1,..0 9m MINOX,- -,
rie,e you meet face to face those who help entertain you- every night

in the week from KYW (Chi 'ago). First, take a peep into the operating-. 
room. Fig. 1 shows the control boar& In the oval insert (Fig. 2) is Wilson
Wetherbee, the station director. Fig. 3 is Wendell Hall, the "red-headed
sausic-maker." Fig. 4 is H. A. Fall, assistant director. Fig. 5 is Burt Swift,
assistant musical director. Fig Sallie Menke, official accompanist.
Fig. 7, Morgan L. Eastman, musical 'director. Fig. 8, A. W. (Sen) Kaney,
ere of the most popular announcers in the United States. Fig. 9, Walter
C. Evans, chief engineer. Fig. 10, Mrs. Anna J. Peterson, who gives table
talks every day.

fart of the performers and helps in-
still confidence in them is the keen
sense of humor and practical stage
training of the chief announcer, A. W.
"San" Kaney. He fits ideally in this
capacity. Mr. Kaney has the happy
faculty of making everycne ,"feel at
home."

Courtesy and dignity are very much
in evidence at the studio. Each mem-
ber of the staff is "picked" for his
pa.rticelar position, which keeps the
studio going at the highest possible
efficiencv.

The reception -room is in charge of
Hcward Sloan, who sees t3 it that all
artists appearing on the evening pro-
gram are accorded every courtesy and

I attention while arrangements are be-
ing mode for their appearance before

theFolhierelaiwin
microphone.

Following roceduire the artist
is ushered into the broadcasting stn-
dic-room This room is the main
artery 'of our urit, for it is -the source
of our entertainment. Once inside
they await their turn to give radio
fans tripe best they have.

Westinghouse station KYW has sev-
eral private telephones connected with
-Una station on the roof of the Edison
tuildir g, as we -1 as three special phone
wires :arming, directly into the studo.

,

column known as the "Ether Wave."
Probably one of the most important

men associated with KYW is one of
whom the public know little. He is
Harold A. Fall, assistant director of
KYW and director of the, studio. The
arrangement of the programs and he
efficiency of the broadcasting studot# is
under his personal supervision. r.
Fall also broadcasts the football re-
sults ditect from the field, and', is
popularly known as the man with the
"football voice."

Hears WLW on High Seas
A message from Royal Sterling of

the S. S. ,Hawaiian of the American -
Hawaiian line, informed the WLW
studio (Cincinnati) that it was heard
about 120 miles off La Liberta Sal-
vador. This is particularly fine, when
the warm weather is taken into con-
sideiation. The program was report-
ed exceptionally fine that evening.

Broadcasts Two Programs
British radio engineers are experi-

menting with a system of transmit-
ting two programs at the same time
on different wave lengths off one an-
tenna_

N

A'.&;." :,'
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Everyday Engineering for the Home Builder
EGINIVING with this
issue, Mr. Cardwell
starts a series of arti-

cles on "Everyday Radio En-
gineering," the entire series
being designed to be of in-
estimable value to the novice
or layman who wishes to con-
struct his own set. The arti-
cles are 'written especially and
exclusively for The Chicago
Evening Post Radio Magazine
and are protected by copy-
right. Mr. Cardwell is one' of
-theforemost radior engineers

MT -United 3tiftei. He is
the inventor of the Cardwell
receiver, of the Cardwell con-
densers and of numerous
other radio apparatus and
equipment.The Editor.

lgy ALLEN D. CARDWELL.
(Consulting Radio Engineer.)

THRU the courtesy of The Post
Radio Magazine, I have been of-

fered an opportunity of writing about
everyday radio engineering. Being an
assiduous reader of many radio ar-
ticles in the various radio magazines
and radio sections, I will try to give
the reader as much information as I
can without repeating what has been
given elsewhere.

From a close personal knowledge of
how amateurs often proceed to build
sets, it seems that they invite upon
themselves difficulties of one kind or
another. Many of the hook-ups and
layouts they adopt are impractical,
and they often waste costly appara-
tus and material which, by a little
straight thinking, they might avoid.

Radio engineering demands concen-
trated study. If you are building a
set, and intend to use it for years to
come, you would not make it hastily
Merely to be able to listen in the same
day you began making it.

First, Know Your Own Mind.
'My first suggestion, therefore, is

iq le_nastyaltr awtljni-1211 3Q1) V-

A practical testily.'' set. By open wiring the builder can switch connections easily, and it is ideal for trying
out new, circuits. Note how the tidy, clean wiring is installed.

ing to build a set for a friend who is
in some country town far 1.. ,in any
broadcaster? Are you going to try
out a new circuit just to see how it
works? Are you making a receiver
for Jong distance?

These are questions to ask yourself
before you think of buying any parts
or supplies. Once you have deter-
mined what the purpose of the set is
to be, you then are in a position to
estimate how_you will go about achiev-
ing the results.

Regardless of what circuit or type
of receiver you decide upon, you must
have a general limitation on what it
will cost. Here I would suggest
that you do not underestimate costs
or start out on too elaborate a set
which will keep you broke for weeks
while you are making it and cost you
a great deal to operate it once it is
built.

The two factors of purpose and
cost will thus fix certain limitations
on your design. Let me tabulate
these in summary form:

for -anyone who is still young enough
to learn new habits, and we all count
Ourselves young until we cannot turn
a dial or tune in a new station.

What Circuit to Use.
Now for the circuit to use: This is,

above an, the most troublesome prob-
lem for most radio designers. We
are anxious to have something a lit-
tle better or different, and unless we
are ambitious to make a neater set,
or a simpler set, or a longer range set
than our neighbor's we are losing the
sporting interest in radio, for we all
enjoy comparing sets and results with
others.

At the same time I would caution you
not to invent circuits or theorize new
ways of solving old problems unless
you are deeply versed in radio theory.
To be competent to develop something
new requires rather unusual experi-
ence. If you have that experience
you will not gain by reading what I
am writing because I am only think-
ing of the novice and am anxious to
help him by practical and possibly
elementary observations.
'Do not attempt to build a set using

an untried circuit The amount of

receivers they give the fullest specifi-
cations, as to the parts to be used,
the number of turns on a coil, the
size of the panel, etc., but more im-
portant, they define its resultant serv-
ice in terms of selectivity, sharpness,
etc.

List of Standard Orcuits.
We have a number of standard cir-

cuits available today which are prac-
tical and efficient. These circuits
may be grouped as follows:

1. Regenerative.
2. Radio -frequency.
3. Reflex.
4. Heterodyne.
5. Neutrodyne.
Then there are combinations or

adaptations, such as the Flewelling,
Cockaday, Reinartz, etc.

Practically few readers will be in-
terested' in building crystal sets, al -

seasoning required to establish a rat;
ing for a new circuit is about Zitmonths after it 1..4 first suggested in
the radis.oxigiwrs.

For example: In August, 1922, Arm-
strong demonstrated the super-regen-

_erative circuit and for several months
every one was busy tidying it out.
Those who investigated it for the sake
of trying something new were repaid
in the "puzzle picture" reward 'Which
comes when you finally solve it. Yet

Ifor practical use, the super -regenera-
tive would not as yet seem to war-
rant its enormous publicity because it
is now regarded as suitable for only
limited uses.

Therefore, use only a circuit which
has been proved by test of time. In
this respect I am glad to see that
when the editora run articles on new

PURPOSES OF THE RECEIVER.
Local reception without loud

speaker.
2. Long distance reception.
3. Directional receiving.
4. Portability.
5. Simplicity of tuning.
6. Extreme selectivity.
7. Quality "of reception.
8. Occasional use.
9. Specific use - market reports,

time signals, etc.
AS TO COST FACTORS:
1. Storage battery operation.
2. Number of tubes.
3. Size of cabinet, panel, etc.
4. Number of controls.
5. Accessories required.
6: Aerial installation.
Take a practical example: Mr. X

decides to built a set. He- lives in a
Chicago apartment. He believes he
should have a receiver which his
wife or his children or himself can
operate, On this basis he feels it
should not cost him much more than
his phonograph, and, as he has bought
a 6100 phonograph, he calls this his
cost limit.

As all his friends report long dis-
tance reception he is anxious to have
this advantage. He also hears a good
deal about interference, so he does
not want that to affect his reception.

Proceeds With Confidence.

WDT Stops for Repairs
Station WDT (New York city), oper-

ated by the Shipowners' Radio Serv-
ice, ceased operations last Friday at
midnight. It will reopen in a few
weeks after repairs. The station puton the air as a farewell attraction
a program presented by twenty-five
singers and entertainers, and Vaughn
de Leath's orchestra. Miss de Leath,
the director, says that the station will
reopen with more hours, better pro-
grams and a better station.

tho the venerable crystal still has its
place in radio engineering. Few read-
ers will be interested in constructing
a seven -tube super -heterodyne. But
most readers will like to work on a
simply constructed receiver of say
three tubes.

In building a standard set, I would
advice the reader to count on using
at least three tubes. Invariably you
would like to have otaers enjoy the
radio concerts, and there is not as
yet a practical circuit which will give
loud speaker volume over any very
great range of stations with less than
three 'tubes.

Here and there yot may be able
to find a set which will talk up well
on one tube or two tubes. It can be
done, but for average. good volume,

Continued on Page 8.

Haynes. Gives Some Data on
His Famous Circuit

New Tube Excites Curiosity
Considerable curiosity and interest

is manifested in the new "Sodion"
tube which is beteg marketed. Be-
yond showing pictures of the tube
and giving its trade name, the first
trade paper advertising gives little
information. H. P. Donle is the in-
ventor. The tube is smaller than the
ITV199 and is a detector only. One
of its features is that it will not
oscillate.

'NES. R. E.
(Haynes -Griffin Radio Service, Inc.. 'New

York City.)
CIRCUITS form one of the princi-

pal factors in radio broadcast re-
ception. These lead he radio im-
puLses from the enter-- to the local
battery circuits to obtain maximum
detection, selectivity, re:tish.Tation
and amplification.

Probably the success of no other
science hinges so much on how results
are accomplished as does radio. One
writer has likened it unto the proper

of the several units
and the tubes.

A wealth of knowledge already has
come to light as the result of various
hookups, and it is safe to say that
a great deal more knowledge remains
concealed, awaiting the. probe of some
inquisitive investigator.

Certainly if any radio novice or am-
teur wishes to experiment in radio

without too great cost, he may fig-
ure out new circuits very profitably.
That is, .they may be new to him,
altho as old as the science itself to
more experienced radio men, but he
will certainly learn a great deal about
radio. Of that he may be sure.

Hobby Is Receiving Sets.
The writer has followed radio close -

Radio Saves Woman's Life
Broadcast appeals for a volunteer

to submit to blood transfusion to save
a woman's life in a London hospital
brought many subjects. One of these,
a woman, was accepted and gave half
a pint of blood to the, patient-also
a woman. The operation was success-
ful.

He now can select a circuit using
about four tubes, can include a mod-
erate priced loud speaker, a substan-
tial cabinet, a storage battery and by
patting up an aerial get fairly long
distances. He selects a circuit, item-
izes each part required, lays out the
panel and can be certain before he
starts that the instrument will per -
!orb' faithfully, provided he is con-
sistent.

Being an amateur radio engineer,
therefore, largely Is a matter of plan-
ning each step in the process of build-
ing a set, just as you would plan a
house. You don't use concrete walls
on residential buildings nor put lead-
ed glass panes in chicken coops, nor
would you put a parlor receiver in a
soap box, nor gold-plated binding posts
on a crystal set. Be consistent and
you will get what you started out to
get and-what is very important-
waste no time, money or worry in
achieving the result.

The foregoing remarks may seem
vague generalizations, but I can as-
sure you that if radio designers would
plan their receiving sets with the same
care and thought that they plan their
business or studies they would be
highly successful.

engineering is good training

A. J. HAYNES, R. E.

R. CARDWELL'S se-
ries of especially writ-
ten articles for The

Chicago Evening Post Radio
Magazine on "Everyday Radio
Engineering" will consist of
seven installments, the first
appearing on this page today.
They are as follows:

I. The Importance of Plan-
ning the. Set with Care.

II. Circuits and How to
Adapt Them.

III. Sketching the Layoi4t.
IV. Selection of Parts and

How to Judge Them.
V. Wiring and Assembly.
VI. Circuit Troubles, Tube

Noises, Etc.
VII. Refinements in Set

Construction.

which has been in the limelight Con-
siderably the past year.

The circuit is so extremely simpleits construction and satisfactory oper-ation can be assured even in the handsof the most inexperienced. Indeed,in practically every instance wherethis circuit has been given to a novice,he has reported reception of long dis-stance stations on the first night ofits operation.
Most of the circuits that have stoodthe test of time fall into two classes-the single circuit regenerative tunerand the three -circuit regenerativetuner.
The former employs a single -tunedcircuit. It is very simple to operate,

and does not cost much to manufac-ture, but has one disadvantage whichprevents it from becoming popular-
its lack of selectivity.

On the other hand the three -cir-cuit regeyferatlie-ltuner, as its name
hnnlika, employsF three separatelytuned circuits. It is an extremely
good receiver, capable of doing fine
work in the hands of an experienced
operator, possessing efficiency and
selectivity to a marked degfee.

The development and modification of
his own personal receiving set has
been more or less typical of what most
practical minded radio enthusiasts ex-

,-4:10,---.4ii?Aia.4%'@'..1.

ly for more than ten years, first as
an amateur and for the last five years
as a profession. Thruout this time
his hobby has been receiving circuits.

AUTHOR'S CIRCUIT WITH TWO STEPS OF AMPLIFICATION

Rear view of Haynes' receiver
showing position at parts. This isa photo of a set constructed by the
author.

Requires Kn wiedge of Set.
But, unless tie operator knowswhat he is doing nd why he is doing

it, it is almost ertain that he will
obtain negligible- results. Moreover,due to the seve I instruments used,
it is rather co ly and complicated,
presenting diffic !ties in wiring, and
so forth.

But, rp-w a h ppy thought. Whynot combine the est features of both
these circuits? hat is precisely what
I did. Those familiar with wiring dia-
grams will recognize the similarity
of the hookup employed with that of
thb regular triple coil tickler feed-backcircuit-with one exception: The pri-mary circuit is untuned and is con-
ductively coupled to the secondary or
tuned grid circuit.

The primary circuit consists simply
of the first few single tapped turns
on the stationary winding of a vario-
coupler, while the remainder of this
winding is used as the secondary.
The rotor or movable coil is used asthe tickler. One of the 180 -degree
type couplers is best, as it gives a
much smoother regenerative control.

Heart Is the Condenser.
But, the heart of this circuit is the

secondary tuning condenser. Its maxi-
mum capacity should not be greater
than .00025 mfds. However, many
modifications may suggest themselves
to the builder to meet his particular
fancy, altho the specifications given
in the instructions accompanying the
circuit will produce an exceptionally
good all-around receiver for both am-ateur andbroadcast reception.

The following is a complete list of
material needed for the single tube re-ceiver:

One panel 71x15"x3-16".
One 180 -degree variocoupler.
One .00025 mfds. variable condenser.
One rheostat.
One socket (panel mounting).
One switch.
Four switch points.
Two switch stops.
Ten binding posts.
Two 3 -inch dials.
One grid condenser .00025 mfds. cap.Accessories which must be usedwith this set are as follows:
Phones, detector tube, 22% volt "B"perience. Indeed, the cycle of pro- battery and 6 volt "A" storage bat-

gressive developmert seems to be pret- tery. (If the WD -11 or WD -12 aerio-ty well fixed. iron tube is used a single dry batteryWe start with a more or less simple will take the place of the 6 volt star-circuit (if we are wise and have good age.)advice) and then begin "Improving" Brings in DX Stations.the set. We add a condenser here.
"Bill says it improves the tuning,"
Then, perhaps, a variometer is pur-chased and the entire circuit changed.

If the experiment is a true one
and the experimenter's money lasts,
this process continues until his cir-cuit becomes so ccmplex and his ar-ray of dials and knobs so formidable
that even he acknowledges that his
outfit has gone beyond the point of
practicability.

Then a reversion sets In. He sue.
reeds in eliminating a condenser with-
out detracting from the efficiency of
his receiver in any way. Now, heis developing a true engineering in-
stinct. "How much can I simplify
this set without reducing its selec-tivity or efficiency appreciably?" he
asks himself.

Gets Wonderful Results -4n Static.
Like many other amateurs of a

ten -year-ago day, -robbed the sewing
machine, the telephone instrument and
appropriated other contrivances and
things in order to make a radio set.
My first set was a wonder-I got a
wonderful lot of static! But gradually
I improved until-well, I followed in
the manner outlined above and finally
developed the Tiaynes DX circuit,

As an example of what this set is
capable of bringing in, the following
may serve as an illustration: In a

one -wire aerial, thirty-five feet high and
New York city suburb, using a
125 feet long, Chicago, St. Louis,
Louisville, Atlanta, Boston, FortWorth, Minneapolis and Havana were
receivthedeinpraoneetiau

operation
eveni

ot the
evening.

set, more than one step of audiofre-
quencY amplification not recom-
mended unless it is employed to oper
ate a loud speaker, or unless there
are no facilities for an adequate an-
tenna. Often, however, such an ad-ditione

tetenledngency
dis-

tance reception,ndratiohni,havninchaving a
emphasize static and local interference
rather than bring out the weak dis-
tant station.

Studies American Methods
Monsieur Leon Deloy, famous

French amateur, Is in the United
States studying American methods
and apparatus. He hopes to return
to France and with his newly gained
knowledge help improve native con-
ditions.

- -
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This One -Tube Super Hook-up Brings ir Long
Distance with the Kick of a Misstofuri Muirc

THE one -tube receiver
(Autoplex) developed by
M. L. Muhleman is giv-

ing the radiophans a decided
jolt -even in these days of
multitudinous circuits. Some
remarkable results have been
experienced by Chicago ex-
perimenters in the last two or
three weeks. This article
gives some details of the cir-
cuit and operation.

By IVERSON 0. WELLS.
Radio Editor The Post,

PITLLING IN Pacific coast stations
with a one -tube set of simple de-

sign and getting a kick out of thereception like that supplied by therear section of a Missouri mule is adream of all' radiophans.
Chicago experimenters and manyhomebuilders have been doing thisone thing the last few weeks.
Of course, coast -to -coast receptionon a single tube is not new to mid -west listeners. However, getting thatreception with sufficient volume toenable one to hear it comfortably sev-eral feet away from the earphones issomething else.
The little receiver that has been ac-complishing this feat is the Auto-plex circuit, announced a few weeks

ago by its inventor, M. L. Muhleman,
A. 1`.1.-; I. R. E. It is a modification of

Athe rmstreng, super -regenerative cir-
cuit, and a deened improvement, if
the results secured in the preillllinarY
tests become a regular habit with thecircuit.

Number of Parts Near Zero.
Not only is Just one tube used, butalso the minimum of re: s. Two ---riometers, a honeycomb coil, tube,socket, batteries and phones comprisethe complete list of parts. You mustadmit that this is getting the equip-ment trimmed down close to the core.Most of us who have been doing any

experimenting with radio are familiarwith the Armstrong super. It is a-good circuit, but like most of the"supers" and "flivvers" is decidedlyerratic and bucks like a Texas bron-cho, just when you want it to be niceand peaceful. That's one of the rea-sons why it never proved popular.Mr. Muhleman seems to have elimi-nated all the faults of the "super"in his experiments, and to have in-stalled some decidedly new wrinkles inhis Autoplex.
The Autoplex is simple in operation.The two variometers are the only con-trols, and only one of them is critical.And, strange to say, the circuit is sen-sitive and seems to reach out into theethereal lanes, pick up stray signalsfrom distant stations, which have beenvery, very elusive, and bring them inwith a vim.

The upper left-hand picture shows how the Autoplex receiver, built
by Mr. Muhleman, its inventor, looks. The diagram in the upper right-
hand corner is the conventional form of one -tube super -regenerative re-
ceiver, utilizing tuned plate regeneration. The circuit in the lower left-hand corner is Mr. Muhleman's modification. The figure on the right
shows how the parts are located.

ume was good and the distance
brought in exceptional.

The ground alone was used without
impairing the reception or reducing
the volume. In fact, the set appeared
to work with a little better efficiency.

A loud speaker was operated on
near -by stations-those within two or
three hundred miles. The addition
of one stage of audio -frequency en-
abled even the most distant stations
to be brought in on the loud speaker.

One stage of radio -frequency im-
proved the distance reception. and
brought allout sharper tuning, ins
witheiit it= heir g' rather broad in this
respect when compared with the stand-
ard three -circuit regenerative circuit.

Eliminates Interference.
Thii addition of the-railie:frequeney

allowed a uniform variation frequency.
yet passed to this circuit the signal
strength from only one station.
"This," Mr. Muhleman observes, "ne-
cessarily eliminates the chance of the
circuit proper automatically becom-
ing in resonance with the wave of
another station."

There is one important factor in this
circuit. This pertains to the values.
Unless they are adhered to strictly
the results will be indifferent.

Take, for instance, the variometers.
Values here make or break the set.
A Chicago experimenter, who hooked
up the circuit, failed utterly with it,
and hastily concluded that it was over-rated by its inventor and sponsor. In-quiry developed he had utilized vari-ometers he had on hand, and that
these were not adapted to the circuit.
Substitution of variometers of theproper value gave satisfactory serv-ice.

The variometers should be high ra-tio inductance. It is very necessary
Leaves Beaten Paths.

In designing his receiver, Mr. Muhle-man has stepped out of the beatenpaths of accepted theory in super -re-generation. He doesn't exactly takeissue with Major Armstrong, but hepresents some theories of his ownwhich, to say the least, seem to con-tradict the inventor of the original
regeneration, idea in radio.

In the November number of the Ra-dio News, Mr. Muhleman goes thorolyinto his theory, and since this articleis intended merely to present the cir-cuit, and some of its peculiarities toThe Post Radio Magazine readers, sothat radiophans, who feel so inclined,
may experiment a little, no attemptwill be made here to consider theoret-ical aspects.

First, before I give the result of
my own experiments with the circuit,let me get this one fact establishedin the reader's mind:

The Autoplex still is in the specula-tive form. No one yet has proved allof its possibilities as indicated by thefirst -stage experiments.
I have tried out the circuit underbroadcasting conditions. It has per-

formed marvelously. However, no op-portunity has been given me to checkup on the results thru laboratoryequipment, and I would hesitate tounqualifyingly accept all the goodthings that is being said about thecircuit.
Because of this lack of substantia-

tion, all statements made here should
be taken purely on a speculativebasis.

Seeks Long Distant Reception.
Mr. Muhleman, in commenting uponthe Armstrong super -regenerative cir-cuit, says: "A complete study of thetheory of super -regeneration leaves

Ithe individual confident that long dis-p.nce reception should be possible.This has been accomplished in a num-ber of instances, but the usual super -
regenerator falls short on this point."

It was this conclusion which ledMr. Muhleman to experiment. In hissearch for long -distant reception he
was led to his by -theory, and the de-
sign of his simplified circuit.

By reference lto the two schematic
diagrams, shown on this page, oneshowing the original Armstrong cir-
cuit, and the other the Autoplex, it
will be noted that the capacity across
the low frequency inductance has been
eliminated, and a capacity between the
aerial and ground substituted. Also
the filament resistance has been left
out.

There are some very peculiar actions
that take place in various parts of
the circuit. These may be discussed
at a later date in another article.

Results of Tests Given.
As to results: A receiver was

hooked up as per the accompanying
sketch and photos. An outside aerial
of one strand of wire, 150 feet in
length, including the lead in, and a
good ground was employed. The vol-

that the stator coils be close to the
rotary coils. Experiments with the
ty'Ve which have the stator windings
on the outside of the coil were very
unsatisfactory.

The oscillating coil in the grid cir-
cuit should be of the type that has low
distributed capacity. The honeycomb,
duolateral and similar types are the
one to use. The inductance value
of. the coil should be about 125 or
150 millihenries.

As to Inductance Relation.
The inductance relation of Vile coil

variometers is of little conse-
quence. It can be fastened to the
side of the grid variometer or laid in
between the two variometers as is
shown in the illustration.

Mr. Muhleman finds that the West-
3,nr Electric "E" tube, or 216-A gives
the best service. C-,17.71 f'7.reatni_e_nts
were made with C -301A and the limit'
of plate voltage for these tubes. I
used 150 volts, which, as a steady
diet for these tubes, might prove
rather bad for their longevity.

In constructing the set, the nature
of the circuit will permit extremely
short -wiring, which is a point in its
favor. The space occupied by the in-
struments will take very little space.
The set will prove very popular with
those who require or desire a portable
set.

It is possible, by the use of the
basket weave type variometers, on the
market, and the spider -web form of in-
ductance, to make a set which would
occupy a space no larger cigar
box, without impairing its efficiency.

Experiments are being made furth-
er in The Post experimental labora-
tory with the Autoplex. The findings
will be published in an early issue.

The writer would like to hear from
those who have built the Autoplex.

Miner's Super-Heterodyne
Makes Bid for All Honors

EVtN the mightiest of the mighty
is threatened by newcomers in

radio. Revolutions in this science are
occurring so fast that the bystander
can do nothing but stand aside and
have patience for the final outcome.

That the science of radio is in astate of turmoil, of constant change
and uncertainty, has never been soattested as it is now. Today a "super-
set" is hailed as the latest achieve-
ment. Tomorrow, it may be an an-tique.

Only a year ago, Major Edwin H.
Armstrong's regenerative receiver wasthe last word in radio. Now it isconsidered only as a step toward
more sensitive, more powerful and
simpler "hook-ups." Beyond it aresuch sets as the neutrodyne circuit
of Prof. Hazeltine. the Grimes reflex
and others.

.  .

Miss Jule Strong, well-known actress, is called upon by a friend tocorrect his radio troubles, and, after announcing that the wires weregrounded, she altered the mishap and then proceeded to get in touch withthe outside'world. Photo shows Miss Strong listening in.

Navy Builds Big Station
The 'army signal corps is busy in-

stalling a radio station at Fort Doug-
las, near Salt Lake City, Utah, which
will be the largest radio telegraph sta-
tion of the army. It will have but
one tube, a new 10 -kilowatt radiotron
developed by the General Electric coin-

superdyne receiver showed an ability
of over 200.

"The same two outfits were tried
under similar conditions with a broad-
casting station as the source of pow-
er. Here the regenerative receiver
showed audibility of about 60 while
under corresponding conditions the su-
perdyne receiver showed an audibility
of 10,000. which was the end of the
meter.

Now Comes New Claimant.
At the top, however, is Major Arm-

strong's "Super-Hetrodyne," generally
acknowledged king of them all. And
yet, the supremacy of this superset
is being questioned.

For now comes a much smaller re-
ceiving set which has started its own
revolution against the lordship of the
super-hetrodyne. It is what is called
the "Superdyne" receiver, invented by

S. Miner, famous eastern ama-
teur.
Roberts

With its four tubes, this set has'
been tested against the eight -tube su-
per-hetrodyne and has proven a re-
markable opponent for highest hon-
ors in radio.

' Tusks Makes Tests.
Here is an account of tests made

with the superdyne, by C. D. Tuska,
radio manufacturer:

"The astonishing part about this
outfit is that it operates without an
antenna and gives signals of suffi-
cient intensity to be heard thru the
use of a loud speaker. In Hartford,
Connecticut, without the use of an
antenna or loop= or capacity of any
sort, other than the usual ground
connections, we have repeatedly copied
broadcasts on a loud speaker from
Chicago, Davenport, Kansas City, and
stations nearer to us.

"In attempting to compare the out-
fit with some of the sensitive sets on
the market, we went to Washington
and ran a series of tests. First a con-
stant artificial source of power was set
up. This was tuned on a regenera-
tive receiver and the 'audibility meas-
ured around 50. With the same power,
the same tubes. batteries. etc.. the

nay. which is building the equipment.
AnoTriil ,Rimilar station is being

erected at t--,a,Vsewerth, Kan., but
this station will operateV;t:-: two
tubes and will have a telephone cir-
cuit as well as the radio telegraph.
The radio circuit between these two
stations, the Arlington, Va., staLha,
and a land line from Leavenworth to
San Francisco, will span the United
States. Each of the two interior sta-
tions will be equipped with two 300
degree steel towers.

It is the plan of the army radio
service not to use coastal stations.
that "part of the work being handled

Beats Naval Set.
"The next test was of a more prac-

tical nature. Here we compared the
superdyne receiver under actual re-
ceiving conditions with the naval six -

tube Universal radio -frequency ampli-
fier. The signals with the four -tube
superdyne were probably three to four
times louder than with the six tubes
on the navy amplifier.

"The last experiment was the most
astonishing of all. In this test we
compared the four -tube superdynewith an eight -tube super-hetrodyne
receiver. Some of the signals on the
super-hetrodyne surpassed this new
circuit while in other cases the su-
perdyne exceeded the super-hetrodyne.

"Taken all in all, and being very
conservative, the best we could say
for the super-hetrodyne was that Ur
signals may have been slightly loudr
using the eight tubes against ourfour."

Read This, Radiophans
The Radio Society of Great Britain

announces that the British Broadcast-
ing company has agreed to allow a
transmission to take place once a week
from the London station which will
deal with the meetings of the society,
is policy, and other matters of general
interest, says a London trade paper.
Transmissions accordingly will be
made on Thursdays at 7.25 p. m. Dr.
W. H. Eccles, F.R.S., president of the
Radio Society of Great Britain, has
promised to speak. As this transmis-
sion will be made from all stations in
the British Isles there should be no
difficulty in all members picking it up.
It would seem that the P.M.G. has
tacitly agreed to widen the scope of
the B.B.C.'s activities. I understand
that there is now no official objec-
tion to the B.B.C. permitting private
firms supplying an occasional good
concert-such as was organized by
Harrod's some months ago. This is
excellent news, and should go a long
way to pdpularizing broadcasting with
other interests which are, at the mo-
ment, none too friendly to the B.B.C.

by the Naval CoMmunications service.
and the army does not desire to in-terfere with ship to shore communi-
cation.

LA
Complete Stock Available

Fla".
Rathbun Variable Condenser

Wholesale Only
DEALERS: Seed as your orders.
Our Catalogue, Listing 1,000
Nationally advertieed items, is
now ready.

C -nd Opera "season tickets"
for Radio Users

STATION KY W will broadcast every Tuesday
evening performance of the Civic Opera
Association this season. If you own a receivingset it's like having a season ticket for Tuesday

evenings at the Opera. Buy librettos (translations)
at the Auditorium -30c and 35c. You can follow
every line of music and action. Know the story and
you'll enjoy the opera!

Free Home Trial
and instructions on a Grebe -12 Receiver

Marvelous new 4 -tube set capable of receiving any
station in this country. No outside wires or indoor
loop. Just place the box anywhere. Comes com-
plete with tubes, dry cell batteries, telephone plug
and cord, one headset. Handsome walnut case. For
free demonstration call

Randolph 1280-Radio Section

ELECTRIC SHOPS
COMMONWEALTH EDISON

72 West Adams Street
Profit Sharing Coupons help save money on radio purchases here
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QUESTIONS
Neutron:Ir_9e Circuit Howls.

16-OAK PARK: hay,' ,tv.,ie a fiCe-
tube Hazeltine neutrooyne set. It is full
of howls and squeaks-more so than any
super -regenerative set I ever heard. A
friend of mine. who has been a success-
ful radio "bug" for several years, has at-
tempted to help me solve my problem.
but met with defeat. We have checked
over the circuit several times and find
nothing wrong with it.
You are having the same trouble

that about nine out of ten have. You
fail to follow printed instructions and
overlook the characteristics of the
neutrodyne principles. Your set as it
now stands is an oscillating set,
which it should not be. Try this:
Tune in your station-any station that
Tomes in first. Get the loudest signal
alone. Remove the first tube and
place a small bit of paper over one of
the filament contacts. Then replacethe tube with the filament current
also on, move the sliding sleeve back
or forward on the neutrodon for that
tube until the signal disappears. Don't
neglect to remove the paper from the
socket upon replaeing the tube. Do
this also with the second tube. These
two steps neutralize the capacity ef-
fects in the tubes-which is the chief
point in the Hazeltine circuit. With
the capacity in the tubes neutralized,
now turn to your condenser and pro-
ceed to enjoy real receptioh. which
should be absolutely devoid of any
noises, howls or hisses. When theset is properly neutralized do not
neutrodons unless you change the
tubes. Every time you change the
tubes the new ones must be neutraliz-
ed in the same manner as the old ones.

Cutting Out Interference.
13. CHICAGO: I have a standard three -

circuit regenerative set (Paragon type),
which made some marvelous records last
winter when I was living in a western sub-
urb. I could plow thru any of the local
stations and pick up any station I wanted.
However, I have moved to the city and
am in only a few blocks from WDAP and
not so far away from WMAQ and KWY.
I can get away fairly well from all local
stations except WDAP. This simply is
Impossible, apparently. Is there not some
way-wave. Maps. perhaps-that will help
me?
You are unfortunate in being so

close to WDAP. It is a powerful sta-
tion and many broadcast listeners liv-
ing miles away have trouble with it.
This writer. has lived within three
blocks of the station for more than
a year and also used as one of his fa-
vorite circuits the same one you em-
ploy. He had the same trouble you
mention until experiments with vari-
ous types . of wave traps solved the
problem. On another page (the Home
Workshop Department) one of these
wave traps is described and illustrat-
ed. In a subsequent early issue an-
other one which now is being tested
in The Chicago Evening Post's ex-
perimental laboratory will be de-
scribed with the findings of this test.

An Ultra-Audion Hookup.
11-CHICAGO: Publish an ultra-audion

tircait which employs only one tube. Iunderstand there are such circuits which
give extra volume on long -distant sta-tions.
The circuit you ask fbr is shown

elsewhere on this page. It is one ofthe best of this type receiver we
have tested. It has good volume, and
just such a hookup used here in Chi-
cago has brought in regularly the

AND ANSWERS
FREE SERVICE
nIIESTIONS asked on any subject per-

taining to radio will be answered
in this department i n either the daily
edition or The Radio Magazine section
Published each Thursti lay. No charges
are made for this service. If personal
reply is desired by retutrn mail, enclose
self-addressed and atm:aped envelope.
Write on only one side .of the sheet,
and where a check is desired on a
faulty circuit be sure to 'send legible
diagram as used in the hook-up.

eration the peculiarities of the cir-
cuit. A year's experience with the
Frewelling has unfoldet many im-
provements in construction and
operation and the circuit is recog-
nized today as one of the "regulars"
in the vast army of standard cir-
cuits. Mr. Flewelling, thru his ex-
periments with the circuit, has sim-
plified the hookup and greatly im-
proved the circuit in many respects.
His latest circuit, still employing the
characteristics of the old, is shown
on this page. The gridleaks are still
critical. Unusual volume is to be
had with this circuit, and if the op-
erator is patient and will learn the
peculiarities of the set he will be
well repaid. We would not advise
a beginner to try the Flewelling any
more than we would any of the other
complicated circuits. Note in the
accompanying diagram that the in-
ventor has discarded last year's bank
of three fixed condensersaand now
employs only one. There are other
modifications, none of which have
impaired the efficiency, but which
have simplified matters.

Pacific coast stations. You will find
it more selective than most circuits
of this type, but do not expect too
much of this. You will not be able
to select your stations with the same
efficiency as you can with three -cir-
cuit sets, but it is simple to operate,
inexpensive to build and costs little
to maintain.

Flewelling Circuit.
10-CHICAGO: Last winter there was

a considerable furore over the FlewellingSuper hookup at the beginning of theseason. Interest seemed to lag, however,
due, I was told, to the fact that it was
noisy and troublesome. I have heard
some very favorable comments this fall
and am wondering if this circuit is worth
trying.
Like on all new things people passfinal judgment too quick on a newhookup or circuit. The Flewelling

circuit was and still is noisy, as are
all the super sets, but most of the
trouble came from careless construc-
tion and failure to take into consid-

Push -Pull Transformers.
9-CHICAGO: I wish to use a. three -tube "push and pull" amplifier. Kindlygive me a diagram for such a circuit.

I understand this method of amplifica-
tion is much better, especially for power
loud speaker. Where can the transform-ers be obtained?
The diagram is shown on this page

elsewhere. The first audio trans -
farmer may be any good transformer
of 5-1 ratio or even 10-1 ratio. The

Loading Up a Set.
3-MAYWOOD: I have a three -circuit

regenerative receiver using three honey-
comb coils. Last winter I brought in
coast -to -coast stations in a loud speaker
(Baldwin unit), but am having very poor
success so for this fall. I get a few of
the distant stations, but not many. Evensome of the local stations do not come
in with the old-time volume. I thoughtit was my "B" batteries, which wereabout eight months old. New batteriesmade some improvement but not much.Have gone over the circuit and every-thing seems to be correct.
The change in the wave lengths un-

doubtedly is your source of trouble.
You will have to "load up" your set.
This is done very easily with your
hookup as you are using honeycomb
coils for your inductance. If you are
using 35-50 and 75 -turn coils try 50-
75.100 coils in their stead. You may
have' to take off a few turns.

Polarity Tests
7. CHICAGO: My house -lighting cur-rent is direct current. I have construct-ed a bank of 100 -watt lamps with which

to charge my storage battery. How amI to tell the polarity of the lighting cir-cuit wires, as my instructions were tobe sure to attach the negative wire to
the negative side of the battery and the
positive side to the positive side of the
battery?
Take both ends of the lighting cir-

cuit wires and hold them in a glass of
water into which a spoonful of com-
mon table salt has been dropped. Gas
bubbles will form around the negative
wires. Keep the two wires apart in
the test.

Brass Panels.
2-WILMETTE: Have conceived theidea of using a brass pang. Do you seeany objections to this? I propose toground the panel to eliminate body ca-pacity instead of using a compositionpanel with the usual metal shield.

Everyday Engineering
for the Home Builder

(Continued from
results, I will commit myself in ads
vising three tubes.

As to Single Circuits.
The circuits which you can use

will have certain problems. For ex-
ample: A single circuit receiver will
oscillate and the energy feed -back in-
to your aerial cause a disturbance to
neighboring receivers.

Such circuits are unquestionably
sensitive and efficient, but most radio
fans operate sets within close proxim-
ity to other aerials and here they
should display courtesy in carefully
preventing oscillation which will cause
discomfort or preclude others from
listening in at all.

If in an isolated spot where your
aerial is a thousand yards or more
from other aerials, a single circuit
regenerative often is very good and
permits of very simple construction
and tuning.

When you go into radio -frequency
you must know quite a little about
what are the most efficient parts to
use and how to wire them to avoid
stray capacity in your circuit. You
can get a good deal of help on these
points from the published articles on
one kind or another radio -frequency
receiver, but ordinarily you mil st ex-
pect to use four tubes unless you
make it regenerative on the detector
stage, or reflex the audio thru one or
two tubes.

Thus, in adopting a circuit take into
account its special requirements. Does
it require more skill in building than
you have yet acquired? Does it re-
quire expensive units which, if im-
properly selected, would mean a loss
of so much money? Will it get the
results you want?

Metal panels can be and are used.
However, there is danger of ground-
ing &our entire set, as each instru-
men*.--must be completely insyls,Srrir
from the panel, which will entail ccin-
siderable work and care. Why not
use the popular composition panel and
use thin sheet brass or copper as a
shield? This material can be worked
more easily and can be cut away when_
the instruments enter the panel, thus
srovicang insulation. The shield then

"push -and -pull" transformers shown
are of special make and can be ob-
tained from any of the dealers ad-
vertising in this magazine. The cir-
cuit shown is for C301 -A tubes. Power
tubes may also be used if the proper
voltage is employed.

Noisy Amplification.
18. CHICAGO: Please check over the

circuit I enclose. It works fine on the
detector alone or on the first stage of
amplification, but when I plug in the
second stage there is considerable dis-
tortion. What is the trouble?
Your circuit is all right. Troubls

may be in your transformer. Too high
a ratio causes distortion sometimes.
Faulty construction of transformers
also gives poor output. A ratio of 5.1
in first stage and 3-1 in the second,
if you are using higher ratio, may
solve your trouble. You might also
insert a "C" or bias battery in the
grid load of the last stage (3 to 9
volts), or shunt the transformer in
the last stage with a resistance
grid leak.

Hears Manchester, .
6. CHICAGO: Recently wk siting

a broadcasting listener friend i. Massa-
chusetts we heard some station sign off
using the call 2CY or 2ZY. We heard a
Portion of the preceding program, but it
was not very clear and faded considerably.
The call letters, however, were very
clear. We could not find the station in
any list we had available.
R. L. Beall, an amateur of West-

mont second district, Quebec, Canada,
has the call numbers 2CY. William
H. Diehl, an amateur of Bayside,
N. Y., in the second United States
district, also has the same call. We
do not know if these stations broad-
cast programs or not, but it is not
likely they do. The British Broad-4sting corporation of Manchester,
England, has the call letters 2ZY, and
since the Atlantic coast fans pick up
that station occasionally it is likely
it was this station you heard.
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is grounded. It is wise to attach the
shield in strips behind each instru-
ment as this will minimize eddy cur-
rent losses. If the set is  properly
wired and the instruments properly
located body capacity will not disturb
you. Shielding is not necessary inthis case. Ground the rotors of the
condensers where they are in a ground
circuit and the variometers and you
won't have body capacity troubles.

Hard Tubes as Detectors.
8. CHICAGO: Will a "hard" tubegive efficient service as a detector? Ihave a hook-up which specifies a UV -201A. A friend of mine says best re-

sults are obtained with a "soft" tube.
If you had specified the circuit, we

could answer your question more in-
telligently. There are some hook-
ups where "hard" or amplifyingtubes work best. The Flewelling su-
per is one of these. However, in the
standard regenerative sets "soft" or
detector tubes give far the best serv-
ice.

Tubes for Amplifying.
1-CHICAGO: What tubes should I usein my audio amplifier with a magma -vox?
Any amplifying tube will answer.

The C -30I -A and UV -201-A are popu-
lar. Some prefer power tubes such
as the 216-A. These, of course, give
more volume, but unless the ampli-
fying circuit is properly designed dis-
tortion is apt to spoil reception.

Get All Data in Advance.
My suggestion, therefore, is to col-

lect all the literature you can on the
clsssit you intend to use. This data
will be found carefully Check.ad up -in various publications or the radio
editor of The Post Radio Magazine
will be glad to print special circuits
whidh you cannot find convenient'-,

On. this point it may be s,..ggested
-that you start a little scrap book. If
you read radio literature regularly,
cut out the articles on the different
circuits which give the constants, etc.
After you have collected a dozen or
so variations of one circuit you cart
select the particular variety you pre-
fer.

This, you may complain, is too te-
dious and what you want is a circuit
and to rush out and get parts and
make the set and this is right where
most set builders go wrong. They are
too impatient and careless to engineer
properly and when their sets are put
together they generally reflect these
conditions.

In short,  if you intend to excel. it
must be accomplished by devoting a
good deal of time to every step.

Ask any stenographer how long it
takes to learn shorthand. She will
say at least six months. And, while
radio is not entirely a memory and
co-ordination problem as shorthand,
it does require thinking and concen-
tration.

Not Necessary to Be Technical.
However, I would not say that you

must study radio theory for ten years
in order to build a set any more than
you would have to know how to build
a condenser in order to use it in a
circuit properly. In fact, you can
build an excellent set without know-
ing the technical theory behind it.
What you do need is information of
a reliable character, and to do your
construction work neatly and with
craftsmanship.

Hence, visualize what the panel of
the set you plan will be like when
you look at the circuit. Study how
you would place the different units
to afford protection, economy and
convenience. This is best 'done by
comparison, and I give another sug-
gestion that you take what time you
can to look at standard manufacturers'
receiving sets.

Also join a radio club and become
acquainted with other fans. Look at
their sets, and, if you can, make com-
parisons of their operating characteris-
tics.

By this process you can see how
to adopt this idea or that; how to
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avoid faults of others; how to improve
on your original plans.

Value of Following Pioneers.
Copying a set from a fixed set of

plans or a model often is a very sat-isfactory way of building a set. Itsaves you much labor and expeesa.
At the same time I would encourageyou to revise such plans where you
have adequate training or are quick
enough in picking up the refinement*
of radio construe ion.

The big interest in radio for some
people comes in building one set after
another. As soon as one is finished
they pull it apart and reorganize it ona new circuit, and while this, unques-
tionably; is good amusement, it isnot the objective of radio any more
than running up golf scores is afunction of broadcasting.

Let me close this first install/al
of my series of articles on the
of your radio engineering by suggest.
ing that you make every set with somepractical view in mind, that you orthe family will use it, that it may begiven to a friend or to some invalid
who cannot afford to purchase one,or be used as a Christmas present.

The idea of putting a lot of labor
into a set and then pulling it apart isas silly as knitting different styles of
neckties and then unraveling the yarnand using it in another pattern.

If you are trying to improve an old
set, an overhauling is in order, but agood many radio fans go thru the
"puzzle picture" stages and it is agood sport at that, only why not give
some one the benefit of this labor, or
sell the aparatus at cost?

As to Dry Cell Tubes.
15-CHICAGO: Will the WD -11 orWD -12 dry cell tubes work efficiently in

an ultra-audion circuit?
Any of the dry cell tubes will work

satisfactorily.

Loud Speaker Distortion.
4. CHICAGO: Am planning to add aloud speaker to my amplification ed.but practically all the speakers I hafelistened to give out considerable dis-tortion and sound hoarse and "scratchy."Why is this? I have a neighbor who

uses a Baldwin unit with a 50 -cent fibremegaphone horn such as college boysuse at football games. It is free of dis-tortion, clear as a bell and gives suffi-
cient volume in local stations to beheard across the street. It seems tome that the expensive power speakers
should give better service.
The fault quite often lies in the am-

plification circuit. Too high ratio inthe transformers, improperly wired
transformers, poor "B" batteries, poor
wiring connections and too much "B"
battery voltage on the tubes frequent-
ly cause distortion. Power speakers
should employ the "push and pull"
circuit in the amplifiers. This writer
uses a low -power speaker such as the
Baldwin unit especially for home re-
ception when using the ordinary am-
plification circuit. Even in this cir-cuit the ratio of the transformers
should be small. A ratio of 5-1 in the
first stage and 3.1 in -the Second gives
the most satisfactory results.

RADIO IS AID
TO GRAND OPERA,

OFFICIAL SAYS
The Chicago Civic Opera company.stews sings 'ssquently to an audienceof more than tr00,000 men, women andchildren scattered all over the NorthAmerican continent. The great mu-sical triumph of the age is the re-.suit of the co-operation of the man-agement of the opera company andthe famous KYW station on the tapof the Commonwealth Edison build-ing. '

These facts developed today wha check was made of the corresponence from almost every village anhamlet in th United States whichis pouring in o the offices of theWestinghouse company. This showsthat the work of supplying the bestin musical entertainment has resultedin great commercial value to schoolsof music, manufacturers of musicalinstruments and the tradt0 in gets.eral.
.

Admit Radio Helps Receipts.
Reticent at first to admit the value

of the broadcasting of opera the man-
agement now declares that the box-
office receipts reflect in a pronounced
way the value of these .entertain-
ments.

"The fact that the management con-tinues to permit the broadcasting of
the concerts shows that it appreciates
the value of the publicity and the
value of the forces of the air in creat-
ing potential patrons of the opera,"
one of the officials suggested to The
Post.

Whether radio makes the stars or
the stars make radio is a much mooted
question in musical and radio circles.
While the battle rages and, in some
instances has reached the courts, the
radio broadcasting station, maintain-.
ing a dignified position, calmly goes
ahead supplying the very best talent
and the phaneseldom hear the rumble
of the controversy.

Phans Prefer Opera to "Jazz."
The broadcasting of the opera pro-

grams has been a tremendous success,
according to Assistant Director I -1..A.
Fall and Chief Announcer A. W. "Sen"
Kaney of the KYW station. Thou-
sands of letters have poured in as a
response to the inquiry designed to
ascertain whether the public preferred
"jazz" or the opera. Just flow the
opera is in the lead.

V 201-A, 301-A, WD -11
ACUUM TUBES 4.95

WD -12, UV -199

De Forest Silvertone
AMPLIFIER3.95
VacuumTube,

DE LUXE
HoNiEtt95
Chargers, I 11.

GENUINE Nathaniel
Baldwin

00.45Head Sets,

i'BATTERIES
LargeSize1.35
221 volt, 1-in Eul l2Wul CIKRaGuaranteed

119/ ANNARD 2.95
CfNUINE Nathaniel

Type`Ci Units.
BaldwinA.65

ATLAS CUT RATE RADIO SHOP,
3 BIG STORES

319 W. Madison St. 1133 N. Dearborn St. I 345 S. Clark St.
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AMATEURS GIVE RADIO SOME OF ITS
MOST IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS

LONG with radio's popularity,
comes the question of popular in-

terest in its technical development.
That, proof shows, is about as high

as the new science itself. Just as
every radio fan has won over others
toward a greater interest in broad-
casting receptiona he himself has be-
come a convert to the actual develop-
ment of the science.

Thousands of fans, old and young,
daily are scanning radio publications,
if they're not seeking inforMation
from radio sales clerks, for ways to
improve their receiving sets. Hook-
ups are as popular as ever, and parts
are being improtaed regularly.

By far the greatest interest in this
branch of radio lies in the hook-up.
At first it was the simple Copp cir-
cuit. Then came the regenerative
circuit, which brought out the name
of Edward A. Armstrong as one of
the greatest radio engineers of the
country.

New Circuits Follow Each Other.
But hardly had his fame reached

the peak when alter more complicat-
ed hook-ups were produced. There
came Hazeltine's neutrodyne, consid-
ered among the most efficient hook-
ups extant. Then the reflex and other
arrangements of parts by which it
was believed a listener could improve
his receiving sets.

Among some of the other circuits
which have stirred the heart of the
amateur in the past twelve months
are the Flewelling Super, the Harkness
Ultra, the Cockaday Four -Circuit, the
Autoplex and the Miloplex.

Yet this is only the beginning of
the technical development of radio.
Engineers are still striving to elim-
inate interference, and for this they -
experiment with hook-ups and ,new
parts with the hope of gaining their
goal this way.

All their movements are followed
zealously by the true radio fan. He
Is not so muah interested in radio
proper, as he Ys in the improvement
of his awn set. And any suggestion
for improvement is eagerly snatched
up and tested.

Amateur Takes the Lead.
In this, the radio ameteur is the

leader. He is the one who is always
tearing down and building up his
set. And it is he who comes. forth
now and then with a new hook-up
which ha, believes may revolutionize
radio.

The Grimes refleit circuit, one of
the famous hook-ups of today for
which the inventor is said to have
received a half million dollars, is the
product of an amateur's brain. His
experience is typical among young
amateurs, any one of whom may
some out one of these days with even
a more effective hook-up.

This universal search for better
hook-ups promises to maintain its
popularity among the fans, at any
rate until the ideal set is found. This
Ideal achievement, as engineers see
it today, would be one that would
Work well under all conditions of
Weather and other disturbanCes, which
would be *so simple in its operation
that any outsider could work it, and
which would bring in distant as well
as hear -by stations at will.

Dealer Gossip I

The United Cigar Stores are enter-
ing the radio retail field. Five stores
in New York are being opened. Chi-
cago and other cities are to follow
shortly. 0 -

The Haverford company, 222 West
Madison street, is centering its efforts
on ready-made sets and a deferred pay-
ment plan.

"En la la
The Chicago Salvage, stores. 509

South State street, employ thirty
salesmen, which,- - probably, is the
largest sales force maintained by a
retail radio shop in the world.

19
The NeWark Electric company, 1226

West Madison street, has moved into
new quarters, two doors east .of the
old stand. It is one of the niftiest re-
tail establishments in the middle west.

ne of the most completely equipped
1epair and construction shops has
peen installed, and a special demon-
tration room is one of the features

bf the new home.
The Radio shop, 7545 North Clark

Ft, reports far greater interest in
dio this season by residents in its
ghborhood than last season, this

conclusion being arrived at by a com-
'S Parison of sales this year with last

year at the same time.
The Western Army stores, 227 West

Madison and 410 South Wabash ave-
nue, are carrying double the stock

, carried last season and nearlyreport

a 50 per cent increase in turn -over.
This would indicate a greater interest
in radio by the layman.

V, @,
Siegel ElectricV. company, 154 West

Washington street, is featuring
knocked down sets on the popular
circuits, such as neutro-dyne, reflex
Cockaday, miroplex and autoplex.

The Radio Doctors, 504 Smith State
street, offer to examine and 'test sets
free. This store is using nine construc-
tion experts in its repair department.

Electric Service Products company,
214 West Madison street and 10 South
Wells street, continues to find its
Casey Radio Demon Knockdown set
a big trade puller. This concern had
a good run on this hook-up last year,
but this season promises even a bet-
ter outlook.

V.
Atwood Electric company, 3122 West

Madison street and 5746 West Divi-
sion street, is featuring a Paragon re-
ceivesi at both stores.

Laurence M. Cockaday is one of the amateurs who came upon a hook-
up that now carries his name. It is called the Cockaday, or Four -Circuit
Tuner. He has brought out other contributions to the science, and is shown
here at work on a new hook-up of his invention. The Chicago Evening
Post Radio Magazine will give construction details of Mr. Cockaday's most
recent circuit in an early issue.

Why Variable Condenser
Is an Important Factor

THERE is no Tore important unit
in a radio receiver than the varia-

ble condenser, yet it is the one with
which the public has been most con-
sistently "gyped" by the unscrupu-
a.as "fly by night" manufacturer.

Unless sondesa.- is designed
and constructed very Care/Una; -the
variable condenser will wreck even
the most efficient circuits.

Thd majority of the cheap variable
condensers available on the 'market
suffer from a number of ills, 'any
one of which is fatal.

Their plates are too thin, and
easily bent out of alignment with
the result that they short circuit at
certain settings, or else they are so
badly spaced that there is not an
even and steady variation of capacity
when they are adjusted.

Insulation Causes Losses. -
Another bad feature is the losses

Sustained thru bad insulation of the
rotor from the stator plates.

Irk condensers which use metal end
plates it is extremely important that
the bushing in which the rotor 'shaft
revolves be constructed of the highest
grade of hard rubber possible. The
best arrangement, of course, is hard
rubber and plates.

There are two forms of contacting
with the rotor plates, one by means
of a spring rubbing contact and the
other with a flexible joint. Of the
two, the latter is by far the most
positive End the most efficient. A
bad rubbing -contact is the cause of
more losses in a condenser than any-
thing else.

In many of the condensers of the
latter type, the only contact arrange-
ment allowed for the rotor plates is
a metal extension which fits around
the shaft of the rotor plates under-
neath the locking nut. Where the
mechanical design is not absolutely
accurate it is quite possible that a
distinct "open" will be experienced
at different points in the setting of
the condenser.

Stops Aid Efficiency.
The best possible condenser design

is one whereby there are positive
stops provided in such manner that
when the rotor plates are completely
meshed inside the stationary plates
they cannot be turned any further
in the same direction, and correspond-
ingly there is a' stop which prevents
any further movement when the
plates are entirely outside the stator
plates.

With such a condenser it is possi-
ble to solder a flexible copper gauze
wire connection to the shaft. The
other end of this flexible connector
is joined to the binding post provided
to enable the user to wire the con-
denser into his set. This type has
a. minimum of losses. -

The majority of trouble cases in
receivers can be traced to bad varia-
ble condensers. This is particularly
true of seta which are very broad in
tuning.

It is not possible to get good selec-
tivity with condensers which are in-
efficiently designed.

Mounting Vital Point.
Another difficulty that invariably.

will result from badly constructed
condensers is variable signal strength
in the receivers. This is, of course,
due to the bad contacting arrange-
ments with the rotor plates. In fact,
a lot of extraneous noise in the set
can be traced to this very same
source.

Just as it is important to use the
best of variable condenser, so it Is
necessary to use every care in mount-
ing it on the panel and wiring it
into the set. The holes should not
be drilled into the panel until it is
absolutely sure that they are accu-
rately placed. It is always best to
use the manufacturer's template for
this purpose. The slightest error in
alignment of the holding screws will
place a tension on the condenser and
pull the rotor plates out of the true
position. In time this will seriously
affect its efficiency and lead to trou-
blesome "shorts" at afferent degrees
of setting. =

Handle Small Energy.
Variable condensers are seldom

used outside of the tuning circuits.
In other words, their place is invari-
ably in the aerial and grid circuits
of a receiver. It Is at this point that
we are dealing with the smallest
amounts of energy in the receiver,
63Tisecier.tly .t._...pecessary
every possible loss shoUrd''iit:  eines
nated.

Under the circumstances, therefore,
it is necessary that the wiring should
also be efficient. - To effect this the
connecting wires should 'be kept as
short as possible and should not run
parallel to each other. Therefore, it
will always be well to take this point
into consideration before deciding
upon the lay -out of the set, and the
condenser should be inserted at the
point where the shortest possible
connections can be made.

COPIES M'MILLAN
ON PACIFIC COAST

FOR TWO HOURS
By Maj. Lawrence Mott.

(Sig-ORCVA-Radio 6/CAD-OZW.)
IT IS with a pardonable degree-I

hope-of pride that I chronicle the
fact that between the hours of 1:15
a. m. and 3 a. m. on Oct 25 my station
was in communication with WNP,
which are the call letters of Dr. Mac-
Millan's expeditionary ship the Bow-
doin.

Waiting for Australia.
Charles Shumaker, formerly a ra-

dio officer in the navy, and now in,
the employ of the Santa Catalina
Island company, and I were very
much "on the job" that particular
evening, as I had an arranged -for
test with Australian and New Zea-
land stations. I was to transmit to
them for an hour and then listen. for
their signals.My station has been reported for
many months by these far-flung oper-
ators, and it is my ambition to be
the first to do two-way work with
them.Shumaker was on watch. Every-
thingroom was silent in the operating-

"WNP, by the lord!" . Shumaker
whispered, turning an ear phone over
for me to listen. And there was Dr.
MacMillan's ship! The signals were
very clear, at times very loud, and
then fading completely out.

For nearly two hours we took the
messages and press reports from Don
Mix, his operator, and one of the best
:n the American Radio Relay league.

Reports His Position.
The following message gives the

gist of practically all of them:
Press, from WNP.-Winter here

with weather belovi zero and very
heavy snow, the sun was up for a
Yew minute's today, .and for the last
time, all well. We are eleven de-
grees from the North Pole.

Signed, MacMillan.
I fully expect to ;amply the news.

papers with polar expeditionary
hews all winter, as Mix has a .stand-
ard schedule of . working on certain
wave lengths, at certain hours, every

-Stet Siva -it the voyage. Messages
for WNP be routed thru
SKAD-6ZW! The. Bowdoiii t-a-L;Z-

100-watts power, making the recep-
tion all the more noteworthy. ,

It might be- added that 6AD-6ZW
is the first United States -Pacific
coast station to hear WNP, and the
second among all stations in the
United States, the first having . been
lANA, at Chatham, on Cape Cod
Mass which worked the Bowdoin for
some time after she' left American
waters. northward hound.

CODE TRAVELS 8,409 MILES
OVER AUTOMATIC LOOP

ROUTE of radio signal which auto-
matically speeded back and forth

between Warsaw and New York at the
rate of 1 -20th of a second per round
trip of 8,400 miles in recent epoch-
making tests by the Radio Corporation
of America.

In this brief period a signal started
in New York passes over a telegraph

erred to a land wire system to the
central postoffice in Warsaw, thence
conducted to the transmitting unit,
ten miles outside of Warsaw before
transmission as a radio wave to the
shores of America.

Telegraph wires then conduct the
impulse, after amplification at the
Riverhead, Long Island, receiving sta-
tion, into the central radio office in
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line in Boston, travels seventy miles the heart of New York city. Tape
to the radio station proper at Rocky record reproduced in loWer narrow
Point, Long Island, and is hurled with box is exact copy of original tape.
the speed of light across the 4,200
miles of water and land before reach-
ing Warsaw.

It is then intercepted at the Warsaw
receiving station, amplified and trans -

New. Station Comes In
WBAK (Hairrisburg, Pa.) is being

heard regularly in Chicago by many
broadcast listeners. It is operated by
the Pennsylvania state police. It is
on 400 meters. C. M. Wilhelm is the
director. It broadcasts daily, except
Sunday, on the following schedule,
which is Central time: At 9:30 a. m.,
school program and police reports;
4:45 p. m., educational and markets;
11 p. m., police tests.

Broadcasts Popular Plays
WJZ (New York City) is giving

broadcast listeners treats this season
by putting the popular musical shows,
comedies and even dramas on the air
as a part of that station's regular
weekly programs. The shows are
broadcast direct from the theaters.
Chicago radiophans enjoy the pro-
grams just as much as those in
Gotham. WJZ is on 455 meters.

New Transatlantic Tests
British and French organizations

are negotiating with American ama-
teurs for another series of transat-
lantic .rests this. winter;.;

ALLOTS SIGNAL
CODE LETTERS
IN WORLD WORK

HARTFORD, Conn., Nov. 15.-Look-
ing  forward to the time when radio
amateurs of all nations will bommuni-
cate wtih one another as easily as do
amateurs in the several states of our
own country, the American Radio Re-
lay league announced today thru
Charles A. Service, assistant secretary,
that it has prepared an international
amateur call letter plan, that is to be
launched for trial at midnight, Dec.
15.

The new system provides for the in-
sertion of identifying letters between
the call of the station addressed and
the station sending, definitely locat-
ing the stations according to their
countries. The plan has been so sim-
plified that, in most instances, the
initials of -the-various--eountriea are
used for this intermediate sign. For
example, if French 8AB was calling
Canadian 3BH he would send "3BP
3BP 3BP cf 8AB 8AB 8AB k" and the
answer would come back with the
intermediate letters reversed, "84.B
8AB 8AB fc 3BP 3BP 3BP k."

Not New on This Side.
An arrangement of this kind has

been long in vogue among amateurs
on either side of the Canadina bor-
der, Mr. Service explained, but then
it was not thought that international
communication would become common
in so shOrt a time. Since the plan
involves all countries that have radio
amateurs, it was not accepted by offi-
cers of the league until eleven differ-
ent nations, representing hundreds of
foreign amateurs, had been consulted
and many opinions canvassed. It was
agreed that a feasible working plan
should not increase the length of the
calling now used between amateurs of
various countries; should make identi-
fication, both of call and nationality,
reasonably sure; should not employ ar-
bitrary signals; must be capable of
use by amateurs of all nations; must
identify amateurs of the same coun-
try working each other, when heard
by amateurs of another country;
should take care of present and fu-
ture requirements for Several years,
or until such time as the next Inter-
national radio telegraphic convention
meets and assigns a better scheme on
the basis of the present commercial
assignment of calls.

' Signals Allotted to Countries.
Whenever possible the initials of the

pasa.
as the intermediate signals, but when
conflicts have occurred, arbitrary in-
itials have been selected, phonetically
suggestive of the country, which
makes it that much easier. They are:

A-Australia. B Isles.
Canada. I-Italy. M-Mexico. N- 
Netherlands. 0-South Africa (letter
selected arbitrarily). P-Portugal. Q-
Cuba (phonetic initial). R-Argentine
(phonetic initial). S-SPairi. U-United
States. Z-New Zealand.

This arrangement leaves twelve let,
ters which may be assigned when ama-
teurs become active in other countries.
League officials advise amateurs when
calling another amateur in their own
country to insert between the two
station calls the initial of that coun-
try, so that listeners in other nations
may identify the operator sending.

Uses Swinging Door
as Inside Loop Aerial

A simple method of arranging an
aerial on a door should prove useful
to flat dwellers and others whose
space is limited.

At the top and bottom of the inside
of the door a piece of wood is' attached
having twenty-three saw cuts in it.
spaced one inch apart. No 20 single
cotton -covered wire is then wound
from top 'to bottom.

The wood strips are each half an
inch thick, two inches wide, and twen-
ty-seven inches long. It is necessary
to start the winding on the outside
edge of the bottom strip, so that the
last winding will bring the free end
at the inside of the upper strip. Plen-
ty of slack should be left at this free
end, to connect with the aerial termi-
nal of the set.

In actual operation it was found
that there was considerable directional
effect when used in connection with
distant stations, and to overcome this
effect, a spring was attached to keep
the door closed. A stout cord at-
tached to the door enabled the operat-
or to pull' open the door as far as re-
quired to bring in the desired station.
This arrangement has been found suc-
cessful, and has brought in distant
stations.

Radio Fans Notice
Radio equipment used in building a set has
a lot to do with the success or failure of the
circuit.
Every circuit gives its maximum efficiency
when built with Kellogg radio apparatus.
See a complete and interesting exhibit of
Kellogg condensers, couplers, variometers,
transformers, etc., at the Chicago Radio
Show, Booth 48 and 57.
Gel acquainted with Kellogg quality and
end your radio troubles.
There's a reason,

U SE-Is the Test
KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
& SUPPLY COMPANY
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OFFER COOLIDGE
RADIO AUDIENCE

FOR MESSAGES
President Coolidge, without leaving

the White House, Can come in closer
personal touch with more people than
any other President has been able to
do by traveling over the country. This
is made possible by the plan which
has just been suggested to Mr. Cool-
idge by E. P. McDonald Jr. of Chi-
cago, president of the National Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters.

Mr. McDonald offers the President
an audience of 16,000,000 persons any
evening that he cares to talk to them.

 In his letter sent to President Coolidge
he recalls the statement of George B.
Christian Jr., secretary to President
Harding, in which he said that travel-
ing and hand -shaking largely were to
blame for the breakdown and death
of President Harding.

All the Nation as Audience.
"Broadcasting has progressed to
ch an extent," Mr. McDonald has

written to the President, "that by co-
operation of a half dozen or more
stations an address delivered in the
White House can be heard all over
the country at one and the same time.

"Listeners in the largest of audi-
toriums number less than 30,000, but
an ordinary radio audience for any
one of the big broadcasting stations
"On an ordinary occasion is 300,000.
But in the event of the President of
the United States making an address
over radio, there would be an audi-
ence of at least 15,000,000 people.

"As a mark of respect, and by way
of co-operation, any station not ac-
tively engaged in broadcasting your
speech as it was being spoken would
remain off the air so that you could
be heard the country over without
interference.

"The President, to most people, is
rather remote. Hearing the Presi-
dent over radio would put an entirely
different interpretation on him as an
individual and would lend vibrant
meaning to his words. Radio will
draw --you close to the American fire-
side, for you will be speaking to your
people as they sit in their homes and
your voice will resound in their dwell-
ing place. Your voice and your per-
sonality will become familiar to them,
and, in consequence, the American
people will be able to understand you
better and you will mean even more
to them.

AM.... cue*
ims a eeee_eia.

"The National Association of Broad-
casters is functioning as an organ-
ized unit, and, thru me, proffer'their
services, jointly and individually, to
you. There is so much in favor of

. your making radio a definite part of
your presidential program that all of
us broadcasters take much pleasure
in anticipation of the service that we
can be to you. We shall be delighted
to go further this matter
you to the end of making arrange-
ments for the broadcasting of any
and all of your messages."

Mr. McDonald asserts that with
15,000,000 persons hearing the Presi-
dent's voice and as many more seeing
him in motion pictures, there is no
use of Mr. Coolidge, or  any future
President, wasting strength and en-
ergy in traveling about the country
appearing before and talking to com-
paratively small groups in various
places.

Locates Static Source
as Being in Mexico

Mexico is noted for static condi-
tions. Shipowners claim it is one of
the worst regions in the world for
this form of radio trouble.

One ship operator reports that
while in the vicinity of the Mexican
coast his ship was out of communi-
cation with shore for four days owing
to static. And yet the ship's set was
capable of night transmission under.
normal conditions of 2,000 miles.

Clears Up Distortion
Where high plate voltage in the

amplifier circuit is employed it is
necessary to use a "C" or bias bat-
tery to prevent distortion. The tubes
will stand up to 45 volts, but beyond
that the bias battery should be in-
serted. Up to 67% volts "B" use
three volts "C"' up to 90 volts "B"
use 41,4, volts "C"; up to 90 to 120
volts "13" use 6 to 9 volts "C." The
"C" battery may be the usual dry
cells or flashlight cells. The nega-
tive of the "C" usually is connected
with the F negative post of the sec
ondary side of the transformers.
The positive of the "C" goes to the
rheostat.

Wernes&Patch
Wholesale Distributors

We handle only well known
nationally advertised

lines, On top of that we
give the kind of service
you expect.
And our discounts are right.
Drop us a post card for
our 36 -page catalog, just
off the press.

Address Dept. 14

Wholesale Radio
Distributors

o r tr"eit e set up in the
metal shields and plates of a varia-
ble condenser, and to keep the losses
low a coal mounted near a shield or
condenser should have its axis paral-
lel to the metal plates.

The eddy currents' set up in a metal
plate react on the coil, and so change
the tuning of the circuit.

In one of the single -circuit tuners
developed a vernier for tuning ismade by mounting a thin copper
plate at the center of the tuning coil.
When this plate is parallel to the
axis of the coil, it has practically
no effect. When perpendicular to the
axis, it decreases the wave -length
considerably. By connecting the
metal shaft to the ground, body ca-
pacity is eliminated.

Such a plate causes some loss of
energy, but the loss is not great. The
plate is simply a thin disk of metal
of such a size that it turns easi/ga,
within the. tube on which the co
is wound.

Copper is the best material for the
plate; but a telephone diaphragm has
been mounted upon an axis and used
in this way with good effect.

Prize Awards
For Useful Suggestions

THE POST offers $1 for
every accepted .and

published suggestion made
by readers which will en-
able the home builder to
improve his work.

A special prize of $3 each
week is made for the best of
these suggestions.

Send your entries to Work-
shop Editor, care Radio Dept.
Chicago Evening Post. Inclose
pencil sketch if necessary to
convey idea.

Saves "B" Battery
A panel -mounted switch attached to

the "B" battery circuit is much more
convenient and efficient than the usu-
al wire and clip. The switch, however,
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I I ill I 111
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must be of special construction. If an
ordinary switch is used the arm or
lever strikes two veleta pa.

Eliminates Sectionalism
An instance of radio's influence in

obliterating sectional lines and cre-ating a national community spirit
thruout America is cited in a visit
paid to Station WSB (Atlanta, Ga.)
not long ago by a Pennsylvania fan.
Harvey S. Rahiser, a Pittsburg, Pa.,
architect, made the trip solely to
further a friendship fostered via the
ether for more than a year. The
Quaker state fan was met by a dele-
gation at the train, was officially
welcomed by the mayor of Atlanta,
listened at first hand to a concert
In his honor, was dined profusely on
fried chicken and left Georgia three
days later singing the praises of the
home of "The Voice of the South."

Adjust Detector Tube
Detector tubes are sensitive and

their proper adjustment is necessary
for long-distance reception. In-
creased volume and clarity of signals
are best obtained by manipulation of
the rheostat, which should be of the
vernier type. The slightest move-
ment of the rheostat, if it is a good
one, will bring in or shut out a weak
signal. On a three -circuit regenera-
tive set, using C-300 detector tube
and a Bradleystat rheostat, the
writer has brought in five stations
with only a slight adjustment of the
resistance.

Talks to Millions
David Lloyd George, England's war

premier, returned to his native land
after his American tour* with the
knowledge that in his brief sojourn
in the states he talked to audiences
that reached into the millions. Radio
made this possible. Most of his im-
portant speeches were broadcast. The
illustrious visitor said he was accus-
tomed to talking to large audiences,
but a million listeners at one time was
appalling.

DX Crystal Hook -Up
With the crystal hook-up shown the

writer has received clear signals 225
miles distant. The aerial was 83 feet
in length and consisted of a single
wire mode of seven strands of small
copper wire and two of No. 22 gauge.
The lead-in was 25 feet and the
ground lead -in 35 feet. --.T. J. FO-
GARTY.

THE HOME WORKSHOP 1

Simple, Home -Made
Variable Condenser

There may come a time when a
variable condenser is needed and one
is not accessible. A fairly efficent one
may be made for a few cents out of
scrap material in a few minutes.

Procure pieces of one -eighth inch
fiber board. Cut two disks, each five
inches in diameter. One disk or plate
has three holes bored as shown in il-
lustration. The other has one hole.
The center holes are for the shaft.
The two holes in one disk are for the
panel mounting, screws or bolts.

Pieces of tinfoil are cut in halt
disks as shown in illustration. These

are glued to the fiber disks with col-
lodian. Do not use shellack or glue.

Fasten the piece with the three
holes on the panel. Run a threaded
brass bolt thru the panel and disk
in the center hole. Attach a knob
and dial or a pointer on the front end
of the bolt outside of the panel. Run
a nut on the bolt up to the first
plate. Then put on the other fiber
disk and then another nut. Take a
lead from each plate. The lead from
the rotary plate may be attached to
the bolt.

This construction makes a good
variable condenser of low capacity,
which also may be used as a vernier
to a larger condenser by shunting it
across the same. By adding addition-
al rotary plates a larger condenser
may be built.

How to Prevent Eddy
Losses in Censer*" -,--"Le-te-Iiiiother. This causes a

short circuit which will break down
the low amperage of the battery cells.
To overcome this, place an extra
switch point between Use regular ones.
These will have no Zonnection with
the battery or switch. Only half of
the points are in the _circuit. The
switch arm jumps from a dead point
to a live one.

'List of Calls Heard!
(Amateurs are invited to send in 114 ot

calls heard. Address Amateur Editor,
Radio department. The Chicago Evening
Post.)

Spark Plug Makes
Lightning Arrester

A highly efficient lightning arrester
may be made from an automobile
spark plug which has a porcelain in-
sulator. The spark gap alreact, is

fixed to take care of the electrical dis-
charge should lightning strike the
aerial. One wire from the aeries is
fastened to the center electrode of
the plug and a wire from the ground
fastened to the body of the plug.
After the plug is wired it should be
inclosed in a glass tube to remove
all danger from fire.

Blames Fading Signals
to Barometric Pressure

"Fading" effects in radio reception
are due to variations in barometric
pressure, according to Donald Clare
Wallace (9ZT) of Minneapolis, Minn.

Radio waves, says Mr. Wallace,
have a tendency, in his belief, to fol-
low isobars or lines (on a map) of
equal pressure. They travel better,
he says, in low-pressure areas than
in high-pressure areas. In low-
pressure areas reception is very good.
In the high pressure areas very poor.

Mr. Wallace has collected consid-
erable data to support his theory.
As an example, he cites an experi-
ence. Recently, owing to the passage
of a tornado thru Louisiana, a low-
pressure -area was provided in that
state. At the same time in the
northern section of the country
there was no disturbance and a high-
pressure area existed.

The result was that in Minneapelte
on the night in_ question listeners -in

-,unable to hear 111Y 'transmission
from any stations -located more than
100 miles distant.

. A peculiar fact noticed by opera-
tors is that frequently there is an
absence of static from sunrise to
noon, after which it increases stead-
ily until midnight, rendering any-
thing short of high -power short -range -
communication impossible.

Some experts hold that all the long-
distance static in the United States
originates in Mexico.

This same observer gives other
examples which tend to support his
theory, and concludes with the state-
ment that ninety per cent of "fading"
on short-wave length communication
is due to radio waves following lines
of equal barometric pressure.

French Journal's Station
Aids Amateur Research

The French wireless journal, T. S.
F. Moderns, is establishing a wire-
less station for the encouragement of
amateur research. The station is lo-
cated on the outskirts of Paris. It is
equipped with two transmitters-one
of 100 watts and the other of 1,000
watts. The call sign is 8AE.

The station is designed as head-
quarters for amateurs and will serve
many useful purposes for experi-
menters. Technical talks and news
of special interest to amateurs will
be sent out from time to time and
occasionally code messages will be
sent out at slow speed to encourage
beginners.

Technical questions will be an-
swered by broadcast. Concerted re-
search on short-wave transmission
and reception is on the program of
activities. The wave length of the
station will be 200 meters.

I Home .Radio Aids I

When the secondary condenser on
your set does not tune either the
rotor of the variocoupler is "open,"
or there is an imperfect connection
between the coupler and condenser
or between the grid and grid -return
filament leads.

Keep the kinks out of your head-
piece wires. The slender wires are
broken easily. Since they are cov-
ered with insulation and a silk cov-
ering you are not likely to discover
the cause of trouble.

Vacuum tubes should not be
burned any brighter than is neces-
sary to produce a maximum clear
signal. When tuning it is best to
turn tube of detector on bright at
the start and then reduce until recep-
tion is clear.

If you have a two -stage amplifier
and local or closeby stations come
in too loud, reduce volume by turn-
ing down the tube lights with the
rheostats.

Frequent charging of storage bat-
teries keeps them in good shape.
When you retire at night connect up
the home -charger. If this is done
at short intervals an overnight
charge will- give you' fUll batteries
always ready for efficient service.

Much of the so-called "static"
comes from imperfect "B" batteries.
One battery in a series may be faulty
and cause the familiar cracking.
Test your batteries with a small
high -resistance voAmeter and re-
place any you find weak. Volume
and clarity. largely, come only from
good batteries.

Gas pipes, steam pipes and iron
pipes enclosing electric wires make
poor ground connections. Run your
ground lead to your house water
pipes even if you have to use a lead
from one end of the house to the
other. It is best to have a short
lead, of course, but long lead and
a good ground connection are much
better than a short lead and a poor
connection.

DO NOT CUT YO
RADIOMAGAZI

Keep it intact. You will have occasion to
refer to it again and again every evening of
the week for information on programs and
broadcasting stations which you will find
here given in compfehensive manner,
complete and accurate.

This magazine is intended to be a
reference book for the radio fan, a
guide that will enable you to get the
most entertainment and satisfac-
tion out of radio. Keep it handy
at all times. Do not cut the
advertisements. Make a -list.
Save your magazine.

THIS BINDER
It is made strong, substantial, but neat. In a few seconds each
week you can bind your copy of the magazine and eventually you
will have as -valuable a book of information on radio as you could
buy at any price. The first thousand of these binders will be
ready for delivery in a few days. Made individually they would
probably come to $1.50 to $2.00 each-and would be well worth it
for the convenience they will be-but we have had them made in
quantity and will give our readers the advantage of quantity
production-we will sell them for 50c each. Write us your reser-
vation and we will advise you when the binders are ready for
delivery at the office of

The Chicago Evening Post Radio Department
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Radio Frequency Explained
By John V. L. Hogan, C. E.

(Former President Institute of Radio
Engineers.)

A QUESTION of particular interest
seems to be the relation between

the frequency of the radio wave and
the frequency of the electric currents
la radio transmitters and receivers.

The first point to bear in mind is
that electric currents in radio stations
are just the same as electric currents
everywhere else.

-There are only two general classifi-
cations of electric currents. One of
these is called direct current and rep-
resents electric flow that continues in-
definitely in the same direction thru
an electric circuit. The other kind
is- called alternating current; and this
ig simply a flow of electric energy ev-
ery so often in the electric circuit.

Direct current, then, flows contin-
uously thru its circuit and back to the
generator. Alternating current starts
off in one direction, then reverses,
then reverses again, and so on indef-
initely, traveling around the circuit
first one way and then the other.

Frequency Explained.
Since alternating currents ordi-

narily reverse their direction of flow
regularly, the number of times they
change or alternate may be measured
and stated as a frequency.

Ordinary commercial alternating
currents have frequencies of 25 to 60
ycles a second. That is to say they
urn around and back in their circuits

*twenty-five times or sixty times ev-
ery second.

If a generator of 60 -cycle alternat-
ing current is connected to an ordi-
narly telephone receiver a sound quite
like that of the second C below mid-
dle C on the piano will be produced.

' A 500 -cycle generator will similarly
produce a sound corresponding in
pitch to that of the C above middle C.

Currents of higher frequencies will
produce sounds of higher pitch so long
as the frequency is not greater than
10 or 15 kilocycles.

If a generator of still higher fre-
quency is connected between a wire
leading up into the air and one that
is connected to the ground, it is easy
to make it force quite large electric
currents of its own frequency to flow
in the circuit back and forth from the
serial wire to the ground connection.

Generator Controls Frequency.
If a generator of 610,000 cycles or

610 kilocycles frequency is connected
in this way, it will produce currents
of 610 kilocycles frequency.

These alternating currents flowing
in the aerial wire system will create
radio waves having a frequency of
610 kilocycles and these waves will
shoot out.. inall directions from the
generating wire at a tremendous
speed.

By changing the frequency of the
generator we can change the frequen-
cy of the currents it produces and
therefore the frequency and the waves
that are sent forth into space, but
the' frequerkey of the waves will al-

-- ways be the same as the frequency
of the generator that produce them.

Thus, while the vacuum tube gener-
ator at station WEAF is arranged
to produce currents, and waves of 610
kilocycles frequency, the transmit-
ter at the Providence station, WJAR,
generates currents and waves of .833
kilocycles frequency, and so other
broadcasting stations are arranged to
generate alternating currents and
waves of other frequencies.

Alternating Current Waves.
The radio waves that carry broad-

cast programs to you, then, are cre-
ated by alternating currents that flow
in an elevated or aerial wire. One of
the most interesting things about
these waves is that they possess a sort
of reverse ability to produce new al-
ternating currents in other aerial
wires that they pass by.

Radio waves from WEAF are at this
moment generating radio frequency
currents of 610 kilocycles frequency in
your aerial or antenna arrangement,
and thus 610 kilocycle currents are
passing thru your tuner to your de-
tector, where they are converted into
lower frequency currents that repro-
duce my voice.

It is the consistence ' with which
the radio frequency vibration holds to
its own frequencies thruout the
transmitter, the waves in space and in
the receiver right down to the de-
tector that makes it so desirable for
you to think of and speak of radio
waves in kilocycles frequency instead
of meters' wave length.

Bear in mind that radio waves are
created by alternating currents at the
transmitting currents in every receiv-
er. The transmitter current that pro-
duces the current and the receiver dur-
rent that is produced by those waves
have the same frequency and the
Waves have that same frequency
- '-erever they go.

reserves Rooms by Radio
Patrons of the Alamac hotel, New

York city, can reserve rooms and ac-
commodations by radio. This hotel
has installed a complete radio service,
which is said to be the first of its
kind. Guests, wherever they may be
in the United States, only need to get
in touch with some amateur and give
him their message. The amateur
transmits it direct or by relay to the
AlamaC hotel and the room will be re-
served as requested. Patrons also can
have rooms with radio receivers, as
the hotel is equipped thruout.

New Bible on Ether
jy'W (Chicago) is broadcasting the

American translation of the New Tes-
tament on Sunday evenings. This is
the translation made by Dr. Edgar
J. Goospeed of the University of Chi-
cago and is made possible for broad-/ .ng thru The Chicago Evening

which has the Chicago rights of
Lion.

This fourteen -tube superhetrodyne receiver is merely an enlargement
of Armstrong's original eight -tube set. Its high cost is a disadvantage
altho it is comparatively simple to operate. It is to be shown at the Radio
show, Coliseum, next week.

How to Tune In Your Set
- to Get Best Reception

By HARRY A. BREM.ER.
(Vice President and Chief Engineer Bremer -

Tully Manufacturing Company.)
GSEAT has been the discussion and

endeavor toward selectivity in re-
ceiving circuits. This feature, unques-
tionably1 is an important one. How-
ever, many radio fans will agree that
half their trouble with interference
is due to neighboring fans who do
not know how to tune their sets, or
deliberately "hog the air."

If the average novice would devote
as much time and effort toward learn-
ing the characteristics and proper
operation of his circuit as he does
in building and trying new circuits,
undoubtedly he would reap greater re-
ward, and so would his neighbors.

It is the purpose of this article to
review briefly: in very nontechnical
terms, how to tune a regenerative
circuit and determine when it is func-
tioning properly. 

they are brought out of tune by ro-
tating the wave -length dial.

Sounds Warning 'Whistle.
Such a beat or whistle indicates that

your receiving set is oscillating. In
other words, too much energy is be-
ing fed -hack. Reduce the feedback
until this beat just disappears when
crossing the signal with wave -length
dial.

Whenever you hear this beat in
crossing a signal with your wave-
length dial, you may be sure that any
neighbor who is listening in on that
station or signal, also, will hear this
beat and that you are destroying his
reception. Reduce the feedback until
this beat just disappears when you
cross the signal and you will not in-
terfere with your neighbor's recep-
tion.

One receiving set operating in an
oscillating condition, and poorly tuned

The Fundamenfkl Control Dial.
A nonregenerative circuit. such as

an ordinary crystal receiver, has only
one dial adjustment, or control, name-
ly wave length. The wave -length con-
trol dial is the fundamental adjust-
ment of all receiving circuits. The
wave -length dial is used to adjust the
receiving circuit to the same wave
length, or- frequency, as that of the
desired station, just as a violin string
is tuned to a note sounded on the
piano.

*Replacing the crystal with a vacuum
tube we have the nonregenerative.
plain audio:pi circuit.
tubas in order to operate, must have
a battery to heat its filenent, just
as any electric light or bulb. This
filament must be heated to a certain
temperature.

In order to control this temperature
a rheostat -must be placed in this "A"
battery circuit. The rheostat acts just

alas a valve in a steam pipe, permitting
more or less current to flow to main-
tain the filament at the temperature
desired.

The vacuum tube, also, requires a
"B" battery for the plate or phone
circuit, but this need not be considered
in tuning, unless a potentiometer is
used in the Circuit.

These Give No Interference.
Receiving circuits of the above type

do not retransmit or cause any inter-
ference with neighboring receiveys. In
practically all present-day receiving
sets, however, some of the amplified
energy in the phone circuit is fed
back to the antenna circuit to
strengthen the original impulses
picked up by the antenna, thereby
greatly increasing the volume of the
signal.

Such a circuit is called a regenera-
tive circuit. The energy thus fed
back is referred to as a regeneration,
reaction or feedback, and the dial con-
trolling it may be referred to as re-
generation, react,ion, tickler or plate.

This feedback is accomplished by
various methods, but for tuning pur-
poses it only is necessary to know
which dial controls this feed back.
This feedback dial controls the
amount of energy fed back to lhe an-
tenna coil or circuit, just as the faucet
on your kitchen sink controls the
flow of water from the city main,
which,min that case, represents the
"B" battery.

Vacuum Tubes Also "Spill Over."
Carrying this analogy further, if

sufficient water is released by means
of the faucet control, the sink will
overflow, because more water is fed
into it than its connections are able
to carry away.

Altho a crude analogy and not
strictly in accord, the same is true
in your receiving set. If too much
energy is fed back, the tube "spills
over," in amateur language, or, rather,
it breaks into oscillatiori, and in that
condition the receiving set is, in fact,
a transmitting set. Were a micro-
rhone connected at the proper point.,

you could broadcast within certain
limits and your wave length would
be that at which the wave -length dial
was adjusted.

Post Laboratory Tests
PARTS AND EQUIPMENT sent by man-

ufacturers to The Chicago Evening Post
laboratory for tests and publication of
findings in this department should be
carefully packed with copies of printed
instructions (if issued) and statement of
claims. No charge is made for this serv-
ice. 'Photo of the parts also should
accompany the shipment. Address Lab-
oratory, Radio Department. The Chi-
cago Evening Post.

"Scientific" Headset --
Most headphones have their direct

current resistance stamped on them
and radio fans, having heard that high
resistance is desirable, are apt to judge
a phone entirely by its resistance.
This is unfortunate. A high resist-
ance merely gives an indication that
the windings are long enough to give
a large inductance. Once this value
of inductance is large enough, there
is no reason why it should be further
increased,

The higher resistance does not nec-
essarily mean a better phone. In fact,
the chances are just about even that
a 2,000 -ohm headset will be as good
or better than a 3,000 -ohm set. In
order to get away from this method
of designation, these phones are la-
beled 20,000 turns.

Since the inductance depends on the
number of turns more than it does
on the resistance, this gives a better
indication of its performance than the
resistance. It has the same disadvan-
tage that the term kilocycle had when
it first began to be used. People were
more familiar with the other term.
They do not know the number of
turns on other makes of phones and
so they are unable to make any com-
parisons.

The only real way to judge phones
is on their performance. They should
be able to reproduce both words and
music without distortion and make
weak signals audible. Since the ear
does not remember the quality and
volume of a sound very well, this is
not easy to do.

The resistance of the headset is
1,840 ohms. Their performance under
test shows that they will operate ef-
ficiently in a radio receiving set.-

Regardless of a microphone, a re-
ceiving set in this condition is trans-
mitting a wave, the frequency or wave
length of which may be varied thru-
out the wave -length range of your
receiver by means of the wavelength
dial or control.

Owing to its high frequency this
wave is not audible, but as the wave-
length dial is rotated until this wave
approaches the frequency of some oth-
er transmitting station, the two waves
produce a beat upon each other. This
beat becomes audible at a high pitch,
decreasing to a very low pitch and
disappearing when they are in tune,!
occurring again at a low pitch and in-;
creasing to highest' audible pitch as

to a certain'statlon, may make it im-
possible fey- gnyane in your neighbor-
hood to properly receive that sta-
tion.

Whenever your receiver is tuned to
a station and you hear the charac-
teristic beat of varying pitch coming
into tune and again going out of tune
with a signal, it Is due to some neigh-
bor operating his receiver in an os-
cillating condition. Find him and tell
him to reduce the feedback.

A beat Of unvarying pitch, wilieh
cannot be tuned out, is caused by
two stations operating on very nearly
the same wave lengths, producing a
beat on each other. One of these may
be a neighboring receiving set in an
oscillating condition, improperly tuned
to the station

A signal wh eh is carrying a beat
caused by another station cannot be
cleared up by means of the receiver.

In general, keep in mind that all
regenerative teireuits have two con-
trols. First, wave -length control, used
to select the station desired. Second.
feed -back control. used to increase the
audibility of the signal up to a cer-
tain point.

Maximum undistorted reception is
secured just below the point of oscil-
lation.

The rheostat acts as a rough feed-
back control. Increasing filament tem-
perature increases feed -back to a cer-
tain point. Reducing temperature re-
duces feed -back. Operate at lowest
temperature consistent with good vol-
ume. Cut down the feedback. Op-
erate just below the point of oscilla-
tion. Request your neighbor to do
likewise.

Burgess "B" Battery.
It is very convenient to be able

to slip a B battery into the back of
a set instead of having to set it cut
on the table. Consequently the small
sizes have been very popular. But
for use with four or five tubes having
fairly high plate currents their lives
are extremely brief. This battery is
an intermediate one made up in ex-
actly the same size as the usual square
dry cell, two and one-half inches
square and six inches high. The shape
gives it room for much more capacity
than the smaller size with very little
increase in floor apace. It is well
adapted for use with dry cell A bat-
teries in portable sets.

The battery is held in a thick, mois-
ture -proof, cardboard container. Each
of the fifteen small cells has its own
moisture -proof compartment. The
battery is one of those few radio parts
in which apparently every possible
thing has been done to make it give
satisfactory service. The B batteries
have an enviable record of perform-
ance with radio sets.-Manufactured
by the Burgess Battery company,
Madison, Wis.

Turn Off Crystal
When a crystal set is not in use

it should be disconnected from the
attenna. If this is not done sensi-
tiveness will be destroyed gradually
by continued splashes of static and
loud signals.

Radio Aids Deaf
Dr. Paul V. Winslow, consulting ear

surgeon of the New York State hos-
pital, recently gave an address from
WOR, Newark, N. J., on "Radio and
the Deaf." Dr. Winslow, who is presi-
dent of the Round Table for Speech
Improvement, brings forward some
new and startling theories relating to
deafness and its cure. He has made
a considerable number of experiments
with radio, and is of the opinion that
it can be employed to advantage in
helping to cure deafness. Many peo-
ple ordinarily quite deaf can hear dis-
tinctly in the headphones, and his
speech was heard and appreciated by
thousands of such.

Manufactured by the Scientific Elec-
tric worktel Boston, Mass.

Variotenser Catswhisker.
This multiple catswhisker is a wel-

come addition to the radio parts which
make crystal operation easier. Four:
teen fine gold strands are twisted to-
gether into a miniature cable. The
vtriotenser replaces the usual single
wire catswhisker. The end which
touches the crystal is. frayed slightly.
Thus there are fourteen fine points
to feel over the surface with a cor-
responding increase in the chances
for finding that most sensitive spot
quickly.

The wires are so flexible that they
adapt themselves to the irregulari-
ties of the surface very e...;ily. The
one or two which happen to strike
insensitive points and so-contribute
nothing to the detection do not inter-
fere with the others or detract from
the signal strength. This would not
be true if the impedance of the crys-
tal were lower. As it is the amount
of signal which is bypassed thru the
dead points is negligible.

The advantages of using gold
strands are that they are extremely
flexible and do not rust or corrode.-
Manufactured by the Foote Mineral
company, Philadelphia.

Defies Music Trust
The musical comedy "Caroline"

was broadcast from Station WNAC
(Boston) last week, despite a protest
from the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers that
broadcasting the music upon which
they held copyrights would be in vio-
lation of the copyrights. The Shu-
berts hold performing rights to the
music, and it was on this basis that
the broadcasting was done.

The Atlas -Cut Rate Shop company
now is operating three stores. The
latest addition was opened up a few
days ago at 319 West Madison street.
The other two establishments are at
133 North Dearborn street and 345
South Clark street. The last-named
place was one of the first of the "cut-
rate" shops in Chicago.

Every World User Is a Booster- -
Ask to. see some of the hundreds of letters
of commendation and praise on file. They
prove that the World battery at the amaz-
ingly low World price is the equal of the best
battery built. The World price is possible
because of very low overhead and sale costs.
The 2 -Year Written Ironclad Guarantee is
your proof of performance. Come in and
get your World Battery today.

Compare These Prices
Special 2 -Volt Storage Battery $5.00 for
W. D. 11 and W. D. 12 tubes. Will run 200
hours on one charge. Rechargeable. Special
4 -Volt Storage Battery $8.00. For U. V t9$
tubes. Same features as 2 -Volt.
0 Volt, 60 Amps $8.50
6 Volt, 80 Amps 10.00
6 Volt, 100 Amps 12.50
6 Volt, 120 Amps 14.50
6 Volt, 140 Amps 16.00

World Battery Company
Two Retail Stores

60 E. Roosevelt Road. 1219 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Open Sun. & Eve. Mail Orders Promptly Filled

RADEALM BARGAINS!
We sell only standard quality Radio Outfits and parts-
everything at Cut Prices. Experienced Radio Salesmen
to wait on you. Bring us your troubles.

Tungar Type
Battery Charger

$9.98
It is light In weight,
email and compact.
No parts to move or
give trouble. Charge
2 ampere* per hoar.
Avaluesvaluerr at $9.98

FREE 100 feet of
Antenna

Wire with Every $10
Purchase.

Special Radio Set Complete with E. D.
S. H. Head Set 2,500 Ohm. Mahogany
finish Cabinet, 100 ft. of Aerial Wire,
114 Volt Battery also B Battery and
Tube. A remarkable value $29.98
for the low price

Special Edsh
Loud Speaker
Here is a Loud
Speaker that will give
you results - guaran-
teed results. Stands
about 22 inches high.
Complete 6.98
for only
Cunningham 8 Radi-
tron tubes at cut
pturb,0 : 5.0A0 liR

$6.50 listtubesOst
W -R 21 Tubes. Westinghouse
dependable (mai ty
tubes. Special at $2.69
Hard Rubber Panels, standard
stock sizes; per VACsquare Inch.-

ohms.
Kellog Phones. 2.400 $648g

Very special....
Genuine Baldwin Head $868Sets. Splendid value...
Manhattan 2,000
Ohm Phones; only $2.75
Thordarson High Radio Trans -

$2.65formers. Special
value at

Bargains in Dials
2 -Inch Diameter, E
Special, at. ......15C
3 -Inch Diameter, n
at 19e
4 -Inch Diameter, 39cat

Thordarson Three - to - One
Transformers. For $2.45
this sale, each

Klosner Vernier Rheostats.
Special value at this 89clow price, each
C. R. L. Leaks and el Ail
Condensers. Each Ws w./
Double Phonograph At- AO..'tut,tachments. Each

"ovBl';. B8.3 pt teecri els t o2ni y" 98c
Standard Quality Antenna
Wire. 100 -foot lengths. 46
Special at

RADIO CHAIN STORES AMMO.
167 W. Randolph St,. 2 ChicageStores 4. 9 S. ClarkSt

.J.IMINTIMIVINIS.Cweillia....1.0110MYSMSEsaf.
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This Simple Wave Trap
Cuts Out Interference

HERZ'S a wave trap that cuts out
local interference. It consists of

a coil of approximately forty-five turns
of medium -size copper wire, generally
wound on a cylindrical form about 31/2
inches in diameter, with a variable
condenser of about .0005 'mfds. capaci-
ty connected across it, the combina-
tion forming an oscillating circuit.

A second coil of /about ten turns is

BRINGS IN DX
ON SPEAKER WITH

ONLY ONE TUBE

R. E. WOLF:
R E. Wolf, vice president and gen-

eral manager of the Standard Radio
corporation, is a warm exponent of
11Iuhlema.n's new autoplex circuit, de-
scribed on page 7 of this magazine.

Mr. Wolf hooked up a one -tube re-
ceiver the other night and the re-
sults he got convinced him that the
circuit has many possibilities.

Working only one tube, and while
the powerful local stations were jam-
ming up the air, 'keeping other less
sensitive sets from reaching outside
of Chicago, Mr. Wolf tuned in WGY
(Schenectady); WOC (Daven p o r t);
WTAS (Elgin); WGR (Buffalo), and
KDKA (Pittsburg).

One Tube Runs Speaker.

wound on top of the first winding soas to be in inductive relation to it,but insulated from it. The two cir-
cuits are not physically connected in
any way. In the usual hook-up for the
trap, the outside coil is connected be-
tween the antenna lead-in and the re-ceiving set, as shown in the illustra-
tion.

With the specifications given; no dif-
ficulty should be found in construct-
ing this wave trap after reference is
made to the diagram.

It will be noted that the wave -trap
is designed with four binding posts
which allow it to be used in many dif-
ferent ways in 'various circuits and
'combinations. The most common and
useful hook-up makes use of only
binding posts Nos. 1 and 2, either of
these being connected to the antenna
lead-in while the other connects to
the aerial post on the receiving set.

After the wave -trap has been con-
structed, its operation comparatively
is simple.

The receiving set should first be
tuned approximately to the interfer-
ing station which if is desired to elim-
inate. Then the wave -trap dial should
be varied slowly until the signal from
the interfering station disape:.:ars or
is reduced to minimum strength. The
dial is then left in this position and
-the receiving set is retuned to what-
ever station it is desired to receive.

Unless interfering stations are very
close or other unusual conditions ob-
tain, it will generally be found that
an interfering station cannot again be
found on the tuning dials of the re-
ceiving set until the trap hag again
been adjusted to receive it.

A unit of- this kind usually will elim-
inate but one interfering station at a
time. If there is more than one sta-
tion creating interference, two or
more traps may be used in series. By
eliminating all local stations succes-
sively in this manner, it becomes pos-
sible to work thru to long distance
without local interference of any kind.

These stations were tuned in in
the order named and with sufficient
volume to operate a loud speaker, and
be heard anywhere in the apartment.
No antenna was used other than the
ground connection.

"In chosing the variometers for the
circuit," Mr. Wolf says, "a type of
low distributed capacity should be
chosen, and the primary and second-
ary windings should be as close to-
gether as possible.

"The 1,250 turn honeycomb coil
used is the ordinary unmounted type.
The position of this coil with respect
to the variometers is immaterial. Care
should be taken in chosing the vari-
ometers that they will at least respond
to a wave length at least 600 me-
ters. In case your variometers will
not tune this high, an unmounted
honeycomb coil 75 or 100 turns may
be added in the circuit at the point
marked "X."

Requires No Rheostat.
"The operation of the vacuum tube

is not critical in this set, and, there-
fore, no rheostat is required. Simply
insert a battery switch or filament
contact jack for turning off or on
the battery. The best types of tubes
for this circuit are the VT -2 or West-
ern Electric 216A, and, the UV -201A.
The V battery voltage should be from
60 to 150 volts. This set may be used
With the ordinary antenna and ground,
or may be used with the ground only.
In the latter case, the ground connec-
tion should be attached to the aerial
binding post on the set.

"It is well worth any amateur's
time to construct this set. You will
be surprised at the enormous volume
from a single tube, not only on local
but long-distance stations as well."

Experiments Prove Value
of Single -Wire Aerial

Recent exhauattge tests with one
wire antenna on'-tAmerchant vessels
have demonstrated the practicability
of using a single wire for low -power
transmitting purposes as well as for
receiving.

Aboard ships this feature would
eliminate cost, space and weight. It
would make the necessary lowering
Of the aerials on cargo vessels dur-
ing loading much easier, and reduce
the necessary insulators, wire, spread-
ers, etc. Also the single wire aerials
could be hoisted higher than a three
or four -wire antenna.

Amateurs who have no facilities or
cannot afford to erect masts high and
strong enough to carry a heavy four -
wire aerial, should find the single
wire of considerable benefit when using
1 KW or less power; for 2 KW trans-
mission, it is said the single wire an-
tenna is not to be compared with
larger antenna.

Most every one knows that the sin-
gle wire aerial picks up less interfer-
ence. Its efficiency in transmitting
is not quite as great as a four -wire
aerial, but riperts believe the decrease
in cost, weight and ease of handling
would compensate for loss in effi-
ciency.

The recent tests included the use
of both ,inverted L and T type aerials,
and several forms of wire. A four -
strand wire cable twisted over a ma-
nila rope core was found most satis-
factory.

GETTING RID OF
REFLEX HOWLING
IN TRANSFORMER

A Gold -Mounted
Set for a Prince

Among the 'countless wedding pres-
ents received by the Dukes and Duchess
of York was a wonderful gold -mounted
radio receiving set. It is a portable
loop receiver, mounted on a mahogany
tea wagon, complete in every detail,
with loud speaker and even a charger
for the storage battery attached to
the shelf beneath.

Broadcasts Lecture
Twice recently Dr. Russell H. Con -

well of Philadelphia has broadcast his
lecture, "Acres of Diamonds," a lec-
ture familiar to two generations of
lyceum and Chautauqua attendants all
over the country which has earned
for Dr. Conwell more than $10,000,000,
nearly all of which he has spent in
the cause 'of popular education.

W. H. FARR.
Radio Engineering Staff, Electrical Research

Laboratories.
When the duo -reflex circuit was

first announced it was found that some
expernhenters obtained excellent re-sults while others, who, apparently,
had used just as good material and
had taken just as much care in build-
ing their sets, were somewhat disap-
pointed with the results obtained.

A considerable number of sets which
were not giving satisfaction were ex-
amined carefully and tested in the
Electrical Research laboratories, thus
giving the engineering staff a splen-
did opportunity to -study the function-
ing of apparatus of different makes
in the reflex circuit. In these sets
were variocouplerp, condensers, rheo-
stats and transformers in an almost
endless variety of combinations.

Gradually, as a result of these tests,
*mine very definite conclusions were
reached as to the characteristics
which must be possessed by the more
essential pieces of apparatus used in
this circuit in order to insure maxi-
mum efficiency.

Crystal Sets Are Clear
No tube set ever has improved

upon the bell -like tones of a crystal
detector. The belittled crystal may
not reach out and bring in the far
ones nor it may not be very strong
on loud -speaker work, but what it
does do it. does well.

Radiophans' 'Mail. Box
Indorses Rostner's Plan.

Editor Radio Post-I noted in The
Post Radio department Tuesday that
Ald. Kostner is going to start a move-
ment that will, relieve the jam among
the broadcasting stations every night.
It is a commendable idea.

I have a fairly selective set and can
manage to "get away" from most of
the local stations when I wish, but I
know that most broadcast listeners
are not so fortunate.

It is 'almost impossible for anyone
with the usual type of receiver to es-
cape' the confusion of three or four
powerful stations jamming away at
the air all at one and the same time.

And the crystal set owner, whose
name is legion, certainly is up against
it for fair.

Why can't the broadcast stations
come to some agreement and schedule
their evening programs so as not
to conflict? It seems they would do
it for their own good. Certainly ae it
now is 70 per cent of the Chicago
phans cannbt get any of the stations
clearly. They all come in with con-
fusion.

Why broadcast if no one can hear
you?

I hope AM. Kostner's program will
be successful.-A. N. T.

Long Distance Work.
Editor Radio Post-It is my experi-

ence that not one out of ninety own-
ers of radio receivers are able to get
any outside stations, altho they have
expensive sets and make every effort
to do so.

The trouble, in my estimatick, lies
not in the set but in the way it is
handled.

I had a friend who invested $200 in
a well-known manufactured set which
has alt excellent reputation for DX
Work. Yet he could only get Zion and
Elgin last Monday evening when all
local stations were silent.

Last night I went over to look at
his set and see if I could suggest any-
thing to help him. The circuit was,all
right and all connections in good con-

Fao to Reflex Properly.
From the very first it was observed

that there was a very great variation
in the performance of different audio
transformera Many transformers, al-
tho apparently well designed and care-
fully manufactured, would refuse to
reflex properly, even tho they might,
work perfectly in a simple audio -fre-
quency amplifying circuit. Further-
more, transformers of the same make
were not always found to be uniform,
and had to be selected by actual test
in a reflex circuit to insure satisfac-
tory performance.

One of the earliest discoveries was
the howl which is produced in the
single tube reflex circuit when the
crystal detector is opened, which may
be accomplished either by lifting the
"cat's whisker" from the crystal, or
by disconnecting the detector Mom the
circuit.

The aerial and ground are discon-
nected from the set' for the lattertest. This "reflex howl" proved to
be very useful, as it .was found to be
a dependable test as tewhether the
audio transformer was reflexing prop-
erly.

It later was proved that the howl
was due to a feed -back 'of radio -fre-
quency and audio -frequency trans-
formers, the connection in this case
being unilateral, into the grid circuit
of the same tube.

An extended study was made of the
effect of ratio of turns, impedance,
core design, arrangement of terminals,
etc., on the perforinance of a trans-
former.

Experiments Lead to Design.
Finally a design was evolved which

embodies the characteristics found to
be most desirable in reflex work. The
core used is one possessing almost
ideal magnetic properties, among
which are low hysterisis loss, low
magnetic leakage and high saturation
point. The coils have a low capacity
winding, are wound with. wire of am-
ple current carrying capacity and. are
thoroly impregnated. The shell pro-
vides thoro magnetic shielding, which
is necessary to permit compactness
in the arrangement of the apparatus
without danger of intel'action between
the various circuits.

When the design of the new radio
transformer had been perfected in the
laboratories, the next task was that
of insuring quality under factory pro-
duction. This was accomplished in
two ways: First, standardization of
the various manufacturing processes,
and second, by a schedule of inspec-
tions and tests.

The customary inspections of mate-
rial are made during assembly and
defective parts are thrown out. Then
when completed each transformer is
given- a four -fold test. One of these
locates open or short circuits in the
wiring. A second detects grounds be-
tween- windings and the core. In the
third the transformer is connected in
a reflex circuit and tested for the "re-
flexhowl". Lastly it is tested on ac-
tual radio signals to insure proper am-
plification and tone quality. After
these tests the inspector must certi-
fy each transformer by initialing the
inspection label.

dition. In fact, I could find nothing
at fault.

Then the secret was out. My friend
sat down to tune in a station for ine
at my suggestion. He sent the dials
on a merry spin and kept them going
at the swift pace. First this way and
then that way he earned alp control
after "another.

Of course he was passing over sig-
nal after signal. Then I took his
chair before the panel and in quick'
succession brought in Schenectady, E.
Pittsburg, St. Louis and Cincinnati -
without any effort whatever, and all
while KYW (Chicago) was broadcast-
ing opera.

When I left my friend along about
11 p. m. he was tuning in Kansas
City, and later got Fort Worth and
Dallas.

It was just a case of proper tuning.
That was all.

It would be a good thing if the
'Westinghouse' people would open up
a school of tuning. It would make
more and better radiophans, which is
what this concern wants, I should
think.-C. B. S.

Wants DX Contest.
Editor Radio Post-I hope The Post

Radio magazine will inaugurate a long
distance contest. Several of the mag-
azines published in the east do this
but they are too far away.

Your Radio magaline is just what
we phans need and have needed all
along. We've, had to depend too much
on the monthly publications for our
information and help.

I think these long distance contests
whet one's ambition. It is all thru
competition anything worth while is
uncovered.

You don't have to offer prizes but
just devote the space to DX reportai
What say?-GEO W. M.

(Editor's Note-Your suggestion
part of a plan which is our inte
to put into effect shortly. SenIg.
your DX records and we wig
them space. Be aura, howevea 418 dee
scribe circuit or send diagrams..

=MIR

Programs for Tonight
- Continued from Page 3.

man, and Farmer; 7:15 D. m., farm pro-
gram continued; 7:30 p. m., concert by Mrs.
Ethel Rawsthorne Trick, soprano; Mrs. A,lan
B. pavis, pianist and accompanist; Ernest
W. Wright/. tenor; Edward W. Koontz,
pianist; Jack Thompson, humorist; pro-gram. soprano solos, (a) "Joy" (Gaul);

onny Boy" (Curran) "The Lord Is MY

"Broadcaster" Announcers
Why do announcers insist on saying

their station "broadcasted" such and
such a program? The word is not
in any of the dictionaries.,

hawk" Frolic and Coon -Sanders 5.111111101,at Hotel Muehlebach.
%VHS-Kansas City, Mo.; 411 meters;12:40 p. m., concert; 2 p. m., concert; 7p. m., concert.
DJAX--Cleveland; 390 meters; concert fur4niched by the Cleveland News.
WLAG-Minneapolis, Minn.; 417 meterst

silent night.
WOC-Davenport, Iowa; 484 nieters 3'30

light" (Allitson); piano solos, "Moment Karl G. Stephan. (Magical numbers to be
p in.. educational prggram, lectures by

Musicale' (Schubert); "Danse Negro" announced.) 8 p. m., musical program. one
n( oiluconteet)d; humorousradio iesenloecrtiosonslos,to mbeapearin:

director; V. B. Rochte, barytone soloist fea.
hour. P. S. C. orchestra. Gerald M. Barrow.

(Martha). (Flotow): "Nom Ezer" (Mat-
tel); (,a) "Sylvia", (Speaks) ; (b) "I Can-not Help Love Thee" (Johns): (c) "Mem-
ory's Rose" (Huerter): (d) .1fream Tryst"
(Cadman); ltlat midnight frolic. '

WBZ--Sprhigfield, Mass.; 337 meters;
10:55 a. m., noontime -signals, weather, mar-
kets; 5 p. m., dinner concert to be an-
nounced by radio; 5 p. m.. dinner concert
by the WBZ quintet; 6 D. m., "More Game-

an outing story from ret H. Foy, soprano: 10 p. m., music,
Rosser Lewis, pianist and contralto: Marga-Better Shooting."

Field and Stream; talk by Herbert Myrick, NWTAAD-Cleveland; 090 meters; 7 to 8editor -in -chief, of Farm and Home; 6:30 p-, m., musical program -p. m., ''Story Openings and Endings," ninth
lecture of a course in short -story writing,
by Dr. J. Berg Esenwein: farmers' period -'-
letter from the New England Homestead;
7 D. m., conecrt by Myrtle Ate nson, pian-
ist; Alwyn Bach, barytone.

WEAF-New York city; meters;6:30 to 8 p. m., concerts.
WOI-Medford Hillside, Mass.; 360 me-

ters: 11 a. m., music: 11:40 a. m.. weather;
11:45 a. m., markets; 5:10 p. m., code
practice, lesson number 162; 5:35 p. m..
Boston police reports, Boston police head-
quarters; late news flashes, sports news;5:30 p. m., Boston police reports, Boston
police headquarters; 5:40 p. m., code prac-
tice, lesson number 163; 6 p. m., eveningcogram, ('I) "Bits of Wisdom." by George
Brinton Beal, prominent newspaper man;
(2) musical program arranged by George i
Brinton Beal and friends.

WOR-Buffido; 319 meters; 9:45 a.
weather; 12 n., agriograms; 3 p. m.. tea
time music from the Palm room, Hotel
Statler; 6 p. m., Boy scout radiograms.
industrial employment bulletin, The Ameri-
can Boy story.
WOY-Schenectady, N. Y,;. 280 meters:
5 p. m.. produce and stock market quota-
tions; news bulletins: 1 p. m., music and
address, "The Club Woman of the Twen-
tieth Century," by Mrs. Edward P. Pressy.
president of Schenectady Federation of
Women's club; 3:15 p. m., weekly report
on conditions of roads in New York state:
6:45 p. m.. musical program furnished thru
courtesy Cluett, Peabody & Co.. Inc.,
Troy, N. Y.: address, "A Goose Shooting
Incident," Henry S. Watson. editor of Field
and Stream; piano solo, "Etude Melodique"
(Rogers). Margaret Conklin: male chorus
selection, "The Rosary" (Nevin), Arrow
double male quartet, Charles Felter, Frank
Irwin, first tenors; William Simmonds,
John Christopher. second tenors: Henry
Leffingwell, James Baker, barytones; Rob-
ert Lang, Avilliam Fowler, basses: T. G.
Protheroe, director; Gertrude Cooper, ac-
companist; violin solo, "Melody" (Dawes).
Raymond F. Rooney; tenor solo, "A Little
Pink Rose" (Bond). Charles Felter; ad-
dress, "Sugar," C. A. Kelsey, Power and
Mining department. General Electric com-
pany; male chorus selections, (a) "Lullaby"
(Brahms); (b) "Plantation Lullaby"
(Geibel), quartet', piano solos. (a) "Feu
Follet" (Rogers): (b) "High Flies the
Crane" (Hungarian Folk Song). Margaret
Conklin; Barytone solo, "On the Road to
Mandalay" (Speaks), Henry Leffingwell:
violin solo, ''Legende" (Bohm), Raymond
F. Rooney; piano solos, (a) "Evening"
(Billion): (b) "Presto" (Stiehl), Margaret
Conklin; male chortle selection, "Winter
Song" (Bullard), quartet.

WJZ-New York city; 455 meters: 2 D. m.,
afternoon auditorium concert by direct wire
from the Wanamaker auditorium; 3 D. m.,
two one -act plays by Threshold players;3:45 p. m., Theodore Van Yorx concert:
5 D. m., "Jack Rabbit Stories," by David
Cory, 6:30 p. m., the world's work; 6:46
p. m., recital by Mary Biffin, soprano; 7:06
p. m., "Income Taxes," by Frank Shevit;
7:15 p. m., Wanamaker Organ concert. pro-
gram by J. Thurston Noe: 8 p. m., recital
by Edna Fields. soprano; 8:15 p. m., "Food."
by Mr. Willock; 8:30 p. m., recital by Edna
Fields. soprano; 9 p. m., concert by J. P.
Robertson, basso, accompanied by Robert
Childe, pianist; 9:30 D. in., dance program
by the Hotel Commodore orchestra under
the presonal direction of Bernard Levitow.

WJY-New York city; 405 meters; 2 to
4 p. m., concert program.

WOO-Philadelphia; 509 meters; silent
night.

WOR-Newark, N. J.; 405 meters; 7 to
9 p. m., concert program,

Midwest Programs.
WCX-Detrcdt, Mich.; 517 meters; 2 p. m.,

news bulletins; 2:10 p. m., stock quota-
tions; 2:50 p. m., weather; 4:15 p. m.,
music; 7 p. rt., musical program.

WDAF-Karsas City, Mo.; 411 meters;3:30 to 4:30 p. in.. concert, sport news;
5:05 p. m.. markets and weather; 6, to 7
p. In., educational ,features and .,musical
Program; 11 r2u P. in. to 1. a. m.. "Night-

.

turing China Eyes," "Sunflower Maid.""Georgia Moon," "Island Nights," "WaltzMe to Sleep in' Your Arms," "The Cat'sWhiskers" and "If You're Sorry."
MOS-Jefferson City, Mo.; 441 meters; 8to 9:30 p. m., concert program.
WWJ-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters; Michi-

gan night, 7 p. m., Detroit News orchestra;
town crier; Howard C. Lewis, barytone: Anna

Southern Programs.
RED-St. Lon's: 546 meters; silent night.
WRAP-Fort Worth, Texas; 476 meters;7:30 to 8:30 p. m., concert by the thirty -piece band of the North Texas Junior Agri-

cultural and Mechanical college 15! Arling-ton, Texas. (E. L. 0. announcing.) 9:30to 10:45 p. m., concert of orchestra, nov-
elty and solo numbers by the University clubof Fort Worth. IG. C. A. announcing.)

WM-Atlanta, Ga.; 429 meters; 6 to 7D. m., concert: 9:30 to 10:30 p. con-cert.
WGV-New "Orleans; 350 meters; 7 to 8p. m., concert.
wFAA-Dallas, Texas; 476 meters; Shrin-era' day: 12:30 to 1 p. m., address, Judge

Hiram F. Lively on "The Man in Fellow-
man"; 8:30 to 9:30 p. m., Masonic musical
program.

WHAS-Louisville; 400 meters; 4 p.concert by the Stranc theater orchestra,reading, "Just Among Home Folks"; selec-
tions played on the Karoo theater organ;7:30 p. m., the ten best Foster stilkgs, es-pecially arranged and dedicated to WHAS byZuddie Harris Reinecke, and sung by TheCourier -Journal quartet' Miss Fannie Bess
Morton, soprano; Mrs. R. W. Surman, con-tralto; K. W. Surman, tenor; Albion S.Cornwall, barytone; Mrs Albion S. Cornwall,accompanist; reading, ' 'An Interesting His-
torical Episode"; sports bulletins.

WLW-Cincinnati; 309 meters; 8 D. In.,Oberlin Conservatory trio: Mrs. William Ma-son Bennett, piano; Mr. Maurice Kessler,violin, and Frederick Goerner, cello; Mrs.Florence Hall, soprano, is the soloist; (1)etond trio, op. 92 (Saint-Saens), Allegro nontroppo, Andante con moto, first and sec-ond movements; (2) Soir d'Automne (Wae-feighem); (3) Plaisir d'Amour (Martin);
(4) Romance, Viola d'Amore Soli: (a) Dedi-
cation (Franz); (b) A Pastoral (Veracini);
(6) When Love Is Kind (Mrs. Hall). Old
lnglish; (6) second trio (Sant-Saens), Gracio-
so poco allegro. Allegro non troppo, third and
fourth movements; 9:15 p. m., Met half
of the symphony concert of the Cleveland
orchestra, Nikolai Sokoloff, leader; Tschai-
kowsky's symphony No. 5, E minor, op. 64-

WMC-Memphis; 500 meters; 11 p. m..concert.
MSB-Atlanta, Ga.; 429 meters; 12 to 1

p. in.. musical program for induktrial work-
ers: 4:30 p. m., weather forecast; 4 p. m.,
Howard' relay: 6 to 5:30 p. m., marke
news and sports; 6:30 a. m., bedtime sto8 to 9 p. in., popular concert: 10:45 p.
Transcontinental Radiowl concert.

Pacific Coast Programs.
KFDB-San Francisca: 509 meters; mu-

sical program from midnight to 1:30 a. m.
ROW-Portland. Ore.; 492 meters; mid-night to 1 a. m., voca ; 2 a. m., hoot owl

frolic.
KIIJ-Los Angeles, 095 meters; eveningbroadcasting hours, 10:45, 11;30 D. m.; 1

El. ng.
KPO-San Francisco; 423 meters; eve-ning broadcasting hours for concert. mid-night to 1 a.

SUBURBAN STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.)
WCBD--Zion, 345 meters; 8 to 10p. m., concert by Zion band and orchestra,

vocal selections, instrumental solos.
WIAB-Rockford, 252 meters; 8 to 9p. m., concert, 4WRM-Urbana, Ill., University of Illinois;

360 meters; 8:50 to 3:30 p. m., lectures
and news.

WTAS-Elgin, Dl.; 275 meters; 7:30p. m., musical program.

Burn Tubes Low
Operate your tubes on as little cur-

rent as will give good reception. it
will lengthen their life considerable.
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedules
Central, or Chicago time, is shown on all stations. If necessary to ascertain, local time on any station deduct

two hours from time shown for Pacific coast stations, one hOur from time shown for the Rocky mountain stations and
add one hour to those stations using eastern time. Hawaiian- island time is four hours and a half slower than Chicago
time. In Jhe list the call number of the station is first given, followed' by the location,.the owner's name, wave length
used and broadcasting schedule in order named.

AA3, Denver, Colo. Fitzsimmons General
hospital. (Educational department, United
States army). 440 meters. Friday. 9-10
D. m.. music, entertainment. .

AQ6, Canton, Ohio. Headquarters 135th
field artillery, 0. N. G. 425 meters.
Wednesday. Friday, music. Sunday, church
services.

AS6, San Antonio, Texas. United States
army, Fort Sam Houston. 360 meters.
Monday. Thursday.

AV7, St. Paul, Minn. 6th Infantry. Minne-
sota National Guard; St. Paul armory.
400 meter,.

AWE.. Dayton. Ohio. McCook field, United
States army. Experimental work.

BEL Tacoma, Wash. Camp Lewis. United
States army, third signal corps. 400
meters. Discontinued indefinitely.

EDKA-Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing company, East Pittsburg, Pa.

. 326 meters. Daily except Sunday. 9-9:15
a. m.. 11:30-12 noon, music; 7-8:55 p. m..
news features, markets, concerts; 10:55-
11 p. m., time signals. Sunday. church
services, 12 noon and 9 p. m.; bible story.
3:30 D. m.; concert, 3:45 p. m.. and in
winter; vespers at 5:45 p. m., and organ
recital from Carnegie Music hall ale 5
p. m.

KDPM-Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing company, Cleveland, Ohio. 270
meters.

KDPT-Southern Electrical company. SanDiego, Cal. 242 meters. Daily except Sun-
day, 9-9:30 p. m. Tuesday and Saturday.
10-12 p. m., concert. Sunday, 1-2 p. m..
sermon,

HDYL-Telegram Publishing company, Salt
Lake City, Utah. 360 meters. Daily ex-
cept Sunday, 9-10 p. m.. concert.

EPYM-The Savoy theater, San Diego, Cal.
280 meters. Monday. Wednesday. Friday,
10-12 p. m. Saturday, 4-7 p. m.

HDYQ-Oregon Institute of Technology,
Portland, Ore. 360 meters. Educational
programs.

KDYS-The Tribune, Great Falls, Mont. 360
meters. Wednesday, Saturday. 10 p. m.

RUM -Smith Hughes & Co., Phoenix. Ariz.
360 meters.

XDYX-The Star -Bulletin Publishing com-
pany, Honolulu, Hawaii. 360 meters.
Daily except Sunday. 3:15-4 p. m. Daily
except Saturday, Sunday, 9:30-10:30 P. m.
Sunday, 2-3:15 p. m.. church service.

IIDZB-Frank Seifert, Bakersfield, Cal. 360
meters. Daily except Sunday, 10.11 D.
music. Sunday. sacred program.

EDZE-Seattle Radio association, Seattle.
Wash. 360 meters.

.RDZF-Automobile Club of Southern Cali-
fornia. Los Angeles, Cal. 278 meters.

EDZI-Electrical Supply company, Wenat-
chee, Wash. 360 meters.

RDZH-Nevada Machine and Electric coin-
' pang, Reno, Nev. 360 meters.
03)2Q -Nicholas Academy of Music, Denver,

Colo. 360 meters.
KDZR-The Bellingham Publishing com-

pany. Bellingham. Wash. 261 meters.
KDZT-Seattle Radio association. Seattle.

Wash. 360 meters.
KDZIJ-Weeteen Radio corporation, Denver.

Colo. 3604Ineters.
RDZY-Cope & Cornwell company. Salt Lake.

City, Utah. 360 meters.
HEB-Marine Exchange, San Francisco, Cal.

360 meters.
HFAD-McArthur Brothers Mercantile com-

pany. Phoenix, Ariz. 360 meters.
KFAE-State College of Washington, Pull-

man, Wash. 360 meters. Monday. Wednes-
day. Friday, 9:30-10:30, lectures, readings,
music, news.

HleAP-Western Radio corporation, Denver.
Colo. 360 meters. Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, 9-10 p. m.
Thursday, 8:30 p. m.

KFAJL-University of Colorado, Boulder,
Colo. 360 meters.

KFAN-The Electric Shop, Moscow, Idaho.
360 meters.

EFAP--Standard Publishing company, Butte,
Mont. 360 meters.

KFAQ-City of San Jose, San Jose. Cal. 360
meters.

AFAR -Studio Lighting Service company,
Hollywood. Cal. 280 meters.

HEAT -Pacific Radio company, Eugene, Ore.
275 meters.

KFAU-Boise High school, Boise, Idaho. 270
meters.

KFAV-Abbott-Kinney company, Venice, Cal.
258 meters.

HYAW-The Radio Den, Santa Ana, Cal. 360
ne,,ers. Daily except Sunday, 5:30-6 P. 121..

Aiwa. sports, music. Monday, Tuesday.
7:30-8:30 p. m., concert.

KFAY-Virgin's Radio Service, Medford, Ore.
360 meters. Monday, Friday, 10-11 p. m.
Wednesday, 10 p. m.-1 a. m.

KFBB-F. A. Buttrey company, Havre,
Mont. 360 meters. Daily except Sun-
day. 1:30 p. m. Tuesday, Friday, 9-10:30
p. m., music.

KFBC-W. K. Azbill, San Diego, Cal. 278
meters.

KFBE-R. H. Horn, San Luis Obispo, 'Cal.
360 meters. Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
6:30-7:30 p. m.

HYB43-First Presbyterian church,. Tacoma,
Wash. 360 meters.

KFBK-Kimball-Upson company, Sacramento.
Cal. 283 meters. 8-8:45 p. m; Wednes-
day, 10-11 p. m.

KFBL-Leese Bros., Everett. Wash. 224
meters. Daily except Sunday, 9:15-10:15
p. m. Sunday. 4-5 D. m.

IFES-Chronicle News Gas and Electric Sup-
ply company, Trinidid, Colo. 360 meters.

XFBU-Bishop N. S. Thomas, Laramie, Wire.
360 meters.

IFCB-Nielsen Radio Supply company. 238
meters. Phoenix, Ariz. Daily, 8-8:30
p. m.

RFCD-F. S. Barton. Salem, Ore. 360 me-
ters.

KFCF-Frank A,, Moore, Walla Walla, Wash.
360 meters.

HFCH-Electric Service Station. Inc Bil-
lings, Mont. 360 meters.

EFCK-Colorado Springs Radio company,
Colorado Springs, Colo. 360 meters.

KFCL-Los Angeles Union Yards. Los An-
geles, Cal. 360 meters. 12-12:30 p. m.;
3:15-4:45 p. m.; 6:30-7 p. m.; 10-10:10
D. m.

KFCM-Richmond Radio shop, Richmond,
Cal. 244 meters. Daily except Sunday,
3-4 p..m. Monday, 10-11 p. m.

HFCP-LRalph W. Flygare, Ogden, Utah. 360
meters.

KFCV-Fred Mahaffey Jr., Houston, Tex.
360 meters.

IIFCY-Western 'Union college, Le Mars,
Iowa. 360 meters.

KFCZ-Omaha Central high school, Omaha,
Neb. 258 meters. Monday, Tuesday.
Thursday. Sunday, 7-9 p. m., concerts.

KYDA-Adler'! Music store, Baker, Ore.
360 meters. Daily except Sundae. 7-8
D. in-BYDB-California Mercantile Trading com-
pany, San Francisco. Cal. 509 meters.

HITC-E. V. Craney, Spokane, Wash. 285
meters.KFDD-St. Michael's cathedral, Boise, Idaho.
252 meters. Sunday, 12:15-1:30 p. m.
9-10:15 p. m., church services.

KFDP--Wyoming Radio corporation, Casper.
Wyo. 360 meters. Daily except Sun-
day. 2:30 p. m., weather, stocks. Wednes-
day, Friday, 10-11 p. m., concert. Sunday,
10-11 a. m.: 1-1:30 p. m., church serv-
ices.KFDH-University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz.
360 meters. Tuesday, Thursday, 9:30-
10:30 D. ni.KFDJ-Oregon Agricultural college, Corval-
lis, Ore. 380 meters.

KFDL-Knight-Campbell Music company.
Denver, Colo. 360 meters.

HYD0-11. Everett Cutting, Bozeman, Mont.
360 meters.

HFDP-Hawkeye Radio and Supply company.'

Des Moines, Iowa. 278 meters. Daily. 3
P. m., police reports, musical program.
Monday, Thursday. 9 p. m., musical pro-
gram.

KFDR-Bullock's Hardware and Sporting
Goods store, York, Neb. 360 meters.

KFDS-John D. McKee, San Francisco, Cal.
360 meters. 1

KFDTJ-Nebraska Radio Electric company.
Lincoln, Neb. 240 meters.

KFDV-Gilbrech & Stinson. Fayetteville,
Ark. 360 meters.

KF'DX-First Baptist church, Shreveport.
La. 360 meters.

KFDY-South Dakota College of Agricul-
.tural and Mechanical Arts, Brookings.
S. D. 360 meters. Monday, Saturday, 8:30
p. m., concert. Tuesday, Thursday, 11
a. m., lecture.

KFDZ-Harry 0. Iierson, Minneapolis, Minn.
380 meters,

KFEC-Meier & Frank Co., Inc., Portland,
Ore'. Daily except Sunday.. 6-7, concert:
8:30 p. m., weather, markets, Thursday,
11 p. m.-12 a. concert. Saturday, 1-2
p. m., children's hour.

KFEJ-Guy Greason, Tacoma, Wash. 360
meters.

KFEL-Winner Radio corporation. Denver.
Colo. 300 meters. Daily except Sunday.
10 a. m.-12:45 p. m., stock reports; 4-5
p. m.. concert. Monday, Friday, 10-11
p. m., concerts. Sunday,, 10-11 a. m..
church services.

KFEQ-J. D. Scroggin, Oak, Neb. 360
meters.

KFER-Auto Electric Service company. Fort
Dodge, Iowa. 231 meters.

KFEV-Radio Electric shop, Douglas, Wyo.
263 meters. Daily. 12:05 p. m., weather;
9:10 p. m., concert.

EFEX-Augsburg seminary. Minneapolis.
Minn. 275 meters. Monday, Wednesday,
Friday. 10:30-11 a. m., concert. Tuesdae.
Saturday, 5-7 D. m., lectures. Sunday.
9-10:30 p. m., church services.

nison, Colo. 360 meters. Daily except
Sunday. 9:30 a. m. Tuesday, 9:30 P. me
concert.

KFHB-P. L. Boardwell, Hood River, Ore.
280 meters. Daily except Monday, 8:20-
6:35 p. m., sporting news. Sunday, 1-1:45
p. m., concert.

RPM -University of Oklahoma, Norman,
Okla. 360 meters.

KFHD-Utz Electric company. St. Joseph,
Mo. 228 meters. Daily except Sunday.
5:30-6 p. m. Monday. Thursday, Satur-
day. 8-9:30 p. m.. concert.

KFHF-Central Christian church, Shreve-
port, La. 266 meters.

ITIEHH-Ambrose A. McCue, Neai Bay,
Wash. 283 meters.

%PHI -Charles V. Dixon, Wichita, Kan. 224
meters.

RFHJ-Fallon company, Santa Barbera, Cal.
360 meters.

KFHP-Radio Bulk Products company,
Kearney, Neb. 246 meters.

EFHQ-Curtis Bros. Hardware store. Los
Gatos. Cal. 242 meters.

KFHR-Star Electric and Radio company,
Seattle, Wash. 270 meters.

KFIIS-C. J. Dow. Lihue, Hawaii. 275
meters.

EFHTY-M. G. Sateren, Mayville, N. D. 201
meters.

KFHY-R. S. RicEwan, Trinidad, Colo. 242
meters.

KFI-Earl C. Anthony, Inc., Los Angeles,
Cal. 469 meters. Daily except Sunday,
7-7:30 p. m. Monday, Wednesday. Friday.
10.11 p. m. Daily except Sunday, 7:30-
10 p. m. Daily, 11 p. m.-12 a. m. Sun-
day. Tuesday. Thursday, 10-11 p. m.
Monday, 12 p. m.-1 a. m. Wednesday.
Friday. Saturday. 1-2 a. m.

KFIB-Franklin W. Jenkins. St. Louis, Mo.
244 meters.

KFID-Ross Arbuckle's garage, Iola, Kan.
246 meters. Daily, 5:15-5:45 p. m. Mon-

KFJQ-Vallee Radio division of Electric Con-
struction company, Grand Forks, N. D.
252 meters.

ITFJR-A. C. Dixon company, Stevensville,
Mont. 258 meters.

KFKA-Colorado State Teachers college,
Greeley, Colo. 248 meters.

KFKH-Denver Park Amusement company,
Denver. Colo. 226 meters.

KFLE-National Educational service, Den-
ver. Colo. 268 meters.

KFZ-Doerr-Mitchell Electric company. Spo-
kane, Wash. 283 meters. Tuesday, Frit
day, 9:30-11 p. m., concert. Sunday,
8-9 p. m.

KGA-The Tribune, Oakland, Cal. 260 me-
ters.

KGB -Tacoma Daily Ledger. Tacoma, Wash.
5b0 meters. Daily except Sunday,. 9-11
p. m. Sunday, 7-9:30 p. m.

KGG-Ralloek & Watson Radio service,
Portland, Ore. 360 meters. Daily except
Sunday, 7-8 p. m. Wednesday, Sunday,
11-12 p. m. Saturday, 10:30 p. m.

MN -Northwestern Radio Manufacturing
company. Portland, Ore. 360 meters.

HGO-Altadena Radio laboratory, Altadena,
Cal. 280 meters.

KGU-The Honolulu Advertiser, Honolulu,
Hawaii. 360 meters. Daily, 10:30 p. m.
to 1 a. m.KGW-Oregonian Publishing company. Port-
land, Ore. 492 meters. Daily except Sun-
day, 5-5:30 p. m., lecture. Daily except
Surftlay, Monday, 10-11 p. m., dance pro-
gram. Sunday, 9-10 p. m., concert. Mon-
day. Wednesday, Friday, 10-11 p. m., vo-
cal. Monday. Friday, 1.2 a. m., Hootowl
frolics.

KGY-St. Martin's college, Lacey, Wash.
258 meters. Tuesday. Friday, Sunday.
10:30-11:30 p. m., concert.

KHJ-Times Mirror company. Los Angeles.
Cal. 895 meters. Dily except Sunday,
2:30-3-15, 8:45, 9:30,a10:0 p. m. Sun -

CHICAGO EVENING POST
TABLOID RADIO PROGRAMS

These stations are those most commonly. tuned in every evening by the Chicago broadcast
listener. The time given is central standard. coast dills: is twn hctirs earlier, thountain
time one hour earlier and eastern time one hour later than the time given here.

STATION Met. Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

CFAC, Calgary
CFCA, Toronto

430
425

8:45- 9:45
9:00-10:00

8:45- 9:45
9:00-10:00

8:45- 9:45 11:30-12:30
6:30- 7:00 6:30. 7:00

8:45. 9:45
6:30- 7:00

8:46- 9:45
8:00- 9:00

CFCF, Montreal 440 6:30- 8:00 8:30. 8:00 6:30- 8:00
CFCN, Calgary, Alta
CKAC, Montreal. Que.
KDKA, E. Pittsburg. Pa

440
430
326

12 :00- 1:00
5:00- 9:00

t 6::00- 8:30
4:00- 8:00

11:00- 2:00-
.:

5:00. 9:00
8:00- /8:30
5:00- 9:00 5:00- 9:00

11:00- 1:00
6:00- 8:30
5:00- 9:00

3:30- 4:30
6:30- 7:80

HDZE, Seattle, Wash 455 10 :30-12 :30 10 :30-12 :30 10:30-12:30
KFAY. Denver, Colo
RFT. Los Angeles, Cal
KOW. Portland. Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal
KPO, San Francisco. Cal

360
489
492
395
423

9:00-10:00
8:45- 1:00

10:00-12:30
8 :45-12 :00

10:00-12:00

9:00-10:00
8:45- 1:00

10:00- 1:00
8 :45-12 :00

10:00-12:00

8:45- 2:00
10:00- 1:00
8:45-12:00

8:30- 9:00
8:46- 1:00

10:00- 1:00
8 :45-12 :00

10 :00-12 :00

9:00.10:00
8:45- 2:00

10:00- 1:30
8:45-12:00

9 :00-10 :00
8:45e: 2:00

10:00-:1:00
8 :45-12 :00

10:00- 2:00

10:00- 1:00
8:00.14):30

10 :00-12 :00
10:00-12:00

ESD, St. Louis, Mo, 546 8:00-10:00 8:00- 1:00 8:00. 1:00 8:00-10:00 8:00-10:60
KYW, Chicago. In 636 8:00- 9:00 8:00- 9:00 8:00- 9:00 8:00- 9:00 8:00- 9:00
NAA, Radio, Va 435 5:45. 7:20 8:05- 7:20 6:25- 7:40 5:45- 7:40 7:05- 7:40
PWX, Havana, Cuba 400 8 :00:10 :30 8 :00-10 :30
WleAP. Fort Worth, Texas.. . . 476 7 :30-10 :30 7:30-10:30 7 :3040 :30 7:30-10:30 7 :30-10 :30 7:00=7:30 5:00- 6:00
VtB.A1". Columbus. Ohio 390 7:00- 9:00
WBZ, Springfield, Mass 337 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:00- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 11:30-.-.8:30 7:30- 8:30
WCAP, Washington, D. 0 469 6:30- 6:30 8:45-11:00 5 :30-11 :00 5:20- 8:00
WCBD. Zion, n1 345 8:00-10:00 8:00-10:00 2:30- 5:30

CX, Detroit, Mich 517 7:30- 9:00 730-11:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 8:15- 7:15
AF. Kansas City, Mo 411 8:00- 1:00 11:45- 1:00 8:00- 1:00 11:45- 1:00 8:00- 1:00 11:45. 1:00 4:00- 5:00
A.I. College Park, Ga 258 7 :30-11 :80 7:30-11:30 10 :30-11 :30 7 :30-11 :30 7 :30-11 :30 7 :30-11 :30 7 :30-11 :30

WDAP, Chicago, Ill 360 7:00- 1:00 7:00- 1:00: 7:00- 1:00 7:00- 1:00 7:00- 1:00 9:15.11:16
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa
WDT, New York, N. Y

395
405

6:30- 9:55 8:30- 7:00 6:30-10:00
6:00- '7:00

6:30- 7:00
.

6:30-12:00
10:00-11:00

6:30- 7:30
".

WEAF, New York. N. Y 492 6:30. 9:00 6:30- 9:00 8:30. 9:00 ' 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00 6:80-10:00 6:30- 9:00
WFAA, Dallas, Texas 476 8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00 8:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00 9:30-11:00
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa 395 6:00- 6:30 8:00- 8:00 6:00- 6:30 6:00- 8:00 8:00- 6:30 6:00- 6:30 6:30- 7:30
WGI, Medford. Mass 360 6:00- 7:30 6:30- 8:00 8:00- 7:30 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 7:30-10:00
WOE, Buffalo, N. Y 319 6:30- 9:00 5:30- 7:45 5:30- 9:00 5:30- 7:46 5:30- 9:00 5:30- 7:45
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y 380 6:46- 9:00 8:45- 9:00 6:45- 9:00 6:45-10:30 6:30- 6:30
WIT& Madison, Wis 380 7:30- 8:30 7:30- 8:30 7:30- 8:30
WHAS, Louisville, Ky 400 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 4:00- 5:00
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y 380 8:00- 9:30
WHB. Kansas City. Mo 411 8:00-10:00 8:00-10:00 8 :00-10 :00
WHK, Cleveland, Ohio 360 5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30 5:00- 8:65 5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30 5:00- 5:30 7:00- 8:55
WHN, New York, N. Y 360 6 :30-11 :00 8:30-11:00 6 :30-11 :9Q 8 :30-11 :00 8:30.11:00 6 :30-11 :00 8:00-11:00
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa 509 5:00- 6:30 5:00.11:00 6:00- .6:30 5:00-10:00 5:00- 6:30 6:00-11:00 8:30- 4:80
WJAX, Cleveland, Ohio 390 8:30- 8:30 7:00- 9:30
WJAZ, Chicago, Ill 448 10:00- 2:00 10:00- 2:00 10:00- 2:00 10:00- 2:00 10:00- 2:00 6:00. 9:00
WJZ, New York, N. Y 455 6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30 8:00-10:80 6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30 7:00- .9:30
WKAQ. San Juan. P. R 380 7:00- 8:34 - 7:00- 8:30
WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn 417 7:30-10:00 '7:30-10:00 7:30-12:30 7:30-10:00 7:30-10:00 7:30-12:30 7:45- 8:45
WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio 309 8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00 8:00-10:04 10:00-12:00
WMAQ, Chicago. Ill 448 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00 7:00-10:00 4:30- 5:06
WMC, Memphis, Tenn 500 8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00 8:30- 9:30 8:30-12:00 8:30- 9:30
WNAC, Boston. Mass 278 7:00- 9:00 8:00-10:00 7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00 8:00-10:00 5:30- 7:30
WOAI, San Antonio. Texas 385 " 9:30-10:30 7:30- 8:30 9 :30-10 :30 9 :30-10 :30
WOAW, Omaha, Neb 526 9 :00-10 :00 9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00 9:00-10:00
WOC, Davenport, Iowa 484 8:00, 9:00 8:00-11:00 8:00- 9:00 8:00- 9:00 9:00-10:00 7:00.10:00
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa........ 509 6 :45-10 :00 645-10:00
WOR, Newark. N. J 405 6:15-10:00 5:15- 6:30 5:1540:00. 5:15- 6:30 5:15- 6:30 5:15.10:00
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo 441 8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30 8:00- 0:30
WRC, Washington, D. C 469 7 :00-  9:00 7":00- 9:00,7:00- 9:00
WSAI, Cincinnati, Ohio 309 8:00-10:00 8:00-10:00.10 :00-12 :00 . . . , , .. .. ..

WS13, Atlanta, Ga 429 8:00-12:00 8:00-12:00 8:00-12:00 8:00-12:00 8:00-12:00 8:00-12:00 7:30- 9:15
WSY. Birmingham', Ala 360 8:00- 8:46 8:00- 8:45 8:00- 8:45 8:00. 9:00
WTAM, Cleveland, Ohio 390 7:00- 8:30 8:10-10:00
WWJ, Detroit, Mich 517 7:30- 9:00 '7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30-11:00 7:30. 9:00 4:30. 5:30

KFEY-Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mining and
Concentrating company, Kellog, Idaho. 360
meters. Daily except Sunday, 10-11 p. m..

HFEZ-American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers. St. Louis, Mo. 360 meters.

KFFA-Dr. E. 0. Shelton, San Diego, Calif.
244 meters. Daily, 8.9 p. m., concert.

KFFB-Jenkins Furniture company, Boise,
Idaho. 273 meters. Daily except Satur-
day, Sunday, 10-11 p. m.. concert.

KFFE-Eastern Oregon Radio company. Pen-
dleton, Ore. 380 meters. Daily except
Sunday. 10:30-11:30 p. m., concert.

TUFO-Dr. E. H. Smith, Hillsboro, Ore. 229
meters.

KFFP-First Baptist church. Moberly. Mo.
276 meters. Sunday, 10:45 a. me8 p. m..
church services.

KFFQ-The Marksheffel Motor company,
Colorado Springs, Colo. 860 meters. Daily,
9:15 a. m.. weather; 5-6 p. m., concert.

KFFR-Jim Kirk. Sparks. Nev. 360 meters.
Wednesday, Friday. 9-10 p. m., concert.

KFFV-Graceland college. Lamoni. :owe. 330
meters. Wednesday, 9:20 a. m., concert.
Thursday, 8 p. m., entertainment.

HYPX-The McGraw Co., Omaha., Neb. 278
meters. Daily, 2:30-4 p. m.

HITY-Pincus & Murphy. Inc..' Alexander,
La. 275 meters.

IEFFZ-41. G. Barnes Amusement company,
Dallas. Tex. 226 meters.

KFGC-Louisiana State university, Baton
Rouge. La. 254 meters.

KFGD-Chickasha Radio & Electric company,
Chickasha, Okla. 248 meters. Daily ex-
cept Sunday, 11:30-12 a. in. 9-9:30 p. m..
concert.

KFGF-Buchanan. Stevens & Co., Mount Ver-
non. Wash. 360 meters. .

KFGH-Leland Stanford. Jr., university, Palo
Alto, Calif. 360 meters.

HFGJ-National Guards Mo., St. Louis, Mo.
266 meters.

HFGL-Arlington garage, Arlington, Ore. 234
meters.

KFGP-Cheney Radio company. Cheney, Han.
229 meters.

KFGq-Cr22ary Hardware company, Boone.
Iowa. 6 meters.

KFGV-Heidbreder Radio Supply company,
Utica, Neb. 224 meters.

KFGX-L-First Presbyterian church. Orange,
Texas. 250 meters. Sunday, 11 a. m.,
7:30 p. m., church services.

EFOY-Gjelhaug's Radio shop, Bandette,
Minn. 224 meters.

KFGZ-Emmanuel Missionary college, Ber-
rien Springs, Mich. 268 meters.

KPIIA-Colorado State Normal school, Gun -

day, Thursday. Saturday. 7:30-8 ,p. m.
Tuesday. Saturday, 9-10 p. m., concert.

KFIF-Benson Technical Student body, Port-
land. Ore. 360 meters.

KFIK-Gladbrook Electric company: Glad.
brook. Iowa. 234 meters.

leFIL-Windisch Electrical Farm Equipment
company, Louisburg, Kan. 234 meters.
Daily except Sunday, 9:35-11:35 a. m..
market. weather report. Monday, Wednes-
day. Friday, 7:30-8 p. m., lecture.
Wednesday. 8:10-30, concert. Saturday.
8-9 p. m. concert. Sunday. 11 a. m.-1,2 m.,
church services; 1-2 p. m.. concert.

KFIO-North Central high school, Spokane
Wash. 252 meters.

KFIQ-Yakima Valley Broadcasting associ-
ation. Yakima, Wash. 224 meters. Daily
except Sunday, 9:30-10 p. m.. weather.
markets. Monday, Friday, 10-11 p. m.,
concert.

KFIU-Alaska Electric Light and Power
company, Juneau. Alaska. 226 meters.
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 9:30-11
p. m.

KFIV-V. H. Broyles. Pittsburg, Han. 240
meters.

KFIX-Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ,
Independence, Kan. 240 meters.

KFIY-Brott laboratories, Seattle, Wash.
236 meters.

KFIZ-Dally Commonwealth. Fond du Lac.
Wis. 273 meters.

KFJA-Central Power company, Grand Is-
land. Neb. 244 meters.

KFJB-Marshall Electric Company. Marshall-
town. Iowa. 248 meters.

KFJC-Seattle Post Intelligencer, Seattle,
Wash. 233 meters. Daily except Sunday,
6-7 p. in., 10:30-11-30 p. m.

KFJD-Weld County Printing and Publish-
ing company. Greeley. Colo. 230 meters.
Daily. 11:30 a. m., 1:30 p. m., 3:30 p. m.,
7:30 p. m. Tuesday, Friday, 10-11 p. m.

KFJF-National Radio Manufacturing com-
pany, Oklahoma City. Okla. 252 meters.

KFJH-The Sugar Bowl, Selma, Cal. 273
meters.

KFJK-Delano Radio Electric company, Bris-
tow, Okla. 233 meters.

KleHS-Clifford J. Dow, Lihue, Kauai, T. H.
KFJI-Liberty theater, Astoria, Ore. 252

meters.
EFJJ-Carrollton Radio shop. Carrollton,

Mo., 236 meters.
KFJL-Hardsacg Manufacturing company,

Ottumwa, Iowa. 242 meters.
HFJM-University of North Dakota, Grand

Forks, N. D. 229 meters.

day, 12-2-D. In., 10 p. in. to 12 m.
KHQ-Louis Wasmer, Seattle, Wash. 360

meters.
KJQ-Gould the Light Man, Stockton, Cal. I

360 meters. Daily except Sunday. 7-8
p. m. Mond*, Wednesday, 11 p. in., 12 m.

KJR-Northwest Radio Service company,
Seattle, Wash. 270 meters. Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, 9 :30-10 :30 p. m.
Daily except Sunday, 7:30-8:16 p. m.

KJS-Bible Institute of Los Angeles, Lee
Angeles, Cal. 360 meters. Tuesda4
9-9:30 p. m. Thursday, 10-11 p. m., lec-
tures. Sunday, 1-2:30 p. m., 8-8:45:
A. m...1041 p. m., church services.

HLN-Monterey Electric shop, Del Monte.
Cal. 261 meters. Daily, 2-3 D. m.,
weather, markets, news; 9-10 p. m., con-
cert. Tuesday, Friday, 9-9:30 p. in., 10-
10:30 p. in., concert.

KLS-Warner Bros. Radio Supply company,
Oakland, Cal. 360 meters. Daily, 1:30-3 .

p. m. Friday, 10-11 p. m. Sunday, 2-3
p. m., church services-

KLX-Oakland Tribune, Oakland, Cal. 360 L
meters. Daily except Sunday, 5:30-7:15
p. m., 9-9:30 p. m., news. Tuesday, 10.11
p. m. Friday. 11 p. m.-12 in. concert.
Sunday, 124 p. m., church services.

KLZ-Reynolds Radio company. Inc., Den-
ver. Colo 360 meters. Daily except
Thursday, Sunday. 8:30-9 D. m. Thursday,
Sunday. 9-10 P. nr.

KMJ-San Joaquin Light and Power cor-
poration. Fresno, Cal. 360 meters. Daily
except Sunday, 10 p. m.-12 m.

HMO -Tacoma Times, Tacoma, Wash. 360
meters. Daily. except Sunday, 8-9 p. m..
11:15 D. m., concert.

KNJ-Roswell Public Service company, Ros-
well, N. Mex. 250 meters.

/INT-Grays Harbor Radio company, Aber-
deen. Wash. 283 meters. Daily except

KNSuvn_dRaya.di9a-Radio

company, Los Angeles
Cal. 360 meters.

KNX-Electric Lighting Supply company.
Los Angeles. Cal. 360 meters.

KOB-New Mexico college agriculture and
mechanical arts, State college, New Mexico.
360 meters. Daily, 12:55-1 a. m.; 10:55-
11 p. m. Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
8:30-9:30 p. m., concert.

HOP -Detroit police department, Detroit,
Mich. 288 meters. Daily, except Sunday.
1 p. m., 6:30 p. m., reports.

HPK - California Examiner, Los Angeles,
Cal. 409 meters.

KPOL-Hale Bros., Inc., San Francisco, Cal.
423 meters. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday,
Saturday, 2 p. m. (noon time signals).
2-4 p. m,, 6:30-7:30 p. m., 10 p. m.-12 m.,
concert. Sunday, 1-2:30 p. m., church
services; 10:30-12 p. m. concert.

KQI-University of California, Berkeley, Cal.
380 meters,

KOP-Apple City Radio club, Hood Itiver.
Ore. 380 meters. Monday, Wednesday,
Friday, 8:30 p. m., concert. Wednesday.
11 p. m., special program.

KQV-Loutleday-11111 Electric- eomtiany.,
Pittsburg, Pa. 360 meters. Daily, except
Sunday, 11-11:30 p. 3:30-4 p.
concert. Monday, Wednesday, Friday.
9-9:55 p. m.,concert. Friday, 3:30-4:15
p. m. childrn's program.

lIQW-Jerrold laboratory, San Jose. Cal.
360' meters. Daily, except Sunday. 2-3 :30
p. Wednesday. 10-11 p. m.

.KRE-Berkeley Daily Gazette, Berkeley. .CaL
278 meters. Monday, 10 p. m.-12
Wednesday, 11-12 P. m.

KSD-St. Louis Post -Dispatch, St. Louie. Mo.
646 meters. Daily, 8:40, 9:40, 10:40.
11:40 a. m., 12:40, 1:40. 2:40 4:40 D. m.
Daily except Thursday. Sunday, 8 p m..
concert.

KSS-Prest & Dean Radio company. Long
Beach. Cal. 229 meters.

KTW-First Presbyterian church, Seattle.
Wash. 360 meters. Sunday, 12 m.-2:30
p. m., 6-6:30 D. in., 9-11:30 p. In.. church
services,

HUO-San Francisco Examiner, San Fran.
cisco, Cal. 360 meters. Daily except Sun.
day; 11. a. m.-12 tn., 4:30-8:30 D. m., lec-
ture: 11 a. m, 2 p. m., 8:45 p. weather.
Sunday, 11 a. m.-12 m. and 8 p. m., news.

HUS-City Dye Works and Laundry company.
Los Angeles, Cal. 360 meters. Daily Sr.
cept Sunday, 9:30 a. m., calisthenics:
2-2:30 D. m., concert. Monday, Thursday,
1-4:30 p. m., features. Wednesday, Friday.
8-8:46 p. m., concert.

HUIrQ-Kreetan company, Johnswood Drina.
mond Island. Mich. 450 meters.

IMF -Coast Radio company, El Monte. Cal.
360 meters. Wednesday, 8-6:30 p. m.
Saturday, 5-6 p. in.

KWG-Portable Wireless Telephone company.
Stockton, Cal. 360 meters. Daily except
Sunday. 6-7 p. in.,markets. Tuesday, Fri-
day., 10-11 p. in., concert. Sunday. 4.3
D. M.. concert.

KWH-Los Angeles Examiner, Los Angeles.
Cal. 360 meters. Daily except Sunday,
8:30-3:40 p. m., 7-7:30 p. in., 8-8:15
p. m., 10:20-11 p. m., concert. Sunday.
10:30-11 p. m.. church service.

RED -Modesto. Herald Publishing company.,
Modesto, Cal. 252 meters. Daily except
Sunday. Monday, 8:30-9 p. in. Monday.*
9-11 p. m. Sunday, 2.5 p. Di.. church
services.

xvQ-Electric Mane Tronceum, mewl:17-34Q
meters.

KYT-Therle Music company, San Diego'
Cal. . 380 dieters.

ILYW-Westinghouse Electric and Manuface
tuning company, Chicago. Ill. 536 meters.
Daily except Sunday, 9:30 a. m., financial.
market: 10 a. tn., market; 10:30 a. m.d
news: 10:58 a. m., time signal; 11 ti: m..
market; 11:05 a. m., weather: 11:30 a. ni.
news. market: 11:36 a. m., table talk. 12
m., market: 12:10 p. m.. Saturday. final
market; 12:30 p. in., news: 1 P. me
market, except Wednesday, Saturda: 1:20
P. m., closing quotations except Wednesday.Saturday; 2:16 p. m., news; 2:30 D. m,.
closing quotations: 3 p.,m.. news and sport
bulletin; 4 p. m., news; 4:15 stock reports:
4:30 p; m., news and sports; 5 p. m.
news; 6:30 p. m., financial summary; 6:50
p. m., bedtime stories: 8 p. m., musical
program; 8:58 p. m.. time signal; 9 p. in.,
weather: 9:05 D. m., special features.
Tuesday, Thursday, 2:36-3 p. m.. 9-9:25
p. iq., concert. Friday, 10-11:30 D. me,
late show. Saturday. 9-9:25 p. m., reading.
Sunday, 11 a. m., church services:. 8 p. m..
concert, Evening Post program.

KZM-Western Radio institute, Oakland. Cal.
360 meters. Daily except Sunday, 8:45-9
p. m., news,

KZN-Desert News, Salt Lake City, Utah.
860 meters. Daily except Sunday, 10-
11.:30 p. in., concert.

KDZQ-Pyle & Nochols, Denver, Colo. 360
meters.

KZV-Wenateheee Battery and Motor com-
pany. Wenatchee, Wash. 360 meters.
Daily except Sunday. 5:30-6:15 p. m..
weather. Mondya, Wednesday, Friday,
10:45-11:30 p. m. Sunday, 9:50-11 p. tn.,
church service.

WAAB-Valdemar Jensen, New Orleans, La.
268 meters.

WAAC-Tulane university, Mechanics instie
g tute, New Orleans, La. 360 meters.

WXAD-Ohio Mechanics insttiute, Cincin
nati, Ohio. 360 meters.

WAAF-Chicago Daily Drovers' Journal, Chi-
cago. III. 286 meters. Daily except &in -

t day. 8:40 a. m.. 10:30 a. m., 10:45 a. m.,
12:30 p. m.. 12:45 p. m.. 3 p. m., 4:30

1 p. m., live stock and weather reports.
i WAAH-Commonwealth Electric company.

St. Paul, Mini. 360 meters.
WAAK-Gimbel Bros.. Milwx,tree. Wis. 280

meters. Daily except Sunday. 10 a.m.,
11:10 a. m., 12:10 p. m.. 1:25 re - -L.. 3
p. in. Daily except Wednesday, Saturday. -
7:15 p. m., 7:30 p. m.

WAAM-I. R. Nelson company, Newark,
N. J. 263 meters. Daily except Sunday,
8:15-8:45 a. m.. market report. Daily ex-
cept Saturday. Sunday, 10 a. in., 11. a. rn.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
7-9:30 p. tn., concert.

WAIN -University Of Missouri Columbia e

m.

Mo. 264 meters.
WAAP-United Electrical company, Wichita,

Kan. 360 meters. Daily except Sunday,
12-12:30 p. m., elle :30 p. m., weather.
Tuesday. Friday, 8 p. in. concert.

WAAW-Omaha Grain exchange. Omaha,
Neb. 360 meters. Daily. 8:45 a. m., 0:45-
10:45 a. m., 11:45 a. m., 12:15 p. re.,
12:45 p. m., 1:15 p. m., markets: 8-9
p. m.. concert.

WAAZ-Hollister-Miller Motor company,
Emporia. Kan. 360 meters. Tuesday.
Thursday, 7-8 p. m.

WABB-Dr, John B. Lawrence. Harrisbuig,
Pa. 266 meters. Monday, _Tuesday, Thurs-
day, 7:30 p. m., concert.

WABC-Fulwider-Grimes Battery company,
Anderson. Ind. 229 meters.

WABD-Parker high school, Dayton. 'Ohio.
283 meters.

WABE-Y. M. C. A., Washington, D. C. 293
meters.

WABF-Mount Vernon Register News com-
pany, Mount Vernon, Dl. 234 meters.

WABG-Arnold Edwards Piano company,
Jacksonville, Fla. 248 meters. Daily, 5-6
p. in., lectures, !porting; 8-9 D. m., con-
cert.

WABH-Lake Shore Tire company, San-
dusky, Ohio. 240 meters.

WABI-Bangor, Railway and Electric com-
pany, Bangor, Maine. 240 meters.

WABJ-Radio laboratories, South Bend,
Ind. 240, meters.

WABK-First Baptist, church, Worcester.
Mass. 252 meters. Sunday. 9:30 a. in. -
12 m., church service.

WABL-Connecticut Agricultural college,
Storrs, Conn. 283 meters. Daily, 11 a. m.-
12 m., 5-7 p. in., special programs to
farmers.

WABM-F. E. Doherty, Automotive and
Radio Equipment company. Saginaw, Mien.
234 meters.

WARN -Waldo C. Grover, La Crosse. Wis.
254 meters.

WABO-Lake Avenue Baptist church, Roch-
ester, N. Y. 252 meters. Sunday, 9:30
a. m.-11 a. in., 6:30-8 p. church sere,
ice.

WAH-Midland Refining company, 30 South
Main street. El Dorado, Kan. 1399 meters.

WAJV-Indian Pipe Line corporation.
Princeton ,Ind. 360 meters.

WBAA-Purdue university. West Lafayette,
Ind.. 360 meters. Monday, Friday eve-
ning.

Continued on Page 14.
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WIAU-American Trust and Savings bank.Le Mare, Iowa. 360 meters.
WIAY-Woodward & Lathrop, Washington,

-
D. C. 224 meters.

WIK-K. & L. Electric company, McKees-port. Pa. 360 meters,
WIL--Continental Electric Supply company,Washington. D. C. 360 meters. Daily

except Sunday, 4:30-6 p. in., concert.
WIP-Gimble Brothers, Philadelphia, Pa. 509meters. Monday, 3-2:30 p. In.. concert;6-5:45 p. in . concert, sporting; 6-6:30P. In., bedtime stories. Tuesday, 12. In..1 p. m.. organ recital; 2-2:30 p. m., con-cert; 5.5:45 D. in., concert, sporting; 6-6:30 p. m., bedtime stories; 7-7:20 D. m..lecture; 7:20-9 p. in., concert; 9:10-11p. in., concert. Wednesday, 2-2:30 D. in.,concert; 5-5:45 p. in., concert, snorts:6-8:30 D. in., bedtime stories. Thursday.12 in. -1 p. tn. organ recital; 2-2:30 P. In,concert: 5-5 :..5 p. in., concert, sporting;

6-6:30 p. m., bedtime stories; 7-8 p. m.,
concert; 8-8:30 p. in.. organ recital. Fri-day, 2-2:80 p. in., concert; 5-8:45 P. In.,concert, spoiling: 6-6:30 p. re., bedtimestories. Saturday, 12 m.-1 a. na. organ
recital: 2-2:30 p. m., concert; 5-5:45 p.m.,
concert, sporting; 6-6:30 p. in., bedtime
stories; 7-7:20, lecture: 7:20-9 D. in., Con-cert: 9-9:12 p. in., concert. Sunday morn-ing and evening church services.

WJAB-American Electric company. Lincoln,
Neb. 360 meters. Monday, Thursday.9:30-10:15 p. in., concert. Sunday. 8-9p. in., church services.

WJAII-Jackson's Radio company, Waco,Texas. 360 meters. Daily except Sun-
day. 4-4:30 p. m. Monday, Friday 8 p. ni..
concert. Sunday,. 11 a. m., churchservices.

WJAF-Muncie Press and Smith Electric com-
pany. Muncie. Ind. 860 meters. Dailyexcept Sunday, 2-2:30 IL tn.. 4:30-5p. m. Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Satur-day, 7-8 p. in. Sunday, 11:45 a. m.-12m., church services:

WJAG-Norfolk Daily News, Norfolk, Neb.360 meters. Daily except Sunday. 12:15.5:30 p. in., weather, markets, news.
WJA.K-C. J. White, Greentown, Ind. 254meters.

stocks: 1:20 p. m., weather; 12 m., con- WJAM-D. M. Perham. Cedar Rapids. Iowa.cert: 4 p. in., stocks: 4:16 p. in., market 268 meters. Daily except Sunday, 9-10:20reports; 4:20 p. ac. news; 4:30 p. m., a. in.. 12:30 p. in.. markets. Tuesday.meters. Daily except Sunday. 10-11 a. in., livestock markets. sporting: 4:30 p. in. Friday only, 0,11- Wednesday, Friday, 7:15-8-15 p. m.. con -12 in.. 1:15 P. in., 1:15-1:30 D. in con- WEAA-Frank D. Fallain, Flint, Mich. 280 dren s story; 6:40 p. in. Friday only. cert.cert. Tuesday. Thursday. Saturday. 6:30- meters. Daily except Sunday. 7.7:30 D. In. health talks. Daily except Sunday, 13:45 WJAN-Peoria Star. Peoria. Ill. 280 meters.8:30 p. in., concert. Sunday, 8-9:30 a. In.. police reports. p. in.. concert; 8:55 p. in., 9 D. in., time Daily except Sunday, 9:15 a. m.. 10:30church service; 12 m.-2 D. tn., concert. WEAR -Standard Radio Equipment tom- signal; 9:30 p. m. Friday only, concert. a. in.. 1:30 D. in., markets, weather:WBT-Southern Radio corporation, Charlotte. pony, Fort Dodge. Iowa. 360 meters. Sunday, 9:30 a. na., 5:30 p. in.. church 5:30 p. in.. sporting. Tuesday, 9:15-10:45N. C. 360 meters. Daily except Sunday. Daily except Sunday. 8:40 a. m.-12:20 D. services, D. in.. concert.
WJAP-Kelly-Duluth company. Duluth, Minn.

10 a. in., weather; 11 a. m.-4 p. in.. con- in., stock and grain reports: 2 D. nt. WHA-University of Wisconsin, Madison, 360 meters.cert; 7 p. in., markets. Monday. Wednes- of markets. , Wis. 360 meters. Daily except Sunday,nay. Friday, 8 p. in., concert. Sunday. 10
a. m., 7 p. ra., church services. WEAD-Henry tltadio and Electric Supply 11 :59 a. in., time signal, weather. Mon -

bide; 5:15 P. in.. summary

day, Wednesday, Friday, 7:30 D. m., news.
WJAQ-Capper Publications. Topeka, Kan.360 meters.WBU-City of Chicago. Chicago, Ill. 286 company, Atwood. Ran. 268 meters.
WJAR-The Outlet company, Providence, R. I.4E -Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, WHAA-State University of Iowa. Iowa GitY,Iowa. 283 meters. 360 meters. Daily except Sunday, 9-10meters. Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 3:30- Va. 380 meters.

WHAB-Clark W. Thompson company., a. in.. 12 m.-1:30 p. in., 4-5 p. m, Mon-WEAF-American Telephone and TelegraphDeny.. Gal-
day. Tuesday. Thursday. 6.7 p. in. Fri -company, New York, N. Y. 492 meters. veaton, Texas. 360 meters. Daily except day, 7-8 p. in.. concert.Daily except Sunday. 10 a. in.. 11 a. in., Sunday, 9:45 a. m., weather: 10:55 a. in..3 D. m 4:30 p. in., 6:30 p. in., 9 P. in., time signal; 12 in., stocks; 3:30 la. Ins Pittsburg. Pa 360 meters. Daily except

WJAS--Pittsburgh Radio Supply house.
concerts. Sunday, 2:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9 stocks: 5 p. tn., concert. Tuesday, Friday,8 p m.. concert. Sunday. 11 a. in., 7:30 Monday. Wedaesday, Friday, 6:30-8 D. in.

Sunday, 10:30-11 a. in., 1:30-2 p. m.cert: 8 p. in.. sporting. Monday. Wednes- P InWJAT-Kelly-Vawter
Jewelry comp Mar -

day. Friday. 5-6 p. in., WBZ Trio. Sun- Wri.AG-Nicholas Hineaine Bassett Labors- P. M.. church services.
WRAC-Gele Brothers Electric company, shall. Mo. 360 any.day. 6:30-7:30, church services. tort', Edgewood. R. I. 231 mete meters, Daily exceptVi CAC -John Fink Jewelry company, Fort WE--

.1 - htintral.
sYS-Witchita Board of Trade. Wichite, . Waterloo, Te.ea. .1.1...., .osers. Daily except Sunday, 4:154:45 p. m.Stuaar;--o-V. m., news. Monday, Wednes- WJAI-Union Trust company, Cleveland,Smith, Ark. 360 meters. Kan. 244 meters. Dail:. cs-ess,

9 a. in.. 10 a. in., daY. Friday, 9:30 p. in., concert. Sunday, Ohio. 390 meters. Daily except SaturdayWCAD-St. Lawrence university, Canton, 7:40 a. m . 6 a. in.,
market 11 a. m., church services. Sunday, 9-9:15 a. tn.. 10-10:45 a. in.,,WHAM -Marquette university, Milwaukee. 2-2-45 p. m.. 3-3:45 p. m concert. Tues-

WBAD-Sterling Electric company. Minne-
apolis. Minn. 360 meters.

WBAF-F. M. Middleton. Moorestown. N.J.
380 meters.

WBAH-The Dayton company. Minneapolis.
Minn. 360 meters. Daily "except Sunday,
1-1:30 p. m. Saturday, 11-11:30 a. m.
Wednesday.- 8-10 p. m.

la BAN -Wireless Phone corporation. Pater-
son, N. J. 244 meters. Daily except Sun-
day, 8-10:30 a. m., 1:30-4:30 P. M. Sun-
day, 9-11 a. in., 1-4 p. in., 6:30-9:30 p. m.

WBAO-James Milliken university, Decatur.
01. 360 meters.

WBAP-Fort Worth Star Telegram, Fort
Worth, Texas. 476 meters. 9 a. in.. open-
ing market; 10 a. in.. market; 10:57 a. in.,
time signals; 11 a. m., market, weather:
12 m., 1 p. m., 2 p. in.. 3 p. markets;
3:45 p. in., financial review; 5:30-6:30
P. m., sporting; '7:15 p. in., concert: 8
p. in.. sports review; 9:80 D. m. daily ex-
cept Saturday. Sunday. concert: 7 P. in..
Saturday only. Sunday school review; Sun-
day, 11 a. m., church services; 5:30-6:30
P. m.. sporting. Silent nights, Saturday.
Sunday.

W BAU-Republican Publishing company,
Hamilton, Ohio. 268 meters.

WBAV-Ernor & Hopkins Co., Columbus,
Ohio. 390 meters. Daily except Sunday.
19:30-1 p. m. Monday, 7-9 P. In-

WBAW-Marietta college. Marietta, Ohio.
246 meters.

WBAX-John H. Stenger Jr., Wilkes-Barre.Pa. 360 meters.
WBAY-American Telephone and Telegraph

company, New York, N. Y. 492 meters.
Experimental station.

WBBA-Newark Radio Laboratory, Newark,

las, Texas. 360 meters. Daily except
Sunday, 1-1:45 p. in., 7:15-8 D. M.

WDAP-Chicago Board of Trade, Drake ho-
tel, Chicago, 111. 360 meters. 9:35 a.
in 10:01 a. in.. 10:31 a. in., 11:01 a. m.,
12:01 p. tn., 12:31 p. m., 1:01 p.
1:25 p. na., market reports; 3:15 P. Ins
closing quotations; 6 p. m., market sum-
mary. Saturday. 12:05 p. in.. closing quo-
tations. Daily except Sunday. 1:35 D. In..
concert. Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, 10
P. in., concert. Sunday, 9:15 p. in., con-
cert. Tuesday. Thursday, 7-8 P M. Wed-
nesday, Friday, Saturday. 7.8:30 P. m.
Wednesday, Friday, 10-12 p. concerts.

WDAR-Lit Brothers, Philadelphia, Pa. 395
meters. Daily except Sunday, 11-55 a. in.,
1-2 p. m., 3:30-5 p. tn.. 6:30-7 D. in., con-
cert. Monday, 6:30-9:56 D. in., concert.
Wednesday, 7-10 p. concert. Friday.
7-9:15 p. tn., concert.

WDAS-Samuel A. Waite, Worcester, Mass.
360 meters.

WDAU-Slecum & Kilbourn, New Bedford,
Mass. 360 meters. Monday, Wednesday.
Friday, 11:15 a. in. Wednesday. 6-7 D.
m., concert. Sunday, 9-11. a. tn., 4-5
D. in., church services.

WDAIL-First National bank. Centerville.
Iowa. 268 meters. Daily except Sunday,
11:30 a. in., news. Monday. Thursday.
7:30-9 a. in.. concert.

WDAY-Radio Equipment corporation. Far-
go. N. D. 244 meters. Daily except Bun -
day, 10:30 a. in.. weather: 7 p. m.. sport-
ing. Tues. Thursday, Saturday, 8:30-9:30
D. in., concert. Sunday, 11:30 a. m., church
services.

WDBC-Kirk Johnson & Co., Inc., Lancaster.
Pa. 258 meters.

WDBF-BobeSt G. Phillips. Youngstown.
Ohio. 261 meters.,

Ohio. 240 meters. Daily except Saturday, WDM-Church of the Covenant. Washing -
Sunday, 6:30-7:30 p. rn. Sunday 1:30- ton. D. C. 360 meters. Sunday. 10 a. in.,

. 4 p. in. church service 7 p. in., church service.
WBBC-Sterling Radio Equipment company, WDT-Shipowners Radio Service and Pre -

Sterling, Ill. 229 meters. mier Grand Piano. New York city. N. Y.
WBBD-Barbey Battery Service, Reading, 405 meters. Daily except Sunday. 11 a.Pa 224 meters.12 in., concert. Wednesday. 6-7 P.WBL-T. & H. Radio company, Anthony, concert. Friday. 10-11 p. in., concert.

Han 261 meters. Monday. Wednesday, WDZ-James L. Bush, Tuscola, m. 278 noon, time signals: 1:01. 1:10 P. m.,Saturday, 8-10 p. in. Sunday, 10 a. in., meters. Daily except Sunday. 8:30 a. in.,
church service. 9 a. in., 9:30 a. in.,

WBS-D. W. May, Inc., Newark. N. 360 11 a. m., 11:30 a. in., 12 in.. 12:15 p.

Broadcasting Stations and Schedules
Continued from Page 13.

4 p. m. Wednesday, Friday, 7.30-8 P. in.
WBZ-Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-

turing company. Springfield. Mass. 337
meters. Daily except Sunday, 11:55 a. 111.-
12 'noon, time signals: 6 p. sporting;0:30 p. in. bedtime story; 7 p. m con-

WCAE-Kaufman & Baer Co, Pittsburg. Pa. WF.,AI--Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y. 286
482 meters. 11:30 a. m., news; 2:30 p. meters.
in., concert; 3:30 p. tn. stocks: 6:30 p. WEAJ-University of South Dakota. Ver.
sporting; 6:30 p. rn., sporting; 7:30 p. nt., million, S. D. 360 meters.
concert: 9:30 p. in., late news and sport- WEAL -J. B. Abercrombie, St. Joseph. Mo.
ing. 360 meters.

WCAF-Michigan Limestone and Chemical WEAM-Borough of North Plainfield. North
company. Rodgers. Mich. 360 meters. Plainfield. N. J. 252 meters.

11%.CAG-Clyde R. Randall, New Orleans. La. WEAN -Shepard Stores. Providence. R. I.268 meters. 273 meters. Monday, 5-6 p. m., Tuesday.
WCAH-Entrelda Electric company. Colum- 11 a. m.-12 in., 5-6, 7:15-9 D. m. Wednes-bus, Ohio. 288 meters. Daily, 11:30 day, 11 a. in. -12 m., 8-4 p. in., 5-7-12:30 p. concert. Tuesday, 7-9 p. 9-30-11 D. in. Thursday. 11 a. m.-12concert. Sunday, 10-12:30 p. church 3-4 p. m., 5-6 p. in., 7:15-9 P. m. Fri -services.

Wesleyan university. Uni-day, 11 a. m.-12 3-4 D. M.. 5-6 P. M.services.

versity- Place. Neb. 360 meters. Daily,
Saturday,11 a. in., 3-4 p. m., 5-7 p. m.

10:30 a. in., weather. Tuesday, 7 p. in.,children's hour. Thursday, 8 p. m., con-
cert. Sunday. 11 a. in., church service.

WCAK-A. P. Daniel. Houston. Texas. 380
meters. Daily except Sunday. 7-7:30 p.
concert. Wednesday. 8-9 p. m., concertSunday. 3-4 p. m.. features.

WCAL-Department of physics, St. Olaf col -kip, Northfield, Minn. 360 meters,
WCAM-Villanova college, Villanova. Pa. 360

meters.
WCAO-Sanders & Stayman company. Balti-

more. Md. 360 meters. Daily exceptSunday, 11-12 noon. Mon. Wednesday,7-8 p. m.
WCAP-Chesapeake & Potomac Telegraph

company. Washington, D. C. 469 meters.
V,'CAR-Alamo Radio Electric company, SanAntonio. Texas. 360 meters. Monday,

Thursday, Saturday, 8:30-9:30 p. m.. con-cert.
WCAS-William Hood Dunwoody Industrial

institute, Minneapolis. Minn. 246 meters.Monday, 9:30-11 p. m concert. Monday.
Wednesday, Friday, 6:30-7 P. in., code in,struction.

V: CAT -South Dakota School of Mines, Rap-id City, S. D. 240 meters. Daily exceptSunday. 10:30 a. in.. 11 a. M., 4 _b. m.,weather reports. Wednesday, 8:15 p. m.,concert.
WCAU-Durham & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.286 meters. Daily, 10:45 a. in. Tuesday,Friday. 6:30-7 p. in.. concert. Sunday,9:35 a. m.. church services.
WCA-V-Dice Electric company, Little Rock,

Ark. 360 meters. -
WcAK-Universitr ermont. Burlington,

--icesselman-O'Driscoll Music house,
'3 -Meters.

ilwaukee. Wis. 261 meters.
 WCAZ-Robert E. Compton and Carthage col-

lege, Carthage. Dl. 360 meters. Specialconcert every Tuesday.
WCBA-Charles W. Haimbach, Allentown,Pa. 280 meters. Wednesday, Saturday.

11. a. m.-1 p. Sunday, 1-3 p. m.;6-R p. m.
WCBB-11. & K. Radio Supply company,

Sunday, 10 a. in., 6:30 p. ro.
WEAO-Ohio State university. Columbus. WHAM -University of Rochester, Rochester.Ohio. 360 meters. N. Y. 360 meters. Daily except SundayWEAR -Mobile Radio company. Mobile. Ala. 1:50 p. m., 3:15 weather and mar -380 meters. Daily -except Sunday. 12 in., ket; -6-3:30 P. m.. concert. Sunday. 2:16reports; 4-5 p. in.. concert. Daily except p. in., church services.

Sunday, Monday, 7:45-8:45. concert. Sun- WHAO-F. A. Hill. Sark:mall, Ga. 360day. 3-3:30 p. m., church service. meters.
WEAR -News and American Publishing WHAP-Otto & Colitis. Decatur. III. 380company. Baltimore, Md. 360 meters. meters.

Daily except Sunday. 5:30-6 p. in., WHAQ-Semmes Motor company, Washing-weather and news. Tuesday. Thursday. Inton.,lel.urCe., 242 meters. Monday. 6-7 P.6:30-8:30 D. m.
WEAS-D. Hecht company, Washington, D. WHAR-Paramount Radio and Electric com-C. 360 meters. Daily except Sunday. pony, Atlantic City, N. J. 231 meters.2-3 p. in. Wednesday, Friday, 6-7 p. M. Daily, 1-2 p. in.. 6-8 p. m.WEAU-Davidson Bros. company, Sioux WHAS-The Courier Journal and LouisvilleCity. Iowa. 360 meters. Daily except Times company, Louisville. Ky. 400Sunday, 9, 10. 11 a. m., 1, 5 P. m, meters. Wednesday. 4-5 p, in., concertmarkets and news. Monday, WednesdaY, market, weather; 7:30-9 p.. ni., concert.Friday. 8-9 p. in.. concert. Sunday. 7-8 Sunday, 10 a. in., church service; 4-5,p. m., church service. sacred music.WEAY-Iris theater. Houston, Texas. 360 WHAV-Wilmington Electric Specialty com-mLet2er:380.. 0Dailpy mexcegidSardsaYat.

Saturday, WHAY-Huntington Publishing company,
pang, Inc.. Wilmington, Del. 360 meters.

p. in. SundaY. 11.8 P. In Huntington, Ind. 360 meters. Daily ex -WEB -The Benwood company. Inc., St. cept Sunday, 12 m.-12:30 p.in weather;Louis. Mo. 360 meters. Tuesday. Sat -
P. In., news. Monday.3 p. m., concert; 6 -urday. 7-9 p. M. Wednesday, 8-9 P in. Wednesday, Friday,WEV-Huribtirt-Still Electric company, zeY. 8 p. in., concert. Sun-day, 3 p. m., church services; 4 p. in..Houston. Texas. 360 meters. Daily ex - concert.cept Sunday. 10 a. m.. 5 p. in., weather,

WHAZ-Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,Tuesday. Thursday, 8 p. tn. concert.
WEW-St. Louis university, St.: Louis. Mo. Troy, N. Y. 380 meters. Monday only,261 meters. Daily except Sunday, 9 a. in., 8-9:30 p. in., 11 a. m.-12:30 p. m., pee -stock reports; 10 a. m., weather; 2 D. and Monday of each month.

WHB-Sweency Auto and Electric School,m.. closing quotations.
WFAA-Dallas News and Dallas Journal. Kansas City, Mo. 411 meters. 8:23 a.Dallas, Texas. 476 meters. Daily except in., 8:35 a. in., 9:25 a. in., 10:25 a. 19.,Sunday, 10:30-10:55 a. m., weather; 10:30 a. In., 11:25 a. in., 11:30 a. in..12:30-1 p. m lectures; 2:30-3 p. in., 12:23 p. in.12.27 p. m., 1:25 p. ra., 3stock; 3:30-4 p. in., news; 4:30-5 134 in., p. In., stock, weather, grain; 3:05 p. in..sporting; 5:30-6 D. in.. household hints; grain review; 12:40 p. m., 2 p. m., 7 p. m6:15-6:30 p. m., bedtime story; 6:45-7 concert. Sunday, 8-10 p. in concert.p. concer .p. in., sporting; 8:30-9:30 p. in., concert. WHD-West Virginia university. Morgan.Sunday, 2:30-3:30 p. in.. bible class: 9:30- town, W. Va. 360 meters.

WHK-The Radiovix company. Cleveland.11 p. m., concert.
WFAB-C. F. Weems, Syracuse, N. Y. 234 Ohio. 360 meters. Daily except Sunday.meters. Sunday. 8:30-9 p. in., church 1 p. in., 4 D. in.: 6 p. in., concert, Wed -

Greenville, Ohio. 240 meters.
neltday. 8-9:55 p. in.. concert. Sunday,WCBD-Wilbur Glenn Voliva, Zion, ni. 345 service.

C. Sprattley, Poughkeepsie, N. 8-9:55 P. Ingrand.. opera.meters. Monday. Friday, 8-10 p. in., con-cert. Wednes ay. 2:30-3:45 p. m.. Y. 273 meters. WHN-Associated Broadcasters, Inc., Brook -church service. '8(anday. 9-9:45 a. m.,1 WFAH-Electrical Supply company, Port Iyn, N. Y. 360 meters. Daily except Sue -Arthur, Texas. 360 meters. Tuesday,
. day. 8:30-10 a. na.. 11 a. m.-12 noon,Bible does! 2 :30-5:30 p. in.. churchservices. Thursday. 11 p, m.. content. 1:15-2-15 p. in.. 2:45-4:30 D. na. Mon-WCE -Findley Electric company. Minneapo- WFAJ-Hi-Grade Wireless Instrument coin- day, Wednesday. Saturday, 0:30-11 p. m.,lie Minn. 360 meters. pony, Asheville. N. C. 260 meters. concert. Tuesday. Thursday. Friday, 8:30-WCK-Stix-Baer-Fuller, St. Louis. Mo. 360 WFAM-Granite City Electrical company, 11 p, m., concert. Sunday, 8:30.9:30meters. Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 7-81 St. Cloud, Minn. 360 meters. Daily ex- a. m. 2-5 p. m.. 8:30-11 p. in.P. M. Daily. 12-12:30 p. m.. sporting. 4 cent Sunday, 3:30-4 p. in., markets. Mon- wi.A.BJoslyn Automobile company. Rock-WCN-Clark university, Worcester. Mass. 360 day, Wednesday. 7:30-9 IL in., concert, ford. M. 252 meters. Tuesday, Friday,meters. I WFAN-Hutchinson Electrical Service coo- 7:30-8:30 p. m., concert. Monday, Thurs.WCM-University of Texas. Austin, Texas.1 pany,, Hutchinson, Minn. 360 meters.360 meters.

1 Daily except Sunday. 11:57-12:30, time day, 8-9 p. in., concert. Sunday, 12 m.-1 p. in., church services.WCX-Detroit Free Press, Detroit. Mich. 517 g and weather. Tuesday, Wednesday, 8:30 WIAC-Galveston Tribune, Galveston, Texas.meters. Two p. m., news: 2:15..p. m..1 p. m.. concert. Sunday. 2:30 p. at.,stock; 2:20 p. in.. Thursday only, Sunday
'+ church services.360 meters. Daily except Sunday, 12:33school lesson; 2:50 p. in., weather, mar -1 wira,Q.-missouri Wesleyan college, Came-:cets. (485 meters), 4:15 p. m.. sporting;

4:30 p.' -m., sporting; 4:60 p. m., concert roil. Mo. 360 meters.
and sporting. liras'. Wednesday. Thurs.

v Falls. S. D. 360 meters. Daily except
WFAT-The Daily Argue Leader. Sioux

WGAY-North Western Radio company,
Madison, Wis. 360 meters. Daily ex-cept Sunday. 9 a. in., weather; 4:30 P.
M.. news. Monday, Thursday, 8:30 P.
In., concert. Sunday, 3 p. In., concert.

WGAZ-South Bend Tribune. South Bend.
Ind. 360 meters. Daily, 9:30 a. in., house-
hold hints; 5-5:30 p. in., concert. Mon-
day, Wednesday. Friday. 7-8 p. in., con-
cert.

WGF-The Register and Tribune. Des
Moines. Iowa. 360 meters. Tuesday, Fri-
day. 7:30 p. in., concert. Saturday, 10
P. m.. concert. Sunday. 5 p. church
service.

WGI-American Radio and Research cor-
poration. Medford Hill., Mass, 360 meters.
Sunday, 3-4 p. in., concert; 7:30-9 p.
concert. Monday, 4-5:30 p. m., reports.
Tuesday. 11 a. m.42 in., concert: 2-3 P.
tn., woman's club; 4-7:30 p. M., concert.
Wednesday, Thursday, 11 a. m.-12 in., con-cert: 4-5:30 p. reports; 6:30-8 p.
concert. Friday, 11 a. m.-12 m., concert:2-3 p. woman's club; 4-5:30 D. In"reports; 0:30-8 p. na. concert. Saturday,5-0:30 p. reports; 6:30-8, concert.

WG/s---Thomas P. J. Howlett, Philadelphia,
Pa, 360 meters.

WGM-The Atlanta Constitution, Atlanta.Ga. 429 meters. Daily except Sunday,
Wednesday, 6-7 p. in., concert; 9:30-10:30
p. in.. concert. Sunday, 3:30-4:30 P. niorgan recital; 9:30-10:30 p. m., concert.
Wednesday, 12-1 a. in., concert.

WOK -Federal Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany., Buffalo, N. Y. 360 meters. Dailyexcept Sunday. 10:45 a. tn., weather;
1 a. m., organ recital; 1:35 a. in., market:
1:80 p. in. -2:30 p. m.-3:30 p. m.-4:30 p.
m., stocks; 5:30 .p. organ recital; 6p. in., news; 7:46 p. in. on Friday, road
reports. Monday, Wednesday, Friday. 10:45D. m.. concert. Sunday, 2 D. in., churchservice.

WGV-Interstate Electric company. blew Or-leans La. 350 meters. Monday, Wednes-day. Saturday, 7-8 P. in., concert. Satur-
day, 6:30.7:30 D. in., concert.

WGY-General Electric company, Schenec-tady. N. Y. 380 meters. 10:65 a. na.

p. m.. reports. Tuesday. Saturday, 8p. m., concert.
WIAD-Ocean City Yacht club, Ocean City.

N. J. 254 meters. Friday, Saturday. Swa-rr y . p. .,day. 8-12 D. m.weeks; 7.8:30 p. in.. alternate weeks.4 Sunday, 9:15, 11:10 a. tn., 12:30, 1:30 WIAF-G. A. DeCortin, New Orleans, La.
iTuesday only, 10-12 p. in..the Red Apple ,''' 13._m.. 'markets and weather; 7:30,'sport- 234 meters. Tuesday, 8-9:30 p. m. Sun -club. Sunday. morning an evening church ( da.V. 10-11:30 a. in. church services.WITA.Y-University of Nebraska, Lincoln,service.

WDAD-William Louis Harrison, Lindsborg,
Kan. 360 meters. Tuesday, Thursday,Friday. 9:30 p. in.. concert. Sunday, 3:30p. in., church services. °

WDAE-Tampa Daily Times. Tampa, Fla.
360 meters, Wednesday. FridaY, 7-9 P. in.,concert.

WDAF-Kansas City Star, Kansas City, Mo.
411 meters. Monday. Wednesday, Friday,8-9:30 p. m. Daily except Sunday, 3:30- WGAF-Goller Radio service, Tulsa, Okla. posy, Neenah, Wis. 224 meters -4:30 p. m. Daily except Sunday,. 5:55-6 : 360 meters. 1, WIAK-Daily Journal Stockman, Omaha,p. In.. weather. Daily except Sunday, I WEAL -Lancaster Electrical Supply and 11 Neb. 278 meters, Daily except Sun -11:45 p. in. -1 a. in., concert.

" Construction company, Lancaster, Pa. 248 ,I day. 7:45 a. in., 9:10 a. in., 10:20 a. in..WDAG-J. I.. Martin. Amarillo, Texas. 263 1 meters. Monday, Wednesday. Friday, 1' 12 tri, 1:30 p. na., 3:50 D. In., marketmeters. Tuesday, Thursday, 8.10 D. ni., r 6:30.8 p. m., concert. Sunday, 2-2:30 , and weather.
WDAH-Trinity Methodist Church,' South. I: p, m.. church service.concert. ,,WIAO-School for Engineering of Milwaukee,

El Paso. Texas. 268 meters. Wednesday, `, meters.
WGAN-Cecil E. Lloyd, Pensacola, 1111. 360j., Milwaukee. Wis. 360 meters. Monday,.

il Tuesday, Thursday. Friday, 10-10:30 a. III ,Thursday. Sunday, 7:30-8:30 D. ra.
WDAI-Hughes Radio corporation. Syracuse , WGAQ-Glenwood Radio corporation. Shreve ii 11:30 a. in. -12 In.. concert; 5-6 p. In..

N. Y. 246 meters. Daily except Sunday. port, La. 360 meters. Daily except Sun-', concert; 7-7:30 p. m.. concert.
11 a. m., market report. day. 12:30-1:30, 6:30-7:30 p. rn., con- WIAQ-Chronicle Publishing company, Ma.

WDAK-The Courant. Hartford. Conn. 261 i cert. Sunday, 11 a. tn., '7:30 p. m.,'. rion. Ind. 228 meters.
meters. Saturday. 6-9 p. nS. church services. I, WIAR-Paducah Evening Sun. Paducah, icy.

WDAL-Florida Times Union. Jacksonville. , WGAR-South West American, Fort Smith, 1, 860 meters. Daily except Sunday. 7-8Fla. 360 meters, Daily, 10 a. m., weath- ' Ark. 360 meters. D. M., concert.er: 3-4:56 p. in.. concert; 7-8 p. m., en- ' WGAU-Radio Manufacturing and Service' WIAS-Hawkeye Home Electric company,tertainment; 8:30 p. in., reports. company, Wooster, Ohio, 226 meters. :,, Burlington, Iowa. 360 meters. Tuesday.WDAM-Western Electric company, New WGAW-E. C. Albright, Altoona. Pa. 26111 Thursday, 8-9 p. m., concert.York city, N. Y. 360 meters. meters. Tuesday, Wednesday, 8-10 p. m., 1, WIAT-Leon T. Noel. Tarkio, Mo. 360WI/AO-Automotive Electric company, Dal- concert. Sunday, 8.9:30 p. in., concert. i meters.

Continued on Page 15

By George A. Hastings.
RADIO is here to stay. There is

no longer any doubt about its
permanence as a utility, nor is there
likely to be any radical change ccr
new discovery in connection with it
which will affect it fundamentally.
The history of other inventions, as
well as experiencePin the field of radio
to date, indicates this to be a fact.

Two years ago when radio first
became known to the man on the
street there was a general belief among
laymen that some new idea would
soon come out and upset all the prin-
ciples previously discovered in this
new art of communication. But noth-
ing of the kind has happened, and in
this respect radio is repeating the
history of other inventions.

Take the telephone for example.
The telephone is fundamentally the
same today as the first model which
Alexander Graham Bell produced.
Likewise the ,principle of the steam
engine is the same now as when Rob-
ert Fulton made the first steamboat.
Hardly ever has a great invention
later undergone a fundamental change
In the principles underlying it. Ob-
solescence comes in styles, but not
in principles. Refinements are made,
costs cut, and parts made simpler awl
more rugged. but no revolutionary
change occurs.

The same is true o! radio. Circuits
that gave good results two years ago
give good results now, altho simpler
circuits have been developed, using
fewer controls.

It is a fact that the public is now
buying higher grade parts than they
were a year or two ago, but they are
still buying well-known, tried and true
brands.

Five years ago a certain small con-
cern produced an amplifying trans-
former which was the first offered
for general sale to the public. To-
day that transformer is identical with
the one first produced, and its effi-
ciency as well as its slogan have be-
come famous. This manufacturer has
developed the so-called reflex circuit
to a point where anyone can put to-
gether a set which will bring in broad-
casting stations within a thousand,
mile radius and do so on a loud
speaker.

Models and styles change, but not
fundamental principles. The pessi-
mists who predicted the failure of
radio will have to End something new
to worry about. Take anybody with
a good set and try and get it away
from him, or shake his faith in radio.
Try and do it. Ask the radio fan -he
knows.

RADIO'S UTILITY
TO BE PERMANENT,
DECLARES EXPERT

Wis. 280 meters. Wednesday. 7:30-8:30 day, 7:30-9:30 D. m. Thursday, 8-10:30D. in., concert, P. in.. concert.WHAG-University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, WJAZ-Zenith-Bdgewater Beach Hotel Broad -Ohio. 222 meters.
WHAIT-Hafer Supply company. Joplin. Mo,360 meters. Tuesday. Thursday, 8-10 P.in. Daily except Sunday. 10 a.m.. 2 P.m. Saturday, 10:30 p. m., 11:30 D. in..concert.
WHAK-Roberts Hardware company. Clarks-burg, W. Va. 360 meters.
WHAL-The Capital News, Lansing, Mich.248 meters. Daily except Sunday, 12:30D. m., 2:55 p. m., 4:30 p. in. Monday.Wednesday, Friday, 7:45 p. Saturday.12 midnight, concert. Sunday, 2:30 p. in..huncheery'

e . . exceptSunday, WIAH-Continental Radio and Manufactur-

10 a. in., 12:30 p. in.. news. Wednes- Daily except Sunday, 12-1 p. tn., concert. ,

10 a. ni., 12:40 p. in.. weather. Saturday, ing company. Newton, Iowa. 380 meters.

day, 8:30 p. tn., concert. Sunday, 10:45 a. in., church services.
VirrI--Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia, l' WIAI-Heer Stores company, Springfield, Mo.

Pa. 395 meters...Daily except Sunday, 252 meters. Daily except Sunday. 10:30
9:45 a. in., market: 12 in., 2, 5:30 p. in., a. 01., weather and concert. Tuesday,
concert. Tuesday, Thursday. Saturday, 7 Thursday, Saturday, 7:30 p. in., concert.m concert.- WIAJ-Fox River Valley Radio Supply Corn'

Established 1875 by EJLehmanh

E I
Service -Quality -Price

State.Adams and Dearborn Streets

Complete Long Distance

4 -Tube S. P. 2 Radio Set
1 stage Radio -frequency Amplification Detector

2 stages Audio -frequency Amplification

Regular $175 Outfit at

$98.5°
1-7

A set powerful enough under favorable conditions
to enable you to listen in on New York, California,
Canada, Cuba and other distant points.

Set consists of 1 detector tube, 3 amplifier tubes, 100 ft. stranded an-
tenna wire, 1 pair phones, 50 feet lead-in wire, 1 ground clamp, 1
45 -volt "E" battery, 1 Carter phone plug, 1 Willard 6 -volt storage bat-
tery, 2 insulators and 1 S. P. 2 set.

Pay Only $25 Down -Balance $12 Monthly
Radio Department -Seventh Floor.
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedules
Continued from Page 14

casting station. Chicago. 111. 448 meters.
Daily except Sunday, Monday. 10 p.
2 a. m. Wednesday, 12 m., news of Mc-
Millan expidition. Sunday, 6-9 p. m.

WJB-Indian Pipe Line corporation, Law-
renceville, Ill. 1.790 meters.

WJC-Indian Pipe Line- corporation, Owens-
boro. Ky. 1790 meters.

WJD-Denison university, Granville, Ohio.
229 meters. Friday, Saturday, 5-8 D.
lecture.

WJH-William B. Boyer company, Washing-
ton, D. C. 273 meters. Daily except Sun-
day, 2-3 p. m., concert. Sunday. 7 p.
church service.

WJX-DeForeit Radio Telephone and Tele-
graph company, New York, N. Y. 360
meters.

W.TY-Radio Corporation of Am'erica, New
York city, N. Y. 405 meters. -Daily ex-

` cept Sunday, 3-5 p. in., concert. Tuesday.
Thursday, Friday. 6:30-10:30 p. me con-
cert. Sunday, 1:30.4 p. m., 5-5:30. p.
church services.

WKAA-H. F. Pear. Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
380 meters. Monday. 6:30 p. m. Thurs-
day, 11:30 D. in. Saturday, 6:30 P. in.
Sunday. church services as announced.

WHAD-Charles Looff, East Providence, R.I.
240 meters.

WKAF-W. S. Radio Supply company, Wichi-
ta Falls, Texas. 360 meters.

WKAN-United Battery Service company.
Montgomery. Ala. 380 meters. Monday.
Wednesday. Friday, 6:30-7 ere m., con-
cert.

WKAP-W. Flint Cranston, R. I. 360 me-
ters.

WKAQ-Radio Corporation of Porto Rico,
San Juan, P. R. 380 meters. Tuesday,
Saturday. 9 p. in.. concert.

WEAR -Michigan Agricultural college, East
Lansing, Mich. 280 meters.

WKAS-L. E. Lines Music company, Spring-
field, Mo. 380 meters. Monday, Wednes-
day, Saturday. 8-9:15 D. in.. concert.

WRAY-Laconia Radio club, Laconia. N. H.
360 meters.

WHAM -Turner Cycle company, Beloit. Wis.
226 meters. Daily, 12-12:15 D. in.. 7-
7:30 p. m.

WKAX-William A. MacFarlene, Bridgeport.
Conn. 231 meters.

WKAY-Brenau college, Gainesville. Ga. 360
meters.

WKC-Joseph M. Zamoiski company. Bal-
timore, Md. 380 meters. Daily. 8:30
p. m.

WHY-WKY Radit shop, Oklahoma City.
Okla. 360 Meters. Daily except Sunday.
3:30 p. m.. concert; 7:30 p. m.. sporting;
8:55 p. weather: 9 p. m., concert.

WLAC--Norili Carolina State college, Ra-
leigh, N. C. 360 meters.

WLAG-Cutting and Washington Radio cor-
poration, Minneapolis. Minn. 417 meters.
Daily, 8:30 a. m.-10 p. m.. markets, con-
cert, children's hour, lecture. Wednesday.
10 p. in., concert. Sunday. 10:30 a. m.,
7:45 p. m., church services; 3:30 p. m..
matinee musical.

WLAH-Sanmel Woodworth, Syracuse. N. Y.
234 meters.

WLAJ-Waco Electric Supply company. Wa-
co. Texas. 360 meters.

WLAK-Vermont Farm Machine company.
Bellows Falls, Vt. 380 meters.

WLAL-Tulsa Radio company. Tulsa. Okla.
360 meters.

WLAN-Putnam Hardware company. Houl-
ton, Me. 360 meters.

WLAP--W. V. Jordon. Louisville, Ky. 360
meters.

WLAQ-A. E. Schilling Electrical Contractor -
Dealer, Kalamazoo. Mich. 360 meters.

WLATe-Radio and Specialty company,Bur-
liagton, Ia. 360 meters. MondayeeiVed-
nesday afternoons; Monday. Wednesday
evenings.

WLAV-Electric Shop, Inc., pensacola, Fla.
360 meters. Monday. Wedfiesday, Friday.
7-8 p. In.

WLAW-New York police department, New
York, N. Y. 380 meters.

wLAX-Greencastle Community Broadcasting
station. Greencastle. Ind. 231 meters.
Wednesday, Friday. 7:30-8:30 p. in., con-
cert. Sunday. 7:30 p. churoh serv-
ices.

WLAY-Northern Commercial. Fairbanks.
Alaska. 360 meter*.

WLAZ-Hutton & Jones Electric company.
Laurel. Ohio. 248 meters. Wednesday.
8-9:15 p. in. Saturday, 10:30-11:30 p. In.,
concert. Sunday. 7:30-9 p. m., church
services.

WLB--University of Minnesota. Minneapolis,
Mime 360 meters.

WLP-Northern States Power company, 15
South Fifth street. Minneapolis. Minn.

WLW-Crosley Manufacturing company, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. 309 meters. Dfaily except
Sunday, 10:30 a. in., 1:30 p. me 3 p. m.,
4 p. m., market reports. Monday. Wed-
nesday, 8-10 p. tn., concert. Tuesday.
Thursday. 10-12 p. in., concert. Saturday.
2 p. m., concert. Sunday, 9:30 a. in.. 11
a. m., church services.

WMAB-Radio Supply company. Oklahoma
City, Okia. 360 meters.

WSIAC-J. E. Page, Cazenovia, N. Y. 281
meters.

WMAF-Round Hills Radio corporation,
Dartmouth, Mass. 380 meters.

WMAH-General Supply company, Lincoln.
Neb. 341 meters.

WMAJ-Kansas City Daily Drovers' Tele-
gram, Kansas City, Mo. 275 meters.
Daily except Sunday. 8:15 a. m., 9:15
a. in., 10:15 a. in., 11:15 a. In.. 12:15
p. m., 1:15 p. in., p. in., marl its and
weather.

WMAK-Norton Laboratories. Lockport, N.
Y. 360 meters.

WMAL-Trenton Hardware company, Tren-
ton. N. J. 256 meters. Wednesday, Thurs-
day. 8:30-8 p. in.. concert.

WMAM-Beaumont Radio Equipment com-
pany. Beaumont, Texas. 360 meters.

WMAN-First Baptist church. Columbus.
Ohio. 288 meters. Sundae. 10:30 a. m.-
12 m., 7:30-9 p. in., church services.

WMAP-Utility Battery Service company.
Easton, Pa. 246 meters. Daily except Sun-
day. 3-4 p. in., 5-5:45 p. in. Wednesday,
7-8:55 p. me concert.

WMAQ-Chicago Daily News, Chicago, Ill.
448 meters. Daily except Saturday, Sun-
day, 4:30-5 p. m. Tuesday. Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday. 7-8 p. in.. 9-10 p. m.
Saturday, 8-10 p. m.

WMAV-Alabama Polytechnic institute. Au-
burn, Ala. 250 meters. Daily except Sun-
day, 10 a. in., 12 a. m., weather, mar-
kets. Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, 7:30-
8:30 p. m., concert.

WMAX-K. & K. Radio Supple. company,
Greenville, Ohio. 240 meters.

WMAY-Kingshighway Presbyterian church,
St. Louis, Mo. 280 meters. Sunday, 11
a. in., 8 p. in., cherch services. Tuesday.
7-8 D. m., church services.

WMAZ-Mercer university. Macon. Ga. 268
meters. Daily except Sunday, 5:30-8 p.
in., p. m., 8:30-9:30 P. In. Tues-
day, Wednesday. Thursday. 10:30.11 a.
church services.

WMC-Commercial Appeal, Memphis. Tenn.
400 meters. 9:30 a. in., market; 12 in.,
weather; 3 p. in., weather, market. Tues-
day, Friday, 11 p. in., concert. Saturday.
Sunday. 8 p. m., concert. Wednesday, si-
lent night.

WMH-Precision 7quipment company, Cin-
Minna', Ohio. e18 meters. Daily except
Sunday. 12:15 e. in.. 12:45 m. Tues-
day, Friday. 4-4:30 p. in.

WMU-Doubleday-Hill Electric company,
Washington, D. C. 282 meters.

WMW-Pere Marquette Railroad company
and Ann Arbor Railroad company, Mani-
towoc, Wis. 1,866 meters.

WNAB-R. D. Nichols, Bowling Green, Kr.
360 meters. Daily except Tuesday, 4-5
p. in., 7:30-9 P. in.

WNAC-SheDard Stores, Boston. Mass. 278
e meters. Daily except Sunday. 3-4 p. in.,

concert. Monday. Wednesday. Friday,
5:30-6 p. m., concert. Tuesday. Thursday.
Friday. '7-9 p. in.. concert. Sunday. 10-
11 a. m., 1:30-3 p. m., 5:30-7:30 p. m..
church services.

WNAD-University of Oklahoma, Norman,
Okla. 360 meters. Daily except Sunday,
7-8 p. m.

WNAL-R. J. Rockwell, Omaha, Neb. 380
meters.

WNAN-Syracuse Radio Telegraph company.
Ince Syracuse, N. Y. 280 meters. Tues-
day, Thursday. Friday, 7-9 p. m., concert
Daily. 11 a. in.. market and agriograms.

WNAP-Wittenberg college, Springfield, Ohio.
3410 meters. Friday, 8-8:30- p. m. Special
spurting features as announced.

WNAQ--Charleston Radio Eleetrie cdmpatty
Charleston, S. C. 380 meters.

WNAR-C. C. Rhodes. Butler, Mo. 360
meters.

WNAS-Texas Radio corporation, Austin.
Texas. 360 meters.

WNAT-Lenning Brothers company. Phila-
delphia, Pa. 360 meters. Wednesday, Sat-
urday, 8:30-8:30 p. m., concert. Sunday.
1:30 p. m., 3:30 p. m., church services.

WNAV-Peoples Telephone and Telegraph
company, Knoxville, Term. 360 meters.
No definite schedule.

WNAW-Henry Trunzman, Fort Monroe. Va,
360 meters. Sunday, 1-3 TX me concert.

WNAX-Dakota Radio Apparatus company.
Inc., Yankton, S. D: 244 meters. Dail ex-
cept Sunday, 11:30 a. m., markets. weath-
er; 4:30 p. in., concert. Wednesday, 9
p. m., concert.

WNAY-Ship Owners Radio Service. Balti-
more, Md. 360 meters.
NJ-Shotten Radio Manufacturing com-
pany, inc., Albany, N. Y. 360 meters.
Daily except Sunday, 9 a. In., market re-
ports. Wednesday, 7:15 p. m., concert.

WNO-Wireless Telephone company, Jersey
City, N. J. 360 meters.

WOAA-Dr. W. Hardy, Hardy Sanitarium.
Ardmore, Okla. 360 meters.

WOAD -Valley Radio company. Grand Forks.
N. D. 360 meters. Daily except Sunday,
10 a. m., 2 p. m., concerts. Sunday, 3-4
p. m., church services.

iVOAC-Maus Radio company, Lima, Ohio.
288 meters.

WOAD -Friday Battery and Electric com-
pany, Sigourney, Iowa. 360 meters.

WOAE-Midland college. Fremont. Neb. 360
meters.

WOAF-Tyler Commercial college, Tyler.
Texas. 360 meters. Daily except Sunday,
12 m:, market; 8 p. m., concert. Sun-
d.y, 11 a. in., 8 p. m., church services.

WOt3-Apollo theater. Belvidere, Ill. 224
meters.

WOAH-Palmetto Radio corporation, Charles-
ton, S. C. 360 meters. Monday, Thurs-
diy, Saturday, Sunday, 9 -12 p. in., con-
cert.

WOAI-Southern Equipment company, San
Antonio, Texas. 385 meters. Daily ex-
cept Sunday, 10:30 a. in., market, weath-
er: 12:15 p. m., live stock, news: 3 p. in..
closing market: 7 p. in., sporting. Tues-
day, 9:30-10:30 D. in.. concert. Thursday,
7:30-8:30 p. in., concert. Thursday. 7:30-
8:30 p. in., concert. Saturday. 9:30-
10:30 p. in., concert. Sunday, 11 a.
church services.

WOAJ-S. E. Ervin. Parsons, Kaa. 285
meters. Thursday, 7-8 p. in., concert.
Sunday, 3-4:30 p. m., church services.

WOAK-Collins Hardware company. Frank-
fort, Ky. 240 meters.

WOAL-W. E. Woods. Webster Groves, Mo.
360 meters.

WOAN-James D. Vaughan, Lawrenceburg,
Tenn. 380 meters.

WOAO-Lyradion Manufacturing company.
Mishawaka, Ind. 360 meters.

WOAP - Kalamazoo college, Kalamazoo,
Mich. 360 meters. Monday, Wednesday.
Friday. 6:30-7:30 p. m., concert.

WOAQ-Portsmouth Kiwanis club. Ports -
Mouth, Va. 360 meters.

WOAR-H. P. Lundskow, Kenosha, Wis. 360
meters.

WOAT-Boyd Martell Ramp, Wilmington,
Del. 380 -meters.

WOAV-Pennsylvania National Guard. Erie.
Pa. 242 meters. Tuesday, Wednesday.
8:30-10 p. m., concert. Friday. 8:15-9:45
p. in., concert. Sunday, 6:45 P. me
church Services.

WOAW-Woodmen of the World, Omaha.
Neb. 526 meters. Monday,

.

Tuesday,
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 9 P. In,
concert. Sundaye= 9:30 a. in., 9 p.
church services.

WOAX-F. J. Wolff, Trenton, N. J. 240
meters.

WOAZ-Penick Hughes company, Stanford,
Texas. 380 meters.

WOC-Palmer School of Chiropractice. Dav-
enport, Iowa. 484 meters. Daily except
Sunday. and Tuesday night, 10:55.a. in.,
time signal: 11 a. in., weather; 2 p.
markets: 3:30 p. m., lecture: 6:30 p. m.,
sporting: 7 p. m., concert: 10 p. ne, con-
cert. Sunday, 9 a. m., chimes; 6 p, m.,
concert; 7 p. in., church services; 8 p.
concert.

WOI-Iowa State college, Ames. _Iowa. 360
meters. Daily except Sunday, 9:30 a. m..
12:45 p. in., 9:30 p. m.. concert.

WOK -Pine Bluff company, Pine Bluff, Ark.
360 meters.

WOO -John Wanamaker, Philadelphia, Pa.
509 meters. 10 a. in.,organ recital; 10:30
a.. in.,weather; 155 a. in.. time sig-
nal; 11 a. m.-12 in., concert; 3:45 p.
organ recital: 8:30-7 p. m.. sporting:.
8:55 p. m., time signals: 9:02 p.
weather.

WOQ-Western Radio company, Kansas City,
Mo. 360 meters. Monday, Tuesday.
Wednesday, Thursday, 8:45 a. in., 9:55
a. in., 10:35 a. m.. 11:39 p. me 1 p.
6:30 p. m., reports. Saturday, 7 D. In,
concert. Sunday, 6 p. in., concert.

WOR-L. Bamberger & Co., Newark, N. J.
405 meters. Daily except Sunday, 1:30-
3 p. In., 5:15-6:30 D. cm. Monday, Wed-
nesday. Saturday, 8-10 P. m.

WOS-Misiouri State Marketing bureau,
Jefferson City, Mo. 441 meters. Daily
except Sunday, 8-9 a. in., 10 a. in.,
11 a. m.. 12 m., 1 p. in., 2 p. m.,
p. in., market, weather. Monday, Wed-
nesday, Friday, 8-9:30 p. in., concert.

WPAB-Pennsylvania State college, State
College, Pa. 360 meters.

WPAC-Donaldson Radio company, Okmul-
gee. Okla. 360 meters. Monday, Wed-
nesday, Friday. 10 p. in., musical and
educational. Sunday, 10 re in., 9 p. m.,
church services.

WPAD-W. A. Wieboldt & Co., Chicago, in.
360 meters. Daily except Sunday. 12:30-
1:30 p. m. Monday, 8:30-7:30 p. m.
Tuesday, Thursday, 8-9 p. in. Wednes-
day. Friday, 9-10 p. In. Sunday, 2:30-
3:30 p. m.

WPAF-Peterson's Radio company, Council
Bluffs, Iowa. 360 meters.

WPAH-Wisconsin Department of Markets,
Waupaca, Wis. 360 meters. Daily ex-
cept Sunday, 9:30. 10:30, 11:30 a. in.,
12:30, 2:30, 4:30 p. m., markets, weather,
news,

WPAJ-Doolittle Radio corporation. New
Haven, Conn. 268 meters.

WPAK-North Dakota Agricultural college,
Fargo, N. D. 360 meters.

WPAL-Superior Radio and Telephone
Equipment company, Columbus, Ohio.
286 meters.

WPAM-Awerbach & Guet, Topeka, Kan.
360 meters.

WPAQ-General Sales and Engineering com-
pany, Frostburg, Md. 360 meters.

WPAP-Theo. D. Phillips, Winchester, Ky.
380 meters.

WPAR-R. A. Ward, Beloit, Ran. 360 me-
ters. Friday, 8 p. in., concert. Sunday,
11 a. in.. 8 p. in., church services.

WPAS-J. & M. Electrical company, Amster-
dam. N. Y. 380 meters.

WPAT-St. Patrick's cathedral, El Paso,
Texas. 360 meters. Sunday, church
services and lectures.

WPAD-Concordia college, Moorhead, Minn.
360 meters.

WPAW-Delaware Radio Installation com-
pany, Wilmington, Del. 360 meters.

WPAZ-Dr. John R. Koch, Charleston, W.
Va. 278 meters.

WPG-Nuehawg Poultry farm, New Leba-
non, Ohio. 360 meters. Daily except
Sunday, 12-12:15, news; 8-6:30, markets.
Monday, Friday, 8-9:45 p. in., concert.

WPI-Electric Supply company, Clearfield,
Pa. 360 meters.

WPL-Northern States Power company, St.
Croix Falls, Wis. 1764 meters.

WQAA-Horace A. Beale Jr., Parkersburg,
Pa. 360 meters.

WQAB-Southwest 'Missouri State Teachers'
college, Springfield, Mo. 236 meters.

WQAC-Gish Radio service, Amarillo, Texas.
360 meters. Daily except Sunday, 5-6:30
a. in. Wednesday, Friday. 9:30-9 p.
concert.

WQAD-Whitehall Electrical company, Wa-
terbury, Conn. 242 meters. 4:30-5:45
p. in. Monday, Wednesday, Friday, con-
cert.

WQAF1-Moore Radio News station, Spring-
field, Vt. 275 meters. Daily except Sun-
day'. (1-6:10 're nt. Sunday. 1-3 p..
church services.

WQAF-Sandusky Register, Sandusky, Ohio.
240 meters.

WQAH-Bruck Anderson Electrical Engi-
neering company, Lexington. By. 254
meters.

WQAL-Cole County Telephone and Tele-
graph company, Mattoon, Ill. 258 me-
ters. Tuesday. Thursday. 8 P. in., con-
cert.

WQAM-Electrical Equipment company,
Miami, Fla. 360 meters.

WQAN-Scranton Times, Scranton, Pa. 280
meters. Daily except Sunday. 1.1:30 a. in.,
3:30, 8:30 p. in., market, weather, sport-
ing. Tuesday, Friday, 7 p. in.. concert.

WQAO-Calvary Baptist ,church, New York,
N. Y. 360 meters. Sunday. 9:30 a. in.,
6:45-9 p. m., church services.

WQAQ-Abilene Daily Reporter. Abilene,
Texas. 360 meters. Tuesday, Thursday.
Friday, '7-8 p. in. Sunday, morning and
evening chinch services.

WQAS-Prince-Walter company, Lowell.
Mass. 266 meters.

WQAT-Radio Equipment corporation, Rich-
mond, Va. 360 meters. Daily except
Sunday, 1-4:15 p. in., concert. Sunday.
2-4 p. m., church services.

WQAV-Huntington & Guerry, Greenville,
8. C. 280 meters.

WQAW-Catholic University of America.
Washington, D. C. 236 meters.

WQAX-Radio Equipment company. Peoria.
Ill. 360 meters.

WQAZ-Greensboro Daily News. Greensboro,
N. C. 380 meters.

WRAA-Rice institute, Houston, Texas. 360
meters. Monday, 8-9 p. m., cnocert. Sun-
day. 4:30 p. in., lecture.

WRAII-Savannah Board of Public educa-
tion. Savannah, Ga. 360 meters.

WRAD-Taylor Radio shop. Marion, Kan.
248 meters. Daily except Sunday, 12-
12:25 p. in.. 5:15-5:45 D. in., markets,
weather. Monday. Thwisdae, re in..
concert.

WRAF -Radio club. Inc.. Laporte. Ind. 224
meters. Monday, Wednesday. Friday. 9:45-
10:45 p. m , radio school. Sunday. 2-3
p. m., church services.

WRAH-Stanley N. Read, ..Providence, R. I.
360 meters.

WRAL-Northern States Power company, St.
Croix Falls, Wis. 248 meters. Daily.
6:45 p. in., concert. Wednesday. 1.0 p.
concert.

WRAO-St. Louis Radio Service company,
St. L01119. Mo. 380 meters. Daily except
Sunday, 4:15-5 p. m., concert. Sunday.
3-5 p. m., concert.

WRAP -The Electrical Construction com-
pany. Winter Park, Fla. 380 meters.

WRAR-Radio and Electric shop, David City.
Neb. 228 meters. Daily, 6:30-7:80 D.
concert.

WRAS-Radio Supply company. McLean.-
boro, Ill. 360 meters.

WRA13-Amarillo Daily News, Amarillo.
Texas. 360 meters.

WRAV-Antioch college. Yellow Spring,
Ohio. 360 meters.

WRAW-Horace D. Good. Reading, Pa. 238
meters.

WRAX-Flexon"s garage. Gloucester City. N.
J. 268 meters.

WRAY-Radio Sales corporation. Seranton,'
Pa. 280 teeters. Monday,  Wednesday.
Saturday. 7:2'5-8:25 p. m., concert.

WRAZ-Radio Shop of Newark. Newark. N.
J. 233 meters.

WRE-boron Brothers Electric company,
Hamilton, Ohio. 380 meters. Friday.,
8:15 p. in. Saturday, 2:15 p. in.. con-
cert.

WRL-Union College Radii:, club, Schenecta-
dy, N. Y. 360 meters.

WRM-University of Illinois. Urbana, Ill.
360 meters. Monday, Thursday. 8:30-
8:50 p. m., 9:30 p. m., lectures and
news.

WRP-Federal Institute of Radio Telegraphy,
Camden. N. .1 380 meters.

WRR-City of 'Dallas. Dallas, Texas. 360
meters. Daily except Sunday, 12-12:30
p. in., weather; 3-3:30 p. m., sports, news;
7-7:15 p. in.. police news; 8-8:30 p. m.,
concert. Sunday, 11 a. in., church. serv-
ices.

WRW-Tarrytown Radio Research labora-
tory. Tarrytown, N. Y. 273 meters. Mon-
day, Wednesday, Friday 6:30-9:30 p.
concert. Sunday. 6:30-8:30 p. m., church
services.

WSAA-B. S. Sprague Electric company,
Marietta. Ohio. 360 meters. Wednesday.
7:30 p. m.

WSAB-Southeast Missouri State Teachers'
college. Cape Girardeau. Mo. 360 meters.
Monday. Wednesday, Friday, 3 D. me 9
p. in.

WSAC-Clemson Agriculture college. Clem-
son college, S. C. 360 meters. 11 a. in..
4 ri. in., weather, market reports. Sat-
urday. 7-9 D. m., concert-

WSAD-J. A. Foster company. Providence,
R. I. 281 meters. Daily. 1:30-3:30 D. m..
concert. Monday, 8-7 p. m. Wednesday.
7:15-9:30 D. in. Friday, 6-7 p. m.

WSAG-Loran V. Davis, St. Petersburg. Fla.
244 meters.

WSAH-A. G. Leonard, Jr., Chicago, 111. 248
meters.

WSAI-TJ. S. Playing Card company, Cincin-
nati. Ohio. 360 meters.

WSAJ-Grove City college, Grove City. Pa.
380 meters. Sporting news as announced.

WSAI-U. S. Playing Card company, Cincin-
nati. Ohio. 309 meters. Tuesday, Thurs-
day. 8-10 p. m. Saturday. 10-12 p. m.

WSAK-Daily News, Middleport, Ohio. 258
- meters.
WSAL-Franklin Electric company. .Brook-

ville, Ind. 246 meters,
WSAle-Allentown Radio club, Allentown.

Pa. 229 meters.
WSAP-Seventh Day Adventist church. New

York, N. Y. 263 meters. Sunday. 8:30-
8:30 p. in., church services.

WSAQ-Round Hills Radio corporation.
Dartmouth. Mass. 280 meters.

WSAR-Doughty & Welch Electric company,
Fall River. Mass. 254 meters.

WSAT-Plainview Electric company. Plain-
view, Texas. 288 meters.

WSAW-Curtis & McElwee, Canandaigua.
N. Y.

WSAX--Chicago Radio Laboratory, Chicago,
Ill. 268 meters.

WSB-Atlanta Journal. Atlanta, Ge. 429
meters. Daily except Sunday, 12-1 D. m.,
2:30-2:45 p. m., 3-6 p. in., 8-9 p.
10:45-12 p. in. Sunday, 10:54 a. in.,12:15 in., 5-6 D. In., 7:30-9 P. m.,
church services.

WSL-J. & M. Electric company, Utica. N.
Y. 273 meters. Daily except Saturday,
Sunday, 10-10:30 a. m., 1-1130 p. in., 2-
2:30 p. re.. 3-3:30 p. m., 4-4:30 p.
concert. Monday. Wednesday, 7-8 D. m.
Saturday, 10-10:30" a. m., 4-5 p. m., 7-8
p. In. Sunday. 8:30-11 a. in., 6:30 p. m.

WSY-Alabama Power company, Birming-
ham, Ala. 360 meters. Daily except Sun-
day, 3 p. in., markets. Monday. Wednes-
day. Friday. 8 p. m., concert. Sunday,
11 a. in., 8 p. m., church services.

WTAII-Fall River Daily Herald Pubilehing
company. Fall River, Mass. 248 meters.

ATTAC-Penn Traffic company, Johnstown,
Pa. 380 meters. Daily except Sunder.
10:15 a. in., 2:15 p. m. Tuesday. Thurs-
day. 7:30 p. m.

WTAD-Robert E. Compton and First Pres,
byterian church, Carthage. 111. 229 meters

WTAF-Louis J. Gallo. New Orleans, La.
242 meters.

WTAG-Kern Music company. PrOVidenne,
R. I. 258 meter*.

WTAH-Carmen Ferro, Belvidere, DL 238
meters.

WTAJ-The Radio Shop, Portland, Me.
238 meters.

WTAK-Swan-Bawer company, Steubenville,
Ohio. 286 meters.

WTAL-Toledo Radio and Electric Shop.
Toledo, Ohio. 252 meters.

WTAS-Charles E. Erbstein, Elgin, Ill. 275
meters.

WTAU-Ruegy Battery and Electric com-
pany, Tecumseh, Neb. 360 meters.

WTAW-Agricultural and Mechanical Col-
lege of Texas. College Station, Texas 254
meters. Wednesday. Friday. 7:45 p.
music talks. Sunday, 11 a. m., 12 in., 4
p. m., church services.

liVTG-Kansas State Agricultural cc:liege,
Manhattan. Kan. 360 meters.

WWAC-Sanger Brothers, Waco, Texas. 360
meters. Daily except Sunday. 11 a. in.,
weather; 1:30 D. m., concert. Wednesday,
Saturday, 8 p. in., concert.

WWAD-Wright & Wright, Inc. Philadel-
phia. Pa. 360 meters.

WWAX-Wormser Brothers. Laredo, Texas.
360 meters. Daily except Sunday. 4:30-
5 -en p. ni., rnneert. Weeneerely San relay
8-0 re in.. ton.lert.

WWB-Daily News Printing company. Can
ton, Ohio. 268 meters. Tuesday, Thurs-
day, 8-9 p. in., concert. Sunday. 10:30
a. in., church services.

WWI -Ford Motor company, Dearborn, Mich.
273 meters. Wednesday, 8-10 p. m., con-
cert.

WWJ-The Detroit News, Detroit. Mich. 517
meters. Daily except Sunday, 9:30. a. me
hints to housewives: 0:45 a. in., healthtalk; 10 a. in., weather report: 11:55

e a. me time signal; 12:05 p. m., concert;
3-4 p. m. except Monday, band convert;
4-4:15 p. 'rn., weather report; 5-6 P. in.,
sports. Daily except Saturday, 7-8:30 p.
me concert, alternate weeks: 8:30-10 D-
m., concert, alternate weeks. Tuesday.9:45 a. in., ironing day special, alternate
Thursday: 11 p. m., special program._ Sun-
day, 11 a. in., church service: 4 P. in..band concert; 5 p. m., Detroit News or-
chestra.

WWL-Loyola university, New Orleans, La.
268 -meters.

WWT-e-McCarthy Brothers & Ford, Buffalo,N. Y. 360 meters.
WWZ-john Wanamaker, New York City,N. Y. 380 meters.

VACUUM TUBES
GET JAZZ BLUES
FROM PROGRAMS

THE national craze for jazz may
affect- vacuum tubes. This is the

latest development in radio broadcast-
ing news.

When a radio transmitter tube
shows unmistakeable signs of becom-
ing converted to jazz music and de-
velops a blue light which dances in
perfect cadence and absolute abandon
to the "blue" notes of a moaning saxo-
phone, "what chance has the advocate
of grand opera broadcasting," radio
engineers and operators ask?

Tube Seems to Know.
Such is the situation at a Wash-

ington, D. C., broadcasting station
every time it broadcasts the music
of Le Paradis orchestra or the Metro-
politan theater. On all other occa-
sions the tube maintains a solemn
dignity befitting the occasion, and per-
forms in a highly efficient manner,
it is said.

The engineers, who carefully avoid
discussing the ethics of the equip-
ment, rise to the defense of the tube
to say that the blue light is probably
caused by a small amount of gas
which is present in some quantity in
all vacuum tubes. "When the tube is
working, the gas becomes ionized, and
if present in sufficient quantity, gives
off a bluish light.

Modulation Varies Light.
The vividness Of this light, it is ex-

plained, is increased with the modu-
lation and with the changes in volume
of the music. When a heavy chord
-is struck, the light visibly brightens,
with the result that during a jazz
piece the blue light keeps absobite
time with the music, bringing out the
beats, thus emphasizing the syncopa-tion.it

should be," say the
lovers of jazz, "even a radio tube gets
a tifrill out of popular music." The
students of Wagner, Beethoven and -
Liszt, ;' however, scoff at the idea,
claimlhg "tenet jazz gives the tube the
blues."

Plan Across -Sea Tests
The transatlantic tests of the Amer-

ican Radio Relay league will be un-
dertaken in December and January.
Believing that the efficiency of Ameri-
can amateur radio transmitters was
proved adequately last winter, Ameri-
can amateurs will not transmit but
will listen for signals from stations
in continental Europe. British and
French amateurs will transmit on al-
ternate nights, the French tests be-
ginning Dec. 22 Amateur stations. in
the United States will not transmit
during the tests, so broadcast listeners
hearing interference between 8 p. m.
and 1 a. m. on the days of the tests
will know that the trouble -is caused
by commercial stations or by foreign
amateurs who get across.

Converts "Liliom" to Radio
"Liliom," by Franz Molnar, has

been made into a radario by Fred
Smith, the originator of this form of
entertainment for the radio. Mr.
Smith is studio director of WLW (Cin-
cinnati), from which station it will be
presented Dec. 6. The production
under the direction of Helen Schuster
Martin, will be surrounded by appro-
priate music by Kreisler. A new
number written especially for string
quartet will be played by the Cincin-
nati Conservatory String quartet.

Theatrical, Movie Reviews
In order do give the radio audience

as wide a range in informative service
as possible, the WLW (Cincinnati) de-
votes a portion of its Monday sched-
ule for theatrical and movie reviews.
The movie reviews are given every
Monday at 4 o'clock and the theatrical
reviews at 9:30 'p. m. Members of the
studio -staff see the movies and the
dramatic and musical attractions and
then give a review to the unseen
radio audience.

Wall Paper Aerial
A new 'wireless" antenna has

been invented. It is in the form of
wall paper with a metallic design.
The set is connected to this metal by
means of an inconspicuous soldering
lug.

YouDon'tNeed
Tubesto

get out of town. If you
want new stations on your

crystal set WRITE )LBTODAY. Mins
works 800 to 1,000 without tuber et
batteries 1 Teemsan 're bought sty

ans and now get results like mine.
CHANGES OF .T12 -it COST LY:13$ THAN A
DOLLAR Send self eadderes- ed envelops
for further information. Leen Lambert.
591 South V olutsia. Wichita. Kansas.

WESTERN ARMY

STORES
We handle all standard Radio
equipment ---come here for real
Radio Bargains.

DRI,CELLS
N
E

w

S
T
0
C

K
New fresh stock bought espe-
cially for this sale, Guaran-
teed. Buy now for 26rfuture use. Spl., at__

4 for $1.00

Baldwin Dead Set

$12.00
Value

Mica
Dia-

phragm

Guaranteed Baldwin Head Set,
6 ft. cord and head
band, Special____ $6.69
Loud Talker
;CRUD'/,

The Crystal With a 9
A sensitive Crystal that is 100
per cent superior to
any on the market, spl.,50r

B Batteries

221,2 volt size, fresh on
stock, guaranteed, at QC
Large size, 45 volt, tapped,
regular $5.50
value $2.79

Variable Condenser

PLAIN
3 Plate $ .59
5 Plate .69

11 Plate .95
23 Plate 1.15
43 Plate 1.45

VERNIER
10 Plate $2.25
22 Plate 2.35
44 nate 2.85
Vernier Condensers Furnished

with Dial and Knob.
3,000 Ohm
Head Set $3.98
100 ft. Stranded

Aerial Wire 45c
400 Ohm Poten-
tiometers 69c
Electric Soldering
Iron $ 1 .69
coupler $1. 49180 Degree Vario-

Guaranteed De.
tector Tube $2 98

NO SALVAGED
RADIO GOODS
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BUILD YOUR OWN SETS IT'S EASY!

E

Panels
Drilled
FREE

Specially drilled panels are
included with each of the sets
illustrated and described be-
low. We give this free
service only on panels in-
cluded with complete sets.

Western
Electric

VT -2
TUBES

One of the big features of these brand
new genuine Western Electric VT -2
Tubes that we bought from the U. S.
Signal Corps is thal they have a higher
amplification factor than any other 5 -
watt tube made! And almost half of
our purchase consisting of 10,000 tubes
have been sold. Radio men know that a
genuine VT -2 Tube for $7.45 is an un-
usual opportunity -a real "find"! These
tubes may be used for both RF and AF
Amplification and for CW and phone
transmitting. These are not Navy de-
fects; they have been sold only as a
surplus.

.457

Electric
Soldering

Iron
Specially adapted to Radio work.
Simply attach to your light socket.
Complete, with 6 -toot
cord and attaching plug.
Lasts a lifetime for ordi-
nary home or light shop
work.

What Salvage Really Means
,t ff

L-3 Sometimes a manufacturer over -produces and must sacrifice his surplus stock for
cash. Sometimes a dealer misjudges market conditions and must unload -again
for cash. Our business is to buy -to "Salvage" -these special offers by paying
spot cash for the entire surplus. That's how we bought 40,000 Automatic Electric
Headsets -10,000 Western Electric VT -2 Tubes, etc. But in order to keep on
taking advantage of such offers, we must make a quick turnover. That is why we
offer you a $10 Automatic Electric Headset at the unequalled price of $3.65. That,
too, is the main reason why all our offers are priced so attractively. "Salvage" to
us does NOT mean something that has been used. We handle no second -handed
merchandise. Every item we sell is guaranteed brand new -in fact 95% of our
merchandise is in the manufacturer's own carton and carries his- guarantee along
with ours. "Salvage" to YOU means buying quality radio merchandise for less!

Automatic
Electric

LONG RANGE
HEADSETS

Formerly sold by the Automatic Electric
Co.. makers of telephone exchanges, at
$10 each. We bought their entire stock
-40,000 phones-T.J.,tid spot cash and be-
cause of this unequalled buying power,
we are able to offer you a $10 headset
for $3.65.
30 years of experience have produced the
Automatic headset. Coil is wound with
about 6500 turns of No. 40 enamel coated
copper wire. DC resistance 1600 ohms.
Impedance, at average music and voice
frequency (800 cycles) 21,000 ohms.
(Effective impedance rather than DC re-
sistance is the big factor in a good
headset.)

$10.00 $3.65
VALUE

oRMICA.
Made from Anhydrous Redmanol Resins
SHEETS TUBES RODS

We are prepared to furnish promptly
and saw Formica panels of any dimen-
sions. Cutting charge is included in
the following prices:
3 -16 -inch Formica, so. in 2e
s -inch Formica, sq. in
Tubing (2 to 4 -inch diameter), per

running inch 10e

r111=8...

Complete
Instructions

for assembling and blueprints
for wiring are included with
each o u t f i t. Instructions
written so everyone can un-
derstand them. No special
skill or technical knowledge
required -a few hours and
you're ready to tune -in New
York, Los Angeles ---any of
'em!

COCKADAY
COMPLETE CIRCUIT

' s'`-; :'':),%;::.N: -.,;,..(A``
111111141111111,

HAZELTINE
NEUTRODYNE

KNOCKED DOWN
SHORT WANE,

REINARTZ
DETECTOR AND 2 -STEP

.

Reg. Pr. Our Pr.
EACH EACH
$6.00 1 Drilled Panel, 7x2i3x

3-16 inches $3 92
2.50 1 Spider Web Coil 1:95
6.00 1 23 P. Ver. Condenser 3.45
5.00 1 11 P. Ver. Condenser 2.95
1.50 1 Howard Ver. Rheostat 1.35
1.10 2 Howard P. Rheostat. 1.00
.75 3 Firth Sockets .45

2.00 1 Variable Grid Leak
and Condenser (car-
tridge type) 1.40

Important!
Any individual part in
any of the four outfits
above may be pur-
chased separately at the
special reduced prices
listed under column
headed "Our Price"

Reg. Pr. Our Pr.
EA('H EACH
$4.75 2 Transformers (A 1 1

American 10-1 and
3-1 or new type high
and low ratio Thor-
darson) $4.25

.10 7 Binding Posts .05

.40 2 Dozen switch points .20

.02 6 Switch stops .01
.50 3 Switch .Levers .25

1.00 2 Bakelite Dials .25
1.00 2 Jacks, Double Circuit .50
.65 1 Jack, Single Circuit .35

1.00 Baseboard .50
.75 Blueprint for assembly .50
.50 25 feet tinned wire .25

Reg. Price$
OUR 29*9SPECIAL5
$46.97

PRICE

509
South
State
Street

Phone: Wabash 4183

Reg. Our
Price Consisting of Price
$10.00 2 Mahogany V a r 1-

ometers $3.90
5.00 1 Mahogany V a r 10 -

coupler 1.75
3.00 3 Bakelite Dials .75
1.00 John Firth Socket .45
1.10 Howard Rheostat 1.00
4.50 Mahogany Cabinet., 2.95
2.25 G e n uine Formica

Panel 1.75
.80 8 Binding Posts .40
.50 Switch Lever 25
.40 12 Switch Points .20

1.00 Freshman Grid Leak
and Condenser Com-
bined .65

1.00 C o m pieta Drawing
for Assembly and
Wiring .50

$25.85 Value $ 45Our
Price

All Parts Licensed Under
Hazeltine Patents

1 7x21x3-16 drilled Formica panel.
1 Howard rheostat.
3 4 -inch Radion Dials.
3 John Firth bakelite sockets.
8 Binding posts.
3 23 plate variable condensers.
1 Wave control neutradormer.
2 Radio frequency amplifying neat -

trot ormers.
2 Grid neutralizing condensers.
1 .00025 micon grid condenser.
1 Marco variable grid leak.
1 Baseboard for mounting.
25 feet tinned copper bus bar wire

and complete instructions for
assembling and wiring.

3 Tube
Our

Price $28.6°
4 Tube $44.65
5 Tube $46.25

(Freed Eiseman or Fada
Neutroformers)

Regular
Price

EACH

Consisting of: Due
Price

EACH
$3.00 1 Coekaday Coll 61.95
1.00 2 Bakelite Dials 251.00 1 John Firth Socket .45
1.00 Freshman Grid Leak

and Condenser .65
1.50 1 Howard Vernier Rheo-

stat 1.35
1.00 1 Parent Double Circuit

Jack .50
.80 8 Binding Posts .05
.02 7 Switch Points .01
.50 1 Switch Lower .25

1 7 x 14 x U. Formica
Panel 1.44
Blueprint and Wire 1.00

1 Baseboard .25
3.30 2/23" Plate Condensers 1.45

Our
$ 1 1 e95Price

Bradleystat or
Bradleyleak

UNIVERSAL

GENUINE

Nathaniel
Baldwin

L
0
U
D

P
E
A
K

R

$25
New $ 1 .25 Very.Type ea.

Special

2 and 3 Coil
Mountings

Completely moulded of bakelite in which ral
all metal parts are moulded.. Mounts
on four screws threaded in back, nickel
plated. Highly finished in black.
Moulded bakelite spaces the coil plugs. E
Silk flexible leads with provision for
rear or base outlet. Spring contacts
insure positive connection. Eliminates
body motility. Any standard plugs will
fit. Size 3 Inches deep, 2.y.'t inches high,
4 inches long.

F-i

3 Coil $3.45
2 Coil $2.45

.1

509
South
State
Street

Phone: Wabash 4183

Moulded
Variometers

and

Variocoupllers
$3._65

Our Guarantee

All our merchandise is
guaranteed by us to be
of First Quality.
All Mail Orders, large
or small, shipped to
you promptly. Address
Dept. P-6.

0111111illi111111111
1111111114
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IRENE PAVLOSKA, who appears as Stephano, page of Romeo, in
"Romeo and Juliet" this evening at the Chicago Opera company's
presentation of Shakespeare's romance. This opera will be broadcast
tonight from station KYW by direct wire from the Auditorium
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-How to Adapt Circuits in Construction Work First Transcontinental Relay Broadcasting Station.
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.------------ -- --With Good Ra io Set
..._

..._

._ ...

..----- and a Correct List of .---

Broadcasting Stations
.------

and Programs
=___----

.-----.
You Are Assured of an
Enjoyable Evening

With a good radio set, you can sit restfully in your easy chair
in your Chicago home-and hear a concert in Los Angeles, just as
clearly as if you were in the very hall, nearly 3,000 miles away, in
which the concert is given. You can hear a momentous speech by
a world -famed statesman, delivered in some Atlantic seaboard city,
just as plainly as if you were on the platform, right beside him.
You may select that which is of most interesting or entertaining
value to you, from hundreds of programs, in as many cities-near,
far, anywhere. The possibilities of radio are practically unlimited.
Radio brings the world to you-annihilating time and distance.
Radio is an essential-today. You cannot be without a set in your
home-if you wish to keep in step with modern achievements.

Good radio sets are easily obtained. Many are described in
this magazine every week.

But-for complete lists of broadcasting stations and meters-
and absolutely authentic programs

Consult This Magazine
Every Thursday

And keep it for reference. You will want to refer to it many times
in the course of the week. No other Chicago newspaper even
approaches it for information necessary to enable you to obtain
utmost satisfaction with your radio set. On all other days of the
week you will find the Radio department of The Post in line with
the big Thursday magazine-complete and correct in programs;
also with all radio news of real importance. =

=

Read

1_ THE CHICAGO EVENING POST
Every Evening
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IVERSON C.WELLS
Editor

Assisted by a Staff of Regular
and Special Contributing

Writers.

The RADIO MAGAZINE
Section is edited with the view
of giving authentic news of
the radio broadcasting field
and authoritative information
on the subjects of home con-
struction , of receiving and
transmission sets, of the op-
eration and maintenance of
apparatus, and as an exchange
of opinion forits readers.

CHICAG-0 3VEN]ING POST

DI
ir A 40---e A rnr -r k -r

V /-X. l --r , 1 IV 1-4,
gJublished every `7harsday--

THE RADIO MAGAZINE
Section

Is Issued as a Weekly Sup-
plement to The Chicago

Evening Post.

The supplement is not sold
as a separate publication, but
is a part of the regular Thurs-
day editions of The Chicago
Evening Post. There is no in-
crease in price for The Post
on that date, and readers
shopld see that each Thurs-
day issue they purchase has
THE RADIO MAGAZINE
section.

Copyright, 1923, The Chicago Evening Post Company.

Phans Do
Miracles
on Radio

By THE NIGHT PROWLER.
About all the time we night prow-

lers have for taking journeys out into
'the ether these days is along about

- the time when most of the broadcast-
ing stations are signing off for the
night.  Those of us who can pick up
California, of course, have. a little fun,
but how many of us are there so
fortunate?

The radio show at the Coliseum is
knocking evening programs into a
cocked hat. Everyone and his uncle
seems to be down at the Coliseum.
And, why not, isn't it the biggest show
on earth? Isn't it something that only
will be with us a few days longer,
while broadcasting stations will be go-
ing all the winter? Certainly.

DX-ers Perform Miracles.
I'm printing some of those DX rec-

ords I promised you the last week.
You'll find them on page ten. Get
over there on that page of the world'S
greatest radio magazine, and size up
what those long-distance hounds have
been doing. Then take a hitch in
your galluses and get busy. Your
reputation is at stake.

There is a very odd thing about
Some of these reports I am printing
today. A number of these DXers got
a bunch of stations that were not
even on the air Monday night! I
Can't, for the life of me, see how they
did it. Can you?

For instance: Several DX-ers re-
port having heard PWX, the Havana,
Cuba, station, Monday evening. Ifmy records are clear, that station
does not come in on Mondays.
WTAM (Cleveland) and WCX (Detroit)
are two other stations reported by
many as having been heard last Mon-
day. These stations are not sched-
uled for that evening.

Looks like some one is performing
miracles with radio when they can get,
"something from nothing."

Headsets Cause Trouble.
Radio makes liars out of many of

us. Perhaps the strain of holding
headsets to the ears for hours in the
small moments of the stilly night, or
a steady pressure on a certain brain
cell of a too tight headband, renders
us irresponsible.

If you have time tonight from the
radio show, there's a mighty inter-
esting menu set forth for you by
both local and outside stations. KYW
is giving us the program of popular
local interest in the broadcasting of
grand opera again this evening.
'Romeo and Juliet" is on the bill.
WDAP has Dr. DeForest and Mrs.

DeForest at 9 o'clock. Bowden Wash-
ington, who designed the Unite
States navy radio apparatus during

. the great war, will speak at the radio
show in the Coliseum at 10 o'clock
this evening. His speech will be car-
ried by sealed wire to radiophone
Jbroadcasting stations WDAP and
WJAZ and will be sent out over the
air.

Tomorrow evening Charming Pol-
lock and Miss Flora May Hackett,
noted beauty, will speak from the
Coliseum at 10 o'clock, and their
talks also will be broadcast from
WJAZ- and WDAP by means of
sealed wires. These two programs
were arranged by the Cutting &
Washington company, which oper-
ates the broadcasting station WLAG
at Minneapolis.

Today's Programs
Below are given the complete ached

tiles of all the Chicago and suburban
broadcasting stations and those of the
out-of-town -stations which are most
commonly tuned by local radiophans.

These schedules are a regular daily
feature in The Chicago Evening Post.

On Thursday of each week a com-
plete list and seIedule of every broad -
Casting station in the United States
is published in i'lie Chicagd Evening
Post's sixteen -page Radio Magazine
Section.

CHICAGO STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.
KYW-Located in Commonwealth Edison

building; 536 meters; Wilson J. Wetherbee,
director.

Day -9:30 a. m., news and mar-
kets; 10 a. m.. market reports; 10:30
a. m., financial news and comment; 10:58
a. in., naval observatory time signals: 11
a. In., market reports: 11:05 a. in., weather
report; 11:30 a. in. news and comment
of the financial and commercial market;
11:35 a. in., table talk by Mrs. Anna J.
Peterson: 12 m.. market reports: 12:30
p. in., late financial news and comment;
1 p. m., market reports; 1:20 p. m., closing
u,arket quotations; .2:15 p. in., late finan-
cial comment anti news bulletin: 2:30 p. in.,

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1923.

closing stock quotations. Chicago Stock ex-
change; 3 p. m.. late news and sport bulle-
tin; 4 p. in., news and apart bulletins; 4:30
p. in.. late news and sport bulletins: 5 p.
latest news of the day.

Evening -6:50 p. in., children's bed -time
story; 8 to 11 p. in.. opera, "Romeo and
Juliet." broadcast from the Auditorium
theater.

WAAF-Located at Union Stock yards:
286 meters.

Day-Live stock reports at 8:40, 10:30
10:45 a. m., 12:30. 12:45, 3, 4:30 i.. In.

WMAQ-Located on Hotel LaSalle; 447.5
meters. Miss Judith C. Waller, program
director.

Day -4:30 p. in., to be announced by
radiophone.

Evening -7 D. m., weekly talk to Boy
Scouts by Rockwell R. Stevens: talk by
Albert ..Lasker: 9 p. m.. ensemble music
from Hotel La Salle trio; 9:15 p. m., to
be announced.

WDAP-Located on Drake hotel; 360 me-
ters. Jack Nelson, program director.

Day -1:40 p. in.. Drake concert ensemble,
market reports direct from Chicago board
of trade on every half hour. beginning at
9:30 a. in. and continuing until 1:30 p. m.

Evening -10 p. m.. program by Helen
Louise Schafer.

WJAZ-Located on Edgewater Beach ho-
tel; 447.7 meters; E. Warren Howe, pro-
gram director.

Lay-This station has no regular day
schedule. .

Evening -10 p. In., Oriole orchestra-
"Dreamy Eyes"; "Aria from La Jolie Fille
de Perth" (Bizet)- selected (Sodero-Poth-
leder), "Rose Immortal" (Saar); "SilentNight" (Bohm): "If I Give You a Rose'
(English); "Drifting Back to Dreamland'
"Electric Girl"; "Hindoo Song" (Bamberg)
"My Love Is a Muleteer" (DicRogero)
"Saphische Ode" (Brahma): "Gavotte'
(Popper): "A Dream" (Bartlett): "Sobbin
Blues", "Sunshine of Mine"; "Conscrea-
lion" (Manny); "Uncle Remus" (Homer);
"Mazurka" (Popper): "Sunflower Hard";
"Marchetti"

WPAD-Located on W. A. Wiebold & Co.,
School street and Ashland avenue.

Notice-This station has closed and is be-
ing moved to Armour institute where it will
be operated by the rattle department of that
institution.

WSAH-Located at 4801 Woodlawn ave-
nue; 248 meters.

WSAX-Located on Chicago Radio labora-
tory; 268 meters.

SUBURBAN STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.)
WC111)-Zion, Ill., 345 meters. J. H. De -

pew, station manager,
Note-This station broadcasts only om

Monday and Friday evenings, Wednesd/j
afternoons and on. Sundays.

Monday-Special concerts from studio at
8 p. In. by Zion band or orchestra and salo
artists.

Wednesday -2:30 to 3:45 p. m., mused
solos, duets and an address by Wilbur Glenn
Voliva, general overseer el the Christian
Catholic Apostolic church cf Zion.

Stinday-9 to 9:30 a. in., Sunday school;2:30 to 5:30 p. in., Sunday service with
special music by Zion band or organ, and

These are some of the feature
artists on the air the coming week
at local broadcasting stations: 1,
Pennsylvania Railroad Terminal
band at KYW Wednesday evening.
Nov. 28. 2, George R. Hill Jr.,
barytone, at WDAP, Friday evening,
Nov. 23. 3, Mrs. Mary Oberdorfer,
at WMAQ, Friday night, Nov. 23.
4, Ralph "Bugs" Wheeler, at 'VITAS
(Elgin), Monday evening, Nov. 26.
5, Mary Tris, popular pianist, at
WJAZ, Sunday evening, Nov. 25.

by Zion White Robe choir; also an addreci
by Wilbur Glenn Voliva.

WIAlt-Rockford, Ill.; 252 meters: 8 to 9
p. in., concert.

WRM-Urbana, Ill., University of Illinois;
360 meters; 8:50 to 9:30/ D. in., lectures
and news.WTAS-Elgin, IS.; 275 meters; 7:30 p. in.,
musical program.

OUT-OF-TOWN STATIONS

Eastern Programs.
(Central Time Is Shown.)

KDKA-East Pittsburg; 326 meters:
Dry -11 a. in., music; Union live stock

market report from the National Stockman
and Farmer; 12:55 a. in.. Arlington time
signals: 1:30 D. in.. music; weather fore-
cast; 1:50 p. in., United States bureau of
market reports furnished thru the National
Stockman and Farmer.

Evening -7:15 D. m., dinner concert by
the Grand Symphony orchestra from the
Million Dollar Grand theater, Pittsburg, Pa.;
8:30 p. m., weekly chat with the farmers
by Frank E. Mullen, radio editor of the
National Stockman and Farmer; 8:45 p. in.,
the children's period: 9 p. m., National

Oackman and Farmer market reports: 9:15
m., address of interest to the farmers;

:30 p. In., concert by the Lyric quartet,
composed. of Sarah Peck, soprano; Jane
Peckham Alexander. contralto: Gilbert Mor-
ris, tenor; Almet B. Jenkinson, barytone
Agnes P.eudergrast Schaller, accompanist.
and Marian Dual McDade. piano, ono vnarles
Riley. violin. Program to be announced by
radio; 10:55 p. m., Arlington time signals;
weather forecast; 12:30 p. m., special con-
cert.

WBZ-Springfield, Mass.; 337 meters:

nals.
Day -12:55 p. in., Arlington time sig-

Evening-8 p. m.. "Clubs, Spades and

Wood," an outing story from Field and
Stream; 8:30 p. m., twilight tales for the
kiddies; "Setting the Story," last lecture
of a course in short -story writing, by Dr.
J. Berg Esenwein; letter from the New
England Homestead; 9 p. m., concert by
the Y. M. C. A. Glee club; 10 p. in., bed-
time story far grown-ups, by Orison S.
Marden; 10:55 p. m., Arlington time sig-
nals.

WEAF-New York city; 495 meters:
5:30 to 8 p. m.. concerts.

WGI-Medford Hillside, Mass.; 360 meters:
Evening -7:10 p. in.. late news flashes,

sport news, Boston American; 7:30 p. m.,
Boston police reports. Boston police head-
quarters: 7':40 p. in., code practice, les-
son number 189; 8 p. m., evening program:
1 "Bits of Wisdom." by Mr. George Brin-
ton Beal, prominent newspaper man; 2. a
mandolin club musicale, under the direc-
tion of Mrs. Savage; 3. bedtime stories for
parents, prepared by the Children's Aid
association and read by Alfred F. Whit-
man, executive secretary.

WHAZ-Troy, N. Y.; 380 meters: This
station broadcasts only on Monday evenings.

%VT-Schenectady, N. Y.; 280 meters;
silent night.

319 meters.
Day -4 p. in., tea time music from Hotel

Statler: 9 D. in.. concert program.
WJY-New York city; 405 meters.
This station broadcasts only on Sundays

at 2:30 p. m. to 6 p. m.
WIZ-New York city; 455 meters; no

silent night.
Day -4 p. in., afternoon Auditorium con-

cert by direct wire from the Wanamaker
Auditorium; S p. as., "Things the Busi-
ness- Girl Should Know." by Mary Buchan-
an; 5:15 p. m., Ethel Jackson. elocution-
ist; 5:30 p. in., Theodore Van Yorx con-
cert; Francis Shaw. soprano; Duane Nelson.
basso: 7 p. m., "Jack Rabbit Stories,"
by David Cory. 8:30 p. in., the World's
Work: 8:45 p. an., recital by Helen Wet-
more Newman. soprano; 9:05 p. in., "In-
come Taxes." by Frank Shevit: 9:15 D. m.,
evening radio organ recital, program played
by Walter Hardley, professor of organ at
Pomona college. California; by direct wire
from the Wanamaker Auditorium; 9:15
p. m., "The World at the Cross -Roads." by
Francis H. Sisson of the New York Board
of Trade and Transportation, and vice
president of the Guaranty Trust company;
10:45 p. in., concert by Helen Buenas,
harpist, and Isadore Leezenbaum. violinist:
11:30 p. m., dance program by the Hotel
Commodore orchestra under the personal
direction of Bernard Levitow. by direct wire
from the Hotel Commodore.

WOO-Philadelphia; 509 meters:Day -10 a. in., grand organ; 10:30 a. in..
United States weather forecast; 10:55 a. m.,
United States naval observatory time sig-

. (Continued on Page 10.)
- -

Tuning Requires Patience.
Tuning is a matter of patience

mixed with understanding. Whirling
dials promiscuously is not tuning.
Most any sort of radio set can be
made to perform long distance work
if properly handled.

Weekly Subscription $1.35 Per Year,

DeForest
Arrives
for Show

Dr. Lee DeForest, "The Father of
Radio," was scheduled to deliver an
address at 3 o'clock. this afternoon
at the Second. Annual Radio show
now being held in the Coliseum.

Dr. DeForest arrived in the fore
noon over the Twentieth Century frou
New York city. Mrs. DeForest wa'
with him. After the Coliseum -pr(
gram Dr. and Mrs. DeForest will b
the guests at 6 o'clock dinner at tht
Union League club.

Later, in the evening Dr. DeForest
will appear at the studio of WDAP,
the Board of Trade broadcasting sta-
tion on the Drake hotel, and will send
broadcast a speech to the thousands
of listeners -in. Mrs. DeForest also
promises to sing two or three numbers
from this same station during the
evening. Dr. DeForest's speech at this
station is scheduled for 9 o'clock.

Dr. DeForest will leave at midnight
for Detroit, where he will be the guest
of Edward H. Jewett, president of the
DeForest Radio and Telegraph com-
pany.

Surpasses All Expositions.
No exposition ever held in the his-

toric Coliseum has drawn such throngs
thru its portals as has the second an-
nual radio show.

Last evening and today the great
convention hall was packed with visi-
tors, there being such a crush espe-
cially in the evening, that it took
one hour to push down the crowded
avenues lined with the attractive
booths of exhibitors.

No industry has had such popular
and universal interest as radio. Un-
like all others, everyone can and does,
enjoy and profit by the employment
of radio. This is shown not only by'
the great crowds that jam the Coli-
seum show, but also by the cosmopoli-
tan nature of the throngs.

E. T. Flewelling,- inventor of the
circuit that bears his name, was the
speaker at last evening's program held
in the annex of the Coliseum. Mr.
Flewelling gave a very interesting and
enlightenirfg talk on his circuit and
made clear many points about the
operation of his "super," which tends
to make this efficient circuit even
more popular than it is.

Home Builders Show Sets.
One of the most interesting featurea

of the show is the exhibit of home
built sets which have been entered
in a prize contest. These are dis,
played in a special exhibit in the an
nex. There is everything from thi
simple crystal set to the big fourteen
tube super -heterodyne. There art
freaks galore, novelty sets and set(
de luxe.

The eleven -tube super-heterodynt
receiving set was built by a Chicagt
amateur, and is one of the feature;
of the amateur exhibit. More that
sixty home -built sets are- entered in
the two amateur contests. About hall
of the entries are from Chicago, ant
the other half are from different
points in the United States, ranging
from Massachusetts to California.

Several radical departures in radii
Continued on Next Page.

The Next Issue of The
Chicago Evening Post

RADIO
MAGAZINE

Will Appear with
THE POST of

Wednesday,Nov.28
This is because there is
no issue of THE POST on
Thursday, Thanksgiving
Day. You will get your
magazine in time to en-
joy it on the holiday.

Look for the

Radio Magazine
Next Wednesday

.44
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Thousands of kiddies listen to bed -time stories nightly, but few are
privileged to hear their own skrandfathers in recitations for their own par-
ticular benefit. Bobby Johnston of -Cleveland, Ohio, however, does just
that, when his grandfather, Dr. William T. Johnston, 100 miles away, at
Collins, Ohio, tells him the ones he knows Bobby will like, thru the medi-
um of his 100 -watt transmitting outfit,. Photo- shows Bobby and his pa,
Don H. Johnston, listening in on grandfather's nightly -story.

Radio Aids
in Shorthand
Night School

Scarcely a week goes by withotit
new uses for radio being found. Ac-
quiring speed in taking shorthand dic-
tation is the latest. Already it has
proved practical, and its possibilities
are interesting stenographers and pub-
lic schools and commercial colleges
thruout the country.

A popular shorthand publication has
directed the attention of radiophan
stenographers to the daily and night-
ly opportunity to transcribe in short-
hand the -great variety of material
which -comes over the radio and there-
by improve the accuracy of their work
and increase their speed. Hundreds
of student stenographers quickly tried
it- out with good results, and even
larger numbers of shorthand writers
who have finished' school and taken
positions have found' it a means to
keep up with their shorthand prac-
tice.

See National Night School.
"Nobody need get rusty who has

radio," one stenographer wrote, "nor
fail to get promoted to a better job
for lack of practice."

The fact that so much of the radio
broadcasting is in the evening may
make radio a sort'Of nationwide night
school. '

 One of the advantages of practice
ill writing the material which comes
by radio is the variety of subject mat-
ter-sermons, news -reports, educa-
tional talks, business reports, travel-
ogues, lectures, book reviews - and
many different styles of delivery of
radio speakers. And the opportuni-
ties are open to shorthand writers
in the most secluded hamlet or on the
remotest farms provided they have
satisfactory receiving sets.

As to the use of radio by public
schools and business colleges, the New
York city -board of education recently
gave an interesting demonstration. In
co-operation with station WJZ (New
York city) and the Gregg Publishing
company, the board held the world's
first radio shorthand contest.

Gives Pupils Prizes.
Provided with receiving sets, pupils

in the shorthand classes in several
important high schools took dictation
from the radio at eighty words a min-
ute and 100 words a minute. Prizes
were awarded to the students who
transcribed the dictation most accu-
rately. The Bushwick high school in
Brooklyn won first honors in the con-
test.

The contest had an important addi-
tional result in demonstrating the ne-
cessity of good receiving apparatus
both for school work of this kind and
for good results by outside stenogra-
phers utilizing radio for shorthand
Practice.

For all such tests. and for general
' Use in this new field, reliable appara-

tus is essential. Not one of the
Winged words must be missed, and
every sound, must be clear and undis-
torted. The blurring of "s" and "th"
Would spoil accurate transcription.,

WNP Message Reaches
Boston Within 48 Hours

HARTFORD, Conn., Nov. 22.-After
completing a wide curve across Can-
ada and back over the United States,
a radio message from Capt. \Donald
B. MacMillan in winter quarters at
north Greenland was delivered forty-
eight hours later to his secretary in
Boston, thru the thaffic system of the
American Radfo Relay league.

The message was received here in
the early morning by Boyd Phelps of
the technical staff of the C. D. Tuska
aohlp

DR. LEE DE FOREST.

DeForest Here
for Radio Show

How Crystal
Operates in

Radio Sets
The crystal detectoi is the sim-plest of all radio detectors used at

the present time. Unlike the vacuum
tube, it does not In most cases re-
quire a local battery for its operation,
and the initial cost is practically the
last cost, says Beverly B. Dudley, lo-
cal member oft the American Radio
Relay league.

The crystals are inexpensive, easily
obtained, and can be replaced with lit-
tle trouble, should the old ones 14e -

come inoperative or dirty.- Their dis-
advantages are tlareefold. They arecritical to adjust, they are not as
sensitive as vacuum tubes; and thirdly,
they cannot be made to oscillate for
the reception of amateur continuous
wave signals.

The Contact Point.
Esgentially the crystal detector,

sometimes known as a mineral de-
tector, consists of a crystal upon
which a contact of copper or steel
wire is made. It is this contact that
permits the reception of signals, in-
asmuch as this contact is a rectifier
of the radio -frequency currents.

Crystal detectors consist in the com-
mercial form of a base, a metal cup
in which the crystal -is mounted, awiry contact, known as the cat whis-
ker, a holder for the wire, and bind-
ing posts for convenient connections.

The crystals used most commonly
at present are: Galena, radioeite, si-
licon, carborundum and bornite in the
order named. The first two require
a light copper or phosphor bronze
contact, while the rest work better
with a heavier steel, needle -point con-
tact.

The radio -frequency -energy in the
receiving set, befote it reaches thedetector, is a weak alternating cur-
rent, similar to the house -lighting cur-rent, but where the house lighting
current alternates its polarity 120
times per second, this radio -frequency
current alternates its polarity 1,000,000
times (or more) per second, I. e.,where the house lighting current has
a frequency orsixty cycles, the radio-
ftequency currents have a frequency
of 5004,009 cycles per second.
; Current Reverses Rectified.
A current of this frequency can --

not be heard for several reasons.

(Continued from Preceding Page.

are exhibited by the leading manufac-
turers in the main exposition.

Exhibits Solid Silver Set.
A hand -wrought solid silver receiv-

ing set-shipped from Buffalo, N. Y.,
under heavy guard by the Federal
Telephone & Telegraph company, is
exhibited for the first time here. It
is said to be the finest example of
art in radio construction ever achieved.

Another unusual exhibit is that of
the Electrical Research laboratories of
Chicago, which shows the process of
reflexing radio currents in the Erla
reflex curcits. The different parts
are connected by Giessler tubes, in-
stead of wiring, and electric flashes
pass thru theses tubes. The spectators
have their first chance to see the cur-
rents pass thru the circuit.

The Zenith Radio corporation has a
new set which is shown to, the public
for the first time.

Special feature programs have been
arranged by the leading broadcasting
stations, located in Chicago, in connec-
tion with the show. These programs
are put on at the Coliseum, large
stages having been erected at each
end of the main auditorium.

The programs are carried to the dif-
ferent stations by means of sealed
wires.

Announcers Appear in Person.
A feature in connection with these

prbgrams will be the personal appear-
ance at the Coliseum of the various
regular announcers of the different
stations. This gives the public its
first chance to see. these announcers,
whose voices are heard over the ether
each evening.

Practically every big manufacturer
in' the United States, and every radio
jobber and retailer In the middle west
is at the show. To give them a
chance to transact business, the Coli-
seum is opened every day at noon for
members of the trade. The public is
admitted from 2 o'clock in the after-
noon until 11 o'clock at night.

This receiver won second prize in a recent contest conducted by
an eastern magazine. It is not only a neat bit of workmanship,. but is
capable of good service.

Here you see two of the mast popular members of KYW (Chicago)
official family. The young lady:at the left is none other than Sally
Mencke, the studio pianist and dficial accompanist. She is shown listen-
ing to "Sen" Kaney, the chief announcer of the station. "Sen" is peeling
off a six -reel feature to Sally. It is supposed to be going over the micro-
phone in front of him, and is, of course, but really it looks as if "Sen"
had forgotten his invisible audiaice and was More interested in entertain.
ing Sally. -

When one of the groups of alterna-
tions acts on the telephone receiver
it causes no motion of the diaphragm,
because each variation of the current
in one direction is followed by the
current flowing in the opposite direc-
tion, so that the telephone diaphragm
has not enough time to start moving
and resulting effect is no motion at
all. Something that allows the cur-
rent to flow thru it sin one direction
and stops the current from flowing in
the opposite direction is needed it the
circuit, to actuate the diaphragm. The
detector does this.

At the contact between the crystal
and the oat whisker, current can
flow thru in one direction, but not
in the direr. Such oscillations pass
thru the detector, which suppresses
half of these oscillations. This cur-
rent is still vibrating much too fast
for the telephone diaphragm to follow,
but the successive impulses of cur-
rent flow thru the telephone receiver,
and the impulses in any one group
ifre all in the same direction so that
their effects add and produce a' mo-
tion of the diaphragm. The motion of
this diaphragm causes sound waves
which vary in pitch -and intermit,: ac-
cording to the rectified current pass-
ing thru the winding of the i-eceher.

Helpful Hints on Radio'
Construction and Design
By BEVERLY DUDLEY.

(Member A. R. R. L.)
It has been stated that a coil and

condenser in parallel are much supe-
rior to a variometer for tuning. Lab-
oratory -tests have shown that the re-
sistance of the best variometer is
thirteen ohms. The resistance of a
good coil and condenser is about sev-
en ohms.

It is a good plan to use No. 18 to
No. 24 wire for the coils. In laying out
the parts of a set, arrange the ap-
paratus as much like the wiring dia-
gram as convenient. This facilitates
easy wiring. For appearance's sake
the apparatus should be symmetri-
cally arranged.

The coil:, used in receivhrs are very
important. The turns should be
spaced to lower the distributed ca-
pacity between adjacent wires. This
is accomplished in honeycomb, spider -
web and bank wound coils. The honey-
combs seem hard to handle at short
waves, but the ppiderweb coils are al-
most an ideal inductance. They are
small, compact, efficient, self-sup-
porting, durable and can be easily
made andomounted.

Don't paint your coils with shellac
or varnish. If it is necessary to hold
the adjacent wires in place. use col-
lodion. This keeps the wires in place,
dries quickly, and does does not ap-
preciably affect the efficiency of the
coil. Be careful in handling collo-
dion as it is very inflammable. Single
layer coils are most common and
easily made, tho they are not the
most efficient.

Little Supporting Material.
In making the coils, use as little

supporting material as necessary. You
don't need, for -example, a rotor for
a variocoupler an inch thick; in any
case a light waterproof tube of card-
board is preferable to a heavy com-
position tube..,

In wiring the set be patient. A re-
ceiver cannot be connected up in five
minutes and make a good job of it;
it is the, perfection of details that
makes a good receiver. Don't at -
'tempt to build more than two stages
of audio -amplification unless you are
perfectly familiar with the theory anti
amplifications of such circuits, as
howls and squeals result from' poorly
designed amplifiers. Use a good trans-
former.

Simple Metliml of Control.
A siriple n.ethod of controlling re;

generation applicable to either single
or two -circuit tuners is to connect a
200 or 400 -ohm Potentiometer between
the antenna and 'receiver. Varying
the resistance tends to control regen-
eration. This scheme was tried out
at station 9BR with some success and
is worthy of a trial. It seems to give
greater range to a receiver, especially
if a hard tube is used for detection,
since it brings the tube up to the
oscillating point without "spilling."

The range of a well designed single
tube receiver cannot be stated, altho
during the winter nearly all the pdw-
erful United States stations should
be heard, if a good antenna is used.
Using a single wire three feet off the

, ground and fifty feet long, WSB, At-

lanta, Ga., was recently heard, on a
detector tube, while amateurs as far
away as Denver, Minneapolis, central
Ohio and Kentucky came in with
enough volume to be heard several
inches away from the phones oa thedetector tube alone. The set was,
however, well designed, and those re-sults could not have been a-icom-
plished with a haphazardly designed
receiver.

(Published thru the courtesy of the Ameri-can Radio Relay League.)

A popular type of dance frock that
will stand much wear, is the silver
bodice joined to the full skirt of lace.

Donnelley
to Construct
New Station
Announcement was ma -le today that

Chicago is to have another class C
broadcasting station. It is to be 10
cated on one of the popular north side
hotels. Thorne Donnelley is back of
the enterprise.

The equipment already is being
built but will not be read); for installa-
tion for several weeks.

Mr. Donnelley, who, with J. Elliott
Jenkins, gave Chicago its first power.
ful and popular broadcasting station:
in WDAP, located on the Drake hotel,
says he expects to make the new sta-
tion one of the best in the united
States.

Messrs. Donnelley and Jenkins sold
the Drake equippment to the Chicago
Board of Trade last wimer. Mr. Jen-
kins has remained with WDAP as its
chief engineer, but for same time Mr.
Donnelley has not had rny active in-
terest in the station.

Radio
Loud

Speaker Units
For Phonograph or Horn

ignerican &Y./plc
CHICA GO

For 30 years makers of good telephones.
Consult Your Dealer
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Chicago's Leading Radio Store
Invites You to Inspect

ITS COMPLETE STOCK OF QUALITY GOODS
Your Money Will Go Farther Here

We Have the Part You Want at the Right Price
Come and Look Us Over

Below Are a Few of the Many Hundred Bargains We Offer
Barawik Special Signal
Corp., 22-V (15(t
"B" Battery ....
Barawik Special Large

"B" BatteryBattery... tfr.
-V .55

"B" Battery Q M
Testing Meter.. 143%,

Barawik Special Audio
Frequency Transformer.
Equals any 2.25$5.00 one

Va -fable Condensers,
Aluminum Plates,fin
est quality,well made.
Bakelite End Plates
3 plate Vernier.58e

11 plate plain...1.15
23 plate plain...1.28
43 plate Plain  .1.58
23 plate Vernier.2.30
43 plate Vernier.2.80

Large Size Tapped
"B" Bat-
tery ....
2200 Ohm Phones, ad-
vertised for
$6.00, at 2.95
Murdock
Phones 3.35
Brandes
Phones .. . 4.90
Fine Grade
Phone Ping . 300

IBuild a Neutrodyne Set-The Peer of Them All-Clearest, Loudest,
Greatest Distance. We Have Every Part at the 124hi: Price.

$5.50 Coto -Coil Radio
Frequency 1.95Transfrmer
:Special R.F. Transform-
er, equals the
high priced ones, 48
Bakelite Tube Variom-
eter-wonder- 1 60ful value
180° Variocoupler, bake-
lite tubes, green si2
insulation;
$3.00 value 1.9b
Genuine Bakelite ,i,
Socket,75c val.. 39
$4.50 Coto -15
:.'ondenser 1.7
3 -inch Bakelite Clit9
dials, 75c value. reit"

eutrodyne - Parts, -

Condensers, pr... 44e
Jaiks 79e
Transformer
Famous Fa- de 160
Neutrodyne Receiver

120.00

Turing Coll.:. 1.48Tw', Slide

switch
Lever 15o
Switch Points, 100with nuts. dozen,
75c Rheostats 45c
Inductance
Switch, 10 point, 740

NLoewudNathaniel Baldwin

Speaker ... 25.00
Barawik
Loud Speaker.. U.UU
Storage Batteries, guar-
anteed' 3 :Dears; newfresh stock; unequaled
values; -6 'volt, 40 am-pere, 910; 5

1 Li

30 ne
oelinat8°rZsin Coil,R*11,ta.p7ed,
green silk;
worth e$r

Vernier2.50

;10Itlosn6.

stat, $1.50

Signal Corps
.850value

Aerial Wire.100ft.420
Large Stock Standard Manufacturers' Goods. Real Values All the Time.

Every Item Guaranteed to Be Right or Your Money race,

THE BARAWIK CO.
102 S. CANAL STREET, Corner MONROE
Convenient to 'Northwestern and Union Depots.'

alciWAIF OPEN rN731... 9 O'CLOCK FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS
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Here Is the Smallest Regenerative Radio Set
in the World That Actually Works

ON this page is picturedand
described perhaps

the smallest one -tube re-
ceiving set in the world that
actually receives and performs
its work like a full-size radio
set. It was constructed by a
Chicagoan and not only is a
marvel in size and results it
obtains, but also in workman-
ship, as to build it one -must
be as skillful asa watchmaker.
The set was tested in The
Po.ot experimental laboratory
and it does all that is claimed
for it.-The Editor.

By LEWIS B. HAGERMAN.
(Radio Construction Engineer.)

INSPIRED by a desire to see how
compactly a practical working ra-
dio receiver set might be wired and

Constructed, I have built a one -tube
variation of the ultra-audlon circuit
in a cabinet that occupies a space of
Only 414x2y4x2 % inches, and easily
can be held in the palm of one hand
and still leave sufficient room for

- something else.
The receiver might be termed the

acme of portability, as it weighs only
fourteen and one-half ounces, and
easily can be carried in a coat pocket.
I call it the "Midget."

The set, as I have constructed It,
uses a WD -11 tube, and one dry cell
of one and one-half volts to light the
filament. The "B" battery is a 221/2
volt dry cell. Either of the batteries
is considerably larger than the re-
ceiver.

List of Parts.
Many of the parts used were espe-

cially built for the set. This is par-
ticularly true of the inductance and
the condensers. These parts are:

Four panels 410:214x21A inches.
Two ends 2%x2% inches.
Two 2 -inch dials.
Five binding posts.
One adapter for socket.
One .00025 grid condenser with leak

mountings (Dubilier).
One 1%-meg grid leak (Electrad).
Two inductance coils (special).
One variable condenser .0005 (special).
One variable condenser, three -plate, as

vernier (special).
Two hinges for cabinet Rd (special).
One 6 -ohm rheostat (Marco).
The extras, such as head phones,

batteries and tube, are the same as
with any other receiving set.

The variable condensers and the
inductances excite the most interest -
among those who have seen this tiny
receiver. I know of but one place
in Chicago where they may be °to-
tained. The editor of The Chicago
Evening Post Radio Magazine has the
address of this dealer, and will give
it in anyone who cares to construct
one of these sets from my working
plans.

The condensers are less than two
inches in diarrieter and about one and
one-fourth inches in depth. They
have the usual number of plates-the
.0005 having twenty-three and the ver-
nier three. The plates are of special
material. These are very efficient
condensers, and give surprising re-
sults.

Inductance Coils Unusual.
The inductances are of the conduc-

tive inductance- type. They were es-
pecially wound by the Estru people
according to my own design, and are
of the spider web construction. They
are built in an oblong shape and when
placed together are 2% inches in
length and 1A -inch in thickness. Each
has thirty-five turns of wire and both
Coils are .connected at one end as is
shown in the schematic diagram which
accompanies this article.

The Marco rheostat was selected be-
cause of its compactness. It is the
only piece of apparatus that is mount-
ed on the outside of the cabinet.

The hinges for the cabinet I took
from a small jewel box which a mem-
ber of my household had discarded.
Any small hinge will suffice. The.
binding posts I found at the 5 and 10 -
cent store, and are of the small type
that are often used on crystal sets.
You may haVe to do some hunting to
locate these.

.The tube socket is an adapter for
the WD -11 'tube which I found also
at the 5 and 10 cent store. This
is mounted direct on the floor of the
cabinet without using a socket.

Requires Care and Patience.

In upper picture is full-size view of the Midget one -tube regenerative
receiving set. Just below is photo -diagram (full size), showing interior
layout. D -D are variable condenser dials on front of panel. VC -1 is 23 -
plate variable condenser. VC -2 is 3 -plate variable vernier condenser. GL
is grid leak, underneath which is grid -leak condenser (.00025); L1 -L2
inductance. S is adapter socket for WD -11 tube. B and P is post for "B"
battery plus post to which also is connected one of the phone plugs. B-
is post for "B" battery negative lead. A- is filament negative lead post
A and P is aerial and phone post. G is ground -lead post. In the lower
corner is reduced size photo of back view of -receiver, showing special
rheostat at R. The other designating letters correspond to those in the
center photo.

the cabinet at the right side, when
viewing the set from the front.

Next mount the fixed condenser and
grid leak, placing these in position
just in front of the adapter socket.
The construction of_ the adapter will
permit part of the condenser and
mount going underneath it -to some
extent and save space.

Wire As You Proceed.
The- proper length wire for the tube

and the grid leak and fixed condenser
should be attached^ while the base
board is still detached from the rest
of the cabinet. In fact, it is wise
to do all the wiring possible at this
stage -and as the work progresses fol-
low this idea thruout, wiring as you
go along. Of course, all joints must
be soldered.

-Now put on the ends of the cabinet.
Considerable care and a world of -patience must be exercised in build-

ing this set as it almost is a -watch-
maker's job. First make the cabinet,
using one -sixteenth -inch bakelite. Cut
to the dimensions specified and be sure
that the cutting is accurately done.

Four pieces 45/4x224x2 V& inches are
cut, one -for the panel, one for the
lid, and 2 pieces 2% inches for the
sides.

After the holes are bored the cabinet
parts may be given a dead finish
in the usual way by rubbing down with
fine emery paper, making sure to rub
all one way to prevent streaks. Fin-
ish -with emery paper and oil and wipe
off the surplus oil.

The mounting of the parts must be
carefully studied out or you will find
yourself in trouble before you have
gone very far. Take the base board
first. Mount on this the tube adapt-
er, which is to act as a socket, plac-
ing it at one corner of the board. This
should be- the corner in the back of

There are 2% by 2% inches. The
screws used are rather tiny ones and
you will find them at the watch-
maker's shop. They are not three -
eighths of an inch long.

Bore three holes on the bottom of
both end pieces for mounting to the
base board. Bore four holes on either
side of the end pieces for attaching
to the front panel and back piece.
Th'ese holes should be very carefully
drilled as the bakelite will chip if
this is not done. Also start, or coun-
tersink, holes for these screws on the
ends and bottom sides of the front
panel and back panel so that the
screws will start easily, then gently
force the screws the rest of the way.

After the two end pieces are at-
tached to the base board insert the
inductances. These go in the left-
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hand corner at the back, viewing the
set from the - front. A small strip
of bakelite should be placed before
the two coils as a support. (See
photo diagram.)

Mounting the Condensers.
Much of the interior wiring should

be done by this time. Now we are
ready for the condensers. First re-
move the front plate bakelite shields
or plates, as the panel of the cabinet
is to act irrthis capacity. The wiring,
of course, should be done to the con-
densers before they are attached to
the front panel.

By reference to the photo diagram,
which indicates the location of the
various parts, you should have little
trouble in getting the set together,
altho it is a tediots Job.

The battery connections will puzzle
even the old-timers. The "A" connec-
tions are in the rear of the set. The
"A" plus goes to the rheostat rotor
or arm post, the other end of rheostat
goes to the third post from front of
set on right hand side. This post also
connects :o second post, which is "B"
negative. The "A" minus goes to the
third post at rear of set on right end,
viewing the set from the front. (See
Photo diagram.)

The phone connections also are un-
usual, One phone tip go(* to the an -

Coolidge to
Use Radio in
His Messages

President Coolidge has accepted the
invitation of President E. F. McDon
ald of the National Association of
Broadcasters and will read his mes-
sages over radio. This means that an
audience of several millions will hear
the voice of the nation's chief execu-
tive instead of a few as heretofore. .

President Coolidge's acceptance was
sent to Mr. McDonald thru Secretary
Slemp, who wrote as follows:

"In the president's behalf. I want
to express the sincerest of thanks for
your letter of Nov. 5.

"In the short time that I have been
connected with the executive estab-
lishment, I have come to realize -as
never before the tremendous burden
that a president has to bear, and the
fact that it is the sort of burden
that is well nigh impossible to share
even with the most willing and capa-
ble of coadjutors.

"You have presented a most inter-
esting suggestion as to one possibility
of helping to relieve him of some of
his obligations. Your suggestion will
receive the fullest and most sympa-
thetic attention, and you may be as-
sured will be kept in mind whenever

an opportunity presents whereby we
may avail ourselves of it."

Mr. McDonald. in making his pro-
posal, declared that all the large
broadcasting stations which are asso-
ciated in a national co-operative body
would.pledge to transmit his messages
and public -utterances to every nook,
and corner of the country.

Avoid Use of Shellac
The four -circuit tuner (Haynes) has

very low decrement in the circuits
and employs loose coupling. In mak-
ing them it is , necessary they be
wound, on composition tubing of good
quality and that no shellac or any
other kind of insulating varnish be
used on the windings.

tenna connectIon -post as indicated on
the photo diagram. The other is con-
nected to the "B" plus battery.

The tuning of the set is done in. the
usual way, the condenser being the
only control except the rheostat, which
is fairly critical.

I have received just as good recep-
tion on this single tube set as I have
from a full-grown man size ultra-au-
dion one -tube set. Amplification, of
course, does to the baby grand just
what it does to any receiver.
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Westinghouse Opens First Radio Relay Station in World
BROADCASTING voice

and music from coast to
coast by ,f,adio as a reg-

ular diet now is being done.
This was made possible by the
installation 01-a relay station
in a Nebraska town. This
article tells the story of its in-
stallation.-The Editor. .

se-
theN

eb.e, sitsintghheoupslaece

Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company

for the location of its first radio re-
laying station to serve as the connect-
ing link of the pioneer station at East
Pittsburg, Pa.-KDKA-with the peo-
ple living on the Pacific coast and
also citizens of tlife. western states.

The installation of the Hastings sta- 
tion KFKX, as its license reads,1
means that broadcasts from station
KDKA will be picked up as easily '
and with the same apparatus in the
farthest western states as KDKA's

broadcasts are now received by peo-
ple living a few hundred milts from
East Pittsburg.

The relaying station marks a great
forward step in radio, almost as great
a stride in radio progress as was
made when the Westinghouse com-
pany first started radio broadcasting
with the establishment of its world's
pioneer broadcaster, station KDKA, in
November, 1920.

Always a pioneer in radio, the West-
inghouse company, because of its en-
gineering genius, now has removed
the limitations of distance in the
broadcasting of programs. The trans-
mitting station at KDKA is as fine
and as modern as radio engineers can
make it. It is possible to receive
KDKA all over the country, hut, nat-
urally, the greater the distance away
from the station, the more sensitive
must be the apparatus.

To pick up KDKA in California, for
instance, requires very sensitive, high-
priced of,paratus. Knowing this con-
dition, the Westinghouse company, by
experimenting with short-wave relay-
ing and relaying stations, has made it
possible to rebroadcast or relay its
eastern concerts from Hastings, which
will serve as a booster station topoints on the Pacific coast. Thus the
same simple apparatus which can be
used on the Pacific coast to pick up
local broadcasters also can pick up
the relayed KDKA.

The station at Hastings is one of
the marvels of the radio engineering
world, for not only can it relay from
KDKA in the east on one wave, but it
also can transmit concerts direct from
KDKA, or transmit concerts from its
own locality. The ability to equip a
station for this type of work calls for
engineering genius.

KFKX, for example, can receive
broadcasts from KDKA on, say 3,200
kilocycle -frequency (94 meters) and re-
lay the same broadcasts to another
transmitting station located on the
Pacific coast on 2,800 kilocycle -fre-
quency (107 meters). Both these fre-
quencies are much higher than are
used in radio broadcasting, and will
not interfere either with radio broad-
cast traffic or amateur traffic.

The next step in this plan would be
to tie up with a western station to
pick up the 2,800 kilocycle -frequency
(107 meters) broadcasts and rebroad-
cast on the regulation broadcast wave-
lengths or frequencies.

KFKX can receive, also, broadcasts
sent from KDKA on 3,21)0 kilocycle -fre-
quency (94 meters) and transmit direct
to its territory on 1,050 kilocycle -fre-
quency (286 meters) which is its as-
signed broadcasting wave length. It
can transmit also its own broadcasts
from a local source on 1,059 kilocycles,
for )he benefit of the people living in
Its territory or westward to the Pa-
cific ocean.

For this relaying-short wave relay-
ing as it is termed in the radio en-
gineering world-two special transmit-
tersare required, with special receiv-
ers to receive the high frequencies.

Hastings, Neb., and East Pittsburg,
Pa., have duplicate transmitters and
receivers. The Hastings station is
one of the finest in the world, as Is

Hawaii Gets U. S.
Music by Relay
Radiophans in the Hawaiian islands

have for some time hat the pleasure
of listening to programs from "the
good old U. S. A.," rebroadcast from
the station of 'the Honolulu Adver-
tiser. Usually these programs come
from KHJ and KFI, both in Los An-
geles and both equipped with 500 -
watt transmitters.

Recently a new record was made
with the rebroadcasting of a late pro-
gram from WHB, at Kansas City.
This station is also equipped with a
500 -watt transmitter and its well-
known slogan, -the Heart of Ameri-
ca,") has been heard from coast to'
coast. On this particularipccasion
the engineer in charge of the Hawai-
ian station said that WHB's signal
strength was exceptionally good and
its modulation perfect.

The rebroadcasting arrangement is
as follows: At the Kol4o Head station
twelve miles from Honolulu, is a re-
ceiver consisting of three stages of
radio -frequency and a standard short
wave set, fed from a combination of a
beverage and horizontal antenna. The

ks...,romscwssermirmaairdafia,,,,,,,,R,MIAAWd..

Here are the first published pictures of the Westinghouse new radio relay station at Hastings, Neb. The
upper picture (No. I), shows the room where the monster tubes are. located. No. 2 is a view in another part of
the operating room No. 3 shows a station official listening in on the reception as a check. The antenna system
is shown in Fig. 4.

also "the station at East Pittsburg.
These stations are the result of radio
engineering development and are ac-
tually considered to be the "ne plus
ultra" of the present broadcasting
era..

A feature of the high -frequency
broadcasters in the short antenna used.
The antennae at Hastings and at East
Pittsburg are not over thirty-five feet
long. This is much smaller than the
antennae required for ordinary broad-
casting. There is only thirty-five feet
between flat top and counterpoise.
The antenna and counterpoise consist
of two small cages.

One of the difficulties attendant
upon high -frequency broadcasting is
that every precaution must be taken
to prevent any outside influences,
sudi as "tihration.. that would change
the frequency The vibration of the
ground or the swinging of the anten-
na would serve to throw the set off
Its frequency.

To guard against the possibility of
swinging, both the East Pittsburg and
Hastings high -frequency stations' an-
tenna, including the flat top and
counterpoise, are stretched between
cross arms rigidly attached to the;
tower instead of the more common I
sw:nging spreaders.

The down lead from the antenna to I
the counterpoise consists of copper
tubing rigidly mounted on long, high
voltage porcelain insuators on the
poles. The various inductances on the
set are wound on rigid forms. Copper
tubing is used to mate all the corinec-
tions.

The high -frequency set at East
Pittsburg is located on the top of a
nine -story building and naturally or-
dinarily would be subjected to jars.
This set, therefore, is suspended on a
system of springs so vibrations of the
builditg carmot affect the operation
of the set.

At .Hastings, the set is located in
an isefated building, and is not sub-
jected to any vibrations, so the pre-
ca.utioti of ralspending this set on
springy has not been necessary.

The transmitting set at Hastings
consists of three panels, as follows
the rectifier panel, the modulator
panel and the oscillator panel. The
rectifier converts the high voltage A.
C., current received on the antenna
to high voltage D. C. for the plate
circuit. The modulator, with its ac-
cessories, Impresses the voice-frequen
cy on this high voltage D. C. current
before it gees to the oscillator. Final-
ly the oscillator converts the high
voltage D. C. current into radio -fre-
quency in which form it is delivered
to the antenna.

For local hroadcssting a studio has
been, suggested in the main business
section of Hastings, which will be
connected with the station by means
of telephone lines.

The studio, if built, will compare fa-
vorably with any Eastern studio, and
a special type of condenser transmit-
ter will be installed to insure good
tonal qualizn

Because ot the establishment of this
'Station, Hadings, the little town in
the middle vest, n.:w has a radio eta,

tion that compares favorably with any
transmitter in operation. In power,
pick-up tone and other radio qualities
it ranks in efficiency with KDKA,
acknowledged today to be the finest
broadcaster in the world. Station
KFK_1C, whatever may be its fa -e, will
always live ix radio 'history as the
that relaying and re -broadcasting sta-
tion in the world be be established for
practical daily broadcasts.

U. S. Completes Tests on
Fregency Amplifiers

The United States bureau of stand-
ards has issued a pamphlet dealing
with measurements of voltage amplifi-
cation in audio -frequency amplifiers.
This circular gives actual results of
voltage -amplification measurements
made on 16 L. F. amplifiers 3/1 the
market during 1921-22, all the ampli-
fiers employing transformer coupling.

The measurements were taken over
a frequency -range of 400 to 2,10C cycles
per second.

'the different pieces of apparatus
are. of course, referred to by a. refer-
ence number, not by the name of the
mantlacturer.

ft is believed that the examples
( given in this report will be of assist-
ance to panufacturers in lestiag and
dee-Mhng tr.tan products, and it
se.nns that a similar system n this
ofnintry would probably be beneficial,
and would lead to improv,mnants.

signal is then amplified with one stage
of audio -frequency and one stage pow-
er -amplification, ' and passed thru
twelve miles of telephone line to the
city of Honolulu, where it is put into
the modulating circuit of the Honolulu
Advertiser's transmitter IKGU). The
distant signal thus actuates the local
station and provides coast programs
to the enthusiasts in the islands of
the Hawaiian group.

Stranded Wire Aerial
There are several designs of strand-

ed wire aerials on the market. One
of the most efficient consists of six-
teen strands intertwined in a flat
forma about one -quarter of an inch
wide. It enables one W use a shorter
aerial where conditions prevent the
long single wire.

Don't Overwork Tubes
Detector ,tubes shoull be given fre-

quent nests and not kept constantly
at work. It is best to have two or
more tubes and work them alter-
nately.

Haste in Construction
Hurriedly constructed sets seldom

give good service. Better proceed
slowly and carefully. It pay in the
long run.

Radio Fans --Notice!
See These

Head Sets
at the Coliseum

No. 69 A
Extremely light in weight;

small- in size. Sensitive and
thoroughly efficient.

Do not fail to visit our
display at the Chkago Radio
Show.

With Kellogg
Radio Equipment,

Use-Is The
Test

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
to SUPPLY" COMPANY
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How to Tune Hazeltine's Neutrodyne Receiver
to Get Clear Reception

11 HE world seems to be
crazy over the Hazeltine
Neutrodyne circuit .

Everyone is -- building it.
Wherever one finds twenty
homebuilders, however, at
work on one of the sets one
also finds about eighteen
homebuilders. having trouble.
This article is designed to
point the way to the success-
ful operation of the circuit.
Also some points are given on
the construction.-The Editor.

HAZELTINE'S neutrodyne cir-
cuit, perhaps, is the most praised
and the most abused of all hook-

ups demanding the public's attention
just now.

It is praised because those who
have had success with it have had a
wonderful gauccess. It is abused be-
cause those Who have failed to achieve
anything have failed completely.

The neutrodyne circuit is a wonder-
ful circuit-if it is constructed proper-
ly, from properly -selected values and
operated efficiently. It IS a nega-
tive proposition if any one of these
factors is omitted.

The chief trouble with the neutro-

The top photo shows the front
view of a Hazeltine neutrodyne
five -tube set. The middle picture is
a rear view. Note the arrangement
of the neutro-formers, or radio -fre-
quency transformers. Another front
view is at the bottom. Particular at-
tention is called to the wiring of this
set as well as the neat arrangement
of the parts.

These photos show the possibili-
ties of skillful workmanship com-
bined with the artistic treatment in
radio receiving sets. The cabinet.
with the exception of the base. is
all plate glass. The base is white
porcelain glazed. This set is from
the workshop of the Washington
Radio Shop, 169 West Washington
street, Chicago.

dyne is that few give it the considera-
tion its peculiarities demand. This
not only is true with the amateur
constructor, but also with the expert,
who fails to recognize the new prin-
ciples involved.

Without attempting to burden the
non -technical reader with ponderous
outbursts of the Hazeltine theory, let
us get an understanding of just what
the Hazeltine circuit is intended to
accomplish in a few simple words and
then apply the means given us by the
inventor to accomplish those results.

What Neutralizing Means.
One of the serious factors in any

regenerative circuit is the tube capaci-
ty. The more regeneration employed
the louder the howling and screeches
of the tubes. The Hazeltine idea

Cold Winter
Nights

Won't find you on the roof fix-
ing the aerial-removing snow
and sleet, exposing yourself to
sickness, if you use

ANTENELLA
(No aerial or antenna needed)
A light socket plug that elimi-
nates all outside wiring, light-
ning arresters and other incon-
veniences. Merely plug Ante-
nella in any light socket and
you can enjoy the best in radio
in any room in the house.

Now Only $1.25
At your dealers-otherwise send pits-
ehase price and you will be supplied
postpaid.

as. Freshman aim.
ha Condenser wodacts
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seeks to balance out this inherent ca-
pacity of the tubes as well as all the
stray capacities of the entire set,
thereby eliminating the distorting os-
cillations and regeneration.

There are some other factors in-
volved, but those given will suffice
for our purpose here. If the novice
will just recognize the goal that Mr.
Hazeltine has sought, his troubles with
the circuit will begin to fade away.

Prof. Hazeltine argued that if these
capacities, particularly in the vacuum
tube, could be made negligible, there
would be a quieting effect in the cir-
cuit.

Fixed and variable condensers will
perform this balancing very efficiently
in certain parts of the circuit, but
when it comes to the tube the ca-
pacity is so small here there was no
known condenser that would act as a
neutralizer. Therefore Prof. Hazeltine
devised a neutralizing condenser that
would fulfill his requirements.

Smallest of Condensers.
- This condenser is of th6 smallest
value known to radio practice. It con-
sists of two short pieces of copper
wire, insulated, so attached to a sup-
port that their two free ends almost
touch. Over these two insulated wires
a small brass tube or jacket is slipped.
It slides back and forward over the
two loose ends of the insulated wires.
That is all there is to the backbone
of the circuit.

This all sounds simple and it is sim-
ple. However, these tiny condensers
s'ork wonders when brought into play
in the radio -frequency portion of the
circuit and their efficient operation,
which requires patience and careful-
ness to the extreme, is the secret of
the success of the Hazeltine circuit.

The regulation Hazeltine circuit con-
sists of two stages of radio -frequency,
a detector and two stages of audio.
There are many variations. More
stages of radio are employed in some
cases and in others only one stage is
used. Additional audio also is at-
tached. However, neither of these ad-

ditions really is necessary, since the
two stages each of radio and audio
give sufficient volume and range to
suit the most supercritical radio-
phan.

Then there are hook-ups employing
the neutrodyne principle that use the
reflex idea and even the Grimes in-
verse reflex principle, with more or
less success.

Tubes Must Be Neutralized.
When the Hazeltine principle is

utilized in e. circuit the first step to
take in getting good reception is to
neutralize the tubes used. In the
ready-made or manufactured sets,
where the tubes come as a part of
the equipment this neutralizing usu-
ally is done at the factory. In sets
that are home-made, or in sets where
the tubes do not accompany the 'ap
paratus the neutralizing must be done
before the Hazeltine circuit is working
as it was intended.

If this step is not taken the tubes
are going to howl with.just as much
volume as any other set and there
will be distortion in the audio output.
if the operator is lucky enough to
get that much volume out of his re-
ceived signals. Usually the signals
are too weak to be heard in a loud
speaker, even on local stations. Out-
side stations seldom push thru at
all.

It is just this sort of reception the
average radiophan has with the neu-
trodyne. And yet there is no reason
why the circuit should not perform
just as its author intended it to do.

To neutralize the tubes, it is necei:
sary to first bring in or tune in some
signal, as well as can be done with
the tubes oscillating as they will.
When the reception is at its best-
that is, loudest-take out the first
radio -frequency tube from its socket,
leaving the filament current on. Cut
a narrow strip of paper and place it
in the socket so that it will cover the
filament contact points, but leave the
grid and plate exposed...

Setting the Neutrodyne.
Then replace the tube. The signals

still will be heard, probably' weaker.
Now go to the neutrodon or neu-
tralizing condenser which controls the
first tube. Slide the brass sleeve back
or forward until the signal entirely
disappears.

When this is done and the tube is
replaced, after removing the piece of
paper that particular tube may be
said to be neutralized. In other words,

Continued on Page 12.
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due to the particular location in tie
circuit and inherent characteristics of
the detector, a crystal rectifier will
be more satisfactory.

By the use of the proper crystal
rectifier an excellent controlling -ef-
fect on the stability of the entire cir-
cuit may be had. This feature is rot
generally known, but is demonstrated
in the stability of the circuits using
this form of a detector. This point
has been brought out time and again
in laboratory analysis.

Not every crystal rectifier which
might possess high rectifying proper-
ties will be found the best for this
purpose, due; as has been mentioned,
to the fact that the crystal can be
made to provide a stabilizing effect
on the reflex action of the circuit. The
fixed type of crystal naturally reqt ir-
ire. no adjustment (if correctly le -
signed) affords the best form of recti-
fier for the reflex circuit.

A NEAT PIECE OF WORKMANSHIP ON A NEUTRODYNE.

Describes Reflex Theory in
Three Different Circuit Hook-ups

By WILLIAM J. SCHNELL.
f Radio Engineering Staff Electrical Re-

search Laboratories.)
TO THE average radio enthusiast

a certain amount of interest is
derived from his radio adventures in
the form of building and operating of
his own receivers. Satisfying as this
may be, a particular desire is evi-
denced by many in not only building
their sets and successfully operating
them, but after accomplishing these
points their radio appetites are usually
whetted to the extent of being anxious
to understand some of the whys and
wherefores of the functioning of their
receivers.

To the prospective builder also ap-
peals the knowledge of the character-
istics of various receivers in order to
equip him better in his selection of
the circuit for his receiver. It is to
these particular classes of the radio
public to which this article is particu-
larly directed. However, it is hoped
that some benefit may be gathered

- from it by all.
The Principle of. Reflex Method.

The principle of \the reflex circuit
depends on the ability of a three -elec-
trode vacuum tube to, permit currents
of different frequencies to pass thru
it at the same time. The frequency
of the currents induced in a radio
order or very rapid in their cyclic
changes, varying in value from about
500 to 1,000 kilocycles per second (de-
pending on wave lengths). This inci-
dent current in the antenna systemis
what is generally termed the radio -
frequency currents.

It is not possible,to cause such high
frequency currents in this rapid
changing form to actuate directly on
a device to convert electrical current
variations into sound waves-(receiv-
ers).

In a reflex system these incident

WILLIAM d. SCHNELL.

reflected or reimpressed back on the
tubes which amplified them at radio -
frequency, -.and, when rectified, are re -
amplified at audio -frequency before
being passed on to the receivers or
loud speaker to be converted to sound
waves.

Principally, this means a consider -

Two -Tube Erla Reflex Circuit.

currents (radio -frequency) usually are
amplified by a three -electrode vacuum
tube amblitier of radio -frequency cur-
rents to increase their intensity be-
fore impressing them on to what is
termed the rectifier or detector, which
acts to convert these high frequency
currents into  currents of audible fre-
quency.

After rectification, being made au-
dible, these currents are then ampli-
fied p:---icere the radio currents by a
three -electrode vacuum tube.

When the Circuits. Differ.
It is herein where lies the difference

and particular advantage which the
'
reflex system' offers over other sys-
tems. In other systems after rectifi-
capon the rectified radio or audio
currents are amplified by additional'
tubes for this purpose. In a reflex
system before these input radio -fre-
quency currents are rectified they are

Wernes and Patch -Wholesale Distributors
We handle only well known and
nationally advertised lines. On top
of that we give the kind of service
you expect.
And our discounts are RIGHT.
Drop us a post card for our 36 -
page catalog, just off the press.

Address Dept 14
Wholesale Radio Distributors

158 strAarz afr., CIACAGOAL but only is utilized in one tube. That

is in the other above -mentioned sys-
tems the reflex feature is made to
actuate in more than one stage of
tube.

Due to the complexity and intricate-
ness of controlling currents of the
order of radio -frequencies it is not
possible to successfully stabilize a
system wherein the reflex action is
included.in more than one stage. It
is not a matter of balancing the loads
in the various tubes, as it can be
readily shown that the loads caused
by any audio signals on the tubes in
these circuits are never such that the
few micro -watts of radio signals addi-
tionally impressed upon them would
overload them, as has been many
times stated.

Impracticable Reflex Circuits.
In the systems wherein the reflex

action has been extended to more
than one stage it would be necessary
to add considerable adjustments to
control the currents in their relations
to one another in the various circuits
before anything like successful opera-
tion would be secured. Due to these
complications such systems are not
considered practical.

As has been stated, in all reflex
systems radio -frequency amplification

Iis employed. In general there are
practically two forms bf using
vacuum tubes as radio -frequency am -
Iplifiers, i. e., the coupling transform-
ers may be either tunable or the tun-
ing of thse transformers is so-called
fixed.

In the tunable type the transformers
are so designed that they may be
tuned usually by a variable condenser.
In the other type (tuned) the trans-
formers are so designed that they
represent a certain tuning over a
certain range without tuning. As is
evident; the latter are "broad," or if
employed in a receiver would mean
for unselective reception.

Selectivity Is Necessary.
--In these times of a great number
of broadcasters operating on and ex-
tending -over a considerable broad
wave band, selectivity in a receiver
is of prime importance, as every radio
enthusiast appreciates. The feasibility
of endeavoring to secure anything
like selectivity from such radio -fre-
quency coupling transformers as the
so-called tuned type is likewise only
too well .known by those who have
attempted it.

Therefore, it is imperative that if
selectivity in a receiver is to be had
where radio -frequency amplification
is employed, the coupling transform-
ers in such an amplifier must permit
tuning adjustment by a variable tun -

Transformers of Special besign.
Another point of interest which was

first announced by the Electrical te-
search laboratories in their develop-
ment of reflex circuits and, likewise
not generally known, is the fact flat
not any and every audio -transformer
can be used in a reflex circuit. This
can be realized by the fact that due
to the fact that in a reflex circuit
the audio -transformer is associated
with the radio -frequency currents of
the circuits it requires a design and
construction differing from the regu-
lar audio -transformer to permit of
efficient operation of the reflex ac-
tthn.
--No attempt ' will be made here tp
outline 1.Yie phenomena responsible f6r
this, as this would lead into technical
phases not generally understood by the
lay person, but suffice it to s' -ate
that experimentation with this fea-
ture soon will qualify this statement.

In the foregoing we were told of
the action of the reflex principle and
were pointed out the various methods
of performance and the advantages
and disadvantages of each. We 'will
now summarize our findings into the
requirements of a reflex receiver for
practical, successful and efficient op-
eration:

1. The reflex action should not be
extended to more than one tube fOr
stable operation:

2. Straight radio or straight audio
added- is desirable, but not more re-
flecting stages.

3. The radio -frequency- amplifier
should be of such construction as
to permit of variable tuning if se-
lectivity and maximum amplifier ef-
ficiency is to be obtained.

4. A crystal rectifier of the cor-
rect design will afford the most ef-
ficient rectifier for the circuit.

5. The audio - transformer is of
prime importance in the maximum
or reflex action.

Designs Three Circuits.

able tulle and also other apparatus
economy which would otherwise be
required for these additional tubes
as used in other than reflex systems,

As will he pointed put in a latter
part of this article, if properly de-
signed and built, more than vacuum
tube economy can be secured from the
method pf reflexing as employed in
radio receivers.

Various Reflex Methods.
There are a number of methods of

utilizing the reflex principle, among
which are the progressive plural tube
reflex wherein the reflex action pro-
ceeds from the input to the output
tube in direct progression and where
the reflex action is performed in more
than one tube.

Then there is the so-called inverse
duplex system wherein the reflex ac-
tion is not tube progressive, but is
inverted back toward the input tubes.

In the Erla circuits the reflex ac-
tion is progressive from the input,

ing device such as a variable con-
denser.

Because the transformer is actually
tuned to the signal with this type of
radio -frequency amplification. not
only great selectivity is obtained but
greater amplification likewise is se-
cured.

No transformer which is designed
to have fixed tuning (so-called tuned)
does not require tuning, can operate
successfully either in this form or
even if a variable \tuning dev,ice is
added to it, because this design will
not permit of it. Therefore, the radio -
'frequency stages in the receiver should
consist of transformers which are
tuned variably and with transformers
which permit tuning.

How to Control Circuit.
Either a vacuum tube, two or three -

electrode, or any of the many forms
of crystal and like rectifiers of high
frequency currents, can be used a
rectifier, we are told, in a radio re-
ceiver. However. in a reflex circuit

We will now discuss in generAI the
circuits developed by the Electrical
Research laboratories and how they
offer various choices to the radio en-
thusiasts and at the same time permit
of the maximum in our requirements
as enumerated above.

There have been three reflex cir-
cuits so far released by the Electrical
Research laboratories and in order to
secure success for these circuits the
design of the exacting apparatti: for
these circuits also was developed.

These circuits comprise one, two and
three -tube combinations. The one tube
circuit consists of one stage of radio -
frequency amplification, one stage of
reflexed radio -frequency amplication
and one stage of audio -amplification
wherein a crystal is utilized for -ecti-
?ication and stability. It was shown
in diagram form and described in last
week's Radio Magazine Section.

This combination aeforda the maxi-
mum of satisfaction lobtalnable from
one tube-affording loud speake- op-
eration On all local signals and like-
wise ample volume on distant sig-
nals.

The two -tube circuit consists o! one
stage of straight radio -frequency am-
plification, one stage radio-freqt ency
tuned and one stage of reflex radio-
-frequency with one stage of reflexed
audio -frequency amplificatiomwherein
likewise a crystal is employed for rec-
tification.

Brings High Selectivity.

Makes Super
Flewelling

Selective
Efforts to design a circuit for a

radio telephone receiving set that with
the least amount of equipment would
produce the greatest arnoint of vol-
ume, greatly advanced thru the de-
velopment of  the Flewelling circuit 
by E. T. Flewelling, radio engineer,
are given further impetus by the an-
nouncement that this circuit had been
improved by the addition of what a
Chicago racliophan terms an "equil-
ibrator" coil. -

The improvement, it was stated,
more than repaid for the addition of
another control device to the set.
thru the increased selectivity and
slightly additional volume.

Altho the theory of the "equilibra-
tor" coil; Sometimes termed "reaction
stabilizer," is not new, having been
developed in a "four circuit tuner"
receiving set invented by Lam-ence M.
Cockaday, radio engineer, the fact
that it has been combined with 91e
Flewelling "flivver" circuit, was- con-
sidered at least a small advancement.

Connecting "Equflibratog."

.,High selectivity sensitiveness- and
volume is obtainable from this com-
bination. The three -tube circt. it is
the same as the two -tube circuit with
the addition of one stage of straight
audio -amplification. This affords all
the advantages of two -tube circuit and
as regards selectivity and sensitive-
ness with the addition of surplus vol-
ume.

Tube for tube, greater efficiency is
possible with these circuits than in
any other combination.

An analysii of our first part of this
discussion on the effects of the vari-
ous forms of reflex circuits and later
the combinations for- correct ope-ation
and these together with our require-
ments, compares with the characteris-
tics of the Erla circuits will evidence
the efficacy of these circuits.

There is no question that the reflex
principle as applied to radio recsivers
is in line with the progress toward
the ultimate receiver. It is not a
question of what performance a re-
ceiver gives alone, but what pe:-form-
ance per tube, other equipment, op-
eration and reproduction will have the
main bearing.

The "equilibrator," which' acts as
a balancing device, is not directly con-
nected to the remainder of the cir-
cuit, being made up of a movable
induction and coil shunted with a.
variable condenser and placed in the
magnetic field of the primary circuit.

Speaking of his improvement, the
designer said:

"Owners of receiving sets using the
Flewelling theory of operation may
greatly improTe their reception by
the addition of the 'equilibrator' coil.
The coil, with the variable condenser
connected in series to tune it to the
various wave lengths, may be of the
honeycomb type as recommended for
the primary and tickler circuits of
the regular, receiver. It may be of
any size from, 35 to 50 trims of wire,
while the condenser should have a ca-
pacity of .0005 microfarads, or twenty-
three plates, and preferably be one
with the vernier attachment.

How Coils Are Mounted.
"The coil should be so mounted as

to be in an adjustable relation to the
primary coil, that is, so that the coup-
ling may be carted to any degree,
similar to a tickler coil. Unlike the
Cockaday circuit, in which the stab-
ilizer coil is fixed, the 'equilibrator'
coil is adjustable, adding to its selec-
tivity.

"Adjustment of this coupling fre-
quently results in tuning out of one
broadcasting station and the bringing
in of another without adjustment of
the remainder of the circuit.

"While only a slight increase in vol-
ume is noticeable, probably not more
than 10 per cent, the fact that the
'equilibrator' tends to produce prob-
ably a 50 per cent increase in selec-
tivity of the Flewelling circuit, is its
favorable point. Its addition probably
produces a slight change in the ac-
tion of the main circuit, makin'g it
possible to use rtighter coupling on
the tickler coil, thereby giving louder
signals and increasing selectivity.

"No changes are necessary in the
Flewelling hook-up, outside of the re-
placement of the two -coil honeycomb
with one that will bold three coils
to accommodate the 'eqtrlibratoy.' "

Conderier Eliminates.
Body Capacity

The Crosley variable condenser has
been so designed as to provide direct
positive metallic contact with the
charging plates of the dc-ndenser, thus
eliminating the serious contact resist-
ance which is introduced by spring
and friction contacts in the usual
form of variable condenser.

The internal resistance, caused by
imperfect contact between the plates
and spacing washers of the rotary
and stationary members of an inter-
locking condenser, is eliminated in this
condenser, so its makers claim.

Not only has the Crosley type con-
denser many factors designed to im-
prove the overall electrical efficiency,
but the arrangement of the plates
is such that a minimum electric field
is produced around the condenser. This
condition is of importance where con-
densers are employed in circuits which
require very delicate and precise ad-
justment:

The Crosley condenser depends upon
a thin sheet of high di -electric mate-
rial as insulation between the plates.
As there is no friction from the open-
ing add closing of the plates, the in-
sulation will last as long as the con -

'denser.
Tests have shown the maximum ca-

pacity to be less than .0008 Mf. This
frequently runs better than .001 Mf.
They are conservatively rated at
.0005 Mf. (Price, $2.25. Made by
Crosley Manufacturing company, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.)

Pays to Insulate Lead -In.
It is alw.,:k s a good practice in

bringing a lead-in into the house not
to let it touch anything. If the lead-
in touches any metal, some of tie sig-
nal strength will be absorbed. Ir. some
cases where the lead-in touches wood
there is not much differenc4 in the
signals; however, when it rains, the
wood has the same effect as a metal
object.

Long -Distance Hounds
Seeking to get in as many s..ations

as possible in a. given time is nc t good
operation. Hastily tuned in signals
are never clear and satisfactory. Tune
slowly, get the best of the signal
strength and sit back a xd listen in
cot-n-2°ft.

Ask the Man at the Counter
to Show You

stgli°c°31s. PARTS
Quality and Satisfactory
Performance Gcaranteed

SOLD BY
Leading Jobbers and Dealers

Everywhere
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Autoplex 'Circuit Insists on Having Certain
Values in Parts Used in Hook-up

SO. manli requests from
readersfor further sug-
gestions on the new Au-

toplex loud -speaker, one -tube
receiver have come in this
week 'Hr. Wells has under-
taken to gather together all.
the perplexing questions and
answer them in the fallowing
article.

By IVERSON C. WELLS.
(Radio Editor Chicago Evening Post.)

-,T /r new Autoplex one -
tube loud speaker receiver,
which was illustrated and de-

scribed in these pages last week, is
making a hit with the radiophans.
Judging from the "mail received, ev-
eryone in 'Chicago seems to be build-
ing one of these receivers.

Most of the home -builders had an
instant success. However, there were
quite a number who wrote in and com-
plained of poor luck with the set.
Many could get only the stations on
the low wave lengths. Others failed
to -get anything outside of Chicago.
Many declared that reception was pos-
sible only with headset. A few even
failed to get any reception at all.

In every case, where the trouble
was traced, back to its source, it was
found that just one mistake was made
b-y;e4ch- and every unsuccessful home.
builder: ,This may be summed up in
these  few words: , They failed to fol-
low implicitly the printed instructions.

The Importance of Values.
That usually is the cause of most

all radio trouble. Circuits are worked
out from fundamentals. Variations
of these fundamentals give the nu-
merous "new" hook-ups. All circuits
require certain, determined values.
The further away from the beaten
path of standard circuits these new
hook-ups stray the more critical are
the values arid constants, it would
seem.

The chief source of complaint in
the Autoplex comes from the type of
variometers used. Two faults are
found. in most of the apparatus em-
ployed. Either the variometers are
not of the high -ratio inductance abso-
lutely demanded by the circuit, or they
do not crave the proper winding for
the wave lengths sought.

I sought to make it clear last week
must be of the

type which have the stator wound in-
side of the mounting. The other type
will not do and you are wasting time
experimenting with it. Any good va-
riometer will answer, provided it an-
swers the above requirements. If you
do not know just what variometer to
purchase tell your dealer what you
want and he will supply you. Just
mention that it is for The Chicago
Evening Post Autoplex circuit. He
will understand.

Loading Up the Set.

This is the schematic diagram of the Autoplex circuit In case your
variometers do not give you the higher wave lengths, insert honeycomb
coils at the points marked "X" in the grid and plate leads. These coils
may 'be 50 or 75 turns each. -

cabinet, with permanent wiring plan.
In the meantime do as I am doing-
experiment with the Autoplex and try
to find out something about its pe-
cularities.

The next serious mistake experi-
menters who read last week's Radio
Magazine made, is in the vacuum tube
used. I was very explicit in the spe-
cifications on this point. I told you
that Mr. Muhlema.n had determined
that the 216-A tube worked best, Vith
the VT -2, and C -301A or UV -20111 as
second best.

The other tubes do not seem to
work so well. However, you might
try what you have on hand. You
might have better success. Radio is
a freaky thing. Some of us get poor
results with the. same parts, while
others get good results. Location, con-
ditions of circuit, differences in wiring
and construction, and many other fac-
tors enter into the problem.

Whatever tube you employ be sure
that the rated voltage from both the
filament and plate circuits is used,

Now, as to the wave lengths. If you
are getting only the low wave length
stations the addition of two coils in
the grid and plate circuits will raise
the same to the proper value.

If you have a set of honeycomb
coils these will do fine. If you have
not then wind some _coils yourself.
Procure .two pieces of fibre or com-
position tubes about three inches in
diameter and two inches in length.
The composition is the best. Wind
about fifty turns of No. 22-DCC wire
on each of these coils. If you use
the honeycomb coils start with fifty
or seventy-five turn coils.

No set number of turns can be giv-
en you on either of these two type
coils. The winding of your variome-
ter determines the windings on these
coils. So, you will have to experi-
ment to obtain the proper value.

If you wind your own coils try
the seventy -five -turn size. If this
is too much, and probably it will be,
take off enough turns to give you the
right wave lengths. If not enough, re-
wind the coils with more wire.

If you use the honeycomb substi-
tute various combinations until you
rea.c hthe proper value.

These coilsi are called "loading"
coils. They load up the circuits to
the proper wave length.

How to Insert Coils.

One of the coils is inserted in the
grid circuit, between the grid lead
of the variometer and the grid post
of the tube. Another is inserted be-

Neen the plate post of the tube and
the plate lead of the variometer. By
reference to accompanying schematic
diagram, which is an enlargeinent of
the smaller one given last week, you
will note an "X" marks the location
of these loading coils.

It is not advisable to mount this
set permanently until you have ex-
perimented with it a little. Do not
be too impatient. Lay your parts out
on a board and wire them up tempo-
rarily. Later, when you have struck
the right hook-up and values, it will be
ample time to put the' parts in a
cabinet, and on a panel and wire up
permanently.

It is for this reason that I have
not gone into construction details to
any extent. The Autoplex, as I said
last week, is still in the experimental
stage. It appears to have a "some-
thing" about it that offers many,
many possibilities, but this may pass
off into vapor when the dispassionate
test of practicability is applied.

Construction Details Next Week.
Next week I may give complete con-

struction details - for the panel and

and on the "B" or plate battery give
the tube all it can stand.

There is one thing sure, however,
and that is this: Sufficient volume to
operate a loud speaker cannot be ob-
tained from a low -capacity tube. You
might just as well save yourself trou-
ble and time by not trying them in
this circuit.

Some Pointers ou Tuning.
Now, a few remarks about tuning:

Turn on your filament current. Start-
ing at zero on the variometer dials
move them toward 180 degrees both
as near the same time as possible.
Try to keep the scale readings just
about the same on each dial.

A keen, or high-pitched, whistle
should come in. I tune with the lohd
speaker but many may prefer to use
the headpiece, altho It will be hard
on the ears.

This whistle will continue until you
have made the right adjustments.
Then suddenly the station signal will
be heard as you move the dials for -

U. S. Adds Radio to Mail
Planes as Air Compass.

Steps are under way, at the instiga-
tion of the postoffice department at
Washington, to supply the govern.
ment mail planes with voices and
ears. The equipping of many of these
planes with radio sending and receiv-
ing sets is expected to follow the com-
pletion of experiments which are now
in progress, with every Indication of
success.

The advantages are obvious when
it is realized that in time of heavy
fog or severe snow storms, especially
at night, a pilot might stray out of
his course and find difficulty in locat-
ing his next landing station, even tho
aided by the powerful eledtric beacon
lights which have been set up along
the route. If the pilots and the land-
ing stations can talk to each other,
the pilot can be accurately directed
from the ground, <and thus always
find his bearings.

There are also times when a plane
has to make an unexpected landing,
or when it is desirable to report to
the landing field the presence of un-
usual atmospheric conditions. It has
happened several times that air mail
pilots have been forced to land at re-
mote and isolated spots in the Rocky
mNntains.

Directs Searching Parties.
When this occurs, with a radio out-

fit installed the pilot immediately can
call for assistance, instead of waiting
hours and perhaps days for a search-
ing party to find him. It is also an
advantage to be able to transmit in-
structions to the pilot between sta-
tions, should occasion arise.

For all these purposes, as well as
others, radio equipment on the mail
planes will be invaluable, in the opin-
ion of theadepartment.

The feasibility of using radio sets,
both transmitting and receiving, on
the type of plane employed in the air
mail service has been established fully
by, preliminary tests recently com-
pleted at Schenectady, N. Y. These
tests, with a de Haviland mail plane,
took place under the direction of radio
engineers of the General Electric com-
pany.

The radio equipment used in the
tests was especially developed by the
General Electric company's radio de-
partment, in co-operation with C. F.
Egge, general superintendent of the
air mail service, and Eugene Sibley,
radio traffic supervisor. It is held
to be, without question, a big step for-
ward in the commercialization of air-
plane radio.

Operation Is Simple.
Powerful and highly efficient, the

equipment is at the same time so sim-
ple that anyone can operate. it suc-
cessfully after brief instruction. In
the Schenectady tests, the pilot was
unfamiliar with radio apparatus, yet
on every trial flight the operation was
entirely successful.

Mail airplanes carry only one man,
the pilot, in order to conserve space
for the "paying load," I. e., the mail.
This means that the pilot must oper-
ate the radio equipment in addition to
his duties in flying. Consequently,
the equipment must be practically as
easy to operate as an ordinary tele-
phone. That this requirement has
been fairly well met was demonstrated
by the tests at Schenectady.

The pllot, .order to talk, merely
throws the switch handle, convenient -

ward. Only a slight adjustment of
the variometers-a backward or far -
ward movement ,of the dials, will clear
up the reception.

There is a feature about the Auto-
plex which must be considered in tun-
ing. -You will discover early that sta-
lion signals will come in at several
points on the variometer dials. Just
one of these is the best, and will give
the clearest and loudest reception.
You may have to readjust the dials
until you can find this spot.

The ,Autoplex can be used with and
without a ground, and also with just
a ground conneetIon. If you use
the ground connection alone, connect
it to the aerial post. I find that by
using the ground I eliminate a lot of
the noisy noises characteristic of this
and all other "supers."

Next week, in addition to giving
you the construction details and com-
plete working plans, I propose to 'give
you also a hook-up for amplification.
In a subsequent issue we may add
radio -frequency.

Let me hear from you who try this
circuit. Tell me of your successes.

thoroly saturated with moisture, so
much so that the aluminum brackets
and other parts were covered .with
spots, where the drops of water had
eve pore ted.

Yet the tests went off with great
success. The apparatus was tested
out on the ground without being dried,
and operated perfectly, no tube or oth-
er failures occurring. During one of
the trial flights both rain and snow
were encountered at times, neither of
which interfered with the operation
of the set.

The tests comprised a number of
trial flights from Schenectady. The
ground station was the special govern-
ment call of WWS, assigned by the de-
partment of commerce. The longest
flight made from Schenectady was
when the pilot returned to Hazelhurst
field, Long Island, an airline distance
of about 175 miles. during which con-
tinuous conversation with him was
carried on.

Tire final message received was: "I
m in sight of the landing field, and

am going to reel in my antenna." This
came in at Schenectady strong, in-
dicating that the equipment could cov-
er an even greater distance, and that
its normal rating of 100 watts out-
put and 100 miles range is undoubt-
edly conservative.

ly mounted under his seat, to the
transmit position and turns a large,
knob-the antenna variometer-until
the ammeter mounted on the board
in front of him shows a maximum
reading. That is the whole process of
tuning the transmitter. After he has !
done that once, he locks the knob
in position, and it is only necessary
to throw the handle from "transmit"
to "receive," as des,red.

Super -Heterodyne Circuit Used.
The receiver is of the "super -hetero-

dyne" type, so selected because of its
sensitivity and high selectivity, the
latter reducing engine noises and oth-
er interference to a minimum. While
the seven -tube "super -heterodyne" re-
ceiver sounds complicated, in reality
this one is very simple.. Dut to its
special design, there are only two
knobs necessary to adjust in tuning.

It is not possible to "duplex" on the
plane, as with an ordinary wire tele-
phone, altho this may be done, and, in
fact, was done at the landing station.
The pilot must throw his switch back
and forth to talk or listen, but that
requires only a fraction of a second.
The new famous XL, or thoriated
tungsten filament, tubes are used
thruout, and contribute largely to the
successful operation and high _effi-
ciency of the apparatus.

The transmitter utiliZes five fifty -
watt XL tubes similar to the LTV203-A,
and the receiver utilizes seven UV199
tubes, which operate entirely on dry
cells.

The high voltage necessary for the
plates of the fifty -watt transmitting
tubes is supplied by a fifty-two pound.
700 -watt dynamotor operating from a
12 -volt battery, and delii'ering direct
current at 1,000 volts. The storage
battery charges continually while the
engine is running in exactly the same
manner as the starting battery of an
automobile.

Plane Trails Its Antenna.
The antenna for the mail plane ra-

dio equipment consists of a 200 -foot
trailing wire. This is carried on a
special reel in the cockpit, and let out
when the plane takes to the air. A
counterpoise, consisting of the engine,
gas tank and all the struts and wires
of the plane, connected together by
bonding straps, is used for the ground
connection.

During the time the installation
work for the preliminary tests was in
progress it rained constantly for two
days and nights. As the equipment
was only covered by canvas, it became

Radio Week Nov. 25 Is to
Show Value of Home Sets
Radio development takes its place

as the marvel of all ages. Practically
undreamed of but a few years ago,
today millions know its joys.

Radio has become the greatest na-
tional home amusement and pastime.
No town, village or hamlet is too
small or too far away to have its
many radio enthusiasts.

Thousands of those tied down to
home duties who cannot otherwise
know the joys and thrills of master-
ful musical productions now have the
world's artists ,brought to their own
firesides.

In the sports field, radio has again
made life more cheerful. The best
of sports can only have limited audi-
ences but with the broadcasting of
every event of importance the limits
have been put away-everybody and
anybody can follow the sports with
a radio outfit.

In time of national danger, fire,
flood 'or other of nature's disasters,
the value of radio is indisputable.

No home is complete without its
radio equipment. Every broadcasting
station is planning on the finest pro-
gram ever produced for national radio
week. following this general outline
'Sunday, Nov. 25, religious programs
Monday, Nov. 26, radio and the stage
Tuesday, Nov. 27, government day
Wednesday, Nov. 28, radio and musip
Thursday, Nov. 29, Thanksgiving clay
sports; Friday, Nov. 30, education day
Saturday, Dec. 1, radio in the home

Hear Watch Tick
Bishop William Fraser Mac -Dow.

ell's watch ticked so loudly on a
recent Sunday night in addressing
the Sunday Evening Club of Chicago
that radio transmission of his re-
marks was affected, according to
complaints from New York state 'and
Milwaukee received by the club. The
bishop laid. his watch on the speaker's
desk too near the microphone.

Keep 'Your Set Clean
Do not let your receiver parts or the

amplifier instruments become covered
with dust. Wipe off all wires and con-
nections frequently with a soft cloth
moistened with wood alcohol.

1,A
Complete Stock Available

-also-
Hilco Variocoupler

Rathbun Variable Condenser
Wholesale Only

DEALERS: Send us your orders.
Our Catalogue, Listing 1,000
Nationally advertised items, is
now ready.

Ir
61

Established 1875 by E.J.Lehmann

E F X
Service -Quality -Price

State,Adams and Dearborn Streets

Complete Long Distance

OIMMIMIlm=nt=310.
liMieVIMMIUMV

4 -Tube S. P. 2 Radio Set
1 stage Radio -frequency Amplification Detector

2 stages Audio -frequency Amplification

Regular $175 Outfit at

$98.59

A set powerful enough under favorable conditions
to enable you to listen in on New York, California,
Canada, Cuba and other distaet points.

Set consists of 1 detector tube, 3 amplifier tubes, 100 ft. stranded an-
tenna wire, 1 pair phones, 50 feet lead-in wire, 1 ground clamp, 1

45 -volt "B" battery, 1 Carter phone plug, 1 'Willard 6 -volt storage bat-
tery, 2 insulators and 1 S. P. 2 set.

Pay Only $25 Down-Balance $12 Monthly
Radio Department-Seventh. Floor.
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Long -Distance Records of Phans
ONE TUBE BRINGS IN DX,

Radio Editor: Your radio section is truly
the scoop of the country. I don't believe
theft is one. like it anywhere. With my
one tube (WD 11) set, using the ultra-
audion hook-up. I have heard the following
stations:

WOC, Davenport: KSD, St. Louis; WHB,
Kansas City: WWJ, Detroit; WCY, Sche-
nectady; WSB, Atlanta; WFAA, Dallas.
WBAP, Fort Worth; WMC, Memphis: WEAF,
NewNow York; WIZ, New York: WCAO. Bal-
timore; WCAP, Washington, D. C.; WFT,
Philadelphia; WOO, Philadelphia: WM. De-
troit; WOAW, Omaha; WOS, Jefferson City:
WMAIL Lockport. N. Y.; WGR, Buffalo:
WCBD, Zion, Ill., WTAS, Elgin, Ill.; WLAG,
Minneapolis; WTAY, Oak Park, Ill.; WDAF,
Kansas City; WEB, St. Louis; WLW, Cin-
cinnati; WSAI, Cincinnati:- KDKA. Pitts-
burg; and the following Chicago stations:
KYW. WDAP, WPAD. WWAY (deleted).
WMAQ, WJAZ, WAAF, ASH, 9 US, 9 XU
and 9 DMM. I hope that your good work
in radio will continue, and your paper meet
with success.-George W. Mm, 3217 West
Polk Street, Chicago.

USES GREBE CR-12.
Radio Editor: Got the following stations

Monday night, Nov. 19. using Grebe CR-12
set with twenty -foot indoor aerial, all with
loud speaker except California: WHAZ.
Troy. N. Y.; WOW, Buffalo, N. Y., WRAP,
Fort Worth. Texas; KSD, St. Louis. Mo.:
WOS, Jefferson City. Mo.; WOAW, Omaha,
Neb.; WBAS, Minneapolis; KWH, Los An-
geles. Cal.: WSA Atlanta, Ga.; WAS, Daven-
port, Iowa; WXC, Washington, D. C.: WOD,
Philadelphia. Pa.; WDAF, Kansas City, Mo.;
ROKA. Pittsburg. Pa.; KFI, Los Angeles,
Cal.; Milford. Kans and WFAA, Dallas,
Ceexas.-0. L. Cook, 603 Fullerton Parkway,
Chicago.

of evening schools, and what I write is as
he sees it.

The objection to fitting up rooms in the
various evening Schools where radio could
be heard be pupils and visitors is that the
cream of the programs is given after they
close at 9 D. m.

I told him that programs depend upon the
needs of the audiences, and that if the hour
from 8 to 9 p. m. could be made a school
hour, I thought KYVV. WMAQ and the other
big broadcasters would furnish the educa-
tional talk, school orchestra, music, etc.

A committee of representatives from each
school using the service could' help make
the programs, and a large number of people
would be glad to listen -in on anything pro -
pared by and for our great public schools.

Personally, I would help so far as possible.
Having built Any own set, with loud speaker,
I know the pleasure and profit of it.

My set is a single tube Erla reflex, such as
you fully described in your Radio Magazine,
and has proven the perfect success you
called it.

HERMAN J. BARBER,
6042 Vernon Avenue, Chicago.

WAVE TRAP TUNES OUT LOCAL.
Radio Editor: I wish to say that I read

your Radio Magazine of last Thursday, and' think it by far the best thing of its kind
I have ever seen. There are a number of
ideas in it I want to try when I getmound to it.

I noticed that you intend starting a de- partmeut in which we 'bugs" are to bepermitted to brag of our achievements, and
I hope thru it to "get a line on" my set.It may be a little better than the ordi-nary, or it may be that my friends are not
quite such good operators.

Anyhow, on Monday night, Nov. 5. from
7 to 11:30. I pulled in twenty-four stations.
whose calls I actually heard, besides a few
others broadcasting speeches and otherlongwinded stuff that I didn't wait for.

Among these stations were KFEL, Denver;
EFL Los Angeles; WRAP. Fort Worth,KGW. Portland, Ore.: WBZ, Springfield,
M_ass..and MISR Atlanta. Not only did Ibear the calls clearly, but in the case of
KFI I listened in for over a half hour and
got every word distinctly. Most of the oth-ers came in very clearly, and with very
good volume.

In the middle of September I heard Dallas.
Texas. seven nights in nine, and picked upSchenectady and many nearer stations nearly
every night all slimmer lone.

Mine is the straight Reinartz hook-uP.Using. in place of the spiderweb coil, acoupler (home-made) tapped 10-10-10,10-10-
1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1, the rotor being thetickler, with forty-five turns on it, spacedabout half an inch above the lower winding.
I use one WD -11 and two .0005 Vernier con-
densers, 22% -plate voltage, and a forty -foot aerial in the attic.

There are always three 2,000 -ohm head-nets connected, this making it convenient.in case I have some out-of-the-way station
"hooked." for the family to help catch the
call letters, so that they may testify that Iactually had what I claim to have had.later!

Selectivity on this set is very good. thoonce in a while we have distance with ob-
bligato by Chicago. as, for instance, wasthe case when WJZ ( ?) was broadcasting
the Dempsey-Firpo fight. WMAQ furnished
Us the music for the occasion, but never-theless we got nearly every word. (Alsoa lot of excitement!)

By the way, I temporarily hooked up the
wave -trap you described in last Thurs-day's magazine, and I've. had fine results
with it. It cuts out any Chicago station
almost entirely, and when I get it finished
I expect still better results. Thanks for the

. idea! Am looking* forward to the next
issue.-William M. Buettner, 507 7th Ave-
nue. La- Grange, Ill.

A3IRAD SET DX RECORD.
Radio Editor: Using the radio -frequency

and detector tubes of a No.. 3500 doublecircuit Amrad set, I gathered the following
stations the evening of Nov. 12, KYW,
WPAD, KDKA, WWJ, WJZ, WOAW,
WBAP, WOQ, WGY, WLAG, WGAE, WOS.
WSB, WDAF, WCBD, WTAS, WMC, WHAZ,
KSD, WFAA, WDAR, WOO, WOR, WBAH.
WGR, WNAD, CFCN, WJAZ (tests), WDAJ
(tests).

All call letters distinctly heard except-
WDAR, which I caught just at the signing -
off moment. Stations in order of reception.

Tuesday. night, Nov. 20. I exceeded my
previous record by Dulling in thirty-two sta-
tions, as follows: KYW, WDAP, WDAF,
KDKA, -WCX, WOO, WRC, WCAE, WGY,
WCBD, WCK. WAAW, WMC. WWJ, WOO,
WOS, WHAZ, WTAS, WNO, WBAV, WLW.
yoAw. WBAF: CPCA, WBAH, WGR, CJCA,
WHS., WSB, KFI. HAD. WBAY.

Your magazine is better,' for my purposesat least, than many of the monthly ra.iiii
publications. If you continue to broadcast
every Thursday, I shall alio* my suirserip-don to them to die a naturals. death.-L.
V. Phillips, 60 West Lake Street, Chicago.

TUNES IN THIRTY-N1NE STATIONS. _

Radio Editor: Here is my DX record for
silent night Monday. Nov. 19:

KDKA, East Pittsburg, Pa.: WCAE, Pitts-
burg. Pa.; WDAF, Kansas City, Mo.; WEB.
Kansas City, Mo.; WHAJ, Kansas City. Mo.:
WRAF. New York city; WJZ, New York
city: WCX, Detroit, Mich.; WW.T, Detroit,
Mich.; WBZ, Springfield, Mass.; WGY,
Schenectady, N. Y.; WHAZ, Troy, N. Y.;
RFKB, Milford, Ran.; WOAW, Omaha, Neb.;
WMC. Memphis. Tenn.: WRAP. Fort Worth,
Texas; WFAA, Dallas. Texas; 5LJ. Jefferson.
Texas; WRC. Washington, D. C.; WLAG,
Minneapolis, Minn.; WHAS, Louisville. Ky.:
WHO. Atlanta, Ga.; WKOO, Philadelphia,
Pa.; WOS, Jefferson City. Mo.; WOR, New-
ark, N. J.: WTAS, Elgin. Ill.; WLIV, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio; WGR, Buffalo, N. Y.; WOC
Davenport, Iowa; MD, St. Louis, Mo.WCBD, Zion, Ill.; CFCA. Toronto. Canada
CaeCK, Regina, Saskatchewan; IILZ, Denver
Colo.; KILL Los Angeles, Cal; RFI, Los An-
geles, Cal; KPO. San Francisco. Cal.; HOW,
Portland, Ore.; PWX, Havana, Cuba.

This is a total of thirty-nine stations. I
. heard a number of other stations, but didnot get the call letters. I quit at 12:3'7a. m. and the air was full of stations.-Harry K. Goodall, 445 Kenilworth Avenue.

Elmhurst, Ill

ada; WJAR. Providence, R. I.; CFAC, Cal-
gary, Alberta, Canada.

On silent nights I have had various sta-
tions on a horn using two steps. WJZ.
KPO, CKCK, WRAP, WFAA. WOK and WOS
were heard the loudest.

On Sunday. Nov. 4, after 10:30 p. m.. I
received KPO, KH,T. KFI, all California sta-
tions. On Monday, Nov. 5, I heard twenty-
four stations using an Ultra-Audion hook-
up with one-step audio. Last Monday, Nov.
12. I received twenty stations.

Your. radio section is by far the best of
any daily newspaper, in this city, especially
the mftazine section on Thursday. Yours
truly.-J. Buch, 2030 Lane Court.

.TOO LATE FOR OUTSIDE TOWNS.
Radio Editor: Glad to note your dailyradio program, but this program does not

reach us until- the following day. Would itbe feasible to publish programs for the next
night? I suppose the amount of your out-
of-town circulation would have to be con-
sidered, and I am just telling how this does
not do an out-of-town subscriber much good.
Hoping that you might fix it up some way.
-Noble Bros., by J. T. Oxley, Gibson City, Ill,

COMMON-SENSE ARTICLES, PLEASE.
Radio Editor: I.wish to congratulate you

on the fine radio section you put out. rIt
fills a long -felt want in newspapers. 'Thearticles are plainly written and common
sense, and you can count me among your
boosters, if you continue anywhere nearly as
good as you started in.-Victor Faulkner, 210
South LaVergne avenue. .

ON DETECTOR UNIT ONLY.
Radio Editor: The following stations werereceived Monday evening, Nov. 19. silentnight: WBAH. Minneapolis. Minn.; WOAW,

Omaha, Neb.; WMC. Memphis, Tenn.; WHAZ,
Troy. N. 17.. KSD. St. Louis, Mo.; WOS, Jef-
ferson City, Mo.; WW.I, Detroit. Mich.: WRC,
Washington. D. C.; KDKA, Pittsburg. Pa.;
WCAE, Pittsburg. Pa.: WFAA, Dallas.Texas; WGY, Schenectady, N. Y.: WRAP,
Fort Worth. Texas; WCBD, Zion. DI.; WOO,
Philadelphia. Pa.; WSB, Atlanta, Ga.:WDAF, Kansas City, Mo.; WOC, Davenport.
Iowa: PWX. Havana, Cuba. signed off at11:01 D. m.; KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal.; KFI,
Los Angeleu, Cal.

I am using a single circuit special hook-up.
Received these stations between 8 p. m. and
12 midnight on detector unit only. I cer-tainly appreciate your new radio section and
get your paper every night.-Leslie King,
6012 Ellis Avenue, Chicago.

WELCOME POST CONCERT.
Radio Editor: Please accept congratula-

tions on the excellence of your Radio sec-
tion. I have bought another local newspa-
per each -evening for radio programs, butyours is so much better that hereafter itis The Post for mine. Just keep up thegood work.-Robert F. Pahnu, 2634 Lake
View avenue, Chicago.

HE SURELY HAS!
Radio Editor: Am glad to see that at last

the editor has a radio set, or at least pre-
sume he has because of the spe'cial space
you are now giving to radio news. We are
sure the radio magazine you are to publishwill be of much interest. May I also takeoccasion to commend the editorial policyof this paper? Believe the kind of -paper
as are putting out is having an influ-ence, which will be felt, for the betterthings.-H. W. Caldwell. Wilmette, Ill,

WE STAND CORRECTED.

HERE IS A REAL RECORD. '
Radio Editor: I am glad to see that The

Chicago Evening Post is going to devote a
part of its space to radio, and I am also
more than pleased to hear that they are
going to give us DX -ere some space.

I am one of those night prowlers myself.
and have been obtaining some very good
results with. the three -circuit Armstrong re-
generative receiver, using two WD -12 dry
cell tubes.

On Nov. 1, with local stations coming in
like a barage, I tuned in nineteen long-dis-
tance stations between 6:30 and 9 O'clock.
I do not believe this can be accomplished
on any other circuit.

On Monday night, Nov. 5. when the ether
waves from Lake Michigan had ceased to
penetrate the air. I was able to tune in
thirty-eight out-of-town stations, w'hieli were
hear clearly. I missed a few weak ones.
but I am getting accustomed to this now.
Attached is a list of those stations with
time received and program:

6:10, WDAF, Kansas City. talk; 6:25.
WIP, Philadelphia, signing off; 6:35, WJZ,
New York,- announcing; 6:40, WOC, Daven-
port, Sandman story; 6:43. KDKA, East

Pittsburg, bedtime story; 6:55, WGY, Schenec-
tady, announcing; 7:10, WCX, Detroit, talk:
7:20. WCAE, Pittsburg, library news; 7:30.
WEB, Kansas City, talk for children; '7:50
WLAG, Minneapolis, talk for farmers; 7:55,
WCK, St. Louis, orchestra-"No, No, Nora";
8:01. WCBD. Zion. opening announcement;
8:10, WBZ, Springfield, signing off: 8:15.
WLW, Cincinnati, talk; 8:25, WPAK. Wau-
Pam. .Wis., orchestra-"Dreamland": 8:30.

KSD,Troy, soprano solo; 8:35, SD. St.Louis. organ; 8:37, WWJ, Detroit. Detroit
News orchestra; 8:40, WAAW, Omaha,
"World Waiting for Sunrise"; 8:50. WOS.
Jefferson City. orchestra; 8:55, WMC. Mem-phis, "On Old Back Porch"; 8:50. WOR,
Newark. barytone solo: 9:18, WEAF, New
York, signing off: 9:20, WRC. Washington.
'Rain No More," Wendell Hall; 9:30, WFAA,
Dallas. College theater organ; 9:40, WOO,
Philadelphia. organ: 9:45, WDAR, Phila-
delphia. orchestra: 9:58, WOAW, Omaha,
"Our Little Home': 10:04, WBAP. FortWorth, Woman's college chorus; 10:15WBAH. Minneapolis, announcing: 10:35,
WOR, Buffalo, orchestra; 10:55, WDT, New
York. signing off: 11, WSB, Atlanta, fox
trot; 11:30, KFI, Los Angeles, piano, "Some-
body Else"; 11:45, HOW. Portland. Mer-chant marine talk; 12, WOAG, Belvidere.
Ill., piano solo: 12:30, CFCN, Calgary. test-
ing: 1:15, KFKD, Milford. Kan., "Swing-ing Down the Lane".'-Irving C. Johnson.
4551 North Clark Street, Chicago.

Radio Editor: Congratulations on the new
supplement to your Thursday's paper. "Atta
-boy"!

Get a little dope in occasionally on trans-
mission. Note you show WGF in your list
of broadcasters, but that station has notbeen on the air for several months. Dona
know exact status. I'm going to force youto hear from me once in a while. -Havequite a library on radio myself, but nevertire of reading good dope. Here's hoping-F. J. Sadler, 1428 236 Street, Des Moines.Iowa.

HE USED CHEAP PARTS.
Radio Editor: Congratulations for the ex-

cellent radio magazine of The Post. Among
the many articles that interested me was
the one on the Autoplex written by Mr.
Wells. You ask for reports, and I am glad
to have the opportunity to say a few words.

I tried the Autoplex a few weeks ago, but
soon discarded it because I found it wasn't
any louder than my one -stage radio with
crystal detector (not reflexed).

Now I know why it worked ordinarily. ' I
used cheap wooden variometers. It would
be a great help to radiophans if the descrip-
tion of a set that really worked was accom-
panied by the names_ of the manufacturers
who make the parts that were actually in
the set. The present way, of course, is
the stimulant for business. A few would
have to buy several makes of instruments
before he got results.

Another letter in Questions and Answers
department asks how WDAP can be turned
out. I wish I knew. because it is sostrong that it is impossible to go thru it
for distant stations when a change of pro-
gram is desired for a few minutes or so.
If a Paragon set cannot do it, what set can?

It may interest you to know that on page
21 of Radio World (weekly), dated July
14, an article captioned "An Extremely Se-
lective Single Current One Tube Set," by
A. Clapholtz, tells how he kills WEAF,
which is located but a half mile from his
set, and brings in distant stations. To get
this result he combined the volume of the
single circuit with the selectivity of the
three -circuit tower. It may be worth try-
ing. And again you may have seen this
hook-up many times.-Frank H. Mazarette,
4106 Van Buren Street, Chicago. '

ROMANCE OF THE AIR.
Radio Editor: I like very much, the radio

department you are now conducting. I have
scanetimes thought that the public might
be interested in a review of- some of the
special features broadcasted from the Chi-
cago studios, just as they are interested in
reviews of music, opera, etc. Last eveningthere was a very interesting play broad-
casted from the Drake. The romance of
radio was very well exemplified last. night
in a feature from the Fort Worth station.
They were broadcasting a late organ re-
cital.' and at the conclusion of the recital
the announcer said: "I would like to hear
from listeners at distances of 2.000 to 5.000

The wildest fiction writer fifty years ago
never visualized a- man standing in a room
talking in a natural tone of voice, with no
visible connection with the outside world,
and expecting a man 5.000 miles .away to
hear his voice.-H. Ashenhurst, 4011
Warwick Avenue. Chicago.

SUGGESTION FOR BROADCASTERS.
Radio Editor: The character of your first

edition shows the splendid future of The
Post in this field, and believing YOU may
be the one to develop a helpful plan some
of us have discussed. I submit it to you.

Yesterday I talked with Morgan G. Hogge,
assistant euperintenamit seknols in charge

HEARS SEVENTY-SIX STATIONS.
Radio Editor: In response to your re-

quest for calls beard I am sending my list.
I have heard seventy-six stations altogether.
The list follows: KDKA, WCAE, Pittsburg.
Pa.; WOC, Davenport. Iowa; KFAF, KFDL,
ICLZ, Denver, Colo.; WAAK; WHAD, WIAO.
WCAY, Milwaukee, WM.; KSD, WEB, WCK,
St. Louis, Mo.; WSB, WGM, AtIluita, Ga.:
WDAF, WHB, Kansas City, Mo.; WOI,
Ames, Iowa: WMAK, LoCkport, N. V.: WWI.
Dearborn, Mich.; WCY, Schenectady, N. Y.;
WHA, Madison. Wis.; WHK, WJA, WTAM.
Cleveland, Ohio: WWJ, WCX, Detroit, Mich.:
WHAS, Louisville. Ky.; WLAG, WBAH, Min-
neapolis, Minn.; WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas:
WLW, WSAL. WMH, Cincinnati; WJZ,
WBAY, WEAF, WDT, New York. N. Ts
KHQ, Seattle, Wash.; WOS Jefferson City,
Mo.: WDAJ, College Park. Ga.: WEAD,
Columbus. Ohio: WFAA, Dallas, Texas:
WMAC, Cazenovia, N. Y.; WOR, Newark.
N. J.; WDAS, Worcester. Mass.; WAAC,
New Orleans, La.; WNAC, Boston. Mass.:
WBZ, Springfield, Mass.: WPAC, Okmulgee,
Okla.; WHAZ, Troy, N. Y.; WSY% Birming-
ham, Ala.; WAAP, Wichita, Kan.: WPA.
Fort Worth. Texas; WOAW, WAAW,
Omaha, Neb.: WTAS., Elgin, 111.; WMC,
Memphis, Tenn.; WCBD, Zion, Ill.: WJH.
WCAP, Washington, D. C.; WCR, Buffalo.
N. V.; WBAK, Harrisburg, Pa. WTAH, Bel-
videre, Ill. KPO, San Francisco, Cal.; WOO.
WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa.; KFDY, Brook-
ings, S. D.; KFIJ, KFI, Los Angeles, Cal.:
WP.11.11, Waupaca, Wis.: CFCF, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada; CJCC, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Calm ase, Win& Regina, Saskatchewan- Cast.

GETS COAST ON LOUD SPEAKER.
Radio Editor: Here's what T call real DX

stuff: Last Saturday evening. Nov. 17. Ituned in KFCF. Walla Walla, Wash.. KPO,
Hale Bros., San Francisco, and ICHJ, Los
Angeles, all with enough volume to operate
a loud speaker with a Baldwin unit. I have
a Westinghouse RC, with two steps of audio.
and, as you may recollect. it was raining Mast
Saturday night. Again, I stayed up late onSunday evening till early Monday morning.
and was still surprised to find I had tuned
in EFL A. C. Anthony & Co., Los Angeles.
They came in very clear and could be heardabout forty feet away. Then I got CFAC,
Calgary, Canada. and CFCN. all with sur-prising loudness. To tune in those stationsone must stay up till early morning, if he's
anxious to get the Pacific coast.-Frank 3.
Morris, 706 South Sacramento building. Chi-
cago.

Here's a Prize -Winner

PRIMARY

Zd

0001;
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This circalt won first prize in a recent contest conducted by the
Radio News. Volume, selectivity, economy and simplicity of operation
were considered in the award.

WOC, WTAC, KSD, WFAA, WCX, WLAG.
WMC, 'WOS. WSB and WWJ.

Ten stations on Monday nights is a gen-
eral occurrence. I have put 'two stages of
audio -frequency in the set, and altho most
stations come in good, I get a whistle like
a peanut stand while listening to KYW.
Can you advise me how to eliminate same?
-J. M. Bush. 3207 West Argyle Street. Chi-
cago.

Note-Your trouble with tae whistle on
KYW was too much regeneration, very like-
ly.-The Editor.

HEARS CUBA ON THIS CIRCUIT,
Radio Editor: I am inclosing a list ofthe stations I got last night, Nov. 20. Itwas not a very good night, but I managed

to get the stations I have on the list. Myset is an Armstrong regenerative feedback,
using one varicoupler, one forty -three -plate
condenser, three WD -11 tubes and am using
a 90 -degree double wire aerial in the atticof the bungalow.

I have on my list two stations in LosAngeles, one station in Cuba and seventyothers since last March. I would like toknow the reason for picking up Georgiain two different places without changingthe length of my coil. Can hardly wait tosee The Post Radio Magazine. Here is mylist: WSY, WDAF, WJZ. KF'KB. WWJ,
WCAE, WOAW, WLAG, KDKA, WCX, ICSD,WOO. WOS, WCBD, WOC, WFAA. WMC,WTAS. WHAZ, WOR, WBAP, WSB, Km.-Archie Patera, 1810 South 48th Court,Cicero, Ill.

USES REGENERATIVE SET.
Radio Editor: How's this for a three -tubeArmstrong regenerative set: WCAE. Pitts-burg. Pa.: KDKA, Pittsburg. Pa.; WDOF,Kansas City, Mo.; WCX, Detroit, Mich.;WW.J, Detroit, Mich.; WOO, Philadelphia,Pa.; WMAJ, Kansas City, Mo.; WGY, Sche-nectady. N. Y.; WJZ. New York City; KFKB,Medford. Kan.; WGR, Buffalo. N. Y.; WBAP,Fort Worth. Texas: WFAA, Dallas, Texas:WRC, Washington, D. C.; WLW, Cincinnati.

Ohio: WCBD, Zion, 111.; KSD, St. Louis. Mo.;WOS, Jefferson, Mo.: WLAG, Minneapolis.
Minn.: WSB, Atlanta, Ga.; WHAZ. Troy,N. Y.; WOC. Davenport, Iowa: HOP. Detroit.
Mich,: WPAR. Wanpaca. Wis.; WTAS, Elgin.Ill.; KFKX, Hastings, Neb.; CFCA. Toronto.
Canada; WOAW, Omaha, Neb.; WEAK. Min-neapolis. Minn. and RFT. Los Angeles, Cal.-
Archie R. Patera. 1810 South 48th court.
Cicero, Ill.

ON ONE TUBE ONLY.
Radio Editor: In your daily radio sec-

tion suggested that we give you results ob-tained for Monday night, Nov. 19. I copiedthe following: DX, SDK& WGY. WOAW,
WCX, WOO. WRAP, WBAP, WRC. WLAG,
WDAF, WHA, WCBD, WOS, WWJ. WSB,
WMC, WLW, WBAH.

I have a homemade one -tube set using
modification of the Reinhartz circuit. em-ploying a Bremer -Tully vernier tuning unit.
With this circuit I have been able to obtainusually good results, bringing hi several
out-of-town stations even on other nights.I enjoy your radio section and want to
congratulate you on your magazine feature.
-S. J. Trost, 10857 Hermosa Avenue, Chi-
cago.

Phans Perform
Radio Miracles

ENJOYED "PROWLER" PROGRAM.
Radio Editor: As you predicted, here is

one radiophan that had a good time "listen-
ing -in" to the long-distance stations. Iheard distinctly and enjoyed the programs(parts, of course), from the following:WGR. Buffalo; WEAF, New York city:
WGM, Atlarita; WMC, Memphis; WEAA,
Dallas; WOAW, Omaha; KDKA, Pittsburg
(very fine); WAG. Minneapolis; WDAF,
Kansas City, and several .others. Elgin andZioa City, of course. Sunday night heardSan Francisco, KPO, very plainly. Havea simple one -tube receiver. It certainly is agreat joy to me. Great magazine you aregiving us. Thank you.-Edwin S. Monroe.5300 Ellis Avenue, Chicago.

Continued from Page 3.

nals: 11 a. m., luncheon music by the Tea
Room orchestra; 3:45 p. na_ grand organand trumpets; 4 p. m., spots and police
reports.

Night 8:55 p. m.. United States naval
observatory time signals; 9 p. m., United
States weather forecast.

WRC-Washington, D. C., 489 meters; si-
lent Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

Evening, 8 to 10; vocal and instrumental
music.

Midwest Programs.
WCX-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters: Silent

Saturdays:
Evening, 7:30. musical prorram.
WJAX-Cleveland; 390 meters; Silent every

night except Tuesday and Thursday:
WLAG-Minneapolis, Minn., 417 meters.

No silent nights.
Evening; 10:30 to 1 a. m, musical pro-

gram.
WLW-Cincinnati; 309 meters; silent Fri-

day, Saturday and Sunday.
Day -10:30 a. ne. weather forecast and

business reports; 1:30 p. m., market re-
ports; 3 p. m., stock quotat ons; 4 p. m.,
piano recital by Adelaide Apfel.

Evening -10 p. m., America] Negro night.
Program arranged by James H. Robinson,
graduate of Yale and Fisk usiversities, and
executive secretary of the Negro Civic Wel-
fare association, department of the commu-
nity chest, and council agencMs. Entertain-ment by the Alpha Omega Glee club, di-
rected by N. W. Ryder, formerly of thefamous Fisk quartet. Singing of Negro
spirituals, plantation melodies and popular
songs. Orchestral and other features to
be announced. Gist of negso philosophy.selected from the writings of Booker T.
Washington; "Credo," by .Dubois; "The
Way .to Universal Peace,' by G. E. Haynes.and from the works of Marcus Garvey;
11:15 p. m., entertainment of popular mu-
sic. by the Woody Meyer dance "Maggie."
"My Rose" orchestra; "Sobbin' Blues";"Missing You," and other nembers. Vocalduets by Edward Kruse and Miss Knolte.

WOC-Daionport, Iowa; 481 meters; silent
Tuesdays.

Day -3:30 p. m. (musical lumbers to be
announced). Lecture by Karl G. Stephan.
Subject. "The Anatomy of tie Kidney"; 8
p. m., musical program (one :sour), P. S. C.
orchestra, Gerald M. Barrow, director. fea-turing "Mean, Mean Mamma." "Remember
the Waltz," "Argentine," "Sobbin' Blues,"
"Oklahoma Indian Jazz," "I'm On My Way'
to Chi": V. B. Rochte, barytone soloist.

WTAM-Cleveland; 300 metal'.
Evening -7 to 7:30 p. m.. musical pro-

gram.
WWJ-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters: Silent

Saturday.
Evening -8:30 p. m., Wo'ston Randall.barytone; Miss Mildred Heinsman, pianist;Mrs. Vera Schultz, mezzo-soprano; dance

music by Jean Goldkette's oechestra broad-
cast from the Graystone ballroom: 10 p. m.,
music by Jean Goldkette's orchestra broad-
cast from the Graystone ballroom.

TEN. ON EVERY SILENT NIGHT.
Radio Editor: In regard to our tele-phone conversation of Saturday. re theraising of the meter wave length of theultra-audion detector unit using an extra

variometer, wish to state that, followingyour several suggestions-namely. shunting
a fixed condenser .001 between ground and
aerial or using a fifty -turn coil in series
before the variometer-that both haveproved successful, the former, however.being the clearest. The stations that I get
regularly using a hundred -turn coil and no
variometer are WGY. KDKA, KSD, WOAW.

Six Causes of Weak
Signals in Radio Sets

If the signals which are customarily
loud from a station n re suddenly found
to be quite weak, the difficulty may
be caused by one or more of the fol-
lowing:

The transmitting station may have
reduced its power.

The crystal detector of the receiv-
ing set may be out of adjustment or
may have become dirty. In the lat-
ter case the metal point which touches
the crystal may be filed and the sur-
face of the crystal washed with ben-
zine or alcohol. Care should be taken
not to touch the surface of the crys-
tal with the fingers.

The receiving antenna may have be-
come disconnected, or the ground Con-
nection may have become ineffective
due to 'existence of insulating paint or
gaskets used in making pipe connec-
tions.

The plate battery may be exhausted.
The filament battery may have be-

come discharged.
The telephone plug may not be mak-

ing good contact

minute radio Forum talk: official central
standard time announced at 9 o'clock.

WEB-Kansas Clks, Mo.; 411 meters: si-
lent Monday, Wednesday. Friday and Sat-
urday.

Evening, 7 p. m. concert.
WMC-Memphls; 500 meters: silent Wed-

nesdays.
Day, 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., markets, financial

and news.
Evening, concert 8:30 to 9:30 p. m.
WOAI-San Antonio, Texas: 385 meters:

silent night, Mondays. Wednesdays and
Thursdays.

. WOS-Jefferson City, Mo.; 441 meters:
silent Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

WSB-Atlanta, Ga.; 428 meters: no silent
night.

Day, 12 to 1 p. in., musical program for
industrial workers; 2:30 p. in., weather fore-
cast; 4 p. m.. Houard relay concert; 5 to
5:30 p. m., bed -time story.

Evening. 8 to 9 D. m., popular concert;
10:45 p. m., transcontinental radiowl con-
cert.

Pacific Coast Programs,
KDZE-Seattle, Waeha 455 meters: silent

nights Tuesdays. Thursday and Sundays.
KFDB-San Francisco; 509 meters.
Evening. musical program from midnightto 1:30 a. m.
ROW-Portland, Ore., 492 meters.
Evening, midrigh.. to 1 a. m., vocal; 2a. m.. hoot owl italic.
KHJ-Los Angeles, 395 meters,
Evening, 10:45, 11:30 p. m., 1 a. m.
KPO-San Francisco; 423 meters.
Evening, concert. midnight to 1 a. m.

Southern Programs.
KSD-St. Louis; 546 meters; silent Thurs-

day, Sunday:
Day-Beginning at 8:40 a. m. and con-

tinuing thruout the day at intervals of an
hour until and including 2:40 p. tn., markets
are broadcast; the closing markets are at4 D. M.

Evening -8 p. m., broadcasting concertgiven by St. Louis symphony crchestra, Caro-
line Lazzari, contralto, soloist, Street from
the Odeon.

WBAP-Fort Worth. Texas; 476 meters:
Day -10 a. in. to 4 p. na, markets and

financial review.
Evening -7:30 to 8:30 p. at., dance con-

cert by Tommie's Texans, Meadowmere club
orchestra. (E. L. 0. announcing.) 9:30to 10:45 p. m., organ concert presented by
Will Foster. organist of the First Methodist
church. (G. C. A. announcing.)

WDAF-Kansas City, Mo.; 411 meters:
Day -3:30 to 4:30 p. m., m mica' matinee:

Tom Beckman's Novelty orchestra.
Day -3:30 to 4:30 D. m.' musical mati-

nee, the D. Ambert Haley dance and con-
cert orchestra; 6 to '7 p. m., sining-in piano
number on the Duo -Art; marketgram, weath-
er forecast and road report; address, speak-
er from the William Jewell college, Liberty,
ltio., the children's story and information
period; music, Fritz Hanlem's Trianon ensem-
ble. Hotel Muehlebach; 11:45 p. m. to 1
a. m., the "Merry Old Chief" and the Coon -
Sanders Novelty -Singing orchestra. Planta-tion grill, Hotel Muehlebach.

WFAA-Dallas, Texas; 476 meters: Silent
Wednesday.

Day -12:30 to - A. p. m., music and mar-
kets.

Evening -8:30 to 9:30 D. m., Elks' band,
from Dallas Lodge No. 71.

WOK-Atlanta. Ga.; 429 meters:
Evening -6 to 7 p. m., concert: 9:30 to

10:30 p. ins concert.
WGV-New Orleans; 350 meters:
Evening -7 to 8 p. m., concert.
WHAS-Lonlsville; 400 meters: silent Mon-

days:
Day -4 to 5 p. m., selections by Gus Ed-

ward's orchestra; from the Seelbach hotel;
selections by Barney Rapp's orchestra, from
the Brown hotel; selections by the Alamo
theater organ, played by Mrs Myrtle Fulks
Zahn Jr.; selections by the 'Valnut theater
orchestra, L. V. Davidson, director.

Evening -7:30 to 9 p. m., soprano solos:
Miss Constance Thurstensen. with violin ob-
ligate by Mrs. Lawreen English Evans. ac-
companied by William E. Pitcher; violin
solos, Mrs. Lawreen English Evans. accom-
panied by William E. Pildher; barytone
solos: Frank R. Doblens of the Louisville
Conservatory of Music, accom aanied by Reg-
inald H. Billin: Four -minute digest of in-
ternational Sunday school lesson for Sun-
day, Nov. 25. by Harry M. Lukins; four -

BE SENSIBLE.
No credence should be given to

newspaper predictions of weather con-
ditions for long periods in theefuture,
even tho such forecasts purport to
come from the government. A case
in point is a. recent  prediction in a
Boston newspaper to the effect that
the "coming winter will be the cold-
est and snowiest winter in history" in
New England.

The weather bureau of the United
States department of agriculture abso-
lutely disclaims any responsibility for
such a statement. The bureau does
not attempt to issue predictions even
of a, general character for weeks or
months in advance. The subject of
forecasting for seasons or considera-
ble periods ahead has long engaged
the attention of meteorological scien-
tists, but thus far no laws of se-
quences have bean discovered where-
by long-range forecasts of a reliable
character can be made.

Reputable meteorologists thruout
the world agree that the science has
not advanced to the point where it
can be done.
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WorldRadio
Batteries
SAVE YOU

50%
wlig TEN 4YRCVAR

Ask to see some of the hundreds of letters
of commendation and praise on file. Theyprove that the Would battery at the amaz-
ingly low World price is the equal of the best
battery built. The World price is possible
because of very low overhead and sale costs.
The 2 -Year Written Ironclad Guarantee is
your proof of performance. Come in andget your World battery today.

Compare These Prices
Special 2 -Volt Storage Battery $5.00. For
W. D. 11 and W. D. 12 tubes. Will run 200
hours on -one charg-.% Rechargeable. Special
4 -Volt Storage Battery $8.00. For U. V. 199

1$1208..055:

tubes. Same features as 2 -Volt,
6 Volt, 60 Amps
6 Volt, 80 Amp
6 Volt, 100 Amps
6 Volt, 120 Amps 14.50
6 Volt, 140 Amps.. 16.00

World Ilattery Company
Two Retail Stores

60 E. Roosevelt Road, 1219 S. Wabash Ave.
CHIC'160, ILL.

Open Sun. & Eve. Mall Orders Promptly Filled
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New "N" Tube Gives Forth Surprising Results
in Armstrong Feed Box Circuit

HERE'S a hook-up for
the "N" Tube, which is
a little dry cell tube.

difficult to find in many mar-
kets, but which is a very effi-

.cient little fellow and worth
seeking. We are indebted to
Theodore F. V ollten in "Radio
in the Home" for the illustra-
tions and conclusions of a test
of the tube with the circuit
described.-The Editor.

LITTLE or nothing is known of the
"N" tube (Western Electric 215A)
by the average radiophan. There

are several reasons for this. One is
because the manufacturers have an
idea that new tubes should first be
tied up with sets until the introduc-
tory period has op assed. Then they re-
lease it to the general public.

The tube is made for use in appa-
ratus of the telephone 'companies as
a repeater or amplification booster.
None are sold in this country for ra-
dio work. HoWever, a Canadian com-
pany, manufactures the "N" tube un-
der license and thru this source a ltm-
ited supply leaks across the border
line into this country. You may be
fortunate enough to find a dealer who
has some on hand.

The "N" tube is rated as an un-
usually efficient detector, and radio-frequency amplifier. In fact there
are experimenters who place it far
above some of the other popular tubes
for use in circuits that employ radio -frequency.

The tube is much smaller than the
new UV199, being only 11/2 inches in
height and about 9-16 of an inch in
diameter. It retails' for $7. It hasthe regulation plate, grid and fila-
ment connections but requires, of
course, a special socket. It burns at
a very dull cherry glow and uses a
11/2 volt dry cell battery and consumes
one -quarter of an ampere. The plate
voltage, when used as a detector, is
between 17 and 22 and when used as
an amplifier should never be more
than 45.

The tube functions unusually well
as a detector in any of the standard
hook-ups, but is especially efficient
in radio -frequency circuits.

Hook-qp Used With Tube.
Theodore F. Vollten, a writer in "Ra-

dio in the Home," is popularizing the
tube with a regenerative hook-up,
which was his first experience. He,
in common with other experimenters,
is experimenting with radio -frequency.

A schematic diagram of the stand-
ard two -circuit hook-up used by Mr.
Vollten is shown' in the accompany-
ing illustrations. Photographs also
show the completed set.

Construction details provide for a
panel 12x5, which is the proper size
fo'r the parts used, but it may be
smaller or larger if other parts are
used. The parts used were:

1 variometer (Langbein & Kaufman).
1 variocoupler (Langbein & Kauf-

man).
1 .0005 variable condenser (Rath-

bun). v,

1 variable grid leak.
1 grid condenser, .00025 (Dublier).
1 215A tube.
1 dry cell battery (11/2 volts).
1 variable "B" battery (221, volts.)
1 panel 12x5.
1 rheostat (Bradleystat).
8 binding posts.
These specified parts are not nec-

essary. They merely happened to be
at hand when the test set was hooked
up. However, good quality instru-
ments are necessary or the results
will not be satisfactory.

The primary of the varieoupler used
has eighteen taps. Nine of these are
single turns for -the finer adjust-
ments and the other nine taps are
for the coarser adjustments. In this
circuit the experimenter did not have
sufficient room for all of these taps
and employed only ten of them, us-
ing all of the taps of ten each and
the beginning of the unit tap and the
end of the unit tap, which makes ten
taps in all.

Now as to the hook-up'. The circuit
used, es can be seen in the schematic
diagram, is the Armstrong standard
regenerative feedback. When mount-
ing the parts the variocoupler is
places] at the extreme right, viewing
the panel 'from the rear, with the
variometer close to it and the vari-
-Ne condenser just to the left of this.
...he socket, and tube are mounted in
a small bracket and shelf behind the
condenser. The battery binding posts
are on a strip of bakelite beneath
the condenser. The Bradleystat is
mounted on the panel just between
the condenser and th-e variometer. It
cannot be seen in the photo. The
grid leak can be mounted just be-
neath the tube shelf or in front on
the Panel.

Looking at the panel from the front
you will see two binding posts. One
is at the lefthand top and is for the
antenna connection. At the lower
left corner is the post for the ground
connection.Tile first dial at the left is for the
variocoupler. Just above it is the in-
ductance switch. Below the switch is
the knob for the rheostat. To the
right of these is the dial for the vari-
ometer and to the right of this the
one for the condenser.

To the right, upper corner, and, low-
.er corners, are the output or tele-
phone binding posts.

The battery connections are all
made fiJcith binding posts placed on -a
shelf mount attached to the rear of
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This is Mr. Vollten's regenerative hook-up, which he used in his ex-
periments with the new "N" tube. The lower photo shows the front panel.

the panel as shown in the photo, as
there is no baseboard used in the
set constructed by the writer.

If the variable condenser is used
in the antenna circuit, as indicated
in the schematic diagram, the panel
will have to be made longer than is
shown in the photo. This condenser
will be placed just before* the vario-
coupler and will be the first instru-
ment on the mounting, viewing the
set from the front.

If the mounting of the tube and
socket puzzles you let me describe
how it is -done. Procure a small strip
of brass and bend it to the shape of
an angle, placing screw holes in eith-
er end. Fasten one end to the bakelite
back of the condenser with small
screws, being careful that these be
not so long they will touch the ton -
denser plates when placed in position.
Attach a small square of bakelite to
the other end of the angle and mount
the tube socket on this.

Now, as to the wiring. If the extra,
or antenna condenser, is used, attach
a wire from the aerial binding post
to the rotor of the instrument. Run
a wire from the stator to the switch
arm. The switch arm ,of course,
makes the connection from the con-
denser to the primary of the vario-
coupler thru the switch points.

If this condenser is not employed
run the wire from the antenna binding
post direct to the switch arm.

The end winding of the variocoupler
goes to the ground and the rotor of
the variocoupler is connected directly
across the variable condenser, one
terminal of which goes to the grid
leak and condenser and from there
la the grid of the tube. The other
Wn nee tion from the variable con-
denser goes to the plus filathent lead
of the A battery.

The plate lead of the tube goes
to one side of the variometer and the
other side of the variometer goes to
one of the binding posts for the tele-
phones. The other telephone binding

post goes to the plus B battery and
the minus B battery goes to the plus
A battery. The plus A battery is
hooked to the plus A of the tube
socket and the minus A battery goes
to the rheostat and the other side of
the rheostat goes to the minus fila-
ment on the socket.

Mr. Vollten, in commenting on this
circuit with the "N" 'tube employed,
says:

"After I had completed this cir-
cuit I was trying it out in comparison
with the neutrodyne circuit in Phila-
delphia. First we would tune in on
the neutrodyne circuit with, let us
say, Pittsburg, and then we shut off
the neutrodyne and I picked up Pitts-
burg with the small set. Then we
tuned around and got WMAF, Round
Hills, Mass., and then I got the same
on the small set and we got Spring-
field on the neutrodyne and the same
on the small set.

"We had New York city and then
WCAP at Washington, D. C., on both
sets. In fact, everything that we
tuned in on the neutrodyne we
brought in on the small set, but, of
course, it was a great deal more
trouble in getting it

"We couldn't sit down as we do
with the neutrodyne and just turn
a dial and have the station come in.
We had to fool and tune around here
and ,there the same as you do with
any other regenerative circuit, but it
proved 'the fact that sensitiveness of
the circuit was there.

"All you need is a little patience to
bring it out. The carrier waves
sounded like a canary bird shop.
There were whistles everywhere
and all we had to do was use a little
patience to bring down these stations
to where they were audible.

"The 'N' tube is a wonderful de-
tector and a wonderful radio -fre-
quency amplifier."

The Chicago Evening Post radio
department would like to have reports
from readers who try this tube.

Road Conducts Booking
Agency for Radio Music

By M. LIEBERMAN.
Radio Editor, Pennsylvania News. Employes'

Paper of the Pennsylvania Railroad
System.

A S GREAT as radio has become it
/I. has yet to possess a booking agen-
cy, other than the stations themselves.
The legitimate stage has its strings'
of booking agencies-the central of-
fice and swarms of eager actors; the
moving picture industry has its dis-
tributing offices, but for radio each
station stands alone to draw its en-
tertainers.

However, there is a near approach
to the "hooky," and that is the radio
department of the Pennsylvania News,
the employes' paper of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad system, northwestern
region. The radio editor, MT one hand,
Is in contact with radio stations, and
on the other with musical bodies and
individual entertainers among the em-
ployes of the road, who are anxious
to give their services free.

Employes Have Many Bands.
On the Pennsylvania railroad, north-

western region-that part of the sys-
tem which covers Ohio, Indiana, Mich-
igan and Illinois-the employes have
organized into many musical units.
There are three bands, one in. Fort,
Wayne, Ind., one in Logansport, Ind.,
and one in Chicago. Also, four or-
chestras, one in each of the above
mentioned cities and an extra one in ,,
Chicago for the office employes, as
distinguished from the rail men oij
the Chicago terminal division.

Besides these Grand Rapids has a
glee club and Logansport a boys'
choir, composed of boys, some of whom
are sons of employes and others ac-
tually employed on the road.  Of
course, among the 23,000 employes on

M. LIEBERMAN.

the region, there are many individual-
ly talented musicians, singers and en-
tertainers.

All of these bodies are professional
In quality; altho they are- organized
by the employes for their own amuse -

ment and pleasure. For instance, the
orchestras wilt entertain at dances,
and bands-each member in full uni-
form-will lead parades in outdoor ac-
tivities of the employes.

On Air at KYW Nov. 28.
For nearly a year, now, Pennsyl-

vania railroad employes' concerts have
been heard from Chicago radio sta-
tions. Next Wednesday night, Nov.
28, the Chicago Terminal band, com-
posed of forty pieces, will occupy an
hour in KYW. Last month the or-
chestra from Fort Wayne gave a pop-
ular and successful concert on a Fri-
day night program from the same sta-
tion.

These Friday night concerts are usu-
ally three hours in length, and many
specialty features are heard. At the
time Fort Wayne entertained, the
chorus of "I'll Say She Is," popular -
loop comedy, came up to the station
after their regular performance and
shared the evening.

Pennsylvania concerts will be regu-
lar monthly features in station KYW
since the successful program broad-
cast by Fort Wayne, the first from
that station. It happened that I had
been arranging one concert a month
from `station WMAQ (Chicago) and
thought that it would be well to in-
crease this number to two a month,
as they were growing in popularity.

Miss Waller, director of WMAQ,
told me that she was kept quite busy
opening letters frorlrlisteners of our
programs.

So I went to Mr. Eastman and asked
him if he would also book our enter-
tainers for a monthly program. He
had heard them before and was ac-
quainted with them, but he said: "I'll
give you a date and if it turns out
good, we can see about the future. If
you don't come up to our standard of
quality, it's all off."

Win Studio Test.

Broadcasts Jazz Music
in Mid -Air from Airplanei
Paul Specht, New York, orchestra

leader, and the members of his or-
chestra, while abroad recently, took
Part in an event that is unique it%
the annals of radio history. Specht, int
order to fill an engagement, found it
necessary to travel from London to
Paris in a short time.

He chartered a Handley -Page bomb.
ing plane at London and embarked
for Paris, with his entire band of
eleven pieces on the same ship. The
plane was equipped with an up-to-date
Marconi broadcasting outfit, the mi-
crophone being placed directly in back
of the pilot's seat inside the compart-
ment occupied by the orchestra.

While in flight the orchestra broad-
cast several syncopated musical se-
lections which were pitked up by re-
ceiving sets in several cities. Letters
from many of those who listened in
stated that the Specht concert came
thru with remarkable clarity, due, in
a measure to the height from which
the music was broadcast, over 3,500
feet.

It was at first feared that the in-
tense Vibration of the plane would in
terfere with the broadcasting, or that
the noise would be heard above or
thru the music. This was found not
to be the case. The traveling compart-
ment was practically air -tight and
sound proof and acted as efficiently
as the best specially constructed rooms
in radio broadcasting stations.

Protection for Tubes
Vacuum tubes may be protected

from "burning out" by a very simple
method. Small flat fuses such as are
used by telephone companies for safe-
guarding telephone* transformers are
attached to the filament leads.

That was reasonable enough, of
course, and I told the Fort Wayne Batteries Become Thirsty
orchestra that they had better put in
a lot of practice. They appeared at Storage batteries, like camels, can go
the station Oct. 19 and telephone calls a long time without a drink, but be-
came in a steady stream. Mr. Eastman come thirsty, after a time, just as do
was quite impressed and gave the date the water -cars of the desert. Be sure
for the Chicago band, Nov. 28. to keep the batteries well -filled with

This band is directed by C. S. Horn, distilled water.
also a director of the Chicago Cdin-
mandery band. He is not an employe
of the road, but is hired by the em-
ployes for his services. He is 'the
only person connected with employes'
activities who is not an employe of the
road.

The concert to be given by the
band will be followed by the Logans-
port orchestra from station WMAQ,
Dec. 1, only three days later.

Concerts arranged by the radii) de -1
partment of the Pennsylvania News,
now boasting to be the only booking
agency for radio entertainment in the
world, have grown so numerous that
music for them is received directly
from publishers in large quantities.
All publishers who are not members
of the Association of Publishers, Com-
posers and Authors, and, consequent-
ly, acceptable to radio stations, have
our departirgent on their mailing list
and the latest numbers are sent to us.

While booking agencies, as related
to the stage, have been considered nec-
essary evils, the part that we play in
bringing the many musical organiza-
tions and individual entertainers to
Chicago stations has been found help-
ful to the 'stations and highly popu-
lar with the employes.

. Move your dials slowly-exceedingly
slow. pistant stations usually come
in weak, and have to be built up with
regeneration. If dials are turned and
twisted rapidly you pas& over the sig-
nal unheard..

FREE! FREE!
We will examine and Test Your'

Radio Set Absolutely Free

Bring It In Today or Any Day!

THE RADIO DOCTORS
504 -South State St. -504

NINE RADIO EXPERTS READY TO SERVE YOU'

We carry complete line Kel-
logg, Atwater -Kent, Erla, Fa-
da, Workrite and all other
standard goods.

We Point Out Your Radio
Troubles

Sets Rewired, Rebuilt. Phones
Repaired. Circuits Changedr FREE! USE THIS COUPON! FREE! Al

THIS ENTITLES BEARER (I')
I

THE RADIO DOCTORS I
504 South State Street 504
Only One Door to Our Store

arts-ids MIL MIL lilt Ma MI MI NM OM AIM

Mr
to free test and examination of his

Iradio set without charge.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Aerial Wave Lengths.

14-CHICAGO: What is the wave
length of an aerial 100 feet long with
a lead-in of thirty-five feet? It is forty
feet above the roof.
Assuming your aerial is a 'single

Wire, the wave length, approximately,
is 180 meters.

Length of Aerials.
12. ELMHURST: What is the proper

length for a good aerial for long-dis-
tance reception? I am considerably con-
fused as I have before me now four dif-
ferent magazine articles on the subject
and they contradict themselves:
The length of the aerial depends on

'conditions. If you' are not so par-
ticular about selectivity and want to
reach out for long distance and vol-
ume a single -wire aerial of 150 feet,

= Which includes the lead-in wires to the
receiver, is excellent. Stranded wire
is best to use but plain copper wire
is more commonly employed. The
aerial should be from thirty to forty
feet in height. This means above the
ground or above the roof. If you pre-
fer eastern and western reception run
the aerial in that direction with the
lead-in at the end from which you
Want the best _reception. Vice versa
if north and south is preferred. If
you have a very sensitive or selec-
tive ..set you won't have much trouble
from Interfering stations. However
If yoti haven't, better shorten the aeri-

`0.1 to about 50 to 60 feet, especially
if you are bothered by local stations.
This will cut down your volume and
range somewhat, however.

HAS LOCAL INTERFERENCE.
108-.TUDD, Iowa: I believe the Radio

department of The Post is a wonderful
thing. In no paper can this popular in-
formation be found.

I have a two -stage Atwater Kent. For
aerial have a four -fire about 175 feet, 55
feet high. I seem to be getting most ev-
erything in the east. West I get Denver
plainly, while Loa Angeles comes in faint-
ly about 11 o'clock. I do not seem to be
able to tune out completely other stations
from certain stations.

The most regrettable thing is I am un-
able to get KYW. Was very much disap-
pointed when I was unable to get the grand
opera. Is that on account of the high wave
lengths which they work under (536)?

I also have not found anyone that could
tell me how to find the different wave
lengths on most any set. I would appre-
ciate it if you could give me the desired

, Information regarding getting in on KYW.
' I am your ardent supporter for the radio

news in the Chicago Evening Post. Your
daily program does not get here until the
next morning when your program is obso-
lete. Can you not give the next day's pro-
gram instead?

Your information is incomplete as
to the details of construction of your
set. Would suggest that only one
wire be used in your antenna. A sev-
enty-five turn coil in series with the
antenna of your set probably would
bring in KY V, but depends upon your
hook-up.

CRYSTAL DX CIRCUIT.
109 --CHICAGO: Enclosed is a description

of a DX crystal hook-up that I cut out
of your Radio Magazine section for Nov.
15, 1923, on page ten. I find that this
gives the information on the construction
of aerial and ground but in the first sen-
tence it says: "With the crystal hook-up
shown." I do not find any crystal hook-
up on page ten. or any other page of the
Thursday Radio section. Qould you please
inform me as to where I can find this
hook-up. or I would appreciate it very
much if you would send me a copy of it.

The cut was omitted thru an over-
_ sight. It appears on this page with

explanation.

CAN'T CUT LOCAL STATIONS.
109-CHICAGO: I inclose a hook-up which

I have. It is very rare if I get anything
outside or the city stations since the wave
length has been. changed. I use a WD -11
tube and 1% -volt dry battery and a 22% -
volt dry battery. Can you assist me in
making any change so I can get outside
of the city stations, and better results?

Wire set as shown in sketch mailed
you. Use .00025 grid condenser with
C. R. L. variable leak. Try 45 vqlts
on plate of WD -11 tube. Omit phone
cord. Aerial should be at least 100
feet long, exclusive of lead-in 6 to 10
feet above all obstacles. Ground to
a water pipe. Insert 35 -turn coil
in antenna circuit.

INTERFERENCE KILLS DX.
110-CHICAGO: Have one -tube Eris rd -

flex set using IIV-199 tube. Cannot, tune
out other stations and get KYW. altho I
can get any other stations fine. Please
tell me if I can do anything to enable rge
to gel KYW.

In the next issue of our Radio Mag-
azine will appear pictures and dia-
grams of a very efficient wave trap,
which probably will give you the se-
lectivity you desire. Shortening your
antenna might help. Also see wave
txap described in Nov. 15 issue. Sev-
eral readers tried it the past. week
with pronounced success.

COILS FOR AUTOPLEX.
102-CHICAGO: After reading your ar-

ticle on M. L. Muhlemann's autoplex cir-
cuit, I want to build a set but need more
information. (1) Is the inductance coil
stationary or variable? (2) What kind of
variometer is required? (3) In a price list
the range of a 1.250 turn coil is given as
25.000 meters when used with a variable
condenser of .001 mfd. Is it all right to
use one of these? (4) Can a UV -201 A
tube be used? (5) Have you diagram of
one stagi of audio -frequency and one stage
of radio -frequency?

(1) Stationary. (2) See artkple in
this issue on autoplex or one in is-
sue of Nov. 15. (3) Coil mentioned is
proper for autoplex. Circuit different
from other circuits. (4) Yes. (5) Audio
amplification hook-up will be printed
next Thursday. Radio -frequency is
not satisfactory with the autoplex.
You don't need it anyway.

TWO -STAGE AMPLIFIER.
102-CHICAGO: Have a very good one -

tube set. Want to add two-step amplifier
using WD -11 tubes which I have. Also
have two IIV-712 transformers and two
Howard rheostats. Send me hook-up,
please.

Diagram has been mailed you.
93-CHICAGO: Submitted is a blue print

of the hook-up I am now using. With it
I have bad Omaha, Minneapolis, Detroit,

FREE SERVICE
nIIESTIONS asked on any subject per-

taining to radio will be answered
in this department in either the, daily
edition or The Radio Magazine section
published each Thursday. No charges
are made for this service. If personal
reply is desired by return mail, enclose
self-addressed and stamped envelope.
Write on only one side of the sheet,
and where a check is desired on a
faulty circuit be sure to send legible
diagram as used in the hook-up.

Schenectady, Pittsburg. Memphis, St. Louis
and Dallas. I am not able to get these
stations strong enough, to enjoy their pro-
grams. Can you tell me how I can in-
crease the strength of reception by adding
to or changing the present hook-up? For
the time being I will be satisfied if I can
bring in the stations mentioned strong
enough to enjoy their programs the same
as I do the local broadcasting. Mighty
glad to have The Post take up radio in
such a fine big way. Many times since
I became a radiophan I have considered
writing The Post and suggesting that they
do just what you have now done.

Use hook-up mailed you. Aerial
should be of the "L" type, 100 feet
long, one wire, 6 to 10 feet above
all obstacles,

SINGLE CIRCUIT REGENERATIVE.
94-CHICAGO: Will you have the kind-

ness, please, to favor me with your com-
ments on the circuit submitted, also state
whether or not you think I would get
better results from this hook-up in com-
parison with the simplified, Muhleman cir-
cuit or hook-up which was given in your
Radio Magazin,e of Nov. 15? Hook-up that
I have reference to is the one that brings
in long distance "with the kick of a His-
aouri mule." Can you consistently send me
diagram showing lay -out of this last men-
tioned set?

The circuit you have inclosed is
the (amour old reliable single cir-
cuit regenerative set. This set, with
two stages of amplification as you
show, with a good outdoor aerial, will
give good results. We have added a
23 -plate vernier, condenser. After
adding this I would not advise chang-
ing to autoplex unless you wish to
experiment. Hook-up of autoplex has
been mailed you. Also see in this
issue article on autoplex.

LONG DISTANCE CRYSTAL.
95-CHICAGO: Would you please tell

me the best kind of a crystal set that is
cheap to build and that has no overhead
aerial as I live in a building that won't
allow it-one that will take in a radius of
fifty miles.

We are mailing hook-up of a crys-
tal set that with a Ducon plug for an
aerial may give you the results you
desire. Be sure to have a good ground.
Parts necessary: 1 Ducon plug, 1 vane
ometer, 1 crystal detector (not fixed),
1 43 -plate condenser, panel, dials,
wire, binding posts, etc. See forth-
coming issue of Nov. 29 for special
article on a long distance crystal set.

LOOSE COUPLER CRYSTAL HOOK-UP.
111-CHICAGO: Will you please send

plan to make a loose coupler set or a crys-
tal detector without the tube?

A crystal set to meet your require-
ments will be published in the next is-
sue of our radio magazine. Better
wait for it as it is a long-distance get-
ter, and brings in local stations on I
loud speaker.

TOO MUCH "HIGH BROW."
112-HINSDALE, I have just taken

an interest in radio as my interest has
been held back by too highbrow articles
on radio. I think your articles are excel-
lent, and especially commend Mr. Cardwell
on his helps to beginners. I live eighteen
miles from Chicago, and want a one -tube
set for Chicago stations that I can later
improve for distance with a head set. Can
you mail me a wiring diagram and a
complete detailed list of parts necessary?

The diagram sent you by mail is
of a" very efficient set that believe
will suit your requirements. Parts
necessary are: One variometer, one
twenty -three -plate vernier condenser,
one socket, one six -ohm rheostat, one
WD or tube, one 22% -volt "B" battery,
one C. R. L. grid lens and cord, one
pair phones, one dry cell, one 6x14x%
panel, one 6x14 cabinet, eight binding
posts, wire, screws, etc., for construc-
tion.

TOO MUCH LOCAL BARAGE.
113-CHICAGO: The writer may be called

a "radiophan" and is very much pleased
to know that you have established a radio
department in connection with your news-
paper. The writer heretofore has been
obliged to depend upon another paper to
secure programs, etc.. but this want can
now be supplied thru your paper.
- The writer has a problem which perhaps
you can make a suggestion as to how to
best solve. I have no difficulty in getting
outside stations 'from Springfield, Mass.,
to Omaha, Neb.,- and from Minneapolis to
Texag on Monday nights, but am unable
to tune out the powerful stations located
in. Chicago on other nights. I have the
following equipment: two vernier conden-
sers, twenty-three plates, one vacuum tube
detector, two amplifying transformer tubes,
one grid, three dry batteries and a "B"
battery. Have you any suggestion to offer
which would enable me to tune out Chi-
cago stations?

In our next issue of the Radio Maga-
zine will be given a diagram and pic-
tures of an efficient wire trap that
will- solve your troubles. There also
was a good one described and illus-
trated in the Nov. 15. issue,

Autoplex Hook-up.
114-CHICAGO-Will you mail me a dia-

gram of the single tube _Autoplex hook-up,
and also a diagram of a crystal hook-up,
one where the results will be better than
the usual run of these so-called "detector"
sets? Am a daily readereof your "Radio
column," and your "Radio Shction" in Thurs-
day evening's paper was a "knockout." What
tube would be best on the Autoplex?

Hook-ups wanted were mailed you.
Also note story by Mr. Wells in this
issue and Nov. 15 issue. Use Western
Electric 216-A tubr"I

115-CHICAGO-Please reserve for me one
of your binders for the Thursday Radio
Magazine section. I think you have a big
thing in this new magazine feature. In an
early issue of the magazine I would ap-
preciate your opinion of the submitted hook -

Iup. It was given to me without the grid
leak and condenser being shown, so I added
them on my diagram, being under the illle

Dression that they are necessary in all
cases. Is it necessary or advisable to use
a fixed phone condenser, and if so, of what
capacity? I propose to use in construction
of this set an Amrad vario-coupler and
Huntley 23 -plate vernier condenser that I
halo. I will appreciate any information you
can give thru your magazine section, or in
the daily edition_ as you find convenient.

Use hook-up mailed you. Would ad-
vice forty-three vernier condenser. No
phone condenser is necessary.

MORE LOCAL .INTERFERENCE.
116-CHICAGO: I built an ultra audion-

receiving set with two stages of amplifica-
tion. When tuning in I can hear all Chi-
cago stations that. happen to be broadcast-
ing, and the most powerful station survives.
Adjusting the condenser makes very little
change in reception as Chicago stations
are heard in any position. Further I can-
not get out-of-town stations. Where shall
I look for my trouble?

Your information as to details of
construction of your set, aerial,
ground, batteries, would suggest us-
ing a wire trap, one type of which
is mailed you. Also see Radio Maga-
zine, Nov. 15. Another wave trap will
be printed in the Nov. 29 issue.

aNCORRECT RHEOSTAT OHMAGE.
96-CHICAGO: Every time I listen in on

my set I have ai turn the detector tube on
full, and if I turn it down the least bit
I lose the stations. The type of set I am
using is a three -circuit regenerative set
with two stages of audio -frequency ampli-
fication. Please advise me as to what is
wrong with my set.

From your information I would
judge that your rheostats are of too
high ohmage for type tube you are
using. Below is given a list of stand-
ard make tubes and ohmage of rheo-
stat required. For UV -200, L -V-201,
C-300 and C-301 tubes use six ohms.
For UV -201A and C301A tubes use
twenty-five ohms. -For UV -199 and
C-299 tubes use forty ohms. For
WD -11, WD12 and C-12 tubes use six
ohms.

CRACKING NOISES IN SET.
97-CHICAGO: I am submitting a sketch

of my set. Can you give me any advice
on the prevention of loud cracking noises
that start when I hook up the "B" battery?
I have tried reducing the voltage. I did
have good luck one night (only) when I
placed the ground wire in my mouth
grounding myself (not the set) and I
also got Edgewater Beach hotel with neither
aerial or ground. Do you recommend an-
other hook-up than the Flewelling? I un-
derstand it is very sensitive but very good.

Test bank of condensers for shorts.
Noise might be caused by poor sol-
dered connection. Grid condenser

This is the crystal, long-distance
hook-up diagram omitted last week.

should be of .00025 mfd. capacity. Your
leak is not satisfactory. Use C. R. L.
made by Central Radio Laboratories,
Milwaukee, Wis. A Flewelling is a
very good set if built properly.

Economical Portable Circuit.
123-CHICAGO-Many compliments on

your new radio section. I consider it equal
to a local _weekly radio paper which sells
at 10 cents. I am desirous of building (or
buying complete) a one -tube set to workon a aerial run around my room, and to beof such a size that I can carry it in a
drawer of my wardrobe trunk. ,Living near
Wilson avenue and WJAZ, I will consider
selectivity of greater importance than at.
taming long-distance records. I do not
care to spend more than $25 or $30 outside
of eadp ones, which I have. Will youkindly send me a circuit and detailed in-
formation on a set which would suit my
needs? The set described on page 7 of
Thursday's (Nov. 15) Post requires 150-V
"B" battery, which I think I could not getin a cabinet of a size I desire. I do notthink that your circuit was very clear or
readable as I could not list the specific items
required.

Circuit has been mailed you which
we believe will meet your require-
ments. Parts used are: One 001 fixed
condenser; one U V-199 tube; one sock-
et; one 40 -ohm Theostat; one variom-
eter; one C R L variable grid leak
and cord; one 43 plate vern, condenser;
45-V "B" battery; two dry cells; six
binding posts; panel, baseboard, wire.

Rewinding Neutroformers.
20. CHICAGO: I have a neutrodyne

set with IIV-199s and get fair results
with same, the neutro former being as
follows: Primary, six turns double
spaced S. S. C. Secondary, fifteen turns
to tap, seventy turns in all. No. 24 D.
S. C. wire, single spaced, being used.
There are .006 fixed condensers across
terminals of both detector plate and bat-
tery 22% volts and amplifier plate bat-
tery of 90 volts. (Am using a six -volt
"C" battery.) Now I have been infordied
that these parts were designed for the
TIV-201A tube and to get full efficiency
for the IIV-199 the primary of the neu-
troformer should be rewound with fif-
teen turns of No. 22 S. S. C. wire double
spaced. Also substitute .006 condenser
across amplifier plate with 'one of one
microfarad. _. If you have any data on
these or any other changes to adapt
parte to IIV-199, will you kindly let me
have same?-H. B. B.
It will be advisable to rewind the

primary coil with fifteen turns of No.
Continued on Page 15.

Finds Friends by Radio
The bishop of Birmingham, in Eng-

land, broadcast a talk recently and
was surprised to receive many let-
ters from old friends of whom he had
altogether lost track and who com-
municated with him after hearing his
voice again thru the ether. Radio pro-
vides, the bishop says, a new and un-
exampled way to extend one's- personal
touch to thousands of people whom
one cannot hope to meet face to face.

How to Select Variable
Condensers for Your Set
By HARRY A. BREMER._

(Vice President and Chief Engineer Bremer -
Tully Manufacturing Company.)

MANY radiophans assume that a
condenser is a condenser, and if

the plates do not audibly form" con-
tact with each other when rotated, it
passes their inspection. There are,
however, several important factors
which should be considered in the se-
lection of a condenser, and which ev-
ery radiophan should know.

Even the most crude and inferior
apparatus, if not actually short or
open circuited, will suffice to receive
powerful near -by broadcasting sta-
tions, at' least in some degree. Un-
fortunately, many radiophans, learn-
ing of this fact, conclude that it is
unnecessary to purchase high-grade
apparatus.

The advantage of good apparatus
is very apparent in reception of long
distance or yeak signals. The aver-
age antenna will deliver to your re-
ceiving set the signals of practically
every transmitting station.

Distance Depends on Condenser. ,
Signals from the broadcasting sta-

tions of Alaska, Honolulu, South
America and even more distant re-
gions are being delivered to your re-
ceiving set whenever these stations
are in operation, and whether or not
you are able to make them audible
depends in very great measure on
quality of the aparatus used. The
best circuit and skill in tuning will
not avail against inferior apparatus.

The actual amount of energy picked
up by the antenna on distant signals
is so small that it is beyond the im-
agination of the average persons. In
addition, this energy is of extremely
high frequency, which requires great-
er precaution against losses than elec-
tric currents of ordinary frequencies.
The energy picked up from high-pow-
ered local stations is so comparatively
great that otherwise serious losses
may not prevent strong reception.

Losses in condensers are in the
main caused by poor electrical connec-
tions or conductivity, and by an ac-'
tion which takes place in the insula-
tion separating the stationary plates
from the rotating plates. The latter
is known as dielectric loss and de-
pends in extent upon the nature of
the insulation separating the plates
or their supports.

Air has a much lower loss than any
solid insulation, and, consequently, is
the logical insulation to use in so fax
as possible. A condenser using any
insulation other than air between the
plates will have much greater losses
than an air condenser.

Insulator Plates Important.
Some solid insulator must be used

to support the rotor shaft and station-
ary plates. This material should pre-
ferably be bakelite, formica or similar
composition cut from the sheet. These
compositions offer very low losses and
have great mechanical strength. Hard
rubber offers still lower losses, but
is mechanically weak, due to its flow-
ing property under stress. Moulded
compositions are inferior to sheet, and
black fibre is extremely bad.

In order to further reduce this di-
electric loss, the metallic parts in con-
tact with the supporting insulators
should be small and well spaced._ The
supporting plates should contain as
small amount of material as consist-
ent with strength and good spacing
of supports.

Condensers having only small in-
sulating bushings offer conside e
losses, due to the short distance -be-
tween large metallic supports, and
there is great danger of additional
leakage thru the inevitable dust or
other foreign matter.

Good electrical contacts are ex-
tremely important. The plates should
be locked firmly to prevent any possi-
bility of a loose contact. The prefer-
able construction is to space plates
with washers locked firmly in place
by means of well threaded end bush-
ings, which method insures perma-
nent contacts of large surface.

Contact Wires Must Be Firm.
The contact brought out from the

rotor to -the wiring connection should
be a firm positive connection, mak-
ing permanent heavy spring contact
with both the main rotor and vernier
plate. -

The stator wiring connection should
make positive metallic connection to
the plates. For instance, a simple
screw extending from end plate to end
plate may, after slight corrosion, have
no connection to the plates at all, or
at best, a most uncertain connection.

When inspecting a condenser, make
certain that the stator is square. Note
a point on the outside edge of a ro-
tor _plate which is central between two
stationary plates. If the stator is
square, this point on the rotor plate
will remain central when rotated thru-
out 180 degrees. It will not be possi-
ble to center the rotor plates thruout
the arc of rotation, unless the stator
is square and, consequently, the con-
denser may fail with very little use.

The stationary plates should be
locked into square position by means
of studs and bushings independently
of the end supporting plates, so that
the removal of either or both end
plates, if necessary, will not disturb
the adjustment of the stationary
plates.

Plates of Aluminum.
Rotor and stationary plates should

be of hard aluminum and generous
thickness, in order to be free from
warping and remain true under or-
dinary conditions of service. All ro-
tor plates should be equally and cen-
trally spaced between stationary
plates, and should not show warped
edges when rotated.

If a vernier knob is used, make cer-
tain that it is locked to the shaft and
not loosely screwed on. In using a
vernier condenser, the vernier plate
should always be placed half out when
tuning with main rotor. The adjust-

ment may then be completed by turn-
ing the vernier either in or out as re-
quired. Therefore, make certain that
the vernier remains in position inde-
pendent of the rotation of. the main
rotor, and that rotation of the vernier
does not disturb the main rotor.

The capacity of the vernier should -
not be greater than 1-25 of the main
rotor. A three -r late vernier is of too
great capacity for satisfactory results
on any sharp tuning circuit. This
may not be apparent on strong local
signals. The condenser is used to tune
frequencies approaching one million
per second, and consequently, very
minute adjustment is required if even
farrly approximate resonance is to be
attained.

The full possi Dilities of a good re-
ceiving set in bainging up weak sig-
nals will not be realized unless the
vernier is capable of very small ca.- I

pacity adjustment.
The three requirements in recep-

tion of distant signals are: First, high-
grade and real vernier apparatus; sec-
ondly, a good standard circuit; third,
skill in tuning acquired thru an -un-
derstanding of the circuit used.

How to Tune In
on Neutrodyne

Continued from Page 7.

the capacity in the tube will have
been balanced vr..th that in the small
condenser and the tube will operate
without oscillation and without dis-
tortion.

The same procedure is taken with
the second radio -frequency tube and
the tube replacec. in position.

Now the set is operative. If the
neutralizing has been done carefully
there should be no oscillations of the
tubes and the reception should be in
good volume and clear.

In the efficient operation of the cir-
cuit none of the characteristic howls
and whistles of the regenerative cir-
cuits is noticeable. The tubes are
silent until the station signal is
brought in. Music and voice come in
as if from the alue sky-clear as a
bell and with volume.

Each time a new tube is inserted or
the tubes are changed, this same proc-
ess of neutralization must be gone
thru. This is true even with the re-
placement of a tube by one of the
same type and manufacture, as no two
tubes are identically alike in charac-
teristics.

This method of neutralization may
give as fine an adjustment as might
be required to give perfect recep-
tion, but it will shwa, the novice the
possibilities of the set. In a later
issue the Radio Magazine will publish
a more pretentious method for neu-
tralizing, one which will reduce the '
tube capacity to the minimum.

A series of articles, also, are under
preparation showing construction de-
tails of a neutrodyne set.

Rumor Arctic Ship Crushed
Denied by WNP Station

TOPSHAM, Mc., Nov. 22.-Errone-
ous repqrts circulated recently thru-
out the middle west to the effect that
a message had been received by an
amateur from Capt. Donald B. Mac-
Millan, Arctic explorer, stating that
his vessel, the Bowdoin, now in winter
quarters near Refuge Harbor, grad-
ually was being .:rushed by ice, were
denied in a radio message picked up
here today by L. L. Hamilton of this
place, member of the American Radio
Relay league. In the message Capt.
MacMillan branded as untrue the ac-
count that his ship was in great dan-
ger from crushing by ice floes. On
the contrary, all was well on the Bow-
doin and the crew was even then pre-
paring for a birthday celebration. Two
of the Eskimos had gone south and
they were expected to return with
many others.

Seek to Aid U. S. Bureau
A.movement is on foot among radio

manufacturers t3 raise a suitable
fund for the Uni.ed States bureau of
standards to prosecute its work of
research and standardizations on a
greater scale. Lack of congressional
aid prompts this effort.

Receiving Sets on
FREE H ome Trial

....°...-

WE install the re-
ceiver-no out-

side wires required-
and show you how tqi
get any station in the
country. Just call-
Randolph 1280
Radio Section
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How to Adapt a Circuit in Constructing

..

11HIS is the second in-
stallment of MY. Card -
well's wonderfully in-

structive series of articles on
"Eirryday Engineering for
the Home Builder." His sub-
ject today is "How to Adapt
the Circuit." Mr: Cardwell is
writing this series exclusively
for The Chicago Evening
Post Radio Magazine Section.
-The 'Editor.

.

By ALLEN D. CARDWELL. 
(Consulting Radio 'Engineer.)

AVING selected your circuit,
taking care to familiarize your-H-

self with its tuning characteris-
. ilea the good and bad points in its op-

erating efficiency, the convenience
L._ factors, etc., you are now ready to

eonsidei making it into a finished
product.

Regardless of how simple a circuit
May look, it is usually the. best pro-
cedure to mount all the parts on a
wooden panel and base such as you
can tack together easily from an old
soap box: By making the drillings
in the wood in the same way that
you'will later drill your panel, you
can avoid wasting an expensive panel
and at the, same time you can study
the effect of the controls as you have
them spaced.

As soon as you begin piecing the
different units in position you will

'note how many different arrange-
ments or groupings of parts are pos-
sible. You should be careful, however,
to make the connecting wires run as
straight and direct as you can, at the
same time avoiding parallel wiring on
the radio -frequency side of the cir-
cuit.

In making your test assembly use
some plain No. 18 wire. Obviously,
do not solder your connections. When
you are satisfied that the circuit is

. 0. K. and the position of the parts
is satisfactory, you can then plan
your panel trilling and begin mount-
ing the parts into the set.

Visualize the Circuit.
In adapting a circuit, it is impor-

tant to ,visualize the function and ef-
fects of each unit before the set is
built.

For -example, see Fig. 1, in which
you -will note an inductance coil hav-
ing a number of taps. These taps
will be carried to the panel and the
switch mounted on the panel. This
means possibly eight connection taps,

. two end stops and the switch. In all
you have eleven holes to drill.

The qtfestion arises whether you
would not do better to use a variom-
eter. Provided the- variometer gives
you the equivalent wave length
ranges, you gain because you can

- make a neater and more compact
unit assembly. (See Fig. 2.)

Thus you have an alternative which
means a good deal in convenience.
To tune the tapped coil you must set

i .
your switch on one of the eight
points, while with the variometer you
get easier adjustment and more sat-
isfactory assembly and appearances.

Again, to show how important it is
to visualize the different units you
intend to use, consider Fig. 3. Here is
a symbol for a vacuum tube and a
filament rheostat. Let us say you
have two audio stages and a detector.
When you sketch your panel you see
that you have (with a radio -frequency
step) four bezels and four rheostats
to account for. Now you can use a
single rheostat to control both the
audio tubes-lower In resistance nat-
urally. This would eliminate one
knob on the panel.

You also could put the two audio
sockets in a line back of one bezel,
which would eliminate one bezel. You
could even use a filament control jack
on these. tubes and instead of the
rheostat use a special filament regu-
lator and thus eliminate one rheostat.

These are the sort of points you
should have in mind when you plan
the circuit and many ways are open
for the home designer to economize
in space and controls if he sets out
with the proper information.

Must Use Right Constants.
Another thing of importance in

adapting a circuit is So secure the
propels constants for the different
units. For example, do not buy any
condenser to use, in the Fig. 4 circuit.
You will need a certain capacity-
just enough to cover broadcasting
ranges -200-600. The coupling is tight
and hence the secondary will tune the

.nary somewhat. The proper con-
denser capacity required obviously

. will depend on the number of turns
and diameter of the secondary.

With your -constants known in ad -
I.: vance, -you are not wasting time and

patience when you lay out the set.
Had you put in a twenty -one -plate
condenser without checking up first,
you might' -find that you can only use
half the dial for tuning. -

By using an eleven -plate condenser
we might get the results of tuning in:
dicated in Fig. 5.

Here it is seen that if the dial has
100 markings for its 180 -degree turn,
the eleven -plate condenser will give
more "veynier," since it must turn
twice as far to secure the same change
in wave length as the twenty -one -
plate condenser.

The interpretation of a circuit is
also a matter of wiring for special
conveniences. If you make a practice
of copying circuits, you can acquire
considerable skill in plotting new
ways to hook up. Plotting a diagram
is half of your visualization process.
By it you take the schematic circuit

' and convert into et practical circuit.

Home -Built Receiver Set

This can be carried to extremes of
visualization, as shown in Fig. 6.

At the top you have the schematic
diagram, while below you have the
"floor plan." It is even possible to
draw some kinds of circuits "in ele-
vation" showing the parts in different
planes.

A Complicated Circuit.
To appreciate what can be done in

a complicated circuit, note Fig. 7.
This is one of the most complicated -
circuit jobs ever built as a single
measuring unit. It performs one
measurement. on telephone cables, and
you will note that it requires vacuum
tube 'circuits among these two de-
tectors and two amplifiers. The wir-
ing shows how such a complicated de-
vice can be made to look simple
This is due to visualization of the
job before ft is even started.

Half -of the trick in ...converting a
circuit into a satisfactory receiver is
in knowing what parts can be bought
and how they can be used. For ex-
ample, the use of a stamped frame
to support the shelves.

Frames of this type should be a
standard piece of radio hardware, yet
few stores carry such accessories. By
these frames it is possible to mount
a large number of parts. The shelvesalso are used as part of the tube
sockets which are built into them.
This is a special point the- set planner
could capitalize if he knew where to
get Such shelves, only a few compa-
nies making such shelving.

You will note in Fig. _7 the use of
a special anti-capacit, switch. This
is neutral at center, at the position
shown (to operator's left when set is
in normal position). It grounds the
aerial and throws off all filament
current, while at the right it closes
the filament circuit and leaves the
aerial in regular circuit.

A particular feature in the receiver
shown in Fig. 7 was to have all mov-
ing contacts visible when the cabinet
lid was opened. The moving contacts,
jacks, rheostats, etc., are thus readily
inspected if any trouble develops.

' Provide for Easy Repairs.
Trouble "shooting" is one of the

factors of design which must not be
overlooked. Hardly a set can be built
which will not at some time suffer
from some wear, loosened covection
or even foreign matter lodging in the
instrument. If you so locate the vari-
ous units in your set that readjust-
ments cannot be made easily, it willmean very costly repairs even totighten a set screw or bend a tube
contact spring.

In planning a receiver, it is good
practice to secure a number of really
complete radio catalogs-even buying
them, for the really useful catalog,
giving over 100 pages of various parts,
costs the dealer a large sum of money
to print. There are possibly a score
of dealers or supply houses in the
United States which get out complete
catalogs. To these you should devote
a good deal of study, and when you
start to adapt your circuit you can
know exactly what you have to get
and what it will cost.

Sometimes you cannot buy just the
piece or unit you are looking for. If
it can be made at home, you will
stamp your set with originality by
making the part yourself. For exam-
ple, in some circuits a bank winding
of about six, layers, tapped, can be
used for the tuning inductance.
These are obtainable now for standard
wave lengths, but where you may
wish a special diameter Tor- the coil
tube or you may want a mounting
support to use it with a coupler. it
may be necessary, to wind it "to
order."

- Sums Up Points Made.
So far I have pointed out these gen-

eral principles of procedure:
1. Visualiie the position of each unit.
2. Visualize the functions of each control.
3. "Project" th-e actual wiring or make

a loose assembly to approximate the circuit
conditions when permanently assembled.

4. Study all the types of parts you peed
and select the types which give the '''re-
finements" and conveniences.

5. Study every combination or multiplecontrol that can be used to simplify the
device.

O. Plan your assembly so that trouble
corrections can be made later.

These are the intangibles of radio
engineering which the set builder,,nay
learn by experience, but if -he is wise
he will accept the advice given, and
when he tackles a new circuit it will
not be thrown together indiscrimi-
nately.

These matters you have possibly
noted have been elaborated upon with-
out any discussion of circuits. You
cannot intelligently select or use a
circuit unless you are considering its
physical interpretation.

If, for example, you decided to build
a Beinartz receiver without consider -

Itheaway thru and these are what make
for engineering success.

To show how government engineers
Continued on Page 15.

a

Here are several types of receivers, which show the possibilities of
adaptation of circuit hook-ups. Fig. 1 is a standard three -tube regenera-
tive set with loud speaker installed in cabinet-an unusual arrangement.
Fig. 2 is a little different, but efficient treatment of the Cockaday circuit.
Figures 3 and 4 show the front panels of these two sets.

ing just what space the special spider
coils used would require, you might
be seriously disappointed after buying
all the parts to find that these coils
would have to go on the front of the
panel. Or, if you decided to build
a super -heterodyne and having the
parts assembled suddenly appreciate
that the shields called for would re-
quire entirely different construction,
it might make your cabinet, panel
and shelves useless.

Do not start on a circuit until you
have estimated how the set will look
as assembled, how each unit will be
mounted, and exactly what space it
will require.

Have Enough Controls.
As to circuits themselves, one thing

I would suggest: On all radio -fre-
quency tubes be sure -you are using
an adequate number -of controls.

A vacuum tube is as delicate as
a fine watch. You probably knew
how easy it is for a watch to get "out
of regulation." When the spring Is
wound tight it is exerting more pres-
sure on the escapement and speeds
it up and when it is run down the
escapement may slow down. Often a
movement of a hair's breath on the
regulator means- a gain or loss of
several minutes a day. Similarly with
a vacuum tube, the grid potential,
plate voltage, filament brightness, etc.,
all are factors of its efficiency and
even the capacity of the tube in the
socket. These are exceedingly impor-
tant cnosiderations in radio -frequency
circuits and will determine the effi-
ciency of the set to a large degree.

Therefore, do rot attempt to build
a radio -frequency set without provid-
ing for the proper filament and gild
controls. The differences in results
will be as great as between a watch
which gives true Time and: one which
only tells time after a fashion.

For example, you will note in Fig-
ure 8-A a converitio.nal regenerative
circuit. This, is wired as shown in
8-B to bring the connections to a con-
nector block at the rear of the set.
It will be seen that the rheostat is
here plackl in the negative side of
the filament lead. The grid return
is on the negative filament side which
gives a bias to the grid negatively
equal to the drop in the rheostat and
the filament. Tills connection should
be close to the filament.

Sometimes the return connection is
placed between the rheostat and the
filament which is wrong. The con-
nection will be on the positive on
some tubes and cn the negative side
for others, depending on the tube and
whether the tube is to be used fm-

a a detector' .amplitler. Thus you are
obliged to know what tube you

use and how it should be connected
in the circuit.

Again in Figure 8-A you note a
variable condenser used to tune the
secondary. It will make some differ-
ence in the efficiency of the circuit
if you use a condenser, the. rotor of
which should be grounded and then
ground the stator. Further, you will
uote the dotted line XY in A, which
is represented by a jumper from the
ground post to the negative A post.

Unless you count on holding some
part of the circuit at zero potential
it will affect your signals. Grounding
the circuit also tends to give a slight
variometer effect to the coupler. Note
also the use of by-pass condensers
across the batteries and phones.

If we use a tubing about five inches
long, with two rotors, and one- main
primary which will be coupled to the
plate circuit and act as a tuner, coup-
ler and feed -back. The amount of
wire used can be very small, and a
semifixed coupling devised which will
eliminate one control and the 'Dine

which is often seldom used in prat
lice.

By introducing a potentiometer we
wilt secure the full amplifying charac-
teristic of thg tube. A by-pass con-
denser is also used on the potentiome-
ter. 'Leaving off variable condensers
will reduce the weight somewhat. Note
the switch which cuts the A battery
so that the potentiometer will not
drain the current when set is not in
use.

A possible version of this is shown
in Figure 10. This is a slanting
panel -type now coming back into
vogue, In which the tuning controls
are at the bottom of the panel where
the two hands can normally rest with

! comfort. The poteptiometer is on the
I
right and would be used more than
the rheostat.

A push-pull switch to cut off the
battery can be used as shown. The
telephone jack is on the base to the
right. A large bezel is cut in the
upper center and by having the door
or "lid" at the back -access can be
obtained to the parts. By making
box qpmpartments, dry batteries can
be used inside the cabinet.

A calibration plate can be fixed
on the panel for convenience after
the aerial is "logged" for all wave
lengths.

Worth While the Labor.

The instrument as devised is not
a simple set to construct: It does
give something that is distinctive,
practical and neat and by selecting
attractive dials, getting good panel
engraving and having the wiring all
carefully soldered, the objective of this.
ircuit is realized. It has "points" all

1WESTERN
ARMY STORES
We handle all standard Radio
equipment-come here for real
Radio Bargains.

B Batteries

Large size, 45 volt, tapped,
regula: $5.50
value $2.79
2232 volt size, fresh A_
stock, guaranteed, at 0 Ug;

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

PLAIN VERNIER
3 Plate.$ .59 10 Plate.$2.255 Plate. .69

11 Plate. .95 22 Plate. 2.35
23 Plate. 1.15 44 Plate. 2.8543 Plate. 1.45
Vernier Condensers Furnished

with Dial and Knob.

DRY CELLS
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New fresh stock bought espe-
cially for this sale. Guaran-
teed. Buy now for 26cfuture use. Spl., at__

4 for $1.00

3,000 Ohm
Head Set $3.98

100 ft. Stranded
Aerial Wire 45c

400 Ohm Poten-
tiometers 69c

Electric Soldering
Iron

180 Degree Vario-
coupler $1 49

Guaranteed De-
$2 98tector Tube

Open Evenings Till 8 P. M.
Saturdays 10 P. M.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled

$1.69

WESTERN
ARMY

STophES
TWO BIC STORES

227-29 410-12
IN MADISON ST. SO.WABASH AV.
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedules
Central, or Chicago time, is shown on all stations. If necessary to ascertain local time on any station deduct

two hours from time shown for Pacific coast stations, one hour from time shown for the Rocky mountain stations and
add one hour to those stations using eastern time. Hawaiian island time is four hours and a half slower than Chicago
time. In the list the call number of the station is first given, followed by the location, the owner's name, wave length
used and broadcasting schedule in order named. THE POST is making a thoro canvass of all stations in order that
this directory may be complete and accurate. Changes are so frequent in stations and schedules that no list can be satis-
factory which is not corrected frequently. Corrections and additions to this list will be made from week to week. Sta-
tions are urged to co-operateby sending information of changes id schedule to Radio Editor, The Chicago Evening Post.

146 -Canton. Ohio, headquarters 135th
T. A., 0. N. G.: 425 meters.

4186 -San Antonio, Texas, Camp Travis.
U. S. A., 480 meters.

BEI-Tacoma, Wash., Camp Lewis, U. S. A..
380 meters.

KDKA-Pittsburg. Pa., Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. 326
meters. Day schedule -9 a. in., music and
live stock markets: 10:55- a. in.. Arling-
ton time signals: 11:50 a. m., U. S.
bureau of market reports: 12:30 p. m.,
luncheon concert. Evening schedule -5:16
p. in., dinner concert: 6:45 p. m., bedtime
story; 7-8:55 p. m., program.

XDPIVI-Cleveland, Ohio. Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. 270
meters.

ElIPT-San Diego, Cal., Southern Electric
company, 360 meters.

EDIL-Salt Lake City, Utah, Salt Lake Tel-
egram, 485 meters.

EDYM-San Diego, 5a1 Savoy theater. 380
. meters.
KDYQ-Portland, de., Oregon Institute of

Technology.  "e meters.
EDYS-Great Falls, Mont., Great Falb;

Tribune. 485 meters.
1EDYW-Phoenix, Ariz., Smith, Hughes &

.Co.. 360 meters.
KDYX-Honolulu, Hawaii, Star Bulletin com-

pany, 360 meters.
KDBZ-Bakersfield, Cal.; Frank Siefert, 360

meters.
11)7,114 --Seattle. Wash.. The Rhodes company.

455 meters. vening schedule -0:30-7:30
p. children's hour: 10:30 p. m.. musical
program. Si'ent Tuesday. Thursday aon
Sunday nights.

AD7T-Los Angeles. Cal., Automobile Club of
Southern California, 360 meters.

KDZI-Wen a t ee, Wash., Electric Supplycompany. 360 meters.
EDZK-Reno, Nev., Nevada Machinery and

Electric company, 360 meters.
11)2D -Denver. Colo.. William D. Pyle, 360

meters.
OMR-Bellingham. Wash., Bellingham Pub-

lishing company.
KTAD-Phoenix. Aria hIcAralltir Bros. Mer-

cantile company, 360-485 rMers
NFAE-Pullman,. Wash., State College of

Washington, 360 meters.
KFAF-Denver. Colo. Western Radio cor-poration, :300 meters. Evening schedule -9 -10 p. m.. concert.
ATM -Boulder. Colo., University of Cobo-
1 redo. 360 meters.
KFAN-Moscow. Idaho. Electric shop. 360

meters.
KTAP-Butte, Mont.. Standard Publishing

company. 360 meters.
KFAQ-San Jose. Cal., City of San Jose,360 meters.
ITAR-Hollywood, Cal., Studio Lighting

service. 360 meters.
KFAT-Eugene, Ore.. Pacific Radio corn-pany, 360 meters.
11[FAU-Boise. Idaho, Independent Schooldistrict of Boise City, 360 meters.
KFAV-Boise. Idaho, Boise high school, 360-. 485 meters.
KFAW-Santa Ana. Cal., Radio Den, 360

meters.
KFBB-Havre.Mont.. F. A. Buttrey com-

pany, 360-485 meters.
KFBC-San Diego. Cal., W. K. Azbill. com-

pany, 360 meters.
KTBE-San Luis, Obispo, Cal., Horn's Radio

shop. 360 meters.
KTI3G--Tacoma. Wash.. First Presbyterian

Church. 360 meters.
EFBK-Sacramento, Cal., Kimball -Upson

company, '360 meters.
IFBL.-Everett, Wash., Leese Bros., 360meters.
ETBS-Trinidad, Colo., Chronicle News and-se Gas and- Electric Supply company, 360

meters.
11111U -Laramie. Wyo., Bishop N. S. Thomas.

360 meters.
KFCD-Phoenix, Aria., Nelson Radio Sup-ply company, 360 meters.
17CD-Salem. Ore.. F. S. Barton, 360 meters.
KFCT-Walla Walla. Wash.. Frank D.

Moore. 360 meters.
JIDTCH-Billings, Mont., Electric Service eta-- lion 360 meters.
KFCK-Colorado Springs, Colo.. Colorado

Springs Radio company. 360 meters.
RFCC-Los Angeles. Cal.. Los Angeles
 Union stockyards, 360 meters.

.KFCM-Richmond. Cal., Richmond Radio
shop. 360 meters.

Imp -Ogden, Utah. Ralph W. Flygare, 380

company, 492 meters. Day schedule -5:30-
6 p. m.. children's program. Evening
schedule -9:30-9:45 p. m., forecast andmarkets: 10 p. m.-2 a. in.. lecture and
concert.

KGY-Lacey. Wash., St. Martin's college,
360 "meters. Day schedule -None. Eve-ning schedule -10:30 p. in., musical two -gram.

KM -Los Angeles, Cal., C. R. Kierulff &
Co. 400-485 meters.'Day schedule -4:30-
5:36 p. m., varied program, news and
music. Evening schedule - 8:45-9:30
P. in., children's hour; 10 p. m.-2 a. m.,
concert.

KJQ-Stockton, Cal., C. 0. Gould, 300
meters..

KJR-Seattle, Wash.. Northwest Radio Serv-
ice company, 360-485 meters. Day sched-ule -7:45-8:30 p. m. Evening schedule -9:30 -10:30 p. in., varied programs.

KJ8-Los Angeles, Cal., Bible Institute -61Los Angeles, 360 meters.
KLN-Del Monte. Cal., Monterey Electricshop, 360 meters.
KLS-Oakland, Cal.. Western Radio Insti-tute, 3(30 meters.
KLX-Oakland. Cal., Warner Bros., 360meters.
HLZ-Denver, Colo., Reynolds Radio 'com-pany, 300 meters.
KALI-Fresno. Cal., San Joaquin Light and

Power corporation, 360 meters.
KMO-Tacoma, Wash., Love Electric com-

pany, 360 meters.
KNJ-Roswell, N. M., Roswell Public Service

company, 360-485 meters.
KNT-Aberdeen, Wash.. Grays Harbor Rao

corporation, 360 meters.
KOB-State College, N. M., New Mexico Col-

lege of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts.
300-485 meters.

p. in., 9-9:25 p. m.. concert. Friday. 10-
11:30 p. m., late show. Saturday, 9-9:25
p. m., reading. "Sunday, 11 a. in., churchservices: 6 p. m., concert, Evening Postprogram.

KZM-Oakland, Cal., Tribune. 360 meters.
Evening schedule -8:44 p. m., concert.

KZN-Salt Lake City, Utah, Desert News.
360-485 meters. Evening schedule -8 p. m.,
concert.

KDZQ-Denver, Colo., William D. Plye, 360meters.
WAAR-New Orleans, La., Valdemar Jensen.

360 meters.
WAAC-New Orleans, La., Tulane university,

360 meters.
WAAD-Cineinnati, Ohio, Ohio Mechanics'institute, 300 meters.
WAAF-Chicago, Union Stock Yards and

Transit company, 485 meters. Day sched-ule -8:40. 10:30, 10:46 a. m., 12:30,12:45, 3, 4:30 p. m., live stock reports.
WAAH-St. Paul, Minn.. Commonwealth

Electric company. 360 meters.
WAAK-Milwaukee, Wis Gimble Brothers,360 meters.
WAAM-Newark. N. J., I. R. Nelson com-pany, 360 meters.
WAAN-Columbia. Mo., University of Mis-souri, 360 meters.
WAAP-Wichita. Kan., United Electric com-

pany, 360 meters.
WAAW-Omaha, Neb., Omaha Grain com-

pany. 360-485 meters. Evening schedule -8 -9 p. in., concert.
WAAZ-Emporia, Kan.. Hollister Miller Mo-

tor company. 360 meters.
WAH-E1 Dcrado. Kan., Midland Refining

company, 485 meters.
WBAA-West Lafeyette, Ind., Purdue uni-

versity. 370 meters.
WBAD-Minneapolis, Minn., Sterling Electric

360 meters.
WCAL-Northfield, Minn., St. Olaf college.

360 meters.
WCAO-Baltimore, Md., Sanders & StaYmen

company, 360 meters.
WCAR-San Antonio, Texas. Alamo Radio

Electric company, 360 meters.
WCM-Minneapolis, Minn.. William H. Dun -

woody Industrial institute, 380 meters.
WCAT-Rapid City, S. D., South Dakota

School of Mines, 360 meters.
WCAU-Philadelphia, Pa., Durham & Co..

360-485 meters.
WCAV-Little Rock, Ark., J. C. Dice Elec-

tric company, 360 meters. '
WCAX-Burlington. Vt., University of Ver-.

mont, 360 meters.
WCAY-Milwaukee, Wis.' Kesselman-O'Dris-

colt Musie house, 360-485 meters.
WRAM-Carthage, Ill.' Robert E. Compton

(Carthage college), 360 meters.
WCBD-Zion, Ill., Wilbur Glenn Votive, 345

meters. Broadcasts only on Monday and
Friday evenings. Wednesday afternoons and
Sundays. Monday, 8 p. m.. band concert:
Wednesday, 2:30-3:45 p. ,pi., -sacred con-
cert and address by Voliva; Sunday, 9-9:30
a. m. and 2:30-5:30 p. in,. religious serv-
ices.

WCE-Minneapolis. Minn., Findley Electric
company, 360 meters.

WCK-St. Louis, Mo.. Stix-Baer-Fuller com-
pany, 360 meters.

WON -Worcester. Mass., Clark university
360-485 meters.

WCM-Austin, Texas, University of Texas,
360 meters.

WCX-Detroit. Mich.. Detroit Free Press, 580
meters. Day schedule -2 p. m.. news
bulletins; 2:15 p. m., stock quotations:
2:50 p. in., weather; 4:15 p. rn., music.
Evening schedule -musical program.

meters.
KFCV-Houston. Texas, Fred Mahaffey Jr..

380 meters.
KFCY-LeMars. Iowa. Western Union col-

lege. 300 meters.
KFCZ-Omaha. Neb., Omaha Central high

school, 360 meters.
KFDA-Baker. Ore.. Adler's Music store. 360

meters.
IILFDB-San Francisco, Cal., California Mer-

cantile Trust company, 360 meters. Eve-
ning schedule -Midnight -1:30 a. in., mu-
sical program.ETDO-Spokane. Wash., E. V. Craney. 360
meters.

ITDD-Boise, Idaho, St. Michael's cathedral,
360 meters./EDF-Casper, Wyo., Wyoming Radio cor-
poration. 360 meters.

*FDA -Tucson, Arts., University of Arizona.
360 meters.

SWIM -Corvallis, Ore., Oregon Agricultural
college, 360 meters,

1En/16-Denver. Colo.. Knight -Campbell Music
company. 360 meters.

RFDO--Bozeman, Mont.; H. Everett Cutting,
360 meters.

RFDP-Des Moines. Iowa, Hawkeye Radio
and Supply company, 360 meters.

111FDR-York, Neb., Bullock's Hardware and
Sporting Goods, 360 meters.

IF1101:-Lincoln, Neb.. Nebraska Radio Elec-
tric company. 360 meters.

WrIte-Portland. Ore., Northwestern Radio
Manufacturing company. 360 meters. Day
schedule -1 p. m.. children's hour. Eve-
ning schedule --6 p. m.. concert and fea-
tures; 8:30 p. in., weather reports.

1[1'143 -Tacoma. Wash.. Guy Greaaon. 300
meters.

KEEL -Denver, Colo.. Winner Radio corpor-
ation. 360 meters.

.11F143-sOak, Neb., J. D. SCroggin. 360
meters.

RFER-Fort Dodge. Iowa, Auto Electric
Service company. 360 meters.

KFEV-Douglas, Mo., Radio Electric shop,
360-485 meters.

RFFA-San Diego, Cal.. Dr. R. C. Shelton.
300 meters.

EFED-Boise Idaho. Jenkins Furniture com-
pany, 360 meters.

ETTE--Pendleton. Ore.. Eastern Oregon
Radio company. 360 meters.

- RFFS--Colorado Springs, Colo Marksheffel
Motor company. 360 meters.

RFGR-Palo Alto. Cal.. Stanford university,
300-310 meters.

RFHJ-Santa Barbara, Cal., Fallon & Co..
360 meters.

RFI-Los Angeles, Cal. Earl G. Anthony, 495
meters. Evening schedule -7-7:30 p. m.,
8:45-9:30 p. in.. 10 p.om.-2 a. in.. fee-
turas, drama, music.

KGB -Tacoma, Wash.. William A. Mullens
Electric company, 360 meters.

ROG-Portland. Ore.. Halock & Watson, 360
meters. Day schedule -2:45-3 p. m., mar-
ket reports and news. Evening schedule -
7:30 P. in., music and sports: 9:30 p.
general news: 10 p. in., radio talk.

RON-Portland, Ore., Northwestern Radio
Manufacturing company. 360 meters.

EGO-Altadena. Cal., Altadona Radio labora-
tory. 352 meters.

KGU-Honolulu. Hatwati, Marion A. Mut-
texv, 300 meters.

,,.f Ore., Oregonian Publishing

THE CHICAGO EVENING POST
TABLOID RADIO SCHEDULES

These stations are those most commonly tuned in evenings by the Chicago broadcast listen-
ers. The time given is central standard. Pacific coast time is two hours earlier than that
shown here. Mountain time is one hour earlier, and eastern time one hour later. Evening
program schedules only are given. This list was compiled by The Chicago Evening Post
Radio Department and is protected by copyright.

STATION
Chicago-

KYW. Comm. Edison Bldg
WAAF, Union Stock Yards
WMAQ, Hotel La Salle
WDAP, Drake Hotel
WJAZ, Edgewater Beach Hotel

Suburban-
WCBD, Zion, Ill
WIAB, Rockford, Ill.
WRM, Urbana, Ill
WTAS, Elgin, Ill.

Eastern-
KDKA, East Pittsburg
WBZ, Springfield. Maas.
WEAF, New York City
WGI, Medford Hillside. Mass
WHAZ. Troy. N. Y
170Yr Schnectady, N. Y
WOE, Buffalo
WIT. New York City
WJZ, New York City
WOO, Philadelphia
WRC, Washington. D. C

Midwest,-
WCX. Detroit
WJAX, Cleveland
WLAG, Minneapolis
WLW, Cincinnati
WOC, Davenport
WTAM, Cleveland
WW.J, Detroit

Southern-
KSD, St. Louis
WRAP, Fort Worth. Texas
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo
WFAA, Dallas, Texas
WGV, New Orleans
WHAS, Louisville
WEB. Kansas City,

I MilesIMet1 Monday I /Tuesday I Wednesday I

5361 6:30- 9:30 6:30-12:00
2861 4:30- 6:00 4:30- 5:00 4:30- 5:00
4481 7:00- 9:55 7:00- 9:55
3601 7:00-1 a.m. 7:00-1.a.m.
4481 10:00.12:30110:00-12:30

39 345
77 252

120 360
37 275

430 326
802 337
733 4951
875
748 380
898 280
472 3191
733 4051

677 509
1612 469

8:00- 9:00

6 :30- 9 :00
6 :30,10 :00
8:30- :00
8:00- 9:30
6 :45.11 :30 6:45- 9:00
0 :00-10 :45 6:00- 7:30

7 :00-11:00
6:30- 9:00
6 :30-10 :00
6:30- 8:00

6 :30-10 :30
7 :16-10 :00
8 :00-10 :00

13:30-10 :30
7:15-10:06

8:00- 9:00
8:50-1.9:30
7:30-111:00

7:00-11:00
6:30- 9:00
6 :30-10 :00
6:30- 8:00

Thursday I Friday I Saturday Sunday

6:30- 9:301 6:30- 9:301 6:30-12 m. 6:30- 9:30
4:30- 5:001 4:30. 6 :001
7:00- 9:55) 7:00- 8/00-10:00
7:00-1 a.m. 7:00-1a.m. V00-1a.m. 9:16-10:30

10:00-12:30110:00-12:3010:00- 2:00 6:00- 9:00
8:00- 9:00

P
7 :00-11:00 7 :00-11100 7 :00-11:00
6:30- 9:00 6:30( 9:00 6:30. 9:00
6 :30-10 :00 8 :30-10 :00 6 :30-10 :00 6:30.10.00
0:30- 8:001 6:30- 8:00 0:30- 8:00 7:30- 9:00

8:45- 9:00
6 :00-10 :45

6:45- 9:00 6:45-11:30
6:00- 7:30 6 :00-10 :45

6:45- 9:00
:00- 7:30

6:3040:30 8:3040:301 8:30-10:30
7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00
8 :00-10 :00 1 8:00-10:00

245 5171 7:30. 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30. 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30. 9:00323 390 7:30; 9:30 8 :00-10 :30
358 417110:30-1 a.m. 10:30-1 a.m 10:30-1 a.m. 10:304 a.m. 10:30.1 a.m262 3091 8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00 8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00
106 4811 7 :00.11:00 7 :00-11 :00 7:00-11 :00 7:00-11 :00323 3001 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:001 7:30
245 5171 8:30-10:001 8:30-10:00 8:30-10:00 8:30.12 m. 8:80-10:00

WOAl, San Antonio, Texas..... 1,080
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo 337
WS13, Atlanta, Ga I 605

Pacific Coast-
KFDB, San Francisco
HGW, Portland. Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles
KPO: San Francisco

8 :30-10 :30
7:16-10:00

2:30- 6:00

10:30-1 a.m

7:00-11:00
7:00- 7:30

8 :00-11:00 8 :00-11:00
7:15-11:00 7:15-11:00

11:45.1 a.m. 11 :45-1 a.m. 11:45-1 a.m
6:45- 7:30 6:45- 9:30 6:45. 9:30

7:00. 8:00
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00

11:00.12 :00

8:00- 9:30
8:00-12 m 8:00-12 M. 8:00-12 in. 7:30- 9:00

1.910 509 12 ni - 1 :30 12 m 1:30 12 in 1:30 12 m 1:30 12 in 1 :30112 in 1:30112 m 1:301 895 492} 1:00.2:00-2 a.m. 10 :00-11:00 10.:00-11:00 10 :00 11:00 1 :00-2 a.m. 10 :00-11 :00 9 :00-10 :00
1,795 3961 8:45.10:00 8:45-10:00 8:45-10:00 8:45.10:00 8:45-10:00 8:45'40:00 10:00-12:00

- 11 91014231 6:30-12 in.1 6:30.12 m,1
1 6:30-12 in. 8:30-12 m. 10:30-12 M.

8 :00-10 :00
9:30-10:30,

 

7:00- 7:30

9 :30-11:00

4:00- 5:00
8 :00-10 :00
8 :00-10 :00

270 5461 8 :00-11 :00 8 :00-11 :00 8 :00-11 :00
855 4761 7:15-11:00 7:15-11:00 7:15-11':00
430 411111:45-1 a.m. 11:45-1 aim 11:46-1 a.m.
853 4761 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30
858 3501 7 :00. 8:00 7:00- 8:00
271 400) 7:30- 9:00
430 4111 7:00- 9:00
480 500 11 :00-12 :00

3851 9 :30-10:30
4111 8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30
4281 8:00-12 In. 8:00.12 in 8:00-12 m.

HOP -Detroit. Mich.. Detroit Police depart-
ment, 860 meters.

HPO-San Francisco, Cal., Hale Bros.. 400
meters. Day schedule -3 to 1 p. m. Eve-
ning schedule -0:30 to 7:30 10 p.m.
to 3 a. m.

191 -Berkeley. Cal., University of California,
360 meters.

KQP-Hood River, Ore., Blue Diamond Elec-
tric company. 360 meters. -

KIW-Pittsburg, Pa., Doubleday -Hill Electric
company, 360 meters.

KQW-San Jose, Cal.. Charles D. Herrold.
345-300 meters.

KEE-Berkeley. Cal., Maxwell Electric com-
pany, 360 meters.

KSD-St. Louis, Mo Post -Dispatch, 546
meters. Day schedule -Children's program
Saturday. 3 p. m. Evening schedule -8
P. in.. concert program.

ICSS--Long Beach, Cal.. Pres & Dean Radio
Research laboratory, 360 meters.

KTW--Seattle. Wash., First Presbyterian
church, 360 meters.

KUO-San Francisco, Cal., Examiner, 485-
525 meters.

KUS-Los Angeles, Cal.. City Dye Works
and Laundry company, 360 meters.

KUY-E1 Monte, Cal., Coast Radio. company,
.360 meters.

HMI -Stockton. Cal.. Portable Wireless
Telehone company. 360 meters.

KWH-Los Angeles. Cal.. Examiner, 300-
485 meters.

KX1)-Modesta, Cal., Herald Publishing com-
pany, 360 meters.

1YQ-Honolulu. Hawaii. Electric shop, 300
meters.

KTF-San Diego. Cal.. Thearle Music com-
pany, 360 meters.

HYW--Chicago, Ill Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing company, 536 meters.
Daily except Sunday. 9:30 a. m., financial,
market: It a. m., market; 10:30 a. m
news: 10:511. a. in., time signal: 11 a. in..
market; 11:05 a. In.. weather: 11:30 a.m..
news, market: 11:35 a. m., table talk; 12
in., market; 12:10 p. m., Saturday. final
market; 12:30 p. in., news: 1 p. in., mar-
ket, except Wednesday, Saturday: 1:20
D. m., closing quotations except Wednes-
day, Saturday: 2:15 p. In.. news; 2:30p. in.,closing quotations; 3 p. m., news
and port bulletin: 4 A m., news: 4:15
p. in., stock reports: 4:30 p. in.. news and
sports: 5 p. m.. news: 6:30 p. in., financial
summary; 6:50 p. m., bedtime stories: 8
p. in.. musical program; 8:58 p. m., time
.signal: 9 p. m., weather: 9:06 D. m.. spe-
cial services. Tuesday. Thursday. 1:35-3

company, 360 meters.
WBAF-Moorestown, N. J., Fred M. Middle-ton, 380 meters.
WBAH-Minneapolis, Minn., Dayton com-pany, 360 meters.
WRAN-Paterson. N. J., Wireless Phone

corporation. 360 meters.
WBAO-Decatur, James Millikin uni-versity, 360 meters.
WRAP -Fort Worth. Texas, Star Telegram,476 meters. Day schedule -10 a. m.-4

p. in., markets and finance. Evening ached-
uml m7 :u3.0i-c8a1:30p opg. amnia, and 9:30-10.45 P.

WBAU-Hamilton, Ontario, Republican Pub-
lishing company, 360 meters.

WBAV-Columbus. Ohio. the Ernor Hopkins
company, 360 meters.

WRAW-Marietta. Ohio, Marietta college. 380
meters.

WBAX-Wilkes Barre. Pa.. John H. Stenger
company, 360 meters.

WBAY-New York City, American Telegraph
and Telephone company, 400 meters.

WBL-Anthony. Kan.. T. & H. Radio com-
pany, 360 meters.

WBS-Newark. N. J., D. W. May, 360 me-
ters.

WIST,-Charlotte. N. C., Southern Radio cor-
poration. 360 meters.

WBU-Chicago. City of Chicago, 286 meters.
WEE -.Springfield. Mass.. Westinghouse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing company, 422 me-
ters. Day schedule -10:55 a. in., timesignals; weather; markets. Evening sched-ule -5 p. m., world market survey: 5:30
p. in., University Extension lecture: 0
D. in.. concert: 6:30 p. in., 'bedtime story;
7 II. m., concert.

WCAC-Fort Smith. Ark., John Fink Jew-
elry company, 300 meters.

WCAD-Canton N. Y.. St. Lawregce univer-
sity. 200-480 meters.

WCAE-Pittsburg. Pa., Kaufman & Baer
company, 360 meters. Day schedule -5:30
D. m., dinner concert. Evening schedule -
6:45. p. m bedtime story; 7:30 p. m.. mu-
sical program.

WCAG-New Orleans, La., Clyde R. Randell.
360 meters. Day schedule -11:30 a. m..
news, weather; 3:30 p. in., stock market
reports: 5:30 p. m.. dinner concert. Eve -
nine schedule -6:30 p. m., news: 6:45
p. m., bedtime story; 7:3() p. in.. musical
program.

WCAH-Columbus. Ohio., Entrekin Electric
company, 360 meters.

WCAJ-University Place, Neb.. Nebraska
Westien university. 360-485 meters.

WCAK-Houston. Texas, Alfred Daniel,

WDAD-Lindaborg, Kan., Central Kansas
Radio Supply, 300 meters.

WDAE-Tampa. Fla., Tampa Daily Times,
360-485 meters.

WDAF-Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City Star,
411 meters. Day schedule -3:30-4:30
p. in.. musical matinee. Evening schedule
-6-10 p. m., concert and varied program.

WDAG-Amarillo,- Texas, J. Lawrence Mar-
tin. 360 meters.

WDAH-El Paso. Texas, St. Patrick's cathe-
dral. 360-485 meters.

WDAI-Syracuse. N. Y.. Hughes Radio cor-
poration, 360-485 meters.

WDAK-Hartford. Conn., Courant. 360meters.
WDAL-Jacksonville, Fla Times -Union, 360

486 meters.
WDAO-Dallas. Texas. Automotive Electric

company. 360 teeters.
ViDAP-Chicago. Ill.. Board of Trade. 360

meters. 9:35 a. m., 10:01 a. In., 10:31
a. in., 11:01 a. tn.. 12:01 p. en., 12:31p. in.. 1:01 p. in.. 1:25 p. m., market re-
ports; 3:15 p. in., closing quotations; 6p. in., market summary. Saturday, 12:06D. m., closing quotations. Daily exceptSunday. 1:35 p. In., concert. Tuesday.Thursday. Saturday, 10 p. m.. concert.Sunday, 9:15 p. m., concert. TuesdaY.
Thursday. 7-8 p. m. Wednesday, Friday.
Saturday, 7-8:30 p. in. Wednesday, Fri-day. 10-12 p. m.. concerts.

WDAR--Philadelphia Pa., Lit Brothers, 360
meters. Day schedule -3:30 p. m., varied
program. Evening schedule -6:30 p. m.,
concert.

WDAS-Worcester, Mass., Samuel A. Waite,
360 meters.

WDAU-New Bedford, Mass., A. H. Smith.
300 meters.

WDAX-Centreville. Iowa, First .National
bank, 300 meters.

WDAY-Fargo, N. D.. Fargo Radio Service
company, 360 meters,

YoutDon'tNeed
Tubes

591 South
in sessettem,

Volutsia, Wichita. Kansas

WDM-Washington, D. C., Church of the
Covenant. 360 meters.

WDT-Stapleton, N. Y., Shipowners' Radio
service, 360 meters.

WDZ-Tuscola, Ill., James L. Bush, 360 me-
ters.

WEAAIlint, Mich reliant & Lathrop,
:360 eters.

WEAR -Fort Dodge, Iowa, Standard Radio
Equipment company, :160-485 meters.

WEAD-Atwood, Kan., Northwestern Kan-
sas Radio Supply company, 360-485 me-
ters.

WEAF,-Blacksburg, Va.. Polytechnic insti-
tute, 360 meters.

WEAF-New York city. AmeriCan Tele-
Phone and Telegraph oimpany, 492 meters.
Evening schedule -6:3(1-11 p. m., concert.

WEAG-Edgewood, R. I.. Nichois-Hineline-
Bassett laboratory, 360 meters.

WEAI-Ithaca. N. Y.. Cornell university, 360
meters.

WEAJ-Vermillion, 5 D., University 11 -South
Dakota, 360 meters.

WEAK -St. Joseph, Mo., J. B. Abercrombie.
360 meters.

WEAL -North Plainfield, N. J., borough of
North Plainfield, 360 meters.

WEAN -Providence, IL :., Shepard company
360 meters. Evening schedule -9-11
P. m., _musical program.

WEAO-Columbus. Ohio. Ohio State univer-
sity. 360 meters.

WEAP-Mobile. Ala.. Mc bile Radio company.
:360-485 meters.

WEAR -Baltimore, Md. News and Amer-
ican Publishing compiny, 360-485 meters.

WEAS-Washington. D. C., the Hecht com-
pany, 360 meters.

WEAU-Sioux City, Iowa, Davidson Bros.
company, 360 meters.

WEAY-Houston, Texas, Iris theater, 360 __

meters.
WEB -St. Louis. Mo., Benwood Company.

Inc., 360 meters.
WEV-Houston, Texas, Huributt-Still Elec-

tric company. 360-48.1 meters.
WEW-St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis university,

300-485 meters. Day schedule -8 a. in.
and 9 a. m., quotalions and live stock
reports; 10 a. m., weather and markets: -

11-11:30 a. in. and 1 D. m., marketgrams.
Texas. Dallas News and

Dallas Journal. 476 meters. Silent
Wednesdays. Day schedule -12:30-1 p.
features and talks. Evening schedule -
8:30 -9:30 p. m. and 11 p. in., to mid-
night, musical programs.

WFAB-Syrcause. N. Y., C. F. Woese, 380
meters.

WFAF-Poughkeepsie, Y.. C. Sprat-
tley Radio company, 360 meters.

WEAH-Port Arthur. Texas, Electric Sup-
ply company, 360 meters.

WFAJ-Asheville, N. C., Hi -Grade Wireless
Instrument company, 360 meters.

WFAM-St. Cloud, Kinn.. Granite City Elec-
tric company. 360-485 meters. -

WFAN-Hutchinson. Man.. Hutchinson Elec-
tric Service company, 360-485 meters.

WFAD-Cameron, Mo., Cameron Radio com-
pany (MissouriWesleyan college). 360
meters.

%TAT -Sioux Falls, S. D., Argue -Leader.
360-485 meters.

WFAY-Lincoln, Neb., University of Ne- 
braska. 360-485 meters.

WTI -Philadelphia, Pt., "Strawbridge &
Clothier, 360 meters. Day schedule -9:15
a. m., produce and live stock markets.
Evening schedule -8 p. in.. concert.

WOAL-Lancaster, Pa., Lancaster Electric
Supply and Construction company. 360
meters.

WOAN-Pensacola. Fa. Cecil E. Lloyd, 360
meters.

WGAD-Shreveport. La.., W. G. Patterson.
300 meters.

WGAR-Fort Smith. Ark., South West Amer- .
ican, 360 meters.

WOAD -Wooster. Ohio, Marcus G. Limb, 360
meters.

WGAW-Altoona. Pa.. Ernest C. Albright.
360 meters.

WOAY-Madison, Wis.. North Western Ra-
dio Company, Inc., 360 meters.

WPAZ-South Bend, Ind., South Bend
Tribune, 360 meters.

WGI-Medford Hillside. Mass., American
Radio and Research corporation. 300 me-
ters. Day schedule -11 a. m., music;
11:40 a. m.. weather: 11:45 a. in.. mar-
kets; 2 p. music; 5 p. m., news and
sports:en 5aged

p. m.,
policenmrt news.

MIL -Philadelphia. Ia., Thomas . F. G.
Howlett, 360 meters.

WOM-Atlanta, Ga.. Atlanta Constitution.
400 meters. Evening -6-7 p. m. and, 9:30-
10:30 p. m., musical programs.

WGR-Buffalo, N. Y. Federal Telephone

Continued on page 15.
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Broadcasting Stations and. Sthedule of Programs
Continued from page 14.

and Telegraph company, 360 meters. Day
schedule -9:45 a. m., weather: 12 m..
agn'ograms; 5:30 m., tea -time music.
Evening schedule -6 p. m., news. Concerts
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

WGV-New Orleans. La., Interstate Electric
company, 360 meters. Evening, 7-8 P. m.,
concert.

WGY-Schenectady. N. Y.. General Electric
company, 380 meters. Day schedule -
11:55 a. m., time signals; 12:30 P. m..
stock market report; 12:40 p. m.. produce
market report; 1 p. m.. music and reading.
Evening schedule -6:45 p. m., musical pro-
gram, vocal and instrumental.

erRA-Madison, Wis., University of Wis-
consin, 360.485 meters.

WHAA-Iowa City. Iowa, Iowa State Uni-
versity of Iowa. :360 meters.

OMAR-Galveston. Texas. Clark W. Thomps-
son, 300-360.485.600 meters.

WHAC-Waterloo, Iowa. Cole Bros. Electric
company. 360 meters.

WHAD-Milwaukee, Wis., Marquette univer-
sity, 360-483 meters.

WHAG-Cincinnati. Ohio, University of Cin-
cinnati, 360 meters.

How to Adapt the
Circuit

Continued from Page 13.

have planned a receiver I call your
attention to the panel used in the
army portable set. Here are the points
of this instrument:

1. Vacuum tube detector.
2. Crystal detector standby.
3. Buzzer to test the crystal.
4. Wave lengths from 250 to 3600.
5. Regenerative control.
6. Rheostat control.
7. Ground gap.
8. Coupling.
9. Oscillation tester.
10: Vernier tuning dials.
11. Loading coil posts for long wave

lengths, etc.
This set was built for severe use,

and its ruggedness cannot be appre-
ciated without actual inspection. As
these instruments cost about $150
each, it shows how much importance
can be placed on a one -tube receiver.
Hence, do not feel that you have too
easy a job if you only use one tube -
as in writing it is often harder to ex-
press a thought in a few words than
in many, so in radio it is sometimes
harder to construct a small receiver
than a large one.

(Mr. Cardwell's third article on
"Every -day Radio Engineering" will
take up "The Importance of Sharp
Tuning." It appears next week in
this magazine section of The Chicago
Evening Post. -The Editor.)

Questions and
Answers

Continued from Page 12.

24 double cotton covered wire. These
turns can be spaced from each other
by using string of about the same
thickness as the wire. In this way
you can get a very neat wiring job
with even spacing of wire. The re-
sults to be obtained from this with
UV199 tubes will be perfectly satis-
factory.

A single .001 fixed condenser across
the telephones of the primary of the
first audio -frequency transformer is
all that is necessary in the way of
fixed condensers.

In order to assist in neutralizing
the feed -back fifteen turns on the pri-
mary should be on the same end of
the tube as the fifteen turns that are
tapped off the secondary.

This system permits the use of a
larger neutralizing condenser than
would be possible if the whole second-
ary coil were used. You need have no
hesitation in making this change, as
tests I have made show that this is
the correct wiring data for the UV -
199 tube.

Location Makes Difference.
25. ENGLEWOOD: Recently a friend leav-

ing the city sold me his receiver -a three -
circuit standard regenerative set with two
stages of audio. I have heard concerts on
the set in his home on several occasions
and the results were the best I have ever
heard. However. when I set up this set in
my home. using the same aerial, batteries.
etc., I have had very disappointing results.
Why is it?

 There might be several contributing
causes. Two of the most likely are
location and tuning. The next most
probable cause is the directional fea-
ture of the aerial wire. As to the
location: There may be nearby inter
ference such as masses of steel struc-
tures which absorb the energy which
should go on your aerial. You may
be situated in a "dead pocket," there
being a number of such in Chicago,

zcording to reports and tests. Your
aerial may be too close to the roof,
which acts as a ground. Ideal aerials
are at best thirty feet above roofs
or the earth. Some operators pass
over station signals by too rapid tun-
ing. Others, thru inexperience, are
unable to tune in a signal when it is
found in the receiver. Aerials show
pronounced directional effects. A wire
pointing east and west will bring in
stations from those directions much
stronger. One pointing north and
south will bring better signals from
those points of the compass. The
end of the aerial from- which the
leadin goes to the receiver gives bet-
ter reception from stations toward
which it points than the open or other
end does from its direction. It may
be. too, that your "B" batteries are
weak. It may be they have been
discharged thru an accidental "short."
This can and does happen to new bat-
teries. Test your batteries. It can
be seen there are many possible con-
tributing causes to poor reception in
Y.Aor case, It ,is a.problem of ex-

, periMenting; "yOU cliSCuNPr the
right '

WHAM -Joplin, Mo., Hafer Supply company,
360 meters.

WHAK-Clarksburg, W. Va., Roberts Hard-
ware company.

WHAL-Lansing, Mich., Capitol News, 360
meters.

WHAM -Rochester, N. Y., University of
Rochester. 360 meters.

WHAO-Savannah, Ga., F. A. Hill, 360
meters.

WHAT -Decatur. Ill., Dewey L. Otta, 360
meters.

µ'H.114 -Washington. D. C., Seems Motor
company. 360 meters.

WHA Gan tic City. N. J., Paramount
Radio and Electric company. 360 meters.

V. MAIS-Louisvil le, Ky., Courier -Journal,
Louisville Times. 400 meters. Silent Mon-
days. Day schedule -4 p. m., concert:
4:55 p. m., markets and sports. Evening
schedule -7:30-9 p. or.. concert and news
bulletins. Time announced at 9 p. m. '

WHAV-Wilmington Del., Wilmington Elec-
tric -al Specialty company, 360 meters.

WHAY-Huntington, Ind., Huntington Press,
361) meters.

WHAZ-Troy, N. Y., Rensselaer Polytech-
nic institute, :380 meters. Broadcasts only
on Monday evenings.

Willi -Kansas City, Mo., Sweeney Auto and
Tractor school. 400-485 meters. Broad-
casts Tuesdays and Thursdays only. Con-
certs at 12:40 p. m.. 2 p. in. and 7 D. in.

WHD-Morgantown. W. Va., West Virginia
university. 360 meters.

WHK-Cleveland. Ohio. Warren R. Cox,
360 meters.

V. MN -Ridgewood, N. Y., Ridgewood Times.
360 meters.

WHX-Des Moines, Iowa, Register -Tribune.
400 meters.

1111A13 -Rock ford. Ill.. Joslyn Automobile
company, 360 meters. Evening schedule -
8 -9 p. m., concert.

%JAC-Galveston, Texas. Galveston Tribune,
360 meters.

WIAD-Ocean City. N. J., Ocean City Yacht
club. 360 meters.

WIAF-New Orleans, La., Nola Radio com-
pany. 360 meters.

WIAII-Newton. Iowa, Continental Radio
Manufacturing company, 360 meters.

WIAI-Springfield. Mo.. Herr Stores com-
pany. 360 meters.

WIAJ-Neenah, Wis., Fox River Valley Radio
Supply company, 360 meters.

WIAIL-Omaha. Neb., Journal Stockman, 278
meters.

WIACI-Milwaukee, Wis., School of Engineer-
ing of Milwaukee, 360 meters.

WIAQ-Marion, Ind.. Chronicle Publishing
company. 360 meters.

WIAlit-Paducah, Ky., J. A. Ruddy & Sons.
360 meters.

WILLS -Burlington, Iowa, Hawkeye Home
Electric company, 360 meters.

WIAT-Tarkio, Mo., Leon T. Noel, 360 me-
ters.

WIAU-LeMars. Iowa. American Trust and
Savings bank, 360 meters.

WIAY-Washington, D. C., Woodward &
Lothrom 360 meters.

WIH-McKeesport. Pa..
company. 300 meters.

WIL-Washington, D. C., Continental Elec-
tric Supply company, 350 meters.

WIP-Philadelphia. Pa., Gimbel Bros., 395
meters. Evening schedule -5 p. in., weath-
er forecast; 6 D. m.. bedtime stories; 7.11
p. m., varied program, lectures and music.

WJAD-Waco, Texas, Jackson's Radio Engi-
neering laboratory. 360-485 meters.

WJAJ-Norfolk, Neb., Huse Publishing com-
pany. 360.485 meters.

WJAM--Cedar Rapids. Iowa. D. M. Perham,
360 meters.

WJAN-Peoria. 111.. Peoria Radio Sales,
company, Peoria Star. 360 meters.

WJAI'-Duluth. Minn., ?telly Duluth com-
pany. 360 meters.

WJAQ-Topeka. Kan.. Capper Publications.
360 meters.

WJAK--Providence, R. I., Outlet company,
360 meters. Evening schedule -7 p.
musical program.

WJAS-Pittsburg. Pa., Pittsburg Leader and
Pittsburg Radio Supply company, 360
meters.

WJAT-Marshall, Mo., Kelly Vawter Jewelry
company, 360 meters.

WJAX-Cleveland. Ohio. Union Trust com-
pany. 390 meters. Broadcasts Tuesday
and Thursday nights. Tuesday. 7:30-9:30
p. m., concert. Thursday, 8-10:30 p.
concert.

WJAZ-Zenith Edgewater Beach hotel. 448
meters. Daily except Sunday. Monday.
10 a. m.-2 a. m. Wednesday, 12 m., news
of McMillan expedition. Sunday. 6-9
p. m.

WJD-Granville, Ohio, Dennison university,
360 meters.

WJX-New York, N. Y., De Forest Radio
Telephone and Telegraph company. 360
meters.

WJY-New York, N. Y., Radio Corporation
of America. 405 meters. Broadcasts on
Sundays only from 2:30 to 6 p. m.

VIILAA-Cedar Rapids. Iowa, H. F. Parr and
Republican Times. 360 meters.

%HAD -East Providence. R. I., Charles Loof.
360 meters.

WHAF-Wichita Falls, Texas, W. S. Radio
Supply company, 3.60 meters.

WHAN-Montgomery, Ala., Alabama Radio
Manufacturing company. 360 meters.

WHA31L-Grarston. R. I.. Wilcox Flint, 360
meters.

WKAQ-San Juan. Porto Rico, Radio Cor-
poration of Porto Rico. 360 meters,.

1/HAM-East Lansing, Mich., Michigan Agri-
' enitral college. 360 meters.

WHAS-Springfield, Mo., L. E. Lines Music
company. 360 meters.

WHAV-Laconia, N. H., Laconia Radio com-
pany, 360 meters.

WKAW-Beloit. Wis., L. M. Turner. 360
meters.

WKAX-Bridgeport. Conn., William A. Mac-
Farlane. 360 meters.

WHA Y -Gainesville. Ga.. Brennan college,
360 meters.

WKc-Baltimore, Md.. Joseph M. Zeniski
company. 360 meters.

WHY -Oklahoma City, Okra., Oklahoma
Radio  shop Daily Oklahomian. 360-385
meters.

VI -LAC -Raleigh. N. C., North Carolina State
college, 360 meters.

WLAG-Minneapolis. Mino., Cutting & Wash-
ington Radio corporation. 400-485 meters.
No silent nights. Day schedule -0:30-l0:30
a. in., news and markets; 10:45 a. in.,
household hints; 11:30 a. m., markets:
12 m.. lecture: 4 p. in., lecture; 5:30-6
p. m., children's program. Evening -6-7:30
p. m.. lectures; 8:30 p. m., concert.

WLAH-Syracuse, N. Y., Samuel Woodworth.
380 meters.

'OLAJ-Waco. Texas. Waco Electric Supply
company, 360-485 meters.

WLAIK-Bellows Falls, Vt., Vermont Farm
Machine company, 360 meters.

WLAL-Tulsa. Okla., Tulsa Radio company,
360 meters.

WLAN-Houlton, Maine, Putnam Hardware
company, 300 meters.

WLAP-Louisville, Ky.. W. V. Jordan, 360
meters.

WLAQ-Kalamazoo, Mich., A. E. Schilling,
360 meters.

WLAT-Burlington, Iowa. Radio and Spe-
cialty company. 360 meters.

WLAV-Pensacola, Fla., Electric Shop, Inc.,
360 meters.

WLAX-Greencastle. Ind.. Greencastle Com-
munity Broadcasting station, 360 meters.

%Ln-Minneapolis,. Minn.. University of Min-
nesota. :160 meters.

WI:a-Cincinnati. Ohio. Crosley Manufactur-
ing company. 309 meters. Silent Fatties.
Saturday and Sunday. Day schedule -10:30
a. ma markets; 1:30 p. m., business re-
ports: 3 p. in.. grain and stock quotations;
4 p. in., women's program. Evening -10
p. m. concert.

Vi'MA-Oklatcoma City, Okla.. Radio Supply
company, 360 meters.

WMAC-Cazenovia, N. Y., C. B. Meredith,
360 meters.

WMAF-Dartmouth. Mass., Round Hills
Radio corporation: 360 meters.

WMAH-Lincoln, Neb., the General Supply
company. 360 meters.

WMAK-Lockport. N. Y.. Norton laboratories,.
360 meters.

VI'MAL-Trenton. N. J., Trenton Hardware
company, 362 meters.

WHAM -Beaumont, Texas. Beaumont Radio
Equipment company, 360 meters.

WMAN-CoIumbus, Ohio, First Baptist
church. 360 meters.

WatAP-,rEaecton 'Wti14$, 1344P17. 611jCg

Z4 -Chicago, .0.1'W 111., -Chicago tinily News.

K.  L. Electric

448 meters. Daily except Saturday. Sun-day, 4:30-5 p. in.; Tuesday, Wednesday.
Thursday. Friday, 7-8 p. m., 9-10 La in,:
Saturday, 84.0 p. m.

WMAV-Auburn, Ala.. Alabama Polytech-
nic institute, 360 meters.

WMAY-St. Louis. Mo., Kingshighway Pres-
byterian church. 360 meters.

WM.A2-Macon, Ga., Mercer university, 360
meters.

WMC-Memphis, Tenn., Commercial Appeal.
500 meters. Silent Wednesdays. Market
and financial reports and news, 9 a. m.-4
p. m. Evening -8:30-9:30 p. m., concert.

WAIH-Cincinnati, Onto. Precision Equipment
company (also 8 X/3). :360 meters.

11MV-Washington. D. C.. Doubleday Hill
Electric company, 360 meters.

WNAII-Bowling Green, Ky., Park City Daily
News, 360 meters.

WNAD-Norman. Okla., -Oklahoma Radio
Engineering company, 380 meters.

IVNAP-Springfield. Ohio, Wittenberg col-lege, :360 meters.
WNAQ--Charleston, S. C., Charleston Radio

Electric company. 360 meters.
WNAR-Butler, Mo., C. C. Rhodes. 360

meters.

Marketing bureau, 441 meters. Silent
Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays. Day
schedule -8 a. rnanoon, live stock and
grain market reports; 10 a. m., weather.
Evening -8 p. na. euneert.

WPAR-State college-, Pennsylvania State
college, 360 meters.

WTAC-Okinulgee, Okla., Donaldson Radio
company, 360 meters. Evening schedule -
10 p. m., musical and educational pro-
grams.

Wl'AD-Chicago, 111., W. A. Weiboldt &
Co., 360 meters. This station closed last
Sunday. It will be operated by Armour
institute when removal has been com-
pleted.

WPAH-Waupaca. Wis.. Wisconsin depart-
ment of markets, 360 meters.

µ'1':1J -New Haven, Conn.. Doolittle Radio
company, 360 meters.

WPAH-Fargo, N D., North Dakota Agri-
cultural college, 360 meters.

1VPAL-Columbus Ohio. Superior Radio and
Telephone Equipment company, 360
meters.

WPAM-Topeka, Kan.. Auerbach & Guel-
tel, 360 meters.

WTAQ-Frostburg. Md., General Sales and
W Eneineering company. 360 meters.NAS-Austin.Texas, Texas Radio corpora-

(ion. 360 meters. WPAP-Witichester. Ky.. Theodore D. Phil-
lips,WNAT-Philadelphia, Pa., Lenning Brothers

WPmAReters.
360 meters.

company, 360 meters. -Beloit, Kan., R. A. Ward, 360
WNAV-Knoxville, Tenn., Peoples Telephone WPAS-Amsterdam. N. Y., J. & M. Klee-- and Telegraph company, 360 meters. Eve-ning -7:30 p. m. musical program.
WNAX-Yankton, S. D. Dakota Radio Ap-

paratus company, 360 meters.
WNJ-Albany, N. Y., Shotton Radio Manu-

facturing company, 360 meters.
WHO -Jersey City. N. J.. Wireless Telephone

Company of Hudson County, 360 meters.
WOAA-Ardmore, Okla., Dr. Walter Hardy,

360 meters.
WOAR-Grand Forks, N. D., Valley Radio

company, 360 meters.
VVOAC-Lima, Ohio.. Mans Radio company,

.360 meters.
WOAD-Sigourney. Iowa, Friday Batteryand Electric company. 360 meters.
WOAF-Tyler, Texas. Tyler Commercial col-

lege, 360 meters.
WOAG-Belvidere, Ill., Apollo theater, 360

meters.
WOAII-Charleston, S. C., Palmetto Radio

corporation, 360 meters.
WOAI-San Antonio, Texas, Southern Equip-

ment company. 360 meters. Silent Mon-
days, Wednesday and Thursdays. Eve -
nine schedule -9:30-10:30 p. m.. concert.

WOAJ-Parsons. Han., Ervins Electric com-
pany. 360 meters.

WOAK-Frank fora Ky., Collins Hardware
company. 360 meters.

WOAL-Webster Grove, Mo.. William E.
Wood, 360 meters.

WOAN-Lawrenceburg. Tenn., James D.
Vaughan. 360 meters.

WOAP-Kalamazoo. Mich.. Kalamazoo col-
lege. 360 meters.

WOAQ-Portsmouth, Va.. Portsmouth Radio
association. 360 meters.

WOARe-Kenosha, Wis., H. P. Lundstrom
3(30 meters.

WOAV-Erie, Pa., Pennsylvania national
guard. 360 meters.

WOAW-Omaha. Neb.. Woodmen of the
World, 360 meters. Evening -9-11 p. in..
musical programs.

WOAZ-Stanford. Texas. Penick Hughes
company, 360 meters.

WOI-Ames, Iowa, Iowa State college 360
meters.

WOK -Pine Bluff, Ark., Arkansas Light and
Power company, 360 meters.

WOO -Philadelphia. Pa.. John Wanamaker.
400 meters. Broadcasts Mondays and
Wednesdays. Evening -8:30-9 p.
music.

WOQ-Kansas City, Mo., Western Radio
company (also operate 9XAB). 360 meters.
Weather, markets and time daily at 9:45.
10:55, 11:30 a. in., 12:30, 2 and 7:30
p. m.

WOR-Newark, N. J., L. Bamberger lk co..
405 meters. Evening -8-10 p. m.. con-
cert.

WaS-Jefferson "City. Mo:, Missouri State

tric company, 460 meters.
WPAT-El Paso, Texas. St. Patrick's cathe-

dral. 300 meters.
WPAU-Moorhead, Minn., Concordia college.

360 meters.
WPAW-Wilmington, Del., Radio Installa-

tion company. 360 meters.
wrAz-Charleston, W. Va., Dr. John R.

Koch, 360 meters.
WPI-Clearfield, Pa.. Electric Supply com-

pany, 360 meters.
WQAA-Parkersburg, Pa., Horace A. Beal

Jr., 360 meters.
Id, Mo.. Southwest Mis-

souri State Teachers' college, 380 meters.
WQAC-Amarillo. Texas, E. B. Gish, 360

meters.
WOAD -Waterbury. Conn., Whitall Electric

company, 360 meters.
WQAF-Sandusky, Ohio, Sandusky Register:

360 meters.
WQAM-Lexineton. Ky., Brock-Anerson Elec-

trical Engineering company, 360 meters.
WQAL-Mattoon. Ill., Cole County Tele-

phone and Telegraph company. 360 meters.
WQAM-Miami. Fla., Electrical Equipment

company, 360 meters.
WQAN-Scranton, Pa., Scranton Times, 360

meters.
WQAO-New York, N. Y., Calvary Baptist

church, 360 meters.
WQAQ-Abilene. Texas, West Tease Radio

company, .360 meters.
WQAS-Lowell, Mass., Prince Walter com-

pany. 360 meters.
WQAV-Greenville. S. C., Huntington &

Guerry. Inc. 360 meters.
WQAW-Washington, D. C.. Catholic uni-

versity. 360 meters.
WRAA-Houston. Texas, Rice institute. 360

meters.
WRAR-Savannah. Ga., board of public edu-

cation, 360 meters.
WRAD--Marion, Kan., Taylor Radio shop,

300 meters.
WRAO-St. Louis, Mo.. Radio Service com-

pany, 360 meters. Day schedule --4:30-5:30
p. m., musics.' program.

WRAR-David City. Neb., Jacob Carl
Thomas. :1(10 meters.

Wit AQ-A arillo Texas, Amarillo Daily
News, 360 meters.

WRAV-Yellow Springs, Ohio. Antioch col-
lege, 360 meters.

WRAY-Scranton. Pa., Radio Sales corpora-
tion. 2(81-1000 meters.

%MIL -Hamilton. Ohio. boron Brothers Elec-
trical company. 358 meters.

WRM-Urhana. Dl., University of Illinois.
aoo meters. Evening schedule -8:50-9:30
p. m., lectures.

WRP-Camden, N. J.. Federal Institute of
Radio Telegraphy, 360 meters.

1VRR-Dallas, Texas, City of Dallas, 360
meters.

µ'Rµ' -Tarrytown, N. Tarrytown Radio
and Research corporation, 360 meters.

WSAA-Marietta, Ohio, B. S. Sprague Eleo.
trical company. 360 meters.

WSAR--Canip Girardeau. Mo.. S. E. Missouri
Teachers' college, 360 meters. Day sehed.
ule-3:15 p. m., lecture. Evening schedule
-9 p. m., concert.

WSAC-Clemson College. S. C., Clemson Ag-
ricultural college, 300 meters.

WSAH-Chicago, Ill., A. J. Leonard Jr., 350
meters.

WEAL -Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. Playing Cards
company, 400 meters.

WSAJ-Grove City, Pa., Grove City college.
360 meters.

WSAL--Brookville, Ind., Franklin Electric
company, 360 meters.

WMAF-Dartmouth, Mass., Round HMS
Radio corporation, 360 meters.

µ'88 -Atlanta, Ga., Atlanta Journal corn.
pony, 429 meters. No silent night. Day
schedule -12-1 p. in., musical program: '

2:30 p. m., weather; 5-5:30 p. m., bed.
time story. Evening -8-9 p. m., populai
concert.

WSL-Utica, N. Y., .1. & M. Electric corn.
pony, 360 meters.

VINV-Birmingham, Ala., Alabama Power
company, 360 meters.

VVTAC-Jonstown, Pa., Pennsylvania Traffic
company, :1(10 meters.

WTAS-Elgin, Ill., Charles E. Erbstein, 275
meters. Evening schedule -7:30 p. mamusical program.

WTAU-Tecumseh, Neb., Ruegy Battery and
Electric company, :360 meters.

WTAW-College Station, Texas, Agricultural
and Mechanical college, 360 meters.

WTG-Manhattan, Ran., Kansas State Agri.
cultural college, 485 meters.

WWAD-Philadelphia, Pa., Wright & Wright.
360 meters.

WWAX-Laredo, Texas, Wormser Brother&
360 meters.

WW11--Csuiton. Ohio, Daily News Printing
company, 360 meters.

WWI -Dearborn, Mich., Ford Motor coin.
Pane. :360 meters.

WWJ-Detroit, Mich., Detroit News, 5849
meters. Silent Saturday. Day schedule-.
8:30 a. m., household hints and talks for
women: 9:25 a. m., weather; 10:55 a. m"
time signals; 2 p. m., concert. Evening
schedule -8.30 p. m., concert.

WWI. -New Orleans. La., Loyalo university.
360 meters.

WWT-Buffalo, N. Y., McCarthy Brother,
& Ford, 360 meters.

WWZ-New York city, Wannamaker's de.
partment store. 360 meters.
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DEALERS: trend for
Our New Catelo ue

MURIONAOLI
123 W.Placlis:oini St,Chicago

DO NOT CUT YOUR
RADIOMAGAZINE

Keep it intact. You will have occasion to
refer to it again and again every evening of
the week for information on programs and
broadcasting stations which you will find
here given in comprehensive manner,
complete and accurate.

This magazine is intended to be a
reference book for the radio fan, a
guide that will enable you to get the
most entertainment and satisfac-
tion out of radio. Keep it handy
at all times. Do not cut the
advertisements. Make a list.
Save your magazine.

THIS BINDER
It is made strong, substantial, but neat. In a few seconds each
week you can bind your copy of the magazine and eventually you
will have as valuable a book of information on radio as you could
buy at any price. The first thousand of these binders will be
ready for delivery in a few days. Made individually they would
probably come to $1.50 to $2.00 each -and would be well worth it

z for the convenience they will be -but we have had them made in
quantity and will give our readers the advantage of quantity
production -we will sell them for 50c each.

Ready for Delivery Monday, November 26
AT THE OFFICE OF

The Chicago Evening- Post, 12 S. Market St.
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Our Guarantee-.....

Nothing but brand new radio parts -test-
ed and approved by our qualified radio
experts -guaranteed to give complete sat -t isfaction in service -guaranteed to be the

..,.-_

--. greatest value in merchandise that you
-1-' can get for your money -that's what

"Salvage" really means.
L÷. --- MAIL ORDERS SHIPPED TO YOU

PROMPTLY -ADDRESS DEPT. P-6.

VT -2
TUBES

Western
Electric

5 Watt "E" Tubes
Type CW-931

One of the big features of these brand
new genuine Western Electric VT -2
Tube) that we bought from the U. S.
Signal Corps is that they have a higher

o amplification factor than any other 5 -
watt tube made! And almost half of
our purchase consisting of 10.000 tubes
have been sold. Radio men know that
a genuine VT -2 Tube for $7.15 is an
unusual onport unity -a real ''find"!
These tubes may be used for both RI'
and Al.' Amplification and for ('W and
phone transmitting. These are not Navy
defects; they have been sold only as a

7.74 $12.00 $ .45
Value

r1.04.31=1,1014

509
South
State
Street

Phone:
Wabash 4183

509
South
State
Street

Phone:
Wabash 4183

Our Guarantee
Nothing but brand r.ew radio parts -test-
ed and approved by our qualified radio
experts -guaranteed to give complete sat-
isfaction in service -guaranteed to be the
greatest value in mers'handise that you
can get for your money -that's what
"Salvage" really means.
MAIL ORDERS SHIPPED TO YOU
PROMPTLY - ADDRESS DEPT. P-6.

What shall I give him for Xmas?
Why not a gift that all can enjoy?

If he likes to make things, give him one of our Radio Outfits (packed
in a special gift box) for Christmas. Give him the pleasure of build-
ing something that you will all enjoy -a radio set that will bring the
opera, music, orchestras, jazz, speeches, from all over the country to
your home every night. No special knowledge or expert ability is
required to build any one of these sets -the instructions are simple
and clear. We have a dozen or more outfits for you to choose from
at prices for every pocket -book. Five of them are listed below; see the
others at our store.

A beautiful Christmas Gift FREEBox with every outfit

PANELS
DRILLED

FREE
Specially drilledpanels are
included wit h
each of t he
set s illustrated
a n d described
below. We give
this free serv-
ice only on
panels included
wit h complete
sets.

KNOC-KED DOWN

NEUATIEZOI5YNE

-.%..-01m-4.mentwkwvawm.Immtzft-mvaktm,

.=11011

SHORT WAVE

ah. 4,ZZatezrf,

Reg. Our
Price Consisting of Price
44 10.00 2 Mahogany V a r i-

nflicters
".94)5.00 1 Mahogany V a r i o -

coupler 1.73
3.00 3 Bakelite Dials .75
1.00 John Firth Socket .45
I.1.0 Howard Rheostat 1.00
4.50 Mahogany Cabinet 2.95
2.25 G e n uine Formica

Panel 1.75
.80 8 Binding Posts .40
.50 Switch Lever .25
.10 12 Switch Points .20

Moulded
Variometers

and

Variocouplers
svpeecrra,

at

John Firth
Sockets

Single
Double
Triple

Special
- LOUD

SPEAKER

35c
65c
95c

With
No. 194
Western
Electric

Unit

9.45

Come in
and hear
it demon -
°nitrated

1.00 Freshman Grid Leak
and Condenser Com-
bined

1.00 C o m plate Drawing
for Assembly and
Wiring

$25.85 Value $

Our
Price

.65

.50

3.45

AUNIQUE method of tuning
radio frequency amplification

is employed in the Hazeltine Neu-
trodyne Receiver. This not only
prevents tubes from oscillating,
whistling and howling, but the
tuning becomes so sharp that
when once a station has been
tuned -in, and the position of the
numbers on the dial recorded, this
identical position will again tune -
in that particular station.

Complete Parts for
2 -Stage Amplifier
To amplify Ultra-Audion, Reinartz.
Flewelling, Knocked -Down Short -
Wave Receiver. Crystal or any re-

ing set so that loud speaker or
phonograph can be used in place of
headset.
Beg. Our

Trice. Consisting of irPrice.
51.1).1 7x9 Formica Panel

(other suitable size)$
1.75 High Ratio All-Amer-

ican Or Thordarson
Transformer 3.95

1.50 Low -Ratio All-Amer-
ican or Thordarson 3.95

2.20 " Howard Rheostats 2.00
2.00 2 Bakelite Sockets .90
3.00 3 Doulik;....acent Jacks 1.50
1.30 13 Bind'1.4 Posts .65
.30 Baseboard

.95

$21.00 Our $1
Value Price 2.95

All Parts Licensed Under
Hazeltine Patents

7x2 x3-16 drilled Formica panel.
I Howard rheostat.
:i 1 -herb Bannon Dials.
3 John Firth Bakelite sockets.

Binding posts.3 23 plate variable condensers.
1 Wave control neutroformer.
" Radio frequency amplifying nen-troformers.
2 Grid neutralizing condensers.
I .00025 micon grid condenser.
I Marro variable grid leak.

Baseboard for mounting.
23 feet tinned copper bus bar wire

and complete instructions rhr
assembling and

Our
Price

4 Tube $44.65
5 Tube $46.25

3 Tube

$2&"
(Freed Fliseman or Fads

Neutroformers)

EASY
TO

BUILD
Complete instruc-
tions for assem-
bling and blue-
prints for wiring
are included with
each outfit. In-
structions written
so everyone can
understand them.
No special skillor
technical knowl-
edge required -a
few hours and
you're ready to
tune -in New
York, Los Ange-
les -any of 'em!

Automatic
Electric

LONG RANGE
HEADSETS

Formerly sold I.y the Automatic Klee-
ric Co., makers of telephone exelianges.

at (II) each. !Pe bought their entire
stork -10,000 plumes -paid spot casts
!Md because of this unequaled buying
pony, ice are able to offer ;.ou a $10
hear set for $3.63.

30 years of experience have produced
the Automatic head eel. Coil is ve

with al 16500 tears of No. 10 enamel
coated copper wire. DC resistance 1600
ohms. Impeda)ce, at average music
and voice frequency (800 cycles) 21.-
0410 ohms. (Effective impedance rather
than DC resistance is the big factor ie,
a good headset.)

$10.00 $3.65
VALUE

DETECTOR AND 2 -STEP

Reg. Pr. Our Pr.
EACH EACH
$6.00 1 Drilled Panel. '7x2Sx

3-16 inehes $3.92
2.50 1 Spider Web Coil 1.1)5
6.00 1 '13 I'. Ver. ('ondenser :1.15
5.01) I I I P. `Ver. ( ondenser 2.1)5
L50 1 Howard Ver. Rheostat 1.35
1.10 2 Howard P. Rheostat. 1.00
.75 3 Firth Sockets .15

2.01) 1 Variable Grid Leak
and Condenser , (car-
tridge type) 1.40

Detector
$ 1 1.

,45
Alone

Honeycomb Coils
1,500 Turns, ColoCoil $1.54)1.250 Turns, Coto ('oil 1.50
1.41041 Turns
750 Turns 1.00

.75
60

.51)

.10

.10
.40

250 Turns. Coto -Coil.
150 Turns
100 Turns
75 Turns
50 Turns
35 and 25 Turns

Western Electric
U. S. A. Signal Corps

Type 194 Phones
Each Phone Cap is covered withlarge, soft rubber ear cushions. Theseare the only phones to pass the Gov-

ernment specifications for sensitiveness
and loudness, the requirements called
for in aircraft reception.

Our $7.95
Price

"B" Batteries
221/2

$1.15Volt

Complete parts. for
WAVE TRAP

Our
Consisting of Price.

11x654 Mission Finished Oak
Cabinet N .93

6x614; Formiea Panel Drilled
and Engraved. .50

Specially Wound Waive Trap
.95

.!3..1.1ate Variable Condenser 1.35
Bakelite Dial

RindingsPosts .20
Construction Sheet Free.

Very $5.25
Special

Complete Parts for
Herald -Examiner
Single Tube Hook -Up

Our
Consisting of Price.

oix Drilled Panel $ .95
23 -Plate Condenser . 1.35
Variocoupler .95
Rheostat .35
John Firth Socket .35
Freshman Grid Leak and Con-

denser .65
Bakelite Dials .50

Switch Lever 25
8 Binding Posts .10
Switch Points and Stops .15
Baseboard and Instructions

and 25 feet (look -1p Wire .25

Our $5,95
Price

Reg. Pr. I

$1.75 2
Our Pr.

EACH
Transform. rs A I 1

.1enerican .10-1 and
3-1 or new type high
and low ratio Thor.

.10 7 Binding Pests .03
.40 '1 Dozen switch aunts .211.02 6 Switch stops .01.50 3 Switch Lesers

1.1)0 '1 Bakelite. Heals .25
1.011 2 Jacks, Double Circuit .50.63 1 Jack, Circuit .35
1A11) Baseboard .50.15 Blueprint ft r assembly .60.50 25 feet tinned wi .25
Reg. Price

SPECIAL
OUR $29.95$46.97

PRICE

Important!
Any individual part
(except the drilled pan-
els) in any of the six
outfits above may be
purchased §-eparately at
t h e special reduced
prices listed under col-
umn headed "Our
Price."

R. C. Cabinets
Genuine 5 -ply Veneer Mahogany Cabi-

nets -the same Cabinet used in the
It. 1'. Radiola set. These Cabinets cost
the 'Radio Corp. $1.20 in thousand lots.

P r
Oicre

$2.95

Special Cabinets
7x21 in. and 7x18 in.
Special $295

at

Brach
Lightning Arrester

$2.50
Value vacs
$3.00 $ i .45
Value

Bradleystat or
Bradleyleak

UNIVERSAL

New $ I .25
Type ea.

Variable
Condensers

$7.00 value. -13 Plate Vernier.. .$3.95
$6.30 value, 23 Plate Vernier ... 3.15
$6.00 value. I I Plai;e Vernier.... 2.95
$1.75 value. 3 Plate Vernier.... 1.15
$1.30 value, .13 Plate NOW 1.75
$3.7(1 value, 23 Plate 7:0W 1.15
$3.3t) value, 11 Plate 71)W 1.35
$2.25 value. 5 Plate NOW 1.25

ofiltesl, A.
Made from Anhydrous Redmanol Rest%
SHEETS TUBES RODS

We are prepared to furnish promptly
and saw Formica panels of any dimen-
sions. Cutting charge is included inthe following prices:
3 -16 -inch Formica, aq. in
V2 -inch Formica, sq. in. !."::rTubing (2 to 4 inch d ameter).per running inch 10c

Coils for
Cockaday Circuit

Special $ .95
at
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U S.RADIO
NEWS

1
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MISS MARY L. CASEY, program editor of station KYW, Chi-
cago. It is she who passes judgment on the various "acts" and
musical numbers of -the entertainment each evening which thou-
sands of the invisible audience thruout the United States enjoy.

TOIZE1G/st
RADIO IiEW MANUFACTURERS'

71.EWS-
DEALERS

7sIEWS

NOM E
LABORATORY_,

AMATEUR.
TRANSMISSION

46,I) 10
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II1VENTIONS

DX.RECORD5

'RADIO
'PRACTICE-

dOHNER.CIATi

NEW
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IN THIS ISSUF, Long -Distance Crystal hook-up That Brings In the Signals-Construction
Details of the.Autoplex. Circuit -1A hat a Bro3.1cast Artist Faces Before the

Microphone-41mA, to Build a Five -Tube Neutrodyhe---A Wave'Trap That Cuts Out Lfrral Stations.
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The Appreciation of Radiophans
for

THE CIERCAG-0 EVENING POST

RADIO MAGAZIN
And the Daily Radio Department

of The Chicago Evening Post has amply justified our estimate of the
importance Radio has assumed in American homes. We believed
that Radio was well worthy of a separate magazine that once each

week would treat the subject in full -a maga-
zine that would give complete service in the
matter of programs and broadcasting station
data-also authoritative articles upon develop-
ments, improvements, inventions-a real text
book for radiophans to read thruout the week
as a guide to enable them to obtain the utmost
out of -Radio.

Radiophans Have Approved
This Magazine

APPRECIATIONS
I want to congratulate youon your

wonderful Radio section.
JAMES DE LANEY,

6447 Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

Kindly advise me when the Radio
covers are ready. Your magazine last
Thursday was very interesting.

L. JOSEPH SCHNEIDER,
5473 Harper Avenue, Chicago.

Inclosed find remittance to cover
cost and postage for one of your Radio
portfolios. You are to be compli-
mented on your excellent_ Radio sup-
plement, as it is more than worth
the money asked.

ALBERT J. FLYNN,
49 South Broadway, Aurora, Ill.

The writer has just become a radio-
phan and had decided that he must
give up The Evening Post in favor of
some other evening paper, but am
very glad to see you are publishing
by far the best Radio page in the city.

L. A. PROUTY,
226 West Adams Street, Chicago. '

Your magazine section is surely a
great scoop, and am sure will have a
wide circulation, as well as being a
great help to the amateur in his trou-
bles. I. C. ERNST,
9655 South Hoyne Avenue, Chicago.

Your Thursday magazine is great.
GEORGE S. BALLARD,

1026 Michigan Avenue, Evanston, Ill.

You sure have a fine Radio sheet.
Keep up the good work.

JOHN ASCHER,
123 South Oakley Boulevard, Chicago.

I want to compliment you on your
Radio Magazine. It sure is the ber-
ries. HARRY KRATOCHVEIL,
2315 South Kedzie Avenue, Chicago.

I have been a reader of The Post
for the last two years, and like it very
much, especially since Radio programs
have been published. was just on
the point. of stopping elivery of The
Post on account of not having a Radio
department when you started publish-
ing daily programs, but now that you
have added Radio Magazine I must
say it is the best paper of all the Chi-
cago dailies published and should be
so considered by every radiophan.

LESLIE W. OTTO,
7231 South Pitrk Avenue, Chicago.

Kindly reserve for me a copy of
the binder for the Radio Magazine
and notify me when same is ready.

You are to be congratulated on
such a wonderful addition to your
fine paper, and I know that it is go-
ing to make a great hit with all of
the radiophans in the middle west.

With best wishes for your further
success, I am, yours very truly,

ARTHUR E. MATSON,
6335 North Claremont Avenue, Chi-

cago.

My hat off to your Thursday Radio
Magazine. It is fine.

ROY E. PETERSON,
2450 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago.

I take this opportunity to congrat-
ulate you and The Chicago Evening
Post on its remarkable Radio Maga-
zine. WILLIAM J. LENNON,

Care Commonwealth Edison Co.,
Chicago, Ill.

So glad of the. Radio Section. Now
I won't have to take two evening
papers. SETH HILL,
3027 Washington Boulevard, Chicago

I enjoyed very much the reading tiC
your magazine, and am certain that it
is a welcome help to us amateurs.

THOMAS F. SHERIDAN,
Marquette Building, Chicago, AL

in -the most enthusiastic, whole -hearted manner. Everyone who se -es
the Radio Magazine has words of commendation for it. We quote a
few taken at random from the hundreds that have been received-just
to indicate a cross-section of the spirit of appreciation that gis unani-
mous. Indeed, if you believe that some radiophan friend of yours has
not yet seen this magazine-show it to him-he will thank you sin-
cerely. He would not be without it any more than you would. It was
our aim to make this magazine the best published by any newspaper
in America, and the generous approbation of radiophans has assured
us that we have succeeded.

All Radio News, Facts,
Data, Treated Impartially
with only one object in view-that of being of utmost service to the
radiophan and all enterprises in the Radio industry-with no interest
other than the desire to benefit all-the user and the maker-by pro-
viding the most- authentic and complete information on Radio and tt's
use,

The Radio Department
in The Post
Every Day

is in line with the unequaled service given radiophans in the big mid-
week Radio Magazine of The Post. All the facts are there-complete
and reliable-from authentic sources. You can depend on the infor-
mation given being absolutely correct. It gives all important Radio
news and all programs for the day, with more of the essential details
than will be found in any other Chicago newspaper. To get the ut-
most satisfaction in Radio

Read THE POST
Every Evening

APPRECIATIONS
Congratulations and thar ks for

your Radio page, and esr.ecitlly for
the Thursday magazine. It fills a
desire of your readers who have prob-
ably sought their daily dope else-
where. As usual, The Post has done
well what it has undertaken. Good
luck. Very truly yours,

JAMES M. MORAN,
5107 Washington Boulevard, Chicago.

Will you please reserve for me one
of the Radio Magazine covers'

Congratulations to The Evening
Post. The new Radio Magazine has
all other Radio publications outclassed.
Yours very truly,

JAMES A. ROBERTSON,
830- Altgeld Street, Chicago,

-I wish to express my en; husiasm
over the first issue of. your splendid
Radio Magazine. It is by far the best
I have seen and will fill a great need
in the way of reliable information on
programs in other cities.

Please reserve a binder for the
Radio Magazine for me. C under-
stand you will advise me when they
are ready. Very truly yours,

0. L. COOK,
603 Fullerton Parkway. Chicago.

Please send me one of yo it Radio
Magazine binders, for which I am in -
closing cost and postage. Ycur Radio
Magazine is great. It give; all the
Radio news in detail.

ROBERT SADD,
5101 Windsor Avenue, Chicago.

Inclosed please find rernit_ta,nce for
which please mail me one of your
Radio Magazine binders. Living out
of town, I cannot call at your office
for it. I wish to congratulate you on
your new Radio Magazine. It is wor-
thy of The Post.

MRS. IL S. HULBERT,
218 Benton Street, ieur3ra, Ill.

You will find inclosed :heck to
cover cost and mailing for two of
your binders. I appreciate y3ur Radio
articles, and am now a daily reader of
your paper.

JOHN H. WHEE LER,
90 Board of Trade, Chicago.

Read the first issue of The Chicago
Evening Post Radio Mngartine thru,
and wish to say it is the best maga-
zine going at any price. Keep up the
good work and reserve a binder for
me. E. H. SOURBY,

4028 Newport Avenue, c2hica.go,

Your Radio Magazine is great. I
want a binder when they ate ready.

R. V. LEWIS,
Room 2127, 175 West Jackrion Boule-

vard, Chicago.

Words fail me in trying :o express
appreciation of your Radio cope.

F. A. ZET.3CHE,
1524 Glenlake Avenue, Chicago.

Inclosed please find remittance, for
which send me one binder for my
Radio Magazine of The Post. I find
your magazine the greatest radio
magazine yet published, and I take a
number of them. Keep up the good
work. C. M. STICXLER,

112 Lincoln Street, Marseilles, Ill.

Congratulations on your new Radio
Section. You sure have the right idea
when you fill your Radio S. -action with
something more than ads.

JOS. F. MIS
1109 W. 19th Place, Chicago

Congratulations on your nix -cylinder
Radio section.

R. E. HALLBERG,
3627 North Janssen Avenue, Chicago.

Congratulations on the new Radio
Magazine Section and the daily de-
partment. Just what I wanted.

NATHAN G. BURG STER,
110 Lawrence Avenue, Chicago.
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IVERSON C. WELLS
EDITOR

Assisted by a Staff of Regular
and Special Contributing

Writers.

The RADIQ MAGAZINE
Section is edited with the view
of giving authentic .news of
the radio broadcasting field
and authoritative information
on the subjects of home con-
struction of receiving and
transmission sets, of the op-
eration and maintenance of
apparatus, and as an exchange
of opinion for its readers.
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Opera On
Tonight
in Radio

By THE NIGHT PROWLER.
Two programs published to-

day. That's because tomorrow
is a holiday and The Post, in,
common with all good people
who ha'e much to be thankful
for, is 'going to close shop and
not issue the regular editions.

This evening's prop am is given on
this page, and also tomorrow's. And
there's a lot of good things for the
radiophan who is equipped to get it. I
mean by this you who have been wise
enough to buy or build a truly se-
lective set and those of you who have
taken the pains to learn how to op-
erate it.

Grand opera is on for this evening.
WMAQ (Chicago) is breaking into this
Meritorious work, sharing the honors
With KYW (Chicago) once a week.
"Aida" is the bill for the evening.
WMAQ is going to make this a reg-
War Wednesday night feature.

Crystal Phans Get Busy.
KYW will continue to broadcast

Once or twice a week from the Midi-
torium as of yore. Some weeks two
operas may bb given and some weeks
only one. This all depends upon
Whether the operas scheduled will lend
themselves to broadcasting.

Last Monday night's crystal phans
Must have had a merry time, for not
'a few have sent in their reports on
long-distance work. I must assume
that these are all truthful, espe-
cially after my experience -with the
phans who heard Cuba last week.

And, by the bye, if you will turn to
the Letter Box department on pother
page you will find that some f these
plums have produced evidence of their
reception that most any court of law
would accept.

Next week's Radio Magazine is go-
ing to have some unusual features and
also a greatly improved list of the
broadcasting stations with the pro-
grams and schedules. A special force
of compilers have been busy for two
or three weeks. This list is going to
be the most complete published any -
'where in the United States. Did you
get that? ANYwhere. That's a
mighty broad statement, but is abso-
lutely the fact.

Average List Out of Date.
There are call books published once

a, year that give what is purported to
be complete lists and schedules. Also
there are monthly magazines that per-
form this same service once a month,
and there are even weekly publications
that seek to print a part of the ached-
tiles every week, but lawsy! by the
time you ge0 them they are obsolete.

It's just like looking up a fellow's
name and address in a city directory
published ten years ago. Removals,
changes and deletions make it neces-
sary to have corrected lists regularly
and frequently. The Post Radio Mag-
azine is doing that.

Next week's Radio Magazine list of
Stations and schedules will be correct
tip to the day of going to press each
Week. That's the sort of list that will
)3.3 worth while to you Night Prowlers.

Radio Programs
Below are given the complete schen

tiles of all thy. Chicago and suburban
broadcasting stations and those of the
out-of-town stations which are most
commonly tuned by local radiophans
for Wednesday and Thursday.

These schedules are a regular daily
feature in The Chicago Evening Post.

On Thursday of each week a com-
plete list and schedule of every broad -
tasting station in the United States
is published in The  Chicago Evening
Post's sixteen -page Radio Magazine
section.

CHICAGO STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.)
RYW-Located in Commonwealth Edison

building: 536 meters; Wilson J. Wetherbee,
director.

Wednesday.
Day -9:30 a. m., news and mar-

kets; JO a. m., market reports; 10:30
a. in., financial news and comment; 10:58
a.' m., naval observatory time signals; 11

°a. pi., market reports; 11:05 a. m., weather
report 11:30 a. m., news and comment
or- the financial and commercial market:
11:35 a. in.. table talk by Mrs.' Anna J.
Peteison; 12 m., market reports; 12:30
p. m., late financial news and comment;
1 p. m., market reports; 1:20 p. In., closing
Market quotations; 2:15 D. m., late finan-
cial comment and news bulletin: 2:30 p. m.,
closing stock quotations, Chicago Stock 0,N:
dna:I-gm 3 p. m., late news and sport bulfta

tql

T An... news, mnd.spygt: imAnItorg; ,Looto
Yi el', ;'.- '1 '

rwastiL
'tirasesaes,..°11.-1setea.-:

HEADLINERS-At the top is
the Muenzer Trio, in Artists' series
Dec. 2 at WJAZ. In the center,
Mrs. Georgie Faulkner, original
"story lady," tonight at 7 p. m. at
WMAQ. Below, Rev. Claude J.
Perrin, S. J., Loyola university, ir.
"Twenty Minutes' Good Reading,"
at KYW Thursday evening.

p. m., late -lows and sport bulletins; 5 p.
latest news of the day.

Evening -6:30 p. in., financial and final
market and sport summary; financial sum-
mary furnished by the Union Trust com-
pany: 6:50 p. in.. children's bedtime story;
8 p. m. n. ' 8:58 p. m., musical program:
(courtesy et the Chicago Musical college, d:-
rection of Elena DeMarco.)-R. E. Bolton -
stern, pupil of Mr. Sacerdote: Madeline Sny-
der, pupil of Dr. Lulele: Esther Felick, pu-
pil of Mc. Boguslawski; Evelyn -.Stabler,
pupil of Loots Victor Saar: Olga Gates, pu-
pil of Mr. Sacerdote: Aria: "La Jolie

(Continued on Page 12.)

In Next Issue
A se:le; of instructive articles

on the push -and -pull amplification
circuits. with full construction de-
tails, yell begin in next Thurs-
day's issue. Be sure to, get The
Post Radio Magazine Section next
Thursday -as some neyv .and im-
portant 'contributions to rad10 sci-
ence will be made in this series of
articles.

wilittfitt

Amateurs
Seek Over
Sea Phones

Keypounders and amateurs
who maintain a transmission .

station under government licenset - 3

are co-operating with English
amateurs and broadcasting sta-
tions this week in an effort to
establish two-way radiophone
communication overseas.

The tests are under the auspices of
an eastern radio magazine and two
English periodicals. They started last
Sunday night and will continue thru.
out the week. These tests, however.
are not to be confused with the Wirth
annual tests that will be conducted be-
tween Dec. 22 and Jan. 10 by the
American Radio Relay league.

Henry Ford spoke Sunday night
from his station WWI at Dearborn.
Mich., operating on the 360 -meter
wave length. Arrangements are un-
der way in. England to have the
Prince of Wales, Premier Baldwin
and Marconi speak to American listen.
era. Most American stations will be
off the air --while the English trans.
mitters are in action.
-.Stations WJZ (NeW York) and WGY

(Schenectady, N. J.) are connecied by
long-distance wires, so the same pro.
gram will be broadcast simultaneously
from both cities. Eight stations in
England will be joined by land line%
so one microphone located in London
will control all stations. When a
voice actuates the microphone in.
London, it will be sent intq the air sis
multaneously from eight different staff
tions operating on wave lengths rang
ing from 363 to 415 meters.

In order to meet a request from
England so those broadcasting will
know immediately if they are heard
in America, arrangements have been
made with the Postal Telegraph Ca.
ble company to relay pild messages
containing the names of all stations
thruout the United States intercept-
ing the British program. Messages
should be addressed to Radio Broad.
cast Magazine, New York.

Americans to Receive Only.
The fourth transatlantic tests of the

American Radio Relay league in De
cember will be a receiving contest as
far as American and Canadian amae
teurs are concerned. They will keep
their transmitters silent during the en.
tire period listening for signals front
European operators.

Believing that their skill in trans.
mitting has been tried and proven]
amateurs on this continent are going
to show the European radio men the
courtesy of allowing them to do the
sending, while their own sets and ears
are sharpened and tuned to catch the
incoming signals.

During the first three transatlantic,
tests North American amateurs were
determined to get their sigrgils across
the water. Transmission was the big
thing and meant everything to them.
Even'last year when signals from the
United States transmitters were hurled
across the ocean by the hundred,
there was only a mild interest in the
receiving end. This was a great dis.
appointment to the French and Brit.
ish hams,

Opens Way to Two -Way, Tests.
With the conditions for the resent

tests changed and the motive princi-
pally reversed, everything d ends on
the receiving, and the time previously
used by each operator in getting his
entire apparatus into trim will now
he given almost wholly to the improve-
ment of the receiving circuit. This
opens the way for the free-for-all two-
igay tests which -immediately folloW
Me last day of the transatlantics.

The program that has been al..
ranged by F. H. Schnell, traffic man.
ager of the A. R. R. L., calls for trans-
mission by the British amateur and
French operators on alternate nights
between 8 p. m. and 1 a. m., eastern
standard time, with the latter start-
ing

of the tests is theingAno on
Another

Dec...f

offer by prominent manufacturers of
thousands of dollars' worth of radio
apparatus for prizes, including a
$1,100 transmitter.

In
previouserjean yheaamrs goingthis

overseason every
found

the American
detail, of his transmitter, devising new
ways of crowding stray watts into hiS
set -to increase his range. Now the
same- careful attention is being given
to the receiver, while the CW sending
ste stands idle with the aloof dignity
of accomplishment.

Rebuild for Big Tests.
It is no novelty for the relaying

amateur to rebuild his receiver, and

/144
..

1. :
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Amateurs
Seek Over
Sea Phones
Continued from Page S.

it is directly in line with the present
movement calling for the installation
of the super -heterodyne, or another of
the new types of reciving circuits that
are fast gaining in popularity. This
means as radical a change as it was
for the amateur to revert from the old
thunder -spark set to the smooth -toned
CW in transmission.

The complete failure of the first
tranaatiantic amateur tests in Feb-
ruary, 1921, only acted as an incentive
for those that followed. Transoceanic
amateur radio loomed no as a tre-
mendous achievement. The next year
the experiment was considered worthy
of sending an American amateur, Paul
Godley, to Ardrossan, Scotland, to
listen.

There, in a fishing village some
twenty miles to the west of Glasgow,
Godley heard nearly thirty stations
and one, completd message. The job of

--- getting across was finished to all pur-
poses. It had been proved amateurs
could reach over the broad Atlantic
on low power.

See Oversee Service Regularly.
The business of organizing the third

transatlantics was by way of demon-
strating that transoceanic amateur
'radio could become a common thing
and .was well within the realm of the
practical. The signals went over to
the tune of more' than a score a day,
and when the final total was made up,
more than 300 stations had landed.

In the "west -bound" tests a total
of about twenty American amateurs
heard European signals, primarily
from three stations, French 8AB, Brit-
ish 5WS and British 2FZ. American
hams plan now to surpass all receiv-
ing records.

England Hears -Yankees.
LONDON, Nov. 28.-By the Asso-

ciated Press.)-Hundreds of British re:-
diophans got their ears full of Amer-
ican 'accents at 3 o'clock. this morning
when programs broadcast by at
least a half dozen stations in the Uni-
ted States were picked up by receiv-
ing sets on this side of the ocean.

Radio publications in London have
been receiving letters and telegrams
all day from amateurs who sacrificed
their sleet, to "hear America." Most
of the listeners reported the atmos-
pheric conditions were extremly bad,
but despite this fact, several of the
amateurs in London, Folkestone and
elsewhere were able to hear most of
what was said, sung or played by the
Yankee broadcasters.

One suburbanite reported he had
picked up the General Electric corn-
pany's- Schenectady station, heard the
"Star Spangled Banner" then a
speech by Owen B. Young on world
peace, and Lloyd George's visit, and
then "God Save the King."

The reports are being analyzed to
determine whictt station in America,
obtained the best transmission across
the Atlantic.

Realtors. of Davenport
and Denver Broadcasting
The Denver and pavenport (Iowa)

Fteal. Estate boards have announced
radio service. The Denver board will
inaugurate a Tuesday night service
it 8 p. m.,mountain time, Dec. 4. L.

Eppic, president of the National
Association of Real Estate boards,
will deliver a short address, it was an-
nounced at the offices of the associa-
tion. The Davenport board already
has begun its service.

By -Path Condensers
By-path condensers are connected in

the tube circuit to allow high -frequen-
cy currents to pass. They need not be
variable. The usual capacity is .001
to .002 mid.

Broadcasts "Scaramouche"
Sydney Blackmer, starring in "Scar-

amouche," with a company of assist-
ing artists, gave a part of that play
at WEAF'S studio (New York city)
on Tuesday evening.

ATLAS CUT RATE RADIO SHOP

SPECIALS
ALL THIS WEEK
AUTOPLEX

Operates Loud
Speaker on 1
Tube. Com-
plete Parts-

'BATTERIES
Large -Size, ,35
22%2 Volt

1
I

ULT RA - AUDION
SET .95

All Vernier Parts
Cornplete Parts-

ATLAS CUT RATE RADIO SHOP

319 W. MADISON ST.
133 N. DEARBORN ST.

345 S. CLARK ST.
Open Evenings Until 9 (Mock

MISS MARY L. CASEY, PROGRAM DIRECTOR OF KYW STATION, CHICAGO.

Some of the Trials Broadcast Actors Face
Before Their Invisible Audience

By MARY L. CASEY.
(Program Editor of KYW, Chicago.)
ADIOPHANS! You, the audience

.[Vof KYW's radio theater, .did you
ever stop to consider the various types
of persons a broadcaster tries to
please?

Almost every person who talks over
radio has had previous platform ex-
perience, and is accustomed to "feel
out" his audience. It may be cold.
He must rouse it. It may be critical.
He must ingratiate himself. It may
be turbulent. He must calm it. It
may be sympathetic and "go along"
with him from the first burst of gen-
erous applause, but radio broadcasting
is so different.

Talking into a microphone is a good
deal like making an appeal to a wood-
en Indian-the energy is all on one
side.

Broadcasters Face Huge Audience.
The broadcaster stands in front of

the steel transmitter in the solitude
and tense silence of KWY studio and
entertains an audience larger than
ever gathered in the largest theater
or coliseum in the world.

Each one of this audience expresses
bis and her opinion of the actor. Some
commend him and some criticize him.
He hopes, however, that they are 100
per cent commending him. The actor's
listeners include the dweller in the
city apartment; the street crowd that
has drifted into the retailer's shop;
the farmer and his family gathered
around the kerosene lamp in the liv-
ing -room, and the lonely ranches on
the western plain..

The actor visualizes each and every
one, and thinks to himself: "Did ever
the human voice, since man commu-
nicated his ideas to man, have such
an audience as this."

Radio Actors Miss Applause.
We all need "stimulants," and there

are as many stimulants as there are
letters in the alphabet. The broad-
caster is included in this group. His
stimulant is that of applause, which
he lacks.

Have you ever heard an actor or
speaker condemn, or rather pretend
to condemn, applause? I have? " How-
ever, they are both alike-and one
likes it as much as the other, and is
roused to his or her best efforts by
the kindly encouragement of the"hand."

The audience which is generous with
applause really is serving its own best
iWterests because under such circum-
stancas the actor or speaker will give
the best that is in him. But the radio
audience is not only invisible but in-
audible as well.

Perhaps the most thrilling of all ra-
dio features thus fax has been the
broadcasting of the Chicago university
football games from Stagg field, and
here the stimulus is furnished by the
cheers of the students, the yelling of
the crowd, the playing of the band
and the excitement of conflict.

Microphone Quite Sensitive.
The average broadcaster is under

constant temptation, to strain his
voice and overexert -himself. It is to
realize the extraordinary sensitiveness
of the microphone.

Letters poured into our office re-
cently from all parts of the United
States and Canada, telling us how
plainly listeners heard the ticking of
a watch that was placed near the mi-
crophone during the Chicago Sunday
Evening club service. But the speak-
er is appalled by the thought of lis-
teners so many hundreds of miles dis.

WHEN a broadcaster
faces the microplzone
in the station studio

to instruct, amuse or entertain
his invisible audience of thou-
sands, what is the effect on
him!' Miss Casey, who edits
the programs of KYW (Chi-
cago), certainly is in a posi-
tion to answer this question.
She does so in the following
article.-The Editor.

tent, and is lured by the thought to
an excess of loudness and a straining
of expression. This causes a "blur"
in the receiving set, and so diminishes
his effectiveness.

When the broadcaster has learned
that distinctness of utterance should
be his chief aim, he will practice re-
straint in voice and emotion which is
one of the secrets of public speaking.

While the actor on the legitimate
stage hears his applause, the actor on
the radio stage reads his applause in
the many letters written by his au-
dience to the offices of Westinghouse
station KYW.

Notes on Wiring
Home -Built Sets
A short time ago varnished cam-

bric tubing, usually called "Spaghet-
ti," was considered a necessary cov-
ering for all wires in a radio receiving
set. The standard form of wiring at
the present time is the so-called "bus"
wiring, in which the wires are not cov-ered with insulation.

One of the reasons for the change
in style of wixing was that when spa-ghetti was used the tendency was torun the wires too close together, with
the feeling of security that the wires
were so well insulated that no danger
was present. True, little danger was
present from electrical shorting of the
wires, but the wires were not shielded
magnetically from the electrical field
that /surrounds every wire that is car -tying current. It is hot practical usu-
ally to insulate the wire from the
magnetic field of an adjacisit wire, but
it is possible to reduce the transfer
of energy between the two wires by
running them at right angles to each
other, so that each cuts as little of
the magnetic field of the other as pos-sible. A wire should not run parallel
with another wire for a very long
stretch, and should not cross at a dis-
tance of less than one-half inch from
the other wire.

In bus wiring all turns are made
at right angles, and very few or no
diagonal connections are made. With
this type of wiring you are not apt
to run wires too close to one another.
As solid wire is used, there is little
danger of wires shorting,, and so in-
sulation is really unnecessary.

Measure the distance between two
points that are to be wired. Nowbend a right angle turn in the wire,
so that one portion of the wire is
equal to the vertical distance between
the two points. Another bend should
be placed in the wire at the correct
horizontal difference between the
points.

In addition, there is usually some
lateral difference which will ,have to

New Circuit
Uses Dish
Pan Aerial

MnorEArolas,
Nov 29.-A radio

receiver set which, with a dish-
pan for an antenna, catches broad-
casts from a 500 -watt station -1,400
miles away, has been deeloped by
Bowden Washington, it was an-
nounced here today by the Cutting &
Washington Radio corporat on.

The receiver, the resu!t of two and
a half years of laboratory efforts,
works on a somewhat new principle
termed cascade regeneration, which
renders extremely small antennae
highly effective. -

With four UV -199's and a dishpan
on 'a chair for an antenna, and an-
other on the floor directly beneath it
for a "counterpoise," signals from a
500 -watt Western Electric transmitter
in Dallas,. Texas, was heard 1,400 miles
distant, on a loud speaker with such
intensity as to be unpleasant. The
receiver works equally well with a fly
screen, a six-foot wire, a magnavox
horn or any small body of metal for
an antenna, the announcen ent said.

A six-foot steel fishing rod was
stuck up for an antenna between the
cushions of a large touring car and
signals from WLAG station, Minneap-
olis, at twenty to thirty miles, could
be heard for several hundr.?d yards at
a time while the car was in motion.

The receiver also is extremely se-
lective, distant stations having been
received thru broadcasts from the
Cutting & Washington station, while
the receiver was locatei but 400
yards from the Cutting 4k Washing.
ton station.

Mr. Washington is the designer of
seven large commercial radiff stations
in the United States, including WSA,
East Hampton, L. I., the most power-
ful spark marine station in the world,
and during the war designed radio ap-
paratus for the United States navy
and allied governments. He also
gained scientific recognition as a pho-
tographer of radio waves.

Radio Aids Deaf
but Does Not Cure

Radio will not cure deafness. How-
ever, it will enable the partially deaf
person ,,to hear that which he could
not hear in the ordinary way. He
whit is hard of hearing may often
"listen in" perfectly well with his
brothers and sisters whose ears areunimpaired.

In order to clear up the facts about
radio and deafness, which he asserts
have been misrepresented in the public
press, Dr. Harold Hays, president of
the American Federation of Organiza-
tions for the Hard of Hearing, con-
tributes to "What's In the Air" (Chi-
cago) a plain statement of what radio
already means 'to those whose hearing
is affected. Writes Dr. Hays:

"Ill-advised current reports in the
press heralding the curing of deafness
by means of radio are likely to be mis-
understood, with .the result that too
much may be hoped for. I have not
made the statement that radio actu-
ally would be the means to improve
or restore hearing. As to that only
the future will tell.

Hears Human Voice Again.
"But radio offers a source of hap-

piness to the deafened which at pres-
ent is unrealizable. Our eyes were
opened to its possibilities by the follow-
ing case: One of the directors of the
New York League for the Hard of
Hearing has been hopelessly deaf for
years; so much so that he can only
understand when an electric device is
attached to each ear.

"Altho in the music publishing busi-
ness, he had not been able to hear
music for more than twenty years.
He never went to a concert or a ban-
quet. He never mingled in social ac-
tivities.

"A friend suggested a radio receiv-
ing set. To his amazement, he could
hear so well that now he sits in his
easy -chair of an evening, with head-
phones clapped on his ears, and hears
concerts, speeches, market reports,
jazz, and bedtime stories.

"When he told me about it, his
eyes filled with tears of happiness
and he said 'Doctor, I never expected
to hear the human voice again-I feel
as tho I were reborn-my life is made
over again.'

"What does this mean for the fu-
ture? It means two things-first it
means untold happiness to those whose
minds have been in darkness for many
years, and secondly, so that the hear-
ers will not only be entertained, but
their ears will receive exercise at the
same time.

"However, I wish to stress partic-
ularly the fact that in 90 per cent
of cases, deafness begins in childhood.
In many cases, it is preventable at
that time. It is not preventable later
in life, and; unfortunately, neither ra-
dio nor any other means has been
found to later increase the hearing.

"I sincerely hope that radio will solve
the problem to some extent, but if it
does nothing more than give that
added happiness of which the deafened
have so little, it will have done a great
deal."

be taken care of by still another bend.
The resultant wire should then be
placed in the set and soldered to the
two connections. '

This type of wiring will be readily
understood by examining any set made
in a factory or by an experienced ama-
teur Who is 'also a neat workman.

Eliminator of
UnwantedS ignals

A .0005 mfd. variable ,:ondenser. a
single coil -holder, a 50 -turn honey-
comb coil and a small cabinet are re-
quired to construct the wavetrap
shown in the sketch. The single coil -
holder is attached to the panel in the
cabinet, and the two co atact screws
are connected to the condenser termi-
nals. When the coil is plugged into
with the coil.

This arrangement car be recom-
mended as a simple namns of tun-

ing out any local interference. The
receiver is first tuned in the usual
way until the maxiraura strength of
the desired signals is obtained, quite
regardless of the existenze of the trap-circuit and the interfering signals.

The trap is then adjusted until the
interference is cut down to a mini-
mum, when it will be noticed that a
slight falling off of signal strength has
taken place. This is again brought uD
to maximum intensity by carefully ad-
justing both the trap and receiver con-
densers.

By being tuned as acc irately as pos-
sible to the unwanted signals the ar-
rangement acts as a trap for same.
while the desired signals pass freely
to the receiver. In o .her words, it
accepts the unwanted signals, and for
this reason it is sometimes referred to
as an "acceptor circuit."

Improves Wave Traps.
F. A. Zetche, 1524 Glenlaite avenue,

Chicago, has built a wave trap from
designs published in the Radio Mag-
azine section and is jubilant. He nowcan tune out local int.:rference. Mr.
Zetsche also has added a little kink ortwo to his trap and tells us about
it. He says:

"You description of a wave trap
published Nov. 15 is surely a wonder-
ful addition to any set. I am located
within eight blocks of WJAZ and
could never tune them out. Friday
evening, Nov. 23, I finished the trap
and hooked it in and say, boy! I sent
WJAZ up the alley and listened to
the Dralee and KYW at will and it
surely makes a phan feel good to be
fixed so as to tune out these stations
at will.

I mounted this trap on a 6x5 panel,
placing the condenser on the inside
of the coil. This way of mounting
helps some too.

Words fail me in trying to express
appreciation of your radio dope.

F. A. ZETSCitsI,
1524 Glerilake Avenue.

What Mfd. Means
The term 500 rarci means 500 micro-

micrefarads. Expressed in the way
that you used to see ng it, it would
read .0005 infd.
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Chicago Lawyer Runs Man.Size Broadcasting
Station to Gratify a Hobby

ONE of the few privately
owned radio broadcast-
ing stations in the United

States is that of WTAS,
Elgin, Ill., located about thirty
miles from Chicago. Its
owner is Charles Erbstein,
noted criminal lawyer, who
operates the station as a
hobby. This article describes

Editor.

RIDING a hobby horse to the tune
of many Yankee Doodle Dollars
Is not an uncommon thing among

men of great wealth. It is rather ths
exception to the rule when a multi
millionaire doesn't have an expensive
hobby to ride.

However, hobby horses that cost
into the thousands to start with and
involve many additional thousands as
an annual upkeep are few and far

between among men of modest means.
Charles Erbstein, the noted Chicago

criminal lawyer, is a man of modest
means and has one of those hobbies
that cost like the dickens to get ac-
quainted with and a small fortune to
maintain. It is a radio.

Mr. Erbstein is a commuter. He
lives in a beautiful villa four miles
from Elgin. He commutes to Chicago
every morning where he has his law
practice. Here he spends .a busy day
with his numerous clients and then
commutes some more in the evening,
Elginward, where he rides his hobby.

Learns Morse Code First.
Mr. Erbstein is a deeply -dyed -in -the -

'wool radio bug. He received the in-
oculation several years ago, when a
tiny specimen of the radiobugoriurn
sting him. It was not long before he
began to learn the Morse code and
pound the brass key with a U. S.
operator's license.

Then came the big master radio-
bugorium and bit him. That was
about a year ago. With a. check book
it one hand, an order book in the oth-
er and a will -defined purpose in the- back of his hairless head, Mr. Erbstein
bought a full-fledged broadcasting'out-
fit, built a two-story structure to house
It and started out to ride a most ex-
pensive hobby.

At first the station was operated
as an amateur's experimental station.
Then the scope was widened as letters
began to pour in on him from all sec-
tions of the country from listeners -in
who had .picked up his test pro
grams.

Once -a -week and twice -a -week pro
grams were put on the air. Mr. Erb -
stein, who was his own operator and
announcer, began to improve the qual-
ity of his programs. Theniahe em-
ployed operators and announcers.

WTAS became famous over night al-
most. It w&s heard in every state in
the union and even in Canada, Cuba
South America and out on the high
Seas.

This was all last winter. The sta
tion since has been improved. Thit
season it is making records for long
distance transmission that do credit,
to many of the larger and older sta
tions.

Mr. Erbstein now announces that for
the rest of the season his abbreviated
Schedule of twice a week soon is to be
Superseded by a seven -days -a -week
program.

Plans Bigger Station.
Mr. Erbstein also says he is pre-

paring to install additional and larger
equipment and expects to make WTAS
pne of the best broadcasting stations
in the land.

The station is located on Mr. Erb -
stein's estate four miles from Elgin.
The grounds are the highest point in
that section. His aerial mast, which
is ninety-two feet in height, is 303 feet
above the level of State and Madison
streets, Chicago.

A specially built structure, two sto-
ries in height, houses the station. The
first floor is for the operating -room
and experimental laboratory. The sec-
ond floor is devoted to the studio.

The station, aside from its call let-
ters given it by the United States gov-
ernment license, carries the name of
4`Villa Olivia Station," which the an-
nouncer has made famous wherever
la radio receiving set is located. This
name comes from that of Olivia Erb-
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Window Shade iType
Makes Variable Loop

A variable loop in the form of
curtain shade has made its appear-
ance. The loop consists of a roller, a
curtain support and the turns of wire
placed on the curtain support. When
fully open this loop is quite large and
serves not only for broadcasting re-
ception but for higher wave lengths.
By opening the shade member more
or less, any desired inductance can
be brought into play for the active
loop. thus making for the greatest
possible efficiency in a loop receiver.
The device is provided with a wall
bracket and swivel so that it may be
pointed in any desired direction, or
placed on any door in the house.

INTIMATE VIEWS OF STATION WrAS-At the top, in Fig. 1, is Charles Erbstein, Chicago's
noted criminal lawyer, who owns and operates staticai WTAS, Elgin, Ill., as a pastime. He is shown at
his Kennedy long -wave receiving set. Fig. 2-Aerial at WTAS. Fig. 3-Exterior of radio building de-
voted exclusively to .7.1se broadcasting stagon. Fig: 4-Mr. Erbstein talking thru the hand microphone,
which is connected, tin -u line -amplifier, with studio in another part of the building. Fig. 5-Studio, with
Mr. Erbstein's daughter, Olivia Frances, *her whom the station is named.

stein, the 1) -year -old daughter of the
lawyer.

The programs sent out by this sta-
tion equal those of any other broad-
casting station. Near -by towns of El-
gin, Aurora and even Chicago furnish
the talent and aside from the usual
volunteer artists, many of the artists
are employed regularly for the pro-
grams.

Jazz orchestras and dance music

have been regular features every Mon-
day and Saturday evening as well as
music of -3. more serious nature.

To maintain this station Mr. Erb -
stein muat lay oat many thousands
of dollars annually. When one stops
to consitlEr that his only compensa-
tion is his enjoyment of the hobby
rides and the entertainment he gives
others, 3LL- must admit that Charles
Erbste.r a-genercais benefactor.

Radio "Tales of Hoffman',
This evening the Grand Opera So-

ciety of NeW York, conducted by Zil-
pha Barnes Wood, will offer from
WOR Offenbach's opera, "The Tales
of Hoffman," in English. An augment-
ed orchesttn will play the celebrated
score, assisted by an ensemble of forty
trained voices.

I
ROADCASTING s t a-
tions are like most every-
thing else -"The first

cost is not the last cost." Not
only does it entail thousands of
dollars to install a station, but
it requires an annual outlay of
several thousands of dollars
to maintain it. Mr. Erbstein
seems to- get a lot of fun out
of his investment, as he must
do to make it pay.

China Frowns on
Radio Broadcast

Several attempts have been made
at Shanghai to establish broadcasting
stations, the first being that of the
Radio Corporation of China, whose
equipment was operated for a short
time on the roof of the Robert Dollar
building.

A little later the Elc.ctric Equip-

ment company installed a 50 -watt set
on top of its building, the station be-
ing used ostensibly for experimenting
and for demonstrating radio sets to its
customers. This set is still in service.
Broadcasting programs were next of-
fered by the Evening News, a local pa-
per, and by the Wing -on company, a
large department store, which recent-
ly installed a station, but the right
of these to continue has been ques-
tioned by the Chinese ministry of
communications.

Development of radio broadcasting
in China has been retarded by the
fact that the importation of wireless
apparatus was prohibited by the Chi-
nese government. This embargo was
based upon an article which states
that all "telegraphs and telephones,
whether with wire lines or wireless,
are called electric communications,"
and another article states that "elec-
tric communications shall be operated
by the government." But so keen is
the local interest in radio that radio
broadcasting must soon be in full
swing on a satisfactory basis.-Scien-
tific American.

Acoustic and Radio Give
Location of Ships at Sea

- A description of a means of locating
the position of a ship at sea by the
emission of a radio "dash" simultane-
ously with the firing of a small
charge in the sea is contained in the
Proceedings of the Physical. society.

A station tzn shore records the ar-
rival of the radio signal, and also of
the explosion wave at a number of
hydrophones suitably disposed in
known positions on the sea bed.

The times of travel of the explosion
wave, and hence the distances from
the charge to each brydrophone, are
indicated by an Einthoven galvanom-
eter photographic recorder.

Aitho great accuracy is attainable,
for navigational purposes it is sacri-
ficed to speed-it being possible to
give a ship her location -within a
dius of half a mile, inside ten min-
utes from receiving her request for a
position.

This method has been thoroly test-
ed under service conditions and has
been found absolutely reliable.. A
9 -ounce charge can be located at a
distance of forty miles.

In hydrographical survey work the
method has been tested successfully
in fixing accurately the positions of
certain buoys and light vessels. The
possibility of screening and distortion
effects produced by sandbanks has
also been investigated.

Students to Run WGY
Union college of Schenectady, N. Y.,

will have entire charge of the late
program Friday night of WGY. A
series of short addresses wT11 be de-
livered by Dr. Charles A. Richmond,
president; H. M. Hallenbeck, Dean Ed-
ward Ellery, Prof. C. N. Waldron and
Elmer Q.- Oliphant, director of ath-
letics. David Brockway, a Union stu-
dent, will sing several barytone solos.
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now to Tune Your Receiver Set Efficiently,
with Notes on Various Tuners

OST faulty radio re-
ception is due, not' to
poor ',equipment, but

to poor application of - the
equipment. In other words,
the average radiophan does
not understand and use the
science of. tuning. In this, the
third Of Mr. Cardwell's series.
of articles written exclusively
for The Post Radio Magazine
Section on "Everyday Engi-
neering for the Homebuilder,"
this importance of sharp tun-
ing is emphasized.-Editor.

Ey ALLEN' D. CARDWELL.
(Consulting Radio Engineer.)

FIRST in importance in the design
of ''a correct receiving set is the
selection of a sharp tuning circuit.

In the preceding articles, I have em-
phasized the importance of-: knowing
what the receiver should de and how
you intend to arrive at the result. It
W -as also suggested that the units and
assembly be considered carefully.

Now, however, I will emphasize one
feature of receiver design which is a
study in itself: "The Science of Tun-
ing Circuits."

Tg understand exactly what is be-
ing discussed let me review the ele-
mentary theory of tuning:

A transmitting station is a generator
of alternating current. Let us assume
that the ether is one conductor and
the earth is the other.

If we remember that instead of one
broadcaster, we have ten or .twenty
operating on the same circuit at the
same time, it is obvious that we will
hedr several of the transmitters if we
do not provide some means of selec-
tion.

The basis of selection is the num-
ber of ,alternations of the transmitting
station. These are fixed by the de-
partment of commerce for each sta-
tion. We express these either in kilo-
cycles or meters-one being a value in
frequency and the other in wave
lengths. Both are :,:reciprocals'' of a
given fraction.

Faults in Tunning.
In Figure 1 'you will note a chart

showing what is going on in the ether
at a given hour any night. You will
note six "mountains" indicated cover-
ing different wave lengths. Note that
Station B has a peculiar transmitting
peak. It starts at 250 and rounds
over to 350. This station can be heard
"all over the dial." The other sta-
tions are also heard over very large
portions of the tuner.

What is the reason for this? It is
due to the aperiodic characteristics
of the tuner. The tuning circuit must
be faulty, to register such results.
Usually, it is due -to the following
causes:

(1) Leaky condensers.
(2) Leaky or high resistance coils.
(3) Poor insulation of circuit in-

cluding aerial.
(4) Compound circuits which are

not at resonance due to stray capaci-
ty, etc.
'These generally pass as "losses," for

we regard every leakage, resistance
and absorption, as reducing the input
signal.

The losses may be found to occur In
a number of ways. For example, if
a wood panel is used, due to the mois-
ture in the wood, part of the signal
current leaks across the wood, and
damps out the signal. Or if a good
insulation material is used. for the
panel and dust (particularly soot) is
accumulated on the panel, it will also
allow the Current to leak off to the
ground. Poor aerial insulators also do
the same thing.

Again, if you were to use a varidme-
ter and depend for the contact to the
winding by a friction sprkng it may
introduce a high resistance. If a wire
in the winding were broken, in some
circuits the set might still operate,

Complete
(4) !Ilia. gine&I ear u  vow

Rio Receiver
Fully guaranteed to receive opera,
football ace -es, market reports, lec-
tures and vocal and instrumental con-
certs from long distanos broadcast-
ing stations. Everything you need is
included in this set.

The Greatest
Radio Value of yQ,N 4Y

the Year
The equipment in this
outfit eons tate of a
f;p1s.V. cltiegg=ti.rie
Set,o Volt WorldStor-
age Battery Radio-
tronU. V. 200 eteetor cs
Tub .1,terse sine Fran-
co 22l Volt "B" Battery, double phones with
head band .100 ft. aerial ivire,50 f t. lead i n
insulators, ground clamps and hydrometer.
$65.00 Value, Our Special Price $29.50
Comptete, nothing more to buy. This
set will give you entertainment right in your
own home by the Worlds Greatest Artiste.
This wonderful bargain in Radio Value Is on
dlculay at Our Branch Store. It Is equal
and superior to any Radio Set selling at twice
sass. It le complete. No extras to buy.

See and be Convineedl

WORLD BATTERY CO.
Bo Z.Rooseve ft Rd. Phone Wabash $390

Receiving Sets on
FREE Home TrialI:

FIG. 5.-SIMPLE TUNER-The
old reliable coil and rotor type.
Practically all circuits add a few
turns on the primary for regener-
ation.

but enjoy a very high resistance due
to the broken wire and fail to respond
to tuning.

Or, if you make connections by
twisting wire over a contact, -,it may
have a variable resistance-g6dd only
when you shake up the set and the
wire is set in place accidentally.

Circuit Constants Troublesome. ,

More usually, however, the circuit
constants -cause the trouble. the
secondary coupler does not have
enough wire on it to reach the wave
lengths you are to cover on the pri-
mary it will respond to the primary
when tight coupling is used, but also
respond to its own wave length, which
will thus bring in interference.

A good tuner has the effect shown
in Figure 2. Hera the same stations
as shown in Figure 1 are increased in
voltage (see comparative scales) and
the peaks become sharp so that one
can be selected from the other.

It should be remembered that every
station transmits not on one sharp
wave length but on a "band" which
may extend from two to three meters
each side of the peak or fundamental.
The station also may have "harmon-
ics" or subpeaks, which are due to
poor tuning of the aerials, capacity
of buildings,

To the singl circuit tuner a good
oscillate it will then become more selec-
ference. In thiscircuit the primary
(aerial) and secondary (coupler) are the
same and this means that the aerial
may pick up a number of stations
of nearly the same Wave length, if
the stations are nearby. .

If the single circuit set is made to
oscilate it will then become more selec-
tive, but it will also radiate and this
is the curse of the "canary birds" so
commonly heard where several receiv-
ing aerials are close together.

A double circuit tuner, while adding
to the tuning controls, will afford more
selectivity, but it does not guarantee
this unless you can secure very loose
coupling and avoid losses in both pri-
mary and secondary circuits.

What Decremeter Shows.
In order to visualize the importance

of sharp tuning let me refer to the
side yiew of the Koister decremeter
shown in Figure 3. This is a device
used to measure the damping of inter-
rupted wave -train signals emitted by
a spark station. Such stations send
out signals over a band of frequencies
pod the instrument is used to deter-
mine whether the station radiates too
broadly.

To determine this, it is essential to
know at what frequency the signal
is at greatest strength, and obviously
the decremeter must have of the low.
est possible resistance. Accordingly,
a very efficient tuning condenser is
used and mounted in a shielded cabi
net while the inductance unit (seen
to the left) is -plugged in above the
panel. Different coils are used for
each range of frequencies. - Litz wire

WE install the re-
ceiver-no out-

side wires required\ --
and show you how to
get any station in the
country. Just call-
Randolph 1280
Radio Section

txm

TIGHT COUPLED DOUBLE CIRCUIT
EQUIVALENT -0 A SINGLE CIRCUIT

DOUBLE CIRCUIT TUNER
REQUIRES THREE CONTROLS

C

TRIPLE CIRCUIT TONER
F4IGHLN SELECTIVE, BUT REQUIRES FIVE TUNING CONTROLS

SINGLE CIRCUIT TUNER CAPACITY COUPLED CIRCUIT
- VERY CRITICAL AND

DIFFICULT TO TUNE .)

URI l i1(44li fr

wear

alnannititat3

FIG. 7-LOOP RECEIVER-.
Photo shows the loop (primary,
secondary and feedLack) mount-
ed on door. This receiver won
the prize at the recent New York
radio show.

it used on the inductance to reduce tile
coil losses to a minimum.

Another tuning device that should
interest you is the view of the "single -
control" receiver in Figure 4 where a

',motor shaft at the lower right will
revolve the inductance and the con-
denser simultaneously eve: a variation
of wave lengths from 100 to 3,800 me-
ters. -

In this instrument the view shows
how the bank winding of the primary
is tapped. This means that there are
a large number of turns of the pri-

-mary which are inactive over most
of the range and hence will. absorb
some of the signal strength.

This is in direct contrast with the
special inductance used on the decre-
meter where a separate coil is used
for every wave length -

To secure a wide tuning range with
one control the dead-end losses are
unavoidable. The top wires also are
so closely drawn together to reach -
the tops that they intraduCe unde-
sirable capacity effects. Obviously, to
attain the single -control result over
such a long range of wave lengths,
something must be sactifi2ed.

The view of the transmitting in-
ductances shows a very satisfactory
method of securing inductance and
coupling regulation by use of air sup -

(Continued on Page 10.)
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FIG., 3-THE KOLSTER DECREMETER. The precision work in the instrument is shown. The
over-all of :he condenser is 9 incises.
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Construction Details of New Autoplex Circuit,
.wanNotes on Operation

a

TODA Y The Post Radio
Magazine gives complete
construction details of

the new Autoplex Super.
The design and .panel layout
are especially made for The
Post and are protected) by
copyright.-The Editor.

By IVERSON O. WELLS.
(Radio Editor of The Post.)

GETTING long distance on a loud
speaker with one tube appeals to
admirers of the Autoplex circuit.

The low cost of construction and sim-
plicity In design makes an additional
ippeal to the home builder.

There are only three instruments
peeessary for the efficient operation of
the circuit. There are two variome-
ters, an' inductance coil, minus taps,
and a vacuum tube. A rheostat and a
grid leak may be added if 30IA tubes
are employed, but even in this case
they can be eliminated. With such
Et small handful of parts, compactness
Can be obtained and wiring is as sim-
ple as a crystal hook-up.

The set illustrated here today, con-
btruction details for which are here-
with given, was designed to operate
either a high amplifying tube like the
801A. or a power tube like the 216A
or the VT -2. Therefore, a rheostat
is included in the plans, as the
smaller tube may require a fairly
Close adjustment of the filament volt-
itge.

At this point I want to state that
$n my experiments with this circuit I
have not found the smaller capacity
tubes very efficient. They will work
fairly well. on local broadcasting, but
do not have the capacity to carry the
great volume of energy the 1,250 or
1,500 turn inductance coil shoots
thru it.

However, there are many who,
either from economy or because of
conditions, insist on the smaller tube.
In this case It will be best to have the
rheostat to control the filament cur -

"NsList of Parts Used.
Complete.parts for the Autoplex as

designed and constructed for this
presentation, can be bought at list
price for $36.79. Shopping around
Will reduce this figure considerably.
In fact the parts in this particular set
were really bought for less than $20.
Here is the list of material and equip-
'Tient
One Formica panel, 9% by

13% by % inches $1.89
One 4 by 4 by % inch Formica

panel for sub base .25
One 2% by 2% inch Formica

panel for coil clamp.. .10
One 9% by 13% inch mahogany

finish cabinet 5.00
Two Columbia varlometers 11.00
One Columbia honeycomb coil,

(1,250 turn) 2.00
One Frost rheostat, plain,

(6 ohm) 1. 00
One Elmo tube socket .75
One 216A or VT -2 vacuum

tube 12.00
Two 3 -inch bakelite dials 1.00
One Patent single circuit jack .75Six binding posts .60
Two 1 -inch angles for brackets .20
Two six or 8-32 flat head brass

machine screws 1% inches
long; 2 6 or 8-32 inch flat
head brass machine screws
1 inch long; 8 6 or -8-32 inch
flat head brass machine
screws % inch long; 1 dozen
nuts to fit screws selected. .25

Total $36.79
I have specified the exact parts

Used in this test set, but any aPPa-
Yatus that is of equal value will suf.
flee.

The extras required in this set are
those required in any receiver. A
six -volt storage battery will be neces-
sary, of course, and it should be at
least 120 ampere hour capacity if the
Power tubes are used If the 301A
tube is used the "B" battery should
have the maximum voltage for these
tubes, which is about 130 volts. If

the power tubes are used up to 200
volts are necessary.

Must Use Good Phones.
Whichever tube is used, however.

bear in mind that they must be given
the maximum voltage on the plate if
you would secure the great volume
this circuit is capable of delivering.

The headphones for this circuit can
be any good low -resistance headset.
but they should be of the very best.

The terrific pounding the circui%

I usual, volume on this class of broad-
cast reception.

Ground Is Good Collector.
The autoplex works as well, if not

better, on a ground alone, than on a
ground and aerial. It also is quite
efficient on the aerial alone, but not
so good as the single ground.

Some of The Post Radio Magazine
readers have been advised by numer-
ous counselors to insert small Estru
variometers in the circuit as verniers,
these being shunted across the larger
variometers. The idea was that these
would sharpen up the tuning.

It is evident that such counselors
I have not tested the circuit to any ex-
tent, or trey would have discovered
that it is a very sharp tuning circuit
without any addition to the variom-
eters.

The fact is the circuit is so sharp
vernier knobs on the dials of the
variometers greatly add to the tuning.
Adding the Estru variometers would
increase this sharpness.

The Estru variometer would answer
Continued on Page 8.

Picture shows Benjamin Freund, constru.ctor and designing engineer for the Chicago Salvage cons.
pany. It was Mr. Freund who, wprking under the supervision of Editor Wells, made the panel layout
and hooked up the set you see in this and otuer illustrations.

shoots into the phones will make an
ordinary phone rattle like a Ford go-
ing over a rocky road.

The panel and sub base layout, with
the proper dimensions, the location of
the holes to be bored for the instru-
ments specified, and other construc-
tion details are shown in an accom-
panying sketch.

A very clever arrangement of the
parts has been provided for, the sub
base panel for the tube socket carry-
ing the coil underneath. The plans
are complete and no further interpre-
tation is necessary for a clear under-
standing.

Begin construction by preparing the
front panel and the sub base. Care-
fully drill each hole, making such
changes in location and sizes as may
be necessary if parts are used other
than those specified.

Mount first the tube socket on the
subbase. Follow this with the coil
undereath. Now put into place the
rheostat and attach the subbase on
the brackets as shown in layout. Wire
the rheostat and socket. Place the
two variometers into position, remov-
ing the feet and screwing onto panel
with the screw holes provided on the
instruments.

Solder Each Joint.
Run the various leads to their re-

spective places. The pictorial diagram
and the photos show the details of this
very clearly. Solder each joint care-
fully, making sure that the connec-

tions and contacts are perfect. There
is no necessity for spaghetti insula-
tion. Plain bus bar wire is best to
use. Follow the general scheme of
wiring as shown in the photos.

The cabinet here shown is one that
was picked up at a bargain sale. Other
shapes and sizes may be procured, if
desired. In that case changes in the
panel layout must be taken care of.

In operating this set to get maxi-
mum results power tubes-any of the
five -watt capacity are essential with
high plate voltage. Many readers of
The Post Radio Magazine have been
inquiring lately if they cannot use the
199 tubes.

These tubes can be used, of course,
but they are nvt built to deliver the
output that the power tubes will give
forth. If they are used, disappoint-
ment will result.

With some aerials it may be neces-
sary to load up the circuits a little to
bring in the higher wave stations. If
this is found necessary insert a fifty -
turn coil-either a plain or honeycomb
-in the grid circuit, from the variome-
ter to the grid post of the tube, and
another from the plate post of the
tube to the other variometer.

It is essential that these two loading
coils be exactly of the same value so
that the variometers will be kept at
equal value. This is important.

The autopiex does not work so well
on local stations as it does on the long-
distance fellows, altho experimenters
have reported that they have had un-

r
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Letter Box,
GETS LN 61 STATIONS.

Radio Editor: Here is a record of which
I believe I can be justly proud. It contains
sixty-one different stations, most of which
came in loudly and clearly. Last Monday
night I got thirty-one different stations, in-
cluding. KFI. Los Angeles, Cal.:

KDKA, East Pittsburg. Pa.: KYDL, Den-
ver, Colo.:- KFI, Los Angeles, Cal.; KFKB,
Milford. Kan.; KHJ, Los Angeles. Cal.;
ELZ, Denver. Colo.; KOP, Detroit. Mich.;
KSD, St. Louis, Mo.; WAAK, Milwaukee.
Wie.; WAAR; WABA.- Lake Forest. Ill.;
WBAD, Minneapolis Minn.; WBAH, Minne-
apolis, Minn.: WRIAK, Harrisburg. Pa.:
WBA.P, Fort Worth, Texas: WBAV, Colum-
bus, Ohio; WBZ, Springfield, Mass.; WCAE,
Pittsburg, Pa.; WCAP, Washington, D. C.:
WCAS, Minneapolis, Minn.; WCBD, Zion, Ill.;
WCG. New York. N. Y.; WCK, St. Louis,
Mo.: WCIL Detroit. Mich.; WDAF, Kansas
City. Mo.; WDAR, Philadelphia. Pa.:
WEAF, New York, N. Y.; WFAA. Dallas.
Texas; WFI. Philadelphia. Pa.: WGI.
ford Hillside. Mass.; WGR, Buffalo, N. Y.:
WGY. Schenectady, N. Y.: WH.A, Madison,
Wis.: WHAS, Louisville, Ky.; WHAZ, .Troy.
N. Y.; WHB, Kansas City, Mo.: WIAO.
Milwaukee, Wis.: WJAX, Cleveland, Ohio:
WJZ. New York, N. Y.; WKY. Oklahoma
City. Okla.; WLA.G, Minneapolis. Minn.;
WLW, Cincinnati. Ohio; WMAR, Waterloo,
Iowa; -WMC, Memphis. Tenn.; WOAD, Si-
gourney, Iowa: WOAL,San Antonio, Texas
WOAW, Omaha, Neb.; WOC, Davenport
Iowa; WOO. Philadelphia, Pa.: - WOR
Kewark, N. J.: WOS, Jefferson  City, Mo.
WOIT, Omaha, Neb.: WRC, Washingtqn
D. C.: ws.w. Tarrytown, N. Y.; WSAI
Cincinnati, Ohio: WSAJ, Grove City. Pa.
WSB, Atlanta. Ga.; WTAM, Cleveland, Ohio

WWJ. Tsstrott, Mich.; WTAS, Elgin- 111.1
new Jodet station, which at the time had nO
letters.

The est I am using is a Casey ultra-audion
single -tabs outfit. indoor aerial. Would like
to challenge anybody for the single -tube
record. HARRY C. IRONS,

3720 North Kenneth Avenue, Chicago.
Radio Editor-I am interested in the Auto -

plea receiver, having built one. It does all
you claim and more. I get several NeW
York stations on a speaker. I succeeded in 
getting former President Wilson's speech
also. You sure have a fine radio sheet.
Keep up the good work.-John Ascher. 123
South Oakley boulevard, Chicago.

Radio Editor-The writer has just become
a radiophan and had decided that he must
give up The Chicago Evening Post in favor
of some other evening paper, but am very
glad to see that you are publishing by
far the best radio page in the city.

I have a new Frede-Eiseman neutrodyna
set and appareritly can pick up anything in
the United States with ease, but in neowling
around / often get the name of . the cityin whisk the broadcaster is located. but
fail to get the station call letters. Is
there any list printed giving the cities is
alphabetical' order showing the call numbef
.of the station located therein?-L. A. Prouty.
226 West Adams street. Chicago

(Editor's Note-We will publish such
list in next week's Radio magazine and
make it a regular weekly feature.)

GETS EyERYTHING.
Radio Editor: I want to report progrest

on my Autoplex just hooked up in the
rough, as I am following you in the Rada
Magazine (which, by the way, is a hum.
clinger). With the Western Electric unit

-for victrola hand speaker, I have had. ev-
erything on the list from Kansas City to
Schenectady, N. Y. I believe there are
wonderful possibilities for the Autoplex, -and
I am looking forward with interest to your
next article. WILLIAM G. COOPER.

618 South Grove Avenue, Oak Park.

BOUQUETS AND BRICKS.
Radio Editor: I have been a reader of

The Post for the last two years, and like
it very much, especially since radio pro-
grams have been published.

I was just on the point of stopping de-
livery of The Post. on account of not hav-
ing a radio department, when you started
publishing daily programs, but now that you
have added the Radio Magazine, I must say
it is the best paper of all the Chicago
daily's published. and should be so consid-
ered by every radiophan.

Now that I have this "out of my system."
I wish to make a few remarks on your com-
ments on, DX Hound Reports, as published
in Nov. 2d issue Radio Magazine. "Re -
head phones, causing phans to lie about
stations heard." My answer to this is.
you should be very sure your schedule in-
formation is correct, before you assert re-
ports from phans are not correct.

I will give you two incidents that occurred
this week, that will show your schedules not
correct, viz., Wednesday, Nov. 21 WTAM,
Cleveland, Ohio. I picked up at 7:58 p. m.
and listened in until 8:01 at which time
it announced WTAM would remain silent
for about one-half hour to allow W.TAX.
Cleveland, to broadcast a talk by Secretary
Davis from Washington, D. C.

This talk lasted until 9:16. after which
WTAM came on again at 9:17 and com-
pleted its evening program. signing off at
9:

m.
Nn p.ow. in thia case, your schedule showed

WJAX silent.
Again, last Thursday night at about 9p. m. I was trying to tune in KFI. Los

Angeles, which, according to schedule, as
published by another Chicago paper, was to
be on at 8:45. I set my dials to 469 meters
and picked up some swell music, and was
greatly surprised when the station was an-
nounced, to find I had WRC. Washington,
D. C. They are on 469 meters also, but
'what surprised me was your schedule gave
WRC as silent last night.

These are only two cases, I know of
others, but just now do not recall the exact
facts of the case, so will not mention them.

A few words about my set and what it
will do. I am only a novice at- the game as
yet, but hope to improve as time goes by.
I have a neutrodyne special, five -tube set,
which was built for me in a victrol, cab-
inet, using a Morrison loud speaker attached
to the tone arm, with the following
viz.: Installation was made on Friday. Nov.
9, about 6 p. in. when I started to try to
tune in some station, I have now had the
set just two weeks, during which time I have
picked up a total of fifty-three. stations,
and am able to go right thru Chicago sta-
tions to long-distance stations in any case
where the meter wave is twelve_ to fifteen
over or under the Chicago wave.

In all cases I tune in direct with loud
sneaker, and do not use the head phones, as
it is not necessary for what I have pickedup so far. My set has six graduated dials
and one knob on "A" battery.

The beauty of it is, when I get a newstatidn, I make a correct chart of the dial
reading, after which I am able to get this
station again at will, whenever they are on
the air.

Inasmuch as I cannot be blamed forlying, due to the pressure of head phones,
I am going to take a chalice on sending
YOU the list of stations I have heard on a
copy of a chart as I make them UP. Youwill notice this chart is indexed, both asPer meter wave and alphabetically as rter
station call-. so I make it easy to determine
the possibility of whether or not you willbe able to get a station desired, as thechart shows quickly that fifteen meters

Continueti on Page 8.

View of autoplex looking at bottom of receiver.
show the wiring details quite clearly,

This and the opposite photo Interior view of the autopLex described in these articles., Note the arrangement of
cite inductance coil,
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Letter Box
Continued from Page 7.

away on .each side will not interfere with
tuning in any station desired. The follow-
ing is a log of stations recently Melted up.
also the date of same up to Wednesday.
Nov. 21, and Thursday night, Nov. 22. Too
many in my home to make up\a

Friday, Nov.i 16- WMAQ, WDAP,
WPAD, WJAZ, WGY, WDAF, WOAW,
WWJ, WBAP, WFAA, EFL KDKA, WJZ.
WSB, KSD, KHJ, WDAR, IT/LW, WMC and
WNAD.

Saturday, Nov. 17-1IDKA, WDAF, WDAP,
WCA.E, KYW, WMACI, WSB, WGY, WOC.
WFAA, WTAM, PWX, WJAZ, WTAS.
KHJ and WSAI.

Sunday, Nov. 18-KYVV, WOC, WPAD,
WCBD, WHAS, WBAP, KDKA, WPAH.
WFAA. WEAF. WJAZ, WSY, WBL, WDAP,
WOAW, KHJ and KPO.

Monday, Nov. 19-EDKA, WDAP, KYW,
WCX. WRC. WCAE, WGY, WBAP, WOC,
WMC, WFAA, WOO, WCBD, WTAS, WOAW:
WHAZ, KSD, WGR, ,WLAG, WSB, KFI,
WBAY, HXD, CFCN Mid WDAF.

Tuesday, Nov. 20 -WSB, WMAQ, KDKA,
WDAP. WJZ WWJ, WBAP, WS13,
WFAA, WSAI, KSD, WHB, KYW, WDAF.
ETU and EFL

Wednesday, Nov. 21-WJZ, WMAQ, WWJ.
KSD,WTAM, WDAP, WBAP. WDAF, WOR,
WJAX, WOS, WJAZ, WLAG, KHJ, WOC
and 9XN.

I trust I have made my position clear
in this ease, and I hope you will continue
to keep up the good work on ,radio.-Leslie
W. Otto, 7231 South Park Avenue.

ALL ON LOUD SPEAKER.
Radio Editor: Caught the following sta-

tions using Grebe C It 12, every one being' distinguishable on the Magnavox:
KDKA, Pittsburg: WCAE, Pittsburg

EDPM, Cleveland: WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.
RFT, Los Angeles; CFTC Toronto, Canada
WARD, Cincinnati; WRAP. Fort Woftli
WOAW, Omaha; VOGT, Scheneetady. WHAG
ChMinnati; WHAS, Louisville; WHAZ, Troy,
N. WITS, Kansas City: -WDAF. Kansas
C.Ity; WFAA, Dallas, Texas: WJZ. kNew
Fork: WLW, Cincinnati; WMAJ, Kansas
City: WMC, Memphis.; WOC, Davenport:
WPAT. El Paso, Texas: WSAL Cincinnati.
Since then until 9 p. m, this evening, the
22d. - 1, have eanaht WSY,Birmingham:
WTAM. Cleveland: WTAS, Elgin: WJJ, De-
troit; WTAL, Toledo. Ohio: WWL. New Or-
leans: WWZ. New Yorkj WLAL, Tulsa.

WMAB, Oklahoma City; WEAF, WEB..
St. Louis: REGO, Baton Rouge, La., and
CVJDC, Toronto. Canada. Wilily Chicago
stations have been going "full blast," I have
read in your magazine how one fellow can't
tune out WDAP. My advice to that fellow
is by all means to buy a Grebe CR 12. I
want .to compliment you on your radio
magazine. It sure is the berries.-Henry
Kratoehvil. 2315 South Kedzie avenue. Chi-
cago.

HAS 117 STATIO- NS LOGGED.
Radio Editor: The following is a list of

stations which I have heard on my one -
tube Reinartz set (117 up to date) and still
going strong:

KDKA, East Pittsburg, Pa.; WDAP, Drake
hotel, Chicago; WBV. Chicago, Ill.; WAAF,
Chicago, Ill.; WJZ, Newark. N. J.: KYW,
Chicago, Ill.: WMAQ, Chicago. Ill.; WOC,
Davenport, Iowa; GKP, Chicago. Ill.; WLW,
Cincinnati, Ohio: WDAJ, Atlanta.
WSB, Atlanta, Ga.; WWJ, Detroit, Mieh.;
WBAT, Tulsa, Okla. KSD. St. Louis; Mo.:
WBAP, Fort Worth., Texas; WPAD, Chi-
cago. 111.; WJAZ, Chicago, /11.: WRAP,
Louisville, Ky.; WEAA, Flint, Mich.: KFAF,
Denver, Colo.; WLK, Indianapolis. Ind.;
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y.: .Q/EL. Schenectady.
N. Y.: WIAO, Milwaukee, Wis.: WGY,
Schenectady, N. Y.; WSY, Birmingham, Ala.;
WDAA, Nashville, Tenn.; WGM. Atlanta,
Ga.: WDAF, Kansas City, Mo.: WFAP,
Peoria, Ill.; KWH. Los Angeles, Cal.: WFAA,
Dallas, Texas: WMAF, Dartmouth. Mass.;
GXU; WNAJ, Chicago, 111.; WEB. Kansas
City Mo.: WRAM-:--Galesburg, 111. WCX. De-
trdit, Mich.': WLAC, Minneapolis, Minn.;
WIAR, Paducah, Ky.; WEAS Washington,
D. C.: WOR. Newark. N. J.. WEAF, New

, York. N. T. WRM, Champaign, Ill.: ITCW,
Pittsburg, Pa.; WPO. Memphis. Tenn.:
WHA, Madison, Wis.: WGAF. Tulsa, Okla.:
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.: WCM, Austin,
Texas: GAWJ, Elgin, Ill.: GKWJ: GUU:
WAAU, Philadelphia. Pa.; WEAD, Atwood,
Kan.; WTAS, Elgin, Ill.; WLAP, Louisville,
Ky.; WPA, Fort Worth. Texas: WMC.'
Memphis, Tenn.: WEAR, Little Rock. Ark.;
WAAP, Wichita. Kan.; WOO, Philadelphia.
Pa.: WEAN, Montgomery, Ala.: WWAY,
Chicago. 111.. KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal.;
WCAE, Pittsburg. Pa.; WBZ, Springfield,
Mass.; WCAC, Fort Smith. Ark.; WHAF.-
Pittsburg, Pa.; WGR, Buffalo. N. Y.;

' NUG, Keewena Point. Mich.: GAKTJ, Rock-
ford, Ill.; GA.7111. Freeport, 111.; PWX
Havana, Cuba; WLB, Minneapolis, Mimi.
TAY; WHAA, Iowa City. Iowa: GTO
WNJ, Albany, N. 7.' WOAW, Omaha, Neb.
GAPM; RFI, Los Angeles, Cal. WSAH
Chicago, Ill.; KOP, Detroit. WEAB
Des Moines, Iowa: GPDK; GBM: GTL
GLY: W1311.. Kansas 'My, Kan.: GBJK

GHVG : WA AX, Craf ton, Pa.; WSAI, Cin-
cinnati. Ohio: WCBD. Zion City, WDAR.
Philadelphia, Pa.: WFAT. Sioux Falls, S. D.:
W01, Ames, Iowa; WLAC, Raleigh, N. C.;
WBAU, Columbus, Ohio: WNAC. Boston,
Mass.: WJX, Cleveland, Ohio: NIOAI, San
Antonio, Texas: WAAIC. Milwaukee, Wis.:
WJAD, Waco. Texas: WTAM, Cleveland,
Ohio: WRC. Washington. D. C.: WBAK,
Harrisburg, Pa.: W0A11, Charleston, S. C.:
WMAY, St. Louis, Mo.: WSAX, Chicago.III.;
WJZ, New York City; WAAW. Omaha, Neb.:
WBAX, Wilkesbarre, Pa.; GAUL

The one hundred and seventeenth station
was in Watertown, N. Y., but I could not
catch the call letters. I don't like to appear
boastful, but the Reinartz surely plows thru
local interference.

I enjoy your radio paper very much. Got
sonic good tips un tuning a reflex from it,
G., L. Weinberger, 0329 Calumet Avenue,
Chicago.

"IT'S THE TUBE'S HOWL."
Radlo Editor: Kindly reserve for me a

copy of the binder you advertise in your
new "radio supplement" this week.

"It." the new supplement, sure is the
"tube's howl," and I guess all Chicago
Plans who read it will agree with me.
Kindly advise me when the hinder is ready
for distribution. Address care of R. H.
Berms, 219 West Adams street, city. Yours
in the big scoop,-R. H. Krogstad.

DEFENDS CUBAN LISTENERS.
Radio Editor:. We see by your Radio

Magazine that you doubt the DX -ere, who
have written you regarding receiving Ha-
vana, Cuba. We feel that it is up to you
as a radio editor to find out whether PWX
was on the air or not. We. too, were tuned
in on PWX and listened to a concert given
by a sextet from the orchestra: from a
Spanish transatlantic ocean liner and heard
the ticks of the clock, which, according to
the announcer, identifies PWX. Did we or
did we not hear PWX, Havana. Cuba?

Among other stations I had WOO, WWJ,

Ask the Man at the Counter
to Show You

04'

twii°c°4s. PARTS
Quality and Satisfactory
Performance Guaranteed

Pictorial diagram of the autoplex
circuit.

WGY, WOC, WOAM, WHO. WLW, WBAP.
WDAH, WDAF,- WTAS. WCBD) and WOS.
We are using Atwater Kent varicoupler, two
variorneters and two stages audio -frequency.
-E: T. Hurry, 3007 5th avenue, Chicago.

HERE'S A SCORCHER.
Radio Editor: If you wish an affidavit

lid several responsible business men, same
will be furnished you that PWX, Havana,
Cuba, was distinctly heard Monday night,
Nov. 19, and we think that your radio edi-
tor is rather careless in; calling the radio-
Phans of Chicago liars isthen,Ahey report to
you they beard Bavaria, uba. Monday
night, Nov.'19. '

- I had this station on the air Monday eve-
ning, and others were listening in on my
set. You 'have conic out with a radio
magazine -issued every Thursday, and you
are soliciting the, radiophaus of .Chicago,
hoping they w111 -7 -become interested in your
magazine. You certainly are not commenc-
ing very well by allowing anyone writing
for your paper to use the word liar, as hedid in last night's issue.

We are unclosing copy of letter we are
writing PWX today, and on- reply to thisletter, we are positive we are going toprove to you PWX was on the air Monday
night,. Nov. 19. H. W. R. Sassmann, 121;North Franklin 'Street, Chicago.

HE HAS HIS WITNESSES.
Radio Editor: Eve read your article in

Radio Magazine of Nov. 22 by the Night
Prowler, ridiculing DX -ere regarding recep-
tion of PWX, Havana, Cuba. Monday, Nov.
19. Beg to advise that that station was
plainly heard by myself and two others andsigned off at 11:31%, eastern standard time.
on that datc.--Leonard Mayer, 1544 Westlath Street, Chicago.

USES ZENITH TUNER.
Radio Editor: Here is a list of the sta-tions heard on one night only, Nov. 21.using a zenith tuner, and detector: antenna,

single wire, 15 feet high, 5i) feet long;ground water pipe:
5PR, 8RV, SCK, SDA. SPE, 2CCI, 8PL,

OBHL, DADE, (MEM, PIT, 9BRV, 9CER,
PEER, 9DIL, 9RC. ODHK, 9BQ, 9BMO,
9CIX, 9AAV OAAW, 9EZT. 9AVVV, 9EJY,

8BBI, 8CEO, PBX. 9BZ, 9AIM and
4K(?).

Let's have snore amateur articles.-BeVerly
B. DUDLEY, OBR.
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Exterior view of cabinet and panel markings of autoplex super.

Construction of
Adtoplex Set

Continued from Page 7.

most efficiently as a substitute for
the ones shown in the photos, as their
distributed- capacity is' very low and
their inductance high.

However, if these are used there

should be a reduction in the plate cir-
cuit voltage. It is because of this
characteristic I have not used this tykle
of variometers. The tube requires a
much higher voltage on the- plate than
these variometers win work with ef-
ficently: under the present arrange-
ment of the circuit.

I am conducting some experiments
with these variometers because I real-
ize that their smallness would prove
ideal for a portable set-a type of re-
ceiver that proved very popular this
last summer and which will be in
even greater favor next year.

I
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Coy m Co Prices on
Standard Radio Material

REAL BARGAINS,
We quote just a few items, i

to give you an idea. There
are hundreds more equally at-
tractive bargains at our stores.

EDE]
Lezi

Speaker
Here is a Loud Speaker that
will give you- results-guaran-
teed results. Stands about 22
inches high.

.98Complete for 6only
..=.1,..--smargee_

'AA

ubes
7F,11 Genuine

Cunningham
or Radiotron.

List Price $6.50.
Our Price SA 98
DETECTOR-
List Price $5.0*. $3 8;Our Bargain Price

Tungar

Type

Battery

Charger

'9.28
It is light in weight, small and
compact. No parts to move
or give trouble. Charge 2
amperes per hour. List Price
$18.00. Our Bar-

$928gain Price

Klosner Vernie- Rheostats.
List Price $1.50.
Our price, each.

C. R. L. Leaks
and Condensers... $1 49

89c

Fresh "B" 221.1,
$1Volt Batteries.. . 15

Kellogg 2400 ohm Guaranteed
Headset. List price $10.50.
Our special
bargain price..,.., 5.$ 98

Bargains in

DIALS
2 -Inch Diameter,

Special, at
3 -Inch Diameter.

at.

4- I nch Diameter
at

15c
19c
39c

Bring Us Your Radio
Troubles. Our Men
Are Here to Help You.

FREE Al 5n° tieeent noat

Wire with
every $10 P.rchase.

Tills
3E7

ONLY

a.
c

(r:

Special Radio Set Complete
with E. D. S. H. 2500 -ohm
Head Set, Mahogany finish
Cabinet 100 ft. of Aerial Wire,
1'/2 Volt Battery also B Bat-
tery and Tube. A remarkable
value at
this very
low price '29.98

RADIO
Chain Stores

OF AMERICA
2CHICAGO 167 W. Randolph

STORES 7 9 S. ClarkSOLD BY
Leading Jobbers and Dealers

Everywhere

Panel layout of the autoplex super. Reproduced from drawings especially made for The Chicago
Evening Post Radio Magazine Section by Benjamin Freund, constructing and designing engineer for the
Chicago Salvage company. This drawing is protected by copyright by The Chicago Evening Post. wag
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This Crystal Set Is a Long -Distance Receiver
and Runs Loud Speaker Locally

HERE is the hook-up
and constuction details
of a long-distance crys-

tal set. This Set,was designed
awrconstructed by Mr. Hag-
erman espacially for The Post
Radio -Magaf.ine section. The
photos, diagram and descrip-

' tive text are protected by
copyright and reproduction

.prohihited..-The Editor.

BY LEWIS B. HAGERMAN.
Radio Construction Engineer.

NOWADAYS it seems to be the
fashion to belittle the plebeian
crystal. It does receive some

begrudged credit for the- part it, plays
in reflex circuits, but as a detector, in
a circuit of its own, it appears to have
been relegated to a back shelf, espe-
daily by the serious-minded experi-
menter.

The vacuum tube. with its power
ful amplifying capacity and its sensi
tiveness, has dimmed the brightness
a'f the achievements of the faithful lit-tle crystal onformer claw. The un-
thinking have drifted inttf the habit ofconsigning it to the youthful home

-builder's circuit where popular preju-
dice limits it to a range of a few miles.

Is this fair to a servant that served,the radio world so efficiently when
vacuum tubes and the ponderous eqin
nient of today were unknown?

Distance Getter in Early, Days.
I have come up with the new gen-eration. Tubes Were the popular de-

tector when I began to walk in theswaddling clothes of the amateur.Crystals had been discarded.
However, I recall that once theradio world depended solely on the lit-tle crystal for its voice and musictransmission. And, also, I recall that

some pretty long distance records werepiled up to the credit of the despisedcrystal and that ships at sea dependedsolely on this rectifier of frequencycurrents.
If the crystal- was so effective inthose early days, I argued, why is.itnot today? .Then I picked up a.fewgalenas, a coil or so and began toexperiment.
The result of these experiments

have -endeared me -to the tiny crystal.I feel so kindly to it I want to presentmyself as a champion of its many ex-cellent qualities.
The trouble with the cryital of to-day is that experimenters have ceasedto experiment with it. The crystal cir-cuit, which the small boy toys with, isthe same embryonic circuit of theearly days. No one seems to be in-terested in it.

Perfect Reproducer of Sound.
There is one good point about the

crystal that all admit is superior to
the best vacuum tubes. That is its
clear, perfect reproduction of sound.
As a rectifier of radio -frequency, also,
it has a good reputation, even in these
days of the audion.

It is in its apparent inability to
develop sufficient enegy to reach
across vast stretches of land and
water and pick up weak signals and
bring them into the receiver with suf-
ficient strength to permit them to be
converted into audible sound.

The average radiophan will tell you
that a crystal is "good for ten 'or fif-
teen miles" ordinarily, and, under ex-
ceptional conditions, might give you
"a fifty -mile reception," if you have
an extra good set of head phones and
will strain your ears a little.

Occasionally you will hear some ar-
dent crystal owner proclaim that he
has -brought in broadcast signals a
thousand or even more miles, but gen-
erally he is not believed, and, should
one admit his sincerity or accept his
proof, the achievement is laid to the
door of some near -by regenerative set
and "re -radiation."

Within the last few months I have
learned to accept these reports of
long-distance work as sincere records.
I say this because I have hooked up
a crystal set and have brought in sta-
tions that would do credit to many a
tube set.

Stations Logged on Set.
Here is a sample logging on a re-

cent Monday, or silent night, for the "L" type, 100 -feet long, exclusive of
little crystal set which illustrates this lead-in. The wires are spaced three
article: feet apart and are at least ten feet

WSB, Atlanta, Ga. above all obstacles. This sort of an
WGY, Schenectady, N Y. aerial helps me bring in long dis-
woC. Davenport, Iowa.
WCBD, Zion, Ill.
WRB, Kansas City.
And the following night i 'logged

these local stations:
RYW, Chicago.
WDAP, Chicago.
WJAZ, Chicago.
WPAD, Chicago.
wmAQ, Chicago.

It is is nat. You'll have local interfer
ence just the same.

If some of you readers care to do
a little experimenting .take a peep at
the schematic diagram published else-
where and then give heed to the feu
words of wisdom with which I pro-
pose to unburden myself.

No Claim for Originality. .
You will note, for one thing, if you

are familiar with circuits, there is
little or nothing new about this cir-
cuit of mine. It is just the retnlation
variometer-condenser circuit. How-
ever, there IS a difference somewhere,
and therein lies the' secret of this t
wonderful little long-distance getter.

In the first plate I have used good
parts thruout. In the next place, l
have used great care in the hook-up.
Every precaution has been taken to
prevent loss of energy. Every effort
has been made to conserve energy.
- But those things are not the impor-
tant factors. The real reason for the
set's efficiency lies in the aerial ani
ground.

It is just here that most failures
with crystals come. The average crys-
tal owner knows little or nothing
about antennas. A few feet of wire
for an aerial and a bell cord wire to
a steam radiator, in his estimation,
apparently constitutes an antenna sys-
tem.

Secret Is Good Ground.
The aerial I used on this long-dis-

tance crystal is the very best I knew
how to erect. It is a two or more
stranded No. 14 copper wire of the

That is a pretty fan- logging, is it
not? It almost reads like a tube set
log, doesn't it? Well, it is a truthful
list of just what I picked up. and I
have witnesses, including the editor
of The Post Radio Magazine, who
will vouch for its accuracy.

But this is not all. The Zion, Ill.,
station-forty or more miles away,
and the five Chicago stations came in
on the LOUD SPEAKER. Get that?
And_ this loud speaker was not a tube -
battery hook-up, either, but just a
Baldwin unit attached to a horn.

Now, when I say these stations
came in on a loud speaker, I do not
wish to convey the idea that they
thundered in so loud they could be
heard "across the street." I do mean
to say, however, that anyone in the
room could hear every sound clearly
and comfortably. And neither do I
wish to create the impression that this
receiver is any more selective than the
average one -circuit audion tube set.  rea4

TheauMestead

tance.
The ground, however, is where the

real kick conies in. I am not con-
tent with just any sort of an old
ground. I insist on the very best ob-
tainable. a.nd to make sure that I am
getting it, I use a multi ground. Then
I am pretty certain to have at least
one good ground.

I have one ground on the steam ra-
diator. I have another on the water
pipe, and I have another that goes
direct to Old Mother Earth. I don't
know which f these
ground-it may be all three of them
are. But there is one of them, at least,
because the ground connection proves
itself in the set.

Before I go into the construction
details of this receiver, I am going
to offer rules -I have compiled as the
result of my experiences.

1. Use as few instruments as possible and
wire as simply as possible.

2. Tapped or slider tuning coils tune
broadly.

3. Loose couplers have great dead end
losses.

4. Fixed crystals generally are unsatis-
factory.

5. Crystal used should be silicon or tested
galena.

6. Phones should be of best construction
with double magnets, the ohmage being of
little importance.e0'

1 should be of the type al-

vacuum tube, three questions were
asked, as follows: "What proportion
or number of shares, if any, of the
capital stock, both common and pre-.
(erred, of the plaintiff Radio Corpora-
tion of Ameriba does the plaintiff Gen-
eral Electric company directly or in-
directly own or control?"

The answer given to this question
shows that the General Electric corn.--
pany owns 1,728;627 shares of common
stock and 620,800 shares of preferred
stock in the Radio Corporation ,of
America.

Question No. 6 similarly refers to
the holdings of the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing company.
The answer in this case was given as
follows: "Common stock, 986,000
shares; preferred stock, 1,000,000
shares."

The answer also discloses the fact
that the American Telephone and
Telegraph company, which was made
the defendant in this particular action,
does not own a single share of stock in
the Radio Corporation of America, al -
the it was one of the corporations in.
terested in the formation of that or.
ganization. This statement in the
court paper verifies the announcement
made about a year ago, to the effect
that the A. T. and T. was relinquish.
ing its holdings in the -Radio corporals
tion.

Dates of Patents;
One of the ' actions against the

Grebe company, which was brought by
the Radio Corporation of America, in.
wolves the alleged infringement of
three subsidiary patents held by the
Radio corporation.

. The answers to the interrogatories
given by the Radio corporation on
these points show that the dates of
these -patents are much later than was
expected.

For instance, the patent of Irving
Langmuir, involving the use of a
grid leak, 'was invented between .May
18, 1913, and June 20, 1913, and edis-
olosure a the p'atent was made, ac-
cording to the answer between these
dates,

The invention pf Fritz Lowenstein
was made between Oct. 23, 1911, and
Nov. 29 of the same year. The date
of the Robert C. Mathes invention 49
given as Feb. 2, 1916.

The interesting feature with regard
to the manufacture of vacuum tubes
is the fact that the Radi6 corporation
actually sold, according' ,to its state-
ment, more than five times as many
tubes as were necessary to the initial
operation of their own equipment,
plus one set of spare tubes for each
set.

LONG -DISTANCE CRYSTAL-Here you see Mr. Hageriman's long-
distapce crystal receiver in all its glory. The upper photo shows the
front panel, with the variometer dial at the left and the variable con-
denser on the right. The variable crystal is at the top, just between the
two dials. The aerial and ground posts are in the upper left corner.
The output or phone posts are in Oar upper right corner. Below is a
rear view of the interior, showing is detail the wiring scheme and loca-
tion of the parts.

8. Instruments should be mounted on
bakelite panel.

9. Lead-in and ground Would be of No.
14, or even No. 12 wire, rubber covered.

10. Irish* aerials, light socket plugs, locos.
bedsprings, coils, etc., are from 1 to 26
per cent efficient.

11. Ground should be multi type as al-
ready described.

12. All connections on the aerial, the set
and ground wire should be soldered with soft
solder and noncorrosive flux such as John-
son's soldering fluid.

Parts Needed for Receiver.
So much- for that. Let us now take

up the construction of the set. The
parts needed are:

One panel 7 by 9 by 3:16 inches.
One variometer (700 meters).
One 43 -plate variable condenser.
One crystal detector (not fixed).

. Four binding posts.
Four feet of square tinned wire.
One baseboard.
ACCESSORIES-Wire for ground, aerial

and lead-in, insulators, screws, nuts and bo!ts.

Drill the panel for the parts pur-
1 Chased. Mount instruments, 'Mew 'in
the Minding posts and attach the base
board. Study the diagram and photos
carefully and follow the suggestions I
made earlier. Build the aerial as al-
ready described and install the multi -
ground.

To operate connect -the aerial and
ground to the receiver. Set variable
condenser so plates are completely -out.
Place rotor of variometer at right
angles to stator. Find the sensitive
spot on the crystal by placing the
catwhiskers on different spots on the
galena. Tune roughy with variometer
and clear_ up with the variable con-
denser.

Should trouble develop try out dif-
ferent crystals. Look over your
grounds, and if you cannot find any-
thing wrong take no chances and in-
stall another ground. Check over the
wiring and test phones.

I have gotten the long-distance sta-
tions referred to with this hook-up.
Others can do the same thing if they
will just put as much care into the
circuit and Its construction and oper-
ation.

Amplifying Crystal Sets
Contrary to popular opinion any

crystal set that delivers sufficient
output may be connected to an au-
dion-tube amplifying circuit and be
operated on a laud speaker.

Suit Reveals
Tube Secrets
During the period from July 1, 1920,

to Dec. 311, 1922, approximately 1,-
817,715 vacuum tubes were manufac-
tured for the Radio Corporation of
America. In the same period approxi-
mately 73,601 radio sets were sold by
the same corporation. For the initial
operation of these sets 156,274 vacuum
tubes were required.

These facts, together with other in-
n teresting information regarding the -
operation of the Radio Corporation 'of
America, are ihcluded in the answers
tc the interrogatory submitted by
counsel for A. EL Grebe & Co. in the
action brought -against that concern
by the Radio Corporation of America
for alleged infringement -of patent.

The Grebe company is one of the
licensees under the Armstrong patent,
the lidense having been issued before
the patents were taken over by the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing company._

Radio Corporation Gets Royalties.
The replies which were filed in the'

Ifederal court also show that, in an
agreement dated June 30, 1921, be-
tween the Radio Corporation of Ameri-
ca. the General Electric company and
the Westinghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing company, all royalties col-

tlected by the latter under "the Arm-
- strong patents are turned over io the
Radio corporation. Under this agree-
ment, therefore, the Radio corporation
is receiving royalties from the Grebe
company.

One of the interesting features in
the answers submitted to the court is
the proportion of stock owned by the

I principal electric companies which
tare responsible for the. formation of
the Radio Corporation of America.

General Electric's Holdings.
in the a it'tn involving the De For-

rest at, the -:hrce-electrode

Includes Transmitters.
The reply to, this particular Intel--

rogatory qualifies by stating that
transmitting tubes are included in the
total number given, but since the
number of sets sold also includes
transmitting sets, the two items bal.
ance against each other.

There is a further -qualification also
to this extent:

"These numbers are only approxi-
mate and include transmitting sets as
well as any sets that may have been
subsequently returned by customers.
They do not include parts sold for use
with three-ilectrode vacuum tubes,
such as sockets, rheostats, transform.
ers," etc.

Allowing for a reasonable propor-
tion of these accessories, the answer
shows that sufficient tubes were re-
leased on general sale to meet the re-
quirements of other sets than those
of the Radio Corporation of America.

Device Sounds S 0 S Call
Automatically on Ships

The automatic S 0 S alarm ap-
paratus described In a recent issue of '
Radioelectricite consists of three main.
portions-an amplifier, a wireless re-
ceivinl relay and the S 0 S selector.

The amplifier takes the place of 
the crystal in the ship's ordinary
wireless receiver and magnifier of the
received signals, rendering them suit-
able for operating the receiving relay.

The S 0 S selector. itself, which is
controlled by the receiving relay, op-
erates on the chain relay- system.
There are two relays arranged to dis-

-criminate between, a dot and a dash,
then a series of nine relays corre-
sponding to the dots and dashes of
the S 0 S signal,

A canceling relay is incorporated,
which restores the selector to its
ready condition if the correct se-
quence of dots and dashes is not re-
ceived, while the intervals between
the dots and dashes are checked by a
further delay action relay.

Tip jacks as a substitute for -phone
aerial and battery binding posts, not
silly make a much more convenient
arrangement but a neater job.

UNIVERNIE
DOES AWAY wide VERNIER CONDENSERS

List Price

$1.25
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THE programs of WMAQ (Chicago), always noted for the superb

quality of its musical numbers, are being further improved by the
addition of a station orchestra. It is composed of five artists under
the direction of Miss Rhea Dorothy Lynch, the talented young violin
soloist of Oak Park.

sarily follow the tuning of the con-
denser across the secondary as closely
as it will in a tube circuit particularly
where, as in a 'neutrodyne receiver,1
there is a regenerative effect between
stages, if the stages are not exactly
balanced, and it not always Is possi-
ble to tecure a bala ice.

Single Coil Best.
Hence, neutrodyne reception can be

made more efficient by using a single
coil with shunt condensers rather than
a neutroformer in the first stage, as
the selectivity is assured by the inter -
stage tuned radio -frequency.

The single circuit thus used gen-
plicates the panel

NEUTRODTNE 3100E -17P.erally requires taps, which thus com-
mean supple- j 201 -Chicago -I notice on, page 8 of the

mentary controls. all each stage is Radio Magazine, issued cm Nov. 22. a Pic -
calibrated, the neutroformer tuner tire of a neutrodyne set in a compact form.

some efficiency. of
possible \Zola tee Tatret insteadeliminates the taps but sacrifices

To summarize the ideas I have tried
to give on tuning, let us remember:

1. Sharpness of tuning depends Plans requested are published -else-

QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS
QUESTIONS asked on any subject.4per-taining to radio be answered

in this department in either the daily
edition or The Radio Magazine section
Published each Thursday. No charges
are made for this service. If personal
reply is desired by return mail, enclose
self-addressed and stamped envelope.
Write an only one side of the sheet.
and where check is desired on a
faulty circuit be sure to send legible
diagram as used in the hook-up.

upon low losses of all units in the
tuning circuit as well as resonance.

2. Losses are caused by distrib-
uted capacity of coils, dead end
turns, magnetic leakage of coils,
etc.

3. Losses of condensers may be
due to solid dielectric in the con-
denser, poor insulation, poor con-
tacts, eto.

4. Too much capacity reduces the
tube efficiency, and a high ratio of
inductance to capacity is desirable.

5. Series of coupling are depend-
ent upon the possibility of quick
tuning and absolute resonance.
Few amateurs need more than a
double circuit, and if the first tube
is not going to oscillate under any
conditions, a single circuit will be
most sensitive but will not assure
selectivity unless tuned stages fol-
low in the circuit.
To these let me add a few practical

ppinters:
1. Use coils which are insulated

by air as much as possible.
2. Where rotating secondaries are

used, use pig -tailed connections to
the rotor windings. .

3. Avoid taps to a coil if possible.6
but where essential so select the
constants that the taps will be only.
on a few turns at one end.

4. Avoid varnished coils. ten turns for fifty titres and every one
5. Keep stray capacity down by turn for nine turns. With this same hook -

locating the connecting leads to the ti g:tec=suilig ga sal
recsoulnsiste t:switol

uiduetances, condensers, etc., as far utalpureroIysetporch screens TheeO feet. all con -
away front each other as possible. fleeted- and soldered. ground is on the

6. Keep cods away from masses
of metal.

7. Keep your grid lead away from
the plate wire or the filament wires,
particularly on the first tube.

8. Use good tube sockets (espe-
cially on the first tube.)

9. Use a good panel.
10. Solder all connections.

Note -"Sketching the Layout" is to
follow in next week's Radio Magazine
section as the fourth of Mr. Card -
well's series.

Distance and Sharp Tuning
Lower wave -length stations tune in

sharper. This sharpness is empha-
sized in long-distance reception. This
is why it is difficult to tune in some
stations.

Loops Poor Collectors
Loop aerials as collecting agents

Tuning Sets
to Get Best
Out of Them

Continued from Page 6.

Forted spirals of flat copper ribbon.
Were it not for the costs, such in-
ductances would be very good for re
ceiver tuning when built in smallet-
V nits.

As to Varicoupler Faults.
In the next photograph (Figure 5)

yoU see the familiar coil and vario-
coupler which are of the conventional
type used in many economically built
receivers. The unit shown is not a
bad tuning unit at all. It has the
usual tapped primary, and the second-
ary (ram') has the shunted variable
condenser for tuning.

The greatest drawback here will be
due to making a contact to the rotor
leads thrl the shaft bearing. Pig tail-
ing would be desirable, as the friction
frame on the rotor shaft always will
not establish a good contact.

A photograph (Figure 6) also shows
an oscillator used to measure the rela-
tive resistance of condensers. The two
coils are in a magnetic coupling sb
that the oscillator energy will be
measurable in the tuned circuit on
the cover (in which the resistance of
the variable condenser is the unknown
factor).

The galvanbmeter deflection indi-
cate% the amount of current at reso-
nance. Such a device has a limited
accuracy, hut will indicate how good
a condenser is by the sharpness of
the resonant peak. If losses occur be-
cause of poor design, these will make
the rounded -resonant peak instead of
a sharp peak and the condenser, there
fore, is going to act the same way
When it is used to pick up broadcast
signals in 3 receiver.

As an example of the possible re-
finement of a receiver, note the back
view of the loop receiver (Fig. 7).
Here the loop is supported on the
swigging door. The "loop" has a pri-
mary, secondary and a feedback
wound together, and these are tuned
by the two condensers seen inside'the
set. As the batteries are contained
in the cabinet, this set is truly porta-
ble and will pick up local stations on
the three tubes with good head phone
strength.

Notes on Inductance.
From the foregoing practical exam-

ples it will be noted that for ideally
sharp tuning the inductance element
ciould be designed only to cover one
range of wave lengths within the ca-
pacity tuning of the condenser.
Honeycomb inductances are good coil
'MIAs to use and permit ample flexi-
bility over many wave lengths.

Spider inductances also are good,
and a variety of coils are on the
market which have ample merit for
dependable results.

Let me point out one very much
overlooked factor in the matter of
resonant circuits. You will note that
the resonant frequency -depends upon
inductance and capacity. If we used,
say, twenty-five units inductance and
two units of capacity, we can call the
frequency a function of the product,
.which is fifty. But we can get the
same factor, fifty, by using ten units
of inductance and five units of ca-
pacity. In short, the frequency has
any ratio we may wish to select as
*Ong as the product is the same.

However, when we tame a circuit
and impress the signal picked up on

" the grid of a tube, we have to re-
member that the tube operates on
voltage effects and not on current
effects.

An inductance builds up voltage,
which a condenser does not. A coil
bas the effect of stepping -up volt-
ages, and upon this principle trans-
formers are made to increase poten-
tials. A small buzzer (which contains
proper inductances) and a battery can
get up voltage enough to send signals
across a continent, but a condenser
Will only increase voltage in a reso-
nant circuit in conjunction with
proper inductance.

Recommends 'Cockaday Tuner.
.The idea, therefore, is to use as

much inductance in- proportion to ca-
pacity as you can to secure a given
resonant frequency. This means that
your cell will give better signals with
the condenser out than when full in:

To cover the range of wave lengths
you wish to hear, a coil is selected
which, with the condenser plates out,
picks up the lowest wave length; say
200, and with the condenser all in,
will just reach the highest wave
length.

Therefore, I would recommend the
Cockaday tuning inductance, which
is so designed that with a condenser
of properly low minimum capacity
(such as 10 MMF) you will be able to
cover the entire broadcast frequencies
'Using only a seventeen -plate con-
denser. The banked winding has low-
er distributed capacity than most coils
and is very compact. It provides
some six or eight taps, and when a
"dead end" switch is used, it is as
satisfactory a unit as might be found.

Reinartz tuner efficiency for long
distance is well known, due to the
inductance step-up_effect of an auto -
transformer as well as its spider type
and the regenerative circuit. Very lit-
tle condenser -tuning is used and the
end taps are used only to tap off- a
few variations of the coil.

An interesting variation of tuning
devices is -the "neutroformer," or
tightly coupled air core "transform-
er," in which a ratio of one turn of
primary to four turns of secondary
is used.

The secondary is tuned, which
forces the same frequency in the pri-
mary, and this is practical for inter -
Stage or tuned radio -frequency ampli-
fication, but it has serious losses in

four, and am willing to pay for same. If
you have these plans will you send them
to me or give me such information you
may have as to where I can get' them?

Where in this issue of the Radio Mag-
azine.-

WANTS NEUTRODYNE HOOK-UP.
101. Chicago -I have neon a reader of

your good paper for a number of years and
frankly admit that I could not get along
without it. I am. not surprised by your an-
nouncement that you are now devoting a
large part of your paper to- radio; gind I be-
lieve it will be the best in town, because
The Post leads in most everything.

I am very much interested in a five -tube
neutrodyne radio set, and would like to see
a set that is now working by one of our
readers, so I may build ene also. All sets
are long distance until it is completed and
then one is lucky to get all Chicago sta-
tions. Probably you will explain this set
so the layman will understand it thoroly.
I believe the much -talked -of Cockaday cir-
cuit is also worthy of mention. Trust
your radio department will be a success -
Walter A. George, 1629 Clybourn avenue,
Chicago.

There was an article in the Nov. 22
issue on the neutfodyne receiver. An-
other is in this Issue, with hook-up
and construction details.

AERIAL. IS TOO SMALL.
260 -CHICAGO: I have built a small ra-

dio set to use a Diode tabs 4a small two -
element tube, operating on two .dry cells).
and ,altheret have tried three of these tubes.
I hate so far failed to get any results from
the set. My wiring diagram is submitted.
The twenty -three -plate condenser is placed
inside the coil. The coil has fifty-nine turns
of No. 22 8-6-C wire- oa it, tapped every

steam radiator, also soldered. I am on
the third floor of an apartment building.
If you can see anything wrong with my
hook-up, I shall appreciate it, if you will
tell me.

Your aerial is not sufficient. A
Diode tube is not very sensitive and
requires a large aerial, at least one
wire 100 feet long. Your hook-up is
O. K.

getting up a list of the assembly
parts and making it a feature.

Our suggestion is that you buy the
parts and take the published diagram
and hook up the set yourself. If you
are unaccustomed to this work it
would be better to have some expert
constructor to do the work for you.

We would suggest, however, that
You buy the very best parts. This is
true in every radio circuit but particu-
larly so in the Autoplex circuit, es-
pecially as to the variometers.

The Autoplex, constructed from the
best parts, everything complete, tubes

,,and batteries and the phones, would
cost, construction work and every-
thing, about $50. It could be hooked
up from cheaper parts at a cost of
about $35 to $40.

You understand this circuit still Is
in the experimental stage. The parts
used, however, are few and are stand-
ard, so if it fails you the parts may
be used on any standard hook-up.

THE AUTOPLEX CIRCUIT.
202 -CHICAGO: I have read much about

the Autoplex circuit id past and found that
only certain makes of variometer can be
used for it. I will be very much much
obliged to you if you could, at your earliest
convenience, forward to me the name of
the manufacturers of variometers best
adapted for the Antoplex circuit.

Go to any reputable dealer and tell
him you want a variometer that has
a high ratio of inductance and a low
distributed capacity. -Also see that
he gives you one with the stator wind-
ings inside and that has pig -tail con-
nections.

RAISING WAVE LENGTH.
204 -CHICAGO: I have a home-made

set. The parts are on a wood panel and
placed around on a drawing board, but some
of the stations I get are WHAZ 380, WGR
319. WCBO 345, WTAS 275, KOKA 328,
WSA 309, WLW 309, WEAN 273. WSOA
261, KIRK 286. WEAK 360, KOD 28111
KFKB 286. As you will notice they are all
300 -meter stations. I get them loud enough
to keep out KYW, WMAQ. WDAP or WJAZ,
but why is it I can't get 900 -meter stations?
I think it is my variocoupler which has 5
at 10 and 8 at 1. which is not very much
and it is a 180 -degree coupling. What could
I do to make this coupler get higher wave
lengths? This is my hook-up and I think it
is pretty good for one Labe to get Rhode
Island, New York, Pennsylvania and Ne-
braska. My stator on the coupler is too
small to put any more turns on it except
over the other ones.

Your results have been very good.
To raise wave lengths of set, put 75 -
turn honeycomb coil in antenna cir-
cuit. A 43 -plate condenser in series
with ground also would help.

ERLA SET TUBES.
207 -CHICAGO: Will you advise the best

tube So use with an Erla reflex receiving
at, and whether dry cells can be used? Would
the WD -1T tubes give good results, and
could a Westinghouse WD -12 tube, two -
stage amplifying set be used in connec-
tion with a orte-tube reflex set?

The best tube to use would be
UV201A or C -301A. Dry cells can be
used on one tube. WD -11 and WD -12
tubes give fair results. A two -stage
amplifier can be used.

NOT ENOUGH PLATS VOLTAGE.
218 -CHICAGO: Referring to Autoplex

circuit, described in -Nov. 18 Radio Maga-
zine, I built this receiver from specifications
given in the Radio News, using the follow-
ing parts: Two Manhattan variometers,
600 -meter range. One 1.500 -turn honey-
comb coil, one standard socket. I use a
Silvertone. De Forest tube, and have tried
alt the various plate and filament voltage,
but to date the only station I can tune in
is KDKA, East Pittsburg. I cannot receive
even the local stations, but Pittsburgh
comes in exceptionally loud and clear, but
when they are not on the air the only thing
I can get is a few, station whistles and
now and then a faint voice reception. I
have tried all kinds of energy collectors,
including good single wire, outdoor aerial,
a few feet of lamp cord, ground alone, and
Ducon plug, but the results are the same.
This station comes in when only a few
turns of the rotors are outside of the vario-
meter moulding. I also tried a 1,260 -turn
H. C. coil, but this made no difference.
What is your idea of the proposition as out-
lined? Frankly, it has me guessing. I en-close stamped envelope for reply,

From your information we gather

that your set works efficiently at a
certain point of regeneration. When
this Alit is reached your apparatud
is set so as to receive on a narrow
band of wave -lengths- that take in
KDKA. As you will notice, there is
no other station ir. reasonable dis-
tance on or near 326 meters, there-
fore our conjecture. We would sug-
gest that you use a harder tube, such
as 216A or VT -2 that will not oscil-
late as freely. Be sure to vary the
"B" battery voltage, and use up to
200 volts on this -.ube. ApparatuS
mentioned should be o. le except fof
tube. Chief trouble with Autoplex iA
not enough plate voltage is used.

VARICOUPLER HOOK-UP.
216 -CHICAGO: Please give diagram of

a good hook-up with variocoupler, forty.
three -plate variable condenser, two steps au-
dio -amplification. Please give range and se.
lectivety.

Requested hook-up was mailed yoti.
Range is 1,000 to 1,500 miles. Selec-
tivity fair.

HONEY -COMB CCIL HOOK-UP.
217 -CHICAGO: If it would not be too

much trouble to you, or your departmen
I should like to have you print at yo
earliest opportunity a picture showing ho
to make a three -tube set, with three honey.
comb coils. Also suggestion as what use
in the line of tubes, etc.

An article such as you request will
appear in our columns in the near
future. We are mailing for your imp
mediate needs a wiring diagram of the
set. Use UV -200 for detector-.
UV-201A's as amplifiers. A 400.
ohm potentiometer should be used.

SEEKS CIRCUIT IDENTITY.
208 -CHICAGO: The writer recently mut

across a circuia composed of the following
One (sixteen taps), one variable condense4
twenty -three -plate, one variable condenser,
twenty-three plate (vernier), one rheostat
vernier, one grid leak and condenser com-
bined, one socket and VCD-12 tube. Could
not obtain hook-np so would appreciate any
information or diagram yon can give. Can
four dry cells and one 45 -volt "B" bat
tery be used on WD -21 tube, and would
same increase volume?

Hook-up was mailed. This is (1:

single circuit regenerative set.

No Outside Stations.
214 -CHICAGO -I have a three -coil honey..

comb set just wired up. Get local stationsclear and loud, bat outside stations nil.
except Zion and Elgin very faint. Use WD -1l.
as detector tube and am trying to use UV.
199 as amplifier, but cannot get them to
work. Have them hooked up as a separate
amplifying unit. If I use WD -11 in the ans.
plifying unit, the set seems to work 0. K4
but with UV -199 can get no results, Id
the UV -199 connected up differently? It
so, connect up submitted diagram to illus-
trate. Why can't I get outside stations on
this sot?

Amplifying units hook-up mailed you
should give good results with UV -19$
tubes. Be sure to use 40 -ohm rheo-
stats. To bring in distance, would sug-
gest trying 45 volts an plate of WD -11
as detector. A variable grid leak is es-
sential. Aerial should be of the "Ili
type, single wire, 300 feet long, sit
to ten feet above al obstacles.

215 -CHICAGO -Will you please send
a diagram how to use two variometers an
one variable condenser and a WD -11 tubers
What is the distends cn the set drawn by
your diagram? Have you a better diagram
which I would get better distance and use
my WD -11 tube? Incosed please find an
addressed envelope to send these things to
me.

Use hook-up shown in sketch mailed
you. Range Is about 1,000 to 1,500
miles with good aerial and ground.

This Anteater Falls.
213--CHICAGO-Noting what you had ti

say about the Autoplex circuit in The Post
Radio Magazine, I wish to ask you a few
questions concerning the one I made 111,1
(1) I cannot get any out-of-town stations
under any conditions. (2) I get a very
loud regeneration at almost all times. (31I cannot get a loud enough volume on one
tube to use a speaker even for city sta.
time. I am using R. P. M. variometers and
a DeForest 1,500 -turn coil mounted. The
set has one stage of amplification and as I
could not secure a cabinet for seven inched

(Continued on Page 12.)

Chicago's Leading Radio Store
Invites You to Inspect

ITS COMPLETE STOCK OF QUALITY GOODS
Your Money Will Go Farther Here

We Have the Part You Want at the Right Price
Come andLook Us Over

Below Are a Few of the Many Hundred Bargains We Offer
Barawik Special Signal Large Size Tapped

"B" Bat -Corp., 221/4-V Variable Condensers, 1.
Barawik SpecialLarge38"B" Battery .... 950 Aluminum Plates.fin- tery

est quality,well made. 2200 Ohm Phones, won -
Tapped 45-V C Bakelite End Plates derful
"B"- Battery... .

el
As e55 5 value

"B" Battery 11 plate plain -1.16
Testing Meter.. 854 23 plate plain..` .1.28

Barawik Special Audio 43 plate 1)lain...1.6841 plate Vernier.2.50Frequency Transformer.
Equals'any 43 plate Vernler.2.80
$5.00 -one 2.25

Murdock
Phones

2.58
3.35

Fine Grade 30oPhone Plug
3 -inch Bakelite
dials, 75c value. AgWV-

Fr$5.5q
Coto -Coil Radio

Transformer ..e 1.95Frequency

Special R.F. Transform-
er, equals the

Build a Neutrodyne Set -The Peer of Them All -Clearest, Loudest,
Greatest Distance. We Have Every Part at the Right Price.

Barawik Special
Loud Speaker.. UeU0

484high priced ones.
Bakelite Tube Varlom-
eter-wonder- 1.60ful value
180' Variocoupler, bake-
lite tubes, green silk
insulation; 1 CiM
$3.50 value will,
Genuine Bakelite ca
Socket, 75c val.. 0.1a,
$4.50 Coto
:ondenser 1.75

Nentrodyne Parte
Condensers, -pr...44e
Jacks 79c
Transformer -1.66

Complete
KNOCKDOWN
FADA PARTS

In Stock

Tuning Coil... 1.48

Storage Batteries, guar-anteed 2 years; newfresh stock; unequaled
values; 6 volt, 40 am -

v
poere,

lt, 8101Cinp!, 12.95
Reinartz Coil, tapped,green silk;
worth $2.50-.1.10
Klosner Vernier Rheo-
stat, $1.50

Switch' Points, 104
value 850

with nuts, dozen, Signal Corps 42e75c Rheostats 45c Aerial Wire,100ff -.. ,

Two Slide

Switch
Lever 154

Large Stock Standard Manufacturers' Goods. Real Values All the Time.
Every Item Guaranteed to Be Right or Your Money Reek,

HE BARAWIK CO.
are classed by many experts as about 102 S. CANAL STREET, Corner MONROE

Aerial tuning. 25 per cent efficient, when compared Convenient to Northwestern and Union Depots

103 -CHICAGO: In Mi. Wolf's statement
about his experiences with the Autoplex
circuit in Radio Magazine section oF- Nov.
15. reference is made to loading up the
variometer at "the point marked X". Evi-
dently the diagram Mr. Wolf referred to
was omitted. Can you tell me just where
this coil is to be inserted? On page 7
in the article which Mr. Wells prepared on
the same circuit a diagram is given but
this does not refer to the loading coil either.

 A more clearly drawn schematic dia-
gram of the Autoplex circuit was pub-
lished Nov. 22.

You ask if this set can be bought al-
ready made. It Is too new to be on
the market as a manufactured prod-
uct. We understand that since publi-
cation of the circuit in The Post Radio
Magazine several of the local radio

1,

j')4q. Seri C1TGU3 goe4 not neces, with outside aerial of one yfiree_ stores are featuring the circuit tw ,AWN OPEN UNTIL $ O'CLOCK FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS
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How to Build Five -Tube Neutrodyne Receiver,
Including Panel Layout

IN response to nuterous
requests, construction de-
tails on the Hazeltine five -

'tube neutrodyne set are given
in the accompanying article.
The set illustrated was de -
:signed' and constructed by
George Flint of The Chicago
Evening Post. -The Editor.

NEUTROfikNE receivers cannot
be just thrown together in any

- old way. They must be scien-
tifically constructed if good results
tare to be achieved. While this is true
.of most any circuit -even with the
simple crystal set -it particularly is
true with the Hazeltine circuit.

In laying out the panel and base-
board the parts must be placed in the
radio -frequency circuit in such a man-
c)r that they will not have any in-

ductance relation, yet, at the same
time the leads must be kept reason-
ably short to minimize stray capacity.

More failures in constructing neu-
trodyne receivers come from improper
loctttion and installation 'of the*neu-
troformers than from any other one
factor. These are the tuned second-
ary radio -frequency transformers con-
sisting of one coil within another and
shunted by a variable condenser.

It is very essential that the neutro-
formers be mounted so that they will
.be at an angle of 54.7 degrees from
the horizontal. Variations from this
will cause an improperly balanced cir-
cuit and since perfect balance in all
the circuits is one of the important
features of Prof. Hazeltine's circuit,
the importance of this precaution :an
be seen.

Must Have Proper Windings.
Also it is very essential that the

Deutroformers be properly wound and
that the correct capacities of condens-
ers used to tune the transformers
shall be observed.

There are neutroformer units, made
Under the license of the inventor,
which may be procured at any of the
dealers, several concerns making
them. Those special transformers are
mounted to the condensers and the
proper windings for the particular con-
denser used are on these. It will not
do to purchase these transformers
and condensers separately unless you
know that their values are correct.

The transformers may he made by
'any one who is familiar `with wind-
ing coils, as they are of very simple
Construction. Directions for these
home -built transformers will appear
In a subsequent issue of 'The Post Ra-
dio Magazine section. It is best for
the novice to purchase the parts ready
Wade.

Make it a point to obtain the/very
best parts thruout. Skimping is dis-
astrous. Better pay a fair price for
yo.r materials and insure against
trouble later.

The set illustrated in this article is
Pomposed of Fada parts and While the
list of parts indicates that their cost
total $63.19, the writer, by shopping
around a little, actually bought the,
parts for $46. A considerable saving
also may be made in purchasing the
extras, such as tubes, batteries, etc.
The cost list shows these to total $74,
but the writer obtained the same at a
cost of $45, making the actual cost of
all parts and extras $90.

List of Parts.
1 cabinet, 26x7x7 in $ 4.75
3. panel, bakelite or formica, 26x -

7x3 -16 in 3.64
1 baseboard, 26x6x% in .50

sockets 3.75
 neutroformers 22.50

neutrodons 2.50
 audio -transformers (5-3 and 3-1

ratios) -9.00

;

GEORGE FLINT and his five -tube neutrodyne. Note the neat wiring and the ordejrly arrangement
of ,parts. The three neutro-formers are set at the proper angle on the left end of the cabinet. The
two tubes between them are the radio -frequency tubes. In the battery of three at the right, the first, or
left hand one, is the detector, and the other two are amplifiers. Fade parts were used in this hook-up.

1 battery switch
3 dials
1 power rheostat (two ohms)
1 detector -tube rheostat (six ohms)

vernier
7 Union phone jack tips
1 radio jack, closed circuit.
1 radio jack, three -spring, automatic
27 feet insulated tubing (Spaghetta).
27 feet No. 14 busbar wire
2 fix'ed condensers (.006)
1 grid leak (variable)
1 grid leak condenser (.00025)

Screws, nuts. bolts, solder, slugs.
washers, etc.

.75
2 25
1.50

1.85
1.00

.75
1.00
2.25

.25
1.50
1.85

.40

.20

Total ...$63.19
Costs of Extras.

4 C -301A vacuum tubes $26.00
1 C-300 detector tube .. 5.00
1 storage battery 22.00
2 45 -volt "B" batteries 10.00
1 2234 -volt "13" battery 3.00

Head phones 6.00
Antenna 2.00

Total $74.00
It will be noted that telephone tip

jacks are specified in the list of
parts instead of the customary bind-
ing posts. These not only make a
neater job, but are a much more con-
venient way of making connections
for the antenna, phones and batteries.
If %preferred, however, the binding
posts may be substituted.

In drilling your panel be very care-
ful in getting the holes in the exact
spntP indicated. This is especially
true for the neutroformers. All the
holes not marked wilt' their dimen-
sions are to clear 6-32 machine screws,
a No. 25 drill being used for this pur-
pose.

It would be better if you redrew the
panel dimensions full size on a sheet
of stiff writing paper and use this as
a template. If this is done, paste the

template on the face of the panel and
use it as a guide for the drilling.

Locating the Parts.
The panel layout calls for the neu-

troformers to be located on the right
end of the panel, viewing it from
the rear. The shaft hole for the
condensers are five and three-quarters
inches apart, which give the proper
spacing between the neutpformers.
The two sockets for the radio -fre-
quency tubes are rocatod on the first
and second and the. second and third
neutroformers. The two neutrodons, or
neutralizing condensers, are mounted
on the baseboard just to the rear of
the tube sockets and should be kept
to the rear of the board.

These neutralizing condensers are
the backbone of the circuit. It is thru
them that the capacity of the tubes
are neutralized, which neutralization
is the chief purpose or goal of the
Hazeltine circuit.

The two condensers ar4 of very
small capacity -much smaller than
any of the condensers heretofore on
the market. They are very simple
contrivances.

They consist of two insulated wires
of about three inches in length eacik
These two, wires are incased in
small brass tube wnich slides freely
over them. One end of each wire is
attached to a small piece of bakelite
with binding posts or screw bolts.
One of these posts is connected to
the grid post of the tube to be neu-
tralized. The sliding sleeve is con-
nected with the secondary of the neu-
troformer.

Neutralizing of the tubes is accom-
plished by sliding the sleeve or brass
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jacket back or forward, as was de-
scribed in last week's r. sue of the
Post Rtadio Magaz,ne section.

The /sockets for the detector tube
and the two audio -frequency amplifi-
cation tubes are located at the left
of the baseboard, viewing it from the
rear. -The two audio -transformers
are just to -the rear of these. The
two rheostats -one for the detector
tube and the other for the two ampli-
fying tubes -are located as shown in

The neutroformers come next. Run
a lea.d from the taps of the second and
third instruments to the second and
third neutrodons or neutralizing con-
densers on the rear 'of the base
board. There is no such connection
from the first neutroformer.

The fixed condensers indicated in
the diagram may be attached .reher-
ever .you desire -either on the panel
or the base board.

Solder All Connections.
It;should not be necessary to repeat

the oft -given suggestion to solder all
wire connections, but so many home
builders .seem to think this advice is
not important and omit it.

Where two ends of wire are to be
joined, instead of lapping the entls,
place them point to point and solder
them in this fashion. This insures a
safer joint.- Afte soldering strike the
wires a sharp blow with your screw
driver. If the solder is imperfect, the
wires will separate. If nut, they will
hold. It is better to discover these
imperfections at the start than to
have them develop later, when the
set is all wired and it is difficult to
locate trouble of this nature.

In the next issue of the Post Radio
Magazine section some notes on tun-
ing a neutrodyne will be gi \

Amateur Fakers Forge
McMillan's Arctic Voice

Since MacMillan, the well-known
arctic explorer, went north on hi*
present expedition there have been
three instances of radio forgery where
some amateur with a radio telephone
transmitter has gone on the air,and
impersonated MacMillan.

For instance, the Philadelphia Pub-
lic Ledger recently published an ac-
count to the effect that one of the of-
ficers of a Philadelphia trust com-
pany had, at his summer home in the
Pocono mountains, distinctly heard
MacMillan broadcast a message by
voice. In truth and in fact, Mac-
Millan has no voice transmitter and
uses nothing but code in sending hack
his messages.

MacMillan has been coming thru
right along with the radio telegraph
transmitter used for this present ex-
pedition. The Agierican Radio Relay
league members are straining every
effort to keep in torch with MacMil-
lan, -despite the great distances in-
volved. '

Alloy Vapor Tubes Prove
Very Efficient Detectors

' Three -electrode vacuum tubes con-
taining vapor of alloys of alkali met-
als, having low ionizing potentials
and the characteristics of a photo-
electric cell, give remarkable results
as detectors with ten volts on the

NEUTRODYNE RECEIVER -Front view of five -tube set designed
and constructed by George Flint of The Post staff. Note the vernier
attachments on each of the three neutro-former dials. To the right of
the three bezels is an ammeter.

photo displaying the rear view of the
set.,

Follow Pola)rity Scheme.
In wiring up the set observe these

precautions: Have the polarity of
the neutroformer windings, audio -
transformers, the neutrodons and
jacks just as they are indicated in
the schematic diagram of the circuit.
Keep the plate and grid leads as far
apart as you can and make sure that
none of the wiring anywhere in the
Set runs parallel. Where a lead does
approach another, cross It at right
angles. If wires must run parallel,
even for the shortest distance, be sure
that they are at least one-half an
inch apart. A wider distance would
be better.

The first step in mounting and wir-
ing should be with the neutroformers.
Attach these to the panel in their
proper places- Next attach the two
rheostats. Then, before screwing the
baseboard to the panel, mount the
sockets, the audio -transformers and
the neutrodons to the board. Wire as
much of the panel as possible before
attaching the base_

Begin with a connection from the
negative tube sockets to the ground
tip jacks -or binding post. Take the
filament positive connections next and
complete the wiring for the detector
;ube socket, the rheostats, battery
switch and battery tips or binding
posts.

WHAT'S THE MATTER
WITH YOUR SET?

SEE THE

RADIO DOCTORS, Inc.
- S DEoiSirTt.

504 0 .5u4

anode, according to the Proceedings
of the Institute of Radio Engineers.

These tubes are at least three times
as sensitive as the usual gas con-
tent tube and in addition are quite
sensitive amplifiers.

The photo-electrie properties cause
this tube to function quite well with
zero plate voltage. In this case the
source of energy is probably the lumi-
nous and nopluminous radiation from
the filamenli.

Radio Drama at WGY
"Shavings," a dramatization of Jo-

seph Lincoln's story, will be broad-
cast by the players at WGY (Sche-
nectady) Friday evening, Nov. 30.

Use of "C" Batteries
A bias, or "C" battery, will smooth

out distortion in amplifying circuits
quite often.

Radio
Loud

Speaker Units
For Phonograph or Horn

sg/RePk0/1 died/7Z'
CHICAGO

*For 30 years makers of good telephones.
Consult Your Dealer

Hazeltine five -tube neutrodyne circuit.
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Programs Today and Thursday
' Continued from Page 3.

de Perth" (Bizet), by R. E. Boltenstern;
(a) "For You Alone" eGoehl). (b) "Kash-
mir" Song" (Finden), (c) "Indian Summer"
(Saar), by Madeline Snyder: (a) "Humor-
esque" (Rachmaninoff), (b) "The Lark"
(Balifereff), by Esther Felick; (a) "Con-
secration" (Manney). (b) "Uncle Rome"
(Homer), by R. E. Boltenatern: (a) "In a
Gondola" (Saar), (b) "Etude Badinage"
(Saar), by Evelyn Stahler; two vocal se-
lections by Olga Gates; (a) "Improvisation"
(MaeDowell), (b) "Witches' Dance" (Mae -
Dowell), by Evelyn Stabler.

Thursday.
Evening -6:30 p. m., news, financial -and

final market and sport summary; financial
summary furnished by the -Union Trust com-
pany; 6:50 children's bedtime story;8 to 8:20 p. in., twenty minutes of good
reading by Rev. C. J. Pernin, S. J., Head. of
department of English, Loyola university,
Chicago: 8:20 p. 333., musical program:
Herbie Mintz. pianist; Wendell W. Hall, mu-
sic maker: "Sen" Kaney, specialty act;
other artists will be announced by radio-
phone; 8:58 p. m., naval observatory time
signals: 9 p. m.. news and weather report:
9:05 p. in., Waffle _talks, furnished by the

- Chicago Motor club.
WAAF-Located at Union Stock yards;286 meters.

Wednesday.
Day -Live stock reports at 8:40, 10:30,

10:45 a. m., 12:30, 12:45, 3, 4:30 D. m-
WMAQ-Located on Hotel LaSalle: 447.5

meters. Miss Judith C. Waller, program
director.

Day -1 D. in., speeches broadcast from
Chicago Association of Commerce luncheon;
4:30 p. in., pupils of Cosmopolitan School
of Music and Dramatic Art.

Evening -7 p. m.. Miss Georgene Faulkner.
the story lady, stories for children; 7:30
p. m., weekly lecture from Northwestern
university; 9 P. in., Hotel LaSalle trio;
9:15 p. in., musical program by Mine. Stet.-
kow-Ryder.

Thursday.
No program.
WDAP-Located on Drake hotel: 360 me-

ters. Jack Nelson. program director.
Wednesday.

Day -1:40 D. m., Drake concert ensemble.
market reports direct from Chicago board
of trade on every half hour, beginning at
9:30 a. m., and continuing until 1:30 D. 111,Evening, --7 p. in.. Drake concert ensemble
(direction. Henry Selinger), Blackstone
String quintet (direction Irving Margrath);10 p. in., Frederick W. Agard, tenor; Bob
Cougle, accompanist: Jack Chapman's or-
chestra.

Thursday.
Evening -7 D. m.. Drake concert ensemble

(direction, Henry Selinger), Blackstone
String quintet (direction, Irving Margrath);
10 p. m.. Mine. Joan Young, soprano: Da-
vid Nixon, violinist: Leo F. Ives, tenor:
Jack Chapman's orchestra.

WJAZ-Located on Edgewater Beach ho-
tel: 447.'7 meters: E. Warren Howe, pro-
gram director.

Wednesday.
Day -This station has  no regular day

schedule.
Evening -10 p. gi. to 2 a. in., artists:

Mbllie Wiggins, soprano; Olga Gates, so-
prano: Phyllis Brunton. violinist: Stare
Feigen, cellist; Alice Vergina Johnson, pi-
anist accompanist; Jack Crampton, bary-
tone: Oriole orchestra: selections to be an-
nounced.

Thursday.
Evening -10 p. m. to 2 a. m., A

.Thanksgiving program will ,be given by the
Rogers Park quartet: the Cambridge Sisters:
Oriole orchestra: selections to be announced.

WPAD-Located on W. A. Wiebold & Co.,
School street and Ashland avenue.

Noticc-This station has closed and is be-
ing moved to Armour institute where it will
be operated by the radio department of that
install Gen.

WSAH-Located at 4801 Woodlawn ave-
nue: `,148 meters.

WSAX-Located on Chicago Radio labora-
tory: 268 meters.

SUBURBAN STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.)
WCBD-Zion, III., 345 meters; J. H. De -

pew, station manager.
Note -This station broadcasts only on

Monday and Friday evenings, Wednesday
afternoons and. on Sundays.

Wednesday.
Day - 2:30 to 3:45 p. m.. sacred

solos, duets and an address by Wilbur Glenn
Voliva:.-general overseer of the Christian
Catholic' Apostolic Church of Zion.

Friday -2:30 to 3:45 p. m., sacred solos
and duet: address by Overseer Voliva.

Sunday -9 to 9:30 a. in., Sunaay school;
2:30 to 5:30 p. m., Sunday service with
special music by Zion band or organ, and
by Zion White Robe choir: also an address
by WiltIM. Glenn Voliva.

WCAY-Milwaukee, Wis.; 261 meters:

Questions
and Answers

Continued from Page 10.

so had to use a 6x14 cabinet, which necessi-
tated .placing the coil in hack of the first
variometer in an upright position. Will youplease tell me what may cause my trouble
and if I have the proper variometers, also
if it makes any difference which aide of coil
is connected to the antenna binding post?
I em inclosing a stamped, addressed envelope
and any information which you can-' eve
me ahout this circuit will certainly be ap-
preciated. as I made same for my mother
to use and it is not giving satisfaction.

Questions 1, 2 and 3 -Probably
caused by the same reason. Suggest
changing tube (216-A is best), trying
different aerials and ground and re-
versing variometer leads. If 216-A
tube is used, 150 -volts "B" battery
should be used. (4) These variometers
should be 0. K. (5) Leads to coil have
no effect on circuit, If -this does not
remedy your trouble, write again, giv-
ing more details as to aerial, ground,
tube, rheostat, phones and amplifica-
tion used.

AMPLIFICATION FOR AUTOPLEX.
220 -CHICAGO: Am interested in the

Tauhleman Autoplex circuit. Would you
be kind enough to send me hook-up of the
single tube set, also hook-up of amplifica-
tion and panel layout of same set?

The schematic diagram of the Auto-
plex circuit was published in both of
the Nov. 15 and 22 Radio Magazine
sections of The Post, the latter being
larger and more easily traced than
the former. In today'd issue construc-
tion data of this circuit, together with
panel layout is. given. You probably
will not require amplification, but if
you do use the standard hook-up:.

Wednesday.
Day -1 p. in. to 4:30 p. m., special con-

cert; novelty and test programs as an-
nounced.

Evening -7:30 p. m., regular, concert pro-
gram.

Thursday.
Evening -7:30 p. in., conenrt program,
WIAB-Rockford, Ill.; 252 meters: 8 to 9

P. m., concert.
WM-Urbana,. III., University of Illinois;

360 meters: 8:60 to 9:30 p. m., lectures
and news.

WTAS-Elgin, Ill.; 275 meters:
Wednesday.

Evening=7:30 D. m.; musical program.
Thursday.

Evening -7:30 p. in., musical program.

,OUT-OF-TOWN STATIONS I

Eastern Programs.
(Central Time Is Shown.)

KDKA-East Pittsburg; 326 meters:
Wednesday.

Day -10 a. m., music, markets; 10:55
p. in., noon -time signals; 11:30 a. m., mu-
sic, weather: 11:50 a. m., United States
bureau market.

Evening -5:15 D. m., dinner concert by the
Grand Symphony orchestra from the Million
Dollar Grand theater, Pittsburg. Pa.; 6:30
p. in., literary program; 7:15 p. in.. address;
7:30 p. in., concert by the KDKA Little Sym-
phony orchestra under the direction of Vic-
tor Saudek and Ruth Elta Ross, colorature
soprano; Clyde Dunn, tenor; Mrs. Pearl Van
Orsdale, accompanist. Program: Orchestra
numbers. overture. "Marriage of Figaro"
(Mozart): (a) "Largo" (Handel): (b) "Mo-
ment Musical" (Schubert); Aragonaise. "Le-
Cid" (Massenet); "Romanze" (Rubinstein);
fantasy. "Rigoletto" (Verdi): "Invitation to
the Dance" (Weber) ; soprano solos, Aria,
"Caro Nome" (with orchestra accompani-
ment), (Rigoletto), (Verdi); Aria, "Pearl of

.Brazil" (with flute obbligato), (David):
"Sing, Smile, Slumber" (flute obbligato).
(Gounod): tenor solos, "0 Cool Is the Valley"
(Koemenielc); "Because of You" (Wood-
man); "When Shadows Fall" (Klethley).

Thursday.
Day -9:45 a. in., Thanksgiving day service

at Point Breeze Presbyterian church, ser-
mon by Dr. Percival H. Barker, minister;
10:e5 a. in., Arlington time signals:
p. m., Pitt -State football game from Forbes
field. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Evening -6:30 p. m., dinner con-
cert by the Pittsburgh Athletic Association
orchestra. Gregorio Scalzo, conductor; 7
p. in., Thanksgiving day program; 10:30
p. m., special late concert.

WBY-Springfield, Mass.; 337 meters:
Wednesday.

Day -10:55 a. m., noon (eastern) time
signals, weather and Boston and Springfield
markets.

Evening -5 p. m.. dinner concert by the
WBZ quintet; 6 p. m., "Amplification of
speech and music, ninth lecture in the Radio
course by Edward H. Goodrich: humorous
program; 0:30 p. m., farmers' period,. The
Farmer's Job. Feeding New England"; "The.
Road from Orchard to ,Market," by Samuel
C. Hood, market specialist of the Hampden
County Improvement league; story for
grownups by Orison S. Marden; 10 p. m.,
program of chamber music by the WBZ
quintet and William L. Spittal, tenor: Mrs.
Dorothy Birchard Mulroney, accompanist.

Thursday.
Day -9 a. m., church services direct from

the Springfield auditorium; 10:55 a. m.. Ar-
lington time signals; weather reports; Bos-
ton and Springfield market reports.

Evening -6 p. m., "Jim and Me," an out-
ing story from Field and Stream, prepared
by William G. Wood; 6:30 p. m., twilight
tales for the kiddies; letter from the New
England Homestead: 7 p. in.. concert by
Fred Gardner, tenor; Marion -Tryon. pian-
ist: 8 p. in., bedtime story for grownups.
by ,Orison S. Marden: 8:55 p. m., Arlington
time signals.

WRAF -New York city; 495 meters:
5:30 to 8 p. in., concerts.

WGI-Medford Hillside, Mass.; 360 meters:
Wednesday.

Evening 5:10 p. m.. code practice, lesson
No. 174; 5:35 p. in., Boston police reports,
Boston police headquarters; 5:40 p. m., late
news flashes: sports news: Boston American;
5:50 p. in.' message to Camp Fire Girls.
by Charles W. Casson, "Big Smoke"; 6:15 m "This Week's Judge." furnished by
the Judge Publication company; 6:20. m.,
"Science Up to Date," by the Sciepntific
American: 6:30 p. m., evening program (1)
essay, "Self -Cultivation in Reading," by
David McGregor Cheney: (2) musical pro-.
gram by the concert players.

Thursday.
Evening -5:10 p. in., late news flashes;

sporto news: Boston American: 5:30 p. m.,
Boston police reports, Boston police head-
quarters; 5:40 p. in., code practice, lesson
No. 175; 6 p. m., evening program (1)
"Bits of Wisdom," by George Brinton Beal,
prominent newspaper man: (2) musical pro-
gram to be announced: 6:30 p. m., (3)
bedtime stories for parents, prepared by the
Children's Aid association, number (3) Paper,
read by Alfred F. Whitman, executive secre-
tary: (4) contineation of musical pro-
gram.

WHAZ-Troy, N. Y.; 330 meters: This
station broadcasts only on Monday eve-
in/ay:ening-Musical program.

WHY -Schenectady, N. Y., 280 meters:
Wednesday.

6:30 p.- m., "Adventure story" (courtesy
of The Youth's Companion). Silent night.

Thureday.
Day -9:30 a. m., Thanksgiving day serv-

ice, St. George's church, Schenectady, N. Y.;
organ selection, "Festival Prelude"(Max-
son), Helen Stephens; processional, "Come.
Ye Thankful People, Come" (Elvey);
Thanksgiving anthem, "0 Praise the Lord,"
Anglican Chant; Psalm 136, "For His Mercy
Endureth Forever" (Troutbeck), first les-
son. Deuteronomy 8; "Te Deum in D"
(Buck); second lessee. from First Thes-
salonians 5: Jubilate, Angelican Chant;
hymn, "We Plough the Fields" (Schulz):
hymn before sermon, "0 Beautiful for Spa-
cious Skies" (Bates): a Short Thanksgiving
sermon, by Rev. B. W. R. Taylor, D. D.,
D. C. L.; offertory anthem. "Praise theLord, 0 Jerusalem" (Maunder); presenta-
tion, "God Bless Our Native Land. Amer-
ica"; recessional, "Battle Hymn of the Re-
public" (Howe): organ postlude. "March
in A" (Roeckel), Helen Stephens.

Evening -6:45 p. m., musical program:
A few moments with new books. William F.
Jacob, librarian of  General Electric- com-
pany: selection, "The First Thanksgiving"
(Brown), WGY orchestra; contralto solo,The Lord Is My Light" (Allitsen). Rose
Mountain; selection, "At Sunrise" (Grunn),
orchestra: address, "The Significance of
Thankagiving": selection, "The Waving
Grain" (Grunn), orchestra; contralto solo,
"A Song of Thanksgiving" (Allitsen). Rose
Mountain; selection, "The Indian Dance"
(Grunn), orchestra; contralto solo, "By the
Waters of Minnetonka" (Lieurance). Rose
Mountain; selection, "The Mayflower March"
(Smith), orchestra.

wOR-Schenectady, N. Y.; 280 meters:
Wednesday.

Day -9:45 a. in., weather forecast for
Lakes Erie and Ontario: special report from
Buffalo and Oswego, N. Y., for marine and
aviation interests; weather forecast forwestern New York; 11 a. in., weather, prod-
uce and livestock market reports; 11:30
a. in., organ, dining -room, Hotel Statler;
program: George Albert Bouchard: "Light
Cavalry Overture" (Van Suppe), "Caress"
(Frederic Groton), "Moment Musical"
(Schubert), "Mississippi Ripples", "When
It's Night Time in Italy It's Wednesday
Over Here"; 11:30 a. in., closing prices of
Chicago board of trade; 2:30 p. in., clos-
ing Prices of New York stock exchange;
3 p. in.' teatime music, Palm room, Hotel
Statler, Miss Martha Oomph, harpist; Miss
Elise de Grood, violinist; 4 p. m., second
broadcasting of all daily reports: 5:30

p. m., dinner %nude, Vincent Lopez Hotel
Statler dance orchestra.

Evening -6:30 p. in.,digest of the day's
news; 8:30 p. bal-room; Troop I Post,
Arderican Legion dance; Erlenbaeh's Century
orchestra; broadcasting from 10 to 10:30
p. m.. especially for English reception:
9:46 p. m., weather forecast for Lakes
Erie and Ontario; special report from But-
fald and Oswego. N. Y. for marine and
aviation interests; 11 ri. m., supper music,
Vincent Lopez' Hotel Statler dance orches-
tra. o ,

Thursday.
Day -Program same as' Wednesday's.
Evening -5:30 r. m., dinner music; Vin-

cent Lopez' Hotel Statler dance orchestra;
6:30 p. m., digest of the day's news: Boy
Scout radiograms; industrial employment
bulletin; the American Boy story; 9:45
p. m,. weather forecast for Lakes Erie and
Ontario; special report from Buffalo and
Oswego, N. Y., for marine and aviation in-
terests: (All American broadcasting stations.
participating In .the transatlantic tests, will
remain silent this evening from 10 until
10:30, in order to receive the English broad-
casting stations.)

Wile -New York city: 405 meters:
This station broadcasts only on Sundays

et 2:30 p. m. to 6 p. m.
WJZ-New York city; 455 meters; no

silent night.
Wednesday.

Evening -7:15 p. in., musical program.
Thursday.

Evening=7:15 p. m., musical program.
WOO -Philadelphia; 509 meters:

Wednesday.
Silent Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday

and Saturday.
Evening -6:30 p. m. dinner music from

Hotel Adelphia Concert orchestra, A. Cande-
lori, director; 7:15 p. in., instrumental trio,
Marion ,Erwin. piano: Lawrence W. Miller,
violin; Stanley Hart Cauff mann. cello:
Gladys Jackson, soprano: Edw&rd Barnes.
barytone; HarrietteG. Ridley, aZeompanist:
8;15 p. m. grand organ recital. Mary E.
Voat at the console; 9:07 p. m., organ
recital, continued.

WRC-Washington, D. C.; 469 meters: si-
lent Tuesday. Thursday an Saturday.

Wednesday,
Evening -7 D. m. to 9 p., m., vocal and

instrumental music.
Thursday.

Day -2 to 5 p. m., trade and financial re-
ports: travel and fashion talks: vocal and
instrumental music.

Midwest Programs.
WCX-Detroit, Mich; 517 meters: Silent

Saturdays.
Wednesday.

Day -1 p. in., news bulletins: 1:15 p.
stock quotations; 1:50 p. in., government
weather forecast; 3:15 p. m., music; 6
p. m., dinner concert: Pete Bontseman's or-
chestra, broadcast from Hotel Tuller.

Evening 7:30 p. in., musical program.
Thursday:

Day -2:20 p. Rev. Gains Glenn Atkins,
D.D., speaker: a 'twenty minute exposition
of the International Sunday school lesson.

Evening -5:15 p. m., dinner concert. Pete
Bontsema's orchestra, broadcast from Hotel
Tuller; 6 p. m., musical program.

WJAX-Cleveland' 390 meters; Silent every
night except Tuesday and Thursday.

Day -11 a. in. to noon, special studio pro-
gram.

Evening -5 to 5:30 p. m,, WEE special
program; 5:30 to 9 p. m., community fund
meetings; 7. p. m., WHK special program.

WLAG-Minneapolis, Minn.; 417 meters.
No silent nights.

Wednesday
Day -9.30. 10 and 10:30 a. m.. markets,

news bulletins; 10:45 a. m., household hints;
11:30 a. m., markets; noon. lecture: 12:30
p. m., musical; 4. p. m., lecture; 4:30 p.
markets: 5 p. m., address; 5:30 to 6 p. in..
children's program.

Evening -6 -to 7:30 p. in., lectures: 8:30
p. in., musical program; 10 p. m., address:
10:30 p. .1till .a. m., musical program.
(This station broadcasts a late concert on
Wednesdays and Saturdays only.)

Thursday.
Evening -10:30 p. in.. musical program.
WLW-Cincinnati-309 meters; silent Fri-

day, Saturday and Sunday.
Wednesday.

Day -10:30 a. m., markets; 1:30 p.
business reports; 3 p. in., grain and stock
quotations; 3 p. m., concert by the Wurlit-
zer Concert company for the Shut -Ins.

Evening -7 p. m., concert by the 10th
United States Infantry band; band leader,
Warrant Officer Ernest G. Fischer; vocal
soloists: Louise Koetter,--contralto; Edwin
Weidinger, barytone; (1) selections by the
10th Infantry band: (a) March, "The New
Colonial" (Hall); (b) Overture; (c)
Waltzes, "Daughter of Love" (King); (2)
songs by Edwin Weidinger; Clara Yorston
Woodside, accompanist; (a) "It Is Enough,"
from "Elijah"; (b) "Jean" (Burleigh);
(3) selections by the 10th Infantry band; (a)
Habanero.. -Mexican Kisses" (Rnberts): (b)
'La Paloma" 4Yradeir); (e) Medley, "South-
ern Plantation Songs" (Haves); (4) The
Crosley prize radario for the month of Oc-
tober. "Kitchin Kotin," written by Miss
Mary Bonham of Nebo. Va., presented by
the Crosley Radarians of the Schuster -Martin
Dramatic school; in the cast: Arabell Spice
(colored cook), Olive Vail; Jasper Johnson
(her suitor). Paul Baeheller; banjo played
by George Webb: (5) Contralto solo by Louise
Koetter, "Lullaby" (Fred Smith), C. H.
Devine; (6) Songs by Edwin Weidinger,
composer, at the piano; (a) "For You
Alone" (D'Hardelot); (b) "In a Garden"
(Hawley); (7) Song for cornet, with band
accompaniment: (8) Bill Phelon, sporting
editor of the Cincinnati Times -Star. pre-
sents a football game, with Glen Lewis.
cheer leader, and his seuad of cheering
cheerers, University of Cincinnati; (9) 10th
Infantry band: "Finale" march, "Italian
Riflemen" (Eilenberg), Walter Aiken, su-
perintendent of music, public sehocils, Cin-
cinnati; special features to be announced.
(Baldwin piano.)

Thursday.
Day -3 p. in., piano solos by Miss Adelaide

Apfel; speaker from the Cincinnati League
of Women Voters.

Evening -9 p. m., American Indian pro-
gram: Musical arrangements by the Cincin-
nati Conservatory of Music; an Indian ra-
dario given by the Crosley Radarians, direct-
ed by Helen Schuster -Martin, of the Schu-
ster -Martin Dramatic school; 1. Miss Pearl
Sesuner. soprano, "From the Land of the
Sky Blue Water" (Cadman); 2. Heiman
Weinstein, violinist, "Indian Lament"
(Dvorak): 3. "Little Scar Face," a one -
act radario developed from a Micmac Indian
legend, by Amelia H. Walker: in the cast:
Little Scar Face, Helen MeCoy; Blackbird,
Mary Higgins; Young Fawn, Margaret
Gerdes: Little Lame Boy, Tyrone Power Jr.;
The White Maiden, Emma Helen Haswell;
Vincenso Joseph Schreck; Descriptionist,
Patia Power; 4. Heiman Weinstein, violin-
ist. "Snake Dance" (Burreigh); 5. Pearl
Besuner, soprano, with Miss R. Besuner at
the piano, "Ghost Pipes" (Lieurance); .6.
piano solos by Marjory Garrigus, followed
by classical program given by Miss Besuner
and Mr. Weinstein; 10 p. m., St. Xavier
orchestra: violins, Misses Mary Sullivan.
Patricia Conway, Mildred Costello. Marie
Keller, Eugene Perazzo; viola. Miss Jean-
nette Nurre; cellos, Miss Esther Spaeth,
Thomas Byrne: flute, Vincent Feltman;
piano, Miss Marjie Bland; 1. the St. Xavier
orchestra program, (a) march, "National
Emblem" (Bagley); (b) overture, "Morn-
ing Noon and Night" (Suppe); 2. violin
solo by Miss Mary Sullivan; 3. St. Xavier
orchestra, (a) "Scarf Dance" (Chaminade):
(b) "Minuet" (Beethoven); (c) "Moment
Musical" (Schubert) , 4. piano solo, "Hun-
garian Rhapsodie." No. 2, Eugene Perazzo:
5. trio, "Alita" (Losey); violin, Patricia
Conway; flute, Vincent Feltman: piano,
Marjory Bland; 6. piano solo by Margie
Bland; 7. concluding numbers by the St.
Xavier orchestra, and march, ' Spirit of
America."

WOC-Davenport, Iowa; 481 meters: silent,
Tuesdays.

Wednesday.
Day -10 a. in., markets: 11 a. in., weath-

er and river forecast; 11:05 a. in., markets;
noon, chimes concert: 2 D. m., markets:
3:30 D. in.,educational program -(musical
_numbers to e announced);; lecture by Clyde
G. Kern; subject, "Some Facts About In-
sulin."

Evening -7 p. in., educational lecture, un-
der the auspices of the Scott County Farm
bureau. subject, "The Farmers' Thanksgiv-
ing." by F. D. Steen, chairman of commit-
tee on taxation, Iowa Farm Bureau feder-
ation; 8 p. in., organ recital, Mrs. Frank
W. Elliott at the console; Mrs. F. C. Hunt-
oon, soprano; Virginia Smith, pianist; 9
P. in., two-hour concert; special Thanks-
giving program by the Schmidt Music com-
pany concert orchestra, assisted by the fol-
lowing soloists: Amelia Schmidt Gobble, so-
prano; Maud Marshall Bond, reader; Mrs.
E. H. Hipple, saxophone and piano; Earl
Ripple, xylophone and trombone; Henry
Sonntag, violin; Carl C. Schmidt. violin;
Herman Schmidt Jr., mellophone and piano,
and Edwards Congregational male quartet.

Thursday.
Evening -7 p. m., Thanksgiving service.

conducted by Rev. J. L. Vance, pastor Oak
Grove Second Presbyterian church, Rock Is-
land, Ill.; (musical numbers to be an-
nounced); 8 D. m., musical program (one
hour), P. S. C. orchestra, Gerald M. Bar-
row, director. (In keeping with the Thanks-
giving spirit, oldtime numbers and classics
will be  substituted for the usual popular
prneram.) V. B. Rochte. barytone soloist.

WTAM-Cleveland; 390 meters: broadcasts
only Wednesday and Saturday evenings at
7 to p. in.

WW.IDetrolt, Mich.; 517 meters: Silent
Saturday._

Wednesday.
Evening -8:30 p. m., musical program.'

Thursday.
Evening -8:30 p. m., musical program.

. Southern Programs.
KSD--St. Louis; 546 meters: Silent Fri-

day.
Wednesday.

Evening -7 p. in., program by Abergh's
concert ensemble, Arne Arneson. violinist,
broadcast direct from Hotel Statler; 11
p. m., broadcasting direct from Hotel Stat-
ler, dance music played by Rodemich's or-
chestra.

Thursday.
Evening -8 p. in., broadcasting direct from

the Odeon concert given by St. Louis sym-
phony orchestra, Francis MacMillen, violinist,
soloist.WBAP-Fort Worth, Texas; 476 meters:

Wednesday. -

Day -10 a. in. to 4 p. m., markets and
financial review.

Evening -7:30 to 8:30 p. in.. concert by
the Broadway Presbyterian Men's Bible class.
(E. L. 0, announcing.) 9:30 to 10:45
p. in., concert by George Freeman's Sooner
Serenaders Texas Hotel orchestra. (The
Hired Hand announcing.)

Thursday.
Day -3 to 5:30 p. m., special play-by-play

broadcast of the Texas University -Texas A.
and M. college football game at College Sta-
tion, Texas, by direct wire from the foot-
ball field at College Station to WBAP.

Evening -7:30 to 8:30 p. m.. concert from
the Rialto theater, Forth Worth. (E. L. 0.
announcing.) 9:30 to 10:45 p. m., concert
by the Hilo Five Hawaiian Serenaders or-
chestra, Fred Wagner, director. (The Hired
Hand announcing.)

WDAF-Kansas City, Mo.; 411 meters:
Wednesday. '

Day -3:30 to 4:30 p. m., musical matinee,
Tom Beckman's Novelty orchestra.

Evening -6 to 7 p. m., school of the air;
tuning -in piano number on the Duo -Art;
marketgram, weatner..feree.ast and road re -
Port; address. representative of the Health
Conservation Association of Kansas City;
the children's story and Information period:
music. Fritz Hanlein's Trianon -ensemble.
Hotel Muehlebach; 8 to 9:15 p. m., classi-
cal concert: 11:45 p. in. to 1 a. m., night-
hawk frolic: the "Merry Old Chief" and the
Coon -Sanders Novelty -Singing orchestra,
Plantation grill, Hotel Muehlebach.

Thursday.
Day -3:30 to 4:30 p. m., musical mati-

nee, the D. Ambert Haley Dance and Con-
cert orchestra.

Evening -6 to 7 p. m., tuning -in piano
number on the Dno-Art. marketgram, weath-
er forecast and road report: address, speak-
er from the William Jewell college, Liberty.
Mo.: the children's story and information
period; music, Fritz Ranlin's Trianon ensem-
ble, Hotel Muehlebach; 11:45 p. m. to 1

a. m., the "Merry Old Chief" and the Cocn-
Sanders NoveltySinging orchestra, Planta-
tion grill, Hotel Muehlebach.

WFAA-Dallas, Teas; 476 meters: Silent
WednesdaY,

Thursday.
Day -12:30 to 1 p m., address, Dr. Thorn,

as H. Harrier, pastor Central Congregational
church, on "Our Thankfulness."

Evening -8:30 to 9:30 p. m., Gussie Mont-
gomery's Harmony lix, an orchestra.

WHII-Atlanta, Ga ; 429 meters:
Evening -6 to 7 ) m., concert: 9:30 to

10:30 p. 111., concert.

Mon-
days:

wspGeciv-ai Orleans; 359 meters:
WHAS-Louisville; 400 meters: silent
Evening -7 to 8 p m., concert.

Wednesday.
Day -4 to 5 p. m., selections by the Wal-

nut Theater orchestra, L. V. Davidson, di-
rector: selections played on the Alamo thea-
ter organ; fourminute talk on household
economics.

Evening -7:30 to 9 p. m., soprano soles:
Miss Catherine Ensmitt Goodman, accom-
panied by Reginald W. Billin: selections by
Gus Edward's orchestra, playing at the Seel-
bach hotel; - selections by Barney Rapp's or-
chestra playing at the Brown hotel: so-
prano solos: Miss Prances Batt Wallace of
Connersville, Ind.; selections by the Walnut
Theater orchestra, L. V. Davidson, director; -

selections by the Strand Theater orchestra.
Harry S. Currie, director; late important
news bulletins: official standard time .
announced at 9 o'clock.

Day-4 -to 5 p. m , selections by the Wal-
nut Theater orchestra, L. T. Davidson. di-
rector; selections played on the Alamo thea-
etecronoomrgiacisi; four -minute talk on household

Evening -7:30 to 9 .p. m.. reading: Miss
Frances Martha Brandtley: two piano con-
certo: Miss Helen Eichenberger and Theo-
dore Reichburg; selections from Barney
Rapp's orchestra, playing at the Brown hotel;
contralto solos: Miss Ellen Bachus, accom-
panied by Mine. Cara Sapin; reading, Miss
Lucile Stillwell of Anniston, Ala.; selec-
tions from Gus Edward's orchestra, playing
at the Seelbach Ho.el; reading, Miss Floyd
Crutchfield, member of the Louisville Con-
versatery of Music Faculty; selectioua from
L. V. Davidson's orchestra, playing at the
Walnut theater; lace important news bul-
letins; official central standard time an-
nounced at 0 o'clock.
lent Monday Wednesday, Friday and Sat-
urday,1MB...idleness

City, Mo.; 411 meters: al -
lent

p. m., concert.
WMC-Memphis; 500 meters: silent Wed -
Day -9 a. in. to s p. m., markets. finan-

cial and news.
-Evening-8:30 p. in., the St. Andrews Col-

ored sextet. under the direction of L.
White MeCoe, will furnish the program; 11
p. m., the regular Tuesday night midnight
frolic will be announced later.

WOAI-San Antorio, Texas; 385 meters:
silent night, Mondays. Wednesdays and
Thursdays.

WOS-Jefferson City, Mo.; 441 meters:
silent Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

Evening -8 p. m., address, "How to Start
and Develop a Dairy Herd," by Prof. E. M.
Harmon of the dairy department. Missouri
College of Agriculture, Columbia, Mo.; mu-
sical program, details to be announced by
radiophone.

WSB-Atlanta, Ga.; 428 meters.
Wednesday.

Day -12 to 1 p. In., musical program for
industrial workers; 2:30 p. in., weather
forecast: 4 p. m.. Howard relay concert;
5 to 5:30 p. m_ markets, news and sports:
5:30 D. ni., Burgess' bedtime story.

(Wednesday is
Thursday,

anig.ht in Atlanta.)

Day-12 m. to 1 p. m.: musical program
for industrial workers: 2:30 p. in., weather
forecast; 4 p. in., Howard relay concert:
5 to 5:30 p. m., markets, news and sports.

Evening -5:30 p. m., Burgess' bedtime
story; 8 to 9, popular concert; 10:45 p.
Transcontinental Radiowl concert.

Pacific Coast Concert.
KDZE-Seattle. Wash.; 455 meters: silent

nights Tuesdays. Thursdays and Sundays.
KFDB-San Francisco; 509 meters:
Evening -musical program from midnight

to1G14p::i,()_a.
rtmla. (Ire.; 492 meters:

Evening -Midnight to 1 a. in., vocal; 2
a. m.. hoot owl frolic.

KHJ-Los Angeles. 395 meters:
Evening -10:45, 11:30 D. m., 1 a. in.
KPO-San Francisco; 423 meters:
Evening -concert, midnight to 1 a. in.

PER I OLAT BROTHERS
331 WEST MADISON STREET

(Six Doors East of Market Street)

COMPLETE LINE OF KELLOGG, ESTRU, CARTER, ERLA
AND BREMER TULLY PARTS IN STOCK

Blueprints for all Standard Circuits
C-11 and C -301A
Tubes, each

Brandes Superior Type
Head Sets,
each $4.45

Selcophone Head Sets,
2200 Ohms; each $3.00

10 -Plate Variable Vernier Con-
densers with Dials; $2.00each

22 -Plate Variable Vernier Con-
densers with Dials; $2.25each

44 -Plate Variable Vernier Con-
densers with Dials; $2.50each

11 -Plate Plain Condens-
ers with Dials; each. ...$125

23 -Plate Plain Condens- $1ers with Dials;. each... 50
43 -Plate Plain Condens- $1.7Aera with Dials; each....4
Schoonhoven's Reinartz $1.90

Coils; each
Schoonhoven's R. C. S. $1.50Coils; each
Schoonhoven's Radio Fre- $1.50quency Coils; each
180 Degree Variocouplers; $1.35.

each
180 Degree Variometers; $1.35each
"A" Batteries, 11/2 Volts; 300

each
"B" Batteries, 22% Volts;$1 gq

Tapped; Large Size; ea.. '`'"
Marked Binding Posts, Sets 500

of eight; set
Eby Marked Binding Posts; 200

Nickeleach Plated Binding Posts; C4
2 for

Moulded Bakelite Sockets, 400
Standard Base; each

Magnetic Moulded Vario-
couplers,12 Taps,$2.25
each .......
Stranded Ccpper Antenna
Wire, 100 foot 45cCoils, coil ...45C

Voltmeters for Testing "B"
Batteries; 50 volts; each.. 90o -

Switch Levers, Adjustable 150
Leaf; each .

Audio Frequency Transformers:
well-known make;
each .

Double Phone Cords;
each

Paccenht Phone P:ugs, Single; 400

Citiien's Radio Call Book -a com-
plete Radio encyclopaedia; 50oeach .

Cambric Spaghetti Tubing; 2150
foot lengths; each

Cockaday Coils;
each

Dayton Radio Frequency
Transformers; each

B. Metal Loud Speaking
Crystals; each

Electrad "Lead-ins"; 400each J.  
6x7 Bakelite Panels;

each 600
7x9 Bakelite Panels, 950

each
7x12 Bakelite Panels;

each
7x14 Bakelite Panels;

each
7x18 Bakelite Panels;

each
7x21 Bakelite Panels;

each
7x24Ba:kelite Panels;

each
7x28 Bakelite Panels;

each

$4.00
35o

$1.95
$4.25

40o

$1.25
$1.45
$1.90
$2.20
$2.50
$2.95

These prices will be good until Wednesday. December 5th.
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This Wave Trap Cuts Out Local Interference
and Brings In Desired Station

pROBABLY the most
frequent complain t
against radio broadcast

reception is local interference.
This is particularly true from
owners of single circuit or re-
generative sets. Here is
described a sure-fire elinti-
nator or rejector. It is a prod-
uct of The Post experimen-
tal laboratory and actually
works.-The Editor.

INTERFERENCE from local broad-
casting stations can _be eliminated
easily. Any receiver, possessing

sufficient sensitiveness, or selectivity,
can tune in distant stations while
near -by local stations are clamoring
for attention. Their operator can
tune in any one of the local stations
and cut out the other-if he knows
how to operate the set.

However, most radio circuits in use,
unfortunately, are not of this highly
selcetive type. But even the broadest
of tuning receivers can be made selec-
tive.

In the accompanying illustrations is
shown a wave trap, or eliminator,
which will add the desired qualifica-
tions to any receiver. It was built for
a reader of The Post Radio Magazine
Section from designs furnished by
The Post experimental laboratory.

Drowns Out Opera Programs.
This reader has his receiver-a one -

circuit regenerative of the character-
istice broad -tuning type, located with-
in three or four blocks of one of the
local stations. For the last year he
has been trying to tune in some of
the local stations while the nearby
one was on the air. He was particu-
larly anxious to get grand opera when
this was being broadcast. However,
just about the time voices began to
come in, the near -by station would
open 'up and drown out the opera.

The first night this wave trap was
used the reader not only tuned out
the interfering station and brought in
other local stations at will, but while
thred of the locals were hammering

 away he pushed thru them and
brought in many of the favorite out-
side stations without the least trouble.

The wave trap illustrated is some-
what different from others that have
been printed in this magazine. It
consists of two coils-a primary and
a secondary, fixed and shunted by a
variable forty -three -plate condenser.
It is connected on the ground circuit
rather than in the aerial, as most elim-
inators are.

Details of Construction.
Referring to the illustration, let us

designate the secondary, or inside, coil
of the inductance, coil A. The pri-
mary, or outside, coil is coil B.

Coil A is wound on a two -and -one-
half -inch formica tube two inches
wide. Thirty turns of No. 32 DCC wire
are wound on this. Coil B has thirty
turns of No. 22 DCC wire wound on
a formica tube three inches in diam-
eter and two inches in width. Coil A
is placed inside of coil B and fas-
tened into position as is shown in
the Illustration, by a screw bolt, one
of the two nuts being used as sep-
arating nut. These bolts also serve
as binding posts for the leads from
coil A. The leads should go, one to
the ground binding post of the re-
ceiver and the other direct to the
ground.

In hooking up the trap hurriedly
for photographing purposes an error
was made and the leads from the coil
B are shown connected to these posi-
tions, while the coil A leads are con-
nected to the two posts on the con-
denser. In connecting up the trap
be sure that these errors are cor-
rected.

The condenser, with the trap
shunted, is attached to a bakelite panel
of suitalbe size and the whole placed
in a small cabinet.

How to Tune the Trap.
To use this trap, connect to the re-

ceiver in the manner 'described, run-
' ning one wire to the ground post of

the receiver and the other direct to
a ground. You may have to change
these conneption,s to find the proper
direction of the winding of the coils.
This will make a decided difference in
the operation of the trap. The coils,
by the way, sholild be mounted within
each other, so that the windings are
4n. the same direction.

Now to tune: Go to your tuning
dials or controls on you receiver and
bring in the interfering station as loud
and clear as You can get it.

When you have accomplished this,
turn to your wave trap condenser
and proceed to tune it out. Turn the
dial slowly, back or forward, until
the station is eliminated. It may be
that you will be enabled only to get
it partly out, but it will be so weak-
ened in signal strength that it will not
interfere when the desired station is
brought in with full volume.

What you have done here is that
the interfering station is turned away
from the receiver and sent into the
ground, where it remains as long as
you desire it to remain. This leaves
your receiver clear for any other re-
ception you care to receive.

This trap is not an experiment. It
has been tested thoroly by The Post
experimental laboratory wader vari-
ous conditions. Thq writer has had a
receiving set located for the last
eighteen months within two blocks of
WDAP. Until this trap was devised
this station dominated the tuning dial
whenever it came on. There was no
Way, apparently, of getting it out of

the receiver, which is a very sensitive
and selective one.

Many Build the Set.
A number of Post readers have built

this same trap. With but few excep-
tions all have had instantaneous suc-
cess. Those that met with failure un-
cldubtedly did so thru imperfect con-
struction, improper connections' and
improper tuning.

The trap really makes your receiver
a highly sensitive one. If your set
tunes sharp originally this sharpness
will be accentuated. Bear. this in
mind when tuning. On the writer's
own receiver the WDAP station once
came in almost over the entire dial.
With the trap in position it tunes in
sharply within two to three degrees
and requires almost as much care in
bringing in the signal as if it were a
long-distance station.

The Post would like to hear reports
on this trap from experimenters.

To Get High -Wave Station
Those receivers whose inductance is

not sufficient to bring in the high -
wave stations may be loaded by
placing a twenty-five to thirty-five
turn coil in series with the inductance.
If tuned -plate circuit is employed also
load it up with a smaller coil to pre-
serve balance.

WAVE TRAP FOR RECEIV-
ERS-This eliminator of undesired
signals makes broadcast reception
enjoyable. Upper photo shows
hook-up of internal parts. The
lower photo is the froiit panel of
the set.

Tells Why You Fail to
Tune Out Local Stations

By C. W. HORN.
(Superintendent of Radio Operations of

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company.)
THOSE of.. us who have sensitive

radio receiving sets know how
sharply a distant broadcasting station
tunes in. We know from experience
how carefully we must adjust our
dials to get any particular station. A

-few divisions off on the scale and it
is lost.

Now, I have been asked a great num-
ber of times: "Why cannot the local
stations be tuned just as sharply?"
I will attempt to explain the reason
and also give detailed information,
which I trust will assist the great
army of listeners in overcoming a fac-
tor considered by many to be a very
important one now.

When a receiving set is located near
a powerful broadcasting station, you
are able to hear that near -by station
over a considerable range of the dial
because of what is known as "forced
oscillations."

This can best be described by re-
ferring to that analogy so often used
of a pond of water after a pebble has
been thrown into.it. Waves radiate
from the center of disturbance. At
some little distance from this center
the waves are regular and travel
smoothly, but right near where the
stone strtfck the water, and particu-
larly if it was a large one, you will
notice a large number of irregular
splashes.

Radio Waves Similar.
Any device designed to be affected

by the regular waves would also be
troubled by these irregular splashes
or waves as you may call them. It
is the same thing in radio and the
problem is to so arrange matters that
these irregular splashes can be de-
flected or so handled as not to inter-
fere.

In your radio set you desire to pick
up the tune or, as before named, the
regular wave and weed out the irregu-
lar or forced oscillations. This may
be done in several ways by devices
called traps or filters. I will describe
here a very simple one-something
you easily can construct for yourself
in a few minutes with simple appara-
tus usually used in radio.

This filter that I am about to de-
scribe is so arranged and connected
that it tends to offer a very low re-
sistance path to the wave that is not
wanted, while the tuner dial is set to
offer an easy path for the desired
wave which, therefore, passes thru
your receiver and is, registered. There-
fore, this circuit must be connected

in such a manner that it can be tuned
to the undesired wave and also so that
the energy so picked up biases the
receiving apparatus.

Take pencil and paper and jot down
the figures and diagram I am about
to give you.

How Circuit Is Designed.
The circuit consists of an induc-

tance and capacity either of which
may be variable. It probably is sim-
pler to use a variable capacity or con-
denser as it is usually called. This
variable condenser may be of the
twenty -three -plate type and can be
purchased for a nominal sum in any
store handling radio equipment if you
should not happen to have one.

Next, obtain a small inductance of
about twenty-five or thirty turns of
small wire, any size in the neighbor-
hood of 24 or 26 B and S gauge, or if
you have a so-called honeycomb or
spiderweb coil, so much the better.

This inductance, however, easily can
be made by winding about twenty-five
or thirty turns of wire on a cardboard
tube two or three inches in diameter.
Caution! Do not wind on a metal
tube.

Connect this inductance in series
with the variable condenser and con-
nect this combination across your re-
ceiving set between the antenna bind-
ing post and the ground binding
post.

This is so that energy from the an
tenna also can flow thru the filter
circuit, or, as we have described "in-
ductance and capacity in series," thru
to the ground-as well as enter the
receiving set. Make sure that there
is no coupling between these two cir-
cuits and in order to prevent this
keep the filter circuit several feet
away from the receiving apparatus.

Operating the Wave Trap.
After having done all this, we are

now ready to try it out. Wait until
a local station begins operating and
then try and tune in another station.
That means you have set your dial
at the point where the desired station
can be heard, but it is being interfered
with by the local station.

Now adjust the variable condenser
of the filter circuit until the inter-
ference has been reduced to a 'mini-
mum, at the same time readjusting
your receiving set so that the desired
station comes in as strong as it is
possible to make same. A little prac-
tice will soon enable you to obtain
-sharp tuning.

This filter circuit is not a hundred
per cent perfect, but it is believed that
for the amount of money invested:and

the simplicity of this arrangement, the
results are worth while.

This, device depends Inion low losses
in thr filter, particularly in the con-
denser. Great care 'should be taken
to make sure the variable condenser
used is a "low loss" cendenser; There
are several good types manufactured.

'No Protection to Set.
This device will drain unwanted fre-

quencies off the- antenna, but it will
not weed out unwanted frequencies
from the receiving circuit itself. The
receiver should be well shielded in or-
der to prevent it from picking up any
considerable amount of energy with
out antenna conr ection.

We hope that this information will
be of service to you and reduce some
of the confusion which now is existing
in this territory. I shall be glad to
hear as to what success you have
with this method, as we are anxious
to improve radio conditions and we
feel this can best be done by furnish-
ing information to our radio listeners
whenever possible.,

Note.-Elsewhere in this issue of
the Radio Magazine. Section is shown
an efficient wave trap which operates
upon the. principle outlined by Mr.
Horn.-The Editor.

RadiophansDeny
Edison's Charge
The statement recently attributed

to Thomas A. Edison at the New York
Electrical show that radio will die
out unless the frying sounds of the
music are eliminated was challenged
quickly by radiophans who daily are
receiving radio programs without
"frying" features, and by manufac.
turers of reliable radio apparatus who
have reduced static interference to a
minimum.

The statement of the electrical wiz.
and is misleading, they declare, as tre-
mendous progress has been made in
the art -in the last two years. Even
If this were not true, they point out,
it seems unlikely that something
which, already is bringing edt.laation,
entertainment and happiness to a
million homes in the United States,_
will or could die out.

"Frying sounds" is one way to de.
scribe the, peculiar noise which statio
causes in a receiving set. But with
the advance in knowledge of the art
and the tremendous amount of re-
search done recently by engineers and
manufacturers, this trouble practical-
ly has been eliminated.

Interference Is Controlled.
Who knows? Maybe radio has grown

too rapidly for even the wizard to keep
up with it.

Interference is another term f- or
"frying sounds," and interference has
been controlled by the development- of
better parts for radio sets. For -in.
stance, the public is just beginning to
realize that the -.variable condenser
which was considered a very satisfac.
tory article a year ago would not be

tisfacto ry today.
'Manufacturers have developed what

is called a low loss condenser, that is,
one in which the dielectric resistance
is very low. It absolutely is neces-
sary to have sAtch a condenser when
using radio -frequency amplification, or
With the latest development of the art
reflex circuits.

Makes Circuit Efficient.
"Reflex" means using 'the amplify.

ing tube twice, first using the vac-
uum tube to amplify at radio -frequen-
cies, and then at audible frequencies.

This type of set, which is very sim-
ple to construct, as it uses no com-
plicated tuning equipment, will bring
in stations 1,000 miles away using

FRANCIS W. DUNMORE, an engineer in the bureau of standards,
Washington, D. C., and his radio receiver which insures the private
receipt of air signals, as well as transcribing them upon paper similar
to the news tickets already in operation in newspaper offices. A recent
demonstration before a gathering of radio engineers established the
practicability of the apparatus. Its principle is to take the very faint
signals received thru the air and amplify them into sufficient power
to operate the ticker. Co-ordination insures privacy.

Radio Introduces Song
"Husheen, Lo!" a cradle song, was

introduced for the first time to the
musical public last evening from sta-
tion WJAZ, the Zenith Edgewater
Beach Hotel radio. station, by Tony
Corcoran, tenor soloist. This composi-
tion is from the pen of Miss Margaret
M. Garrity, a well-known Chicago pi-
anist.

1111.

Body Capacity in Set
Tubes that oscillate too easily are

responsible quite often to "body ca-
pacity" in a set. When this is true
reduction of "B" battery voltage on
the plate may help.

CAN'T GET OUT
OF TOWN?

SEE

RADIO DOCTORS, Inc:
n A so. STATE ST. gnA

emit Note: Only 1. Door to tArt

a loop' as an antenna or using a few
turns of wire around the molding of
a room (the so-called inside antenna.)

One manufacturer has had its en-
gineering and research department
working on such circuits for nearly
two years, and has perfected circuits
which eliminate interference or the
so-called "frying sounds."

Radio die out? Not much! And
"frying" will soon be ancient history
in the art of radio.

Complete Stock Available

Hilco Variocoupler
Rathbun Variable Condenser

Wholesale Only
DEALERS: Send us your orders.
Our Catalogue, Listing 1,000
Nationally advertised items, is
now ready.
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedules
Central, or Chicago time, is shown on all stations.' If necessary to ascertain local time on any station deduct

two hours from- time shown for Pacific coast stations, one hour from time shown for the Rocky, mountain stations and
add one hour to those stations using eastern time. Hawaiian island time is four hours and a half slower. than Chicago
time. In the list the call number of the station is first given, followed by the location, the owner's name, wave length
used and broadcasting schedule in order named. THE POST is making a thoro canvass of all stations iii order that
this directory mar be complete and accurate. Changes are so frequent in stations and schedules that na list can be satis-

! factory which is not corrected frequently. Corrections and additions to this list will be made from week to week. Sta-
tions are urged to co-operate by sending information of changes in schedule to Radio Editor, The Chicago Evening Post.

1CDICA-East Pittsburg, Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing .comPany. 326 me-
ters.

SDPM-Oleveland, Ohio. Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. 270 me-
ters.

KDPT-San Diego, Calif., Southern Electri-
cal company, 244 meters.

MDY1.-Salt Lake City, Utah, Telegram Pub-
.. lishing company, 360 meters.
JEDYM-San Diego, Calif., Savoy theater. 252

meters.
EDTQ-Portland. Ore., Oregon Institute of

Technology, 360 meters.
EDYS-Great Falls, Mont., The Tribune, 380

meters.
SDYW-Phoenix, Ariz., Smith Hughes &

Co.. 360 meters.
ZDYX-Honolulu, Hawaii( Star Bulletin, 360

meters.
IliDIR-BakdRifield, Calif., 1402 20th street,

Frank E. Siefert, 240 meters.
RBIS-Seattle. Wash., The Rhodes company./ 455" meters.
IEDZE-Los Angeles, Calif.. Automobile Club

of Southern California, 278 meters.
MDZI-Wenatchee, Wash.. Electric Supply

company,. 360 meters.
EDIK-;Reno, Nev.. -Nevada Machinery and

Electric company, 360 meters.
EDZQ7Denver. Colo., Nichols Academy of

Music. 360 meters.
"MIR-Bellingham, Wash., thllingham Pub-

lishing, company, 261 meters.
SHIT -Seattle, Wash., Seattle Radio associa-

tion, 360 meters.
MEAD -Phoenix, Ariz.,McArthur Bros. Mer-

cantile company, 360 meters.
MFAE-Pullman, Wash.. State College of

Washington, 360 meters.
HEAF-Denver. Colo., Western Radio _or-

Poration, 360 meters.
IfFAJ-Boulder, Colo.. University of Colo-

rado, 360 meters.
KFAN-Moscow, Idaho, The Electric 'shop,

360 meters.
KEAP-Butte. Mont., Standard Publishing

company, 360 meters.
MFAR-Hollywood, Calif. Studio Lighting

Service company (0. HI Olsen), 280 me-
ters.

MFAU-Boise, Idaho. Independent School Dis-
trict of Boise City, Boise Higlt- school. 270
meters.

BFAV-Venice, Calif., Abbot Kinney com-
pany. 224 meters.

SEAW-,Santa Ana, Calif., The Radio Den
(W; B. Ashford and H. T. White), 280

meters.
KFAY-Medford, Ore., Virgin's Audio Service,

283 meters.
MFBB-Havre, Mont., F. A. Buttrey & Co.,

360 meters.
KFBC-San Diego, Calif., W. K. Azbill, 278

meters.

' Horn, 360 meter
EFSF.-San Luis Calif.. Reuben H.

''". IPSO -Tacoma, h., First Presbyterian
church, 360 meters.

KITSK-Sacramento, Calif., Kimball -Upson
company. 283 meters.

KIEBL-Everett, Wash., Leese Bros., 224 me-
ters,

HMIS-Trinidad, -Colo., Trinidad Gas and
Electric company and the Chronicle
Nevis,' 860 meters.

KFBIT-L-Laramie, Wyo., The Cathedral
(Bishop N. S. Thomas), 283 meters.

EYCB-Phoenix, Ariz., Nielsen Radio Sup-
ply company, 238 meters.

RECD-Salem, Ore., Salem Electric company,
360 meters.

HECE-Walla Walla, WasP.. 707 Baker build-
ing. Frank A. Moore, 360 meters.

MITCH-Billings, Mont.. Electric Service sta-
tion (Inc.), 360 meters.

KECK-Colorado Springs. Colo., Colorado
Springs Radio company. 258 meters.

NIFCL-San Antonio, Calif.. Los Angeles
Union Stock yards, 360 meters.

AFCM-Richmond, Calif., Richmond Radio
shop (Frank T. Doeing.), 360 meters.

KFCP-Ogden, Utah, 2421 Jefferson avenue,
Ralph W. Flygare. 360 meters.

KFCV-Houston, Texas. Fred Mahaffey, Jr.,
360 meters.

KFCY-Le Mars, Iowa, Western Union col-
lege. 252 meters.

FLECI-Omaha, Neb., Omaha Central High
school, 258 meters.

KFDA-Baker, Ore., Adler's Music store. 380
meters.

REDD-Boise. Idaho, St. Michael's cathedral,
252 meters.

KFDH-Tucson, Ariz., University of Arizona.
360 meters.

KFDJ-Corvallis, Ore., Oregon Agricultural
college, 360 meters.

KED1.-Denver, Colo., Knight -Campbell Mu-
sic company, 360 meters.

KFDO-Bozeman, Mont, .420 West Koch
street, H. Everett Cutting, 248 meters.

MFDP-Des Moines. Iowa, Hawkeye Radio
and Supply Co., 278 meters. ...

MEDR-York, Neb.. Bullock's Hardware and
Sportirig Goods (Robert G. Bullock), 300
meters.

MEDU-Lincoln, Neb., Nebraska Radio Elec-
tric company, 240 meters.

KEDV-Fayetteville, Ark., Gilbrech & Stin-
son, 360 meters.

MFDX-Shreveport, La., First Baptist church(
300 meters.

KFDY-Brookings, S. D., South Dakota State
College -of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
360 meters. ,

KFDZ-Minneapolis, Minn., 2610 South
Thomas avenue, Harry 0. Iverson, 380
meters.$FEC-Portland, Ore., Meier & Frank_com-pany; 360 meters.

IKEEJ-Tacoma, Wash, 1724 South Jay
street, Guy Greason, 360 meters.
FEL-Denver, Colo., Winner Radio corpora--
lion,' 360 meters.
FEY-Denver, Colo., Radio Equipment com-

' nanY (Joseph L. Turre). 240 meters.
FEQ-Oak, Neb., J. L. Scroggin, 360 me -
1Kters.-
FER-Fort Dodge. Iowa. Auto Electric
Service company, 231 meters.

,SFEV-Douglas. Wyo., Radio Electric Shop,
' 263 meters.

MEEX-Minneapplis..Minn., Augsburg Sem-
inary. 261 meters.

,'FEY -Kellogg, Idaho, Bunker.Hill and Sul-
livan Mining and Concentrating company,
360 meters.

MFEZ-St. Louis, Mo.; American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (F. H. Schubert),

* 360 meters. -

MEITA-San Diego, Cal., 3443 5th -street,
Dr., R. 0. Shelton., 242' meters. - .

MEED-73oise, Idaho, Jenkins Furniture?com-pany. 2..40 meters.
IMFFE-Pendleton. Ore.. Eastern Oregon Ra-

dio company, 360 meters.
REED -Hillsboro, Ore., Dr. E. H. Smith,

229 meters.
FIFFP-Moberly, Mo., First Baptist church,

275 meters.
EiFFQ-Colorado Springs, Colo.. Marksheffel

Motor company, 360 meters.
MFFR-Sparks, Nev., Nevada State Journal

(Jim Kirk). 226 meters.
AFFV-Lamoni. Iowa, Graceland college, 3¢0

motel*. ss
jICEFX-Omaha, Neb., McGraw company, 278

meters.
I:FEY-Alexandria, La., Pincus & Murphy,

275 meters.
XI TI-Dallas, Tex. (portable), Al. G. Barnes

Amusement company, 226 meters.
'EGG -Baton Rouge, La., 'Louisiana State
university. 254 meters.

KEGD-Chickasha, Okla Chickasha Radio
and Electric company, 248 meters:

REDS -Stanford University. Cal., Leland
Stanford university, 360 meters.

KFGJ-St. Louis, Mo., Missouri National
guard. 138th infantry, 266 meters.

KFOL-Arlington, Ore., Arlington garage,
234 meters:

KFGt-tIrenettiKan.:seheaty.-Mhfrid. company,

KFGQ-Boone, Iowa, Crary Hardware com-
pany. 226 meters.

KFGV-Utica, Neb., Heidbreder Radio Sup-
ply company, 224 meters.

'MIX -Orange, Texas, First Presbyterian
church. 250 meters.

KEGZ-Berrien Springs. Mich., Emmanuel
Missionary college, 268 meters.

KEHA-Gunnison. Colo.. Colorado State Nor-
mal school, 252 meters.

KERB -Hood Riper, Ore., Rialto theater(P. L. Beardwell), 280 meters.
KEHIY-St. Joseph, Mo., Utz Electric Shop

company, 226 meters.
KFHF-Shreveport. La., Central Christian

church, 266 meters.
KFHH-Neah Bay. Wis, Ambrose A. Mc-Cue, 283 meters.
KFHJ-Santa Barbara, Cal., Fallon & Co..360 meters.
KFHQ-Los Gatos, Cal.. Curtis BrothersHardware store. 242 meters.KEHR-Seattle, Wash.. Star Electric and

Radio company, 270 meters.
KITEIS-Lihue Hawaii, Clifford J. Dow 275

meters.
KFHU-Mayville, N. D., M. G. Sateren.261 meters.
KFHX-Hutchinson, Kan., 407 East 1st

street, Robert W. Nelson, 229 meters.
KFI-Los Angeles, Cal.. Earle C. Anthony(Inc.). 469 meters.
KFIB-St. Louis, Mo.. 5666 Vernon avenue,

Franklin W. Jenkins, 244 meters.
KFID-Iola, Kan., Ross Arbuckle's garage,

240 meters.
KFIF-Portland. Ore., Benson Polyteehnic

institute, 360 meters.
KFIK-Gldabrook, Iowa, Gladbrook Electt

company, 234 meters. 
IKFIL-Louisburg, Kan., Windiach Electric

Farm Equipment company. 234 meters.
KFIO-Spokane; Wash.,. North Cciftral high

school, 252 meters.

REIM-Hastings. Neb., Westinghouse' Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 286 me-
ters.

KFKZ-Colorado Springs, Colo., Nassour
Bros. Radio company, 234 meters.

KFLA-Butte, Mont., Abner R. Wilson, 283
meters.

KFLB-Menominee, Mich.. Signal Electric
Manufacturing company, 248 meters.

KFLD-Franklinton, La, Paul E. Greenlaw.
234 meters.

KFLF.-Denver, Colo., National Educational
Service, 268 meters.

KYLE -Salt Lake City, Utdh, Erickson Radio
company. 261 meters.

KFLP-Cedar Rapids, Ohio, Everette M. Fos-
ter, 240 meters.

KFLQ-Little Rock, Ark., Bissell Radio shop,
261 meters.

KFLR-Albuquerque, N. M., University of
New. Mexico, 254 meters.

KGB -Tacoma, Wash., Wm. A. Mullins Elec-
tric company, 360 meters.

KGG-Portland, Ore., Hallock & Watson Ra-
dio service, 360 meters.

KGN-Portland, Ore.. Northwestern Radio
Manufacturing company, 360 meters.

KGU-Honolulu. Hawaii, Waikiki Beach,
Marion A. Mulrony, 860 meters'.

KGW-Portland Ore., Portland Morning Ore-
gonia.n, 492 meters.

KOY-Lacy, Wash., St. Martins college
(Rey. Sebastian Ruth), 258 meters.

ICILILos Angeles, Cal., Times-Mirror com-
pany, 395 meters.

KHQ-Seattle.. Wash, 419 13th avenue, Louis
Wasmer, 360 meters.

KJQ-Stockton. Cal.,....615 East Main street,
C. 0. Gould, 360 meters.

KJR-Seattle, Wash, gaterthwest Redid Serv-
ice company, 270 meters.

KJS-Los 'Angeles, Cal., Bible Institute of
Los Angeles. 360 meters.

KLN-Monterey, Cal., Monterey , Electric

.

KIM -Oakland, Cal., 13th and Harrison
streets Preston D Allen, 360 meters.

KIN -Salt Lake City, Utah, The Deseret
News; 360 meters.

HIV -Wenatchee. Wash, Wenatchee Battery
and Motor company, 360 meters.'

WAAB-New Orleans, La.. 137 South St.
Patrick street. Valdemar Jensen. 268 me-
ters.

WAAC-New Orleans. La.. Tulane university,
360 meters.

WAAD-Cincinnati, Ohio. Ohio Mechanics in-
stitute, 360 meters.

WAAE-Chicago, Ill., Chicago Daily Drov-
' ers Journal, -360 meters.
WtAH-St. Paul, MM., Commonwealth ilem`

tric cempany, 300 meters.
WAAKMilwaukee. Win., Gimbel Brothers,

280 meters.
WAAM-Newark, N. J., I, R. Nelson com-

pany. 263 meters.
WAAN-Columbia. Mo., University of Mis-

souri. 254 meters.
WAAIV-Omaha, Neb., Omaha Grain Ex-

change. 360 meters.
WAAZ-Emporia, Kans., Hollister -Miller Mo-

tor company, 369 meters.
WABB-Harrisburg, Pa., Dr. John B. Law-

rence, 266 meters.
WABC-Anderson, Ind., Fulwider-Grimes

Battery company. 229 meters.
WARD -Dayton, Ohio, Parker high school,
I 283 meters.
WADE -Washington, D. C., Young Men's

Christian association. 283 meters.
WABF-Mount Vernon, Ill., Mount Vernon

Register -News company, 234 meters.
WARG-Jacksonville, Fla.. Arnold Edwards

Piano company, 248 meters.
WASH -Sandusky, Ohio, Lake Shore Tire

company, 240 meters.
WABI-Bangor. Me.. Bangor Railway and

THE CHICAGO EVENING POST
TABLOID RADIO SCHEDULES

These stations are those most commonly tuned in evenings by the Chicago broadcast listen-
ers. The time given is central standard. Pacific coast time is two hours earlier than that
shown here. Mountain time is one hour earlier, and eastern time one hour later. Evening
program schedules only are given. This list was compiled by The Chicago Evening Post
Radio Department and protected by copyright.

STATION Miles Met Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday.) Friday Saturday Sunday
Chicago- ..

ITV'', Comm. Edison Bldg. 536 6:30- 9:30 6:30-12700 6:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30 8:30-12 m. 6:30- 9:30
WAAF, Union Stock Yards 286 4:30- 5:90 4:30- 5:00 4:30- 6:00 4:30- 5:00 4:30- 5:00
WMAQ, Hotel La Salle 448 7:00- 9:55 7:00- 9:55 7:00- 9:56 7:00- 9:6 '8:00-10:00
WDAP, Drake Hotel 360 7:00-1 a.m. 7:00-1 a.m. 7:00-1a.m. 7:00-1 a.m. 7:00.1 a.m. 9:15-10:30
WJAZ, Edgewater. Beach Hotel 448 10 :0042 :30 10 :00-12 :30 10 :00-12 :30 10 :00-12 :30 10 :00- 2:00 6:00- 9:00Saburban-
WCBD, Zion Ill
WIAB, Rockford, Ill.
WRM, Urbana, Ill
WTAS, Elgin, Ill

Eastern -
BMA., East Pittsburg ......
WBZ, Springfield,
WEAF, New York City.
WGI, Medford Hillside, Mass
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WGY, SchnectadY, N. Y.
WGR, Buffalo
WJY, New York City
WJZ, New York City
WOO, Philadelphia
WRC, Washington, D. C .... . .

Midwest-
WCX. Detroit
WJAX, Cleveland
WLAG, Minneapolis
WLW, Cincinnati
WOC, Davenport
WTAM, Cleveland
WWJ, Detroit

Southern-
IISD, St. Louis 2.70
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas 865
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo 430
WFAA, Dallas, Texas. 853
WGV, New Orleans. 858
WHAS, Louisville 271
WHB, Kansas City, Mo 430
WMC, Memphis 480
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas 1,080
WOS. Jefferson City. Mo 337
WW1, Atlanta, Ga 005

Pacific Coast -
REDS, San Francisco
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles
KPO, San Francisco

120 360
37 275

430 326
802 337
733 495
875 360
748 380
698 280
472 319
733 406
'733 455
677 509
612 469

246 617
323 390
358 417
262 309
105 481
323 300
246 617

39 345 8:00- 9 :00
77 252

7 :00-11:00 7 :00-11:00
6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00
6 :30.10 :00 6 :30-10 :00
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
8'.00- 9:30
6 :45.11 :30 6:46- 9:00
6:00-10:46 6:00- 7:30
6 :30-10 :30 :30.10 :30
7:16-10:0 7:15-10:06
8:00-10:00!

8:00- 9;00
8:60- 9:30
7 :30-10 :00

'7:00-11 :00
6:30- 9:00
6 :30-10 :00
6:30- 8:00

8:00. 9:00

6:45- 9:00
6 :00-10 :45

7:00-11:00 '7:00-11:00 7:00-11:00
6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00 8:30. 9:00
6 :30-10 :00 6':30-10:00 6 :30-10 :00 6:30-10.00
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30. 8:00 7:30- 9:00
6:45- 9:00
-8:00- 7:30

6 :30-10 :30
7 :15-10 :00
8 :00-10 :00

7:30. 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
7:30- 9:30

10:30-1 a.m. 10 :30-1 a.m 10 :30-1 a.m.
8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00 8:00-10:00
7 :00-11:00 7 :00-11:00
7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30
8:30-10:001 8:30-10:00 8:30-10:00

646 8:00-11:00 8:00-11:001 8:00-11:00
476 7:15-11:00 7:15-11:00 7:16-11:00
411 11-:45-1 a.m. 11:45-1 a.m 11:45-1 a.m.
476 6:46- 9:30 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30
350 7:00. 8:00 7:00- 8:00
400 7:30. 9:00
411 7:00- 9:00
500 11:00-12:00
385 9 :30-10 :30
441 8:00- 9:30
428 8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 m

1,910 609 12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30
1,896 492 1:00-2 a.m.110 :00-11 :00
1,795 395 8:45-10:00 8:45-10:00
1,9101423 0:30-12 m. 6:30-12 m.

6 :45-11:30
6 :00-10 :45

6:46- 9:00
6:00- 7:30

6 :30-10 :30 6 :30-10 :30
7:16-10:00 7:15-10:00

8 :00-10 :00

6 :30-10 :30
7 :15-10 :00

2:30- 6:00

87:100:190:9300 7:30- 9:00
1100 ::0300:112a:m00. 10 :30-1 a.m. 10:30-1 a.m

7:00-11:00 7:00-11:00 '7:00-11:00
7:00- '7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30
8:30-12 m. 8 :30-10 :00

7:00- 7:30

8:00-11:00 8:00-11:00
7:15-11:00 7:15-11:00

11:45.1 a.m. 11:45-1 a.m.
6:45- 7:30 6:45- 9:30

7:00- 9 :00

8:00- 9:30
8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 m

12 m.- 1130 12 m.- 1:30
10 :00-11 :00 10 :00 11:00
8 :45-10:00 8 :45-10 :00

6:30-12 m.

11:45-1 a.m.
6:45- 9:30
7:00- 8:00

7:00. 9:00
11:00.12 :00 8 :00-10 :00

9 :30-10:30
8:00- 9:30
8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 m.

9 :30-11:00

4:00- 5:00
8 :00-10 :00
8 :00-10 :00

7:30- 9:00
12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30
1:00-2 a.m. 10 :00-11:00 9 :00-10 :00
8:46-10:00 8:15-10:00 10 :00-12 :00

6:30-12 m.10:30-12 m.

KFIQ-Yakima. Wash., Yakima Valley Ra-
dio Broadcasting association. 224 meters.

KEW -Juneau. Alaska, Alaska Electric
Light and Power company, 226 meters.

KFIV-Pittsburg, Kan.. 700 East 10th street,
V. H, Broyles, 240 meters.

K FIX -Independence. Mo., Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints. 240 meters,.

KFTY-Seattle, Wash., Brett laboratories,
236 meters.

KFIZ-Fond du Lac, Wis., Daily Common-
wealth, 237 meters.

KFJA-Grand Island, Neb., Central Power
company, 244- ineters.

K FJB-M arshall town. Iowa, Marshall town
KFJC-Seattle; Wash., Post Intelligencer, 233

meters.
Electrical company, 248 meters.

KEMP-Greeley. Colo.. Weld County Printing
and Publishing company, 236 meters.,

SFJF-Oklahoma City, Okla., National Radio
Manufacturing company, 252 meters.

HMI -Selma, Cal.. The Sugar Bowl (H. R.
ShaW), 273 meters.

KFM-Astoria. Oreg., Liberty theater (E. E.
Mar'sli).. 252 meters.

KEW -Carrollton. Mo., Carrollton Radio shop,
230 meters.

KFME-Bristow, Okla., Delano Radion and
Electric company, 233 meters.

KEIL-Ottumwa, Iowa, Hardsacg Manufac-
turing company, 242 meters.

KFJM-Grand Forks, N. D.. University of
North Dakota, 229 meters.

KFJQ-Grand Forks. N. D., Electric Construc-
tion company (portable), 252 meters.

KFJR-Stevensville, Mont., Ashley C. Dixon
and Sob, 258 meters.

KEJV-Dexter,. Iowa, Thomas H. Warren,
224 meters.

KFJW-Towanda, Kan.. Le Grand Radio com-
pany, 226 meters.

KEJX-Cedar Falls, Iowa, State Teachers'
college. 229 meters.

KEJY-Fort Dodge, Iowa, Tunwall Redid
coMpany, 246 meters.

KFJZ-Fort Worth, Texas, Texas National
Guard, 112th Cavalry, 254 meters.

KEKA-Greeley. Colo., Colorado State Teach-
er's' college. 248 misters.

Kas., Brinkley -Jones Hospital
association, 286 meters.

KEKR-Lakeside, Colo., Denver Park and
Amusement company. 248 meters.

KFKQ-Conway, Ark., Conway Radio labora-
tories,meters:

IFIV-Butte, E' . Gray ,43 me-
1, 141,-g,?1..1 .t.p.s. , . i,j!,s1,1 !:4

Shop. 360 meters.
KLS-Oaklatitt, Cal., 2201 Telegraph avenue.

Warner Brothers, 380 meters,
KLX-Oakland, Cal., Tribune Publishing

company, 360 meters.
KLI-Denver, polo.. Reynolds Radio com-

pany, 360 meters.
kW -Fresno( Cal., San Joaquin Light and

Power corporation, 360 meters.
KMO-Tacoma, Wash., Love Electric com-

pany. 360 meters.
KNJ-Roswell, New Mexico, Roswell Public

Service company, 250 meters.
KNT-Aberdeen. Wash., Grays Herber Radio

company (Walter Hemrich). 263 meters.
KNV-Los Angeles, Cal., Radio Supply com-

pany,. 360 meters.
KNh.-Los Angeles, Cal.. Electric Lighting

Stipply company, 360 meters.
KOS-State College, New Mexico, New Mex-

ico College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, 360 meters.

KOP-Detroit. Mich, Detroit Police depart-
ment, 286 meters.

EPO-San Francisco, Cal., Hale Brothers,
423 meters.

KQI-Berkeley, Cal., University of California,
360 meters.

KQP-Hood River, Ore., Apple City Radio
club, 360 meters.

KQV-Pittsburg. Pa., Doubleday -Hill Electric
company, 360 meters.

KQW-San Jose, Cal., 467 1st street, Charles
D. Herrold, 360 meters.

KRE-Berkeley, Cal., Berkeley Daily Gazette,
278 meters.

KSI-St. Louis, Mo., Post' Dispatch (Pulit-
zer Publishing company), 546 meters.

KSS-Long Beach, Prest & Dean Radio
company and Radio Research Society of
Long Beach, Cal., 360 meters.

KTW-Seattle, Wall.. First -Presbyterian
church, 360 meters.

KUO-San Francisco, Cal., Examiner Print-
ing company. 360 meters.

KUS-Los Angeles, Cal., City Dye Works and
Laundry company, 360 meters.

KITY-.EI Monte, Cal., Coast Radio company,
360 meters..

15.WG-Stock tom Cpl., Portable Wireless Tele-
-- phone company, 360 meters.
KWH-Los Angeles, Cal., Los Angeles Ex-

aminer, 360 meters.
KXD-Modesto, Cal., Modesto Herald Pub-

lishing company, 360 meters.
KYQ-Honolulu, Hawaii, Electric Shop, 360

meters. .

)j: v a o. 114, ptin house. Electric
ging, 301 t rs.

Electric company, 240 meters.
WABA-Lake Forest, Dl., Lake Forest col-

lege, 266 meters.
IVABJ-South Bend, Ind., The Radio Labora-

tories, 240 meters.
WASH -Worcester, ' Mass., First Baptist

church, 252 meters.
WABL-Storrs, Conn., Connecticut Agricul-

tural college, 283 meters.
WAB5I-Saginaw. Mich., F. E. Doherty Au-

tomotive and Radio S tunny company, 254
meters.

WARN -La Crosse, Wis.7-Waldo C. Grover.
234 meters.

WAIN:I.-Rochester. N. Y., Lake Avenue Bap-
tist -church, 252 meters.

WBAA-West Lafayette, Ind.. Purdte uni-
versity, 360 meters.

wimp -Minneapolis. Minn., Sterling Elec-
tric company, 360 meters.

WBAH-Minneapolis. Minn., The Dayton
company, 360 meters.

WBAN-Paterson, N. J., Wireless Phone cor-
poration. 244 meters.

WBAO-Decatur, Ill., James Millikin uni-
versity, 360 meters.

WBAP-Fort Worth, Texas, Wortham-Car-
ter Publishing company (Star -Telegram),
476 meters.

WBAV-Columbus, Ohio, Erner & Hopkins
company, 390 meters.

WBAW-Marietta. Ohio, Marietta college,
246 meters.

WBAX4Wilkesbarre, Pa.. 66 Gildersleeve
street, John H. Stenger Jr., 360 meters.

WBAY-New. York, N. Y., Western Electric
company, 492 meters.

WBBA-Newark, Ohio, Newark Radio La-
boratories, 240 meters.

WBBC-Sterlinm Ill.' Sterling Radio Equip,
2

Equip-
ment company, 29 meters.

WBBI)-Reading, Pa., Barbey Battery Serv-
ice, 234 meters.

WBL-Anthony. Han., T & Hi. Radio qom-
pany, 261 meters.

WBS-Newark, N. J., D. W. May Inc., 300
meters.

WIT -Charlotte, N. C --Southern Radio cor-
poration. 360 meters.

WRIT -Chicago, Ill., City of Chicagd.. 286
meters.

wBz_springfield, Mass., Westinghouse Elec-
tric and manufacturing company, 337 me-
te

I/ TO -Cadliiii, oN:' TY., .1.W-74 Unit
ITSTRIIY-gt*.inetersi r

WCAE-Pittsburg, Pa., Xaufmann & Baer
company, '402 meters.

WCAG-New Orleans, La.. 2813 Calhoun
street, Clyde R. Randall, 288 meters.

WCAH-Columbus. Ohio, Entrekin EleciFie
company,. 286 meters.

WCAJ-"University Place, Neb., Nebraska
Wesleyan university, 3E0 meters.:

WCAK-Houston, Texas. 2504 Bagby street.
Alfred P. Daniel, 360 meters,

WCAL-Northfield, Minn., St. Olaf college.360 meters.
WCAM-Villanova, Pa., Villanova college.360 meters.
WCAO-Baltimore, Md., Sanders & StaYmall

company, 360 meters.
WCAP--Washington, D. C., Chesapeake &

Potomac Telephone company, 469 meters.
WCAR-San Antonio. Texas. Alamo Radio

Electric company, 360 meters.
WCAS-Minneapolis, Minn., William HoodDunwoody Industrial Institute, 360 me-ters.
WCAT-Rapid City, S. D., South Dakota

State School of Mines. 240 meters.
WCAU-Philadelphia, Pa., Durham & Co286 meters.
WCAV-Little Rock, Ark., J. C. Dice Electric company, 360 meters.
WO4X-Burlington, Vt., University Of Bel-

mont, 360 meters.
WCAY-Milwaukee, Wis. Kesselman &Dris-

coll company, 261 meters.
WCAZ-Carthage. Ill., Carthage college. 246

meters.
WCBA-Allentown, Pa.. 1015 Allen street.

Charles W. Heimbach, 280 meters.
WI:BB-Greenville, Ohio, K. & K. Radio Sup-

ply company (Charles H. Katzenberger).
240 meters.

WCBD-Zion, Dl,, Wilber G, Voliva, 345meters.
W.I-Minneapolis. Minn., Findley Electric

company, 360 meters -
WOK -St. Louis, Ma., Stix, Baer & Pullet

Dry Goods company, 360 meters.
WCM-Austin, Texas, University of Texas.

360 meters.
WCX-Detroit, Mich., Detroit Free Press.

517 meters.
WDAD-Lindsborg, Kane., Central Kansas

Radio Supply company (Wm, L. Varri-..:
son), 360 meters.

WDAE-Tampa, Fla., Tampa Daily Times.
360 meters.

WDAF-Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City Star.
411 meters.

WDAG-Amarillo. Texas, J. Laurance Mar-
tin. 360 meters.

WDAH-El Paso. Texas. Trinity Methodist
church (South), nso meters.

WDAI-Syracuse, N. Y.. Hughes Radio cora.
poration, 246 meters.

WDAK-Hartford, Conn , The Courant, 201
meters.

WDAL-Jacksonville, Fia., Florida Times -
Union, 360 meters.

WDAO-Dallas, Texas, Automotive Electric
- company, 360 meters.
WDAP--Chicago, Ill., Board of Trade, 380

meters.
WDAR-Philadelphia, Ps., Lit Brothers, 395

meters.
WDAS-Worcester, Mass., 692a Main street.

Samuel A. Waite, 36.) meters.
WDAU-New Bedford. Mass., Slocum Kil-

burn, 360 meters.
WDAX-Centerville, Iowa, First National

bank. 360 meters.
WDAY-Fargo, N. D., Fargo Radio Service

company, 244 meters.
WDBC-Lancaster. Pa.. Kirk, Johnson &

company. 258 meters.
WDBF-Youngstown. Ohio, 254 West Fed-

eral street, Robert G. Phillips. 261 meters.
WDM-Washington, D. C., Church of the

Covenant. 360 meters.
WDT-Stapleton, N. Ship Owners Radio

Service. 405 meters.
WDZ-Tuscola, Ill., Star Store building.

James L. Bush, 278 meters.
WEAA-Flint. Mich.. Fallain & Lathrop.

280 meters.
WEAR -Fort Dodge, Iowa, Standard Radio

Equipment company, 360 meters.
WEAF-New York. N. Y., American Tele-

phone and Telegraph company, 492 me-
ters.

WEAG-Edgewood. R. L. Nichols-Hineline-
Bassett Laboratory, 231 meters.

WEAH-Wichita, Bans, Witchita Board of
Trade, 244 meters.

WEAL -Ithaca, N. Cornell university,
286 meters.

WEAJ-Vermilion, S. A, University of South.
Dakota, 360 meters.

WEAM-North Plainfield, N. .L. Borough of
North Plainfield (W. Gibson Buttfield).
260 meters.

WEAN -Providence.. R: I., Shepard company.
27'3 meters.

WEAO-Columbus. Ohio, Ohio State Uni-
versity, 360 meters.

WEAP-Mobile. Ala., Mobile Radio cern-
Deny, 360 meters.

WEAR -Baltimore. Md, Baltimore American
and News Publishini company, 360 me-
ters.

WEAS-Washington, D. C.. Hecht company.
360 meters.

WEAU-Sioux City Iowa, Davidson Brothers
company. 360 meters.

WEAY-Houston, Texas, Iris theater (Will
Horowitz Jr.), 360 meters.

WEB -St. Louis, Mo., Benwood company.
360 meters.

WEV-Houston, Texas, Hurlburt-Still Elec-
trical company. 360 meters.

Continued on Page 15.
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Continued from Page 14.

WEW-St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis University.
261 meters.

WFAA-Dallas, Texas, Dallas News and
Dallas Journal, 476 meters.

WEAR-Syracuse. N. Y.. 802 McBride street,
Carl F. Woese. 234 meters.

WFAF-Poughkeepsie, N. Y.. H. C. Sprat -
ley Radio company. 380 meters.

WFAH-Port Arthur. Texas, Electric Sup
ply company. 360 meters.

WFAJ-Asheville, N. C., Hi -Grade Wireless
Instrument company, 360 meters.

WFAM-St. Cloud. Minn., Times Publishing
company, 360 meters.

WEAN-Hutchinson, Minn.. Hutchinson Elec-
tric Service company. 360 meters.

WFAQ-Cameron, Mo., Missouri Wesleyan
college. 360 meters.

WFAT-Sioux Falls. S. D., Daily Argus-
Leader, 360 meters.

WFAV-Lincoln, Neb., University of Nebras-
ka. department of electrical engineering,
380 meters.

WEI-Philadelphia, Pa.. Strawbridge & Clo-
thier, 395 meters.

WGAL-Lancaster, Pa.. Lancaster Electric
Supply and Construction company, 248
meters.

WGAN-Pensacola. Fla.. 216 West Romana
street, Cecil E. Lloyd. 360 meters.

WCIAQ-Shreveport, La., Glenwood Radio
corporation (W. G. Patterson), 360 me-
ters,

WOAIt-Fort Smith, Ark., Southwest Amer,
lean. 360 meters.

WGAU-Wooster, Ohio, Radio Manufactur-
ing and Service company (Marcus G.
Limb), 226 meters.

WOAW-Altoona. Pa., 1918 West Chestnut
street. Ernest C. Albright. 201 meters.

WGAY-Madison, Wis., Northwestern Ra-
dio company. 380 meters.

MIAZ-South Bend, Ind., South Bend Trib-
une, 360 meters.

WGI-Medford Hillside, Mass.. American Ra-
dio and Research corporation, 360 meters.

WGL-Philadelphia, Pa.. 2303 North Broad
street. Thomas F. J. Rowlett, 360 meters.

WGR-Buffalo, N. Y., Federal Telephone
and Telegraph company, 319 meters.

WOV-New Orleans. La., Interstate Electric
company, 360 meters.

WOY-Schenectady, N. Y., General Electric
company, 380 meters.

WHA-Madison. Wis.. University of Wiscon-
sin, 380 meters.

WHAA-Iowa City. Iowa. State University
of Iowa, 283 meters.

WHAB-Galveston. Texas, Clark W. Thomp-
son, 360 meters.

WHAC-Waterloo. Iowa. Cole Brothers Elec-
tric company. 360 meters.

WHAD-Milwaukee. Wis., Marquette univer-
sity, 280 meters.

WHAG-Cincinnati, Ohio. University of Cin-
cinnati, 222 meters.

WHAH-Joplin, Mo.. Hafer Supply company,
360 meters.

WHAT-Davenport. Iowa, Radio Equipment
 and Manufacturing company. 360 meters.
WHAK-Clarksburg W. Va.. Roberts Hard-

ware company. 360 meters.
WHAL-Lansing. Mich., Lansing Capital

News, 248 meters.
WHAM-Rochester. N. Y., University of

Rochester (Eastman School of Muiric). 380
meters.

WRAP-Decatur, Dl., Otte & Kuhn, 360
meters.

WHAQ-Washington. D. C., Semmes Motor
company, 360 meters.

WHAR-Atlantic City, N. J., Paramount Ra-
dio and Electric company (W. H. A. Paul-
us), 231 meters.

MIAS-Louisville. Ky., Ceurier-Journal and
Louisville Times, 400 meters.

WHAV-Wilmington, Dela., Wilmington Elec-
trical Special company, 360 meters.

WHAZ-Troy. N. Y., Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, 380 meters.

%VHS-Kansas City. Mo Sweeney School
company, 411 meters.

WHD-Morgantown, W. Va., West Virginia
University, 360 meters.

WHK-:-Clevelarid. Ohio. Radiovox company
(Warren R. Cox). 360 meters.

WHN-Ridgewood, N. Y.. George Schubel,
360 meters.

WIAR--Rockford. Joslyn Automobile
company. 252 meters.

WIAC--Galveston. Texas, Galveston Tribune.
360 meters.

MAD-Ocean City. N. J.. Ocean City Yacht
club (Howard R. Miller), 254 meters.

WIAE-New Orleans, La.. 139 North Alex-
ander street. Gustav A. DeCortin. 234 me-
ters.

IVIAII-Newton. Iowa. Continental Radio and
Manufacturing company, 258 meters.

WIAI-Springfield. Mo., Heer.Stores com-
pany. 160 meters.

WIAJ-.-Neenah, Wis., Fox River Valley Ra-
dio Supply company (Quinn Brothers), 224
meters.

WIAK-Omaha. Neb., Journal -Stockman com-
pany. 278 meters.

WIAO-Milwaukee. Wis., School of Engineer-
ing of Milwaukee, 380 meters.

WLAQ-Marion. Ind.. Chronicle Publishing
company, 226 meters.

WIAR-Paducah,. Ky., Paducah Evening Sun,
360 meters.

WIAS-Burlington. Iowa, Home Electric com-
pany. 360 meters.

WIAT-Tarkio. Mo., Leon T. Noel. 360 me-
ters.

WIAC-Le Mars, Iowa. American Trust and
.Savings bank. 360 meters.

MK-McKeesport, Pa., K. & L. Electric
company (Herbert F. Kelso and Hunter
J. Lohman), 360 meters.

WIL--Washington. D. C.. Continental Elec-
tric Supply company, 360 meters.

RIP-Philadelphia, Pa., Gimbel Brothers,
509 meters.

WIAB--Lincoln. Neb.. American- Electric
company. 360 meters.

WJAD.-Waco, Texas. Jackson's Radio Engi-
neering laboratories. 360 meters.

WJAE -Muncie, Ind., Press Publishing com-
pany. 360 meters.

WJAG-Norfolk, Neb., Norfolk Daily News
(Huse Publishing company). 360 meters.

WJAK-Greentown, Ind., Clifford L. White,
254 meters.

WJAM-Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 302 3d avenue,
West, D. M. Perham. 268 meters.

WJAN-Peoria, Ill.,  Peoria Star, 280 me-.
ters.

WJAQ-Topeka, Kan, Capper Publications,
360. meters.

WAR-Providence, R. I., The Outlet com-
pany (J. Samuels and Brother), 360 me-
ters.WAS-Pittsburg, Pa.. Pittsburg Radio Sup-
ply house. 360 meters.

WJAT-Marshall, Mo., Kelly-Vawter Jewelry
company, 360 meters.

WJAX-Cleveland, Ohio, Union Trust com-
pany, 390 meters.

WJAZ-Chicago, Ill., Chicago Radio labora-
tory. 448 meters.WJD-Granville, Ohio. Richahrd H. Howe,
229 meters.Wild-Washington. D. C. White & Boyer
company. 273 meters.

WJX-New York, N. Y., Deforest Radio
Telephone and Telegraph company, 360
meters.WJY-New York. N. Y., IL C. A. 405 me-
ters.Wn-New 'York, N. Y., R. C. A.. 455
meters.WKAA-Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 1444 2d ave-
nue, East, H. F. Paar, 288 meters.

WKAD-East Providenee, R. I., Charles Loot
(Cresent 'ark), 240 meters.

WKAF-Wichita Falls, Texas, W. S. Radio
Supply company. 300 meters.

WKAN-Montgomery. Ala.. United Battery
Service company. 226 meters.

Vi ,..t:'-Cranston. R. I., Dutee W. Flint, 360
meters.WKAQ-San Juan, P. R., Radio Corporation
of Porto Rico. 360 meters.

WAIT-East Lansing, Mich.. Michigan Ag-
riculture college. 280 meter.,

WAS-Springfield. Mo. L. R. Lines Ma-
lik company, 380 meters.

WKAV-Laconia, N. H., Laconia Radio club,
254 meters.WKAW-Beloit, Wis., Turner Cycle company.
242 meters.WI1A.7C-Bridgepok, Conn.. 1789 Park ave-
nue. William A. MacFarlane, 231 meters.

WKAY-Gainesville. Ga.. Brenau college. 280
meters.

WKC-Baltimore. Md.. Joseph M. Zamoiski
company, 360 meters.

WKY-Oklahoma, Oka., WRY Shop,
360 meters.

WLAC-Raleigh. N. C., North Carolina State

college, 360 meters.
WLAG-Minneapolis, Minn. Cutting and

Washington Radio corporation. 417 meters.
WLAH-Syracuse, N. Y., 425 Brownell

street, Samuel Woodworth, 234 meters.
WLAJ-Waco, Texas, Waco Electrical Sup-

ply .company, 360 meters.
WLAK-Bellows Falls, Vt., Vermont Farm

Machine corporation, 360 meters.
WLAL-Tulsa. Okla., Naylor Electric com-

pany, 360 meters.
WLAN-Houlton, Maine, Putnam Hardware
company, 283 meters.

WLAP-Louisville, Ky.. 306 West Brecken-
ridge street, W. V. Jordon, 360 meters.

WLAQ--Kalamaz,u. -108 Elm street,
Arthur E. SCIILIPIff :360 meters.

WLAT-Burlington,Iowa.. Radio and Spe-
cialty company, 360 meters.

WLAV-Pensacola; Fla., Electric Shop, 254
meters.

WLAW-New York. N. Y., police depart-
ment, City of New York. 380 meter&W

'AX-Greencastle,

Ind.., Putnam Electric
company (Greencastle Community Broad-
casting station). 231 meters.

WLB-Minneapolis, Minn., University -of
Minneoata, 360 meters.

WLW-Cincinnati, Ohio, Crosley Manufactur-
ing company, 309 meters.

WMAII-Oklahoma. Okla., Radio Supply corn-
pnay. 360 meters.

WMAC-Cazenovia, N. Y., Fernwood street.
J. Edw. Page (Olive B. Meredith), 261
meters.

WMAF-Dartmouth. Mass., Round Hills Ra-
dio corporation, 360 meters.

WMAH-Lincoln, Neb., General Supply com-
pany, 254..meters.

WTIAJ-Kansas City, Mo.. Drovers Telegram
company, 275 meters.

WMAK-Lockport, N. Y., Norton Labora-
tories, 360 meters.

WMAL-Trenton, N. J., Trenton Hardware
company, 256 meters.

WMAM-Beaumont, Texas, Beaumont Radio
Equipment company, 360 meters.

WMAP-Easton, Pa., Utility- Battery service.
246 meters.

WNLAQ-Chicago. Dl., Chicago Daily News,
448 meters.

WMAV-Auburn. Ala.. Alabama Polytechnic
institute, 250 meters.

WMAV-St. Louis, Mo., Kingshighway Pres-
byterian church, 280 meters.

WMAZ-Macon, Ga., Mercer university, 268
meters.

WM('-Memphis. Tenn.. "Commercial Ap-
peal" (Commercial Publishing company).
600 meters.

WMH-Cincinnati. Ohio. Precision Equip-
ment company, 248 meters.

W'MU-Washington, D. C.. Doubleday -Hill
Electric company, 281 meters.

WNAC-Boston, Mass., Shepard stores, 278
meters.

%MAD-Norman. Okla, University of Okla-
homa, 360 meters.

WEAL-Omaha. Neb., 5019 Capitol avenue,
R. J. Rockwell, 242 meters.

WNAM-Evansville, Ind.. Ideal Apparatus
company. 360 meters.

WNAN-Syracuse, N. Y., Syracuse Radio
Telephone company. 286 meters.

WRAP-Springfield, Ohio. Wittenberg eel-.
WNA4-Charleston. S. C., Charleston Radio

Electric company, 360i meters.
WEAR-Butler, Mo., C. C. Rhodes, 231

meters.
WRAS-Austin. TexaeTexas Radio Corpora-

tion and Austin Statesman. 360 meters.
WNAT-Philadelphia. Pa.. Lemmig Brothers

company (Frederick tennis-). 300 meters. a
WNAV-Knoxville, Tenn., Peoples Telephone

and Telegraph company, 236 meters.
WNAW-Fort Monroe, Va., Peninsular Radio

club (Henry Knnzmann), 360 meters.
WNAX-Yankton. S. D. Dakota Radio Ap-

paratus company, 244 meters.
WNJ-Albany. N. Y.. Shelton Radio Manu-

facturing company, 360 meters.
WOAA-Ardmore, Okla., Dr. Walter. Hardy,

380 meters.
WOAC-Lima, Ohio, Maus Radio company,

266 meters.
WOAD--Sigourney. Iowa. Friday Battery and

Electric corporation, 360 meters.
WOAE--Fremont. Neb., Midland college, 380

meters.
WOAF-Tyler, Texas, Tyler Commercial col-

lege, 360 meters.
WOAG-Belvidere. /11.. Apollo theater (Bel-

videre Amusement company), 224 meters.
WOAH-Charleston. S. C.. Palmetto Radio

corporation. 360 meters.
OAI-San Antonio, Texas. Southern Equip-
ment company, 385 meters.

WOAJ-Parsons. Kan., Ervins Electrical com-
pany. 258 meters.

WOAK-Frankfort, Ky.. Collins Hardware
company, 240 meters.

WOAL-Webster Groves, Mo., 4 Jefferson
road, William E. Woods, 229 meters.

WOAN-Lawrenceburg. Tenn., Vaughn Con-
servatory of Music (James D. Vaughn),
300 meters.

WOAO-Mishawka. Ind.. Lyradion Manufac-
turing company, 360 meters.

WOAP-Kalamazoo, Mich.. Kalamazoo col-
lege, 240 meters.

WOAQ-Portsmouth. Va.. Portsmouth Ri-
warns club. 360 meters.

WOAT-Wilmington, Del., 215 Market street.
Boyd M. Hemp, 360 meters.

WOAV-Erie, Pa.. Pennsylvania National
Guard. 2d Battalion, 112th Infantry, 242
'meters.

WOAW-Omaha. Neb., Woodmen of the
World. 526 -meters.

WOAX-Trenton. N. J...600 Ingham avenue,
Franklyn J. Wolff. 240 meters.

WOAD --Stamford, Texas. Penick Hughes
company, 360 meters.

WOC-Davenport, Iowa. Palmer School of
Chiropractic, 484 meters.

WOI-Ames, fowa.lowa State college, 860
meters.

WOK-Pine Bluff, Ark., Pine Bluff company,
360 meters.

WOO-Philadelphia, Pa., 13th and Market
streets, John Wanamaker. 509 meters.

WOQ-Kansas City, Mo., Western Radio com-
pany. 380 meters.

WOK-Newark, N. .1., L. Bamberger & Co.,
405 meters.

WOS-Jefferson City, Mo.. Missouri. State
Marketing bureau, 441 meters.

WPAB-State College, Pa.. Pennsylvania
State college. 360 meters.

WEAC-Okmulgee, Okla., Donaldson Radio
company, 360 meters.

WPAD-Chicago, In.. W. A. Wieboldt & Co..
360 meters.

WPAH-Waupaca, Wis. Wisconsin depart-
ment of markets, 880 meters.

WPAJ-New Haven, Conn.. Doolittle Radio
corporation, 268 meters.

WPAK-Agricultural College, N. D., North
Dakota Agricultural college. 360 meters.

WPAL-Columbus. Ohio, Superior Radio and
Telegraph Equipment company, 286 me-
ters.

WPAM-Topeka, Kan., Auerbach & Guettel.
360 meters.

WPAP-Winchester. Ry.. 222 Lexington ave-
nue, Theodore D. Phillips, 360 meters.

WPAQ-Frostburg. Md., General Sales and
Engineering company, 360 meters.

WPAR-Beloit, Kan.. Ward Battery and Radio
company. 360 meters.

WPAT-El Paso, Texas, St. Patrick's ca-thedral. 360 meters.
WPAU-Moorhead. Minn.. Concordia college,

360 meters.
WPAZ-Charleston. W. Va., Dr. John R.Koch 273 meters.
WPG--New Lebannon, Ohio. Nushawg Poul-

try farm. 234 meters.
WQAA-Parkersburg, Pa., Horace A. Beale.

Jr., 360 meters.
wQAR-Springfield. Mo.. Southwest Missouri

State Teachers' college, 236 meters.
WQAC-Amarillo, Texas, 108 East 8th street,

E. B. Gish. 360 meters.
WQAD--Waterbnry. Conn., Whitall Electric

company, 242 meters.
WQAR-Springfield, Vt.. Moore Radio News

station (Edmund B. Moore), 275 meters.
WQAF-Sandusky. Ohio, Sandusky Register.

240 meters.
WQAH-Lexington, Brock-Andersion

Electrical Engineering company. 254 Me-
ters,

WQAD-Mattoon. Coles County Tele-phone and Telegraph company, 258 me-
ters.

WQAM-Miami. Fla.. Electrical Equipment
company, 360 meters.

WQAN-Scranton, Pa., Scranton Times, 280
meters.

WQAO-New York. N. T., Calvary Baptist
church, 360 meters.

WQAQ-Abilene ,e Texas, West Texas Radio
company. 360 meters.

WQAS-Lowell. Mass., Prince -Walter com-
pany. 266 meters.

WHAV-Greenville. S. C., Huntington and
Gnerry (Inc.). 258 meters,

WQAW-Washington; D. C., Catholic uni-versity, 236 meters.
WQAX-Peoria, Ill.. Radio Euipment com-

pany, 360 meters.
WQAZ-Greensboro, N. C.; Greensboro Daily

News, 360 meters_
WRAA-Houston, Texas, Rice institute, 360meters,
WRAD-Marion, Ran.. Taylor Radio shop

(G. L. Taylor), 360 meters.
WRAF-Laporte, Ind., The Radio club (Inc.).

224 meters.
WRAH-.Providence, R. I., Stanley N. Read.

231 meters. .
WRAI.-St. Croix Falls, Wia.. Northern

States Power company, 248 meters.
WRAN-WaterlOo, Iowa, Black Hawk Elec-

. trtcal company, 236 meters.
WRAO-St. Louis, Mo., Radio Service com-

pany, 360 meters.
WRAP-Winter Park, Fla., Winter Park

Electrical Construction company, 360 me-
ters.

WRAU-Amarillo. Texas, Amarillo DailyNews, 360 meters.
WRAV,--Yellow Springs, Ohio, Antioch col-

lege, 360 meters.
WRAW-Reading, Pa., Avenue Radio shop

(Horace D. Good). 238 meters.
WRAX-Gloucester City. N. J., Flaxon's ga-

rage. 268 meters.
WRAY-Scranton, Pa.. Radio Sales corpora-

tion, 280 meters.
WRAZ-Newark, N. J., Radio Shop of New-

ark (Herman Lubbisky). 233 meters.
WRC-Washington, D. C., Radio Corporation

of America.
WRK-Harailton, Ohio, Doron Bros. Electric

company. 360 meters.
WRL-Schenectady, N. Y., Union college, 360

meters.
WRM-Urbana, Ill.. University ,of Illinois.360 meters.
WRR-Dallas. Texas, City of- Dallas (police

and fire signal department), 380 me-
ters.

WRW-Tarrytown, N. Y., Tarrytown Radio
Research laboratory, 273 meters.

WSAB--Cape Girardeau, Mo., Southeast Mis-
souri State Teachers' college, 360 me-
ters.

WSAC-Clemson College. S. C.. Clemson Agri-
cultural college, 360 meters.

Wt3AD-Providence, R. I J. A. Foster com-
pany, 261 meters.

WSAG-St. Petersburg. Fla., City of St. Pe-
tersburg (Loren V. Davis), 244 meters.

W8AH-Chicago, Ill., 4801 Woodlawn ave-nue. A. J. Leonard, Jr., 248 meters.
WSAI-Cincinnati, Ohio, United States Play-

ing Cards company, 309 meters.
WSAJ-Grove City, Pa., Grove City college,

360 meters.
ESAK-Middleport. Ohio, Foster Egner (Daily

News, Pomeroy, Ohio). 258 meters.
WSAL-Brookville. Ind., Franklin Electric

company, 248 meters.
WSAN-Allentown, Pa., Allentown Radio

club. 229 meters.
WSAP-New York. N. Y., Seventh Day Ad-

ventist church. 360 meters.
WAR-Fall River, Mass.. Doughty

Welch Electrical company. 254 meters.
WSAT-Plainview. Texas, Don oh oo-W are

Hardware tympany, 268 meters.
WSAU-Chesham, N. H., Camp Marienfeld.

meters.229
WSAW-Canandaigua. N. Y., Curtice and Mc-

Elwee, 275 meters.
WSAX-Chicago, Chicago Maio labora-tory. 268 meters.
WSAY-Port Chester,_N. Y., Port Chester

Chamber of Commerce. 233 meters.
WSR-Atlanta. Ga., Atlanta Journal, 439 me-

ters.
WSL-Utica, N. Y., J. and M. Electrical com-

pany, 273 meters.
W8Y-Birmingham, Ala., Alabama Power

company, 360 meters.
WTAB-Fall River, Mass., Fall River Daily

Herald Publishing company, 248 meters.
WTAC-Johnstown, Penn Traffic com-

pany, 360 meters.
WTAD-Carthage. Ill., First Presbyterian

church. 229 meters.
WTAF-New Orleans, La., Louis J. Galin,242 meters.
WTAH-Belvidere, 11., Carmen Ferro, 236

meters,
WTAG-Providence. R. I., Kern Music com-

pany, 258 meters.
WTAJ-Portland, Me.. The Radio shop, 236

meters,
WTAL-Toledo. Ohio, Toledo Radio and Elec-

tric company, wave length unrecorded.
WTAM-Cleveland. Ohio._ Willard Storage

Battery company. 390 meters.
WTAN-Mattoon, Orndorff Radio shop,

240 meters.
WTAP-Cambridge, Ill., Cambridge Radio and

Electric company, 242 meters.
WTAQ-Ossed, Wis., S. H. Van Gordon and

Son, 226 meters.
WTAR-Norfolk, Va., Reliance Electric com-

pany, 226 meters.
WTAS-Elgin, Ill.. (near) R. F. D. 6, Box

75. Charles E. Erbstein. 275 meters.
WTAT-Boston. Mass., Edison Electric Il-

luminating company, portable. 244 me-
ters,

WTAU-Tecumseh Neb., Ruegg Battery and
Electric company, 360 meters.

WTAW-College Station. Texas, Agricultural
and Mechanical. college of Texas. 280 me-
ters.

WTAX-Streator, Williams -Hardware
company, 231 meters.

WTAY-Oak Park, M., Iodar-Oak Leaves
Broadcasting station. 226 meters.

WTAZ-Lambertville, N,- J., Thomas J. Mc-
Guire, 283 meters.

Learn Code, Tip
to Radiophans

Listeners -in complain that amateurs
interfere with broadcasting. They do
not actually know who is interfering,
but simply that some one transmit-
ting code is Interfering with their
reception. Halt the time it is prob-
ably ships which are sending or shore
stations handling regular commercial
work.

What these listeners -in should do,
department of commerce officials say,
is to learn to read code so they can
identify the senders, getting the calls
in order to report the offending sta-
tions if violations are found. Besides
reporting the call letters of amateurs
breaking the regulations, efforts
should also be made to ascertain and
report the wave length used.

Here is a real . service those who
own receiving sets can render simply
by learning the code and reporting
breaches of regulations to the district
radio supervisors or the department
proper. Present regulations make the
air free to amateurs on 150 to 200 me-
ter waves, except between 8 and 10:30
p.m.

Amateurs have the right to use
spark or tube sets; those owning tube
sets can communicate by either code
or voice. Broadcasting, as such, is
forbidden amateurs; that is, music
and entertainment cannot be sent out,
but two station owners may converse,
except in the evening broadcasting
period. Special amateurs have the
privilege of using wave lengths as
high as 220 meters.

International Morse is ,the code used
by amateurs, and its rudiments should
be mastered within a few months.
Amateurs must obtain a government
license to transmit.

Distortion in Amplifier
Amplifier distortion often is due to

a poorly designed coupling transform-
er, in either audio or radio -frequency
cascade amplification. The remedy, of
course, is a properly designed trans-
former.

WTG-Manhattan, Kans., Kansas State Ag-
ricultural college, 485 meters.

WWAB-Trenton, N. 3, Hoenig, Swern & Co.;
226 meters,

VVWAC-Waco, Texas, Sanger Brothers, 360
meters.

WWAD-Philadelphia, Pa., Wright & Wright,
(Inc.). 360 meters.

WWAX-Laredo, Texas, Wormser Brothers.
360 meters.

WW1-Canton, Ohio, Daily News Printing
company, 268 meters.

WW1= -Dearborn, Mich., Ford Motbr coin -
Deny. 273 meters.

WWJ-Detroit, Mich., Detroit News (Eve-
ning News association), 517 meters.

WWL-New Orleans, La.; Loyola, university.
280 meters.

WWZ-New York, N. Y., John Wanamaker,
360 meters.

WZAZ-Pomeroy, Ohio, Chase Electric, 258
meters.

Radio -Movie
Wanted

Scenario_writers now have their
opportunity in radio-and radio-
phans in the movies. '

Dr. Lee de Forest has offered
the use of his invention, the pho-
nofilm, or talking movie machine,
for the projection of a movie by
radio.

To this end, he has sent out a
call for a radio comedy to be pro-
duced by the phonofilm-radio
method. Every phan in the coun-
try may submit a scenario.

The writer whose scenario is
chosen for this unique entertain-
ment will not only receive nation
wide fame thru broadcasting of
his film, but will get material
compensation in the form of a
modern reflex set from the De
Forest company.

Scenarios may be sent to Dr.
Lee de Forest, 220 West 42d
street, New York city.

Finds Potentiometer
in Aerial Aids Receiver

In receivers utilizing the principle
of regeneration it is not always a sim-
ple matter to control tle functioning
of the vacuum tube closely enough
to permit the greatest amplification
of the signal without squealing caused
by local oscillations in the tithe.

While expeiixnenting with a set of
this type an amateur has discovered
that an ordinary potentiometer of 200.
to 400 ohms resistance inserted in the
aerial lead-in wire makes It possible
to carry regeneration to a higher der
gree without affectingsthe stability of
the tube.

Without some such scheme as this,
it is not possible to reach the maxi.
mum in regeneration before tube ow
dilations commence.

The "Post Binder"
( Copyrt0(e4)

is Ready
In a few seconds you can bind your Radio Magazine in

this strong book cover and you hate started compiling a set
of radio text books which, in time, will bp of utmost value

. to you. Every week there are articles in these magazines
to which you will have occasion to refer later on. It is
very important that you keep all issues of the Radio Maga-
zine-beginning from the very first-with none missing-
and this is the most practical and least expensive way
to do it.

Make a Permanent File
of Your Radio Magazine

It is very important, as you go along perfecting your
knowledge of radio, that you have the facts handy, at your
command. Again and again you will have occasion to con-
sult the information given exclusively in these magazines
each week. You may wish to purchase a set-or build one
-and by referring to the advertisements of manufacturers
and retailers in all issues of the Radio Magazine you will
be enabled to buy more profitably. Every radiophan should
save these magazines. The cost of this binder is nominal.

PRICE 50_CENT$
It to be mailed, add 10e for posing..

This magazine is intended to be a reference book for the
radiophan, a guide that will enable you to get the most en-
tertainment and satisfaction out of radio. Do not cut the
advertisements. Make a list of what you wish to buy. Save
your magazine. DO NOT CUT IT. Keep it intact.

Demand for back copies of the first two issues is so great
that aye will have- to print a second edition of them. If you
have not saved them-or failed to get them at all-do not
wait too long before ordering them. Make your book com-
plete from the very first issue-that of November 15.
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This binder, size 1/12Ax121/ inches,
is made strong and substantial, but
neat. Cloth finish, very durable.
Made individually the f would prob-
ably come to $1.50 to 00 each-and
would be well worth it for the con-
venience they will be-but we have
had them made in qui ntity and will
give our readers the advantage of
quantity

r 5
pr uo

ch
dction-v e are sellingthem fo0c ea.

"Post Binders" and Back Copies
AT THE OFFICE OF

The Chicago Evening Post, 12 S. Market St.
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Our Guarantee
Nothing but brand new radio parts -test-
ed and approved by our qualified radio
experts -guaranteed to give complete sat-'
isfaction in service-guarinteed to be the
greatest value in merchandise that 'you
can get for your money -that's what
"Salvage" really means.
MAIL ORDERS SHIPPED TO YOU
PROMPTLY -ADDRESS DEPT. P-6.

Complete Parts for

HERALD -

EXAMINER
Single Tube Hook -Up

Our
Consisting of Price.

6x104 Drilled Panel $ .95
23 -Plate Condenser 1.35
Varioconpler .95
Rheostat .35
John Firth Socket .35
Freshman Grid Leak and Con-

denser .65
2 Bakelite Dials .50
Switch Lever .25
8 Binding Posts .40
Switch Points and Stops
Baseboard and Instructions

and 23 feet Hook -Up Wire .25

Our
Pricer .95

509
South
State
Street

Phone:
Wabash 4183

509
South
State
Street

Phone:
Wabash 4183

Our Guarantee
Nothing but brand new radio parts -test-
ed and approved by our qualified radio
experts -guaranteed to give complete sat-
isfaction in service -guaranteed to be the
greatest value in merchandise that you
can get for your money -that's what
"Salvage" really means.
MAIL ORDERS SHIPPED TO YOU
PROMPTLY - ADDRESS DEPT. P-6.

A Radio for Christmas!
A Gift That ALL Will Enjoy

If he likes to make things, give him one of our Radio Outfits (packed
in a special gift box) for Christmas. Give him the pleasure of build-
ing something that you will ALL enjoy -a radio set that will bring the
opera, music, orchestras, jazz, speeches, from all over the country to
your home every night. No special knowledge or expert ability is'
required to build any one of, these sets -the instructions are simple
and clear. We have a dozen or more outfits for you to choose from
at prices for every pocket -book. Seven of them are listed below; see
the others at our store.

EASY
TO

BUILD
Complete instruc-
tions for assem-
bling and blue-
prints for wiring
are included with
each outfit. In-
structions written
so everyone can
understand them.
No special skillor
technical knowl-
edge required -a
few hours and
you're ready to
tune -in New
York, Lqs Ange-
les -any of 'em!

Complete Parts for
2 -Stage Amplifier
To amplify Ultra-Audion. Iteinartz,
Flewelling, Knocked -Down Short -
Wave Receiver, Crystal or any re-
ceiving set so that loud speaker or
phonograph can be used In place of
headset.
Reg. Our

Vice. Consisting of Price.
$1.03 7x9 Formica Panel

(other suitable size) $ .95
4.75 -High Ratio All-Amer-

ican or Thordarson
Transformer 3.95

4.50 Low -Ratio All-Amer-
ican or Thordarson 3.95

2.20 2 Howard Rheostats 2.00
2.00 2 Bakelite Sockets .90
3.00 3 Double Parent Jacks 1.50
1.30 13 Binding Posts .65

.30 Baseboard .15

$21.00 our
Value Price 1.2."

A beautiful Christmas Gift
Box with every outfit FREE

Complete Parts for

C11--KAGO
EVENliNG POST

AUTOPLEX

NEUTRODYNE

vamwvsstmwa..,--i-: mama:
Freed -Eiseman Fada

AUNIQUE method of tuning
radio frequency amplification 3

is employed in the Hazeltine Neu- 3
trodyne Receiver. This not only
prevents tubes from oscillating,
whistling and howling, but the
tuning becomes so sharp that
when once a station has been
tuned -in, and the position of the
numbers on the dial recorded, this
identical position will again tune -
let that particular station.

1
1
1

Licensed Parts
iix(=i1:-'htglt Formica Panel'
4 -inch Radion Dials.
John Firth bakelite sockets.
Binding posts.
23 plate variable condensers.
Wave control neuiroformer.
Radio frequency amplifying nett-
trof ormers.
Grid neutralizing condensers.
.00025 mieon grid condenser.
Marco variable grid leak.
Baseboard for mounting.

5 feet tinned copper bus bar wire
and complete instructions for
assembling and wiring,.

3 Tube

5 Tube $46.25 Price Li
$44.65 Our $ CI 8.604 Tube

r.-_-_

VT -2
TUBES

Western
Electric

5 Watt "E" Tubes
Type CW-931

One of the big features of these brand
new genuine Western Electric VT -2
Tubes that we bought from the U. 1.
Signal Corps is that limy have a higher
amplificat factor than any other 5 -
watt tube made! And almost half of
our purchase consisting of 10.000 tubes
have been sold. Radio men know that
a genuine VT -2 Tube for $7.45 is an
unusual opportunity -a real "find"!
These tubes may be used for both RIF
and Al" Amplification and for CW and
phone traostonting. These are not Navy
defects; ONey have been sold only as a
surplus.

ti

Honeycomb Coils
1,500 Turns
1.250 Turns
1,000 Turns
750 Turns
230 Turns
150 Turns
100 Turns .......
75 Turns
50 Turns
35 and 25 Turns............

sss 1.30
1.25
1.00
.75
.60
.50
.40
.40
.40

Special
LOUD

SPEAKER

With
No. 194
Western
Electric

Unit

9.45

- CIRCUIT
Detailed description of this receiver

will be found in the preceding pages.
The parts, as listed, have been specially
seleeted and are guarapteed to give the
best results possible.

Our
Price.

91/2x inch Formica Panel,
'drilled and machined

91h:131/4x%, Inch Mahogany Cab-inet738:with hinged top 2.95
1 John Firth Socket
1 Frost Plain Rheostat

12 Moulded Autoplex Variometers ' .037.:00
2 3 -inch Bakelite Dials

:531016 Binding Posts
Single Circuit Parent Jack .35

1 1250 or 1500 Turn Honeycomb
Coil

.411.

1.50
1 4x4xVii inch Formica sub base

'panel drilled .ss '5
1 21/4x21/404, inch Formica Panel,

Coil, clamp drilled .07
1. Complete set of machine screws

necessary for assembling the
various parts (no charge)

1 Hookup for assembling and wir-
ing (nu charge)

' 4 Lengths sq. bus bar wire for wir-
ing

Our e
Special 117 1 6.45
Price

Important!
Any individual part
(except the drilled pan-
els) in any of the seven
outfits above may be
purchased separately at
t h e special reduced
prices listed under col-
umn headed "Our
Price."

Bradleystat or
Bradleyleak

UNIVERSAL

New $1
1 .25Type ea.

Variable Condensers

11110111=.

Complete parts for

WAVE
TRAP

Our
Consisting of Price.

6x64 Mission Finished Oak
Cabinet $ .95

6x6% Formica Panel Drilled
and Engraved .50

Specially Wound Wave Trap
Coil 1.93

23 -Plate Variable Condenser 1.35
Bakelite Dial .25
4 Binding Posts .20

Construction Sheet
FREE

Very $5.25
Special

Complete parts for
Erla Single

Tube Reflex
CO01' Price((INSISTING

Our

Variocoupler
$23 -Plate Variable Condenser. 1.5

Erla Sockets 1.:301
Erla Reflex No. 1 Trans

former 4.45
Erla A. F. Transformer 4.83

1 Erla .002 Mica Condenser .30
.001 Mica Condenser .30

Erla .00025 Mica Condenser .25
Erla Fixed Crystal Detector. 1.00I Howard Rheostat 1.00

2 Bakelite Dials .50
8 Binding Posts . .40
1 Dozen Switch Points and 1

Stops .30
Switch Levers .50
6,Axl.tx% in. Formica Panel 1.37

-

Pruicre' $20.9°

PANELS
DRILLED

FREE
Specially drilledpanels are
included with
cads of the
a e a illustrated
a n d described
below. We give
this free serv-
ice... only on
panels included
-w i t h complete
sets.

REINARTZ
DETECTOR

Reg. Our
Price. Consisting of Price.
$1.89 7x(8 Formica Panel $1.70

1.00 Bakelite Socket .45
1.30 Howard Vernier .

Rheostat 1.33
3.30 23 - Plate Variable

Condenser
3.10 11 - Plate Variable

Condenser
1.50 3 Switch Levers
.80 2 Dozen Switch Points.

3.00 1 Schnonhpven It e i-nartt ('oils 1.93
IMO Freshman Variable

Grid Leak and ('on -
denser combined....

1.15

1.33

.10

Coils for
Cockaday Circuit

Special $ .95
at

R. C. Cabinets
Genuine 5 -ply' Veneer Mahogany

Cabinets -the same Cabitfct usedin the It. C. Radiola set. These
Cabinets cost the Radio Corp.
$1.20 in thousand lots.

Size, 91/4x13. A.

Our $2.95
Price

ORMICA.
Made from Anhydrous Redmanol Resins
SHEETS TUBES RODS

We are prepared to furnish promptly
and saw Formica panels of any dimen-

. -sions. Cutting charge is lucluded inthe following prices: ._

3.16-inchFormica, sq. in 2e
N-itich Formica, sq. in. 1%e
Tubing (2 to 4 inch diameter);

per running Inch 10e

i .1,-I.7-f;;nf,vml-;tw. 4.4.wvnnv.ft-rznnftl=orannftmn-lirovvrvowtrimmftokilvieiift,,,irmAvitit

Reg. Our
l'rice. Consisting of Price.

.80 8 Binding Posts. .40

.30 23 Feet Tinned wire .15

.50 Baseboard !or nount-
ing .25

1.00 Blueprint wills Com-
plete Instructicns for
Assembly and Wiring .50

' Regular Price $21.69

Our $ 1Price 1. '45

Automatic
Electric

LONG RANGE
HEADSETS

$12.00
Value

$ 7.45 Come in
and hear
it demon-

strated

$7.00
$6.50
$0.00
$1.75
$1.30
$3.70
$3.30
$2.25

value, 43 Plate Vernier.... $3.95
value, 23 Plate Vernier .... 3.15
value, 11 Plate Vernier.... 2.95
value, 3 Plate Vernier 1.15
value, 13 Plate NOW 1_75
value, 23 Plate NOW 1.43
value, 11 Plate NOW 1.35
value, 5 Plate NOW...... 1.25

Formerly sold by the Automatic Elec-
Irie Co., makers of telc phone exchanges,
at each. We bought their entire
stock -40,000 phones -paid spot cash
and because of tlis unequaled buying
power. we are obi., to offer you a $10
headset for $3.65.

30 years of experience have produced
the Automatic headseL Coil is wound
with about 0500 turns of No. 10 enamel
coated copper wire. CC resistance 1600
ohms. Impedanc, n5 average music -
and voice trequet f,y (800 cycles) is
21.000 ohms. tErri-ctive impedance
rather time DC resistance is the big
factor in a good headset.

VALUE
$10.00 $3:65
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CLAUDIA MUZIO of the Chicago Cidic Opera company, shown
above, sings the stellar role, Madame de Coigny, in "Andrea

Chenier," this evening at the Auditorium. This opera will be
broadcast from WMAQ station. It goes on the air at 8 p. m.

MANUFACTURERS
nEvise

DEALERS
'itEW.S%

RADIO
'PRACTICE-

e0MIERCIAte

E QUI PMEN T-

J03313Er?....
-MEWS

IN THIS
ISSUE Announcement

of a New Audion Tube That -May Upset the Radio -World and
Revolutionize the Industry How to Make a Home -Built Push and Pull Am-

plifier---Chicag-oans Hear European Broadcasters, ---Notes on Tuning Autoplex One -Tube: Loud Speal:er Receiver.
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedules
Central, or Chicago time, is shown on all stations. If necessary to ascertain local time on any station deduct

two hours from time shown for Pacific coast stations, one hour from time shown for the Rocky mountain stations and
add one hour to those stations using eastern time. Hawaiian island time is four hours and a half slower than Chicago
time. In the list the call number of the station is first given, followed by the location, the owner's name, wave length
used and broadcasting schedule in order named. THE POST is making a thoro canvass of all stations in order that
this directory may be complete and accurate. Changes are so frequent in stations and schedules that no list can be satis-
factory which is not corrected frequently. Corrections and additions to this list .will be made from week to week. Sta-
tions are urged to co-operate by sending information of changes in schedule to Radio Editor, The Chicago Evening Post.

KDKA-East Pittsburg, Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. 326 me-
ters.

KDPM-Cleveland, Ohio. Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 270 me-
ters.

RIMT-San Diego. Calif., Southern Electri-
cal company, 244 meters.

XDYL-Salt Lake City, Utah, Telegram Puh-
lishing company, 360 meters.

KDYM-San Diego, Calif., Savoy theater, 252
meters.

KDYQ-Portland, Ore., Oregon Institute of
Technology, 360 meters.

KIWIS -Great Falls, Mont., The Tribune, 360
meter,.

KDYW-Phoenix, Ariz., Smith Hughes &
Co., 360 meters.

KDYX-Honolulu, Hawaii, Star Bulletin, 360
meters.

XDZB-Bakersfield, Calif., 1402 20th street,
Frank E. Siefert, 240 meters.

1(1)7,F, -Seattle, Wash., The Rhodes company.
455 meters.

KDZF-Los Angeles, Calif., Automobile Club
of Southern California, 278 meters.

KDZI-Wenatchee. Wash., Electric Supply
company, 360 meters.

KDZK--Reno. Nev.. Nevada Machinery and
Electric company. 360 meters.

KDZQ-Denver, Colo., Nichols Academy - of
Music, 360 meters.

KDZR-Bellingham, Wash., Bellingham Pub-
lishing company, 261 meters.

ICDZT-Seattle, Wash., Seattle Radio associa-
tion. 360 meters.

KFAD-Phoenix, Ariz. McArthur Bros. Mer-
cantile company, 360 meters.

KFAE-Pullman. Wash., State College of
Washington, 860 meters.

K.FAF-Denver, Colo., Western Radio cor-
poration, 360 meters.

KFAJ-Boulder, Colo.. University of Colo-
rado, 360 meters.

KFAN-Moscow, Idaho. The Electric shop,
36(1 meters.

KFAP-Butte. Mont.. Standard Publishing
company, 360 meters.

KFAIt-Hollywood. Calif., Studio Lighting
Service company (0. K. Olsen), 280 me-
ters.

KFAU-Boise. Idaho. Independent School Die-
trict of Boise City, Boise High school, 270
meters.

KFAV-Venice. Calif., Abbot Kinney com-
pany. 224 meters.

KFAW-Santa Ana, Calif., The Radio Den
(W. B. Ashford and H. T. White), 280

meters.
KFAY-Medford, Ore., Virgin's Radio service,

283 meters.
KFBB-Havre, Mont., F. A. Buttrey & Co

360 meters.
KFBC-San Diego, Calif., W. K. Azbill, 278

meters.
KFBE-San Luis Obispo.. Calif., Reuben H.

Horn. 360 meters.
KFITG-Tacoma. Wash., First Presbyterian

church. 360 meters.
KFBK-Sacramento, Calif., Kimball -Upson

company. 283 meters.
It:ESL-Everett, Wash., Leese Bros., 224 me-

ters.
KFBS-Trinidad, Colo., Trinidad Gas and

Electric Supply company and the Chronicle
News, 360 meters. .

Wyo., The Cathedral
(Bishop N. S. Thomas), 283 meters.

KFCB-Phoenix, Ariz. Nielsen Radio Sup-
ply company. 238 Meters.

KFCD-Salem, Ore., Salem Electric company,
360 meters.

KFCF-Walla Walla, Wash., 707 Baker build-
ing. Frank A. Moore, 360 meters.

KFCH-Billings. Mont., Electric Service sta-
tion (Inc.), 380 meters.

KFCK-Colorado Springs, Colo., Colorado
Springs Radio company. 258 meters.

KFCL-San Antonio, Calif., Los Angeles
Union Stock yards. 360 meters.

XFCM-Richmond, Calif.. Richmond Radio
shop (Frank T. Doeing). 360 meters.

KFCP-Ogden. Utah, 2421 Jefferson avenue,
Ralph W. Flygare, 360 meters.

KFCV-Houston, Texas, Fred Mahaffey, Jr.,
360 meters.

KFCY-Le Mars, Iowa, Western Union col-
lege. 252 meters.

KFCZ-Omaha. Neb., Omaha Central High
school, 258 meters.

KFDA-Baker, Ore.. Adler's Music store. 360
meters.

KFDD--Boise. Idaho, St. Michael's cathedral,
252 meters.

XFDH-Tucson, Ariz., University of Arizona,
s 860 meters.
KEDJ--Corvallis, Ore., Oregon Agricultural

college, 360 meters.
KFDL-Denver. Colo., Knight -Campbell Mu-

sic company, 360 meters.
KISDO--Bozemars Mont., 420 West Koch

street, H. Everett Cutting, 248 meters.
KFDP-Des Moines. Iowa, Hawkeye Radio

and Supply Co., 278 meters.
KFDR-York, Neb., Bullock's Hardware and

Sporting Goods (Robert G. Bullock), 360
meters.

KFOU-Lincoln. Neb., Nebraska Radio Elec-
tric company, 240 meters.

KEDV-Fayetteville, Ark., Gilbrech & Stin-
son. 360 meters.

KFDX-Shreveport, La., First Baptist church,
360 meters.

KFDY-Brookings, S. D., South Dakota State
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
360 meters.

KFDZ-Minneapolis, Minn., 2510 South
Thomas avenue, Harry 0. Iverson. 360
meters.

KFEC-Portland, Ore., Meier J. Frank com-
pany, 360 meters.

KFEJ-Tacoma. Wash, 1724 South Jay
street. Guy Greason, 360 meters.

KEEL -Denver. Colo., Winner Radio corpora-
tion, 360 meters.

KEEP -Denver, Colo., Radio Equipment com-
pany (Joseph L. Turre), 240 meters.

KFEQ-Oak. Neb., J. L. Seroggin, 360 me-
ters.

KFER-Fort Dodge, Iowa, Auto Electric
Service company. 231 meters.

KFISV-Douglas. Wyo., Radio Electric Shop,
263 meters.

KrEX-Minneapolis, Minn., Augsburg Sem-
inary. 261 meters.

KS EY-Kellogg. Idaho, Bunker Hill and Sul-
livan Mining and Concentrating company.
360 meters.

ISEEZ-8t. Louie. Mo., American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (F. H. Schubert).
360 meters.

KFEA-San Diego. Csl., 3443 5th street,
Dr. R. 0. Shelton, 242 meters.

KFEB-Boise. Idaho. Jenkins Furniture com-
pany. 240 meters.

KFFE-Pendieton, Ore.. Eastern Oregon Ra-
dio company, 960 meters.

KFF41---Hillsboro, Ore., Dr. E. H, Smith,
229 meters.KFFF-Moberly, Mo., First Baptist church.
275 meters.

'typo -colored° Springs. Colo., Marksheffel
Motor company. 360 meters.

KFFR-Sparks. Nev,, Nevada State Journal
(Jim Kirk). 226 meters.

KFFV-Lanioni. Iowa, GraoelaI4 college, 360
mete.

KFFK-rsOmaha. Neb., McGraw company. 278
meters.

linrY-Alexandria, La., Pincus & MnrpAR
275 meters.

KFFK-Dallas, Tex. (portable). Al. G. Bernie
Annum:Dent company. 226 meters.

111,00 --Baton Rouge. La.. Louisiana State
university. 254 meters.

K11011)--.ftlair asha. Okla.. Odekaoha Radio
and lelearle company. 248 meters.

KPOS-Stanford University. Cal.. LeMod
Stanford university 300 meters.

KFG4I-St. Louie, o., Missouri National
guard. 138th Infantry. 266 totters.

KirGL-Arlington. Ore.. Arlington garage,
234 meters.

KIGP-Cheney. Kan., Cheney Radio company,
!int' meters.

KFGO-Boone, Iowa. Cray Hardware Mini -
party. 226 meters.

KFGV-Utica, Neb.. Heidbreder Radio Sup-
ply company, 224 meters.

KFOX-Orange, Texas, First Presbyterianchurch, 250 meters.
RFOZ-Berrien Springs, Mich., Emmanuel

Missionary college, 268 meters.
KJFHA-Gunnison. Colo., Colorado State Nor-

mal school, 252 meters.
KFI1R-Hood River, Ore., Rialto theater

- (P. L. Beardwell), 280 meters.
KFHD-St. Joseph, Mo.', Utz Electric Shop

company. 226 meters.
RIAF-Shreveport, La., Central Christianchurch. 266 meters.
KEHH-Neah Bay, Wit, Ambrose A. Mc-Cue, 283 meters.
KEW -Santa Barbara, Cal., Fallon & Co..360 meters.
KFHQ-Los Gatos, Cal., Curtis BrothersHardware store, 242 meters.KFIIR-Seattle, Wash.. Star Electric andRadio company, 270 meters.
KFFIS-Lihue, Hawaii, Clifford J. Dow, 275meters.
KFHU-Mayville, N. D., M. G. Sateren,261 meters.
EFHXs-Hutchinson. Kan., 407 East 1ststreet, Robert W. Nelson, 229 meters.
KFI-Los Angeles, Cal., Earle C. Anthony(Inc.), 469 meters.
KFIII-St. Louis, Mo., 5666 Vernon avenue.

Franklin W. Jenkins, 244 meters.
XF11)-/ola, Kan., Ross Arbuckle's garage,

246 meters.
KFIF-Portland, Ore., Benson Polytechnicinstitute, 360 meters.
KFIK--Gldabrook. Iowa. Gladbrook Electric

company, 234 meters.
KFIL-Louisburg. Kan.. Windiscb ElectricFarm Equipment company. 2:14 meters.
KFIO-Spokane, Wash., North Central highschool, 252 meters.
KFIQ--Yakirna. Wash., Yakima Valley Ra-

dio Broadcasting association. 224 meters.

KFKZ-Colorado Springs, Colo., Nassour
Bros. Radio company, 234 meters.

KFLA-Butte, Mont., Abner I. Wilson, 283
meters.

KFLII-Menominee, Mich., Signal Electric
Manufacturing company. 248 meters.

KFLD-Franklinton, La., Paul E. Greenlaw,
234 meters.

KFLE-Denver, Colo., National Educational
Service, 268 meters.

KFLH-Salt Lake City, Utah. Erickson Radio
company. 261 meters.

KELP -Cedar Rapids, Ohio, Everette M. Fos-
ter, 240 meters.

KFLQ-Little Rock, Ark., Bizzell Radio shop,
261 meters.

KFIA--Albuquerque, N. Ms University of
New Mexico, 254 meters.

KGB-Tacoml, Wash., Wm. A. Mullins Elec-
tric company, 360 meters.

KGO-Portland. Ore., Hall-sck & Watson Ra-
dio service, 360 meters. -

KGN-Portland, Ore.. Northwestern Radio
Manufacturing company. 360 meters,

KGU-Honolulu, Hawaii. Waikiki Beach,
Marion A. Mulrony, 360 meters.

KOW-Portland Ore., Portland Morning Ore-
gon:an. 492 meters.

KOY-Lacy, Wash.. St. Martins college
(Rev. Sebastian Ruth), '58 meters.

KHJ-Los Angeles. Cal., Times-Mirror com-
pany. 395 meters.

KHQ-Seattle, Wash, 419 13th avenue, Louis
Weenier, 360 meters.

KJQ-Stockton. Cal., 615 East Main street.
C 0. Gould, 360 meters.

KJR-Seattle, Wash. Northwest Radio Serv-
ice company, 270 meters.

KJS-Los Angeles, Cal., Bible lisatitute of
Los Angeles, 360 meters.

KLN-Monterey. Cal.. Monterey Electric
Shop. 360 meters.

KLS-Oakland. Cal., 2201 Telegraph avenue,
Warner Brothers. 360 meters.

/QV -Wenatchee, Wash, Wenatchee Battery
and Motor company, 360 meters.

WAAB-New Orleans. La.. 137 South St.
Patrick street, Valdemar Jensen, 268 me-
ters.

WAAC-New Orleans, La., Tulane university.
360 meters.

WAAD-Cincinnati, Ohio. Ohio Mechanics in-
stitute, 360 meters.

WARE -Chicago, Ill.,, Chicago Daily Drov-
ers Journal. 360 meters.

WAAH-St. Paul, MM., Commonwealth Elec-
tric company, 360 meters.

WAAK-Milwaukee, Wis., Gimbel Brothers,
280 meters.

WAAM-Newark, N. J., I. R. Nelson com-
pany. 263 meters.

WAAN-Columbia. Mo., University of Mis-
souri. 254 meters.

WAAW-Omaha. Webs Omaha Grain Ex-
change, 360 meters.

WAAZ-Emporia. Kans., Hollister -Miller Mo-
tor company. 360 meters.

WABB-Harrisburg. Pa., Dr. John B. Law-
rence. 266 meters.

WABC-Anderson, Ind., Fulwider-Grimes
Battery company, 229 meters.

WARD -Dayton, Ohio, Parker high school,
283 meters.

WARE -Washington, D. C., Young Men's
Christian association, 283 meters.

WARF-Mount Vernon. Ill. Mount Vernon
Register -News company, :234 meters.

WABG-Jacksonville, Fla.. Arnold Edwards
Piano company, 248 meters.

WASH -Sandusky, Ohio, Lake Shore Tire
company, 240 meters.

WART -Bangor. Me., Bangor Railway and
Electric company, 240 meters.

WABA-Lake Forest, Ill., Lake Forest col-
lege, 266 meters.

WABJ-South Bend, Ind., The Radio Labora-
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These stations are those most commonly tuned in evenings by the Chicago broadcast listen-
ers. The time given is central standard. Pacific coast time is two hours earlier than that
shown here. Mountain time is one hour earlier, and eastern time one hour later. Evening
program schedules only are given. This list was compiled by The Chicago Evening Post
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STATION
Chicago-.

HYVV, Comm. Edison Bldg
WAAF, Union Stock Yards
WMAQ, Hotel 1.a Salle
WDAP, Drake Hotel
WJAZ, Edgewater Beadis Hotel

Suburban-
WCBD, Zion, Ill
WIAB, Rockford. II1
WRNS, Urbana, Ill
IrrAs, Elgin, IllEasters-
1CDKA, East Pittsburg . .....
WBZ, Springfield. Mass
WEAF, New York City
WGI, Medford Hillside, Masa.
WHAZ. Troy, N. Y
WGY, SchnectadY, N.
WOE, Buffalo
WITS New York City
WJZ, New York City
WOO, Philadelphia

-WRC. Washington, D. C....,,
Midwest-

WCX. Detroit
WJAX, Cleveland
WLAG, Minneapolis
WLW, Cincinnati
WOC, Davenport ,
WTAM, Cleveland
WWJ, Detroit

Southern -
11S1). St. Louis.
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo .....
WFAA, Dallas, Texas
WGV, New Orleans
WHAS, Louisville
WHB, Kansas City, Mo

1

1

Miles Met Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 1 Friday

538 6:30-s9:301 6:30-12:00 6:30- 9:301 6:30- 9:30
286 4:30- 5:00 4:30. 6:00 4:30- 5:00 4:30- 5:001 4:30- 6:00
448 7:00- 9:55 7:00- 9:65 7:00. 9:56 7:00- 9:55
360 7:00-1 a.m. 7:00-1 a.m. 7:00-1 a.m. '7:00-1 a.m.
448 10:00.12:30 10:00-12:30 10:00-12:30 10:00-12:30

39
'77

120
37

346
252
360
275

8:00. 9:00

430 3261 7 :00-11 :00
802 3371, 6 :30- 9:00
733 4951' 6 :30-10 :00
875 3801 6 :30- 8:00
748 3801 8'00- 9-301
698 2801 6:45_11:301
472 31405191 6:00-10:451

33
733 4651 6 :30-10 :301
677 5091 7:15-10:001
612 4691 8:00-10:001

1 8:00- 9:00
8:60- 9:30
7 :30-10 :00

7 :00.11:00 7 :00-11:00
6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00
6 :30-10 :00 6 :30-10 :00
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
6:4 9:00
6:00- 7:30

....
8:00- 9:00,  ..

Saturday

6:30-12 m

Sunday

6:30- 9:30

8:00-10:00
7:00-1 a.m.

10:00- 2:00
9:15-10:30
6:00. 9:00

7 :00-11 :001 7:00-11 :00 7 :00-11:00
6:30- 9:001 6:30- 9:00 6:30. 9:00
6:30-10:001 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00 6:30-10.00
6:30. 8:001 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 7:30- 9:00

6:45- 9 :00
6 :00-10:45

6:45- 9:00
6:00- 7:30

6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30
7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00

8 :00-10 :00

245 517 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
323 390 7:30- 9:30
358 417 10:30-1 a.m. 10:30-1 a.m 10:30-1 a.m.
262 3091 8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00 8:00-10:00
105 4811 7:00-11:001 7 :00-11 :00
323 3001 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30
245 5171 8:30-10:001 8:30-10:00 8:30-10:00
270 5461 8:00-11 :00 8:00-11 :00 8:00-11 :00
865 4761 7:15-11:00 7:15-11:00 7:15-11:00
430 411111 :45-1 a.m. 11 :46-1 a.m 11 :45-1 a.m.
853 4761 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30 I 9 :30-11 :00
858 3501 7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
271 400 7 :30. 9 :00
430 411 7:00- 9:00

WMC, Memphis 480 500 11:00-12:00
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas..... 1,080 3851 9:30-10:30
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo 337 441 8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30
WSB, Atlanta, Ga I 605 4281 8:00-12 m. 8:00-12m. 8:00-12 in. 8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 in. 7:30- 9:00

Pacific Coast-
KFDB, San Francisco 1 910 50911 2 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1 :30 12 in.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1 :30 12 im.- 1 :30112 in.- 1 :30
KGW, Portland, Ore 1 895 4921 1 :00-2 a.m.11.0 :00-11 :00 10 :00-11 :00 10:00 11 :00 1 :00-2 a.m. 10 :00-11 :00 9 :00-10 :00,
KHJ, Los Angeles 1.7115 3951 8:45-10:00 8:45-10:00 8:45.10:00 8:46-10:00 8:45-10:00 8:45-10:00 10:00-12:00
KPO, San Francisco 11,910 4231 6:30-12 m.j 6:30-12 m. 6:30-12 in. 6:30-12 m. 10:30-12 in.

7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:30

10:30-1 a.m.
10:00-12:00

6 :45-11 :30
6 :00-10 :45

6:45. 9:00
6:00- 7:30

6:30-10:301 8:30-10:30
7:15-10:001 '7:15-10:00

1 8:00-10:00

7:30- 9:00

6 :30-10 :30
7:15-10:00

2:30. 6:00

10:30-1 a.m. 10:30-1 a.m.

7:00-11:00 7:00-11:00 7:00-11:00
7:00- 7:30 7:00- '7:30 7:00- 7:30
8:30.12 in. 8:30-10:00

7:00. 7:30

11 :45.1 a.m. 11 :45-1 a.m. 11 :45-1 a.m.
6:45- 7:30 8:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30

7:00- 8:00
4:00- 5:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00

8 :00-11:00 8 :00-11:00
7 :15-11:00 7:15-11 :00

7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00
11 :00_12 :00 8:00-10:00

9 :30-10 :30

KFRJ--Junean, Alaska, Alaska Electric
Light and Power company, 226 meters.

KFIV-Pittsbnrg. Kan., 706 East 10th street.
V. H. Broyles, 240 meters.

KFIX-Independence, Mo., Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, 240 meters.

KFIY-Seattle, Wash., Brott laboratories,
236 meters.

KFIZ-Fond du Lac, Wis., Daily Common-
wealth, 237 meters.

KFJA-Grand Island, Neb., Central. Power
company, 244 meters.

KEJB-Marshalltown, Iowa, Marshalltown
Electrical company, 248 meters.

KFJC-Seattle, Wash.. Post Intelligences-, 233
meters.

KFJD-Greeley, Colo.. Weld County Printing
and Publishing company, 236 meters.

KFJF-Oklahoma City, Okla., National Radio
Manufacturing company. 262 meters.

KEJII-Selma. Cal., The Sugar Bowl (H. R.
Shaw). 273 meters.

Ants -Astoria. Oreg.. Liberty theater (E. E.
Marsh), 252 meters.

KFJJ-Carrollton, Mo., Carrollton Radio shop.
236 meters.

KFRE-Bristow. Okla., Delano Radion and
Electric company. 2113 meters.

ILFJL-Ottumwa. Iowa, Hardeseg Manufac-
turing company, 242 meters.

ILIFSII-Grand Forks, N. D., University of
North Dakota, 229 meters.

&PM -Grand Forks, N. D.. Electric Construc-
tion company (portable), 252 meters.

KFJR-Stevensville, Mont., Ashley C. Dixon
and Son, 258 meters.

KINIV-Dexter. Iowa, Thomas H. Warren,
224 meters.

KYJW-Towanda. Kan., Le Grand Radio com-
pany, 226 meters.

8.1117L-Ce4ar Falls. Iowa, State Teachers'
college. 229 meter..

ILM-Port Dodge, Iowa, Tunwall Radio
company. 246 meters.

KWh-Fort Worth. Texas, Texas National
Gaard, 118th Cavalry, 254 meters.

KEKA-Greeley, Colo.. Colorado State Teach-
ers' Pollees. 248 meters.

ILF1111-MIlford. Has.. Dank/sr-Jones Hospital
association. 286 meters.

KYKYS-Lakeside, Coles Denver Park and
Amassment emaspans). 248 meters.

1MQ.-Conway, Atk , tonWay Radio labors-
11116.. 224 meters.

1e-Eutte, Most., W. F. Gray, 203 sae-

11111V1,-Hastnigs. Nob., Westinghouse Ease-
Mk and Manufacturing company, 286 me-
ter..

KLX-Oakland, Cal., Tribune Publishing
company, 360 meters.

KLZ-Denver, Colo., Reynolds Radio com-
pany, 360 meters.

KMJ-Fresno, Cal., San Joaquin Light and
Power corporation. 380 meters.

KMO-Tacorna, Wash., Love Electric com-
pany, 360 meters.

KNJ-Roswell, New Mexico, Roswell Public
Service company. 260 meters.

KIST -Aberdeen. Wash., Grays Harbor Radio
company (Walter Hemrich), 263 meters.

KNV-Los Angeles, Cal., Radio Supply com-
pany, 360 meters.

KNX-Los Angeles, Cal.. Electric Lighting
Supply company. 360 meters.

KOB-State College, New Mexico, New Mex-
ico College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, 860 meters.

X0P-Detroit, Mich, Detroit Police depart-
ment. 286 meters.

KPO-San Francisco, Cal., Bale Brothers,
428 meters.

KQI-Berkeley. Cal., University of California.
360 meters.

KQP-Hood River,- Ore., Apple City Radio
club, 360 meters.

ROT -Pittsburg, Pa., Doubleday -Hill Electric
company, 360 meters.

KOW-San Jose. Cal.. 467 1st street, Charles
D. Hertel& 360 meters.

K11E-Berkeley, Cal., Berkeley Daily Gazette,
278 meters.

KIRD-St. Louis, Mo., Post Dispatch (Pulit-
zer Publishing company). 546 meters.

K8S-Long Beach, Cal., Prest & Dean Radio
company and Radio Research Society of
Long Beach, Cal.. 360 meters.

K'FIV-Seattle, Wachs First Presbyterian
church. 360 meters.

liVO-San Francisco, Cal.. Examiner Print-
ing company. 360 meters.

BUS -Los Angeles, Cal., City Dye Worke and
Laundry company_500 mama

KUT-E1 Monte. Cal.. Coast Radio company,
860 touters.

KWG-Stockton, Cal., Portable Wireless Tele-
phone compass. 360 meters.

11161111 -Lee ameba. Cal.. Los Angeles Ex-
aminer. 860 meters.

RID -Modes o. Cal., Modesto Ewald Pub-
lishing company, 360 meters.

KYQ--Ifionolubs, Hawaii, Electric Shen, 860
meters.

111f111 -Chicago. Ill.. Wortinehouse Eleetele
and ltenoiserarinir company. 345 Wien.

112/11-0skland, Cal., 13th and Earrison
ILMIte. Preston D. Atlen. 8E0 metem.

all Lake CIty. Utah, 'Phe Deseret
News, 660 meters.

tories, 240 meters.
WABK-Worcester,' Mass., First Baptist

church, 252 meters.
WABL-Storrs. Conn., Connecticut Atpicul-tural college. 283 meters.
WARM -Saginaw, Mich., F. E. Doherty Au-

tomotive and Radio Supply company, 254
meters.

WABN-La Crosse, Wis., Waldo C. Grover,
234 meters.

WABO-Rochester. N. 'Y., Lake Avenue Bap-
tist church, 252 meters.

WBAA-West Lafayette, Ind., Purdue uni-
versity, 360 meters.

WBAD-Minneapolis, Minn., Sterling Elec-tric company, 360 meters.
WBAH-Minneapolis, Minn., The Dayton

company. 360 meters.
WBAN-Paterson, N. J., Wireless Phone cor-

poration, 244 meter,.
WBAO-Decatur, Ill., James Milliken uni-

versity, 360 meters.
WBAP-Fort Worth, Texas, Wortham-Car-

ter Publishing company (Star -Telegram),
476 meters.

WBAV--Columbus. Ohio, Ernes 4 Hopkins
company, 390 meters.

WBAW-Marietta, Ohio, Marietta college,
246 meter..

WHAX-Wilkesbarre. Pa., 66 Gildersleeve
street. John H. Stenger Jr.. 360 meters.

WEAL -New York. N. Y., Western Electric
company. 492 meters.

WEIDA-Newark, Ohio, Newark Radio La-
boratories. 240 meters.

WEEC-Sterling, Ill,, Sterling Radio Equip-
ment company. 229 meters.

WILD -Beading. Pa., Barbey Battery Serv-
ice. 234 meters.

WEL-Anthony. Kan., t  E. Radio coin -
posy, 261 melees.

wEE-Newark, N..1., D. W. May, Inc., 360
meters.

WET -Charlotte. W. C., Southern Radio ear -
IgrLion, 860 meter..

IritChicago, III.. City of Chicago, 286
moters.

witit-Springrield. Maio.. Westinghouse Elm -
late and Eannfacturing company, 837 me-
ters.

WCAD-Canton. N. T., St. Lawrence mit-yeratar. 280 wears.
WedE-Pittsburg, Pa, Kaufmann  Baercompany. 462 mina.
WG911-.Dow °statue, La.. 2013 Calhoun

area. Clyde B. Randall. 268 meters.
WCAM-Columbue. Ohio, Entrekbt Electric

company, 286 meters.
WCAJ-University Places Neb., Nebraska

Wesleyan university, 360 meters. -

WACAlfKre-dHpousgrin.jeTi.exaalio. 2m5e0t4ersllagby street.

W:(.1'6,101.-mNeoterrtshfield, Minn , St. Olaf college,
WCAM-rillanova, Pa., Villanova college,360 meters.
WCAO-Baltimore, Md., Sanders & Staymancompany, 360 meters.
WpCoAtFoac-CAP D.

company
C, 4hes6a9 peakeetersk

WCAR-San Antonio. Texas. Alamo Radio
Electric company, .360 meters.

WCAS-Minneapolis, Minn.. William HoodDunwoody Industrial institute, 360 me-ters.
cl'CAT-Rapid City, S. D., South Dakota

State School of Mines, 240 meters.
WCAU-Philadelphia, Pa.., Durham &. Co.,286 meters.
WCAV-Little Rock, Ark., J. C.' Dice Elec-tric company, 360 meters.
WmCA0nXt-. B3u6rolinmgetotenr,s.vt., University of Bel-
WCAY-Milwaukee. Wis. Resselman O'Dris-coll company, 261 meters.
WCAI-Carthage, Carthage college, 246meters.
WCBA-Allentown, Pa., 1015 Allen street,

Charles W. Heimbach, 280 meters.
WCBB-Greenville, Ohio, If. & K. Radio Sup-

ply company (Charles H. Katzenberger)-
240 meters.

WCBD-Zion, Dl,, Wilbur G. Voliva, 345meters.
WCE-Minneapolis, Minn., Findley Electriccompany, 360 meters.
WCK-St. Louis, Mc,. Stix. Baer & Fuller

Dry Goods company, 360 meters.
WCM-Austin. Texas, University of Texas,

360 meters.
WCX-Detroit, Mich., Detroit Free Press,517 meters.
WDAD-Lindsborg, Kans., Central Kansas

Radio Supply corapary (Wm. L. Harri-
son). 360 meters.

WDAE-Tampa, Fla., Tampa Daily Times,
360 meters.

WDAF-Kansas City. Mc., Kansas City Star,
411 meters.

WDAG-Amarillo, Texas, J. Laurance Mar-tin. 360 meters.
WDAH-E1 Paso. Texas, Trinity Methodist

church ( South) . 160 meters.
WDAI-Syracuse. N. Y.. Hughes Radio cor-

poration, 246 meters.
WDAK-Hartford, Conn, The Courant, 281

meters.
WDAL-Jacksonville, Fla., Florida Times -

Union, 360 meters.
WDAO-Dallas. Texas, Automotive Electric

company, 360 meters.
WDAP-Chicago, Ill., Board of Trade, 380

meters.
WDAR-Philadelphia, Pa.; Lit Brothers. 896

meters.
WDAS-Worcester, Mass., 692a Main street,

Samuel A. Waite, 360 meters.
WDAU-New Bedford, Mass., Slocum Kil-

burn. 360 meters
IVDAX-Centerville, Iowa, First National

bank, 360 meters.
WDAY-Fargo. N. D., :Fargo Radio Service

company, 244 meters.
WDBC-Lancaster, Pa.. Kirk, Johnson &

company. 258 meters
WDBF-Youngstown. Gaio, 254 West Fed-

eral street, Robert G. Phillips, 261 meters.
WDM-Waabington, D. C., Church of the

CovenasW 360 meters_WIre-Stap.leton.

N. Y.. Ship Owners Radio
Service, 405 meters.

WDZ-'1`uscolla. Ill., Star Store building,
James L. Bush. 278 :meters.

WEAA-Flint, Mich., Fallain & Lathrop,
280 meters.

WEAR -Fort Dodge, Icwa, Standard Radio
Equipment company. 360 meters.

WRAF -New York, N. Y.. American Tele-
phone and Telegraph company, 492 me-
ter,.Edgewood.

R. I., Nichols-Hineline-
tt Laboratory, 231 meters.

WEAR -Wichita, Kans.. Witchita Board of
Trade, 244 meters.

WEAL -Ithaca, N. Y.. Cornell university,
w2E8A6J _mve rt e rms

lion. S. D., University of South
Dakota. 360 meters.

WEAM-North PlaLafied, N. J., 'Borough of
North Plainfield (W. Gibson Buttfield),
250 meters.

WEAN -Providence. R. I., Shepard company,
27:1 meters.

WEAO-Columbus, Ohio, Ohio State Uni-
versity. 300 meters.

WEAP-Mobile, Ala., Mobile Radio com-
pany, 360 meters.

WEAR -Baltimore. Md.. Baltimore American
and News Publishing company. 360 me-
ters.

WEAR -Washington. D. C., Hecht company.
360 meters.

WEAU-Sioux City, Iowa, Davidson Brothers
company. 3(10 meters.

WEAY-Houston. Texas, Iris theater (Will
Horowitz Jr.), 330 meters.

WEB -St. Louis, Mo.. Benwood company,
360 meters.

WEY-Houston, Texas HurIburt-Still Elec-
trical company, 360 meters.

WEW-St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis University,
261 meters.

WFAA-Dallas, Texas. Dallas News and
Dallas Journal, 476 meters.

WFAR-Syracuse, N. Y.,..802 McBride street,
Carl Woese, 234 meters.

WPAF-Poughkeepsie, N. Y., H. C. Sprat -
Icy Radio company, 360 meters.

WFAH-Port Arthur, Texas, Electric Sup
ply company. 36) teeters.

WEAJ-Asheville. Hi -Grade Wirelesb
Instrument company, 360 meters.

WFAM-St. Cloud, Minns Times Publishing
company, 360 meters.

WEAN-Hutchinsoc. Mims Hutchinson Elec-
tric Service company, 360 meters.

WFAQ-Cameron, Mos Missouri Wesleyan
college, 360 meters.

WFAT-Sioux Falls, S. D., Daily Argus-
Leader. 360 meters.

WFAY-Lincoln. Neb., University of Nebras-
ka. department of electrical engineering,
360 meters.

Pa., Strawbridge  Clo-
thier. 395 meters.

WGAL-Lancaster. Pa., Lancaster Electric
SupplY and Construction company. 248
meters.

WGAN-Pensacola. Fla., 216 West Romans
street, Cecil E. Lloyd, 860 meters.

WGAQ-Shreveport. La., Glenwood Radio
corporation (W. G. Patterson), 360 me-
ters.

WGAR-Port Smith, Ark., Southwest Amer-
ican.WOAD-Wooster.

Ohle, Radio Manufactur-
ing and Service ccmpany (Marcus G.
Limb),)3,6022113; terLinerces-

WGAW-Altoona. Pa.. 1918 West Chestnut
area. Ernest C. Albright. 261 meters.

IffiAlf-Madison. WM.. Northwestern Ra-

19GAT-flodio
company.

.Baerd, asters.lnd., Southuth Bend Trib-
une. 300 'artery.

Wal-Medford Hillside. Masc. American Ra-
IldieTiL-Paladhilaelleadelaittehia. 4.9.9.1Pa.. 29011. 31841°OrthEaltroadeteilL

street. Thomas 1'. I. Howlett. 360 meters.f
alo. N. T.. Federal Telephone

awl Tekersea esenwany. els Dieters.
WGV-New Orleans. Los lose state Elecithe

eela .pene nee meta*.
WEIT--8.- (lady. N. T., General Meanie

Continued on page 14.
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Cuba Says
It Was on
Air Nov.19
as Logged

BY'THE NIGHT PROWLER.
Well, fellow prowlers, here's an-

other week. How was the going?
Out on another page-No. 10-the edi-
tor informs us, you'll find what some
of the clan have been doing since last
we met over the dim glow of the
301-A and discussed things as they
were, are and never were.

Some of the phans tell mighty re-
markable stories. There's one or two
that do not seem reasonable. But, in
view of the fact that I have been
present at two or three very, very
wonderful demonstrations of long-
distance work the last week, I'm
ready and willing to swallow almost
any old thing.

And there,- too, Kenneth McKim,
publicity manager of PWX, the Ha-
vana, Cuba, station of the Cuban
Telephone company, comes along with
a letter and confirms all those fel-
lows I abused so shamefully a few
days ago, and takes me to task.

Confirms the DXers..
Brother McKim says everyone that

said they got his station on that sup-
posed -to -be -silent night, Monday, Nov.
19, had it absolutely right. PWX
WAS on the air that night, altho it
was supposed to be a "silent" one.

Harry K. Goodall, classified man-
ager of System Magazine, who was
one of the DX-ers who reported hav-
ing picked up the Cuban station,
wasn't contented with letting things
rest as they were, but wrote Mr. Mc-
Kim and that gentleman wrote me the
following letter:

I have a letter from Harry K. Goodall.
classified advertising manager of the maga-
zine System, in which be expresses his grief
that you should have seemed to doubt his
veracity when he said he had heard sta-
tion PWX of the Cuban Telephone company
on the night of Monday, Nov. 19. I has-
ten to the defense of Mr. Goodall's fair
name.On the night in question we put on a
Special program at the request of the Span-
ish colony, the music being furnished by
the sextet of the Transatlantic liner, Cristo-
bal Colon. This program was arranged in

241dSMOrfaMesittr***st§,

t; ' ; ;;.

C

such a hurry that there was no opportunity
to advertise it in the United States.

I am Inc -losing a copy of the printed pro-
gram as further verification, and I hope
that in the future you will think of Mr.
Goodall as an upright citizen, and a great
admirer of the truth under all circumstances.

Ain't that nice!. It is for everyone
but your humble servant It makes
him look like a deuce spot. Oh, well,
we're a good sport. We take our
medicine, and promise to profit by the
experience.

Mr. McKim even sent a copy of the
Minted program, which shows the,
numbers, the orchestra, played and
makes particular mention of the spe-
cial occasion which brought about the
special program on a special test -night
_occasion.

Which all goes to prove that a fel-
low, even_if he is a "prowler," should
be sure he is right before attempting
.,to make a forward motion.

Grand Opera Tonight:...
Grand opera . is on again tonight.

WMAQ is making its second attempt
at . the transmission: I had -an idea
it 'made -.a. -good job-laSt 'Seek on. the
initial effcmt. -but' spnieWlay readefts 

seem to think differently. as you will
observe in the Letter Box department.

The bill this evening is "Andrea
Chenier," in which Claudia Muzio
sings the stellar role, Madeline De
Coigny. This station announced last
evening that it would use its regular
wave length of 448 meters until 10
p. m., at which time it would drop to
346, with the idea that this would
avoid interference with WJAZ.

If you will turn your variocupler
over to a "tight'' point-away up to
the neighborhood of the 180 degree
mark along about 10 p, m. and will
tune in carefully, as this 'will produce
a mighty sharp tuning, I am quite
sure you can get the opera tonight.

Good luck to you.
Friday evening KYW comes on with

"Carmen." Alice Gentle sings the
title role. This station will hold to its
egular wave length.
Look over the pregranis given you

today. Them's a real treat every
where you turn for the evening,' Let
me know what you get in spite of
the fact that all 'the big loCal Stations

re .golpg..to isnalse ;tr. Apr those.:who,
.itagen\s4?4rm ' tze '

Radio Programs
Below are given the complete

schedules of all the Chicago and
suburban broadcasting stations and
those of the out-of-town stations
which are most commonly tuned by
local radiophans.

These schedules are a regular daily
feature in The Chicago Evening Post.

On Thursday of each week a com-
plete list and schedule of every broad-
casting station in the United States
is published in The Chicago Evening
Post's sixteen -page Radio Magazine.
section.

CHICAGO STATIONS

(Central TiMe .Is Show -a.
KYWL-Located in Commonwealth Edison

building; -5:30 meters; Wilson L.' Wetherbee,
.director.
.Day -9:30 S. dt., news and . rn ukets ; 10

a. m..'market reports; 10:30 a. an financial
news and comment; .10:081a.. lin,osiasol
servo tory time signals: .21 gb,: t.i+aract

These are the star features on
the coming week's local radio
program. (1) Marx Oberndorfer,
composer and pianist, WMAQ.
(2) Alice Gentle, in the title role
of "Carmen" by the Chicago Civic
Opera company, Friday evening,
Dec. 7. Broa4.ast by KYW.
(3) Sports editor, WLAG (Min-
neapolis), reading bulletins of
sport events. (4) George G.
Smith, barytone, WJAZ.

Ports; 11:06 a. m., weather report; 11:30
a. m., news and comment of the financial
and commercial market; 11:35 a. m., table
talk by Mrs. Anna J. Veterson; 12 m., mar-
ket reports; 12:30 m., late market re-
ports; 1:20 p. in.. closing market quotations;
2:16 D. m.. late financial comment and news
bulletin: 2:30 p. in.. closing stock quota-
tions. Chicago Stock exchange; 3 p. m.: late
news and sport bulletin: 4 p. in., late news
and sport bulletns: & p. m., latest news of
the day; 6:30 p. in.. late news, financial
and final market and sport summary; finan-
cial summary furnished by the Union Trust
company; 0:50 D. in.. children's bedtime
story.Evening -8 to 8:20 p. m., twenty minutes
of good reading by Rev. C. J. Pernin, S. J.,
head of department of English. Loyola uni-
versity, Chicago: 8:21 to 8:25 p. m.. traf-
fic talks by the Chicago Motor Club; 8:30 to
9:30' p. m., musical program given by the
Edison Symphony orchestra. Morgan L.
Eastman. conductor. Estelle Vernet. so-
prano. Program March, "The Steel King,"
(St. Olair); "Marche Pontificate," (Gou-
nod); "Queniam." Mozart) "Ah, Fors' e
Lui." from 'La Traviata"
"Nabucodonosor overt -ere," (V,prdi): "Men-
uet a la Mozart," *Korestcramko; ; Sari
waltz, (Kalman); "Soprano.. Solo," (se-
lected) by EStblle Vemet; "he Defender"
(selectloh- from Deinsee) by Edison Sym,
phony orchestra.

WAAF-Locate.] at Union ,Stock yards;
280 meters.Day-Live stock reports at 8:40. 10:30,

Ph'ee -f 15'   "1" '

Dr. Pratt
Invents a
Nevv Tube
for Radio

The Chicago Evening Post
Radio Magazine section today
makes the first announcement to

.the world of a new vacuum tube,
which, if the claims ,gf its in-
ventor are borne out by practice,
will revolutionize radio recep-
tion and take from Flqmming
and DeForest the credit -long
given them for the discoveries
of these devices.

The new tube is to be known as
the Pratt radio tube and will be in
production in a Chicago factory with-
in the next thirty days.

The inventor; Dr. H. Preston Pratt.
makes these claims for the new tube:

It has few of tube noises.
It will not distort.
It is free from unnecessary induc-

tive and static disturbances.
It reproduces the natural quality

of voice and instrument (tone color).
It will produce greater volume than

any other knoWn tube.
It will operate with plate voltage

from 1 to 150.
It consumes only 1.30 to an ampere

of current.
Long-distance reception easily is

tuned by filament control.
It has the most rigid construction

of any tube and therefore is more
durable.

Its signal strength is proportionate
to plate voltage.

EMbodies New Features,
The Pratt tube embodies new fea-

tures of gas and electron control. It
employs the customary three -ele-
ments, which Dr. Pratt lays claim to
as the inventor and glaims priority
over Dr. Lee DeForest by several
years.

"The present-day tubes," Dr. Pratt
told a representative of The Post Ra-
dio Magazine. section, "have one great
fault. It is their failure to control
material particles, electrons, 'atoms
and molecules in the tube.

"In the vacuum tube, as the public
knows it ,today, there is a constant
bombardment of these particles tkiru-
out the tube. They cover the entire
space of the tube. They may be said
to be running wild.

"My tube controls these particles
absolutely. They not only are con-
trolled, but lhey are amplified within
the tube and are given a directional
movement."

Then Dr. Pratt explained the prin-
ciple of the tube.

"Let us imagine a common and cen-
tral source of energy-the filament,
which, when properly heated, throws
off electrons," said Dr. Pratt. ' "In
the vacuum tube of the present time
these electrons are hurled in various
directions against the sides of the
tube and being repelled are forced
back, whereupon they set up a free-
for-all fight that might be likened to
a mob without a leader, which has its
movements clouded by the darkness of
night, and engages in a death battle
with each other."

Faplains \His Invention.
It is this disorderly. condition of

the electrons, Dr. Pratt maintains,
that makes the present-day vacuum
tube so inefficient.

"My method of controlling these
disorderly material particles is very
simple," said Dr. Pratt. "Let us as-
sume that the source of electron en-
ergy-the filament-is located in the
center of a tube in which a vacuum
has been established. I place a re-
flecting device in the shape of a small
cup on either side of this central spot,
these reflecting surfaces facing each
other. Interposed between these two
cups,*in addition to the spiral fila-
ment, is a spiral grid and a spiral
plate, just the same as may be found
in any three -element tube, except for
design and arrangement.

"The two reflecting surfaces con-
centrate the material particles in the
center of the tube at the central spot,
taking them away from the outer sur-
face of the tube. From this central
point these material particles com-
plete the filament -plate circuit in the
tube."

This action, Dr. Pratt' holds, tends
to increase the strength, activity and
intensity Of the electrical oscillations.

electricai, magnate, luminOUs,
calorie, energy radiant and mechanical
means, his method and 'apparatus, he
avers, will establish, maintain and
stabilize an electrical circuit between

- .
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Invents New
Radio Tube;
HitsDeForest

(Continued from Preceding Page.

the terminals within the vacuum tube,
thru the conducting medium and polar
action, of the material particles that
remain in the tube, or added to the
tube after partial exhaustion has
taken place.

Utilizes Stored -Up Energy.
By such means he says he is able

to utilize the increase potential energy
stored up within the tube, and is able
to increase, decrease, concentrate and
control and directionalize the move-
ments of the material particles and
ionize and electrolize the particles and
gases.

He is able, he says, to increase the
number of electrostatic and electro-
magnetic lines of force within the tube
and to use these lines of force, with
their potential energies, to control the
action and direction of the moving
particles and gases.

Big Patent Fight Brews.
Dr.-Pratt's announcement of the for-

mation of a company to manufacture
the new tube undoubtedly will stir
up a lively fight. If claims of priori-
ty are maintained the DeForest pat-
ents on the three -element tubes and
the Fleming patents on the original
vacuum, or two -element tube, will be
nullified and the credit these two in-
ventors have enjoyed for years will be
taken from them.

Dr. Pratt, who was a pioneer in
vacuum tube work, having began his
researches as early as 1876, makes the
broad statement that the original
Fleming and DeForest tubes were
products of his own effort and sub-
mits proof of his claims in the shape
of newspaper clippings, magazine ar-
ticles and other evidence to back up
his statements.

Dr. Pratt also makes the broad state-
ment that the first wireless telephony
by vacuum tube was made by him
with tubes of his own invention and

THE PRAT TUBE.

construction many years before Do -
Forest admits he began his research
work and made his discoveries which
have brought fame and fortune to him
and revolutionized radiophony and
made it possible to be what it is to-
day.

"I began my first experimental work
with Prof. Gray and Bell in 1876,"
said Dr. Pratt. "I worked indepen-
dently at first, but later became asso-
ciated with the Bell company. From
1876 until 1896 I experimented with
every vacuum tube then in existence.
"I was working on the power effect
or speed of the atoms at that time,
and was led into wireless telephony
by my discoveries."

Shows Book of Clippings.
Dr. Pratt exhibited a scrapbook

full of clippings from the daily press
and the scientific journals of the late
'90s. These clippings tell of his
proposal to send wireless telephone
messages from the top of fire sta-
tions located in various parts of Chi-
cago to the cribs out in the lake.

These tests, apparently, were aban-
doned. but there is printed record of
ether broadcasting and reception in ex-
perimental tests and the newspapers
were filled with the marvels of his
discoveries.

In some of the public statements
printed at that time Dr. Pratt's theo-
ries on the vacuum tube are fully ex-
plained and in some of the clippings
a concise explanation is given of the
method employed in transmission.

In 1896 Dr. Pratt first formulated a
orking hypothesis of the fundamental

principles of the X -Ray, and was also
the first person to use it therapeutical
ly in the treatment of cancer, tuber-
culosis and kindred diseases. He has
done as much scientific work in de-
veloping and discovering the contents
of a vacuum tube as any other man
whose work has become known. He
was for many years the editor and
publisher of the American X -Ray Jour-
nal, the first publication of the kind
in the world and the first authority
On X -Ray subjects.

Invents Several Tubes.
in 1897 he invented several types of

radio tubes, one especially having the
present three known elements, a fila-
ment, a wire grid and a wire coil or
plate, which was used to detect, ampli-

DR. H. PRESTON PRATT.

fy, transform and transmit radio
waves.

On April 19, 1899, and on, Oct. 4,
1899, in the Chicago Daily' News,
on Aug. 18, 1901, in the Chicago
Examiner, on June 18, 1901, in The
Chicago American, and on April 20,
1899, in the Chicago Journal, were

-published accounts of his telephon-
ing without wires, illustrating in
an article published in The Daily
News of April 19, 1899, one of
the several forms of vacuum tubes
invented by him for radio

work with the three elements clearly!
shown.

Dr. Pratt says that at this date
there are at least twenty-five persons
living who saw his demonstrations
more than twenty years ago.

Transmitting radio wave messages
in any given direction was his discov-
ery and invention, according to his
claims, and were published at that
time in several different papers which
have been preserved. According to
recent press reports, this directional
radio feat was repeated by Marconi
a short time ago.

Discovers Carrier Wave.
Superposing a current of one poten-

tial and frequency on another poten-
tial and frequency, and impressiong
the radio and audio wave impulses
on the carrier wave, and the method
of transmitting and receiving several
messages over the same circuit from
the same antenna at the same time
without interference, and connecting
the coils, tubes and circuits for the
reception of the varied potentials,
currents and frequencies, were also
partially disclosed by Dr. Pratt in
the papers above referred to.

Dr. Pratt certainly occupies a unique
position in relation to commercialized
radio, if his claims are sustained.

First, he antedates all other inven-
tors in this field by many years.

Second, he is the first discoverer,
inventor and user of the vacuum tube
recorded anywhere in the world for
radii or wireless transmission and re-
ception, without regard to whether the
vacuum tube had one, two, three, four
ar more electrodes.

Invents Air Core Coil.
Another invention in radio to which

Dr. Pratt lays claim is that of the
air core which has wielded such a
powerful influence in radio the last
few years. A patent on the first air
core device was granted him Jan. 20,
1885. Dr. Pratt still has this original
coil which was used in a telephone
receiver. A representative of The
Post Radio 'Magazine section has seen
this receiver and when tested it
showed marvelous power.

Dr. Pratt has made some recent im-

provements in this coil and patents
are pending on these. He proposes
to utilize the old invention and the
new in a loud speaker unit which gives
great promise.

When Dr. Pratt made his applica-
tion for patent on the air core device
the patent office refused him his pa-
pers at first, declaring that the de-
vice would not work. It was neces-
sary for him to go to Washington and
prove in person that it would.

Dr. Pratt also lays claim to having
made the first inductive air core coil
in the shape of a pancake coil, which
claim also attacks the DeForest three -
coil inductance which have made him
almost as famous as the vacuum tube.

Dr. Pratt has gathered around him
a staff of executives and says that
first production of the new tube will
start within the next thirty days.

In next week's issue The Post Ra-
dio Magazine section will give the re-
sults of tests made with the new tube
by Dr. Pratt in the presence of three
representatives of this magazine. Lat-
er results of tests made in The Post
experimental laboratory also will be
presented.

Improves Wave Trap
If any of your readers have had

trouble with the wave trap shown in
a recent issue of The Post Radio
Magazine, have them try shunting the

wires from the trap between the aeri-
al and the ground of the receiver as
per sketch. I did this and on my
WD -12 set it works quite well.-O. W.
Schreiber, 1742 Washington avenue,
Wilmette, Ill.

VALUE OF AERIALS.
Long, single -strand aerials bring in

long -distant stations, but selectivity is
reduced.

Grounds Out. Phone Hum
I am submitting an idea which, no

doubt, will help the BCL who is
troubled with near -by power or tele-
phone lines and can -lot change the
direction of his aerial. I had a two -
wire aerial in parallel with the tele-
phone line. The wire next to the
telephone line I grounded firmly. The
other wire I led to my set. I noticed
quite an- improvement in my recep-
tion. The sketch shows the arrange-
ment.-Kenneth Sou.h, 2145 Cleve-
land avenue, Chimgc.

SOLDERING WITH LEAD.
A copper soldering ron can be coat-

ed with lead and used in same man-
ner as solder in making lead plate
storage "B" batteries if lead is used
co fuse the terminals.

Amsco Rheostat
 $1.35

ohms....li 1.00
:10 ohms.... 1.25
:10 ohms.... 1.25
50 ohms .... 1.30
For T u n e d
Radio - Frequency
cr any Circuits
Employing C r i t-
ixal Current Ad-
justments.

Ask to see the
famous upreire Tuned Radio -
Frequency Receiver.

For Sale at Your Dealer or Jobber
We manufacture a lull line of Radio

Parts and Sets. Seal for descriptive
circular.

AMSCO PRODUCTS, Inc.
BROOME and LAFAYETTE STREETS

NEIN YORK

High Test
Crystals,
Special at

10c

Store Hours -8:30 A. M. to 6 P. M.

Jackson to Vitziatten Mgephossee-1116bash 98 00
The Radio Center of Chicago

Complete
Line of

Erla Parts

Genuine Nathaniel
Baldwin Double
Head S e t s, $12.00

atvalue' $10 95

Nathaniel Baldwin
Loud Speakers, lat-
est
model, $25

No. 14 Covered
Lead-in Wire, 50 ft.
lengths; 69cspecial

High-grade Storage
Battery Hydrometer,
for testing;
at 69c

22%-V. Stewart B
Batteries, large size
tapped,
new stock $1.69

45 -volt Stewart B
Batteries, large size;
$5.00
value ... $2.98

Vacuum Tubes,
your choice: WD11,
WD12, 201A or 199.

Price,
each $6.50

100 ft. Coils Stan-
dard Aerial 59eWire

Philco Storage Bat-
tery and
charger.. $20.20

Remler
Rheostats to. 49c

Brandes H ea d
Phones, em
price ... 4171-"-r '6°

B es t on e Crystal

cial
Sets, spe-r

I  Je...J,

$4.40 Premier
Trans-
former ...$ I. .45

$25 Westinghouse Radiola 1 Crystal Sets, Special
with one pair of Murdock Double Head Phones

A RADIO BARGAIN!
$9.45

THE TALK OF THE RADIO WORLD

FREID-EISMAN NEUTRODYNE

GETS ALL OUT OF TOWN STATIONS

Freid-Eisman Neutrodyne, 5 -Tube Re-
ceiver. This is the set that tunes out local
stations and brings in the long distance
on a loud speaker. See demonstration of
this new wonder set in our Radio Depart-
ment. Price for Friday,

$1501m
High -Grade Loud Speaker

with Unit
Regular $15 value,
special,

$8. 9 5
Manhattan Loud

Speakers, $25

Rothco Crystal Set
Price, without Head Set

$4.95
We have over 25,000 customers in Chicago

using this set. Has double control, brings
local stations loud and clear. With this set
you have a front seat at the opera in your
home. Money back if you are not satisfied.

The Famous Six -Tube Lyradion Receiving Set
Operated without ground wire or outside aerial.

Can be ,moved anywhere. Set consists of the following:
Six -tube receiver, six tubes, At-

las loud speaker, loop aerial, stor-
age

*P
battery. Installed complete.

6.00

Have You Heard the Operadio?
A powerful six -tube outfit with loud speaker. Receives long distance broadcast-

ing, no wires of any kind to bother with. All neatly assembled in a compact carry-
ing case. Take it with you anywhere and and enjoy programs t
from all over the U. S. A. We will arrange for a demonstra-V
tion in your own home. Time payments if desired. Price....

5.00

Hear and Compare the Following Well Known Sets:
Lyradion, Rothco, Fada, Neutrodyne, Freid-Eisman Neutrodyne, Grebe, Ken-

nedy, Operadio, Paragon, Federal, Westinghouse, Cutting & Washington and
Zenith. These well-known sets can be purchased on special deferred payments.
Don't fail to visit our new, enlarged Radio Department. Consult our Radio Ex-
perts free of charge. Rothschild's Seventh Floor-North.

Radio Rubber Case,
guaranteed storage
batteries -6 volt, 70
amp ; at

$10.95
6 volt, 100 amp ; at

$14.95
Reinartz Coils,

tapped ;
price $ 1 1 0

Complete Line of
Major Schoenhofen
Blue Prints; C
price, each L -IC

Hugh Grade Mold-
ed Insulators, 9
price..

Complete Parts for
1,500 -mile S ingle
Tube
Sets .... $5.95

Citizens' Radio
Call Hook, a com-
plete radio 2 a,
encyclopedia 39e
Switch
Levers 15c

R. C. Variable
Condensers

11 -plate; 98cplain

17-plate;t rio
plain itp.1.Lija

23-plate; $1 IM
.plain LP 461r

43- $1.49plate

R. C. Vernier
Condensers

23 -
plate

43 -

plate

$3.75
$4.25

Resisto 98cmeter
o matter where you get your S. & H. Stamps, you can redeem your filled books here for merchandise.".....".....w.ftp...
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First and Only Broadcasting Station to Solve
Upkeep by Community Fund

OFTEN the question is
raised as to who is going
"to pity the fiddler" in

the broadcasting game when
the'- glamour and glitter of
running a station wears off
and the present-day baghold-
ers seek to turn loose. It
would seem that the Twin
Cities-St. Paul and Minne-
apolis-have solvedothe prob-
lem. Their method is told in
the following article.-The
Editor.

There are thfte outstanding fea-
tures about WLAG station, Minne-
apolis and St. Paul. No. 1 of ithese
is that it is the first and only radio
broadcasting station in the United
States conducted by a "community"
interest. No. 2 is that it is the only
broadcasting station in the world run
entirely by a woman. No. 3 is that
it was created by Bowden Washing-
ton.

Anyone of these three items ought
to make WLAG famous-and they
have. If they hadn't, there are
enough other strong features about
this unusual station to see that it did
have its fame proclaimed from one
end of the nation to the other.

WLAG recently celebrated its first
anniversary. It was a celebration in
which the two metropolises of Minne-
sota-St. Paul and Minneapolis-par-
ticipated. This was because the Twin
Cities had -a personal interest in the
station and its anniversary.

While Cutting and Washington built
and installed the station in the "Land
of Ten Thousand Lakes," and still
own it for that matter, its upkeep is
taken care of by ten large St. Paul
and Minneapolis concerns. That is
where the "Community" Interest
comes in.

Something. About the Equipment.
WLAG was built by Bowden Wash-

ington, designer of United States na-
val and allied radio apparatus during
the war and builder of WSA, East
Hampton, L. I., the most powerful
spark marine station in the world
WSA has a maximum radius of 11,-
000 miles and WLAG, a class B sta-
tion, has been heard at extraordinarily
great distances.

The station uses a Western Electric
broadcaster of 500 watts rating, but
develops up to 750 off the antenna
at times. It is operating approximate-
ly eight solid hours a day and has
not been out of commission for more
than half a day from mechanical
cause since it was opened. It operates
on a wave length of 485 meters.

The Cutting and Washington Radio
corpbration launched WLAG and is
continuing to operate it, broadcasting
alternately from Minneapolis and
St. Paul. .The ten concerns in both
cities asked to share cost of programs
so that the Twin Cities, as a com-
munity, might regard them as "the
community's own."

At a meeting of representatives of
each of these ten subscribers, Prof.
C. M. Jansky, of the University of
Minnesota, said:

"There was expressed at a confer-
ence in Washington, D. C., some time
ago that the present system of broad-
casting was uneconomic and, there-
fore, was doomed. If that is the case,
I am convinced that some plan similar
to that used by WLAG will be the
development.

"WLAG is one of the biggest things
done in Minneapolis recently. The
station represents an awakened spirit
in St. Paul as well, St. Paul having in-
sisted on a share in the enterprise."

Washington, the builder, recently
at the Chicago Radio show, declared
that an era of simplified radio, with
more powerful broadcasting stations
and receivers, is not far away.

Woman Runs Station.
Eleanor Poehler, the only woman

radio managing director in the coun-
try, is in charge of WLAG. She hires
and fires and inspires the entire staff.
A talented singer, she has organized
and developed her own staff of mu-
sicians, and her personnel includes
"The Call of the North" orchestra
and Charles Cordray, orchestra leader
and song writer, who, whenever the
studio feels the need of new material,
lays aside his baton and composes
something. His latest hit is "Georgia
Lullaby."

Ray R. Sweet is chief engineer
Other members of the operating staff
are C. W. Tuttle, Hal Rawson and
Jack Sprague.

Mrs. Poehler's studio staff includes
Paul Johnson, announcer; Tess Coop-
erman, story teller; Mildred Simons,
program clerk; and Kay Westerveld,
private secretary. E. R. Buell is as-
sistant program director in charge of
speakers.

The Minneapolis studio and antenna
are on the Oak Grove hotel, overlook-
ing the business section of the city.
The St. Paul studio, just completed, is
on the top floor of the St. Paul Ath-
letic club building and broadcasts by
remote control thru the plant in Min
neapolis. This gives the Twin City
radio central extraordinary possibili-
ties for broadcasting important pro-
grams and talks from other stations.

Offers Varied Programs.
A recent check of programs from

various parts of the United States in-
dicates that WLAG is one of the lead-
ers with respect to the kind of ma-
terial broadcast.

Programs offered include market re-
ports, household hints, health talks,
weather reports, correct time, sport
scores, church services, band concerts,
orchestra music, recitals, instrumental
and vocal soloists, short plays, sport
talks, football games and baseball

games, symphony concerts, news, the-
atrical productions, choruses, humor,
verse, notices, short stories and maga-
zine articles, farm talks, operatic se-
lections, ()rpm music, string and vocal
trios, quartets and sextets, club meet-
ings, chimes and fight returns.

One of the features of the station
is its program of short talks. Its
women's club at 2 o' clock, its ganeral
audience at 5 o' clock, sport talks
at 6, and its farm lectures at 7:30,
are daily features. Three tirrs a
week business talks are broadcast
covering a wide range of subjects.

Orchestra concerts and other 4:
formal musical programs in the aftelt
noon have become a recognized fea-

ture and its evening concerts present
a variety ranging from jazz to studio
programs, band and orchestra recitals,
concerts and symphonies. These are
interspersed occasionally with read-
ings and short plays of both a serious
and humorous nature.

Uncovers New Artists.
Advantage has been taken of the

fact that the radio with its powers
of amplification and its great range
opens to the public an entirely new
field of musicians and singers, those
who have not the volume for the con-
certor operatic stage. Several df the

voices presented from this
station have been voices that would

scarcely pass the footlights of the
smallest theater.

Unique among the clubs of radio
is the Radio Health and Toothbrush
Club of America, which broadcasts ev-
ery -Saturday evening from WLAG,
under the direction of "Dr. F. W. Pep-
per and Rubert H. Whitcomb. This
club has more than 10,000 members in
all parts of the United States who
have taken the pledge to clean their
teeth once a day and to observe other
health rules.

WLAG Selected by U. S.
as Calibrating Station

MINNEAPOLIS, Dec. 6.-The United
States bureau of standards today
notified Ray A. Sweet, chief en-
gineer of WLAG, the Twin City (Min-
neapolis and St. Paul) Radio Central
broadcasting station, operated by the
Cutting and Washington Radio cor-
poration, that WLAG has been select-
ed as the bureau's western calibrat-
ing station.

The bureau will start the calibra-
tion work Dec. 7, relaying standard
signals from the east to the west
coast, so that the 700 or more broad-
casting and hundreds of thousands of
receiving stations may tune their
wave lengths.

KDKA, the Westinghouse station at
East Pittsburg, has been designated as
the eastern station. WLAG, collabo-
rating, will relay wave lengths from
300 to 600 to the Pacific coast, where
thb signals will be picked up by a
station not yet named, and rebroad-
cast. Stations tuning in will be able
to regulate their wave lengths in aa
manner similar to the way watch85
were set by telephone from a central
station on the batttlefield during the
war.

The selection of WLAG was made
thru a series of tests of wave lengths
and power. The tests disclosed that
WLAG's wave length, 417, varies the
least-only a few cycles. WLAG.
which broadcasts alternately from
Minneapolis and St. Paul, was built
by Bowden Washington. It is one of
the most powerful stations in the mid-
dle west, having been heard 450 miles
west of Honlultt and in Europe. Cuba
and Mexico.

Stands Much Abuse
There is no danger in leaving an

Edison battery in disuse indefinitely,
as long as it has solution in it, and
as long ,as the case is well painted or
greased. These batteries can be put
away at any time in any condition of
charge or discharge without damage.
The only thing to watch is to see that
the cases do nut rust out, and this may
be prevented by painting with P. & B.
paint.

Saves "B" Battery
With a 45 -volt "B" battery and only

using 221/2 on the plate, half of the
battery becomes exhausted: Use the
221/2 -volt Mir as the minus terminal
and the 45 -volt tap as the plus, which
will give you the required 221/2 volts
for the plate and almost double the
life of the battery.

Figure 4. Eleanor Poehler, known as "the spunky little woman
of WLAG," probably is the only woman in complete charge of a
radios station in the United Slates. She is managing director in fact
as well as in tide and. she hires, fires and inspires the entire staff.
Figure 1. Paul Johnson is the "man with the golden voice" at WLAG.
He is noted for his fine announcing and for the way he says "Good.
night, everybody." Figure S. Whenever WLAG grows tired of its
musical numbers and wants a new one Charles Cordray, orchestra
leader, lays aside his baton, draws the curtains of the studio in front
of hiss and presently comes forth with a new composition. His latest
is called "Georgia Lullaby." Figure 9. Ray Sweet, chief engineer of
the Twin City radio central, keeps the set from going "haywire."
Figure 8. C. W. "Tug" Tuttle, chief operator, is shown at the desk.
R. R. Sweet, chief engineer, is seen standing at the right. The door
at his back opens into the generator room, shown in another photo.
Figure 6. The motor generators. Note safety switch for lightning on
the antenna overhead. Figure 7. Reception room. Dr. Bowden
Washington is shown seated in the foreground. Figure 3. Aerial
towers located on Dab Grove hotel, Minneapolis.
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Chicago Phans
Hear European
Voices on Radio
Two Chicago broadcast listeners

have picked up European radiophony
In the last few days during the trans -
Atlantic tests between amateurs of
the United States and those across
the seas.

Noble Cain, 2511 Eastwood avenue,
Evanston, heard IWA, Aberdeen, Scot-
land, Tuesday evening, Nov. 27. A. J.
Ferrick, 608 West 2d street, heard
PLG, a Dutch naval vessel, Sunday
Morning at 1:55 o'clock.

In both cases the voice and music
Was very clear and the call numbers
plainly heard so there was no mistake
as to the correctness- of the reception.

Mr. Ferrick says he was tuning in
his three -tube Acme reflex, using UV -
199 tubes and not seeking or think-
ing of the oceanic tests. To his sur-
prise he heard someone announcing
the call numbers, PLG, in broken
English. The broadcaster stated that
he had picked up a Chicago station
(KYW) ,a few nights before that was
broadcasting the speech of Senator.
Hiram Johnson. He took pains to re-
peat some of the senator's remarks
to prove that he had heard- him.

Mr..-Ferrick says that the foreign-
er then introduced a very fine band
(evidently the ship's band) and that
he listened in for at least fifteen
minutes to a- most excellent program.

A Layman's (?) Record.
Mr. Cain's reception was remark-

able also in that he had made no spe-
cial preparations to pick up across -
the -sea broadcasting and was using
his everyday set. His letter td The
Post Radio Magazine section best ex-
plains his achievement. It follows:

I am a layman at radio and hardly know
a potentiometer from a grid leak. All 1
knotg7 is to tune in until I get something.

My set is a Radiola 4, which. I under-
stand, is supposed to go out of date in
favor 9f Radiola 5.

I do not know if the report I am goim.,
to make is remarkable or not, but it was
Very remarkable for me when I heard IWA,
Aberdeen, Scotlabd, last Tuesday evening.
Nov. 27.

I use three of those little tubes known as
WD -11 dry cell tubes. When I heard the
announcer tell of the trans -Atlantic test
being made and asking everyone in Ameri-
ca to let him know if he was being heard
I nearly fell off the chair because I did
not think my set was good enough for that.
He signed off and gave his call letters very
clearly, so that there was nothing else to
believe but thdt I had actually heard this
station.

I have heard both coasts of the United
States, Calgary, Canada, and Mexico City,
but when it comes to hearing them from
across the old water I think I will keepmy Radiola 4.

It Is Exceptional.
If you do not think this is remarkable

I won't mind if you write and tell 'me so,
because I want to know what really can
be expected of  a set like mine.

Just let me add that I- have found prat=
tical use in two cases for your radio tnag-
ssine, one in making that little wave trap
which doesn't shut WJAZ clean off butdims it down so I have no trouble in going
right thru. The other is in Introducing
it potentiometer into the aerial lead.in as
suggested in your columns..

My best wishes for the continued appear-
ance of your magazine section and your
snappy comments, even if they do take you
to task once in a while for Calling them
liars.

Two-way radiophone c.orntnunica;
tion and regular broadcasting from
England to the United States' and
vice versa was launched at the open-
ing of National Radio week, Nov. 25
to Dec. 1, thru the co-operation of the
British -Broadcasting company and
"Radio Broadcast" of America, ai the
initiative of Frank N. Doubleday, the
publisher.

Designs Special Loop Aerial.
A special receiving station was com-

pleted on Long Island, including a spe-
cial loop presented to Arthur K
Lynch, editor of Radio Broadcast, by
Dr. J. Harris Rodgers of. Hyattsville,
Ind., the inventor, and a special super-
heterodyne made by George Elton, Jr.,
manager of the radio department of
the Manhattan Electrical Supply com-
pany.

The Rodgers loop consists of ten
turns, four feet in diameter, each turn
made up of ten strands of bare cop-
per wire spaced with special spreaders
in the forth of perforated discs. The
advantage of this loop lies in the re-
duction - of distributed capacity, mak-
ing sharper tuning and greater selec-
tivity possible. There are 1,200 feet
of wire in all.

Upper picture shows Arthur H.
Lynch tuning in on European
broadcasters on Long Island, New
York. Note the special loop at
left. Just below, Mr. Lynch, in
skirt al , is connecting up; his
transatlantic set. Lower photo
shows Mr. Lynch repairing a wire
broken in transit in the new
Rodgers loop.

Libraries May.
Lean on Radic

It may not be long before we shall
be going to our libraries, not to with-
draw books for home reading, but tar'
listen to a broadcast radio program.

Or, instead/of going there at all,
we may be listening in gn programs
broadcast by our libraries for our
home consumption.

That this is the trend of radio, so
far as public education is concerned,
is_ brought out by a recent dicussion
of this subject by members of the
American Library association in New
York. Said Augustus H. Shearer, for"
mer president of the association:

"The position of the library with re-
gard to radio must be considered very
soon and with great care.

"The recent drop in circulation of
'books may be caused by interest in
radio. But the library daubtless has a
place in the broadcastirg program."

In this, there are tWo ways open
for the library, Shearer points out.
One is the system of broadcasting edu-
cation. The other of receiving educa-
tional programs for the henefit of the
library's patrons.

"New books, book reviews and chil-
dren's stories have all teen proposed
as fields for the librarian," Shearer
explains, "and there is no doubt that
the librarian expert in various lines
would be glad to serve is these ways.

"Receiving by the library is still a
question. Where libraries have suit-
able auditoriums it is possible that
the library's function should be broad-
ened to provide for its clientele the
things which the books cannot give-
the spoken word and music. This is
one of the effects that radio may have
on existing institutions. and the li-
brary must be alive tc its possibili-
ties."

U. S. Adopts Super -Heterodyne Set
to Insure Safety of Mail Plane Pilots

HEREAFTER, when an air mail
pilot's engine stalls on- him in
midair, he may have a rescue

party waiting for him by the time
he reaches the ground. At least, the
rescue party would 'be on its way to
his relief by that time.

This comes from the comforting
news sent out to pilots and would-be
pilots by the postoffice department
at Washington. It is that plans are
under way for the use of radio re-

.ceiving and transmitting sets on air-
mail planes. Equipment 'of these
planes is expected to be completed
in a short time.

Tests. Convince Uncle Sam.
This decision of the government

authorities follows successful experi-
ments made, at Schenectady, N. Y.,
with a combination receiving and
transmitting set- of the super -hetero-
dyne type, the most efficient appara-
tus in existence. Under most severe
weather conditions, this set was
found to function without failure.

Army Posts to Get News
By Radio Same as Navy

For several years the ships of the
navy and outlying naval stations have
been able to get the news daily from
what is known as the Navy Press,
which goes out by radio from NAA at
Arlington each night. A similar scheme
is now under consideration by the war
department for sending news, espe-
cially army news, to its forces sta-
tioned at foreign ports and posts out
of the regular news channels.

If the present plan goes thru, army
posts at Hawaii and the Philippines
will receive 'news bulletins at least
once a week from a high-powered Pa-
cific coast station. These radio bulle-
tins would also be sent to army forces
stationed in Alaska, Panama, Porto
Rico and Cuba, and be picked up by
some of the isolated posts in this
country, where little, if any, army
news percolates.

Cleaning Condensers
The plates of a condenser become

Covered with dust in a very short time
and it is wise to clean theni- out if the
set is to work efficiently. This dust
if left will soon short circuit the con-
denser and also cause a crackling
noise that is very bothersome. To
clean the condenser a package of pipe
cleaners may be procured. One of the
cleaners is pushed between the plates
and worked back and forth. This
thoroly cleans the plates. One pack-
age of cleaners will last a long time,
-so the investment is not heavy.

Besides, its comparative simplicity on
operation has caused its approval for
this use.

Use of such apparatus on an air-
plane will obviate the necessity of
pilots to depend solely on beacon
lights at night, or on other forms of
signaling during, the day. Wherever
they 'may be, night or day, in heavy
fog or severe storm, an they need do
Is send out a call for landing assist-
ance. With the pilot and the landing
station talking to each other, the pilot

If actions speak louder than words, then President Alfredo Zayas
of the republic of Cuba is speaking very loudly in this picture in favor
of the new science of radiotelephony. He is shown speaking by radio
from his office in the presidential palace for transmission by radiq
station PWX of the Cuban Telephone company at Havana.

can be directed to the ground with
more safety than under any other
condition.

Insures Pilot's Safety.
In case of emergency, when an un-

expected landing must be made, the
pilot need only send out a call for help
and tell his position, to be certain of
rescue. Without the radio equipment,
pilots have landed in such out-of-
the.way places that they had to un-
dergo severe privations before their
rescue was effected.

For these, and other humanitarian

....
Broadcast Daily Talks

from Radio Bible Bureau
A daily radio message taken from the

Bible will be added to the programs
of many broadcasting stations, it was
announced by the Radic Bible Service
bureau organized in Cincinnati, "to
give the World Daily a Message from
the Word of God."

The bureau is non-sectarian and not
for profit, and furnishes a month's
copy free to all broadcasting stations
desiring the service. it consists of
a. brief "Bible thought and prayer," in-
cluding a Bible verse and a line or
two of prayer based on the scriptural
selection.

The new movement is intended as an
added power for right thinking and
right living, the uncle:lying thought
behind the "Back to the Bible bu-
reau," which about three years ago
began furnishing 2,000 newspapers
with a daily Bible message.

The Radio Bible Service bureau is
headed by Robert Watson Boston.
president, with Addison Y. Reid. Cin-
cinnati, secretary, and Arthur WilsOn,
Battle Creek, Mich., field secretary.

reasons, radio equipment has been
found essential to safe flying.

Since the mail plane carries only
the pilot, to conserve space for the
"paying load," or the mail, the radio
engineers detailed to design a set for
the planes had to make this a complete
one-man, simple -control apparatus. It
bad to be simple enough not to inter-
fere with the pilot's flying duties.

How the Set Works.
This requirement has already been

fairly well met by the engineers at
Schenectady. The only difference be-
tween the plane set decided upon and
the simple telephone is the pilot has
to operate a switch to talk or listen.
This requires little effort.

The turn of a large knob to its
maximum reading prepares the set
for transmission. To receive, there
are only two knobs to adjust in tun-
ing. Once tuned in, all the pilot need
do is throw the swatch from "trans-
mit" to "receive" and back, as he
talks and listens.

A trailing wire of 200 feet acts as
the antenna. When the plane takes

1/4 AMPERE "A' TUBES, $4.50

1/4 AMPERE "14" TUBES, $4.50

.06 AMPERE 99 TUBES, $5.50

RADIO TUBES, ROOM 54A
*39 West Adams St., Chicago

Relay League to Protect
Railroads With Radio

"Wires down" -no longer holds
thoughts of terror and destruction and
loss of life, in a heavy storm. For
when wires are down and no com-
munication can be ma:_ntained by land
with a stricken territory, radio can
keep in touch with the district.

To assure safety and constant com-
munication, storm or no storm, the
Santa Fe railroad has arranged for
radio help from the American Radio
Relay league. Under the super-
triffi011 of Norman R. Hood, manager
of the Rocky Moun-..ain division of
the A. R. R. L., the amateurs of that
district, especially those along the
Santa Fe route, are ready to jump
into the breach whenever and wher-
ever it occurs.

This is only the beginning of a na-
tion-wide plan for amateur aid, in the
event of storm or otter emergencies.
The American Railway association is
working out the program with the of-
ficials of the A. R. It L.

Radio Jumps Mountain
Radio is being used in India to

send messages over a mountain 15,000
feet in height. Considerable difficulty
was found in wire communication,
due to heavy snowdrifts and storms
which severed the lines. Radio spans
the distance betweel Srinagar and
Jammu in Kashmir. Other installa-
tions have been effected or are
planned in Bhopal, Gwalior, Hydera-
bad and Rejkot.

the air the antenna Is let out from 4
reel in the cockpit. It is grounded tit
the framework, engine and gas tank,

The sound of the engine, or inter-
fereace from passing air currents,
are as nothing against the efficiency
of the super -heterodyne. That is why
this set was chosen for this purpose.
Its sensitivity and high selectivity re-
duces interferences to a minimum.

Ask the Man at the Counter
to Show You

too Co.o. PARTS
Quality and Satisfactory
Performance Guaranteed

SOLD BY
Leading Jobbers and Dealers

Everywhere
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Why Some Chicago Autoplex Sets Won't Work
and Others Prove Efficient

THIS, the fourth of a
series .of articles on the
Autoplex circuit, com-

pletes the reports on the ex-
periments and tests made by
the author. Future articles
may appear from time tagime
as new developments occur
as result of experiments made
in The Post laboratory or by
Others. Next week Mr. Wells
begins, a new series on a cir-
cuit that he considers the most
reliable of all-the Armstrong
three -circuit regenerative.

By IVERSON C. WELLS.
(Radio Editor The Chicago Evening Post.)

CONSIDERABLE trouble is being
had by home builders with the
Autoplex circuit. I have traced

down most of source and find that
the following causes largely are re-
sponsible for failure to get good re-
ception, the ones most common being
given in the order named:

First-Improper tubes. -

Second-Insufficient plate voltage.
Third-Inefficient variometers.
Fourth-Inefficient tuning.
Fifth-Incorrect hook-up.
I have been very careful to specify

the proper tubes. The smaller tubes.
such as UV -199, C-299, WD -11 and
WD -12 and their equivalents in the
Deforest and other makes of tubes
Will not give any satisfactory results
in this circuit.

These tubes do not have sufficient
capacity to handle the enormous
amount of energy thrown into them.
They will work, fairly well on local
reception, but not with sufficient vol-
ume to warrant the use of the Auto-
plex. It would be better to employ
any of the standard sets with these
tubes. On outside- signals they will
fail utterly.

Power Tubes the Best.
Experience has shown that the

5 -watt power tubes work the best,
such as 216A, UV -202, VT -2, etc.
These should be given the limit of
their rated plate voltage. Do not
make the mistake of thinking that
these tubes will produce the volume
necessary for loud -speaker operation
on ordinary plate voltage. They
won't.

The 201A and 301A tubes work
next best to the 5-watters.  They are

efficient, but giver- very satis-
factory service. They Should carry
at least 110 volts on the plate. On
'far distant stations-if ytiru seek to
bring,.ths.in .in on' loud -speaker, you
inay have to shoot no the Voltage to
130, titit'.clo not make this' a -regular
practice'. It is a little to winch for
these tubes. Continuous application
et this, high voltage will shorten the
life of 'the -tube:

I admit 'this' means a .lot .of bat-
. teries, but remember you are getting

the volume of three tubes, and what
you gain in one direction in' the way
of eoononiy is going to be Made up in
another direction, to some extent at
least.

List of Some Good Variometers.
The quality of the veriometers has

much to do. with the efficient working
of this circuit. I have worked so far
the following brands and found, them
adapted to the circuit: Columbia, At-
water -Kent, Kellogg, Dayton, White
and Victory. Of course, there are
others that will answer equally as
well. I have not tried them out in
tests and, therefore, cannot give them
a place in this list.

Here are the requirements for the
variometer: It must have a high in-
ductance ratio. It must have a low
distributed capacity. Usually, the
type that has the stator wound inside
has these qualifications ,but not nec-
essarily. There are many of this
type on the market.

In a number of sets I had the occa-
sion to examine the last week made
by home builders I made a discovery
that I believe is causing half the trou-
ble with the Autoplex circuit around
Chicago.

It seems that several dealers, an-
4ticipating a demand for the Miloplex
circuit parts, had a number of variom-
eters placed in their original cartons
with a special marking showing that
they were for the circuit. Now, these
variometers are so made that by sim-
ply changing the terminal connections
they be used either as a split variom-
eter or as a plain variometer. In this
case the split connections were made
by the dealer.

Unfortunately, the demand for Au-
toplex parts far exceeded those for
the Miloplex, and dealers, without
thought, sold a great many of the
ones especially connected up for the
Miloplex to Autoplex home builders.

I found one of these in each set in
two homes I was a guest of the last
week. Naturally, there were no re-
sults from this arrangement. By sim-
ply connecting the terminals in the
regulation way all the trouble disap-
peared and the set worked like a
Trojan.

Because of these experiefices I
would advise all that are having dif-
ficulty in getting their Autoplex to
work to take a peep at the terminals
and see if these are properly con-
nected.

APTOPLEX SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM moo:

strung, impatient, nervous sort of
cuss should shun like he would small-
pox. If ygu are not careful, you will
slip over half a dozen stations and
not know it. The signal whistle comes
in quite sharply, almost like a short
click on many of the sets. This
means that a vernier knob must be
employed on both variometer dials
to permit of close adjustments.

Once the little whistle is heard, or
the sharp click makes itself known,
nurse it tenderly. Gradually increase
the regeneration and force up the ap-
plied power until the full signal
strength is in..

You will find that however far the
station may be away from you
it will come in with sufficient vol-
ume to operate the speaker. It may
be that the coast stations will not be
strong enough for the speaker, but
-they certainly will come in much
stronger in the head phones than any
one tube set you ever heard.

The Atitoplex is noisy. It is about
as noisy a proposition. as one ever
went up against on a tuning. panel.
It will shriek and howl and squeak,
but don't mind. That's a character-
istic and proves the set is working
good.

Make a finer adjustment. When
you have the set in comPlete 1resd-
nance With the incoming station the
Autoplex quiets down and becomes
as peaceful as a kitten.

How to Balance Circuit.
You will find that it will be better

to vary the two variometers in uni-
son, or as near to unisomns is possi-
ble. When you make one movement
on one variometer follow it up with

Va similar movement. 'Keep this up
until a rushing noise is heard in the
phones or in the speaker. This is the
signal that indicates you have reached
the wave length and signal of the in-
coming station.

Get this in your mind and hold it
there: The two circuita-the grid and
the plate-must be in. complete reso- 1
nance. You will find that the vari-
ometer dial readings practically will
be identical whenever the resonance
points are reached. The resonance
points may run anywhere. on the dials
from the zero to the 180.

There are many -who have trouble
who have not followed the circuit dia-
grams carefully. The hook-up is sim-
Pie and easily followed, but some seem
to get mixed up on it, just 'the same.

I am republishing the circuit dia-
gram today so that tho,se who have
mislaid former pablicatiOns may have
it as a guide-. Take this 'and study it
closely. Also takethe.iiictures of the
Autoplex' published last week and
note the arrangement of the parts on
the panel. Keep your leads short.

And this is important: If you use
an aerial, be sure it is a good one.
At least. 150 feet is necessary. If Positive Contacts for
ground only is used, be sure it is a
perfect one.

Audio and Radio Amplification.

Tuning Important Factor,.
Inefficiency in tuning is the next

serious trcuble with the Autoplex, ac-
cording to the experience of those
who have brought their troubles to
The Post.

The Autoplex tunes very, very
sharply. It is a set that a high -

How to Add One Stage of
Radio to Reinartz Set

ORDINARILY there is little to be
gained in the addition of one
stage of radio -frequency amplifi-

cation to a regenerative receiver, but
in some Instances such as the Rei-
nartz tuner, the added stage appears
to give the set the final touch to make
it the most selective apparatus of its
type.

Amateurs have been reluctant to try
radio -frequency in conjunction with
regeneration since usually the two
have refused to combine with any
great success. Particularly was this
true With the transformer type of
coupling.

With the improvements in tuned
radio -frequency and especially in the.
apparatus developed for these inter -
stage couplings the usual drawbacks
have disappeared.

Popular Idea Fallacy.
Many times radio enthusiasts haye

read that radio-frequencY aniPlifica-
tion could not be added to a Reinartz
because the latter circuit was based
on an aperiodic or untuned primary.

The premise was wrong, altho the
latter fact was correct. The primary
is untuned, but secondary is sharp-
ly tuned by the tap switches and the
21 -plate condenser. If the argument
had held any weight the conclusion
still would have been wrong for the
simple reason that the radio -frequency
coupling devicehanclled the output of
the tube and not the Input.

An. excellent receiver with a high
sensitivity and an unusually high de-
gree of Selectivity can be N assembled
by combining the plain Reinartz tuner,
one stage c -f tuned radio -frequency
amplification and one stage of good
audio -frequency amplification, accord-
ing to the diagram.

How to Wind Varionieter
The interstage coupling by which

the tuning is accomplished should con-
sist of a variometer containing at least
sixty-five tums on rotor and stator
respectively The variometer should
be selected by its radio chaYacteristics.
the clearance between rotor and stator
should be as small as possible The
wire should be as large as will allow
the required turns to be placed within
the available limits and the substance
out of which the frame and rotor ball
are made should be either of thoroly

Many inquiries are coming about
radio -frequency and audio -amplifica-
tion. So far experiments with radio -
frequency have not been successful.
Frankly, I have not had the opportu-
nity to give it much of a trial. My
own brief experience and that of oth-
ers, including Mr. Muhleman, the in-
ventor of the circuit, is that it re-
duces the volume considerably. In
other words, it almost takes the super
out of the .circuit.

I would like to hear from readers
who have experimented with radio -
frequency amplification.

Audio -amplification lends itself ad-
mirably to the circuit, altho it is not
required. Most of the stations in the]
United States will come in heavy
enough to operate a loud speaker. If
some do not, it may be well to add
just one stage of audio. The connec- ;
tions are made in the usual manner.1
The addition of this one stage gives an
unusually strong volume.

Keep Batteries Watered
Now that the steam heat days are

the water in your storage bat-
: tery will evaporate as fast, os_ep

the
faster,

than during the summer. Keep
level of the electrolyte above the ,I1

plates. Add only distilled water,!'
, which can be had at any drug store. It
is cheaper by the gallon bottle. It is"
well to give the battery a slight charge i'
after filling. .

here

Panel Binding Posts
When a set is used to try out dif-

ferent hook-ups as they appear, and
connections' are not very permanent,
the ground and aerial binding posts
often become overcrowded so 'that a
poor connection results, or if the con-
nections are soldered, no single wire
may be removed without disturbing
the whole group.

If a brass strip (see sketch) is at-
tached to the back of the panel to the

dor

CONNECTIONS

SCREW (OR)

BRASS STRIP

SCREWS S WASHERS
BRASS STRIP

4_W000 BLOOM

BINDING BINDING POSTS

POST

BRASS ST PIE

WOOD BLOCS

binding -poll screw, and the connee-
tions soldered to it, they will be much'
more easily changed if need be. If
connections are not soldered, the strip
may be mounted on' a block and bind-
ing posts placed along it (five or six),
it will grtacly facilitate changes in
book -ups. Screws (brass) with washers
may be used instead of binding posts
when appearances are not important.
-A. F. McAllister, 2113 West 109th
at reet, Chieago,

dried nonresinotts wood, or composi-
tion having low high frequency"losses.

If 6is found impossible to secure a
variometer with the full number of
turns it is not advisable to attempt
to increase the tuning range by in-
serting a condenser across the entire
instrument. In general it would be
best to give up the idea rather than
work with the makeshift.

Tubes Are Critical.
 The tube for the radio -frequency

_stage plays a far -more important part
in the action than is usually credited
to It. Not every type of tube and
not every tube in a suitable type will
be found to work properly. Instead
of amplifying the high frequency im-
pulses -fed to the tube thru the second
ary of Reinartz, the tube elements
being too close together act as con-
densers and merely pass the impulses
straight thru, short circuiting the reg
ular tube action: If this circuit is
worked out, it will be wise to experi-
ment with an assortment of hard tubes
until the best one is found. Then and
only then will the full measure of re-
sults be secured from the single radio -
frequency stage.

- - -3

Dead End Wires Hurt
Selectivity of., Sets

One way toward selectivity in a re-
ceiving set is to eliminate all the 'win,
on the tuning coil that is not in use.

Vacuum tubes will bring in signal,
for a distance of about five miles with+
out an aerial. Some receivers will
work greater distances. If there is at
excess amount of wire on the coil
the unused part will be receiving some
other station and the two will be heard
in the phones.

The unused portion of the tuning
coil has a certain definite frequency
to which it will respond, therefore if
the signal received is near this fre-
quency this part of the coil will att.
sorb some of the received energy.

These two reasons should be enougli
to make any phan tear the wire, that
is' never used, off his coupler or tun.
ing coil. If this is done there probably
will be a noticeable difference on local
stations and surely on all distant sta.
tions worked.

Testing Storage Batteries
Never use an ammeter to test a:

storage battery. A voltmeter will
give a fair indication of the battery,
but the best all around, sure fire test
is that made with the hydrometer.
Do not test just after adding distilled
water.

Radio Fans-Notice!
See These

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
at Your Dealer

43 -plate with a -plate vernier
Kellogg variable condensers are fur-
nished in 11, 23 and 43 plates sizes
with and without vernier. Decremeter
type. Arranged for panel mounting.

With Kellogg
Radio
Equipment,

USE-Is
The TEST
If Et OGO SWITCHBOARD

SUPPLY COMPANY
CHICAGO

PER I OLAT BROTHERS
331 WEST MADISON STREET

(Six Doors East of Market Street)

COMPLETE LINE OF KELLOGG, ESTRU, CARTER, ERLA
AND BREMER TULLY PARTS IN STOCK

Blueprints for all Standard Circuits

C-11, C-299 and db nn
C -301A Tubes, ea,414-UV
Brandes Superior Type
Head Sets,
each $4.45
Pico Double Pole Head
Sets, Bakelite, it. nn
2200 Ohms, each 414.V V

10 -Plate Variable Vernier Con
densers with Dials; $2.00each

22 -Plate Variable Vernier Con-
densers with Dials; $2.25
each

44 -Plate Variable Vernier Con-
densers with Dials; $2.50each

11 -Plate Plain Condensers, $1.05
each

23 -Plate Plain Condensers, $1.30
each

43 -Plate Plain Condensers, $1.50
each

Murdock 23 -Plate Condensers; Glass
Enclosed; suitable for $300wave -raps; each

Murdock 43 -Plate Condensers; Glass
Enclosed; suitable for $3.25
wave traps; each

Schoonhoven's Reinartz $1.90
Coils; each

Schoonhoven's Radio Fre- $1.50
quency Coils; each

"A" Batteries, Volts;
30oeach

"B" Batteries, 222 Volts; $1.35
Tapped; Large Size; ea.. '

Nickel Plated Binding Posts; Sitfor
Marked Binding Posts:

each
Moulded Bakelite Sockets,

Standard Base; each
Winico Sockets for No. 199

Tubes each
Mimeo Adapters for No

199 Tubes; each

Magnetic Moulded Vario-

each
couplers, 12 Taps,$225

R V-
eters,aven

ariom
each $2.00

Stranded Copper Antenna
Wire, 100 foot
Coils, coil 45c

Voltmeters for Testing "B" Qq.ct.
Batteries; 50 volts, each..

Switch Levers, Adjustable 15oLeaf; each
Audio Frequency Transformers;

well-known make;
each

Jefferson Transformers;
$4.00

High and Low Ratios; ea.,$250
Double Phone Cords;

each 35o
Pacent

each
Phone Plugs, Single; 40

Citizen's Radio Call Book;
each

Cambric Spaghetti Tubing;
2% ft. lengths; each

Cockaday Coils;
each

Casey Demon Coils;
each

50o
15o

$1.95
$1.25

Dayton Radio Frequency $425
Transformers; each

B. Metal Loud Speaking
Crystals; each

7x12 Bakelite Panels;
each

7x14 Bakelite Panels;
each

0
7x18 Bakelite Panels;

each

40,,St-
7x21 Bakelite Panels;

each

50/7x24 Bakelite Panels;
t; each

5ni, 1)(28 Bakelite Panels;
I" each

$1.25
$1.45
$1.90
$2.20
$2.50
$2.95

-Threse prices will be good until Wednesday, December 12, 1-92.3
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Questions You Ask and Answers We Give
FREE SERVICE
QUESTIONS asked on any subject per-

taining to radio will be answered
'in this department in either the daily
edition or The Radio Magazine section
Published each Thursday. No charges
are made for this service. If personal
reply is desired by return mail, enclose
self-addressed and stamped envelope.
Write on only one side of the sheet.
and where a check is desired on a
faulty circuit be sure to send legible
diagram as used in the book -Up.

136-CHICAGO-I have a one -tube Rein-
artz set with a Bremer -Tully Vernier tuner
and a 23 and 43 plate condenser. I use a
UV -199 tube, two 1% -volt A batteries and
22% -volt B battery. I get the local
in strong without any body ca-
pacity or howling of any kind. But
on the distance stations I bare considerable
lrowling in my tube and theostate.sand when
,1 put my finger on the phone post on the
23 -plate condenser it seems to stop the
bowling a good deal. I have body capacity
on,..my 23 -plate condenser, which is next to
my rheostat. 1 have a .000025 2-meg grid
leak, but -no phone condenser. Ts there
any .way to stop howling and body capacity?
If I use a phone condenser, what kind, and
capacity is the best for ply 'set and the
proper place to put it? I will sure appre-
ciate any information you can give me on
this.

Try a phone condenser of .022 mfd. ca-
pacity. A great deal of body capacity can
be eliminated by shielding panel with tin
or lead foil. Better results can be ob-
tained with a C. R. L. variable grid leak
UV -199 tubes require a 40 -ohm rheostat.
If this is not adhered to trouble such as
you have would result., -

RHEOSTAT OHMAGE.
128-CHICAGO-My ultra-audton set has

been working very well up to lately. When
I get a whistle and turn the rheostat down.
I 'hear a click and everything is gone. I
can also make that same click by turning
the condenser. Is it because the rheostat
is the wrong omhage? if so, would yon
please tell me the right ohmage for C-300
tube?

The click you refer to is characteristic of
an ultra-audion set. Rheostat should be
six ohms. The binders are ready for de-
livery. They will be mailed upon remit-
tance of the price of ,50 cents, or you can
call at the office for 'the same.- '

TABLE MOUNTING.
121-CHICAGO-a enjoyed -very much the

reading of your magazine, and am certain it
is a welcome addition to us amateurs and
to our library. I have built one set, a one-
Utile, which is giving good results. I noted
with -interest the photo of "A Practical Test-
ing Set" in a recent issue. It appeals to
me as a very practical way of laying out
your set. Can you tell me where I can
get the details of this set, blueprints, photos
and list of parts? 1 am ambitious to build
a better and larger set. Magazine issued
Nov. 15, page 6, is the one I refer to.

The set you refer to was shown as an il-
lustration of a method of wiring and mount-
ing for experimental purposes. This' can
be applied to any circuit by buying parts
that can be table -mounted. Experimenters
usually employ this method for temporary
hook-ups of new circuit. When they have
satisfied themselves of its efficiency, they
mount in the regular way-that is. on panel
and in cabinet.,

VARIOMETER CIRCUIT.
131-CHICAGO-Please send me a clear

diagram of a set in which I' can use the -
following parts: Two variometers, one
vernier condenser and one - WD -4 tube.
What is the mileage on the set which your
diagram shows with and without outside
aerial?

Diagram Of circuit requested has been
mailed you. It is the Armstrong three -circuit

regenerator, known commonly as the variom-
eter hook-up. The range, approximately.
is 1.500 miles under good conditions.

130-CHICAGO-The inclosed diagram is
of a circuit that a friend of mine is using
and he claims wonders for it. He uses a
WD -12 tube with 1% volts and a 22% "0"
battery. Would it be possible for you to give
t his circuit a tryout in your shop and in-
form the writer of your findings? If it is
as good as he claims, it could be passed
along to any of your readers who would
like to change from a crystal set to a I
single tube set. I take this opportunity
to congratulate yourself and The Chicago
Evening. Post on its remarkable magazine.

The circuit is 0. K. It is a single circuit
regenerative. set. An article on this type set
will appear in our columns in the near
suture.

134-CHICAGO-I was reading your.artiele
on the -wonders of the Autoplex receiver
end I am especially pleased. I have been ,
wanting a set that could get. distance and
good volume. What do you 'use Id place of
a rheostat? Would a switch to turn the
tube off and on be all right? How far are
you able to hear on these sets Would you
use a duo -lateral 1250 or 1500 honeycomb
coil?
-...s_sesiteh is 0. X. ou Western Electric
216-A and the VT -2 tubes. On others
such as 201-A you may use rheostats.
Range of -set is unlimitethe Use DL -1250
turn coil.

" Al7T0FLEX R. F. '

116-CHICAGO-Was much interested in
your article on the Autoplex circuit. I
would be greatly obliged if you would give
me the hook-up for same with the radio -1
frequency (one stage), also showing how
the stage of andio4requeney could be added.
I also would like your recommendation as
to the best variometers and oscillating coil
and all other parts to use in making this
set. Could the Croseley radio -frequency am-
plifier and tuner be used in the radio-fre-
epiency amplification in this circuit? And'
If so. what tube would work best and how
much "B" battery would be necessary on
the tube you would recommend for the radio -
frequency amplification? I notice your con-
servatism in your article and also notice a I
reluctance to accept unquallfyingly all re-
ports on this circuit. I appreciate the ne-1
eessity of saying nothing dere atively in a
published article-but would like to know
If yon have found any peculiar or unsatis-
factory features in your working of it.

As yet no satisfactory method of radio -
frequency amplification has been perfected.
We have found that, altho it stabilized
end in some cases makes It finer tuning,
At also kills the super -regenerative volume
10 some extent. We hope to have this eir--
fait ready for the public in a short time.
t he Croseley cannot be used.

There are no unsatisfactory features in
the Autoplex, except that it requires a slan-
ted hand to tune it. The following parts are
Recommended: Any' variometer of high in -
&penance ratio and low capacity with the
Eater wound inside with Dig tail' connection;
* I,2u0 thin D. L. coil; oue 216-A Western
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Electric or a VT -2 tube. All other parts
are standard.

MORE AUTOPLEX DETAILS.
117-CHICAGO: Will you please send a

real plain Autoplex circuit that an amateur
may construct? How many turns in honey-
comb coil are necessary, and how many
volts in "B" battery are necessary? Will
this circuit work with a Cunningham 6 -
volt detector? Your magazine is great.
I want a binder when they are ready.

Circuit was reprinted in a very clear man-
ner in the Nov. 28 issue of The Post Radio
Zaagazine, together with constructed de-
tails. There are 1,250 turns in the coil;
150 to 300 volts of "B" battery with a
Western Electric 216-A, or "VT -12 tube
should be used. A Cunningham detector
will net work, nor will the UV -199, WD -11
or otMr small tubes be satisfactory. The
201-A or 301-A tubes work next beet to
the big power tubes, 216-A or VT -10

PEANUT WHISTLE IN SET.
114-CHICAGO: Your section is fine-a

real radio magazine, in fact. Will you tell
me why I heard a regular "peanut whistle"
on my set (two -stage Reinhartz, with die-
tograph loud speaker), all their the opera
K WY broadcast the other night? I
would pick up WDAP or WJAZ and the
whistle was gone, but, altho I tried sev-
eral adjustments, I could get the opera fine
with one certain setting and the peanut
whistle no matter how.. high or how low I
adjusted tubes.

Send us a hook-up of your set with values.
and we will try to solve your problem.
There may be many causes, one of which
could be improper grid leak value and
faulty tuning.

TUNED RADIO -FREQUENCY.
112-CHICAGO': Allow me to congratu-

late YoU on your first Radio magazine. It
fills a need for every radiophan. I have a
DeForest three -tube set, using honey -comb
coils. Will it be of advantage to me toadd a step of tuned radio -frequency, and
just what better results should I get?

Radio -frequency could be added. altho it
would require completely rebuilding your
set, and two'steps would be necessary. With
it, set would receive further distance and
tune finer. There would be no increase in
volume,

MINER'S SUPERDYNE.
302-CHICAGO: Congratulations on yourweekly Radio Magazine. It has much val-

uable information for the Radio bugs. Iwas all ready to try my luck in building
a super -heterodyne, but after reading aboutI.Mr. Miner's superdyne, I am interested in

tlobtaining this hook-up. Can you advise me
where same may he obtained?

We hope to be able to publish diagram
and full details of the Miner superdynecircuit shortly. At the present we cannot
give you the desired information.

AUTOPLEX VAIIIOMETER,
111-ELGIN: I read your Radio -Maga-

; sine every Thursday and it sure is a greathelp to the radiophan. Your article on the
Autoplex circuit was very interesting. (1)
I find that you specify a special variom-
eter for use in this set. so I am askingyou to gist, me a list of the variometers
suitable for this set that are on the mar-
ket. (2) Would the special variometer
advertised by Montgomery Ward & Co. be allright? (3) Could you send me a wiring
diagram of this set? The one in thepaper is obscure.

(1) Variometers should be of good -mould-
ed bakelite type preferably, those having
high ratio of inductance with stator wound
inside and of the well advertised brands
answering this requirement will do. (2)Should work all right. (3) A clearer
hook-up was -given in Nov 28th issue of the
Radio Magazine of The Post with construc-
tion details. We have mailed you 'a new
diagram, hoWever. Use 216-A Western Elec-
tric or VT -2 tube,
'110-CHICAGO: Several weeks ago I as-

sembled an Aotoplett set when it firstcame out in the Radio News, but with in-
different success. After trying it out for
several weeks,' was about to give up when
I noticed your - article in The Post Radio
Magazine and the success you have had,
and decided to give it more time. My aer-
ial Is two wires of thirty-five feet each
outside; 1,250 turn D. L. coil; a 45 -volt
B Battery; one dry cell for an A battery
and a WD -12 tube,  The variometers are
of the wooden type with stator wound on
the inside. All I ever could tune in was
the Drake. and Wieboldt's, both 360 -meter
stations, and these with only fair volume.
'Never got any DX or even KYW. Can
you suggest any change in parts or make
any suggestions that would enable me to
get KYW and Outside?

Your main trouble is due to the 'fact that
you are using a WD -12 tube which has not
enough caDaCity to handle the super -regen-
erative currents in an Autoplex circuit.
Tube should be Western Electric 216-A or
VT -2 with 150 to 200. volts of B battery on
the plate. Would advise moulded bakelite
variometers of high ratio inductance. Aerial
is not sufficient for any set from which
you expect to get distance work. You have
a thirty -five-foot aerial, not seventy feet.
One single strand of wire 150 feet long
will give you much better reception.

MINER'S SUPERDYNE.
223-CHICAGO: Your article on Miner's

Superdyne circuit- in the first issue of the
Radio Magazine reads so well I would like
to make one, and will appreciate very much
your letting me know where I can obtain
information regarding the construction of
this receiver. The Radio Magazine is one
of the most interesting publications I have
come across, and, while not a regular
reader of the Evening Post, I certainly
won't miss the Thursday issue.

The first announcement. of Miner's
Superdyne does not- give the schem-
atic diagram for the hook-up, but we
are seeking to obtain the same and

ft In a sUbsequent
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79-JOP: Please print. diagram of good
hook-up with variocoupler, 43 -plate variable
condenser and two steps of audio -amplifica-
tion. Please give range and selectivity.

A good circuit using parts described is
given herewith. It has a range of 1,000
to 1,500 miles under ideal conditions., The
selectivity is fair. By adding a wave trap,
such as was described in the issues of Nov.
15, Nov. 22 and Nova 28, you will add to
its selectivity.

LOCATION OF KYW.
80-CHICAGO-Where is KYW station lo-

cated? I want to see it and I want to get a
picture of it for my album.

On top of the Commonwealth Edison build-
ing, Chicago. This station was described
and pictures of the studio, operating room
and personnel printed in the Nov. 15 issue
of The Post Radio Magazine.

PARAGON OR ZENITH?
301-CHICAGO: I am desirous of pur-

chasing a three -circuit regenerative radio
set and would like your opinion on whether
I ought to buy a Paragon or Zenith. I am
inelosing self-addressed envelope.

This is a mighty hard question to answer,
for several reasons. It is just- about like.asking a fellow what sort of a suit of
clothes a fellow should buy. The Paragon
is a most excellent receiver. So is the
Zenith. They would give the writer very,
very satisfactory service. We cannot say as
for you. -

If you asked what sort of a receiver the,
writer preferred for his own personal use,
we 'could give you a more satisfactory an-
swer, but as to whether it would answer
your requirements, we cannot say. The
writer uses a three -circuit feed -back regen-
erative sets something like the Paragon, but
with a few little wrinkles in it that give
more selectivity and better range. This set
has three stages of audio -frequency. When it
is Ideated close to a local broadcasting sta-
tion, as it was the past year and until re-
cently a wave trap such as was described in
the Nov. 28 Post Radio Magazine was used.
This was because it was within three blocks
of WDAP. It is not required at the present
address-about eight blocks from WJAZ,

-WHAT IS REGENERATIVE?
115-CHICAGO: (1) Is a circuit em-

ploying varlocoupler as tuner, with lead
or beginning of windings connected to an-
tenna and switch aria to ground, the rotor
connected to plate and to telephone jack,
a regenerative or feedback circuit, or must
a variometer be used in connection with
the coupler to make it regenerative? (2)
Can a variable condenser be used to advan-
tage in circuit instead of variometers? (3)
If variable condenser is either antenna or
ground circuits "cut down Ware length"
as radio writers tell us any variable con-
denser in rotor or plate circuit increase
wave length, then why is variable con-
denser used at all in antenna or ground in
blue print circuits and seldom if ever, shown
in plate (rotor) circuit? (4) If I use 43 -
plate in antenna circuit as single circuit
diagram shows would I gain any point by
placing a 23 -plate variable condenser in
rotor (plate circuit or from plate -1 end-
to phone and thru jack to plus IL of course).
(5) It is my understanding that a regener-
ative set should always employ a fixed con-
denser (across the telephones), Now, I am
not sure where to place same, this .0005 mf
condenser, I mean. The diagram shows it
connected from rotor one end across to
plus A and minus B. I have tried it in
this point and notice no improvement. My
jacks are wired, bottom connected to plus
B-Gre two center leaves to primary (is
and out) of transformer, top leaf to plate
and input runs to plate, also rotor of cou-
pler runs to top jack. I am somewhat of
an amateur but have successfully built a
Reinhartz, two -stage set. The other ifews-
paper radio editors, I find, are so slow in
replying that a hook-up is made without
waiting for a reply.

(1) It is, and a variometer is not re-
quired. (2) Variable condenser could not
be used in place of variometer, but would
be of more use in a single circuit regenera,
tive set that a variometer. (3) The natural
wave length of an ordinary antenna plus
that of the primary winding of a eerie -
coupler is generally greater than 600 me-
ters, therefore a method of cutting down
the wave length other than increasing it is
necessary. (4) Not particularly. The best
position for it would be across grid and
filament leads from primary of variocoupler.
(5) A condenser across phones is not nec-
essary. We are afraid we, too, haVe been
rather tardy in replying to your letter but
my mail reaches many hundred inquiries
each week, and While I have three stenog-
raphers at work it seems impossible to catch
up with my correspondence. I am sorry.
I have received in this department as many
as a hundred queries like yours in a day,
many of which required hours of research
work to answer intelligently.

IT WAS PUBLISHED.
132-CHICAGO: Will you please send mea list of parts blueprint if possible of the

Autoplex published is The Post? If spe-cial makes of tubes, variometers, etc. are
needed, give the names and prices. Can
a WD -11 be used? My own set at present
is a one -tube Reinartz, but It doesn't seem
to function as good as could be expected.
For one thing, when trying for long-dis-
tance stations, I have plenty of howls and
more of a popping noise. Is it grid leak
trouble? Am submitting a diagram of my
aerial. May be that is where the trouble
lies. Someone told me at one time toattach to my aerial little clusters of seven
strand wire, about a foot in length. Well,there are about ten of those hanging likehells on my aerial. My ground construe.
tion is to a steam -heat radiator. My best
for your Thursday editions. They're flnei

List of parts for Autoplex with construc-
tion details was published in The Post Radio
Magazine, Nov. 28. 216A or VT -2 tubes
are beet. They list at $12, and-use from
150 to 200 volts of plate -battery. Neither
the WD -11 or UV -199 is satisfactory in this
circuit. The. 201-A works next best topower tubes. On your Reinartz set use 'avariable grid leak, such as can be bought
of any _dealer, and .00025 mica condenser,
A proper aerial should be .of- the "La iype

3-I RF

single wire, 150 feet long, six to ten Pet
above all obstacles. The spiral coils hang-
ing vertically may improve your aerial.--

302-CHICAGO: Please tell me where
these stations, WOAD, IVEAD and KEKD
are located. I received them on my one -
peanut  tube set. Your radio section is
mighty fine.

WOAD is the Friday Battery & Electric
company at Sigoufney, forria, is a 360-
meter. No WFAD is -registeredProbably
is WSAD of Providence, R. I.. on 261 me-
ters. No MID listed. Probably KFKB
of Milford, Kan., on 286 meters.

SILENT NIGHT CODE.
345, CHICAGO:- Is there anything we

can do to get 9BBS arid 9ASN to oibserve
silent night?

Probably not, The first named is
registered in the call book as at Wau-
kegan, Ill., and the other at St. Paul,
Minn. Silent night on Mondays here
applies only to local stations and am-
ateurs. These two amateurs are with-
ing their rights. You should not have
any interference from them, anyway.
Your set is working on too low a wave
length. Load it up and get above the
amateurs.

FAULT IS IN TUBE.
80, CHICAGO: Referring to Autoplex eie-

cuit described in Nov. 18 Radio Magazine
Vseetion: I built this receiver from specifi-
cations given in the Radio News, using the
following parts: Two Manhattan variom-
eters, 600 -meter range: one 1,500 turn
honeycomb coil and one standard socket.
1 use riBilvertone, DeForest tube, and have
tried all the various plate and filament volt-
ages, but to date the only station I can
tube in is KDKA, East Pittsburg. I can-
not receive even the local stations. Whenthey are on the air the only thing I can
get is a few station
then a faint voice reception. I have tried
all kinds of energy collectors, including good
single -wire outdoor aerial, a few feet oflamp cord, ground alone, and Ducon plug,
but the results are the same. KDKA sta-
tion comes in when only a few turns of the
rotors are outside of the variometer mold-
ing. I also tried a 1,260 turn H. C. coil.
but this made no difference. What is your
idea of the proposition as outlined? Frank-
ly, it has me guessing.

From your information we gather
that your set works efficiently at a
certain point of regeneration. When
this point is reached your apparatus is
set so as to receive on a narrow band
of waves  lengths that take in
KDKA. If you notice, there is no other
station in a condiderable distance on
or near 326 meters, therefore our con-
jecture. We would suggest that you
use a harder tube such as 216-A or
VT -2, -which will not oscillate as freely.
Be sure to vary the "B" battery volt-
age. Then have tubes take up 300
volts on the plate. Apparatus men-
ttiuobneed should be 0. K. except for

CAUSE OF AUTOPLEX FAILURE.
122, CHICAGO: I have built the Auto-

plex from the blue print and bad the same
looked over by a good radio man, but up
to the pr*ent am unable to get results.
Cannot get WJAZ at all. Too much noise.
Can you inform me of the trouble? Kindly
advise when your radin.,,kinder is ready for
delivery.

Your information as to construction
Of your set, parts used, aerial, etc.; is
inadequate. Your trouble probably
lies in the fact that yon are not using
a 216-A or VT -2 tube as was specified.
This is of great importance. These are
5 -watt power tubes and require six
volts on filament and from 150 to 300
volts on the plate. Use as much "B"
battery as the tubes will stand if you
expect this circuit to give you the
volume it is capable of. The common
causes for failure with the Autoplex,
first, is not enough plate voltage; sec-
ond, improper tubes; third, inefficient
tuning, and, fourth, poor construction
and parts.

NEEDS A WAVE TRAP.
126, CHICAGO: The loose -coupler hook-

up submitted is a description of my loose -
coupler. I am having fairly good results,
receiving all Chicago stations, but I am
troubled quite a bit by not being able to
tune out WJAZ to receive KYW's opera, on
Saturday,night. I am willing to improve
this hook-up if I don't have to go to much
expense. The material I have on hand
that I find no use for so far is one .43 -plate
variable condenser, one .00025 phone con-
denser and an iron core with a slider and
about 50 turns of (1/4 -inch in thickness)
wire wound around it. I would not mind
purchasing any other small articles if neces-
sary.

The wave -trap diagram in The Post
Nov. 28 Radio Magazine will solve
your problem. The parts necessary
fror-its construction you have at press
ent.

NEEDS MORE BATTERY.
125, CHICAGO: Y have constructed the

circuit from sketch of your article in The
Post Radio Magazine of Nov. 15, but I
cannot get the whistling sound as you de-
scribed there should be. Can you suggest
what I should do to make this circuit work
properly? Any suggestion you make will
be carried out to the letter. The parts I
have are: , 1 Honey -comb coil,, 1,600 turn
coil; (2) variometers, mahogane type; 64
turns on rotor; 1 vacuum tube U. V. 201:
1 socket. -1 rheostat, 5 to 6 ohms: 1 storage
battery, 100 amps: 2 "B" batteries. 45 volts.

Use 1,250 turn coil and 150- o, 300

6V

volts of "B" battery. I would suggest
first' trying honeycomb coil. Then
more "B" eattery. If this does not
correct trouble, obtain Western Elea;
tric 216-A or VT -2 tube and 'put in
place of VV -201. These power tubes
require six volts on filament and from
150 to 360 on plate.

WANTS WORKIN3 PLANS.
123, CHICAGO: I would like to know

if you have a larger diagram of the Auto-
plex one -tube set you wrote up in your
Radio Magazine. As I am an amateur as
well as green about the different symbols. I
ask you where can I get the above design,
as I want to build a soul. compact set.

A diagram such as you wished is
for sale in several of the loop radio
stores. Also note construction details
in Nov. 28 issue of*T.'he Post Radio
Magazine section.

124, CHICAGO: I would like to. Low
what makes varlomeleus are best suited for
the Autoplex circuit and where they eau --
be purchased.

Use any good molded variometer hav-
ing a high ratio of ind-ictance and low
distributed capacity. The stator should
be wound inside. Any dealer can sup-
ply you with the type referred to. Do
not buy cheap variometers. They don't
work.

AS TO AERIAL WIRE.
127, CHICAGO: So glad of the radio sec-

tion. Now I won't have to take two eve-
ning papers. - For a starter: Is plain cop-
per wire better for an aerial than insulated
wire? Does an aerial os the root affect
the insurance on lightning
arrestors necessary?

Plain copper wire is best. An aerial
on the roof does not affect the in-
surance of a building. A lightning ar-
restor is not necessary, but desirable
as a protection to the set.

WANTS SELECTIVITY.
129, WILLIAMS, IOWA.: My set" is aClapp-Eastham Hit receiver with HZ 2 -stage

amplifier, Please tell me what changes I
will have to make to make it a dry -cell out-
fit. Also, how can I make it more selective?

Substitute WD -12e tubes for onesyou are using at present. Use two
dry cells in parallel (rot in series) in
place of storage battery. Set can bemade more selective by adding a
wave trap such as was shown in the
Nov. 28 Radio Magazine section.

RADIOLA "B. C."
104, CHICAGO: I have a Radiola "R. C."

three -tube set, but I do not understand just
how to hook up the "B" batteries. Thereare four binding posts CM the bottom ofset in the order given: A plus and Bminus; A minus; detector B plus; amp. Bplus. I want to use sixty-seven volts across
amplifiers and eighteen on detector. Howcould this set be made more efficient orselective? Could a unit be built and added
or hooked to the binding posts? Is thisa single circuit regenerati Ter Please mailme diagram.

In reply to your incuiries in letter
of recent date, hook -Up is given onthis page. Set could be made more se-
lective by adding wave trap which we
have described in the Nov. 28 issue of
The Post Radio Magazine, The Radi-
ola "R, C:" is a variation of the single
circuit regenerative hook-up.

GETS ONLY LOW WAVE LENGTHS.
219-CHICAGO: I take liberty in writingto you concerning the Autoplex circuit.Would like to know just what variometers

(Continued on Page 12.)
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How to Add Three Stages of Audio -Frequency
Without Distortion in Output

BY an unusual streak of
good .fortune The Post
Radio Magazine has ob-

. taincd a series of highly in-
teresting articles on radio and
audio -amplification by Ben-
jamin Freund, the young Chi-
cago radio engineer, whose
work in the radio engineering
field has been of inestimable
value to the industry. The -
first of these .articlei, all of
which have been written ex-
clusively for_The Post Radio
Magazine, and are protected
by copyright, is published to-
day: Next week's article will
deal with the subject of home -
built ."puSh and pull" trans-
formers.-The Editor.

By BENJAMIN FREUND.
THERE has been a constant de-

mand by many for a means of
amplifying radio -reception effi-

ciently past the second stage of am-
plification. Generally those who have
tried three stages of audio -frequency
amplification have met,. to a great de-
gree, with failure.
. In the contents of this article I will
endeavor to explain in a most explicit
`nontechnical manner just how a third
stage of amplification can be used effi-
ciently. - -

In order to create this amplification
clear to all we will go back to the
fundamentals 'of amplifying circuits.

The current impressed from one
tube to another in a vacuum tube cir-
cuit is an alternating current, coupled
with transformers. An alternating
current is one which alternates; first
flowing in one direction and then in
the opposite:

As voice 'or music is carried thru
a vacuum tube little electrical varia-
tions in the circuit are created which
correspond to the variations of the
voice or music.

In a detector tube circuit these elec-
trical impulses generally are strong

eP enough to operate only a pair of
phones. If greater volume is desired
these impulses must be magnified or
made more intense.

In order to create this amplification
the output of the detector tube is con-
nected to the primary of a transformer
which is designed specially for this
purpose. This primary is a coil of
very fine wire wound around an iron
core built up of a great many lamina-
tions of the softest kind of sheet
iron.

Over the primary is wound another
coil of wire with a greater number
of turns than on the primary. The
secondary winding generally has from
three to ten times as many turns as
,the primary and It is this ratio of
turns that is meant when the manu-
facturer of a transformer rates the
transformer as a three to one or five
to fone ratio transformer.

How Sound Is Amplified.
As the impulsing current of the de-

tector tube passes thru the primary
a likewise impulse is induced in the
secondary, only with greater potential
due to the step-up factor of the trans-
former. This greatly intensified im-
pulse is applied to the grid of the
succeeding tube, which in turn intensi-
fies the variations of the *date circuit

- thus giving forth greater signal
strength due to the amplifying factors
of the transformer and vacuum tube
combined.

After this form of amplification has
been carried thru two tubes or two
stages of amplification, a loud speaker
can be applied, giving forth great vol-
ume. On local stations sometimes one

BENJAMIN E. FREUND,

stage of amplification is all that is
necessary 'to give. satisfying results.

Now, if another stage of amplifica-
tion for greater Volume is tried there
usually is a great amount of noise
noticeable, which is generally called
tube noise. The reason for theSe noises
is quite apparent when explained.

For easy examples we will substi-
tute a water pipe for a vacuum tube,
water for the current passing and
water pumps for each stage of ampli-
fication.

If this pipe is capable of passing
ten gallons of water thiet it in a
g:ven amount of time and if one pump
will push five gallons of water it will
take two pumps to push ten gallons,
thus pumping the maximum amount
that the pipe will hold. Now, if an
other pump was to be applied the pipe
would be carrying an overload of wa-
ter and would possibly spring a leak
ox burst -under the pressure applied.

This also applies to amplification
with the vacuum tube, where the pres-
sure applied would be the "B" battery
or plate voltage used.

Why Distortion Results.
After amplification has been carried

on to the second stage the amount
of power that that tube is carrying
is generally the full capacity of the
tube. Like in the water illustratidn,
if the power is now . pushed thru a
third stage of amplification, this third
tube is being forced and instead of
giving forth pure amplification of
voice or music, whicheVer it might be,
it distorts to a certain extent due to
internal noises within the tube being
created and amplified with the voice.

In some instances where poorly de-
signed transformers a -re used the voice
or music is given forth in blurts which
is generally due to the transformer
not being able to cover all of the fre-
quencies within the musical range with
even volume.

Now, in order to carry on amplifi-
cation past the second, stage without
distortion or amplification of tube
noises, either tubes capable of car-
rying greater power or differently de-
signed transformers must be built, or
probably both are necessary. As most
power tubeebnecessitate more' llan six
volts for filament lighting and as most
transformers are not designed for pow-
er tubes both of these methods are
impracticable.

We will then look forward to a
method that has been used for the
amplification of speech in telephony
with great success for many years.
Some of the readers probably are
aware of the method which I will try

0
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FIGURE 1-One stage of audio -amplification. 11111111111111111111Mill

to explain. This method of obtaining
amplification beyond the second stage
with efficient results is called the
"push -and -pull" method of amplifica-
tion.

Now it is well known by. all who
dabble in radio that every tube has
a grid and a plate which form part of
the input and output circuits, re-
spectively.

Balances Up the Output.
Now when the secondary of an

amplifying transformer impresses, a
potential upon the grid of the tube
it is connected to, the grid only passes'
one-half of the cycle of the alternat-
ing current. That is, as the current
raves first in one direction and then
in the other direction only one of the
all ernations affects the grid.

In the "push -and -pull" method, the
secondary of the transformer' is
tapped, thus dividing it in two. One
half of this wiliding is connected to
one tube and the other half is con-
nected to another tube. This allows
one tube to take care of one alterna-
tion while the other is impressed by
the other alternation.

The connections for the input "of
such a transformer are as illustrated
in figure 2.

G-1 is one end' of the secondary
winding and G-2 is the other end of
the secondary winding. F-i is the
return lead from the grids of both
tubes and is generally connected to the
negative filament or to the negative
of the "C" battery when one is used.
It Is generally advisable to use a
"C" battery in this form of amplifica-
tion in order to give the grid the
proper amount of --bias or negative
potential, which is highly desirable
for the deliverance of great power.

A "C" battery can be made of small
size ordinary flashlight batteries.
From 3 to 20 volts are sometimes nee-
esSary to give best results, depending
upon the characteristics of the tube
used and the amount of plate voltage
or "B" battery used. The greater
voltage applied on the plate of the
tube the greater must the voltage be
which is to be applied on the grid.

In ordinary amplifying circuits.
where the voltage used .on the plate
does not exceed 100 volts, sufficient
bias, or grid potential, can be ob-
tained from the "A" battery by con-
necting the grid return lead from the
transformer to the negative of the
"A" battery, as shown in figure 3.
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Now, getting back to the push -and -
pull amp/Kier, it readily will be seen
that an output transformer Is neces-
sary as a collective agency for the
outputs of the two tubes. We, there-
fore, must, have a transformer which
has a means of combining the' out-
-puts of both tubes to one common
output.' 'This is done by hating a
transformer with a tapped primary,
the tap dividing the primary evenly
in two parts, -an illustrated in figure
2;..where P4 -and B -1 -form one half of
the and B-1 and B-2 form the
cthe lf.

In- his  manner the burden is di-
vided, each tube doing half of the am-
plifying and then combining their
output, which is induced into the sec-
ondary of the output transformer and
by connecting a loud speaker to L-1
and L-2 On -figure 2, clear, distortion -
less .amplification can be had With
terrific volume and without any strain
whatsoever on the tubes being used.

As this, is the beginning of a se-
ries of articles dealing with audio -free
quency and radio -frequency amplifica,
:len, we will not go any further into
the explanation of the push -and -pull
amplifier. Next week's article will
deal with the construction of push -
and -pull amplifiers, made of ordina rev
equipment that can be -obtained at any
radio retail store.- This initial article
is mostly explanatory, so that whon
the following articles on the con-
struction of amplifiers appear the
reader will - be able to under-
stand to a better extent just how and
why it is done.

Don't Force Tubes
When tubes refuse to oscillate for-

cing them by applying more filament
current_ will not solve the problem.
It only shortens the life of the tube.
Look elsewhere for the trouble.

Established 187.5' by E.J.Lehmana

Service -Quality -Price
State,Aciams and Dearborn Streets

Complete Long Distance

4 -Tube S. P. 2 Radio Set
1 stage Radio -frequency Amplification Detector

2 stages Audio -frequency Amplification

Regular $175 Outfit at

$98.5°

A set powerful enough under favorable conditions
to enable you to listen in on New York, California,
Canada, Cuba and other distant points.

Set consists of 1 detector tube, 3 amplifier tubes, 100 it. stranded an-
tenna wire, .1 pair phones, 50 feet lead-in wire, 1 ground clamp, 1
45 -volt "B" battery; 1 Carter phone plug, 1 Willard 6 -volt storage bat-
tery, 2 insulators -and 1 S. P. 2 set.
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FIGURE 2-One stage of "push and pull" power audio -amplification.
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Post Makes
Hitwith Bible

Long -Distant Hounds Smash Records
Roy J. Blum, 309 aDeiro street, Con-

gress Park, 111., has run in forty sta-
tions in one night, and makes a
sworn affidavit to those figures. His
mark is one to shoot at, as it comes
close to a world's record.

The stations were received on the
night of Nov. 5 and covered the en-
tire continent. New York in the
east Dallas, Texas, in the south;
-Calgary, Canada, in the north, and
Portland, Ore., and Los Angeles, Cal.,
in the west, are the outpost stations.
The remainder are, of course, scat-
tered thruout -the United States.

Lest there be some one who would
doubt Mr Blum's record, he had it
taken to notary public and made af-
fidavit to its accuracy.

Then the complete report was sent
to Wilson J. Wetherbee, director of
the Westinghouse station KYW in
Chicago.

Here are some of the DX reports
sent in by The Post Radio Magazine
readers since last week's issue:

WILLIAM ZIEGLER NOURSE.
The Chicago Evening Post's broad --

casting of the Goodspeed "New Testa-
ment: An American Translation" on
Sunday evenings from station KYW
(Chicago) has aroused favorable inter-
est among the radio listeners of the
country. What was originally planned
as a feature for only four Sundays
has now become so favored among the
invisible Sunday audiences that the
broadcasting station has decided to ex-
tend this service indefinitely'.

Letters to KYW from all parts of
the country have shown how radio-
phans have enjoyed the fifteen -minute
readings from the Goodspeed transla-
tion. William Ziegler Nourse, who has
read the selections for KYW, has been
commended for his clarity of voice
which has helped to bring to many
people portions of the message at
contained in this new American ver-
sion of the New Testament,

Writing of the religious significance
of such a service as this broadcasting
of the.Goodspeed New Testament, Rev.
Herbert L. Willett recently stated In
the Christian Century: "Quite aside
from the interest attaching to a mod-
ern .speech edition of the Scriptures;
public attention will be drawn afresh
to this masterpiece of the wOrld's lit-
erature, this narrative of 'the life of
the founder of Christianity, and the
story of the beginnings and growth of
the early church. The results of such
an event upon the general biblical in-
telligence of the nation will be incal-
culable."

Mr.. Nourse broadcasts each Zundey
between 6:30 and 6:45 p. m., reading
selections from the "New Testament:
An American Translation," lay Edgar
J. Goodspeed, as they appear exclu-
sively in The Chicago EveningPOSt.

I Crystal DX Loggings I

Crystal radiophans are making some
records these days, ' especially with
the Hagerman Long Distant Crystal
receiver published in The Post Radio
Magazine section. Here are some ex-
amples of stations brought in the past
week:

GETS FIVE DX STATIONS.
RADIO EDITOR -I made your long dis-

tance crystal set as per your Radio Maga-
zine section of -Nov. 28. "I'll say she
perks." Last night (Dec. 3) I got KDKA.
WOS. WTAS, WDAF and WCBD. Many
thanks afor your deseription.-S. L. HELD,
3-139 Fulton avenue, Chicago.

GETS KDKA ON CRYSTAL.
RADIO EDITOR -At the risk of being

considered the world's greatest prevaricator..
I deaire to say that last night (Dec. 3) I
got station ICDKA (East Pittsburg) on the
dinkiest crystal set you ever saw. Once be-
fore I had detected St. Louis in the air,
but very, very faintly, but last night KDKA
was plain enough to distinguish the eve-
ning story, music, etc.

I always can get Zion and Elgin. but this
was my first real distance connection.

The crystal set mentioned is nothing but
a spider -web coil inside a cabinet, about
3x5 inches in else. It has a row of ter-
minal posts over which the finder (or what-
ever you call it) passes. The set is ground-
ed on the radiator and I clip it to an out-
side single aerial about eighty feet long. The
set is so small it has attracted the curiosi-
ty and comment of my friends. It waspurchased as it start -de, but I do not know
the name of the maker. The above maynot be unusual generally, but it certainly
is with me. -ARTHUR S. LYTTON, 1460
North avenue, Hubbard Woods, Ill.

R
Complete Stock Available

Hilco Variocoupler
Rathbun Variable Condenser

Wholesale Only
DEALERS: Send us your orders.
Our Catalogue, Listing 1,000
Nationally advertised items, is
now ready.

123 W. M a di: o n St .Chic o

Gives Details of Work.
The complete report as made by

Mr. Blum, with the notary public4
notations, follows:

This is to certify that I. Roy J. Blum,
residing .:u 309 Deyo avenue, Congress Park,
Ill., a suburb fourteen miles west of Chi -
Lag°. Ill., heard on the night of Nov. 5.
1923. the following radio broadcasting sta-
tions with the following equipment:

Receiver -Westinghouse type It. C. serial
No. 58197.

Tubes-Radiotron 201A for detector and
201 for amplification.

Telephones -Baldwin -type C.
Loud Speaker-Lyradion, Baldwin type C

unit,
A-Battery-Horgis 6 volt. 60 amperes.

testing 1250.
B-Battery-Everyready, 15,,cell, 45 volts.
Antenna -One strand T type, long strand

75 feet. hung due east and west, short
strand, due north and south, highest eleva-
tion 50 feet, lowest point 40 feet.

Lead In -20 feet long.
Ground Wire -Connected to water pipe.
Temperature -10 above zero.
Static mild.

STATIONS HEARD,

letters.Call Location.
Time
D, m.

KDKA. Pittsburg, Pa
130WDAF, Chicago 6::020

WCX, Detroit, Mich 6:23
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo 6:26
WCK, St. Louis. Mo 6:26

WPAD, Chicago
8:31
6:33

KYW. Chicago

WOC. Davenport. Iowa 6:42
WGY. Schenectady. N. Y 7:00
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas 7:83
WILE,' Kansas City, Mo., 7:35
WLAG, Minneapolis, Mien 1:37

WOQ, Kansas City, Mo...
77;8403WDAR, Philadelphia. Ps.

WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
7 :64WCAE. Pittsburg, Pa

WORD. Zion, .

88 ::00:11

W09, Jefferson City, Mo 8 :05
WWJ, Detroit, Mich . 8:22
KSD, St. Louis, Mo

8:278:23WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio

WRAD, Marion. Kan ... 88::4465
WIAB. Rockford. III

..
8:48.

WBAV, Columbus,
MILD. Milford, Kan 67
WJZ, New York, N. Y     ..... 99 ::0608

Newark.WOK, N. J

WEL. Washington. D. C
* 9:1684WMC, Memphis. Tenn..,..

WOO. Philadelphia, Pa 9:17
WOAW, Omaha. Nab 9:19
WFAA, Dallas. Texas 9:29
WPAH, Waupaca. Who . 9'35
WBAH, Minneapolis- Minn.. 9:40
KFDL, Denver, Coto 10:10

sWGR, Buffalo, N. Y 10:22
WSB, Atlanta, Ga  .10:52
API. Los Angeles, Cal -11:00
hFAB. Portland. Ore 11.34

11CFCN. Calgary, Canada
Signed, R. J. BLUM:38.

Personally there appeared before me this
6th day of November, 1923, Roy J. Blum.
who under oath swears that the above is
true and correct.

(Seal.)
J. F. GRUNDLACH,

Notary Public.
My commission expires Dec. 20, 1925.

HE HEARS HAVANA ALSO.
RApIO EDITOR -I was very much inter-

ested in the announcement in your depart-
ment that quite a few radiophans had heard
Cuba Monday, Nov. 19, in spite of the fact
that it was not their regular broadcasting
night. I beg to say that I also had them
on that evening, very much to my sur-
prise. and I got the last three numbers of
the program, which was given by a sex-
tette from an ocean liner that was evi-
dently docked at Havana, but on account
of the decidedly Spanish accent of the an-
nouncer. I tailed to catch the name of this
vessel'. The program was very distinct,
clear and loud, one Of the numbers being
our old friend, "La Paloma." I wrote on
Monday. asking them it they had changed
their broadcasting evening but have nut had
time up to the present writing to receive
an answer. -LOUIS GEYLER, 2635 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago.

"BEG YOUR PARDON."
RADIO EDITOR -I am about to take is-

sue with you on radio miracles, and sug-
gest a "Beg Your Pardon" column for your
magazine. On Monday night, Nov. 19, we
had station P_WX, Havana, Cuba, -from 10
to 10:35 p. tn.. central standard time. At
10:15 D. m. announcer commented thusly:
"If you hear clock ticking this is Havana,
Cuba." Program consisted, of an orchestra
playing from some ship. Signed off at
10:35 p. m., "Station PWX."-HARVE C.
VICK, Alta Vista, Iowa.

HEARS KFI ON ONE TUBE.
RADIO EDITOR-Last Monday night, Nov.

26, I broke my record, of silent night re-
ception with the following stations: KDKA,
KFAF, KSD, WBAP. WBAV, WBZ WCBD,
WCX, WDAF, WFAA, WFI, WGR, WGY,
WHA, WHAZ, WEB, WIP, WJZ, WLAG,
WMC, WOAW. WOC, WOO. WOR, WOS
WSB, WSY. WWS, WTAS, KLZ.

These thirty stations came in clear. There
were a few whom I could not understand.
I have a one -tube ultra-audion set with
which I heard KFI, Nov. 18, 1923, from
11:10 until 12 midnight. -BCH MURRAY,
Elmhurst. Ill.

RADIO EDITOR -The list of twenty-two
stations, which follows is the result of last
Monday night's efforts (Nov. 26). My set
is a one -tube reflex hook-up.

KDKA-Pittsburg, Pa.
KSD-St. Louis, Mo.
WBAH-Minneapolis, Minn.
WCAE-Pittsburg, Pa.
WCBD-Zion
WCX-Detroit, Mich.
WDAF-Kansas City. Mo,
WDAR-Philudelphia, Pa.
WEAF-New York, N. Y.
WGY-Schenectady, N. Y.
WLW-Cincinnati, Ohio.
WMC-Memphis, Tenn.
WOAW-Omahas Neb.
WOC-Davenport, Iowa,
WOR-Newark. N. J.
WOS-Jefferson City. Mo.
WPAH-Waupaca, Wis.
WRC-Washington, D. C.
WSB-Atlanta, Ga.
WTAS-Elgin,
WWJ-Detroit, Mich.
WOO -Philadelphia, Pa.
I also heard part of a "flag-waving, red

tire" address, but lost it before. the conclu-
sion of the speech. This came in at about

10 p. m.-WM. R. MEACHAM 3544 South
Morgan street, Chicago.

WEAK LOCALLY STRONG ON DX.
RADIO EDITOR -Since you are inviting

lists of stations received, I am giving you
the following which I have received in the
past thirty days on a three -tube Clapp -East -
ham set -detector and two steps of audio -
and using an inside aerial made up of four-
teen -strand wire, silk and cotton covered,
without rubber insulation, which rests in
the picture molding in my room and which
is sixty-six feet long with a ten -foot lead-in.

I have found this aerial much more suc-
cessful than my outside aerial one hundred
feet long with a thirty -five-foot lead-in. It
gives slightly.lees volume on local stations,
but more volume and more  selectivity on
the DX stations. -Here is the list:
Shepherd stores, Boston; Sudbury, Ontario.

Can.; Elgin, Ill.; Cincinnati, Ohio: Buffalo,
N. Y.: Baltimore Sun, Baltimore; Zion City,
Joliet. Milwaukee, Schenectady, N. Y.: Troy.
Pittsburg. two stations: Memphis. Detroit.
two stations; Cleveland, Louisville, Phila-
delphia. Kansas City, Atlanta, Jefferson City.
Washington, D. C. (WCAP); New York city
(WEAP); Providence. R. I. (WJAP), The
Outlet store Fort Worth. Dallas, Los Ange-
les (KFI): Davenport. Minneapolis; Omaha,
two stations: Santa Barbara. Cal.; Hastings,
Neb. (KFKX): Birmingham.

I have letters verifying the long-distance
stations such as Boston, Atlanta. Los Ange-
les. -ALLEN SINSHEIMEIS 223 West Jack-
son boulevard, Chicago.

GETS TURKEY ON PLATE CIRCUIT.
RADIO EDITOR: Well, the old Armstrong

three -circuit tuner reached out its long arm
last month and grabbed only 470 long-dis-
tance stations. I had hoped to make it
an even 500, but on Thanksgiving day.
with a house full of guests, I could only
pick up Turkey. Then later we got "Hun-
gary."

Some of the boys picked up twenty-five
stations Thursday, but with everybody tun-
ing in with their appetite in the plate
circuit I could not even get near my three
WD -12 tube set with two-step amplifier.
Altho I built my set at night, she's a

bear for distance in broad daylight. The
other day she brought In a whistle like a
peanut stand, which later turned out to be
WJ%, New YoYrk city, WOAW, KSD, WOC,
WWJ WHAS, WCAP, WRM, WDKA, WTAS
andWCBD have all been heard with re-
markable volume in broad daylight.

In compiling the statistics for my DX
report for November. I have only listed
those stations that were heard clearly. I
am a strong advocate of "honest" records
among radio fans, and do not believe The
Post should be used for a Munchausen
column.

I also agree with the editor who stated
Atne radio fans are liars. The fellows
who picked up WDAJ. WGM and WHAS
on Monday night really performed a miracle.
The first two mentioned have not been in
operation for months and the latter is
absolutely silent after 8 o'clock Monday
night. Some reports showed KWIC Los
Angeles, which is the Los Angeles Examiner
station. They were not in the air, as re-
ported.

The Examiner was broadcasting thru
KFI, Los Angeles Radio Central, and I sup-
pose some of the boys did a little guess-
work and put down KW11. My DX' re-
port for November follows:

Total hours on air, 68%.
Total distant stations heard, 470.
Tdtal mileage, 268,520.
Total different stations heard. 64.
The list of different atations I received

follows:
CFAC, Calgary; CFCN, Calgary; CKCK.

Regina; KDKA East Pittsburg: KIEL.
Denvess KFEL, Denver; KPI, Los Angeles;
KIM Los Angeles: KLZ, Denver; HOW,
Portland: WAAW, Omaha: WBAH. Minne-
apolis; WBAK. Harrisburg: WBAP, Fort
Worth; WCAE, Pittsburg; WCAP, Wash-
ington; WORD. Zion; WCK. St. Louis: WCX,
Detroit: WDAF, Kansas City: WDAR, Phil.
adelpisia: WDT. New York; WRAP. New
York: WFAA. Dallas: WFAV, Lincoln
WTI, Philadelphia: WOK. Buffalo; WGY
Schenectady: WHAM. Rochester; WHAS
Louisville: WHAZ, Troy; WEN. New York
WEE, Kansas City: WIP, Philadelphia
WJAR, Providence; WJY, New York; WJZ
New York: WLAG,Minneapolis: WLW, Cin-
cinnati: WMAK, Lockport: WMC, Memphis:
WOAI, San Antonio: WOAW, Omaha; WOC,
Davenport: WOO. Philadelphia; WOR. New-
rak: WOS, Jefferson City; WOK, Ames:
WPAH, Waupaca: WPAK, 'Vargo; WRG,
Washington: WRM, Urbana; WSAI, Cincin-
nati: WSB, Atlanta; WSY, Birmingham:
WTAS, Elgin: WTAM, Cleveland; WJAX,
Cleveland: WWJ, Detroit; WWAE, Joliet;
ICRO. San Francisco: ICSD, St. Louis: 8XG,
Cleveland. IRVING JOHNSON.

4551 North Clark street.

MY: MY: OH, MY:
RADIO EDITOR: I am a reader of The

Post who was about to change to another
paper in order to get the radio announce-
ments when your new radio department was
opened.

The article on Nov. 30 apparently gives
a boost to WMAQ on its broadcasting of
the opera last Wednesday night. I don'tknow when or where "The Night Prowler"
listened in, but it was a weird and an awful
example of broadcasting.

First, this station announced a wavelength of 345 meters. Instead it came in
-squarely on 328' meters and was so weak
that it was drowned out by KDKA at East
Pittsburg, who came right thru the opera on
the loud speaker.

The first act was simply impossible.
WMAQ slid around from 326 to 345 meters.
At the upper range it was hardly audible
Pigatdtsbautrg is

lower range blotted out by

It was not until the second act that the
opera could be put on the loud speaker to
be audible ten feet away. Thruout thisact and the third act the wave length was
changed every five or ten minutes suf-
ficiently to nearly throw it out entirely and
necessitating retuning. It was not until the
fourth act that the wave length was con-
stant.

"Oh Fatal Stone" came thru clear, butwith no volume. and one had to be within
tfeonrtalbleeyt. of the loud speaker to hear, com-

The above reception was on a three -cir-
cuit honeycomb coil, regenerative set witha Western Electric 10-D loud speaker.

All the radio enthuiasts I know of are
agreed that it was the worst hash they had
ever listened to.

KYW started to give us two nights ofopera a week this season. First, came a lotof agitation about interference troubleswith single circuit sets, talk about actionin the city council and then, without warn-
ing, WMAQ horns in and announces it willbroadcast the opera.

It was a crime to have as beautiful an opera
as "Aida." butchered in such a manner. All
the phans I know are very indignant about
it, and it would be very interesting to read
In your columns an explanation of why itwas so poor rather than that statementthat WMAQ had made a hit. Also, the in-formation if the opera broadcasting is tobe ruined for the season in this manner.

The opera Is the biggest and best feature
that comes on the air. The arrangement of
Mrs. Oberndorfer's exposition of the prin-
cipal arias on the piano was most interest-
ing and a very good feature. WMAQ ar-ranged a good program. but the technical
work of the broadcasting was the worst
massacre in this vicinity since the one at
Fort Dearborn.

I am sure that anything your columns
can do to insure good broadcasting of the
opera will be appreciated by the public.It will be a shame if so interesting a fea-
tatre is to be spoiled for the public by rivahy
between two different broadcasting stations
should such be the case.

If the station WMAQ is designed for 448
meters and cannot operate properly on a
lower wave length, why not leave KYW
alone? That station has been handling the
subject in an admirable manner to date.

Let me add. Early in the evening WMAQ
came thru in good shape on its regular
wave length. AMASA C. BULL,

834 Greenwood avenue. Glencoe. DI.
(EDITOR'S NOTE -The above letter is a

fair example of several letters and telephone
message received by The Post Radio Maga-
zine taking exception to "The Night
Prowler's statement in last Friday's Post
that WMAQ'S broadcasting of the opera was
unusually fine. 'The Night Prowler" was
speaking only for himself. As stated, he
was at a friend's home on the north side
that Wednesday evening, and altho the re-
ceiver was within four blocks of WJAZ
the opera came in on a loud speaker with
sufficient volume to be heard all over the
house. It is true, however, that there was
considerable complaint all over Chicago
about faulty reception. However, this
same complaint seems general as to KYW,
also, which all goes, perhaps, to show that
the 'trouble lies more in the receivers andthe tuning thereof than in the broadcast-
ing station. Many radio sets have not been
Properly adjusted to the new wave length,
and until they are, and the sharper tuning
of the present-day sets are mastered, there
will continue to be complaints of this na-
ture.)

HERE'S A REAL DX -ER.
RADIO EDITOR: Just finished read-

ing The Poet's Radio Magazine and notic-ing Night Prowler's lists of stations re-
ceived by various DX -err, would like to put
up my list of stations to see how many canbeat it.

Don't know whether I, with. my single
circuit two -stage Armstrong regenerative.
am considered as. a DX-er, as did not have
the pleasure of reading last week's edition
of the magazine. However, my list is areal one, and am listing the stations inthe order I received them, regardless oflocation.
I keep a record or log of time up so

can at any time without much variation
select any station and tune in again with-
out any delay. Here's the list as receivedto date:

WCAE. Pittsburg; WHAS, Louisville; WFI,
Philadelphia; WHAZ, Troy; WBAls, Fort
Worth; WFAA, Dallas: WOIS Jefferson City:
WGR, Buffalo; WGY, Schenectady; WOK.
St. Louis; KDAV, Columbus, Ohio; WDAF,
Kansas City: WEAR, Wichita; WLAG. Min-
neapolis: WDAJ, College Park, Ga.; WMC,
Memphis; KSD, St. Louis: WLW, Cincin-
nati: WOC, Davenport; WGM, Atlanta; WWJ,
Detroit; WEAF, New York city; WEB. Kan-
sas City: WHA, University of Wisconsin:
WCX,. Detroit: WJZ, New York; WBZ.
Springfield, Mass.: WSII, Atlanta: WPA, Fort
Worth; KHJ, Los Angles: KFAF, Denver:
WAAK, Milwaukee; WPAD, Waco; KFDL,
Denver; WOAI, San Antonio; WGAZ, South
Bend; WOAW, Omaha; WGP, Des Moines:
KFI, Los Angeles; KLZ, Denver; WNAC.
Boston: WSY, Birmingham, Alas WBAW,
Marietta, Ohio: WOI, Ames. Iowa; WEAK.
Clarksburg. W. Vas WTAM, Cleveland:
WCBD, Zion; WTAS, Elgin: WJAX, Cleve-
land; WSAI, Cincinnati; WPAIL Waupaca
Wis.; WIP, Philadelphia:. WMAK, Lockport
N. Y.; WIAR. Omaha; WOR. NewarkRF1{11, Milford, Kan.; WAAW, OmahaWOK. Medford Hills; WOO, Philadelphia.

This, along with the Chicago stations.makes a total of over seventy, and amadding them every day. Receive all mystations but very few on a Baldwin unit.
with adapter for Victrola as loud speaker.
While I do not claim any unheard-of dis-
tance. I believe this is covering the country.
For some reason unknown I have never been
able to tune in any Canadian station as yet.but time will tell.

Your magazine section is surely a greatscoop and am sure will have a wide circu-
lation as well as being a great help to the
amateur in his troubles. Good luck. -I. C.ERNST, 9055 South Moyne Avenue, Chicago.

HEARS LOS ANGELES.
RADIO EDITOR: You were rightabout last Monday being a good receivingnight. Brought in sixteen stations on my

home-made three -tube set, including 'Kn.Los Angeles, Cal.. over 'loud speaker clear
as one could wish. Your Thursday maga-
zine ie great. -GEORGE S. BALLARD, 1026
Michigan Avenue, Evanston, DS

RADIO EDITOR: Here is my- DX for
Thursday. Nov. 22, I received most of them
while Chicago stations were on. I have anultra-audion with one stage of audio -fre-
quency, using two WD -12's. The stations
received are as follows: WJZ, New York,
N. Y.; WS13, Atlanta, Ga.; WCAE, Pitts-
burg. Pa.; WOK, Newark, N. J.; WOC.
Davenport, Iowa; -WDAF, Kansas City, Mo.:
WEAF, New York, N. Y.; WEB, Kansas
City, Mo.: WRAP, Fort Worth, Texas:WWJ, Detroit, Mich.; WHAS, Louisville.
Ky.; WMC, Memphis, Tenn.; WGY, Schenec-
tady, N. Y.; WJAX. Cleveland. Ohio; WCAP,
Washington, D. C.: WOA.W, Omaha. Neb.:
KSD, St. Louis. Mo.; WBAH, Minneapolis.
Minn.; WFA.A, Dallas. Texas; CKCK, Regina.
Saskatchewan, Canada; KHJ, Los Angeles,
Cal.: KFI, Los Angeles.. Cal.: KPO, San
Francisco, Cal.; ROW-, Portlantl, 'Ore. .

I want to congratulate you on your won-
derful radio magazine section. -JAMES DE
LANEY, 5447 Michigan Avenue.

USES CASEY ULTRA-191)DION.
RADIO EDITOR: Following is my entry

for number of DX stations in one evening -
Monday, Nov. 5: ISFI, Los Angeles; KGW.
Portland. Ore.; ICSD, St. Louis; Kral'.
Denver, Colo.' KFAE, State College, Pa.:
KDKA, East Pittsburg: WOAD. Pittsburg:
WDAR, Philadelphia; WOO, Philadelphia:
WGR, Buffalo, N. V.; WRAF'. Minneapolis,
Minn.; WDAF, Kansas City: WHB, Kansas
City; WDT. New York city; WJZ. New York
city: WHN, New York city; WEAF. New
York city; WBZ, Springfield. Mass.; WJAR.
Providence, R. I.; tVIIC. Washington, D. C.:
WSB, Atlanta, Ga.; WGY. Schennetade,
N. Y.: WHAZ, Troy, N. Y.: WMC, Mem-
phis. Tenn.: WHAS. Louisille, Ky.; WCX,
Detroit, Mich.; WWJ. Detroit. Mich.: WCBD.
Zion City, M.: WOC, Davenport; WOS, Jef-
ferson City, Mo.; WPAH, Waupaca. Wis.;
WBAV, Columbus, Ohio; WLVV, Cincinnati:

IWAAW, Omaha, Neb.; WBAK; Harrisburg,
Pennsylania.

These stations were brought in between
5 p. m. and 1 a. m. on a two -tube set I
made front the Casey ultra-audion hook-up.
This brings my total outside' stations for
this season lip to sixty-five, including sev-
eral stations in Canada. Texas, Alabama
and Florida. -C. M. BARTON, 1437 Green-
leaf Avenue.

What His Zenith Does.
RADIO EDITOR -My record for last Mon-

day, Nov. 26. with Zenith receiving set was:
WOAW, Omaha: WWJ, Detroit; WRC, Wash-
ington: WDAS. Woreester, Mass.; WOO,
Philadelphia: WBAP. Fort Worth: WCAE.
Pittsburg; WLAG, Minneapolis; KDKA. East
Pittsburg: WTAS, Eight; WOC, Davenport:
WCBD, Zions, WOS, Jefferson City: KSD, St.
Louis; WLW. Cincinnati; WFAA, Dallas;
WMC, Memphis; WGY, Schenectady: WDAF,
Kansas City; WHAZ, Troy; WBAD, Minneapo-
lis; KFKX, Hastings, Neb.: KFI, Los Angeles;
WSB. Atlanta: WGR, Buffalo: WIAO. Mil-
waukee, and WHAS, Louisville. This in -
clues twenty-seven stations and seventeen
states. All came in very good, except Mil-
waukee at times. Have also picked up, at
times. KWH, Los Angeles; KFKB. Milford,
Kan.; WBL, Anthony. Ran.; WRY, Gains-
ville, Ga., and HOW, Portland, Ore. Am en -
Dying your radio section of The Post very
much. -P. W. FERRIS, 924 South Grove
avenue, Oak Park, Dl.

Hear Ye, Reflexers;
RADIO EDITOR -I haven't seen many lists

of stations heard on reflex sets yet. I
have a one -tube reflex set made tip of Erla
parts, but not just like the Erla hook-up.
By accident I discovered a change in the
circuit tbsat improved the volume 20 per
cent and the quality also. I am using a
C-290 tube with 9(1 volts on the plate.
With a C -type Baldwin attached to myphonograph we can hear the local stations
all over our three-room apartment. Last
Monday. Nov. 26, I received sixteen out-ot-
ter/in stations listed below:.

KDKA. Pittsburg, 7:30; WLAG, Minneap-
olis. 7:45; WCAE, Elgin, II., 7:50; WEB,
Kansas City. 8:05; WCBD, Zion City, 8:08;

(Continued on Page 12.)

THE
BARAWIK

CO.
102 S. CANAL STREET

Chicago's
Leading

Radio Store
Will Make Your Money

Go Farther.
Large Stork Sandard Goods.
Real Values All the Time.

Every Item Guaranteed to Be Right
or Your Money Back.

Special Sale
"B" Batteries

Small 221/2 -Volt, tapped 95c
Large 221A -Vol-., tapped.. ,$1.38
Large 45 -Volt, tapped $2.55

These Are Unusual Values,
Standard High Grade

Fresh Goods.
"B" Battery Testing Meter. .85c

Finest Quality
Variable Condensers

Aluminum Plates -Bakelite Ends

11 pl. plain..1.15 22 pl. vernier.2.20
23 pl. plain ..1.28 44 pl. verider.2.45
3 pl. vernier.78c 43 pl. plain ..1.58

Build a Neutrodyne Set
Clearest, Loudest, Greatest Dis-

tance. We Have Every Part
at the Right Price.

NEUTRODYNE PARTS
Condensers, pair 44c
Jacks 79c
Transformers $1.65

Complete Set Parts for
NEUTRODYNE 5 TUBE SET

$38.50
Essential parts Aceesed under Hazel-

tine patents. A set that will give
really wonderful results. The follow-
ing highest grade parts are included:

1 7x24x3-16 Formica Panel,
8 Rheostats w th Dials.
3 4 -inch Bakelite Dials.
5 Bakelite Sockets.
8 Composition Top Binding Posts
3 .0005 Bakelite End Condensers.
1 7x24 High-grade Cabinet.

Neutroformer Transformers.
2 Neutralizing Condensers.
1 Variable Grld Leak and Condenser.
2 Barawik Audio Transformers,
1 Base Board for Mounting,
30 ft. Tinned Busher Wire.

Instructions for assembling and wiring.

Complete Parts for All
Popular Circuits

Cockaday $11;35
Reinartz, 1 tube.._$10.95
Reinartz, 3 tube_ _.$17.95
Autoplex 1 tube Loud
Talker Super Set_ _$13.25
Erla 1 Tube Reflex$18.95
Ultra Auditor $8.95
Flewelling $12.39
Anyone Can Easily Assemble

These Sets and Get Best Results
Famous Fada 160

$120 00Neutrodyne Receiver.
Many Other High 'Grade Sets

at Right Prices

Lowest Prices on .

Bead Sets`
Barawik Special; 2000 ohm.$2.48
Murdock 56, 2000 ohm....$3.35
Western Electric $7.95

Finest Loud Speakers
Murdock. $4.36 Atlas ..  521.50
Barawik Special, with
Baldwin Unit
New Genuine Na-
thaniel Baldwin $25. 00
Storage Batteries.guar-anteed
years: new fresh
stock:. unequaled
values; 6 volt, 40
ampere, 9.90; 6
volt, 80 ampere,
12.95.
Barawik Special
Audio FrequercyTransformer.
Equals any $5.00one ..........225
Reinartz Cols.
very special -65c
$5.50 Coto - Coil
Radio Frequency
Transformer .3-95
Special R. F.Transformer,
equals the high
Priced ones....48c
Bakelite TubeVarl-
ometer-wonderlul
value 1.60
180° Variocoupler
Bakelite Tub 3 s.
$3.50 value 2.25
Switch Points,with
nuts, dozeu....1.0c

Genuine Bakelite
Socket; 750 val-
ue 39c
Phone Plugs..35c
Reinartz Coil, tap-
ped, green. silk,
worth 2.50:..1.10
Vernier Rheostat.
1.50 value....85e
3 -inch Bakelite
Dials. 75c val.29c
Two Slide Tuning
Coil 1.48
Switch Lever..15c
IClosner Vernier
Rheostat, $1.50
value 85c
Signal CorpsAerial
Wire, 100 ft...42c
180°
tiler

Variocou-
1 05

180°
ter

Variome-
.1.05

Guaranteed
Tubes

Detectors ....2.75
Amplifiers ...3.25

75c Rheostats.45c No.12 11/2 vIt.,3.25 
Lowest Prices on Bakelite

Panels Cut in Standard Sizes

B
THE

WIK
CO.

102 S. CANAL STREET
Corner MONROE

Convenient to Northwestern and
Union Depots

OPEN UNTIL. 9 O'CLOCK
FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS

..61555522S59S155855132M155%.
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Selection of Parts for Home -Built Radio Sets
and How to Judge Them

IN this, the fourth install-
ment of Mr. Cardwell's
series of articles on

"Everyday Radio Engineer-
ing for the Home Builder,"
the author takes up "The Se-
lection of Parts and How to
Judge Them." This is one of
the most interesting of the
series so far and contains ad-
vice to the home -builder that
is incalculable. -The Editor.

By ALLEN D. CARDWELL.
IT IS difficult even for the radic
buyers of large radio concerns to
know what apparatus is the best

of its type. As an example, take any
ten loud speakers you like and try to
-decide which is "best." Your final
judgment probably will result in quali-
fications. One loud speaker is the
"best -$10" instrument. Another is
the ,"best volume" loud speaker, while
a third may be the "best quality" re-
producer. Everything is relative in
radio as in other sciences.

The basis of selection for the parts
'which are to go into your receiving
set may be set down under certain
points:

1. Electrical efficiency (including non -dis-
tortion).

2. Appearance.
S. Size and weight.
4. Cost.
5, Convenience.
O. Mechanical efficiency.
For example, you may have in mind

 type of loud speaker which is effi-
cient electrically and mechanically, is
neat and attractive, and is satisfactory
jn every respect but its cost, which is
More than the cost of your receiving
Let. This suggests that you apportion
the cost of your set so that you will
not build a superb receiver and then
operate it on an inferior loud speak-
er or use an expensive horn with a
cheaply constructed receiver.

High Cost of Low Price Products.
If you have planned your receiver

properly, you will not attempt to use
a $75 circuit on a $25 budget. Some
circuits do not permit much economy
beyond a definite minimum. To use
Inferior parts will cost you more in
the end than to buy the best grade or
standard types.

There are some parts which are
not high priced and yet are remark-
ably efficient. The -price tag is no
Criterion whatever of the quality of
a, product. Neither is its appearance
or its "theoretical pose."

The "theoretical pose" of a radio
product is the manufacturer's "proof"
as to why his product must be bet-
ter. If he claims his telephone re-
ceiver is better because it has only
one pole and the tension, therefore,
correctly is centered on the diaphragm,
it is one way of convincing you. If
be explains that his diaphragm is of
a "non -resonant" material that is an-
other argument. Some of the argu-
ments are better than the products,
' Ordinary common sense, in many

eases, can put your mind at rest on
the problems of selection. A loud
Sneaker "speaks for itself." If you
are not a judge of quality in music
and are anxious to avoid a poor se-
lection -cell' in a friend to help you
check up the demonstrating quality
of a variety of loud speakers. Again,
the reputation of the manufacturer
And the dealer who handles the line,
Neill be'of material help in making se-
lections.

A head set (unless intended for use
In a loud -speaking attachment) does
bot need to be super -sensitive or ex-
ltraordinarily efficient for ordinary ra-
dio usage. Many head sets are a choice
bf style and finish. The one you se-
lect may be used only to tune in
stations and the bulk of you.. broad -
east enjoyment may be via a loud
speaker. For crystal sets or where
you are intent on long distance tun-
ing, select a head set which will as-
sure comfort, sensitivity and service.

A. cabinet can be selected in the
same way you pick furniture. A panel
of a standard insulation material may
be based upon its maker's reputation
and the mechanical strength required
for the receiver you are assembling.

Many Units Are Involved. ,
Consider how many specific prod -

acts you are dealing with:
1. Inductances.
2. Condensers.
3. Tube sockets.
4. Insulation and supports.
5. Adapters.
6. Connecting leads.
9. Aperiodic radio -frequency transformers.
8. Tuned radio -frequency transformers.
El -By-pass condensers.
10. Potentiometers.
1.1. Rheostats.
12. Shields.
Each of these units is a fit sub -

sect for a volume in itself. To at-
tempt to show how to select each in
the space of one article would be fool-
:sh and I do not expect that any seri-
axis reader will refer to one article if
'le is seeking "the last word" on any
t opic. All that can be done is to
outline a few important points.

These can be resolved into qaestions
Which you should. be able to ."answer
'oy inspection, study of the manufac-
nrers' circulars and by the salesman
at the radio store, if you are techni-
cally informed.

,'INDUCTANCES:
1.' Will the winding afford the proper

wave lengths when used with a variable
condenser or if used without a condenser?

2. Has the coil a low distributed capacity'?
3. Is the coil wound with good cotton

or silk covered wire?
4. If a variometer, will the bearings per-

mit the rotor to touch the stator?5. If a rotor is used. is the friction or
pigtail connection apt to cause trouble?

6, Jr a spider web what material is used

When You Buy Parts Pay Particular Attention to these Special Items.

for the support and is it a good material
to use?

7.'Are the taps on the coils so attached
that they will later cause difficulty if the
leads are to be removed or changed? .

8. Is the winding firm or will it slip out
of place easily? .

9. Is the winding, varnished or treated
with a compound. to hold It in place.?.10. If the coil is self -Supporting, is it
sufficiently. rigid to stand up under any
ordinary shock or jar?

11. Will the coil require shielding from'
other parts of circuit or can it be so mounted
that its field will not affect the other parts
of the circuit?

CONDENSERS.
1. If a tuning condenser, will it secure

the wave length range called for in use
with a riven inductance?

2. What is the ratio of its maximum to
maximum capacity?

3: Does the design utilize a large mess
of insulation in any part of the frame or
support?

4. Are the bearings liable to wear and
cause plates to get out of true or even
touch?

8. Is the condenser rigid so that it can-
not be warped by pressure?

6. Are the plates perfectly straight?
7. Can the tension be adjusted?
5. Is the contact to rotor apt to cause

microphonie noises?
P. What is the resistance of the condens-

er at radio -frequencies?
10. Can any of the rotor plates be turned

on the shaft?
IL What kind of insulation is used?
12. Is the condenser bulky or heavy?
13. Is the rotor counter -balanced or a

friction sleeve used to prevent it from slip-
ping due to its weight?

14. Are the plates thick enough to pre-
vent misalignment?

16. Is the spacing of the plates uniform?
16. Is the rotor grounded to the frame.

or is the stator built as part of the frame?
17. What metal -to -metal contact is used

for the bearings?
18. Does the condenser require shielding?
19. Is the vernier (if on the condenser)

practical mechanically? What ig the ratio?
TUBE SOCKETS.

1. What insulation is used?
2. Will the springs lose their tension or

bend easily?
3. Do the socket leads cross or increase

the tube capacity?
4. Are the binding posts soldered to the

prong springs?
5. Is the sleeve of the socket the right

diameter to prevent jamming when the tube
is inserted?

E. Will the prong springs corrode?
r. How much surface contact is made be-

tween the tube prongs and the springs?
8. Is the shape neat and practical?

Rely Upon Good Advice.
The questions listed above may be

puzzling to readers who would say,
"Well, how am I to know if the re-
sistance of a condenser is low? Sup-
pose I did know, how would I be
helped in knowing it?"

This, I must admit, is the curse of
the problem in selecting any unit of
radio apparatus -that unless you
have devoted a good deal of time in
experimenting and using all kinds
and varieties of apparatus, you will
never gain much by trying to answer
the questions.

you are a real novice, I would ad-
vise you to rely upon the suggestion
of a professional set builder or an
amateur wto makes it a hobby to
know all thereasons and why of radio
apparatus. Such an adviser may be
employed in a dealer's store -or may
be a neighbor or an acquaintance.

I do not believe every dealer's clerk
in a real authority or Jmpartial ad-
viser, where you enter a store and
ask for a "good coupler," as an ex-
ample. Radio dealers are human.
They have stock on their shelves
which represents a choice -whether
good or bad. Once en the shelf the
salesman's job is to advise you to
buy what they have in stock, as they
kniaw that they will get the sale then,
but if they advise you to get some-
thing not in stock they are afraid you
will not be satisfied to wait, but will

try other stores. Hence, do not, as-
sume dealers will .give you impartial
advice, altho. most reputable dealers
will.recommend parts which they hon-
estly.consider "good .as any other."

One way to insure satisfaction is to
send your circuit and list of parts
(all units indicated p:ainly) to six/or
seven selected. dealers and ask them to
make the best recommendation they
can, regardless of delivery, date or
price. Tell them you will order those
parts of the one -'-dealer who gives
you the best recommendations and
you will be prepared  to buy your
tubes,. batteries, etc.. at the same
store.

This puts the dealer on the de-
fensive. If your ,circuit 'is of any
f`ype using three tubes, the chances
are the best grade of parts will cost
at their regular list price at least
$50, and with batteries, cabinet' and
tubes a set with really good units
costs around $100. Hence the dealer
can afford to give time to a careful
selection in order to make .the sale.
Furthermore, he can "sett by, -mail."
which means that. he can study yoar
circuit when his store is not rushed.
with customers and you will' get
really individual attention.

Gives You Best Service.
- This practice is recommended espe-
cially where you can take your "bids"
to an impartial adviser and without
letting him know which dealers made
up the lists, you will get an entirely
unbiased and cross-checked result.
The dealer whose technical infoima-
tion is most reliable will stand out
easily, because his selections will be
Most consistent and practical. .

Incidentally, if. your order is large
the dealer can afford to giVe you some
concession on your order, tho this
should not be expected any more than
that your doctor should rebate you
and be expected to give you the same
attention and skill as he gives to pa-
tients who pay his customary fees.

One of the most progressive steps
taken in the direction of accurate
parts selection may be- properly re-
ferred to.

The Veriton Radio company of Chi-
cago, which recently has been organ-
ized; operates on a policy which as-
sures the buyers of radio apparatps
information which is absolutely un-
biased.I wish to quote from a letter of
Mr. Hatch, the president, exactly how
they operate:

Recognizing that the intelligent user has
no way of actually determining quality
except by reputation, price or the manufac-
turer's own. statements, and also that all
of the discussions regarding standardiza-
tion have not as yet reached any extensive
application, we have adopted the policy of
furnishing with each article which we
handle a certificate stadng its electrical
characteristics.

On condensers, for example, this certifi-
cate will cover, maximum capacitla mini-
mum capacity, phase angle loss at 360
meters, curve. A. C. voltage breakdown and
brief remarks concerning any special fea-
tures.

These specifications will appear in our
catalog as well as on a certificate which
each individual purchaser will receive. Deal-
ers have welcomed the idea with an eager-
ness which has surprised us.

This policy, while expensive for the
distributer at the start, should be
imitated everywhere by dealers whose
standard is service and not mere ad-
vertising claim.

Three Ways to -Buy Parts.
Two or three ways cf selecting your

equipment, therefore, are open:
1. Acquaint yourself with the various

types of each unit and satisfy yourself by
learning what the apparains should do and

bow each type measures up to the stand-
ards.

2. Call in some adviser who will not be
influenced by the possible sale of the equip-
ment recommended.

3. Write to a number of dealers for bids
and suggestions. Make the job as easy and
specific as possible. Give a good circuit
-drawing and list of parts. Inclose a
stamped reply envelope.

4. Turn over your set to a professional
set builder. Provided 'he is well recom-
mended. by other experts, this may be the
most -economical in time and results.' You
can expect to pay about 40 per cent of the
cost of the parts -.for his services, including
installation, if he has the order for the
entire job:

5. Some published set designs and "blue -
printers" give full' specifications on, how to
build' a set, and the best parts to use are
listed. This gives satisfaction for a great
many builders and the costs are reduced.

This brings up the. point: "Is it
really practicable for a home builder
to make a set or should he buy a
commercial type and forget all about
building one himself?" -

The answer to that is again quali-
fied by your objective, ability, tools,
radio 'education, etc. If you are an
enthusiast, enjoy using tools and doing
manual work, are willing to. study
radio problems -then you will never
be satisfied to accept a "ready built."

Another consideration is based on
patents. 'Various radio patents are
so divided among a number of compa-
nibs that almost no manufacturer can
build an entirely consistent receiver
because he will infringe. Hence, if
you are determined to have a special
circuit, the only way you may be able
to get it will be by altering a commer-
cial design or building it yourself.

What Sets Should Cost.
As to the relative costs, I believe

it generally is appreciated that no re-
ceiving set of pretentious qualities can
be sold to the public for less than $75
or $100, and such receivers do not rep-
resent the best units or parts in all
cases. A few one -tube sets are avail-
able at about $50, but the quality of
the material is not and cannot be the
seine grade that you would expect in
the best designed apparatus.

Bear in mind a receiving set car-
ries with it many special charges, such
as service in event of defects, pack-
ing, testing,. etc., as well as the la-
bor in assembly. A set builder. can-
not secure quantitY orders at this
time, nor build more than one season
ahead, and any concern making 1,000
sets a week is considered very busy
and up .to full capacity, whereas a
parts .manufacturer may be able to
make 1,000 parts or units, a day and
hence be able to effect economies in
production on a larger quantity.'

Forathe average radio set builder, it
would not be desirable to suggest.that
he attempt- to build  any instrument
which would cost :aim over $200 in
parts, 'exclusive of his own .labor or
tools. When such a sum is invested
in a receiver, it is better to buy a
commercial type in Order to' get -satis-
factory service from .It. Be sure you
are an exceptional builder before you
tackle an expensive receiver.

In selecting parts one would be in-
terested in trying to Maintain uniform-
ity where it can be secured. For ex-
ample, all the dials should be similar
in design. If nickel -plated parts are
used, it would be well to have these
match as on the handles or corner
plates, etc. . Inside the cabinet the
appearance is not so important, but
a. sense of satisfaction is always felt
if the receiver gives an impression of
thoroness which always reveals it-self in details.

Plan Your Set for Future.
. partsIn buying try to foresee every

contingency that onight later cause a
change. If, for example, you use
an aperiodic radio -frequency trans-
former to cover from 200 to 600 me-
ters, -you 'may be wise to so mount it
so that it can later be changed if
the wave lengths used for .broadcast-
ing go up or down. Use of special
sockets for 199 tubes is desirable
rather than 'standard sockets with
adapters. Thirty -ohm rheostats may
be a wise selection even if only six
ohms are needed at the time. A few

Radio Reaches
Deep Canyons

A thousand feet below sea level, in
the canyon of the Colorado, recently
a portable radio set picked up sta-
tions hundreds of miles distant and
carried news and entertainment to the
ears of a little party of government
engineers and scientists engaged in
charting hitherto unsurveyed territory.

Doubt has been expressed whether
the 'etheric waves would penetrate
this abyss, but, apparently, there is
no pocket of the earth's surface, how-
ever remote or however deep, which
the broadcaster cannot search out and
fill with his vibrations.

Thrills. Mark Experience.
Col. C. H. Birdseye was in command

of the surveying party. He is chief
topographic engineer of the United
States geological survey. The, ex-
ploratory trip had its big thrills. It
was while at the bottom of the can-
yon and in its narrowest stretch that
their receiving set startled them with
the tragic announcement of President
Harding's sudden death.

About the middle of September they
were endangered by a sudden rise in
the river. It"Was not anticipated that
it would come up more than five or
six feet, but this limit was exceeded
speedily. The party passed strenuous
hours retreating beyond the flood -
ten feet, fifteen feet, twenty lee%
twenty-one feet and the crest.

Cling to Radio Set.
News of the flood reaching the out-

side world aroused anxiety as to the
survey's safety. Not until Oct. 2 -
two weeks later, was a point reached,
at Diamond Creek, 164 miles below the
Little Colorado, and 225 miles from
their place of departure, where it was
possible to let civilization know of
their escape.

Broadcasting was riot possible, so
telegraph had to be used; but that
night their radio set, to which they
had clung thru all dangers and diffi-
culties, brought them the news of their
own emergence from the valley of
perils.

conditions can be gauged in advance,
and if you assume that some change
may be desirable later on, you prob-
ably will so plan the set, that these
changes can be made easily.

Mr. Cardwell will be glad to receive
letters from readers on subjects in
which they are interested and would
appreciate knowing what experiences
the readers may have had in securing
satisfactory radio apparatus. Be sure
to enclose a stamped reply envelope.
Give circuits if asking specific ques-
tions. Address Mr. Cardwell, care of
the Chicago Evening Post.
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THE HOME WORKSHOP
Performs Work
.of Many Dials

Here is a suggestion that leads to
the muchly sought unicontrol receiver.
It is a multurri in parvo switch which
cuts out dials and simplifies tuning.

A disk of bakelite, fiber or hardwood,
two inches in diameter, has a flat pro-
vided on the periphery, and this is
clamped to a condenser or variome-
ter. shaft by means of two nuts, and
made to fuhction as a cam.

The flat portion is sat at right an-
gles to either extreme setting of the
condenser or other instrument, so
that a contact strip or strips will be
engaged by the round portion when
the' instrument is adjusted to the nor;
mat working position.

Diagram A shows the general ar-
rangement of the idea, where two
metal strips are normally in contact
with each other in order to ground
the aerial. When the instrument is
adjusted from the zero position; the
cam breaks the contact with aerial and
ground by forcing the long strip away
from the shorter one, and holding it
there while the average adjustments
are made. This will be clearly un-

Prize /Wards
ForUseful Suggestions

THE POST offers $1 for
every accepted and

published suggestion made
by readers which will en-
able the home builder to
improve his work.

A special prize of $3 each
week is made for the best of
these suggestions.

= Send your entries to Work-
shon Editor, care Radio Dept.,
Chicago Evening Post. Inclose
pencil sketch if necessary to
convey idea.

derstuod by referring to diagram B,
which depicts the action of the cam
on the long strip.

Diagram C shows how the strip may
be arranged in a reverse manner -
that is, to act as a simple "on and
off" switch, simultaneously with the
on and off positiOns of the instru-
ment, for controlling the plate or fila-
ment current, and diagram D, which
is merely a suggestion, the writer not
having actually tried this arrange-
ment, shows how an old key switch
may be utilized in conjunction with
the cam to act as a simple combina-
tion switch controlling B, the plate
or filament current, and A and G.
aerial to ground change -over, and P
primary tuning coil connection with
aerial. -P. T. GLOVER, Hinsdale, Ill.

Logs Station by Meters
and Finds then Quickly

I inclose a schedule of stations, ar-
ranged according to the wave meters,
and I have used this as a log. It
comes in mighty handy if you want
to find a station quickly, and also
as an indication where to look for a
near -by station in comparison to one
that I already registered.
KSD-St. Louis, Mo. 546
HTV7-Chicago. Ill. 536
WOAW-Omaha. Neb. 526
WWJ-Detroit. Mich. 517
NCX-Detroit. Mich. 517
WIP-Philadelphia. Pa. 509
WOO -Philadelphia. Pa. 509
WMC-Memphis, Tenn. 500
KGW-Portland. Ore. ., 492
WEAF-New York, N. Y. 492
WOC-Davenport. Iowa 484
WBAP-Fort Worth. Texas 476
WFAP-Dallas, Texas 476
KFI-Los Angeles. Cal. 469
W CAP -Washington 409
M RC -Washington 469
WJZ-New York, N. Y. 455
KDZE-Seattle. Wash. 455
WJAZ-Chicago. Ill. - 448
WMAQ-Chicago. Ill. 448
WOS-Jefferson City. Mo. i 441
CFCN-Calgary. Can. , 430
CFCE-Montreal 430
176SB-Atlanta, Ga. 429
CFCA-Toronto. Can. 425
KPO-San Francisco 423
WIAG-Minneapolis, Minn. ' 417
WDAP-Kansas City, Mo 411
WHB-Kansas City. Mo. 411
WDT-New York, N. Y. 405
WOR-New ark 405

-PWX-Havana. Cuba 400
WHAS-Louisville. Ky. 400
Harrisburg. Pa. 400
Rochester. N. Y. 400
IiIIJ-Los Angeles. Cal. 395
W DAR-Phila leiphia. Pa. 395
WPI- Philarivl,pbia. Pu. 395
'WJAX.--ClitAtianti. Ohio 390

Ohio 390w9 an Ai,tani e. Texas .... !a. :ite 385
ii.:.t.: ehneetad.V. N. Y. 380
W HA 7...1').oy . Ii. Y. 380
(VII Itl-Ut 1,a,la ' 360ii-pit.1)-Cliiiimie. III. ' 360W bar-Ci:Maito. M. VO
KI,AF-Dmiver, COW. 360

WGI-Medford 360WHK-Cleveland, Ohio 360V(HN-New York. N. Y. 360WSY-Birmingham, Ala. '36eWHA-Madison, Wis. 360
345WHE-Springlield. Mass. 337IIDKA-Pittsburg. Pa. 326.WGR-Buffalo. N. T 319WLW-Cincinnati, Ohio 309WSAI-Cinamnati. Ohio 4, 09WNAC-Boston, Mass. ... 278WTAS-Elgin,Ill. 275WDAJ-College Park, Ga. 258WIAB-Rockford, Ill. 252

Those that I have coupled together.
such as Detroit, Philadelphia, Wash-
angton, Chicago, Kansas City, Cleve-
land, etc., are on the same meter,
but are never on at the same time,
just as WJAZ and WMAQ are never
on at the same time. That is one
reason why they are coupled up on
the list. -LOUIS GEYLER, 2635 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago.

ow -

WCBD-Zion, Ill

Marking Panel for Holes
for Marking Apparatus

It is seldom that the fan is lucky
enough to get a template with a con-
denser. coupler or variometer. This
lack of foresight on the part of manu-
facturers is most annoying, owing to
the fact that to get the holes for the
mounting screws in the right place Is
difficult without some form of tem-
plate.

This problem is solved by buying a
small jar of white paint in a store that
carries _drawing materials. This paint
should cost no more than a quarter
and one jar will last two years or
more.

First drill the shaft holes In the
panel. Then place the mounting
screws in their holes In the instrument
that is to be mounted. Paint the heads
of the screws with the white paint.

Place the shaft in the hole in the
panel and then press the instrument
firmly down in the panel in the posi-
tion that it Is to be mounted. Re-
move quickly and straight.

There will be there on the panel
-white dots where the screw holes
should go. These may be easily
drilled without further marking. If
there is any surplus paint on the
panel It may be wiped off with a
rag.

Food and Poison
Fusing .copper wire across a lead

storage battery will ruin it. On the
other hand, if you have a sluggish
plisorthattery, this treatment isbene-
ficial, and a short-circuit discharge
once in -a while is a good thing.

Protects Tubes
From 'IT Battery
Abel F. McAllister, 2118 West 109th

street, Chicago, wins the first weekly
prize of $3 for workshop aid sugges-
tions. His offering follows:

It is usually a rather risky thing
to do to put a tube in its socket imme-
diately after changing the hook-up,
for the B battery is sometimes acci-
dentally connected so that insertion

of the tube without some precautions
puoscukaellty means $5 er $6 out of the

In order that a socket may be test-
ed to see that the valuable VT will
not be blown out, the following de-
vice may be resorted to:

Take the base of a broken bulb, and
connect to the two filament wires an
incandescent bulb of the same voltage
as the VT in use in the set at the
time. (See sketch.) Flashlight bulbs
may be used for dry -cell 1.6 or 3 volt
tubes -auto bulbs for the 6 -volt tubes.
The bulb should be soldered so that
the connection may be dependable.

After all connections are completed,
the base may be filled with some hard
wax or plaster-of-paris, so that It may
have a finished appearance. If it is
desired, two small binding posts, or
two switch -points, may be connected
to the grid and plate wires for pur-
poses of testing, but it is not neces-
sary.

Long -Distant
Hounds Smash

Local Records
Continued from Page 10.

WOS. Jefferson City. Mo.. R:14; WCAE.
Pittsburg. 8:23: WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas,
8:30: WHAZ, Troy. N. Y.. 8:35: WFAA,
Dallas, Texas, 8.47: WGY. Schenectady,
N. Y. 9:18: WLW. Cincinnati. Ohio. 9:45:
Los ingeles. Cal.. 10:10: WRC. Washington,
D. C.. 10:20: WSB, Atlanta. Ga.. 11:20:
WDAF, Kansas City. 11:50.

I was unable to hold Los Angeles long
enough to get the call letters, but heard
the announcer say: "Los Angeles Times
coming on the air." Then three or four
harmonious notes similar to WMAO was
heard. At this time my set showed effects
of body capacity. This set me wondering
if it were possible that I was being aided
in picking up these stations by somebody's
set "re -radiating." It seemed like I got
them the loudest when I could hear the
whistle of someone else's set. Do you
think it possible? I got several of the sta-
tions listed many times in fishing for other
stations. Nevertheless I heard these sta-
tions on my reflex set, no matter how they
got onto my aerial.

Would like to hear from some other re-
flex experimenters. I'll look for them in
your letter box, for your magazine is too
good to miss a single number. -G. B. ASH -
TON, 318 South Richmond street, Chicago,

An Andion's Fine Work.
RADIO EDITOR -Monday, Nov. 26. I re-

ceived twenty-nine stations, coast to (mast.
on an ultra-audion and one step. They
follow:

WTAS, KDKA. WCBD, WAAW. WPAII,
WHAZ, WDAF, WOR, CKCK, WCAE, WOC,
WMC, WOO, WFAA, WOS, WDAR, WBAV.
WLW, WGR, WBAH, CKCE, CFCA, WRC.
KFDL, WOAW. WBAP, WSB, WHN. KFI.Heard during 8 and 11:30 p. m. -P. J.
BUCH. 2030 Lane court, Chicago.

Gets Twenty-two on One Tube.
RADIO EDITOR -How is this for a si-

lent ( ?) night reception on a one (WD -11)
tube ultra-audion set?

6:05. WCAE. Pittsburg; 6:15 WCX, De-
troit; 6:25. WDAF. Kansas City: 6:30,
WOC, Davenport: 7:12. WOO, Philadelphia;
7:15, WI113, Kansas City: '7:25. WEAF,
New York: 7:26. WCAP..Washington, D. C.:
7:34, WBAP, Fort Worth; 7:39, WLAG,
Minneapolis: 7:41. WWJ. Detroit; 7:45.
WTAS. Elgin, Ill.; 7:47. WLVV. Cincinnati:
7:50. KDKA. East Pittsburg: 8:01, WCBD,
Zion, Ill.: 8:06. WOS. Jefferson City; 8:15.
WSB, Atlanta; 8:20. KSD, St. Louis: 9:23.
WOE, Newark, N. J.: 9:29, WFAA, Dal-
las; 9:43, WOAW, Omaha; 10:05. KFKX.
Hastings. Neb. 1

This makes a total of twenty-two foi: one
night, Dec. 3. 1923. Your radio section
is still the best there is, altho many are
trying to beat you. Hope that you will
continue the good work. -GEORGE W.
ALM, 3217 West Polk street, Chicago.

RADIO EDITOR -Here is a list of fifty-
three stations heard on the nights of Dec.
2 and 3. Am using a Zenith receiver -
the same kind WNP uses, but can't do
very much as the antenna is temporarily
grounded to a gutter. However. don't
think the list is so bad. Also get WJAZ
and WDAP QSA (very) on a few meters
above 200. QSY 200? Hi.

1-AOL, 1-BBN, 1 -BE. 3 -ER, 8ACT, 8 -
ADS. 8-AYT. 8 -BAY, 8-BCT. 8-BFM, 8-
BPB, 8-BPA, 8-BQB, 8-BVT, 8-BZD. 8 -CAF.
8-CBW, 8-CPD, 8 -COP, 8-DDX, 8-DKM. 8 -
DEN, 8-DDC, 8 -ER, 8-FC, 8 -NR, 8 -UP. 8 -
VT, 8-ZZ; 9-AA17, 9-AAW, 9 -AIM, 9-AQX,
9 -BA, 9-BAM, 9 -BBL. 9-13TD, 9-BUH, 9-
BUU, 9-BWP. 9 -BED, 9-CEK, 9-CR. 9 -DR.
9 -DON. 9-DRO, 9-DET, 9 -ERR, 9-EKF, 9-
H W, 9 -IS, 9 -NU. Phone. 9-CAX.-B. DUD-
LEY. 9 -BR. and A. R. R. L.. assistant city
correspondent.

Cleveland DX-er Reports.
RADIO EDITOR -I have a Copp circuit

with one -stage audio -frequency, WD -12
tubes, home -wound coupler of 90 turns,
30 -foot -long inside antennae, 30 -foot lead-in and ground (total). I get WJAZ. KYW,
WDAP and WMAQ frequently. WJAZ will
sometimes give audible results, with this
set. on a loud speaker. consisting of oneBaldwin "C" unit and a vertical born of
metal, which looks like a Magnavox. but
isn't. -R. W. KNOWLES, 14704 Coit road.
Cleveland, Ohio.

- MIXING WATER AND ACID.
Water added to acid in a mix for

storage batteries will result in a seri-
ous explosion. Add the acid to the
wa ter.

Questions
and Answers

Continued from Page 8.
are used. I have experimented with that
circuit, using the basket wave variometer,
and both the 1,250. and 1,500 H. C. coils,
but am unable to get wave length over 320
meters, that of KDKA. I think -it, best
of the supers, if it could be made selective.
I used WD -11, getting KDKA and WLW De-
troit police, and WAIS with a ground. Would
appreciate all the information that is pos-
sible to obtain on the Autoplex. without
Putting you to; any great trouble.

You will find in the Nov. 22 and
28 issue of  The Post Radio Mag-
azine section most of the information
you have asked for. You have gotten
good results from your present hook-
up when you take into consideration
you are using only a WD -11 tube. If
If you would use a 216-A or VT -2 you
would get still much better results.
If you would use a 216-A tube you
would receive still better results. Since
your variometers do not give you the
high wave length, you can raise these
%values by inserting a 75 -turn coil in
the grid circuit and also another one
in the plate circuit. This means that
one of these coils will be connected
between the lead from the variometer
to. the grid on your tube socket and
one on the lead between the plate
post on the socket arid the other
variometer. Be sure that both of the
coils are identical in the number of
turns. Also be sure that the two
variometers are identical, not only in
their windings, but also that they are
the same type and made by the same
company. This is necessary to prop-
erly balance the circuit and if this
balance is not absolutely maintained,
you will not get as good results. The
basket weave varlometers are quite
satisfactory.

LOCAL INTERFERENCE.
222 -CHICAGO: Is it not possible to do

something about the interference of Chicago
broadcasting stations with each other -par-
ticularly on the nights for broadcasting the
opera. We have a three -tube radio, but,
after trying all last evening to hear the
opera broadcast by KYW. I gave up in
disgust because every time I thought I had
it some other station interrupted with a
jazz orchestra or something else. Ever
since KYW changed its wave length last
spring their programs have been drowned
out by other stations. We have tried ev-
ery possible combination and cannot tune
out other stations. Can you give us any
Information?

Your troubles in eliminating inter-
ference are general in every com-
munity where there are one or more
4ocal broadcasting stations of high
power. There is no exception to this
condition in Chicago, and if you are
not located too close to one of the
stations, it is possible to tune out the
interference by the employment of a
wave trap. A sketch and diagram of
an efficient wave trap is shown on
page twelve of The Chicago Evening
Post's radio section of Nov. 15. This
can be constructed at a very small
cost and very easily by any home
builder. Another appeared in the Nov.
27 issue.

Distant Stations Foggy.
211 -CHICAGO -Congratulations on your

six -cylinder radio section. Would like to
have good hook-ups using variometers and
loose coupler which would be selective.
Have 23 and 43 -plate, condenser which might
help. Am using WD -11 tubes' and have
difficulty in clearing up reception of dis-
tant stations. What's the remedy?

The hook-up mailed you is very ef-
cicient on short and long wave lengths.
Use variable grid leak and .00025 mfd
condenser.

List of Autoplex Parts.
212 -CHICAGO -In your Radio Magazine

of Nov. 15, on page 7, you have cut of
one -tube receiver developed by M. L. Muhle-
man. Have you a list of material thatshould be used for this and a blueprint,
which one who is mechanically inclined
but does not know much about radio, could
follow to build one of these?

List of parts and drawings you de-
sire appear in Nov. 27 issue of the
Radio Magazine.

R. C. Receiver Needs Battery.
214 -CHICAGO -I have a Westinghouse R.

C. receiver. 2 -tube WD -12. Local reception
is very good olu loud speaker. Out-of-town
is very faint and I am not able to hold
after I have them regardless of how close
I tune them, with head set. Batteries used.
B. 671/2 volts: A is of three dry cells, about
4% volts. Antenna is 150 feet, three wires.
ground is good and tubes also. Why is re-
ception poor on out-of-town?

We suggest you try 45 volts of "B"
battery on detector. Aerial should be
one wire a hundred feet long on four
wires fifty feet long, three feet apart,
six to ten feet above all obstacles.

AERIAL TOO LONG.
138, CHICAGO: On Monday nights I can

tune in distant stations, but on other nights
I cannot tune in distant stations, because
Chicago stations are so loud. Why is this?
I have a three -circuit regenerative set with
two stages of audio -frequency and my aerial
is two wires. 150 feet long. Would it be
advisable to put honeycombs on this set.

Your aerial is entirely too large.
Use one wire 100 feet long. A large
aerial will make any set broad tuning
and is of advantage only on a crystal
set. Honeycomb coils would not aid
your set. I refer you to articles on
wave traps in Nov. 15, Nov. 22 and
Nov. 28 issues of The Post Radio Mag-
azine. Those sharpen up tuning and
also enable you to tune out local sta-
tions.

104, CHICAGO: Have read your Radio
Magazine and found it very inIdresting as
well as useful. I was extremel, interested
in your account of the Autoplex circuit
and would like to know whether or not a
WD -11 or 12 tubes can be used in this
set? Will you also tell me whether this
set can receive at a distance, and if so.how far? Am submitting diagram of my
Present set and would like you to tell me
the reason why it will not work.

WD.11 or 12 tubes do not work
efficiently in the Autoplex circuit. This
circuit, If hooked up properly, with
a 216 A or VT -2 tube will receive
distance. A set assembled as shown in
submitted diagram, should work, but
would suggest wiring as is shown in
sketch on this page. Use variablO
grid' leak and .00025 condenser. Pri:
mary of coupler should have 60 turns;
secondary 40.

We are always consist-
ently low in prices, giving
very high-class material
at rock -bottom prices.

Two Stores in Chicago

Known by Every Radio Fan
We are red acing our stock
on account of inventory.

SPECIAL REMARKABLE
LOW PRICES

All Merchandise Exchangeable
if Not Satisfactory

Special From 9 A.M. to 2 P.M.
(Until and Iacluding SaturdaY)

Baldwin Headset $6.75
refunded. Only 1 pair
Guaranteed or money

to each custo ner, at..
In spite of these low prices, these
are not seeonds-but FIRSTS.

EDSH
Loud Speaker
Beautifully finished.
Stands 22 ia., with
best tone unit. Guar-
anteed workmauship.
Wonderful value at

6.98
The Same Horn with Master$9.98
Baldwin Unit

Berwick 3000 Ohm HEADSETS -
Complete with Cord.
Remarkable value at $2.89

Same 'In 2200 Blunt $2.49
VOLTMETERS -To Test Your 89c
"0" Batteries. Very Special

FREE
We will build
you - FREE
-Freed-Eise-
man or Fada
Style Neutro-

dyne complete 5 -Tube Set, which
lists and sells for $150.00, if you
buy the parts
from us, amount-
ing to

61125

Special From 1 P.M. to 3 P.M.
(Until and Licluding Saturday)

BATTERY
CHARGER
With Genuine
Tungar Bulb

Charges 2 am -
Perm per hour.
Very special -
only 200 in stockfor this sale.
Only one to each
customer at this
e x t raordinarily
low price,

$8.69
Genuine Frost Round Phone

Plug - Kncwn Everywhere.
Lists at $1.)0. Our

25cSale Price

Brach Lightning Arrester -List
Price, $2.50 Our 98cPrice

Killark Transformer Audio -
5 to 1. Very Spe-
cial at $1.917Q

All Standard Makes of Trans-
forme...1 at Cut Prices

We Guarantee Our Custom-
ers Big Savings on All

Standard Material

6 -Volt, 80 -Ampere Storage Bat-
teries -Guaranteed for two
years. $1B.00 value. $1 0 29Special at

22% -Volt 'IP Batteries, Guar-
anteed Fresh Stock, °Qr.
$1.65 and 7l3l;

Antenella or Ducon Plug -Does
Away with Outside
Aerial 98c

100 -Ft. Roll Stranded A
Aerial Wire. Special `17l.;

Klosner Vernier Rheostat.f7n,,
$1.50 Value. Special at / 7l;

EDSH Double Phone AA0,,
Plug. Very Special at . . 7L;

Westinghouse WR-21 on
Tubes. Special at.. ip207

Other Tubes of All Standard
Makes at Cut Prices.

WHY PA)" LIST PRICES?

Bring us your
Radio Troubles.
We have expe-

rienced men to straighten them
out. We charge nothing for this
service.

RADIO
Chain Stores

OF AMERICA
CHICA7,;0/ 167 W Randolph -

Arm STORES j 9 S Clark
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Opinions of Phans Freely Given
NOTICE-If the subscriber whowrote such an interesting letter re- Radio for Hikers

garding broadcasting programs and
the manufacturers' part in maintain-
ing them, will send us his name and
address, as a mark of good will; we
will be glad to give publication to his
communication. We require this of
all 'cgrrespondents, altho names will
not be printed if so requested. Please
write on only one side of the paper.- i
THE EDITOR. ipC

McMILLAN'S ARCTIC VOICE. .

RADIO EDITOR-Am submitting two clip-
pings from papers, one from your es-
teemed magazine and one taken from Du-
buque Telegraph -Herald. "What's wrong
here ?"-HAR-VE C. VICK, Alta Vista, Iowa. I

(Note-The Dubuque clipping refers to an
Associated Press dispatch sent -out of Chi-
cago following the opening ceremonies of
the new Chicago Yacht club's house' in which
it was stated that "the voice of Dr. Mc-
Millan " was heard at the club "from a
metrophone on the deck of the Bowdoin"
which is is Arctic waters. The clipping
that was taken from The Post Radio Mag-
azine, referred to amateurs "faking" Dr.
McMillan's voice and pretending that voice
messages from the Arctic explorer were be-'
ing sent to the states and being picked up.
The Post stated that the so-called "voice
messages" were impossible because Dr. Mc -
Milian does not have a transmitter powet-
ful enough to broadcast voice. He does
all his communications by code. The As-
sociated Press story should have said Dr.
McMillan`' message was in CODE and not
voice. The error was committed thru ig-
norance of radio terms.-THE EDITOR.)

PINCHING SHOES.
RADIO EDITOR-Newii items says s "As-

surance of co-operation on the part of radio
stations in Canada, whose wave lengths of-
feriid the only possible other interruption
to the plans, were received by E. E. McDon-
ald Jr., president of the Zenith Radio sta...
tion, today. The W. W. Grant Radio cor-
poration has a powerful station in Calgary,
Alta., which has interfered several times
with Chicago messages to the captain. Mr.
McDonald notified the officials," etc.

This from WJAZ, the station which gives
nightly lectures to disgruntled radio fans
who want to hear the opera on how easy
it is to tune out interference. It is to
laugh.-PAUL THORNE, 927 Buena Park
Terrace.

YES, MADAM, THE TRUTH.
RADIO EDITOR-Your Night Prowler on

radio must have thought he heard the opera
Wednesday night (Nov. 29). If he did
he was the only one who did. It could not
be held or heard by anyone and I hope if
they ever broadcast any more WMAQ will
be excused. - Nothing else could be heard
after WJAZ started. Not a sound from op-
era. Would like to be able to have the
truth from. your radio page.-MRS R K
SMITH. Lake Park and 56th street.

(Note-"The Night Prowler" assures uti
he told the truth about the reception re-
ferred to. In fact he named his witnesses
as corroboration. It is true, however, that

. many are complaining about the failure
to pick up WMAQ on the night in question.
This was due largely, however, to a lowered
wave length, which many receivers are not
adapted to cover.-THE EDITOR.)- .

GETS NEWS IN NEW MEXICO.
RADIO EDITOR-I am one year on our

way to the coast with the Peerless Sales
Palace (auto) and have heard of your new
magazine. Will try to get a copy. Best of
luck and success to The Post in its great
undertaking.-B. G. MEYERS, special repre-
sentative Peerless Light Company, en route.
Sante Fe, N. M.

A GOOD SUGGESTION.
RADIO EDITOR-Inclosed is a copy of a

rough graphic summary of the radio pro-
grams given in your Radio Magazine of
Nov. 28, which may be of interest to YOU.
The advantages are obvious, as it shows

_ the stations that are in the air at any
hour.

I would suggest that you consider print-
ing a similar graph In your magazine, and
believe it would be of considerable assist -

Harry Farkough.
LIKE a soldier carrying hisJ1-4am-munition, any hiker may carry a

whole radio set with him. In fact,
the set shown here is powerful
enough to operate a loud speaker
and receive at great distances.
Henry Farkough of New York is
its designer. Every part, even the
batteries, has its place on the.belt.
The aerial is zigzagged in a fold-
ing pad that the hiker can hang
from his shoulders.

once to the restive prowler. It may be
that the makeup expense would be pro-
hibitive, and that you have already considered
it-if not, the idea, such as it is, is yours
with my compliments.-A. W. CORNELL,
6108 Kimbark avenue.

(Note-The idea is a good one and may
be adopted at a later date. Thanks.-THE
EDITOR.).

WANTS CORROBORATION.
RADIO EDITOR-I got 5X3 Nov. 27 at

9:25 p. m. The announcer said: "This is
5X3 transmitting the trans -Atlantic test,"
and said he had only a few minutes left.
Then a band played "Nearer My God to
Thee." If. you, or anyone, was tuned in
on 5X3 at that time will you please write
and let me know? The radiophans here
don't believe I got 5X3. My set is a West-
inghouse, type RA, with an extra step. I
use one 48 -volt and one 24 -volt Willard
wet "B" battery.-J. C. MARR, Alta Vista,
lows.

MANUFACTURERS' FAULTS.
RADIO EDITOR: Why don't manufac-

turers of radio apparatus generally assist
the amateur or attempt to assist him by
giving him some help along the following
lines :

Who ever saw a dry battery plainly marked

Broadcast Bill's Radiolays
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By William E. Douglass.
WHEN you come to think about

it times have changed around
aplenty since the Pilgrim Fath-

ers landed in December, 1620.
Take that first ThangsgiVin' mornin'

back in 1621, Mister Pilgrim shot his
turkey with a muzzle-loadin' gun. In
this century it's different fer it seems
that, over night if there's any shootin'
bein' done, it's prices out of sight. An'
Hezekiah Single sea the of times
were the best an' by that I calculate
he means when he first moved out
west. He'd rather have the of days
back an' lead the simple life away
from growin' towns like ours an'
wickedness an' strife. Leastwise
that's how he puts it, as fer me I'm
satisfied with almost any place at all
that fortune may provide.

An' here's the reason fer it just fer
instance take today fer an up to date
Thanksgivin', an example you might
say. In the mornin' there were chores
to do which didn't take me long an'
while Min stuffed the turkey, we both

listened to a song that one of them
big stations in the east wuz sendin'
out. An' then a speaker told us what
Thanksgivin' wuz about.

Now of course, I'm mighty thank-
ful fer a lot of different things but
most of all fer radio an' the pleasure
that it brings.

While we were eatin' dinner, frum
some place in this here land didn't
we even hear the music of a military
band? Then later after I had et my
second piece of pie, I sez "We need
excitement, you sit tight I'm goin' to
try to tune in on a station sendin'
out a football game."

Guess It took a couple minutes but
I got it just the same. Say it must
a been a dandy, we could almost see
them boys plowin' up an' down the
gridiron. We could hear the yells an'
noise an' that's why I am satisfied
an' mighty thankful too to hang my
hat most any place an' while it may be
true I live out in a little town I'll
say at any rate it don't prevent our
havin' a Thanksgivin' up to date.-
Copyright, 1923, Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company.

- or + or showing exact voltage tap,
other than some faint impression in the
sealing wax.. Have you ever had your dry
cell block down in a cabinet where it's
dark and tried to decipher whether it was
45 or -? How easy it would be to put

sticker in red and white or black and
white to show this information.

Some manufacturers could well afford to
put a longer shaft- on their instruments, so
a fellow could mount it back of the panel
further.

Why does a manufacturer of a new tube
come out with a different base on his tube
so a fellow has to get a new socket for a
new tube?

A lot of manufacttrers are omitting even
instruction sheets with their parts. Of
course, a fellow ought to know. I bought
a potentiometer, a volt meter and am-
meter, and, while I know how to use them
there positively was no direction sheet with
any of them.

Amplifying transformers don% always as-
sist poor beginners by P- G equals F-F,
altho perhaps it makes no difference. Any-
way, it would help a fellow building 'em up.

Experimenter's seta constructed for quick
hook-ufs. Connections to be made to plainly
marked binding posts. vario-coupler on aseparate panel, split xario-meter, etc., One
Popular mica condenser had copy stamped
in the wax fiber instead of on the metal
where you could read it. - And then no -lead
tap to solder ,to unless you do it right
up close ,to where you could ruin the fixed
condenser Do manufacturers care to help?-
F J. SADILEK, 1428 23d street, Chicago.

Daily Weather Bulletins
Sent by Radio to France

Each evening, Sundays and holidays
included, the weather bureau of the
United States department of agricul-
ture sends a radio bulletin to the
French l ieteorologfeal service at
Paris. It" contains observations taken
at a number of stations in the United
States, Alaska and Canada, the posi-
tion at the same hour of dominating
high and low pressure areas, and
weather reports from a limited number
of ships in the Atlantic ocean.

The bulletin, which is addressed to
"Angot, Paris," is forwarded thru the
United States naval radio sta4ion at
Annapolis (NSS) to the radio station
at Lyon (YN). The transmissions are
made on a wave length of 17.145 me-
ters C. W.

The messages are for the most part
coded in a modified form of the inter-
national meteorological code. The bul-.
letin in its present expanded form be-
gan in July, 1922, as a result of ar-
rangements made during a visit to
the United States weather bureau by
Capt. Phillippe Wehrle and Prof. Mar-
cel Coyecque, French meteorologists.

Telegra7phic weather reports have
been furnished to the French meteoro-
logical service for more than twenty-
five yearso The American reports re-
ceived as "Angot" bulletins are broad-
cast from the Eiffel tower radio sta-
tion for the benefit of other European
meteorological services and ships in
western European waters, as they are
intended for general benefit. Ship-
masters are at liberty to pick them
up during transmission from Annap-
olis to Lyon and to use the informa-
tion contained therein.

Short Waves Fade Most
So "Q. S. T." Tests Prove
ThS report of a large number of oh:

nervations on wireless "fading" is
given in brief in "Q. S. T." Observa-
tions to date indicate that the fading
is greatest for waves within a certain
range, and is less for waves which are
above or below this region.

Fading is more pronounced at
wave -lengths in the neighborhood of
250 meters than at longer wave-
lengths. Transmission experiments
using waves of 100 meters lengthjalso
indicate less severe fading than on
250 meters.

It is easier for a large mass of mat-
ter to obstruct a 200 -meter wave than
a 2,000 -meter wave.

A preliminary statistical study of
the transmission range of certain
broadcasting stations indicates that
at distances of the order of 150 miles
a noticeable decrease is observed in
the signal strength, the latter increas-
ing again at greater distances. The
distance at which this effect occurs
depends upon the wave -length, which
suggests that its explanation is as-
sociated with the variation of ground
absorption with wave -length.

Lynch Orchestra Makes
Big Hit with Radiophans

WMAQ's new orchestra, under the
direction of Rhea Dorothy Lynch. is
making a hit with the radiophans,
judging from the letters of commen-
dation received by this station.

Friday evening the orchestra will
play the prize-winning numbers in the
recent composers' contest. They are:
"Arkansas," by Irving Marks; "Sheba
Queen," by H. J. Hasselquist; "My
Pet," by Emil Biorn; "Spanish Dance,"
by Merle Kirkman; "Mammy's Croony
Lullaby," by Mel Lorch; "Just Mel-
ody," by Evart Mellander, and "Red
Feather," by Stanley Church.

The members of W. M. A. orchestra
are Elizabeth Burton, pianist; Mrs.
Corydon D. Smith, xylophone; Rhea
Dorothy Lynch, first violin and direc-
tor; Gardner Herz, saxaphone; Wilbur
Zimmerman, second violin, and Harold
Mueller, banjo.

Avoid Leaky Aerials
Many persons who wonder why

th?ir signals and the music do not
come in so loud in the wet weather as
when there is no storm should be very
careful of the insulation of their
aerial and also the lead-in. The latter
is probably the worst offender in the
matter of losses in radio reception.
In several cases where the aerial was
carefully insulated, but the lead-in
ran against the house, a path for the
weak currents was made in wet
weather, resulting in a great loss of
volume in the radio receiver. Poor
connections also result in a great loss
Solder all joints to be sure, as th"
receiving current is very weak.

W. E. DOWNEY is supervisor of radio in the department of
commerce. He is taking a radio census these days. It's a big job,
too, he'll tell you. The census has been gained thru broadcasting an
appeal to radio users to send in their names and addresses and those
wto enjoy the use of radio sets. Downey finds that 70 per cent of
.the sets have vacuum tubes and 30 per cent crystal detectors. Photo
shows Downey compiling his radio census.

Novice Homebuilder Must
Take Kindergarten Course

HERE is isually very little
rl doubt in the minds of most radio'

fans as to what constitutes a
good radio receiver. The characteris-
tics which a radio receiver must have
in order to mark it as a set worthy
of praise are.so well known that any
radio fan can call them off on his
fingers.

When a man who knows how to get
his moneys worth plans to make a
receiver he knows that if he is to get
the utmost satisfaction in its opera-
tion the set must have certain well-
defined qualities and characteristics.

But while it is always well to set
one's objective far ahead, it is not ad-
visable to try to cover the gap that
separates the novice from the expert
in one leap. .

Begin in Kindergarten.
Rome was not built in a day; you

don't get a finished education in a
single year, and a radio expert. isn't
made by a few hours' study of radio
books, magazines and newspaper ar-
ticles.

If you begin in a small way by con-
structing one of the simpler single -
circuit type of sets you will get more
enjoyment and a better knowledge of
radio than by jumping to a superhet-
erodyne it neutrodyne set the first
crack off, the bat.

Most people seem to have the idea
that the building of an efficient radio
receiver consists merely in assembling
a number of parts and connecting
them in accordance with a wiring
diagram. Nothing, however, could be
farther from the actual facts.

There's a Difference.
Two fans, one a novice and the other

an experienced experimenter, can both
build sets from the same wiring dia-
gram and get entirely different re-
sults.

After the experienced fan solders
the last connection he can connect
up aerial, ground and batteries, insert
the tubes in their sockets, plug in
his phones or loudspeaker, turn on
the juice and after a few minutes'
manipulation of the dials tune' in sta-
tions from one coast to the other, loud
and clear.

The novice, on the other hand, even
granting that he has all the parts
properly connected together, may find
difficulty in tuning in even the local
stations.

Experience the Secret.
What is the trouble? Why should

the set of one be such a success and
that of the other such a howling fail-
ure when the circuits of both are iden-
tical?

The secret Bei in the one word,
''experience."

The real fan has thought of the
set he is to build for a long time be-
fore he actually begins to make it.
He has definitely decided whether he
wants to get loud results from local
stations or good signal strength from
distant stations. He has taken into
account the number of stations located
near him so as to eliminate all possi-
bilities of interference.

He has made sure that his 'serial is

1.

Properly installed to give the greatest
efficiency. Many a good set is blamed
for poor results d'ue to an inefficient
aerial.

Makes Test Set First
He doesn't lay out his contact point

holes with a lead pencil,. thus short-
circuiting the windings.

He makes sure that all his parts
are of good quality and in working
ordey before connecting them in his
set.

He tries out the various circuits on
a board and experiments with them
for some time before he even thinks
of mounting them on a panel.

In a word, he has studied all those
points which make for efficiency and
incorporated them in his set and has
watched carefully that no weaknesses
are present in his set.

It is careful attention to details and
painstaking care fn its construction
that makes the difference between a
good and a poor receiver.

Radio for Fireboats
Boston has installed radio on its

fireboats. Now these can be reached
in an instant, no matter where they
are. It took a messenger before to
reach them.

INCREASES BATTERY LIFE,
Use low gravity acid, not over 1,220

specific gravity by hydrometer test,
when making storage "B" batteries.
This means larger batteries to deliver
same amount of current, but it in-
creases battery, life about three times.

WORLD

Radio

Batteries

Save
You
50%

Two -Year Written Guarantee
2 Volt Storage Battery tor e8.00

WD -11 and WD -12 Tubes. tf,
4 Volt Storage Battery for $8.00

UV -199 Tubes
200 hosts' service on one charge.

Rechargeable,
6 Volt 60 Amp., 6 Volt 100 Amp.,

$8.50 $12.50
6 Volt 80 Amp., 6 Volt 120 Amp.,

$10.00 $14.50
t
Volt 140 Amp., $16.00a,

Hydrometer and 2234 Volt "B" Battery
free with each Radio Battery purchase,
If you bring this ad with you.

WORLD BATTERY CO.
Department P.

60 EAST ROOSEVELT ROADOpen Evenings and Sundaysi

RADIO DOCTORS, Inc0

MASTER RADIO BUILDERS

Let Us Build Your Xmas Set
A radio receiving set is the gift par excellence to every man and boy.
Nothing else in the whole wide world appeals so irresistibly to HIS
inventive turn of mind. TO HIM this will be the gift of all gifts.
Our "expert radio build-
ers will have your set
complete and perfect-
a thing of beauty-
ready for HIM to tune
in on Xmas Day, You
can be sure of HIS ab-
solute satisfaction.

Headquarters for
NEUTRODYNE

AND
ERLA REFLEX

RECEIVING SETS

Maybe you wish to be
Santa Claus to your-
self with the finest re-
ceiving set that can be
made! Come to us.
Treat yourself to the
best. Let our Master
Builders build your set.

BUY YOUR PARTS HERE-WE WILL BUILD YOUR SET!

FREE If you trotwo othoartordosetoonottoogtlivoen youn

fl FREETest. No Charge. Bring it in Today or Any Day.
Sets -Rewired, Rebuilt. Phones. Repaired. All Work Guaranteed

DON'T BE MISLED BY OUR NEXT-DOOR IMITATORS

504 -South State Street -504
LOOKSFOR 504 ON OUR DOOR %owto',..wwwkw++.0
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Alphabetical List of U. S.*Radio Stations
ABERDEEN, Wash.-ENT.
iBILENE, Texas-WQAQ.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, N. D.-WPAK.
AMON, Ohio-WOE.
ALBANY, N. Y.-WNJ.
ALEXANDRIA, La.-KFEY,
ALLENTOWN, Pa.-WCBA.
ALLENTOWN, Pa.-VISAN.
ALTADENA, Cal.-KGO.
AMARILLO, Texas-WDG.
AMARILLO, Texas-WQAC.
AMARILLO, Texas-WRAU.
AMES, Iowa-WOL
AMSTERDAM, N. Y.-WPAS.
/ANDERSON, Ind.-WABC.
ANN ARBOR, Alleh.-WQAJ.
ANTHONY, Kas.-WBL.
ARDMORE, Okla.-WOAA.
ARLINGTON, Ore.-KFGL.
ASHEVILLE, N. C.-WEAL
ATLANTA, Ga.-WGM.
ATLANTA, Ga.-WM.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.-WHAR.
ATWOOD, Kas.-WEAD.
AUBURN, Ala.-WMAV.
AUSTIN, Texas-WCM.
AUSTIN, Texas-WNAS.
BAKER, Ore.-REDA.
BAKERSFIELD, Cal.--EDZB.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WCAO.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WEAR.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WKC.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WNAY.
BANGOR, Me.-WABI.
BANGOR, Me.-WPAY.
BATON ROUGE, La.-KFGC.
BAUDE'TTE, Minn.-I/FOY.
BAY CITY, Mich.-WTP.
BEAUMONT, Texas-WMAM.
BELLINGHAM, Wash.--EDZR,
BELLOWS FALLS, Vt.-IVLAK.
BELOIT, Kas.-WPAR.
BELOIT, Wis.-MAW.
BELVIDERE, Ill.-WOAG.
BERKELEY, Cal.-KQL
BERKELEY, Cal.-KRE.
BERRIEN SPRINGS, ALleh.-KEGZ.
BILLINGS, Mont.-KFCH.
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.-WIAV.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.-WSY.
BOISE, Idaho-KFAU.
BOISE, Idaho-KFDD.
BOISE, Idaho-WFFB.
BOONE, Iowa-KFGQ.
BOSTON, Mass.-WNAC.
BOULDER, Colo.-KFAJ.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.-WNAB.
BOZEMAN, Mont.-KED°.
BRIDGEPORT, Conn.-WKAX.
BROOKING$. S. D.-KFDY.
BROOKVILLE, Ind.-WSAL.
BUFFALO. N. Y.-WGR.
BURLINGTON, Iowa- WIAS.
BURLINGTON, Iowa-WLAT.
BURLINGTON, Vt.-WCAX.
BUTLER, Mo.-WNAR.
BUTTE, Mont.-KFAP.
CAMDEN, N. J.-WRP.
CAMERON, Mo.-WFAQ.
CANTON, N. Y.-WCAD.
CANTON, Ohio-WIVB.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.-WSAB.
CARTHAGE, Ill.-WCAZ.
CASPER, Wyo.-MI/E.
CAZENOVIA, N. Y.-WMAC.
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa-WJAM.
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa-WKAA.
CENTERVILLE, Iowa-WDAX.
CHARLESTON, S. C.-WNAQ.
CHARLESTON, S. C.-WOAH.
CHARLESTON, W. Va.-WPAZ.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.-MT.
CHENEY, Ras.-EFOP.
CHICAGO, Ill.-KYW.
CHICAGO, III.-WRAF.
CHICAGO, Ill.-WEU.
CHICAGO, Ill.-WRAP.
CHICAGO, Ill.-WJAZ.
CHICAGO, 111.-WLAG.
CHICAGO, vu.-WMAQ.
CHICAGO, III-WPAD.
CHICAGO, 111.-WSA111.`
CHICKASJIA, Okla.-REGD.

CINCINNATI, Ohio-IVAAD.
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WHAG.
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WIZ.
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WM.
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WA:1H.
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WSAL
CLARKSBURG, W. Va.-WHAL
CLEARFIELD, Pa.-WPI.
CLEMSON COLLEGE. S. C.-WSA.C.
CLEVELAND, Ohio-F.1)PM.
CLEVELAND, Ohio-NI:DK.
CLEVELAND, Ohio-WJAX.
COLLEGE PARK, Ga.-WDAJ.
COLLEGE STATION, Texas-WTAW:
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.-KFCK.
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.-KFFQ.
COLUMBIA, Mo.-WAAN.
COLUMBUS, Ohio-WBAV,
COLUMBUS, Ohio-WCAR.
COLUMBUS, Ohio-WEAO.
COLUMBUS, Ohio-WMAN.
COLUMBUS, Ohio-WPAL.
CORVALLIS, Ore.-KFDJ.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa-WPAF,
CRANSTON, R. I.-WKAP:-

DALLAS, Texas (portable)-KFFZ.
DALLAS, Texas-WDAO.
DALLAS, Texas-WFAA.
DALLAS, Texas-WM.
DARTMOUTH, Mass.-WRAF.
DARTMOUTH, Mass.-WSAQ.
DAVENPORT, Iowa-WHAI,
DAVENPORT, Iowa-WOO. ,

DAVID CITY, Neb.-VVRAR.
DAYTON, Ohlo-WABD.
DAYTON, Ohlo-WJAJ.
DEARBORN, Mich.-WWI.
DECATUR, Ill.-WRAO.
DECATUR, Dl.-WRAP.
DENVER, Colo.-KDZQ.
DENVER, Colo.-KFAF.
DENVER, Colo.-KFDL.
DENVER, Colo.-KFEL.
DENVER, Colo.-KEEP.
DENVER, Colo.-KFIC.
DENVER, Colo.-KELE.
DENVER, Colo. -111.Z.
DES MOINES, Iowa-111MP.
DES MOINES, Iowa-WOE.
DETROIT, Mich.-WCX.
DETROIT, Mich.-WM.
DETROIT, Mich.-KOP.
DOUGLAS, Wyo.-KFEV.
DUBUQUE, Iowa.-WQIK.
DULUTH, Minn.-WJAP.
DULUTH, ;
EAST LANSING, Mich.-WKAR.
EASTON, Pa.-WALAP.
EAST PITTSBURG, Pa.-KDKA.
EAST PROVIDENCE, K. 1.-WKAD.
F.DGEWOOD, R. L-WEAG.
ELGIN. 111. (Near)-VVTAS. 
EL MONTE. Cal.-KU V.
EL PASO, Texas-WDAH.
EL PASO, Texas-VVPAX,
EMPORIA, Kan.-WAX/41
ERIE, Pn.-WOAV.
EUGENE. Ore.-KFAT.
EVANSVILL E, Ind.-M;AM.
EVERETT, Wash.-KEIIL
FAIRBANKS, Alaska-MAY.
FALL RIVER, Mass.-WSAR.
FALL RIVER, Mass.=WTAB.
FARGO, N. D.-WDAY.
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark.-KEDV.
FLINT,- Mleh.-WEAR.
FORT DODGE, Iowa-KEER.
TORT DODGE, Iowa-WEAR.
FORT MONROE, Va.-WNAW.
FORT swum, Ark.-WEAR.
TORT WORTH, Texas-WEAP.
FRANKFORT, Ky.-WOAK.
FREMONT, Neh.-WORE
FRESNO. Cal.-KMJ.
FROSTBURG, Md.-WPAQ.

GAINESVILLE, Gal.-WRAY.
GAL VESTON, Texas-WHAB.
GALVESTON, Texas-WIAC.
GLADBROOK, Iowa-Ke'IK.
GLOUCESTER (ITT, N. J.-WRAX.
GRAND FORKS, N. D.-WOAD.
GRAND ISLAND, Neb.--IEFJA.

a

I

GRANVILLE, Ohio-MD.
GREAT FALLS, Mont.-KDYS.
GREELEY, Colo.-KFJD.
GREELEY, Colo.-KFKA.
GREENCASTLE, Ind.-WLAX.
GREENSBORO, N. C.-WQAZ.
GREENVILLE, Ohict-WCBIL
GREENVILLE, S. C.-WQAV.
GRIDLEY. Cal.-KFU.
(.ROVE CIY. Pa.-MAJ.
GUNNISON, Colo.-KFHA.

HAMILTON, Ohio-WBAU.
HAMILTON, Ohlo-WRK.
HARRISBURG, Pa.-WeBB.
HARTFORD, Conn.-WDAIL
HASTINGS, Neb.-WQAY.
HAVRE, Mont.-HEBB.
HILLSBORO, Ore.-KFFO.
HOLLYWOOD, Cal.-KFAR.
HONOLULU, Hawaii-EDYX.
HONOLULU, Hawaii-MU.
HONOLULU:4Hawail-KYQ.
HOOD RIVER, Ore.-111MB.
HOOD RIVER,Ore.-KQP.
HOULTON, 'Maine-WLAN.
HOUSTON, Texas-KFCV.
HOUSTON, Toxas-WCAK.
HOUSTON, Texas-WEAY.
HOUSTON, Texas-WEV.
HOUSTON, Texas-WRAA.
HUNTINGTON, Ind.-WHAY.
HUTCH/NSON, Kan.-KFHX.
HUTCHINSON, Alion:-WFANt

INDEPENDENCE, Mo.-KFIX.
IOLA, Kan.-KFID.
IOWA CITY, Iowa-WHAM.
ITHACA, N. Y. --,WEAL

JACKSONVILLE, Fla.-WAIRY:
JACKSONVILLE. Fla.-VITAL.
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo.- OS.
JOHNSTOWN, Pa.-WTAC.
JOPLIN. Mo.-WHAIL
JUNEAU, Alaska-KEIL...-
KALAMAZOO, Afieh.-WLAQ.
KALAMAZOO, Mich.--WOAP.
KANSAS CITY, Mar.-WDAF.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-NV:RAJ.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WHIL
KANSAS PITY, Mo.-WOO.
F.EARNEY, Neb.-KFHP.
KELLOGG, Idaaho-KFEY.
KENOSHA, Wis.-WOAR.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.-WNAV.

LACEY, Wash.-KGP.
LACONIA, N. H.-WKAV.
LA CROSSE, Wis.-WARN.
LAKE FOREST Ill.-WABA.
LAKESIDE, Colo.-KFKH.
1.ANIONI, Iowa-KFFV.
LANCASTER, Pa.-WDBC.
1ANCASTER, Pa.-WGAL.
LANSING, Mich.-WHAL.
LAPORTE, Ind.-WRAF.
LARAMIE, Wyo.-KFBU.
LAREDO, Texas-WWAX.
LAWRENCEBURG, Tenn.-WOAN.
LE MARS, Iowa-KFCY.
LE MARS, Iowa-WIAU.
LEXINGTON, Ky.-IVQAH.
LIHL'E, Hawaii-EFHS.
LIMA, Ohio-WOAC.
LINCOLN, Neb.-KEDU.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WFAV.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WJAB.
LINCOLN, Neb.-VVKAC.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WMAH.
LINDSBORG, Kan.-WDAD.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.-WCAV.
LOCKPORT, N. Y.-WMAK.
LONG BEACH, Cal.-ESS.
LOS ANGELES. Cal.-10Y/F.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KFI.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KILL
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-K.),S.
LOS ANGEI.ES, Cal.-ENE.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KNV.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KNX.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KUS.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KWH.
1,OS GATOS, Cal.-KFHQ.
LOUISBURG, Kan.-KEIL.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.-WHAS.

LOUISVILLE, Kan. --NEAP.
LOWELL, Mass.-WQAS.

A1ACON, Ga.-W:11AZ.
MADISON, Wis.-WGA E.
MADISON, Wis.-WHA.
MANHATTAN, TG.
MARIETTA, Ohio-WBAW.
MARIETTA, Ohio-IISAA.
MARION, Ind.-IVIAQ.
MARION, Kan.-WRAD.
MARSHALL, Mo.-IVJA.T.
MARSHALLOWN, Iowa-KFJB.
MATTOON, 1U.-WQAL. -

MAYVILLE, N. D.--KEHIL
MeREESPORT, Pa.-WIK.
MeLEANSBORO, Ill.-WRAS.
MEDFORD, Ore.-KFAY.
MEDFORD HILLSIDE, Mass.-WGI.
MEMPHIS, Tenn.-IVAIC.
MIAMI, Fla.-WQAM.
MIDDLEPORT, Ohio-WSAK.
MIDDLETOWN, Conn.-WOAS.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-WAAL
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-WCA.Y.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-WHAD.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-WIAO.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-KFIDZ.
MI,NNF.APOLIS, MInn.-KFEX.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WBAD.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WBAH.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WCAS.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WCE.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WLAG.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-1ILD.
MISHAWAKA, Ind.-WOAO.
MOBERLY, Mo.-KFFP.
MOBILE, Ala.-WEAP.'
mODESTO, Cal.-ICED.:
MONTEREY, Cal.-KLA,
MONTGOMERY, Ala.-WEAN.
MOORESTOWN, N. J.-WRAF.
MOOREHEAD, Minn.-WPAU.
MORGANTOWN, W. Va.-WHD.
MOSCOW,Idaho-KFAN. '

MOUNT VERNON. I11.-WARE.
MUNCIE, Ind..-WJAE.

NEAR BAY, Wash.-KEHL
NEENAH, IVis.-WIA,I.
NEWARK, N. J.-WAAM.
NEWARK, N. J.-WBS.
NEWARK, N. J.-WOR.
NEWARK, N. J.-WRAZ.
NEWARK, Ohio-WBBA.
NEW BEDFORD, Mass.-WDAU.
NEW HAVEN, Conn.-WPAJ.
NEW LEBANON, Ohio-WPG.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WAM.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WAAC.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WCAG.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WGV.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WIAF.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WWL.'
NEWTON, Iowa-WIAH. / -
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WBAY.
NEW NORK, N. Y.-WEAF.
NEW YORK. N. Y.-IVJX.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WJY.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WJZ.

INIIT, fat N. It.:1411
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WSAP.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-IVIVZ.
NORFOLK, Neb.-WJAG..

. NORMAN, Okla.-WNAD.
NORTHFIELD, Minn.-WCAL.
NORTH PLAINFIELD, N. J.-WEAM.

OAK, Neb.-KFEQ.
OAKLAND, Cal.-KLS.
OAKLAND, Cal.-ELX.
OAKLAND, 'Cal.-KZM.
OCEAN CITY, N. J.-IVIAD.
OGDEN,,,Utah-KFCP.
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.-WMAft.
OKLAHOMA CIY, Okla.-WHY.
OKMULGEE, Okla.-WPAC.
OMAHA, Neb.-KFCZ.
OMAHA, Neb.-REIM.
OMAHA, Neb.-WAAW.
OMAHA, Neb.-IVIAK.
OMAHA, Neb.-WNAL.
OMAHA, Neb.-MAW'.
ORANGE, Texas-KFOX.
OSKALOOSA, Iowa-KFRL.

PADUCAH, Ky.-WIAR.
PARKESBURG, Pa.-WQAA.
PARSONS, Kan.-WOAD.
PATERSON, N. J.-WHAN.
PENDLETON, Ore.-KIFFE.
PENSACOLA, Fla.-WGAN. '

PENSACOLA, Fla.-IVLAV.
PEORIA, Ill.-WJAN.
PEORIA, Ill.-WQAX.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WCAU.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa-WDAR.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WFI.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WGL.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WIP.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WNAT.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WOO.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WWAD.
PHOENIX, Ariz.-KDYW.
PHOENIX, Ariz.-KEAD.
PINE BLUFF, Ark.-WOK.
PITTSBURG, Kan.-KFIV.
PITTSBURG, Pa.-KQV.
PITTSBURG, Pa.-WCAE.
PITTSBURG, Pa.-WJAS.
PLAINVIEW, Texas-WSAT.
PLATTE, 8. D.-ICEIJ,
PORT ARTHUR, Texas-WEAR.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KDYQ.
PORTLAND. Ore.-KFEC.
PORTLAND. Ore.-KFIF.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KGG.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KGN.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KGW.
PORTSMOUTH. Va.-WOAQ.
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.-wFikr.
PROVIDENCE, R. 1.-WEAN.
PROVIDENCE, R. L-WJAR.
PROVIDENCE, R. 1.-WRAIL
PROVIDENCE, R. I.-WSAD.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.-WTAG.
PULLMAN, Wash.-KFAE.

RALEIGH. N. C.-WLAC.
RAPID CITY, S. D.-WCAT.
READING, Pa.--WBBD.
READING, Pa.-WRAW.
REEULEY, Cal. --11111C.
RENO, Nev.-KDZK.
RICHMOND, Cal.-EMI.
RICHMOND, Va.-WQAT.
RIDGEWOOD, N. Y.-WIIN.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.-WABO.
ROCHESTER N. Y.-WHAM.
ROCKFORD, 111.-WIAB.
ROCKPORT, Mo.-WMAD.
ROSWELL, N. M.-ENJ.
SACRAMENTO, Cal.-MBE.
SAGINAW, Mich.-WASH,
SAGINAW, Mich.-WIAW.
S. CLOUD, Minn.-WFAM.
ST. CROIX FALLS, Wis.-WRAL.
ST. JOSEPH, Mo.-MHO.
ST. JOSEPH. Alo.-WEAK.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-KEEZ.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-KFGJ.
ST. LOUIS. Mo.-KFIB.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-KSD.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WCK.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WEB.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WEW.
ST. LOUIS. Mo.-WMAY.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WRAO.
ST. PAUL, Minn.-WAALL
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.-1VSAG,
SALEM, Ore.-KFCD.
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah-EDYL.
SALT LAKE CITY,- Utah-KZN.
SAN ANTONIO, Cal.-KFCL.
SAN ,ANTONIO, Texas-WCAR.
SAN ANTONIO, Texas-WOAI.
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-KT/PT.
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-EDYAL
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-KFBC.
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-EFTA.
SANDUSKY, Ohio-WASH.
SANDUSKY, Ohio-WQAE.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-MDR.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-KPO.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-KUO.
SAN JOSE, Cal.-KFAQ.
SAN JOSE, Cal.-KOW.
SAN JOSE, Cal.-ESC.
SAN JUAN, P. R.-WKAQ.
SAN LUISOBISPO, Cal.--KFRE.
SANTA ANA. Cal.-KFAW.
SANTA BARBARA, Cal.-EFILJ.

Broadcasting Stations and Schedule of Programs
Continued from Sage 2.

company. 380 meter.
WHA-Madison. Wis.,0University of Wiscon-

sin, 360 meters.
WHAA-Iowa City. Iowa. State University

of Iowa, 283 meters.
WHAB-Galveston. Texas, Clark W. Thomp-

son. 360 meters.
WHAC-Waterloo, Iowa. Cole Brothers Elec-

tric company, 360 meters.
WHAD-Milwaukee, Wis., Marquette univer-

sity. 280 meters.
WHAG-Cincinnati, Ohio, University of Cin-

cinnati, 222 meters.
Vi'HAH-Joplin, Mo., Hafer Supply company.

36,0 meters.
WHAI-Davenport, Iowa, Radio Equipment

and Manufacturing company. 360 meters.
WHAK-Clarksburg W. Va., Roberts Hard-

ware company, 360 'meters.
WHAL-Lansing., Mich., Lansing Capital

News, 248 meters.
WHAM-Rochester. N. Y., University of

Rochester (Eastman School of Music), 360
:meters.

WHAP-Decattir, Ill., Otta & Kuhn. 360
meters.

WHAQ-Washington. D. tC., Semmes Motor
company. 360 meters.

- WHAR-Atlantic City, N. J.. Paramount Ra-
dio and Electric company (W. H. A. paul-
us). 231 meters.

WHAS-Louisville. Ky. Courier -Journal and
Louisville Times, 400 meters.

WHAV-Wilmington. Dela., Wilmington Elec-
trical Special company. 360 meters.

WHAZ-Troy, N. Y.. Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, 380, meters.

WHB-Kansas City. Mo., Sweeney School
- company. 411 meters.
MID-Morgantown, W. Va., West Virginia

University, 360 meters.
WHK--Cleveland. Ohio, Radiovox company

(Warren it Cox), 360 meters.
WHN-Ridgewiod, N. Y., George Schubel,

360 meters.
WIAD-Rock ford. 111., Joslyn` Automobile

company, 252 meters.
WIAC-Galveston, Texas. Galveston Tribune.

360 meters.
IVIAD-Ocean City, N. J.. Ocean City Yacht

club (Howard R. Miller). 254 meters.
WIAF-New Orleans, La.. 139 North Aleic-

ander street, Gustav A. DeCortin. 234 me-
ters.

WIAH-Newton, Iowa, Continental Radio and
Manufacturing company, 258 meters.

Mo.. Heer Stores com-
pany. 360 meters.

WIAJ-Neenah, Wis., Fox River Valley Ra-
dio Supply company ..i.Quinn Brothers). 224
meters.

WIAK-Omaha. Neb.. Journal -Stockman com-
pany, 278 meters.

WIAO-Milwaukee. Wis.. School of Engineer-
ing of Milwaukee. 360 meters.

WIAQ-Marion. Ind., Chronicle` Publishing
company. 226 meters.'

WIAR-,-Paducah, By., Paducah Evening Sun.
360. meters.WIASI-Burlington, Iowa Home Electric com-
pany, 360 meters.

WIAT-Tarkio, Mo., Leon T. Noel. 360 me-
ters. -MAU-Le Mars, Iowa. American Trust and
Savings bank, 360 meters.

MK-McKeesport. Pa.. K. & L. Electric
' company (Herbert F. Kelso and Hunter

J. Lohman), 360 meters. ,

NIL-Washington, .D. C., Continental Elec-
tric Supply company, 300 Meter.

MP-Philadelphia, Pa., Gimbel Brothers,
505 meters.

WJAB-Lincoln, Neb., American Electric
company, 360 meters.

WJAD-Waco, Texas. Jackson's Radio Engi-
neering laboratories, 360 meters.

WJAF-Muncie. Ind., Press Publishing com-
pany. 360 meters.

!M AG-Norfolk.. Neb.. k Dai4 Nat.
(u se 1"gAts111111IikJ 3"e:ri4il

WJAK-Greentown, Ind., Clifford L. White.
254 meters.

WJAM-Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 302 3d avenue.
West, D. M. Perham. 268 meters.

WJAN-Peoria. Ill.. Peoria Star, 280 me-
ters.

WJAQ-Topeka. Kan. Capper Publications,
360 meters.

WJAR-Providence. R. I., The Outlet com-
pany (J. Samuels and Brother), 360 me-
ters.VVJAS-Pittsburg, Pa.. Pittsburg Radio Sup-
ply house, 360 meters.

WJAT-Marshall, Mo., Kelly-Vawter Jewelry
company. 360 meters.MAX-Cleveland, Ohio, Union Trust com-
pany, 390 meters.WJAZ-Chicago. Dl., Chicago Radio labora-
tory, 448 meters.WAD-Granville, Ohio, Richahrd H. Howe,
229 meters.

WM-Washington. D, C.. White & Boyer
company, 273 meters.

WJX-New York, N. Y.. Deforest Radio
Telephone and Telegraph company, 360
meters.WJY-New York, N. Y., R. C. A. 405 me-
ters.WU-New 2York. N. Y., R. C. A., 455
meters.WKAA-Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 1444 2d ave-
nue, East, H. F. Pear, 268 meters.WKAD-East Providence. R. I., Charles Loof
(Cresent park), 240 meters.WKAF-Wichita Falls. Texas. W. S. Radio
Supply company. 360 meters.

WKAN-Montgomery, Ala., United Battery
Service company, 226 meters.

WEAP-Cranston. R. I., Dutee W. Flint, 360
meters.WKAQ-San Alan. P. R., Radio Corporation
of Porto Rico. 360 meters.

WEAR-East Lansing. Mich., Michigan Ag-
riculture college, 280 meters.

WKAS-Springfield, Mo., L. E. Lines Mu-
sic company, 360 meters.

WKAV-Laconia. N. H., Laconia Radio club.
254 meters.WKAW-Beloit, Wis., Turner Cycle company,

W2KX-4A2

meters. Conn.. 1789 Park ave-
nue. William A. MacFarlane, 231 meters.

WKAY-,Gainesville, Ga., Brenau college. 280

WineKCter-Bsal. timore, Md., Joseph M. Zamoiski
company. 360 meters.IVIENOklahoma, Okla., WET Radio Shop.
360 meters.WLAC-Raleigh. N. C., North Carolina State
college, 360 meters.

WLAG--Minneapolis, Minn.. Cutting and
Washington Radio corporation, 417 meters.

WLAII-Syracuse, N. Y.. 425 Brownell
street. Samuel Woodworth. 234 meters.

WLAJ-Waco, Texas, Waco Electrical Sup-
ply company, 360 meters. -

WLAK-Bellows Falls. Vt.. Vermont Farm
Machine corporation, 360 meters.

WLAL-Tulsa. Okla., Naylor Electric com-
pany, 360 meters.WLAN-Houlton, Maine, Putnam Hardware
company, 283 meters.

WLAP-Louisville. Ky., 306 West Brecken-
ridge street, W. V. JordOn, 360 meters.

WLAQ-Kalamazoo. Mich., 108 Elm street,
Arthur E. Schilling. 300 meters.WLAT-Burlington, Iowa.. Radio and Spe-
cialty company, 360 meters.

WLAV-Pensacola, Fla., Electric Shop, 254
meters.

WLAW-New York. N. Y.. police depart-
ment, City of New York, 380 meters..

WLAX-Greencastle, Ind., Putnam Alectrie
company (Greencastle Community, Broad-
casting station), 231 meters.

WLB-Minneapolis, Minn., University of
Minneesta, 360 meters.

Ohio; Crosley lIfanufactur-
ing company, 309 meters.

WM B--Oklahonia, Okla., Radio Supply com-
vna meters.

IrlAC---011r.t.tiqVfa ;AT  y N'F'prfivrood street:
'

J. Edw. Page (Olive B. Meredith), 261
meters.

WMAF-Dartmouth. Mass., Round Hills Ra-
dio corporation, 360 meters.

WMAH-Lincoln, Neb., General Supply com-
pany. 254 meters.

WMAJ-Kansas City, Mo., Drovers Telegram
company, 276 meters.

WMAK-Lockport, N. Y.. Norton Labora-
tories, 360 meters.

WMAL-Trenton. N. J., Trenton Hardware
company. 256 meters.

WMAM-Beaumont, Texas, Beaumont Radio
Equipment company, 360 meters.

WMAP-Easton. Pa., Utility Battery service.
240 meters.

WALAO-Chicago. 111., Chicago Daily News,
448 meters.

WMAV-Auburn. Ala.. Alabama Polytechnic
institute, 260 meters.

WILAY-St. Louis, Mo., Kingshighway Pres-
byterian church. 280 meters.

WMAZ-Macon, Ga., Mercer university, 268
meters.

WAR-Memphis. Tenn., "Commercial Ap-
peal" (Commercial Pnbliahing company),
500 meters.-

W111E-Cincinnati, Ohio. Precision Equip-
ment company, 248 meters.

WMU-Washington. D. Doubleday -Hill
Electric ciffnpany, 261 meters.

WNAC-Boston, Mass.. Shepard stores, 278
meters.

IVNAD-Norman; Okla, University of Okla-
homa, 360 meters.

WNAL-Omaha, Neb., 5019 Capitol avenue,
R. J. Rockwell. 242 meters.

WNAM-Evansville, Ind., Ideal Apparatus
company, 360 meters.

WNAN-Syracuse, N. Y.. Syracuse Radio
Telephone company, 286 meters.

WNAP-Springfield, Ohio, Wittenberg col-
lege, 231 meters.

WNAQ-Charleston, S. C., Charleston Radio
Electric company, 360 meters.

WNALI-Butler. Mo.. C. C. Rhodes. 231
meters.

WNAS-Austin. Texas, Texas Radio Corpora.
tion and Austin Statesman, 360 meters.

WNAT-Philadelphia. Pa., Lemmig Brothers
company (Frederick Lennig), 360 meters.

WNAV-Knoxville, Tenn.. Peoples Telephone
and Telegraph company, 236 -meters.

WNAW-Fort Monroe, Va., Peninsular Radio
club (Henry Kunzmann), 360 meters..

WNAX-Yankton, S. D. Dakota Radio AO,
paratus company, 244 meters.

IVNJ-Albany, N. Y., Shotton Radio Manu-
facturing company, 360 meters.

WOAA-Ardmore. Okla., Dr. Walter Hardy,
360 meters.

WOAC-Lima, Ohio, Maus Radio company,
266 meters.

WOAD-Sigourney, Iowa. Friday Battery and
Electric corporation. 360 meters.

WORE-Fremont, Neb.. Midland college, 360
Win0AetEe-rsTy. ler, Texas. Tyler Commercial col-

lege, 360 meters.
WOAG-Belvidere, Apollo theater (Bel-

videre Amusement company). 224 meters.
WOAH-Charleston, S. C., Palmetto Radio

corporation. 360 meters.
VL'OAI-San Antonio. Texas. Southern Equip-

ment company, 385 meters.
WOAJ-Parsons, Kan., Ervins Electrical com-

pany, 258 meters.
WOAK-Frankfort, Ky.. Collins Hardware

company. 240 meters.
WOAL-Webster Groves, Mo., 4 Jefferson

road. William E. Woods, 229 meters.
WOAN-Lawrenceburg. Tenn., Vaughn Con-

servatory of Music (James D. Vaughn).
nao meters.

WOAO-Mishawka, Ind., Lyradion Manufac-
turing company, 360 meters.

WOAP-Ealamazoo. Mich., Kalamazoo colt
lege, 240 meters.

WOAQ-Portsmouth, Va., Portsmouth Ki-
wanis club, 360 meters.

NIOAT-Wilmington, Del., 215 Market street,
Boyd M. Hamp, 3 . meters.

5"14)?yr, ESscs . mitt v a nia Natio n
"1 'if ' " .

Guard. 2d Battalion, 112th Infantry, 242
meters.

WOAW-Omaha, Neb., Woodmen of the
World, 626 meters.

WOAX-Trenton. N. J., 600 Ingham avenue.
Franklyn J. Wolff, 240 meters.

WOAZ-Stamford, Texas. Penick Hughes
company, 360 meters.

WOC-Davenport. Iowa. Palmei School of
Chiropractic 484 meters.

company, 360 meters.
WQAS-Lowell. Mass., Prince -Walter _com-

pany, 266 meters.
B'QAV-Greenville, S. C.. Huntington and

Guerry (Inc.). 258 meters.
WQAW-Washington. D. C., Catholic uni-

versity. 236 meters.
WO/IX-Peoria. Ill.. Radio Euipment com-

pany, 360 meters.
WQAZ-Greensboro, N. C., Greensboro. Daily

IVOI-Ames, Iowa, Iowa State college, 360 News. 380 meters.
meters. WRAA-Houston. ,Texas, Rice institute, 360

WOK-Pine Bluff, Ark., Pine Bluff company, meters.
360 meters. WRAD-Marion, Ran., Taylor Radio shop

WOO-Philadelphia, Pa., 13th and Market
streets, John Wanamaker, 509 meters.

WOO-Kansas City, Mo., Western Radio -com-
pany. 360 meters.

WOK-Newark. N. L. Bamberger & Co..
405 meters.

WOS-Jefferson City, Mo., Missouri State
Marketing bureau, 441 meters.

WPAB-State College, Pa., Pennsylvania
State college, 360 meters.

IVPAC-Okmulgee, Okla., Donaldson Radio
company. 360 meters.

WPAD-Chicago, III., W. A. Wieboldt & Co.,
360 meters.

WPAH-Waupaca, Wis., Wisconsin depart-
ment of markets. 360 meters.

WPAJ-New Haven. Conn., Doolittle Radio
corporation, 268 meters.

,WPAK-Agricultural College. N. D., North
Dakota Agricultural college, 300 meters.

WPAL-Columbus, Ohio, Superior Radio and
Telegraph Equipment company, 286 me-
ters.

WPAM-Topeka, Kan., Auerbach &, Guettel.
360 meters.

WPAP-Winchester. Ky.. 222 Lexington ave-
nue, Theodore D. Phillips. 360 meters.

WPAQ-Frostburg. Md., General Sales and
Engineering company. 360 meters.

WPAR-Beloit. Kan., Ward Battery and Radio
company, 360 meters.

WPAT-El Paso, Texas, St. Patrick's ca-
thedral. 360 meters.

WPAU-Moorhead, Minn.. Concordia college,
360 meters.

WPAZ-Charleston. W. Va., Dr. John R.
Koch, 273 meters.

WPG-New Lebannon, Ohio, Nushawg Poul-
try farm. 234 meters.

WQ
Jr

.AA-
360

Parkersbumeterrg, Pa., Horace A. Beale,
., s.

WQAB-Springfield. Mo., Southwest Missouri
State Teachers' college, 236 meters.

WQAC-Amarillo, Texas, 108 East 8th street.
E. B. Gish, 360 meters.

WQAD-Wateroury. Conn., Whitall Electric
company, 242 meters.

WQAE-Springfield. Vt.. Moore Radio News
station (Edmund B. Moore), 276 meters.

IVOAESandusky. Ohio, Sandusky Register,
240 meters.

WQAHLexington, Ky., Brock -Anderson
Electrical Engineering company, 254 me-
ters. -

WOAL-Mattoon. Dl.. Coles County Tele-
phone and Telegraph company, 258 me-
ters.

WQAM-Miami. Fla.. Electrical Equipment
company, 360 meters.

WQAN-Scranton, Pa.. Scranton Times, 280
meters.

WQAO-New York, N. Y., Calvary Baptist
church.i 360 meters.

WQAQ-Abilene. Texas, West Texas Radio

RalOTYPES REPAIRED
OR SETS

Immediate Service in Most Cases

54A, 39 W. Adams St., Chicago
, ::1%44ni Hanio'Tubes CorpEratior

. - I

L.Taylor), 360 meters.
WRAF-Laporte, Ind., The Radio club (Inc.).

224 meters.
WRAH-Providence, R. I., Stanley N. Read,

231. meters.
WRAL-St. Croix Falls, Wis., Northern

States Power company, 248 meters.
WRAN-Waterloo, Iowa, Black Hawk Elec-

trical company, 236 meters.
WRAO-St. Louis. Mo., Radio Service com-

pany, 360 meters.
WRAP-Winter Park, Fla., Winter Park

Electrical Construction company, 360 me-
ters.

WRAU-Amarillo, Texas, Amarillo Daily
News, 360 meters.,

WRAV-Yellow Springs, Ohio, Antioch col-
lege, 360 meters.

WRAW-Reading, Pa.. Avenue Radio shop
(Horace D. Good), 238 meters.

WRAX-Gloucester City, N. J., Flaxon's ga-
rage. 268 meters.

WRAY-Scranton. Pa.. Radio Sales corpora-
tion. 280 meters.

WRAZ-Newark, N. J., Radio Shop of New.
ark (Herman Lubinsky), 233 meters.

WILC-4Washington, D. C., Radio Corporation
of America.

Continued on Page 15.

Receiving Sets on
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Today's Programs and Schedules
Continued from Page 3.

10:45 a. m. 12:30, 12:45, 3, 4:30 D. M.,
WhIAP-Lcicated on Hotel LaSalle; 447.5

meters. Miss Judith C. Waller, program
director.

Day -4:30 p. m. -to be announced by
radio.

Evening -6:30 to 7:30 p. m.. talk by the
Wheat Council on "Toast"; weekly. Boy
Scout talk. "The End of the Trail." by
Gilbert Butler; weekly automobile talk by
Rockwell Stephens. subject, "The Trail Hit-
ters"; 7:45 p. in.: Mr. and Mrs. Max E.
Oberndorfer introducing the opsra. "Andrea
Chenier"; 8 D. in.. the opera. 'Andrea Che-
nier." broadcast from the Auditorium over
special sealed wire.

WJAZ-Located on Edgewater Beach ho-
tel; 447.7 meters: E. Warren Howe, pro-
gram director.

Day -This station has no regular day
schedule.

Evening -10 p. m. to 2 a. m., musical
program: 1. "Sunshine of Mille," "Marche-
ta," by Oriole orchestra: 2. soprano solos
(selected), by Ethel Manning; 3. "Ballade"
(Chopin), "Etude" (Chopin), by Clarence
Welsh; 4. "I Hold Her Hands" (Russell),
"You Will Not Forget" (Stickles), by Arthur
C. Colby; 5. "Sobbing ;Nun," "Drifting Back
to Dreamland," by Oriole orchestra; 6. so-
prano solos (selected), by, Ethel Manning;
7, "Liebestraume" (Liszt). 'March Militaire"
(Schubert-Tausig). by Clarence Welsh; 8.
"Obstination" (Fontanaillies). "Songs My
Mother Taught Me" (Dvorak), by Arthur
S. Colby; 9. "Dance and Keep Young," "Some
body Stole My Pal." by Oriole orchestra; 10.
soprano solos (selected), by Ethel Manning:
11. "The Juggler" (Moszkowskij, "Allegro"
(Scott), by Clarence Welsh: 12, "The Bit-
terness of Love" (Dunn), "Tommy Lad"
(Margetson), by Arthur C. Colby; 13. "That
Radio Waltz," "Why Don't My Dreams
Come True?" by Oriole orchestra.

WDAP-Located on Drake hotel: 360 me-
ters. JaeIs Nelson. program director.

Day -1:40 p. m., Drake concert ensemble,
market reports direct from Chicago board
of trade on every half hour, beginning at
9:30 a. in.. and continuing until 1:30 p. m.

Evening -7 p. m., Drake concert ensemble
(direction Henry Selinger); Blackstone String
quintet (direction Irving Margrath) 10
p. m., Louise Messenie, soprano; Nether
Whittington, soprano; Jack Chapman's or-
chestra.

WPAD-Formerly on W. A. Wiebold & Co.'s
School street and Ashland avenue.

Notice -This station has closed and is be-
ing moved to Armour institute where it will
be operated by the radio department of that
institution.

WSAH-Located at 4801 Woodlawn reve-
nue; 248 meters.

WSAX-Located on Chicago Radio labora-
tory; 268 meters.

SUBURBAN STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shawn.)
WCBD-Zion, 345 meters; J. R. De -

pew, station manager.
Note -This station broadcasts only on

Monday and Friday evenings, Wednesday
afternoons and on Sundays.

Wednesday -2:30 to 3:45 D. in., sacred
solos and duets, and an address either by
Wilbur Glenn Votive, general overseer of the
Christian Catholic Apostolic church in Zion,
or one of his representatives.

Friday -From 2:30 to 3:45 p. m., sacred
solos and duets, and an address either be
Wilbur Glenn Vollva, general overseer of
the Christian Catholic Apostolic church in
Zion, or one of his representatives; 8 p. In.
concert.

Sunday -9 to 10:45 a. in., Zion orchestra;
2:30 to 5:30 D. m., principal service of the
entire week: special music by Zion band,
organ (one of the largest in the world), and
Zion white -robed choir; address by Wilbur
Glenn Volive, general overseer of the Chris-
tian Catholic Apostolic church in Zion.

OUT-OF-TOWN STATIONS.

WCAY-Milwaukee, Wis., 261 meters; no
silent nights. . -

Day -1 p. In. to 4:30 p..m.. special -con-
cert; novelty and test programs -as an-
nounced..

Evening -7:30 p. In., regular concert pro-
gram. .

WHAD-Marauette 'University, Milwaukee,
Ras.; 280 meters:

Wednesaaye-At 7:30 D. in. only.
WIAII-Rockford, III.; 252 meters: Wednes-

day and Friday evenings.
Evening -8 p. in.; musical selections.
WJAN-Peoria, Ill.; 280 meters: Daily ex-

cept Sunday.
Day -9 a. m.. live stock market: 9:15

a. m.. weather; 11:30 a. in.. Chicago, Peoria
and St. Louis live stock and grain markets:
1:30 D. in.. Chicago and Peoria grain and
produce markets; U. S. agriograms.

Evening -Tuesdays and Thursday, special
musical program to be announced by radio-
phone.

WRM-Urbana, Hl., University of DlInols:
360 meters: 8:50 to 9:30 D. in., lectures
and news.

-WTAS-Elgin, III.; 286 meters.
Evening 7:30 D. m.-12 midnight, musical

program.
Eastern Programs.

(Central Time Is Shown.)
KDKA-East Pittsburg; 326 meters:
Day -9:45 a. in., Union live stock market

reports from the National Stoc.kman and
Farmer; 10:55 a. in., Arlington time sig-
nals; 11 a. in., United States bureau of mar-
ket 'reports furnished- thru the National
Stockman and Farmer 11:10 a. m., music.
weather forecast; 6:15 D. m., dinner con-
cert by the'Giand Symphony orchestra from
the Million Dollar Grand theater. Pittsburg.

Evening -7:30 ti. in.. weekly chat with
farmers by Frank E. Mullen. _radio editor
of the National Stockman and Farmer:
7:55 p. in.. the children's period; 8 p.
National Stockman and Farmer market re-
ports; 8:15 p. in., address of interest to
the farmers; 8:30 p. m., concert by artist
students of the studio of Lyman Almy
Perkins -Caroline Bracey, soprano; Arthur
Ray Davis, tenor; E. Clair Anderson, basso:
Mrs. L. Wallace Ohl. contralto; Lyman Almy
Perkins, accompanist. Program -Contralto
solos (a) "The Morning Wind," Branseombe:
(b) "Slumber Song," Gretchaninoff; (c)
"Dawn in the Desert." Ross. Quartet se-

' Melons, "Flora's Holiday." Wilson (a
Cycle of old English melodies.) Soprano
solos. (a) "Sundown," Woodman; (b)
"Spring's Awakening," Sanderson. Tenor
solos. (a) "The Morning Is Calling,"
Terry; (b) "Now Sleeps the Crimson
Petal": (e) "M'appair tutt' amor" ("Mar-
-ha"), Flotow, Basso solos. Prologue ("rag-
'Medi"). Leoncavallo; 9:55 p. Arlington
time (agnate, weather forecast; 4:30 p. In.,
special late concert.

WBZ--Springfleld, Mats.; 337 meters:
Day -10:55 a. in., noon (eastern) time

signals, weather and Boston and Springfield
markets.

Evening -7:30 D. in., twilight tales for the
' kiddies; letter from the New England Home-
stead; 7 p. in., concert by Miss Champagne.
pianist; Beatrice Driscoll, pianist, pupils of
Gustave Kriedte; 0 p. in.. bedtime story for
grown-tme by Orison S. Harden; 8:55 Q.
Arlington time signals.

WEAF-New York city; 495 meters:
5:30 to 3 p. concerts.

WGI-Moilford linilside, Mass.; 368 mstare:
Evening --5:10 p. m., late new* flashes.

aeons news, Boston American; 5:30 D. m.,
Boston police reports. Boston police head -
;carters: 5:40 p. m., code practice, lemon
No. 181; 6 p. m., evening program: 1, eve-
ning musical by George Brinton Beal and
laiends; 2, bedtime stories for parents, pre-
pared by the Children's Aid association. No.
4, read by Alfred F. Whitman. executive wee -
rotary; 8, continuation of musical by
George Winton Beal and friends.

WILA.Z-Tray, N. Y.; 330 meters. This
station broadcaeta only on Monday see -
&Mrs.

WVG-fieheneetady, 7. 890 sorters:
Day -1 p. an. music and address. -vas

=Adopnira League." Mrs. Andrew Vogel.
setae, Federation of Women's Organt-

stations; 5:15 p. in.. weekly report on condi-
tions of roads in New York state.

Evening -6:45 p. m., radio drama. "The
Thirteenth Chair," by WGY players: address,
"Ship Propulsion," W. L. Wright, marine
engineering department of the General Elec-
tric company; instrumental selection, "Rem-
iniscences". (Roth), WGY orchestra; a few
moments with new -books, L. L. Hopkins,
assistant librarian  General Electric com-
pany; instrumental selection. "The Erlking"
(Schubert). orchestra; a mystery play. "The
Thirteenth Chair" (Veiller), WGY players;
act 1. the Italian room in. the home of Ros-
coe Crosby, time evening; instrumental se-
lection', "V else' Triste" (Sibelius), orchestra;
act 2, same scene, ten minutes later; instru-
mental selection, "King Manfred" (Rei-
necks), orchestra; act 3, same scene, half
an horn later; instrumental selection, "In-
termezzo Solenne" (Gounod), orchestra.

1VOR-Buffalo; 319 meters,
Day -9:45 a. in. weather forecast for Lakes

Erie. and Ontario; Special report from Buf-
falo and Oswego, N. Y., for marine and
aviation interests; weather forecast for west-
ern New York; 11 a. m., weather, produce
and live stock market reports; 11:30 a. In..
organ, dining -room Hotel Statler, George
Albert Bouchard. Program: Walther's
Prize Song from "Die Meistersinger,," Wag-
ner; "Air de Ballet," Cecil Chaminade; "Ave
Maria," Bach-Gounod; Gavotte from "Mig-
nonne," Thomas; "I'm Laughing at You,"
Gauges( and Goldstein: 2:30 p. m., closing
prices of Chicago Board of Trade: special
recital by Mrs. Corinne Arthur of North
Tonawanda. N. Y.: 3:30 P. m., closing
prices of New York Stock exchange; 4
P. In., teatime music, Palm room, Hotel
Statler; Miss Martha Gomph, harpist; Miss
Elise de Grood, violinist; 5 p. m., second
broadcasting of all daily reports; 6:30 p. m.,
dinner music, Vincent Lopez, Hotel Statler
Dance grchestra: 7:30 p. m., digeit of the
day's news; Boy Scout radiograms; indus-
trial employment bulletin; the American
boy story; 8:30 p. in., ballroom, seventeenth
annual convention of the National Society
for Vocational Education; Erlenbach's Cen-
tury orchestra; toastmaster, Prof. H. E.
Bradford, university of Nebraska, Lincoln,
Neb.. address, E. C. Hartwell, superintend-
ent of schools, Buffalo; address, Francis G.
Blair, state superintendent of public in-
struction, Illinois; address, L. W. Wallace.
executive secretary Federated American En-
gineering societies, Washington, D. C.: ad-
dress. George Berry, president International
Association of Printing Pressmen, Indianap-
olis. Ind.; 10:45 p. m., weather forecast
for Lakes Erie and Ontario; special report
from Buffalo and Oswego, N.Y., for marine
and aviation interests.

Walt -New York city; 405 meters:
This station broadcasts only on Sundays

at 2:30 p. m. to 6 p. m.
WJZ-New York city; 455 meters: Nosilent night.
Day -2 p. m.: Christmas Music, direct

from the rotunda of the Stewart building.
courtesy of John Wanamaker Concert office.
3 p. m.: "Home Made Candies." by C. B.
Vanderhill. 3:15 p. in.: Recital by Dollye
Howard. soprano. 3:40 p. m.: Popular_
soriM by Alexander James, tenor, d' p. in.;
"Voice Hygiene." by Dr. John Levborg, 4:15
p. in.: "Sidelights on Egypt," by Mrs.
Grace Thompson Seton.

Evenieg-6 p. m.: "Jack flabbit Stories."
by Davad Cory. 6:35 p..- m.: Recital by
Sadie Tresonthick, soprano. 6:45 p. M.; The
World's Work. 7 D. in.: Recital by Sadie
Tresonthick. soprano. 8 pa ma Dinner of
the New York Railway club by direct wire
from the Hotel ,Commodore. 9:30 p.
Dance program by . the Hotel Commodore
dance orchestra under the personal direc-
tion of Bernard Levitow.

WOO -Philadelphia: 509 meters: Silent
Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Sat-
urday.

Day -10 a. in., grand organ; 10:30 a. in.,
United States weather forecast; 10:55 a. in.,
United States naval observatory time sig-
nal; 11 a. in., luncheon music by the Tea -
Room orchestra; 4:15 p. tn., grand organ
and trumpets; 4:30 p. na., sports results
and police reports. 8:55 p. m., United Na-
val observatory time signal. 9:02 p. in.,
United States weather forecast.

WRC-Washington, B. C. 469 meters: Si-
lent Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday.Day -2 to 6 p. m., trade and financial
reports; travel and fashion talks; vocal
and instrumental music.

CKAC, La Presse, Montreal, 430 meters.
6:30 p. m. -Special broadcast of speechesby the Rt. Hon. Lyon MacKenzie King,
prime minister of Canada; Sir Lomer Golan,
minister of justice; Hon. George P. Graham,
minister of national defense; Hon. 4. A.
Taschereau, minister for the Province of
Quebec; Hon. Mederic- Martin, mayor of
Montreal. This, on the occasion of the
first public appearance of the three first
speakers, upon their return from the im-
perial conference in London, England, and
Geneva; there will be a number of bands
in attendance; this broadcast will be re-
layed from the Craig Street armory, Mont-
real; important: Results of British elec-
tions given also.

Saturday, Dec. 8 -French Canadian legal
holiday. Silent.

Midwest PrOgramS,
WCX-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters: Silent

Sisturditaaa
Day -2:20 p. m., Rev. Gains Glenn Atkins,

D. D., speaker; a twenty -minute exposition
of the international Sunday school lesson.

Evenixig-6 p. m.. dinner concert, Pete
Bontsema's orchestra, broadcast from Hertel
Taller; 8:30 p. in., musical program.

Wa&X-Cleveland: 390 meters: Silent emery
night except Tuesday and Thunder.

Day -11 a. in. to noon, special studio pro-
gram._

Evening -8 p. in.:cancan furnished by the
Al Koran shrine band. The program which
they will present is as follows: 1. March,
"The Plumed Knight" (F. J. St. Clair);
2. Selection, "Woodland" (Luders); 3. Vocal
solos (a), "Gypsy Love Song" (De Koven);
(b). "Laddie o' Mine" (Beebe), Hal S. Burr:
4. Cornet solos. (a), "Maid of the West"
(Smith); (b) "A Dream" (Bartlett, A. L.

Rudy; 5. Fox trot. "My Sweetie Went
Away". 6. Waltz, "Mighty Lak a Rose"
(Nevin); 7. Piano solos (a), "The Lark"
(Balakirew). (b) "Guitare" (Chaminade);
(e) "Rhapsody No. 10" (Liszt), Miss Be-
atrice Vokounl 8. Novelette, "There.Once
Was an Owl" (Herbert); 9. Operatic selec-
tion (Tobani); 10. "Eleanor". (Deppen);
11. Saxophone solo (selected), Fred Vo-
koun; 12. Selection, "The Prince of Pil-
sen" (Leslie); 13. Fox trot., "That Old
Gang of Mine."

WLAG-Minneapolls, Minn.; 417 meters:
No silent nights.

Day -9:30. 10 and 10:30 a. in., Markets,
news bulletins; 10:45 a. In.. household hints:
11:30 a. in., markets, noon, .lecture; 12:30
p. in,, musical; 4 p. m., lecture; 4:30 p. m.,
markets: 5 p. m., address; 6:30 to 0 p. se.,
children's program.

Evening -9:15 p. in., address; 9;.30 p.
musical program.

WLW-Cineinnatl; 309 meters: Silent Fri-
day, Saturday and Sundae.

Day -4 D. in., current topics for women.
-Evening-Modern Hupgarian Radario night;

Radario ("Lilliorn"), presented by the Cros-
ley R,adarians, directed by Pada Power, of
the Schuster -Martin dramatic school, with
musical arrangements by the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music. 1. Violin solo b
Freda Muter "Heirs Katt" (Hubay): 2.
"Hungarian Rhapsody" (Liszt). Saidee Mc-
Allister; 3. "Lllliom, ' by Franz Molnar pro-
logue and three scenes with Charles Reaume
and Helen McCoy in the leading roles: pro-
logue, an amusement park on the outskirts
of Budapest: scene 1, a lonely place in the
park: scene 4, a railroad embankment out-
side the city; scene 7, Julie's garden: brief
story of the drama carried by descriptionist
between scenes. Also movements, 1. 17.1112 -

taste, 2. Scherzo, 3. Romance, 4. Finale
from Kreialer quartet, to be played by
string quartet from the Cincinnati Sym-
phony orchestra. In the quartet: Schloss
Raufman, first violin: Henry Borjes, second
violin; Herman Gohlich, viola: Arthar
Deana, cello; violin solo by Freda Slauter,
-serge Cserebogar" (Hubay): selected num-
bers by the etring quartet. 11:15 p.
Popular entertainment by Ralph Long',
Dance orchestra, playing Mose of Sunny
Italy"; "My Rose Is Only You"; "Somebody
Stole My Orel": "Waits Me to Sleep," and
ether numbers. (Popular mode on this
program furnished by the National Asso-

elation of Broadeasters, of which we are
members.)

WOC-Davenport, Iowa; 481 meters: Silent
Tuesdays.

Day -10 a. in., markets; 11 a. in., weather
and river forecast; 11:05, markets; noon.
chimes concert; 2 p. m., markets; 8:30 p. m.,
musical numbers to be announced. t..ec-
tun by Carl G. Stephan; subject, "Patho ogY
of Bright's Disease."

Evening, 8 p. in.: Musical program lonehour), P: S. C. orchestra, Gerald M. Bar-
row director, featuring,: "Waltz Me toSleep in Your Arms," "My Rose Is Only
You," "Sunbird," "Harmony Blues." "June-time,Is Spoontime," "Hawaiian Eyes,' V.B. Rochte, barytone soloist.

VTAM-Cleveland; 390 meters: Broadcasts
only Wednesday and Saturday evenings at7 to 8 p. in.

WWJ-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters: Silent
Saturday.

Day -12 in., music by Jean Goldkette's
orchestra, broadcast from the Graystone
ballroom.

Evening -8:30 p. m., the Detroit News
orchestra, Cathedral Male quartet; 10
dance music by J-eane Golclkette's orchestra.
broadcast from the Graystone ballroom; 11
p. m., the Detroit News orchestra.

Southern Programs.
KBD -8t. Louis, 546 meters: Silent Fri.

day -
Evening -8 p. m., broadcasting the concert

of the St. Louis Symphony orchestra, Ru-
dolph Ganz conductor; Max Steindel, cell-ist. soloist, given at the Odeon.

WK1P-Fort Worth, Texas; 476 meters:Day --10 a. In. to 4 p. m., markets and'financial review.
Evening -7:30 to 8:30 p. m., concert ba-

the Haiworth League of Denton, Texas(E. L. 0. announcing); 9:30 to 10:45 p.
m.. concert arranged by the Fort Worth
Euterpean club (G. C. A. announcing).

WRAF -Kansas City, Mo  411 meters:
Day -3:30 to 4:30 p. in., musical mati-

nee, The D. Ambert Haley Dance and Con-
cert orchestra.

Evening -6 to 7 p, m., tuning -in pianonumber on the Vuo-Art; marketgram,
weather forecast and road report; address,
speaker from the William Jewell college,Liberty, Mo.; the children's story and in-formation period; music. Fritz Hanlein's
Trianon ensemble. Hotel Muehlebach; 11:45
P. In., to 1 a. m., the "Merry Old
Chief" and the Coon -Sanders Novelty -Sing-
ing orchestra, Plantation Grill, Hotel Muehle-
bach.

WHAS - Louisville; 400 meters: SilentMondays.
Day -4 to 5 p. m., four -minute talk on

household economics; selections played onAlama theater organ.
Evening -7:30 to 9 D. in., concert by theTown club of Louisville Conservatory of

Music, under the direction of Miss Helen
Eichenberger; four -minute digest of Inter-
national Sunday school lesson for Sunday,
Dec. 9: four -minute radio forum talk; late
important news bulletins; official central
standard time announced at 9 o'clock.

WOS-alefferson City, Mo.; . 441 meters:
Silent Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

Evening -8 p. in., full musical program
of vocal and instrumental features under
the direction of Mrs. August Weigel of Jef-
ferson City, Mo.

Pacific Coast COneerts,
KDZE-Seattle, Wash.; 455 meters: Silent

nights Tueadays, Thursdays and Sundays.
KFDB-San Francisco; 509 meters:
Evening -Musical program from- midnight

to 1:30 p. In.
KOW-Pertland, Ore.; 492 meters:
Evening -Midnight to 1 a. m., vocal; 2a. m., hoot owl frolic.
KHJ-Los Angeles; 395 meters:
Evening -10:45, 11:30 D. in., 1 a. in.
KPO-San Francisco; 423 meters:
Evening -Concert, midnight to 1 a. re.

BROADCASTING STATIONS AND
SCHEDULE OF PROGRAMS

Continued from Page 14.

WRK-Handlion, Ohio, Doron Bros. Electric
company, 360 meters.

WRL-Schenectady, N. Y., Union college, 360
meters.

WRM-Urbana, Ill.; University of Illinois,
360 meters.

WRR-Dallas, Texas, City of Dallas (police
and fire signal department), 360 me'ters.

WRW-Tarrytown. N. Y., Tarrytown Radio
Research laboratory. 273 meters..

WSAB-Cape Girardeau, Mo., Southeast Mis-
souri State Teachers' college, 360 me-
ters.

WSAC-,-Clemson College, S. C., Clemson Agri-
cultural college, 360 meters.

WSAD-Providence, R. I.. J. A. Foster com-
pany. 261 meters.

WSAGa-St. Petersburg, Fla., City of St. Pe-tersburg (Loren V. Davis). 244 meters.
WSAII-Chicago. Dl.. 4801 Woodlawn ave-

nue, A.*J. Leonard, Jr.. 248 meters.
WSAI-Cincinnati. Ohio. United States Play-

ing Cards company, 309 meters.
WS/Sal-Grove City, Pa., Grove City college,

360 meters.
ESAK-Middlelsort. Ohio. Foster Egner (Daily

News, Pomeroy, Ohio), 258 meters.
WEAL-BrookvIlle. Ind., Franklin Electric

company, 246 meters.
WSAN-Allentown, Pa.. Allentown Radio

club. 229 meters.
WSA1'-New York, N. Y., Seventh Day Ad-

ventist church, 360 meters.
WSAR-Fall River. Mass., Doughty

Welch Electrical company, 254 meters.
WSAT-Plainview. Texas, Donohoo-Ware

Hardware company, 268 meters.
WSAU-Chesham, N. H., Camp Marienfeld.

229 meters.
WSAW-Canandaigua, N. Y., Curtice and Mc-

Elwee, 275 meters.
WSAX-Chicago, Ill., Chicago Radio labora-

tory. 268 meters.
WSAY-Port Chester, N. Y., Port Chester

Chamber of Commerce, 233 meters.
WSB-Atlanta, Ga., Atlanta Journal, 429 me-

ters.
WSL-Utica, N. Y., J. and M. Electrical com-

pany. 273 meters.
WSY-Birmingham, Ala., Alabama Power

company, 360 meters.
WTAB-Fall River, Mass., Fall River Daily

Herald Publishing company, 248 meters.
WTAC-Johnstown, Pa., Penn Traffic com-

pany. 360 meters.
WTAD-Carthage, Ill., First Presbyterian

church, 229 meters.
WTAF-New Orleans, La., Louis J. Gallo.

242 meters.
WTAII-Belvidere, 11., Carmen Ferro, 236

meters.
WTAG-Providence. R. I., Kern Music com-

pany. 258 meters.
IVTAJ-Portland, Me., The Radio shop, 236

meters.
WTAL-Tilledo, Ohio, Toledo Radio and Elec-

tric company. wave length unrecorded.
WTAM-Cleveland, Ohio, Willard Storage

Battery company, 390 meters,
WTAN-Mattoon, Orndorff Radio shop.

240 meters.
WTAP-Cambridge. Dl.. Cambridge Radio and

Electric company, 242 meters.
WTA(I-Osseo, Wis., S. H. Van Gordon and

Son. 226 meters.
WTAR-Norfolk. Va., Reliance Electric com-

pany, 226 meters.
WTAS-Elgin, M., (near) R. lea,D. 6, Box

75, Charles E. Erbstein. 275 ifieters.
WTAT-Boston. Mass., Edison Electric Il-

luminating company, portable. 244 me-
ters.

WTAU-Tecumseh, Neb.. Ruegg Battery and
Electric company, 360 meters.

WTAW-College Station, Texas. Agricultural
and Mechanical college of Texas, 280 me-
ters.

WTAX-Streator. Williams Hardware
company. 231 meters.

WTAY-Oak Park, Dl,, Iodar-Oak ' Leaves
Broadcasting station, 226 meters.

'6TAZ-Lambertville, N. J., Thomas T. Mc-
Guire. 283 meters.

W'I'G -Manhattan. Kans.. Kansas State Ag-
ricultmeal college, 485 meters.

WWAB-Trenton, N. J., Hoenig, Swern & Co.;
226 meters.

WWAC-Waco, Texas, Sanger Brothers, 360
meters.

WWAD-Philadelphia, Pa., Wright & Wright,
(Inc.), 380 meters.

WWAX-Laredo, Texas, Wormser Brothers,
360 meters.

WWR-Canton, Ohio, Daily News Painting
company, 268 meters.

WWI -Dearborn, Mich., Ford Motor com-
rainy, 273 meters.

WWJ-Detroit, Mich., Detroit News (Eve.
ning News association). 517 meters.

WWIL-New Orleans. La., Loyola university,
280 meters. .

WWZ-New York, N. Y., John Wanamaker,
360 meters.

WZAZ-Pomeroy, Ohio. Chase Electric, 258
meters. -

May Link Chicago With
Big Stations of East

The east no longer will monopolize
-the benefits to be derived from
broadcasting of important events,
athletic and otherwise. A plan has
been devised by which large broad-
casting stations may be linked up by
direct line, so that both may broad-
cast an event at the same time.

At present WJZ in New York and
WGY in Schenectady are joined by a
land wire of 170 miles in length. The
first test of this combination was
made during the Princeton -Harvard
game, when both stations sent out the
reports of the tussle simultaneously.Ia

This may be extended out toward
Chicago and even farthef, so that
those who cannot get New York direct
may derive the benefits of easterners,
nevertheless,

AMSCO VERNIER CONDENSERS
11 plate $4.00
13 plate 4.00
17 plate 4.50
23 plate 4.50
43 plate 5.00
VARIABLE
3 plate $1.30

11 plate 1.80
13 plate 1.80
17 plate '2.50
23 plate 2.50
43 plate 3.50
Beet Value for Your

Money:
Ask to see the fa-

mous Melco-Supreme
Tuned Radio -Frequency Receiver.

For Sale at Your Denier or Jobber.
We manufacture a full line of Radio

Parts and Sets. Send for descriptive
circular.

AMSCO PRODUCTS, Inc.
RROOME and LAFAYETTE STREETS

SEW YORK

Is e a Radiophan
Never was there anything that appealed so -irresistibly to the imagination of up
and -doing men and boys as -RADIO. The Post RADIO MAGAZINE has made
a direct hit with them -and they want to save every copy of it: Any radio-
phan-man or boy -will appreciate this gift -

Give HIM a
ost7Rjnder1,C c

for Christmas
In a few seconds he can -bind his Radio Magazine in

this strong book cover and will ha.i,e started compiling a set
of radio textbooks which, in time, will be of utmost value
to him. Every week there are articles in these magazines
to which he will have occasion to refer later on. Its is
very important that all issues of the Radio Magazine be

-compiled--beginning from the very first -with none missing
-and this is the most practical and least expensive way
to do it. This gift will enable him to

Make a Permanent File
of His Radio Magazine

It is very important, as he goes along perfecting his
knowledge of radio, that he have the facts handy, at his
command. Again and again he will have occasion .to con-
sult the information given exclusively in these magazines
each week. He may wish to purchase a set -or build one
-and by referring to the advertisements of manufacturers
and retailers in all issues of the Radio Magazine he will
be enabled t9 buy more profitably. Every radiophan should
save these magazines. The cost of this binder is nominal.

PRICE 50 CENTS
It to be mailed, add lee for postage.

This magazine is intended to be a reference book for the
radiophan, a guide that will enable him to get the most en-
tertainment and satisfaction out of radio.

7

,
VIE101.4-)

This binder, size 1814x12% inches,
is made strong and substantial, but
neat. Cloth finish, very durable.
Wade individually they would prob-
ably tome to $1.50 to $2.00 each -and
would be well worth it for the great
convenience they are -but we have
had them made in quantity and are
giving our readers the advantage of
quantity producti011-we are selling
them for .10c each,

"Post -Binders" and Back Copies
AT THE OFFICE OF

The Chicago Evening Post, 12 S. Market St.

7
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Murdoch Phones
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gal

Our Guarantee 509
Nothing but brand new radio parts -test- Southed and approved by our qualified radio
experts -guaranteed to give complete sat- Stateisfaction in service -guaranteed to be the
greatest value in merchandise that you
can get for your money -that's what Street"Salvage" really means.
MAIL ORDERS SHIPPED TO YOU Phone:
PROMPTLY -ADDRESS DEPT. P-6. Wabash .4183

Open Evenings Until 9 P. M.; Sunday 9:00 A. M. to 5 P. M. .614s,

509 Our Guarantee
South
State
Street

Phone:
Wabash 4183

Nothing but brand new radio parts -test-
ed and approved by our qualified radio
experts -guaranteed to give complete sat-
isfaction in service -guaranteed to be the
greatest value in merchandise that you
can get for your money -that's what
"Salvage" really means.
MAIL ORDERS SHIPPED TO YOU
PROMPTLY - ADDRESS DEPT. P-6.

for Everybody's Christmas
a RADIOLA No.

Complete With Thousands of these splendid $25.00 Radio Receivers, built by the
Radio Corporation of America, are bringing opera, jazz, -news and
entertainments nightly to enthusiastic audiences. A fortunate pur-

chase of 3,000 sets enables us to offer you this iden-
tical $25.00 receiver. for $9.45: While they last, only
one to a customer. No batteries, no extra expense,
quickly installed, easily operated-an ideal Christ-
mas gift.

?,al Complete Parts for

ERLA SINGLE
TUBE REFLEX

Ota
CONSISTING OF Price
1 Variocoupier $3.-15
23 -Plate Variable Condenser... 1.15

Erla Socket, 1.30
1 Er In Reflex o. J. Trans-

former
1 Erie A. F. Transformer
1 Erb' .002 Mica Condenser.
I Erik .001. Mica Condenser
I Erla .00025 Mica Condenser
1 Erie Fixed Crystal Detector
1 Howard Rheostat
2 Bakelite Dials
8 Binding Posts
1 Dozen Switch Points and 1

Stops
Switch Levers

1 6Yx140/8 in. F011111.11 Panel

POruicre $20.90

Complete Parts for

2 -STAGE
AMPLIFIER

TO amplify Ultra -Audios, Rehaartz,
Flewelling, Knocked -Down Short -
Wave Receiver, Crystal or any re-
CeiVillg set so that loud speaker or

vitionogruph can be used in place of
admit.
cg. Our

1:15 Price. Consisting of Price.
4.85 $1.05 7x9 Formica Panel

.110 (other suitable size) $ -95
.30 4.75 High Ratio All -Amer -
25 lean or Thordarson

4.00 Transformer 3.95
1.1)0 4.50 Low -Ratio A H -Amer -

.50 lean or Thordarsou 3.95
2.20 2 Howard Rheostats... 1.00
2.00 2 Bakelite Sockets .. .90

.30 3.011 3 Double Parent. Jacks 1.50

.50 1.30 13 Binding Posts .65
1.37 .30 -- Baseboard .15

$21.00 Our
Value Price $12."

R. C. Cabinets
Genuine 5 -ply Veneer :Halve:113Y Cab-

inets -the same Cabinet used in the R.
C. Radiola set. These Cabinets cost the
Radio Corp. $4.20 in 111011SI011i Jots.

Size. 9./013t.i.

Our $c).95
Price G

Variable Condensers
51 .1111 value. 43 -Plate Vernier $2.95
$6.50 value, 23 -Plate Vernier 1.45
56.00 value. 11 -Plate Vernier ".95
$1.75 value, :1 -Plate Vernier 1.15
$4.30 value. 13 -Plate, NOW 1.75
$3.70 value, 23 -Plate, NOW 1.45
53.30 value. 11 -Plate. NOW 1.35
$2.25 value. 5 -Plate. NOB' 1.25

Coils for
Cockaday. Circuit

Special $ .95
at

Build Your Own Sets with "Salvage" Parts

REINARTZDE TEC TOR

Reg.
Price. Consisting of
81.89 3x18 Formica Panel .18.1.11: lce.O.

1.011 Bakelite Socket 15
1.50 How a rd Vernier

Rheostat 1.35
3.30 .23 Variable- Plate

Condenser ..... I.45
3.10 11 - Plate Variable

Condenser 1.35
1.50 3 Switch Levers . .75
.80 2 Dozen Switch Points. .40

3.00 1 Schoonhoven R e
nartz Coil 1.95

Complete Parts for
z- AUTOPLEX -

91,,,x I.31/4x10 n e It Formica Panel.,,,
drilled and machined $1.89

.: 9 14x13,/,,x1A-inelm Mahogany Cabinet

.

11, 1 Frost _Plain Rheostat11 1. John Firth Socket-
ith hinged top '

..,

2.95

1.01).:35

9 Moulded Autoplex Varionmelers. 7.30
:1 -inch Bakelite Dials .50

6 Binding I'osfs .30
1 Single Circuit Parent Jack .35
I. 1,250 or 1,500 -Turn Honeycomb

Coil 1.50
1 -1x4x%-iI/C11 Formica ,sub base

pummel. drilled

4

tin

1 21/4x21Ax%-inch Formica Panel,
('oil, clamp drilled .07

I Complete set Of machine screws
necessary for assembling  the vari-
ous 111111,4 (no charge)

I Hook-up for assembling and wir-
ing (no charge

1 Lengths mat:tire lulls bar wire for
wiring .10

Our .45Special
Price 1

HA ZEL TINE
NEUTRODYNE

.sNailienam

Freed -Eiseman or Fada Licensed Parts
AUNIQUE method of tuning

radio frequency amplification
is employed in the Hazeltine Neu-
trodyne Receiver. This not only
prevents tubes from oscillating,
whistling and howling, but the
tuning becomes so sharp that
when once a station has been
tuned -in, and the position of the
numbers on the dial recorded, this
identical position will again tune -
in that particular station. -

4 Tube $44.65
5 Tube $46.25

1 7x21x3-1.6 drilled Formica panel.
1 Howard rheostat.
3 4 -inch Radion
3 John Firth Bakelite sockets.
8 Binding posts.
3 23 plate variable crindengers.
1 Wave control neutroformer.
2 Radio frequency amplifying nett-

trof ormers.
2 Grid neutralizing condensers.
1 .00025 micon grid condenser.
I. Marco variable grid leak.

Baseboard for mounting. -
25 feet tinned copper bus bar wire

and complete instructions for
assembling and wiring.

3 Tube
Our $28.60

Price

Automatic Electric
LONG RANGE HEADSETS

Formerly sold by the Automatic Electric (so.,
makers of telephone exchanges, at $10 each.
We bought their entire stock -40,000 phones -
paid spot cash, and because of this unequaled
buying power, we are able to' offer you a $10
headset for $3.65. -

36 years of experience have produced the Auto-
matic headset. Coil is wound with about 6,500
turns of No. 40 enamel -coated copper wire. DC
resistance, 1,600 ohms. Impedance, at average
music and voice frequency (800 cycles) is 21,000
1/11111S. (Effective impedance rather than DC re-
sistance is the big factor in a good headset.)

sio.00 VI.65
VALUE eJ

ORM I CA.
Made from Anhydrous Redtnanol Resins
SHEETS TUBES RODS

B e are prepared to furnish promptly
and saw Formica panels of uny dimen-
sions. Cutting charge is included In
the following prices:
3 -16 -inch Formica, sq. In 2e
%s -inch Formica, sq. in 1 Vie
Tubing (2 to 4 inch diameter),

per running inch 10.1

Reg. Our
Price. Consisting of Price.

1.00 Freshman Variable
Grid Leak and Con-
denser combined... . . .75

.80 8 Binding Posts........ .40

.30 25 Feet Tinned wire.... ,15

.50 Baseboard for mount-
ing 25

1.00 Blueprint with Com-
plete Instructions for
Assembly and Wiring 50

Regular Price $21.69

Our $ 1 1 .45Price

and two-step with
POP I DetectoretrI!' $2 9.95
Vernier Condensers

Complete Parts for

WAVE
TRAP

Only One to
a Customer -

While They Last,

$9.45
(A $25.00 Value)

Important!
Any individual part (except the drilled
panels) in ally of the six outfits above
may be purchased separately at the
special reduced prices listed under col-
umn headed "Our Price."

Panels Drilled FREE
Specially drilled panels are included
with each of the sets illustrated and
described below. We give this free
service only on panels included with
complete sets.

Easy to Build
Complete instructions for assembling'
and blueprints for wiring are included
with each outfit. Instructions written
so everyone can understand them. No
special skill or tecimical knowledge
required -A few hours and you're
ready to time -in New York, Los Ange-
les -any of 'em!

Our
Consisting of Price.

6x6),'2 Mission Finished Oak
Cabinet ti 95

(ix614 Formica Panel Drilled and
Engraved .50

Specially Wound 'Wave Trap
Coil 1.95

23 -Plate Variable Condenvr 1.35
Bakelite Dial .25
1 Binding Posts .20

Construction Sheet FREE

Special
Very $5.25

Honeycomb Coils
1.500 Turns 81.50
1,950 Turns- 1.511

750 Turns
1.15.1.000 -Turns ,

250 Tull&
160 Turns

1.00
75

100 Turns
.110
.50

75 Turns .40
50 Turner .10
35 Fred 25 Turns .10

4

$ .95

AracIleystat or
Bradleyleak

New
Type

UNIVERSAL

$ .25_-_---__- each

Complete Parts For
HERALD -

EXAMINER gi
Single Tube Hook -Up

Our
- Consisting of

x !W.: , Drilled Panel
Price. '

(i 5 95 r.
23 -Plate ('ondenser 1.35 L
Variocoupler .95 A
Rheostat .35

.35. 0John Firth Socket
Freshman (kid Leak and Con-

denser .65

25 '

2 Bakelite Dials .50

.40

.15

Switch Lever
3 Binding- Posts
Switch Points and Stops
Baseboard .and Instructions and

25 feet Hook -UP Wire 25

Our
Price

Western Electric VT -2- -Tubes
5 -Witt "E" Tubes Type CW-193

One of the big- feature*. of these brand new, genuine
Western Eleatic VT -2 Tubes that we bought. from
the U. S. Signal Corps is that they have a higher
amplification factor than any other 5 -watt tube
made! And almost halt of our purchase consisting
of 10,000 tubes have been sold. Radio men know
that a genuine VT -2 Tube for 87.45 is an unusual
opportunity -a real "find"! These tubes may be
used for both RF and AF Amplification, and for CW
and phone transmitting. These are not Navy de-
fects; they have been sold only as a surplus.

$12.00 $7.45
Value

(All Other Tubes at Reduced Prices)
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1923.

RADIO SANTA CLAUS-Old Kris Kringle is going to make
this truly a Radio Christmas. Note that he has visited one of the
big radio factories with two of his little assistants and is leaving
his order for sets. (Photo courtesy Crosley Mfg. Co.)

IN THIS ISSUE The Editor Describes His Personal Set-How to Make a Push -and -Pull Am-
plifier---ANew Circuit That Avoids All the Howls and Hisses-How to Tune

a Single -Circuit Set-Wiring and Assembling of Receiver Sets-Long-Distance Records by Radiophans.
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedules
Central, or Chicago time, is shown on all stations. If necessary to ascertain local time on any station deduct

two hours froth time shown for Pacific coast stations, one hour from time shown for the Rocky mountain stations and
add one hour to those stations using eastern time. Hawaiian island time is four hours and a half slower than Chicago
time. In the list the call number of the station is first given, followed by the location, the owner's name, wave length
used and broadcasting schedule in order named. THE POST is making a thoro canvass of all stations in order that
this directory may be complete and accurate. Changes are so frequent in stations and schedules that no list can be satis-
factory which is not corrected frequently. Corrections and additions to this list will be made from week to week. Sta-
tions are urged to co-operate by sending information of changes in schedule to Radio Editor, The Chicago Evening Post.

KDKA-East Pittsburg, Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 326 me-
ters.

EDP111-Cleveland. Ohio. Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 270 me-
ters.

XDPT-San Diego, Calif.. Southern Electri-
cal company, 244 meters.

KDVL-Salt Lake City, Utah, Telegram Pub-
lishing company, 360 meters.

KDY51-San Diego, Calif., Savoy theater, 262
meters.

KDYQ-Portland. Ore., Oregon Institute of
Technology, 360 meters.

RDYS-Great Falls, Mont.. The Tribune, 360
meters.

RDYW-Phoenix, Ariz.. Smith Hughes &
Co., 360 meters.

KDYX-lionolulu, Hawaii, Star Bulletin, 360
meters.

EMI -Bakersfield, Calif., 1402 20th street.
Frank E. Siefert, 240 meters.

KDZE-Seattle, Wash., The Rhodes company,
455 meters.

KDZF-Los Angeles. Calif., Automobile Club
of Southern California, 278 meters.

KDZI-Wenatchee, Wash., Electric Supply
company, 360 meters.

KDZE-Reno, Nev., Nevada Machinery and
Electric company, 360 meters.

KDZQ-Denver, Colo., Nichols Academy of
Music, 3(30 meters.

KDZR-Bellingham, Wash.. Bellingham Pub-
lishing company, 261 meters.

KDZT-Seattle, Wash., Seattle Radio associa-
tion. 360 meters.

KFAD-Phoenix, Ariz.. McArthur Bros. Mer-
cantile company. 360 meters.

KFAE-Pullman. Wash.. State College of
Washington, 360 meters.

KFAF-Denver, Colo.. Western Radio cor-
poration. 360 meters.

KFAJ-Boulder. Colo., University of Colo-
rado. 360 meters.

KFAN-Moscow, Idaho, The Electric shop,
360 meters.

KFAP-Butte. Mont., Standard Publishing
company. 360 meters.

HEAR -Hollywood, Calif., Studio Lighting
Service company (0. K. Olsen), 280 me-
ters.

KFAU-Boise. Idaho, Independent School Dis-
trict of Boise City. Boise High school, 270
meters.

KFAV-Venice, Calif., Abbot Kinney com-
pany, 224 meters.

KFAW-Santa Ana, Calif., The Radio Den
(W. B. Ashford and H. T. White), 280
meters.

IFAY-Medford, Ore., Virgin's Radio service,
283 meters.

KFBII-Havre, Mont., F. A. Buttrey & Co.,
360 meters.

KFBC-San Diego, Calif., W. K. Azbill, 278
meters.

KFBEI-San Luis Obispo, Calif.. Reuben H.
Horn, 360 meters.

KFBG-Tacoma, Wash., First Presbyterian
church, 360 meters.

REEK -Sacramento. Calif., Kimball -Upson
company, 283 meters.

KFBL-Everett, Wash.. Leese Bros., 224 me-
ters.

KFRS-Trinidad, Colo., Trinidad Gaa and
Electric Supply company and the Chronicle
News, 360 meters.

KFBU-Laramie. Wyo., The Cathedral
(Bishop N. 3. Thomas). 283 meters.

KFCB-Phoenix, Ariz., Nielsen Radio Sup-
ply company, 238 meters.

KFCD-Salem, Ore., Salem Electric company.
360 meters.KFCF-Walla Walla. Wash.. 707 Baker build-
ing. Frank A. Moore, 360 meters.

KYCH-Billings, Mont., Electric Service sta-
tion (Inc.). 360 meters.

KFCE-Colorado Springs, Colo., Colorado
Springs Radio company, 258 meters.

KFCL-San Antonio, Calif., Los Angeles
Union Stock yards, 360 meters.

KECM-Richmond. Calif., Richmond Radio
shop (Frank T. Boeing), 360 meters.

KFCP-Ogden, Utah, 2421 Jefferson avenue,
Ralph W. Flygare, 360 meters.

KFCV-Houston, Texas. Fred Mahaffey, Jr.,
360 meters.KECY-Le Mars, Iowa, Western Union col-
lege, 252 meters.EFCZ-Omaha. Neb., Omaha Central High
school, 258 meters.EFDA-Baker. Ore.. Adler's Music store. 360
meters.KFDD-Boise, Idaho, St. Michael's cathedral,
252 meters.KFDH-Tucson, Ariz., University of Arizona,
360 meters.

KFDJ-Corvallis, Ore., Oregon Agricultural
college. 360 meters.

KleDL-Denver. Colo.. Knight -Campbell Mu-
sic company. 360 meters.

LIMO -Bozeman. Mont., 420 West Koch
street, H. Everett Cutting.. 248 meters.

KEDP-Des Moines. Iowa, Hawkeye Radio
and Supply Co.. 278 meters.

KFDR-York, Feb.. Bullock's Hardware and
Sporting Goods (Robert G. Bullock), 360
meters.KEDU-Lincoln, Neb.. Nebraska Radio Elec-
tric company, 240 meters.

KFDT-Fayetteville, Ark., Gilbreeh & Stin-
son. 360 meters.EFDX-Shreveport, La., First Baptist church.
360 meters.KFDY-Brookings. S. D., South Dakota State
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
360 meters.

ErDZ-Minneapolis. Minn., 2510 South
Thomas avenue, Harry 0. Irerson. 360
meters.ILFEC-Portland. Ore., Meier & Frank com-
pany. 360 meters.KFEJ-Tacoma, Wash, 1724 South .7127

street. Guy Greason, 360 Meters.
KFEL-Denver. Colo., Winner Radio corpora-

tion, 360 meters.
KEEP -Denier, Colo., Radio Equipment com-

pany (Joseph L. Tune). 240 meters.
EFEQ-Oak, Neb., L. Scrorgin, 360 me-

ters.
KFER-Fort Dodge. Iowa. Auto Electric.

Service company. 231 meters.
KFICV-Donivlas. Wyo.. Radio Electric Shop,

263 meters.ILFEE-Minneatiolie, Minn., Augsburg Sem-
inary, 281 meters.EFEY--Kellogg, Idaho. Bunker Hill and 8131
liven Mining and Concentrating company.
360 meters.KFE2,-$t. Louis, Efo., American Society of
Mechanical Engineer, (F. H. Schubert).
360 metres.ILFFA-San Diego, Cal..8443 5th street,
Dr. R. 0. Shelton. 24 meters.

KFFO-Boise, Idaho, Jenkins Furniture com-
pany, 240 meters.'LETS -Pendleton. Ore., Eastern Oregon Ra-
dio company. 360 meters.

RFIX-Hillsboro, Ore., Dr. X. M. Smith,
220 'cetera.CFPW-Moberly. Mo., First Baptist church,
275 melees.ITFO-Colorade Springs, Colo., Marksbefle/
Motor company, 360 meters.

E FTX-Sparks. Der.. Nevada State Journal
(Jim Kirk). 226 meters.

ILIPTV-Lamont, Iowa. Graeeland college, 360
meters.

ISITIL-Omaha, Neb., McGraw company. TM
meter*.ILFIFY--Alexandria. La.. Pincus & liturphy.
275 meters.

O STE--Dislies, Tex. (portable). Al. G. Barites
Amusement company. 2815 'Deters.

REG13---Baton Ronge. La., Louisiana Mats
uniargi vpcayaerid 254 ureters.ash*. Okla. Chickasha Radio
sod Electric company. 248 meters.

K FGH-StanfordValvereaty. Cal.. Leland
Stanford university. 300 meters.

KEGA-St. Louis. Mo., Missouri National
guard. 136th Infantry, 266 rooters.

Rip&L.-Arlingeon, Ors., Arlington garage.
234 Meters.

leFtdt---Cheney. Kan.. Cheney Radio company,
tril Tarter*.

&EGO -Bonne. lows, Crary Hartigan NM-
party eati meters.

KFGV-Utica, Neb., Heidbreder Radio Sup-
ply company. 224 meters.

KFGX-Orange, Texas, First Presbyterianchurch, 250 meters.
KEGZ-Berrien Springs. Mich., Emmanuel

Missionary college, 268 meters.
REHA-Gunnison. Colo.. Colorado State Nor-

mal school, 252 meters.
KFRII--Hood River. Ore., Rialto theater

L. Seardwell). 280 meters.
READ -St. Joseph, Mo.. Utz Electric Shop

company, 226 meters.
KEHF-Shreveport, La., Central Christian

church, 266 meters.
REI111-Neah Bay, Wis, Ambrose A. Mc-Cue, 283 meters.
KESIJ-Santa Barbara, Cal., Fallon & Co.,360 meters.
KW -IQ -Los Gatos, Cal., Curtis Brothers

Hardware store, 242 meters.REHR-Seattle, Wash., Star Electric and
Radio company, 270 meters.

KFHS-Lihue, Hawaii. Clifford J. Dow, 275meters.
KEHU-Mayville, Nr D., M. G. Sateren,261 meters.
KFHX-Butchinson. Kan., 407 East 1st

street, Robert W. Nelson. 229 meters.
KFI-Los Angeles, Cal., Earle C. Anthony(Inc.), 469 meters.
KFIB-St. Louis, Mo., 5668 Vernon avenue,

Franklin W. Jenkins, 244 meters.
KEID-Iola, Kan., Ross Arbuckle's garage,

246 meters.
KF1E-Portland, Ores:, Benson Polytechnic

institute. 360 meters.
KFIK-Gidabrook, Iowa, Gladbrook Electric

company, 234 meters.
KF1L-Louisburg, Kan., Windisch Electric

Farm Equipment company, 234 meters.
KEIO-Spokane. Wash., North Central high

school, 252 meters.
KFIQ-Yakima. Wash., Yakima Valley Ra-

dio Broadcasting association. 224 meters.

KFKZ--Colorado Springs, Colo., Nassour
Bros. Radio company, 234 meters.

KFLA-Butte. Mont., Abner R. Wilson. 283
meters.

KFLB-Menominee, Mich., Signal Electric
Manufacturing company. 248 meters.

KELD-Franklinton, La., Paul E. Greenlaw,
234 meters.

KELE-Denver, Colo., National Educational
Service, 268 meters.

KFLH-Salt Lake City. Utah, Erickson Radio
company, 361 meters.

KELP -Cedar Rapids, Ohio, Everette M. Fos-
ter, 240 meters.

KFLQ-Little Rock, Ark., Bizzele Radio shop,
261 meters.

KELE-Albuquerque. N. M., University of
New Mexico. 254 meters.

KGB -Tacoma, Wash., Wm. A. Mullins Elec-
tric company, 360 meters.

KGG-Portland. Ore., Hallack & Watson Ra-
dio service, 360 meters.

KGN-Portland, Ore.. Northwestern Radio -
Manufacturing company, 360 meters.

KGU-Honolulu, Hawaii, Waikiki Beach.
Marion A. aluirony, 360 meters.

KOW-Portland Ore.. Portland Morning Ore-
gonian, 492 meters.

KGY-Lacy. Wash., St. Martins college
(Rev. Sebastian Ruth), '58 meters.

RHJ-Los Angeles, Cal., Times-Mirror com-
pany, 395 meters.

YHQ-Seattle, Wash, 419 13th avenue, Louis
Waamer, 360 meters.

KW -Stockton. Cal., 615 East Main street,
C. 0. Gould. 360 meters.

KJR-Seattle, Wash, Northwest Radio Serv-
ice company, 270 meters.

KJS-Los Angeles, Cal., Bible Institute of
Los Angeles, 360 meters.

KLN-Monterey. Cal., Monterey Electric
Shop. 360 meters.

KI.8--Oakland, Cal., 2201 Telegraph avenue,
Warner Brothers, 360 meters.

KVA-Wenatchee, Wash. Wtche Battery
and Motor compel's'. 360 en meaterse

WAAB-New Orleans. La., 137 South St.
Patrick street. Valdemar Jensen, 268 me-
ters.

WAAC-New Orleans, La., Tulane university.
360 meters.

WAAD-Cincinnati, Ohio, Ohio Mechanics in-
stitute, 360 meters.

WAAF-Chicago, Ill., -Chicago Daily Drov-
ers Journal, 360 meters.

WAAH-St. Paul, MM., Commonwealth Elec-
tric company. 360 meters.

WAAK-Milwaukee, Wis., Gimbel Brothers,
280 meters.

WAAM-Newark, N. J., I. IL Nelson com-
pany. 283 meters.

WAAN-Columbia, Mo., University of Mis-
souri, 254 meters.

WAAW-Omaha, Neb., Omaha Grain Ex-
change. 360 meters.

WAAZ-Emporia, Kans.. Hollister -Miller Mo-
tor company, 360 meters.

WABB-Harrisburg. Pa., Dr. John B. Law-
rence, 266 meters.

WABC-Anderson, Ind., Fulwider-Grimes
Battery company. 229 meters.

WABD-Dayton, Ohio, Parker high school,
283 meters.

WABE-Washington, D. C.. Young Men's
Christian association, 283 meters. s

WABE-Mount Vernon, Ill., Mount Vernon
Register -News company, 234 meters.

WABG--Jacksonville, Fla., Arnold Edwards
Piano company, 248 meters.

WABH-Sandusky, Ohio. Lake Shore Tire
company, 240 meters.

WABI-Bangor. Me., Bangor Railway and
Electric company, 240 meters.

WABA-Lake Forest, Ill., Lake Forest col-
lege, 266 meters.WABJ-South Bend, Ind., The Radio Labors -
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These stations are those most commonly tuned in evenings by the Chicago broadcast listen-
ers. The time given is central standard. Pacific coast time is two hours earlier than that
shown here. Mountain time is one hour earlier, and eastern time one hour later. Evening
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STATION Miles Met
Chicago-

KYW, Comm. Edison Bldg
WAAF, Union Stock Yards.
WMAQ, Hotel La Salle
WDAP, Drake Hotel
WJAZ, Edgewater Beach Hotel

Suburban-
WCBD, Zion, Ill
WIAB, Rockford, Ill
WRM, Urbana, III
WTAS, Elgin, Ill

Eastern-
ICDKA, East Pittsburg
WRZ, Springfield. Mass
WEAF, New York City
WGI, Medford Hillside, Mass
WHAZ. Troy, N. Y....
WGY, Schnectady, N. T
WGR, Buffalo
WJY, New York City
WJE, New York City
WOO, Philadelphia
WRC, Washington, D. C.

Midwest-
WCX, Detroit
WJAX, Cleveland
SPLAG, Minneapolis
WLW, Cincinnati
WOC, Davenport
WTAM, Cleveland
WWJ, Detroit

Southern-
HSD, St. Louis
WRAP, Fort Worth. Texas
WDAT, Kansas City, Mo .....
WFAA, Dallas. Texas
WGV, New Orleans.
WHAS, Louisville
WHY Kansas City, Mo... .....

536
286
448
360
448

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 1 Friday

6:30- 9:30 6:30-12:00
4:30- 6:00 4:30- 6:00 4:30- 5:00

7:00- 9:55 7:00- 9:55
7:00-1 a.m. 7:00.1 a.m.

I10:00.12:30110:00-12:30

39 345 8:00- 9:00
77 252

120 360
37 275

430 326 7:00-11 :00 7 :00-11 :00
802 337 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00
733 405 6 :30-10:00 6 :30-10:00
875 360 6:30- 8:00 6 :30- 8:00
748 380 8 :00- 9 :30
698 280 6:45.11:30 6:44- 9:00
472 319 6:00-10:45 6:00- 7:30
733 405
733 455 6:30-10:30 6:3040:30 6:30-10:30
677 509 7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00
612 469 8:00-10:00 8 :00-10 :00

245 517 7:30. 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
323 390 7:30- 9:30
358 417 10:304 a.m. 10:30-1 a.m 10:30-1 a.m.
262 309 8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00 8:00-10:00
105 481 7 :004 1 :00 7:00-11 .00
323 300 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30
245 517 8:30-1.0:001 8:30-10:00 8:30-10:00

8:00- 9:00
8:50- 9:30
7 :30-10:00

7 :00-11:00
6:30- 9:00
6 :30-10 :00
6:30- 8:00

6:30- 9:301 6:30. 9:30
4:30- 5:001 4:30- 6:00
7:00- 9:551] 7:00- 9:55
7 :00-1 a.m. 7 :00-1 a.m.

10:00-1e:30110:00-12:30
8:00- 9:00

Saturday Sunday

6:30-12 m. 6:30- 9:30
8 :00-10 :00
7:00-1 a.m.

10:00- 2:00
9:16-10:30
6:00- :00

7 :00.11:00 7 :00-11:00 7 MO -11 :00
6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00 6:30. 9:00
6:30-10:00 6:30.10:00 6:30-10:00 6:30-10.00
6:30. 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:001 7:30- 9:00

6:45- 9:00
6 :00-10 :45

6:45- 9:00 6:45-11:30
6:00- 7:30 6:00-10:45

8 :00-1.1 :00 8 :00-11 :00 8:00-11:00
855 76 7:15-11:00 7:15-11:00 7:15-11:00
430 411 11:45-1 a.m. 11:45-1 am 1.1:45.1
853 476 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30
858 7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
271
430
480

WO.A1, San Antoni exas. .o. T 1,080 3851

350
400
411

phis 500

WOS, Jefferson City, Mo 337 441
WSB, Atlanta, Ga 605 4281

Pacific Coma-
KIDD, San Francisco
KGW, Portland, Ore
KILL Loa Angeles.,,.,
XPO, San Francisco

8:00- 9:30
8:00-12 in.

7 :30. 9:00
7:00- 9:00

11 :00-12 :00
9:30-10:30

8:00-12 tn.

1.910 509112 m.- 1:30 12 in.- 1:30
1,896 4921 1:00-2 a.m. 10 :00-11 :00
1,795 3951 8:45-10:00 8:45-10:00

11 91014231 6:30-12 in. 6:30-12 in.

6:46- 9:00
6:00- 7 :30

6:3040:30 0:30-10:30
7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00

8 :00-10 :00...
7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:30

10:30-1 am. 10 :30.1 a.m
10:00-12:00

6 :30-10 :30
7:15-10:00

2:30- 6:00

10 :30-1 am.

7 :00-11 :00 7:00-11 :00
7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- '7:30
8:30.12 m.1 8:30-10:00

7:00-11 :00
7:00- '7:30

8 :00-11:00 8 :00-11:00
7 :15-11 :00 7:15-11 :00

11:45_1 a.m. 11:45-1 a.m. 11:45-1 am
6:46- 7:30 6:46- 9:30 6:46- 9:30

7:00- 8:00

7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00
11:00.12 :00

8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30
8:00-12 in. 8:00.12 in 8:00-12 in.

12 ma 1:30 12 m.- 1:30
10:00-11:00 10:00 11:00

8 :45-10 :00 8 :45-10 :00
6:30-12 in.

.8 :00-10 :00
9 :30-10:30

9:30-11:00

4:00- 5:00
8:00-10:00
8 :00-10 :00

8:00-12 m. 7:30- 9.00
12 in.- 1:30 12 in.- 1:30 12 m.- 1130

1 :00-2 a.m. 10 :00-11:00 9 :00-10 :00
8:46-10:00 8:45-10:00 10:00-12:00

6:30-12 in. 10:30-12

MJFIU-Juneatt, Alaska. Alaska Electric
Light and Power company, 226 meters.

EFIV-Pittsburg, Ken., '706 East 10th street.
V. H. Broyles. 240 meters.

EML-Indeliendence, Mo.. Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, i340 meters.

KFIY-Seattle, Wash.. Brott laboratories.
236 meters.

RFIE-Pond du Lae. Wis., Daily Common-
wealth, 237 meters.

KWA-Grand Island. Neb., Central Power
company. 244 meters.

liElli-Marshalltown, Iowa, Marshalltown
Electrical company. 248 meters.

RFJC-Seattle, Wash., Post Intelligencer, 233
meters.KEIDS-Greeley. Colo.. Weld County Printing
and Publishing comPanY. 236 meters.

Era -Oklahoma City. Okla., National Radio
Manufacturing company, '232 meters.

ICED11-.Selma. Cal.. The Sugar Bowl (H. R.
Shaw). 273 meters.

Kral -Astoria, Oreg., Liberty theater (E. E.
Marsh). 252 meters.

KM -Carrollton. Ms., Carrollton Radio shop,
236 meters.DEER -Bristow. Okla., Delano Radios' and
Electric company, 233 meters.

Kral -Ottumwa, Iowa, Hardsacg Manufac-
turing company, 242 meters.

Eirsx-Grand Forks. N. D.. Unlvmmity of
North Dakota, 229 meters.

Erie -Grand Forks, N. D.. Electric Construc-
tion company (portable). 252 meters.

araW-8ieViliefiiiii. Went, Ashley C. Dixea
end Son. 258 meters.[WV -Dexter. Iowa. Thomas H. Warren,
224 meters.ILMIX-Towanda. Han., Ls Grand Radio com-

Xrir, 226 meters.
-itoder Falls, Iowa, State Teachers'

college. 229 musters,LENT -Fort Dodge, Iowa Tnnwall Radio
compeny. 246 meters.

MIS -Fort Worth. Texas, Texas National
Guard. 112th Cavalry, 254 meter..

srn,a-Greeley. Colo., Colorado State Teach-
ers' college. 248 meters.

Illt11-Milford. Has.. Brinkley -Josses Rospital
association. 286 meter..

HWEH-Lakeaide. Colo., Denver Park and
Amusement company. 248 meters.

pursw-Conway., Ark. 'Conway Radio labors -
Mirka. 224 meters.sirav-Ilette, Meet., N. P. Gray, 243 me-
ters.RERX-Rastinga Web.. Westinghouse Mar-
ine and Manufacturing coartrany. 285 me-

KLX-Oakland, Cal., Tribune Publishing
company. 360 meters.

ELZ-Denver, Colo., Reynolds Radio com-
pany. 360 meters.

KIEJ-Presno. Cal., San Joaquin Light and
Power corporation, 360 meters.

HMO -Tacoma, Wash., Love Electric com-
pany. 360 meters.

KNJ-Roswell, New Mexico. Roswell Public
Service company, 250 meters.

TNT -Aberdeen. Wash.. Grays Harbor Radio
company (Walter Heinrich). 263 meters.

KIST -Los Angeles, Cal.. Radio Supply com-
pany, 360 meters.

KNX-Los Angeles, Cal., Electric Lighting
Supply company. 360 meters.

ROB -State College, New Mexico, New Mex-
ico College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts. 860 meter*.

HOP -Detroit, Mich, Detroit Police depart-
ment. 288 meters.

RPG-San Francisco, Cal., Hale Brothers.
423 meters.

KQL-Berkeley, Cal., University of California.
360 meters.

HOP -Mood River. Ore.. Apple City Radio
dub, 360 meters.

MIT -Pittsburg.. Pa.. Doubleday -Hill Electric
company, 360 meters.

HOW -San Jose, Cal.. 467 1st street. Charles
D. Herren& 360 meters.

IBC -Berkeley. Cal., Berkeley Daily Gazette.
278 meters.

Louis, Mo.. Post Dispatch (Pant-
ras "'Wishing company). 546 meters.

i88 -Long Desch. Cal -
Pre* & Dean Radio

company and Radio Research Society of
Long Bench. Cal.. 360 meters.

11111T -Seattle, Wash.. First Presbyterian
- church, 360 meters.
RUG --ban Francisco, Cal., Examiner Print-

ing company. 360 meters.
RUB -Los Angeles. Cal.. City Dye Works mad

Laundry compaey, 360 meters.
Rtilf.-E1 Monte. Cal., Coast Radio company.

360 meters.
KING-Steektou. Cal. Portable Wireless Tele-

phone company. 860 useless.
&WM--Los Angeles, Cal.. Los Angeles Ex-

aminer. 890 meters.
KIM -Modesto, Cal., Modesto Herald Pub-

lishing company, 306 meters.
TM -Honolulu, Hawaii, Electric Shop. 360

meters.&Ehicago. /11.. WesUnghouss Electric
and Manufacturing company. 345 meters.

KEM-Oakland. Cal., 13th and Rareness
'streets, Preston D. Atka 860 meters.

111114-Solti Lake City. Utah, The Deseret
News, 360 meters.

imam 240 meters.
WABK-Worcester. Mass., First Baptist

church, 252 'meters.
WABL-Storre. Conn., Connecticut Agricul-

tural college, 283 meters.
WARM -Saginaw, Mich_ F. E. Doherty Au-

tomotive and Radio Supply company, 254
meters.

WARN -La Crosse, Wis., Waldo C. Grover,
234 meters.

WABO-Rochester. N. Y., Lake Avenue Bap-
tist church, 252 meters.

WEAA-West Lafayette, Ind.. Purdue uni-
versity, 360 meters.

READ -Minneapolis. Mimi., Sterling Elec-
tric company. 360 meters.

WOAD-Minneepolis, Mina,, Tho Dayton
company. 360 meters.

WEAN -Paterson, N. J., Wireless Phone cor-
poration, 244 meters.

WOAD -Decatur. Ill., James MiIlikfn uni-
versity. 380 meters.

WRAP -Port Worth, Texas, Wortham-Car-
ter Publishing company (Star -Telegram),
476 meters.

WBAT-Columbini. Ohio, Ernes & Hopkins
company. 390 meters.

WRAW-Marietta. Ohio, Marietta college,
246 meters.

WAX-Wilkesbarre. Pa.. 66 Gildersleeve
street, John H. Stenger Jr.. 860 meters.

IVISAY-New 'York. N. T., Western Electric
company. 492 meters.

IISSA-Newark, Ohio. Newark Radio La-
boratories. 240 meters.

W11110C-Sterling. Di.. Sterling Radio Equip.
mut company. 21E1 :resters.

WIMID-Seading Pa., Barbey Battery Serv-
ice. 934 meters.

W118.-Anthosy. Kan., T & X. Radio com-
pany. 201 meters.

Was -Newark, N.".T., D. W. Mier. Inc, 390
meters.

WIDT-Charlotte. N. C., Southern Raab cep_
aeration. 860 meters.

IL. City of Chteago. 2115
meters.

wpz.-springtield, Maas., Weethighonee Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. 837 me-
ters.

WCAD-Canton. N. T.. at. Lawrence uni-
versity. 280 inetere.

WCAIS-Pittsburg, Pa.. Haub/man  Baer
company. 402 meters.

WCAG-Xew. Ottertne, La., 2813 Calhoun
seises, Clyde R. Randall, 286 meters.

WCASk-Ostistabes. Ohio, Netreleta. &Metric

company, 286 meters.
WCA411-eyanUnivuenrsiviteyrsi Place,3ce6.

meters.Neb.,Nebraska
RA4fC.1Kredli 2m5e0t4ersB.agby street,

W3C6A0L-mNeoterrtshfield, Minn., St. Olaf college.
il

Wc:C1o6Afp---ma neVyt rj as3,n6°Or a i'metPears'

Villanova college,

.
WCAP-Washington. D. C., Chesapeake &

WCAOBaltimore. Md., Sanders & Stayman

Potomac Telephone company, 469 meters.
W Radio

CElectricA
WCAS-Minneapolis, Minn., William HoodDunwoody Industrial institute, 360 me-ters.
WCAT-Rapid City, S. D., South Dakota

State School of Mines, 240 meters.
2W8C6Antli-etPerhsiladelphia, Pa., Durham &. CO..

Wt;Aio'Tco-ImapttalneySto3e6k0,
mAerkte.ra, ...T. C. Dice Elee-

B3u6rolinmgetoteni:s.Vt., University of Bel-mont,
WCAY-Milwaukee. Wis., Keseelman G*Drire

cull company, 261 meters.
WmCA0Z-Cers.arthage, Dl., Carthage college, 246

WCBA-Allentown, Pa., 1015 Allen street,
Charles W. Heimbach, 280 meters.

µY'68 -Greenville, Ohio, K. & K. Radio Sup-
ply company (Charles H. Katzenberger)

s.
WmCBetoD-rsZion, Dl., Wilbur G. Voliva, 345
WCE-Minneapolis, Minn., Findley Electric

company, 360 meters.
WCK-St. Louis, Mo.. Stix, Baer & Fuller

Dry Goods company, 360 meters.
W3C6M0-mAuetestrein., Texas, University of Texas,
W577-Dmeettreoril, Mich., Detroit Free Press.
WHAD-Lindsborg, Kans., Central Kansas

Radio Supply company (Wm. L. Harri-
son). 360 meters.

WDAE-Tampa, Fla., Tampa Daily Times.360 meters.
W4D1A1F-mKetanerasas City. Mo., Kansas City Star,

WDAG-Amarillo, Texas, J. Laurance Mar-
tin. 360 meters.

WDAH-E1 Paso, Texas, Trinity Mtthodist
church (South). 360 meters.

WitAria-Stior, ae2u4s6e.
Hughes Radio cor-

WDAK-Hartford. Conn., The Courant, 261
meters.

WDAL-Jacksonville, Fla., Florida Times -
Union. 360 meters.

WDAO-Dallas, Texas, Automotive Electric
company. 360 meters.

WDAP-Chicago, Ill,, Board of Trade. 360
meters.

WDAR-Philadelphia, Pa., Lit Brothers, 895
meters.

WDAS-Worcester, Mass., 692a Main street.
Samuel A. Waite, 380 meters.

WDAU-New Betiford, Mass., Slocum Kil-
burn, 360 meters.

WDAX-Centerville, Iowa, First National
bank. 380 meters.

WDAY-Fargo, N. D., Fargo Radio Service
company, 244 meters.

WDBC-Lancaster, Pa.. Kirk, Johnson &
company, 258 meters.

WDBF-Youngstown. Ohio, 254 West Fed-
eral street. Robert G. Phillips, 261 meters.

WDM-Washington, D. C., Church of the
Covenant. 360 meters.

WDT-Stapleton, N. Y., Ship Owners Radio
Service, 405 meters.

WDZ-Tuscola, Ill., Star Store building,
James L. Bush. 278 meters.

WEAA-Flint, Mich., Fallain & Lathrop,
280

WEAB-niterglreort *Dodge, Iowa. Standard Radio
Equipment company, 360 meters.

WEAF-New York, N. Y., American Tele-
phone and Telegraph company, 492 me-

14,BtEzelikArssG_.

Kans., Witchita Board of-Wichita.
Edgewood. R. I.. Nicholiallineline-

tt Laboratory, 231 meters.
Trade, 244 meters.

WEAL -Ithaca. N. Y., Cornell university,

286 1-Vmeete"rraiWI1 llon, S. D., University of South
Dr. Aa kwo t -a .3,6t h0 pmleateinrstie.

Id, N. 3.. Borough of
North Plainfield (W. Gibson Buttfield),

s-2E5A0meptze.

ence, R. I., Shepard company,

W2EA73o-Columbus, Ohio, Ohio State UM-
versity, 300 meters.

WRAP -Mobile. Ala., Mobile Radio com-
pany. 360 meters.

WEAR -Baltimore, Md., Baltimore American
and News Publishing company, 360 me-
ters.

WEAS-Washington, D. C., Hecht company,
W3E6A0U-S c

meters.low
City, Iowa, Davidson Brothers

company. 360 meters.
WEAY-Houston, Texas. Iris theater (Will

Horowitz Jr.). 360 meters.
WEB -St. Louis, Mo., Basswood company,

360 meters.
WET -Houston. Texas, Hurlburt-Still Elec-

trical company, 360 meters.
Wulf' -St. Louis. Ito., St. Louis University.
W2F6.41A-nDaaterClas. Texas. Dallas New, and

Dallas Journal, 478 meters,
WFAB-Syracuse, N. Y., 802 McBride street,

Carl 7. Weems. 234 meters.
WEAF-Poughkeepsie, N. Ir., H. C. Sprat -

ley Radio company. 360 meters.
WEAK -Port Arthur, Texas, Electric Sup

ply company, 360 meters.
WFAJ-Ashrville. N. C.. Hi -Grade Wireless

Instrument company. 360 meters.
REAM -St. Cloud. Minn., Times Publishing

company, 360 meters.
WEAN -Hutchinson. Minn.. Hutchinson Elec-

tric Service company, 380 meters.
WFAO-Cameron. Mo.. Missouri Wesleyan

college. 360 meters.
WFAT--Sionx Falls, S. IL, Daily Argus-

Leader. 360 meters.
MEAT -Lincoln. Neb., 'University of Nebras-

ka. department of electrical engineering,

Wri-P113ehilsdetemtphia. Pa., Strawbridge A
306 meters.

'WGAL-La Pa., Lancaster Electric
Sumas and Construction company, 248

xmoAete"N-metes. Fla.. 216 West Romani'
WireAllt-Set.Creihre;esortB. Le -.7d. arlosiroodusetenk Radio

corporation (W. O. Patterson). 350 me-
WGAZ-Fost Smith, Ark., Southwest Amer-

Willean"in:U-ant3W"oessevvicelpetarter..011.
company

iRsdio 11(mannfactuareumor..

LIWOAli-).A2Itimmi241 a.ineigre-Pa.. 1918 West Chestnut
street. Ernest C. Arte4ght. 261 meters.

WOAD -Madison. tots., Northwestern Ra-
dio company. 360 meters,

IEGAS-South Bend. Ind.. South lend Trib-
Dure1-.118016014tdme14".Hillside. Mass.. American Ra-
Mc, and Research corporation, 300 meters.

WGL-Philadelphia. Pa.. 2308 North Broad
street. Thomas 7. J. Howlett. 360 meters.

W6E-Buffalo. N. Y., Federal Telephone
and TOWNS:, eoluelany. 310 meters-.

WOV-Dew Orleans. La., Interstate Electric
WAY-SelleateciadylP".7.

850
74era.N. T., General Electric

Continued on Page .14.



WMAQ-Located on Hotel LaSalle; 447.5 80108 and duets, and an address ether by nings.meters. Miss Judith C. Waller. station di- Wilbur Glenn Voliva, general overseer of
WGY--Seheneetady, N. V.; 380 meters:rector. the Christian Catholic Apostolic church in
Day -10:55 a. m. time signals; 11:30Day -4:30 p. m.: Pupils of Lyceum Arts Zion. or one of his reresentatives; 8 ta. m.,

pa. triiiestmocarkkertnarrekpeotr.t:re= 11:40am.
wrath-

m.,conservatory. concert.
eath- He sat down in/front of the trans.

kowith. Talk to Boy Scouts by D. S.
Evening -7 o'clock: Talk by Herbert As - 2:30 to 5:30 p. m., principal service of the

Sunday -9 to 10:45 a. m., Zion orchestra;
Cr report; 1 o. m., music and address, minter and ran his fingers nimbly over"What Kind ol Literature Do Our YoungWentworth. Talk on auto trails by Rock- entire week; special music by Zion band, the set, tuning it down to the 100 -meterFolks Read r Mrs. Hubert Hadlock. Sche-well B. Stephens. auto editor of the Daily organ (one of the largest in the world), and

count of KYW broadcasting opera. Glenn Voliva, general overseer of the hrts- ditions of roads in ilew York state; 6:45 fore he heard the French, amateur'swJAz-Located on Edgewater Beach note); .tiara Catholic Apostolic church in Zion, p. m., program by the publicity department.447.7 meters. E. Warren Howe, program di- WCAY-Milwankee, Wis., 261 meters; no
silent nights. General Electric company, C. H Lang an- note calling "A1MO (the prefix Abe.rettor, nouncing; march. "United Liberty" (Loney), ing for America) de FMB, GM, OKDay -This station has no regular day Imbed- Day -1 p. m. to 4:30 p. m., special con- department orchestra: soprano hear messages." No. 3 read:ule. -. cert; novelty and test programs as an -

"Dreaming" (Heitman), Ethel Thomas, cable establishing midnight;program.: (1) "Zoe" and "My Own:' by Evening -7:30 p. m., regular concert pro-
solos,

)Sch;noimerahnoce--,Oriole orchestra; (2) "Spirit of Spring"Cram. , '' accompanist;ndce
l .

I? secohnesdiduelre itreacseicvaendeeltehdisbymyoorunrinagg.
(Cadman) and "Sweet and Low" (Barnby),. WHAD-Marquette University, Milwaukee, "Danish Song" (Sanby), H M. molt -Smith: ree!
by Chicago Concert company; (3)" "La Wis.; 280 meters.meet to my message No. 2, sig.barytone solo, "In Happy Moments," fromDonna e'Mobile" (''Rigoletto"). by Floyd Wednesdays -At 7:30 p. m. only.
Jones; (4) "Deep River," arranged by WIAB-Rockford, III.; 252 meters; Wednes- tra selection, "Prelude" (Kistler), orchestra:

omaritana" (Wallace), J. F. Quinlan; orche. eFn8dAeBd.'a'ndADet 190:3,38setnhti:s message was
Fisher (Burleigh) and "AS Torrents in day and Friday evenings. address, "The Press, the Screen and Radio'," "No. 4 A1MO, tomorrow will not beSummer" (Eiger). by Chicago 'Concert corn- EVening-8 p. m., musical selections. Martin P. Rice: quartet Selections, (a) "Howpang: (5) "Silvery Moon' and "Chanson- WJAN-Peoria, Ill.; 280 meters; daily ex- Can I Leave Thee" (James), (b) "My Bon- on at this time, pse listen at 0500 andette, ' by Oriole orchestra; (6) "Thou Art cent Sunday, nie" (Brown). publicity' department male transmit at 0515, sig. F8AB." .to, Me" (Chadwick), by Kathleen Ryan; (7) Day -9 a. in., live stock market; 9:15 quartet, Walter Reagles, Carl Jester, J. F. The figures given represent the"The Singing Lesson"(Squire), by Edith a. in., weather; 11:30 a. m.. Chicago. Peoria Quinlan: A. 0. Coggleshall; soprano and transmitting time schedule inBegley and Frank Bennett; (8) "Faded and St. Louis live stock and grain markets; harytone duet. "Barcarolle." from "Tales of Green -
Loge Letters" and "So This Is Venice," by 1:30 p. m., Chicago and Peoria grain and Hoffman" (Offenbach), Ethel Thomas and J. with mean time. Not knowing ofOriole orchestra: (9) "Spinning Wheel produce markets: United States agriograms.F. Quinlan; tenor solos, (a) "Inter Nos" course whether these messages ,hadQuartet" from "Martha" (Flotow), by DM- Evening -Tuesdays. and 'Thursday, special (MacFayden). CIO -If Thou Wert 'Blind" been received .in the United; States,cago Concert company; (10)* "Cl,...,' Horses, -musical program to be 'announced bY IOW- -Johinion), Waller R eagles; violin' . solo,-Sleivl (Jabowiez), by Frank Bennett; ill) phone
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FIG. 1-The latest photo made of John L. Reinartz, the inventor of the Reinartz circuit, at the
control table of his station IXAM and IQP, at South Manchester Conn. In the photo are seen his re-
ceiver, detector and two audio loud speaker, and at extreme right can be seen his sending key. This is
the original and first Reinartz set made, with which he worked station 8AB, Nice, France, He con-
versed for two hours with the French station, in charge of Leon de Ploy, on a 100 -meter wave length.
This is the first time in radio history that the continents have been joined by an amateur. FIG. 2-Mr.
Reinartz, station 1XAM and IQP, Hartford, Cann., at his transmitter, made up of two 50 -watt tubes,
chemical rectifier, developing 1,800 volts. FIG. 3-An exclusive photo of Hiram Percy Maxim, pres-
ident of the American Radio Relay league, Hartford, Conn. He is shown in the cellar of his home,
station LAW, scraping salts from his chemical rectifier of 120 tubes, which develops 2,500 volts. This
is the smallest rectifier of its power in the world. In the center are two 250 -watt transmitting tubes
(behind each other), while his general hook-up may be seen around the room. He uses a Zenith three -
tube receiver for finding wave length, and then a Tuska for selectivity, the two combined bringing ex-
tremely good results. FIG. 4 --Here is the radio receiving set of F. A. Schnell, member and traffic
manager of the American Radio league of Hartford, Conn. He recently received 8AB, Nice, France, a
station handled by a friend of his, Leon de Ploy. This station, IMO, has a transmitter consisting of
four 50 -watt tubes, self -rectified C. W. transmitter, normal wave length of 192 meters, ranging from 60
to 260 meters. Mr. Schnell develops approximately 1,700 volts.

FOREIGN STATIONS

MAC -Montreal, Canada; 430 meters.
Note -This station broadcasts only on Sun-

days, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturday,
Evening -6 p. m., kiddies' stories; 6:30p. m. to 8:30, Leo Feist singers and or-

chestra; 7:30 to V:30 p. m., classics.

OUT-OF-TOWN STATIONS

Opera on
Radio for
Tonight
by KYW

1!'

By THE NIGHT PROWLER.
Grand opera is on tonight by KYW.

It is the opera "Othello." Muzio is in
the stellar role. It ought to be a
corking good evening for all who like
good music and who doesn't do that,
even in these days of jazz?

Haven't heard any reports from you
long-distance fellows on last night's
PWZ program. That's the Cuban sta-
tion, you know, whose program we
published yesterday. What's the mat-
ter? Didn't any of you get it? Ex-
pected to have a score of letters from
you in today's first mall.

Of course, Cuba Is a long piece
'away. That may account for the de-
lay in getting your reports.

There has been a sort of a lull in
you DX -ern, all along the line. Last
Week we had oceans of reports from
fellow -night prowlers. They have
been scarce as hen's teeth this week.
What's the matter?

How do you expect us fellows here
In The Post Radio Magazine section
to conduct a DX department. unless
you furnish the fuel to keep the steam
up at full pressure? Get out your
pencil and let's have your loggings.
There's a prize offered in the DX de-
partment today for the best list of
long-distance stations. Look over in
that page and take a squint at the
chance you have.

Radio Programs
a

Below are given the complete
Schedules of all the Chicago and
suburban broadcasting stations and
those of the out-of-town stations
Which are most commonly tuned by
local radiophans.

These Scbedules are a regular daily
feature in The Chicago" Evening Post.

On Thursday of each week a com-
plete list and schedule of every broad-
casting station in the United States
is published in The Chicago Evening
Post's sixteen -page Radio Magazine
section.

CHICAGO STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.)
KYW-Located in Commonwealth Edison

building; 536 meters; Wilson J. Wetherbee,
director. WPAD-formerly on W. A. Wiebold & Co.'.

Day -9:30 a. m.. news and markets: 10 Schobl street and Ashland avenue.
h. in., market reports; 10:30 a. in., financial Notice -This station has closed and is be -
pews and comment; 10:58 a. m.. naval ob- Inc moved to Armour institute, where it will
aervatory time signals: 11 a. m.. market re- be operated by the radio department of that
ports; 11:05 a. In.. weather report; 11:30 institution.a. m., news and comment of the financial WSAH-Located at 4801 Woodlawn aye -
and commercial market; 11:35 a. m., table nue: 248 meters.talk by Mrs. Anna J. Peterson; 12 m., mar- WSAX-Located on Chicago Radio labOra.ket reports; 12:30 p. m., late market re- tory: 268 meters.ports; 1:20 p m., closing market quota-
lions; 2:15 p. in.. late financial comment
and news bulletin; 2:30 p. m., closing stock
quotations. Chicago Stock exchange; 3
D. m., late news and sport bulletin; 4 p. ra.,
Tate news and sport bulletins; 5 p. m., latest
pews of the day; 5:30 p. m., late news, (Central Time Is Shown,)
financial and final market and sport sum-
mary: financial summary furnished by the WCBD-Zion, Ill., 345 meters; J. H. De -

Union Trust company; 6:50 D. m., children's pew, station manager.
bedtime story. Note-This station broadcasts only on

Evening -The opera, "Othello," first time Monday and Friday evenings, Wednesday
this season, with Rosa Raisa and Charles afternoons and on Sundays.
Marshall, Claessens, Rimini, Condr., Panizza. Regular weekly schedule:
Broadcast from the Auditorium theater over Wednesday -2:30 to 3:45 p. m., sacred
special sealed wire. solos and duets, and an address either by
. WAAF-Located at Union Stock yards; 280 Wilbur Glenn Voliva, general overseer of the
Meters. Christian Catholic Apostolic church in Zion,

Day -Live stock reports at 8:40, 10:30,- or one of his representatives.
10:45 a. in.. 12:30, 12:45, 3, 4:30 p. m. Friday -From 2:30 to 3:45 p. m..sacred

SUBURBAN STATIONS

by Mrs. Hoover; violin solo, "Ave Maria"
(Schubert -Wilhelm)), by Miss Ray: piano
group -Sonata (Beethoven), "Minuet." "Al-
legro," by Mrs. Hoover; violin group -(a)
"Orientale" (Cu'). (b) "Menuet" (Popora-
Kreisler), by Miss Ray; 8 P. m., bedtime
story for grown-ups by Orison S. Marden:
8:55 p.' m., Arlington time signals.

WEAF-New York city; 495 meters:
5:30 to 8 p. m.. concerts.

WGI-Medford Hillside, Mass.; 360 meters:
Evening --5:10 p. m.: Late news flashes;

sports news: Boston American. 6:30 p. m.:
Boston police reports, Boston police head-
quarters. 5:40 p. m.: Code practice les-
son No. 18'7. 6 p. m.: Evening program -
1. "Bits of Wisdom," by George Brinton
Beal, prominent newspaper' man. 2. Bed-
time stories for parents, prepared by the
Children's Aid association. No. 5. read by
Alfred F. Whitman executive secretary. 3.
Dr. Tehyi Hisieh (pronounced See), China's
foremost statesman, but America's fore-
most friend, known as the "Teddy Roosevelt
of China," because of his forcefulness and
his similarity, will give one of his interest-
ing talks on "China." Accompanying him
will be a Chinese orchestra.

WHAZ-Troy, N. Y.; 330 meters. This
station broadcasts only on Monday eve -

solos, (a) "Little Boy Blue" (Thice). (b) yourEvening -10 p. m. to 2 a. m.: Musical nounced.

Two -Way
Phone in
Overseas
Test 0. K.

HARTFORD, Conn.-While the
ether hummed with its usual bedlam
of CW notes and broadcast music the
night of Nov. 27, two Connecticutamateurs, seated in their private
homes, exchanged messages with anamateur in France across 3,500 miles
of the Atlantic ocean for two hours
and accomplished the goal for -which
the brass -pounders long have striven --namely, two-way communication be-tween North America, and Europe.

F. H. Schnell, traffic manager ofthe American Radio Relay league, op.erating his station IMO in Hartford.
and John Reinartz, 1XAM of SouthManchester, whose tuner circuit isfamous in.many lands, slid underneath
the noisy bands and worked M. LeonDeloy, 8AB, of Nice, France, on awave length of 100 meters, breaking

-another world record.
Altho the radio fan has ceased tobe surprised at radio transmissionwhich keeps distant countries withina few minutes of each other, he can-not help but marvel at the fact thatthis feat proves that international pri-vate citizen communication is nowpossible. It represents another rungin the ladder from the time that ama-teurs in the United States were con-tent to land their station calls in Eu-rope.

American "Hams."
The two-way contact ushers in anew era when not an American "ham"

will be satisfied until he has madefriends in France and England with
the same ease that he has picked up /radio friendships in neighboring
states.

Both of the United States amateurs
were on the air at the same time
straining their transmitters to the
limit of power and keeping their ears
alert to catch the first word from over
the water. However, Schnell won the
laurels by a short space, since he was
the first to transmit the reply to the
French amateur's greeting, ."GM OM,"
which, in the radio man's vernacular,
means "Good morning, old man."Reinartz won a technical victory,
since he designed and suggested the
circuit which was used on all three
transoceanic transmitters.

Tests Carefully Planned.
The tests did not start that night,

as some have assumed, but were the
result of weeks of planning, which be-
gan when Deloy made his recent visit
to this country to study amateur radio
conditions. At this time he and
Schnell agreed that they would make
a determined effort to transmit. both
ways from their homes on 100 meters.
With many new ideas which he had
gathered in his rounds of amateur sta-
tions, Deloy went back to Nice vow.
ing that the first two-way communica-
tion over the Atlantic would be with
a French station at one end.

For two nights previous to the
final success Schnell listening on the
100 -meter wavelength heard Deloy's
signals and on the night before he
bad copied two complete messages.
Even this required careful tuning of
both stations and not a little precision
as to the exact time when each should
be on the air. Receiving a special
permit to transmit on a wavelength
of 100 meters from the radio inspector
of the first district, Schnell was ready
finally to test the power of his station
and make the much -sought for con.
tact.

Hears Deloy's Call.

Dance and Ken)) Young" antr-,'Sebbing ,WRIVV-Irrhana, Ill., University' of Minnie: "Chanson ' Meditation" -JCcittenet), -- Edward Deloy Ntent,,on tkad repeated' both, of
Rice; address, 'The GK Girl," - Ellen ''Neil. them over a '-iecond time, after whichBlues," by:Oriole orchestra: - (12) "Solenne 360 meters; 8:50 - to 9 30: .p. m., lectures son; orchestra selection, "The Forge in the he stood byfor about ten minutes and- inQuestrata," from "La Forza' del Destino" 'and news., Forest" ( Mich r.el is ) , orehestra f' clarinet

( Verdi ) -by Ftank..1BeinietK and, Floyd Jenee.;, WTAS-Elgin, Ill,; --TSB An Iiii- a. V.,44T , W. i solo. "Iona% L.),n g Ago" (Ritter) et;Kete 4.e.pvp.tecl t.lie-)33,... A- t hiLti .1;ne;i; 44% ix-

: -Cculzrt-cliscranf.- :
4ttia.o!nsecathuitiajc -(Eacbvii5t, by- cincapy 7,* EV80.005--Z/ ::: 0 f...11.:,1 talittet:qiiiMil -i-u-i-- '1,--1--i-t).,.: .s . --.' .-1-r"rftr-'1,--. --H`311 . : --ti......_ . .., _

Eastern Programs.
(Central Time Is Shown.)

KDKA-East Pittsburg; 326 meters:
Day -8:45 a. m., Union live stock market

reports from the National Stockman and
Farmer; 10:55 a. m., Arlington time signals;
11 a. m., United States bureau of market
reports furnished thru the -National Stock-man and Farmer; 11:10 a, m., music.weather forecast; 5:15 p. m., organ recital
by Lucile Hale from the Cameo Motion Bac-
lure theater, Pittsburg, Pa.

Evening -5:15 p. in., dinner concert by
the Grand -Symphony concert, from the Mil-
lion -dollar Grand theater, Pittsburg, Pa. 6:30
P. "Weekly Chat with the Farmers." by
Frank E. Mullen radio editor of the Na-
tional Stockman and Farmer. 7:15 p. m.,
address for the farmers. 7:30 p. m., eon-
ceat by the KDKA Little Symphony orzhes-
tra, Victor Saudek director, assisted by Will
A. Rhodes, tenor. Program: Orchestra se-
lections, "The Force of Destiny" (Verdi).
a. "Dondo d'Amour" (Westerhent); b.
"Love's Dream After the Ball," requested
(Czbulka). Suite, "Espagnole" (La Peria-
Lacome). "At an Old Trysting Place.' for
strings ensemble (MacDowell). "The Vil-
lage Blacksmith" (Puerner). "Scarf Dance"
(Chaminade). "March a la Turas" (Mo-
zart). Tenor solos: "Celeste Aida"- (Ver-
di): "La donna e mobile," from "Rigoletto''
(Verdi); Ariso 'Pagliszei" (Leoncanallo).
Group of folksongs (accompanied by or-
chestra). 10:30 p. m., special late concert.

WM-Springfield, Mass.; 337 meters:
Day -10:55 a. in., Arlington time signals;

weather reports; Roston. and Springfield
market reports.

Evening -0:30 p. m., twlilight tales "itir
the kiddies; letter from the New England
homestead; 7 p. in., concert by Ruth Avery
Ray, violinist; Mn,y Elizabeth Kline Hoover,
pianist and accompanist. Piano solo,
'Scherzo E Maier" (Chopin), fly lire

-Hoover; violin Soto; "The Son Putigta"
-(Hungarian) (Fidler Bela). :1-i9 Miss "Ray:
piano-- solo, "Polonaise" acDowell),;-' -by
Mrs. Hoover; violin solo, "Andaitre Canta-
bile," by '-Mies Hay; piano solo, "March
Wind" ,(Mac_Dotrell). br-lirs. Hoover; sic),
ibirvilisult-ass< a nhouvalfir:t r ODIatia 1
" Estfenfoist-1010iionili), ibit.impios;RAP.: swirl

o prograuL . al itr!. . 9OL(ri.,..T18..14/dotlfica3 dot a!j.s11,5 EAdept.f :4 I . OLMT.1841-1081t r.sige.f 114.3 ,;ike ..V- , .. ' ; '.-1.11=-T ......; .6

biews. 8 p. 31. Silent after 8" o'clock ae- Zion white -robed choir; address by Wcilbur. nervtinyinf_ed:rjteti?)n Wwoemezily's
report an

lwisatveenleedngftohr.
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T
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2 -Way Phone
Oversea 0. K.
in New Tests

(Continued from Preceding Page.

s ctly 10:27 he signed off, calling
"AlMO, A2BY CQ de FSAB."

At the moment that the lid went off
the amateur quiet period for the bene-
fit of broadcasting at 10:30, Schnell
threw over his antenna switch and
grasped the key to test the result of
many months of planning. Thou-
sands of amateurs could understand
his emotions.

Two -Way Messages Achieved.
"SAD fu 1MO" clicked out into the

air and traveled across to France,
'where it struck and vibrated at De-
loy's receiving antenna at Nice.

"RRR," he went on, "messages re-
ceived signals QSA." He called and
repeated until 10:37, and a moment
later the silence broke with:

"AlMO de FSAB rr QRK your sig-
nals QSA vy one foot from phones
on Grebe. FB OM hearty congratula-
tions."

1'wo way communication between
the continents had been established,
but to the great surprise of both oper-
ators it was not for a brief second or
two, giving them credit for the ac-
complishment and nothing more, but
steady and reliable communication
that was continued for two hours.

"This is a fine day," called Deloy
joyously, it appeared. "Pse QSL No.
1 and No. 2."

"0. K. FB QSA (meaning signals
loud) I have messages. Are you
ready to receive them?"

This was 10:60 and the French ama-
teur came back: "Sure; go ahead with
message; words twice." As he wassigning off, Schnell heard him call
AIXAM, the station operated by John
Reinartz at South Manchester, Conn.,

. only a few miles away, saying: "Pse
QRX until after A1M0."

League Sends Greetings.
"8AB fu IMO" called Schnell and

he transmitted message No. 1 from
At,,erica, addressed to Gen. Ferrie, di-
rector of telegraphs for the French
government, which was acknowledged
at 11:06 and read as follows:

"America greets you for the first
time by amateur radio across the
ocean on 100 meters." The message
was signed A. R. R. L.

By this time Kenneth B. Warner,
secretary of the A. R. R. L. and joint
owner of IMO, had come in at
Schnell's request and the latter told
Deloy that KBW wanted to talk with
him. Warner took the key and

- talked with the French amateur for
- several minutes, then he sent a

formal message, No. 2, addressed to
Dr. Corret of France.

Transmission Not "Spotty."
It was considered remarkable that

transmission was not fleeting ani
"spotty," as might be supposed with
the first two-way code "talks" across
the ocean, but wholly reliable as tho
the i o stations engaged in the tests
were not more than a few blocks
away. In fact, Schnell and Warner
both were amazed at the consistency
with which the conversations were be-
ing carried on, and they believed it
gave every indication that two-way
amateur radio talks would not only
become a common thing in a very
short time, but that operators on
either continent could maintain very
satisfactory communisation.

:No one was more astonished by the
result than Schnell, who had been
working with Deloy for weeks to
make this hour possible. Highly en-
thusiastic, he was determined to carry
on the conversation as long as he
could. With visions of a great ama-
teur radio "loop" by which messages
might be sent from France to Hart-
ford, Catalina island on the Pacific
coast and finally over the Canadian
mountains to the MacMillan arctic ex-
pedition at Refuge Harbor, Greenland,
he grasped the key once more and
asked Deloy to send a message to
WNP. FSAB promptly complied with
this request, but IMO's operator failed
to copy two words of the North Pole
radio message.

Arranges New Schedule.
Deloy then called IXAM and asked

for his location as apparently he did
not know, or had forgotten it was
Reinartz's station. Then Schnell
stood by for a few minutes while
IX :'\M worked the French amateur.

t 12:22 Schnell sent Deloy's' call,
sip: tog his own, and when he had re-
ceived an acknowledgment he said
that he had missed part of the last
message and asked whether, he could
get it from IXAM or if Deloy would
repeat the text of the message again.
FSAB repeated as requested, and ap-

- parently he was having trouble, for he
added quickly "QSL k" and finished
at 12:35 a. m., after making a sched-
ule for the next night.

Static Interference
A great deal of interference is

caused by static. This may be deter-
mined by disconnecting the antenna
and ground. If static is the cause the
noise will have disappeared. Poorly
constructed grid leaks or a defective
'93" battery will give almost the identi-
cal sound of static.

Hooking Up a Set
In mounting and wiring a set from

a diagram check off each lead with
a colored pencil, tracing the same as
you proceed with the pencil. This pre-
vents mistakes.

Keep Wires Apart
It is very important that all wiring,

especially in the radio -frequency cir-
cuit, be kept as far apart as possible
--at least three inches. Do not run
any wires parallel.

KEEPING IN TOUCH WITH THE WORLD-Left to right, Donald Mix and Dr. Donald B. Mac-
Millan, with their radio apparatus, on board the little ship taking them paleward. Donald Mix is an ex-
pert radio engineer, and when the ship reached its winter quarters at Refuge harbor, 750 miles from the
north pole, he began to get in reviler touch with "home." In addition to messages to Capt. MacMillan's
secretary in Boston, Mix has been able to tune in many of the big broadcasting stations and receive music,
speeches and other radio events nagularly. Dr. MacMillan is shown here with his Zenith receivers, with
which he brings in all the news of the outside world.

Characteristics of Tubes
ALL vacuum tubes are not identi-

cal nor are they interchangeable.
They may look alike to most

people, especially if they are of the
same size and kind, but there may
be slight differences in the internal
dimensions and degree of vacuum or
gas contents which are not apparent
upon close examination.

First there is the dry cell tube
classed as the WD -11 and 12, followed
by the three -volt tube called the UV -
199 or C-299. Among the tubes re-
ferred to as six -volt tubes are the
UV -200 or C-300 and the UV -201-A or
C -301-A. Many radio fans believe that
the dry cell tubes are as good as the
storage battery tubes. Is there any
theory in this?

Quality Makes Up for Size.
For an experiment take the UV -199

tube. Every one knows who has used
this tube that its elements are smaller

fore it cannot be expected that the
output from such tubes can be equal.
Its filament, supported between two
uprights, is short compared to that
of the larger storage battery tubes.
What is lacking in its filament is made
up in efficiency by the materials em-
ployed in its construction.

For its filament the T.TV-199 tube em-
ploys thoriated tungsten, which gives
off a maximum amount of energy ap-
plied to its filament.

This tube is a good radio -frequency
tube. If one looks at the bottom of
this tube it will be seen that the studs
are short compared to other tubes on
the market. This is an important fac-
tor, especially for radio -frequency am-
plification, since it eliminates a great
amount of capacity. Then, too, the
grid and plate studs are not adjacent,
as in other tubes, but are opposite
each other. This feature tends to re-
duce capacity effect between them.

Makes Good RF Tube.
The UV -199 tube is satisfactory for

audio -frequency arnplication, but it

will not give an output comparable
with UV -201-A or other six -volt tubes.
If, however, sufficient prejoutions are
taken enough volume can be had from
the UV -199 or C-299 to operate a loud
talker.

Another type of tube is the WD -11
or the WD -12. The WD -12 tube, with
prongs not quite as short as the UV -
199, constitutes a good radio -frequency
amplifier, but when used as an audio -
frequency amplifier it is well to add a
C battery in the second stage.

When using dry cell tubes in com-
bination with other tubes care must
be taken to get the proper filament
voltage on the tube. It is not advisa-
ble to employ a dry cell tube as a
R. F. tube, a UV -199 as a detector and
two six -volt tubes as amplifiers all
drawing voltage from the one battery.
Unless the beginner be conversant
with the requirements of all the tubes
It is best to use the same type thruout
the set.

Soft Tubes Best Detectors.
The best tube for a detector is

classed as a soft tube and requires
a critical adjustment on both A and
B batteries. Tubes of this type are
extremely sensitive. The variation of
the filament current is accomplished
by means of a variable resistance or
rheostat placed in series with the fila-
ment lighting battery.

The majority of vacuum tube detec-
tors operate best on B batteries be-
tween sixteen and twenty-two volts.

Amplifier tubes look like detector
tubes and cannot easily be distin-
guished except by examining their
electrical characteristics. Amplifiers
are not critical in adjustment when
compared with the detector tubes.
They will operate successfully on vol-
tages of 45 to 100. Where a detector
tube together with two stages of am-
plification are used three or four
twenty -two -bolt B batteries may be
connected together in series. Where
extremely loud signals are desired the

Hears English Voice in Buffalo

One of the very first and among
the few who were lucky enough to
hear the English radiophones in the
trans -Atlantic tests just concluded,
was Armand Weill, 266 Ashland ave-
nue, Buffalo, N. Y. He has written
for confirmation of the signals which
he so distinctly heard. Mr. Weill says:

"At about 10 o'clock on Sunday
night I was tuning my radio audio -
amplifier receiver between 360 and 400
meters and listening for unfamiliar
signals, without much success, until

about 10:18 p. m., at which time I
heard music -7 -rather weak, - but the
tune was recognizable. It sounded
very much like either an orchestra or
a large organ, and while the static
and other interfering noises made
close identification of the type of mu-
sic rather difficult, when the music
ceased I could hear most distinctly the
announcement, '51T Birmingham' re-
peated five times."

His receiving these signals is ex-
traordinary because he uses for an
aerial a few wires strung in the attic.

plate voltage may be raised tc 100volts without damaging the tubes.
However, the use of such high voltages
increases tube noises and is therefore
not to be recommended.

MacMillan
Offers U. C:

Radio did
Radio may perform an important

part, in shaping the course of the
proposed arctic expedition of the
United States navy, as a consequence
of an offer of assistance from the
expedition of Dr. Donald B. MacMil-
lan, now icebound in the far north,
according to E. F. McDonald Jr., pres-
ident of the National Association of
Broadcasters.

Dr. MacMillan, Mr. McDonald has -
informed Admiral Moffett, director of
naval aeronautics, has offered the
navy explorers the benefit of his ex-
perience, thru radio communication.
Both the MacMillan expedition and
the Shenandoah, giant dirigible in
which the navy party expects to visit
the north, are equipped with radio
sending and receiving facilities.

Communication has been had with
the MacMillan expedition by wireless
telegraph, Mr. McDonald said, with
the result that he has agreed to give
what helpful information he can to
the navy.

The fact that stations in this coun-
try are able to keep in touch with the
MacMillan ship, altho it is now on
the other side of the globe, shows the
effectiveness of radio, the statement
of Mr. McDonald said.

As to Ground Resistance.
Receiving stations located near

water or good moist or grassy grounds
have a lower ground resistance than
stations located on sandy or rocky
ground.

Phone Condensers.
Sometimes a smaller sized condens-

er placed across the phone terminals
will cure the "muffled" effect in re-
ception. A capacity of .001 to .002
is most commonly employed.

Dr. MacMillan's Choice!

TRADE MARK

Long Distance Radio

The New Zenith 3 R
$ 160.00

Zenith 3 R is a three -circuit, regenerative, feed -back tuner
in combination with an audio -detector and three -stage
audio -frequency amplifier in one cabinet.
In appearance, selectivity, tonal reproduction and long dis-
tance results it is of the best.
Let us tell you about it. Dr. MacMillan, the Arctic explorer,
selected the Zenith for his use aboard the schooner Bowdoin.

Zenith 4 R, $85.00

MVS IC SHOP
214.216 S. WABASH .AVENUE

BENT BUILDING
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This Broadcasting Station Is One of the Most
Powerful in all the Land

11HE broadcasting station
selected this week for
illustration is WJAZ

(Chicago), which is very
much in the public eye just
now. It fills the eye and the
mind and the ears, too, for
that matter, of Chicagoans
because it is such a powerful
station that only a small per-
centage of receiver sets can
tune it out and pull in other
stations while it is on the air.
It is in the public eye, ear and
mind of the great outside
world for the very reason that
makes it a subject of much
adverse comment locally-be-
cause it can be heard any-
where and everywhere, when '
other stations refuse to "come
in."-The Editor.

PERHAPS onei of the most abused
and most praised radio broadcast-
ing stations for many miles around

is WJAZ, the Zenith -Edgewater Beach
-station, Chicago. It is abused thru
ignorance and praised thru intelli-
gence.

The abuse comes from those who
live on the north side of Chicago, and
whose receiving sets are not sufficient-
ly selective to unscramble themselves
from the tangled net of the incoming
signals from this station, which, fig-
uratively speaking, and from the view-
point of its critics, spreads over the
entire world like a dark, sinister
plague.

The praise comes from those whose
sets are sufficiently sensitive to pick
out whatever and whichever station
they may elect to pick, whether they
be local or foreign.

From all of which one would draw
the conclusion that WJAZ is some
powerful station. And it is.

WJAZ is heard the land over, as
well as in Chicago. There is no ques-
tion about Chicagoans being in a posi-
tion to hear it. Most of them do so
without choice or design. Judging
from' the communications Station
Manager George B. Smith. receives
from every nook and corner of these
United States of America, and all of
its neighboring borderlands, including
even Dr. MacMillan in far -away Arctic
zone, the whole world listens in on
WJAZ.

Heard Across the Seas. -

WJAZ is a powerful station-one of
the most powerful of the popular
broadcasting stations in the world. It
has been heard across the seas. It has
been heard in the South Americas. II
has been heard wherever good receiv-
ing sets are located, it would seem.

The great amount of energy it ra-
diates seems to paralyze receiving sets
almost all over Chicago. Unless these
are scientifically built and of a typ,,
that is se ectivvit is useless for them
to try to "get away from it."

It is customary for Chicago radio-
phans, when they are operating their
sets, to say along about 10 p. m..
"Well, here comes WJAZ!" Then they
either sit back resignedly and listen
to the Program or hang up the receiv-
er or turn off the loud speaker, know-.
ing that "It is all off for the night."

WDAP, the other north side station,
located on the Drake hotel, once held
the laurel wreath for being the great
smotherer, but had to retire in favor
of WJAZ when that station came on
the air along about a year ago. Old
timers now smile when they think
how they used to "cuss" WDAP. It
output, so far as the effect it has on
local near -by receivers is concerned, is
an infant la force alongside of WJAZ.

Wonder Studio Ascribed.
This article is not a treatise on how

to tune out WJAZ. Neither is it a
scientific discussion on how WJAZ
can please everyone by lowerin,g its
potential without jeopardizing its
broadcasting range. Both of these

The New
an -Circuit'

Columbia
talouided Variometer
This variometer, moulded in genuine
black bakelite, represents the latest
advance in construction as it per -
mite ALL of the new hook-ups of
present and future. Stator is
moulded in two halves with no
metal bearing post In front nor in
rear. Green silk wire used through-
out. S lk pig -tail connections.
Latest suggested hook-ups with each
instrument. No. c 109 A, $5-50.

C?l
*

umbiaRadi9

subjects are to be left for some o;
better versed to handle them.
- What is proposed here ie to t,
the readers of The Post Radio Mag;
zine section something about this won
der station and something about the '
wonderful folks that make it a won
der station. This laudable ambition j
comes from the, -,great popular interest j
in WJAZ.

WJAZ is owned and operated by the
Radio Manufacturing company.

makers of "Zenith" receiving and
transmitting apparatus. It is located
in the Edgewater Beach hotel, some
eight or nine miles north of Chicago's
loop district, and on the shore of Lake
Michigan.

The location is ideal. There is no
mass of steel or mountains of absorb-
ing iron which the downtown sky-
scrapers present to the other Chicago
broadcasting stations, and from whose

Benergy-robbing grasp they must strug
gle to escape.

No expense or labor was spared in
equipment or installation of this
equipment" President McDonald of
the Zenith company saw to this.

The studio is located in a specially
built-in room-a compartment on the
first or main floor of the hotel. It
is walled in by glass, and because of
this feature has been named the
"Crystal Studio." This idea was a
novel one. It gave the public an op-
portunity to see and hear, and yet
not be heard.

Look Thru Sound Shields.
Every movement of the artists and.

participants in the programs can be
seen thru this sound -proof shield. Vis-

X'6,222
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hors get full opportunity of -seeing
the scenes behind the stage." Special
receiving apparatus- and loud speak-
ers enable these same visitors to en-
joy the programs while watching the
artists.

And yet the artists are not dis-
turbed by applause or comment, as
they are in the usual studio. Inside
the crystal room, with every provision
made to exclude outside sound, abso-
lute -quietness reigns, except when
some onesbefore the microphone and
music or voice pours forth to be sent
upon the ethereal waves to the outside
world.

The walls and ceiling of the studio
are finished with beautiful heavy
drapes of red velvet, which, with the
indirect lighting system and wealth of
color combinations hidden behind the
billowed ceiling, gives the room an at-
mosphere of refinement and dignity.

The microphones are cleverly con-
cealed from the view, of the perform
ing artists thereby lessening the con
sciousress that they are singing or

playing "into" an instrument of cold
steel.

A wall of heavy triple plate glass
separates the studio from the operat-
ing -room' from which the entire opera-
tion of the station and studio are con-
trolled. This enables the operator at
all times to be aware of the position
of the artist performing, insuring the
maximum in perfection for the lis-
teners.

The transmitter, located' 500 feet
north of the studio, is under direct
control of the operator by means of
an intercommunicating system. A
standard Zenith radio receiving set is
used to listen in so that the various
selections may be heard just as the
distant listener hears them.
Tests Prove WJAZ Can Be Tuned Out.

This receiver is very selective, and
it is possible to listen in on any other
station while WJAZ is in operation.
A practical demonstration of this to
the audience of WJAZ was recently
made, when the signals from KYW
were "tuned in" while grand opera
was being broadcast by the latter sta-
tion.

The signals were passed on into the
amplifiers of the transmitter by means
of a suitable transformer and then re-
broadcast on a wave length of 448 me-
ters from the WJAZ _transmitter.
Telegrams from various parts of the
United States were immediately re-
ceived confirming the strength and
clarity of the retransmitted signals.

To the left of the receiver, shown
in the ,fflastration on this page, in the
ame cabinet i-, the control pamel.

where connections are made with the

various microphones, and the trans-
mitter amplifier. It is here, also, where
the receiver is connected to the trans-
mitter for rebroadcasting. On 'the
next desk immediately to the left of
the control panel is the line amplifier,
where the output of the microphones
or the receiver is amplified several
thousand times before it enters the
line to the powerful transmitting sta-
tion to be radiated into space by the
130 -foot antenna which is supported
by 'two well-instflated masts.

In the center of. the amplifier- is
the special indicator meter which in-
dicates the strength of the Sound en-
tering_ the microphone. Whenever the
strength is below or exceeds a certain
value, compensation is made by means
of the two controls also located on
this panel.

Broadcasts Only in Evenings.
WJAZ broadcasts every evening ex-

cept Monday, which is "silent" night
in Chicago. No day programs are
rendered, nor is a day schedule of any
sort followed, unless some special oc-
casion warrants.

The evening prOgrams, except for
Sundays, begin at 10 o'clock and con-
tinue until as late as 2 a. m., espe-
cially on Saturdays. These consist of
popular dance music, popular songs
and instrumental pieces. On Sundays
there is an earlier evening program
'of classic and semiclassic music.
These are called the "Artists' pro-
grams."

The programs are arranged, to give
the greatest possible variety of music.
From the Marine dining -room are
broadcast the popular and jazz music
played by the Oriole orchestra, one
of the smoothest -playing dance orches-
tras in the country, headed by Dan
Russo and Ted Fiorito. The classics,
semiclassics and the ballad type of
music are "put on the air" from the
Crystal studio, using only the best
artists available.

Honor De Forest for
Discovery of Audion Tube
The many honors that have been

visited upon Dr. Lee de Forest on ac-
count of his invention of the three elec-
trode vacuum tube-or audion, as he
piefers to call it-was added to
Wednesday evening when he was pre-
sented with the -1922 medal of honor
awarded by the Institute of Radio
Engineers.

The presentation speech was made
by Gen.. George 0. Scalier. The cere-
mony took place at the Engineering
societies in New York.

Dr. de Forest called his invention
the audion after the Latin word
"audio," to hear, and the Greek word
"ion," meaning wanderer, thus sug-
gesting tiny carriers of the electrical
current passing at an enormous speed
between the electrodes of the lamp.

The audion has been deemed by
many scientific historians to be the
greatest contribution to a great scien-
tific era. It has revolutionized com-
munication; it made possible long dis-
tance telephony and is the basis on
which the entire art of radio broad-
cast and reception rests.

Big Antenna at Koko Head
A new radio antenna system, six

and one-half miles long, with the ob-
ject of protecting messages from in-
terference, and to maintain them in
absolute secrecy, has just been in-
stalled by the Radio Corporation of
America at Koko Head. The antennae
are strung in a direct mathematical
line with the company's station near
San Francisco, and will receive sig-
nals on a wavelength of. approximate-
ly 12,000 meters.

i

FERBEIV

''STOPS
IN'ituttERENCE

The

GIFT
for the Radio

Fan

Help Him Tune Out
the Local Stations

A St. Louis radio fan (name on re-
quest) brought in Havana on his loud
speaker while three St. Louis sta-
tions were broadcasting. He used a
Ferbend. You can make every night
silent night, too, by adding a Ferbend
Wave Trap. Stop at our store or
phone Central 5923. The Ferbend
comes mounted on formica panel in
mahogany finished cabinet, $8.50, un-
mounted, ready for panel mounting,
$6.00 (postage prepaid). You -take no
risk. Every Ferbend is guaranteed
to tune out local stations. Beware of
imitations assembled from standard
parts. The Ferbend is designed and
built to stop interference. Listen to
one station at a time. Place your
order to -day. Telephone Central
5923 or come in and see

"The Orqinal Wave Biter'"

Ferbend Electric Coraparly
, 21 E. South Water St. Chicago
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How to Construct a Push -and -Pull Transformer
from Ordinary Apparatus

THIS is the second of a
series of articles on
"push and pull," or,

power amplification, begun
last week by Mr. Freund:
The first article gave the the-
ory of this means of amplifi-
cation. Today's article gives
the application of this theory.
-The Editor.

By BENJAMIN E. FREUND.
(Radio Construction Engineer.)

In last week's article I endeavored
to explain, in a non -technical manner,
the theory of the push -and -pull am-
plifier and how it differed from the
standard amplification hook-up gener-
ally used in its method of intensify-
ing signals.

As different type transformers are
necessary I will deal in this article
with the construction of push -and -
pull transformers and the use of the
ordinary variety.

An ordinary transformer has four
terminals. Two are the ends sof the
primary winding. The other two are
the secondary terminals.

In the push-pull circuit we find
there is a difference in the input trans-
former. The secondary has three ter-
minals in place of two. This third

, terminal is a tap from the center
of the winding.

How to Use Standard Devices.
Now, if we take two ordinary trans-

formers and connect their secondaries
in series and a lead is taken from the
wire which joins the secondaries, we
have a tap which is midpoint of the
combined transformers. This is shown
in Figure 1 where the grid terminal
of transformer No. 1 is connected to
thp terminal marked "Neg. Fil." on
transformer No. 2. The ,$erminal
marked F-1 is the tap. We now find
that in combining these two transform-
ers in this manner we have three ter
minals. This was our aim.

By connecting the three terminals,
G-1, F-1 and G-2, respectively, to ter-
minals G-1, F-1 and G-2 of Figure
"A", we have the secondary of the
input transformer complete.

Now we have left four terminals of
the primaries. We need only two.

 We must use both primaries, for if we
should neglect to use the primary, the
secondary of that transformer will not
receive transference of energy and
thus the tube to which that particular
secondary was connected will be ren-
dered lifeless.

Energizing the Primaries.
In order to have the secondaries of

both transformers induce energy from
the primaries we must use, or ener-
gize, the primaries.This is accomplished
by connecting the primaries as illus-
trated in Figures 1 and 2.

The terminals marked "Pos. B" are
joined together and those marked
"Plate" are connected. A lead betak-
en from each of these connections and
joined respectively from "Pos. B" ter-
minals of transformers to "Pos. B"
common terminal, and plate terminal
of transformers to plate lead of the
common terminal marked "Plate."

These two terminals marked
"Plate" and "Pos. B" form the pri-
mary connection of the input trans-
former and are connected to the plate
and "Pos. B" battery of the output
of the preceding tube.

'This means of connecting the pri-
maries is called "connecting in paral-
lel." It differs from the method in
which the secondaries are joined, "con-
necting in series." By connecting the
terminals in parallel the energy which
enters the input is divided, half going
thru transformer No. 1 and half thru
transformer No. 2. This division of
energy allows the input of the divided
push -and -pull transformer to carry
double the power for which it is de-
signed.

Explains Meaning of Terms.
By this it Is meant that if the

primaries can stand the energy de-
livered from a potential of 100 volts
in series or connection alone, then by
connecting two windings in parallel it
is possible to vary twice the amount
of energy because it is divided. in two,
half going thru each transformer.

This word "potential" is another
term for voltage and is often used.
It is my aim to gradually familiarize
tny reader with technical terms so that
a partial education may be derived
from the contents of these articles
which will detail mostly construction
hints.

The word "voltage" or "potential"
is the name that has been applied to
the unit of pressure as realized in
electrical terms. For example, if the
power of a tube is five watts at a
pressure of 100 volts, the current
flowing would be .05 of an ampere.
By this little example it can be seen
easily that the ampere is the unit of
current; the volt is the unit of pres-
sure, and the product of both give
you the unit of power which is a watt.

By "the product of both" it is
meant that the current multiplied by
the voltage applied will give the pow-
er of elecrical unit of power. There
are 746 watts to one horsepower.
This information will enable the read-
er to understand just how much pow-
er there is delivered from a radio set.

' The 'Best Arrangement.
Now to return to our subject:
With a transformer of very low

ratio, the arrangement shown in Fig-
ure 1 was found to work best. On -
transformers of higher ratio it was
found that the arrangement illustrat-
ed in Figure 2 was better. In Figure
2 you will notice the difference exist-
ing lies in the fact that the primaries
hove been coonected in series and the

BENJAMIN E. FREUND.

two end terminals used for connec-
tion to the output of the preceding
tube.

The reason the higher ratio trans-
former works best when connected in
series is apparent. When the pri-
maries of the transformers are con-
nected in series the turns ratio from
primary to secondary has been dou-
bled.

That is, if the primary of each
transformer had a ratio from second
ary to primary of 31/2 turns of wire
to 1, the ratio of the combined input
push -and -pull unit, as illustrated in
Figure 1, would be 7 to 1 because the
primaries were connected in parallel,
thus leaving the same amount of
turns while the secondaries were con-
nected i series which doubled the
.mount turns of the unit as a whole.

Now, f the 10 to 1 transformers
were connected in parallel the ratio of
the  combined transformers as a push -
and -pull input unit would be 20 to 1.
This ratio would be too high for the
tubes as designed and on the market at
present, and would cause great distor-
tion. In the experiments made by the
writer it was found that the lower
ratio transformer produced clearer re-
sults without any noticeable loss of
volume. The arrangement as shown
in Figure 2 was found to work excep-
tionally well on lolv ratio transform.-
ers.

Making An Output Transformer.
Now, that I have explained the dif-

ferent methods of connecting to make
an input transformer for the push-
pull amplifier, we will turn our at-
tention to the arrangements neces-
sary to form an output transform41.
as illustrated in both Figures 3 and 4.

It will be noticed that the second-
aries were connected in series and a
center tap to form the primary of the
output transformer. It may also be
noticed that in both Figures 1 and 2
the secondaries of the transformers
were connected alike and formed the
secondary of the input transformer.
In Figures 3 and 4 the secondaries
also were connected in like manner,
forming the primary of the output
transformer. The three leads, P-6,
B-i and P-2, comprising the terminals
of the primary, were connected to P-1,
B-1 and P-2 of Figure "A".

The primaries of the individual
transformers were connected as shown
in both Figures 3 and 4, as the sec-
ondary of 'the output transformer de-
pends upon the transformer charac-
teristic. It was found in some in-
stances that if the use of the condi-
tions were reversed, as shown in Fig-
ure 3, a noticeable improvement re-
sulted.

Low Ratio Works Best.
-By "being reversed" I mean that

terminals L-1 as shown by dotted line
and L-2 were used as the primary
of the output transformer and were
connected to terminals P-1, B-1 and
P-2, respectively. In this case P-1
and P-2 of Figure $/ form the second-
ary of the output transformer and are
to be connected to the loud speaker
or whatever may be used. It was also
found that low ratio transformers
worked better in conjunction as output
transfOrmers as shown in Figures 3
and 4.

The push-pull amplifier is primarily
designed for power tubes such as the
V7'-2, 216-A C-302 or UV -202. It was
found to work as well on 6-301-A or
UV -201-A. The UV -199 or 6-299 were,
found to work well in conjunction
with a two -tap audio -frequency ampli-
fier, which was using either UV -199
or 6-299 tube. The same results were
attained when WD -12 or C-12 tubes
were used tho the writer does not in-
dorse the use of such low power tubes
for a push-pull circuit.

On the various tubes the full amount
of plate voltage was used for best
results. On theUV-209-A or C -301-A
as high as 150 volts were used with
excellent results. On the VT -2 high-
er plate voltage up to 290 volts was
used with enormous volume,

Bias Battery Necessary.

When high voltage is used a "C"
or bias battery must be used in the
grid return circuit with the negative
lead connecting with the grid return
and the positive connected to the neg-
ative of the "A" or filament lighting
battery, as shown in Figure "A".

This is essential to give the grid the
potential that is necessary to keep
the grid biased perfectly in relation
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Sketches showing various combinations of push -and -pull, or
cation of audio -frequency.

power transformers, used in amplifi-

to the plate and the potential being
applied to it.

A power rheostat is recommended
for controlling the filaments of the
tubes. As both tubes are controlled
by a single rheostat this absolutely Is
essential if VT -2 or 216-A tubes are
to be used. The standard 6 -ohm rheo-
stat can be used. As a power rheo-
stat is a diffictilt thing to obtain in
most radio supply stores the writer
found the Carter 6 -ohm rheostat to
'carry the load nicely with either C-
301 -A and UV -201-A or the V'i'-2 and
216-A tubes without overheating in the
least.

From 3 to 35 volts were used as
a "C" or bias battery in a compara-
tive rise using from 60 to 290 volts
on the plate or from the "B" hi.ttery.

Assembled Set to Be Shown.
The form layout or details of as-

sembling the various parts of the cir-
cuit is left to the reader, as he gener-
ally likes to match it in appearance
with his other receiving and amplify-
ing units. It was for this reason that
only the wiring, of the various parts
was illustrated. .

However, next week's -.article will
give complete data on the construction
of a push-pull amplifier using a con-
ventional size panel and regular push-
pull transformers which are on the
market and are especialy designed for
push-pull circuits. Photographs of 'a
completely built amplifier with work-
ing drawings in detail for drilling
the panel and arrangement of appara-
tus will be shown.

Marconi to
Test Radio

Projecting
Sig. Marconi announces that within

the next few weeks he plans to begin
tests between London and New York
of his system of projecting radio waves
in a desired direction.

In these new experimentg.with radio-
activity the inventor is applying to
radio waves the principle that man ap-
plied to light beams when first he
put a reflector in his lamps and
lanterns to prevent the rays Spread-
ing in all directions and to concen-
trate them in the line desired.

"You see that lamp there," said
Signor Marconi, pointing to the elec-
tric light over the desk in his office
in the Strand. "Its light rays spread
all over the room in every direction,
but if you put a reflector behind it the
rays shoot out in only one direction.
That's what we are doing with radio
rays. Our experiment is putting a
reflector behind them. Heretofore we
have been unable to keep radio rays
from going thru a reflector, but now
we finally have got a sort of screen
which stops them."

The phrase, "sort of screen," was as
far as the inventor would go in de-
scribing his new appliance, which is
erected behind and at the sides of the
wireless -sending apparatus. So far,
he said, he had been able to keep the
waves within a radius of two or three
degrees dissemination, instead of the
usual 360 degrees.Under the new system the radio
rays would spread but slightly from
their point of origin. Thus, if London
was sending to New York, stations in
Connecticut would perhaps be able to
listen in, but, in the words of Signor
Marconi, "Spain couldn't nor could
Sweden."

Less power will be required to send
radio waves in one direction, and,
therefore, transmission costs will be
lessened.Signor Marconi said he contemplated
making a trip to the United States
during the winter.

Radio Enlightens Town
Residents of McCall, Idaho, are

among the most enthusiastic boosters
in America. The town is four days
from a railroad and receives mail but
once every six weeks. Radio is de-
pended upon, almost exclusively for
contact with the outside world,

Gives Radio Kiddies Party
Mrs. Peterson, who broadcasts the

recipes, and home service hints daily
over KYW, is holding a radio Christ-
mas party, Saturday afternoon from
2 to 4 for radiophans, and especially
radiophans' kiddies at the home serv-
ice headquarters in the Peoples Gas,
Light and Coke company, 112 South
Michigan avenue. It is promised that
none of the kiddies will regret having
been there.

Loading Coils
In the Paragon circuit or any of

the Armstrong three -circuit regener-
ative circuits, of which the Paragon
is a type, a loading coil may be in-
serted in both the primary and sec-
ondary circuits to raise the natural
wave length of the set. These coils
can be cut in and out by a switch
located on the panel. Two 35 -turn
honeycomb or plain coils will serve.

One -Stage Radio
One stage of radio -frequency ampli-

fication is not sufficient in its results
to warrant its expense or trouble.

Complete Stock Available
-also--

Hilco Variocoupler
Rathbun Variable Condenser

Wholesale Only
DEALERS: Send us your orders.
Our Catalogue, Listing 1,000
Nationally advertised items, is
now ready.

Established 1875 by E.J.Lehmu.

E AR
Service -Quality -Price

State,Adams and Dearborn Streets

Complete Long Distance

4 -Tube S. P. 2 Radii) Set
1 stage Radio -frequency Amplification Detector

2 stages Audio -frequency Amplification

Regular $175 Outfit at
$98.50

14111111r4

A set powerful enough under favorable conditions
to enable you to listen in on New York, California,
Canada, Cuba and other distant points.

Set consists of 1 detector tube, 3 amplifier tubes, 100 ft. stranded an-
tenna wire, 1 pair phones, 50 feet lead-in wire, 1 ground clamp, 1

45 -volt "B" battery, 1 Carter phone plug, 1 Willard 6 -volt storage bat-
tery, 2 insulators and 1 S. P. 2 set.

Pay Only $25 Down-Balance $12 Monthly
Radio Department-Seventh Floor.
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This Is "Old Reliable," Which Ye Editor Uses
as His Personal Receiving Set

NUMEROUS requests
have been made by
readers for the hook-up

of the personal set of the
editor. Since the editor prob-
ably had a dozen or more cir-
cuits in use the last week and
since these same dozen or
more were' preceded by almost
as varied an assortment and
variety the week previous and
no one week finds him work-
ing with exactly the same
combination, the task is rather
a difficult one. However, the
circuit which might be termed
the one personal set of the
editor is giyaLon this page,
and with it .ro'Wit observations.

By IVERSON C. 'YELLS.
Radio Editor, The Post.

THE Armstrong three -circuit re-
generative circuit, in my opinion.
is the most dependable, all -the -

year -round, summer or winter circuit
for the broadcast listener. Circuits
and modifications of circuits may
come and may go, but the "Old Re-
liable" weathers all the storms and is
doing business at the same old stand
when the clouds roll by.

When you want to sit back in your
big Morris chair, light the old jimmie
pipe, stretch your legs up among the
gentle folds of the lace curtains and
turn on the juice for an evening of
genuine p2easure, the "Old Reliable"
is the boy to use.

'I have hooked up practically all of
the standard circuits, from the simple
nonregenerative and single -circuit re-
generative, dart the various forms' of
the audion, supers and super -supers,
with the variations of radio -frequency,
reflexes and come -back§ and kick-
backs. They all have their good
points.

The three -circuit regenerative, em-
ploying three tubes and with a forty -

ARMSTRONG
THREE - CIRCUIT REGENERATIVE

 THE CHICAGO 1TE...a POET

FIG. 1-This is the Armstrong standard three -circuit tickler feed-
back circuit, employing a forty-three plate variable condenser shunted
across the inductance (varicoupler) instead of the usual variometer
in the grid circuit. The variable condenser in the antenna circuit
increases the sharpness of the tuning and improves the control of the
wawlength of the aerial.

three -plate vernier variable condenser
in the grid circuit instead of the usual
variometer, is my favorite. For a lit-
tle better control of the aerial circuit
I tip in another forty-three plate vari-
able condenser in series with the an-
tenna.

If precision parts are used thruout,
the set is selective, covers a wide
range-farther than most of the five -
tubers, and, what is more to my sat-
isfaction, performs one night as well
as the next.

There are circuits that are more
spectacular in their performance.
However, you cannot count on tliem.
Your set may be working fine for a
week and you invite in a company of
friends to hear you "bring in Cuba

or California" and the darn thing fails
you utterly.

With the "Old Reliable" you don'i.
have to offer alibis. You know just
what you can expect, promise and get.

It is this dependability that makes
the circuit such a pleasure to have
around the house.

I am showing on this page today a
picture of my own set-the 'one that
occupies a favorite place on my labora-
tory table. It remains there day in
and day out. Next week I will tell
you of some of its performances and
will give you a few details on con-
struction, because there are a few
kinks in the way I use the circuit
which greatly improve it over the
usual hook-up.

TWO STAGE.
AMPLIFIER.

THE cHicaSo EVENING 505T

FIG. 2-This is the usual type of two -stage audio -frequency am
plification. Note the "C," or bias battery. This reduces distortion
and increases -the efficiency of the transformers.

Charge Battery Often
Remember that your storage bat-

tery needs frequent charging. If it
is the usual 6-60 type that is, 6 -volt,
60 ampere hours, and your tubes use
one ampere qn hour, in theory it
would be good for sixty hours of re-
ception or something less than a
month if set is operated every night.
Practically, it will not operate as well
when half charged or less, so that the
ttery should be charged every two

three weeks to. give efficient serv-
ice. It is better to give it a partial
charge every week.

Poor Socket Contacts
Silent tubes sometimes are due to

poor/contacts in the sockets. When
all other tests fail pry up the metal
spring contacts to insure a positive
connection between the socket and
tube terminals.

AERIAL.

JiatiCTANCE
SWITCH

GROUND

001 - VAR, CON.

VARICOUrt.ER-

THE C.HicAGO EVeNING POSE
CIRCUIT NO.51

THE ARMSTRONG
THREE CIRCUIT
REGENERATIVE
RECEIVER

001- VAR. CON.
VERNIER

TUBE

PICTORIAL DIAGRAM of Armstrong three -circuit regenerative or feed -back circuit. The variable
condenser in the antenna circuit is a forty-three plate plain condenser. The one in the grid circuit is a
forty-three plate vernier. The varicoupler is of the standard 180 degrees. The variometer is of low dis-
tributed capacity and high ratio _of inductance. The other constants and values are shown in the diagram.

Initalls Radio in Sing Sing
A radio set has been installed In

the death hOuse of Sing Sing prison,
New York. The idea was suggested
by the prison electrician and sup-
ported by the Salvation Army. The
outfit was presented to the death
house by David Sarnoff, general man-
ager of the Radio Corporation of
America.

Variometer in Ground Lead
A variometer pldtPd in series on the

ground lead of your set will make a
fair wave trap and greatly improve
volume and selectivity. It does not
change the natural wave length of
your set to any appreciable extent.

This is the editor's personal set,
just as it appears on his laboratory
table. It isn't a beauty set by
any means, because the cabinets
are mismated and bear marks of
many a night's battle. However,
the boxes house precision parts
which deliver the goods under the
most exacting conditions. This is
a good chance to get acquainted
with the editor, because he was
prevailed upon to pose for this
picture.

We carry a full line of Standard Parts.
Everything in Radio. Lowest prices.

WE WILL BUILD YOUR SET
and Guarantee Satisfaction

WEEK-ENDSPECIALS
CONDENSERS I 23 Plate, 90e

1 43 Plate $1.10
Porcelain Insulators 4e
Stranded Aerial Wire 39e
HIGHEST GRADE PARTS MONEY CAN
BUY FOR 45 -TUBE NEUTRODYNE SET-
Bremer-Tulley condensers and coils (or
Victory): Carter jacks and rheostats: Kel-
logg sockets; 26e/23-16 r
drilled panel and hand-
some

40
solid walnut cab-

inet; complete for only

.98

THE SHERIDAN RADIO
4611 KENMOREJECN

Open Evenings and Sunday

H

H

r#:PgaThe Sensational New
Transcontinental Copper Aerial

"500% Better"
'-My result with cm-

tal set 500% better with
'Ribbon' copper aerial,"
Says A. J. Weber, of
Pearson Hotel. "Best
buy in the radio field
today."

"Wonderful Results"
Says L. Williams, 6801

Sheridan Rd.. "I have
a 3 -tube Kennedy out-
fit and 'Ribbon' copper
aerial has improved the
range and volume to an
astonishing degree."

Order by Mail or Phone
We deliver anywhere, C. 0. D. Orders
shipped same day received. "Like getting
a new receiver," say enthusiastic users.
ORDER TODAY.

Acorn Radio Mfg. Co.
Dept. 102 Telephone Canal 5703

1806 S. Racine Ave., Chicago

Based on scientific principle that
area of antennae surface is biggest single
factor in clear reception. Acts as amplifier,
gives clearer, richer, more natural tone and
doubles range of any outfit. Equally satis-
factory with crystal or tube sets. Thou-
sands In use, not a single failure. Adopted
by hundreds of laboratories and experts.
Sold on positive guarantee that it will revo-
lutionize your results, or money refunded.

Assembled Complete in Boxes
Ribbon Aerial

soldered at both
ends to snap -
hooks for in-
tsota

insulators.ntfastening

50 FEET,

51.5°
'15 FEET, $2.25

100 FEET, $3.00
150 FEET, $4.50

Ready for Use
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How to Tune Single -Circuit Sets to Avoid 7
Interfering with Your Neighbor

.1.T is said that seventy per,
cent of single circuit own-
ers tune so imperfectly

they not only annoy owners of
neighboring sets for blocks
around, but also cheat them-
selves of good reception. This
article is one of a series that
will be run in the Radio Mag-
azine section to help teach the
art of tuning.

-THE EDITOR.

WITH so many types of receiv-
ing sets now on the market, it
is an -impossible task to give

precise directions for the operation of
each set. However, it happens that
vacuum tube receivers fall into a few
general classes, so that broad instruc-
tions on each class are certain to
fit every individual case, with due al-
lowance for the peculiarities of each
particular set.

One of the most popular types of re
ceivers in use today is the single cir-
cuit type, in which a loose coupler or
varicoupler is the tuning unit. Such
a set makes use of the well-known
regenerative principle. The use of
regeneration complicates the operation
of a set, but makes for louder signals
than could be attained with a straight
single circuit set.'

Regeneration is obtained by means
of the tickler coil, which controls the
amount of energy fed back from plate
to grid. First the detector tube is ad-
justed until it is as near silent as pos-
sible, yet responds to spark signals.
This is just before the point where the
tube becomes noisy. Then the dials
on the tuning unit are adjusted to
bring in the desired signals.

By the tickler coil the quality of
reception can be improved if neces-
sary. If too much tickler action is
used the signals are apt to, be mushy
and distorted. If the arcuit is a criti-'
cal one, this final adjustment of qual-
ity is Trade easier if the set is equipped
with a vex/frier on the rheostat.

A aagfnier on any device is merely
- means of compensating for the

 relative crudeness of the action of the
hand in manipulating dials. In the
case of the rheostat it is not possible
for the hand to alter the resistance the
iequired infinitesimal amount, hence
a vernier is added.

Ordinarily when using the regenera-
tive method of reception a, radiophone
broadcast station makes known its
bresence by a whistling sound as the
tuning dials are varied. By moving
the dials over the entire scale whistling
sounds may be detected at various
points. The tuner is then finally ad-
justed so as to get in between these
sounds where there is a silent zone.
It is there that a station will be heard.

A regenerative receiver, once ad-
justed, will maintain its adjustment
fairly well. Occasionally the vernier
ar the tuner may have to be read-
1usted, especially if the character of

music is changed materially. The
rheostat on the filament may also be
altered at times to improve the
strength or the clarity of the music.

With the' two or three circuit rem
,eiver, tuning requires more skill,
,therwise the operation is practically
he same. The tickler coil is again
aljusted, starting at zero and grad -
.'ally increasing until a position is
eached just below the oscillating
,oint. The oscillating condition is in-

1thated by a hissing sound in the tele-
phones. The final adjustments are
made with the vernier or verniers.

Sometimes it may be found neces-
sary to' adjust the tuner and tickler
,:oil in order to maintain the propor-
. ion necessary to keep the receiver on
the verge of the oscillating condition,
which is the most sensitive point.
The adjustment of the variocoupler also
will be found to be important, espe-
cially when the operator is endeavor-
ing to cut down the interference from
neighboring stations.

All regenerative sets radiate or act
as small transmitting stations, when
the tubes are allowed to vacillate.
The single -circuit tuner is the worst
offender.

When a novice at tuning tries to
bring in a station- signal his tendency
to allow the detector tube to oscillate
not only causes serious interference in
other receiving sets for many blocks
around, but also means that as long
as it continues the operator's own set
is not giving satisfactory reception.

The adcompanying illustration
shows a single -circuit regenerative re-
ceiver. It employs a tickler coil for
obtaining regeneration. The dial for
this usually is located at' the right
and just to the left of the rheostat or
filament center and usually controls
.t variocoupler, the secondary, or ro-
tary coil, being the tickler in this in-
stance, and the primary or stator coil,
acting as the tuning coil. A variable
condenser is the other part of the
tuning element.

In operating a receiver of this type
the filament of the vacuum tube
should be turned up until it burns
nightly when a six -volt tube is em-
)loyed, such as C-300 or UV -200. If
he newer tubes, such as WD -12,
WD -11, UV -199, UV -201A, etc., are
used until the filament burns a cherry
red.

Move the tickler coil knob from zero
toward the 180 degrees until a click
s heard in the phones. If this does
tot materialize brighten up the tube
;lightly. Should this fail to bring
be required click, reverse the leads

'o the tickler coil.
When the click Is heard the set

aay be said to be "working." Turn
ue tickler dial back to zero. The de-
's;ed station now is tuned in by use

The squeals and howls being
sent thru the air every night
owners of single7circy'a regenera-
tive sets other trick circuits
make it impossible to enjoy listen-
ing to radio con-erts. If the own-
ers of radio sets that cause
squeals would operate their sets
correctly they would not be spoil-
ing their neighbor's concerts every
night.

Top photo shows Alexander
Udof f showing how to operate
correctly with a typical single -cir-
cuit set. This is the type of set
that causes the majority of
squeals and howls. Bottom photo
shows importance of using proper
size grid leak. This is very im-
portant.

of the variable condenser and the
coil or inductance switch.

When station signal or whistle is
heard, turn the condenser dial until
the signal reaches at its highest pitch.
Now turn 'to the tickler dial and turn
it slowly until the volume of the signal
reaches its maximum, which should be
a high-pitched whistle. Turn once
more to the condenser and reverse
the dial slowly until the whistle
reaches its lowest pitch. This usu-
ally is found at a point where on
either side the pitch begins to ascend.
Now turn the tickler dial a little
farther, moving it very slowly. If
proper adjustments have been made
the music or voice should come in.

Care is to be exercised at this point
in handling the regeneration. If too
much regeneration is obtained the sig-
nal will be "mushy" and the music
or voice distorted. If carried too far
the tube will "spill."

Turn the tickler up to the point
where the tube almost is at the point
of oscillation. It is at that point the
loudest reception is received.

Should you find it difficult to clear
up the signal with the tickler dial,
turn down the filament control of
rheostat slightly.

Quite often the voice or music, while
clean, will not come in with sufficient
volume. The strength of the incom-
ing signal can be materially increased
if "nursed" along. To do this move
the main tuning central and the tick-
ler dial simultaneously. This may
cause the music or voice to disappear
in the whistles and shrieks of in-
creased regeneration. It will be nec-
essary in that case to readjust the
condenser and the rheostat until the
music and voice come back in clear
and loud.

Whenever the tube howls and
squawks it is then acting as a small
transmitting apparatus and is dis-
turbing your neighbors, keeping them
from tuning in a station as long as
you persist.

When you note these howls and
squawks the tickler dial should be
turned back until the noises cease.
Movement of the rheostat also will
help.

Making Vernier Condenser
If you have a plain variable con-

denser and wish to convert it into a
vernier for closer adjustment and tun-
ing, shunt across it a three -plate vari-
able condenser. This will answer
every requirement and save you the
trouble of dismounting the old con-
denser and the expense of a new ver-
nier condenser.

Ringing Vacuum Tubes
When a receiving set is jarred by

striking the table suddenly, or even
by heavy footfalls on a floor, quite
often there is a ringing noise In the
earphones. This is caused by the
tubes, whose elements are set into vi-
brations by the jar. Mount the sock-
ets on sponge rubber or heavy felt.
This will absorb the shock.

OWNERS of double or
three -circuit regenerative
sets are not free from

the evils of over -regeneration.
They, too, are guilty quite
often of tuning their receiv-
ers. into small transmitting sta-
tions. They may remedy their
faulty tuning by following
the instructions given here for
the single circuit set.

Radio Language
Disguises Voice

Just how accurate is the reproduc-
tion of the human voice when trans-
mitted with suitableWrismitting ap-

ratus and received with quality re-
, efivers was emphasised in several in-
stances which occurred recently at
station WEAF (New York).

One day during this 1 last week a:
new announcer handled his first pro-
gram from that station. 'On return-
ing to his home later in the evening
he asked the members of his household
if they had heard the program. The
answers were in the affirmative, but
with no comments. When queried as
to their opinion of the announcing
their answers again were a simple,
"All right."

Finally, after more questioning the
announcer neophyte learned that not
a member of the listening family had
recognized his voice, so carefully had
he applied the art of correct enuncia-
tion and tone production in his "radio
voice-"

On the other hand, not many days
previous, another new announcer had
been heard for the first time thru
WEAF for a few brief special an-
nouncements. Later in the evening,
a friend who had not seen or heard
of the announcer for more than three
years telephoned a message of con-
gratulation. He had not questioned
for a moment but that the announc-
ing voice was that of his friend, so
perfect and convincing was its repro-
duction.

Picture Diagrams
In hooking up and wiring a set. the

novice home builder will find it an
advantage to make a picture diagram
of the circuit, such as is shown on
page 5 of this issue. This will save
confusion if you are not familiar with
reading of schematic diagrams such as
generally are furnished.

Faulty Tube Sockets
Partial leaks across the face of

faulty tube sockets are sometimes en-
countered. It pays to buy the best
quality of tube sockets.

Speaks Kindly
for Amateurs
By BEVERLY DUDLEY.

(9BR. A. R. R. L.)
Radio broadcasting has become one

of the most important public utilities
and deserves an important place in the
lives of American citizens. There is.
however, another angle of radio.,
which is just as important as broad-'
casting, known as amateur radio.

Few broadcast listeners know much
about amateur radio or about the
thousands of "hams" that nightly
transmit, receive and relay messages,
which are often of utmost impor-
tance.

The amateur, like the radiophan, is
interested intensely in radio, but
where the broadcast listener is inter-
ested in receiving broadcast programs.
the amateur is interested in communi-
cation with other amateur stations.
and the development of this means
of communication.

Being in the game for the mere love
of it, the amateur puts his best efforts
into developing his receiver and trans-
mitter to a higher degree of efficiency.
In developing his station, the amateur
has contributed remarkably to the ef-
ficiency of radio broadcasting; in fact
it was the amateur who developed
short wave communication to such a
degree that broadcasting is at all pos-
sible at the present time.

This may sound like an extravagant
claim, but it is true. The amateur
always has worked on short waves,
200 meters or lower. Naturally, ap-
paratus sufficiently sensitive to be
used by him in handling radio traffic
would be suited for the reception of
broadcast programs. Without the aid
given by such experimenters and ama-
teurs as DeForest, Armstrong, Rein-
artz, Godley, and scores of others,
short wave communication probably
would be developed only to the class
of crystal detectors and spark coils!

Think this over, and try to appre-
ciate the amateur's efforts, rather
than to condemn him for possibly spoil-
ing your broadcast program.

A New Foreign .Tube
A Holland manufacturer is making

vacuum tubes filled with argon, which,
at a pressure of 30 volts, works as
well as the present tube at 100 volts.
Its life is about 1,000 hours without
change in its characteristics. One of
these used for transmitting does the
work of four, with only 200 volts- on
the plate.

The Country Is Wild
About the "Sun" Set

The
Marvelous
New
Non -Re-
generative
Circuit
(Patent
Applied for)

Phenomenally successful results through development of accurately
balanced counter Electric Motive Force. Superior in range and
selectivity to most 5 to 8 tube sets. Wonderful new principle brings
in quality and volume of tone unequaled. Reproduces piano or the
elusive notes of the soprano as faithfully as if the artist were in the
room. Loud -speaker long-range tone and volume surpass local recep-
tion of other sets at any price. Entirely free from distortions, howls,
squeals or hissing spill-overs common to other sets. There is no other
set like the "Sun." Yet you can

Build It Yourself!
THIS IS THE

SECRET
Special "Sun" Tuner Unit,
Including Sun Loading Coil
and Sun R. F. Transformer,

Only $24,.00
With This "Sun" Tuner Unit and Standard Parts
It Is Easy to Assemble a Genuine "Sun" Set
We furnish complete list of parts
wiring diagram and instructions for
any amateur can understand them.
Receiver Set, as illustrated,
the price is $175. Established
dealers everywhere are pre-
pared to furnish the "Sun"
Tuner Unit at $24, or_com-pletely assembled "Sun" Re-

li.ceiver Sets at $175. If your
dealer cannot supply you, we
will ship direct on receipt of
check- or money order.

4884-90 North Clark Street

required and easily understood
assembly so comprehensive that
If you prefer to order a "Sun"

Shines
above
them
all - RADIO

COMPANY
Chicago, U. S. A.
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Here's a New Circuit That Refuses to Howl
and Yet Has Super's Volume

ARADIO set that refuso
to howl and hiss, which
comes in as quiet as a

sleeping kitten with its sta-
tion, which has a super's loud-
speaker volume on all out-of-
town stations, which is free
from body capacity and which
has many other good features
is one built from a new circuit
invented by a Chicago man
and described in this article.
This descriptive article is to
be followed next week with

' full construction details.
-The Editor.

IF ALL the claims of its inventor
are backed up by actual practice,
Chicago has produced a radio cir-

cuit for broadcasting reception that
is going to make some of the standard
circuits sit up and take notice. It is
a nonregenerative circuit, and in tests
made before representatives of The
Chicago Evening Post seems to fulfill
all the claims made for it.

Capt. Anatol Gollos, 6337 Magnolia
avenue, is the inventor. "The Sun"
Counter Electro Motive Force receiver
is the name of the circuit. Here iswhat Capt. Gollos claims for the
"Sun":

It is nonregenerative.
It gives coast -to -coast range.
It is extremely selective.
It has exceptional volume.
It has great purity of tone.
It has unusual clarity.
It is immune from body capacity.
It logs its stations with the positiveness of

bank safe combination lock.
It can be operated on a loop.
It will produce as good results with dry

cell tubes as with the others.
It is equal in efficiency to ally five oreight tube set.

. inventor Proves His Claims.
The tests made for The Post repre-

sentatives did not cover all the ground
made by the eleven claims in the fore-
going statement because of lack of
time and opportunity. As far as they
went Capt. Gollos proved each and
every one completely and satisfac-
torily.

-The circuit is nonregenerative, em-
ploying standard radio -frequency in
connection with his patented tuner
and balanced counter feature. It gave

. .

FIG. 1 -Back view of panel mounting. FIG. 2 -Front pallet view. FIG. 3 -Looking at set from
bottom. FIG. 4 -From the input end.

a wide range on the night in question
and proved its selectivity by tuning
out WJAZ (Chicago), which is located
within four or five blocks of Capt.
Gollos' home, where the test was be-
ing operated, and picking up the usual
eastern, southern and western sta-
tions.

The volume was exceptionally
strong. All the tuning was done on
a loud speaker, Capt. Gollos disdaining
the head set. The tone of the received
signal not only was smooth, but as
clear as the original. The signals
came in without the customary regen-
erative whistle and was as quiet and
peaceful as a kitten.

Has No Body Capacity.
One of the striking features was the

total indifference of the set to the volume was equal to that of man-- cir-
proximity of the human body. Capt. cuits employing more than the four
Gollos placed his hands on all the tubes which were used by Capt.
coils, surrounded the entire set with Gollos.
his arms, placed his hands and entire Tuner Unil Heart of Set.body close to the dials and there was
no perceptible effect on the tuning. The principal unit in the "Sun" cir-
No shields are used whatsoever. cult is the counter-electro motive force

Capt. Gollos keeps a log of every tuner, feeding the grid of the first
station tuned in. He employed this in tube. This consists of five inductance
bringing in the signals for the test. It coils shunted by an equal number of
was necessary only for him to set each condensers of a fixed capacity. Capt.
dial at a certain number to bring in Goliis maintains it is the accurate bal-
the various signals. The precision of ancing of the capacity of -the coils in
this logging feature was that of a this tuning unit which produces what-

combination lock on a bank safe.
gain with his set.

efficiency in broadcasting recep-
No loop was used in the tests. An tion he

outside aerial of usual' type was em - A definite fixed capacity is required
ployed. No dry. cells were used in the

for stabilizing the circuit. Variation
of these capacities brings about poor
results. Proper windings on the coils
are necessary to maintain the balance
of the circuit.

The Post experimental laboratory is
engaged in further tests of the. circuit.
These will be completed by next week
and will be given publication in The
Post Radio magazine section. Sche-
matic and pictorial diagrams of the
circuit will be printed at the same
time, together with complete construc-
tion details, list of parts and working
plans for panel and hook-up.

Public Buys $150,000,000
Worth of Radio in 1923

The Radio Corporation of America
has ordered from the General Electric
company $4,000,000 of equipment.

David Saranoff, vice president of the
corporation, says the public spent $75,-
000,000 to $100,000,000 on radio in
1922, and it is estimated that in 1923
expeditures will amount to $150,000,.
000. "For the next few years the in-
dustry will virtually double each year,
so it is reasonable to expect that in
three years it will be worth $500,000,-
000," he added.

Loud
Speaker
Loud and Clear
Loud and Clear
Speaker, complete

with horn,
$20.00

Unit only, for
phonograph,

$10.00
tiliflerkail dieeirk 67.

State and 64th Sts., Chicago

test, only 201A being at hand. The --
Hook-up of Post Wave Trap Republished

Many requests have come into this
office for republication of the diagram
and list of parts used in The Post
wave trap. These requests are com-
plied with.

The Post wave trap was designed to
cut out local interference and enable
the owners of receivers not sufficient-
ly sensitive to operate when local sta-
tions are broadcasting.

This hook-up has accomplished all
that Was required of it. However,
there are many who have had failures.
Almost invariably these failures have
been traced to two sources. One is
that the connections of the various
parts were not followed. The other
is in the employment of Improper
coils.

Some of the local dealers, in an ef-
fort to meet the great demand for
the coils and condensers, have substi-
tuted other coils in the belief that
these would answer. Most of these
substitutions were coils made for the
Hazeltine neutrodyne circuit. These

 will not answer. Their ratio of wind-
ing is incorrect.The proper winding of the coil is
:necessary for results. Coil "A," which
is wound on a tube two and a half
Inches in diameter, has thirty turns of
No. 32 DDC wire. Coil "B" has thirty
turns of No. 22 DCC wire wound on
it three-inch tube. Coil "A" fits in -
wide of coil "B." A forty-three plate
condenser shunts coil "B." One of
the terminals of coil "A" goes to the
ground post of your receiver. The
other is attached direct to your
ground.

With sets that are somewhat selec-
tive it may be necessary to use a ver-
nier on the condenser, as the addition

View shows mounting of wave
trap parts. Note the construction
of the coils. Lower picture is the
schematic diagram of the wave

7ttEct*1ch60 POST'S

WAV TRAP.
CifACOir NO

trap. Most failures reported on this
wave trap are due to improper con-
nections of coils.

of the trap will produce an exception-
ally sharp tuning.

Here are some letters received from
those who have tried out The Post
wave trap;

IT'S A "BEAR" TRAP.
RADIO EDITOR: Just to let you know that

the wave trap printed in your radio sec-
tion Wednesday. Nov. 28, is a "bear." I
am referring to the trap with forty-three
plate condenser and two coils. Before I
made this trap I had trouble with WJAZ
and RYW when I had WMAQ. but now I
am able to tune them out. Your radio sec-
tion sure is some help to the radtophaa.--

HOWARD W. LEARN, 2126 Giddings Street.
Chicago.

MISSES WAVE TRAY HOOK-UP.
RADIO EDITOR: I was so unfortunate as

to miss the issues of the Radio Magazine for
Nov. 15, 22 and 28 and so missed descrip-
tions of the wave trap. in which I am in-
terested. Can you supply these? I in-
close stamp for reply. and will be glad to
remit for the magazines if I can get them.
-E. L. BOWMAN, Berrien Springs. Mich.

WAVE TRAP WORKS FINE.
RADIO EDITOR: A friend of mine sent me

a copy of The Post Radio Magazine some
Continued on rage 12.

PER IOLAT BROTHERS
331 WEST MADISON STREET

(Six Doors East of Market Street)

COMPLETE LINE OF KELLOGG, ESTRU, CARTER, ERLA
AND BREMER TULLY PARTS IN STOCK

Blueprints for all Standard Circuits

C -301A Tubes,
each $4.90
Brandes Superior Type
Head Sets,
each $4.45
Nathaniel Baldwin Type
"C" Head Sets, $8 60each
Nathaniel Baldwin Type
"C" Units,
each $4.25
7x9 Cab
each.......

nets, $2.00
12 -Plate Variable Vernier Con

densers with Dials; $2.00each
22 -Plate Variable Vernier Con-

densers with Dials; $2.25
each

44 -Plate Variable Vernier Con-
densers with Dials; $2.50each

11 -Plate Plain Condensers, $1.05
each

23 -Plate Plain Condensers; $1.30
each

43 -Plate Plain Condensers, $1.50
each

Murdock 23 -Plate Con-
densers; each.

Murdock 43-PlateCon-
densers; each

United 11 -Plate Plain Va-$1 74
riable Condensers; each.   A

United 46 -Plate Variable $3.50
Vernier Condensers; ea..

Freshman Grid Leak and 65 0
Condensers; each.

Fleron Vernier Adjusters; 306
each

Schoonhoven's Reinartz $1.90
Coils; each

Schoonhoven's Radio Fre- $1.50
quency Coils; each

"A" Batteries, 154 Volts; 300
each

"B" Batteries, 22:/a Volts;$1 14
Tapped; Large Size; ea.. *AAA'

"C" Batteries, 41,i- Volts; 50
each

Nickel Plated Binding Posts; 50
2 for

Marked Binding Posts; 50each
These prices will be good until

$3.00
$3.25

eters,Wood, each

Pico Double Pole Head
Sets, Bakelite, d.r)
2200 Ohms, each. 4)4 .90
Magnetic Moulded Vario-

each
couplers, 12 Taps,$2 25
Raven Variom- $2.00
Hart Variom-
eters, each $1 75
Stranded Copper Antenna
Wire, 100 foot 45cCoils, coil .

Moulded Bakelite Sockets, 400
Standard Base; each

Metal Shell Sockets, Bake- gn%,lite Base; each
Wimco Sockets for No. 199 500

Tubes; each
Wimco Adapters for No. 500-

199 Tubes; each
Voltmeters for Testing "B" Q50

Batteries; 50 volts, each A'
Switch Levers, Adjustable 150

Leaf; each
Jefferson Star Transform- $2 00ers; 34 to 1 Ratio; ea.. .
Dayton Radio Frequency $4. 94

Transformers; each =""
Double Phone Cords;

each 350
Pacent Phone Plugs. Single; 400

each
Citizen's Radio Call Book; 500

each
Cockaday Coils; $1.95
Casey Demon Coils;

each

$1.25each

B. Metal Loud Speaking 5N.Crystals; each
7x12 Bakelite Panels; $1.25
7x14 Bakelite Panels;

each

$1.45each

7x18 Bakelite Panels; $1.90each
7x21 Paanneelles: $2.20
7x24 Bakelite

each $2.50
7x28 Bakelite $2.95each
Wednesday, December 19, 1923

Store Open Saturday Evenings Until 9 o'Clock
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Long -Distance Records of Phans
Irving C. Johnson, 4551 North Clark

Xreet, is after the long-distance lau-
el wreath, which Roy J. Blum, 309
;ley° street, Congress Park, Ill., is
rying to wear as a permanent fix -
lure.
Mr. Blum, you will recall, made a

Aienomenal record on stations re-
leived, an account of which appeared
ti this department, page 10, last week.
today Mr. Johnson comes to bat with
he following report:

Knocks Out Blum's Record.
Radio Editor. -Last night, Dec. 10, being
ilent night. I lit up the old pi/ie. went into
he operating room of Listening -Inn station.
CJ, and turned on the red light, which
neant a silent night for those present as
/ell. Soon alter lighting up the WD -12's,
I spent fifteen minutes listening to the De-
roit News orchestra. From then on I cov-
red more territory than a traveling sales -
Dan does in a year. I heard a speech by

man who never ran for president, yet
,ecame president. I also listened to a talk
iy a man who ran many times for presi-
lent, yet never became president.
About 9:40, after visiting about thirty

dties, I turned off the juice and lit my
tipe. Then I lit my tubes again, and who
lhould I tune in but Litt Brothers of Philo-
lelphia, with a dandy program of dance
nusic.
All told, last night thirty-seven long -die -

&nee stations came in clear. I missed WBZ,
is I am sure I had them when WMAQ
!lune on about 7:30. I was enjoying a tenor
solo when the interruption came. With the
&DAP. KYW and WMAQ added to the thirty-
teven it makes forty stations for the eve -
sing, which equals Mr. Blum's record, which
was printed in last week's radio section.

On Thursday, Dec. 6. I tuned In twenty-
three stations while the locals were on. I
epeated the performance the next night.
Ehursday night, after the locals signed off.

I hooked XPO. ROW. KHJ, KFI. WDAF
and WEAR. This makes fifty-two stations
for the two nights, which is my beat record
for other than Monday nights.
My DX report for Monday, Dec. 10, 1923.

le as follows:
6:15-WWJ. Detroit, Detroit News orches-

tra.
6:20-WCAE, Pittsburg, Hotel William

Penn orchestra.
6:32-WOC. Davenport. Sandman story.
6:35-KDKA1 East Pittsburg, Girl Scout

talk.
0:46-WGY, Schenectady, March by WGY

orchestra.
6:55-WFAA, Dallas, Announcements and

sews.
7:00-WLAG, Minneapolis, Signing off un-

til 7:30.
7:03-WHB, Kansas City, Talk, "Book of

Knowledge."
7:12-WOR, Newark. Contralto solo.
7:25-WCK, St. Louis, Orchestra.
7:28 -WOO, Philadelphia, Announcing

broadcasting of president's speech.
Intermission -Listening to WMAQ.
7:50 -WRAC, Washington, Talk.
7:55-WBAP, Fort Worth, Piano solo.
7:59-WEAF, New York, Violin, Shubert

Cumber.
8:05-KSD, St. Louis, Organ, musical com-

position.
8:30-WCX. Detroit, Announcing.
8:35-WTAS, Elgin, Orchestra.
8:40-WCBD, Zion, Zion choir.
8:43-WPAH, Waupaca, Announcing prize

contest:
8 :48-WJAI Waco, Orchestra, "No I No I

Nora."
8:55-W0S. Jefferson City, "Honolulu

Blues."
8:57-WDAF, Kansas City, University of

Kansas orchestra.
5:58-WSB, Atlanta. Announcing.
9:02-WOAW, Omaha, Overture, 17th In-

fantry band.
9:1Q-WMC, Memphis, Orchestra, "Sitting

in the' Corner."
9:15-WHAZ, Troy, '4A Little Bit of

Honey."
9:20-WJZ, New York, Talk by William J.

Bryan.
9:22-WBAH, Minneapolis, Selection from

"Bohemian Girl."
9:40-WDAR, Philadelphia, Orchestra.
9:45-WLW, Cincinnati, Dancing lesson.
10:15-WOR, Buffalo, "In An Old -Fash-

ion Town."
11:00=KGW, Portland, Announcing request

for phone calls.
11.:05-KFI. Loa Angeles, Announcing.
11:15-CKCK, Regina, Orchestra.
11:55-CFCN, Calgary, Announcing.
12:15-WAAW, Omaha, Testing.
12-.:35-KDZE, S1nttle, "Rose of the Rio

Grande."-IRVING C. JOHNSON, 4551
North Clark street, Chicago.

JUST AS A "STARTER."
RADIO EDITOR: As a starter will give

you my DX record for Monday night, Dec.
3, as follows:

WGY (Schenectady), vocal, "You are Like
A Baby," 6:39 P. m.; WLAG (Minneapolis),
talk by Athletic club, 6:59 D. m.; KDKA
('Pittsburg). literary talk, 7 p. WCAE
(Pittsburg). vocal, "Dreamy Melody," 7:45

ARgIOTYTuPBEE:S REPAIREDOR SETS
Immediate Service in Most Cases

54A, 39 W. Adams St., Chicago
Agent for Radio Tubes Corporation

p. in.: WOC (Davenport), band. "National
Emblem March," 8:08 p. m.; WTAS (El-
gin), "Blue Hoosier Blues," 8:12 p. m.;
WDAF (Kansas City), eaxo solo, 8:15 0. m.;
WWJ (Detroit), barytone solo. 8:24 p. m.:
WHAZ (Troy), violin solo by Lawrence,
8:27 p. WOE (Buffalo), English song,
"Mary," 8:29 p. WOAW (Omaha), talk
by Mr. Collett, 9:35 p. in.; WOO (Phila-
delphia), 8:35 p. WPBA (Fort Worth),
Abilene S. S. orchestra, later Trib. march,
9:45 p. m.; WCBD (Zion), choir, 10:26
p. KFKX (Hastings, Neb.). announcing
talk on King Tut for next Thursday and
signing off at 10:57 p. m.; WLW (Cin-
cinnati), signing off. 10:59 D. in.; WFI
(Philadelphia). music by Phila Trio, 11:05

P. WSB (Atlanta), announcing Night-
ingale Musicians for Wednesday. 11:35
D. m.: KSD (St. Louis). barytone solo by
Jackson. 11:60 D. WRC (Washington),
announcing A. R. R. L. contest.

Not so bad for a beginner, what? Have
had this set about three weeks. It is a
five -tube "Lyradion."-L. L. GRAHAM,
1367 East 62d street, Chicago.

GETS 44 IN ONE NIGHT. WHEW!
RADIO EDITOR: Here is my list of sta-

tions heard on silent night, Dec. 10, 1923.
All the stations within 1,500 miles were
heard on a ode -tube regenerative receiver,
while the stations beyond that limit were
brought in with the help of a two-step sim-
plifier.

I have received KHJ (Los Angeles),
HIS (Astoria, Ore.) and KXD (Modesto..
Cal.) on onw.tube at different times. My
list of forty-four stations for Dec. 10
follows:

WDAP, Chicago. Ill.; WWJ. Detroit. Mich.:
WCAK. Houston, Texas; WSY, Birmingham,
Ala., WDAF, Kansas City. Md.: WRC, Wash-
ington, D. C.* WCAE, Pittsburg. Pa.; WJZ,
New York, 11. Y.; WOO. Philadelphia. Pa.:
/MBA, Pittsburg, Pa.; WLW. Cincinnati.
Ohio: WGY, Schenectady. N. Y.; WOK. St.
Louis. Mo.: WHA, Madison, Wis.; WCAP,
Washington. D. C.; WRAF, New York. N. Y.:
WJAR. Providence. R. I.: WMAQ, Chicago.
Ill.; WTAM, Cleveland, hio; WOC, Daven-
port. Iowa: WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas;
WOS. Jefferson City, Mo.; WFAA, Dallas.
Texas:. WOR, Newark, N. J.; WDAR. Phila-
delphia, Pa.: WHAZ. Troy, N. Y.; WTAS,
Elgin. 111. WPAH, Waupaca, Wis.; WHN,
Ridgewood.* N. Y.: WEAI, Ithaca, N. Y.:
WGR. Buffalo, N. Y..KFIIX, Hastings, Neb.:
WOAW. Omaha, Neb.: CKCK, Regina. Sask.:
WBAEC Minneapolis, Minn.; WSB, Atlanta.
Ga.; IKIDL, Denver, Colo.; 50J, Jefferson,
Texas: EFL Los Angeles, *Cal.; WBAV, Co-
lumbus, Ohio; ESD, St. Louis. Mo.; KOW,
Portland. Ore.: KYW, Chicago, Ill.; KPO.
San Francisco, Cal.I do not believe this is so bad for one
night. -THOS. F. NEwori-1. Park Ridge, Ill.

HOW ABOUT IT, MR. BLUM?
RADIO EDITOR: I was interested in

reading Roy J. Blum's long-distance record
in last Thursday's Radio Magazine. I have
found that it is usually necessary to hold
a station more than two minutes to get
the call letters. However, this man got
stations a minute apart in .many cases. I
should say it would be impossible to get
the call letters of fithr stations in five
minutes. He got nineteen stations two
minutes apart, and six one minute apart.
How do they do it? C. W. MARTY,

Lakota Hotel.

GETS THEM REGULAR.
RADIO EDITOR: I am enclosing a list

of stations that I have received on a one -
tube set made of Kellogg parts. It con-
sists of two variometers and a vartheoupler.
with a 6 -volt 201-A tube as a detector. They
are as follows: KFR. Los Angeles; KDKA
East Pittsburg*; KFKB, Milford, Kan.
WNAS, Nashville. Tenn.; WDAA, Nashville
Tenn.; WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., WHAZ
Troy, N. Y.; WPA, Forth Worth. Texas
WFAA, Dallas, Texas: WTAS, Elgin,- Dl.
WCBD. Zion, Ill.; WOO Davenport, Iowa
WOQ, Ames, Iowa; WLW, WSAQ, Cincin-
nati. Ohio; WMAQ, KYW, WAAF, WPAD,
WDAP, WJAZ, Chicago; .WJAT, Marshall,
Mo.; WCAE, Pittsburg, Pa.; WKOH, Fond
du Lae, Wis.; WFAV, Lincoln, Neb.; KFKX.
Hastings, Neb.; 9CD, Toronto. Canada: KOP,
Detroit. Mich.; WOE. Buffalo, N. Y.; WHK,
Detroit. Mich.; WLAG, Minneapolis. Minn.;
WCAE, Minneapolis, Minn.: WWX. Washing-
ton, D. C.; WJY. New York city; VilifAE,
Joliet, Ill. I get these stations regularly.

GEORGE KENOSZT.
537 North Albany avenue.

GOOD WORK; RAYMOND.
RADIO EDITOR: The following. are the

stations I ,picked up Monday evening, Dec.
10. My set is an Armstrong, one -tube
simple regenerative hook-up: WOC. Dav-
enport, Iowa; WGY, SchenectadY, N. Y.;
WWJ, Detroit, Mich,: WBAP. Fort Worth,
Texas; WHAZ, Troy, N. Y.; WCA.E, Pitts-
burg. Pa.; WTAS, Elgin. Ill., KSD, St.
Louis, Mo.: KOP, Detroit, Mich.; WOO.
Philadelphia, Pa.; WBAH, Minneapolis,

WRC, Washington, D. C..; WOAW,
Omaha, Neb.: KDKA, Pittsburg, Pa.; WOR,
Newark. N. J.; WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.;
WCBD, Zion, Ill.; WPAH, Waupaca, Wis.;
WSB, Atlanta, Ga.; WFAA, Dallas, Texas;
WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio; WMC, Memphis,
Tenn.; KFKX, Hastings. Neb. Your new
radio section is the best I have ever seen,
and I enjoy it each Thursday evening.

RAYMOND BERNHARDT.
5449 Michigan Avenue.

A CRYSTAL RECORD.
RADIO EDITORL How is this for logging

ERLA1-Tube Reflex
MOST POWERFUL SET

OPERATES LOUD SPEAKER
Wonderful Values -Complete Parts

1111116,

5

AIMMIMIR

COMPLETE PARTS FOR 5 -TUBE

EUTRODYNE SET 21-t=2
WITH STANDARD PARTS

110=3alal

ULTRA AUDION
Large Size, 1.35

1 I Complete Parts, =
1 -TUBE SET ac
1000 Mile Range 1.22 volt, 40

with Hagerman's long distance crystal set,and an inside antenna?
Monday, Dee. 23, 7:30 to 10:30 p. in.:

Pittsburg, Elgin, Davenport, Jefferson City.
and Zion City. Stations came in just as
clear, without a ground wire. You sure
have the radio magazine of Chicago. -J. A.
MONTGOMERY, 5255 North Bernard street.

RADIO EDITOR; Last evening. Thursday,
Dec. 6, among the many stations. I heard
one, MICR, Hastings. Neb., about 10:30,
and I heard it distinctly announce the sta-
tion. "KIRK, Hastings, Neb.." and asked
people from various parts of the country
to write in. He also mentioned several
People that had written in from various
parts of the country. Then the program
continued and I switched off and got some
other stations. About an hour later I hap-
pened to run on to them again,but in
calling the station, he called. "KFX, Hast-
ings, Neb., relayed thru KDKA., East Pitts-
burg." I would like to know whether the
first announcement was also relayed or
whether I heard that direct from Hastings.
Could you tell me? -FRED GRUENHOFF,
Aurora. Ill.

(Note: The first reception was a relay
from KDKA (Pittsburg). See article on the
Hastings station on page 6, Nov. 22 issue
of this magazine. -THE EDITOR.)

BERWICK Guaranteed

ANNARD

3000 OHMS n,
HEAD SET NOU

COMPLETE PARTS FOR
A SINGLE TUBE

EGENERATIVE
RECEIVER .45

1500 Mile Radius

ATLAS CUT RAtE RADIO :.5110e.
3 BIG STORES

113 W. tialson St. 1 133 N. Dearborn St. 1 345 S. Clark St.

CRYSTAL HOOK-UP GREAT.
RADIO EDITOR: Congratulations upon

your speculative venture. The Post Radio
Magazine. It fills a long felt need. I have
built several sets and have had successful
results using them. I owe it all to keeping
posted up on radio by reading The Post.
That crystal set book -up published in tact
week's magazine was a wonder and lived uP
to its history. I made one, using spare
parts, using one stage of audio. Heard it
all over the house and back lots, crystal
alone heard on the loud speaker, local sta-
tions, aerial sixty feet and direct ground. -
G. F. CHAPMAN, 4210 West 20th street,
Ch(8ago.

CONFIRMATION FOR MR. MARK.
RADIO EDITOR: In regard to J. C. Mars's

request in The Post will state that Nov.27 at 9:32 p. in., a few minutes after
KDKA signed off, I beard the following:
"This is station 5113, 'London, 5X3." I did
not pay much attention to this as some of
the Chicago boys like to fool us BCL's. I
am using a Grimes inverse duplex three -tube
reflex. Hope this will satisfy Mr. Marr.-
S. H. POLASKY, 1162 North Ashland Ave-
nue, Chicago.

Letter Box
A NEW YEAR'S SUGGESTION.

RADIO EDITOR: It has occurred to me
that New Year's evening falls on a Monday.
and I am wondering if the Chicago stations
will observe silent night.

There are many of us who would like to
hear the programs from the Chicago broad-
casting stations that night, and I was won.
dering if you could not bring a little pres-
sure to bear so that Monday, Dec. 31. will
not be observed as a silent night.

Have been very interested in your radio
columns and your special editions on Thurs-
days. which I believe is way ahead of any-
thing else put out here in Chicago, and may
'I at this time extend my congratulations
and wishes for a most successful career for
those who are in charge of this section. -
A. B. SOUTHWORTH, 1322 Wabash avenue,
Chicago.

A CRITIC CRITICIZES.
RADIO EDITOR: In behalf of the radio

Public may I call on you to ascertain the
result of the recent program vote propa-
gated by the three large stations of Chi-
cago?

Why this reticence regarding same? Is itbecause the vote was overwhelmingly in
favor of popular music? Do they think we
never tire of hearing "Nocturne" in A flat
and other tiresome numbers? Why mustwe prowl the ether each night to hear
music which is entertaining, and who willsay that popular music, accompanied by
"wise cracks" of announcers is not more
interesting and entertaining than some
number or other in G minor, of which we
certainly have been glutted since last spring?
And have you noticed the tired voices and
lack of ambition of announcers of "non -
copyrighted music" stations in comparison
with the others?

I believe I am voicing the opinions of
thou:geode of listeners in emitting this long
wail ofanguish. If I could not get out-
of-town stations I would throw nay set in
the alley, having heard every composition
from ten to fifty years old at least fifty
times -enough to sicken anyone.

Now that that is off my mind, why can't
we have popular music, which everyone
wants? Why, even if the composers and
Publishers must be paid. why can that not
be done? Why should not the manufactur-
ers of Sets and parts be made to foot the
bill. Does not one of the local stations con-
tinuant impress on our minds the effi-
ciency of the particular set in which it is
interested? Is this advertising not worth a
few hundreds of dollars? Again, does not
every manufacturer charge exorbitant prices
for parts and sets, and could not scone of
this surplus charge be diverted to a fund
for the paying of the royalties demanded?
01 course, and if they all refuse to support
the stations there would be no market for
sets. Why should they not butter their
own bread? Additional charges on sets and
parts would not be necessary, as they al-
ready overcharge the users from 100 to 500
per cent.

Just imagine how they soak us for parts
to listen to "junk" night after night. As I
write I am listening to an Etude in "A" flat.
I already know it by heart.

Briefly summarizing: since the manufactur-
ers derive the most benefit from broadcast-
ing, on our weakness for music, let them
pay for it, but give us what we want.

I am writing to you because my friends
and myself want publication in Chicago
thru which the radio public may express
their frank opinions without fear of hurting
the radio industry, and because you have
such a jump on the other Chicago papers
regarding this.

I sincerely hope you will publish this let-
ter, that other fans may see it. and that
they will air their views so that in time
we will not be forced to listen to music
foisted upon us because of a refusal to
"come across" with a few dollars.

With best wishes and hoping you will
grow (and you will by being unbiased) to
be the foremost radio magazine in the
country. - CHARLES A. KUNCITZ, 1846
West 13th Street, Chicago.

RADIO EDITOR: A suggestion that I
think will please the radiophone would be
for you to place opposite the wavelength
in your daily program the distance of each
station from Chicago. -S. J. GARTNER,
Chicago.

We have done this in the tabloid list of
stations published each Thursday in the
Radio Magazine section. Later we may
carry out the suggestion in the complete
list. Thanks.

WE STAND CORRECTED.
RADIO EDITOR: I want to take excep-

tion to something in The Post Radio mag-
azine. You have said that Miss Eleanor
Poehler of WLAG is the only woman man-
aging director of a radio station ip the
United States. I am not fond of talking
about myself, but I am the managing di-
rector of WMAQ. I started the station and
it has been under my direction ever since.I do all the hiring and firing of our staff.
both for the studio and the station itself.
You have been listing me as "program di-
rector," which is One of my duties, I ac-
knowledge -but net the only one. Mr.

Here Are Four Star
Announcers at KDKA

N. C. 143.11ICY.

H. W. ARLIN.
ANY thousands of people hear
the following announcement:
"This is KDKA. the world's pi-

oneer broadcasting station, operated
by the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing company at East
Pittsburg, Pa.," by radio each evening.

A voice makes the announcement
and at different periods the voice
changes. It is not the same voice.
Therefore, there must be more than
one announcer.

This is true. KDKA, the world's
pioneer broadcaster, has no less than
six announcers, four of whom might
be called the principal announcers,
the remaining two, substitutes.

The announcers are chosen for their
ability to mare friends by means of
the voice. There are voices that make
a wrong impression and again there
are voices that are harsh and there
are also flat voices that are boring
to the listeners.

Friend -Maker Chosen.
Because of the fact that a radio

audience judges the station thru the
voice of its announcers, KDKA's an-
nouncers are chosen for their ability
to make the impression so necessary
to a radio audience.

Of the KDICA. announcers, H. A.
Arlin is the oldest in service. He is
also the announcer having the longest
service record of any such man in
the United States or for that matter
the world. He first started telling
radiophans about KDKA soon after
the station began operating and has
been continuously in service ever
since, Since KDKA was started Nov.
2, 1920, this makes Mr. Arlin the
world's veteran radio announcer.

C. C. WYLANI.

T. F. HARNACK.

Mr. Arlin, tho a veteran in radio
service, is a young man and far front
the period in life when youngsters will
run along after him crying "beaver."
This reference to the famous English
game is made so that the readers will
know that Mr. Arlin wears no beard.

The Arlin voice is strong and pow-
erful. His diction is perfect.

Take Daily Training.
The announcer second in length of

service is T. F. Harnack, who has
been continuously before the KDKA
microphone for more than two years.
Mr. Harnack has had considerable
training as an announcer and is one
of the world's best.

N. C. Pearcy is a comparative new-
comer to the field of radio. His voice
tho is one of the best. It is pleas-
ant, well modulated- and is friendly.
It is stated by radiophans that Mr.
Pearcy's voice is the most pleasant
on the air.

C. C. Wylam is the fourth member
of the quartet. Mr. Wylam is u.n em-
ploye of the Westinghouse company,
as are an the other announcers -that
is, they have jobenuring the day and
do the announcing as a bit of -extra
work at night -but Wylam is the only
one employed in the radio engineering
department. Perhaps this is because
radio engineers cannot talk about
their work as easily as they can de-
sign new apparatus.

All KDKA'S announcers have taken
a course in voice training and are
drilled daily under the direction of a
competent critic. It is the constant
endeavor of the. Westinghouse com-
pany to perfect its radio announcing
so that KDKA will stand as the best
in the world.

Hedges is radio editor, but the editorial end
is entirely divorced from the radio station.
I do not want to be written up. but I would
appreciate it very much if you would cor-
rect my title under your list of stations
daily. -JUDITH C. WALLER. Station VirlifAQ,
Chicago.

HAS A "SECRET HOOK -VP.
RADIO EDITOR: I have been reading

your Radio Magazine. The different hook-
ups are interesting. It may be of interest
to you and the radiophone to know that
I do not use any aerial with my set. I
get WGY and San Antonio, Texas, when the
conditions are good almost as loud as
KSD. While the inventors have been work-
ing for several years on the detector, I have
been working seven years on the other end
-the aerial. I find a radio set does not
need an aerial any more than an auto
needs five wheels, if it is hooked up right.
I do not let anyone look into my box to
see what I am using, but a welcome in-
vitation is extended to anyone to come and
listen to my set. -JAMES F. WERT, Au-
burn. m.

"ROUNDS OUT" THE POST.
RADIO EDITOR: I wish to tell you how

much I appreciate your radio department.
It is very complete and rounds our your
splendid paper. I have long been a reader
of The Post and have wished for a year
you would give us some *wee to radio. -Ros-
coe L. Stout, 7423 Coles .1, envie, Chicago.-

BEST OF MAGAZINES.
RADIO EDITOR: Several of your radio

magazine supplements have been forwarded
to me, and I wish to take this opportunity
to express my thoro satisfaction with this
section. Please accept my congratulations
upon bringing out such a good publication.
It is my opinion that this is one of the
best current magazines dealing with the sub-
ject that is now published. Many of my
friends to whom I have shown it share the'
same opinion as I. In order to keep my
file up to date, would kindly request that

you forward me the issue of Nov. 22 as I
am short this one. -A. E. WILLIAMS, Re-
search Engineer, 1839 Mount Union Street,
East Cleveland. Ohio.

COULDN'T DO WITHOUT IT.
RADIO EDITOR: Would you kindly send

me the Radio Mhgazine of Wednesday. Nov.
28th, as I mislaid mine and cannot find
it. I -''would not be without it, if possible.
What I want most is the hook-up of Hager-
man long-distance crystal receiver. -PETER
KILBASSA. 1431 South Springfield Avenue.
Chicago.

BEST IN UNITED STATES.
RADIO EDITOR: It may be of some inter-

est to you to learn that in St. Louis you have
a regular reader of your Radio Magazine,
and if any United States newspaper has
better radio news than yours, then will
simply, say "I'm from Missouri." Congrat-
ulating yon and any others that are re-
sponsible for this good work and also thank-
ing you for the pleasure I've received from
same. -RUSSELL MEAD, 4128 Westminster
Place, St. Louis, Mo.

Loudspeakers for Neighbor
Loud speakers may be operated a

considerable distance from the set
without losing much' of the volume.
Simply use an extension wire for the
required distance. Loud speakers may
be operated in different rooms or
even in a neighbor's house. Cut-out
switches should be used to throw in
and out the attachment.

Soft Tubes and Leaks
Some tubes are so "soft" they do

not require a grid leak.
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How to Wire and Assemble Your Receiver Set,
with Notes on Home -Builders' Pitfalls

THIS is the fifth of Mr.
Cardwell's series af arti-
cles on "Everyday Engi-

neering for the Home Build-
er." Like the preceding in-
stallments, this one takes up
its subject, "Wiring and As-

1

sembly of Receiver Sets," in
a manner in which every nov-
ice may understand. These
articles were written espe-
cially by Mr. Cardwell for The
Chicago Evening Post Radio
Magazine section and are pro-

. tected by copyright.-The
Editor.

By ALLEN D. CARDWELL.
IMPLE as the assembly of a set
may be it often leads the novice
into difficulties due to inadequate.

tools, carelessness or lack of crafts-
manship.

If you have not had manual train-
ing or acquired the knack of laying
out accurate measurements, the panel
drilling will mean your first waterloo.
The best system is to secure a quar-
ter -inch whitewood board and practice
on this before you attempt to drill
on the Bakelite, hard rubber or other
insulation panel.

For panel drilling you wil_ need a
scriber, a square, a good rule (gradu-
'ated to at least sixty-fourths of an
inch) and a pair of dividers. Add to
these the drill brace, drills, counter-
sinks, a center punch and hammer.

If you are sure you will not make
errors in your drilling, measurements,
you can draw your drill measurements
on a piece of heavy paper and paste
this on the back of the panel so that
you have all your markings trans-
ferred and can drill from the template.

Figure i-This shows how to
have a connector block at back of
set without cutting thru the back
wall for the entire strip. Holes
are drilled opposite the block and
rubber bushings used to pass the
wires thru the wall.

As the paste will dry out and the pa.
per may shrink, it is necessary to drill
the panel shortly after putting on the
te_mplate.

Make Sure of Holes.
When you drill your panel be sure

that the rheostat or other shafts will
clear their holes easily, as otherwise
an error in the mounting posts drill
holes will throw the shaft off center
and cause it to bind or scrape when
it is turned.

The art of the panel is important.
This is the most conspicuous part of
the set. It is to the receiver what the
face is to a clock. To make it appear
neat and practical is worth a good
deal of study. Hence, match the pro.
portions of the dials, knobs, etc., to
the panel and so balance the panel
that it will look attractive and invit-
ing.

Engraving a panel by hand is a very
difficult trick. The best practice is to
send your panel to professional en-
graving companies. A concern now
puts out a delcalomania series so that
you can apply these to your panel and
have an engraved effect with little
Cost or time.

In planning your panel it also will
be wise to select your cabinet before
you start your panel. Get a cabinet
Which permits you to keep your bind-
ing posts in the back. A simple meth-
od of carrying *fres into the back of
the set is to drill holes opposite the
connector strip so that, with a special
rubber bushing on each hole a neat
lead connection can be made. Binding
posts on the front of a panel look neat
With you hook up- a network of bat-
tery leads, and this is ruinous to a
tidy appearance.

When you design your set so ar-
range that the panel will support all
the parts, and when you remove the
panel screws from the cabinet you
can lift all the works out without
looSening any connections.

The idea of mounting sockets and
transformers on the cabinet base is

Ask the Man at the Counter
to Show You

PARTS
Quality ant Satisfactory
Performance Guaranteed

SOLD BY
Leading Jobbers and Dealers

Everywhere

"I would emphasize the importance of making speed slowly when
you begin your assembly. Think before you hook your wire to its
place and think again before you put the iron on it and solder the
connection fast."

poor practice. It is far better to use
a bracket and shelf.

Prone'. Way to Solder.
When yot start soldering use a

clean iron, the best grade of solder
with resin core or powdered resinos a
flux. Keep yiur iron clean and
tinned. Soldering is not difficult, but
it requires considerable common
sense in order to avoid burning in-
sulation or your fingers and avoiding plied from stage to stage to catch the
dropping solder into corners where it many defects which are continually
is not intended to run.

Before using the iron use a little
acid flux to tin the iron. If you do
not keep the iron clean, any oxide on
the surface will cause the solder to
collect in globules, and the heat will
not be conducted evenly to the metal
where the solder is to be applied.

For your wire use square tinned
bus wire of heavy size, No. 14 prefers.-
tly. Make your leads run as short
and straight as possible. Avoid paral
lel wires. Bend on the square side
of bus wire. Use a small radius for
angles. A convenient wire bender is
illustrated.

The art of assembling consists in so
allocating the different units that
your wiring is as simple as possible.
If you spread your parts more to occuring due to material, machinerymake a symmetrical panel layout or the human factors. .than a "short lead" hook-up, you are If you profit by a tour of a radio
certain to lose by the process, and manufacturing concern you will ap-
these losses can be so serious that predate how easy it is to have spoil -

no end of howling and isquealing will age under conditions where routine
be heard in your set.
, One of the mistakes the home

less of what the apparatus may be,
there is value in such an experience.

Yot will note in a head set factory,
for example, that the cdres are not
magnetized until the last part of the
receiver is assembled so that iron dust
will not accumulate on the core. You
will note how automatic motors are
used to wind the bobbins an exact
number of turns and then stop. You
will note that standard tests are ap-

0 9,
8
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Figure 4-Keep your panel or
alter screws all "linedsup" to give
a workmanlike appeaPince to the
receiver.

BUS WIRE
SOLDERED TO BUG

Figure 2-Use a flat lug on the
binding posts rather than turning
your bus bar wire around the post.
The flag lug will tighten up hard,
while it is not easy to make the
nut tighten up on the bus bar
wire.

buillder often makes is to try to get
too much apparatus in too small a
space. It is better to have ample
room in the cabinet than to have to
bunch up the connecting leads orforce parts into corners where you
will have difficulty in making inspec-
tions or repairs.

Another precaution to observe is to
allow adequate clearances so that if
your condenser plates are full out
they will not come close to other
parts of the circuit, or vary the elec-
trostatic coupling with other parts of
the circuit, or when the tubes are in
the sockets they will not hit the top
of the cabinet even when adapters are
used.

Visit a Radio Factory.
A part of every set builder's experi-

ence should be to visit a radio factory

Figure 3-Twisting wires on
low frequency or audio circuits
will reduce the tendency to pick
up energy from other circuits, but
the twisting should be uniform
for both wires so "cabled." See
"A." Where wires used in radio -
frequency circuits must cross they
should cross at right angles, as
in "B."

production can make it profitable to
spend large sums to guard against
just this loss and waste. Obviously,
you, as an individual, have a thou-
sand times as much chance of wast-
ing material and supplies.

Therefore, I would emphasize the
importance of making speed slowly
when you begin your assembly. Think
before you hook your wire to its
place and think again before you put
the iron on it and solder the conned-.
tioh fast. Otherwise, you will finish
the job and spend six or seven hours
trying to find the reason why the set
doesn't work well.

Seven Trouble Points:
Here are a few paces where you

easily can go wrong:
1. Getting the rheostats on the wrong side

of the filament leads.
2. Reducing your adudio-transformers and

making them step down and not up. Besure to get the secondary end to the grid
which is farthest from the center of the
coil.
/ 3. Grounding a filament to a B line.

4. Putting the aerial on the secondary
coil.

5. Keeping your amplifier lacks correctly
connected.

6. Grounding condensers thru shields.
7. Short circuiting on cross -over connec-

tions.
'These will suggest a few points

which may seem silly, but which even
experienced experimenters repeatedly
go thru. The mistakes are due to
lack of 'concentration while wiring.
With your thoughts on a squirrel hunt
or a football game, you easily can fix
a wire to the wrong point and later
find it peculiar that the filaments
burn out when the circuit is tested.
Keep your mind on your work.

Incidentally, don't do soldering or
switching of wires with your tubes
in or your "B" batteries on. It is so
easy to short circuit the batteries that
you will earn a good deal by not ruin-
ing your batteries. You save time by
disconnecting them.

Back of your wiring and assembly
bear in mind that every loose connec-
tion means serious annoyance later.
Every screw should be tight and
locked if possible, and each time you
dismantle the set to add a part be sure
the screws are all tight, otherwise you
may have some movable shaft or dial
binding later.

It is good practice to ;solder the
nuts to the screws where do later al-
teration is normally expected. This
will also prevent setting up a current
where two different metals are in
contact.

The ordinary post connection made
tight with a thumb nut is not a satis-
factory  connection. Better to solder
it. Solder everything Use no loose
connections anywhere. Then your set
will be functioning regardless of how
it may be banged or misused.

Consider Stress Factors.
Again, be careful not to put heavy

mechanical strain's on panels or o.her
parts which are unable to stand tip
under serious pressures. For ex cull-

ple, don't 'expect a 3 -36 -inch panel to
hold ten condensers. Better use 34 -
inch panel regardless of what is load-
ed on it simply to avoid the possi-
bility of warpage. Don't have tap
wires so joined that an accidental
touch of the hand will break off the
taps. Don't have a shelf of such
teak material that you will crack
or break it if a tube has to be forced
into a socket. Don't bend bus wire
once, then bend it again al the same
point. To do so weakens the wire,
and it may break later when you
don't want it to break.

You should also use heavy enough
screws to assemble units. A small
weak screw may be handy, but if you
will get the exact size you need and
not merely take the first screw you
find, it will obviously be more satis.
factory in the end.
. Another thing to keep in mind is
that your wiring may sag or be
jarred to short circuit at some point.
So devise the wiring that your connec-
tions are, shock proof in this respect.

Line ua your panel and other screws
so that the slots will all be in one
direction. The requires use of tight-
ening nuts Pram the back, but it gives
a style to the panel which is .seriously
lacking unless this is carried out.

Ruggedness is a virtue in any re-
ceiver.,. The more shock a set will
withstand without the failure of parts,
the longer it will give service, for
the life of the receiver is not its hours
of use but its hours of misuse. In-
cidentally any connection which can
become a loose contact will create
noises and aggravation enough to cost
you the price of new set. Altho
you may have 300 soldered connec-
tions, it only takes one poor one to
ruin the results of the outfit.

Power Tubes and Spaghetti.
Some allowance also should be made

for the extremes of temperature to
which the set may be subjected. This
involves mainly' the workmanship and
material of the cabinet, the material
and thickness of the panel, and the
number of tubes inside the set.

If using power tubes or over four
tubes, it may be desirable to have
ventilating holes in the back wall of
the cabinet as well as the bezels on
the panel.

Spaghetti may or may not be used
in the wiring of a receiver, depending
upon the preferences of the builder.
My own feeling is that if you use a
heavy square bus wire spaghetti is
not essential or desirable:\

The purpose A spaghetti is to insu-
late, and if the wiring is rigid enough
the air will afford the most satis-
factory insulation. wire
is used spaghetti is required and it
permits bending of leads into small
space. This, however, increases the

)

HOW THE BENDER WORKS
8 TOP VIEW

Figure 6-A useful wire bender
(see A) for square or round wire.
This may consist of a heavy nail,
with the head filed off, and a
"wire nail," also beheaded, sepa-
rated about the thickness of the
wire used, and, finally, held in
a metal or wooden rod. This will
shape a wire around for a binding
post neatly. "B" shows how the
bender works, a top view being
given.

inductive and capacity coupling along
the circuit and the spaghetti absorbs

a certain amount
imperfect dielectric.

For the novice
his set to friends,
spaghetti is
dicating filament
leads, grid leaks,

A receiver
with rainbow
tainly is impressive,
building a set
not know much
spaghetti may
when looking
void them.

of energy, being an

who likes to show
the, use of colored

an interesting way of in-
leads, "B" battery

etc.
_built in a glass case,
colors of spaghetti, cer-

and if you are
for a friend who may
about the art, colored

simplify his problems
for troubles, or trying to
It is difficult to make
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Figure 5-When a wire must
be carried from one end of the
set to the other it can be shielded
by use of a cross sleeve which is
grounded. The wire, of course, is
insulated from the sleeve by rub.
ber or glass.

spaghetti look as neat as plain bus
wire and it costs more than an in-
sulation.

Use Rigid Wire in Hook-up.
The use of flexible insulated wire in

any part of a receiver is not desir-
able. This is not meant to apply to
pigtail connections t6 moving ele-
ments. Flexible wire is sometimes
used to connect up the . taps of an
inductance, which does not -increase
the neatness of the job, and it may
afford a high risk of breaking the
tap -turn on the inductance should
the hand brush against the leads. The
use of rigid wire. is preferable, altho
the panel taps may be so close togeth-
er that only light wire can be used.

In assembling your set try to, ar-
Continued on _Page 15.
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RADIO DOCTORS, Inc.
MASTER RADIO BUILDERS

Let Us Build Your Xmas Set
12 Master Radio Doctors are ready to build your radio set.
Whatever set you specify, whether a Neutrodyne, Erla Reflex,
Cockaday, Reinartz, or other circuits, you will find here the most effi-
cient parts and expert radio craftsmen.

BUY YOUR RADIO PARTS HERE
We Will Build Your Set

You will find here areal exposition of
complete radio parts.
We will save you
money on all parts
and build your set
exactly as you want
it, at the lowest cost.
Your satisfaction
guaranteed.

Headquarters for
NEUTRODYNE

Genuine FADA
Neutroformer

Sets . . $25.00

Our experts will as-
sist you in the selec-
tion of circuits and
parts. You are in-
vited to inspect -our
laboratory and repair
shop - most modern
in equipment and
one of the largest in
the country.

Two -Year Maintenance Guarantee
Every set we build carries with it a two-year maintenance guarantee.
This assures lasting satisfaction and maximum economy.

Order for Christmas now!

RADIO DOCTORS, Inc.
504 SOUTH STATE STREET 50

IThe use of our corporate -name (Radio Doctors) by any individual or organ-
ization is illegal-and every case of misuse will be vigorously prosecuted.

Note: There is only one door to No. 504. Do not be confused.

aftormitist". ,..4,,,AftewA4etittoitiif he can observe how equipment is
speeded thru in production. Regard-
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QUESTIONS. AND ANSWERS
HOOK-UP FOR AUTOPLEX.

701-CHICAGO: I read in The Chicago ,
Evening Post Radii) Magazine on the hook-
np of M. L. Muhieman's Autpplex set and
would like to have the hook-up, if possible.'
for one stage of radio -frequency, detector
and two stages of audio. I have four tubes i
not working and a. panel complete to ex-
periment with.

Radio -frequency has not been wholly sue- I
nessful on the Autoplex set, because it kills
the super effect that is one of its greatest
features. This subject will be discussed in
the near future in The Post Radio Magazine.

736-Chicago: Will you be good enough ;
to send me in inclosed self-addressed stamped
envelope, hook-up of the best wave trap,
which I Tun told was offered in you issue
of Thursday, Nov. 15. My congratulations.
The Radio Magazine supplement is superb.
Keep up the good work.
. The hook-up of wave trap is published
again in this issue. It appears on another
Page.

607-CHICAGO: I read the Thursday edi-
tion with much interest. I was much Inter-

' ested in Multleman's  Antoplex contribution,
and I would like very much to get a lettered
and notated drawing with_ one stage audio -
frequency and one stage of radio -frequency
added.. Can you furnish the drawing or tell
we where I can get one? Will gladly meet
the charge for same.
- The Autoplex hook-up with one stage of
awlio-frequency war. mailed you. Radio-
frequeiwy is not aovised because: it kills the
super effect which is one of the Autoplex's
greatest 1,atures.'

. PARTS NAMED FOR HOOK-UP.
626-CHICAGO: I have an Atwater -Kent

_ittriocOupler; Atwater -Kent variometer; one
43 and one 23 plate vernier condenser: one
10 to 1 alt -American audio -transformer; one
5 to 1 all-American audio -transformer; two
all-American radio-transfbrmers; three WD -11
tubes, rheostats, batteries, etc. I imagine
that these highly seasoned Ingredients,

-properly mixed. should produce a diet fit
for the Gods. All I seem to need is a recipe.
May I please have it?

We have mailed you hook-up which will
.give you excellent results on the proper
aerial, which should be of the 'tL" type

 one wire. 100 feet long, six to ten feet above
all obstacles.

WANTS MORE DISTANCE.
627-CHICAGO: I would appreciate any

suggestions as to how to get more distance
out of the submitted hook-up; I find Ithighly selective, and it gives great volume for all Chicago stations. I have also heard
WTAS (Elgin), and Kansas City Star, and
Jefferson City. Mo., so faintly as to be al-
most inaudible. The set consists of Radio
products Manufacturing company vario--

- coupler and variometer; Thordarson 43 -
plate vernier condenser; adjustable grid leak
with standard grid condenser; Howard 40 -ohm

' rheostat, 22% -volt "B" battery: UV -199 tube, operated on three dry cells in series.
and Dietograph 3,000 ohm headphones. 31y

 aerial is 130:feet in length and consists of
seven strands of No. 22 copper wire. It is
on the rind' of a three story apartment build-
ing. It is five feet above the roof and ex-
tends north and south. Lead-in wire runsdown to first floor, and is sixty feet lung.
Set is grounded to -radiator steam pipe.
am practically unable to get stations out-side of Chicago, whether Chicago stations
are operating or not, altho I have been told
that Snch a hook-up should have a range
of 1.060 to 1.500 miles. Tour Thursday
Radio Magazine certainly is a winner. You

 are to he congratulated upon going into the
radio field in such a big ,ay.

Your hook-up. as submitted, is 0. K. Areyou using 40 -ohm rheostats? Would ad-vise lisine forty-five volts of "B" battery
on the plate of your detector tube.

EItLA TWO -TUBE REFLEX.
618-CHICAGO: I have enclosed a self-addressed and stamped envelope in which I

want you to send me a complete list ofports reeessary for the building of the two -
tube hr's Reflex Circuit, also give the dis-
tonee which this set should be able to get.
Ple-A- se d it right away, as I am in ahurry.

If you refer to page 4 of Nov. 15 issue
of R Wo Magazine Section of The Post. you
will find most of the information required.
Pans also are isted on diagrams of article
on :aria Reflex .)* Nov. 22 issue. However,
here they are

One 180 degree . ariocoupler, twelve switch
points, four swite-i. stops, two inductance

cc. -one 9' plate variable _condenser
(vernier). one 11-piate variable condenser
(vernier). one 25 -ohm rheostat, two tube
sockets, two 201 -A ar 301-A vacuum tubes.
one No. 1 Reflex transformer, one No. 2
Reflex transformer, one 5 -to -1 auto -trans-
former, one crystal rectifier (fixed). one
.0111 fixed' condenser, one .002 fixed con-
denser. one .06025 fixed condenser, one loud

-speaker jack. six binding pests, four- dry
cell (1% volts each) "A" batteries, or 16 -
volt storage battery, three 45 -volt variable
"B" batteries, fifteen feet No. 12 B&S
gauge tinned copper wire. twelve feet bell
cord wire for battery leads.

Better buy a synthetic crystal as galena
will not stand up in a reflex circuit so well,
shim it gives greater volume. Let us know
with what success YOU meet and send a
photo of your set after it is made.

AUTOPLEX AND AMPLIFICATION.
137-CHICAGO: Please mail me a copy

. of the Chicago Post Autoplex circuit and
advise as to the results which are possible

 with UV -I99 tube and the use of a "C"
battery (negative of battery to grid, posi-
tive of battery to negative filament). Also
advise me as to whether radio and audio -
amplification are applied as in other sets.
Have both the UV -199 tube and the "C"
battery and would like to utilize them.

Autoplex circuit and construction details
. were printed in The Post Radio Magazine

Nov. 28. The UV -199 tube has not enough
capacity- to handle the super -regenerative
currents in an Autoplex set. Audio-frequen-
ey may be added in the usual way. Radio -
frequency is not successful so far, in experi-
ments made by The Post and others.

AERIAL AND GROUND DATA.
135-CHICAGO: Just picked up a one -

tube set which I will send to a friend
in a remote location in Wyoming and I want
It to receive from as great a distance as
possible, so will you give me explicit direc-
tions as to the antenna, kind of wire, length,
height from ground, etc.? Country location,
no water or pipes. What kind of a ground
connection? Haven't the set at home yet,
but, to best of recollection, the parte con-
sist of a plate condenser (15, I think), two
stationary spiderweb coils about one-half
inch apart and a filament control rheostat
grid leak. Congratulations on The Post Ra-
dio Magazine section and the daily depart-
ment. Just what I wanted, as I have to
buy The Post anyway on account of Riq
and 0. 0. McIntyre.

Under the conditions specified, a one -wire
aerial of No. 14 stranded copper wire, 150
feet long, well insulated at both ends and
approximately twenty feet to thirty feet
from the ground, would be ideal. The lead-
in wire shbuld be soldered to one end of
the aerial, not the middle, and should be
of No.. 14 rubber -covered wire. For a
ground, a connection to a water pump or to
a well would suffice. If this is impossible.
drive an eight -foot length of galvanized
pipe into moist earth and solder ground
wire to top.

AUTOPLEX HOOK-UP.
107-CHICAGO: Will you please advise if

you have the complete information concern-
ing the Muhleman Autoplex receiver, and
if so if you can advise me what the hook-up
is and an itemization of the parts which
r would have to buy best suited to this re-
ceiver?

Hook-up is given in the Nov. 28 issue of

FREE SERVICE
QUESTIONS asked on any subject See -'

raining to radio will be answered -
in this department in either the daily
edition or The Radio Magazine section
Published each Thursday. No charges
are made for this service. If personal
reply is desired by return mail, enclose

,self-addressed and stamped envelope.
Write on only one side  of the sheet,
and where a check is desired on a
faulty circuit be sure to send legible
diagram as used in the hook-up.

The Post Radio Magazine with list of parts
and construction details.

WANTS TO LEARN RADIO.
109-CHICAGO: I was very much In-

terested in your article on page seven of
your Radio Magazine for Nov. 15, describ-
ing a one -tube set or considerable power
and effect. I am absolutely green in the
matter of radio tho I formerly was in the
electrical business for a number of years.
and have at the present time only recently
Purchased a small crystal set. I wanted to
really learn something,' and thus endeavor
to build a set for myself. Your description
of the Muhleman Antoplex outfit interests
me. I am wondering whether you will give
me an accurate list of the parts which I
should buy in order to be able to set this
up, and also if it is possible to get a more
clear description of the hook-up itself.
While I am interested in out-of-town sta-
tions to a certain degree, I am particularly
desirous of being able to get our local sta-
tions and cut them out with some degree
of definiteness one from the other. Per-
haps you could tell me whether this set
would accomplish the -desired result as well
as getting out of town. Incidentally, can
you recommend any simple elementary book-
let which will tell me as to something about
what radio is, and how it is handled thru
the different -instruments in a set?

Below is given a list of parts and hook-
up of the Autoplex receiver. A good book
on radio for your purpose would be the
Lefox Radio Handbook. See Nov. 18 is -
sure of The Post Radio Magazine for con-
struction details. last of parts: Two
noulded variometers of high -ratio inductance,
one 1,250 -turn D. L. coil, one Western Elec-
tric 216-A or VT -2 tube, one socket, one
6 -ohm rheostat, one 7x11x3-10 pate -I. two
3 -inch bakelite dials, seven binding posts,
150 to 200 volts large "B" battery, one
80 -amp. storage battery, baseboard, wire,
screws, cabinet, etc.

AN OPEN CIRCUIT ERROR.
106-CHICAGO: We are very much in-

terested in the Muhleman one -tube circuit
in The Post's issue o? last Thursday. We
note that the diagram of the circuit shows
that the plate variometer is open. Is this
correct or unintentional? One or two of
our boys are experimenting with this cir-
cuit, and have had fairly good results.

The plate variometer is not open. It wasshown that way thru error of the artist.
We hope that this has caused you no
trouble.

TOO MUCH "ROAR" IN AUTOPLEX.
No. 108-Chicago: Following the diagram

in the Radio Magazine of last Thursday's
Post, r hooked up an Autoplex circlet.
Realizing the importance of the material
used, I bought two IL. P. 31. variometera,
moulded, a 1,500 -turn Remler coil and in-
cluded a 30 -ohm fieneral Radio Rheostat.
Decided to try a CW-2911 tube with 45 volts
of B and 4% of A battery, also a "C" battery
of 3 to 4% -volts. The city stations come
in very loud, in fact at times are uncom-
fortable with the headset. But there is
considerable noise. Not so mach when
tuning in the local stations thru, antic, there

Wave -Trap Hook -Up'
Continued from Page 9.

little time ago. I want to say right here
that it is the beat thing I have .yet seen.
I have spent enough on books and maga-
zines dealing with radio to know what I sin
talking- about. The wave trap directions
published in that issue work fine. I know
of two or three who have made one al-
ready from looking at the diagram:

I was wondering if I could secure the
Radio Magazine without subscribing to the
Chicago Evening Post. My father takes one.
Chicago daily and does not care to change
papers or to subscribe for another one. I

I have heard several say that they would like
to have the Radio Magazine, but like most
all "radio bugs," they are always short of
money.

I believe that if your subscription man-
ager would make a special offer of the
Chicago Evening Post and the Radio Maga-
zine something like this it would take well
in the rural sections. Have The Evening
Post sent about twice a week, say. Tues-
days and Thursdays. It is generally con-
eeded that The Post has the best market
section of any of the Chicago papers. The
plan I have merely suggested as a means
of introducing The Post. Another reason
I believe that my suggestion would prove
feasible is that the young people of the
country districts are beginning to take a
real interest in radio and are looking for
reliable information about various sets and
circuits.

I would like to hear from you as soon
as convenient, and I am trusting that some
way will be found for meeting the popular.
demand.-WILLIAM G. TALCOTT, Williams,
Iowa.

Radio Fans Notice!
SEE THESE

V A RAtq.c.ONTEI:E R S

No. 501 Variocoupler with
No. 502 Diamond Wound Coil

Made of Kellogg Bakelite.
High induction, low distributed capac-
ity. By adding diamond wound coil,
inductance is increased
from 600 to 2500 me-
ters.

With Kellogg
Radio Equipment,

USE-Is
The TEST

Is quite a bit of interference with them.
But it is practically impossible to do any-
thing with distant stations, due to the noise.
The stations can be brought in as far as
knowing they are there, but it is generally
impossible to distinguish the initials or lo-
cation. The noise Is not a whistle, but a
roar. Touching a finger to the aerial post
reduces it slightly. A variable condense'
tried several places in the circuit does not
do any good nor is any help found from a
wavemeter. Would like your suggestions as
to what -might eliminate this noise, as I
think the set really would be a "kno -out"
if that could be done.

The results you have obtained with a UV -
199 tube are,,very good. Noise results prob-
ably because the UV -199 has not the ca-
pacity to respond'fully to the super -regen-
erative currents in the Autoplex. Would ad-
vise using Western Electric 216-A or VT -2
tube. 6 -ohm rheostat and 150 to 200 volts
of "B" battery. The set is fairly selective
and sharp tuning' is a, characteristic. Tune
slowly and carefully with -vernier knobs or
rubber tip lead pencil.

326-Chicago: Is the hook-up which I
submit for the wave trap shown in your
Radio Magazine issue of Nov. 28. correct?
If not, please tell me what is wrong. I have
made one and hooked it up which works
very well as an amplifier and makes the
volume about one and ono -half times its
original weight. I wopid appreciate this in-
formation very much. It does not work as
a trap.

The hook -tip which you submit is entirely
wrong. The circuit is as shown by diagram
mailed you. I note also you are using eleven -
plate variable condenser. If you are using
the coils just as specified by The Post radio
service department you will require 43 -plate
variable condenser. Some dealers have been
selling mounted coils which were designed
and built for neutrodyne circuits with the be-
lief that these will answer for this wave
trap. They will not do this, as the ratioof winding is entirely different from that
of the coils designed for the wave trap.
You will note that coil "B" is shunted by
the 43 -plate variable condenser and is not
in series MS you have it in your diagram.
You will note also that a ground connection
goes on one end of the inside, or "A" coil
instead of to one terminal of the outside, or
"B" coil, as you have it. The other terminal
of the inside coil is fastened to the ground
post of your receiver. The aerial connection
to your receiver is not changed. Every fail-
ure reported to this department of this wave
trap has been due to errors in hook-up and
construction of the coils. If our instruc-
tions are followed implicitly. this wave trap
will prove very effective 'under all condi-
tions.

- Set Won't Regenerate.
210-CHICAGO-I ant submitting hook-up.

Kindly check up as the set does not regen-
erate. Is this the hook-up YOU would ad-
vise with these instruments? Have an out-
side aerial 100 feet. single wire thirty feet,
high. Am using Radio Products Manufac-
turing company molded variometers andMurdock variable condenser. Detector tube
UV -200. dinplifiers UV -201A. Am inclosing
addressed envelope for reply.

We suggest that you place variome-
ter next to plate of tube --at point
marked XX in diagram mailed you
and short wire across where variome
ter was removed. Otherwise your
hook-up is 0. K.

FLEVELLING CIRCUIT.
113-CHICA40: I have a Flewelling five -

bank condenser hook-up I have been using
for a year. In your Radio Magazine eec-

Is

Buffalo Woman Tunes -In England

Mrs. Anson L., -Roberts of 157 Park
street, Buffalo, N. Y., enjoys the dis-
tinction of being the first woman ra-
dio enthusiast to tune -in an English
station.

It was during -one of the "stand
by" periods while WGR of Buffalo

tion Nov. 15 I see there has been a change.
Will you please give the hook-up Q and
A.10 with capacities Mention n capacities
of each: Transformer ratio, grid leaks and
variable condenser. Want to operate loud
speaker. What is winding 'on stator and
rotor and taps, etc.? Hurrah for the Radio
Magazine section every Thursday. Hope It
brings success.

Hook-up is given on this page. The val-
ues of parts are- as follows: Variable con-
denser, 23 -plate; grid condenser, .00025
mfd.' grid leak, variable. 0-5 megolims;.
transformers, first stage, 5 to 1 ratio sec-
ond stage, 3 to 1 ratio; rheostat ohmage is
according to tubes .used. A variocoupler is
not advised. Use 50 to 75 -turn coils. De-
tector B battery is 45 volts. Amplifier B
is 90 volts.

133, CHICAGO: Can you send me instruc-
tions and diagram how to add one or two-
Aages radio -frequency set to a Colin Ken-
nedy set?

The information wished must. be ob-
tained from manufacturer of your set,
who will gladly give you the desired
information.

CRYSTAL HOOK-UP.
221-CHICAGO: Will you please show

hook-up for a good crystal set using 43 -
plate condenser? --

The hook-up wanted was mailed
you.

remained silent that Mrs. Roberts
tuned -in one of the British stations.

After listening eagerly for several
minutes to an orchestra Playing a
catchy waltz, she distinctly heard the
announcement, "2LO, the British
Broadcasting company at Stran-1,
London." After this the same voice
repeated "WC2" several times.

Mrs. Roberta has -written for con-
firmation of the selection which she
heard, at the same time expressing her
satisfaction in heti% able to .pick up
such long distance transmission. There
were several American stations send-
ing at the time, none of which inter-
ferred with her tuning.

This AD Is Worth 51.50
INTRODUCING

DC -199

.06 Amp. 3-4 V. 16 to 150
volt P. Detector Amplifi-
er. No bias battery need-
ed. Special $ 50
for
only . - .

MADE BY CONNEWEY
Distributed by

RADIO TUBES
39 W. Adams St., Chicago

This AD and $5.00 will
-a get us acquainted.

lie a Radiophan
Never was there anything that appealed so irresistibly to the imagination of up -
and -doing men and boys as RADI9. The Post RADIO MAGAZINE has made
a direct hit with them-and they want to save every copy of it. Any radio-
phan-man or boy-will appreciate this gift-

ive HIM a
osttginder"

for Christmas
In a few seconds he can bind his Radio Magazine in

this strong book cover and will haVe started compiling a set
of radio textbooks which, in time, will be of utmost value
to him. Every week there are articles in these magazines
to which he will have occasion to refer later on. It is
very important that all issue of the Radio Magazine be
compiled-beginning from the very first-with none missing
-and this is the most practical and least expensive way
to do it. This gift will enable him to

Make a Permanent File
of His Radio Magazine

It is very important, as he goes along perfecting his
knowledge of radio, that he have the facts handy, at his
command. Again and again he will have occasion to con-
sult the information given exclusively in these magazines
each week. He may wish to purchase a set-or build one
-and by referring to the advertisements of manufacturers
and retailers in all issues of the Radio Magazine he will
be enabled to _buy more profitably. Every radiophan should
save these magazines. The cost of this binder is nominaL

PRICE 50 CENTS
If to be mailed, add 10e for postage.

This magazine is intended to be a reference book for the
radiophan, a guide that will enable him to get the most en-
tertainment and satisfaction out of radio.
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This binder, size 18143(121A inches,
is made strong and substantial, but
neat. Cloth finish, very durable.
Made individually they would prob-
ably come to $1.50 to $2.00 each-and
would be well worth it for the great
convenience they are-but we have
had them made in quantity and are
giving our readers the advantage of
quantity production-we are selling
them for 50c each.

"Post -Binders" and Back Copies
AT THE OFFICE OF

KELLOGG SWFTCHBOARD
6 SUPPLY COMPANY

CHICAGO The Chicago Evening Post, 12 S. Market St.
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Autoplex Colt -Breakers Tame Wild
Bronchos

The Post Autoplex famil"Pems to
be settling down to real earnest work.
Reports are coming in by the scores,
showing that many are mastering the
bucking broncho or radio, and some
have bridled tt, fastened on the horn
saddle and are beginning to make it
do high school circus tricks.

Most of the trouble came from sev-
eral hundred split variometers that
were sold by dealers thru error. Split
vai.oeleters work fine on the Grebe
circuit, on the Miloplex and some
others of special design, but; when
it comes to the. wild and woolly Auto-
plex they simply won't do.

Just as soon as The Post broadcast
the source of trouble, radiophans who
were beginning to cuss and go into
paroxysms of grief patched up the
split and the old Autonlex began to
percolate.

And how she do percolate!
The Post has received renorts of

achievement from many. Some of them
are almost unbelievable. One radio-
phan "brings in everything nightly
from coast to coast," he writes and
does it with just the one tube (VT -2
or 216-A) and on a loud speaker.

Most of the complaint from the
Autoplex comes now from those who
say that they find a world of station
whistles, get all the wild shrieks and
yowls of a frightened menagerie, but
no voice or music. There's a reason
for this, of course, as Charles Poston
was wont to say.

Hard to Control.
The chief reason lies in the fact

that careful tuning isn't used. Un-
derstand that this Autoplex fellow
isn't a very tame sort of a cuss. He's
as wild as they make 'em. And ec-
centric? Say, he's the most stubborn,
erratic sonofagun you ever ran across
in Tombstone valley!

Old Autoplex is sharp as a Damas-
cus blade. You'll have to split a hair
every time you find a station signal
And on every side of that hair are
the most fiendish howls and yowls
you can imagine. Just a microscopic
turn of the dial either way and you've
started something.

The whole secret lies in keeping
the circa in balance -a perfect bal-
ance. Just let one variometer, which
controls the grid end of the circuit,
go a little too far away from the res-
onance point of the other variometer,
which is in the plate end, and Old
Autoplex will begin to buck and even
"Hoot" Gibson of movie fame wouldn't
be able to calm her down. And "Hoot"
is supposed to be good enough to take
the worse maverick on the whole
darn ranch and make it eat sugar
out of his gloved hand.

Some of the radiophans say they are
getting all the stations in the uni-
verse, but barely audible even on the
phones, least of all with volume
enough to operate a loud speaker.
Their trouble, undoubtedly, is from
two sources. The chief one is insuf-
ficient "B" battery. The other is im-
proper tubes.

First of all the tube is an impor-
tant factor. It must have enough
external capacity to carry the great
volume of energy that is sent thru
it with the 1,250 -turn inductance coil.

The smaller tubes like UV -199 won't
do. Their internal capacity is too

 small. Neither will the WD -11 and
WD -12. The UV -201-A and C -301-A
serve fairly we'll. The VT -2 and the

.216-A (five -waiters) are better..
Call for High Plate Voltage.

But none of these will give full vol-
 tune without all the plate battery they

will stand. The 201-A and 301-A tubes
are rated to take up to 100 volts from
the "B" battery. They'll stand 110
to 120 without injury, if not so em-
ployed continuously. They will even
stand -130 volts occasionally. If you
expect them to work efficiently -that
is with loud speaker volume, give
them the full plate limit. Some tubes
will stand more than others of the
same make. You'll have to experi-
ment. Shoot the plate voltage on until
you see the tube begin to turn blue.
That's your signal to lower the volt-
age.

On the power or five-watter tubes
some of these will handle as high -as
800 and even 350 volts. They won't
operate on anything much lower than
150. Given 'em all both your pocket-
book and they will stand.

I am publishing here a few letters
received from Autoplex constructors
the past week. The Question and An -
Sever department has a number of
others. If you are having trouble
better look those over in the informa-
tion columns of that page.

RADIO EDITOR: I am coming to you in
despair, almost at the verge of despair,
about this jinx Autoplex receiving set. For
three weeks I have been concentrated updii
that devil of a power machine, .but all my
coaxing, patience and efforts have been in
vain in these respects:

(a) I have cut to innumerable lengths the
aerial, even using the 34 -foot long lead-in.

(b) .I have used the ground in any 'posi-
tion, finding the best possible position with
the aerial, this to be connected on the
ground's post.

(c) I have added two honeycomb coils

UNIVERNIE
DOES AWAY VERNIER CONDENSERS

List Price

$1.25
DEALERS: den d for
Our New Catalo ue
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of Radio Trick Circuits
between the two vatiometers, then taken
out and replaced instead different lengths,
rounds of two spider -web coils, the present
ones being seventy turns.

(d) I have used condensers, different
strength, and coils at the main connection
with the receiver, honeycomb 75 turns, and
nqw having there a good size of spider -web
around. It must be a hundred turns.

(e) I have varied the plate pressure from
16-45.

(f) I have used my body capacity to serve
as aerial for city broadcasting on 360
meters.

(g) I have tried grid leak with and with-
out condenser.

(hi- I have devoted an unexhaustible
quantity and quality of long-suffering pa-
tience, but the imp refuses to cease roaring
like five .express trains -wail, whine, whistle,
nerve-racking shrieks, screams and, at the
approach of any human being. flair up into
uncontrollable fits. But the worst is that
she refuses to catch up,. absolutely declines
to catch up any station broadcasting above
400 meter -wave length, but, still the worst
that she has been doing with another, the
force of another station will cause her to
return her elemental fury and discard all
her long -acquired civilization.

Mr. Wells, I am on the verge of -well. I
hate to say it -and I am exceedingly fond
of harnessing such devils. What a power
there is in it!

My variometers are the cheap kind. $2 a
pair; but well constructed, all pig -tailed.
and Drake, Elgin. Zion City and East Pitts-
burg all come with equal force, impossible
to detect any differnce in distance. Still.
that's all I get. I am sure there are many
other stations. but somehow they pass over
our humble roof.

There is one, or, rather, two more experi-
ments I like to make with it and that is
to try a variocoupler across the aerial. This
in the hope of having variations in the wave
length. Is it possible?

The other: is the one for which I am
writing to you chiefly -the honeycomb coil.
I am using 199 tube. Do not care for the
loud speaker, but wish the distance. Now,
it,occurred to me that, perhaps, the 1.500 -
turn coil is too much for it, and that a
coil having, say, around 1,000 turns. may
enable me to tune in up to 800 -meter wave
length without wrecking my mental, moral
and spiritual nature.

Is there any other way to eliminate that
terrific roaring?

Is there a way of comfortably increasing
the wave length?

. Is there a way to harness all that power
and have it serve to good purpose?

Is there any constructive suggestions you
can offer? Is there any one in your depart-
ment who can look over this unruly imp?
I have spent money on it, and most of the
parts will be useless. -V. Y, GULESERIAN,
44 North Ashland Avenue, Chicago.

(Most of your questions were an-
swered last week in this magazine or
in this week's issue. The 1,250 coil
works best. Instead of adding all the
trappings why not follow the simple
hook-up given you in these columns?
That is the way others have suc-
ceeded.)

THIS READER HAD .SUCCESS.
RADIO EDITOR: I have been experiment-

ing with Autoplex receiver as described in
your Radio Magazine of Thursday, Nov. 22.
and wish to state my results.

I found that the tuning was very broad
and that it was difficult to clear up the
reception so I shunted a .0005 M. F. (23
Plate) variable condenser across the gridand ground with the rotor plates to the
ground. This gave exceedingly sharp tuning

and did away with all growling and roaring.
WGY, KDKA.and WOR came in as loud as
a two-step viith absolutely no interference
or howling. In three nights of listening -
in I have logged fifteen broadcast stations
and twenty-three amateurs.

I have also tried a variable grid leak
across the grid and filament, using a ground
only and shunting a condenser across the
phones with no success. I did find that
a 1,250 turn honeycomb coil works better
than a 1.500 turn_ I believe there is great
Possibilities with this circuit and am work-
ing to make .1 a "world beater." -MILTON
RAMSER, 1222 Nineteenth street, Rock Is-
land, Ill.

HAS TOO MANY "NOISES."
RADIO EDITOR: I have constructed an

autoplex receiver with one stage of audio -
frequency amplification hooked up accord-
ing to the diagram given.

In some 1,4111.,s it is .quite satisfac.orY.
Using a homemade loud speaker consisting
of a Baldwin type "C" unit and a paste-
board horn, I can get Pittsburg with suffi-
cient volume to fill a room as loudly as
a phonograph. However, it does -not do
things you say it should. I cannot get any-
thing at all using the ground as a receiving
agent. I have not been able to get any-
thing farther away than Pittsburg and Kan-
sas City, which I think is due to the fact
that reception from distant points is
drowned out by noises, which I have not
been able to eliminate.

You lay so much emphasis on having the
correct kind of variometers that I am won-
dering if you can tell me whether those I
am using are suitable. They are a style sold
by Kresge -at $2 each. They contain sixty
turns of cotton -covered wire in stator and
the same number in the rotor. The stator
windings are inside the frame close to the
rotor windings. and the frame of both ele-
ments is a very light fiber coi...itruction, so
arranged that there is a minimum of sup-
porting material in contact with the wires.
Altho these variometers are cheap, their con-
struction seems good to me. but I should
like to have .your opinion on this point.

I am using two C -301A tubes, a six -volt
"A" storage battery of sixty -ampere -hours
rating and 100 volts of "B" battery, Bay -o -
vac. The impedance coil Is a 1,250 -turn
honeycomb, and there is a 100 -turn honey-
comb coil in series between each variometer
and its connection to the tube.

I have found that by placing a twenty-
three -plate condenser across the primary of
the audio -frequency transformer I can often
reduce objectionable noises considerably, but
still have a great deal of trouble from that
cause. Can you suggest anything which
would he likely to reduce this noise trou-
ble? -MILTON V. AYRES, 400 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

The variometer may look good, but
not have the high ratio of inductance
necessary. If you will try a better
constructed set of variometers I am
sure you will get better results. The
noises are natural and should continue
until you have both variometers timed
into the signal. Then the set becomes
quiet. Perhaps you are not timing
close enough. Better employ a vernier
knob or a lead pencil with rubber tip.

THIS AUTOPLE7/ WORKS,
RADIO EDITOR: Using the "Autoplex"

circuit you published, with loading coils
besides a 1.250 -turn honeycomb inductance.
and a UV -201A tube on 135 volts of "B"
battery, my set drew 'em in as follows:
KDKA, KOP, V7TAS, WGY, WOE. WHAZ,
WCBD. WBPA. WOS and KFI. Not so badl
I use a 65 -foot one -strand antenna -DON-
ALD A. HIRSCH, 2658 Southport Avenue.
Chicago.

Conducts Class in Radio
with a Ten Weeks' Course

EDWIN GOODRICH, instructor in Springfield, Mass., Technical
High school, who is giving a series of radio lectures at Station WBZ.
Railway clerks, barbers, account-

ants, machinists, farmers, electricians,
school boys and university students
are among the many who are taking
the course in "Radio Communication"
now being broadcast from station
WBZ (Springfield, Mass.) weekly, by
arrangement with the extension di-
vision of the Massachusetts Univer-
sity.

There are also lawyers, engineers,
principals of schools, chemists, besides
a music teacher and a retired naval
officer who are anxious to delve fur-
ther in the mysteries of radio.

The course in radio, which is in
charge of Edwin Goodrich, an instruc-
tor in the Springfield Technical high
school, began Oct. 3, and will continue
every Wednesday evening until the
ten lessons composing the course will
be sent out. The course is quite com-
plete, and will help the radio listener
to understand the functioning of the

receiving set he is using. Diagrams
are furnished wit* ormrav that
the students can follow -
by the instructor as given from the
station.

Any radio fan who has a radio re-
ceiving set can enter the course. Of
course, anyone can "sit in" on the
lessons as they are broadcast, and en-
joy the lectures.

Protect Grid Leak

Protect your grid leak, if of the open
or common type, from moisture or at-
mospheric changes. The pencil or
graphite mark which constitutes the
leak absorbs moisture and collects
dust, changing its value as a resist-
ance. The leak should be mounted in
a small box or placed under a tightly
fitting cover.

How to Operate
Radio Head Set

One of the most delicate and sensi-
tive parts ini a radio receiving set is
the phone or head set. Yet it is one
of the most abused.

Realizing the importance of proper
care of the receiver one manufacturer
-the Nathaniel Baldwin company -is-
sues special instructions with each of
its sets sold. These instructions
might serve any head set, whoever
the maker may be. They follow:

"The receiver depends for its sensi-
tivity upon a movable armature super-
imposed in a concentrated electro mag-
netic field and subject to the effect of
magnetic action.

"Proper care is just as essential to
the continued efficiency of the receiv-
er as it is to any delicately adjusted
instrument.

Keep Out Dust. -
"For instance, the receiver must be

kept away from dust or dirt. If a
little steel shaving gets into the arma-
ture space in the coil it will cause a
great deal of trouble. Even if the
receiver is never opened it should be
kept in a dust proof bilx or bag when
not- in use. It is amazing to see the
amount of dirt, dust and shavings,
etc., which will find their way into
the receiver to cut down tremendous-
ly on the efficiency.

"If it is necessary to open the re-
ceiver case do not place receiver face
down on table unless inside ear Piece.
Under no circumstances, press on dia-
phragm, or tamper with adjustments.

"These headsets are very carefully
adjusted at the factory and any tamp-
ering with the receiver will disturb
the adjustments and injure the effi-
ciency of the 'Phone.

"Never take a receiver off the head-
set and replace with another or send
one unit alone for repairs. These
phones are matched to each other very
accurately at the factory and tit is
necessary to adjust the entire set when
one unit needs repairing.

Falls Injure Head Phones.
"If there is anything wrong with

your set, send It to the factory for
repairs, stating just what trouble you
have had and under what conditions.

"A hard knock or fall may injure
any phone so severely as to render it
inoperative.

"Keep ear pieces screwed on tight.
"Do not keep receivers in either a

damp or extremely hot or cold place.
"The Baldwin type 'C' unit attached

to a horn makes a very satisfactory
loud speaker. It is equipped with a
heavy diaphragm and tightly adjusted
tor this work.

"A headset, on the other hand, has
thin diaphragms and a looser adjust-
ment, making it more sensitive but it
is not so satisfactory for loud speaker
use it has a tendency to rattle on
extremely loud signals.

Polarity Makes No Difference.
"When connecting the cord termin-

als to the set it is not necessary first
to determine the polarity. The termin-
als may be interchanged without in-
terfering with the operation or the
efficiency of the phone.

"'B' battery voltage as high as 200,
or slightly higher, may be used safe-
ly. If you use_a different type of ear
piece on a single unit for the loud
speaker be sure that it has a ring or
flange exactly corresponding to the
one in the regular type 'C' ear piece.

"Do not try to make a pair of head-
sets from two single units as they
are equipped with heavy diaphragms
and they are not matched with each
other. Poor results will be secured
if this is done." '

St. Paul Now Has Station
and Studio of Its Own

ST. PAUL, Minn., Dec. 14. -St. Paul
made its debut as a permanent radio
broadcasting station last night with
the program from the new studio
Just completed in the St. Paul Ath-
letic club. Regular programs will be
broadcast alternately with those from
Minneapolis over WLAG, the Twin
City Radio central, operated by the
Cutting & Washington Radio cor-
poration, in Minneapolis, the St. Paul
studio becoming a permanent unit of
WLAG. Heretofore, irregular St. Paul
numbers were broadcast from the Min-
neapolis studio or an emergency St.
Paul studio.

Eleanor Poehler, one of the three
women in complete charge of a radio
broadcasting station, who has been in
executive control of WLAG the last
year, also will have charge of the St.
Paul studio. The St. Paul Athletic
Club orchestra, better known as the
"Call of the North" orchestra, was one
of the features of the dedicatory pro-
gram. Paul Johnson, WLAG an-
nouncer, introduced the other studio
personnel.

The new St. Paul studio will be
conducted under WLAG's "Community
broadcasting plan," with St. Paul com-
mercial and civic associations and
business concerns subscribing to pro-
grams. These include the St. Paul
Retailers' association and the St. Paul
Jobbers' association.

Too Many 'Tongues' Make
India Radio Impracticable
Diversity of language in India is

one of the greatestdifficulties in pop-
ularizing broadcasting in -that coun-
try.

A projected super -broadcasting sta-
tion in Delhi was considered imprac-
ticable when it was discovered that
a news program of 500 words, if trans-
lated into the many languages of In-
dia, would take twenty-four hours to
transmit.

Wireless is being used successfully
in India to send messages over a
mountain 15,000 feet in height. Pre-
viously considerable difficulty was
found in wire communication because
of snow and storms which severed the
wires. This achievement has been ef-
fected between the cities of Srinagar
and Jammu, in Kashmir.

WESTERN
" ARMY
S'rcntfrES

117421C)
W.Aladisonf!
Baldwin Head Sets

C..arak teed Baldwin Head
Set, 6 ft. cord and head
band, mica diaphragm, $12
value. Spe-
cial $6.69
Baldwin Loud Speaker Unit,
Type C. Mica 3.65Diaphragm

TUBES
U V 199 Radiotron $4.99
b V 6 De Forest $3.99
Detector $2.99

LOUD SPEAKER
Clear tone, excep-
tional value, can
be attached to
head phones or
any loud speaker
unit, $IO value,
Friday and Satur-
day only,

CABINETS
High grade Mahogany Cabi-
nets, special Friday and
Saturday:
7x26 ....$3.65 6x14 .$2.98
7x21 .... 2.98 6x103¢ .. 2.65
7x18 .... 2.98 6x7 ... 2.45

Variable Condenser

PLAIN
3 Plate..., .51)
5 Plate. .69

11 Plate, .95
23 Plate. 1.15
43 Plate. 1.45

VERNIER

10 Plate.$2.25
22 Plate. 2.35
44 Plate. 2.85

Vernier Condensers Furnish-
ed with Dial and Knob.

HEAD PHONES
3000 ohm, regular $6.00
value, Friday

$2 98and Saturday....

B Batteries

FRESH STOCK I.

Large size, 45 volt, tapped,

value .
regular $5.50 $279
223 volt battery, ex- on
ceptional value; at.... 0 Uc

Open Evenings Till 8 P. M.
Saturdays 10 P. M.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled

WESTE

slants'
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Alphabetical List. of U. S. Radio Stations
ABERDEEN, Wash.-KNT.
ABILENE, Texas-WQAQ.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, N. 0.-IIPAK.
AKRON, Ohio-WOE.
ALBANY, N. Y.-IVNJ.
ALEXANDRIA, La.-KFFY.
ALLENTOWN, Pa.-WCBA,
ALLENTOWN, Pa.-WSAN.
ALTADENA, Cal.-EGO.
AMARILLO, Texas-WDO.
AMARILLO, Texas-WQAC.
AMARILLO, Texas-WRAU.
AMES, Iciwa-W01.
AMSTERDAM, N. Y.-WPAS.
ANDERSON, Ind.-WABC.
ANN ARBOR, Mich.-WQAJ.
ANTHONY, Kas.-WBL.
ARDMORE, Okla.-VVOAA.
ARLINGTON, Ore.-KFGL.
ASHEVILLE, N. C.-WEAL
ATLANTA, Ga.-WGM.
ATLANTA, Ga.-WSB.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. L-WHAIE
ATWOOD, Eas.-WEAR.
AUBURN, Ala.-WMAL.
AUSTIN, Texas-WCM.
AUSTIN, Texas-IVNAS.

BAKER, Ore.-KFDA.
BAKERSFIELD, Cal.-KDZB.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WCAO.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WEAR.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WKC.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WNAY.
BANGOR, Me.-WABI.
BANGOR, Me.-WPAY.
BATON ROUGE, La.-EFGC.
BAUDETTE, Minn.-ILEGY.
BAY CITY, Mich.-WTP.
BEAUBIONT, Texas-WMAM.
BELLINGHAM, Wash.-KDZR.
BELLOWS FALLS, Vt.-WILAK.
BELOIT, Kas.-WPAR.
BELOIT, Wis.-WKAW.

1RELVIDERE, III: WOAD.
BERKELEY, Cal.-KQI.
BERKELEY, Cal.-KRE.
BERRIEN SPRINGS, Mich.-KEG&
BILLING& Mont.-KFCH.
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.-WIAV.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.-WSY.
BOISE, Idaho-KFAU.
BOISE, Idaho-EFDD.
BOISE, Idaho-WFFB.
BOONE, Iowa-KFGQ.
BOSTON, Mass.-WNAC.
BOULDER, Colo.-EFAL
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.-WNAB.
BOZEMAN, Mont.-KFDO.
BRIDGEPORT, Conn.-WKAX.
BROOKINGS. S. D.-KFDY.
BROOKVILLE, Ind.-WSAL.
BUFFALO, N. Y.-WGR.
BURLINGTON, Iowa- WIAS.
BURLINGTON, Iowa-WLAT.
BURLINGTON, Vt.-WCAX.
BUTLER, Mo.-WNAR.
BUTTE, Mont.-KFAP.
CAMDEN, N. J.-WRP.
CAMERON, Mo.-WFAQ.
CANTON, N. Y.-WCAD.
CANTON, Ohio-WWB.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.-WSAB.
CARTHAGE, Ill.-WCAZ.
CASPER, Wyo.-KFDF.
CAZENOVIA, N. Y.-WMAC.
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa-WJAM.
CEDAR RAPIDS, Lowa.--WKAA.
CENTERVILLE, Iowa-WDAX.
CHARLESTON, S. C.-WNAQ.
CHARLESTON, S. C.-WOAH.
CHARLESTON, W. Va.-WPAZ.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.-WET.
CHENEY, Kas.-KFGP.
CHICAGO, Ill.-KYLV.
CHICAGO, III.-WAAF.
CHICAGO, 111.-WBU.
CHICAGO, I11.-WDAP.
CHICAGO, III.-WJAZ.
CHICAGO, 111.-ILLAG.
CHICAGO, III.-WMAQ.
CHICAGO, 111.-WPAD.
CHICAGO. III.-WSAH.
CHICKASHA, Okla.-KFGD.

CINCINNATI, Ohlo-WAAD.
CINCINNATI, Ohlo-VVIIAG,
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WIZ.
CINCINNATI, ,Ohio-WLW.
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WMH.
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WSAL
CLARKSBURG, W. Va.-VVHA1L.
CLEARFIELD, Pa.-WPI.
CLEMSON COLLEGE. S. C.-WSAC.
CLEVELAND, Ohlo-ILDPM,
CLEVELAND, Ohlo-WHK.
CLEVELAND, Ohio-WJAX.
COLLEGE PARK, Ga.-WDAJ.
COLLEGE STATION, Texas-WTAW.
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.-KECK.
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.-KFFQ.
COLUMBIA. Mo.-WAAN.
COLUMBUS, Ohlo-WBAV,
COLUMBUS, Ohlo-WCAH,
COLUMBUS, Obio-WEAO,
COLUMBUS, Ohto-WMAN,
COLUMBUS, Ohlo-WPAL,
CORVALLIS, Ore.-KFDL
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa-WPAF,
CRANSTON, R. L-WKAP.

DALLAS, Texas (portable)-KETZ.
DALLAS, Texae-WDAO.
DALLAS, Texis-WFAA.
DALLAS, Texas-WRR.
DARTMOUTH, Mass.-WMAF.
DARTMOUTH, Mass.-WSAQ.
DAVENPORT, Lows-WHAL
DAVF.NPORT, Iowa-Wee.
DAVID CITY, Neb.-WEAR.
DAYTON, Ohlo-WABD.
DAYTON, Ohio-WJAJ.
DEARBORN, Mich.-WWI.
DECATUR, 111.-WBAO.
DECATUR, III.-WHAT.
DENVER, Colo.-KDZQ.
DENVER, CoIa.-KEAY.
DENVER, Colo.-EPEE.
DENVER, Colo.-KEEL.
DENVER, Colo.-KFEP.
DENVER, Colo.-KFIC.
DENVER, Colo.-KFLE.
DENVER, Colo.-KLZ.
DES MOINES, Iowa-KFDP.
DES MOINES, Iowa-WGF.
DETROIT, Mich.-WCX.
DETROIT, Mich.-WWI.
DETROIT, Mich.-KOP.
DOUGLAS, Wyo.-KFEV.
DUBUQEE, Iowa.-WQA K.
DULUTH, Minn.-WJAP.
DULUTH, Minn.-WMAT.

EAST LANSING, MIch.-WEAR.
EASTON, Pa.-WMAP.
FAST PITTSBURG, Pa.-KDKA.
EAST PROVIDENCE, it. 1.-WKAD.
EDGEWOOD, R. L-WEAG.
ELGIN, III. (Near)-WTAS.
EL MONTE, CaL-KUY.
EL PASO, Texas-WDAH.
EL PASO, Texas-WPA C.
EMPORIA, Kan.-WAAZ.
ERIE, Pa.-WOAV.
EUGENE, Ore.-KFAT.
EVANSVILI E, I nd.-WNA M.
EVERETT, Wash.-KEEL.
FAIRBANKS. Alaska-MAY.
FALL RIVER, Mass.-WSAR.
FALL RIVER, Mass.-IVTAB.
FARGO, N. D.-WDAY.
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark.-KIP-DV.
FLINT, Mich.-WEAA.
FORT DODGE, Iowa-EWER.
FORT DODGE. Lows-WEAB.
FORT MONROE, Va.-WNAW.
TORT SMITH, Ark.-W6AR.
FORT WORTH, Texas-WI-AP.
FRANKFORT, Ky.-WOAK.
FREMONT, Neh.-WOAE
ERESN01,
FROSTBURG, Md.-WPAQ.

GAINESVILLE, Ga.-WILAY.
GALVESTON, texas-WHAB.
GALVESTON, Texas-WIAC.
GLADBROOK, Iowa-K ELK.
GLOUCESTER CITY; N. J.-WRAX.
GRAND FORKS, N. D.-WOAB.
GRAND ISLAND, Neb.-KFJA.

GRANVILLE, Ohio-MD.
GREAT FALLS. Mont.-EDYS.
GREELEY, Colo.-KFJD.
ORICELEY, Colo.-EFEA.
GREENCASTLE, Ind.-WLAX.
GREENSBORO, N. C.-IVQAZ.
GREENVILLE, Ohlo-WCBB.
GREENVILLE, S. C.-WQAV.
GRIDLEY, Cal.-KFU.
(DROVE CIY. Pa.-WSAJ.
GUNNISON, Colo.-RFHA.

HAMILTON, Ohio-WBAU.
HAMILTON, Ohlo-WRK.
HARRISBURG, Pa.-WABB.
HARTFORD, Conn.-WDAK.
HASTINGS, Neb.-WQAY.
HAVRE, Mont.-EPEE.
HILLSBORO, Ore.-KFFO.
HOLLYWOOD, Cal.-KFAR.
HONOLULU, Hawaii-KDYX.
HONOLULU, Hawaii-KOLL
HONOLULU, Hawaii-KYQ.
HOOD RIVER, Ore.-KFHB.
HOOD RIVER, Ore.-KQP.
BOULTON,, Maine-WLAN.
HOUSTON, Texas-KFCV.

Texas-WCAK.
HOUS N, Texas-WEAY.
SOUS N, Texas-WEV.
HOUSTON, Texus-WRAA.
HUNTINGTON, Ind.-WHAY.
MITCHINSON, Kan.-IrFHX.
HUTCHINSON, Minn.-WEAN.

INDEPENDENCE, Mo.-KFIX.
IOLA, Kan.-KFID.
IOWA CITY, Iowa-WHAA.
ITHACA, N. Y.-WEAL.

JACKSONVILLE, Fla.-WABO.
JACKSONVILLE. Fla.-WDAL.
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo.-W08.
JOHNSTOWN, Pa.-IVTAC.
JOPLIN, Mo.-WHAH.
JUNEAU, Alaska-KFIU.
KALAMAZOO, Mich.-WLAQ.
KALAMAZOO, Mich.-ILOAP.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WDAF.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WMAJ.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WHB.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-W0Q.
KEARNEY, Neb.-KFHP.
KEI.LOGG, Idnaho-KFEY.
KENOSHA, Wis.-WOAR.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.-IVNAV.

LACEY, Wash.-KGY.
LACONIA, N. H.-WKAV.
LA CROSSE, Wis.-WAEN.
LAKE FOREST, Ill.-WABA,
LAKESIDE, Colo.-KERR.
LAMONI, Iowa-KFFV.
LANCASTER, Pa.-WDBC.
LANCASTER, Pa.-WGAL.
LANSING, Mich.-WHAL.
LAPORTE, Ind.-WRAF.
LARAMIE, Wyo.-KFBU.
LAREDO, Texas-WWAX.
LAWRENCEBURG, Tenn.-WOAN.
LE MARS, Iowa-KECY.
L.F. MARS, Iowa-ILIAC.
I EXINGTON, Ey.-WQA11."-
1,1111:E, Hawaii-REHR.
LIMA, Ohio-WOAC.
LI N ('OLN, Neb.-KNOLL
LINCOLN, Neb.-WFAV.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WJAB.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WKAC.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WMAH.
LINDSBORG, Kan.-WDAD.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.-WCAV.
LOCKPORT, N. Y.-WMAK.
LONG BEACH, Cal.-BSS.
LOS ANGELES. Cal.-RDZE.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.--.1EFI.
LOS ANGEL/CS, Cal.-KHL
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-EJS.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KNR.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KNV.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KNX.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KUS.
LOS ANGELES. Cal.-RWH-
LOS GATOS, Cal.-KFHQ.
LOUISBURG, Kan.-KEIL.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.-WHAS.

LOUISVILLE, Kan.-WLAP.
LOWELL, Mass.-WQAPI,

MACON, Ga.-WMAZ.
MADISON, Wis.(-WGAY.
MADISON, Wis.-WHA.
MANHATTA N, Kan.-WTG.
MARIETTA, Ohio-IVBAW.
MARIETTA. Ohio-WSAA,
MARION, Ind.-WIAQ.
MARION, Kan.-WRAD.
MARSHALL, Mo.-IVJAT.
MARSHALLOWN, Lowa-ILFJB,
MATTOON, III.-WQAL.
MAYVILLE, N. D.-KFI117,
MoKEESPORT, Pa.-WIK.
McLEANSBORO, 111.-WRAS.
MEDFORD, Ore.-KFAY.
MEDFORD HILLSIDE, Mass.-WGI.
MEMPHIS, Tenn.-WMC.
MIAMI, Illa.-WQAM.
MIDDLEPORT, Ohio-WSAK.
MODESTO% N, Conn.-WOAS.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-WAA11.
MILWAUKEE, WI,.-WCAY.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-WHAD.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-WIAO.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-KT-DZ.
MINNEAPOLIS, Mlnn.-KFEX.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WBAD.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WBALL
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WCAS.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WCE.
MINNEAPOLIS, 11,11-nn.-WLAG.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WEB.
MISHAWAKA, Ind.-W0A0.
MOBERLY, Mo.-KFFP.
MOBILE, Ala.-WRAP.
MODESTO, Cal.-EXD.
MONTEREY, Cal.-KLN.
MONTGOMERY, Ala.-WKAN.
MOORF.STOWN, N. J.-WBAF.
MOOREHEAD, Minn.-WPALL
MORGANTOWN, W. Va.-WIID.
MOSCOW, Idaho-KFAN.
MOUNT VERNON, Ill.-WAIT.
MUNCIE, Ind.-WJAF.

NEAR BAY, Wash.-KFHIL
NEENAH, Wis.-MAJ.
NEWARK, N. J.-WAAM.
NEWARK, N. J.-WBS.
NEWARK, N. J.-WOR.
NEWARK, N. J.-WRAZ.
NEWARK, Ohio-WBBA.
NEW BEDFORD, Mass.-WDAIL
NEW HAVEN, Conn.-WPAJ.
NEW LEBANON, Ohlo-WPG.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WAAK.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-IVAAC.,
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WCAG.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WGV.
NEW ORLEANS. La.-WIAF.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WWL.
NEWTON, Iowa-WIAH.
NEW YORK, N. IL-WEAY.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WEAF.
NEW YORK. N. Y.-WJX.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WJY.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WJZ.
NEW YORK. N. Y.-WIAW.
NEW YORK. N. Y.-WQAO.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WSAP.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WWZ.
NORFOLK, Neb.-WJA(1.
NORMAN. Okla.-WNAD.
NORTIIFIICLD, Minn.-WCAL.
NORTH PLAINFIELD, N. J.-WEAN:

OAK, Neb.-KFEQ.
OAKLAND, Cal.-KLS.
OAKLAND, Cal.-KLX.
OAKLAND. Cal.-KZill.
OCEAN CITY, N. J.-ILIAD.
OGDEN. Utah-KFCP.
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.-WMAB.
OKLAHOMA CIY, Okla.-WHY.
OLMULGEE. Okla.-WPAC.
OMAHA, Neb.-KFCZ.
OMAHA, Neb.-KFFX.
OMAHA, Neb.-WAAW.
OMAHA.
OMAHA, Neb.-WNAL.
OMAHA, Neb.-WOAW.
ORANGE, Texas-KFGX.
OSKALOOSA, Iowa-EFHL.

PADUCAH. Ky.-WIAR.
PARKESEURG, Pa.-WQAA
PARSONS, Kan.-WOAJ.
PATERSON, N. J.-WEAN.
PENDLETON, Orer-EFFE.
PENSACOLA, Fla.-WGAN.
PENSACOLA, Fla.-WLAV.
PEORIA, Ill.-WjAN.
PEORIA. 111.-WQA X.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WCAU.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WDAB.
PHILADELPHIA. Pa. -1V1(1.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WGL.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-IVIP.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WNAT.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WOO.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WM{0.
PHOENIX, Ariz.-KDYW.
PHOENIX, Ariz.-KFAD.
PINE BLUFF, Ark.-WOK.
PITTSBURG, Kan.-KFIV.
PITTSBURG, Pa.-KQV.
PITTSBURG, Pa.-WCAE.
PITTSBURG, Pa.-WJAS.
PLAINVIEW, Texas-WSAT.
PLATTE, S. D.-KFIJ.
PORT ARTHUR, Texas-WFAH.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KDYQ.
PORTLAND. Ore.-KFEC.
PORTLAND. Ore.-KFIF.
PORTLAND, Ore.-K(30.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KGN.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KGW.
PORTSMOUTH, Va.-WOAQ.
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.-WPAIN
PROVIDENCE, R. L-WEAN,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.-WJAR.
PROVIDENCE, R. L-WRAIL
PROVIDENCE, R. I.-WSAD.
PROVIDENCE, R. L-WTAG.
PULLMAN, Wash.-KFAE.

RALEIGH, N. C.-WLAC.
RAPID CITY, S. D.-WCAT.
READING, Pa.-WEED.
READING, Pa.-WRAW,
REEDLEY, Cal.-KMC.
RENO, Nev.-KDZK.
RICHMOND, Cal.-KFCM.
RICHMOND, Va.-WQAT.
RIDGEWOOD, N. Y.-MIN.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.-WABO.
ROCHESTER. N. Y.-WHAM.
ROCKFORD, 111.-WIAR.
ROCKPORT, Mo.-WMAD.
ROSWELL, N. M.-KNJ.
SACRAMENTO, Cal.-KFBK.
SAGINAW, Mich.-WABM.
SAGINAW, Mich.-WIAW.
S. CLOUD, Minn.-WFAM.
ST. CROIX FALLS, Wis.-WRAL,
ST. JOSEPH, Mo.-HEED.
ST. JOSEPH. Mo.-WEAK.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-KFEZ.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-KFGJ.
ST. LOUIS; Mo.-ILIFIE..
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-KSD,
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WCK.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WEB.
ST.. LOUIS, Mo.-WELV.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WMAY.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WRAO.
ST. PAUL, Minn.-IVAA11.
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.-WSAG.,
SALEM, Ore.-KFCD.
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah-KDYL.
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah-KZN.
SAN ANTONIO, Cal.-KFCL.
SAN ANTONIO, Texas-WCAR.
SAN ANTONIO,ITexas-WOAI.
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-KDPT.
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-KDYM.
SAN DIEGO, CaL-KFBC.
SAN- DIEGO, Cal.-KFFA.
SANDUSKY, Ohlo-WABH.
SANDUSKY, Ohio-ILQAF.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-EFFIE
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-KPO.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-KUO.
SAN JOSE, CaI.-KFAQ.
SAN JOSE, (311.-KQW.
SAN JOSE, Cal.-ESC.
SAN JUAN, P. R.-WKAQ.
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Cal.-ILFBE.
SANTA ANA. Cal.-KFAW.
SANTA BARBARA, Cal.-KEHL

Broadcasting Stations and Schedule of Programs
Continued from Poge 2.

company, 380 meters.
WHA-Madison. Wis.. University of Wiscon-

sin.. 360 meters.
WHAA-Iowa City. Iowa, State University
 of Iowa. 283 meters.

WHAB-Galveston, Texas, Clark W. Thome-
-son. 360 meters.

WHAC-Waterloo, Iowa. Cole Brothers Elec-
tric company, 360 meters.

WHAD-Milwaukee, Wia.. Marquette univer-
sity, 280 meters.

WHAG-Cincinnati. Ohio, University 61 Cin-
leinnati, 222 meters.

WHAH-Joplin. Mo., Hafer Supply company.
360 meters.

WHAI-Davenport. Iowa, Radio Equipment
and Manufacturing company. 360 meters.

WHAK-Clarksburg W. Va., Roberts Hard-
ware company, 360 meters.

WHAL-Lansing. Mich., Lansing Capital
News. 248 meters.

WHAM-Rochester, Y., University of
 Rochester (Eastman School of Music), 360
meters.

WHAP-Decatur, Dl., Otta & Kuhn, 360
meters.

WHAQ-Washington. D. C., Semmes Motor
company, 360 meters.

EVHAR-Atlantic City. N. J., Paramount Ra-
dio and Electric company (W. H. A. Paul-
us). 231 meters:

WHAS-Louisville. Ky.. Courier -Journal and
.Louisville Times. 400 meters.

WHAV-Wilmington, Dela., Wilmington Elec-
trical Special company. 360 meters.

VVRAZ-Troy, N. Y.. Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, 380 Meters.

WHB-Kansas City. Mo., Sweeney School
company, 411 meters.

WHD-Morgantown, W. Va., West Virginia
'University, 360 meters.

WHE-Cleveland, Ohio, Radiovox company
(Warren R. Cox)-, 360 meters.

WORLD

Radio

Batteries

Save
You
50%

Two -Year Written Guarantee
2 Volt Storage Battery for

WD -11 and WD -I2 Tubes. $5.00
.4 Volt Storage Battery for

UV -199 Tubes $8.00
. 200 hours' service on one charge.

Rechargeable.
 e Volt 60 Amp., 6 Volt 100 Amp.,

. Volt so Amp., 6 Volt 120 Amp.,
$8.50 . $12.50

:6

c tVI0ol$14.50Volt 140 Amp.,
at $16.00 -

Hydrometer and 324 Volt "B" Battery
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If you bring this ad 'with you.

',AVORLD BATTERY Co.
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WHN-Ridgewood, N. Y., George Schubel,360 meters.
WIAB-Rockford. Dl., Joslyn Automobile

company, 252 meters.
ILIAC-Galveston. Texas, Galveston Tribune,

360 meters.
WIAD-Ocean City, N. J.. Ocean City Yacht

club (Howard R. Miller), 254 meters.
WIAF-New Orleans. La., 139 North Alex-

ander street, Gustav A. DeCortin, 234 me-
ters.

WIAH-Newton, Iowa, Continental Radio and
Manufacturing company, 258 meters.

VVIAI-Springfield. Mo., Beer Stores com-
pany. 360 meters.

WIAJ-Neenah, Wis., Fox River Valley Ra-
dio Supply company (Quinn Brothers). 224
meters.

WIAK-Omaha, Neb., Journal -Stockman com-
pany, 278 meters.

WIAO-Milwaukee, Wis., School of Engineer-
ing of Milwaukee, 360 meters.

WIAQ--Marion. Ind., Chronicle Publishing
company, 226 meters.

WIAR-Paducah. Ky.. Paducah Evening Sun,
360 meters.

MAS-Burlington, Iowa, Home Electric com-
pany, 360 meters.

WIAT-Tarkio, Mo., Leon T. Noel, 360 me-
ters.

WIAU-Le Mars, Iowa. American Trust and
Savings bank, 360 meters.

WIK-McKeesport, Pa., K. & L. Electric
company (Herbert F. Kelso and Hunter
J. Lohman). 360 meters.

WIL-Washington, D. C. Continental Elec-
tric SuPply.company. 360 meters.

WIP-Philadelphia, Pa., Giinbel Brothers,
509 meters.

WJAB-Lincoln. Neb., American Electric
company, 360 meters.

WJAD-D-Waco, Texas, Jackson's Radio Engi-
neering laboratories. 360 meters.

LWAF-Muncie. Ind., Press Publishing com-
pany. 36 mters.

WJAG-Norf0 olk,e Neb., Norfolk Daily News
(Huse Publishing company). 360 meters.

WJAK-Greentown, Ind., Clifford L. White,
254 meters.

WJA5I-Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 302 3d avenue,
West, D. M. Perham. 288 meters.

WJAN-Peoria, Ill., Peoria Star, 280 me-
ters.

WJAQ-Topeka, Kan, Capper Publications.
360 meters.

WJAR-Providence. R. I., The Outlet com-
pany (J. Samuels and Brother), 300 me-
ters.

WJAS-Pittsburg, Pa.. Pittsburg Radio Sup-
ply house, 360 meters.

WJAT-Marshall, Mo.. Kelly-Vawter Jewelry
company, 360. meters.

WJAX-Cleveland, Ohio, Union Trust com-
pany, 390 meters.

WJAZ-Chicago, Ill., Chicago Radio labora-
tory, 448 meters.

wID-Granville. Ohio. Richahrd H. Howe.
229 meters.

WJH-Washington, D: C., White & Boyer
company. 273 meters.

WJX-New York, N. Y., Deforest Radio
Telephone and Telegraph company, 360
meters.

WJY-New York, N. Y.. R. C. A. 405 me-
ters.

WJZ-New 2York, N. Y., R. C. A., 455meters.
VVKAA-,

East.
Rapids, Iowa, 1444 2d ave-

nue, ast. H. F. Pear. 268 meters.
%LEAD-East Providence. R. I.. Charles Loof

(Cresent park), 240 meters.
WKAF-Wichita Falls, Texas, W. S. Radio

Supply Company, 360 meters.
WEAN-Montgomery. Ala.. United Battery

Service company. 226 meters.
WRAP-Cranston. R. I., Dutee W. Flint, 360

meters. .WKAQ-San Juan, P. It., Radio Corporation
of Pdtto Rico, 360 meters. -

WEAR-East Lansing, Mien.. Michigan Ag-
riculture college:- 280 meters.

wii.itsi-spetngfierd, -life.. L.
W'Kle,15ptnitcht. -38LEInerers, -

RAP-LaCttlIfW.

1611414111Perfil?iotf644.45; E..1 1.

W2K5A4m-Beloit,W t. Wis., Turner Cycle company,
w2KAx42 tteitrciig.

eport, Conn.. 1789 Park ave-
nue. William A. MacFarlane, 231 meters.

WKAY-Gainesville. Ga., Brenan college, 280
meters.

MCC-Baltimore, Md.. Joseph M. Zamoiski
company. 360 meters.

WEY-Oklahoma. Okla., WKY Radio Shop.
360 meters.

ILEAC-Raleigh. N. C., North Carolina State
college, 300 meters.

WLAG-Minneapolis. Minn.. Cutting and
Washington Radio corporation. 417 meters.

WLAH-Syracuse. N. Y., 425 Brownell
street. Samuel Woodworth. 234 meters.

WLAJ-Waco, Texas, Waco Electrical Sup-
ply company. 360 meters.

WLAK-Bellows Falls, Vt., Vermont Farm
Machine corporation, 300 meters.

WEAL-Tulsa. Okla., Naylor Electric com-
pany. 360 meters.

WLAN-Houlton, Maine, Putnam Hardware
company283 meters.

WLAP-Louisville, Ky., am West Brecken-
ridge street, W. V. Jordon. 360 meters.

WLAQ-Kalamazoo. Mich., 108 Elm street.
Arthur E. Schilling, 360 meters.

MEAT-Burlington, Iowa., Radio and Spe-
cialty company, 360 meters.

WLAV-Pensacola, Fla:, Electric Shop, 254
meters.

WLAW-New York, N. Y., police depart-ment, City of New York, 360 meters.
WLAX-Greencastle. Ind., Putnam Electric

company (Greencastle Community _Broad-
casting station), 231 meters.

WEB-Minneapolis, Minn., UniVersity ofMinneosta. 360 meters.
WLW-Cincinnati. Ohio, Crosley Manufactur-

ing company. 309 meters.
W3IAB-Oklahoma, Okla., Radio Supply corn-

PnaY. 360 meters.
WMAC-Cazenovia. N. Y.. Fernwood street.

jnletEdersw.. Page (Olive B. Meredith), 261

WMAF-Dartmouth. Mass., Round Hills Ra-
dio corporation, 360 meters.

WMAH-Lincoln, Neb.. Genera) Supply cent-' pany, 254 meters.
WMAJ-Kansas City, Mo., Drovers 'Telegram

company. 275 meters.
IVMAK-Lockport, N. Y., Norton Labora-tories, 360 meters.
WMAL-Trenton, N. J., Trenton Hardware

company, 256 meters.
WMAM-Beaumont, Texas. Beaumont Radio

Equipment company, 360 meters.
WMAP-Easton, Pa.. Utility Battery service:246 meters.
WMAQ-Chicago, 111.. Chicago Daily News.448 -meters.
WMAV-Auburn. Ala., Alabama Polytechnic

institute, 250 meters.
WiLLAY-St. Louis. Mo.. KingshighWaY Pres-

byterian church, 280 meters.
WMAZ-Macon, Ga., Mercer university, 268

meters.
WMC-Memphis. Tenn., "Commercial An -peal" (Commercial Publishing company),600 meters.
WALLI-Cincinnati, -Ohio. Precision Equip-ment company. 248 meters.
WMU-Washington, D. C., Doubleday -HillElectric- company, 261 meters.
WNAC-Boston. Mass., Shepard stores. 278

meters.
WNADNorman, Okla, University of Okla-

hbma, 360 meters.
WNAL-Omaha. Neb. 6019 Capitol avenue.

R. J. Rockwell, 242 .meters.
WNAM-Evansville, 'Ind., Ideal Apparatuscompany, 360 meters. . -

WNAINSyracuse. N, Y., Syracuse :RadioTelephone company, 286 meters.
WNAP-Springfield, Ohio, Wittenberg col-lege, -231 meters.,
WNAQ-Charleston. S. -C., Charleston. Radio

Electric company, 360. meters.
WNAR-Butler.

meters. - ,
.Rtlod 7131,

. .
4WRIG-IM-AbstiM{Tellasi 'Pexait114410--- Cottroia-

WNAT-Philadelphia, Pa.. Lemmig Brothers
company (Frederick Lentils). 360 meters.

WNAV-Knoxville, Tenn., Peoples Telephone
and Telegraph company, 236 meters.

WNAW-Fort Monroe, Va.. Peninsular Radio
club (Henry Kunzmann). 360 meters.

WNAX-Yankton, S. D., Dakota Radio Ap-
paratus company, 244 meters.

WNJ-Albany. N. Y., Shotton Radio Manu-
facturing company. 360 meters.

WOAA-Ardmore. Okla.. Dr. Walter Hardy.
360 meters.

WOAC-Lima. Ohio, Maus Radio company,
W2O6A6D_smeitegorsurn.

ey, Iowa, Friday Battery and
Electric corporation, 360 meters.

WOAE-Fremont, Neb.. Midland college, 360
meters.

WOAF-Tyler. Texas. Tyler Commercial col-
lege. 360 meters.

WOAG-Beividere. Ill., Apollo theater (Bel-
videre Amusement company). 224 meters.

WOAH-Charleston, S. C.. Palmetto Radiocorporation, 380 meters.
OAI-San Antonio. Texas. Southern Equip-
ment company, 385 meters.

WOAJ-Parsons. Kan., Ervins Electrical com-
pany, 258 meters.

WOAK-Frankfort, Ky., Collins Hardwarecompany. 240 meters.
WOAL-Webster Groves, Mo.. 4 Jeffersonroad, William E. Woods. 229 meters.
ROAN-Lawrenceburg. Tenn.. Vaughn Con-

servatory of Music (James D. Vaughn),380 meters.
WOAO-Mishawka, Ind.. Lyradion Manufac-

turing company, 360 meters.
WOAP-Ralamazoo. Mich., Kalamazoo col-lege. 240 meters.
WOAQ-Portsmouth, VS., Portsmouth Ki-wanis club, 360 meters.
WOAT-Wilmington, Del., 215 Market street.Boyd N. Hamp, 360 meters.
WOAV-Erie, Pa., Pennsylvania NationalGuard, 2d Battalion, 112th Infantry, 242

meters.
WOAIL-Omaha, Neb.. Woodmen of theWorld, 526 meters. 
WOAX-Trenton. N. J.. 600 Ingham avenue,

Franklyn J. Wolff. 240 meters.
WOAZ-Stamford. Texas, Penick Hughes

company, 360 meters.
WOC-Davenport, Iowa. Palmer School of

Chiropractic..484 meters.
WOI-Ames. Iowa, Iowa State college, 360

meters.
WOK-Pine Bluff, Ark., Pine Bluff company,

30-Pl800
meters.ld

W 1phia,-Pa., 13th and Market
streets, John Wanamaker, 509 meters.

WOQ-Kansas City, Mo., Western Radio com-
pany. 360 meters.

IVOR-Newark, N. J., L. Bamberger & Co.,'
405 meters.

WOS-Jefferson City, Mo., Missouri 'State
Marketing bureau, 441 meters.

WPAB-State College. Pa.. Pennsyltrania
State college, 360 meters.

VVPAC-Okmulgee, Okla., Donaldson Radio,
company, 360 meters.

WPAD-Chicago, Ill., W. A. Wieboldt & Co..
. 360 meters.
WPAH-Waupaca, Wis., Wisconsin depart-ment of markets, 360 meters.
WPAJ-New Haven. Conn.. Doolittle Radio

. corporation, 268 meters.
WPAK-Agricultural College. N. D., North

Dakota Agricultural college, 360 meters.
WPAL-Columbus, Ohio, Superior Radio and

Telegraph Equipment company, 286 me-
-ters.

VVPAM-Toneka, Kan., Auerbach & Guettel.
360 meters.

{SPAR -Beloit. Kan., Ward Battery and

WPAP-Winchester, Ky., 222 Lexington ave-
nue,

WPAE-Frostburg, Md., General Sales and
Engineering company,. 360 meters.

Theodore D. Phillips; 360 meters.

Radio -
'company 360 meters.

WPAT-El ,Paso, Texas, St. Patrick's ca-*
_..thedral, 360 meters.

COCIFOEdii 9.111%,
a metOr -

-911516.1-AC4iifireltolh, Atet-iLatl l'ohn1101
Ails1116--FIJCciAunki&DfOLE.nretere .5yErircorpowptcra, Aryl:

WPG-New Lebannon. Ohio, Nushawg Pont.try farm, 234 meters.
WQAA-Parkersburg, Pa., Horace A. Beal*

Jr., 380 meters.
WQAB-Springfield, Mo., Southwest miasma

State Teachers' college, 236 meters,
WQAC-Amarillo, Texas, 108 East 8th street.E. B. Gish. 360 meters.
wQAD-Wateroury, Conn., Whitill Electric

company, 242 meters.
WQAE-Springfield, Vt., Moore Radio Neel'

station (Edmund B. Moore), 275 meters.

Continued on Page 16.

EDSH
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Today's Programs and Schedules
Continued from Page S.

Schmidt; quartet selections. (a) "Sweet and
Low" (Barret,-), (b) "He's Not Dead Yet"
(Hall), male quartet: orchestra selection,
"Connecticut' (Nassann). orchestra.

WGR-Buttalo; 319 meters.
Day -9:45 a. m., weather forecast for

Lakes Erie and Ontario; special report from
Buffalo and Oswego; N. Y.: for marine and
aviation interests; weather forecast for west-
ern New York; 11 a. in., weather. produce
and live stock market reports; 11:30 a. m.,
organ, dining -room. Hotel &Mier, George
Albert Bouchard: 1:30 p. m.. dosing prices
of Chicago board of trade; 2:30 P. m.,
closing prices of New York Stock exchange;
3 p. m., tea -time music, Palm room. Hotel
Statler; Miss Martha Gomph, harpist; Miss
Elise de Grood, violinist: 5:30 p. m.. dinner
music, Vincent Lopez, Hotel Statler Dance
orchestra.

Evening -6 p. in.: Boy Scout radiograms.
Industrial employment bulletin. - The Amer-
ican Boy story.

WJY-New York city; 405 meters:
This station broadcasts only on Sundays

at 2:30 D. DI. to 6 p. m.
WJZ--New York city; 455 meters. No

silent night.
Day -2 p. m., organ recital on the Hotel

Astor organ by Leo Riggs, by direct wire
from the Hotel Astor; 3:15 p. m.. recital
by Tesa Dickman, soprano; 3:45 p. m..
concert; 4 p. m., address.

Evening -6 p. m., bedtime story; 7 p. m.,
special musical program.

WOO -Philadelphia; 509 meters. Silent
Sunday. Tuesday. Thursday. Friday and Sat-
urday evenings.

Day -10 a. m., grand organ; 10:30 a. in..
United States weather forecast: 10:55 a. In..
United States naval observatory time sig-
nal; 11 a. m.. luncheon music by the Tea -
Room orchestra; 4:15 p. m.. grand organ
and trumpets; 4:30 p. m., sports results and
police reports.

Evening -8 :55 p. In.: United States naval
observatory time signal. 9:02 D. in.:
United States weather forecast.

WOR-Newark, N. J.; 405 meters.Day -3 a. m. to 5 a. m.: Special test
with Japan, New Zealand and Australia.
Program for this period especially arranged.
1:30 p. m.: Edna Marie Scheller, soprano,
accompanied by Marguerite S. Bippart. 1:45
p. In.: Program of popular numbers be
Charles Kindelberger, tenor. 2 p. m. to
2:30 p. Ex -Gov. Newton W. Gilbert of
the Philippine islands will speak on "Immi-
gration." 2:30 p. Continuation of so-
prano solos by Edna Marie Scheller. 2:45
p. In.: Program of popular numbers by
Charles Kindelberger.

Evening -5:16 p. In.: "Icicle," Santa
Claus' assistant at his toy factory, will
speak to the children. 6:30 p. in. to 6:30
p. in.: "Music While You Dine," featured
by Tom Cooper's Country Club orchestra.

WRG-Washington, D C., 469 meters: Si-
lent Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday eve-
nings.

Day -2 D. m., fashion developments of
the minute; 2:10 p. in., song recital by
Mabel Finney, soprano; 2:25 p. in.. the
magazine of Wall street; 2:35 p. in., piano
recital by Mary Ashton; 2:45 p. m.. A talk
on current events by the Editor of the Na-
tional Interpreter; 3 p. m., Bradstreet's
financial reports; 4:15 D. m., instruction in
code practice; 5 p. m.. children's hour, by
Peggy Albion.

WRW-Tarrytown, N. Y., 273 meters:
Note -This station broadcasts only on

Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings.
Midwest Programs.

wcx-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters: Silent
Saturdays.

Day -2 D. in., news bulletins: 2:15 p.
stock quotations; 2:20 p. in.. Rev. Gains
Glenn Atkins, D. D.. speaker (a twenty-min-
Ute exposition of the international Sunday
school lesson); 2:50 p. m., government
weather forecast; 4:15 p. m., music:

Evening -6 p. in.. dinner concert. Pete
Bonteema's orchestra, broadcast from Hotel
Tuner; 8:30 p. in., musical program. Glenn
Ache and his Garden Terrace orchestra.

WJAX-Cleveland: 390 meters: Silent ev-
ery night except Tuesday and Thursday.

Day -11 a. In., to noon. special studio
program.

Evening -8 p. m.: Concert furnished by
Miss Marie Simmelink and three student -
teachers of the Cleveland Music school set-
tlement; Hyman Schandler, violin; Margaret
Seharp. cello; Gussie Berkowitz, piano.
The Cleveland orchestra. Detailed program
for the evening is as follows: "Mendels-
sohn's Trio," Music School Settlement trio:
recitative and air, "He Shall Keep His
Flock" (Handel). Marie Simmelink; "Songs
My Mother Taught Me" (Dvorak), Marie
Simmelink: "At Night" (Rachmaninoff).
Marie Simmelink: "Over the Steppe"
(Gretehaninoff), Marie Simmelink: Mozart's
Trio, Music School Settlement trio; "In
Arcady by Moonlight" (Branseombe), Marie
Simmelink; "Hindu Slumber Song" (Ware).
Marie Simmelink; "Homing (Del Riego),
Marie Simmelink; "My Lover Is a Fish-
erman" (Strickland). Marie Simmelink;
Symphony, G minor, Kochel 650 (Mozart);
Rondo, "Till Eulenspiegere Merry Pranks,"
*Due 28 (Strauss), Cleveland orchestra. Ni-
kolai Sokoloff director.

WLAG-Mianeapolls, htlan.; 417 meters:
No silent nights.

Day -9:30, 10 and 10:30 a. in., markets,
news bulletins; 10:45 a. m., household
hints; 11:30 a. m., markets, noon, lecture:
4:30 p. m., markets: 5 p. m.. address:
6:30 to 8 p. in., children's program.

Evening -9:15 D. m., address; 9:30 D. in.,
Musical program.

WLW-Cineinnati; 309 meters: Silent Fri-
day. Saturday and Sunday.

Day -4 to. in., piano selections by Adellalde
Apfel; address. 'Why I Belong to the League
of Women Voters and the Democratic
Party," by Mrs. Frank Gorman.

Evening -10 p. m., Oriental program, with
radario directed by Helen Schuster -Martin
of the Schuster -Martin Dramatic school:
musical arrangements by Mrs. Thomie Pre-
witt Williams of the Cincinnati Conserve, -

Get a Loud Speaker
for Christmas

Id"
YOU'LL have a hansefed of

company and everyone
will want to listen in. We
have good. clear tone, lead
speakers which &clonally In-
crease the volume on long
instance reception. Priced
as low as

$10
E

LECT Pic stior),/

Save 10% on tickets
---,for Civic Opera Get a coupon
took bore. Coupons good for any
plead seat at atvf performance,

tory of Music, violin solos, Waldene Johns-
ton, with accompaniments by Genevieve
Goodoman.

WOC-Davenport, Iowa; 481 meters: Silent
Tuesdays.

Day -10 a. m., opening market quotations:
a. In., time signals; 11 a. in., weather

and river forecast; 11:05 a. m, market quo-
tations and agriog-rarns: 12 noon, chimes
concert: 3:30 p. m., educational program
(musical numbers to be announced). Lec-
ture by Karl G. Stephan; subject, "Pathol-
ogy of Diabetes."

Evening -7 p. m., educational lecture. "Our
Political Parties." by Rev. Martin J. Cone.
member of the faculty of St. Ambrose col-
lege, Davenport, Iowa: 8 p. m., musical pro-gram (one hour). P. S. C. orchestra, Ger-
ald M. Barrow, director, featuring "After a
While," "I'm Tired of Being Alone." "In
a Covered Wagon," "Ginny." "London Bridge
Is Failing Down," "Dance and Keep Young."
"Lil-Lil-Lillian." (Popular selections re-leased Ulm the National Association of
Broadcasters, of which WOC is a member.)
V. B. Rochte, barytone soloist.

WTANI-Cleveland: 390 meters: Broad-
casts only Wednesday and Saturday eve-nings at 7 to 8 p. m.

WIVJ-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters: SilentSaturday.
Day -12 in., music by Jean Goldkette's

orchestra, broadcast from the Graystone
ballroom.

Evening -7 p. m., the Detroit News or-
chestra; C. H. Phillips, tenor; Crosby chapel
quartet 10 p. m., dance music by Jean
Goldkette's orchestra, broadcast from the
Graystone ballroom.

Southern Programs.
KSD-St. Louis, 546 meters: Silent Fri-

day.
Evening -R o'clock, Broadcasting direct

from the Odeon concert, given by St. Louis
Symphony orchestra; Helen Traubel, soprano
soloist; Rudolph Ganz, conductor.

WRAP -Fort Worth, Texas; 476 meters:
Day -10 a. in., to 4 p. m., markets and

financial review.
Evening -7:30 to 8:30 p. m.: Coffin and

assisting artists. (E. L. 0. announcing.)
9:30 to 10:45 p. in.: Concert by the sixty -
piece band of Moslah Temple Shrine (G.C.
A. announcing.)

WDAF-Kansas City, Mo.; 411 meters:
Day -3:30 to 4:30 p. in., musical mat-

inee; Eddie Kiihn's Kansas City Athletic
club orchestra.

Day -3:30 p. in.: Musical matinee. The
D. Ambert Haley Dance and Concert orches-
tra. 6 to 7 p. in.: Tuning -in piano num-
ber on the Duo -Art: marketgram; weather
forecast and road report; address, speaker
from the William Jewell college, Liberty,
Mo.; the children's story and informatoin
period; music, Fritz Hanlein's Trianon en-
semble. Hotel Muehlbach. 11:45 p. in. to
1 a. in.: The "Merry Old Chief" and the
Coon -Sanders Novelty -Singing orchestra,
Plantation grill, Hotel Muehlbach.

WFAA-Dallas, Texas; 476 meters: Silent
Wednesday.

Day -12:30 to 1 D. on., McFall's Dance or-
chestra.

Evening -8:30 to 9:30 p. In., musical re-
cital, presenting faculty of Hauulea School
of Hawaiian Music; several native Hawaii-
ans.

WGM-Atlanta, Ga.; 429 meters:
Evening -6 to 7 p. m., concert; 9:30 to

10:30 p. in., concert.
WGV-New Orleans 359 meters:
Evening -7 to 8 D. In.. concert.
WHAS - Louisville; 400 meters: Silent

Mondays.
Day -4 to 5 D. m., four -minute talk on

"Household Economics."
Evening -7:30 to 9 D. in., the ten best

Foster songs, especially arranged and dedi-
cated to WHAS by Zudie Harris Reineeke,
and sung by the Courier -Journal quartet::
Miss Fannie Bess Morton, soprano; Mrs, K.
W. Surman, contralto; K. W. Surman, tenor:
Albion S. Cornwall, barytone; Mrs. Albion
9 Cornwall, accompanist. Four -minute di-
gest of international Sunday school lesson
for Sunday, Dec. 16; four -minute radio
forum talk; late important news bulletins;
official central standard time announced at
9 o'clock.

WHII-Kansas City, Mo.; 411 meters: Si-
lent Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Sat-
urday.

Evening -7 p. m., concert.

West Indies Station Sends
Code Half Around World
In spite of the determined at-

tempts of American stations to wrest
the leadership in long-distance com-
munication from stations of other
countries, the contest is still open,
according to a dispatch from Curacai,
Dutch West Indies, where a powerful
code transmitter is located.

On the 10th of November the oper-
ator at Riffort was in direct commu-
nication with the big wireless station
at Malabar, at Bandoeng, Java, in
the Dutch East Indies. This distance
is equivalent to one-half the circum-
ference of the globe, and represents a
mileage of 10,400 miles.

Since this record was made it is
also reported that the operator at
Malabar has been in intermittent con-
tact with Rifford daily, using the
newly developed arc transmitter of
Dr. de Groot.

Short Aerials Give Set
Sharper Tuning Quality

The simplest and perhaps the beet
method for reducing interference from
neighboring stations, or even between
stations which use the same wave
lengths, is to reduce the size of the
antenna. An antenna about seventy-
five feet long will feed back plenty of
energy to the set, with the added
advantage of giving the operator a
chance to eliminate much of the trou-
blesome interference.

With the long aerial the receiver
cam change the wave length of the
complete circuit but slightly. With
the shorter aerial tha wevoiver then
Is the deciding factor in the selectInsig
of the wave lengths. Sometimes a
combination of a short and long aerial
will work well, using one for selectivi-
ty and the other for reception for long
distance stations._

WMC-Memphis; 500 meters: Silent Wed-
nesday.

Evening - 8:30 p. In.: Program ty the
Chisca Hotel Philharmonic orchestra, under
the direction of Miss Clara Ahern.

WOAI-San Aitonio, Texas; 385 meters:
Silent night, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays.

WOS-Jefferson City, Mo.; 441 meters:
Silent Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

WSR-Atlanta, Ga.; 428 meters:
Day -12 to 1 p. m.: Musical program for

industrial workers. 2:30 p. in.: Weatherforecast. 4 p. in.: Howard relay concert.5 to 5:30 D. in.: Markets. news and sports.Evening -5:30 p. m.: Burgess' bed -timestory. 8 to 9 p. in.: Popular concert.10:45 p. in.: Transcontinental Radiowlconcert.
%MAR -Galveston, Texas; 360 meters:

Special program on Tuesday and Friday
only.

Pacific Coast Concerts.
KDZE-Seattle, Wash.; 455 meters: Silent

nights Tuesday, Thursdays and Sundays.
KFDD-San Francisco; 609 meters:
Evening -Musical program from midnight

to 1:30 p. rn.
KGW-Portland, Ore.; 492 meters:
Evening -10 to 12 p. m., a costume pro-

gram will be given under the direction of
the Pacific Musical society, by direct wire
from the Palace hotel. Midnight to 1 a. in..
vocal.

KI1J-Los Angeles; 395 meters:
Evening -10.45. 11:30 p. m. to 1 a. m.
RPO-San Francisco; 42:3 meters:
Day -2 p. in., time signals; 3 to 4 p.

Rudy Seiger's Fairmont Hotel orchestra, by
remote control.

BROADCASTING STATIONS AND
SCHEDULE OF PROGRAMS

Germans Use Mountains
for Radio Antennae Masts
BERLIN -A wireless station using

mountain peaks for antennae masts
upper Bavaria.

The wires are supported by a strong
cable and extend from one peak 6,100
feet high a distance of about a mile
and a half across country to the top
of a 2,820 -foot peak.

The station is designed to communi-
cate directly with the far east. Special
arrangements were necessary for the
fixing of the cable ends and to &low
for Ito stretching. The end of the
cable is -fastened to a Mall carriage
weighted with stones and running on
rails. When the cable is bent by snow
or, wind the carriage is pulled forward.
When the stress ceases. it rolls back-
ward on its eleping relived.

Continued from Page 14.

WQAF-Sandusliy, Ohio, Sawhisky Register,
240 meters.

WQAH-Lexington, Ky., Brock -Anderson
Electrical Engineering company, 254 me-
ters.

WQAL-Mattoon, Ill., Coles County Tele-
phone and Telegraph company, 258 me-
ters.

WQAM-Miami, Fla., Electrical Equipment
company, 360 meters.

HAAN-Scranton, Pa., Scranton Times, 280
meters.

WQAO-New York, N. Y., Calvary Baptist
church. 360 meters.

WQAQ-Abilene, Texas, West Texas Radio
company, 360 meters.

WQAS-Lowell, Mass., Prince -Walter com-
pany, 266 meters.

WQAV-Greenville. S. C., Huntington and
Guerry (Inc.). 258 meters.

WQAW-Washington, D. C., Catholic uni-
versity. 236 meters.

WQAX-Peoria. Ill., Radio Euipment com-
pany, 360 rpeters.

WQAZ-Greensboro. N, C., Greensboro Daily
News, 360 meters.

WRAA-Houston, Texas, Rice institute, 360
meters.

WRAC:I-Marion, Kan., Taylor Radio shop
(G. L. Taylor), 360 meters.

WRAF -Laporte, Ind., The Radio club (Inc.),
224 meters.

WRAH-Providence, R. I., Stanley rs . Read.
231 meters.

WRAL-St. Croix Falls, Wis.. Northern
States Power company, 248 meters.

WRAN-Waterloo, Iowa, Black Hawk Elec-
trical company, 236 meters.

WRAO--St. Louis, Mo., Radio Service com-
pany, 360 meters.

WRAP -Winter Park, Fla.. Winter Park
Electrical Construction company, 360 me-
ters.

WRAU-Amarillo, Texas, Amarillo Daily
News, 360 meters.

WRAV-Yellow Springs, Ohio, Antio'di col-lege, 360 meters.
WRAW-Reading, Pa., Avenue Radio shop

(Horace. D. Good). 238 meters.
WRAX-Gloucester City, N. J., Flaxon's ga-

rage, 268 meters.
WRAY-Seranton, Pa., Radio Sales corpora-

tion. 280 meters.
WRAZ-Newark, N. J., Radio Shop of New-

ark (Herman Lubinay). 233 meters.
WRC-Washington, D. C.. Radio Corporation

of America.
WRK-Hamilton. Ohio, Doron Bros. Electric

company, 360 meters.
WhirSchenectady. N. Y., Union college. 360

meters.
WRM-Urbana, Dl., University of Illinois.

3(10 meters.
WAR -Dallas, Texas, City of Dallas (police

and fire signal department), 360 me-
ters.

wnw-Tarrytown, N. Y., Tarrytown Radio
Research laboratory, 273 meters.

WSAR-Cape Girardeau, Mo., Southeast Mis-
souri State Teachers' college, 350 me-
ters.

College, S. C., Clemson Agri-
cultural college, 360 meters.

WSAD-Providence. R. I.. J. A. Foster com-
pany, 261 meters.

WSAG-St. Petersburg. Fla., City of St. Pe-
tersburg (Loren V. Davis), 244 meters.

WSAII-Chicago. Ill., 4801 Woodier:1.i ave-
nue, A. J. Leonard, Jr., 248 meters.

WSAI-Cincinnati. Ohio, United States Play-
ing Cards company. 309 meters.

WSAJ-Grove City, Pa., Grove City college,
360 meters.

ESAK-Middlepert, Ohio, Foster Egner (Daily
News. Pomeroy. Ohio), 258 meters.

WSAL--Brookylle, Ina., Franklin Electric

company. 246 meters.
WSAN-Allentown, Pa., Allentown Radiodub, 229 meters.
WSAP-New York. N. Y., Seventh Day Ad-

ventist church. 360 meters.
WSAR-Fall River, Mass., Doughty &Welch Electrical company, 254 meters.
WSAT-Plainview. Texas, Donohoo-Ware

Hardware company, 268 meters.
WSAtr-Chesham. N. H., Camp Marienfeld,229 meters.
WSAW-Canandaigua, N. Y., Curtice and Mc-

Elwee. 275 meters.
WSAX-Chicago. Ill., Chicago Radio labora-

tory. 268 meters.
WSAY-Port i_liester, N. Y., Port Chester

Chamber of Commerce, 233 meters.
WSR-Atlanta, Ga., Atlanta Journal, 429 me-

ters.
WSL-Utica. N. Y., J. and M. Electrical com-

pany, 273 meters.
WSY-Birmingham, Ala., Alabama Power

company, 360 meters.
WTAB-Fall River, Mass., Full River Daily

Herald Publishing company, 248 meters.
WTAC-Johnstown, Pa., Penn Traffic con:,

pany, :160 meters.
WTAD-Carthage. Ill., First Presbyterian

church, 229 meters.
WTAF-New Orleans, La., Louis J. Gallo.

242 meters.
WTAH-Belvidere, 11,, Carmen Ferro, 236

meters.
WTAG-Providence, R. I., Kern Music com-

pany, 258 meters.
WTAJ-Portland, Me., The Radio shop, 236

meters.
WTAL-Toledo, Ohio, Toledo Radio and Elec-

tric company. wave length unrecorded.
WTAM-Cleveand, Ohio. Willard Storage

Battery company. 390 meters.
WTAN-Mattoon. Ill., Orndorff Radio shop.

240 meters.
WTAP-Cambridge, Ill., Cambridge Radio and

Electric company, 242 meters.
WTAQ-Osseo. Wis., 9. H. Van Gordon and

Son. 226 meters.
{VTAR-Norfolk, Va., Reliance Electric com-

pany. 220 meters.
WTAS-Elgin, Ill., (near) R. F. D. 6, Box

75, Charles E. Erbstein. 275 meters.
WTAT-Boston, Mass., Edison Electric Il-

luminating company, portable, 244 me-
ters.

WTAU-Tecumseh, Neb., Ruegg Battery and
Electric company, 360 meters.

WTAW-College Station, Texas, Agricultural
and Mechanical college of Texas, 280 me-
ters.

WTAX-Streator, Ill., Williams Hardware
company, 231 meters.

WTAY-Oak Park, Ill., Iodar-Oak Leaves
Broadcasting station, 226 meters.

WTAZ-Lambertville, N. J., Thomas J. Mc-
Guire, 283 meters.

WTG-Manhattan, Kans., Kansas State Ag
ricultural college, 485 meters.

WWAR-Trenton, N. J., Hoenig, Swern & Co
226 meters.

WWA('-Waco, Texas, Sanger Brothers, 36)
meters. ^ 

WWAD-Philadelphia, Pa., Wright & Wright
(Inc.), 360 meters.

WWAX-Laredo, Texas, Wormser Brothers.
360 meters.

WWB-Canton, Ohio, Daily News Printing
company, 268 meters.

WWI -Dearborn. Mich., Ford Motor cow
Daily. 273 meters.

WWJ-Detroit, Mich.. Detroit News (Eve-
ning News association), 517 meters.

WWL-New Orleans, La., Loyola university.
280 meters.

WWZ-New York, N. Y., John Wanamaker.
360 meters.

WZA2--Pomeroy, Ohio, Chase Electric, 258
meters.

How to Hook Up Your Set
Continued from Page 11.

range the units so that you will be
able to adjust any moving contact or
set screw on a moving part such as
on the rheostats, tube sockets, etc. The
springs of jacks are also apt to get
bent out of shape, and these must be
accessible. Turn the jacks vertical
so that dust will not collect on the
'Wrings and so they will also be eas-
ily inspected or adjusted. This; is a
point seldom considered by builders.

The most common causes of failures
on the part of home set builders may
be summarized:

1. Lack of proper tools.
2. Failure to secure proper mounting sup-

ports, shelves. etc.
3. Use of weak lead wire.
4. Improper location of parts for short

wiring.
5. Poor layout of panel.
6. Poor selection of dials and knobs for

neat panel appearance.
7. Use of cabinet base for support of

apparatus.8Useof
poor solder.

9. Failure to tighten all connections.
10. Inaccurate spacing of drill holes on

panel.
11. Attempt to crowd Darts into small

space.
Back of every receiver there must be

craftsmanship which is one of the in-
fittrgibJe factors of set building. No
one can y, S Seto stereotype rules all
the ins and outs of goal, mos. assem-
bly.

Hew to Bind Wires,
There is a knack in bending wire

so that it will be clean and square.
There is a knack in soldering so that
only a proper amount of solder is used
and the metal applied evenly. There
is a knack of spacing units which can-
not be reduced to formulae. Much of
the knack is common sense, much
of it is experience, but regardless of
how little you may know of wiring or
assembling your set, you should be
able to learn from observation and in-
spection of other sets.

It one respect it is impractical to
attempt to duplicate a commercial type
or design. A manufacturer will make
special oasts aed connections which
you cannot buy, and where you at-
tempt to copy his style it often gets
you into difficulties.

For exaMpte, a neutrodyne receiv-
er, when properly wired, Is so spaced
and assembled that the linkage of ea- ;nit every effort Intl to made to return
InteftY, et., between steeping is at a. them is good condition.

minimum. If you use random or stock
parts bought in a store, you will not
be able to duplicate the average neu-
trodyne receiver without some special
testing after your circuit is all wired.

In short, in any critical circuit, such
as reflex or tuned radio -frequency,
adequate ti;lowance must be made for
the constants used by the manufactur-
er. Imitation, therefore, is of limited
assistance.
Your Advantage Over Manufacturer.
On the other hand, you can use

potentiometers, variable grid leaks and
variometers which many manufactur-
ers cannot use. Neutrodyne manufac-
turers are not using variable neutral-
izing condensers, as these would in-
volve infringement of the regenerative
patent, but no such restriction applies
to you.

Theoretically, if you are skillful in
your assembly and design, you may
be able to build a receiver whose effi-
ciency cannot be duplicated by any
manufacturer. This one of the ad-
vantages of "building your own" that
you can forget patents and royalties.

Practice, of course, makes perfect,
and if you will try your hand at mak-
ing a cigar box set as ;sour first at-
tempt, you will learn mel.e by wasting
$2 worth of wire an& solder getting a
crystal set to function than by getting
a set of blute vents and following the
instructions.

The old adage, "If it's worth doing
at all, do it well," will apply to your
assembly work with unusual force.
You may be tempted to hurry your
work, you may be inclined to substi-
tute wood for real insulation. You
may find It easier to install binding
posts on your panel than to have a
rear connector block.

But, if you determine to build for
the future, you will not be chagrined
a week after your set is built to be
allowed to inspect a receiver made by
some grammar school youngster which
typifies the refinement, skill and neat-
ness of a good receiver, consistently
assembled and finished.

Note -Headers who wish to have Mr.
Cardwell 0.1lielze their receivers or am-
en& imprevements, may send photographs
end circuits (with constants) care of The
Chlecre trreutnz Test same *serails% be
mare to Mclean stamp.for relal.r. The re-
turn of pbeteyeapho cannot be gugratiteed.

THE
BARAWIK

CO.
102 S. CANAL STREET

Chicago's
Leading

Radio Store
Will Make Your Money

Go Farther.
Large Stork Standard Goods.
Real Values All the Time.

Every Item Guaranteed to Re Right
or Your Money Back.

Special Sale
"B" Batteries

Small 22% -Volt, tapped 95c
Large 22%2 -Volt, tapped ...$1.38

These Are Unusual Values.
Standard High Grade

Fresh Goods.
"B" Battery Testing Meter 85c

Finest Quality
Variable Condensers

Aluminum Plates -Bakelite Ends
3 pl. vernicr.78e 43 pl. plain ..1.45

I1 pl. plain...9Se 122 pl. vernier.2.20
23 pl. plain _1.15 44 pl. vernier.2.45

Build a NeutrodyneSet
Clearest, Loudest, Greatest Dis-

tance. We Have Every Part
at the Right Price.

NEUTRODYNE PARTS
Condensers, pair 44c
Jacks 59c
Transformers $1.65

Complete Set Parts for
NEUTRODYNE 5 TUBE SET

$38.50
- Essential parts licensed under Hazel-

tine patents. A set that will give
really wonderful results. The follow-
ing highest grade parts are included:

1 7x24x3-16 Formica Panel.
3 Rheostats with Dials.
3 4 -inch Bake -',.;e Dials.
5 Bakelite Sockets.
8 Composition Top Binding Posts
3 .0005 Bakelite End Condensers.
1 7x24 High-grade Cabinet.
3 Neutrnformer Transformers.
2 Neutralizing Condensers.
1 Variable Grid Leak and Condenser.
2 Daray.ik Audio Transformers.
1 base Board for Mounting.
30 ft. Tinned Busher Wire.

Instructions for assembling and wiring.

Complete Pairs for All
Popular Circuits

Cockaday $11.35
Reinartz, 1 tube $10.95
Reinartz, 3 tube_ _$17.95
Autoplex 1 tube Loud
Talker Super Set_ _$13.25
Erla 1 Tube Reflex $18.95
Ultra Audion $8.95
Flewelling $12.39
Anyone Can Easily Assemble

These Sets and Get Best Results
Famous Fada 160
Neutrodyne Receiver.$120.00
Many Other High Grade Sets

at Right Prices

Head Sets Make
Ideal Xmas Gifts

Barawik Special, 2000 ohm.$2.48
Murdock 56, 2000 ohm....$3.35
Brandes $4.85
Federal $5.60
Western Electric $7.95

Finest Loud Speakers
Murdock ..$4.35 Atlas ...$25.00
Barawik Special, with t ft 7c
Baldwin Unit 41 a v I ti
Music Master $25.00
New Genuine Na-
thaniel Baldwin $25.00
Storage Batteries,guaranteed 3
years: new fresh
stock: unequaled
values; 6 volt. 40-
80 ampere, 9.90;
C, volt. 80-120 am-
pere, 12.95.
Barawik Special
Audio FrequencyTransformer.
Equals any $5.00
one 2.25
Relnartz Coils,
very apeetal
35.50 Coto - Coil
Radio Frequency
l'ransformer .1.95
Special R. F.Traneformer,
equals the high
priced ones....48e
Bakelite Tube Vari-
ometer-wonderful
value 160
180' Variocoupler
Bakelite Tubes,
23.50 value..2.25
Switch Points,with
nuts, donee._ .10e
Genuine Bakelite
Socket, 711c val- Amplifiers .. .3.25
ue 39e No.12 2% vlt..3.25

Lowest Price* ses Bakelite
Panels Cut I. Standard Sizes

75e Rheostats. 35e
Phone Plugs..35e
Reinartz Coil, tap
toed, green silk.
worth $2.50..1.10
Light loop

Slide
Dials, 75e val .20e

Klosner Vernier
Rheostat, 51.50
value 78c
Signal CorpsAerial
Wire, 100 ft 42e

Variocou-
pler 105
180* Variorne-
ter .1.05
Double Circuit
Jacks 35e

Guaranteed
Tubes

Detectors

THE
BARAWIK

CO.
142 S. CANAL STREET

Corner MONROE
Carsventesit n erthereatern and

Union Desiree
OPILle ENTTL 9 O'CLOCK
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Our Guarantee
Nothing but brand new radio parts -test-
ed and approved by our qualified radio
experts -guaranteed to give complete sat-
isfaction in service -guaranteed to be the
greatest value in merchandise that you
can get for your money -that's what
"Salvage" really means.
MAIL ORDERS SHIPPED TO YOU
PROMPTLY - ADDRESS DEPT. P-6.

509
South
State
Street

Phone:
Wabash 4183

Open Evenings Until 9 P. M.; Sunday 9:00 A. M. to 5 P. M.

Our Guarantee
Nothing but brand new radio parts -test.
ed and approved by our qualified radio
experts -guaranteed to give complete sat-
isfaction in service -guaranteed to be the
greatest value in merchandise that you
can get for your money -that's what
"Salvage" really means.

Phone: MAIL ORDERS SHIPPED TO YOU
Wabash 4183 PROMPTLY - ADDRESS DEPT. P-6.

509
South
State
Street

Enjoy Your Christmas with
a RADIOLA No. 1

Complete With
Murdoch Phones Thousands of these splendid $25.00 Radio Receivers, built by the

Radio Corporation of America, are bringing opera, jazz, news and
entertainments nightly to enthusiastic audiences. A fortunate pur-

chase of 3,000 sets enables us to offer you this iden-
tical $25.00 receiver for $9.45. While they last, only
one to a customer. No batteries, no extra expense,
quickly installed, easily operated an ideal Christ-
mas gift.

Build Your Own Sets with "Salvage" Parts

NEUTRODYNE

 VW\MMORMWAsvLN,-*ImmWREMI

Freed -Eiseman or Fada Licensed Parts
AUNIQUE method of tuning

radio frequency amplification
is employed in the Hazeltine Neu-
trodyne Receiver. This not only
prevents tubes from oscillating,
whistling and howling, but the
tuning becomes so sharp that
when once a station has been
tuned -in, and the position of the
numbers on the dial recorded, this
identical position will again tune -
in that particular station.

4 Tube $44.65
5 Tube $46.25

1 7221x3-16 drilled Formica psneL
1 Howard rheostat.
3 4 -inch Radios Dials.
3 John Firth bakelite sockets.
8 Binding posts.
3 23 plate variable condensers.
1 Wave control neutroforiner.
2 Radio frequency amplifying neu-

troformers.
2 Grid neutralizing condensers.
1 .00025 micon grid chndenser.
1 Marco variable grid leak.
1 Baseboard for mounting.
95 feet tinned copper bus bar wire

and complete Instrnctions forassembling and wiring.
3 -TUBE f _

Our Price

'28."
Automatic Electric
LONG RANGE HEADSETS

Formerly sold by the Automatic Electric Co.,
makers of telephone exchanges, at $10 each.
We bought their entire stock -40,000 phones
-paid spot cash, and because of this un-
equaled buying power, we are able to offer
you a $10 headset for $3.65.
30 years of experience have produced the
Automatic headset. Coil is wound with
about 6,500 turns of No. 40 enamel -coated
copper wire. DC resistance, 1,600 ohms.

Impedance, at average
music and voice frequency
(800 cycles) is 21,000
ohms. (Effective imped-
ance rather than DC re-
sistance is the big factor
in a g6od headset.)

$10.00
VALUE

$3.65

rsVZ414V-rear,41140.441.-f4TAVr4:tfll

Complete Parts for
AUTOPLEX

91/2x13Y.ixtXri n c h Formica Panel,
drilled and machined $1.89 1,500 Turns $1.50

95ix131/4,r%-inch Mahogany Cabinet 1,250 Turns 1.50 'with hinged top 2.95 1,000 Turns 1.251 John Firth Socket .35 750 Turns 1.00
1 Frost Plain Rheostat 1.00 250 Turns .75
2 Moulded Autoplex Variometers... 7.30 150 Turns .60
2 3 -inch Bakelite Dials .50 100 Turns .50
6 Binding Posts .30 75 Turns .40
1 Single Circuit Pacent Jack .35 50 Turns .40
1 1,250 or 1,500 -Turn Honeycomb 35 and 25 Turns .. .40

Coil 1.50
1 4z4x14-inch Formica sub base

panel, drilled 25
1 21/4x2y4xtArinch Formica Panel,

Coil, clamp drilled .07
1 Complete set machine screws for

assembling various parts.. (no charge)
1 Hook-up for assembling and wir-

ing (no charge)
1 Lengths square lass bar wire 70 UNIVERSAL

Only One to
a Customer -

While They Last,

$9.45
(A $25.00 Value)

W...igUatOrAgAg-Zialf4

Important!
Any individual part (except the
drilled panels) in any of the six out-
fits above may be purchased sep-
arately at the special reduced prices
listed under el4W1171 headed "Our
Price."

Panels Drilled FREE
Specially drilled panels are included
with each of the sets illustrated and
described below. .We give this free
service only on panels included with
complete sets.

Easy to Build
Complete instructions for assembling
and blueprints for wiring are in -
eluded with each outfit. Instructions
written so everyone can understand'
them. No special skill or technical
knowledge required -a few hours
and you're ready to tune -in New
York, Los Angeles -any of 'em!

Build Your Own Sets with "Salvage" Parts

REINARTZDETECTOR

'

Our
Price. Conststing of Price.
$1.89 `218 Formica Panel. $1.70

1.00 Bakelite Socket ... . .45
1.50 Howard Vernier

Rheostat 1.35
3.30 23 - Plate Variable

Condenser 1.45
3.10 11 - Plats Variable

Condenser 1.35
1.50 3 Switch Levers .. .75

.80 2 Dozen Switch Points. .40
3.00 1 Schoonhoven R e I-

nartz tail 1.95
1.00 Fresh.

man Variable
Grid Leak and
Condenser com-
bined 75e
.80 8 Binding
Posts 40e
.30 95 Feet
Tinned Wire 15e

Pick those KELLOGG Parts here for

A Good 3 -CIRCUIT TUNER
11 -Plate Vernier Condenser with db A a t
4 -inch bakelite dial and knob---tritUe3
23 -Plate Vernier Condenser with e e
4 -inch bakelite dial and knob___$O.Ua
43 -Plate Vernier Condenser with tte At
4 -inch bakelite dial and knob_elitlMti.)
Moulded $5.95Variometers
Moulded $675Variocouplers .
3 -Inch Bakelite
Dials 65c
4 -Inch Bakelite
Dials 95c
Bakelite
Sockets
Grid
Condensers
Double
Mountings
Transformers (high or
low ratio) $2.95

55c
55c
60c

it

Reg.
Price.

.50

1.00

Our
Consisting of Price.

Baseboard for mount-
ing .25
Blueprint with Com-
plete Instructions for
Assembly and Wiring .50

Regular Price $21.69

Our $
Price

Complete partsfor Detector
and two-step with
Vernier Condensers $ 2 9 .9

HONEYCOMB
COILS

Our
Special

Price $16-45

Bradleystat or
Bradleyleak

Type $ 1 .25 each
New

ORM I CA.
Made from Anhydrous Redmanol Itesim
SHEETS TUBES RODS

We are prepared to furnish promptly
and saw Formica panels of any dimen-
sions. Cutting charge Is included in
the following prices:
3 -16 -inch Formica, sq. in 2c
3/4 -inch Formica, sq. in.... flie
Tubing ('1 to 4 inch diameter),

per running inch 10e

Western Electric
VT -2 TUBES

5 Watt "E" Tubes CW-931
One of the big features of these brand new,
genuine Western Electric VT -2 Tubes that
we bought from the U. S. Signal Corps is
that they have a higher amplification factor
than any other 5 -watt tube made! And al-
most half of our purchase consisting of 10,000
tubes have been sold. Radio men know that
a genuine VT -2 Tube for $7.45 is an unusual
opportunity -a- real "find"!
These tubes may be used for
both RF and AF Amplification,
and for CW and phone trans-
mitting. These are not Navy
defects; they have been sold
only as a surplus.

VALUES
$7.45$12.00

(All Other Tubes at Reduced Prices)

9

f4114-ZaStfiMrot
Complete Parts for

2 -STAGE
AMPLIFIER

To amplify Ultra-Audion, R,einarta
Flewelling, Knocked -Down Shore.
Wave Receiver. Crystal or any re-
ceiving set so that loud speaker or
phonograph can be used in place of
headset.
Reg.
Price.
$1.05

4.75

Our
Consisting of Price.

'7 x 9 I, wmlea Panel
(other suitable size) $ .95

High Ratio All-Amer-
ican of Thordarson
Transformer 3.95

4.50 Low -Ratio All-Amer-
ican or Thordarson 3.9.5

2.20 2 Howard Rheostats 2.00
2.00 2 Bakelite Sockets .90
3.00 3 Double Patent Jacks 1.50
1.30 13 Binding Posts .63

.30 Baseboard .15

Complete Parts for

HERALD-
EXAMINER

Single Tube Hook -Up
Our

Consisting of Price.
6x10% Drilled Panel $ .95
23 -Plate Condenser 1.35,
Variocoupler .95
Rheostat .35John Firth Socket .35
Freshman Grid Leak and Condenser .652 Bakelite Dials .50
Switch Lever .253 Binding Posts .40
Switch Points and Stops .15
Baseboard and Instructions and 25

feet Hook -tip Wire .25

Our $5.95
Price

w

$21.00 Our $12."Value Price =
PO:RediRI,V41,1APA-ROMOVAAMVOAMMAta6.. .n,,ftnItomotiotommovowkokAnAoviftftvolezio
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TORE1G1st
RADIO NEWS-

"HANSEL AND GRETEL, opera, is on the air again tonight.
Standing, left to right, are Doria Fernanda, William Beck and
Maria Claessens. Mickille row-Mary Fabian, Frank St. Leger
and Beryl Brown. Bottom-Irene Pavioska.

MANUFACTURERS
74.EWS

...

VEAL:EPS
SEWS`

,4.701313E7?....

IRVENTIONS

DX.RECORDS

'RADIO
PRACTICE-

e01111ERCIATI

'MEW -
E CAUIPIIENT-

L.N THIS ISSUE Making, the NeKtrodyne Obey the Rheostat-How to Build a Neutrodyne Set
-Construction Details on the "Stin" Receiver-Panel Layout and Notes on

Building "Old Reliable," the Editor's Personal Set-Construction of Push -and -Pull Amplifier.
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedules
Central, or Chicago time, is shown on all stations. If necessary to ascertain local time on any station deduct

two hours from time shown for Pacific coast stations, one hour from time shown for the Rocky mountain stations and
add one hour to those stations using eastern time. Hawaiian island time is four hours and a half slower than Chicago
time. In the list the call number of the station is first given, followed by the location, .the owner's name, wave length
used and broadcasting schedule in order named. THE POST is making a thoro canvass of all stations in order that
this directory may be complete and accurate. Changes are so frequent in stations and schedules that -no list can be satis-
factory which is not corrected frequently. Corrections and additions to this list will be made from week to week. Sta-
tions are urged to co-operate by sending information of changes in schedule to Radio,Editor, The Chicago Evening Post.

KDKA-East Pittsburg. Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. 326 me-
ters.

KDPM-Cleveland, Ohio. Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 270 me-
ters.

KDPT-San Diego, Calif., Southern Electri-
cal company, 244 meters.

HDY1.-Salt Lake City. Utah. Telegram Pub-
lishing company. 360 meters.

KDYM-San Diego, Calif., Savoy theater, 252
meters.

KDYQ-Portland. Ore., Oregon Institute of
Technology. 360 meters.

KDYS-Great Falls, Mont.. The Tribune, 360
meters.

KDYW-Phoenix. Ariz., Smith Hughes &
Co.. 360 meters.

KDYX-Honolulu, Hawaii. Star Bulletin, 360
meters.

KDZB-Bakersfield. Calif.. 1402 20th street,
Frank E. Siefert, 240 meters.

KDZE-Seattle, Wash., The Rhodes company.
456 meters.

KDZF-Los Angeles. Calif.. Automobile Club
of Southern California. 278 meters.

KDZI-Wenatchee. Wash., Electric Supply
company. 360 meters.

KDZK-Reno, Nev., Nevada Machinery and
Electric company, 360 meters.

KDZQ-Denver. Colo., Nichols Academy of
Music, 360 meters.

KDZR-Bellingham, Wash., Bellingham Pub -
a lishing company. 261 meters.

KDZT-Seattle. Wash., Seattle Radio associa-
tion, 380 meters.

KFAD-Phoenix. Ariz.. McArthur Bros. Mer-
cantile company, 360 meters.

KFAE-Pullman, Wash.. State College of
Washington, 360 meters.

KFAF-Denver, Colo., Western Radio cor-
poration. 360 meters.

KFAJ-Boulder, Colo., University of Colo-rado. 360 metera.
KFAN-Moscow, Idaho. The Electric shop.

360 meters.
KFAP-Butte, Mont.. Standard Publishing

company, 360 meters.
KFAR-Holly wood. Calif., Studio Lighting

Service company (0. K. Olsen), 280 me-
' ters.
KFAU-Boise, Idaho, Independent School Dis-

tmriectte of Boise City, Boise High school, 270

KFAV-Venice, Calif., Abbot Kinney com-
pany, 224 meters.

KFAW-Santa Ana, Calif., The Radio Den
(W. B. Ashford and H. T. White), 280

meters.
KFAY-Medford, Ore., Virgin's Radio service,

283 meters.
KFBB-Havre, Mont., F. A. Buttrey & Co.,

360 meters.
KFBC-San Diego, Calif., W. K. Azbill, 278

meters.
KERB -San Luis Obispo, Calif., Reuben H.

Horn, 360 meters.
KFRG-Tacoma. Wash.. First Presbyterian

church, 360 meters.
KFBK-Sacramento, Calif., Kimball -Upson

company, 283 meters.
KFBL-Everett. Wash., Leese Bros.. 224 me-

ters.
KFIIS-Trinidad. Colo.. Trinidad Gas and

Electric Supply company and the Chronicle
News, 360 meters.

KFBU-Laramie, Wyo., The Cathedral
(Bishop N. S. Thomas). 283 meters.

KFCB-Phoenix, Ariz.. Nielsen Radio Sup-
ply company, 238 meters.

KFCD-Salem, Ore., Salem Electric company.
360 meters.

KFCF-Walla Walla, Wash.. 707 Baker build-
ing. Frank A. Moore. 360 meters.

KFCH-Billings, Mont.. Electric Service sta-
tion (Inc.). 360 meters.

KFCK-Coiorado Springs, Colo.. Colorado
Springs Radio company. 258 meters.

KFC1.-.San Antonio. Calif:, Los Angeles
Union Stock yards. 360 meters..

KFCM-Richmond, Calif.. Richmond Radio
shop (Frank T. Boeing), 300 meters.

KFCP-Ogden. Utah. 2421 Jefferson avenue.
Ralph W. Flygare. 360 meters.

KFCV-Houston, Texas. Fred Mahaffey, Jr.,
3(30 meters.

KFCY-Le Mars, Iowa, Western Union col-
lege, 252 meters.

KFC7.-Omaha. Neb., Omaha Central High
school. 258 meters.

KFDA-Baker. Ore., Adler's Music store, 300
meters.

KFDD-Boise, Idaho, St. Michael's cathedral,
262 meters.

KFDH-Tucson, Ariz., University of Arizona.
360 meters.

KFDJ-Corvallis, Ore., Oregon Agricultural
college. 360 meters.

KFDL-Denver, Colo.. Knight -Campbell Mu-
sic company. 360 meters.

KFDO-Bozeman, Mont., 420 West Koch
street, H. Everett Cutting, 248 meters.

KFDP-Des Moines. Iowa. Hawkeye Radio
and Supply Co.. 278 meters.

KFDR-York, Neb.. Bullock's Hardware and
Sporting Goods (Robert G. Bullock). 380
meters.

KFI)U-Lincoln, Neb., Nebraska Radio Elec-
tric company. 240 meters.

KEDV-Fayetteville, Ark., Gilbrech & Stin-
son. 3(30 meters.

)(MX -Shreveport, La., First Baptist church.
360 meters.

KFDY-Brookings. S. D., South Dakota State
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
360 meters.

KFDZ-Minneapolis. _Minn.. 2510 South
Thomas avenue, Harry 0. Iverson. 300
meters.KFEC-Portland, Ore.. Meier & Frank com-
pany.. 360 meters.

KFEJ-Tacoma, Wash. 1724 South Jay
street. Guy Greason, 360 meters.

KFEI.-Denver, Colo., Winner Radio corpora -
''ion. 361) meters.

KEEP -Denver, Colo., Radio Equipment com-
pany (Joseph L. Turre), 240 meters.

KFEQ-Oak. Neb., J. L. Scroggin, 380 me-
ters.

KFER-Fort Dodge, Iowa, Auto Electric
Service company, 231 meters.

KFEV-Douglas. Wyo.. Radio Electric Shop,
263 meters.

KFEX-Minneapolis, Minn., Augsburg Sem-
inary. 261 meters.

sERy-Kellogg, Idaho, Bunker Hill and Sul-
livan Mining and Concentrating company,
360 meters.

KFF.Z-St. Louis. Mo., American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (F. H. Schubert)
360 meters.

KFFA-San Diego. Cal..3443 6th street,
Dr. R. 0. Shelton, 24 meters.

KFFB-Boise, Idaho, Jenkins Furniture com-
pany, 240 meters.

KFFE-Pendleton. Ore.. Eastern Oregon Ra-
dio company. 360 meters.

KFFO-Hillaboro, Ore., Dr. E. H. Smith,
229 meters.

KFFP-Moberly. Mo.. First Baptist church,
275 meters.

KFFQ-Colorado Springs, Colo., Marksheffel
Motor company, 360 meters.

KFER-Sparks, Nev.. Nevada State Journal
(Jim Kirk), 226 meters.

KFFV-Lamoni, Iowa. Graceland college, 360
meters.

KFFX-Omaha, Neb., McGraw company. 278
meters.

RFFY-Alexandria, La.. Pincus & Murphy,
275 meters.

KFFZ-Dallas, Tex. (portable). Al. G. Barnes
Amusement company, 226 meters.

KFCIG-Baton Rouge, La., Louisiana State
university. 254 meters.

KFGD-Chickasha. Okla.. Chickasha Radio
and Electric company, 248 meters.

KFGH-Stanford University, Cal.. Leland
Stanford university, 360 meters.

KFGJ-St. Louis, Mo Missouri National
guard. 138th infantry, 266 meters.

KFGL-Arlington, Ore., Arlington garage,
234 meters.

KFGP-Cheney, Kan.. Cheney Radio company,
2^9 meters.

KFGQ-Boone. Iowa, Crary Hardware corn-
) pany, 220 meters.

IL.
:_is

KFGV-Utica, Neb Heldbreder Radio Sup- KFKZ-Colorado Springs. Colo., Rumour }UV -Wenatchee. Wash. Wenatchee BatteryDly company, 224 meters. Bros. Radi o company. 234 meters.
church, 250 meters. meters.

and Motor company, 360 meters.KFON-Orange, Texas, First Presbyterian KFLA-Butte, Mont., Abner R. Wilson, 283
KEGZ-Berrien Springs, Mich., Emmanuel

Missionary college, 268 meters. KFLB-Menominee, Mich., Signal Electric
Manufacturing company, 248 meters.

KFHA-Gunnison. Colo.. Colorado State Nor- KID-Franklinton, La.. Paul E. Greenlaw,

WAAB-New Orleans, La.. 137 South St.
Patrick street. Valdemar Jensen, 268 me-
ters.

(P. L. Beardwell), 280 meters. Service. 268 meters.

Neteenwreis.nOnraletiauos,hiLoa...OThiuolamneecuhnianivearaiinty.
W3AA130mat echoo . 2 meters. WAAD-Cincinnati,iKERB -Hood River. Ore., Rialto theater KELE-Denver. Colo., National Educational stitute, 360 meters.

KFHD-St. Joseph, Mo.. Utz Electric Shop KFLH-Salt Lake City, Utah, Erickson Radio ors Journal, 360 meters.
Daily Drov-WAAF-Chicago, 111.. Chicago

360 meters.

WAAKMilwaukee Wis Gimbel Brothers,

Commonwealth Elec-company. 226 meters.KFHF-Shreveport. La., Central Christian KFLP-Cedar Rapids, Ohio, Everette M. Fos- WtArPccompany,
Paul, Min.,company, 261 meters.

church. 266 meters. ter. 240 meters.KFHH-Neah Bay, Wis, Ambrose A. Mc- KFLQ-Littie Rock, Ark Bissell Radio shop,Cue, 283 meters. ..

KFHJ-Santa Barbara, Cal., Fallon & Co..
KFISQ-Los Gatos, Cal.. Curtis BrothersHardware store. 242 meters.KFHR-Seattle, Wash., Star Electric andRadio company. 270 meters.
KFHS-Lihue. Hawaii. Clifford J. Dow, 275meters.
KFHU-Mayville, N. D., M. G. Sateren,261 meters. Marion A. Mulrony. 360 meters.KFHX-Hutchinson. Kan., 407 East 1st ROW -Portland Ore., Portland Morning Ore- WrAenliceC-. An26d6ermsoenter, B. Ind..

IT,,., 469 meters. (Rev. Sebastian Ruth) '58 meters.
Battery company. 229 meters.

der -Grimes

high school,KFI-Los Angeles, Cal.. Earle C. Anthony KGY-Lacy, Wash St. Martins college 1VABD-Dayton, Ohio, ParkeTrIll

street, Robert W. Nelson, 229 meters. gontan. 492 meters.
.,

283 meters.

Chicago-
KYW, Comm. Edison Bldg
WAAF, Union Stock Yards
WMAQ, Hotel La Salle.
WDAP, Drake Hotel
WJAZ, Edgewater Beach HotelSuburban-
WCBD, Zion, Ill
WIAB, Rockford, Ill
WRM, Urbana. 111
WTAS, Elgin, Ill

Eastern-
KDRA, East Pittsburg
W132, Springfield. Mass
WEAF, New York City
WM. Medford Hillside. Mass
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y '

WGY, Schnectady, N.
WOR, Buffalo
WJY, New York City
WJZ, New York City
WOO, Philadelphia
WRC, Washington, D. C. .. . ..

Midwest-
WCX. Detroit
WJAX, Cleveland
WLAG, Minneapolis
WLW, Cincinnati
WOC, Davenport
VETAM, Cleveland
WWJ, Detroit

Southern--
KSD, St. Louis
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas
WDAF, Kansas City. Mo .....
WFAA. Dallas, Texas
WGV, New Orleans
WHAS, Louisville
WHB, Kansas City, Mo.. .....
WMC, Memphis
WOAL San Antonio. Texas
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo
WSB, Atlanta, Ga

Pacific Coast-
KFDB, San Francisco.
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles
KPO, San Francisco

853
858
271
430
480

1,080
337
605

meters.
KFL1t-Albuquerque, N. M., University of

New Mexico, 264 meters.
KGB -Tacoma, Wash., Wm. A. Mullins Elec-

tric company. 360 meters.
KGG-Portland, Ore., Matlock & Watson Ra-

dio service. 360 meters.
RON-Portland, Ore.. Northwestern Radio

Manufacturing company, 360 meters.
KOU-Honolulu. Hawaii, Waikiki Beach,

280 meters.
WAAM-Newark, N. J., I. R. Nelson com-

pany. 263 meters.
WAAN-Columbia. Mo., University of Mis-

souri, 254 meters.
WAAW-Omaha, Neb., Omaha Grain Ex-

change. 360 meters.
WAAZ-Emporia. Kane:, Hollister -Miller M.

tor company, 360 meters.WABB-Harrisburg, Pa., Dr. John B. Law-

KFin-st. Louis. Mo., 5666 Vernon avenue. KEIJ-Los Angeles, Cal., Times-Mirror com- WARE -Washington, D. C., Young Men'sFranklin W. Jenkins, 244 meters. party, 395 meters. Christian association, 283 meters.KFID-Iola, Kan., Ross Arbuckle's garage, MIQ-Seattle, Wash, 419 13th avenue, Louis246 meters. Wasmer. 360 meters. Register -News company, 234 meters.
RAB ae sonv ,

WARE -Mount Vernon. Ill., Mount Vernon
KEW -Portland, Ore., Benson Polytechnic KJQ-Stockton. Cal., 615 East Main street. , G__..7 k ille Fla.. Arnold Edwardsinstitute. 360 meters. C. 0. Gould, 300 meters. Piano company. 248 meters.KFIK-Gldabrook, Iowa Gladbrook Electric RJR -Seattle, Wash, Northwest Radio Serv-

KFIO-Spokanc, Wash.. North Central high

wazst..._sandusky, Ohio, Lake Shore Tirecompany, 234 meters.
KF1L-Louisburg, Kan., 'Windisch ElectricFarm Equipment company, 234 meters.

school, 252 meters.
KFIQ-Yakima. Wash., Yakima Valley Ra-

dio Broadcasting association. 224 meters.

ice company, 270 meters.
KJS-Los Angeles, Cal., Bible Institute of company. 240 meters.

Los Angeles. 360 meters. WAB1-Bangor. Me., Bangor Railway and
FMK -Monterey. Cal., Monterey Electric Electric company, 240 meters.

Shop. 360 meters. WABA-Lake Forest, Ill.. Lake Forest col-
KLS-Oakland, Oal 2201 Telegraph avenue, lege. 260 meters.

Warner Brothers, 360 meters. WAIM-South Bend, Ind., The Radio Labors-
,

THE CHICAGO EVENING POST
TABLOID RADIO SCHEDULES

These stations are those most commonly tuned in evenings by the Chicago broadcast listen-
ers. The time given is central standard. Pacific coast time is two hours earlier than that
shown here. Mountain time is one hour earlier, and eastern time one hour later. Evening
program schedules only are given. This list was compiled by The Chicago Evening Post
Radio Department and is protected by copyright.

STATION Miles Met Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday I Friday

6:30- 9:30 6:30-12:00 6:30- 9:301 8:30- 9:30
4:30- 5:00 4:30- 5:00 4:30- 6:00 4:30- 5:00

9:55 7:00- 0:55 '7:10-1
a-9:15.7:00-1 a.m. 7:00-1 a.m.7

10 :00-12 :30 10:00.12:30 10:00-12:30 10:00-12 :30

536
286 4:30- 6:00

448

39 346 8:00- 9:00
77 252

120 360
37 276

430 326
802,137
733 496
875 360
748 380
698 280
472 319
733 405
733 455
677 609
612 469

7 :00-11:00
6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00

:30-10 :00 6:30-10 :00
6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
8:00- 9:30
6:45.11:30 6:45- 9:00
6:00-10:45 6:00- 7:30
8 :30-10 :30
7:16-10:00
8 '00-10 *00

245 617 7:30- 9:00
323 390
358 417 10 :30-1 a.m.
202 309 8:00-10:00
105 481 7 :00-11:00
32:3 300 7:00- 7 :30
245 517 8:30-10:00

8:00. 0:00 .
8:50- 9:30
7 :30-10 :00

7 :00.11:00 '7 :00-11:00
6:30- 9:00 6:30, 9:00
6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00
6 :3(). 8 :00 0 :30. 8 :00

6:45- 9:00
6 :00-10 :45

6:46- 9:00
6:00. 7:30

Saturday

6:30-12 m.

company. 286 meters.
WwCAesteyUannivunersiviteyrniPtylac.

go.

WCAP-Washington, PD

WCAO-Baltimore,
Ikfd , Sanders & StaYMIID

Neb., Nebraska
WCAK-Houston, Texas, 2504 Bagby street,

WCAM-Vi/lanova.
380 meters.
Alfred P. Daniel, 360 meters.WCAL-Northfield, Minn., St. Olaf college,

company, 360 meters..

WCAR-San Antonio. Texas, Alamo Radio
Potomac Telephone company, 469 meters.
Electric company, 360 meters.

C.. Chesapeake

college,360 meters.

Minn., William HoodDunwoody Industrial institute. 360 me
WCAT-Rapid City. S. D.. South Dakota'

of Mines, 240 meters.WCAU-Philadelphia, Pa., Durham S. Co..

Reto.3ecx6k0s mAerkte.re, .J. C. Dice- Mee-

WCAY-Milwaukee, Wis., Kesselman CiDris-

Vt., University of Bel -

261 meters.WmCeAte7.-Cre.arthage, Ill.. Carthage college, 246
-Al l en town, Pa. , 1015 Allen streaCneIeev.Reintaeh250mctere:IBn.Greenvine,Ohio:K.6t.Radiosu::

Sup-ply company (Charles H. Katzenberger)24om,ters.

WmCBeteD-rsZion, Ill., Wilbur G. Voliva, 845
IYLE-m,Maninyne,ap,o0lisrileteMrsinn., Findley Electric

WD:firKy:SGmtoe.otedrfal.leiosna.company, SAKO. InBeateerrs'"Texas, University of Texas.
WCX-Detroit, Mich., Detroit Free Press.

Fuller I

Kans., Central KansasRadio Supply company (Win. L. Barri-
W3D6A0E-mTetaetenepa, Fla., Tampa Daily Times,
W4D1A1F-m-Ketaeneesss City, Mo., Kansas City SW,

WrinAG-36A0mmaeritleleeo.: Texas, J. Laurance Mar.
WDAH-El Paso, Texas. Trinity Methodist

church (South), 360 meters.
W,DoAral-Syr,ac,u4s6e.

mNiteVre.,
WDAK-Hartford, Conn., The Courant, 261'meters.

Hughes Radio cor-

WtinAiLJ 3ae,k0somnevtiellref;. Fla., Florida Timm-
11.011eAmOn-a nDys11

WDAP-Chicago, Ill., Board of Trade. 860
3a6s6 Tm exetearse

Automotive Electric
.

, meters.
WDAR-Philadelphia. Pa., Lit Brothers, 895

meters.
W DAS-Worcester, Mass., 892a Main street,

8:30. 9:30 Samuel A. Waite, 360 meters.
'3VDAU-New Bedford, Mass., Slocum Hll-

Sunday

burn, 360 meters.78::0000:110a.:m00.
-10:30 WDAX-Centerville, Iowa, First National10:00- 2:00 6:00- 9:00 bank, 360 meters.

WDAY-Fargo. N. D., Fargo Radio Service
8:00- 9:00 company, 244 meters.

 WDBC-Lancaster, Pa., Kirk, Johnson &
company, 258 meters.

WDRF-Youngstown, Ohio. 254 West Fed-
eral street, Robert G. Phillips, 261 meters.

7 :00-11 :00 7 :00-11 :00 WW1 -Washing -ton. D. C.. Church of the
66::3300-490::0000 86 ::3300:190 ::0000 Covenant, 360 meters.

6:30-10.00-10.00 WDT-Stapleton, N. Y., Ship Owners Radio
8:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 7:30- 9:00 Service. 405 meters.

WDZ-Tuscola, Dl.. Star Store building,0:45-11:30 6:46- 9:00
WEAA-Flint, Mich., Fallain & Lathrop,

James L. Bush. 278 meters.
6:00-10:45 6:00- 7:30

280 meters.
6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30
7:15-10:06 7:15-10:00

8 '00 10 '00

7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
7:30- 9:30

10:30-1 a.m 10 :30-1 a.m.
10 :00-12 :00 8 :00-10 :00

7 :00-11 :00
7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30
8:30-10:00 8:30-10:00

270 548 8 :00-11 :00 8 :00-11 :00 8:00-11:00
855 4713 7 :15-11 :00 7:15-11:00 7 :15-11 :00
430 411 11 :46-1 a.m. 11:4b-1 a.m 11:45.1 sma.

6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30 6:45. 9:30
7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00

7:30. 9:00
470
350
400
411
500
'i85
441 8:00. 9:30
428 8:00-12 m.

1910 509
1 895 492
1 795 395
1 910)423

7:00- 0:00
11:00-12:00

9 :30-10 :30

8:00-12 m.

12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30
1:00-2 a.m. 10:00-11 :00
8:45-10:00 8:45-10:00
6:30-12 m. 6:30-12 m.

6:30.10:30
7 :1540 :00

7:30- 9:00
8:0040:30

10:304 a.m.
10:00-12:00

7:00-11 :00
7:00- 7:30
8:80.12 in.

7:1541:00
11:45.1 a.m.
6:45- 7:30

6:30-10:30
7 :15-10 :00
8'00 10'00
7:30- 9:00

2:30- 6 :00
6 :30-10 :30 WEAR -Fort Dodge. Iowa, Standard Radio
7 :15-10 :00 Equipment company, 300 meters.

WEAF-New York, N. V.. American Tele-
phone and Telegraph company, 492 me-
ters.

WEAG-Edgewood. R. L. Nichols-Hineline-
Bassett Laboratory. 231 meters.

WEAH-Wichita, Kans., Witchita Board ofTrade, 244 meters.
7:00- 7:30 WEAI-Ithaca, N. Y., Cornell university,286 meters.

WEAJ-Vermilion. S. D., University of South
Dakota, 360 meters.

10:30.1 a.m. 10:30-1 a.m.

7 :00-11:00 7 :00-11:00
7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30
8 :30-10 :00

8 :00-11:00 8 :00-11:00
7:15-11:00 . WEAM-North Plainfield, N. J.. r cough ofNorth Plainfield (W. Gibson Buttfield).9 :30-11:00 250 meters.

WEAN -Providence, R. I., Shepard company.4:00- 5:00 273 meters.7:00- 9:00 8:00.10:00 WEAO-Columbus. Ohio, Ohio State Uni-11:00.12:00 8:00-10:00 8:00-10:00 versity, 360 meters.
9:30-10:30 WEAP-Mobile, Ala., Mobile Radio coin -8 :00- 9:30 pany, 360 meters.

8:00-12 in. 8:00-12 m. 7:30- 9:00 WEAR -Baltimore. Md.. Baltimore American
and News Publishing company, 360 me-12 in.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30 ters.

1 :00-2 a.m. 10 :00-11 :00 9 :00.10 :00 WEAS-Washington. D. C., Hecht company.8 :45-10 :00 8 :45-10 :00 10 :00-12 :00 360 meters.6:30-12 m.10:30-12 m. WEAU-Sioux City. Iowa, Davidson Brothers
company, 360 meters.

WRAY-Houston. Texas. Iris theater (WillHorowitz Jr.). 360 meters.

11:45-1 a.m. 11:45-1 a.m.
6:45- 9:30 8:45- 9:30

7:00- 8:00
7:00- 9:00

8:00- 9:30
8:0042 m. 8:00-12 in

12 m.- 1:30
10 :00-11:00

8 :45-10 :00

12 in.- 1:30
10 :00 11:00
8:45.10:00
6:3042 m

XFIU-Juneau. Alaska, Alaska Electric
Light and Power company, 226 meters.

KFIV-Pittsburg. Kan., 706 East 10th street,
V. H. Broyles. 240 meters.

KFIX-Independence, Mo.. Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, 240 metere.

KEIY-Seattle. Wash., Brott laboratories,
236 meters.

KFIZ-Fond du Lac, Wis., Daily Common-
wealth, 237 meters.

KFJA-Grand Island, Neb., Central Power
company. 244 meters.

KEJB-M arshall tow n. Iowa, Marshall town
Electrical company, 248 meters.

KFJC-Seattle, Wash., Post Intelligence'', 233
meters.

KFM)-Greeley. Colo.. Weld County Printing
and Publishing company, 236 meters.

KFJF-Oklahoma City, Okla., National Radio
Manufacturing company. 252 meters.

KFJH-Selma. Cal.. The Sugar Bowl (H. R.
Shaw), 273 meters.

KER-Astoria. Oreg., Liberty theater (E. E.
Marsh), 252 meters.

KFJJ-Carrollton, Mo., Carrollton Radio shop,
236 meters.

KFJK-Bristow. Okla., Delano Radion and
Electric company, 233 meters.

KFJL-Ottumwa. Iowa, Hardsacg Manufac-
turing company. 242 meters.

KFJM-Grand Forks, N. D., University of
North Dakota. 229 meters.

KFJQ-Grand Forks, N. D., Electric Construc-
tion company (portable), 252 meters.

KFJR-Stevensville, Mont., Ashley C. Dixon
and Son. 258 meters.

HWY-Dexter. Iowa, Thomas H. Warren,
224 meters.

KFJW-Towanda. Kan., Le Grand Radio com-
pany. 226 meters.

KFJX-Cedar Falls, Iowa. State Teachers'
college. 229 meters.

KWY-Fort Dodge, Iowa, Tunwall Radio
company, 246 meters.

KFJZ-Fort Worth, Texas, Texas National
Guard. 112th Cavalry, 254 meters.

KFKA-Greeley. Colo.. Colorado State Teach-
ers' college, 248 meters.

KFKB-Milford. Has., Brinkley -Jones Hospital
association. 286 meters.

KFKB-Lakeside, Colo., Denver Park and
Amusement company, 248 meters.

KFKQ-Conway, Ark.. Conway Radio labors-
toriee. 224 meters.

KFKV-Butte. Mont.. F. F. Gray. 283 me-
ters.

KEKX-Hastings, Neb.. Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. 286 me-
ters.

KLX-Oakland. Cal., Tribune Publishing
company. 360 meters.

KL7.-Denver, Colo.. Reynolds Radio com
pan& 360 meters.

KM -Fresno. Cal., San Joaquin Light and
Power corporation, 3130 meters.

KMO-Tacoma. Wash.. Love Electric corn -
6

KNJ-koswell, New Mexico, Roswell Public
Service company, 250 meters. 1 WARN -La Crosse, Wis.. Waldo C. Grover,

KNT-Aberdeen, Wash., Grays Harbor Radio 234 meters.
company (Walter Hemrich). 263 meters. WABO-Rochester, N. Y., Lake Avenue Bap-

KNV-Los Angeles, Cal Radio Supply cora- tist church, 252 meters.
pany, 360 meters. WBAA-West Lafayette, Ind.. Purdue uni-KNX-Los Angeles, Cal.. Electric Lighting versity, 360 meters.
Supply company, 360 meters. WBAD-Minneapolis. Minn., Sterling Elec-KOS-State College, New Mexico. New Mex- tric company, 360 meters.ico College of Agriculture and Mechanic WBAH-Minneapolis, Minn" The DaytonArts. 360 meters. company, 360 meters.KOP-Detroit, Mich, Detroit Police depart- WBAN-Paterson. N. J., Wireless Phone cor-rnent, 286 meters. poration. 244 meters.KPO-San Francisco, Cal.. Hale Brothers. WBAO-Decatur, Ill., James Millikin uni-423 meters. versity, 360 meters.Ref -Berkeley. Cal University of California, WRAP --Fort Worth, Texas. Wortham-Car-360 meters. ter Publishing company (Star -Telegram).KQP-Hood River, Ore., Apple City Radio 476 meters.club, 300 meters. WBAV-Columbus, Ohio. Erner & HopkinsRQV-Pittsburg, Pa.. Doubleday -Hill Electric company, 390 meters.company, 360 meters.

WBAW-Marietta, Ohio; Marietta college.KQW-San Jose, Cal.. 467 1st street. Charles
D. Herrold, 360 meters. 246 meters.

KRE-Berkeley. Cal., Berkeley Daily Gazette, WBAX-Wilkesbarre, Pa.. 66 Gildersleeve
278 meters. street. John H. Stenger Jr.. 360 meters.

16181) -St. Louis, Mo., Post Dispatch (Pulit- WRAY-New York, N. 'Y., Western Electric
zee Publishing company), 646 meters. company. 492 meters.

K88 -Long Beach, Cal., Prest & Dean Radio %MBA -Newark. Ohio, Newark Radio La -company and Radio Research Society of boratories, 240 meters.Zang Beach. Cal.. 360 meters. WBBC-Sterling. Ill.. Sterling Radio Equip-KTW-Seattle, Wash., First Presbyterian merit. company, 229' meters.church, 360 meters.
KUO-San Francisco, Cal., Examiner Print-

ing company. 360 meters.
RUS-Los Angeles. Cal.. City Dye Works and

Laundry company, 360 meters.
KUY-El Monte, Cal., Coast Radio company,

360 meters.
KWG-Stockton. Cal.. Portable Wireless Tele-

phone company. 360 meters.
KWH-Los Angeles, Cal., Los Angeles Ex-

aminer. 380 meters.
KXD-Modesto, Cal., Modesto Herald Pub-

lishing company, 360 meters.
KYQ-Honolulu, Hawaii, Electric Shop, 360

meters.
KYW-Chicago, Ill., Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing company. 345 meters.
KZM-Oakland, Cal., 13th and Harrison

streets, Preston D. Allen. 360 meters.
KZN-Salt Lake City. Utah. The Deseret

News. 360 meters.

tones, 240 meters.
WABK-Worcester, Mass., First Baptistchurch, 252 meters.
WABL-Storrs, Conn., Connecticut Agricul-

tural college, 28:3 meters.
WABM-Saginaw. Mich.,F. E. Doherty Au-

tomotive and Radio ulmly company. 254
meters.

meters.
WBT-Charlotte, N. C., Southern Radio cor-

poration, 360 meters.
WBC-Olticago, City of Chicago, 286

meters.
WRZ-Springfield, Mass., Westinghouse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing Company. 337
tem.

WCAD-Canton, N. Y.. St. Lawrence uni-
versity. 280 meters.

WCAE-Pittsburg. Pa.. Kaufmann & Baer
company, 462 meters.

WCAO-New Orleans, La., 2813 Calhoun
street. Clyde It. Randall, 268 meters.

WCAH-Colunibue. Ohio. Entrekin Electric

WEB -St. Louis, Mo., Benwood company.
WEV-Houston. Texas, Hurlburt-Still

360 meters.
Elec-trical company, 360 meters.

WEW-St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis UnivereitY,
WFAA-Dallas, Texas, Dallas News and

261 meters.

Dallas Journal, 476 meters.
WFAB-Syracuse, N. Y., 802 McBride street,

wnty-Poughkeepsie, N. Y.. H. C. Sprat-leyWoese,Radio company, 360 meters. -WFAH-Port Arthur. Texas, Electric Sup
WEAJ-Asheville, N. C.. Hi -Grade Wireless

ply company, 360 meters.

Instrument company, 360 meters.
WFAM-St. Cloud. Minn., Times Publishing
WFAN-Hutchinson, Minn., Hutchinson Elec-

company. 360 meters.

tile Service company, 360 meters.
WFAQ-Cameron. Mo.. Missouri Wesleyan

WFAT-Sioux Falls. S. D., Daily Argus-
Leader.college,

360 meters.

WFAY-Lincoln. Neb., University of Nebras-
ka.

360 meters.

krt. department of electrical engineering,

WFI-Philadelphift, Pa., Strawbridge & Cio-
360 meters'.

Supply and Construction company, 248

thier, :395 meters.
WGAL-Lancaster, Pa.. Lancaster Electric

meters.
WGAN-Pensacola, Fla.. 216 West Romana

street, Cecil E. Lloyd, 360 meters.
WGAQ-Shreveport, Lit Glenwood Radio

corporation (W. G. Patterson). 360 me-
ters.

WOAR-Fort Smith, Ark., Southwest

W. Inc.,
ago.

ican. 300

WGAW-Altoona, Pa., 1918 West Chestnut

%MIMI-Reading. Pa.. Barbey Battery Serie- . w0AU-Wooster, ohio, Radio Manufactur-
WRL-Anthony, Kan.. T & H. Radio com- Limb). 226 meters.

ice, 234 meters. ing and Service company (Marcus G.

e2w0a1rk7

WGAY-Madison. Wis.. Northwestern Its-

wPaas-nyN.

WGI-Medford Hillside, Mass.. American Ra-
mie. 360 meters.

street. Ernest C. Albright. 261 meters

WGAZ-South Bend. Ind., South Bend Trlb-
dio company, 360 meters.

Ra-dio and Research corporation, 360 meters.
WGL-Philadelphia, Pa.. 2303 North Broad

street, Thomas F. J. Howlett: 360 meters.
WGR-Buffalo, N. Y., Federal Telephone

and Telegraph company, 319 meters.
WGV-New Orleans. La., Interstate Electric
WOY-Schenectady, N. Y., General Electric

company, 360 meters.

Continued on Page 14.
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Opera on
Radio for
Tonight
by KYW

By THE NIGHT PROWLER.
Tonight KYW broadcasts the` Chi-

cago Civic Opera company's presenta-
tion of "Hansel and Gretel," which
Will be played with Irene Pavloska
and Mary Fahian in the leading roles.

This same opera was broadcast last
evening by WMAQ. Both these sta-
tions, broadcasting the same opera so
close together, are giving the radio-
phans a chance to compare the work
of the two stations.

Unfortunately, the great masses of
radiophans do not get to enjoy the
work of either station. Most of the
simple set owners and crystal opera -
ors cannot get away from the other
stations when WMAQ is on the air, so
they are denied that program. Neither
can but a few of them reach the high-
er wave length under which KYW is
forced to take the air, so they are
cheated out of that reception.

It might be said that both stations
have rather "select" audiences.

All Want to Hear Opera..
And it is too bad, too, for opera is

a popular feature and all want to
listen in. Seems that some sort of
an arrangement could be devised
Whereby everyone could enjoy these
programs.

Christmas eve and New Year's eve
tall on Mondays. The local stations
are not going to deviate from their
rule to remain silent from 7 p. m. to
11 p. m. It may be that late pre -
grams will be broadcast. KYW al-
ready has announced a special pro-
gram for 11 p. m. Christmas eve.

Judging from the telephone calls
and letters written The Post radio
department most of the radiophans
wanted the stations to take the air
for just this one "silent" night. It
would have been a treat for those who
have been denied Monday night pro-
grams for the last year.

Special Christmas Set -vice.
KYW also is announcing a special

Christmas service for Sunday, Dec. 23.
In addition to the regular services of
the Central church, which are held
every Sunday morning at 11 o'clock
and broadcasted from Orchestra hall.
KYW will broadcast "The Messiah"
oratorio by the Apollo club, to be
given at Orchestra hall in the after-
noon at 3 o'clock. The Apollo Musical
club is the third largest organization
of its kind in the world, now in its
fifty-second concert season. It is com-
posed of over 300 members, accom-
panied by the Chicago Symphony
orchestra, with Edgar Nelson at the
organ and Harrison M. Wild as con-
ductor. The following soloists will
assist: Misses Edith Bidea4,i Nor -
mein, soprano, and Betty Baxter. con-
tralto, and Messrs. Arthur Kraft,
tenor, and Edgar Fowlstun, Lary -
tone.

At 6 o'clock William Ziegler Nourse
will read excerpts from the Goodspeed
"New Testament," published tlitu ar-
rangement with The Chicago Eve-
ning Post, and the Chicago Sunday
Evening club will begin its services
fifteen minutes earlier than usual,
owing to the special Christmas serv-
ices it has programed. There will be
a preliminary service consisting of the
"Old -Fashioned Christmas Carols," by
a chorus of choir members, number-
ing more than 100 voices.

Radio Programs
Below are given the complete sched-

ules of all the Chicago and suburban
broadcasting stations and those of the
out-of-town stations which are most
commonly tuned by local radiophans.

These schedules are a regular daily
feature in The Chicago Evening Post.

On Thursday of each week a com-
plete list and schedule of every broad-
casting station in the United States
Is published in The Chicago Evening
Post's sixteen -page Radio Magazine
section.

CHICAGO STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.)
EW-Located in Commonwealth Edison

building; 636 meters; Wilson J. Wetherbee,
director.

Day -9:30 a. m... news and markets; 10
$. nz., market reports; 10:30 a. m. financial
news and comment; 10:68 a. m., naval ob-
servatory time signals; 11 a. m., market re-
ports; 11:05 a, m., weather report; 11:30
a. en., news and comment of .the financial
and commercial market: 11:35 a. m., table
talk by Mrs. Anna J. Peterson; 12 m., mar-
ket reports; 12:30 D. en.,' late market re-

'.0.400.1.41011:t4r91,

\Scenes at Lyon & Healy

ports; 1:20 p. m., musing market quota-
tions; 2:35 p. in., studio program; 8:50
p. children's bedtime story.

Evening -8 D. m.. opera. "Hansel and
Gretel" by Chicago Civic Opera company.

WAAF-Located at Union Stock yards; 288
meters.

Day-Live stock reports at 8:40. 10:30,
10:45 a. in. 12:30, 12:46, 3. 4:30 e.

Evening-No schedule.
WM-IQ-Located on Hotel LaSalle; 447.5

meters. Miss Judith O. Waller, station di-
rector.

Day -4:30 p. m.. to be announced.
Evening -7 p. m., Balieff's "Chatrve.

&mita." from the Garrick theater; 8 o'clock,

station silent while KYW is broadcasting
operas "Hansel and Gretel."

WJA2-Located on Edgewater Beach hotel;
447.7 meters. E. Warren Howe. program

Day-This station has no regular Say sched-
ule.

Evening -10 D. M. to 2 a. m.: "Wonder-
land of Dreams" and "Dance and Keep
Young." by Oriole orchestra: soprano solos,
select d, by Selveig Shevalsoa; -Tarainelle"
(Luder Buehl). "Sonatina" (Beethoven). and
"Music Box" (Haul, by Shiffey Himman;
"A Spirit Flower" (Campbell Topton), and
"Homo" (Macrayden). by 'William Benson;
"Honolulu Moon" and "Faded Lose Letters,"

by Oriole orchestra; soprano solos, selected,
by Solveig Shevalson; "Sighing Wind" (Le-
mont), Sonata Na- 3 (Mozart) and "Win-
try Wind" (Blake). by Marion Smith. "Who
Knows" (Stickiest and "Sylvia" (Speaks),
by -William Henson; popular song selections,
by Graham Publishing company; soprano
solos, selected. by Solveig Shevalson; Prelude
C minor ,Rachmaninoff) and Iapan-se
Etude (Poldoni), ay Florence Holly; "Be-
fore the Dawn" (Chadwick) and 'lake Joy
Home" (Bassett). William Benson; "Silvery
Moon" and "Pekin.." by Or.o,e orchestra.

Cantint.ed on Page 6.

Displays
History
of Radio
in Exhibit

Radio from 1898 until the present
is shown in the two weeks' exposition
being held from Dec. 8 to Dec. 22, in
a special quarters on the sixth floor
of the Lyon & Healy building. The
exhibit requires 9,000 square feet. Itis educational in nature and under di-
rection of the show division of the
Radio Corporation of America.

The exhibit is transported from on(
city to another and will have been
shown in every important center in
the United States when the present
trip has been completed. It requires
two express cars to transport the ex-
hibit.

There are six divisions in the ex-
hibit, these being historical, marine,
high power, educational, army and
navy and amateurs.

Shows Old Sets.
The historical section gives a pia

ture of the development of radio from
1898 until the present time. A com-
plete line of receivers is shown, from
the Massie receiver of 1901 thru the 
three -slide United Wireless Receiver
that so many old-time operators re-
member, down to the Radiolas of mod-
ern times.

Old-time detectors, from cohearerdown
to electrolytic and finishing with,

the radiotron of today, . are shown.
The transmitter side 415 well repre-
sented by the 10 -inch spark coil that
was the first ship installation; the
open spark gap and helix of the old
United Wireless sets, and other old-
time condensers, keys, insulators, etc.
Anyone who looks at this complete
chronological picture of radio and its
development will get clearly the idea
that the infancy of radio was twenty
years ago, and that it is a very much
"grown-up" young man today.

In the marine section there is shown
complete receiver of the type used in
modern ships. This is mounted on a
table, with a bulkhead in the rear,
simulating very closely an actual ship, -

scene. A standard spark -transmitter
of the type used on thousands of ves-
sels is shown. A radio compass, con-
sisting of a loop inclosed in tubing for
mechanical protection is shown, and,
also an old-time direction finder of
the "crossed loop antenna" type.

Map of Power Stations.
A feature of the high power section

-is a huge map of the world, in 'which
different -colored tiny lights are in-
serted. These are controlled by a com-
mutator, and show. respectively the
high -power "world-wide wireless" radio
chain of the Radio Corporation of
America; its marine stations, includ-
ing those of affiliated companies in
other parts of the world; the princi-
pal broadcasting stations of the world,
and the army and navy chain.

A very attractive exhibit is that
of the actual high-speed sending and
receiving apparatus'- used in trans-
oceanic working. A message intended
for a foreign country is first punched
out on a tape by a typewriter perfor-
ator, and this perforated tape -is then
run thru an automatic transmitter
which sends the dots and dashes over
a wire line to Radio Central, seventy-
five miles from New York.

On the receiving end, the signals
are recorded on a tape appearing as
little hills or larger plateaus corre-
sponding to dots and dashes. As these
pass lin front. of the operator, he keeps
his eye on the rapidly moving tape
and prints the message by touch.
typewriting on a machine in front of
him.

So rapid is this service that a mes-
sage handed in at New York is In
the hands of the delivery clerk in
Paris, Berlin of London; one minute
after -it has been handed in. Not ev-
eryone knows that 33 per cent of all
the traffic across the Atlantic ocean
is handled by radio, but this is a fact.

Tube Malting at Show.
The educational feature of /he show

is varied. In one booth, tiTe actual
apparatus used in welding the plates,
grids and filaments of radiotrons is
shown in operation, as well as the
method used in baking the bases of
the tubes.

In another booth is shown a very
complete series of vacuum tubes, over
a hundred in all, showing the first
Fleming valves, the fifty-seventh au-
dion ever made by Dr. DeForest, for-
eign tubes used during the war, and
so on down to the radiotrons of today.

An exhibit never before shown shows
the various steps in the invention and

Continued on Page 4.
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Autoplex Works Best on Ground,
So Experimenters Report

iNTEREST in the Auto-
plex circuit is unabated.
Many Post readers have

reported exceptional success
with the hook-up. Others
continue to meet with failure.
The follozving article was
prepared with the idea of
throwing some light on the
troubles and trials of home -
builders. -THE EDITOR.

EXPERIMENTS made by Post
readers and by The Post experi-
mental laboratory indicates that

the Autoplex super -receiver more
often works best without an aerial
and only using the ground connection.

Reports from ene tube Autoplex sets
the past week tell of bringing in coast
to coast stations on a loud speaker
with nothing but the ground connec-
tion. Some experimenters report that
short aerials, where one must be used,
are the best. One reader even tells of
using the bed springs in his room and
getting the best results. It was con-
nected in this case to the ground post
of the set.

It seems, however, that location has
much to do with the kind of collec-
tive agency employed. Where a
ground works best in one locality an
aerial will work best in another. In
some locations the aerial must be
short to bring in the stations loud and
clear and in another a much longer
aerial has been found more satisfac
tory. The collective agency, therefore.
is a matter of experimentation.

M. L. Muhleman, the inventor of
the circuit, has given us some valu

FIG. 1 -The above diagram
shows how a "C" or bias battery
may be added to the Autoplex cir-
cuit. Note the positive lead of
the battery is attached
variometer and the negative lead
goes to the grid side of the tube.
Try several voltages from 4% to
9 volts. This "C" battery is de-
signed to quiet the set and in-
crease amplification.

able suggestions which may help
troubled Autoplexphans in getting rid
of the noisiness of the circuit and
which will tend to stabilize the cir-
cuit.

Getting Rid of Noise.
Wherever the ground can be elim-

inated entirely, Mr. Muhieman says,
much of the noise readers complain of
disappears. This also increases the
selectivity of the set. He says that
the use of a "C" battery as shown in
Fig. 1 will clear up the signals and
give greater amplification. He ad-
vises the use of four and one-half to
nine volts inserted in the circuit as
shown in Fig. 1

One might try also inserting the "C"
buttery between the 1,250 -turn honey -

FIG. 2 -Here is a small capac-
ity condenser, working somewhat
on the principle of the Hazeltine
neutrodon, or neutralizing capac-
ity. It consists of two well -
insulated wires attached to the
grid and plate posts of the tube
socket. The wires are twisted as
shown, the number of twists regu-
lating the capacity effect. This
little device will enable one to
operate low voltage tubes such
as WD -11, WD -12, UV -199 and
C-299, which may be operated
more satisfactorily if treated in
thig, way, as the capacity of the
tubes will be increased and per-
mit them to handle the great
volume of energy which the cir-
cuit develops and throws into
the tubes.

comb coil and the "A" negative and
"B" negatfve batteries./ In this case
see that the minus of the "C" is at-
tached to the coil.

Many phans who have smaller ca-
pacity tubes, rather than buy a 201-A
or 301-A. tubes or the five watters
such as 216-A and VT -2, have sought
to use what they have. This has
proven very unsatisfactory. The WD -

FIG. 3 -Here is the Autoplex circuit with one stage of audio -
amplification added. Note the dotted lines at the output of the detector
part of the circuit and input of the amplifier. If the amplifier does not
give satisfactory service reverse the leads into the audio -transformer.

11, WD -12, UV -199 and C-299 tubes
have very low capacity and will not
carry the energy that is demanded of
a tube in this circuit.

Mr. Muhieman, however, suggests
that the carrying power of these tubeS
may be raised to some extent by in-
serting a capacity from the plate to
the grid posts on the tube sockets.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2. Use two
pieces of well -insulated wire about
three inches long each. Twist these
together as shown in the sketch. At-
tach two ends to the grid and plate
posts. This capacity condenser can be
increased or decreased, as you desire,
by twisting or untwisting the two
wires. Be careful that the two ends
of the wires do not come in contact
with each other. If they do, the "B"
battery would be shortened and the
phones or the loud speaker would burn
out, in all probability.

Notes on Tuning.
Mr. Muhleman's observations on the

tuning of the circuit are surnaed up
as follows: "The tuning chat.Wteris-
tics of the Autoplex circuit are rather
out of the ordinary. A single broad-
cast station can be tuned in at pos-
sibly four different dial settings with
a noticeable increase in volume at
only one of the four settings.

"Any number of people have picked
up a broadcasting station when tuning
and received the signals quite loudly,
but with considerable noise present,
and took it for granted that it was
the best that could be done. If they
had attempted to pick up the same
station at other dial settings they
could have struck eventually a point
where the signals came in loudly and
clearly and free of circuit noises. At
this point the circuit is tuned to the
true wave -length of the transmitting
station."

There have been numerous requests
for an audio -amplifier for the Auto-
plex. Since the circuit was designed
for the purpose of eliminating the ex-
pense of an amplifier and its two
tubes, and since it really brings in sta-
tions on a loud speaker when operat-
ing properly, it would seem to be un-
necessary to add anything to it.

For instance, J. A. Kristoffersen,
3430 Carroll avenue, Berwyn, Ill., a
Post reader, who built an Autoplex
from the diagram published in this
magazine, tells of his experience with
the circuit in this way:

"I have built a set just as described
by The Post, buying the complete
parts just as they were used in the
experimental set made by The Post
laboratory. I had a wonderful ex-
perience with it from the very start.
I find that the circuit is more selec-
tive than my regular three -tube sets
and that it takes less time to find a
station and bring it in.

Finds Circuit Selective.
"I get all my stations on a loud

speaker, using just the one tube, which
is a VT -2 and 135 volts on the plate.
I get practically every station I have
been getting on my regular set, and
even have pulled in some that I never
got before.

"I do not need amplification. For
instance, a station like KDKA came in
so well that the first night we got it
we thought we had a local station. My
set is noisy, however. She howls and
spits at a tremendous rate until we
get in the station. Then she quiets
down."

Notwithstanding this assurance by
Mr. Kristoffersen that amplification
is not needed, we are printing an Auto-
plex hook-up. showing how one stage
of audio -frequency amplification can
be added. This will increase the
volume of the signals considerably.

Reverse Output Leads.
When adding the audio -amplifier, if

the results are not as good as ex-
pected, do just as has to be done with
any amplifier. Reverse the leads from
the "B" battery and the variometer
of the plate circuit. The dotted lines
in the schematic diagram shows how
this may he done.

W. S. Best, 124 West Randolph
street, Chicago, proves by his expe-
rience that fortune smiles on some
and frowns on others. The Post Ques-
tions and Answers department is
flooded with letters seeking help from
readers who have taken every precau-
tion in the way of perfect equipment
and yet fail to get results with the
circuit. Here comes along Mr. Best
with this letter:

Since you are inviting phans to tell ofexperiments with the Muhleman Autoplex
circuit, let me add mine.

The condition of the apparatus used was
close to zero. My variometers had two orthree turns missing on each rotor, and the
loose contacts were very poor.

I need a 1,250 duo -lateral coil and one
of seventy-five ttuns each on the grid and
plate. One of these small coils was any-
thing but a duo -lateral, as it had come
unwrapped.

1 noticed that by turning either of -tare

small coils to a right angle it had the
effect of turning out one station and bring-ing in another. ' However, I made bothcoils permanent.

The first night I tried the set I brought
in the following stations, most of them
with an improvised loud speaker consisting
of a Rainer head set and a porcelain um-brella jar:

Dallas, Texas: Kansas City. Mo.; Daven-
port. Iowa: Louisville, Ky.; Madison, Wis.;
Cleveland, Ohio; Cincinnati, Ohio; Pittsburg,
Pa.: Rochester, N. Y.; Boston, Mass.; At-lanta, Ga.

Atlanta is the first station brought in.
I very nearly fell of the chair when I heard
the dialect of the announcer, for the voice
was a new one to me.

By sitting directly in front of my hastily
constructed loud speaker, all of these sta-
tions except Boston and Cincinnati could be
heard plainly across the room.

My aerial is only 100 feet long and is
about seventy feet above the street level.

Now, I should like to request that you

Displays History
of Radio at Show

Continued from Page 3.

development by Prof. Pickard of the
crystal detector.

A series of paintings shows vividly
the development of communication,
from the smoke screen signals of the
Indians thru the various stages of the
first mail train, the laying of the first
Atlantic cable, the birth of the tele-
phone and finally radio.

Other paintings show vividly :nodern
phases. of radio in daily life, such as
"Being Good by Rapid," "The Little
Red Loud Speaker," featuring radio
in the school and a complete set show-
ing how time signals pass from the
naval observatory at Washington to
your Radiola in order that you may
keep the kitchen clock in correct time.
time.

Displays War Apparatus.
An interesting exhibit is furnished

by the army and by the navy. This
shows apparatus used during the war,
sets captured from the enemy and
post-war developments. Officers from
both branches are on hand to explain
everything regarding radio in mili-
tary work.

To those who have not had the op-
portunity of seeing the interior of a
broadcasting studio, interest will be
found in the Model Broadcasting

publish the hook-up for the two -tube Auto-
plex circuit, or mail it if you will.

Thanking you for the wonderful radio
magazine you edit, I am your respectfully.

Radio -frequency Unsatisfactory.
Continued requests are being re-

ceived for radio -frequency for the
Autoplex. Experiments so far con-
ducted show that this form of ampli-
ficatoin is not satisfactory. You prac-
tically kill the super -effect of the cir-
cuit by attempting it.

NOTE -The Post invites readers who have
had success with the Autoplex circuit to
write their experience and send it to the
Autoplex editor. The Post is particularly
interested in any improvements in the cir-
cuit or its tuning.

studio at the show. This illustrates
how the walls are hung with material
to deaden the echo, and at regular
intervals during the day a short pro-
gram is given, showing how the an-
nouncer and the artist actually per-
form.

Still-life scenics, with wax figures
and actual furniture convey clearly to
the visitor an idea of how radio in
the home means harmonious, beautiful
material as well as a source of amuse-
ment; how the kiddies of today long
for their bedtime stories; and how
radio is a boon to the shut-ins.

A new development of radio is
shown in the Radiola IX. This is a
very thin model of receiver, of only
one and three-quarters inches thick.
This set fits into the lid of many
standard types of phonographs, or can
be cut to suit console types. An at-
tachment permits of using the phono-
graph horn for the loud speaker.

The show is open all this week
until 6 p. m., but next week the doors
will remain open until 10 p. m.

Protect Your Tubes
All battery leads should be well

insulated. Should one be dropped
across the filament lead, vacuum
plates would be saved.

Ask the Man at the Court -1
ter to Show You

10000.1"' PARTS
Quality and Satisfactory
Performance Guaranteed

SOLD BY
Leading Jobbers and Dealers

Everywhere

Of WERNES PATCH, BANKRUPT
Chicago's large wholesale radio concern, on sale in our two Chicago stores. Goods
must be sold before the first of the year. You cash in on these extreme sale prices.
WE GUARANTEE EACH AND EVERY ARTICLE OR MONEY CHEERFULLY REFUNDED

5 Lengths Bus Wire

Neutrodyne Parts 5 R. C. A. Binding Posts
2 Nentrodynes

2 Lengths Spaghetti

1 Rheostat
3 4 -inch Dials
1 2 -inch Dial
3 Jacks
2 dozen Lugs
3 Single sockets
3 New Trans-

formers
3 17 -plate Con-

densers

3 -TUBE SET, COMPLETE
4 -TUBE SET, COMPLETE
5 -TUBE SET, COMPLETE

$36.66
66.66
76.25

FREEWe will assemble and wire you a complete Nen-
trodyne set -no charge -if you purchase all the

necessary parts from us, made up 3, 4 and 5 tube sets.
SPECIAL NOTE -If you do not want us to assemble your
set we will allow you a reduction of 20% fiom list price.
Baldwin "Type C"
Unit for Loud
Speaker 83.69

Erla Reflex 1 -Tube
Set. We furnish
complete Genuine
Eris parts for this
outfit $20.45

Cockaday C i r
cult $10.98

Molded V T Sock-
ets 35e

3 for 95c
100 -foot roll of
stranded aerial
wire , 39c
(Only one coil to a

customer).
Raven Hygrade
Variometer ....$2.19

Storage Batteries
2-y e a r guarantee
with each one.
60 -amp. 89.98
80 -amp. 810.69

100 amp. $13.25

Antenella or Dun-
can Aerial Plug;
dues away with out-
side aerial 98e

Berwick Phones.
3000 ohm, com-
plete with head
band and cord $2.89
2000 ohm, complete
with head band and
cord $2.49
Jefferson Trans
former $2.48
Reinartz Mounted
Coils 9So

Variable Condensers
(Bakelite Ends)

3 -plate 98e
11 -plate $1.19
23 -plate $1.49
43 -plate $1.75
14 -plate v e r-
nier $2.78
22 -plate v e r-
nier $3.18
44 -plate
vier
We guarantee bake-
lite ends; exception-
al value.
We also carry
cheaper grades.

e r-
$3.48

Hercules 4 -way
Plugs 66e

B Battery, 221k volt;
gtockuaranteed fresh
s $19

Wave Traps
Tune out all
interference.
Complete with
highly finished
cabinet,

7.95 Parts

Federal Headsets, 2200 ohm, list
price, $7.00: sale
price
Berwick Well -Known
Headsets, 2200 ohm. $2.48
3000 ohm $2.79
Na-aid Sockets -Genuine Bake-
lite. List. 35c; our

only, $4.93 sale price 23c
These are only a few bargains. We suggest you come early.

MANY OTHER SPECIAL RADIO ITEMS IN THIS SALE TOO

R. C. Radio
Corporation 3 -
Tube Regen-
erative Set

We have only 50
of these left. This
set listed at $142.50
without parts. such
as tubes, batteries,etc. We offer  on
this sale complete
with Loud Speaker,
Tubes, Batteries, A
and B Aerial and
all guaranteed or
money refunded.

Buy Him a Pair of
Baldwin Phones

For Christmas. None better.
Known all over
as the best
value at $12
Our special 69price

EDSH LOUD
SPEAKER

Beautifully finished : stands 22 inches
high; complete 'ceith
Baldwin unit,
at .98

We have a quan-
tity of specials.
Have your pick

$7.68
BATTERY
CHARGER 4111P-4:::

Witli Genuine 'Tungar Bulb
Charges 2 am-
peres per hour.
Only one to
each customer
at this extra-
ordinarily low
price

NUMEROUS TO MENTION

9
FREE)t3hreining.

in eyoeuhrerrgaedionettrhoinugblefse.r
thise

shearvvei

Youexperienced haveen
toit fheerl solve FREE
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Controls Balky Neutrodyne Set with Vernier
Each of the Five TubesRheostat

T

HERE is, illustrated and
described on this page
today a neutrodyne set

of special design and con-
struction. It employs the
usual five tubes, but is more
compact in form. Its designer
lays considerable emphasis
on the filament controls. He
employs five vernier rheostats
of special type, one for each
tube. This gives the set
greater selectivity, he main-
tains, and corrects the poor
neutralization of the, tubes
which so many neutrodyne
owners complain of. The set
illustrated has been in The
Post experimental laboratory
under test for several days. It
has exceptional volume and

,selectivity.-The Editor.

BY ROBERT C. DONALDSON.
(6906 Cornell Avenue, Chicago.)

IHAVE been hearing a lot of
abuse hurled at the Hazeltine neu-
trocliine receiver of late. Most of

this comes from a failure on the part
of home builders to get their tubes
neutralized, in accordance with the
theory of Mr. Hazeltine.

I will admit that the neutralization
Of the tubes is a task for the aver-
age home. builder, especially if he is
not equipped with the proper devices.
Some day some one is going to wake
up to the golden opportunity that
awaits him and will open up a neu-
tralizing factory. When he does hewill have a steady stream of cus-
tomers.
 With the tubes neutralized the Ha-
zeltine neutrodyne is a marvel. How-
ever, like all hook-ups, much depends
upon the way the neutrodyne is put
together and the parts that are used.

Set Radical Departure in Design.
The accompanying illustrations

show a set which I have constructed,
with the assistance of W. 0. Stahl -
berg, who -gave me my panel design.
You will note that it is quite a de-
parture in many respects from the
Conventional design.

In the instead of stretch-
ing the parts out, we have built this
set more compactly. Altho five tubes
are employed, we have used very lit-
tle more space than is allotted to the
typical three -tube set of the regen-
erative type.

You will note, too, that I have used
five rheostats, where the usual neu-
trodyne employs but two.

It is on- these two points-the short
leads which a compactly built set per-
mits, and the perfect filament con-
trol, which a rheostat for each tube
insures, I base claims for superiority.

It has been an established and prov-
en fact that the shorter you can keep
your radio frequency wiring the bet-
ter it is for the set. This holds equally
true in the audio amplification circuit.
The photos and sketches show how we
have achieved these ends.

I think, however, one of the most

on

FIG. 1-Rear view of five -tube neutrodyne set of unusual design, which Rob-rt C. Donaldson, 6906
Cornell Ave., Chicago, designed and constructed. Note the compactness of the set and the radical departure
from the conventional type of neutrodyne receivers.

important factors in making this set
highly selective is in getting perfect
filament control on each tube. There
are no two tubes with the same char-
acteristic. I have employed a vernier
rheostat of a special type on each of
the five tubes.

On local reception this nicety of
control is not necessary, but on long-
distance wofk one soon realizes the
great advantage he has when by a
michromatic control he can "shade
in" half a dozen different stations
broadcasting along about the same
wave length with his rheostats alone.

I have used one 6 -ohm rheostat and
four 25 -ohm rheostats. The six -volt
type was necessary because I have
a C-300 soft detector tube. The higher
resistance was necessary because the
four amplifying tubes are C -301-A, two
for the radio frequency circuit and
two for the audio -frequency circuit.

Aids in Selectivity.
As an illustration of the advantage

of filament control, one evening re-
cently I fotind the two Texas stations
-WBAP of Fort Worth, and WFAA
of Dallas, operating at the same time.
Both /of these stations are practically
on the same wave length of 476 me-
ters..

By manipulating the rheostats these
stations were separated easily and
brought in and glit at will, just a turn
of the rheostat Trials a .fraction of an
inch being all that was required. Fil-
ament control absolutely was neces-
sary here. No tuning device would
have been selective enough to have
unscrambled these stations.

Another advantage the vernier rheo-

One single circuit Carter jack.
One Carter switch lack.
Three Kellogg dials.
One CRL grid leak.
One C-300 detector tube.
Four C -301A amplifying tubes.
I used the Fada neutroformers butnot the Fada hook-up, this being oneof special design. It is shown in sche-

matic form in the accompanying illus.[rations.

Oatmeal Box Peps Up
Picture -Moulding Aerial

J. A. Leland, 6408 Drexel avenue,
Chicago, uses a bell cord wire around
the picture moulding in his livingroom as an aerial. He increases its
efficiency by wrapping twenty-four
turns of No. 18 DCC wire in one direc-
tion on one end of an oatmeal box
and then, reversing the direction,
wrapping another twenty-four turns
on the other end. This is placed in
series with the aerial and the aerial
post on the receiver. He receives sta-
tions within a range of 100 miles on
this aerial.

Drop Wire Out Window
for Fair Radio Aerial

If you are living in an apartment
house where the landlord refuses to
permit you to erect an aerial on the
roof you can improvise a fair antenna
-iysteni by dropping an insulated wire,
such as a bellcord wire, out of a win-
dow to within a few feet of the
ground. It can be drawn back into
the room each night. If the wire is
wound around a broom stick and
formed into a coil, a hundred feet of
wire can be used in this manner.

FIG. 4-Schematic diagram of the Donaldson five -tube neutrodyne set. Note the five rheostats-one
for each tube. The typical neutrodyne set uses only two rheostats. Mr. Donaldson claims that vernier con-
trol rheostats for each tube will help neutralize the balky neutrodyne tubes, where the home builder fails to
achieve results in the usual way.

stat on each tube gives is the correc-
tion of imperfectly neutralized tubes.
It almost solves this problem.

Here are the loggings of stations I
have brought in during December, us-
ing the set which is pictured in this
article:

WJAZ, Chicago; WDAP, Chicago;
WMAQ, Chicago; KYW, Chicago;
WTAS, Elgin; WSAC, Cincinnati;
WOR, Newark; WBAP, Fort Worth;
WOAW, Omaha: KSD, St. Louis;
WFAA; Dallas; WDAF, Kansas City;
WGY, Schenectady;  KDKA, East

FIG. 3-Wiring plan of the Donaldson five -tube neutrodyne set. No. 1-Three Fada radio -frequency
transformers. 2-Tw6 Fada neutralizing capacities. 3-Two Fade variable condensers of .0025 capacity.

. 4-Five Erla bezels. 5-Unity vernier rheostat for first stage radio -frequency tube. 6-Unity vernier rheo-
stat for second stage radio -frequency tube. 7-Unity vernier rheostat for detector tube. 8-Unity vernier
rheostat for first stage audi6-frequency tube. 9-Unity vernier rheostat for second stage audio -frequency
tube. 10-Carter detector jack. 11-Carter first audio stage jack. 12-Carter second audio stage jack. 13-
Carter switch jack for "A" battery. 14.-Fixed condenser .006 capacity. 15-.00025 grid leak condenser.
16-CRL variable grid leak. 17-Federal socket for first radio -frequency tube. 18-Federal socket for sec-
ond stage radio -frequency. 19-Federal socket for detector tube. 20-Federal socket far first audio state
tube. 21-Federal socket for second audio -frequency. tube. 22-"A" plus battery post. 23-"A" minus and
"B" minus battery post. 24-"C" negative battery post. 25-"C" positive battery post. 26-"B" minus bat-
tery post. 27-"B" plus battery post. 28--"B" plus battery post for detector tube (22% volts). 29-"B" plus bat-
tery post for amplifier tubes (90 volts). 30-Jefferson first stage andio-transformer. ,31-Jefferson second
stage audio -transformer.

Pittsburg: WEB, Kansas City; WGR,
Buffalo; WMC, Memphis; WOS, Jef-
ferson City: WJA.X, Cleveland; WEAF,
New York; WOC, Davenport; WLW,
Cincinnati; WWJ, Detroit; WSB, At-
lanta; WOAI, San Antonio; WJZ, New
York City: WDAR, Philadelphia.
WPAD, Chicago; WCAZ, Columbus,
Ohio; WHAS, Louisville; WCX, De-
troit; KFID, Iola, Kan., WJAM, Ced-
ar Rapids; WNAV, Knoxville, Tenn.;
KBE; KFKE:, Milford, Kan.; WTAM,
Cleveland; WCAE, Pittsburg;, PWX,
Havana, Cuba; WLAG, Minneapolis;
KFIL, Louisburg, Kan.; KHJ, Los
Angeles; WOO, Philadelphia; WCAP,
Washington D. C.; WIC, Philadelphia;
KLZ, Denver; KFIX, Independence,
Kan.; WEAN, Providence, R. I.;
KFKX, Hastings, Neb.; WSY, Birm,
ingham, Ala.

This list may not -be as pretentious
as many that are published, but these
stations are brought in regularly. The
dial, readings on each station has been
logged and if any of them are on the
air they may be brought in full and
clear by working the combinations on
the dials. All stations, of course,
came in on a loud speaker.

Here is the list of parts used in con-
structing this set: .

Three Fads neutroformers. consisting of
radio -frequency, transformers and Fada
condensers.

Two Fada netnrodynes, or neutralizing con-
densers.

Two Jefferson audio -transformers.
Five Federal sockets.
One six -ohm Unity vernier rheostat.
Four 25 -ohm Unity vernier rheostats.
Two double circuit Carter jacks.

Wireless Code Proves
Success in Berlin Test

BERLIN, Dec. 20.-The success is
announced of experiments in the wire-
less transmission of code messages
between the central telegraph offices
in Berlin and Berne, by way of the
wireless stations at Korilgswuster-
hausen, Prussia, and Herzogenbuch-
see, Switzerland.

The German and Swiss ministers
of posts and telegraphs exchanged
code messages of greetings, afterward
exchanging the same messages de-
coded as a check, with most satis-
factory results.

The experiments are said to have
shown it to be impossible for out-
siders to make anything of the coded
messages.

Best Parts Cheapest
Precision apparatus may cost more

at the start, but saves money in the
long run. Net only will properly con
structed parts last longer, but they
give you wider range and greater se-
lectivity. Buy the best.

USE OF SOLDER LUGS.
Soldering a wire to a lug and slip-

ping the lug unclel' a terminal screw
is not soldering a connection. It
is neater than a bent wire but no
more efficient. Wires should be sold
ered direct to the terminal.

ristxtrrovvvrtnewtommtztvgwvc1
An. Ideal Christmas Gift

RADISCO RECEIVING SET
Just' received a shipment of 500 Radisco Receiving -
Sets which we are selling at a special reduction. Beau-
tiful oak finished cabinet bakelite panel. Makes an
ideal Xmas Gift. This set must be seen to be ap-

preciated.

Very Special

S 95

WESTERN ARMY STORES
227-229 W. Madison St.
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How to Construct Coils
in Hazeltine Neutrodyne

FREQITENT inquiries on the con-
struetion of the radio -frequency
transformers used in the Hazeltine

teutrodyge set prompts The Post to
give some simple construction data.
On page 13, this issue, a circuit dia-
gram is shown of a popular neutro-
dyne circuit. Reference to it in con-
tection with the illustrations in this
article will supply all the information
required.

The radio -frequency transformers

FIG. 1-Here are the two coils used as radio -frequency transform-
ers in the Hazeltine neutrodyne set. The coil at the left is the secondary.
(1) and (3) are the ends of the wound coil. (2) is the tap taken off
at the twentieth turn. This coil has a winding of eighty turns of No.
22 DCC wire. The coil at the right is the primary and has twenty
turns of No. 22 DCC wire. (4) and (5) are the two terminals. This
coil fits inside the other, as explained in the text.

easily can be made by anyone who can
wind a simple coil. Procure two pieces
of bakelite tubing, cut to three inches
in width. One piece should be three
inches in diameter. The other tube
should be two and three-quarters
4nches in diameter. Fiber or paste-
board tubing may be used, if coated
with collodian, but is not as satisfac-
tory as the bakelite.

If the fiber tubing is used the small-
er tube may be made from the three-
inch tube by cutting a small slot the
full length of the tube so that when
the wire is wrapped around the coil
it will pull the tubing together and

2-This is the transformer
mounted on the 23 -plate variable
condenser. The figures used cor-
respond to those used in Fig 1.
(1) is one terminal of the sec-
ondary coil. (2) is the tap taken
off at the twentieth turn. (3) is
the other terminal of the sec-
ondary coil. (4) and (5) are the
terminals of the primary coil. (5)
and (5), misnumbered by an error
on drawing, are the angle supports
for the coils. (6), (6) and (6)
are screw bolts used to fasten the
two coils together. (7) is the 23 -
plate variable condenser.

make it small enough to fit within the
large tube.

Number of Turns to Windings.
The larger tube is the secondary of

the transformer. It should be wound
with eighty turns of No. 22 DCC wire.
A tap should be taken off at the
twentieth turn. Do not shellac or
coat the wiring with a varnish.

The smaller tube is the priniary. It
consists of twenty turns of No. 22
DCC wire. Note the illustration in
figure 1. The wire shown at No. 1
is one end of the winding. No. 2 is

FIG. 3-Shows how radio -fre-
quency transformers should be
mounted. Note the angle of each
coil.

the tap taken at the twentieth turn.
No. 3 is the other end of the wiring.
Nos. I and 3 make the terminals.

In the smaller tube shown in figure
1 the winding begins at No. 4 and
comes out at No. 5. These two ends
make the terminals for the primary.

The primary or smaller tube is to
fit snugly into the secondary or larger
tube. The method of mounting is
shown in figure 2. Note that the
same figures used in figure 1 are used
in this illustration. No. 6 are four
screw bolts which hold the two tubes
in place. A small nut inserted in be-
tween the two tubes will keep them
separated. The coils are mounted on
the 23 plate variable condenser (No.
7) by small angles (No. 5), which can
be bought already made or which can
be cut from strips of brass and bent
to shape,

The- rest of the mounting data is

RADIO PHONES
Just on time for Christmas. A set
of 3000 ohm supersensitive Radio
Phones. Ea s i 1 y
worth double the $
low price we are
offering them for 98
introductory pur-
poses to Chicago
Radiophans. Only

SkND NO MONEY
Send only yolkr name and address with
your order. You pay postman $3.98 on
delivery. We prepay all mailing charges.
SUPERSENSITIVE PHONE CO.
4300 Adams St. . Gary,. kid.

given in the text tinder the illustra-
tion in figure 2. In mounting the
three transformers with their tuning
condensers be sure that they are at
least six inches apart and that they
be at such an angle that a line, if
drawn at right angles to the axis at
the end of the winding, does not in -

Today's Programs
Continued from Page 3.

WDAP-Chicago Board of Trade, located
at Drake hotel, 390 meters.
.Day -9:30 a. m., 10 a. m., 10:30 a. in..

11 a. in., 11:30 a. m., 12 noon, 12:30 p.
1 p. m.. 1:30 p. in.. quotations and market
reports direct from the Chicago Board of
Trade.

Evening -7 p. in., Drake Concert ensemble
(direction Henry Selinger); Blackstone
string quintet (direction Irving Margrath):
10 p. in., Mine. Joan Young, soprano; David
Nixon. violinist; Leo F. Ives, tenor. Jack
Chapman's orchestra. 10:30 p. in., dosing
market reports.

WPAD-Formerly on W. A. Wiebold &
Co.'s, School street and Ashland avenue.

Notice-This station has closed and is be-
ing moved to Armour institute, where it will
be operated by the radio department of that
institution.

WSAH-Located at 4801 Woodlawn ave-
nue: 248 meters.

WSAX-Located on Chicago Radio labora-
tory; 268 meters.

SUBURBAN STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.)
WCBD-Zion, Ill.; 345 meters: J. H. De -

pew. station manager.
Day -2:30 to 3:45 p. m.. sacred solos

and duets, and an address either by Wilbur
Glenn Voliva, general overseer of the Chris-
tian Catholic Apostolic church in Zion. or
one of his representatives.

VVCAY-Milwankee, Wis.; 261 meters; no
silent nights.

Day -1 p. m. to 4:30 D. m., special con-
cert; novelty and test programs as an-
nounced.

Evening -7:30 p. m., regular concert pro-
gram.

FIG. 4-Three methods of making neutralizing capacities for
Hazeltine neutrodyne set.

tersect the winding on the adjoining
transformer. See figure 3.

The heart of the Hazeltine neutral-
izing principles lies in the small ca-
pacity condensers. There are two of

SMALL COMA
PLATE

Ar

FIG. 5-Small condenser plate
attached to variable condenser to
control neutralizing of capacity of
vacuum tube. 

these and they control or regulate the
two radio frequency tubes.

There are several methods of mak-
ing these condensers. Figure 4 and
figure 5 show four different styles.
The illustrations explain themselves.

How to Vary Capacity.
The two pieces of twisted wire shown

in one illustration are twisted and un-
twisted to vary the capacity. The two
screws shown mounted between two
insulated supports may be moved
closer together or separated as neces-
sity requires.

The small condenser plate shown in
figure 5 is, perhaps, one of the best
forms of constructing the neutraliz-
ing capacities and is the idea of a
writer in the Radio News.

In the circuit used the variable con-
densers are connected between the
grid and the filament. If this method
is employed, connect the grid to the
fixed plates of the variable condenser
and mount the other small movable
plate on the back of the insulated
back of the condenser. By moving
this small plate the proper value can
be ascertained. When this is done
tighten up the bolt and the capacity
will be permanent and need never be
disturbed until tubes are changed.

This Tip Will Pep Up
Your Old Baldwin Units

To those having Baldwin phones,
which are not as loud as when they
were new, I am making a suggestion
which will lessen their trouble. The
pin in the center of the diaphragm
works loose in time and the phones
are not as efficient To remedy this
trouble, drop a little wax where the
diaphragm and pin meet. You will
find your phones much clearer and
louder. Be sure not to injure the
diaphragm, as it is very delicate.-
KENNETH SOUTH, 2145 Cleveland
Avenue, Chicago.

Water for Battery
Never use ordinary well or pipe

water in a storage battery. Distilled
water is the proper thirst -quencher
for boiling water. Alkaline water has

1 a bad effect On lead batteries.

WFIAD-Marquette University, Milwaukee,
Wis.; 280 meters.

Wednesdays-At 7:30 p. m. only.
MAR-Rockford, III.: 202 meters; Wednes-

day and Friday evenings.
WJAN-Peoria, Ill.; 280 meters; daily ex-

cept Sunday.
Day -9 a. m., live stock market; 9:15a. in.. weather: 11:30 a. m., Chicago. Peoria

arid St. Louis live stock and grain markets;
1:30 p. ni.. Chicago and Peoria grain and
produce markets: United States agriograms

Evening-Tuesday and Thursday, special
musical program to be announced by radio-
phone.

WRM-Urbana, Ill., University of Illinois,
360 meters; 8:50 to 9:30 p. in.. lectures
and news.

WTAS-Elgin, HI.; 286 meters.
Evening -7:30 D. m.-12 midnight. musical

program.

FOREIGN STATIONS

CKAC-Montreal, Canada; 430 meters:
Note-This station broadcasts only on Sun-

days, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
Evening -7 D. in., Kiddie stories in French

and English; 7:30 p. in.. concert by Desroch-
ers trio, violin, clarinet, piano, solos by Paul
Valade and others.

PWX-Havana, Cuba; 400 meters. Jose
Isquierdo, chief operator; Urbane del Cas-
tillo, program director; Remberto O'Farrill,
announcer. Regular broadcasting nights,
Wednesday and Saturday, 7:30 to 10 p.
central standard time.

OUT-OF-TOWN STATIONS

Eastern Programs.
(Central Time Is Shown.)

KDKA-East Pittsburg; 326 meters.
Day -8:45 a. m., Union live stock market

reports from the National Stockman and
Fanner; 10:55 a. in.. Arlington time signals:
11 a. m.. United States bureau of market
reports furnished thru the National Stock-
man and Farmer; 11:10 a. m., music,
weather forecast; 5:30 D. m., musical pro-
gram.

Evening -6:15 p. in.. Radio Boy Scout
meeting; 7:30 p. m., concert.

WISZ-Springfield, Mass.; 337 meters:
Day -10:55 a. in., Arlington time signals,

weather reports; Boston and Springfield
market reports.

Evening -6:30 p. in., twilight tales for the
kiddies; 8:55 D. m., Arlington time signals;
10 D. m., musical program.

WEAF-New York city; 495 meters:
5:30 to 8 p. m., concerts.

WHN-New York city, Lowe's State broad-
casting station; 360 meters.

Day -1:15 to 1:20, Tom Bracken singing
"Stay Home, Little Girl. Stay Home; 1:20
to 1:25 p. m., Harry Shaw singing "In the
Evening"; 1:25 to 1:30 p. m.. James White
singing "Why Should I Weep About One
Sweetie?"; 1:30 to 1:35 D. in., Harry Shaw
singing "Clawence"; 1:35 to 1:40 p. m., Jack
Sheehan singing "Last Night on the Back
Porch"; 1:40 to 1:45 p. m., Tom Bracken
singing "Remember the Waltz"; 1:45 to 2
p. in., Phil Ellis in piano solos; 2 to 2:15
p. m., Sylvia Brown in popular songs; 2:45
to 3 p. m., George Blur.don. barytone, sing-
ing "Somebody Nobody Loves" and "Twelve
O'Clock at Night"; 3 to 4:05 p. m., William
Berkes, barytone, singing "Irish Moon,
"Somebody's Wrong" and "So I Took the
Fifty Thousand Dollars": 3:15 to 4:40
p. in., Matty Levine, pianist, playing "Step-
ping Out," "First. Last and Always" arid
"Dreamy Melody"; 3:30 to 3:35 p. In., Sher-
man and Mayo, whistlers and singers; 3:30
to 3:40 p. m., Inez Johnston singing "You"
and "Lovey, Come Back"; 3:40 to 3:45
p. in.. Joe Sherman singing "If the Rest of
the World Don't Want You"; 3:45 to 3:50
p. m Bob Schaefer singing "Sittin' in a
Corner"; 3:50 to 3:55 p. m., James Clarke
in syncopated melodies on the piano; 4 to
4:15 p. m., Beulah Wolf. 10 -year -old singer,
in popular numbers; 4:15 to 4:30, musical
program.

Evening -8:30 to 9 p. m., Lou Gold's
Wigwam Club orchestra: 9 to 9:10 P. in.,
Belle Bart. astrologist; 9:10 to 9:15 p. m.,
Clara Horton. Los Angeles picture star, in
talk on "Hollywood" and "Advice to Girls
Who Wish to Go into the Movies"; 9:20 to
9:45 p. m., dance music by the "Original
Manford Aces," John J. Lesko leader; 9:45
to 10 p. m., Harry Richman of Benny
Leonard's "Wigwam" in his own songs:
10 to 10:10 p. in., Edward Nelson and

Harry Pease singing popular songs: 10:10
to 10:20 p. in., Irving Cherin and Vincent
Allaria singing popular songs; 10:30 to
10:45 p. in., Lee Morse of "Artists and
Models" singing her own original southern
melodies; 10:45 to 11 p. m., Sidney Bol-
linger, cellist. in popular selections.

11'01-Medford Hillside, Mass.: 360 meters:
Day -5:30 p. m., Boston police reports,

Boston police headquarters; 5:40 p. m., code
practice, lesson No. 193.

Evening -6 p. in., "Bits of Wisdom," by
George Winton Beal, prominent newspaper
man; stories for parents, prepared by the
Children's Aid association, read by Alfred
F. Whitman, executive secretary, "A Christ-
mas Fairy Godmother"; Mendelssohn Choral
society concert.

WHAZ-Troy, N. Y.; 830 meters. This
station broadcasts only on Monday eve-
nings.

1VGY--Seheneetady, N. Y.; 380 meters:
Silent night Wednesday. .

Evening -6:45 p. m., musical program by
Albany Chamber of Commerce Mixed quar-
tet and Albany College of Pharmacy or-
chestra. "A Few Moments with New Books,"
by L. L. Hopkins, assistant librarian of
the General Electric company. Orchestra
selection, "Eddie -Steady," by Cantor, the
Albany College of Pharmacy orchestra;
tenor solo, "Prologue," from the "Vision of
Sir Launfal" (Cadman), by J. Raymond
Simmons; violin solos. "Allegro" (Vivaldi)
and "Andante" (Vivaldi.), by Sophie Pos-
kanzer; quartet selection, "Christmas Car-
els." the Albany Chamber of Commerce
Mixed quartet: Helen K. Eberle, soprano;
Mrs. B. Rickards. contralto; J. Raymond
Simmons, tenor: George D. Elwell, bass;
contralto solo, "Till I Wake" (Woodforde-
Finden), by Mrs. Burt R. Rickards; or-
hestra selection, "Palais De Danse" (Horne).
bass solo, "Israfel" (King), by George D.
Elwell; address, "Citizenship," by Roy S.
Smith, executive secretary, Albany Chamber
of Commerce; piano solos, "Etude Mignon'
(Schytte) and "A Butterfly" (Rosenthal),
by Stuart Swart; soprano solo, "Calm as the
Night" (Bohm), by Helen K. Eberle; violin
solo, "Perpetuo Moblie" (Bohm), by Sophie
Poskanzer; quartet selection, "Christmas
Carols"; orchestra selection, "Maggie! Yes,
Ma'am," by John Tucker.

W0R-Buffalo; 319 meters.
Evening -6:30 p. m., digest of the day's

news; second broadcasting of all daily re -
Ports: industrial employment bulletin; the
American Boy story.

WJY-New York city; 405 meters:

Continued on Page 15.
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BATTERIES:

Opening Week Specials
Values that point the way for every radiophan who seeks the utmost
quantity and quality for his money. Prices that challenge comparison.

We quote just a few of the many bargains awaiting
you at the Royal RADIO Store-where you will find
plenty of room to shop in comfort, plenty of stock
and plenty of help to wait on you promptly.Editorial

This big store, which opened
its doors to the Chicago. public
Saturday, Dec. 15, represents the
realization of the ambition of a
group of experienced men to give
this city one of the finest and
most complete radio and elec-
trical goods merchandising estab-
lishments in the middle west.

These are the basic principles
of the Royal RADIO Stores
which constitute your assurance
of complete satisfaction:

-Merchandise must be first-
class and standard before it is al-
lowed a place in our stocks.

-Our prices must always be
as low-and even lower if it lies
in our power to make them-as
can be obtained anywhere else
for merchandise of equally high
quality.

-Radio being comparatively
new, we realize fully the diffi-
dence of many who are about to
make their first purchases. You
have many questions to ask-you
want to be sure that you start
right. To all of you we extend
our heartiest invitation. Come
to the Royal RADIO Store. The
assistance and advice of master
radio men is at your command.

Royal RADIO Store
217 West Madison Street,

Chicago, III.

4 -Tube Set for $50
Think of it! Sets that sell usually at $150.00 to $200.00-offered
here for only $50.00. Four -tube Radio -Frequency and Audio-Fre-
quency-one radio, two audio and one detector. These sets were
tested at laboratories for experimental purposes, so you can be
sure they are in perfect working order. They were released to
us at a very low figure for spot cash-and we pass the saving on
to you. Here is a grand opportunity for everyone who wants to
own a good receiving set, and is looking for a big bargain.

Loud Speakers
Aluminum L o u d - Speaking
Horns which
usually sell at
$9.00. Extra
special for
Opening Week
Sale, at only..

.95

Variometers and Variocouplers-
Genuine Bakelite. $5.00 value.
Very special

.... $2.70for
23 -Plate Vernier Condenser`

$5.00 value. Spe-
$.)cial for

Sockets-Usual 50c val-
ue, for 0%3

Advertised
sent of various
ratios. Used for
d e rn o nstration
purposes. Val-
ues to $5,
at

Transformers
Brands -Assort-

$ 15

K. D. Rotors and Stators-For
various couplers. Bakelite,
with hardware, per 95c
set, at

Supersensitive Crystals-Usual-
ly sold for 50c. Spe- 25ccial for

30 -Ohm Rheostats-$1.0050c
value, for

These Prices Will Hold Good Until Thursday, Dec. 27
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How to Build a Four -Tube "Sun" Receiver Set,
with Full Instructions on Tuning

FULL construction de-
tails, with panel layout
and notes on tuning, are

given today on the new "Sun*
circuit, which is the inven-
tion of Capt. Anatol Gollos.
This circuit was described in
last week's Radio Magazine
section. -THE EDITOR.

AFOUR -TUBE receiver (one stage
of radio -frequency amplification.
detector and two stages of audio -

frequency amplification) is the ideal
"Sun set" to build. It will get distance
with plenty of volume.

This set will require a panel eight-
een inches long and nine inches high.
The cabinet to accommodate this panel
should have an inside depth of nine
inches. This will make a very neat
and compact set, as the wires and
leads will be kept as short as practi-
cable.

The other parts required are:
One "Sun" tuner unit.
Three variable condensers (.00025).
One variable condenser (.0005).
One fixed condenser (.0005).
One fixed condenser (.006).
One vernier rheostat (6 ohms).
Three plain rheostats (30 ohms).
One potentiometer (400 ohms).
Four tube sockets.
One C-300 detector tube.
Three C -301A amplifier tubes.
One two-megohm grid leak with .00026

Condenser.
One radio -frequency transformer.
Two audio -frequency transformers ratioid and 3-1.
One open circuit Jack.
One closed circuit Jack.
One battery switch.
Seven binding posts.
One 6 -volt "A" storage battery.
Two 45 -volt "B" batteries.
Necessary wire, screws, bolts, etc.
The arrangement of the different

parts may be made to suit the fancy
of the builder, the only precautions to
be taken being that loading coil Ll
and radio -frequency transformer L6
Must be kept at right angles to the

-
8* 8

*ZZzv9014

41 43

Schematic diagram showing "Sun" circuit

tuner unit, not too close to, but as
far apart as practicable. If possible,
follow the layout shown in the accom-
panying sketches.

The Sun tuner unit, consisting of
inductances L2, L3, L4 and L5 and
capacities C5, C7, C8, C9 and C10,
has been made in the laboratory be-
cause of the importance of having
the two sides of the circuit precisely
balanced in inductive and capacitative
values. It will have to be bought at
the dealers'. This unit may be mount-
ed as desired, but effects a neater ap-

3 shows these two condensers mount-
ed in this manner.

After having assembled the set, i e.,
mounted all the parts, the set is ready
for wiring. Proceed as follows:

Binding posts 1C1, 2C2, L, N, 0, A
refer to the Sun tuner unit. Connect
the two fixed condensers C2 (which is
of .0005 capacity) and C3 (which is of
.001 capacity) to the antenna binding
post as shown in schematic diagram
No. 6. Then connect the free end of
condenser C3 to the fixed plates of
variable condenser Cl (.0005 capacity)

'5,
I

41i
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DIAGRAM No. 1 -Panel layout for the "Sun" receiver.
.9

DIAGRAM No. 2 -Rear view of panel of "Sun" circuit receiver with location of rheostats and
variable condensers.

1141 j 'IT BEE: REPAIRED
OR SETS

Immediate Service in Most Cases

D X .25 Ampere t A .00
Detector and Amplifier -1-'1'
DX 5v. .25A. "A" Tube $
Detector and Amplifier 4.50
Como Push - Pull Transformers
in pairs; matched; $1 2.50per pair

54A, 39 W. Adams St., Chicago
Agency for Radio Tubes Corporation

pearance if mounted in the center and
to the rear of the cabinet. The tubes
should be spaced equidistant and as
far apart as practicable, to prevent
interference.

The two variable condensers, C4
and C6, always require identical set-
tings. It, therefore, is found very
convenient for tuning to mount them
on the same shaft, i. e., connect their
shafts together so they may be oper-
ated by a single dial. This may be
accomplished easily by drilling holes
for the two shafts (the inner end of
one and the outer end of the other)
in a round piece of hard rubber or
similar insulating material, and then
inserting set screws. Condensers with
shafts protruding at both ends should
be selected for this purpose. Diagram

and thence to binding post L on the
Sun tuner unit.

Connect one terminal of loading coil,
Ll (being the small green coil fur-
nished with the parts), to binding post
A on Sun tuner and the other terminal
of loading coil L to the movable plates
side of the variable condenser Cl,
thence to ground binding post. Con -
net ground binding post to positive
feed wire from 6 -volt (A) battery. This
completes the primary circuit.

Wiring the Secondary Circuit.
Connect the free end of the fixed

.0005 condenser (C2) to binding post G
on Sun tuner unit and thence to grid
of first tube. Connect binding post N
on the Sun tuner to the negative line
from the A battery. Cennect the sta-

tionary plates side of the variable con-
densers C4 and CG (both of which are
of .00025 capacity) to binding posts Cl
and C2 on the Sun tuner unit respec-
tively.

Connect the movable plates sides of
these same condensers to binding posts
IC and 2C on the Sun tuner unit re-
spectively. Check to make sure the
twn sides of one condenser are connec-
tion to binding posts ICI and the two
sides of the other condenser to 2C2.
This completes the secondary circuit.

Connect binding post P on Sun radio -

frequency transformer (the small white
coil furnished with the parts) to bind-
ing post P on the first tube socket and
binding post B of the same trans-
fwmer to the positive side of a 90 -volt
B battery (dry cells), the negative lead
from which dry battery is then con-

nected to the wire leading from the
positive terminal of the A battery.

Connect the fixed plate side of the
.00025 variable condenser C11 to bind-
ing post G of the same transformer,
also connect the same binding post G
of the Sun radio frequency trans -
of the Sun radio -frequency mica con-
denser C12, .00025 mf capacity, and
a 2-megohm variable resistance grid
leak in parallel, as shown in diagraM.

Connect the other side of this fixed
condenser and resistance to the grid
binding post (G) on the detector tube
socket. Connect the movable plates
side of variable condenser C-11 to bind-
ing post F of the same transformer.
Connect the same binding post F to
the wire leading from the positive side
of the "A" battery. Connect a .002 mf
fixed mica condenser (C-13) across the

Continued on Next Page.

Split
StatorFor
Al

xr.n.acup.

The New 

Columbia
alouided Variometer

This variorneter, moulded in genuine
black bakelite, represents the latest.
advance in construction as it per-
mits ALL of the new hook-ups of
present and future. Stator is
moulded in two halves with no
metal bearing post in front nor in
rear. Green silk wire used through-
out. Silk pig -tail connections.
Latest suggested hook-ups with each
instrument. No. c 109 A. $5.50.

CollumbiaRadio
11,14.1.11410,4 STRCICT. C.114,00

CORPOILATIO

mbia

PERIOLAT BROTHERS
331 WEST MADISON STREET

(Six Doors East of Market Street)

COMPLETE LINE OF KELLOGG, ESTRU, CARTER, ERLA
AND BREMER TULLY PARTS IN STOCK

Blueprints for all Standard Circuits

C -301A Tubes $4.90 each
Genuine Nathaniel Bald-
win Head Sets, $8 60

Bald -

each
Genuine Natha- A ne
niel Units, each . 414'.40
Brandes Superior A A t
Head Sets, each trt.`"kt)
Pico Double Pole Head
Sets, 2200 Ohms, $2 90each

CELEBRATED AUTH H41)
SETS -Guaranteed.

Single Unit with d.n An
Headband, each. q),G.1./U
Double Unit with
Headband, each. $3.50

Kellogg 11 -Plate Plain
Condensers; each

Kellogg 23 -Plate Plain
Condensers; each

Kellogg 43 -Plate Plain
Condensers; each

$3.40
$4.15
$4.90

Kellogg 11 -Plate Ver- $d 95
nier Condensers; each..

Kellogg 23 -Plate Ver- $q (kg
nier Condensers; each.. ''#"

Kellogg 43 -Plate Ver-
nie/ Condensers; each ..$6.45

Kellogg Variocouplers;
each .

Kellogg Vartometers;
each

Kellogg Rheostats;

$6.75
$6.00

Auto Charger with Tungar
Bulb,
each $11.50
A. C. Storage Battery
Charger,
each $12.00
F. F. Storage Battery
Charger,
each $12.50
Jefferson Star Trans-
formers -3.1A to 1
ratio, each $2.00
each
Hart Variometersy $1.75

Moulded Variometers-
Split,
each $5.50

Fleron Vernier Adjusters; 300
each

Volmeters for Testing "B" Batter-
ies; 50 volts capacity;
each

Switch Levers, Adjustable
Leaf; each

7x9 Bakelite Panels
each

7x12 Bakelite Panels;
each

7x14 Bakelite Panels;
each

7x18 Bakelite Panels;
each

7x21 Bakelite Panels;

$1 50 each -17x24 Bakelite Panels;each

60 eachKellogg Tuner Switches;
each 7x28 Bakelite Panels;

Kellogg Condensers; Fixed; 600 each

Kellogg Diamond Wound $2 25 each
.00025; each Codkaday Coils;

Coils; each
12 -Plate Vernier Condens- $2.00ers with Dials; each....
22 -Plate Vernier Condens-

ers with Dials; each....
44 -Plate Vernier Condens-

$2.25
ers with Dials; each.....$2.50

United 46 -Plate Vernier $3.50Condensers; each
Magnetic Moulded Vario- $2.25

couplers; each

Glass Enclosed Crystal
Detectors; each

950
150
950

$1.25
$1.45
$1.90
$2.20
$2.50
$2.95
$1.95

650
Metal Shell Sockets, Bake- gn,,,

lite Base; each
"A" Batteries, I% Volts; 300,

each
"B" Batteries, 223 Volts; $1 qq

Tapped; Large Size; ea..
Schoonhoven's Reinartz $1.90

Coils; each
Store Open Saturday Evenings Until 9 o'Cloale
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DIAGRAM No 3 -Bottom view of panel n Sun" circuit receiver with condensers and rheostats

mounted.

England Establishes 2 -Way
Radio Communication

HARTFORD, Conn., Dec. 20. -By
virtue of recent two-way amateur radio
contacts established by Kenneth B.
Warner, secretary of the American
Radio Relay league, England comes to
the forefront among nations of the
world that can now communicate
across the Atlantic thru radio stations
operated by citizen -amateur radio men.

Nine complete messages have been
sent across the ocean on a wave
length of 100 meters between Mr.
Warner, operating station 1MO here,
and J. A. Partridge, owner of the Eng-
lish amateur station 2KF, situated in
London.

With the utmost ease these two
amateurs have been able to seek out
in the already overbusy ether their
respective call signals and maintain
consistent communication without at-
mospheric breaks or interference at
various times while dawn was ap-
proaching across the ocean. For three
nights they have conversed back and
forth with the same reliability that

(Continued from Preceding Page.

twojack contact, for by-passing alter-
nating currents.

This completes the wiring up to the
adio-frequency amplification, which
is clearly shown by diagram and is a
simple matter to follow.

How to Time the "Sun" Set.
To tune the set, turn the dial of con-

densers C-4 and C-6 (being the center
dial on the set) until a station is heard,
then turn dial of condenser C-11 (the
left-hand dial) to increase volume, then
dial of C-1 (the right-hand dial) to per-
fect the tuning. If no signals are
picked up as above, try setting dials
of condensers C-1 and C-11 at corre-
sponding figures proceeding after each
setting as above. Try also different
setting of filament rheostat of detector
tube.

Very distant stations may require
the simultaneous settings of C-4, C-6
:And C-11; it, therefore, makes opera-
tion simpler and more effective if the
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DIAGRAM No. 4 -Shelf layout of "Sun" circuit receiver.
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DIAGRAM No. 5 -Bottom view of shelf on "Sun" circuit receiver with location of tube sockets
and audio -frequency transformers.

shafts of the two condensers are con-
nected as indicated in a preceding
paragraph. All three condensers may
then be turned simultaneously with
two hands, thus facilitating operation.

It will be found very helpful if a
record is made of the settings of the
dials each time a station has been
oompletely tuned in, together with its
wave length of frequency in kilo-
cycles. When the weekly programs
then show that any certain station is
on the ether, and it is desired to tune
in on it, it will only be necessary to
adjust the dials to the recorded set-
tings and then bring it in by slowly
turning the rheostat of the detector
tube.

Rheostat Is Critical.
Last, but not least, use a rheostat

with a vernier control for the filament
of the detector tube. Otherwise dis-
tant stations may be passed over en-
irely when turning the rheostat, or

they may be heard indistinctly with
no possibility of tuning them properly.
Many efficient sets of the earlier
types are limited in range thru neg-
lect of this point.

The square bus wire or No. 14 tinned
copper hook-up wire is recommended.
Do not use any more insulating tub-
ing than absolutely necessary. There
is but a small amount of the so-called
"spaghetti" insulating material that
does not have considerable leakage.
To secure efficient operation all con-
nections should be carefully soldered.
No one can expect a set to give any-

thing but unsatisfactory results unless
this is done.

A good soldered connection is really
a simple matter. Several brands of
nocorrosive soldering paste can be
pu?chased. This with a hot iron and
plain solder will do the job nicely. Al-
ways strive to use as little solder as
will make a perfect connection. One
may see on all sides, home-made sets
where the amateur builder has made
a connection by dropping a piece of
solder on the joint as large as a pea.
This puts an added burden on the set.

Broadcast Station Has
Loudspeaker for Guests

WOC (Davenport) has installed a
loud speaker in the general reception
room of the station where artists wait-
ing their turn and spectators can lis-
ten -in on the program. The circuit
is so arranged that the horn operates
only when the studio door is closed.
This prevents "feed back" on the
microphone.

Saves Socket Expense in
Five -Tube Neutrodyne Set
Tube sockets are unnecessary in

neutrodyne sets.; Since the tubes are
to be a permanent part of the set,
after neutralization, solder the wire
connections direct to the tube prongs.
If heavy bus bar wire is used it is
sufficiently stiff to hold the tube rigid.

pecialXmasPrice545
MMINNEMNI

'Pis coil is made of genuine
bakelite, natural color. All
Darts are polished brass, and
are interchangeable. Unique
thrust bearings and accurate
construction assure long life
end ease in tuning. No shel-
lac. palatine or similar mat-
ter is used on the windings.
The coil is a real Job" in
every sense. Use this tech-
nically perfect tuner for your
detector unit and enjoy a
real receiver. Hookups for
the asking.

Drop in and learn in

Rector's ramous
Two%zRotor
Tuning Coll

This coil forms the basis ol the most popu-
lar receiving set known. It gives more
mileage and volume per tube than any
other tuner on the market. This coil
makes an ideal gift sure to delight any
Radio enthusiast. Detailed constructional
data and hookups accompany each instrument.
Few additional parts are required to com-
plete the receiver. A panel, dials, a socket
and rheostat, several fixed condensers with
binding posts and grid leak comprise the
one tube set. We simply these parts In -
eluding the coil, ready to hook up. $10.
Parts complete for 3 -tube loud speaker
set. $22.50.
ore about this remarkable roll.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS COMPANY
17 N. Wabash Ave. Fifth Floor, Shops Bldg. Opp. Malaita

Lecture on
Live Stock
Over Radio

A radio lecture 6ourse on the live
stock and meat industry which is an
innovation in broadcasting programs,
is to be sent out thru the air from
Westinghouse station KYW (Chicago.)

Beginning this evening at 9:15, Cen-
tral Standard time, and continuing at
intervals of a week, a series of eight
lectures on this important basic in-
dustry will be broadcast from this
station. The series, which will be de-
livered by leaders in this field, has
been made possible thru the efforts
of the national live stock and meat
boarcj.

Howard Leonard, chairman of the
national board, will send out thru the
ether the opening words of introduc-
tion to the lectures to follow. At
the close of his brief talk, which will
deal with the importance of co-opera-
tion in the live stock and meat indus-
try, Mr. Leonard will turn over the
transmitter to Maj. Edward N. Went-
worth, secretary of the committee on
improved live stock breeding, Insti-
tute of American Meat packers, who
will take as a most fitting subject
for the opening, "The Origin and De-
velopment of the Live Stock Indus-
try." The program for the remaining
seven lectures is as follows:

Dec. 27 -"Development of Live
Stock Industry in the United States,"
by Leslie E. Troeger, managing edi-
tor, Daily Drovers Journal.

Jan. 3 -"Live Stock Production on
the Great Plains and in the Feed Lot."
by James E. Poole, associate editor,
Breeder's Gazette.

Jan. 10 -"Live Stock from Ranch
and Farm to Packers," by Everett C.
Brown, treasurer, National Live Stock
and Meat board.

Jan. 17 -"Preparation of Live Stock
for Human Consumption," by Thomas
E. Wilson, vice chairman, National
Live Stock and Meat board.

Jan. 24 -"The Distribution of Meat
Products to the Consumer," by John
T. Russell, director, National Live -
Stock and Meat board.

Jan. 31 -"Selection, Economical
Buying and Preparation of Meat," by
Miss Gudrun Carlson, director, bureau
of economics, Institute of American
Meat packers.

Feb. 7 -"Twelve Minutes of Prac-
tical Meat Cooking," by Mrs. Grace
Viall Gray, lecturer and writer, home
economic specialist.

amateurs do over short distances in
this country.

The first time that they were in con-
tact with each other their antennas
vibrated in perfect harmony, acting
in strict accordance with the will of
the operators for a period of two and
a half hours,

The English amateur station, in ad-

dition to Working both ways with
IMO here, has been heard by a num-
ber of amateurs in the east and it was
recently reported as far west as Chi-
cago. While this contact has been
going on, the French amateur sta-
tion 8AB, operated by M. Leon Deloy,
has been working consistently with
about seven American stations. The
two most recent stations reported to
have worked 8AB are 1CMP, operated
by William E. Jackson at Bridge-
water, Mass., and 2AGB, operated by
John H. Dodman, whose home is sit-
uated in Summit, N. J.

Kenneth B. Warner, secretary of
the league, estimated today that a
total of sixty messages had been
transmitted across the Atlantic since
the first two-way contact was made.
between amateur stations 1MO in
Hartford and 8AB in France the night
of Nov. 27. The signals of 8AB have
been loud and scores of amateurs are
hurriedly bringing their recievers
down to the 100 -meter wave length.

A radiogram received at league
headquarters stated that amateur sta-
tion 9ZT, operated by Donald Wal-
lace, assistant manager of the Dakota
division, had been in two-way contact
with the French amateur and mes-
sages had been exchanged reliably.
Deloy is believed to have transmitted
a total of thirty-three messages.

Never apply more than the speci-
fied plate voltage on a vacuum unless
you want to shorten its life.

Amsco Rheostat
2 ohme....$1.35ohms.... 1.00

20 ohms.... 1.25
30 ohms.... 1.25
50 ohms.... 1.30
For T u n
Radio - Frequency
or any Circuits
Employing C r 1 t-
ical Current Ad-
justments.

4 -k to see the
famous Melco-Supreme toned Radio -
Frequency Receiver.

For Sale at Your Dealer or Jobber
We manufacture a full line of Radio

Parts amid Sets. Send for descriptive
circular.

AMSCO PRODUCTS, Inc.
BROOME and LAFAYETTE STREETS

NEW YORK

U

U

Ve %"".,` Witi%Al'e%%. Wer..%. %."%%%%iires.i.V.W. . "

THE BARAWIK CO.
102 SOUTH CANAL STREET

Invites You to Inspect
ITS COMPLETE STOCK OF QUALITY GOODS

Your Money Will Go Farther Here
We Have the Part You Want at the Right Price

Build a Neutrodyne Set
Clearest, Loudest, Greatest Dis-

tance. We Have Every Part
at the Right Price.

NEUTRODYNE PARTS
Condensers, pair 44c
Jacks 59c
Transformers $1.65

Complete Set Parts for
NEUTRODYNE 5 TUBE SET

$38.50
Essential parts licensed under Hazel-

tine patents. A set that will give
really wonderful results. The follow-
ing highest grade parts are included:

eleton Panel.
1 Baseboard for Mounting.
1 7424 High-grade Cabinet.
3 Neutroformers.
2 Neutralizing Condensers.
5 Bakelite Sockets.
2 Barawik A. F. 'Transformers.
3 4 -inch Bakelite Dials.
2 Special Neutrodyne Jacks.
2 .006 Mieadons.
1. Howard Micrometer Rheostat.
1 Howard Plain Rheostat.
1 Freshman Variable Grid Leak

and Condenser.
Binding Posts.

I Filament Push Switch.
30 ft. Bus liar Wire.
6 ft. Spaghetti.

Panel Drilling Template and Wiring
Diagrams.

Head Sets Make
Ideal Xmas Gifts

Barawik Special, 2000 ohm.$2.48
Murdock 56, 2000 ohm...43.35
Brandes $4.85
Federal $5.60
Western Electric $7.95
Fine Grade 300Phone Plug

Barawik Special Signal
Corp., 221/2-V 410kM
"B" Battery %/9-P

Large Size 22%-V o I t
Tapped "B" 1.38Battery

Barawik Special Large
Tapped 45-V
"B" Battery...2.55
"B" Battery
Testing Meter.. 850
Storage Batteries, guar-
anteed 3 years; new
fresh stock; unequaled
values; 6 -volt, 40 am-
pere, 9.90;

6volt, SO amp., 12.95
Reinartz Coil, tapped,
green silk;
worth $2.50....1.1
Aerial IV ire,100 ft,420Signal Corps

YOU CAN BUILD
YOUR OWN SET AND

GET BEST RESULTS

Complete Parts for All
Popular Circuits

Cockaday $11.35
Reinartz, 1 tube $10.95
Reinartz, 3 tube $17.95
Autoplex 1 tube Loud
Talker Super Set_ _ $13.25
Erla 1 Tube Reflex $18.95
Ultra Audion $8.95
Flewelling $12.39
Anyone Can Easily Assemble

These Sets and Get Best Results

Famous Fada 160
Neutrodyne Receiver.120.00
Many Other High Grade Sets

at Right Prices

Finest Loud Speakers
Murdock ..$4.35 Atlas ...$25.00
Barawik Special, with $10.75
Baldwin Unit
Music Master $30.00
New Genuine Na-
thaniel Baldwin $25.00

Variable Condensers,
Aluminum Pla tes,tin-
est quality,well made.
Bakelite End Plates
3 plate Vernier..78e
11 plate plain...1.15
23 plate plain.. -.1.28
43 plate plain...1.58
23 plate Vernter.2.30
43 plate Vernier.2.80

Switch 150Lever
Switch Points, 100with nuts, dozen,
Inductance
Switch, 10 point, 740

Rheostats-
ohm..25c..30 ohm.27o

Potentiometer ......30c
Klosner Vernier Rheo-
stat, $1.50
value 780
Double Circuit 35e
Jacks

Barawik Special Audio
Frequency 'transformer.
Equals any 2.25$5.00 one
Special H.F. Transform-
er, equals the
high priced ones. 480
Bakelite Tube Variant-
eter-wonder-
ful value 1.60
180° Varlocoupler, bake-
lite tubes, green silk
insulation;
$3.50 value 1.95
Genuine Bakelite *290
Socket, 75c val.. UP
$4.50 Coto
Londenser 1.75
3 -inch Bakelite 413

dials, 75c value. .C.Wii
Two Slide
Tuning Colt. 1. 48_

Guaranteed Tubes
Detectors 2 75Amplifiers .3.25

Large Stock Standard Manufacturers' Goods. Real Values All the Tim*.
Every Item Guarantedd to Be Right or Your Money Back.

THE BARAWIK CO.
Mail orders filled same day received. GIVES LESS INTERFERENCE

Single wire aerials pick up less in-
terference

102 S. CANAL STREET, Corner MONROE
Convenient to Northwestern and Union Depots.

ipliggric.1V OPEN UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS ?AVMs
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How to Build "Old Reliable," the Editor's Own
Personal Radio Receiver
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FIG. 1-Panel layout for "Old Reliable" Armstrong three -circuit regenerative receiver. Dial No. 1
-Upper left corner, primary series parrallel switch. Dial No. 2-Carter's detector filament control rheo-
stat. Dial No. 3-Carter's first stage amplifier -control rheostat. Dial No. 4-Carter's second stage
amplifier -control rheostat. Dial No. 5-Primary inductance switch. Dial No. 6-Primary condenser.
Dial No. 7-Coupler. Dial No. 8-Secondary condenser. Dial No. 9-Plate variometer. No. 10-Phone

jack. No. 11-Loud speaker jack. No. 12, 13, 14 and 15-Verniers.

sHIS is the second of a
eries of articles on "Old

Reliable," t he editor's
Personal hook-up of the Arm-
strong Three -Circuit (regen-
erative receiver. The panel
layout for a deluxe set is
given this week. Next week
construction details, with
notes on wiring, will appear.

By IVERSON C. WELLS.
Radio Editor The Post.

THERE are four outstanding fea-
tures to the "Old Reliable." Arm-
strong three -circuit regenerative

receiver pictured and described in last
week's Post Radio Magazine. These
are: Selectivity, long distance, volume
and dependability.

That is about all a fellow could ask
of any radio -receiving outfit, it seems
to me.

The circuit is selective to an excep-
tional extent, if precision parts are
employed. It loses its selectivity as
cheaper parts are substituted. With
the parts listed today this set has been
operated within three blocks af WDAP
and within four blocks of WJAZ and.
while all Chicago stations were g3ing
full blast, either of the local stations
was selected at will.

Also all the local stations have been
tuned out and long-distance stations
brought in with the accuracy of a five -
tube neutrodyne, and the range corn -
pares favorably with any circuit used
in long-distance work, with the excep-

tion, of course, of the super-hetrce
dyne.

Range Takes in Coast.
The range will cover any station in

the United States and Canada, and
owners of sets using the same hook-
up bring in PR -Y (Havana, Cuba) with
consistent regularity.

The volume is surpassed only by
.the Armstrong super. In my own per-
sonal set I have not used headphones
for more than a year. All the tuning
is done by a loud speaker.

A reader of The Post who had one
of the sets constructed for him about
three weeks ago has not had the
phones connected to the receiver. I
hope to publish a picture of his set
with his loggings in a subsequent
issue.

One of the most pleasing factors
about the receiver is its dependability.
Night after night, the year around,
"Old Reliable" will bring in more sta-
tions on a wider range than any five -
tube neutrodyne or radio -frequency
set built. The other receiver may per-
form with startling efficiency on spe-
cial occasions, but as a consistent
performer will not approach "Old Re-
liable."

Precision Parts Urged On.
If precision parts are used, particu-

larly in the variable condensers, the
dials can be calibrated and stations
logged according to the dial readings.
As long as the antenna system is un-
changed, a station will be brought in
consistsently whenever it is on the air
by these dial settings. A simple ad-
justment of the rheostat on the de-
tector tube only is necessary to clear
up the reception, just as it is neces
sary to do with the neutrodyne.

At this point I want to insert a

The Post radio section last Thursday is a
real reliable set. I have used in the last
six months about- a dozen different hook-
ups, and until last week 1 have been using
a two-varionic.er three -circuit regeuerative,
but on reading your article changed it as
described in Tae Post Radio magazine, and
it sure is a humdinger. 1 wish some of
these hardened radio bugs would give this
one a trial. Last night, being silen-; night,
I brought in the following stations between
the hours of 5:45 and 11:15: KDKA, WOC.
WCX, WFI, WDAF, WLAG, WGY, WWJ,
WTAS, WSB, WCBD, WOS, WHAZ, WM(1.
WCAP, WOR, WOO, WOAW, WDAR, KEDL,
KFKX and KFKB, counting in all twenty-
two in number.

I think your radio section is the finest
ever offered by any newspaper in the coun.
try. I can hardly wait for the next issue.-
MARTIN DOMZALSKI, 8227 Coles avenue,
South Chicago, Ill.

Panel Layout Described.
Today I am showing panel layout

for a three -tube set. Study that over
carefully. Buy the parts listed else.
where, hook them up on your table
as a test set for the rest of the week,
and next week I will give you full
construction details and illustrate "Old
Reliable" inside and out so that any
home builder can construct the set
and make it work efficiently the first
night he tries it out.

Mind you, I am not claiming any
originality for this circuit. It is the
standard Armstrong three -circuit re-
generative, but, instead of using a va-
riometer in the grid circuit, has for-
ty -three -plate vernier variable con-
denser, shunted across the tuning
coils, which are the primary and sec-
ondary of a varicoupler. There also is
an extra forty -three -plate condenser of
the same type in the aerial circuit.
Those two spots are where it differs
from the standard Armstrong.

I am reprinting the pictorial dia-
gram of the circuit this week. A
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FIG. 2-Panel layout for subbase of "Old Reliable" Armstrong three -circuit. The holes shown
here are for Thordarson transformers. If other makes are used, holes must be drilled accordingly.

Loud
Speaker
Pleasing Tone,

Outside
Adjustment,

Speaker, complete
with horn,
$20.00

Unit only, for
phonograph,

$10.00
Manufacturers

jmerican 6/ec4"zC
State and 64th Sts., Chicago

letter thtat came into my mail since
last week's issue. It is one of many
of a similar nature received:

RADIO EDITOR: Am writing to thank
you for the Armstrong three -circuit regen-
erative hook-up given in The Post Radio
Magazine for Dec. 13. It got me out of a
hole. Am located only one mile from WJAZ
and have been unable to get that them
with a hook-up of three stages untuned
radio detector and two stages audio. Sun-
day night, Dec. 16, with your hook-nP, we
cut thru WJAZ to RYW, then thru WDAP
and KYW to WEIR, WEAF. WCAP, WOAW
and WOC. Thanks-Y. M. CONFER, 1425
Carmen Ave., Chicago.

Mr. Confer, you will note, had been
unable to get away from WJAZ with
a five -tube set until he hooked up "Old
Reliable," and his first night's opera-
tion brought him in long-distance sta-
tions thru all the local stations.

Gets Distance with "Old Reliable."
Martin Domzalski, 8227 Coles ave-

nue, South Chicago, tore down his old
varioraeter hook-up and rebuilt it into
an "Old Reliable" receiver. Here is
what happened:

RADIO EDITOR: Just want to tell you
that the set that you have described in

standard two -stage audio -amplifier is
added to this receiver.

List of Parts Given.
Here is the list of parts that are

in my personal set illustrated last
week and which will appear in the
special home set which will be illus-
trated next week:

One 43 -plate plain Kellogg variable con-
denser. A vernier will add to the sharp-
ness of the tuning. It will be necessary
in either case to employ a dial vernier.
This is for the aerial circuit.

One 43 -plate vernier Kellogg variable
condenser. 1: will be necessary to use a
dial vernier-the friction type that moves
the dial a fraction of a degree with a
full torn of the knob. This is the tuning
condenser anc is very, very sharp in tun-
ing. You will find that even within two
blocks of a powerful local station it will
be necessary to tune it in with the char-
acteristic carrier wave whistle of an out-
side or long-distance station.

One Michigan, White, Facia or other
good variocot pier of 180 degrees. Be sure
you get a 180 -degree coupler. It will
not be necessary to use the unit taps.
The ten taps are all that I utilize. This
will be explained next week.

One/Rellog,g, White. Atwater -Kent or
similar high inductance variondeter with

low capacity. The Estru variometer also
works well In this -`circuit.

Four four -inch Kellogg dials. I specify
these because of the Kellogg condensers.
They have been calibrated. The dial
readings will be correct.

One panel mounting inductance switch.
One Bradleystat, Fil-ko-stat, Unity ver-

nier, Howard vernier or other dependable
rheostat that has a vernier. This rheo-
stat is for the detector tube. It is crit-
ical. If a good rheostat is used it will
aid greatly in selectivity and range. This
should be of six -ohm resistance, as a
C-300 or a UV -200 detector tube is em-
ployed.

Two plain rheostats of twenty-five
ohms resistance. These are for the am-
plifier circuit which will use 0301 A or
UV -203A tubes. if VT -2 or 210A power
tubes are used for amplification, the six -
ohm rheostat will serve here.

Three Kellogg sockets.
One .001 fixed condenser, -mica type

tested. Don't buy cheap condensers.
Half the trouble in sets is unreliable
fixed condensers.

Two audio-freouency transformers. All-
American, Thoradson. Kellogg or similar
type transfJrniers will answer. Use a
5 -to -I ratio in the first stage and a 3 -to -1
ratio in the second stage.

Eight bimiing posts or telephone tip
jacks. I prefer the tip jacks.

Three bezel windows.
One composition panel 11 by 20 inches

for the front of the cabinet.
One composition panel 9% by 19 inches

for the subbase panel.
One cabinet 11 by 20 by 10 inches.
Twelve pieces of bus bar wire.
Four feet of spaghetti insulation.
Necessary screws, bolts and nuts.

Finishing Off the Panels.
You may buy your panel and pre-

pare it for the engraver if you wish
lo put on the finishing touch that
engraved panels give a set. You un-
derstand, once you build this set, it
will be permanent. Trick circuits may
come and glut you will cling to "Old
Reliable" w tever happens. So put
your best efforts in what you build.

There are two drawings accompany-
ing this article showing panel layouts.

Fig. 1 is for the front, or mounting,
panel. It is made to a scale. Redraw
it on a sheet of stiff paper. Take
pains to get the holes centered just
as they should be. When this draw-
ing is complete you can use it as a
template.

Fig 2 is the subbase panel. On
it will he mounted the three tubes and
the two audio -frequency transformers.
Also at the rear the battery phone tip
jacks are mounted. Make your full.
size drawing on stiff paper mid- use
this as your template.

Be Careful in Drilling.
With the templates completed paste

them back down on the composition.
panels. Bore your holes with the
sketches as your guide. If you are
not familiar with panel drilling pro-
ceed cautiously. Be sure you are right
and then go ahead.

After all the holes are drilled and
the engraving done, if you engrave
your panels, take a piece of fine emory
cloth and rub the face of the two pan-
els in one direction until you take off
the glossy finish. Be careful to move
the emery cloth in one direction. That
keeps the panel &oral becoming
grainy. After the gloss is taken off
and with it any scratches that may
have been made in drilling place a few
drops of machine oil on the panel and
again over with the emery paper.
Finish up with a'clean cloth and re-
move all the surplus oil.

The extra labor and pains given to
this finish will be repaid in a true
aristocrat panel equipment. Next
week I will give you wiring instruc-
tions and pointers on the hook-up.

INCREASES SELECTIVITY.
Short antenna increases selectivity'

of a receiver, but volume is sacrificed.

Natural Tone Reproduction!

COME STRAIGHT
TO

C3EN

Long Distance Radio

Zenith 4 R
$85.00

Without tubes or
accessories. The
usual Zenith hook-
up and results.
Beautiful appear-
ance and unusually
fine reproduction.

Zenith 3 R

$160."
Without tubes or
accessories. A re-
markable set in
tone reproduction,
selectivity and ap-
pearance.

Demonstrations Evenings
Fill In and Return This Coupon for 'Details!

Please send complete information regarding the Zenith Radios.

Name

Address

Phone ...
I would like a home demonstration. 0

BENT BUILDING

Pout, 32-20
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Long -Distance Records of Phans
Here are some more targets for you

lOng-distance getters to shoot at. I
Vparticular attention to the erys-
fellows who have achieved some

Wonderful results with HagerMan's
long-distance crystal set.

RADIO EDITOR: Following is the list
Of broadcasting stations that I have received
tip -to -date:

Davenport, Iowa, WOC; Milwaukee, Wis.,
WCAY; Schenectady, N. Y., WGY; Buffalo,
 Y.. WGR; Atlanta, Ga. WSB; East Pitts-
burg, KDKA; Detroit. WCX; Detroit
Mich., WWJ; Indianapolis, Ind., WOK; Col-
lege Park Ga., WDAJ; Atlanta. Ga., Wall:
Milwaukee, Wis., WAAK; Louisville, Ke.,
WHAS; McKeesport, Pa., WM; Fort Worth,
Texas, WPA; St. Louis, Mo., Kan; Madison,
Wis.. WHA; Kansas City, Mo., WHB; Kansas
City. Mo., WDAF; Cleveland, Ohio. WHK:
University Place, Neb., wJAC; North Plain-
field, N. J., WEAM; Omaha, Neb.. WIAK:
South Bend, Ind.. WBAQ; St. Joseph, Mo.,
WEAK; Dallas, Texas, WFAA; Birming-
ham, la.. WSV: Cincinnati, Ohio. WLW; San
Antonio, Texas, WJAE; Newark, N. J., WJZ:
Washington, D. C., WEE; Springfield. Mass..
WBZ; Denver, Colo., KFAF; Newark. N. J..
WOR; Dearborn, Mich., WWI; South Bend,
Ind., WGAZ; New York city, WEAF; Ames.
Iowa, WOI: Minneapolis, WLB; Des Moines,
Iowa, WGF; Fort Worth, Texas, WRAP;
Oklahoma City, Okla., WMAB; Atlanta, Ga.,
WDAW; Savannah, Ga., WHAO; Rochester,
N. Y.; WHAF; Superior, Wis., WFAC: West
Lafayette, Ind., WBAA; Minneapolis, Minn.,
WLAG: Anthony, Kas.. WBL; Milwaukee,
Wie., WIAO; Schenectady, N. Y.. 2X1: San
Antonio, Texas, WOAI; Indianapolis. Ind,
WLK: Calgary, Alta, pan., CFAC; Iroquois
Falls, Ont., Can.. CFCH; Duluth. Minn.,
WJAP; Denver, Colo., DN4; Syracuse. N. Y.,
WFAB: Winnipeg, Man., Can., CJCG; Parke -
burg. Pa., WUAA; Los Angeles, Cal., KHJ;
Denver, Colo., KLZ; Lincoln, Neb. WKAC;
Waco, Texas, WJAD; Jefferson City, Mo..
WOS: Havana. Cuba, PWX; Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. WJAM: Anaeostia, D. C., NOF; Colum-
bus. Ohio, WEAO; Toronto, Can.. CFCA;
Nashville, Tenn.. WNAE; Jacksonville. Va.,
WDAL: New Orleans, La.. WAAC; Rogers,

WGAF; Boston, Mass.. WNAC; North-
field. Minn.. WCAL; Waco. Texas, WLAJ:
Dallas, Texas, WRR; Chicago, Ill., KYW;
Chicago. In., WJAZ; Chicago, Ill., WMAQ;
Chicago, Ill_ WGAS; Chicago, Ill., AB4; Chi-
cago, Ill., WDAP; Chicago. DE, WPAD:
Chicago, Ill.. WAAF: Chicago, Ill.. WBU;
Chicago. In., WSAH: Chicago, Ill., WSAX;
Chicago. Ill.. WWAY; Memphis, Tenn.,
WKN; Fargo. N. D., WDAY; Easton, Pa.,
WHAP: Charlotte. N. C.. WBT; Charleston.
W. Va., WPAZ; Webster Grove, Iowa.
WOAL; Tulsa. Okla., WLAL; Pittsburg, Pa.,
WCAE: New York city, WBAY; University
e Nehru sk a, WF AB ; Stamford, Texas,
WOAZ: Kansas City, Mo., WOQ; Wichita,
Texas, WEAN: Troy, N. Y., WHAZ; St.
Louis. Mo., WCK; Paducah, Ky., WIAR:
Wichita. Kas., WAAP; Memphis, Tenn.,
WMC; Philadelphia, Pa., WOO; Dallas,
Texas. WDAO : Lawrenceburg. Tenn.,
WOAN: Columbus, Ohio, WCAE: Milford,
Rag.. KFKB: Deliver, Colo., KFEL: San
Francisco. Cal., KPO: Los Angeles, Cal..
KFI; New York city, WHF; Cleveland.
Ohio. WTAM: Philadelphia, Pa.. WIP; Wash-
ington, D. C., WRC; Washington. D. C.,
WCAP: Hastings. Neb.. KFKB: Joliet,
WWAE: Elgin. Ill., WTAS; Zion,
WCBD; Medford Hillside. Mass., WGI; Min-
neapolis. Minn., WBAH: Waupaca, Wis.,
WPAH: New York city, WJZ; Fond Du Lac,
Wis. KFIZ.

This list of stations, 129 in all, was re-
ceived on a single circuit regenerative set
employing only one tube. Some phans may
wonder how I got such stations as WCAE
located in Columbus, Ohio, but this was
done in a period of over a \year atm.-
GEORGE S. NIELSEN, '7739 Luella ave-
nue, Chicago, Ill.

eagerly read it from cover to cover each'
week. May I suggest that WWAE be added
to the list of broadcasting stations, as pub-
lished be you? This broadcasting station
is located in Joliet, Ill.

I also wish to submit herewith a list of
stations I clearly tuned in that night, Dec.
13. with a Westinghouse Areiola Senior re-
ceiver and two -stage amplifier. This set
uses dry cell batteries, is very sensitive and
selective, and there is apparently no station
in the United States that one cannot tunein with it:

WDAP. Chicago; KYW. Chicago; WJAZ,
Chicago; WHAS, Louisville, KY.I /MBA.
East Pittsburg, Pa.; WJAX, Cleveland, Ohio;
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y.; WBZ, Springfield,
Mass.: WNAC, Boston ew.; WHN, Ridge-
wood. N. J.;; WSAI, Cincinnati, Ohio' WLW
Cincinnati, Ohio; WJY, New York city
WTAS. Elgin, Ill; WOL Ames. IowaWOAW, Omaha, Neb.; EERIE, Hastings
Neb.; WEB, Kansas 'City, Mo.; WDAF
Kansas City, Mo.; WBAP, Fort Worth
Texas; WBAH, Minneapolis, Minn.; WWAB
Joliet, Ill.; KFI, Los Angeles, Cal.; KHJ
Los Angeles, Cal.; KELE. Denver, Colo.
CFCN, Calgary, Canada (test).

This is a good list, I think. in that the
Chicago stations were on the air, and they
offer about the same interference out here
at the Great Lakes as they do among our
Chicago phans. I have also tuned in (other
evenings) KGW, Portland, Ore., and KPO,
San Francisco.

If space is available in your magazine Iwould like to see this list published, asI have not read any results of owners of
Westinghouse radio outfits similar to mine,
and I have only had this set three weeks.-DR. C. R. WELLS, Great Lakes, Ill.

DAVENPORT ON CRYSTAL.
RADIO EDITOR -Acting upon the sugges-

tion of a radiophan. I am writing to advise
you that at about five minutes of 9 Wed-
nesday night, Dec. 12, my very simple crys-
tal set, used with a Ducon plug inserted in
a lamp socket. brought me Davenport. Iowa,
where the Spanish-American veterans were
celebrating the twenty-fifth anniversary of
peace. I clearly heard the person making
the announeements, and also "those present',
sing "America." and I, too, stood at atten-
tion. -ROSE CUNEO PANERI, Chicago.

FROM COAST TO COAST.
RADIO EDITOR -I see quite often in ThePost the record of one day's catch andthey boast about, it so I will do a littleif you will permit. Monday night, Dec.

12, in four hours I had eleven states and
eighteen outside stations thru a De Forest
circuit, type D-I0 from New York city to
Los Angeles,', Newark. N. J., over the loud
speaker and could bear it plain in any ofMy four rooms. Will demonstrate at anytime to disbelievers.

I think the Radio Magazine section of The
Post is as near perfect as could be. I lookforward every Thursday for The Post's
Radio Magazine. -P, E. KEYES, 2036 Wash-
ington boulevard, Chicago.

NO MONDAY NIGHTS HERE.
RADIO EDITOR -I have been reading

your articles regularly in your splendid
Radio Magazine on Thursdays, and I find
a great many radiophone -pick out Monday
evenings to do their DX work, but what
I want to find out is, Why pick on Mon-
days for this work. Aren't other nights
just as .good? I suppose a great many
phans have interference from the Chicago
stations, lett what makes me write to you
is this: I thought I might, do a little DX
work myself. I didn't pick on poor Mon-
day evening. I grabbed off Prof. Friday
night to see what I could fish out. I have
a one -tube Reinartz circuit which I built
;myself. I picked out twenty-four stations
on one tube. They came in like a gang
Of hungry wolves, and talk about your
selectivity! I sure did have it. Here is
a list of stations I picked out of the air
when all of the Chicago stations were plow-
ing up the ozone:

KDKA. East Pittsburg. Pa.; WBAN, Min-
neapolis: WCAE. Pittsburg, Pa.: WHB. Kan-
sas City. Mo.; WOAW, Omaha; WRC, Wash-
ington. D. C.: WCX. Detroit; !MY. Schenec-
tady; KFKB. Milford. Ran.; WCAH, Colum-
bus, Ohio; WGR, Buffalo; WTAS, Elgin;
WCED. Zion: WJAD, Waco. Texas: MIAS,
Louisville. Ky.. WEAF, New York city.
N. Y.: WSB, Atlanta. Ga.: WOS, Jefferson
City. Mo.; WOO. Philadelphia. Pa.: WOC,
Davenpott, Iowa; Vl7FAA, Dallas. Texas;
WMC. Memphis. Tenn., WDAR. Philadelphia.
Pa.: WRAP. Fort Worth, Texas.

The Philadelphia station, WOO, I picked
out of the air when all three Chicago sta-
tions *ere on the air at the same time and
it came in fine, with no interference. I
have a single wire aerial sixty-five feet
long and a twenty -foot lead-in, well insu-
lated from the house. -E. 0. KRESIN, 1250
South Hermitage avenue, Chicago.

HERE IS A GOOD LIST.
RADIO EDITOR -I wish to compliment your

paper on its radio section, particularly the
marrazine that appears each Thursday. This
magazine merits considerable praise and I

AMSCO VERNIER CONDENSERS
11 plate g1.01113 plate 4.0017 plate 4.50 23 plate 4.50t3 plate 5.00
VARIABLE
3 plate $1.3011 plate 1.8013 plate.......,,1.80

17 plate 2.50
23 plate 2.5043 plate 3.50
Best Value for Your

Money I
Ask to see the a-

SI VIS Meleo-Supreme
Tuned Radio -Frequency Receiver.

For Sale at Your Dealer or Jobber.
We manufacture a full line of Radio

Parts and Sets. Send for descriptive
circular.

MASCO PRODUCTS, inc.
and fArt YET re. STREETS

NIA% YORK

HIS GREBE ALL THIS.RADIO EDITOR: Ilan inelosing my DXlogging, showing a total of sixty-three sta-tions. I tune the majority of them inregularly on a loud speaker. I am usinga home-made Grebe with two steps of audiofrequency for amplification. Added the sec-ond step on Nov. 21, 1923, and all of thesestations have been tuned -in both before andafter adding the detector. Dec. 1 to 12, in-clusive, I have tuned -in forty-three differentout-of-town stations for a total of 133separate loggings and in each case listenedto the program. Here they are:
CFCN. Calgary, Can.; CKCK, Regina, Can.;KDKA, Pittsburg, Pa.; KFI, Los Angeles:%FIX. Independence., Mo.: KFKB, Milford.Kas.; KFKX, Hastings. Neb.; KHJ, Los An-geles; KLZ, Denver; KOP, Detroit; RP°, SanFrancisco; KSD. St. Louis; PWX, Havana;WAAW, Omaha; WBAH, Minneapolis;WBAP, Fort Worth; WBAV, Columbus,Ohio; WBAY, New York city; WBL, An-thony. KEW: WCAE, Pittsburg; WCAP,Washington, D. C.; WCAY, Milwaukee, Wis.;WCBD, Zion; WCX, Detroit; WDAF, NightHawk. Mo.; WDAR, Philadelphia; WEAF,New York city; WEAN, Providence, R. I.:WEB, St. Lois; FA. Dallas; .Buffalo; WGY,u SchenWcteadAy: WHAS, LouWGRis-ville: WHAZ, Troy; WEB, Kansas City;WIP, Philadelphia; WJAX, Cleveland; WJZ,New York city; WHY, Oklahoma City;WLAG, Minneapolis: WLW. Cincinnati:WMAj. Kansas City, Ido.: WMC. Down inDixie: WNAC, Boston: WNAD, Norman,Okla.: WOAI. San Antonio; WOAO, Mish-awaka, Ind.; WOAW, Omaha; WOC, Daven-port; WOO, Philadelphia: WOQ, KansasCity; WOH. Newark: WOS, Jefferson City;WPAH. "Waupaca. Wis.; WEAL, StevensPoint, Wia.; WRC, Washington, D. C.: WSAI,Cincinnati: WSB, Atlanta; WSY, Birming-ham; WTAM, Cleveland: WTAS, Elgin;WWAE, Joliet; WWJ, Detroit. -E. 0. TULLY,7407 Rhodes Avenue, Chicago.

iahing the records made by receiving sets
during one night. so I am sanding in my
ist of thirty-three stations received on silent
night. Monday. Dec. 1?.

When I came home it was dusk. I
urned on the old tubes and with a loud

squawk in came the list of stolen autos in
Detroit. When I went to dinner I had
brought in eleven stations. After dinner
was over I listened for nearly an hour to
he larger stations and then turned in CKCK,
Regina, Saskatoon, Canada. They were *doi-
ng off until ten minutes after 9, when they
were going to broadcast the score of the
Victoria -Regina game. I signed off at

0:16. Here is my list of thirty-three eta-
tiorts, the call letters, the location of the
tation and the kind of music played there:
KOP, Detroit, Mich.. stolen auto report;

WOK, Buffalo, N. Y., concert by orchestra:
WOO. Davenport, Iowa. chimes; KDKA,
East Pittsburg, Pa., vocal solo: WCAE.
Pittsburg, Pa., dinner concert from William
Penn hotel; WOE. Newark, N. J.. announcing
changes in orchestras; WEI, Philadelphia,
Pa., Meyer -Davin Concert orchestra: WCX,
Detroit, Mich, comparison of business be-
tween 1922-23; WDAF, Kansas City. Mo.,
Bishop William Cooper; WOAI, San Antonio,
Texas, 6:15, news bulletins and stock ra-
tions; WLAG, Minneapolis and St. Paul,
Minn., orchestra; WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa.,
soprano solo; WOAW, Omaha, Neb.. Ran-
dall's orchestra; WOO, Philadelphia, Pa., or-
chestra music; WWJ, Detroit, Mich., quartet;
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., soprano solo;
WBAP. Fort Worth, Texas, musical read-
ing; WAAW, Omaha, Neb., stock reports:
WLW. Cincinnati, Ohio, quartet; WOS. Jef-
ferson City, Mo., the trio; WSB, Atlanta,
Ga., "Trade Winds," barytone solo; WCAG,
New Orleans, La., dance music; WMC Mem-
phis, Tenn., Hotel Gayoso orchestra; -WHAZ,
Troy. N. V., baritone solo; WJAD, Waco,
Texas, hotel orchestra; CKCK, Regina.
Canada, announcing that they would sign off
until they announced the score; I heardone piece by some orchestra; WFAA. Dallas.
Texas, vocal solo: HERB. Melvern, Kan.,
Brinkley -Jones Hospital association; WJZ.
New York city, prize fight; WEAK Minne-
apolis. Minn.. vocal program; WEAL). Nor-
man. Okla., announcement for the Univer-
sity of Oklahoma; KFAF, Denver, Colo..
vocal solo. "Old Black Joe." last piece before
signing off; KEEL, Denver, Colo., vocal
concert..

A POST HOOK-UP DX GETTER.
RADIO EDITOR -I would like you toknow some of the stations I received on myradio that I made. I think I have hadvery good results with it so far.The best part about it is its remarkablysharp tuning on distant stations. I havenot had much success in tuning out Chicagostations, so I decided to try a wave trapwhich I am about to experiment with the

I received Elgin and Zion and a few Chi-
cago stations (WDAP, WMAQ, KYW). but
those are local, so I didn't get them on ray
list. I think I got WCAP and WEAF
broadcasting together, but I am not sure,
so they do not go on my list. I lost many
stations, but I am getting used to it. This
won't beat Mr. Johnson's record, but watch
me next Monday. I am 12 years old and
operate my own two -tube set. Your radio
page is great. I have heard Cuba (PWX).
and Sunday night I heard Toronto (CFCA).
I have heard, ninety-one different stations
in the United* States. Los Angeles, KEW.
is the only one on the Pacific coast. -JOHN
SHELDON, 241 South Ave., Glencoe, Ill.

ONE -TUBE REINARTZ.
RADIO EDITOR: Here is my log for last

night. Dee. 17. I received these stations on
a Reinartz hook-up using one WD -11 tube:

KDKA, East Pittsburg; WHAZ, Troy,
N. Y.; WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio; WEIR Kan-
sas City; WIMP, Fort Worth; WCAP. Wash-
ington, D. C.; WEAF, New York; WCAE,
Pittsburg; WOC, Davenport; WOS, Jeffer-
son City; WSB. Atlanta, Ga.; WDAF, Kan-
sas City; WOR, Newark, N. J.; WMC, Mem-
phis, Tenn.; WPAH. Waupaca, Wis.; WAAC,
New Orleans, La.; WCBD, Zion, Ill.; WOK.
Buffalo, N. Y.; WTAS, Elgin. Ill.; KERB,
Hastings. Neb., WBAD, Minneapolis, Minn.;
WBAV, Columbus. Ohio: KFEL, Denver,
Colo.; KERB, Milford. Kan.

Your Radio Magazine and page is a great
thing. Your lists of programs are better
than any other ones I have seen. Keep up
the good work.-LESTER G. RESOLD! 934
Clinton avenue, Oak Park, Ill.

JUST THE DETECTOR UNIT.
RADIO EDITOR: Here is what the de-

Rienartz three tubes got
for

rto unit
me

liast
last Monday,mMoynday, Dec. 17. In order

picked up:
Before 6:30 p. WCX, Detroit, dance

music: WIAG. Minneapolis, announcing;
KDKA, Pittsburg, dinner concert.

After 7 p. m.: KSD, St. Louis. Grand
Central theater; WOAW, Omaha, band;
WGY, Schenectady, music: WOS. Jefferson
City, dance music; WCBD, Zion, choir:
WTAS, Elgin, Charlie Erbstein; WOC,
Davenport, announciag; WCAE, Pittsburg.
recitation; WSB, Atlanta, dance only;
WAT, Detroit. solo: WPAH. Waupaca, Wie.,
mixed quartet: WHAZ, Troy, announcing:
WDAF, Kansas City, announcing; WCAP,
Washington. D. C., signing off (first broad-
cast with WRAF); WFAA, Dallas, announc-
ing; WMC, Memphis, announcing' WJAD,
Waco, Texas. dance music; WOL Ames.
Iowa. signing off: WIMP, Fort Worth. talk -one whichWBAH, Minneapolis. announcing;was in the famous Chicago Eve- wBAV, Columbus, signing off; WGR, Buf-ning Post Radio Magazine. I think thisis the best magazine on radio I have everread, for its price and size, and eagerlylook forward every Thursday night for itscontents of sixteen pages of radio.

The reason this set works so good is be-cause I got the diagram out of The Eve-ning Post, copied it down and made myset from it. Monday. Nov. 28. I receivedtwenty-two out-of-town stations on twobulbs between 8:02 and 10:14 p. m. WhenI left my set I could have still heard morestations because the ether was still full ofthem.
The stations were all on two bulbs in twohours and twelve minutes:
WTAS. Chicago; WCBD, Zion, Ill.; KDKA,Pittsburg; WOS, Jefferson, Mo.; WRAP.Forth Worth; WEB, Kansas City; WHAZ,Troy, N. Y.; WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio; WQY,Schenectady, N. Y.; WK/4, Memphis. Tem.;

WOAW, Omaha, Neb.; WOO, Philadelphia,
Pa.: WTAS, Elgin, Ill.; WHAM. Hastings.
Neb.: WRC or WEM ( ?I. Washington, D. C.:WCAE, Pittsburg; WWJ, Detroit: WOM, At-lanta; WGR, Buffalo; WCAY, Milwau-kee; WDAF, Kansas City; WIP, Philadelphia.
-BILL- BYRNE, 6719 Greenview avenue,Chicago.

RADIO EDITOR -You ask for leggings forSunday, and complying with your requestI ant listing mine for Dee. 16. Startedtuning -in at 2:30 p. m., and signed off at11:16 p. m, During that time I coveredabout 14,000 miles, all on a home-madeGrebe three -tube, using Old Reliable horn(Seaman)? I am listing them in the orderin which I turned them in, but did not keepa record of the time:
WOC, Davenport, orchestra: WCBD. Zion,services: KDKA. Pittsburg. orchestra; WTAS,Elgin, orchestra; WCAlil. Pittsburg. orches-tra; WHAS, Louisville, vocal: WDAF, Kan-sas City. orchestra: WSB, Atlanta, services;

WFAA, Dallas, Bible class; WGY. Schenec-tady, services; WEAF. Now York city, Capi-tol theater orchestra; WLW, Cincinnati, San-ta Claus and speech; WHB, Kansas City,orchestra: KFIX, Independence. Mo. ser-vim's: WTACr. Ossed, Wis.. reading; 'MY,
Birmingham, services: WWAE, Joliet, Wen-dell Hall and Harry Gelse; WLAG, Minneap-
olis, sPeeial "orchedtra Program; WOAW,Omaha. services; WOAL, San Antonio, or-chestra; CKCIL. Regina Sask, Can., services;

Dewier, services; RES, Los Angeles,orchestra; KPO, San Francisco, orchestra.-
ELMER G. TULLY. /407 Rhodes avenue,Chicago.

EIGHTEEN IN TEN MINUTES.
RADIO EDITOR: Don't listen in so verymuch, but did listen In last Friday night,

Dec, 14, for about ten minutes, at about
10:15 p. m. Am sending in a list of sta-tions heard in that short time.

DAY, 1XAJ, 1CGO, 3CIS. 3WS, SOWN,arm SUE 8131', 8AUE, 8BCP. 8WX and8MR on phone. Very good modulation!
Following was heard without antenna orground:. 8WX, 8AZG, 8CRW, 9BI7II and

9BEIX.
The average distance of these stations Is

about 500 miles. altho a few are only in
Detroit. and both ninth district stations are
in Illinois. Am using a Zenith 1-R tuner
with detector and one stage audio -ampli-
fier for general listening in. -BEVERLYDUDLEY. 9BR, A. R. R. L. Assistant City
Correspondent, 4909 Fletcher Street, Chicago.

RADIO EDITOR: 1 see that SOU are pub- Dance." 11:15, sung by Gladys Cramer; vo-

cal "I Want to Know" and "Dear OldChina," 11:30.
Also CQCN, Calgary, Dec. 17: Piano duet.

"Melody of Love,'" 11:40; "Till the Sands
of the Desert Grow Cold." -E, P. MORRILL,
5910 Parnell Avenue, Chicago.

isio, caner music.
Your paper is real interesting, good work.
Previously I had also heard: KFDL of

Denver; EEL Los Angeles; WAAL Mil-
waukee: WCAY, Milwaukee; WCAS, Min-
neolis; WEAP, New York; WEB, St. Louis:
WHA, Madison, Wis.; WHAS, Louisville:
WEB. Kansas City; WIAO, Milwaukee:
WIAU, Le Mars. Iowa; WJZ (when In
Newark); WUTJ, Philadelphia; WOR. New-
ark: WSY, Birmingham. Ala.

Chicago stations: KYW, WMAQ, WDAP,
9XU, WJAZ, 9XN, WBU. WAAF, WSAH.
OBA, 9138. 9BEF, 9BRN, 9BQA, 9CAE.
deleted WAXY. WPAD. These amateurs were
not code.-WAREEN G. HENRY. 635 North
Leamington, Chicago.

Letter Box
SPANISH IN LOS ANGELES.

RADIO EDITOR: In the Dec. 16 issueof The Post you told of a perplexed radio-phan who picked up a lecture or talk inSpanish and was unable to identify itssource.
This was undoubtedly the Times, LosAngeles, broadcasting one of its frequent

news digests for the benefit of its Mexicanlisteners. I got quite a thrill out of thefirst one I ever heard, as I knew PWXwas not on the air and felt sure I must begetting South America.
May I commend you on the excellence of

your Thursday Radio Magazine, as well as
your

daily
cago.

radio section? -A. R. 3%, DrakeHl, Chi

WANTS MORE V.t.7,1ETY.
RADIO EDITOR: Have just finished read-ing this week's issue of The Post RadioMagazine, which is exceptionally good,Whilethe matter is fresh in my mind I

am writing a few lines in support of the
letter written by Chas. A. Kuncits regard-
ing result of listeners' vote. I believe he
has the right dope when he says the aver-age Phan is tired of the mush we haveserved to us as entertainment by thelocal stations. Were it not for the factthat I can easily tune them out, I. too,
would probably junk my milo-perplexer.
Every little village in the sticks puts on an
honest -to -goodness Jazz program almost ev-
ery night in the week, yet we inhabitants
of the second city in the United States
must tune -out the local stations to get the
real stuff.

Where is the "I Will" spirit among our
broadcasters? With one exception I be-
lieve the local stations are losing prestige.
Why must we be reminded continually that
"It Ain't Going to Rain No More"? Give
us something new. Why break up a Per-
fectly good concert every half hour to say
that the world is at peace and there ie no
news, with the information that the news
bulletin was furnished by the Bla-Bla News
service. Let's have more light on the sub-
ject. There is only one station in thik
village where the meaning of courtesy is
understood and worked out for the benefit
of the radio public and you only have one
guess as to the identity of the guilty one. -
E. G. TULLY, 740'7 Rhodes avenue.

BEG YOUR PARDON!
RADIO EDITOR: I hereby apply for mem-

bership to the Order of Bone Pickers. Aboutthree weeks ago I sent in my list of DX
stations heard. You used my name in your
ad of Nov. 28, but failed to publish my list.
It may be that it wasn't good enough. How-
ever, since then I have added a few more.
which 1 believe will enable me to qualify.
I haven't a very long list, but I covered the
distance just the same. Here lie:

WGY, WOAW, WHAS, WJAX, WLW,
WOR, WHAZ, WOC. WMAR, KLZ, WRAP.
WFA.A, WMC, WEAF, WOO, WWJ, WLAG,
WBAH, WSAI, WDAF, KSD, WCAE, WOS,
WLAC. WHB, WTAS, WED and WFI.

A total of twenty-eight stations -coast to
coast. I have a one -tube set (ultra-audion
hook-up). In comparing the lists, please
consider the difference in both cost and up-
keep between the ultra-audion and one -tube
reflex. You'll find quite a difference. -JO-
SEPH F, MISICKA, 1109 West 19th Place.

OFFERS A SUGGESTION.
RADIO EDITOR: To add a little salt and

PepPefa to your weekly magazine I suggest
a 'Radio's Biggest Lie" column. Here's the
initial contribution:

In spite of all the data Ye Editor had
given us about Havana, I had been unable
to get them clear. So one Wednesday night
I made up my mind I was going to get
them. First I took a toothpick and wound
ninety turns of the beet tobacco on it, tak-
ing a tap off at every tenth turn.

Then I installed it in a cigar holder and
used a diamond match for a detector. The
cigar holder was of black composition so
I used it as a phone receiver.

Last Wednesday evening I placed this
cigar holder receiving set on the dining -
room table, and Own an accident the bolder
came partly off the cigar. I was in the
next room, and to my surprise I heard
Havana clear. At first I thought it was the
loud speaker of the radio shop next door,
but upon investigation I found that when
the holder was entirely off the cigar that
the reception was so loud that we could not
stay in the room and my ear drums have
been sore ever since.-IRVING C. JOHNSON,
4551 North Clark Street, Chicago.

CRYSTAL TRULY LONG DISTANCE.
RADIO EDITOR: Logged thirty-seven eta -

ions last evenitlg (Dec. 17) with detector
and radio -frequency tubes of an Amrad set.
the ones of DX pretensions being CHYC,
CFCN, ROW, KFI and KEEL or KF'DL of
Denver. Why such similar stations in the
same city?

Find your toter -distance crystla hook-np
very satisfactory; just what I wanted for
Chicago stations. Altho my aerial and
ground are not ideal for caystal set use,
I have heard KDKA and WTAS, but men-
tion of this brings forth loud laughs and
remarks about radiation from near -by tube
sets. It is more selective than any crystal
set I have tried out.

Have no difficulty in reaching Los Angeles
any night I try, but I simply cannot find
pwx. WHAS on the same wave length is
always in the way. -L, V. PHILLIPS, 610
North Spring Avenue. La Grange, Ill.

RADIO EDITOR: In accordance with
your request for DX records I submit the
following, heard Monday night. Dec. 17:
WEAF, WCAP, KEHL WBZ, KDKA,
WTAS, WLW, WOS, WCBD, WCAE. WDAW.
WOC WFAA, WHO, WBAP, WOR.

I do not consider the above list of great
importance, so have omitted names of
pieces. However, I do believe that all eta -
lions received over a 1,000 -mile radius
should include the names of the pieces, Ac-
cordingly I submit the following, heard from
station KFI, Los Angeles Examiner, Dec. 17:
Orahostra. "Somebody's Wrong." 10:40: vo-
cal, -Texarkana Rose," 10:46: vocal, "I
Can't Forget." 11:08: vocal. "After the

NOW READS HOME PAPER.
RADIO EDITOR: Thanks for copy of your

paper mailed to me a few days ago (Thurs-
day edition).

Have been in radio for a few years and
have been taking the Pittsburg Post once
a week or the Detroit News in order to
keep up with the times, as our local papers
seemed to think that "anything was good
enough" and were behind the times.

You certainly did "scoop" the other papers
in town and your circulation should show
a remarkable jump on Thursday editions at
least.

I have taken it from the start (so had
two of the date you mailed me one, but gave
it to another beginner in radio) and will

he over for a cover st my earliest Ma.
:enience.

Your magazine compares favorably with
any other newspaper ones that I have seen,
in fact, it is the best in several respects.

Much success to it, as it should he
"boosted" by every "plum" and broadcast
listener in town. I am glad I can let the
Pittsburg Post go at the end of my subscrip-
tion for "our own" "Post."-rE. E. TURNER,
7040 Iltoodlawn Avenue, Chicago.

LIKES STORY -LIKE STYLE.
RADIO EDITOR: Three cheers for The

Post! Three cheers for the Radio Magazine!
I thoroly enjoy the Radio Magazine and
eagerly wait for each Thursday edition. I
like the story -like way in which you give
the radio information.I am a booster for The Post, as I am
telling all my friends to subscribe. I wish
you all the success you deserve.-IDA OHN-
STEIN, 4715 Ellis Avenue, Chicago.

WAVE TRAP BRINGS IN CUBA.
RADIO EDITOR: Since adding a wave

trap between my aerial and Radiola,
receiving set I am capable of receiving
further stations and better selectivity. As
a matter of fact, I was able to hear Havana
last night for the first time. The Post',
wave trap added efficiency to my set and
I congratulate your paper as the foremost
for radiophans, not mentioning its leader-
ship in other features. -HERMAN L. KLEIN.
1416 Garfield avenue, Belvidere,

MANY, MANY THANKS.
RADIO EDITOR: I have noticed right

analodngscinhedyuoleurs

that
ttionn udehvoavteed Ttrooyp.roNgra. Y.,m

at 330 meters. This, of course, should be880. Also, on the schedule of Wednesday,
Dec. 12, you had Havana, Cuba, at '3030
when it should be 400. After this little
kick, I want to compliment 9011 most sin-

on the way in which you are handling
this department, which is far more com-plete than all the rest of the Chicago
2636 Sutgfph Wabashut avenue,gether'-MtriChiS caGg0E-11.-

TALKING TUBES EXPLAINED.
RADIO EDITOR: Last week Ye Night

Prowler broadcast his peculiar experiencewith a talking tube. I know several other
cases where radio bugs who were perfectly
sober had the same experience, only it was
a talking transformer and not a tube. As
I know of no reason why a tube should
act as a built-in loud speaker, I am under
the impression that it was the transformer
that was doing the talking in your case.

There is a certain make of transformeron the market that is known to act as
telephone receiver. This transformer has afigure 8 cora, and has an iron shield incylinder shape.

Were I a radio engineer I could probably
explain the action that takes place In tech-
nical terms, but such not being the case,
I will endeavor to do so in my own style.

The B plus or plate voltage magnetizes
the core referred to above, which attracts
and vibrates the circular ends of the case.
These ends thus become regular diaphragms
and your transformer is a hunt -in loud
!Meeker.

The plate current for the detector tube
is not strong enough to vibrate the stiff
disks on the transformer and the talking
referred to invariably occurs in the ampli-
fying circuit of the set. -IRVING C. JOHN-
SON. 4551 North Clark street, Chicago.

RADIO SPECIALS
High -Grade Crystal Sets, complete (noth-
ing else to buy), with guaranteed Double
Head Sets, 100 feet stranded Aerial Wire.
Insulators, and 35 feet of No. e
14 rubber -covered Lead-in Q9.48
Wire. A $15.00 value for...
Philadelphia Storage "A" Batterie5.

WITH CHARGER
2 -Volt, for W. D. 11 and $3.75W. D. 12 Tubes
4 -Volt, for 199 and $5.St299 Tubes
Radio Engineers -Service Station

THE SHERIDAN RADIO
4611 KENMORE NEAR

WILSON
Complete line of high-grade Radio units.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money reftindee.
OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAY

Everybody 's Building
"Sun" Sets

The
Marvelous
New
Non -
Regenerative
Circuit

(Patent
Applied for)

Phenomenally successful results through development of accurately
balanced counter Electric Motive Force. Superior in range and
selectivity to most 5 to 8 tube sets. Wonderful new principle brings
in quality and volume of tone unequaled. Reproduces niano or the
elusive notes of the soprano as faithfully as if the artist were In the
room. Loud -speaker long-range t6ne and volume surpass local recep-
tion of other sets at any price. Entirely free from distortions, howls,
squeals or hissing spill-overs common to other sets. There is no otherset like the "Sun."

Build It Yourself!
THIS IS THE

SECRET
Special "Sun" Tuner Unit,
Including Sun Loading Coil
and Sun R. F. Transformer,

only$24.00
With This "Sun" Tuner Unit and Standard Parts
It Is Easy to Assemble a Genuine "Sun" Set
We furnish complete list of parts required, easily -understood wiring
diagram and instructions for
assembly so comprehensive
that any one can understand
and follow them. If You pre-
fer to order a "Sun" Receiv-
ing Set, as illustrated, the
price is $175. Established deal-
ers everywhere are prepared
to furnish the "Sun" Tuner
Unit at $24, or completely as-
sembled "Sun" Receireer Sets
at $175. If your dealer can-
not supply you, we will ship
direct on receipt of check or money order.

RADIO
COMPANY

4884-90 N. Clark St.
Chicago, U:S. A.

Phone Ravenswood 5918
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Push -and -Pull Amplifier Construction Details
for the Home Builder

THIS is the third of a
series of articles on
push -and -pull amplifica-

tion. The first took up the
theory of amplification, the
second the application of the
theory and today's- article
gives construction details.-
The Editor.

By BENJAMIN E. FREUND.
(Chaff Engineerff Radio Division, Crossland

Pfa Lab.)
IN order to assist those who are

interested in the construction of a
push-pull amplifier, as promised

in last week's article, I will endeavor
to furnish enough data that will en-
able anyone with the slightest tech-
nical knowledge to assemble and wire
one with ease.

For the benefit of those who have
built their own receiving sets, a con-
ventional size of panel such ,as has
been customary to use for the con-
struction of receiving units has been
used.

As most standard size panels are
seven inches in height, a seven by
nine -inch panel was used in the con-
struction, as shown in,figure 1.

Either one -eighth -inch or three -six-
teenths -inch panel can be used, de-
pending upon the thickness necessary
to match the other members of your
receiving set.

There are many radio enthusiasts
who would like to construct their own
sets, but feel that they -lack the me-
chanical ability to make a neat -look-
ing product when finished. Most of
the trouble arises in the drilling of the
panel and wiring of the various parts
which the set is composed of.

As the drilling of the panel is the

BENJAMIN E. FREUND.

first operation to be performed, I will
explain how a panel can, be laid or
marked out without scratching and
drilled with ease.

Take a piece of paper, cut to the
same size as the panel used and paste
or fasten with mucilage to the side of
the panel that is to be drilled. Then
take a pencil, ruler and compass and
draw on the paper the location of all
the holes that are to be drilled. Fig-
ure 2 gives all of the dimensions
necessary to lay out the drawing.

After this is completed take a cen-
ter punch or any sharp imptement
and punch or prick the points that
are to be drilled. Thery take which-
ever drills are necessary for the vari-
ous size holes and drill to your heart's
content. Be sure that a drill such as
is used for steel or other metal is
used, as a wood drill will meet with
failure when applied to formica or
bakelite.

As sometimes the point of the
larger -drills, as used for the Carter
rheostat shaft and the filament switch,
are larger than the indentation made
with the center punch, difficulty will
be encountered in starting the hole in
the desired spot. This difficulty can
be avoided by first drilling a smaller -
size hole and then applying the larger
drill.

After the panel has been drilled the
holes that have a ring or larger circle

Complete StockStock Available
-also-

Hilco Variocoupler
Rathbun Variable Condenser

Wholesale Only
DF I FRS: Send us your orders.
Our Catalogue, Listing 1,000
Nationally advertised items, is
now ready.

Photo Courtesy Olicago Salvage Company.
Photo diagram of push -and -pull circuit.

around, as in figure 2, must be coun-
tersunk. In this particular panel the
only holes that need be .contersunk
are the mounting screw holes for the
rheostat. Countersunk holes are for
flat headscrews and the operation is
done so that when the screw is ap-
plied to the panel the head of the
screw is flat and fits to the panel
without obstructing or preruding
above the surface of the panel in an
unbecoming fashion.

When the panel has been machined
or completely drilled and countersunk,
then remove the paper from the panel
with a damp cloth. It will then be
noticed that the machining was ac-
complished without a single mar or
scratch on the panel, providing the
builder is careful to a reasonable ex-
tent.

If a large hole for a screen bezel -is
desired, a fly cutter is necessary. If
this cannot be obtained, a few holes
forming any neat design will do and
probably look as well. This bezel
hole is only a peep -hole to affirm
whether or not the filament is lit, and
is not a necessity.

The panel now can be engraved if
desired. There - are various places
about the town that do engraving on
radio panels. It is not essential, but
adds greatly to the appearance of the
finished product.

We are now ready for the assembly
of the various parts to the panel and
baseboard.

The list of parts to be used is as fol-
lows:
1 74110A -inch Formica panel $ .95
8 Bilicling posts

1:5881 Carter rheostat (6 -ohm)
1 Cutler -Hammer switch .65
1 Thordarson input transformer 6.50
1 Thordarson output transformer 6.50
1 Firco double socket 1.00
1 Baseboard for mounting .25
1 Switch lever .50
5 Switch points . .15
2 Stops .10
3 Six -volt, three -cell each, flashlight

batteries 1.20

Total $20.10

The writer found that time could be
saved in the assembly and wiring of
the set by the following routine:

First fasten the panel to a suitable -
size baseboard. Then secure to the
panel the binding posts, the rheostat,
the filament switch, the switch lever
and switch points in their proper
places, as illustrated in the above
photo.

A Carter rheostat was used because
it was found capable of carrying the
capacity of two VT -2 or 216-A power
tubes without overheatirig if desired.

The switch lever, as shown on the
left-hand side of the panel, controls
the bias voltage applied to the grid,
or what is more commonly known
as the "C" battery voltage. 13y the
use of this switch it is possible to
use either one, two or all three of the
"C" batteries, thus giving a range of
6 12 or 18 volts for grid bias. The
first, third and fifth switch points are
connected to the batteries as shown
in Figure 1. The second and fourth
points have no connection and are used
solely as separators to prevent the
switch blade from touching two con -

for push-pull circuits were tried and
used in the writer's experiments. Some
of them amplified greatly, 'but the
quality of the tone was very poor.
Often the voice or music would blurt,
amplifying in the medium -toned notes,
but distorting in low or higher notes.
By very careful adjustment of the
filament and "B" and "C" batteries
the tone sometimes improved.

The Thordarson transformers built
for push -and -pull circuits were found
to be free from these faults inasmuch
as the regulation of the filament, grid
or plate potentials was not critical.
The greater the "B" battery or plate
voltage applied the greater the poten-
tial on the grid or "C" 'battery was
necessary. For 90 volts about 6 volts
"C" battery was found to be best with
12 and 18 volts for 120 and 150 volts
"B" battery, respectively.

With any of the above voltages pure,
clear amplification was fielivered with
satisfying volume. Theogreater the
voltage applied tle greater was the
volume delivered.

The transformers used in the set
built by the writer amplified over the
entire range of frequencies of the
average musical note with even vol-
ume; the blurting and irregularities
being entirely eliminated.

A Firco double socket was used
because of its position of connections
being well adapted for the wiring of
this set. By referring to Figure 1,
it will be noticed that the positions of
the grid and plate terminals are
placed so that the connections to the
transformers are as short as possible.
If single s9ekets are used it is ad-
visable to place them so that their
connections are as shown in Figure 1.

The wiring as shown in Figure 1
hes been drawn to as near a likeness
as possible to the wiring of the set
so that the shortest possible connec-
tions will be formed.

By following the connections as
shown in Figure 1, and with the aid
of the photograph, the wiring should
be very easily accompfished.

In connecting the three flashlight
batteries together they should be con-
nected in series; the positive of one
connected to the negative of the ad-
joining. The negative end of the
three combined is connected to the
center tap of the secondary of the in-
put transformer. The arrangement of
the -polarities, as shown in Figure 1,
will be of assistance if the connecting
of the "C" batteries is a bit hazy.

The average flashlight cell has but
two terminals. One is much longer
than the other. Some manufacturers
make the longer one as the, positive
terminal, and some the shorter; for
this reason it is advisable to test the
polarities with a voltmeter, unless the
battery leads are marked.

-If the wrong polarities are assumed,
and connected wrongly, the set will
not amplify evenly, and probably
cause distortion. It is for this reason
that great precaution should be
taken in 'connecting them properly.

The two binding posts on the left
of the panel, looking at the front of
the set, are the input terminals, and

nections at once and thus causing a are to be connected to the output of
short circuit across that particular the second stage of amplification, 'used
battery which was connected to the with the receiving set.
switch points. The upper two posts on the right -

After the parts that belong on the hand side of the front of the panel
panel have been connected to their are the output of the third, or push -
proper places, then screw the sockets pull stage amplifier, and are to be
and transformers to the base in the connected to the loud speaker or horn
position as shown in Figure 1. Look- being used.
ing at the rear -of the set the input The third binding podt from the top
transformer is fastened- to the right is the positive "B" connection; the
of the two sockets with the output fourth from the top is the negative
transformer to the left. The trans- "B" connection, and the fifth and
former having the tapped secondary sixth from the top are the positive
winding is the input transformer and and negative "A" battery connections,
the one with the tapped primary is respectively.
ulie btatpilt ititabiSilorAtieti 1 I I The UV -201A and C -301A tubes were

Several makes 'cir traUsfOrmers built found to give the best results t:p

150 volts. For greater amplification
the VT -2 & the 216A is advised, as
these will stand greater voltage with-
out endangering the tube. It is not
advised to use more than 150 volts on
LTV -201A or C -301A tubes.

With the above information it is
believed that the reader will find little

-
difficulty In constructing the IMO
pull amplifier.

For those who cannot afford to Polichase push-pull transformers, next
week's article will deal with how to iniprove your regular two -stage amp*
fier to get the most volume out of 15with the clearest possible reprodutf,
tion of voice or music.

Belgian King Aids Big
Relay Wireless Station

BRUSSELS, Dee. 20.-*ICing Albert
laid the corner stone of a wireless sta-
tion at Tuysselede that will have suZ
fig:lent power to conununicate with all
the big stations of the world. In act.
dition, there will be built a relay stn
tion on the outskirts of Brussels able
to receive three different stations at
once.

RE -Nu
RELIABLE

RADIO "B" BATTERIES
Your "B" battery is as strong as the
weakest cell; if one cell in asealed -in battery is defective, thewhole battery becomes worthless.With a RE -NU refillable battery,one or more cells may be instantly
removed and fresh ones inserted,
thereby reducing your battery costs
to a minimum. NO- LOOSE CON-
NECTIONS.
Made in polished mahogany finished

tease to match most expensive set,
equipped with hard rubber binding
posts, with rubber feet.
Furnished only in the 221/2 volt size,
tapped for 16%, 18, 191/2. 21 and 22%
volts. Absolutely guaranteed ormoney refunded.
Immediate deliveries.
Fill out attached coupon.
Price $4.00 postpaid in U. S. A,Cash with order or C. 0. D.
Steiner Battery Co.

LANCASTER, OHIO
-COL'PON-

STEINER BATTERY CO.,
Lancaster, Ohio

Please send RE -NIX "B" Batteries to

Name

Street or B. F. D
City or Town State

Enclosed $... ..... or send C. 0. D

Store Hours Until Christmas -9:30 A. M. to 9 P. M.

Complete Long Distance

4 -Tube S. P. 2 Radio Set
1 stage Radio -frequency Amplification Detector

2 stages Audio -frequency Amplification

11.kular \$175 Outfit at

$98.5°

A set powerful enough under favorable conditions
to enable you to listen in on New York, California,
Canada, Cuba and other distant points.

Set consists of 1 detector tube, 3 amplifier tubes, 100 ft. stranded an-
tenna wire, 1 pair phones, 50 feet lead-in wire, 1 ground clamp, 1
45 -volt "B" battery, 1 Carter phonc.plug, 1 Willard 6 -volt storage bat-
tery, 2 insulators and 1 S. P. 2 set.

Pay Only $25 Down-Balance $12 Monthly
Radio Department-Seventh Floor.
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Diagram showing wiring details of push -and -pull amplifier, as described by Mr. Freund.

Amplifier By -Pass
Shunt the primary of the first stage

lh an amplifier with a fixed condenser
of .001 capacity. It affords a by-pass
for the radio -frequency. -

'Use audio -transformers of low ra-
tio when building three-tage ampli-
fier. A 3 -to -1 ratio on all three trans-
formers is best.

This AD Is Worth $1.50
INTRODUCING

DC -199
.06 Amp. 3-4 V. 16 to 150
volt P. Detector Amplifi-
er. No bias battery need-
ed. Special e

50for
only . . .

MADE BY CONNEWEY
Distributed by

RADIATUBES
39 W. -Adams St., Chicago

This AD and $5.00 will
get us acquainted.

ONE of the largest retail radio
stores in Chicago opened its doors

for the first time this week when
the Royal Radio Store, at 217 West
Madison street, threw open its portals
and bade the radiophan welcome. The
photo above was taken within a few
minutes after the doors swung open.
There was a rush that kept up all
day. Evidently the Royal folks knew
the power of "staging a thing," as
opaque windows with a small card
quietly announcing that one of the
largest retail radio establishments in
the country was going to occupy the
quarters drew a throng of peepers
every day to the windows and cleverly
erased spots here and there in the win-
dow permitted the curious to see just
so much and no more.

Carl D. Cohen, who has been con-
nected with the Electric Service Prod-
ucts, is in charge of the establishment.
He is the same gentleman who mer-
cloandised and made famous the Casey
"Radio Demon." Mr. Cohen says he
has something up his sleeves now that
is going to be a knockout. He prom-
ises to let The Post in on this: newest
ultra-audion and you may expect to,
see it blaze out in all its glory shortly.

Guve Crystal Alcoholic
Bath to Aid Detection

in receiving circuits employing crys-
tal detectors the effective range de-
pends to a great extent on the sensi-
tivity of the detector. Some crystals
are more sensitive than others, but
even a sensitive crystal may be ruined
by Improper care.

There are many times when the ac-
tion of the air on the surface of these
crystals starts oxidation and prevents
theta from functioning properly; but
a more serious trouble is caused by
handling the surface of the crystal
with the fingers. Where this has
been done and the surface of the
crystal found to be less sensitive after
continued use, it should be cleaned.

Sometimes a bath in alcohol will
create a sensitive spot. If a crystal
detector can be inclosed in glass where
the hands cannot touch it, sensitivity
can be maintained with greater ease.

Prize Fighting, Religion,
Meet' n "Square Arena"

C. H. Linn, 214 5th street, Wil-
mette. Ill., reports rather a rare com-
bination of broadcasting the other
night. While listening -in on KDBA
(Pittsburg), which was broadcasting a
prize fight, suddenly WCBD (Zicn,

broke thru just as the KDRA
announcer informed a waiting world
that Kid Somebody had landed a left
hook on Young Aryonis' jaw, and the
WCBD announcer said with startling
clearness: "Peace be with your'

Swinging Aerials

Loud Talkers
The 'loud talker" is a greater nui-

sance that the "loud speaker" is a
help when one is striving to tune in
a distant station-referring, of course,
to the casual visitor who drops in to
say, "Hello."

Makes Best Aerial
Flat copper ribbon, copper stranded

cable and large size single copper
wires make the best aerial for broad
cast reception.

Tube Signals Danger
When your vacuum tube begins to

turn blue it is a warning of too much
plate voltage. Reduce your "B" bat-
tery voltage immediately.

USE FULL PLATE VOLTAGE.
in long distance reception better

volume will be obtained if the full
rated voltage for the plate of theamplifier tubes is used. High "B"
battery voltage means volume,

HELPS TONE OF RECEPTION.
shunt the primary of the first

stage of audio -amplifier transformer
with a fixed condenser of .001 mfd.
capacity. It improves the tone of
your amplified signal.

PROPER HEIGHT FOR AERIAL.
The most effective height for an

aerial is about thirty feet_ This means
!that the distance stated is measuring
from the roof if the aerial is located

.trn. a building.

SOLDER BATTERY LEADS.
Soldered leads on the battery ter-

minals, instead of the usual clips, in-
sure perfect connections which are
essential for good reception.

Reinartz to Be Guest
of Dixie Radio Meeting

ATLANTA, Dec. 20.-John Reinert".
discoverer of a circuit widely used by
the broadcast and amateur public, and
Prof. A. M. Jansky, University of Min-
nesota radio authority, will be among
numerous wireless celebrities attend.
ing the Fourth -District East Gulf
Radio convention in Atlanta Dec. 27-
28-29. The convention is the first in
the history of southeastern radio.

Three Generations Conduct
Dixie Station Program

ATLANTA, Dec. 20.-Three genera-
tion of a Georgia family featured a
recent broadcast by WSB. Mrs. C. J.
Allen, 82 years old, displaying sur-
prising dexterity as a pianist, played
melodies popular half a century ago,
while her daughter, Mrs. M. A. Cox,
and two granddaughters, Mrs. George
Tarlton and Mrs. Victor Taylor, as-
sisted with violin, cello and banjo.

LEAD IN STRIP FOR WINDOW.
A thin, narrow strip of copper cov-

ered by insulating tape will make a
good lead-in connection between aerial
and receiver. Laid on the window
sill it will permit the window to be
closed and obviates the necessity of
boring a hole in the frame as require()
When the porcelain tubes are used.

WORLD

Radio

Batteries

Save
You
50%

Two -Year Written Guarantee
2 Volt Storage Battery for 5.00

WD -11 and WD -12 Tubes. 4,
4 Volt Storage Battery for $8.00

VV -100 Tubes
200 hours' service on one charge.

Rechargeable.
6 Volt 60 Amp.. 6 Volt 100 Amp.,

$8.50 $12.50
6 Volt 80 Amp.. 6 Volt 120 Amp.,

$10.00 $14.50
6 Volt 140 Amp.,
at $16.00

Hydrometer and 22% Volt "B" Battery
free with each Radio Battery purchase,
If you bring this ad with you.

WORLD BATTERY CO.
Department T.

60 EAST ROOSEVELT ROAD
Evenings and Sundays

0-Areawareazarettitatftwaatzak4
orTo Enable Everybody in Chicago to Enjoy a

DIO X M AS 1
This powerful tong-range, one-tube set comes

Here Is Our Christmas it
Gift to You

absolutely complete at this remarkable price.
It is the greatest radio offer ever made.
Genuine ULTRA -AUDIOS circuit with ver-
nier parts throughout-easy to operate and

MOD
n

'17ZAT
WONDER

SET

1 Large size 2214 volt, abso-x ' I utely

7.
guaran-
teed,

$1.35

AUTH
HEADSETS

or Berwick
2.200 ohms.
A Fine 81.50

Value

g n aranteed
to perform.
Looks exact-
ly like pic-
ture and re-
quires only 2
hours to as-
semble ready
to TUNE IN.
TAKE AD -
V A N TAGE
of our Christ-
mas offer-

COME NOW AND GET YOUR SET

IDEAL
XMAS
GIFTS

$22 FROST
HEADSETS

95
Not a
thing iS
else

to buy

TUBES
Genuine 6-v o I t
vacuum tubes. We ti
won't mention the
name. Just come
and see them.
Christmas prices.

Oct. $3.25
Amp. $3.45

BERWICK
HEADSETS

3,000
ohms.
new
type

$3.25

BALDWIN
Genuine

Nathaniel

$8.45Baldwi
HEADSETS

$12.00
value

Genuine
nationally
advertised

55.00
value

The

KELLOGG lr $ 7'65eni
$10.00HEADSETS value =

WEST. ELEC.iVR.25
HEADSETS value

VISIT ONE OF OUR THREE STORES-SAVE 20 to 50%.
An aerial that is permitted to swing Five minutes from any place in the loop,

will produce jerky and uncertain re- '
ception. The tighter the wire is .

stretched the better it is for receiving
clear signals.

CUT
- - RATER DIO

MAIL ORDERS
POWER TUBES IN AMPLIFIER.

I 345 S. Clark St. 133 N. Dearborn St.
second stage of an amplifier W.11

The use of a five -watt tube in the EVENINGS
OPEN 319 W

greatlY increase the volume in. your! map Or EN"SUNDAT A. H. UNTIL 1 P. H.
loud Speaker. It should have the'
proper "C" battery voltage. --84z--*RM-1,V;i3VAMMMEROPIRM--ft,t-
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
By LEWIS HAGERMAN.

(Technical Editor of The Chicago Post.)
FIVE -TUBE NEUTRODYNE.

287-CHICAGO: I am about to build a
five -tube neutrodyne set and would like
to know if you would answer the follow-
ing questions: (1) Would a shielded panel
be advisable? (2) What length aerial should
be used? (3) Could a 3%-tol transformer be
used instead of a 3-tol? (4) Can All- I
American transformers be used?- (5) I aminclosing an amplifying hook-up which I
wish you would check for correction if any.

(1) Yes. (2) 100 feet of No. 14 00P -per wire. (3) Yes. (4) Yes. (5) Your
amplifier book -up is not definite enough.Your trouble lies in your "II" batteries.
Use hook-up given in this issue of The Post
Radio Magazine,

MORE NEUTRODYNE.
292-CHICAGO: I am very much inter-

ested in the neutrodyne circuits you have
been featuring in your Radio Magazine sec-
tion. In the Nov. 28 issue you showed
the Fada hook-up using filament control
jacks and two rheostats. I wish you would
kindly send me this same circuit with dou-
ble jacks in place of filament control and
three rheostats in place of two. I wish
to control detector, radio -frequency and
audio -frequency.

The diagram you wish appears in the
current issue of The Radio Magazine.

RECEIVING UNITS.
295-CHICAGO: (1) I am working on

plans for a line of radio units, e. g. (1)
a combined tuner and crystal detector. A
vacuum tube unit to be used with No. 1
to combine it into a tuner and detector.
Would this outfit be regenerative? (2) In
ease I should offer for sale a separate unit
consisting of a variometer to be placed
in the grid circuit and another to be placed
In the plate circuit, would I be infringing
on the Armstrong patents? (3) In case
this line of radio units should fall under
the Armstrong patents could you advise me
how much the royalties would be?

(1) No. It could be made so. (2) You
would not be infringing on the Armstrong
patents unless you sold a set with a tuned
plate circuit. said set being fully assem-
bled. (3) This information must be ob-
tained from the holder of the patents.

REGENERATIVE SET.
291-CHICAGO: Would you kindly in-

form me at your earliest convenience wheth-er the following taps taken off a vario-
coupler would give good and efficient tun-
ing and if not, could you suggest one that
will? I contemplate building a set with
two variometers, plate and grid, one varlo-
coupler together with the necessary con-
densers, sockets and tube. I suppose this
Is what is called a modification of the
Armstrong super -regenerative set. What
range has been obtained by this style of
connecting up? Is it selective and sharp
tuning? Can you suggest any simpler set
which will give about the same results?
Is it any advantage to use heavier wire,
say No. 20 in winding coils regardless of
the space it would occupy by using this
wire instead of No. 22 or No. 24? Is it
advantageous to have the coils as free from
contact with any surface as passible. Your
Weekly Radio Section certainly is an inno-
vation and grand,_which I trust will prove
an immense success.The coupler you describe will be 0. K.
You are building what is commonly called
the Armstrong regenerative set. It has a
great range, but is not related to a super -
regenerative set. There are few sets, if any,
that art much better a well -construct-
ed three -circuit set. It is fine tuning and
comparatively easy to handle after a little
practice. When winding coils mentioned
use No. 22 D. C. wire. It is advantageous
to use as little dielectric as possible it the
construction of either variometers or vario-
couplers.

ONE-STEP AMPLIFIER.
295-CHICAGO: I have a Reinartz set

with one step and would like to use WD -12
tubes. We made a one-step with a six -volt
tube diagram and it would not work only
the one-step , ghted. Will you
send a one-step

tubedigrliagn
using WD -12 tubesplease?

An amplifier built for six -volt tubes
should work with WD -12 tubes. Diagram
has been mailed you.

ONE -TUBE ERLA.
294-CHICAGO: (1) Do you think that

We one -tube Eris will deliver enough vol-
ume to operate a loud speaker on local
stations? I have beard quite a lot about
it and was thinking about making one.
(2) Would you advise me to do sq? Does
a lot of trouble arise when making it?
(8) Will the two -tube operate a loud speak-
er on outside stations. I think your de-
partment the best of all. I eagerly wait
for the paper on Thursdays.

(1) Yes. (2) If you wish the maximum
volume with clarity, yes. (3) Not neces-
sarily. (4) Yes.

THREE -TUBE REFLEX NEUTRODYNE.
293-CHICAGO: Kindly send me the an-

swers to the following questions if possible?
il) What do you think of the three -tube Re-
flex Neutrodyne set? (2) Is it too compli-
cated for one to build who is graduating
from the homemade crystal set? (3) Is it
/superior to the five -tube Neutrodyne? (4)
Which Is better for all-round everyday set
or what hook-up would you suggest? How
is the selectivity and range of the first -
mentioned set? (6) Will it operate a loud
speaker on distant stations? (7) Which are
the best dry cell tubes to use with this
pet or what tubes would you suggest? (8)
If possible, send me a diagram and sigma
information regarding the three -tube Reflex
Neutrodyne. I wouldn't care to make a set
using over three tubes.

This set has not been developed to the

FREE SERVICE
QUESTIONS asked on any subject peit-

taining to radio will be answered
in this department in either the daily
edition or The Radio Magazine section
published each Thursday. No charges
are made for this service. If Personal
reply is desired by return mail, enclose
self-addressed and stamped envelope.
Write on only one side of the sheet,
and where a check is desired on a
faulty circuit be sure to send legible
diagram as used in the hook-up.

Point where one can pass judgment as to
its merits, relatively or otherwise. We
would not advise any inexperienced man to
build a reflex neutrodyne, as to obtain sat-
isfactory results it requires a certain amount
of knowledge as to the characteristics of
tube sets. A very suitable set for your
needs would be the three -circuit regenerative.
as described in the Dec. 13 issue of the
Radio Magazine.

TYPE VARIOMETER.
289-CHICAGO: Will you please send me

by return mail bow to wind a variometer,
180-700 meter. What size tube, what size
wire and how many turns of wire on both
rotor and stator? This is for your crystal
long-distance set. I have a good crystal, but
yours looks better.

A variometer such as you speak of would
not work efficiently in the Hagerman crystal
set. A good moulded variometer must be
used.

ERLA REFLEX.
288-CHICAGO: I am writing you in re-

gard to attaching amplifiers on Erla one -
tube reflex set. I have one -tube set as per
enclosed diagram, also two-step audio -ampli-
fier. So far I have not been successful in
attaching amplifier so it will work.

Crystal amplifier as shown in bee. 27 is-
sue of the Radio Magazine will work effi-
ciently on your set.

me details of an efficient antenna system tohe used for the circuit that you submit.May I ask something about crystal recep-tion? What length single -wire aerial is rec-ommended for a crystal receiver? What isthe minimum height that the aerial could
be placed and the minimum length? Is sixfeet of half -inch pipe all right for earth con-nections? Is it essential that lead-in wirebe insulated and soldered at point of con-' mations? Should the ground wire be in-sulated? What' ohm phones are best forcrystal receivers?

A single -tube, reflex set will give you sat-isfactory results using parts named. Antennafor' the above set should be of the L
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above all obstacles. This also applies to acrystal set. A ground, as you mention, isquestionable. Use a cold water pipe. Lead-in wire must be insulated and soldered. Thegrqund wire can be bare. For a crystal setgood double magnet receivers are essentialof from 2,000 to 3,000 ohms resistance.

NO DISTANCE.
286-CHICAGO: I have an ailment in

my machine (?) which f would like to
have you fix up.. I am using the "Casey"
one -tube ultra-audion hook-up with a four -
inch coil (my own winding) of 150 turns
turns, tapped as follows: 0, 25, 35, 45, 55.
65, 75, 85, 100, L25 and 150 tarns. I can
get Chicago stations as loud and as clear
as could be desired with great selectivity.
can get KYW easily for the grand opera, andhave no trouble in timing out WJAZ or
WDAP. I sin using a single wire antenna,ninety feet long, north anti south, and
twenty -foot lead-in wire, and grounded on
the kitchen sink. I cannot get any DX at
all on Monday nights, not even WCBI),
Zion, or WTAS, Elgin. Before using
my own coil, I used a three-inch coil, which
was tapped and wound the same as my
present one, and I could get Zion and noth-
ing else. Now, I cannot even get them.
How come? About thirty feet away on the
roof, and parallel to mine, is an antennaof a neighbor. Would this have any effect?
His guy wires, lead-in or antenna posts, or
the antenna itself are not anywhere near
mine.

From your information it seems as tho
your hook-up is 0. K. Would suggest that
you use a new tube or try more voltage
on the plate of your present one. Another
aerial on your roof should have no effect
on the distance you receive.

CRYSTAL AMPLIFIER.
162-CHICAGO: Please send me diagram

showing one step of audio -frequency hooked
to a crystal detector, giving values of all
parts used. I have a WD -12, which I wish
to use as amplifier.

Hookup mailed you.

LACKS AMPLIFIER.
296-CHICAGO: Inclosed is a diagram

for one -tube (ultra-andion set) which works
fine and loud but as a true radiophan, I
am a glutton for greater distance and loud-
ness. I am trying to find out if a trans-
former or what besides amplification will
make it louder. Please send me a diagram
by mail. As Christmas is near amplifiers
cost too much.

Seeing as it is so near Christmas, we
would advise waiting until after Christ-
mas and buy an amplifier. Perhaps Santa
Claus may supply your needs.

ONE -TUBE HOOK-UP.
285-CHICAGO: Would you please send

me a simple one -tube hook-up? I want this
hook-up to be simple in operating and
tuning and be able to bring in the Chicago
stations fairly loud.

Hook-up mailed. List of parts necessary
are as follows:. Variometer, 23 -plate con-
denser, socket, variable grid leak. .00025
grid condenser, rheostat, eight binding posts,
7x14x3-16 panel, two dials, baseboard,
screws, wire.

REFLEX CRYSTAL.
311-CHICAGO: I wish to construct a single -

tube circuit, using one dry cell WD -I2 tube;
a circuit that will bring in DX loud and
clear without so much tube distortion. I
want to construct the set so that later on
I can utilize a six -volt tube if I desire.
Please submit blueprint 'and wiring diagram
of a single tube, long-range dry -cell circuit;
a circuit that will be free from the custom-
ary tube cracks and' distortion. Please send

Here They Are!
Hear Them!

Reproducers
Make an Ideal
Kellogg Radio
Christmas Gift

At last a Reproducer that delivers the music
or vocal selections with. astonishing clarity and
volume over the entire musical range.

Brings the artist before you instead of just
hearing something resem-
bling the entertainer or in-
strument being played.

Kellogg Reproducers are
made of special acoustical
fiber, which entirely elimi-
nates vibration and the so
:common "tinny" sound.

A special Kellogg unit of 2,500
Ohms resistance, fits securely in

No. 551 the base, entirely out of sight. A
For Soft, Mellow

nix -foot cord is also furnished. No. 550
Musk, Ideal for If your dealer does not handle projects in almost a

Bach- municate direct with us. eac -Each.......$18

Kellogg Radio Reproducers, nom- straiight line; $12the Home,

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Company
1066 W. Adams St., CHICAGO

TUNING REGENERATIVE SET.
304 --CHICAGO: Please explain 'low totune it two-variometer, 43 -plate condenSerset. In my set the plate variometec seemsto have no effect on the tuning of the set.Sly aerial runs parallel with the "L" trackand street car, about five doors away Wouldthis interfere with distance reception? Ireceive local stations very well.
To tune in your set, light filament of de-tector tube almost to a hissing point. Turnplate variometer almost to howling point,then tune with primary condenser and vad-omelet. If this set does not oscillate (bythat I mean does not have a regenerativehowl), would advise using more% plate volt-age tube, or trying a different tube.Parallel street car wires or "L" structuresmight cause noises, but would not affectdistance received.

THREE CIRCUIT REGENERATIVE SET.327-Chicago: I am not very 'amiliarwith the different receiving sets tint areon the market and for which different claimsare made. I would thank you very kindlyif you would give me the benefit of yourexperience as to what set to select. Themost Widely advertised are the Erla reflex,Neutrodyne, UStra-Andion and the regenera-tive receiver. I would greatly appreciate anyinformation as to which of these are bestsuited to my needs.
For your requirements I would adviseusing the three circuit regenerative set, asdescribed in the Dec. 13 issue of the RadioMagazine. Fall construction details andhook-up were given.

TWO -TUBE REGENERATIVE SET.320-CHICAGO: I want to congratulateou on your wonderful Radio Section. Wouldyou be so kind as to send me a diagramof a regenerative set with one stage ofaudio -frequency amplification? Bt4ow isgiven a list of parts I intend to use. Ifthere are any corrections to be made kindlylet me know what they are: Two pigtailedvariometers, one variocoupler, two switches,switch points, four switch stopgs, three dials,7x21 panel, bindin posts, grid condenser,two sockets, two rheostats and whatevertubes and transformer you specify.
The diagram you wish was mailed. Yourlist of parts does not show a variable gridleak, which is very necessary. Use WD12tubes and 5-1 audio -frequency transformer.

NOT ENOUGH PRIMARY INDUCTANCE.
322-CHICAGO: I have a standar-I shortwave regenerative set on which I am ableto get WDAP with satisfying volume. How-ever I cannot tune in KYW or WJAZ loudenough to be free from interference whenWDAP is broadcasting. I have found thatby placing my hand on the positive termi-nal of the "B" battery it is possible to

increase the volume of KYW and WJAZ ap-preciably but Dot sufficiently so that WDAPceases to be an annoyance. Can you sug-gest something to make this set more selec-tive and louder on KWY and WMAQ andWJAZ as I am particularly interested inthe opera.
Would advise using loading coil in antennacircuit or The Post wave trap, as describedin our Dec. 13 Radio Magazine.

TROUBLE FROM AN ODD SOURCE.
323-Table Grove, Ill.: In our buildingwe have a doctor who uses a violet ray

machine in the treatment of patients, and
the machine cuts off all radio reception aslong as it is operating. What can be doneto relieve the situation? Can the machine
be grounded or fixed in any way to stop
the roar created when it operates? I havea Grebe CR No. 12 which is a fine actor.
Will the suit of the American Radio com-
pany have any effect on the Grebe people?

You are con fronted with a very peculiar
problem. A ,possible solution might be to
use The Post wave trap, as described in our
Dec. 13 Radio Magazine. The effect thesuit of the American Radio company will
have on the Grebe people will depend on
the dedsion of the United States court.

INSIDE AERIAL ON CRYSTAL
325-CHICAGO: I have constructed along-distance erystat receiving set as per

your hook-up in the Radio Magazine. about
three weeks ago, using the exact equipment
specified. In testing the set in Winnetka,
using an outside aerial, I was able to sat-
isfactorily reacts the several Chicago broad-
casting stations. However, in my mother's
apartment in Edgewater, where this set is
installed with an inside aerial and grounded
to a water pipe, WJAZ is the only station
that can be reached. 1 inclose a roughsketch of the set. Will you kindly adviseme if I have. the set properly wired, and
what, if any, changes can be, mode in
order to reach the several Chicago broad-
casting stations?

Your hook-up on the long-distance crystal
receiving set is 0. K. Your present trouble
lies in the fact that you are using an
inside aerial. Would advise trying a lamp
socket attachment, which can be bought
at any radio stare. If this is not sufficient,
drop a wire out of the window.

Send The Poit

RADIO
MAGAZINE

To Your Friends
in the Country

There's a gift they'll appreciate if theyhave a radio outfit. It would be worth
ten times the price to them to have this
big 16 -page magazine every week. It
would be a gift that would remind them of
you every day in the year. Send us your
list of -names and addresses-with $1.35for each-and the Thursday issue of The
Chicago Evening. Post, with the RADIO
MAGAZINE, will be mailed to them every
week for a year. With the first issue -sent
we will advise them of the thoughtfulness
that prompted you. Think of how welcome
a gift this will be -52 issues

Tuning Your Set to Get
Best Program Reception

By L. W. CHUBB. o
(Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing

Company.
MOST of the users of the regen- b
erative receiver know that it
has an Armstrong circuit, and

that by the adjustment of a "tickler,"
' intensity regulator," "plate variome-
ter," or "regenerator," whichever it
may be called, the signal can be in-
creased greatly.

They know also that at a certain
point the detector will commence to
oscillate and the receiver will emit
whistling noises or beat notes, as they
are called, when the tuning is run
thru an incoming wave.

Few of those using this type of re-
ceiver, however, know that these
whistling noises can be heard in a
neighbor's receiver and that similar
noises which are heard when' a set
is not being adjusted are caused by
a near -by receiver that is improperly
adjusted.

As repegeration is increased the
amount of reradiation from an anten-
na increases until, at the point just
below oscillation, the reradiation is
equal to the absorption, the loudest
clear signal is received, and the re-
ceiver neither disturbs a neighbor nor
absorbs any appreciable energy, which
can pass on to the more distant lis-
teners,

%That Oscillations Do.
The most common infractions of

radio etiquette are the use of regen-
erative recervei4 while oscillating and
the hunting of signals by picking up
the carrier wave with the detector
tube oscillating.

Most radio operators have found
that by careful adjustment the "beat
note" can be lowered in pitch to a
central point where the noises stop
and a signal can be heard with the
tube oscillating. This adjustment is
known as the method of "zero beat
reception." Under this condition, a
receiver radiates more energy than
it absorbs so that the station can be
considered as a booster station which
will reinforce a passing radio signal.

If such booster stations were prop-
erly located and' the adjustments
could be made so as not to produce
any distortion, this method of receiv-
ing might help reception conditions.
This, however, is not the case and
zero beat reception should be avoided.

It will be found that the quality
of signal is greatly impaired under
this condition of adjustment. It is
evident also that getting in and out
of the "zero beat" adjustment will
cause disagreeable noises in the neigh-
borhood and even when the adjust-
ment has been obtained many snorts
and grunts are produced by the
slightest change in the wave length
of either the transmitting station or
the receiver.

Tells How to Tune.
In hunting signals it is a common

practice to have the detector tube os-
dilating and then, after finding a car-
rier waive, to lower the regeneration
to a point below oscillation to clear
up the signals. This practice disturbs
others who may be tuned to the same
wave and is an unsportsmanlike pro-
cedure that ruins their enjoyment of
radio broadcasting.

I should like to suggest the follow-
ing method of receiving broadcasting
programs with regenerative receivers:

After adjusting the filament cur-
rents of the vacuum tubes to a point
which has been found to be satisfac-
tory increase the regeneration to a
point just below oscillation. Now tune
the set slowly up or down the scale,
keeping the regeneration adjusted just
below oscillation until the desired sig-
nal is heard or a breathing sound is
noticed, indicating the presence of a
carrier wave from a station which
may not be operating at the instant. '

If the receiver is well designed the
adjustment for regeneration will be
practically the same thruout the range

i broadcasting wave lengths and an)
worth while signal easily can be
uned in, after which the volume can
e increased by a final adjustment of
he regeneration.

Means Improved Programs.
You soon will be able to pick up

signals just as easily by this method
as you can by the beat note method.
If everyone will hunt signals and
listen to the music with the detector
tube adjusted in this way, the quality
of broadcast programs will be very
much improved. The gurgling, rough,
and distorted music which is' heard,
in a large part due to the reradia,
tion from many oscillating receivers,
will disappear. The whistling noise*
which go up and down the scale, due
to a neighbor's hunting signals with
an oscillating receiver, will be elimi-
nated.

The steady screaming notes which
are heard at or around the signal from
a broadcasting station are due to in-
terference between two or more broad-
casting stations and cannot be elimi-
nated until a great number of these
stations are closed up or are given
individual and separated wave lengths,

-we

Drake Radio to Broadcast
Songs of Chicago Writer
Four songs composed by Pauline

Garton Funk, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. L. L. Fank of the Palmer house,
who uses the non de plume of Paula
Garton, will be broadcast over WDAP
(Drake hotel) Friday evening. Dec., 21,
by Alice Meissner, soprano pupil of
Jane Alberta Lowrie, Fine Arts build-
ing. The songs, "Eyes of Love," "I
Think of You," "Tennessee Lullaby"
and "Sometime," have been indorsed
and sung by the late Enrico Caruso,
Marie Claessens, Cryena Van Gordon
of the Chicago Opera company and are
being published by the Jack Mills com-
pany of New York.

Miss Funk is a member of the Junior
Friends of Art, Eastern Star Club of
Illinois and the League of American
Plu Women.

Reverse Phone Polarity
It is sometimes an advantage to re-

verse the polarity of phones. Some
phones will work much better with
the current running thru them in one
direction.

Get a Loud Speaker
for Christmas

1'

4..1

YOU'LL have a houseful of
company and everyone

will want to listen in. We
have good, clear tone, loud
speakers which actually in-
crease the volume on long
distance reception. Priced
as low as

$10
ECOMMONWEALTH EDISON

LECTRIC SHOPS

I

RADIO DOCTORS, Inc.
MASTER RADIO BUILDERS

Let Us Build Your Xmas Set
12 MasterAtadio Doctors are ready to build your radio set.
Whatever set you specify, whether a Neutrodyne, Erla Reflex,
Cockaeay, Reinartz, or other circuits, you will find here the mast
efficient parts and expert radio craftsmen.

BUY YOUR RADIO PARTS HERE
We Will Build Your Set -

You will find here a
real exposition of
complete radio parts...,
We will save you
money on all parts
and build your set
exactly as you want
it, at the lowest cost.
Your satisfaction is
guaranteed.

Headauarters for
NEUTRODYNE

and
ERLA REFLEX
Genuine FADA
Parts and Sets

in Stock

Our experts will as-
sist you in the selec-
tion of circuits and
parts. You are in-
vited to inspect our
laboratory and repair
shop - most modern
in equipment and one
of the largest in the
country.

Two -Year Maintenance Guarantee
Every set we build carries with it a two-year maintenance guaran-
tee. This assures lasting satisfIction and maximum economy.

Sets Rebuilt, Rewired, Repaired-Circuits Changed

RADIO DOCTORS, Inc.
504 SOUTH STATE STREET 504

The 1183 of our corporate name (Radio Doctors) 'by any individual or organ
Mation le Illegal-and every case of mistMe will be vigorously prosecuted.

Fory 9 r Per
$i JJ Yearr

Note: There is only one door to No. 504. Do not be confused.
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Alphabetical List of U. S. Radio Stations
ABERDEEN, Wash.-ENT.
ABILENE, Texas-WQAQ.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, N. D.-WIPAK.
AKRON, Ohlo-WOE.
ALBANY, N.
ALEXANDRIA, La.-KEPT.
ALLENTOWN, Pa.-WCBA.
ALLENTOWN, Pa.-WSAN.
ALTADENA, Cal.-EGO.
AMARILLO, Texas-WM
AMARILLO, Texas-WQAC.
AMARILLO, Texas-WRAU.
AMES, Iowa-WOE
AMSTERDAM, N. Y.-WPAS.
ANDERSON, Ind.-WABC.
ANN ARBOR, Mlch.-WQAJ.
ANTHONY, Ilas.-IVEL.
ARDMORE, Okla.-WOAA.
ARLINGTON, Ore.-EMU
ASHEVILLE, N. C.-WFAJ.
ATLANTA, Oa.-WOM.
ATLANTA, Ga.-WSB.
ATLANTIC CITY. N. J.-WHAE.
ATWOOD, Kas.-WEAD.
AUBURN, Ala.-WMAV.
AUSTIN, Texas-IVCSL
AUSTIN, Texas-WNAS.

BAKER, Ore.-KFDA.
BAKERSFIELD, Cal.-EDZB.
BALTIMORE. Md.-WCAO.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WEAR.
KAIXIMORE, Md.-VVICC.
BALTIMORE, 51d.-WNAY.
BANGOR, Me.-WABL
BANGOR, Me.-WPAY.
BATON ROUGE, La.-KFCIC.
B A IroETTE,
BAY CITY, Mich.-WTP.
BEAUMONT, Texas-WMAM.

ELLING II A M, Wash.-KDZR.
BELLerain FALLS, VL-WLAK.
BELOIT, gine.-WPAR.
BEI.OIT, Wis.-WHAW.
RF.LVIDERE, 111.-WOAG.
BERKELEY. Cal.-EQI.
BERKELEY, Cal.-KBE.
BERRIEN SPRINGS, Mich.-11E0Z.
BILLINGS, Mont.-KFCH.
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.-1VIAV.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.-WEIY.
BOISE. Idalio-KFAU,
BOISE, Idaho-KFDD.
BOISE, Idaho-WFFB.
BOONE, Iowa-KFGQ.
BOSTON, Mass.-WNAC.
BOULDER, Colo.-KFAJ.
YOWLING GREEN, Ky.-WNAB.
BOZEMAN, Mont.-KFDO.
" itIDGEPORT, Conn.-WKAX.
litiOOKINGS. S. D.-KFDY.
BROOKVILLE, Ind.-IVSAL.
BUFFALO, N. Y.-WGR.
BURLINGTON, Iowa- WIAS.
BURLINGTON, Iowa-WLAT.
BURLINGTON, Vt.-WCAX.
BUTLER, Mo.-WNAR.
BUTTE. Mont.-KFA P.
CAMDEN, N. J.-WRP.
CAMERON, Mo.-WFAQ.
CANTON, N. Y.-WOAD.
CANTON, Ohio-WWB.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.-WEIAB.
CARTHAGE, III.-WCAZ.
CASPER, Wyo.-KFDF.
CAZENOVIA, N. Y.-WMAC.
CEDAR RAPIDS. Iowa-WAN.
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa-WKAA.
CENTERVILLE, Iowa-WDAX.
CHARLESTON, S. C.-WNAQ.
CHARLESTON, S. C.-WOAEll.
CHARLESTON. W. Va.-WPAZ.
CHARLOTTE. N. C.-WRT.
CHENEY. Res.-KW:1P.
CHICAGO. III.-KYW.
CHICAGO. III.-WAAF.
CHICAGO, Ill.-WBU.
CHICAGO. IIL-WDAP.
CHICAGO. III.-WJAZ.
CHICAGO, III.-WLAG.
CHICAGO, Ill.-WMAQ,
CHICAGO, III.-WPAD.
CHICAGO. III.-WSAH.
CHICKASHA, Okla.-KFGD.

CINCINNATI, Ohio-WAAD.
CINCINNATI. Ohio-WHAG.
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WIZ.
CINCINNATI, Ohlo-WLW,
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WhIH.
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WSAI.
CLARKSBURG, W. Va.-WEAK
CLEARFIELD, Pa.-WPI.
CLEMSON COLLEGE. 8. C.-WSAC.
CLEVELAND. Ohio-KOPP&
CLEVELAND, Oh io-WHK.
CLEVELAND, Ohio-WJAX.
COLLEGE PARK, Ga.-WDAJ.
COLLEGE STATION, Texas-WTAW.
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.-KFCK.
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.-KFFQ.
COLUMBIA, Mo.-WAAN.
COLUMBUS, Ohlo-VVRAV.
COLUMBUS, Ohio-WCAH.
COLUMBUS, Ohio-WEAO.
COLUMBUS, Ohio-WMAN.
COLUMBUS, Ohlo-WPAL.
CORVALLIS, Ore.-KEHL
COUNCIL BLUFFS, lows-WPM'.
CRANSTON, R. L-WKAP.

DALLAS, Texas (Portable)-KETZ-
DALLAS, Texas-WDAO.
DALLAS, Texas-WFAA.
DALLAS, Texas-WRR.
DARTMOUTH, Mass.-WMAF.
DARTMOUTH, Mass.-WSAQ.
DAVENPORT, Iowa-WHAL
DAVENPORT, Iowa-WOC.
DAVID CITY, Neb.-WRAR.
DAYTON, Ohio-WABD.
DAYTON, Ohio-WJAJ.
I)EARBORN, Mich.-WWI.
DECATUR. 111.-WBAO.
DECATUR, IIL-IYHAP.
DENVER, Colo.-KOZO.
DENVER, Colo.-KEAF.
DENVER, Colo.-KFDL.
DENVER, Colo.-KEEL.
DENVER, Colo.-EFEP.
DENVER, Colo.-KFIC.
DENVER, Colo.-KFLE.
DENVER, Colo.-KLZ.
DES MOINES, Iowa-KFDP.
DES MOINES, Iowa-WGF.
DETROIT. Mleh.-WCX.
DETROIT, Mich.-WWJ.
DETROIT, Mich.-KOP.
DOUGLAS, Wyo.-KFEV.
DUBUQUE, Iowa.-WQA K.
DULUTH, Minn.-WJAP.
DULUTH. MInn.-WMAT.

EAST LANSING, Mich.-WEAR.
EASTON, Pa.-WMAP.
FAST PITTSBURG, Pa.-EDKA.
EAST PROVIDENCE, R. 1.-WKAD.
EDGEWOOD, R. I.-WEAG.
ELGIN, Ill. (Near)-WVIS.
EL MONTE. Cal.-KUY.
EL PASO, Texas-WDAH.
EL PASO, Texas-WPA
EMPORIA, Kan.-WAAZ.
ERIE, Pa.-IVOA V.
EUGENE, Ore.-KFAT.
EVANSVILI E, Ind.-WNA M.
EVERE1 T, Wash.-KEW.,
FAIRBANKS. Alaska-WLAY.
FALL RIVER, Mass.-WSAR.
FALL RIVER, glass.-WTAB.
FARGO. N. D.-WDAY.
FAYET7'EVILLE, Ark.-KEDV.
FLINT, Mleh.-WEAA.
FORT DODGE, Iowa-EVER.
PORT DODGE, Iowa-WEAR.
FORT MONROE, Va.-WNAW.
IORT SMITH, Ark.-WEAR.
I ORT WORTH, Texas-WRAP.
FRANKFORT. Ky.-WOAK.
FREMONT. Neb.-WORE
FRESNO, Cal.-KMJ.
FROSTBURG. Md.-WPAQ.

GAINESVILLE, G4.-WKAY.
GAL VESTON. Texas-WHAB.
GALVESTON, Texae-WIAC.
GLADBROOK; Iowa-KirIK.
GLOUCESTER (ITY. N. J.-WRAX,
GRAND FORKS, N. D.-WOAB.
GRAND ISLAND, Neb.-KFJA.

GRANVILLE, Ohio-WJD.
GREAT FALLS, Mont.-KDYS
GREELEY, Colo.-KFJD.
GREELEY, Colo.-MIKA.
GREENC AST LE, In d.-WLA X.
GREENSBORO, N. C.-WQAZ.
GREENV ILLE, Ohio-WCBB.
GREENVILLE, S. C.-WQAV.
GRI DLEY, Ca 1.-KEU.
(.ROVE CIY. Pa.-WSAJ.
GUNNISON. Colo.-KFLIA.

HAMILTON, Ohio-WRAC.
HAMILTON, Ohlo-WRK.
HARRISBURG, Pa.-WARE.
HARTFORD, Conn.-IVDAK.
HASTINGS, Neb.-WQAY.
HAVRE, Mont.-KERB.
HILLSBORO. Ore.-KFFO.
HOLLYWOOD, Cal.-KFAR.
HONOLULU, Hawaii-1E13TX.
HONOLULU, [(swan-Kt:U.
HONOLULU, Hawaii-EYQ.
HOOD RIVER, Ore.-KFRB.
HOOD RIVER, Ore.-KQP.
DOULTON, Malne-WLAN.
HOUSTON, Texas-KFCV.
HOUSTON, Texas-WCAK.
HOUSTON, Texas-WEAY.
HOUSTON, Texas-WEV.
HOUSTON, Texas-WRA A.
HUNTINGTON, Ind.-WHA Y.
HUTCHINSON, Kan.-KFHX.
HUTCHINSON, Minn.-WEAN.

INDEPENDENCE, Mo.-KFIX.
IOLA, Kan.-EFID.
IOWA CITY, Iowa-WIIAA.
ITHACA, N. Y.-WEAL.

JACKSONVILLE, Fla.-WABG.
JACKSONVILLE. Fla..-WDAL.
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo.-W0S.
JOHNSTOWN, Pa.-WTAC.
JOPLIN. Mo.-WIIAH.
JUNEAU. Alaska-KFIU.
KALAMAZOO, Mich.-WLAQ.
KALAMAZOO, Mich.-WOAP.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WDAF.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WMAJ.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WHB,
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-VVOQ.
KEA KNEE, Neb.-KFHP. -

KELLOGG, Idaaho-EFEY.
KENOSHA, Wis.-WOAR.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.-W.NAV.

LACEY, Wash.-KOY.
LACONIA, N. H.-VVEAV,
LA CROSSE, Wis.-WABN.
LAKE FOREST, 111.-WABA.
LAKESIDE, Colo.-KFKIL
LAMONI. 'Iowa-EFFV.
IANCASTER, Pa.-WDRC.
IANCASTER, Pa.-WGAL.
LANSING, Mich.-WHAL.
LAI'ORTE, Ind.-WRAF.
LARA MIE, Wyo.-KFBU.
LAREDO. Texas-WWAX.
LAWRENCEBURG, Tenn. ---n
I.E MARS, Iowa-KFCY.
LE MARS. Iowa-WIAU.
LEXINGTON. Ky.-WQAII.
LIHIJE, Hawaii-KFHS.
LIMA, Ohio-WOAC.
LINCOLN, Neb.-KFDU.
LINCOLN. Neb.-WFAV.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WJAB.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WEAC.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WMAH.
LINDSBORG, Kan.-WDAD.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.-WCAV.
LOCKPORT, N. Y...--WMAK.
LONG BEACH. Cal.-ASS.
LOS ANGELES. Cal.-KDZE.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KEL
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KHJ.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KJS.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KNR.
LOS ANGELES. Cal.-ENV.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KNX.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KUS.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KWH.
LOS GATOS, Cal.-KFHQ.
LOUISBURO, Kan.-EFIL.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.-WHAS.

LOUISVILLE, Kan.-WLAP.
LOWELL, Mass.-WQAS.

MACON, Ga.-WMAZ.
MADISON, Wis.-WGA Y.
MADISON, VV1s.-WHA.
MANHATTAN, Kan.-WTG.
MARIETTA, Ohlo-WBAW.
MARIETTA, Ohio-WSAA.
MARION, Ind.-WIAQ.
MARION. Kan.-WRAD.
MARSHALL, Mo.-WJAT.
MARSHALLOWN.
MATTOON, 111.-WQAL.
MAYVILLE, N.
MeKEESPORT, Pa.-WIK.
MCLEANSBORO, 111.-WRAS.
MEDFORD, Ore.-KFAY.
MEDFORD HILLSIDE, Mass.-WGI.
MEMPHIS. Tenn.-WMC.
MIAMI, Fla.-WQAM.
MIDDLEPORT, Ohio-WSAK.
MIDDLETOWN, Conn.-WOAS.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-IVAAK.
MILWAUKEE, {Via.-WCAY.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-WHAD.
MILWAUKEE, IVis.-WIAO.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-EFDZ.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-KFEX.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WBAD.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WBAH.
MINNEAPOLIS, MInn.-WCAS.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WCE.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WLAG.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WIS.
MISHAWAKA, Ind.-WOAD.
MOBERLY, Mo.-EFFP.
MOBILE, Ala.-WEAP.
MODESTO. Cal.-KXD.
MONTEREY. Cal.-KLN.
MONTGOMERY, Ala.-WEAN.
MOORESTOWN, N. J.-WRAF.
MOOREHEAD, MInn.-WPAU.
MORGANTOWN. W. Va.-WHO.
MOSCOW, Idaho-KFAN.
MOUNT VERNON. 111.-WABF.
MUNCIE, Ind.-IVJAF.

NEAR BAY, Wash.-REHR.
NEENAH, Wis.-WIAJ.
NEWARK, N. J.-WAA111.
NEWARK, N. J.-WBS.
NEWARK. N. 1.-WOE.
NEWARK, N. J.-WRAZ.
NEWARK, Ohio-WBBA.
NEW BEDFORD. Mass.-WDAU.
NEW HAVEN, Conn.-W PAL
NEW LEBANON, Ohio-WPG.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WAAB.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-IVAAC.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WCAO.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WOV.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-VVIAF.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-IVWL.
NEWTON, Iowa-MAIL
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WBAY.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WEAF.
NEW YORK. N. Y.-WJX.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WIT.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WJZ-.
NEW YORK. N. Y.-WLAW.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WQAO.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-IVSAP.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WWZ.
NORFOLK, Neb.-WJAG.
NORMAN, Okla.-WNAD.
NORTHFIELD, Minn.-WCAL.
NORTH PLAINFIELD, N. 3.-WHAM.

OAK Neb.-KFEQ.
OAKLAND, Cal.-ELS.
OAKLAND, Cal.-KLX.
OAKLAND, Cal.-IEZIL
OCEAN CITY, N. J.-WIAD.
OGDEN, Utah-KFCP.
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.-WMAB.
OKLAHOMA CIY, Okla.-WHY.
OKMULGEE, Okla.-WPAC,
OMAHA, Neb.-KFCZ.
OMAHA, Neb.-KFFX.
OMAHA, Neb.-WAAW.
OMAHA, Neb.-WIAIL
OMAHA, Neb.-WNAL.
OMAHA, Neh.-WOAW.
ORANGE. Texas-KFGX.
OSKALOOSA, Iowa-KFHL.

PADUCAH, Ky.-WIAR.
PARKESBURG, Pa.-WQAA.
PARSONS, Kan.-WOAD.
PATERSON, N. J.-WEAN.
PENDLETON, Ore.-KFFE.
PENSACOLA, Fla.-WGAN.
PENSACOLA, Fla.-WLAV.
PEORIA, Ill.-WJAN.
PEORIA, III.-WQAX.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WCAU.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WDAR.
PHILADELPHIA. Pa.-WEL
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WGL.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WIP.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WNAT.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WOO.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WWAD;
PHOENIX, Ariz.-KDYW.
PHOENIX, Aria.-KFAD.
PINE BLUFF, Ark.-WOK,
PITTSBURG, Ran.-KFIV.
PITTSBURG, Pa.--EQV.
PITTSBURG, Pa.--WCAR.
PITTSBURG, Pa.-WJAS.
PLAINVIEW, Texas-WSAT.
PLATTE, S. D.-KFLE
PORT ARTHUR, Texas-WEAR.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KDYQ.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KFEC.
PORTLAND. Ore.-KFIF.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KGO.
PORTLAND, Ore.-EGN.
IORTLAND, Ore.-KGW.
PORTSMOUTH, Va.-WOAQ.
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.-WFAF.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.-WEAN.
PROVIDENCE, R. L-IVJAR.

'PROVIDENCE, R. I.-WEAR.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.-WSAD.
PROVIDENCE, R. L-IVTAG.
PULLMAN, Wash.-IIFAE.

RALEIGH, N. C.-WLAC.
RAPID CITY, S. D.-WCAT.
READING, Pa.-WBBD.
READING, Pa.-WRAW.
REEDLEY, Cal.-KMC.
RENO, Nev.-EDZE.
RICHMOND, Cal.-EFCM.
RICHMOND, Va.-WQAT.
RIDGEWOOD, N. Y.-WHN.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.-WABO.
ROCHESTER. N. Y.-IVILAM.
itosigroRD, Ill.-WIAB.
ROCKPORT, Mo.-WMAD.
ROSWELL, N. M.-KNJ.
SACRAMENTO, Cal.-KFBK,
SAGINAW, Alieh.-WARM.
SAGINAW,
S. CLOUD, Minn.-WFAM.
ST. CROIX FALLS, Wis.-WEAL.
ST. JOSEPH, Mo.-KFHD.
ST. JOSEPH. Mo.-WEAK,
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-KFEZ.
8T. LOUIS, 111o.-EFOL
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-KFIB.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-KSD.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WCK.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WEB.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WEW.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WMAY.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WRAO.
ST. PAUL. Minn.-WAAH.
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.-IMO.
SALEM, Ore.-KFCD.
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah-KDYL.
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah-KZN.
SAN ANTONIO, Cal.-KFCL.
SAN ANTONIO, Texas-WCAR.
SAN ANTONIO, Texas-WOAL
SAN DIEGO. CaL-EDPT.
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-KDYM.
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-EFBC.
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-EFFA.
SANDUSKY, Ohlo-WASH.
SANDUSKY, Ohio-WQAF.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-EFDB.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-KPO.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-KIJO.
SAN JOSE. Cal.-KFAQ.
SAN JOSE, Cal.-KQW.
SAN Cal.-ESC.
SAN JUAN, P. E.-WKAQ.
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Cal.-KFBE.
SANTA ANA. Cal.-KFAW.
SANTA BARBARA, Cal.-KFHJ.

Broadcasting Stations and Schedule of Programs
Continued from Poge S.

company. 380 meters.
WHA-Madison. Wis.. University of Wiscon-

sin. 360 meters.
WHAA-Iowa City, Iowa, State University

of Iowa, 283 meters.
WHAB-Galveston, Texas. Clark W. Thomp-

son, 360 meters.
WRAC-Waterloo. Iowa, Cole Brothers Elec-

tric company. 360 meters.
WHAD-Milwaukee, Wis., Marquette univer-

sity, 280 meters.
WHAG-Cincinnati, Ohio, University of Cin-

cinnati, 222 meters.
WHAH-Joplin, Mo.. Hafer Supply company.

360 meters.
WHAT-Davenport, Iowa. Radio Equipment

and Manufacturing company. 360 meters.
WHAK-Clarksburg W. Va., Roberts Hard-

ware company. 360 meters.
iVHAL-Lansing, Mich., Lansing Capital

News, 248 meters.
WHAM-Rochester. N. Y., University of

Rochester (Eastman School of Music), 860
meters.

The

GIFT
for the Radio

Fan

Help Him Tune Out
the Local Stations

A St. Louis radio fan (name on re-
quest) brought in Havana on his loud
speaker while three St. Louis sta-
tions were broadcasting. He used a
Ferbend. You can make every night
silent night, too, by adding a,Ferbend
Wave Trap. Stop at our store or
phone Central 5923. The ,Ferbend
comes mounted on formica panel in
mahogany finished cabinet, $8.50, un-
mounted, ready for panel mounting,
$6.00 (postage prepaid). You take rip
risk. Every Ferbend is guaranteed
to tune out local stations. Beware of
imitations assembled from standard
parts. The Ferbend is designed and
built to stop interference. Listen to
one station at a time. Place your
order to -day. Telephone Central
5923 or come in and see

"The Oinal Wave raterikk,
Foirbend Electric Contapaaly

21 E. South Water St. Chicago

WRAP-Decatur. Ill., Otta A Kuhn, 360
meters.

WHAQ-Washington. D. C.. Semmes Motor
company. 360 meters.

WHAR-Atlantic City. N. J.. Paramount Ra-
dio and Electric company (W. H. A. Paul-us). 231 meters.

WHAS-Louisville. Ky., Courier -Journal and
Louisville Times, 400 meters.

WHAV-Wilmington. Dela.. Wilmington Elec-
trical Special company. 360 meters.

WHAZ-Troy. N. Y., Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, 380 meters.

WEB-Kansas City. Mo.. Sweeney Schoolcompany. 411 meters.
WHI)-Morgantown. W. Va., West Virginia

University, 360 meters.
WEIK-Cleveland, Ohio. Radiovox company(Warren R. Cox), 360 meters.
WHN-Ridgewood, N. Y., George Schubel,360 meters.
WIAB-Rockford. Ill., Joslyn Automobile

company, 252 meters.
WIAC-Galveston. Texas, Galveston Tribune.

360 meters.
WIAD-Ocean City, N. J., Ocean City Yacht

club (Howard R. Miller), 254 meters. '
WIAF-New Orleans. La., 139 North Alex-

ander street. Gustav A. DeCortin. 234 me-
ters.

WIAH-Newton. Iowa, Continental Radio and
Manufacturing company. 258 meters.

WI4I-Springfield. Mo., Heer Stores com-pany. 360 meters.
WIAJ-Neenah. Wis., Fox River Valley Ra-

dio Supply company (Quinn Brothers). 224
meters.

WIAK-Omaha, Neb.. Journal -Stockman com-
pany. 278 meters.

WIAO-Milwaukee. Wis., School of Engineer-
ing of Milwaukee. 360 meters.

WIAQ-Marion, Ind.. Chronicle Publishingcompany. 226 meters.
WIAR-Paducah. Ey.Paducah Evening Sun,

360 meters.
WIAS-Burlington. Iowa. Home Electric com-

pany. 360 meters.
WIAT-Tarkio, Mo.. Leon T. Noel, 360 me-

ters.
WIAU-Le Mars, Iowa. American Trust and

Savings bank. 360 meters.
WIK-McKeesport. Pa., K. & L. Electric

company (Herbert F. Kelso and Hunter
J. Lohman), 360, meters. .

WIL-W.ashington. 'D. C., Continental Elec-
tric Supply company, 360 meters.

WIP-Philadelphia, Pa., Gimbel Brothers,
509 meters.

WJAB-Lincoln. Neb.. American Electric
company. 360 meters.

WJAD-Waco. Texas. Jackson's Radio Engi-
neering laboratories. 360 meters.

WJAF-Muncie. Ind.. Press Publishing com-
pany. 360 meters.

WJAG-Norfolk, Neb.. Norfolk Daily News
(Huse Publishing company). 360 meters.

WJAK-Greentown. Ind., Clifford L. White.
254 meters.

WJ.A111-Cedar Rapids. Iowa. 302 3d avenue,
West, D. M. Perham. 268 meters.

WJAN-Peoria, Hl., Peoria Star, 280 me-
ters.

WJAQ-Topeka, Kan, Capper Publications,
360 meters.

WJAR-Providence, R. I.. The Outlet com-
pany (J. Samuels and Brother). 360 me-
ters.

WJAS-Pittsburg. Pa.. Pittsburg Radio Sup-
ply house, 360 meters.

WJAT-Marshall, Mo., Kelly-Vawter Jewelry
company. 360 meters.

WJAX-Cleveland. Ohio, Union Trttst com-
pany. 390 meters.

WJAZ-Chicago, Ill.. Chicago Radio labora-tory, 448 meters.
ww-Granville, Ohio, Richahrd H. Howe,

229 meters.
WJII-Washington. D. C.. White A Boyer

company. 273 meters.
WJX-New York, N.  Y.. Deforest Radio

. Telephone and Telegraph company, 360
meters.

WIT-New York, N. IL, R. 0. A. 406 me-
ters.

WJZ-New 2York. N. T R, C. 'A. 456

meters.
WKAA-Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 1444 2d ave-

nue, East, H. F. Paar 268 meters.
WKAD-East Providence, R. I.. Charles Loof

(Cresent park). 240 meters.
WKAF-Wichita Falls. Texas. W. S. Radio

Supply company. 360 meters.
WEAN-Montgomery. Ala., United Battery

Service company. 226 meters.
WKAP-Cranston, R. I., Dutee W. Flint, 360

meters.
WKAQ-San Juan. P. R., Radio Corporation

of Porto Rico. 360 meters.
WKAR-East Lansing, Mich., Michigan Ag-

riculture college. 280 meters.
WKAS-Springfield, Mo., L. E. Lines Mu-

sic company. 360 meters.
WKAV-Laconia. N. H.. Laconia Radio club.,

254 meters.
WKAW-Beloit. Wis., Turner Cycle comPariT.

242 meters.
wgax-Bridgeport, Conn.. 1789 Park ave-

nue. William A. MacFarlane, 231. meters.
WKAY-Gainesville, Ga.. Brenau college, 280

meters.
WET-Baltimore. Md., Joseph Mt Zamoiski

company, 360 meters.
WRY-Oklahoma, Okla., WRY Radio Shop.

360 meters.
WLAC-Raleigh. N. C., North Carolina State

college, 360 meters.
WLAG-Minneapolis. Minn.. Cutting and

Washington Radio corporation. 417 meters.
WLAH-Syracuse, N. V.. 425 Brownell

street. Samuel Woodworth, 234 meters. -

WLAJIVaco, Texas, Waco Electrical Sup-
ply mpany, 360 meters.

WLAK-Bellows Falls, Vt., Vermont Farm
Machine corporation, 360 meters.

WEAL-Tulsa. Okla., Naylor Electric com-
pany. 360 meters.

WLAN-Houlton, Maine, Putnam Hardware
company, 283 meters.

WLAP-Louisville, Ky., 306 West Brecken-
ridge street, W. V. Jordon. 360 meters.

WLAQ-Kalamazoo, Mich., 108 Elm street.
Arthur E. Schilling, 360 meters..

WLAT-Burlington. Iowa., Radio and Spe-
cialty company. 360 meters.

WLAY-Pensacola, Fla.. Electric Shop, 254meters.
WLAW-New York, N. Y., police depart-ment. City of New York, 360 meters.
WLAX-Greencastle. Ind., Putnam Electriccompany (Greencastle Community Broad-casting station). 231 meters.
IVLB-Minneapolis, Minn., University ofMinneosta, 380 meters.
WLIV-Cincinnati. Ohio. Crosley Manufactur-

ing company. 309 meters.
WMAB-Oklahoma. Okla., Radio Supply com-

piler, 360 meters.
WALAC-Cazenovia. N. Ir.. Fernwood street.J Edw.. Page (Olive B. Meredith), 261meters.
WMAF-Dartmouth. Mass.. Round Hills Ra-dio corporation. 360 meters.
WMAH-Lincoln. Neb., General Supply com-

pany. 254 meters.
WMAJ-Kansas City, Mo., Drovers Telegram

company, 275 meters.
WMAK-Lockport, N. Y., Norton Labora-tories, 360 meters.
Whi.AL-Trenton, N. J., Trenton Hardware

company. 256 meters.
WMAM-Beaumont. Texas, Beaumont Radio

Equipment company, 360 meters.
WMAP-Easton, Pa., Utility Battery service.246 meters.
WMAQ-Chicago. Chicago Daily News.448 meters.
IVMAV-Auburn. Ala., Alabama Polytechnic

institute. 250 meters.
WMAY-St. Lbuis: Mo.. Kingshighway Pres-
- byterian church. 280 meters.
wmAZ-Macon. Ga... Mercer university. 268

meters.
WMO-Memphis, Tenn., "Commercial AD -

peal" (Commercial Publishing company).
600 meters.

WIRR-Cinchanati. Ohio. Precision Equip-
ment company. 248 meters.

WIEU-Washington, D. C.. Doubleday -Hill
Electric company. 261 meters.

WNAC-Boston, Mass. Shepard stores, 278
meters.

WNAD-Norman. Okla, University of Okla-homa, 360 meters.
WNAL-Omaha. Neb., 5019 Capitol avenue,

R. J. Rockwell, 242 meters.
WNAM-Evansviile. Ind., Ideal Apparatuscompany. 860 meters.
WNAN-Syracuse, N. Y. Syracuse RadioTelephone company, 286 meters.
WNAP-Springfield. Ohio, Wittenberg col-lege, 231 meters.
WNAQ-Charleston, S. C., Charleston Radio

Electric company, 360 meters.
WNAR-Butler. Mo., C. C. Rhodes, 231meters.
wmAs--Austin, Texas. Texas Radio Corpora-

tion and Austin Statesman. 360 meters.
WNAT-Philadelphia, Pa., Lemmig Brothers

company (Frederick Lennie). 360 meters.
WNAV-Knoxville, Tenn.. Peoples Telephone

and Telegraph company. 236 meters.
WNAW-Fort Monroe, Va., Peninsular Runs

club (Henry Kunzmann). 380 meters.
WNAX-Yankton, S. D., Dakota Radio Al.

'meatus company. 244 meters.
WNJ-Albany, N. Y., Shotton Radio Mann.

factoring company, 360 meters.
WOAA-Ardmore, Okla., Dr. Walter Hardy,

360 meters.
WOAC-Lima. Ohio, Mans Radio company.268 meters.
WOAD-Sigourney, Iowa, Friday Battery sae

Electric corporation. 360 meters.
WOAE-Fremont, Neb.. Midland college, 380

meters.
WOAF-Tyler. Texas. Tyler Commercial eel.lege, 360 meters.
WOAG-Belvidere. Ill., Apollo theater (Bel-

videre Amusement company). 224 meters.

Continued on Page 15.

The Sensational New

Transcontinental Copper Aerial
"500% Better"
"My result with crys-

tal set 500% better with
'Ribbon' copper aerial,"
Says A. J. Weber, of
Pearson Hotel. "Bestbuy in the radio field
today."

"Wonderful Results"
Says L. Williams. 6801

Sheridan Rd.. "I have
a 3 -tube Kennedy out-
fit and 'Ribbon' copper
aerial has improved the
range and volume to an
astonishing degree."

Based on scientific principle that
area of antennae surface is biggest single
factor in clear reception. Acts as amplifier,
gives clearer, richer, more natural tone and
doubles range of any outfit. Equally satis-
factory with crystal or tube sets. Thou-
sands in use, not a single failure. Adopted
by hundreds of laboratories and experts.
Sold on positive guarantee that it will revo-
lutionize your results, or money refunded.

Assembled Complete in Boxes

Order by Mail or Phone
We deliver anywhere, C. 0. D. Orders
shipped same day received. "Like getting
a new receiver,' say enthusiastic users.

ORDER TODAY

Acorn Radio Mfg. Co.,
1806 S. Racine Ave.

Plymouth Radio Shop,
39 W. Jackson Blvd.

Walter D. Tuff,
136 N. La Salle St.,
55 W. Jackson Blvd.

Ribbon Aerial
soldered at both
ends to snap -
hooks for in-
stant fastening
to insulators.

50 FEET,

$150
75 FEET, $2.25

100 FEET. $3.00
150 FEET. $4.50
Ready for Use

Electric Service Products Co.
10 S. Wells St.,
214 W. Madison St.**  **             **** ****   
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WOAH-Charleston, S. C., Palmetto Radio
corporation, 360 meters.
OAI-San Antonio. Texas, Southern Equip-
ment company. 385 meters.

WOAJ-Parsons, Ran., Ervins Electrical com-
pany, 268 meters.

NOAH-Frankfort. Ky., Collins Hardware
company. 240 meters.

WOAL-Webster Groves. Mo.. 4 Jefferson
road, William E. Woods, 229 meters.

WOAN-Lawrenceburg, Tenn., Vaughn Con-
servatory of Music (James D. Vaughn),
360 meters.

WOAO-Mishawka, Ind., Lyradion Manufac-
turing company. 360 meters.

WOAP-Kalamazoo. Mich., Kalamazoo col-
lege. 240 meters.

WOAQ-Portsmouth, Va., Portsmouth Ki-
warns club. 360 meters.

WOAT-Wilmington, Del., 215 Market street.
Boyd M. Ramp, 360 meters.

WOAV-Erie. Pa.. Pennsylvania National
Guard, 2d Battalion, 112th Infantry, 242
meters.

WOAW-Omaha, Neb.. Woodmen of theWorld. 526 meters.
WOAX-Trenton. N. J., 600 Ingham avenue,

Franklyn J. Wolff. 240 meters.
WOAZ-Stamford. Texas, Penick Hughes

company. 360 meters.
WOC-Davenport, Iowa. Palmer Sthool of

Chiropractic. 484 meters.
WOI-Ames, Iowa, Iowa State college. 360

meters.
WOK-Pine Bluff. Ark., Pine Bluff company,

360 meters.
WOO-Philadelphia, Pa., 13th and Market

streets, John Wanamaker, 509 meters.
WOQ-Kansas City. Mo., Western Radio com-

pany, 360 meters.
"WOR-Newark, N. J., L. Bamberger & Co.,

405 meters.
WOS-Jefferson City, Mo., Missouri State

Marketing buret'''. 441 meters.
WPAB-State College, Pa.. Pennsylvania

State college. 360 meters.
WPAC-Okmulgee, Okla., Donaldson Radio

company. 360 meters.
WPAD-Chicago, Ill., W. A. Wieboldt & Co.,

360 meters.
WPAH-Waupaca. Wis.. Wisconsin depart-

ment of markets, 360 meters.
WPAJ-New Haven, Conn.. Doolittle Radio

corporation, 268 meters.
WPAK-Agricultural College. N. D., North

Dakota Agricultural college, 360 meters.
WPAL-Columbus. Ohio, Superior Radio and

Telegraph Equipment company, 286 me-
ters.

WPAM-Topeka, Kan., Auerbach & Guettel.
360 meters.

WPAP-Winchester. Ky.. 222 Lexington ave-
nue, Theodore D. Phillips. 360 meters.

WPAQ-Frostburg, Md., General Sales and
Engineering company. 360 meters.

WPAR-Beloit. Kan., Ward Battery and Radio
company, 360 meters.

WPAT-El Paso, Texas, St. Patrick's ca-thedral, 360 meters.
WPAU-Moorhead, Minn., Concordia college.

360 meters.
WPAZ-Charleston. W. Va.. Dr. John R.

Koch. 273 meters.
WPG-New Lebannon, Ohio, Nushawg Poul-try farm. 234 meters.
WQAA-Parkersburg, Pa., Horace A. Beale.

Jr.. 360 meters.
WQAB-Springfield. Mo., Southwest Missouri

State Teachers' college, 236 meters.
WQAC-Amarillo. Texas, 108 East 8th street.E. B. Gish. 360 meters.
WQAD-Watcroury, Conn., Whitall Electriccompany, 242 meters.
WQAE-Springfield, Vt., Moore Radio News

station (Edmund B. Moore), 275 meters.
WQAF-Sandusky. Ohio. Sandusky Register,

240 meters.
WQAH-Lexington. Ky., Brock -Anderson

Electrical Engineering company, 254 me-
ters.

WQAL-Mattoon, Ill., Coles County Tele-phone and Telegraph company, 258 me-
ters.

WQAM-Miami. Fla., Electrical Equipment
company, 860 meters.

WQAN-Scranton, Pa., Scranton Times. 280
meters.

WQAO-New York, N. Y., Calvary Baptist
- church, 360 meters.

WQAQ-Abilene. Texas, West Texas Radio
company, 360 meters.

WQAS-Lowell, Mass., Prince -Walter com-pany. 266 meters.
WQAV-Greenville, S. C., Huntington and

Guerry (Inc.), 258 meters.
WQAW-Washington. D. C., Catholic wit-. versity. 236 meters.
WQAX-Peoria. Ill., Radio Euipment com-pany. 360 meters.
WQAZ-Greensboro. N. C.,-eGreensboro Daily

News, 360 meters.
WRAA-Houston, Texas, Rice institute, 360

' meters.
WRAD-Marion, Kan.. Taylor Radio shop

(G. L. Taylor), 380 meters.
WRAF-Laporte. Ind., The Radio club (Inc.).

224 meters.
WRAH-Providence, R. Stanley N. Read,

231 meters.
WRAL-Se. Croix Falls. Wis., Northern

States Power company, 248 meters.
WRAN-Waterloo, Iowa, Black Hawk Elec-

trical company, 236 meters.
WRAO-St. Louis, Mo., Radio Service com-

pany, 360 meters.
WRAP-Winter Park, Fla., Winter Park

Electrical Construction company, 360 me-
ters.

WRAU-Amarillo, Texas. Amarillo Daily
News, 360 meters.

WRA'r-Yellow Springs, Ohio. Antioch col-lege, 360 meters.
WRAW-Reading, Pa., Avenue Radio shop

(Horace D. Good). 238 meters.
WRAX-Gloucester City, N. J., Flaxon's ga-

rage, 268 meters.
WRAY-Scranton, Pa., Radio Sales corpora-

tion, 280 meters.
WRAZ-Newark, N. Radio Shop of New-

ark (Herman Lubinsky), 233 meters.
WRC-Washington. D. C., Radio Corporation

of America.
WRK-Hamilton, Ohio, Boron Bros. Electric

company, 360 meters.
WRL-Schenectady, N. Y., Union college, 360

meters.
WRM-Urbana, Ill., University of Illinois.

360 meters.
Texas. City of Dallas (police

and fire signal department), 360 me-
ters.

WRIV-Tarrytown. N. Y., Tarrytown Radio
Research laboratory, 273 meters.

WSAB-Cape Girardeau, Mo., Southeast Mis-
souri State Teachers' college, 360 me-
ters.

WSAC-Clemson College, S. C.. Clemson Agri-
cultural college, 360 meters.

WSAD-Providenee, R, I., J. A. Foster com-
pany, 281 meters.

WSAG-St. Petersburg, Fla. City of St. Pe-
tersburg (Loren V. Davis), 244 meters.

WSAH-Chicago. Ill.. 4801 Woodlawn ave-
nue, A. J. Leonard, Jr., -248 meters.

WSAI-Cincinnati. Ohio. United States Play-
ing Cards company, 309 meters.

WSAJ-Grove City, Pa.. Grove City college,
360 meters.

ESAK-Middleport. Ohio Foster Egner (Daily
News, Pomeroy, Ohio), 258 meters.

WSAL-Brookville, Ind., Franklin Electric
company. 248 meters.

WSAN-Allentown. Pa., Allentown Radioclub, 229 meters.
WSAP-New York, N. Y., Seventh Day Ad-

ventist church. 360 meters.
WSAR-Fall River, Mass., Doughty &

Welch Electrical company, 254 meters.
WSAT-Plainview. Texas, Donohoo-Ware

Hardware company, 268 meters.
WSAU-Chesham. N. H., Camp Marienfeld,

229 meters.
WSAW-Canandaigua. N. Y., Curtiee and Mc-

Elwee, 275 meters.
WSAX-Chicago. Ill., Chicago Radio labora-

tory, 268 meters.
WSAY-Port Chester, N. Y., Port Chester

Chamber of Commerce, 233 meters.
WSB-Atlanta, Ga, Atlanta Journal, 429 me-

ters.
WSL-Utica. N. Y., J. and M. Electrical com-

pany. 273 meters.
/WSY-Birmingham. Ala., Alabama Power

company, 360 meters.
WTAB-Fall River, Mass., Fall River Daily

Herald Publishing company, 248 meters.
WTAC-Johnstown. Pa., Penn Traffic com-

pany, 360 meters.
WTAD-Carthage, First Presbyterian

church, 229 meters.
WTAF-New Orleans. La.. Louis Y. Gallo.242 meters.
WTAH-Belvidere. H.. Carmen Ferro, 236

meters.
WTAG-Providence, R. I. Kern Music com-

pany. 258 meters.
WTAJ-Portland, Me.. The Radio shop. 236

meters.
WTAL-Toledo, Ohio, Toledo Radio and Elec-

tric company, wave length unrecorded.

WTAM-Cleveland, Ohio. Willard Storage
Battery company, 390 meters.

WTAN-Mattoon, Ill., Orndorff Radio shop.
240 meters.

WTAP-Cambridge, Ill., Cambridge Radio and
Electric company. 242 meters.

WTAQ-Osseo, Wis., S. H. Van Gordon and
Son, 226 meters.

WTAR-Norfolk, Ya., Reliance Electric com-pany, 226 meters.
WTAS-Elgin, 111., (near) R. F. D. 6. Box

75, Charles E. Erbstein. 275 meters.
WTAT-Boston, Mass., Edison Electric Il-

luminating company, portable, 244 me-
ters.

WTAU-Tecumseh. Neb., Ruegg Battery and
Electric company. 360 meters.

WTAW-College Station. Texas, Agricultural
and Mechanical college of Texas. 280 me-
ters.

WTAX-Streator, Ill., Williams Hardware
company, 231 meters.

WTAY-Oak Pirk, Ill., Iodar-Oak Leaves
Broadcasting station, 226 meters.

WTAZ-Lambertville, N. J., Thomas J. Mc-
Guire, 283 meters.

WM-Manhattan, Kans.. Kansas State Ag
rieultural college, 485 meters.

VNIVAII-Trenton, N. J., Hoenig, Swern & Co226 meters.
WWAC-Waco. Texas, Sanger Brothers, 360

meters.
WWAD-Philadelphia, Pa., Wright & Wright.

(Inc.), 360 meters.
WWAX-Laredo, Texas, Wormser Brothers.

360 meters.
WWII-Canton, Ohio, Daily News Printing

company. 288 meters.
WWI-Dearborn, Mich.. Ford Motor com-

pany, 273 meters.
WWJ-Detroit. Mich., Detroit ,News (Eve-

ning News association), 517 meters.
WWL-New Orleans, La., Loyola university,

280 meters.
WWZ-New York, N. Y., John Wanamaker,

360 meters.
WZAZ-Pomeroy, Ohio, Chase Electric, 258

meters.

Today's Programs
Continued from Page 6.

This station broadcast); only on Sundays
at 2:30 p. m. to 6 D. m.

WJZ-New York city; 455 meters. No
silent night.

Day -2 p. m., organ recital on the Hotel
Astor organ by Leo Riggs, by direct wire
from the Hotel Astor; 3:45 p. m., concert;
4 p. m., address.

Evening -6 p. m.. bedtime story; 7 p. m.,
special musical program.

WOO-Philadelphia; 509 meters. Silent
Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Sat-
urday evenings.

Day -10 a. m., grand organ; 10:30 a. m.,
United States weather forecast: 10:55 a. m.,
United States naval observatory time sig-nal; 11 a. m., luncheon music by the Tea
Room orchestra; 4:15 p. m., grand organ.
Christmas carols and trumpets.

Evening-Silent.
WOK-Newark, N. J.; 405 meters:
Day -4 :30 p. m., program by Carrol Clark,

negro barytone of New York, recording
artist, "The Trees Have Grown So" (Bur-
leigh), "Road to Mandalay" (Speaks), 1:45
p. m., Edna Craig Bianchi, contralto of New
York; '2 p. m., continuation of barytone
solos by Carrot Clark, "Deep River" (Bur-
leigh), "By the Waters of the Minnetonka"
(Lieurance) 2:15 p. m., Eve Stuyvesant,
scenarist and caster, will speak on "Just
What Opportunity the Motion -Picture Indus-
try Offers Today"; 2:45 p. m., continuation
of contralto solos by, Edna Craig Bianchi:
5:15, p. m., "Icicle.' Santa Claus' assistant
at his toy factory, will speak to the chil-
dren; 5:30 to 6:30 p. m., "Music While
You Dine," Tom Cooper's Country Club or-
chestra.

Evening-Silent.
WRC-Washington. D. C., 469 meters: Si-

lent Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday eve-
nings.

Day -4:15 p. m., instructions in code prac-
tice; 5 p. m., children's hour, by Peggy Al-
bion.

WRW-Tarrytown, N. Y., 273 meters:
%MAR-Philadelphia, Pa.; 395 meters:
Day -11 a. m., organ recital from the

Stanley theater; features from the studio;
Arcadia Concert orchestra. Fery Sarkozi,
director; 1 p. m. to 2 p. m., Arcadia Con-
cert orchestra; artist recital from the studio;
Mrs. Anna B. Scott will give the second of
her talks on "The Christmas Market Bas-
ket"; 5:30 p. m.. artist recital -talk; 8:30
P. m., "Dream Daddy with the Boys and
Girls."

Midwest Programs.
WCX-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters:
Silent Saturdays.
Day -1 p. m., news bulletins; 1:15 P. m..

stock qubtations; 1:20 p. m., Rev. Gains
Glenn Atkins, D. D., speaker, a twenty -min-
ute exposition of the international Sunday
school lesson; 1:50 p. m., government
weather forecast; 3:15 p. m., music: 5 D. m..
dinner concert, Pete Bontsema's orchestra.
broadcast from Hotel Tuner; 6 p. m., mu-
sical program, under direction of Same Slade.

WEAO-Ohio State university, Columbus,
Ohio; 360 meters:

8 p. m. Christmas program by the Trin-
ity Church choir, under the direction of
Carl Hoenig. They will sing twelve carols.
Reading by Miss Helen Jones, "Why the
Chimes Rang," by Raymond Alden. Mrs. B.
F. Babbitt, pianist, will play the musical
setting. Prof. Alfred C. Hottes of the Co-
lumbus Horticulture society will talk on
"Mistletoe, Holly and Evergreens."

WJAX-Cleveland; 390 meters: Silent every
night except Tuesday and Thursday.

WLAG-Minneapolis, Minn.; 417 meters:
No silent nights.

Day -9:30, 10 and 10:30 a. m., markets,
news bulletins; 10:45 a. m., household
hints: 11 :35 a. m., surprise program; 2 P.
dancing lesson 4 by Tess Cooperman: 2:35
p. m., musical program, Archibald Sowden
violin, Mrs. W. A. Sowden accompanist.
Babette Millspaugh, pianist. reader to be an-
nounced; 4 D. In.. magazine reading "The
Dark City," by Aiken; 5:30 p. m., children's
hour, stories by Tess Cooperman.
-Evening-6 P. m.. sport program; 7:30

p. m., lecture by W. F. Webster. "Safe-
guarding Your Child's Health"; 9:15 D. m.,
weather report.

WLW-Cincinnati; 309 meters: Silent Fri-
day. Saturday and Sunday.

Day -10:30 a. m., weather forecast and
business reports.

Evening -1:30 p. m., market reports: 4
p. m., piano selections by Adelaide Apfel,
speaker from the Cincinnati League of Wom-
en Voters. Mrs. Robert Taft. subject, "Why
I Am a Member of the League of Women
Voters and a Republican": 10 p. m., special
Christmas program, Dickens' Christmas
Carol, read by Prof. Van Wye of the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati, and Christmas carols
froth the class of Thomas Kelly of the Cin-
cinnati Conservatory of Music, (1) opening
carols from the conservatory of music. (2)
reading of Dickens' Christmas Carol by Prof.
Van Wye. Stave one: Marley's Ghost.
Stave two: The First of the Spirits. Stave
three: The Second of the Spirits. Stave
four: The Third of the Spirits. Christmas
carols from the conservatory of music.

WOC-Davenport, Iowa; 481 meters: Silent
Tuesdays.

Evening -7:30 to 8:30 p. m.., concert pre-
sented by Sam S. Losh, barytone, featuring
a group of his artist pupils. (E. L. 0. an-
nouncing.) 9:30 to 10:45 p. m., concert
by George Freeman's Sooner Serenaders, the
iTnegxr Hotel orchestra. (G. C. A. announc-

WTAM--Cleveland; 390 meters: Broad-
casts only Wednesday and Saturday eve-
nings at 7 to 8 p. m.

WWJ-Detrolt, Mich.; 517 meters: Silent
Saturday.

Day -12 m., music by Jean Goldkette's
orchestra, broadcast from the Graystone

the Detroit News orches-baEllyreonIg.-7
orches-

tra; program by Marcus Kellerman.
Southern Programs.

day.
KSD-St. Louis: 546 meters: Silent Fri -
Evening -8 p m., program given by choir

of Westminster Presbyterian church, W. M.
Jenkins director, Lewis H. Williamson tenor.
broadcast direct from the church.

WRAP-Fort Worth, Texas; 476 meters:
Day-l0 a. m. to 4' p. m. markets and

financial review.
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RAMO 3XCHANUE,
Radio Classified Advertiselnents will beinserted in this section at 5e per word seaword
per insertion. Minimum 10 words
Two initials count as one word. No
display type, cuts or borders allowed.

If box number is desired, allow two
extra words. Box answers will be
mailed to advertisers free of charge.
Address The Chicago Evening Post,
Radio Department, 12 South Market-st.

Thank you, kind redder. We had planned to do exactly as you suggest,
but the tremendous work of bringing out a 16 -page magazine for radiophans
compelled us to delay the inauguration of this exchange page until now.

CLASSIFIED PAGE FOR RADIO
Here is a medium of exchange for Radiophans. You may wish to buy

a set-or parts-that some other reader may wish to sell. A classified ad
of 15 to 20 words on this page could make the exchange-at very little cost.

You may wish service of some kind-battery charging, repair, construc-
tion, instruction-work of any nature pertaining to radio. A little ad here
will do the work. You may wish to open a radio store-or you may have a
location that would be ideal for a radio store. Tell your :'ants here. An
expert radio man may be seeking a position-or you may be seeking, such
a man for your store, or construction plant. Advertise in this page.

There is more intensive attention value in the Radio Magazine of The
Chicago Evening Post than in all other Chicago papers combined-be-
cause it is not a one -day proposition, but is permanent in the home for
the entire week. The opinions of our readers make that distinction very
clear.

PLACE 'YOUR RADIO WANTS IN
THE RADII" EXCHANGE

Chicago.
De, 023.

Radio Magazine.
The Chicago Evening Post.
12 South Market street.
Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen:

Your Radio magazine is certainly a won-
der, and has the great advantage of being
up to the minute. I am grateful for it.

Unfortunately I was late in wising- up te
twholusldadlittiotno

yon t")"frr,thrr furnish me
with the back 'WIZ? and at what price.
I .,-iii affiti want the binder.

As a suggestion which might make your
supplement even more wet oar,. it occurred
to, me that many of your readers are read",
buyers for much of the intimql. second-
hand equipment of other Take
loud speakers. for instance: tn,my a fellow
doesn't feel like paying the list price on
a good one, but there are many phans
who would be glad to sell one of the
several they have at a considerable reduc.
lion. This applies to all forms of radio
equipment. A page or two given over is
the "For Sale" and "Wanted" ads of your
readers would, I believe, greatly enhance
the popularity of this little paper. It
would also reimburse you to some extent
for the excellent experimental work yoq
are conducting. Cordially yours.

H. W. TALBOT,
8357 Lakewood avenue.

Evening -7:30 to 8:30 p. m., concert by a
group of Fort Worth artists (E. L. 0. an-
nouncing): 9:30 to 10:45 p. m., concert by
the Knights of Pythias Girls' Mandolin club,
Weatherford, Texas. (The Hired Hand an-
nouncing.)

WDAF-Kansas City, Mo.: 411 meters:
Day -3:30 to 4:30 p. m., musical mati-

nee, the D. Ambert Haley Dance and Concert
orchestra.

Evening -6 to 7 p. m., tuning -in piano
number on the Duo -Art; marketgram.
weather forecast and road report; address,
speaker from the William Jewell college.
Liberty, Mo.; the children's story and in-
formation period music. Fritz Hanlein's
Trianon ensemble, Hotel Muehlbach; 11:45
p. m. to 1 a. m., "The Merry Old Chief"
and the Coon -Sanders Novelty -Singing or-
chestra, Plantation grill, Motel Muehlebach.

WFAA-Dallas, Texas; 447 meters: Si-
lent Wednesday.

Day -12:30 to 1.. address. L. F. McKay.
publicity director, Texas Farm Bureau Cot-
ton association.

Evening -8:30 to 9:30, Dallas Harmony
Five orchestra. Tom D. Collins director.

WG3I-Atlanta, Ga.: 429 meters:
Evening -6 to 7 p. m.. concert; 9:30 to

10:30 p. m., convert.
WGV-New Orleans; 359 meters:
Evening -7 to 8 p. m., concert.
WHAS-Louisville; 400 meters: Silent Mon -

Evening -7:30 to 9 p. m., concert by the
Ella Sharrard Violin quintet (Walter Bode -
man, first violin; Christine Jansing. second
violin; Dorothty Neat, third violin; Theo-
dore 'Williams, fourth violin); four -minute
digest of international Sunday -school lesson
for Sunday. Dec. 23; four -minute radio
forum talk; late important news bulletins;
official central .standard time announced at
9 o'clock.

WHB-Kansas City, Mo.; 411 meters: Si -

lent Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Sat-

ing -7 to 7:45 p. m., instrumental
suorldovasye

Sat -

Evening -7
members of the Sweeney Radio

orchestra; mandolin solo, selected, V. H.
Harrell, Mrs. Harrell accompanist; 8 to 10
p. m., regular Thursday evening concert,
first half consisting of classical selections.
second half of requested popular music;
overture, "Williiam Tell" (Rossini), Sweeney
Radio orchestra: selections from "The Wiz-
ard of the Nile" (Herbert), Sweeney Radio
orchestra; talk on "Early Christmas Mail-
ing." by W. S. Salisbury, representative of
the superintendent of-I:nails; three French
songs, (a) "Hindu Song" (Bemberg), (b)"At Evening" (Debussy). (c) "Open Thy
Blue Eyes" (Massenet), Sweeney Radio or-
chestra; piano solo. "Erotikon" (Sigogren).
George Parrish "Bandananna Sketches"
(White), (a) 'Nobody Knows the Trouble
I've Seen," lb "I'm Troubled in Mind."
(c) "A Slave Song" ("Many Thousand
Gone"), (d) "Negro Dance": popular dance
music as requested: Sweeney Radio orches-
tra.
neavtdlayter_memphis; 500 meters: Silent Wed -

Evening -8:30 p. in.. program arranged by
the Gayoso Hotel Concert orchestra.

WMAY-Knoxville, Tenn., 236 meters:
Evening -7:30 to 8:30 p. m.. musical; 9

to 9-45 p. m., mixed musical.
WOAI-San Antonio, Texas; 385 meters;

Silent night. Mondays. Wednesdays and
Thursdays.

WSB-Atlanta, Ga., 428 meters:
Evening -8 to 9 p. m.. musical entertain-

ment presenting Mrs. Lottie Burnett Ewing.
soprano. and Miss Elese Wall, pianist, of
Norcross. Ga.. and Carlyle Brooks, evan-
gelistic singer; 10:45 p. m.. transcontinental
Radiowl organ concert from the First Pres-
byterian church, presenting Dr. Charles A.
Sheldon.

WHAB-Galveston, Texas; 360 meters:
Evening-Silent.

Pacific Coast Concerts.
KDZE-Seattle, Wash.: 455 meters: Silent

nights Tuesday. Thursdays and Sundays.
KFDR-San Francisco; 509 meters:
Evening-10 .to 12 p. in.. a "ostunu' pro-

gram will be given under the direction of
the -Pacific Musical society, by direct wire
from the Palace hotel. Midnight to I a.
vocal.

KHJ-Los Angeles: 305 meters:
Evening -10:45. 11:30 p. m., to I a. m.
KPO-Ran Francisco; 423 meters; 500

watts: Crair F. Morrison. station director;
Ada Morgan O'Brien, program director. Fri
day nights silent:

Dny-' p. m., time signals: 3 to 4 p.
Rudy Seiger's Fairmont Hotel orchestra. 14
remote control.

Evening -6:30 to 7:30 p. m.. Rudy Seiger's
Fairmont Hotel orchestra, by remote control;
8 to 7 p. m., dinner concert by George
Lipschultz and Music Masters. 8 to 9 p. m.
The evening's program is under the auspices
of Mme. Caillean, and a number of her tal-
ented pupils will be on the air. Those par-
ticipating on the program are: Miss Eilen
Harrison, "Valle"; Miss Myrtle McLaughlin,
"Mother Machree" (Olcott) : Mass Elizabeth
Magee. aria, "La Boheme" t Puccini); Miss
Sue Thorne. "Pirate Dreams" (lleurter)..
Miss Alice Wilson. "Caro me bambino mio4
(Child): Martin O'Brien. tenor, "Duna";
Miss Geraldine Watt, "Merle" (Massenet);
Mrs. Jane Webb. "Tee Yeux t Rabey); Mist;
Madeline O'Brien, aria, "Louise" (Charten-
tier). Miss Hazel Nickels will he the ac-
companist for the evening. She will also
be heard in a number of piano solos. Walter
Dupre, well-known barytone will sing
number of selections.

He it-. Radiophan
Never was there anything that appealed so irresistibly to the imagination of up -
and -doing men and boys as RADIO. The Post RADIO MAGAZINE has made
a direct hit with them-and they want to save every copy of it. Any radio-
phan-man or boy-will appreciate this gift-

Give HIM a
ost-Binder"

(up gh

for Christmas
In a few seconds he can bind his Radio Magazine in

this strong book cover and will have started compiling a set
of radio textbooks which, in time, will be of utmost value
to him. Every week there are articles in these magazines
to which he will have occasion to refer later on. It is
very important that all issues of the Radio Magazine be
compiled-beginning from the very first-with none missing
-and this is the most practical and least expensive way
to do it. This gift will enable him 'to

Make a Permanent File
of His Radio Magazine

It is very important, as he goes along perfecting his
knowledge of radio, that he have the facts handy, at his
command. Again and again he will have occasion to con-
sult the information given exclusively in these magazines
each week. He may wish tb purchase a set-or build one
-and by referring to the advertisements of manufacturers
and retailers in all issues of the Radio Magazine he will
be enabled to buy more profitably. Every radiophan should
save these magazines. The cost of this binder is nominal.

PRICE 50 CENTS
If to be mailed, add 10e for postage.

This magazine is intended to be a reference book for the
radiophan, a guide that will enable him to get the most en-
tertainment and satisfaction out of radio.

THE CHIUKio EVENINci POST

PROPE'RTY OF

This binder, size 181&3E121/4 Inches,
is made strong and substantial, but

o neat, Cloth finish, very durable.
Made individually they would prob-
ably come to $1.50 to $2.00 each-and
would be well worth it for the great
convenience they are-but we have
had them made in quantity and are
giving our readers the advantage of
quantity production-we are selling
them for 50c each.

"Poit-Binders" and Back Copies
AT THE OFFICE OF

The Chicago Evening Post, 12 S. Market St,

1
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Our Guarantee
= Nothing but brand new radio
= parts -tested and approved by our qualified radio experts -
E guaranteed to give complete sat -
E isf action in service -guaranteed
_Oa to be the greatest value in mer-
 chandise that you can get for
 your money -that's what "Sal -
E vage" really means.
 MAIL ORDERS SHIPPED TO

YOU PROMPTLY -
3 ADDRESS DEPT. P-6.

ff-

5-Watt "E"
Type CW-931

Western
Electric

VT -2 TUBES

$12.00
VALUES

$ 7.45

All Other Tubes
at Reduced Prices

$4012 List

John Firth
DETECTOR
and 2 -STEP

'12'
A value truly

extraordinary !

YOUR
Christmas it
money will
go further

E. when invest-

a

ed in GOOD
RADIO

equipment
at Chicago's
GREATEST

RADIO
STORE

Unity Vernier
Rheostat $1:z2-_5_

Automatic
Electric

Long
Range

Headsets
$10.00

VALUE

$3.65

Complete With
Murdoch Phones

Open Evenings Until 9 P. M., Sunday, 10 A. M. to 3 P. M.

509
South
State
Street
Wabash 4183

Phone:

509
South
State
Street

Phone:
Wabash4183

Make it their best Christmas with a

'25' RADIOLA No. 1
Of the 3,000 $25.00 Crystal Receivers, which we bought from the
Radio Corporation of America, only 620 sets are left. $9.45 for a
genuine $25.00 Radio Set that will bring the opera, jazz, news
and entertainments nightly is a remarkable purchase! It makes
an ideal Christmas gift! The receiver comes in a special mahog-

any cabinet, complete with
a pair of Murdoch head-
phones. pro batteries, no
extra expense, quickly in-
stalled and easily operated
-a Christmas gift that ev-
erybody will appreciate.

($2:.00
Value

Only One to
a Customer -

While They Last,

$9.45
Save $15.55 for Other Gifts

Pick those KELLOGG Parts here for a Good

3 -CIRCUIT TUNER
11 -Plate Vernier Condenser with
4 -inch bakelite dial and knob___ $4.95
23 -Plate Vernier Condenser with
4 -inch bakelite dial and knob___ $5.95
43 -Plate Vernier Condenser with
4 -inch bakelite dial and knob..__ $6.45
3 -Inch Bakelite
Dials 65c
4 -Inch Bakelite
Dials 95c

Bakelite
Sockets
Grid
Condensers
Double
Mountings

Transformers (high or low
ratio)

For Description of a Good Three -Circuit
Tuner, See Preceding Pages of this Section

till
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Build Your Own Sets With Tested PartsHAZELTINE
NEUTRODYNE

Freed -Eiseman or Fada
Licensed Parts

1 7x21x3-1G drilled Formica
panel.

1 Howard rheostat.
3 4 -inch Radion dials.
3 John Firth bakelite sockets.
8 Binding posts.
3 23 -plate variable condensers.
1 Wave control neutroformer.
2 R. -F. arnply'g neutroformers.
2 Grid neutralizing condensers.
1 .00025 micon grid condenser.

" 1 Marco variable grid leak.
1 Baseboard for mounting.
25 feet tinned copper bus bar

wire and complete instruc-
tions for assembling and
wiring.

3 -TUBE
Our Price
4 -Tube $44.65
5 -Tube $46.25

For description of Neutro-
dyne Receiver, see preced-
ing pages of this section.

immitninumemiummilmtutianumtnumuummi

55c
55c
60c

$2.95

Complete Parts for
2 -STAGE

AMPLIFIER
To amplify Ultra -Auction, Reinartz,
FlewellIng, Knocked -Down Short -
Wave Receiver, Crystal or any re-
ceiving teL so that loud speaker or
phonograph can be used in place of
headset.

1 7x9 Formica Panel (other suita-
ble size).

1 High -Ratio A 1 I -American orThordarson Transformer.
1 Low -Ratio A I I -American orThordarson Transformer.
2 Howard Rheostats.
2 Bakelite Sockets.
3 Double Pacent Jacks.
13 Binding Posts.
1 Baseboard.

$21.00 Value
Our

Price $ 1 2'95

Complete Parts for
AUTOPLE X

90,4x13%x%-inch Formica
Panel, drilled and ma-
chined $1.89

141/zx13%x%-inch Mali ogany
Cabinet with hinged top 2.95

1 John Firth Socket .35
1 Frost Plain Rheostat 1.00
2 Moulded Autoplex Variome-

ters 7.30
2 3 -inch Bakelite Dials .50
6 Binding Posts .30
1 Single Circuit Pacent Jack .35
1 1,250 or 1,500 Turn Honey-

comb Coil 1.50
1 4x4 x4-inch Formica sub

base panel, drilled 25
1 21//x2V4x%-incli Formica

Panel, Coil, clamp drilled .07
1 Complete set machine screws

for assembling various
parts (no charge)

1 Hook-up for assembling and
wiring (no charge)

4 Lengths square bus bar wire .10

Our
Special $ is .45
Price

Build Your Own Sets With Tested Parts

REINARTZDETECTOR

Keg.
Price.

... .

......

Our
Consisting of Price.

$1.89 7x18 Formica Panel.$1.70
1.00 Bakelite Socket .45
1.50 Howard Vernier

Rheostat 1.35
3.30 23-P late Variable

Condenser 1.45
11-P late Variable
Condenser 1.35

1.50 3 Switch Levers .75
.80 2 Dozen Switch Points .40

3.00 1 Sc ho onhoven Rei-
nartz ('oil 1.95

1.00 Freshman 'Faris b I
Grid Leak and Con-
denser combined .75

.80 8 Binding Posts .40

.30 23 Feet Tinned Wire .15

3.10

Reg.
Price.

.50

Our
Consisting of Price.

Baseboard for mount-
ing .25

1.00 Blueprint with Com-
plete Instructions for
Assembly and Wiring .50

Regular Price $21 69

Our $ 1 1.45Price

Complete partsfor Detector
and two-step with
Vernier Condensers

.95

r 11111 i 11t1.11.1',1,

Important!
Any individual part (except the
drilled panels) in any of the six out-
fits below may be purchased sep-
arately at the special reduced
prices listed under column headed
"Our Price."

Panels Drilled
FREE

Specially drilled panels are in-
cluded with each of the sets illus-
trated and described below. We
give this free service only on pan-
els included with complete sets.

Easy to Build
Complete instructions for assem-
bling and blueprints for wiring are
included with each outfit. In-
structions written so everyone can
understand them. No special skill
or technical knowledge required -
a few hours and you're ready to
tune -in New York, Los Angeles -
any of 'em!

Complete Parts for

HERALD-

EXAMINER

asa

==.

a
as

as

-a-

M
Oar -A

Consisting of Price.
6x1014 Drilled Panel $ .95 a
23 -Plate Condenser 1.35 .74
Varlocoupler . .95 a
Rheostat . .35 a
John Firth Socket .35
Freshman Grid Leak and Condenser .65
2 Bakelite Dials .50
Switch Lever .25
3 Binding Posts .40
Switch Points and Stops .15
Baseboard and Instructions and 25

feet Hook -Up Wire

Single Tube Hook -Up

gre $5.95
.25

ORMIC
Made from Anhydrous ltedmanol Resist
SHEETS TUBES ROD

We are prepared to furnish promptly
and saw Formica panels of any dimen-
sions. Cutting charge is included in the
following prices:
3 -16 -inch Formica, square inch._ 2c
h -inch Formica, square inch 1%e
Tubing (2 to 4 -inch diameter),

per running inch 10e

Complete Parts for

POWER
AMPLIFIER

1 Set of Push and Pull Thordarson or
All-American Power Transformers.

1 Double Firth Socket.
1 Howard Power Rheostat.
8 Binding Posts.
5 Switch Points and Stops.
1 Switch Lever.
1 Cutler -Hammer Filament Switch.
1 7:9 Panel.

Baseboard and Instructions for as-sembling and mounting.
$25.00 Elsewhere

Our $

Coils for
Cockaday Circuit

Special $ .95
at ji

Honeycomb Coils
1,500 Turns $1.501,250 Turns 1.501,000 Turns 1.25750 Turns 1.00250 Turns .75150 Turns .60100 Turns .5075 Turns .4050 Turns .4035 and 25 Turns .40

Special Cabinets
7x21 in. and 7x18 in.

Special $2.95
at

Variable
Condensers

$7.00 value, 43 -Plate Vernier $3.95
$6.50 value, 23 -Plate Vernier 3.45
$6.00 value, 11 -Plate Vernier

3 -Plate Vernier
2.95
1.15

4$31-.11 :11Z, 43 -Plate, NOW
23 -Plate, NOW 1.45

1.75

$2.25al e 5 -Plate, NOW
::11.2i3 t;:ll:t11::,

1.25
11 -Plate, NOW 1.35

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iii
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H. LEOPOLD SPITALNY, conductor of the McVickers theater
orchestra, has installed a receiving set right in his director's stand,
and when his programs are racing thru the ether via station KYW,
he knows exactly how his orches/tra is being broadcast.

Issued as a Supplement to
The Chicago Evening Post

IN THIS ISSUE Hook -Up and Construction Details of ,Mine: -'s Superdyne,Circuit-How to Build
an "Old Reliable rAmstrong. Ehree-Circuit Rec Neiver ew York Society GHIA

Build Radio Sets for Charity Two -Stage Amplifier for Long -Distance Crystal Set.
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedules
Central, or Chicago time, is shown on all stations. If necessary to ascertain local time on any station deduct

two hours from time shown for Pacific coast stations, one hour from time shown for the Rocky mountain stations and
add one hour to those stations using eastern time. Hawaiian island time is four hours and a half slow.er than Chicago
time. In the list the call number of the station is first given, followed by the location, the owner's name, wave length
used _and broadcasting schedule in order named. THE POST is making a thoro canvass of all stations in order that
this directory may be complete and accurate. Changes are so frequent in stations and schedules that no list can be satis-
factory which is not corrected frequently.. Corrections and additions to this list will be made from week to week. Sta-
tions are urged to co-operate by sending information of changes in schedule to Radio Editor, The Chicago Evening Post.

KDKA-East Pittsburg, Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 320 me-
ters.

KDPM-Cleveland. Ohio. Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. 270 me-
ters.

KDPT-San Diego. Calif., Southern Electri-
cal company. 244 meters.

EDYL-Salt Lake City. Utah. Telegram Pub.
lishing company, 360 meters.

KDYM-San Diego. Calif., Savoy theater, 252
meters.

KDFQ-Portland. Ore., Oregon Institute of
Technology, 360 meters.

leDYS.,-Great Falls, Mont., The Tribune, 360
meters.

KDYW-Phoenix, Ariz., Smith Hughes &
Co., 360 meters.

KD'FX-Honolulu, Hawaii, Star Bulletin, 360
meters.

KDZB-Bakersfield, Calif.. 1402 20th street,
Frank E. Siefert, 240 meters.

KDZE-Seattle, Wash., The Rhodes company,
455 meters.

RDZE-Los Angeles, Calif., Automobile Club
of Southern California, 278 meters.

XDZI-Wenatchee. Wash., Electric Supply
company. 360 meters.

KDZK-Reno, Nev., Nevada Machinery and
Electric company. 360 meters.

KDZQ--Denver, Colo., Nichols Academy of
Music. 360 meters.

KDZR-Bellingham, Wash., Bellingham Pub-
lishing company, 261 meters.

KDZT-Seattle. Wash.. Seattle Radio associa-
tion. 360 meters.

REAR -Phoenix. Ariz..McArthur Bros. Mer-
cantile company, 30 meters.

KFAE-Pullman. Wash., State College of
Washington, 360 meters.

KFAF-Denver. Colo., Western Radio cor-
poration. 380 meters.

KFAJ-Boulder. Colo., University of Colo-
rado, 360 meters.

KFAN-Moscow, Idaho, The Electric shop,
360 meters.

KFAP-Butte, Mont.. Staridard Publishing
company, 360 meters.

KFAR-Hollywood. Calif. Studio Lighting
Service company (0. K. Olsen), 280 me-
ters.

KFAU-Boise, Idaho, Independent School Dis-
trict of Boise City, Boise High school. 270
meters.

KFAV-Venice, Calif., Abbot Kinney com-
pany, 224 meters.

KFAW-Santa Ana, Calif., The Radio Den
(W. B. Ashford and H. T. White), 280

meters.
KFAY-Medford, Ore., Virgin's Radio service,

283 meters.
HEBB-Havre, Mont.. F, A. Buttrey & Co.,

360 meters.
KFBC-San Diego, Calif.: W. K. Azbill, 278

meters.
KFBE-San Luis Obispo, Calif.. Reuben H.

Horn, 360 meters.
-REBO-Tacoma. Wash.. First Presbyterian

church, 360 meters.
KFBK-Sacramento. Calif., Kimball -Upson

company, 283 meters.
KEEL -Everett. Wash., Leese Bros., 224 me-

ters.
KI/BS-Trinidad. Colo.. Trinidad Gas and

Electrice Supply company and the Chronicle
News, 360 meters.

KFBU-Laramie, Wyo., , The Cathedral
(Bishop N. S. Thomas), 283 meters.

KFCB-Phoenik. Ariz.. Nielsen Radio Sup-
ply company, 238 meters.

KFCD-Salem, Ore., Salem Electric company,
360 meters.KFCF-Walla Walla, Wash.. 707 Baker build-
ing, Frank A. Moore, 360 meters.

KWH-Billings, Monte, Electric Service sta-
tion (Inc.).- 360 meters.

KECK-Colorado Springs. Colo., Colorado
Springs Radio company. 258 meters.

KFCL-San Antonio, Calif.. Los Angeles
Union Stock yards. 360 meters.

KFCM-Richmond, Calif.. Richmond Radib
shop (Frank T. Doeing), 360 meters.

KFCP-Ogden, Utah, 2421 Jefferson avenue,
Ralph W. Flygare, 360 meters.

RECY-elleonston, Texas, Fred Mahaffey, Jr.,
360 Meters.KFCY-Le --Mars, Iowa. Western Union col-
lege, 252 meters.KFCZ-Omaha, Nelx, Omaha Central High
school. 258 meters.

KFDA-Baker, Ore., Adler's Music store, 360
metera.KFDD-Boise, Idaho. 'St. Michael's cathedral,
252 meters.REDA-Meson, Ariz., University of Arizona,
360 meters.

KEW -Corvallis. Ore., Oregon Agricultural
college. 360 meters.

KFDL-Denifer, Colo., Knight -Campbell -Mu-
sic company. 360 meters.

KFDO-Bozeman, Mont.. 420 West Roch
street. H. Everett.Cutting, 248 meters.

KFDP-Des Moines, Iowa. Hawkeye Radio
and Supply- Co, 278 meters.

KFDR-York, Net.. Bullock's Hardwere and
Sporting Goods (Robert G. Bullock), 360
meters.KFOILT-Litkoln, Neb., Nebraska Radio Elec-
tric company, 240 meters.KFDV-Fayetteville, Ark., Gilbrech & Stin-
son. 360 meters.ILFDX-Shreveport, La.. First Baptist chureV,
360 meters.KEDY-Brookings. S. D.. South Dakop, State

/College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
360 -meters.

KFDZ-Minneapolis, Minn., 2510 South
Thomas avenue, Harry 0. Iverson, 360
meters. -KFEC-Portland. Ore.. Meier & Frank com-
pany, 360 meters.

KFEJ-Tacoma, Werth. 1724 South Jay
street. Guy Greason, 360 meters.

KEEL -Denver, Colo., Winner Radio corpora-
tion. 360 meters.REEP-benver, Colo. Radio Equipment com-
pany (Joseph L. Time). 240 meters.

KFEQ-Oak, Nob., J. L. Scroggin, 360 me-
ters.

KFER-Fort Dodge, Iowa, Auto Electric
Service company. 231 meters.

REEF -Douglas. Wyo., Radio Electric' Short,
263 meters.KEEX=Minneapolis. Minn., Augsburg .Sem-
intry, 261 meters.

El-Ey-Kellogg, Idaho, Bunker Hill and Sul-
livan Mining and Concentrating company,
360 meters.KEEZ-St. Louie, Mo.. American Society of
Mechanical Engineer' (a". H. Schubert).
360 meters.

MITA-San Diego, Cal- 3443 5th street.
Dr. R. 0 Shelton. 242 Meters.

REEB-Boilie, Idaho, Jenkins Furniture com-
pany. 4440 meters.RENE-Pendleton. Ore.. Eastern Oregon Ra-
dio company. 360 meters.

KlreO-Hillsboro, Ore., Dr. E. H. Smith,
229 meters.KEEP -Moberly, Mo., First Baptist "church,
275 meters.

ILEFQ-Colorado Springs. Colo., Marksheffel
Motor company, 360 meters.

REEK -Sparks, Nev., Nevada State Journal
(Jim Kirk), 226 meters.

KFFV-Lamoni, Iowa, Graceland college, 860
meters.

REEK -Omaha, Neb., McGraw company. 278
meters.REEF -Alexandria, La., Pincus SI Murphy,
275 meters.

RFEZ-Dallas, Tex. (portable), Al. G. Barnett
Amusement company, 226 meters.

REGO-Baton Rouge, La., Louisiana State
univereity, 264 meters.

IMOD-Chickasha, Okla., Chickasha Radio
and Electric company. 248 meters.

KFOR-Stanford University, Cal., Leland
Stanford university. 380 meters.

KEW -St. Louis, Mo., Missouri National
guard. 138th infantry, 266 meters.

KEDL-Arlington, Ore., Arlington. garage,
234 meters.

REGP-Cheney, Han., Cheney Radio company.
279 meters.

ILFGQ-Boone, Iowa, Crary Hardware tom -
patty, 2211 meters.

KFGV-13tica. Neb., Heidbreder Radio Sup-
ply company. 224 meters.

KFGX-Orange, Texas, First Presbyterianchurch, 250 meters.
ILEGZ-Berrien Springs, Mich.. Emmanuel

Missionary college, 268 meters.
KFRA-Guenison. Colo., Colorado State Nor-

mal school, 252 meters.
KERB -Hood River, Ore., Rialto = theater(P. L. Beardwell), 280 meters.
HERD -St. Joseph, Mo., Utz Electric Shopcompany, 226 meters.
REEF -Shreveport. La., Central Cheistianchurch, 266 metees.
KERR-Nash Bay, Wis, Ambrose A. Mc-Cue, 283 meters.
KEW -Santa Barbara, Cal., Fallon & Co.,360 meters.
KFHQ-Los Gatos, Cal.. Curtis BrothersHardware store, 242 meters.KERR-Seattle, Wash., Star Electric andRadio company, 270 meters.
HFILS-Lihne. Hawaii, Clifford J, Dow, 275meters.
REIM-Mayville, N. D., M. G. Sateren,261 meters. .

KFWX-Hutchinson. Kan.. e07 East 1stStreet, Robert W. Nelson, 229 meters.KVI-Los Angeles. Cal., Earle C. Anthony(Inc.), '469 meters.
HEIR -St. Louis. Mo., 5666 Vernon avenue,

Franklin W. Jenkins, 244 meters.
KEID-Iola. Kan., Ross Arbuckle's garage.246 meters.
KEIF-Portland, Ore., Benson Polytechnicinstitute, 360 meters.
KNIK-Gldabrook. Iowa. Gladbrook Electric

company, 234 meter's.
KFIL-eLouisburgf Kan., Windisch ElectricFarm Equipment company. 234 meters.
KFIO-Spokane. Wash., North Central high

school. 252 meters.
KELQ-Yakima, Wash., Yakima Valley Ra-

dio Broadcasting association, 224 meters.

KFKZ-Colorado Springs. Colo.. Nassour
Bros. Radio company, 234 meters.

KFLA-Butte, Mont., Abner R. Wilson, 283
meters.

KFLB-Menominee. Mich.. Signal Electric
Manufacturing company, 248 meters.

KFLD-Franklinton, La., Paul E. Greenlee,.
234 meters.

KFLE-Denver, Colo., National Educational
Service, 268 meters.

KFLH-Salt Lake City, Utah, Erickson Radio
company, 261 meters.

KFLP-Cedar Rapids, Ohio, Everette M. Fos-
ter, 240 meters.

KFLQ-Little Rock, Ark., Bizzell Radio shop.
281 meters.

KFLR-Albuquerque. N. M., University of
New Mexico. 254 meters.

KGB -Tacoma, Wash., Wm. A. Mullins Elec-
tric company. 360 meters.

KGO-Portland, Ore., Hallock & Watson Ra-
dio service, 4360 meters.

KG11-Portlind, Ore., Northwestern Radio
Manufacturing company, 360 meters.

KG11-4Honolulu, Hawaii, Waikiki Beach,
Marion A. Mulrony, 360 meters.

ROW -Portland Ore., Portland Morning Ore-
goidan, 492 meters.

ROY -Lacy, Wash., St. Martins college
(Rev. Sebastian Ruth), 258 meters.

KRJ-Los Angeles, Cal., Times-Mirror com-
pany, 395 meters.

KIM -Seattle. Wash, 419 13th avenue. Louie
Wasmer, 360 meters.

KJQ-Stockton. Cal.. 615 East Main street.
C 0. Gould, 360 meters.

KJR-Seattle, Wash. Northwest Radio Serv-
ice company, 270 meters.

ripe -Los Angeles. Cal., Bible Institute of
Los Angeles. 360 meters.

KLN-Monterey. Cal., Monterey Electric
Shop. 360 meters.

KLS-Oakland. Cal., 2201 Telegraph avenue,
Warner Brothers, 360 meters.

K2V-Wenatchee, Wash. Wenatch Battery
and Motor company, 360 meters.ee

WAAB-New Orleans. La., 137 South St.
Patrick street, Valdemar Jensen, 268 me-
ters.

WAAC-New Orleans, La., Tulane university.
360 meters.

WAAD-Cincinnati, Ohio, Ohio Mechanics in
stitute, 360 meters.

WAAF-Chicago, EL, Chicago Daily Drov-
ers Journal, 360 meters.

WAAR-St. Paul, MM., Commonwealth Elec-
tric company, 360 meters.

WAAK-Milwaukee, Wis., Gimbel Brothers,
280 meters.

WAAM-Newark, N. J., I. R. Nelson com-
pany, 263 meters.

WAAN-Columbia. Mo., University of Mis-
souri. 264 meters.

WAAW-Omaha, Neb., Omaha Grain Ex-
change. 360 meters.

WAAZ-Emporia, Kans., Hollister-Miller Mo-
tor company, 380 meters.

WABB-Harrisburg, Pa.. Dr. John B. Law-
rence, 286 meters.

WABC-Andereon, Ind., Fulwider-Grimes
Battery company-, 229 meters.

WARD -Dayton, Ohio, Parker high school.
283 meters.

WABE-Washington. D. C., Young Men's
Christian -association, 283 meters.

WABE-Mount Vernon, Ill., Mount Vernon
Register -News company, 234 meters.

WABG-Jacksonville, Fla.. Arnold Edwards
Piano company. 248 meters.WABII-Sandusky, Ohio, Lake Shore Tire
company, 240 meters.

WABI-Bangor, Me., Bangor Railway and
Electric company, 240 meters.

WABA-Lake Forest. Ill., Lake Forest col-
lege. 266 meters.WABJ-South Bend, Ind., The Radio Labors -

THE CHICAGO EVENING POST
TABLOID RADIO SCHEDULES

These stations are those most commonly tuned in evenings by the Chicago broadcast listen-
ers. , The time given is central standard. Pacific coast time is two hours earlier than that
shown here: Mountain time is one hour earlier, arid eastern time one hour later. Evening
program schedules only are given. This list was compiled by The Chicago Evening Post
Radio Department and is protected by copyright.

STATION
Chicago-

XYW, Comm. Edison Bldg
WAAF, Union Stock Yards
WMAQ, Hotel La Salle
WDAP, Drake Hotel
WJAZ, Edgewater Beach Hotel'

Suburban-
WCBD, Zion, Ill
WIAB, Rockford, Ill
WRM, Urbana. Ill
WTAS, Elgin, Ill

Eastern-
KDKA, -East Pittsburg
WBZ, Springfield, Mass
WRAF. New York City

Medford Hillside,Maas....
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y..,
WGY, Schnectady, N. Y
WGR, Buffalo
W.TY, New York City
WJZ, 'New York City
WOO, Philadelphia
WRC, Washing-tbn, D. C

elidwest-
WCIL, Detroit
WJAX. Cleveland
WLAG, Minneapolis-
WLW, Cincinnati
WOC, Davenport
WTAM, Cleveland
WWJ, Detroit

Southern-
KSD, St. Louis 270
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas 855
WDAF, Kansas City. Mo 430
WFAA, Dallas, Texas. 853
WGV, New Orleans 858
WHAS, Louisville -- 271
WHB, Kansas City. Mo 430

_WMC, Memphis 480
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas 1,080
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo 337
WSB, Atlanta, Ga 606

Pacific Coast--
KED13,eSan Francisco.
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ. Los Angeles
KPO, San Francisco

1

!Miles Met Monday Tuesday 1Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

536 6:30e 9:343 6:30- 9:30 6:30-12 m. 6:30- 9:30
286 4:30- 5:00 4130-, 5:00 4:30- 5:00
448 7:00-9:55 7:00- 9:55 8:00-10:00
360 004.a. . 7:00-1a.m. 7:00-1a.ni. 9:1540:30
448 107:00-12e3 10:00-12:3010:00- 2:00 8:00- 9:00

8:00- 9:00 8410- 9:0039 345
77 252

120 360
37 275

430
802
733
875 360
.748 380
698 280 6:45.11:30 6:45- 9:00 -8:45- 9:00
472 319 6 ;00-10:45 8 :00- '7:30 8 :00-10 :45
733 405 e -
733 455 0:30-10:30 8:30-10:30 6:30-10:30
677 509 7:15-10:00 7:1540:00 7:15-10:00
612 e691 8:00-10:00 8:00-10 :00

8:30- 9:30 6:30-12:00
4:30- 5:00 4:30. 5:00
7:00- 9:55 7:00- 9:55
7 :00-1 a.m. 7 :00.1 a.m.

10 :00.12 :30110:00-12 :30

8:00- 9:00
8:50- 9:30
7:30-10:00
7:00-11.00
6:30- 9100
6 :30-10 :00
6:30- 8:00

7 :00-11:00
6:30- 9:00
8 :30-10:00
6:30. 8:00

326 7 :00-11:00 7 :00=11:00
3371 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00
4951 6:30-10 :00 6 :30-10 :00

6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00
8:00- 9:30

245 517
323 300
358 417
262 309
105 481
323 300
245 51.7

476
411
478
350
400
411 7:00- 9:00
500 11 :00-12 :00
385 9:30-10:30
441 ii :00-- 9 :30 '

4281 8:00-12 m, 8:00-12 nel

1.9101509 12 m.-'1:30 12 m.- 1:30
1 8054492 1 :00-2 aen .110 :00-11 :00
1 795139 -.8 :45-10 :00 /I:45-10:00

11,9101423l 6:30-12 in. 6:30-12 m.

7:30- 9:00 7:30. 9:00
7:30- 9:30

10:30-1 a.m. 10 :30-1 - a.m
8 :00-10 :00 10 :00-12 :09
7:00-11:00
7:00- 7:30 7:00- '7:30
8 :30-10 :00 8 :30-10 :00

7:30- 9:00
10:30-1 am.

8 :00-10 :00
7 :00-11 :00
7:00- 7:30
8 :30-10 :00

8 :00.11:00 8 :00-11:001 8:00-11 :00
7:15-11:00 7:15-11:00 7:15-11:00

11:45.1 a.m. 11:45-1 a.m 11:45-1 am
6:45- 9:30 6:45. 9:30 6:45- 9:30
7:00- 8:00 7:00. 8:00

7:30. 9:00

t.

.6:45- 9:00
6:00- 7:30

7:00-11:00 7:00-11:00
6:30L 9:00 6:30. 9:00
8 :30-16 :00 6 :30-10:00 6 :30-10.00
6:30- 8:00 6130- 8:00 7:30- 9:00

8l45-11:30 6:45- 9:00
6'90-10:45 6:Q0- 7:30

2:30- 8:00
6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30
7:154.0:00 7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00

8 :00-10 :00

7:30- 9:00 7:30- 0:00
8 :00-10 :30

10:30-1 a.m. 10 :30-1 a.m 10 :304 a.m
10:00-12:00

7 :00-11:00 7 :00-11:00 7 :00-11:00
7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30
8:30-12 m. 8:30-10:00

6:30-10:30

7:00- 7:30

8 :00-11 :00 8 :00-11 :00
7:15-13:00 ,7:16-11:00

11 :45.i aan 11:45.1 a.m. 11:45-1 am
6:45- 7:30 8:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:80

. . 1 ....... 7:00- 8:00
7:00- :00 7 :00- 9:00

11 :00.12 :00

8:00- 9:30 . 8:00- 9:30
8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 m.

. - .

12 m.- 1:301112 -in.- 1:30 12 tee 1:30
10:00-11:00 10:00 11:00 190-2am.
8:45.10:00 8:45.10:00 8:45-10:00

0:30-12 m.

8:00-3 0 :00
9:30-10 :30

9 :30-11:00

4:00- 5:00
8 :00-10 :00
8 :00-10 :00

8;0042 m. 7:30- 9:00
12 12 m.- 1:30
10 :00-11:00 9 :00-10 :00
'8 :45-10 :00 10 :00-12700
0:30-12 m.10:30-12 m.

company, 288 meters.WCAJ-University Place. Neb..

WCAL-Northfield, Minn., St. Olaf college,

360 meters. "

WAECAlesiKried-el;oullneptoainvnerieT81

WpCoAtP0

WCAO-Baltimore, eMedr.s, Sanders & Staemell

.1e-tcY3"603,620m5e0mt4eertsEe.rasibY

WCAR--San Antonio, Texas, Alamo Radio
WpCuAS-nwolfodyinnemapdoullirialtini:

--ZasTheilnegpthoontie D.
company, 469

e4s6a9penlakeeters.&

street,

360 meters.
Villanova college.

Electric company, 360 meters.

Wis., tKhosagseelmcoalniegOe:D2rits-6colt company. 281 .meters.
meters.

Ark., J.

ii"titWutiel,lia3m60Ett

WCAU-Philadelphia, Pa.,Durham &. Coe

trk compan

State School of Mines, 240 meters..

me -tern.
WCAT-n

WCAX-Burlington, Vt . University of

WCAY-Little Rock, C. Dice
Bel-mont,Eke-360 meters.

.

...artid City, 3. D., South Dakota

Y, 360 meters.

286 meters.

towCharles Heimbach, 280 meters.
WORB-Greenville. Ohio, K. & K. Radio Sup-ply company (Charles H. Katzenberger)
WORD -Zion, Ill., Wilbur G. Votive, 345meters.

pa., 1016 Allen street,
W.

WeC0E-mrilfaninyne3ap6o0lis,;,etMinn.,tre Findley Electric

W

Louis, Mo.. Stix, Baer & FullerDry Goods company, 360 meters.
Texas, University of Texas,

CX-Detroit, Mich., Detroit Free Press,

Kane., Central Kansas
Radio Supply company (Wm. L. Harri-

W3D6A0K-mTetsemrsp

WDAF-Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City Star.a,

Fla., Tampa Daily Times,

411 meters.
l-Amarillo,-Amarill Texas, J. Laurance Mar-tin,360 meters.

WAtr-EI Paso, Texas, Trinity Methodist

EpEoAirra-Seion37,"2u4s6e, mEiteltrs.:
WllAK-Hartford, Conn., The Courant, 261.

meters.

Hughes Radio car-

WDAL-Jacksonville, Flat, Florida Times -
Union. 380 meters.

WDAO-Dallas, Texas, Automotive Electric
company. 360 meters.

WDAP-Chicago, Dl., Board of Trade, 360
meters.

WDAR-Philadelphia, Pa., Lit Brothers, 1196
meters.

WDAS-Worcester, Mass., -692a Main street,
Samuel A. Waite, 360 meters.

WDAU-New Bedford, Mass., Slocum Kil-burn. 360 meters.
WDAX-Centerville, Iowa, First National

bank, 360 meters.
WDAY-Fargo, N. D., Fargo Radio Service

company, 244 meters.
WDB(-Lancaster. Pa., Kirk, Johnson &

company, 258 meters.
WD16E-Youngstown, Ohio. 254 West Fed-

eral street. Robert G. Phillips, 26) meters.
WDM-rWashington. D. C., Church -of the

Covepant. 360 meters.
WDY-Stapleton; N. V., Ship Owners Radio

Service; 405 meters.
WDZ-Tuecola, Ill., Star Store building,

James L. Bush, 278 meters.
WEAA-Flint. Mich., Fallain & Lathrop,

280 meters.
WEAR -Fort Dodge, Iowa, Standard Radio

Equipment company, 360 meters.
WRAF -New York, N. Y., American Tele-

phone and Telegraph company, 492 me-
ters.WEAG-Edgewood,

R. I., Niehols-Hineline-
Bassett Laboratory, 231 meters.

WEAR -Wichita, Kans., Witchita Board of
Trade, 244 meters. -

WEAI-Ithaca. N. Y., Cornell university.
286 meters.

WEAJ-Vermilion, S. D., University of South
Dakota. 360 meters.

WRAM-North Plainfield, N. J.. Borough of
North Plainfield- (W. Gibson Buttfield).

50 meters.
WEAN -Providence, R. I., Shepard company,

2

273 meters.
WEAO-Columbus. -Ohio, Ohio State Uni-

versity. 360 meters.
WRAP -Mobile. Ala., Mobile Radio coin.pally, 360 meters. .

.

WEAR -Baltimore. Md., Baltithore American
and News Publishing company,- 360 'Me-
ters.

WEAS-Washington. D. C., Hecht company,
380 meters.

WEAU-Sioux City. Iowa, Davidson. Brothel,
I company. 360 meters.
WEAF-1Iouston, Texas, Iris theater (Will

Horowitz Jr..). 360 meters.
WEB -St. Louis, f Mo., Benwood company.

360 meters.
WEV-Houston, Texas, HurIburt-Still Elec-

trical company, 360 meters.
WEW-St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis UnivereJAY.

201 meters.
WFAA-Dallas, Texas, Dallas News and

Dallas Journal, 478 meters.
WFAB-Syracuse, N. Y.. 802 McBride street,

WEAF,--Pouglikeepsie, N. Y., H. C. Sprat -
ley

F.

Radio...COMPane. 360 meters.
WFAH-Port Arthur, Texas, Electric Sup

ply con:many. 360 meters.
WFAJ-Asheville. N. C., Hi -Grade Wireless

Instrument company. 360 meters. ,
WFAM-St. Cloud.. Minn.. Times Publishing

company, 360 meters.
WFAN-Hutchinson, Minn., Hutchinson Elec-

tric Service company, 380 meters.
WEAQ-Cameron, Mo., Missouri Wesleyan

KEIU-Juneau, Alaska, Alaska Electrie
Light and Power company, 226 meters.

REIN -Pittsburg. Ran., 700 East 10th street;
V. II. 'Broyles, 240 meters.

KFIX-lindependence, Mo., Reorganized
Church of Jesus. Christ of Latter Day
Saints, 240 metere.

KFIY-Seattle, Wash.. Brett laboratories,
238 meters.

KFIZ-Eond au Lac, 'Wis., Daily Common-
wealth, 237 meters.

REJA-e-Grand. Island, -Neb.. Central Power
company. 244 meters.

mKEJlD-ectricalMarshalltow
compane,

n,-.
248--Iowa. eters.Marshalltown

E _

KFJC-6eattle, Wash., Post Intelligencer; 233
meters.KEJD-Greeley, Colo., Weld County Printing
and Publishing company, 236 meters.

KFJF-Oklahoma City, Okla., National Radio
Manufacturing company, 252 meters.

Knit -Selma, Cal., -The Sugar Bowl (H. Be
Shaw). WS- meters.KFJI-Astoria. Oreg., Liberty theater (E. R
Marsh), 252 meters.

)(NAV-Carrollton, Mo., Carrollton Radio shop,
236 meters.KFJR-Bristow, Okla., Delano Radion and
Electric company, 233 meters. ,

KF.IL-Ottumwa, Iowa, Hardsacg Manufac-
turing company. 242 meters.

KFJM--Grand Forks, N. D., University of
North Dakota, 229 meters.

KFJQ-Grand Forks, N. D., Electric Construc-
tion company (portable), 252 meters,

KFJR-Stevensville. Mont., Ashley C. Dixon
and Son. 258 meters.KINIV-Dexter. Iowa. Thomas H. Warren,
224 meters.KEJW-Towanda, Kan., Le Grand Radio com-
pany. 228 meters.

KM -Cedar Falls. Iowa, State Teachers'
college. 229 meters.

KFJY-Fort Dodge. Iowa, Tunwall Radio
company. 246 meters.

KFJZ-Fort Worth, Texas, Texas National
Guard. 112th Cavalry. 254 meters.

KEKA--Greeley. Colo.. Colorado State Teach-
ers' college. 248 meters.

KFKB-Milford, Kase Brinkley -Jones Hospital
association, 286 meters.

KERR-Lakeside, Colo., Denver Park and
Amusement company. !"48 meters.

ILFEQ-Conway. Ark., Co: way Radio labora-
tories, 224 meters.KENN-Butte. Mont.. F. F. Gray, 283 me-
ters.EFIEX-Hasttnas. Feb., Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 286 Die-
ters.

ILLX-Oakland, Cal., Tribune Publishifig
, company, 360 meters.
RL7..--Denver, Colo., Reynolds Radio com-

pany, 360 meters.
KMJ-Fresno, Cal., -San Joaquin Light and
.Power eorpoiation,- 360 meters.

111110 -Tacoma. Wash.. Love Electric com-
pany, 360 meters.

KNJ-Roswell, New Mexico. Roswell Public
Service company. 250 meters.

liNT-Aberdeen, Wash., Grays Harbor Radio
company (Walter. Hemrich), 263 meters.

KNV-Los Angeles, 'Cal., Radio Supply com-
pany, 360 meters.

KNX-Los Angeles, Cal., .Electric Lighting
Supply company, -360 meters.

ROB -State College, New Mexico, New Mex-
ico College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, 360 meters.

K0E-Detroit. -Mich, Detroit Police depart-
ment,. 286 meters. . .

KPO-San Francisco, Cal,, Hale Brothers,
423 meters.

Kell -Berkeley, Cal., UnivertitY of California.
360 meters.

KQP-Hood River, Ore., Apple 'City Radio
club, 380 meters. .

KQV-Pittsburg, Pee. Doubleday -Hill Electric
company. 360 meters.

ILQW-Ban Joie. Cal.. 467 1st street, Charles
D. Herrold, 300 meters.

KRE-Berkeley. Cal., Berkeley Daily Gazette.
278 meters.

KSD-St. Louis, Mo., Post Dispatch (Pulit-
zer Publishing company). 646 meters.

K80 -Long Beach, Cal.. Prest & Dean Radio
company and Radio Research Society of
Long Beach. Cal.. 360 meters.

KTW-Seattle. Wash., Firer Presbyterian
church, 360 meters.

KUO-San Premise°. Cal., Examiner Print-
ing company, 360 meters.

RUS-Los Angeles. Cal.. City Dye Works and
Laundry company, 360 meters.

KUY-E1 Monte. Cal., Coast Radio company,
380 meters.

KWG-Stockton, Cal., Portable Wireless Tele-
phone company. 360 meters.

KWH-Los Angeles, Cal., Los Angeles Ex-
aminer. 360 meters.

IKKH-Modesto. Cal., Modesto Herald Pub-
lishing company, 360 meters.

KYQ-Honolulu, Hawaii, Electric Shop, 360
meters.

KYW-Chicago; Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing company. 346 meters.

Mil -Oakland, Cal.. 13th and Harrison
streets, Preston D. Allen, 360 meters.

KZN-Salt Lake City. Utah. The Deseret
News. 360 meters.

- tories, 240 meters. .

WARE -Worcester, Mass., First Baptist
church, 262 meters.

WABL-Storrs, Conn., Connecticut Agricul-tural college, 283 meters.
WARM -Saginaw, Mich. F. E. Doherty Au-

tomotive and Radio Supply company, 254
meters.

WABN-La Crosse, Wis., Waldo C. Grover.
234 ' meters.

WABO-Rochester. N. Y., Lake Avenue Bali-.
List church, 252 meters.

.

.WBAA-West Lafayette, Ind., Purdue uni-
versity,vvBAp_m i3n6n0e,pmolietea,rs.

Minn., Sterling Elec-trio company, 360 meters.
WBAH-Minneapolis. Minn., The Dayton

vcompany,BAN e3r6800n mNe t. e jes.

Wireless Phone cor-
wpitOaro-atioDne,ca2t4ur4. mIeltler.,

waveArapi-tyF. 03r6t0 Wmpertet,i-ha.
Texas, Wortham-Cae-

s.James Millikin uni-versity,

Peblishing company (Star -Telegram),
W4117A6F-Columbus._ Ohio. Erner & Hopkins
wcuoAmwpa_nmy.arltO- tani,meters.

street, B. Stenger Jr., 360 meters.

Ohio. Marietta college,
sbarre, Pa.. 66 Gilderilegge

.WBAY-New York. N. Y., Western Electric
eempany, 492 meters.

WBBA-Newark, Ohio, Newark Radio La-
b

BBD-Reading,

to
Sritelesiin2g4. 111.,0melers.Starting Radio Equip -

went 229 meters.
Reading, Pa.. Barbey Battery Serv-ice. 234

N. J.. D. W. May, Inc.. 360

ice. 234 meters.
261 meters.

WM-Anthony. Han.. T & H., Radio com-

N. C., Southern Radio cor-
poration, 360 meters.
meters,

WM-Chicago, Ill., City of Chicago, 286
WBZ-Springfield, Mass.. Westinghouse Elec-

meters.

tric and Manufacturing company, 837 me-
ters.

WCAD-Canton, N. Y., St. Lawrence wit -
vomiter. 280 meters.

WCAE-Pittsburg, Ps., Kaufmann & Baercompany, 462 meters. -

WCAO-New Orleans, La., 2813 Calhoun
street. Clyde R. Randall, 268 meters.

WCAR-Columbus. Ohio, Entrekin Electric

colle, 380 meters.
WENT -Sioux Falls, S. De Daily Argus-

Leader, 380 meters.
WEAV-Lincoln, Neb., University of Nebras-

ka, department -of electrical engineering.
360 meters.

WEI-Philadelphia; Pa., Strawbridge & Clo-
thier, 395 meters.

WOAL-Lancaster, Pa., Lancaster Electric
Supply and Construction company. 248
meters.

WOAN-Pensacola, Fla., 216 West Romani)
street, Cecil E. Lloyd, 360 meters.

WIGAQ-Shreveport, La.. Glenwood Radio
corporation (W. G. Patterson), 360 me-
ters.

WOAR-Tort Smith, Ark., Southwest Amer-
ican, 360 meters.

WGAU-Wooster, Ohio, Radio Manufactnr-
ing and Service company (Remus G.
Limb) ; 226 meters.

%%CAW -Altoona. Pa..1918 West Chestnut
street, Ernest C. Alright. 261 meters.

WDAY-Idadison. Wise Northwestern Ra-
dio company. 360 meters.

w0Az-South Bend, Ind., South Bend Trib-
une, 360 meters.

WW -Medford Hillelde, Manse American Ra-
dio and Research corporation. 360 meters.

MIL -Philadelphia, Pa., 2303 North Broad
street, Thomas P. J. Hewlett, 360 meters.

WOE -Buffalo. N. Y.. Federal Telephone
and Telegraph company, 319 meters.

WGV-New Orleans, Lae Interstate Electric
company. 360 meters.

WOF-Schenectady. N, -Y., General meetree

Contin ued on Page 14.
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Works on
`Sup erduc'
Hook -Up

By THE NIGHT PROWLER.
All of us fellows here in The Post

experimental laboratory have been
working with a new twist to the
ultra-audion circuit.

Lewis Hagerman, who made long
distance crystal reception popular the
last few weeks with his special hook-
up, and who is our technical editor,
has run across something that looks
Mighty good in this ultra -action cir-cuit.

We've had the little fellow going
thru the jumps for a week or more-
speaking, of course, of the new hook-
up, and not Hagerman, who also is
small in stature but not in radio
knowledge.

It looks as if Hagerman had found
Something. He calls it the "Super-
dcu." There isn't much to the darn
thing-that is, in the way of parts,
cost to construct and the effort to
operate. In fact it is Just about the
last word in simplicity.

Very Simple in Construction.
The "Superduc" is not much more

than a clay pipe and hairpin when
it comes to instruments. There's a
variometer, a variable condenser, a
grid leak and a tube. That doesn't
sound very much, does it? Nope,you're right. Everything that usu-
ally goes on a panel has been left
off, except the screws and bolts.

You tune with the grid leak about
as much as you do with the variabl
condenser. In fact the bench set
that I am using in my tests is tuned
almost completely with the leak.

We're giving the circuit its final
rub this week. Next week we expect
to have 'it ready for you. However,
it has got to get a real showdown
test before we give it to you, so rest
assured it won't be released_until we
know it is right.

"Old Reliable" Junior Coming.
I might let you in on another little

laboratory secret. We'ra working onan "Old Reliable Junior" hook-up.
It's a fast runnerup to the original-
the one that brings them in seven days
a week and right thru WJAZ,
KYW and WMAQ.

It's a one-tuber-but, oh, my, how
she do percolate. Two of the sets
have been built in The Post labora-
tory. One has been placed within a
few block of WJAZ an dthe other
is out on the far west side. We're
Checking up on results.

The set doesn't cost quite so much
as "Old Reliable" to construct and
it is a little more simple in operation.
Using a WD-12ostube, a dry cell bat-
tery and a toothpick aerial you can
carry the receiver around with you
and feel at home wherever you
may be.

Where did you DX-ers go this week?
Didn't get half the list of loggings I
got last week. Aren't you bringing
them in at all, at all? Turn over to
the DX page in the rear and see
what some of these boaters are do-
ing. If you have done better let the
wide, wide world know about it thru
The Radio Post.

Need of an Aerial Maker.
I wasn't working the radio receiv-

er last night. Had some laboratory
Work to do and had to pass up the
programs. And it was a shame, too,
because I've got that. west side lis-
tening -in station going fine, all. but
for an aerial.

By the way, why doesn't some fel-
that likes and understands radio

open up an aerial construction de-
partment? Some of us haven't time
to -climb on top of a six -story apart-
ment building; some are too fat if
they have the time, others are too
darn lazy and the rest don't know
how.

If I didn't have Phis princely (?)
Income from writing this daily out-
burst I'd get into the aerial con-
struction game myself.

Howsomever, I'll have that aerial
working shortly and then look out for
me.

Radio Programs
Below are given the complete ached

Wes of all the Chicago and suburban
broadcasting stations and those of the
Out-of-town stations which are most
Commonly tuned by local radiophans.

These schedules are a regular daily
feature in The Chicago Evening Post,

On Thursday of each week a com-
plete list and schedule of every broad -
Casting station in the United States
s published in The Chicago Evening
ost's sixteenpagg Radio Magazine

____ _ ection..._ . .

^
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Photo No. 1 shows Miss Margaret Hennessey, daughter of Mrs. Daniel Hennessey of Park avenue,testing a set for incorrect circuits. Photo No, 2 show, left to right, Miss Margaret Hennessey, Miss Mar-garet L. Stout and Miss Edith McCoon listening to their completed set and thoroly enjoying the fruits oftheir labor. Below, photo No. 3, is Miss Edith McCoon, daughter of Mrs. James Hy McCoon of New Yorkand Newport, wiring the amplifier.

CHICAGO STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.)
KYW-Located in Commonwealth Edison

building; 536 meters; Wilson J. Wethorbee,
director.

Day -9:30 a. tn., news and, markets; 10
a. m. market reports; 10:30 a. m.. Bimodal
news and comment: 10:58 a. m . nasal ob-
servaoary time signals; 11 a. tn., market re-
ports: 11:05 a. m., weather report; 11:30
a. m.. news and comment of the financial
and commercial market; 11:35 a. m.. table
talk_by Mrs. Anna J. Peterson: 6.30 p. m.,
children's bed -time story; 2:35 p us.. stu-dio program.

Evening -6:50 p. m, children's bedtime
story; 8 to 8:20 p. tn.. twenty minutes of
good reading, by Rev. C. J. Pe.rnin, S. J.,
head of department of English. Loyola uni-
versity, Chicago: 8:20 p. rn., musical pro-gram: "Air of Salome," from "Herodiade"
(Massenet), and "At Dawning" (Cadman)
by Margaret Martin; popular selections by
Sammy Steward's orchestra; "Liebestreud"
(Kreialer). by Lila Groff; "Be Still, Black-
bird" (Sander), by Alma Robertson; popular
dance aelection, selected, by Sammy Stew-
ard's orchestra; "Longing, Dear, for You"
(Densmore). and "I Can't Find a Name"
(Snyder). by Margaret Martin; popular dance
selections. seicctde, by Sammy Steward's or-
chestra; "The Hellirate of Sisson?' tlicauf-
mann), by Everett Opie; "Iriago-Aria' (Mo-
musclio), by Stanislawa JosywictY: popular
dance selections, selected, by Sammy Stew-
ard's .orchestra..

:WA8.1r-cLorated al:. Union' stook yards; )286
isetere.

. .....

Day-Live stock reports at 8:40, 10:30,,10:45 a. m. 12:30, 12:45. 3, 4:30 p. m.
Evening-No schedule.
WMAQ-Located on Hotel LaSalle; 447.5

meters. Miss Judith C. Waller, station di-
rector.

Day-I:30, to be announced.
Evening -7700, Babson report. Talk on au-

tomobile topics, by Rockwell Stephens; 7:30
p. m., Elinor Kaplan. violinist: 8:30 P- m.,
WMAQ orchestra; 9:13 p. na., Mrs. Hilda
Butler Farr. pianist, Douglas Matlock, poet.

WJAZ-Located on Edgewater leach hotel:
447.7 meters. E. Warren Howe, program
director

Day-This station has, no regular' day
schedule.

Evening -10 p. m. to 2a. m., "In a Cov-
ered Wagon With You and "Pekin." by
Oriole Orchestra; tenor solos. selected, byArthur C. Colby; "Sonata' (3carlatti). by
Evelly Richards; contralto solos, selected, by
Henrietta Blackwell: "Misfortune Blues" and
"Sunshine of Mine," by Oriole orchestra
contralto solos, selected, by Agnes Hayes
`Berceuse" (Chopin), by Evelyn Richards
tenor solos, selected, bg Arthur C. Coll -)y
"Sobbing Blues" and "Dream Daddy," by
Oriole orchestra: contralto Exacta, selected, by
Henrietta Blackwell; "Liebestrawn- (Liszt)
and "March Militaire" (Selabert-Tausig). by
Evelyn Richards; contralto solos, selected, by
Agnes Hayes; "Silvery Moon- and "Fasci-
nating Blues,' by Oriole orchestra.

WIMP-Chicago Board al Traue, locatedat Drake hotel; .390 meters
Das._-9:30- a. m., 1-0 a, en.. 10:30 a. m.,

11 Win.. 11:30 a. m., 12 noon. 12:30 p. m..
1 p. m., 1:30 p. m., quotations ALM) market
reports Skeet from ;he C11eago Board, of
Trade.

Et -wing -10 p. m.. C. itazitx.

WPAD-Formerly on W. A. Wiebold &
Co.'s, School street and Ashland avenue.

Notice-This station has closed and is be-
ing moved to Armour institute, where it will
be operated by the radio depsolment of that
institution.

WS:AM-Located- at 4801 Woodlawn ave-nue: 248 meters.
WSAIC-Located on. Chicago Radio labors-

ory; t:68 meters.

SUBURBAN STATIONS I

(Central Time Is Shown.)
WCRD-Zion, Ill.; 345 meters: J. H. De -

pew, station manager.
Day -3:30 p. m. to 3:45 p. tn.. sacredsolos and duets, and an address either by

Wilbur Glenn Votive, general overseer of the
Christian Catholic Apostolic church in Zion,or one of his representatives

WCAY-Milwaukee, Wis.; 261. meters; no
silent nights.

Day -1 p. m.,.to 4:30 p. in.. special con-cert;

novelty and test progr-ms as an-
nounced.

Evening -7:30 p. m., regular concert pro-
gram.

WHAD-Marquette University, Milwaukee,
Wis., 280 metrrs.

Wednesdays-At 7:30 p. m. only.
WIAII-Rockford, Ill.; 252 meters; Wednes-

day and Friday evenings. Monday evening.
0 p. no,, MacDonald's Melody orchestra, in
latest Fits. Friday evening. 8 p. m., vocal
and instrumental selections. Sunday, 12:30

Continued on Page 1-5.
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Society
Takes Up
Radioitus.

Radio has become a society fad.
Heretofore it was just something that
interested the plebian. Now,. how-
ever, blue-blooded aristocracy has set
up and taken notice.

This is true' partrcularly in New
York, where gay Gotham society debs
have found a new way to assist their
pet charities by building complicated .

radio sets and selling them to their
friends and giving the proceeds to a
fund which they have created to help
along the Reedy and deserving.

The idea is to build with their own
hands a radio receiving seta Usually
a five -tube neutrodyne of the Hazel-
tine type is selected for the purpose.
This is not such a complicated set to
construct and can be built with the
minimum of labor and detail.

Several fats, members of Gotham's
smart set have employed Maxwell
Ringoll, a radio engineer, to guide
and direct them. Instead of making
dolls and sofa pillows these young
ladies cut and bend bus bar wire, wield
soldering irons and manipulate Yankee
drills and screw drivers just like they
were old timers.

The radio sets, when completed, are
sold to willing buyers. The young
women say they can make more
money for charity this way in a few
hours of engrossing labor than they
can in a week of ordinary
effort.

Some of the prominent society debs
who are engaged in this -sort of work
include Margaret Hennesy, Margaret
Stout and Edith McCoon.

Chicago society girls have not taken
to this work yet. However, it is a
fad that appeals to everyone and soon
we may expecte to see the gold west
crowd hard at work with hook-ups and
circuits.

Offers Radio Amateurs
Prizes for Test Records

A test suggested some time ago by
Thomas A. Edison is to be carried out
by the Aerial League of America.
Henry Woodhouse, 'president of theleague, asks radio amateurs all over
the world to co-operate during theresent winter in keeping regulardaily records of radio reception attheir stations. including signal
strength. drection of the wave, and, if
possible, any accompanying magnetic
conditions such as the aurora.

Prizes are offered for the best re-port. Information can be obtained
from the Aerial League of America,
280 Madison avenue, New York city.

Cuban Announcer Has
Name of Irish Flavor

Remberto O'Farrell is the an-nouncer -of UWX (Havana, Cuba)
and, nothwistanding his name, is
native Cuban of Spanish descent. lie
speaks perfect English, however, and
makes all his announcements in both
English and Spanish.

PWX is owned bye the Cuban Tele-
phone company, an associate of the
Internatonal Telephone and Telegraph
corporation, New York city. It op-
erates 400 meters and broadcasts reg-
ularly. Wednesdays and Saturdays at
7:30 and 10 o'clock, central time. Jose
Izguierdo is chief operator and Urbane
del Castillo program director.

Radio May Aid Plants
Experiments indicating that the

growth of plants is hastened by high-
fraquency electric currents have been
reported recently by several separate
investigators. Currents were used,
not waves. Whether actual radio
waves will have similar effects re-
mains to be investigated.

Sound Waves in Water
Sound waves of frequencies so high

as to be inaudible have been produced
in France and used in scientific experi-
ments. Tho these waves are in air
or water, not in the ether, they are
well within the frequency range of
radio waves.

Use Switch on 'Charger
A double -throw switch should be

used between your storage battery
and home charger. By throwing )the
switch one way the battery is discon-
nected from the set and put in circuit
with the chager. The reverse cuts out
the charger and connects battery with
the- set.
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ERE is a one -tube reflex set usingH a cristal detector that occupies so
little space it may be carried in one's
pocket. It was designed and con-
structed by Anatol Gollos Jr., 6337
Magnolia avenue. " Young Gollos is the
15 -year -old son of Capt. Anatol Gollos,
the inventor of the "Sun" -receiver
pictured and described in last week's
Post Radio Magazine. The diagram
is shown herewith.

Counterpoise Aids D'x.
Employment of a counterpoise in

lieu of a ground connection will aid
in bringing in distant stations when lo-
cation permits. It also improves clar-
ity of signals. A true counterpoise is
located just above the ground, not less
than a foot at the most.

Some Notes on Regeneration
for Radio Receiving Sets

WHEN - an impulse transmitted
from a distant radio station
strikes the antenna of a re-

ceiver the current produced in the
wires leading down to the receiving
set is carried to the tuning unit.

After having been allowed to ,reach
Its maximum value there by the care-
ful adjustment of the circuits, it passes
on to the grid of the vacuum tube,
assuming, of course, that the set uses
this modern means of detection.

The signal which paSsed down from
the antenna to the tube is altered
greatly by the rectification properties
of the tube. Instead of making its
exit from the tube as a' wave pf ex-
tremely high frequency ft is changed
to impulses of relatively low frequen-
cies. These frequencies can be trans-
lated into soundir by the human ear.

Experimenters discovered by acci-
dent that after the -tube had com-
pleted its recitification -of the iricom
ing wa.ve the circuit in which the low
frequency wave traveled, namely, the
circuit in which the phones were con-
nected, also carried a high frequency
current having nothing to do with the
first current carrying the sounds.

Used to Intensify Signal.
It was found that this high fre-

quency current could be handled in
such a way that the energy it con-
tained could be carried around gain
to the grid of the tube and there made
to intensify the incoming wave.

To some it might seem that the dif-
ference .in time between the moment
of impulse on the grid and --the sec-
ondary impulse of the energy carried
back from the plate would introduce
an element of distortion, but this is
not the case, due to the tremendously
high speed of electric waves. .

This phenomenon, by which the ac-
tion of a wave on a vacuum tube is
used to bolster the same wave, is
known as regeneration, and is 'now
incorporated in the greater proportion
of radio sets built and sold.

How Regeneration Is Had.
Regeneration can be accomplished

in several ways, one of the most com-
mon being by means of. the "tickler
coil." This is shown in Pig. 1.

To produce a regenerative set of
this type requires merely a variocou-
pier and variable condenser for tuning
gad regeneration. The variocouplep,
ball serves as the -tickler coil. The
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Dr. J. Harris Rogers, discoverer of underground and undersea
wireless, with radio experts and friends "listening in" for European
stations on his new cage antenna loop in his famous laboratory at
Hyattsville, Md. The words "transatlantic station" were heard clearly
at the bedside of Dr. Rogers at his Hyattsville home. Left to right are,
G. E. Oliver, Radio Corporation of America; W. L. Lesch. R. S. A.; Dr.
T. E. Latimer, personal physician to Dr. Rogers; Dr. J. Harris Rogers;
W. B. Flaherty, assistant; A. C. Doyle, R. C. A.; D. H. Beatty, safety
expert. The Rogers underground loop is in a well twenty feet from
the ground and is shielded by a copper rim.

How Radio Proved Its
Value in an Emergency

On the -evening of Oct. 27 thirteen
broadcasting stations dotting the
breadth of the United States trans-
mitted the ceremonies incident to navy
day and the dedication of Roosevelt
house, the restored birthplace of Col.
Theodore Roosdvelt, in New York city,
says an exchange.

It was the first time so ambitious
and concerted an effort had been made
by the broadcasters and was an in-
stantaneously successful demonstra-
tion of what might be expected of or-
ganized radio in a time of national
emergency. There is no way of corn -

puting the number of people who
listened in, but it must have run into
the millions, as there are believed to
be somewhere near 2,000,000 receiving
sets in operation in the country.

Civilization progresses in direct pro-
portion to the development of means
of transportation and communication.
In view of this latest and most won-.
derful demonstration of the absolute
effeciency of radio as a method of
reaching practically all of our people
instantly, the greatness and power of
the United States is again forcefully
emphasized.

STORAGE "B" BATTERIES.
Storage "B" batteries are expensive,

but save in the long run.

aerial is connected sfirst to the con-
denser and then to the variocoupler.

In the illustration the latter shows
a fixed primary, altho the usual coup-
ler is provided with two or more taps
to give a wider range of wave lengths.
From the lower end of the coupler
the antenna circuit is completed by
a lead to a water pipe.

The tube detector circuit takes in
the wire leading from the variable
condenser to the grid thru the, grid
condenser C and a second wire leading
from the lower end of the coupler
to the positive pole of the filament
battery:

Circuit Is Completed.
To bring the high frequency im-

pulses in the plate circuit back to
the grid circuit the wire from the plate
of the tube is carried back to the rotor
ball of the coupler where the coupling
-relative position of rotors- and sta-
tionary coil-determines the amount
of feed -back or regeneration. The low
frequency current passes thru the ro-
tor, on to the telephone receivers
and on to the filament to make the
circuit complete.

The question naturally arises as to
the limitations of regeneration. This
is limited by the characteristics of the
tube. If the -regeneration is carried
beyond a certain point, with vocal or
instrumental sounds at least, the tube
commences to act as a generator and
the sounds are distorted beyond recog-
nition.

Tuned Plate Method,
 Another favorite method for pro-

ducing regeneration is shown in Fig. 2.'
This is called the "tuned plate meth-
od." The tuning in the plate circuit
is accomplished by means of the vari-
ometer.

The function of this variometer is
to tune the high frequency currents.
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in the plate circuit to resonance with
similar impulses in the grid circuit,
thus allowing the former to strengthen
the latter. Because of the better tun-
ing facilities afforded by the circuit
shown it is One that is recommended
widely by engineers. In addition to
the variable condenser and the taps
on the variocoupler the tuning is also
affected by the., rotation of the grid
variometer. The two variorneters are
similar in size, composition and make-
up, but they perform two separate
and practically independent functions

Howls Greet Overzealous.
Regenerative circuits of any type

require extreme care in handling, oth-
erwise the noises will make the sets
inoperative. There is a tendency to
increase the regeneration to a point
where the loudest signals are being
received, but this happens also to be
the most. critical operating point 'of
the tube.

A slight change in the heat of the
filament or in the voltage on the plate
of the tube and the latter instantly
becomes a generator of currents of
many frequencies. There is no' trou-
ble in recognizing this condition when
it occurs, for then the receivers are
filled with a weird collection of howls
and squeals and broadcast concerts
will be Unpleasantly distorted.

How to Get Maximum. -

It is possible to carry regeneration
to its maximum limit if certain pre-
cautions are taken. The most impor-
tant of them requires the use of ex-
tremely fine controlling adjustments
on the rheostat of the tube. This per-
mits the operator to carry the heat
of the filament to the desired point
and hold it there.

Another advantage is to shield all
parts in the set from tilt operator so
that the movement of the body or the
hands will not affect the delicate tun-
ing of the plate variometer. ,

Sometimes this- idea is carried even
further and with success of shielding
all parts in the set from each other..
Copper gauze is excellent for this
purpose. Small compartments are
made for each part from the gauze
and on completing them the cotri-
partments are connected together and
connected to the ground.

Inventors Seek Certain
Selectivity in Receivers

Perfect and certain selectivity in
the transmission and reception of mes-
sages, either code or voice, is a goal
toward which several eminent engi-
neers and inventors are working.
Marconi permitted* announcement
in the press some months ago that he
was experimenting toward this end.

Alexanderson is known to have re-
cently devoted his energies to' the same
problem and the patent office appli-
cations undoubtedly would disclose the
names of others.

It is to be regretted that necessary
secrecy is thrown around the records
of the Signal corps of the United
States army in\ the world war. They
are believed to contain a great deal
of valuable information on this impor-
tant question, much of which was de-
veloped by amateur radio men serving
in our overseas forces. When selec-
4,ive transmission becomes an actuality
it is possible that it may be known
,as "point -casting" as distinguished
from broadcasting.

Ydriocovpler
CIRCUIT NO.61
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Two popular hook-ups carrying
out the Armstrong regenerative
idea.

London Amateur Tells
How He Received WDAR
A letter from Douglas H. Johnson

of radio station 6 DW, located at 131
Clapton Common, London, E5, ac-
knowledging receipt of station WDAIT
about 3.55 (Greenwich meridian time)
on Tuesday, Nov. 27, 1923. Excerpts
,from the _letter as follows: "Your sta-
tion was received quite comfortably on
one valve, but the terrible jamming
from the arc station at Northolt, Eng-
land, interrupted. However, the mes-
sage was quite clear and the call let-
ters and the word 'Philadelphia' were
heard several times. If there had
been no jamming from Northolt I
could have gotten you clearly, signals
being very clear and quite loud and
strong on a one -valve receiver."

An interesting fact about the above
is that it was received on a one -tube
set.

This station WDAR also received an
acknowledgment thru Doubleday Page
& Co's radio magazine, "Radio Broad-
cast," that in the official transoceanic
tots recently they have had official
acknowledgment of the receipt of
this station from Charles E. Horner,,
487 Fulham Palace road, Fulham, Lori.
don, England.

The first acknowledgment of this
station's WDAR's west coast transmis-
sion attempt, Dec. 12, between 12 and
3 a. m. (Dec. 13) E. S. T., came in a
telegram from ,Kentfield, Cal. Condi-
tions for broadcasting -Were fairly
good, but not ideal, the weather still
being too warm and damp.

Smoke and Fading
Complicated fading phenomena,

which have been causing trouble with
broadcastp reception in the neighbor-
hood of London, may be due, it issuggested, to the increased conduc-
tivity imparted by smoke particles to
the air over the city.

Compiete Stock Available

Hilco Variocoupler
Rathbun Variable Condenser

Wholesale Only
DEALERS: Send us your orders.
Our Catalogue, Listing 1,000
Nationally advertised items, is
now ready.

Here They Are!
Hear Them!"

No. 551
For Soft, Mellow
Music, Ideal for
the Home, $18
Each

At last a Reproducer that delivers the music
or- vocal selections with astonishing clarity and
volume over the entire musical range.

Brings the artist before you -instead
hearing something resem-
bling the entertainer or in-
strument being played.

Kellogg Reproducers are
made of special acoustical
fiber, which entirely elimi-
nates vibration and the so
common "tinny" sound.

A special Kellogg unit of 2,500
ohms resistance, fits securely in
the base, entirely out of sight. A
six-foot cord is also furnished.

If your dealer does not handle
Kellogg Radio Reproducers, com- straight line: $12
municate direct with us. each

of just

No. 550
Projects in almost a

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Company
1066 W. Adams St., CHICAGO
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Construction Details of Miner's Superdyne,
Which Outsupes the Hetrodyne

IN the Nov. 15 issue of
The Post Radio Maga-
azine the first announce-

ment in the middle west of
Miher's new Superdyne cir-
euit was made, this being con-
current with the completion
of tests made that same day
in Washington. Today The
Post Radio Magazine pre-
sents to its readers the first
complete description of the
Superdyne, with diagrams,
photos and construction de-
tails of the new circuit, pub-
lished in Chicago or the mid-
dle west. The article was
written especially and -exclu-
sively for The Post at the re-
quest of its radio editor by
Mr. C. D. Tuska of the C.D. Tuska company, owners
of the patents.-THE ED-
ITOR.

loud, but distant reception was lack-ing.
The latest of all these various ef-forts is the Hazeltine neutrodyne re-ceiver. The circuit attempts to neu-tralize the feedback capacity in aradio -frequency amplifier. While thecircuit does perform well, it generallyoscillates at some wave lengths whenexactly in resonance and offers dif-ficulties in tuning weak signals (Fig.4).
This is a brief and rather hazy re -

By C. D. TUSKA.
THE Superdyne receiver is a

name which has been applied to
a new receiving circuit. Almosta year ago Robert S. Miner of theC. D. Tuska company started to workon a receiver which would give re-sults which surpassed the regenera-tive receiver and the many radio -fre-quency outfits which we had tested.In seeking for this new "super" cir-cuit, we investigated all of the latestcircuits and every modification of re-generative, radio -frequency and othercircuits of which we had information.In order to acquaint you with someof the difficulties and problems, I amgoing to partially review the vacuumtube circuits:

First, we have the usual vacuumtube circuit of straight detection. Thistype of circuit is illustrated by Fig.1 and is familiar to everyone. It de-tects at radio -frequency and gives usan audio -frequency impulse in theplate circuit.
The first improvement over thiscircuit was made by Armstrong, whoabout 1914 conceived the idea of -mak-ing the plate circuit resonant to the

frequency of reception in the grid cir-cuit.
Altho there are many modifications

of the Armstrong feedback circuit, itmay be considered as an inductancein the plate circuit, which can betuned to the required frequency.
Sometimes this inductance in the plate
circuit is coupled to the grid circuit
conductively or inductively. At other
times the plate circuit is not coupled
by any other means than the capacity
of the tube; that is, the capacity
which exists between filament, grid
and plate (Fig 2).

Drawbacks on Radio -frequency.
The next attempt to improve the

sensitivity of the receiving circuit
were in the efforts which have been
made to develop a radio -frequency am-plifier that has one or more stages
of vacuum tubes which are coupled
together before the detector. Theseone or more stages are supposed to
amplify the radio -frequency so that
the detector will receive the full bene-
fit of its efficiency which increases
approximately as the voltage squared.
. This system of amplification is not
a difficult matter on long wave
lengths where the vacuum tubes can
be connected easily by a resistance
method.

In this method the efficiency per
stage is very low and the resistance
is very wasteful of "B" battery volt-
age. Also, in the case of the shorter
wave lengths, we encounter many dif-
ficulties. The first and most impor-
tant of these is tube capacity.

At the short wave lengths or ex-
tremely high frequencies, i. e., wave
lengths under 600 meters, we find
that the capacity of the tube is so
great that the radio -frequency cur-
rent tends to pass thru the capacity
rather than take the path which is
required to operate the vacuum tube.
There have been numerous attempts
made to overcome this capacity trou-
ble, particularly in England where
special tubes were built having small
elements. Special care was taken to
bring the grid and plate leads out of
the tube so as to eliminate capacity
in the wiring. These tubes have great-
ly reduced capacity and have improved
the rado-frequency amplifying char-
acteristics (Fig. 3).

However, in America we have had
no such development work on tubes.
One successful attempt at the solu-
tion was made by Armstrong, who em-
ployed the super -heterodyne method,
i. e., the method of converting the
high frequency into low frequency,
which easily could be handled with
our market tubes. Using this type of
circuit, we find that it is generally
necessary to use at least eight vacuum
tubes, and there is more or less diffi-
culty in the handling of such a sys-
tern by a novice.

The amount of current required
from the "A" battery is a serious
drawback and the high cost of tubes
does not make the outfit any more at-
tractive.

Facts at Long Distance.
Armstrong's later work consisted

in the development of what he terms
the "super -regeneration metho d."
While this method seemed to offer
all of the necessary benefits, in prac-
tice we find it extremely difficult to
get satisfactory results in diStalit-Te!
ception. Near -by signals were very

Capoc
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view of some of the efforts which
have been made to produce the super-sensitive receiver.

Mr. Miner, known to amateurs asIRU, believes that the only trouble
with radio -frequency is that we donot get sufficient amplification per
stage and he decided to overcome this
difficulty. He set about doing it in
this way: First, by locating the dif-
ficulties, then by overcoming them.

At the start we realized that there
were two obvious troubles: First,
the capacity feedback of the tube.
Second, the difficulty of securing a
resonant plate circuit.

The first attempt to produce a more
sensitive receiver was somewhat along
the lines of most of the radio -fre-
quency amplifiers. All of the vari-
ous transformers were tried out ana
attempts were made to design spa-,
cial transformers. This was given
up, as it was found difficult to get'
a transformer which would cover the
band of wave lengths and give suffi-
cient amplification per stage.

We tried using tune plate methods,
but we found two things were inclined
'to happen: First, we did not get as
much amplification as we did With
one less tube in a regenerative outfit,
and, second, the ever-present tendency
for the vacuum tube to oscillate as
soon as the plate circuit approached
resonance with the grid circuit spoiled
the amplification.

We attempted to overcome this dif-
ficulty by means of the usual stabiliz-
er, which "QST" has so aptly termed
"a losser." Even using the stabilizer,
we found that it was most important
to have a resonant plate circuit.

One look at the voltage curve of aresonant circuit such as shown in
Fig. 5 immediately will point out the
advantages of curve "AB" over curve
"CD". "AB" is the type of curve
which we might expect with the res-
onant plate circuit, while "CD" is the
sort of result which would probably
be had with the transformer coupled
amplifier.

Miner Discovers New Feedback.
it %Va.§ evident 'that we must' use

resonant circuits and it was further

1,101. only nave we secured resonance
but we have used the maximum im-
pedance in the plate circuit which in
turn means the biggest voltage im-
pulse which we can hope to build up.

The Superdyne circuit is shown in
Fig. 6. "RC" is the resonant cir-
cuit of the grid. "WC" is the res-
onant circuit of the plate, while "XY"
is the reverse feedback which stops
oscillation. The detector is connected
as shown. 4

After we found what the possibili-
ties were with this circuit we began
to experiment, thinking that we could

What Is Claimed for
Miner's Superdyne

MINER'S new Super-2

dyne receiver, de-
scribed ON this page,

is being given a thoro test in
The Chicago Evening Post's
Radio Experimental labora-
tories, and a report on its ac-
tions, details of construction
and notes on operation will
appear in an early issue. In
the meantime the Editor
would like to receive reports
on the work of other experi-
menters, and particularly of
any improvements in the cir-cuit that may have been de-
veloped in these experiments.

cuit. If you intend operating with asmall indoor antenna, ground the fila-ments and connect the antenna to thegrid of the first tube, leaving out theantenna coupling' turns: With thismethod, phones on the detector prob-ably will be entirely satisfactory.Now a word about results. First.the maximum results can be obtainedafter the operator has learned how totdjust carefully the circuits. It isnot possible to get these results untilone has had some experience in tuningfaint signals.
The astonishing part about this out-fit is that it operates without an an-tenna and gives signals of sufficientintensity to be heard thru the use ofa loud Speaker.
In Hartford, Conn., without the useof an antenna or loop or capacity oflnyabsort, other than the usualground connection, we have heard re-peatedly on a laud speaker broadcastsfrom. Chicago, Davenport, Kansas Cityand stations nearer t6 us.
In attempting to compare the out-fit with some of the sensitive sets onthe market, we went to Washingtonand ran a series of tests.First, a constant artificial source ofpower was set up. This was tuned ona regenerative receiver and the audi-bility measured around 50. With thesame power, the same tubes, batteries,etc., the Superdyne receiver showedan audibility of over 200.
The same two outfits were tried un-der similar conditions with a broad-' casting station as the source of power.Here the regenerative receiver showed

AIM°
`AMPLIFIERS
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improve it by changing the constants.
We went thru all of the stage of in-
creasing capacity and decreasing in-ductance as well as the reverse. We
tried every sort of coupling and everyconceivable manner of turns ratio.
Hundreds of separate experiments in-
dicated that the successful operation
of the circuit depended to an extreme-
ly high degree in following these di-
mensions carefully.

Not only is it necessary to carefully
follow the instructions about sizes of
wire and dimensions, but in addition
one must be very cautious not to
parallel the grid and the plate wires
of the radio -frequency stage. Thesewires must be kept at right angles
and as far apart as possible. If the
reverse feedback coil is coupled too
closely to the grid coil the capacity be-
tween the grid and plate windings ex-
ceeds the negative magnetic feedback
and the set will not work. It is ex-
tremely important to avoid this trou-
ble, and here again we want to cau-
tion you to copy exactly the specifica-
tione we have outlined.

I Must Stick to Specifications.
The dimensions and constants of

the various coils and condensers are
shown in the accompanying table. If
anyone is anxious to experiment with
this circuit' I want to take this op-
portunity to warn him of the abso-
lute necessity of sticking to the di-
mensions, wire sizes, etc.

We have not had very good success
with reception on the detector, which
probably partly is due to the capacity
of the phones on the ungrounded cir-

SUPERDYNE COH.,DATA.
Coil Form

MicroTurns Wire Taps heuries0. D, Winding
Secondary 4 in. 1% in. 42 No. 22 D.S.C. 0.20.42 273

Qver Turns
Antenna Bec. Spaced

Vs 4 No. 22 D.S.C. 0.4
Ball

Tickler 3% in. Rotor 18x2-36 No. 22 D.S.C. 0.36Plate
Reactance 4 in. 1%, in. 46 No. 22 P.S.C. 0.25.46 ' 264Condenser Tuska

(Grid) Type 271
Maximum

23 plates Capacity .00482Condenser Tuska(Plate) , Type 271
Maximum

23 plates . Capacity .00482
Wave 'Length Range- (Approxiniate), 176-358; 310-660.

audibility of about 60,* while under
corresponding conditions the Super -
dyne receiver showed an audibility of10,000, which was the end of the. me-ter.

Outsupers Heterodyne in Test.
The next test was of a rriole practi-cal nature. Here we compared the

Superdyne receiver under actual re=
ceiving conditions with the naval six -
tube universal radio -frequency 'ampli-
fier. The signals with the four -tube
Superdyne were louder probably three
to four times than with the six tubeson the navy amplifier.

The last experiment was the mostastonishing of all. In this test we
compared the four -tube , Superdynewith the eight tubes on a super -heter-odyne receiver. Some of the signals
on the super -heterodyne surpassed this
new circuits, while in other cases the
Superdyne exceeded the super -heter-
odyne.

Taken all in all, and being very con -

Continued on Next Page.

Send The Post
RADIO

MAGAZINE
To Your Friends
in the Country

There's a publication they'll appreci-
ate if they have a radio outfit. It will
be worth ten times the price to themto have this big 16 -page magazine
every week. Send -us their names and
addresses-with $1.35 for each-and
the Thursday issue of The Chicago
Evening Post, with the RADIO MAG-
AZINE, will be mailed to them everyweek for a year.

For $ 1 2 Per
Only .1c/t) Year
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is is a five -tube neutrodyne re -
r built for Robert Mandel of
el Bros. by Paul S. Baer of

the Sheridan Radio shop, 4611 Ken-
more avenue. One of the deviations
from the usual hook-ups of this cir-

cult is on the rheostat connections:
Most designers connect the rheostats
to the positive side. Mr.. Baer has
connected to the negative instead,
and claims that this simple change
takes a lot of the squeals and squawks

HowtoBuild New
Miner Superdyne

(Continued from Preceding Page.

servative, the best we could say for
the super -heterodyne was that the sig-
nals may have been slightly louder
using the eight tubes against our four.

A word _about the operation: In
operating this circuit we have found
that it is highly desirable to adjust
the plate circuit for the wave length
to be received, then operate the re-
verse feedback coil which we have
called "stabilizer", and the grid cir-
cuit in exactly the same manner as
one operates a regenerative rceeiver.
By -careful adjusting the reverse feed-
back against the positive calipity
feedback one can get astounding de-
grees of amplification. We figured

tout that the voltage amplification per
stage probably ran in the nighborhood
of 100 times. Of course, it is a well-
known fact that one tube of radio -
frequency regeneration of the old style
rarely exceeded a voltage amplifica-
tion of eight or nine times.

In order to simplify the operation
we have omitted any tuned antenna
circuit .and simply used four turns of
wire which are closely coupled to the
grid circuit. This impulse excitation
method of tuning seems to be suffi-
ciently selective, which probably is due
to the selectivity of the two resonant
circuits.

We,.have made numerous attempts
to simplify the adjustments of the -re-
'elver such as using fixed reverse
feedback and gearing the

is
two tuning

condensers together, but th method
decreases the sensitiveness of the re-
ceiver.

The closed circuits do not affect
each other's wave lengths, but the
feedback varies with the wave lengths
received. We find that the reverse
feedback has an appreciable 'effect on
the grid circuit tuning. However, and
fortunately, the plate circuit remains
absolutely constant and may be cali-
brated in terms of wave length.

Voltmeter Should Be Used
to Test Plate Voltage

Decreased signals quite often come
from a drop in plate voltage.

Unless a voltmeter is used, there
is no quick way of testing the condi;
tion of a "B" battery. Should there
be any failure of the battery or the
circuit this instrument indicates the
trouble immediately.two -point switch or a jack can
be connected in the detector and am-
plifier "B"- battery circuits, so that
the voltmeter can be switched into
either battery at will. A voltmeter
of 100 volts range should be used.

Dixie Station Finds
Favor with Chicagoans.

WMC (Memphis, Tenn.) is one of
the most popular Dixie stations with
the Chicago radiophans. It broadcasts
daily at 8:30 p. m., central time, except
Sundays and Wednesdays. At 11 p. m.
Tuesdays and Fridays the Midnight
Frolics are on the air. The wave
length is 500 meters. It is operated
by the Memphis Comrnrecial-Appeal
and George D. Hay is announcer. P.
G. Root is chief operator and J. E.
Karakoff is assistant. The station has
a 500 -watt transmitter.

Faulty Tube Contacts
Cause Operator Trouble

Quite often faulty reception may be
traced to the vacuum tube socket or
the tube prongs themselves. The
spring contacts become loosened or
else sprung out of place and one or
more of the tube prongs do not make
good contact. In this case bend the
springs upwards. Sometimes the tube
prongs become coated by corrosion. A
piece of emery paper will restore a
good contact.

Tree Makes Fair Ground
When good ground of the usual

type is not available, a long spike or
nail driven deeply into a live tree will
make an excellent substitute. A live
tree has sap in it, and this is com-
posed of salts which make a good
condUctor to the moist earth near the
roots of the tree.

Make Grid Lead Short
The length of the leads between the

grid 'condenser and the detector tube
and those between the secondary and
the "B" battery should be as short
ais possible.

Announcement of

A NEW HOOK-UP
By The

Chkago Evening Post
The Post experimental

laboratory has been working
on a new hook-up, a modifi-
cation of a popular circuit.
It has passed thru the expe-
rimental stage, has proved
its worth and in next week's
issue of The Post Radio.
Magazine the first article on
the circuit, its construction.
and its operation will be'
printed.

This new Hook-up hat
been given the name of

The Superduc
It has only one control.

It is selective. It has vol-
ume. It is a DX-er. It uses
the minimum of parts. It is
simple of construction and it
is going to take Chicago like
wild fire!

Order your next Thursday's
Chicago Evening Post TODAY to
make sure you get a copy. Bet-
ter still, send $1.36 to the Circu-
lation Department, The Chicago
Evening Post, 12 South Market
Street, and have the Thursday
edition containing the Radio
Magazine section sent you regu-
larly ,each iveek for one entire
year. If you want to keep up
with radio daily, Aby not order
The Post sent you every'evening
at your home and get the Radio
Magazine each week 'also? Not
only radio but all the news of
the day clearly presented.

to be heard in many of the neutro
dynes. The first night Mr. Mandel
had his set be brought in Fort Worth,
Los Angeles, Kansas City, Cincinnati
and Minneapolis in the first hour's
tuning.

Hogan Names Twelve Most
Selective Receiver Types

The seventh of the series of radio
talks, which have attracted such wide
attention, is to be presented thru
WEAF (New York city) by John V. L.
Hogan, consulting engineer and past
president of the Institute of Radio
engineers and author of "The Outline
of Radio," Dec. 28. He discusses "How
to Avoid Interference."

In the course of his remarks, Mr.
Hogan said it is possible -to classify
the six things that give the most
trouble, as follows:
' .1. Near -by broadatisting stations using
,wave length -freeirencies close to that
which it ia desired to receive.

2. Radio telegraph transmitters of the
spark type.

3. Oscillating receivers that produce
whistling noises.

4. Distant broadcasting transmitters
that radiate waves having frequencies
within a few kilocycles of the frequency
being received.

5. Atmospheric discharges, known as
"strays" -or "atatic."

6, Induction from lighting, trolley or
power systems.

Which Bother Most.
"Of these six kinds of interference,"

continued Mr. Hogan, "the first, the
second and the third are the most
bothersoMe. Of these three worst
sources of interference,. the first one
seems to trouble the greatest number
of people.. '

"Perhaps this interference from
near -by broadcasting stations is not
so great a difficulty as is interference
from spark -transmitters, but where it
does exist it is =practically continuous,
whereas spark interference at worst is
only intermittent. I suppose that ac-
counts for the fact that most of the
letters I have received ask, in one
way or another, for remedies that
will prevent hearing speech or 'music
from one broadcasting transmitter
while listening to another.
.. "In any 'event, this kind . of inter-

ference is wholly or -partly spoiling
the broadcast reception in many homes
today, and it is 'doubtless the first that
we ,should study in detail: -

"There is one very good thing about
this 'cross 'talk,' as we may call it,
and that is that it can be very nearly,
if not entirely, eliminated by rear-
rangement of your own receiving ap-
paratus. . Of course, you must be rea-
sonable in: what. you expect from any
radio receiver. It would, hardly be
Fair. for a man who lived only a few
olockrs from WCAE in Pittsburg to
expect his receiver to pick up sig-
nals from KDZE in Seattle without
interference:

What One May Expect
"That IS .because WCAE sends otit

a *wave- of 650. kilocycles. and' would
be heard very loudly, %where: KDZE
sends at 660 kilocycles (only ten kilo-
cycles higher) and would produce very
wealt:eignale at Pittsjokirg. ' ,

"On the other hand, .this Pittsburg
man might expect, a 'good receiver to
cut out WCAE at 650 kilocyCles,(even
tho Yerv. near to *hiM) Whil4. he lis-
tened to WOR in Newark at'740
cycles,:to WEAF in New York at 610*
kilocycles,- or. to ,other distant stations
that have a moderate wave -frequency
difference. ...

"In the same way, anyone living
anywhere in or around New York
May reasonably eiPect'to be able to
listen to any one of the four local
stations-WEAF (61Q kc), WJZ (660 kc)
or :WHN (833 kc), without any inter-
ference from any of the other three
at any time. ' ,

"Many people living in the middle
west side district of New York have
apparatus with which they are unable
'to hear any stations other than WJY
or WJZ when those transmitters are
working: but this trouble is not hard
to cure,, for there is no insuperable
difficulty in getting a receiver that
will bring in long-distance stations
such as. KDKA in- Pittsburg and
W.TAZ in Chicago even when installed
within only it few blocks of WJY and
WJZ.

Two Rules Guide RadioPhlut

fit of better selectiveness or else to
improVe the original receiver.

Twelve Most Selective Types.
"Here, then, are twelve types ar-ranged in the order that I believe

puts the most selective outfits at the
top and the least selective at the bot-
tom:

1. Super -heterodyne with closely turned
intermediate amplifier.

2. Multiple -stage tuned radio -frequencyamplifier with regeneration and with
double -tuned in -put circuit.

3. Multiple -stage tuned radio -frequencyamplifier with regeneration and single- ,
tuned aerial -input circuit. -

4. Multiple -stage tuned radio frequency
amplifier without 'regeneration, but with
double -tuned aerial -input circuit. -

5. Simple regenerator with double -tuned
aerial -input circuit.

6. Multiple -stage tuned radio -frequencyamplifier without regeneration, with
single -tuned aerial -input circuit.

7. Simple regenerator With single -tuned
- aerial -input .circuit.

8: Multiple -stage untuned riadio-fre.
ettency amplifier with regeneration.

9. Nonregenerative audion detector with
double- tuned- aerial -input circuit.

10. Crystal detector with double -tuned
aerial -input circuit.
' 11. Nonregenerative audion detector
with single -tuned aerial -input circuit.

12. Crystal detector with single -tuned
aerial -input circuit.
"Remember that this list is ar-

ranged in the order of selectiveness,
as it appeals to me. A different list
would be required to show the rela-
tive sensitiveness, and a still different
list to indicate the relative ease of ad-
justment.

"Still further, bear in mind that to
warrant its rating on this list any
particular receiver must be well .de-
signed and well built. A poorly made
super -heterodyne may be less selective
than a 'good single -tuned simple regen-
erator."

Key for Bolt Nuts
Here is a suggestion for the home

workshop. It is a
key for tighten-
ing nuts on switch
points; it is made
of bus bar wire
bent as shown in
the sketch. It may
be made to tight-
en larger nuts by
enlarging the grip
holes.-Ed Toch-

enth
4021 West

West2O st

Argentine Radio Plan ,

Beats Our C. R., Anyway
The chamber of deputies of the Ar-

gentine republic (corresponding to our
congress) has taken steps to make the
public listen to their proceedings
whether the ptiblic wants to do so or

The system certainly is an improve-
ment' on our own Congressional Rec.
circt which is printed daily and never
reaches the people.

A broadcasting station has been in-
stalled' in the chamber at Buenos Aires
in Which the dePutles meet Debates
are . broadcast and trucks equipped
with receiving sets and loud -speakers
are stationed from point to point
around the city to pick up these de-
bates and pour them into the ears of
such of the citizens as chance to be
on the streets.

"The '.whole matter of eliminating
interferenee. from one broadcsting sta-
tion while listening to another comesdown to the choice of your receiver.
There are ' two rules to guide this
choice, as follows:

1. The nearer your receiver is to anybroadcasting station the more highly se-lective it must be to prevent interference
from

Thegreater
that station.eater

2. the distance you desire
to receive. and consequently the more
sehsitive your receiving apparatus is, the
higher its selectiveness must be to pre-vent interference.

"A receiving set which Is perfectlyCheap Condensers Make satisfactory in one location; or for one'Nonselective Radio Sets service, may fail utterly when used.in
another place for another purpose.
Radio receiving is a matter in which
one man's meat may be another's
poison.

"It may be helpful, tho, to consider
a list of twelve types of useful radio
receivers arranged in the approximate'
orddr of their selectiveness, and I will
give you such a list here.

"If your receiver is at the bottom
of the list, don't let that fact disturb
you, for if it is sufficiently selective
for your purposes, well and good. But
even a receiving set that is rated half-
way up the list might not be good
enough for some locations, and in such
cases the only two remedies are either
to pass the set along to some one else
who can use it and to get a new out -

The value of precision variable con-
densers in a receiving set is not ap-
preciated by the average home builder,
or so many cheaply constructed con-
densers would not be sold. The dielec-
tric losses of a condenser are equiva-
lent to adding a- series -resistance in
the oscillating circuit. Tb add a series -
resistance in the oscillating circuit
means loss of energy, which, in turn,
means broad tuning and diminished
signal strength and few signals.
Cheaply. constructed -condensers have
high dielectric losses. Precision in-
struments may cost much more at the
time of purchase, but they have the
minimum of dielectric losses. If inni
want a sharp tuning, selective receiv-
ing set, buy precision condensers.

Explosion's Sound Waves
Bump Into Fading Spots

Recent experiments in Holland indi-
cate that the sound' wave going out
from a great explosion shows phe-
nomena of "dead spots" and "fading"
the same as are exhibited by radio
waves. The theory for this behavior
of sound is still a mystery, just as
much so as is fading of radio signals.

Recognized Headquarters
for NEUTRODYNE

RADIO DOCTORS Inc.
REPAIR HEADQUARTERS

504-South State Street -504
Only One Door to 504

Wabash 5010-PHONES-Wabash 8074

Keep Secondary. Leads
Apart to Kill Capacity

Capacity between the secondary
coil leads causes considerable trouble
in receivers when the wiring is done
iinproperly.

Keep the secondary leads as far
away from each other as practicable
and, if possible, at right angles, to
each other. Secondary leads arethose that run from the tuning unit 'to the grid condenser and ---the "B".
battery.

The

GIFT
for the Radio

Fan

Help Him Tune Ogift
the Local Stations

A St. Louis radio fan (name on re-
quest) brought in Havana on his loud
speaker while three St. Louis sta-
tions were broadcasting. He used aFerbend. You can make every night
silent night, too, by adding a Ferbend
Wave Trap. Stop at our store or
phone Central 5923. The Ferbend
comes mounted on formica panel in
mahogany finished cabinet, $8.50, un-mounted, ready for panel mounting,
$6.00 (postage prepaid). You take no
risk. Every Ferbend is guaranteed
to tune out local stations. Beware of
imitations assembled from standard
parts. The Ferbend is designed and
built to stop interference. Listen toone station at a time. Place your
order to -day. Telephone Central
5923 or come in and see

'The gai mai Wave Filter'
Ferbend Electric Corapetioy

21 E. South Water St. Chicago
jat_sit_lw.sausry
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How to Build "Old Reliable," the Editor's Own
Personal Radio Receiver

THIS is the third of a
series of articles on
"Old Reliable," the edi-

tor's persOnat hook-up of the
Armstrong three -circuit re-

 generative receiver. Next
week a different design' for
the cabinet will be illustrated
.and wiring details given.

By IVERSON C. WELLS
(Radio Editor, The Chicago Post.)

LAST week I promised you I would
give you full construction details-
on "Old Reliable." I am going

to disappoint you. I ant shotving you.
instead, another layout and panel ar-

t rangement.
1 do this because in. the first article

on the Armstrong three -circuit regen-
erative receiver which was published
Dec. 13, I showed the original "Old
Reliable" that graces my own table.
It- was built along the lines of the
set illustrated today. Many started to
build that receiver, procured_ the parts
and waited for- further details. Next
week I will take up the details of the
panel and layout which was printed
last week.

The receiver and two stages of
a udicpamplifica don which are illus-
trated on this page occupy a panel
space of thirty inches in length by
eight inches.in depth. It is the popu-
lar form and appeals to many phans.

The accompanying pictures show
pretty clearly the general arrangement
of the parts. The two condensers and
the variometer and variocoupler occupy
the right hand end of the panel. The
two stages of audiottimplification are
built on a sub -panel at the left. By
placing the transformers underneath
the tubes a closer hook-up is possible,
and., since. short .leads are one of the
requisites of this hook-up this feature
is not to be ignored by the home -

builder.
The parts used in this set are the

same published in previous articles.
The two condensers are Kellogg's. The
one in the aerial 'circuit is a plain
forty-three.plate. The one in the grid
circuit is a vernier Kellogg, also fOrtY-
three plate. The variocoupler is a
Michigan and the variometer is a
Kellogg. The two transformers are
All Americans-the first stage being

This is an "Old Reliable" two.
stage receiver designed and built
for Arthur Wilkus, 5853 Calumet
avenue. The top photo shows a
bottom view of the receiver. A
direct rear view is shown at the
bottom.

danger is further guarded against by
having the instruments mounted 'at
right angles to each other.

The set illustrated this week was
designed and constructed for Arthur
Wilkus, 5853 Calumet avenue. Mr.
Wilkus has been having the usual
Chicago radiophan's trouble with local
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five -to -one ratio and the second stage
a three -to -one ratio.

The detector is a C-300 and the two
amplifying tubes are VT -2, but may be
C -301-A or UV -201-A. - .

Proper spacing of the parts, &me-
dially in the radio -frequency end of the
circuit, absolutely is necessary, if one
is to have a noiseless, nonhowling re-
ceiver, with extreme selectivity. Note
the spacing between each instrument
at the right of the receiver.

The audio -amplification end of the
circuit is just to the feverse. Here
short leads are demanded and all the -

parts are closely coupled. The trans-
formers, however, while being placed
close to the tubes and rheostats, are
kept far enough apart to prevent trou-
ble from magnetic interference. This

interference and had an "Old Relia-
ble" built to solve his problems.
 Next week's pictures of the set for

which the panel layout was given last
week will be' published 'in these pages.
It uses the same parts as were used
In the Wilkus receiver. The set to be
pictured was designed and built' for
C. L. Hays, 9957 Winchester avenue.
I have some interesting facts to relate
about both of these receivers and the
work . they .are doing. in their new
homes. ,

ROOF AERI.1LS GROUNDED.

SSZIMISIWISMVA>ViriliAlkUM"'
.g-=1,iccatt, 2.--.121SMuc

Builds More Radio
Lighthouses

Experience With the revolving radio
lighthouse at Inchkeith has been so
successful that two- new stations on
the same system are to he erected by
the British government.

Three-foot Radio Waves
Experimenters in England are work-

ing with transmission of signals over
radio waves as short as one meter.An aerial built over a tin or metal These very short waves have beenroof is no farther above the ground produced previously in laboratories.

than its distance from the roof. but have had only a scientific interest:
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Some Hints on Laying
Out Parts for Receivers

In starting .out, ,to build a receiver,
the parts should .be procured first.
Then design your panel accordingly.
It Is wise to draw on a stiff piece of
cardboard the size of your panel. Put
center holes in first and .then When
the right angles of your instruments
are -determined, draw in the mounting
holes.

Place your instruments so as .to
make wiring as short as possible. Grid
and plate leads should be short and
far apart from each other. A 'little
more time spent in the designing of
a set will give a more pleasing ap-
pearance to the eye as well as better
results in receiving.

Multiple Circuits Tune
Hard

The reason a two or three -circuit
tiait ng receiver is more difficult to
t is that each of the circuits must
be in tune simultaneously before sig-
nals are heard.

Home Engraved Panels
Panel engraving is a luxury only

few can indulge in because of the
scarcity of firms- that have facilities
to handle this work. But professional -
looking dial markings and battery con-
nections can be made by any inexperi-
enced workman. Mark figures desired
with pencil .on panel. Then. using a
sharp -pointed tool, follow the lines
made, scratching fairly deep. After
his is filled with Chinese white or

artists' opaque a surprisingly fine
looking engraving results.

LOCATION MAKES DIFFERENCE.
Different localities make a difference

in receiving sets. A receiver may
work fine in one location, but prove a
failure in another.

I'll Build
an "Old
Reliable" Set
Complete for $200

This includes everything-tubes,
batteries; tWo:stage amplifier, loud-
speaker, phones, storage battery,
aerial, ground installation and in-
struction on operation. It will be
constructed exactly in accordance
with The Post diagrams and plans
and is guarttnteed. This is the
equal of any ,-:".l5I1 set you'd buy
readymac1e.
Sonic of my satktied ,ntonlers: T. E.
Hamilton, 5n5n Ave.: C L.
Hayes, 90:.7 Win.hestxr Ave.: Arthur

5553 Calumet Ave.: A. L.
Schaeffer, .14 Columbia Ave., Elmhurst.
EH.; Dr, Emma Ii. Salsbury, ''21 Ful-
lerton Parkway.

JAMES GRAYAR
846 Gunderson Ave., Oak Park, M.

Phone Oak Park 8015

How to Shield
Set Against
Body Capacity

Shielding a panel and grounding thit
shield eliminates "body capacity." .

Cover the -rear of the panel a
coating 'of shellac thinned.: do*n With
wood- Or denatured alcohol. -Procure
a: book 'Of aluminum leat'suCh as' is
used by sign painters. Lay the leaf

on the panel while it is still "sticky."
Cover the entire surface. Smooth out
the aluminum with a cloth, a photog-
raphers's roller or a small rubber win-
dow dryer.

Allow the leaf to set overnight. Re-
move all surplus leaf with a soft cloth
rubbed over surface gently.

Now drill the holes in the panel as
usual. Cut the aluntinum leaf away
from the holes so the instruments.
when mounted, will not touch it. The
coating' is grounded to the earth post
of the set.

Rockford Station Heard
1,000 Miles in 21 States

While WIAB (Rockford, Ill.) is only
a 50 -watt station and radiating 3.4 am-
peres, it has been heard in twenty-one
states within the last five weeks. It
is reaching out regularly distances up
to 1,000 miles. The transmitter is a

-watt oscillator and the modulator
also is 50 watt, with a suitable am-
plifier. This station broadcasts Mon-
day nights at 9 o'clock, Friday nights,
at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 12:30 p. m.
The Joslyn Automobile company oper-
ates the station.

CORRODING, BATTERIES.
Coat the terminals of - storage bat-'

tery with vaseline. This stop's' corro-
sion.

COME
STRAIGHT

TO

Long
Distance

ADE mARK Radio

Will Give You
Satisfactory
Results in

Long
Distance
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FILL IN COUPON FOR
DETAILS

Please send complete informa-
tion regarding Zenith Radios.
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I would like a home demon7
stration. [ )
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Pictorial diagram of the "Old Reliable" ArnW.rong three -circuit regenerative receiver.
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Altiao the Rao. J. L. Zengirth of the First Presbyterian church of Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, was
ordered to bed by his physicians, it did not prevent him from delivering his regular Sunday morning
sermon to his congregation one Sunday recently. This photo shows the interior of the church, with radio -
amplifiers on pulpit, thru which the minister's sermon was delivered from the pastorage.

How Broadcasting Stations Use
Two Wavelengths in Transmitting

Experimental work designed to tie
tip radio broadcasting stations togeth-
er for the purpose of sending out a
single program simultaneously by
-nears of radio intercommunidation is
ieing carried out in several parts of
he country. This experimental work
orimarily is designed to eliminate the
tecessity of using costly land line

oonnections.
So far the experiments have taken

two distinct lines-first, by having
the master broadcast radio station
radiate on two different wavelengths,
one for local broadcast reception and
the other to control the distant broad-
casting station which is to radiate
the same program at a different wave
length, and, second, the employment
of mobile broadcasting stations as
dick -ups for special programs that are
being given at points some distance
away from the studio of the main
broadcasting station. .

NVilson's Speech Picked Up.
In this connection a very interest-

ing incident occurred at the time that
former President Wilson was giving
Eris Armistice day message from his
home in Washington. In this particu-
lar case the AVa.shijigton station,WCAP,

ARALDLIOTYTuPBEEsS

REPAIREDOR SETS
Imrriediate Service in Most Cases

Apex D-100 Detectors,
Al

Amp.
16 to 25 vol
STANDARD $.00
D X 13/Sv. .25 Ampere $
Detector and Amplifier 4.00
D X 5v. .25A. "A" Tube SA en
Detector and Amplifier -tav
Como Push - Pull Transformers
in pairs; matched;

$
1250

per pair
Scientific Head Phones, $
3000 Ohm, per pair --_2.95

DEALERS WRITE
DISTRIBUTOR

54A, 39 W. Chicago
Rope. Radio Tubes Corporation

and the New York station, WEAF.
were both directly connected to Mr.
Wilson's home by means of ordinary
telephone wire connections. His speech
was radiated by these two stations.

While this was being done the
operators of station WGY, in Sche-
nectady, picked up, by means of a
very sensitive radio receiver, the
speech that Mr. Wilson was giving,
passed it thru special input ampli-
fiers, and reradiated it on the 380-
meter wave of WGY.

The result was that many owners
of crystal sets within the range of
Schenectady were able to hear this
speech and are probably yet under
the impression that they were receiv-
ing direct from WEAF-more than
150 miles away!It is now an open se;
bile broadcasting apparatus has heed
developed at the Schenectady plant
and is being used for the purpose of
extra studio work. That is, the mo-
bile plant will proceed to a distant
point where the program is being giv-

es at the mosten, place its.microphen
convenient points and radiate direct on

s. This broad -very short wave length
cast will be picked up in the operating
station of WGY ant impressed on the

ere and radi-regular transmitter th
ated for the benefit of the fans with -

of WGY.in receiving distance
Still Experimenting.

cret that

system, of course, is still in an
experimental stage, altho it is giving
very practical results. It does away
with the necessity of making a spe-
cial wire connection between the main
station and the point where the pro-
gram is being given. Since such tele-
phone connection mest-neeeseafRst-be
very clear and, in fact practically
perfect, a great saving is assured
without the possibility of any inter-
ference with regular broadcast work.

The other form of radio tie-up be-
tween broadcast stations is being de-
veloped by the Westinghouse com-
pany thru 'station KDKA, at Pitts-
burg. This station is being used as
the master station in a network sys-
tem that is being gradually Bevel-

, oped.
Two additional units have already

been established-one in Cleveland
and the other in Hastings, Neb. The
dual radiation from KDKA is by
means of the regular wave and a

 secondary wave of 100 meters, which
Is picked up by tie Cleveland and

Crystal Set
Brings In
DX Stations

Howard F. Graebke, 448 North Ash-
land avenue, Chicago, brings in long
distance stations many owners of tube
sets would be proud to log. His cir-
cuit is shown in the accompanying
diagram. Here is what he says
about it:

RADIO EDITOR: Just to let you know
what I have been getting on my crystal set.
On a Monday evening I have heard the fol-
lowing: EDEN, Pittsburg: WTAS, Elgin:
KSD. St. Louis; WCBD. Zion: WOS, Jeffer-

Hastings stations and used to con-
trol their transmitting apparatus.

As this system develops, the plan
is to have the subsidiary stations also
radiate two waves-one for normal
broadcasting to the fans within hear-
inr distance, and the other on an ex-
tremely short wave length, which in
turn will control some other distant
broadcasting station.

If this plan materializes according
to -expectations it will be quite pos-
sible, in the near future, for one sin-
gle broadcasting station to control
another system located at strategic
points thrusut the country, so that
a single program can be heard by
practically everybody with a receiving
set in the United States.

There is no reason why the two
different systems cannot be used in
conjunction with each other-one as a
pick-up for the program, and the
'other to control all of the broadcast-
ing stations which will radiate it.

X.ong-distance crystal hook-up.

son City. Mo., and also WOAW at Omaha.
Not so bad. wiiat?

My hook-up consists of fifty-siX turns of
No. 22 wound on oatmeal box, tapped at.
every single turn six times, and every tenth
turn five times.

I don't like op brag about anything, but I
honestly heard these stations on this set.
You will note where the detector is placed;
this makes Quite a difference in putting it
in the ground instead of aerial part of cir-
cuit.

The circuit submitted is simple and
any small boy could hook it up at a
cost. of only a few cents. The Post
has not tested the hook-up and is
giving it for whatever value readers
may attach to it.

Uses Portable
Transmitting

Set at WGY

Homemade
LoudSpeaker
at Cost of $6
A most efficient loud speaker, pos-

sessing exceptional tone qualities and
free from the tinny sound or blasts
t'haracteristic of many of the highs
priced horns, can be made by anyone
at a total cost of $6.

The material necessary for construc-
tion consists of a twelve or fourteen
inch fiberimegaphone, such as college
boys use (40 cents); a rubber phone
adapter (50 cents); a wire coat hanger
10 cents); a Baldwin unit (85). Some
old battery wax (scraps)" and a block
of wood (scraps).

First perforate the horn, as sho
in illustration. with three ,rings df
small holes. ThiS prevents any pos-

.

Aohort-wave radio transmitting set
which may be transported to the scene
of church services, concerts, dramatic
performances or lectures, as easily
as a motion -picture cameraman is sent
on news -weekly assignments, has been
introduced as pare of the broadcasting
equipment of. WGY, the Schenectady
station of the General Electric com-
pany.

This set is not used to broadcast
directly to the listener, but is a radio
relay which conveys the program to`
the broadcasting station. This first
radio' transmission cannot be tuned
in on the average radio receiving set.

The portable transmitting set is con-
veyed to the hall or church from
which it is desired to broadcast an en-
tertainment or sermon. Wire connec-
tion is established between microphone
or pick-up within- the hall or church
and the transmitter of the portable
set outside. The wavelength is too
low to interfere with the usual receiv-
ing sets or broadcasting stations and
it is also so low that ther8 can he
no interruption from spark transmit-
ters by armatures.

Row Waves are Caught.
By means of a sensitive receiving

set located near WGY, the electrical
Vibrations into which speech or music
halt, been converted are picked up, am-
plified and then conveyed to the main
transmitting equipment of WGY, from
which the program is put on the air
on the licensed wavelength of the
station, 380 meters.

Prior to the introduction of the radio
relay it was customary for WGY to
connect church and radio station by
wires. Wire installations required con-
siderable preparatory work and be-
cause of the time involved in making
the necessary installations some pro-
grams that might have proved instruc-
tive and enjoyable had to be omitted.

Rebroadcasting does not affect the
quality of music or speech. WGY has
made frequent use of the radio relay
methods and the listeners were at no
time aware that a radio transmitting
set working on a low wave length
bad supplanted the wire link in the
system.

What Relay Means.
There is another and even more im-

portant use for the small transmitting

. _re, in Canadian his -
.1.111 tory, (lid such a bevy of parlia-
mentary saTellites ever gather before
a micro/xone as on the evening of
Dec. 6. The illustration shows four
microphones (below which are seen the
smaller loud -speaker microphone) in-
stalled in the military drill shed on
Craig street Montreal, before wh:'h
spoke the Rt. Hon. W. L. Mackenzie -
King, prime minister for Cana de:
Sir Lornec C/orirt. minister of pi, -
tiff Hon Ce.,rf.,--c P. Graham. minis -

Bible vibrations (see figure A in il-
lustration). If the horn is made, from
good fiber this will not be necessary.
The horn should be shellacked, if it
does not come that way to y,DU. This
keeps out the moisture and preserves
tone qualities.

The rubber phone adapter (fig. B),
probably will be too small for the horn.
Fit the end (3) into the small end of
the horn (1) and fill the space with
melted sealing wax or wax taken from
an old "B" battery. This will also
act as a binder forathe adapter, hold-
ing it firmly into place.

Insert the Baldwin unit, or any
other good loud -speaker unit, in the
other end (3) of the phone adapter.

With a pair of pliers bend and shape
the wire 'coat hanger into the design
shown in figure C. One end forms
the clamp for the horn and the other
acts as claw feet to attach to the base-
board. '

T,he baseboard should be at least
an inch in thickness oiknd twelve inches
long by six inches wide. It may he
smoothed, stained and polished if de-
sired. Screw the claw feet of the
spring wire support (C) on the board
and insert the horn as shown in fig-
ure D.

The editor of The Post Radio Mag-
azine made one of these speakers one
evening more, than a year ago to an-
swer in an emergency and has never
found a horn that excelled it ip purity
of tone, so he has kept it at work
ever since.

set in ratio -relay and this use %sug-
gests a particularly interesting devel-
opment for radio in the future.

In the ray now in common use at
WGY, the small station is used to
feed into the larger transmitting set
thru the introduction of a receiving
set between the radio links. It is pos-
sible that the future will see many of
these small transmitting sets scattered
about the country and used to re -
radiate on lower wave lengths, con-
certs received on a sensitive receiver
from any one of a half -dozen main
stations, for the benefit of listeners
with crystal sets or short -distance re-
ceivers.

For example, such a receiving set
might pick up the best of the WGY
program from Schnectady and then
a special feature from WJZ or other
station, and by the use of the trans-
mitter re -radiate to the countryside
within a limited distance of tile sta-
tion.

This would give the man with the
small receiving set the advantage of
listening to a selected program, the
hest of the main stations. In this
manner he would be able to get pro-
grams and to get music that would
not otherwise be available to him on
his set,

ter of railways; Hon. L. A. Teacher -
eau, premier of Quebec, and others.
The speeches were delivered before an
audience of 10,000 persons within the
hall and 7,000 outside-listening-in
thru the loud -speaker devices-and
gyer 600,000 thru station CKAC, La
Presses Montreal.

The installation was made by the
Marconi company of Montreal. under
the direction of .T. S. Thompson, chief
engineer of the company, and J. M.
Cartier, director -announcer' of iktion
CNA C. '

at
Hydrometer and 22% Volt "B" Battery
free with each Radio Battery purchase,
If you bring this ad with you.

WORLD

Radio

Batteries

Save
You

5Two -Year Written 0(YGuarantee
2 Volt Storage Battery for e5.00

WD -11 and WD -12 Tubes. 4,
4 Volt Storage Battery for $8.00

UV -199 Tubes
200 hours' service on one charge.

Rechargeable.
6 Volt 60 AMP., 1.00

$8.50
6 Volt 80 Amp., 6 Volt 120 Amp.,

$10.00 I $14.50
6 Volt 140 Amp., $16.00

WORLD BATTERY CO.
Department P.

60 EAST, ROCISEVFLT ROADOpen Evenings and Sundays.
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Here Is a Two -Stage Amplifier for Hagerman's
Long -Distance Crystal

NOV. 28 Mr. -Hager-
man published in these

t, columns a hook-up for a
long-distance crystal set.- It
has given such wonderful re-
sults. that there has been a
clamour for an amplifier. To-
day Mr. Hagerman gives. a
design for an amplifier that is
particularly well adapted for

itke crystal kook -up.

By LEWIS B. NIGER -MAN.
.

(Radio Technical Editor, The Post.)
THAT long distance crystal hook-

up I gave you a few weeks ago
in these columns seems to have

made good. I knew it would. I
knew it because I had given the cir-
cuit a tvagaut of several months and
I was positive as to its achievements.

However, now that everyone is pull-
ing in coast to coast stuff -almost,
mind you, almost -the real crystal
phans are wanting to know if it can
be AMPLIFIED.

Why not? Anything that- can be
detected can 'be amplified. That's
a proven fact.

However, amplifying crystal de-
tectors is a luxury. It is only the
real Crystal phans that would want
lo do that. Look at it this way: If
you have got to invest in two vacuum
tubes and two transformers and bat-
teries for an amplifier why not also
go just a. step farther and put in a
tube and socket for a detector as a
substitute for the crystal?

I can see you crystal phans smil-
ing. Say, .when a crystal phan is a
crystal phan, he is such because he
is riding a hobby -not an economy.

Well, let us go to the amplifier:
I have been working for some time

on a special amplifier for this crys-

LEWIS B. HAGERMAN.

sal set. It had to be just a little
different than the usual hook-up be-
cause we had to exploit the surpris-
ing sensitiveness and clarity of the
long -scorned crystal.

At first glance you will take a snap
judgment and say this amplifier is
not different from the usual hook-up.
True -in most respects. But, give
it the closeup look and you will note
that there are some peculiarities about
the parts employed and that also I
have worked in some other little wrin-
kles.Understand, first of all, that crys-
tals naturally are not long-distance

Two -stage audio -amplifier specially designed for the Hagerman
long-distance crystal set. Note the compactness of the hook-up.

1

Hedgehog transformers are used because of their low ratio and their
adaptability to short grid leads.

getters. They are rather timid when
it come& to station signals that go
beyond the sound of your voice.
Therefore, one must proceed gingerly.
You .have to coax and plead A-ith a
crystal. Perhaps, that is what you and
I like about the dainty little bit of
mineral.

Anyone can bring in DX with half
a dozen tubes, a search warrant and
a dynamo. HoWever, it takes a real
crys61.4 phan to forget that DeForest
and Ftbming ever lived and work back
among the days when Cleopatra was
singing siren songs to Marc Antony.

This amplifier surpasses the ma-
jority of three -tube sets in clarity.
A peculiar fact that many people
have noticed is that the set even
when it is not as loud as a tube
detector set can be heard and enjoyed
two to three times as far from the
loud speaker. I attribute this to the
fact that every syllable of speech and
every note of music -is round, mel-
low, clear, and distinct, being abso-
lutely void of tube noises, howls.
hisses and crackling sounds.

With the original set and this am-
plifier stations more than "y00 miles
away have been heard on a loud
speaker. The parts constituting its
construction are inexpensive but
efficient. The transformers are of
low ratio. This insures no distortion.
Tkey also have extremely short grid
lens.

The layout is so designed that it
can be'used on any set whether crys-
tal or  otherwise. A 7x9 panel was
used to match the long distance crys-
tal hook-up I gave you recently.

For the phones only one jack was
provided. This was done so that it

could be tuned in on one stage of
amplification and then thrown in on
the loud speaker from the third. This
arrangement permits simple wiring
as you can see by the accompanying
pictorial diagram.

The panel layout depends on the
style instruments you use.

On the panel are mounted two rheo-
stats, tour binding posts and one
bezel. or peephole. The arrangement
used is optional but should be planned
with the view of making the, wiring
as simple as possible.

After drilling panel and mounting
apparatus start wiring by connecting
filament leads to rheostats, sockets
end from rheostats to socket. Next
comes the transformers. Some care
should be taken here to keen the leads
separated and to prevent shorts. Great
care should be taken on the jack. Be
sure to run both leads from the pri-
mar77 or "P" of the second transform-
er to the two center prongs. The
"B" battery leads, are comparatively,
easy and clearly shown.

Tune -in with phones in jack ands
both tubes on because, if .the second
tube is lighted after the set is tuned,
it will spoil the adjustment. Be care-
ful on local stations because the vol-
ume is apt to hurt ,our ears.

The results I have obtained with
this long distance crystal have been
no less than amazing. During the
last week I have bad the following
stations come_ in loud and clear on
my Baldwin speaker:

WOC (Davenport, Iowa), '8.-DKA
Pittsburg, Pa.), WGY (Schenectady),
WOS (Jefferson City, Mo.), "WCBD
(Zion, Ill.), WTAS (Elgin, Ill.), WSAI

 --- -_. -. _ _-__
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(Orcinnati), WWI (Detroit), WHB
(Kansas City), WUAS (Louisville),
and all local stations... -

Of course with the phones many
stations within a thousand miles come
in clear and distinct.

Batteries in Use Must
Not Be Placed on Charge
Many people use storage battery

chargers on their sets, but do not like.
to charge the batteries during the -7
evenings: Tubes have been blown be-
cause the owner of the set has been
negligent in charging his battery and
finds in the evening wheh he wants
to use his set that the storage bat-
tery is so low that it is impossible
to operate it. Consequently, he has
placed the battery on charge and at
the same tine tried_to operate the
receiver, with the result that the
tubes "went west." If your battery
needs charging. charge it, and do not
try to operate the set while it is on
charge --unless from a spare battery
kept for that purpose.

Reception Underground
Several ambitious young experi-

menters recently conducted a series
of interesting tests with a reflex set
in a moving subway train. At forty
feet below the street level, using a
three -tube set and a loop aerial, four
local stations were brought in on the
loud speaker. This proves the theory
that radio waves permeate the Curti]
as well as the air.

Ask the Man at the Coun-\
ter to Show You

ttndjo
CO. PARTS

Quality and Satisfactory
Performance Guaranteed

SOLD BY
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We Will Make Your Xmas Radio Money Go Farther

QUALITY GOODS AT LOWER PRICES
Every Item Guaranteed to Be Right or Your Money Back.

Large Stock Standard Goods. Real Values All the Time.

Special Sale
"B" Batteries
Standard High
Grade Fresh

Goods.
Small 22Y,

Volt 95e
Large 22%

Volt 51.38
Large 45

Volt $2.55
"B" Battery Test-

ing Meter...85e
Inductance Snitch.

10 point....74e.
Rheostats --
6 ohm, 25c; 30

ohm 27e
Potentiometer, 3Dc

Head Sets Make
Ideal Xmas Gifts

Barawik Spec.. 2000 ohm, $2.48
Murdock 56, 2000 ohm. $3.35
Brandes $4.85
Federal $5.60
Western Electric... $7.95

Finest Quality
Variable Condensers

Aluminum Plates, Bakelite Ends
3 pl, vernier, 78c 43 pl. plain, $1.45

11 pl. plain. 98e 22 pl.vernier $2.20
25 pl. plain, $1.151 44 pl.vernier $2.45

.141111Ivan
$10.75 SpeakerLoud
Talks loud and
clear. Equals ones
selling at double
the price. Won-
derful Tone Bald-
win Unit.

Other Speaker
Bargains

Murdock ...$3.95
Rico $4.95
Atlas $25.00
Baldwin $25.00
Music

Master $30.00

Biggest Selection- owest Prices
Storage Batteries
guaranteed 3

}ears; new fresh
stock; unequaled
values;

ampere,
vot, 40 -

$9.90;
6 roe! t , .8603-21_9250

Bakelite Tube Va-
riometer, wonder-
ful value ...$1.60
1805 ariO
coupler or Vari
ometer at...$1.05

Gennine Bakelite
Socket,75c val.39e

1805 V ar ao-
coupler, Bakelite
Tubes. 88.60
value $2.25

Switch Points,
with nuts, doz. 10e

Sarawak Special
Audio Frequency
'r ranstormer;
equals any $6.00
one $2.25

Reinert* Coil, tap-
ped, green silk,
worth $2.60.$1.10
Loop Aerial, 955

3 -inch Bakelite
Dials, 75c val., 29c
Two Slide Tuning
Coil $1.48
Switch Lever, 155
Genuine Bakelite
Socket, 76c val-
ue 39c

Klosner Vernier
Rheostat, $1.50
value 78:
Signal CorpeAerial
Wire, 100 ft. 42e
Double Circuit
Jacks 35e

Guaranteede

Detectors ..62.75
Amplifiers .$3.25
Phone Plugs, 35e

You Can Get It QuicK From Barawk
Build a Neutrodyne Set
Cl t, Lousiest, Greatest Dis-
tance We Have Every Part

at the Right Price.
Complete Set Parts for

NEUTRODYNE 5 TUBE SET

$38.50
Essential parts lieetuied under Hazel-

tine patents. A set that will give
really wonderful results. The follow-
ing highest grade parts are Included:

NEUTRODYNE PARTS
Condensers, pair.... 44e
Jacks 59c
Transformers $1.65

Complete Parts for All
Popular Circuits

Cockaday $11.35
Reinert:, 1 tube $10.95
Reinartz, 3 tube $17.95
Autoplez 1 Tube Loud Talker
Super Set $13.25
Erla 1 Tube Reflex $18.95
Ultra Audion $8.95
Flewelling $12.39
Any One Can Easily Aseemble These

Sets and Get Best Results
Famous Fada 160
Neutrodyne ReceiAr $120

Many Other High Grade Sets at
Right Prices

large Stock Standard Ntanntaitorers, Goods. Real Values AS the Time.
Every Item Guaranteed to Be Right or year Money Hoek.

THE BARAWIK CO.
102 S. CANAL STREET, corner MONROE

Consealent to Northwestern and Union Depots.
OPEN UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK SATURDAY AND MONDAY
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Pictorial diagram of the Hagerman two -stage amplifier for the long-distance crystal set.
Chicago's Leadinq Radio Store
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How to Hook Up 18 Circuits
in Test for New Combinations

By R. H. LANGLEY.
(Radio Engineering Department of General

Electric Company.)
ONE of the most fascinating
things about radio is that it pro-
vides such.a fruitful field, for, ex-

periment. The art is young, and there
are many questions yet to be an-
swered. The apparatus for the study
of these problems already is planted
in millions of American homes, and
this papet is addressed to those who
find pleasure in trying new circuit
combinations.

With a small selection orthe stand -
01:1 apparatus. it Is possible to arrange
many interesting -new combinations
that,are not given in the instructions.
I shall give a lief -of the apparatus
neededsfor the combinations to be de-
scribed later, and -it might be well to,.
make mental mate erthe -items which
you do not have:

Two single -circuit regenerative
tuners.

One vacuum tube detector and two-
stage amplifier.' ..

One three -stage -radio amplifier.One variable air.'cohderiser. '

One .6-volt storage battery, or
Six No. 6 dry cells. .

Four blocks of plate battery, 221/2
volts each.

One three -cell flashlight battery for
bias, 4 ,X2. V--.

-

,-One homemade loop antenna:
Six- radlotrons, UV 201, UV 201-A. or

UV -199.: Outdoor. antenna and ground
connection. .

The loop will consist of eight to ten
turns of almost' any kind of copper
wire, wound at % 'or 1,i inch spacing
on a wood frame 3 or 4. feet square,
and arranged so that it may be rotated
on a vertical axis.

In all the circuit; to be described,
a UV -200 soft detector tube may be
used, if suitable arrangements are
made for obtaining the correct plate
voltage.

Many Combinations Passible.
With the apparatus just enumer-

ated, there are at least eighteen dif-
ferent receiver 'circuits possible. Some
will be , very sensitive, some -"highly
selective and some both Selective and
sensitive. Some will he suitable for
use in congested districts,. some will
be preferable in rural districts, some
Will function best for near -by stations
and some for distant stations. It is
not possible, of course,  to give dia-
grams of these circuits,. hut we can
classify and describe them so that
the possibilities of the various combs,
nations may be seen.

Let us divide the eighteen circuits
into five classes:

First, on the outdate antenna with-
out radio amplificatioS

Second, on the outdoor antenna
with radio amplification.

Third, on the loop antenna.
Fourth, using .both the outdoor an-

tenna and the loop, and
Fifth, some sPecial arrangements.
In the first class; that is, on the

outdoor antenna`without radio ampli-
fication. we can list seven different
combinations. Two of these are re-
generative; the other five circuits are
not -regenerative. This, of course,
Means a great deal In signal strength,
'particularly on the more distant sta-
tions. but for the sake of making
the list Clear and easy to remember
we will take them all together. -

The seven -circuit arrangements pos-
sible on the eutdocir antenna without
radio amplification 'are as follows:.'

1. Single -61/.61;R tuner, using crystal
&lector. .

2. Single-circuit.tuner, with vacuum -
tube detector amplifier.

3. Single -circuit tuner, .with detector
amplifier and the regenerative con-
nection.

4. Using the Outside condenser to
snake a'. two -circuit tuner.

6. Using two tuners to make a two -
circuit tuner.

6. Using two tuners to make a three -
circuit tuner.

7. Using two tuners and the exter-
nal condenser to make a three -circuit
tuner, with all three circuits tuned.

Connecting the Tickler Coil.
There are two ways of using the

external air condenses- to make a two -
circuit tuner. We may connect the
variable condenser across the tickler
coil to snake a secondary circuit, or we
may connect the condenser in series

itts the tickler coil to make a pri-
mary circuit.

In using two tuners to make a two -
circuit tuner, the tickles coil of the
first tuner is used as a 'coupling coil
and connected to the input terminals
of the second tuner.

In using two tuners to make a three -
circuit tuner, the two tickler coils
a.e connected together to form the

'

4

This is the little cell in the state prison at Concord, N. H., where
Convict Isio. 472 keeps closely in touch with the outside world thru his
radio. The copper screen above the map is the.prisoner's antenna, and
he grounds his set to the cot. He has received from more than fifty
stations, including Montreal and Havana. It is the only thing that keeps
him in touch with the outside world.

third or link circuit. If we connect
the variable air condenser in series
with the tWo tickler coifs, we can then
tune this iriterm,ediate circuit.

The second class -of circuits were
those on the' outdoor antenna with
radio anssilifiatioss. For these we use
cen three -Stage radio amplifier and in-
sert it between the tuning system and
the detector amplifier. This may be
done on any'of the seven combinations
which we have just noted, except pos-
sibly with the Crystal detector.

In the third class we use the loop
antenna. There are several combina-
tions here; let Os notice only two. The
first is the',Straight loop circuit where
the variable. air. condenser is connected
across the limp and then connected to
the three -stage radio -frequency ampli-
fier and froin this to the detector au-
dio-amplIfler..The second combination,
which by the way is a very interest-
ing one, provides- a method for using
the loop in ,s, regenerative circuit. This
'uses the' lobp and, one of the single
circuit tuners, then the radio -fre-
quency amplifier and the detector am-
plifier..

- Many Possibilities Here.
The fourth class uses the antenna

and the loop in combination. There
are also several possibilities here. The
best one, perhaps, consists in connect-
ing.the antenna and ground to one of
the single circuit tunes's. The loop
and variable air condenser are con-
nected to the three-atage radio -ampli-
fier and the detector amplifier in the
usual way. These are two indepen-
dent circuits, the only connection be-
tween them being that the tickler coil
in the tuner is connected to the tickler
terminal on the detector amplifier.
This combination is quite remarkable
in performance. The antenna circuit
is brought into resonance with the
signal by means of the tuner and the
loop circuit picks up energy .from this
tuned antenna circuit. The reactions
obtained by the tickler coil  connec-
tion make, it possible 'to successfully
eltspinate very loud nearby stations.

In the fifth class, let us notice two
stunts. The first one consists in am-
plifying the signal obtained from the
crystal detector, by connecting in such
a way that the output of the crystal
detector goes thru the primary of the
first audio frequency transformer. No
batteries are needed in the crystal
detector circuit.. This is a very fine
way of obtaining excellent loudspeak-
er sinesisifrom nearby stations. The
second stunt is the use of a grid bias
and a higher plate voltage on the am-
plifier tubes. Open the grid circuit
and insert a small flashlight battery

,sere is the broadcasting station at the University of Illinois. Our
photo shows the broadcasting studio, transmitter and power -room all in
cfric. All college sport events and activities are broadcast and have
been picked up all over the country..

of say 41/2 volts between the grid and
the filament bus. The negative end
of biasing battery should he connected
to the grid and the positive  end to
the filament bus.

-Higher Plate Voltlge.
It is then possible to use very much

higher plate voltage on the amplifier
tubes, with the result that consider-
ably. greater amplification is obtained
With the same or even better quality
of reproduction. With the' UV -201,
UV -.201-A ,-nr UV -i.99 radiotrons, the
plate voltage may be increased to 90
or 110 volts. - -

There are many people who imagine
that the loop antenna is a substitute
Per the big put -doer aerial and that
the same .results can be obtained from
either. This, of course, is very far
from the truth. There is a very fun-
dainental ,differenae. The aerial is a
condenser. It is a very large con-
denser to be sure, so far as its physi-
cal dimensions are concerned, but it
does not have a very large capacity..
The loop, on the other hand, is an
inductance. This means that the
method of tuning the aerial is . quite
different from the: method for., the
loop.

The same receiving sets will not
work interchangeably on either. The
single circuit tuners are suitable for
tuning the antenna, but when we used
the loop, we used a separate variable
air condenser to tune 'it.

As to Choice of Tubes.
In these experimental combination

receivers, it makes very -little differ-
ence which tube we -use. The Main
difference between the 'various tubes
,is 'in' energy consumption in the Lila,
ment, rather than in 'performance as
detectors or amplifiers.  ,Some are
slightly better than others in this re-
spect, but the main purpolse of the
newer types is' to simplify the A bat-
tery problem.

The UV -200 and the UV -201 require
one' ampere filament current neressie
toting a storage battery. This is ex-
pensive and troublesome and requires
frequent charging. The ITV -201-A
takes only one-fourth of an ampere
and can be operated four times as
long as one charge of the battery. It
may also be operated from dry bat-
teries. The UV -199 tube takes only
six -one -hundredths of an ampere and
can be operated from dry batteries
with great success.

Dr. Pratt Calls Chicago
Huge Fixed Condenser

A theory has been suggested by Dr.
H. Preston Pratt, the tube inventor,
that the whole city of Chicago is a
huge fixed condenser. The electric
light wires, power wires, and steel
structures form the positive plate and
the, earth make the negative plate.
Air is the dielectric.

Dr. Pratt further states that this
is the cause of local interference and
long-distance crystal reception. This
theory has not been proved, but is
from an interesting viewpoint and
worthy of consideration.

"Othello" to Be on Radio
For the second time this season

KY'W will broadcast the opera "Othel-
lo" Wednesday night, Ian. 2. The
cast will remain virtually the same.
One change is being made. Schwarz
will take the place of Rimini, who
sang the barytone roll two weeks ago.

Norway Opens Station
A new short-wave broadcasting sta-

tion has been opened at Christiania.
Norway. It transmits on a wave-
length ofd a00 meters, the shortest
wave in use so far on the continent
of Europe.

Places Where Slip -Ups
Occur in Home -Built Sets

Every once in a while a howl of
disgust goes up from some phan who
has made a receiver or has had a
friend, who has had such wonderful
success with one of the same type,
make one for him, says a writer in
Radio World. The blame thing doesn't
"perk."

The same circuit, has been used,
and maybe the original wiring on the
successful receiver has been copied,
but-nothing doing,' or else what is
doing is so weak that you look in
derision on all radio experimenters.
Of course, you or your friend fol-
lowed the plans exactly. You may
have followed them to the letter, kut
it is not the circuit that is at fault.
nor the workmanship, but the ap-
paratus used.

Every fan likes to keep the cost
down,. Every production cost is sub-
jarlo a final revision, when if comes
time to buy the parts and you are
persuaded that "Oh; sure! The others
charge more, but this is just as good.
I just finished 'a set using them and
they work."

When Trouble Comes.
Probably one of the most common

slip-ups is in the purchasing of con-
densers, both fixed and, variable.
Your friend in constructing his own
set probably used a well -made mica
dielectric type of condenser that was
finished in a moulded case, or ' a
pressed metallic. case. Did he use a
cheap -looking paper condenser on
yours? If so, change it! Are you
using good: variable condeasers? There
is a type that uses well -Moulded, shiny -
looking composition. It looks pretty,
but examine the plates, their spacing,
their bushings, their method of fasten-
ing. Is the shiny compositicin moulded
bakelite, or just a tar composition
which is made to look pretty, but
which has a low dielectric value, and
consequent high basses?

Is your grid leak the best that you
could get? Is it the proper value
for the tube you are using, or is it
just one picked at random from any
number of values?

Are your connections all well sol-
dered? Is it a neat job? Or has the
soldering paste run rambling down all

over the wires, forming shorts and
leaks?

Are you using a good socket? Do
the -prongs make positive contact with
the lugs of the tube?

Making Sets Uniform.
These are just a few, questions to

ask yourself when trouble arises in
your new set. A manufacturer al-
ways turns out a uniform product be-
6ause he always . uses the same make
of apparatus. He tested out numer
ous "makes' first, found the best and
then bought quantities of them so that
all his product would be the same. .

Test your condensers. If you can
squeeze them there is a liability tha4,
they are poor. If the plates of your
variable condensers are of thin, paper. -

like aluminum or brass, there :is a
great chance that the entire -condenser
is :peon" Variable condensers ehouId
have aturdy-lookidg plates,. Well made
or pressed spacers, machined bearings
and 'uniform spacings., A condenser is
made for hard use, probably harder
end more constant wearing use thass
any other component part of the -ma-
chine, so get one that is sturdy.

Be Careful of Shielding.
Maybe, in the zeal of construction,

the panel- has, been shielded: Every
hack lath of the panel.sorface is -care-
fully eo_vered with a nice, smooth layer
of tin foil or sheet metal.. When
mounting your apparatus on this nice-
ly shielded panel have you taken care
to see that none of the screws or parts
touch it?

There is also the chance of poor
inductances. Have homemade coils -

been used? They look nice, in their
shiny coat of shellac, which is prob-
ably the worst thing that could- hap-
pen to a coil designed to work in a
radio circuit. Maybe larger coils than -1
necessary have been used or neat
bank -wound tapped coils and couplers
have been incorporated in the set. Do
the .specifications call for such wind -
lags? An extra hundred turns or so
of 'wire on a coil may look dangerOus,
but the "dead-end" loss, or current '
lost by the extra wire in the circuit
eating up the energy, will make ittlelf
known by signal strength loss or broad
tuning.

Polly Lux, who adorns the "Vanities of 1923," and has 'reachedsuch a stage of incurable radiomania that she has placed the receivernext to her bath, so her press agent avers. Can you beat it?

10 Golden Rules
of Radio for Use

of Listeners -In
There are ten good rules for broad-

cast listeners: . _ .
1. Don't try to hear Australia in

mid -summer. Be satisfied to enjoy the
nearer stations most of the time. .

2. Don't be disappointed if an oc-
casional storm interferes with your
summer radio evening. There are
many fine concerts coming. You
can't, expect to find a pearl in every
oyst.19 nor to receive a record -break-
ing concert every night.

3. If you want louder signals use' a
longer aerial, more tubes, higher plate
voltage, more sensitive loud speakers
and more careful tickler and receiver
adjustnient

4.' A pleasant signal filling a mod-
erate -sized room should be enough to
gfbo satisfathon. It is not worth
while producing signals which deafen
the neighbors. It is wasteful to In-
sist on tremendous signals which are
generally less pleasant than moderate
signals.

6. If your local station comes in too
loudly and drowns others out, a
smaller aerial will help in tuning him
out, with a smaller condenser con-
nected between aerial and ground.
Arid if all measures to get rid of the
lccal station fail. why not enjoy his
concerts? He is working hard for you
and it is nobody's fault that you are
so close to him that you are bound to
hear him. Broadcast stations have to
be closer to some people than to
Others.

6. For the new longer waves about
450 meters, use a condenser con-
nected between the aerial and ground
terminals of your set.

7. A little patience in learning to
handle your receiver yields rich re-
turns in satisfaction from fine signals
Remember that "Rome wasn't built in
a day" and keep on getting more and
more familiar with your set and how
it works.

8. It is a good idea to read the radio
column of. a newspaper/ or a.., ,gird

' l' '

radio magazine or two. It helps you
to knovi how your set works and keep*
you up-to-date in radio. Information
of this sort is an aid ity getting the
concerts loud and .clear. -.9..Ask your radio dealer for ad
vice; he can probably tell you what
you waist to know and will be glad to
do so. 'The manufacturer of your set
is also willing to help you get the de-
sired results from its use.

-la: DO -not throw away the direction
sheets. or booklet that came with yourset and with the tubes. Read all such
material' carefully now and then. Ifyou have lost the direction sheets.write to the dealer or manufacturer
for others. The direction sheets must
answer most of the questions which
have been puzzling you and preventing
you -from getting the best out 'of your
set.

Sleeper Monotrol
New "Concert Model" -4 tubes that
do the work of six. Extra volume on -
long distance. Famous Grimes in-

' versed
and

uplex circuit Tubes, batteries
- arger, loud speaker, loop an-)

tentra-everything included!
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Questiong You Ask and Answers We Give
WRONG BOOK -UP.

511-CHICAGO: I am using the inclosed
hook-up and would like to inquire from
you what all is wrong with it, and how it

' can most readily be improved. It was orig-
inally an ultra-andion, but I made certain
changes and removed certain parts. The
grid leak, for instance, seemed to have no
effect whatever on the reception, so I re-
moved it entirely, after trying it at various
places and at all capacities from 0 to 5.
The lead from the minus B to the ground
had no effect either, so I removed it.

I have two stages of amplification, and am
able to get the Chicago stations very dis-
tinctly (with head phones), and without in-
terference one with another, but am unable
to get outside of Chicago. The variometer
is lattice wound, in a wooden frame, and
has about 75 turns on the rotor, and ap-
parently about the same number on the
stator. The detector tube is a U. V. 200,
and the two amplifiers are U. V. 201-a,- I
have a 6 -volt storage battery and 90 volts
of "B" battery. The detector rheostat is a
6 -ohm Howard vernier, but the vernier Is
of no use, because I have to keep the rheo-
stat turned on full to get the signals loud
enough to be heard properly. The amplifier
rheostats are 25 -ohms and work best when
turned on one-third to one-half full.

I am using 100 feet of 16 -strand insulated
wire for an aerial, strung thru the house,
and sometimes permit twenty feet or so ofit
to hang out the window. Am living on the
second floor of a two-family flat in Austin.
The set works practically the same without
any aerial whatever, as with the one I am
using.

Will you please tell me (1) what to do to
the set to get a fair degree of distance, (2)
why the detector rheostat must be turned
en full to get any volume, while the ampli-
fier rheostats seem to work best when not
turned on full. (3) whether radio- amplifi-
cation can be added, and, if so, how, and (4)
give me the hook-up for a good nonregen-
erattve set, preferably a reflex circuit.

The answers to your Questions are as fol-
lows; (1) Rewire it as per the diagram
mailed, (2) the hoop -up used was incorrect
(3) radio -frequency amplification on a cir-

. suit of this kind is not advised, (4) a hook-
up for a reflex circuit was given in answer
to queetion 1, and use an outside aerial
if possible.

NO GRID LEAK.
508-CHICAGO: I have been reading your

radio magazine without a miss and find
same very interesting and I hereby wish to
take the liberty to ask a few questions.
I am attaching hereto my crude drawing- of
the hook-up I am using. showing pa
used. I find this set good for local stations;
but I am unable to pick up any outside
stations. Would be pleased if possible If
you will advise any changes that will ini.
prove the set so as to increase the selec-
tivity and volume.

I inclose herewirth self-addressed stamped
envelope If it meets with your convenience
to favor me with a reply. With a cheer
for. your radio magazine.

To procure more distance, selectivity and
velume from your set, would -advise tieing

.a 43 -plate verniert condenser in the ground
circuit, 45 voila instead of 22i,f, On the plate
of your detector tube, a 40 instead of a 30
ohm rheostat and a variable grid leak of
from to 5 megobras.

ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION.
506-CHICA,GO: Please tell me what is

the best antenna' I acortld erect on a root
sixty feet long and about eighteen or twenty
feet wide? -I would like to know if. Hager -
man's crystal set could be improved. If

On it roof sixty feet long an aerial of two
or three wires, spaced three feet apart and
six Or ten -feet above all obstacles, would
suffice. There is no method by which you
can improve the Hagerman crystal set.-

A. F. AMPLIFICATION.
. .

505--EVANSION: I wish to congratulate
you on the wonderful radio section you put
out every Thuriallay evening. It sure is the
"berries." I have now struck a hard job in
my' set.' I wish' to add tivo steps of audi-
amplification to my ultra-audion set. As I
wish to use- Carter pack and plugs, I would
like you to show me bow it is all hooked
op in one cabinet. It is easy.for me to
make the two step in a cabinet and connect
it ante the detector, but that's not what
I want. I 'certainly would appreciate your
making this hook-up for me, as I am then
with another Chicago paper. It's about
three weeks ago I wrote them and have not
beard one word. Somebody suggested your
magazine to me, and now I write to you
for some information. On the next page
you will find the eireuit. I have worked
both coasts With -Able set. It sure is the
wonder set, but I think later on I -shall
try the set which the radio editor of The
Post has. I am going to use two circuit
jacks on the first and on the detector and
en the sealing -step .the single -jack on the
second stage. These are all.Cartisr jacks.

A . hook-up , of an ultra-audiort with  two
of. A. F. amplification was mailed.. - 

CRYSTAL HOOK-UP.
504-CHICAGO: ,Please send ' general

hook-up, Or a ' diagram, of the Hagerman
crystal. receiving set. -Do you think you could
grad me also a list of the parts needed
and the approximate  or average cost of a
get like this, if I wanted to build it my-
self? I also am eongratulatier you -and
The Post ,Radio Magazine; and I hope it
gets bigger and better than any other 'radio
magazine on the market.

The' hook-up of the Hagerman crystal set
and list of parts necessary for its construc-
tion were mailed. Refer to question and
answer No. 491.

"OLD RELIABLE."
503-CHICAGO: The "Old Reliable" is

just what I have been looking for, after
having been led astray on other circuits.
(1) Is there panel space to use a Kellogg
verbs -ampler with diamond wound coil at-
tached? (2) Also do you approve of a
fixed induction coil, like the "Sleeper,"
which is claimed to tune from 150 meters
to 1,000 meters? -

Below are the answers to your questions:
(1) Yes, but we prefer using 160 -degree
vario-coupler with pig -tail connection. (2)We do not approve of a fixed inductance
for a coupler in the "Old Reliable."

NON -REGENERATIVE.
503-SOUTH OMAHA: I received yoursample paper today and certainly did en-

joy it, and I take the liberty to ask you
for a good circuit for a radio set using a
variocoupier, twenty-three plate condenser,
grid leak and condenser, eleven -plate con-
densers, and a tickler coil, or one which
will enable me to receive for about 100
miles, using the above parts and a few
others. The radio magazine is great. None
of our Omaha newspapers have it. It's
as good as the Radio Digest.

A set wired as per your diagram. would

Neutrodyne Sets
HIGHEST GRADE PARTS MONEY CAN
BUY FOR 5 -TUBE NEUTRODYNE SET-
Bremer-Tulley condensers and coils (or
Victory): Carter jacks and rheostats; Kel-
logg sockets; 26x7x3-16 drilled panel and
handsome solid walnut c .98cabinet; with hook-up 4
diagram, complete, for
only

THE SHERIDAN RADIO
4611 KENMORE wrap,
OPEN EVENINGS and 'SUNDAY

FREE SERVICE
QUESTIONS asked on any subject per-

taining to radio will be answered
in this department in either the daily
edition or The Radio Magazine section
Published each Thursday. No charges
are made for this service. If personal
reply is desired by return mail, enclose
self-addressed and stamped envelope.
Write on only one side of the sheet,
and where a check is desired on a
faulty circuit be sure to send legible
diagram as used in the hook -UP.

never receive distance because of the fact
that It is non -regenerative. We are enclos-
ing a book -up whereby you can receive up
to 1,000 miles.

TUBE MOUNTING.
513-HAMMOND, IND.-Being a new phan,

I would appreciate a reply to a few ques-
tions. I have an Aeriola Sr. receiving set,
Using the one tube (without any additional
equipment). Will you please explain this cir-
cuit to me, and if any diagrams are availa-
ble would appreciate one. Is this a good set
for clearness in, say, 1,000 miles radius?
Some of my distance calls are noisy. Heard
Schenectady, N. Y., plain in Judge Landis'
talk the other night, but the music was not
clear. Do yoga think this is due to poor
tuning? Please comment on the construction
of my aerial. What will I need to add one
more tube to set, and what will I gain by
so doing? Can tubes be set In horizontal
position without injury? On this set I have
heard Hastings, Neb., Pittsburg, Memphis
and Schenectady, and, of course, the close -in
stations. I do not seem able to tune out
Chicago stations when they are on strong.
Is there anything I can do to help me tune
them out when I go desire? Please accept
congratulations on your Radio Magazine.

This is a simple regenerative set with a
range of approximately' 1,000 miles. Your
trouble with tuning in long-distance was
probably due to antenna construction. An-
tenna as Shown will not give maximum
results. Change it to coincide with diagram
mailed. To add another tube to your set
the following material is necessary:, One
ti, one rheostat, one 5 to 1 A. F. trans-
former, one socket, binding posts, wire,
panel, etc. By adding this much more vol-
:lime will bs obtained. Never mount tubes
in horizontal position, as this causes sagging
'of the filament, which greatly decreases the
efficiency and life of your Aube. By adding
The- Post wave trap, as described in' the
Dec, -13 issue of the Radio Mar -Seine. you
will- be able to tune out lama stations at will,
will.

AUDIO -FREQUENCY.
512-BELVIDERE. ILL: I have a Ra-

dicals Sr. receiving set, after which comes
two states of amplification, which I believe
is called audio -frequency. Is that the right
name? How may I add additional amplifi-
cation, and would this be practical to receive
father stations?

Audiosfrequency is the right name for the
type of amplification you- refer to. An ad-
ditional stage can be added.. as per 'the
mailed diagram. altho distortion might re-
sult.

. . .--- 7.
' HAGERMAN- LRYSTAL.

On,' CHICAGO: Wiligyou please send me..
your. hook-up of the long-distance crystal'
set and. the material required? . .

'We are printing diagram of the Hagerman
long-distance crystal set., as per your re
quest'. Parte required are as fotlows:,. One

variometer. 1 43-pl. variable condenser, one
crystal detector (not fixed), one 7 by 9
panel,- four binding posts, baseboard, wire,
screws, etc.

HAGERMAN CRYSTAL.
482-CHICAGO: I wish to congratulate the

Chicago Evening Post for the fine Radio
Magazine, and to ask a few questions shout
the long distance crystal set. (1) What
make of varlometer did Mr. Hagerman use?
(2) Can I use the Univernier condenser, an
illustration of which I inclose, In this set?
(9) Would a, varicoupler tune the set more
sheePle

Below,are answers to yore' questions: (I)
The variometer used in the Hagerman crys-
tal set. was a Dayton. (2) The Univernim*.
is ,merely a geared dial. This cannot be
used in place of a variable condenser. (:1).
A vario-coupler would not be as efficient
because of inductive loose*.

WAVE TRAPS,
478-CHICAGO: Please send me the,hook-

up on the wave trap that was printed in
your Radio Magazine on Nov. 15.

The hook-up you request was mailed. It
also appeared in the Dec. 20 issue of the
Radio Magazine.

MULTIPLE GROUND.
4927 -CHICAGO:. Has the multiple ground

idea ever been applied to tube sets? If so,
what effects have been noted? Has volume
or range been increased?

Would also like to know why I can dig
up New York city, Newark, Dallas, Fort
Worth and Los Angeles on a one -tube ultra-
audion without amplification practically at
will, and cannot get Medford, Hillside, Bos-
ton, Washington, D. C., New Orleans, or any
Canadian station. Have also got PM/ on it.
Your Radio Section is a whiz. After the
holidays am going to send you Monday
night DX leggings that will make some of
you boys step. Got another question: What
phenomenon causes a perfectly honest crys-
tal set that has behaved for a year sod-
denly whoop it up on a silent night and
record a range of about 500 miles in any
direction? No multiple ground used. There
are no high-powered regenerative sets near
that would set reradiate. How come?

A multiple ground is of advantage to any
set. They have' been used by many ama-
teurs for years. If your set has an imper-
fect ground at the present time-and the
chances are 3 to 1 it has ---a multiple ground
would increase the volume and range con-
siderably. You do not state in which di-
rection your aerial is running. If you wish
to get northeastern stations, your aerial
should run northeast and southwest. Your
results with the crystal set are not phe-
nomenal. In these days of high -power broad-
casting stations, a fine crystal set should
have a range of at least 500 miles.

LONG-RANGE CRYSTAL
502-CHICAGO: Can you give me a sketch

of a long-range crystal set which will op-
erate loud speaker? I understand a crystal
sot can be made to operate nearly a dis-
tance of 400 to 500 miles. Is this so?

A crystal set, when properly constructed
and installed, will receive even further
than 400 or 500 miles. See question 491,
for diagram.

NEUTRODYNE COILS.
490-CHICAGO; Being only a novice in

the radio game, I am therefore seeking iu-

formation in this field concerning the much -
talked -of "Neutrodyne set" of which you
make mention in today's Post. I am de-
sirous of building a three -tube Nentrodyne
with a separate rheostat for each tube and
would appreciate your forwarding the writer
a diagram or other available information son
may have relative to its construction. Also,
would you recommend making my own coils
and neutrodons or buy them? Of the lat-
ter, whose make would 'you recommend? In
order to make this set compact, what size
panel should I use?

_ .

Diagram mailed of three -tube neutrodyne
set as per your request. The coils for
the neutrodyne set can be constructed by
yourself from diagrams which appeared in
the Dec. -20- issue of The,Post Radio Maga-
zine, or they may 'be bought' from any re-
liable dealer.- .We .recommend only coils that
are licensed under the Hazeltine patents. A
7 by 18 panel is the smallest POssible size
to use and retain maicithum frequency, as
your coils .should-; be =spaced' at' leaet six
inches apart.

LONG-DISTANCE CRYSTAL.
489-CHICAGO: Note the article in your

Radio Magisalue of Thursday, Dee, 20. writ-
ten by L. V. Phillips, La Grange. re-
garding long-distance receiving on his srys-
tal set from a hook-up that you mailed
him. Will you kindly mail me this same
hook-up and oblige]

We are mailing Nov, 28' copy of the Post
Radio Magazine, which has on page 9 a
diagram and construction details of a erys-
tel set such as you request. See- also dia-
gram published today for question 491.

GOOD RESULTS ON INSIDE AERIAL.
487-CHICAGO: I am a brand new Post

reader, chiefly because of its splendid Radio
department, and wish to take advantage of
sour kind assistance in criticizing receivers.
Mine is the four-eircutt tuner designed by
Mr. Cockaday (with two stages). The set
is "cooked up" to receive up to 2,400 miles
and up to 3,200 miles (code). I must say
it is very selective, but something is wrong
somewhere- I am sure of that because
on the average I can't get anything over
800 miles.. And I do not get many "in-be-
tween" stations. Here are some stations,for instance, that fall within the nearest
range of the set and which I do not get:
WGK St. Louis (I get KSD), WOO Phila-
delphia, WRAC Washington, D. C., WPAH
Waupaca, WJAD Waco, CFCN Calgary,
KDZE Seattle (I am putting Seattle down
because I already heard on Nov. 5 En and
KHJ Los Angeles, also CKCK Regina, Sas-
katchewan), Neither -do I get Hastings,
Neb., or KOP Detroit. I might add scores
of others that I should get and . do not. I
get Dallas, Memphis, Louisville, Omaha, Kan-
sas City. MindeapOlis, WWJ and WCK De-
troit (hut. not KOP), Cincinnati, Cleveland.
Atlanta, Birmingham, New York, Schenec-
tady, Pittsburg. Do you suppose that Iought to be satisfied, or is that all I can
expect of this set? There is only one thing
I have changed, and that was to place 23 -
plate variable condensers in E and .F instead
of 17 plates as called for in original specifi-
cations. But I have only a 35 -foot aerial,
four -strand, in the attic, about thirty-five
feet from the, ground, as I increased my
capacity to balance- the inductance. But
then again I have notisred in later editions
of that magazine, Somebody asked for that
hook-up and 23 -plate condensers were speci-
fied, so how is a fellow to know what to
follow? Which would you recommend? My
ground wire is attached to the wash basin
drain in my bathroom; Would it be better
if I attached it to the regular water pipe?
We have a . gas water beater in the bath.
room and I suppose the water system is
connected: up with- the gas 'system--elec-trieally, of course. I mean in the piping-
would that make any -difference? Should I

ground? Would the fact thatmy. aerial. Is indoors make any difference?
Would a ribbon aerial. make the set more
selective? .Should I _use any particular type
only of rheostat for my WV 201 AS? Can
you personally recommend any other three -
tube set which would,glive-me distance, yob
unit, selectivity to a greater extenfathan the
four -circuit tuner?

Considering the type aerial You- have, - theresults you . are obtaining are very good:To get proper results out of any set agood outside aerial of 100 feet, one wire,must be used. - .-

In the .Cockaday. circuit 23 -plate condens-
ers Will -suffice,. but will .make your tuning
mach more critical than 17 -plate, . Verniersare adiigable. Yolk- grotind in 0. K. .201 A
tube! should be used with 25 -ohm rhea -tat. There are few set!_ today that areany better than the four -circuit tuner,

.

AUTOPLEX. TROUBLE.
498-CHICAGO: Having, built the Auto -plea; and not having bad ood luck with

same, would appreciate any information you
could give me. to help clear the trouble.am able to get' stations, but under no cir-
cumstances ain't able to deer up the recep-tion. It hap a whistle and scratch which
seems to be impossible to get rid of. Have
checked the wiring two or, three timesand have used loading calls and have variedthe B voltage from forty-five to ninety'volts in an attempt to clear the 'rushingn oise and the whislle, but to no avail. In-
struments used as follows:

Two RPM moulded variometers (insidewound on stator, very close coupler. One1,500 turn Estru honeycomb coil. One' Carter
rheostat. One UV 201 A tube. B batteryu p -to ninety volts. In regard to anotherset I have, can a forty-two plate (.005) v:
condenser be used to vary the wave length
en a vado-coupler instead of using taps on
the primary?

In  order to get clear reception on theAutoplex set, at least 1121/r volts of Bbat-
tery should be used. Are you using a thirtyohm rheostat? In your fourth paragraph
you make a forty-three plate condenser, .005
mfd. capacity. We wish to advise you that
a condenser of that size has a capacity of
only .001. mfd. It can be used, as you
suggest, instead of taps on a vario-coupler.

NEEDS BETTER PARTS.
463-Chicago: I enclose a rough sketch

of my three honeycomb coil set, with which
I have been securing, by using two steps
of amplification, practically every class B
station In the country with the exception
of Los Angeles and San Francisco, andhave also had all the local stations, to-gether with Elgin, Zion, Omaha and at times
KDKA on my phonograph. However, in buy-.
Mg the parts with which to construct the
set I very foolishly purchased some cheap
parts, which are now giving me more or
less trouble, and I have decided to rebuild
the set with the best parts obtainable. Ithink, tho, that there are some parts in
my present circuit that might be eliminated
with no loss of efficiency whatever, and I
would like to have your advice on it. I
have my primary coil and 43 -plate variable
hooked up with a series parallel switch, so
that the condenser can be shunted across
the coil, used in the ground lead or cut out
altogether. Do you consider this switch
necessary and would the set not be just as
efficient if it were eliminated? I have a
13 -plate condenser shunted across my vari-
able grid leak and .00025 fixed condenser
in the grid circuit. Could this variable con-
denser be eliminated without loss of effi-
ciency? Is the 23 -plate condenser I have
shunted across the secondary coil of the
proper value? I have no less than five dia-
grams for the construction of a honeycomb
coil set, and every one of them is different,
so I would appreciate it very much if you
will be kind enough to advise me specifically
regarding the set I now have and wish to
rebuild. As information, I have experi-
mented with every coil from a 25 turn to
150 turn (all DeForest coils), and havefound that a 50 in both the primary and
secondary, with a 75 turn in the tickler, will
give the best results. So far as my set is
concerned, the 35-50-75 recommended by
most radio writers does sot give nearly as
much 'volume nor cover as large a band of
wave lengths as the 50-50-75 I am using.

The diagram you submitted is 0. K. with
the exception of the 43 -plate condenser,
which should always be used iu the ground

lead, and the 13 -plate condenser, which is
not necessary.

There is no other method to improve the
set except by buying better parts. The
results you have obtained with it are very
good, and I think if you stay up late enough
you will get Los Angeles and San Francisco.

COUNTERPOISE AERIAL.
461-Chicago: Has the plan of running

two aerials at right angles to one another
been tried to increase volume and selectivity?By that I mean using one for an aerial
and the other as a ground and reversing
to keep the aerial toward the general di-
rection of the sending station? If so, are
the results goad? Dc. you suppose that the
magnetic north!' pole has any influence on
the . transmission of messages to the far
north? I have an ultra-audion, homemade
affair, with two WD -11's. Silent night my
range was from Washington, D. C., to Dal-
las, to San Francisco and Calgary.- I caught
our president's speech from 'WMAQ and
WOO. My best test as to. selectivity, I think,
is to get WGR, KDKA or WDAP when they
are all broadcasting.

A counterpoise aerial, such as,you describe,
would 'undoubtedly be Much better than a
ground. The reason this is not used, oftener

-Is because very few people have the con-
veniences necessary to erect such. a com-
bination. The north pole undoubtedly has
an effect on radiq messages broadcast tothe far north; just what will have to be
learned by experimentation.

LOWER WAVE LENGTHS.
441-Chicago: I am the owner of a stand-

ard neutrodyne receiving set. Inasmuch as
I have learned to operate it and have been
doing so for the last three and a halfmonths, I find that I am able to receiveonly those stations which are within therange of from 280 to 800 meters. I would
greatly appreciate receipt of your sugges-
tions, telling me what I may install on the
neutrodyne set without rewiring being neces-
sary, so that I may receive stations whose
wave lengths are :below 280.

To lower the wave length of your neti
trodyne set, insert a .001 or a 002 fixed
condenser in your antenna lead. You might
also try shortening your aerial.

TWO WAVE TRAPS.
449-CHICAGO: I have a homemade

crystal set and on Sunday just about the
time I got in the midst of the service given
by the Evening club, the Zenith Edgewater
Beach station would eat la. The simplewave -trap described in your first issuesolved the .problem as the trap cuts out
either as desired. However, on other nightswhen the four big stations . are sending,
complications result. Shall appreciate dia-
gram and explanation of hook-up of traps
in series. I made that simple little wave
trap for the nominal sum of $10.35.; e. I:-
one variable. condenser, $1; item, two spools
of wire, 50 cents; item, two Fahnstock
clips, 10 cents; item, one new bed spread,
$8.75 (I laid the soldering iron on the old
bed spread). No hard feelings. 'I like
your magazine, in fact, haven't enjoyed any-
thing ,like it quite so much since the days
when I used to revel in Dan Beard's Ameri-
can Boys' Handbook.

We can appreciate. your feelings. as to
the soldering iron incident. Would'not ad-
vise booking wave traps in series, buteou might try one in, the aerial circuit and
one in, the ground circuit.

TOO *MUCH SHIELDING.
464-CHICAGO:., My set is one that I pur-

chased a short time age from -a Chicago
concern and is of the single circuit regen-
erative type. Now' sine* I have set this
instrument up. I have been able to receive
Chicago and Elgin with very good elearness.
and fairly loud, but it seems as..the as 'soon
as I get an outside station there Is all
sorts of whistling.and cracking when I. take
my hands away from the dials. Sometimes
I can hold my hand on the ground wire
and can hear the station faintly but clearly.
I have inspected for loose wires, etc., but
everything seems to be 0. K.

I am a new beginner at radio .bat I find
there is 'one thing about my. set which
does not seem right. The outfit is shielded
with a metal shield and to this shield is
soldered the aerial pest, the ground post,
the negative "B" battery post and the posi-
tive "A" battery pest, also the glitch. My
diagram will help to show you more clearly.

Your trouble' obviously lies -in the shielded
panel you speak of. cannot understand
how with the aerial and ground' soldered
to the shield, you got any resultswhatso-
eaer., Altho the -other connections`are O.K..
using a shield as a conductor in this way is
not advisable because of the danger of short-
ing battery wires and burning out tube.

FIVE TUBE .NEUTRODYNE.
476-CHICAGO: -Will *on tell me when I

may obtain -detailed information in regard
to the construction of. a four or five bulb
"Hazeltine Nentrodyne Radio Set?"- .

A five -tube neutrodyne hook-up, with full
details of construction was given in the
Dec. 20 -issue of. The Host Radio Magazine.

WAVE TRAP TROUBLE.'
475--CHICAGOt. After reading your article

in Nov. 28 radio section of The Chicago Eve-
ning Post, I purchased an assembly, for
a wave trap but it proved an utter failure.
It consists of a coil with thirty turns on the
outside and ten turns on the inside. The
inside .eoil is connected to the condenser. I
inserted this trap between the aerial and
the set, but I did not get satisfactory re.
omits.. I also inserted it in a ground posi-
tion, with a like failure. I then took your
suggestion and inserted it across aerial and
ground, but likewise, more failure. When
amateur code came in I could turn the con-
denser thru 360 degrees and the signals
would not vary at all.. When local stations
were broadcasting I could tune them very
low by use of the trap,. but as soon as I
returned to the set and tried to tune in ether
stations I returned in the local stations. I
sin using a three -tube Reinartz, and without
the trap I could tune out one local station
aad bring in another. I have not been suc-
cessful in tuning out Chicago altogether
and bringing in distant stations. On Monday
nights when Chicago is silent, I can get any
number of distant stations, including LOff
Angeles. My only trouble on silent night is
amateur code, which I cannot eliminate. Any
suggestion as to making my set more selec-
tive or on improving the wave trap would
be greatly appreciated.

In your letter you state you have ten turns
of wire on the inside coil of your wave trap.
Our directions call for thirty. The hook-up
you use also is incorrect. Refer to article
on wavetrap in Dec. 13 issue.. We would ad-
vise you to wire it accordingly, and believe
this will correct your trouble. You are get-
ting very good results with your set, and
tiers is nothing you could add, except the
wavetrap, to improve it.

NOT ENOUGH GRID LEAK.
468-CHICAGO: Will you tell me what

is wrong with my receiving set? When I
place my hand over the grid leak and con-
denser, thes,signal comes in louder.

You are not using enough resistance in
your grid leak. Would advise using a vari-
able of from 1 to 6 megohms.

REINARTZ AND COCKADAY.
471-STEWARD, Ill.: Would appreciate

very much to have the following questions
answered: (1) Willa Reinartz receiver have
disturbing effect upon neighboring receivers
within one -eighth of a mile distant? (2)
What would you say is the weakest feature
of the Reinartz receiver? (3) I am also
somewhat interested in the Cockaday re-
ceiver? Can a two -stage amplifier and loud
speaker be puccessfully used with the Cock -
inlay receiver?

Below you will find aLswers to your ones -

(ions: (1) When the Reinartz receiver is os-
cillating, it acts as a low power transmitter,
This oscillation can be heard as far as a
mile and is anything but pleasant. (2) The
weakest feature of the Reinartz receiver is
that it is very susceptible to code interfer-
ence. (3) The Cockaday circuit with a two -
stage amplifier would operate a loud speaker
and give very good results.

DIFFERENT CIRCUITS.
470-LEMONT, Ill.: I surely appreciate

your Thursday Radio supplement and would
like to take advantage of your department
by asking a few questions. (1) What is the
difference in selectivity and volume between
the inclosed two circuits, If any? (2) Are
these circuits the bests circuits as to selec-
tivity without loss of volume from loading
coil common to circuits such as the two
variometer and Cockaday circuits?

(1) The circuit using a variometer is the
best. (2) The circuits you describe are
variations of the ultra-audion and are no
better than the two varfometer or Cocka-
day circuits.

THREE STAGES OF A. F.
469-CHICAGO: Will you please furnish

me with a diagram of the circuit used iu
the Aeriola Senior Westinghouse receiving
set with three stages of audio -frequencyamplification. The following are the char-
acteristics of the set I intend to build: UV.
199 tubes, 1 rheostat for detector (what
size), 1 rheostat for three amplifier tubes
(what size), "C" battery (what size), no
detector tap for phones but figure onusing only one circuit, namely, after the
third audio -frequency tube. I am figuring
on Hedgehog transformers chiefly on ac-
count of their small size. If you know any.
thing 'about their efficiency, I would be very
glad to get year opinion. You will note
that I am using 199 tubes and understandthat a rheostat should be used for thedetector and a separate rheostat for the
amplifier tubes. I also want to use a "C"
battery.
.The transformers you refer to are 0. K.

We' are sending a diagram for three stages
of audio -frequency, but are afraid distortiqn
will occur on the third. Use a ratio of
3-1 on the transformers for all three stages.

ANTENNA DESIGN.
46& -CHICAGO: I am tieing a Bremer

Tally tuning unit with their hook-up No. 2,
which is stated to be a modification of
the Reinhartz. On one tube have heard
San Antonio,- Denver and New York, also
other eastern stations, I have added now
one stage of. audio -amplification, 5 to 1
transformer, but do not seem to get much
amplification on the distant stations. Last
Thursday added fifty feet single wire to my
aerial, making a total of 175 feet single
wire serial and fifty feet lead in. This in-
creased the 'signals appreciably and did not
result .in increased interference. On - the
roof of the betiding there are at least fiveaerials on the north of  Mine, altho my
aerial is several feet higher. I have never
been able  to tune in Minneapolis or any
other station due north (might add that
my aerial runs east and west), and since
adding the additional fifty feet to the aerial
I find that I cannot tune in' the Drake
(360 meters) very clearly,- not to the points;
of oscillation. (1) Would running part e
the present aerial north and south aid ire
getting the stations in those directions? (2)e
Do the aerials on north sideaof building cue
off signals to my set? (3) Would increased
condenser eapecity' in the remind cheat°
allow me to pick ,up lower wave lengths?
(4) What is the proper' hook-up for one(
stage .of audio?

- (1) Running part of your present aerial.
north and south would -aid in getting north-
ern stations. A much .better idea would' be
to build another aerial north .and booth
then_ nee the one you have and the' new
one alternately tor counterpoise and. aerial
.according to the stations which you receive.
When using counterpoise disconneet ground.
(2) Other aerials on your roof should have
no effect on -reception unless sets :used are
regenerative, when they might cause howls
and squeals, but wouldn't affect your set

'otherwise. (3) Larger condenser capacity
would enable you to tune to lower wave-
lengths. (4) Hook-up requested was
mailed.

WIRE -FOR WAVE TRAP.
464-CHICAGO: Last Wddnesday In your

radio section you described a wave trap
which is connected in the ground; lead, con-
sisting of two toils of thirty Duns each,
one inside the- other, with a forty-three
plate condenser. The deseription called for
No. 22 and No. 32' D. C. C. wire. Is this
right, as I tried Saturday afternoon to get
No. 32 D. C. C. wire and was unable to do
so? II correct, please tell me where to
get it and also send a diagram for the trap.

No. 32 D. - C. C. wire is -the correct size
for The- Post radio. wave trap. This can he
obtained .at any of the radio stores- in the
loop. Diagram mailed. '

'

HUM IN RECEIVERS.
.463-CHICAGO: I have a one -tube

Reinert; receiving set that .gives me fair
service over the Chicago broadcast district,
but I get  constant hum in the car phones
the moment. I plug In on rheostat-the hum
does not increase very much as lamp is
turned on. My -serial is 100 feet of stranded
wire strung in my attic in three lengths;
there are also electric light wires and gas
pipes in attic. The aerial runs east and
west -520 feet south of my house the Au-
rora, Elgia and Chicago railroad runs east
and west. They carry a high voltage for
their third rail. It has been suggested to
me that I am getting an A. C. hum from
electric road. Do you think this Is the
probable cause -other sets in neighborhood
using same hook-up but with outside aerial
are not troubled.

A hum, such as you describe, might be
caused by an open circuit in- your set, an
imperfect 'ground or power wires near your
aerial. To locate your- trouble, would sug-
gest that you start operating your set, then
one at' a time remove your aerial and
ground. If the hum Stops after removing
the aerial, we would advise building another
aerial. preferably outside. It it stops after

(Continued on Page 12.)

This AD Is Worth $1.50
INTRODUCING DC -199

.06 Amp. 3-4 V. 16 to 150 volt
P. Detector Amplifier. No bias
battery needed. Spe-

$ .50cial for
only . .

S. B. 201a. .07 amp.
5 -Volt 15 to 150v.,

regular base

DETECTOR and AMPLIFIER
Delivery Jan. 1st

MADE BY CONNEWEY
Distributed by

RADIOTUBE
39 W. Adams St., Chicago

This AD and $5.00 will
get us acquainted
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Continued from Page 11.

removing ground, try grounding set on
something else, such as a radiator pipe.
running water pipe or 6 -foot pipe driven in
ground outside. If hum continues after re-
moving ground, there is an open circuit in
your set, probably in your Reinartz coil.
This may be tested by using your phones
and a dry cell. Connect one Up of your
phones to one side of the dry cell, put an
extension on the other side. Then touch
extension to one side of primary and other
phone tip to other side of primary; a click
should be heard. Do this on all three cir-
cuits -primary. secondary and tickler. If
tick is not heard, find broken connection and
solder it.

TOO HIGH A WAVE LENGTH.
461 -Chicago: My set tunes from 360 to

550 meters. What simple means can be
used to receive as ,low as 275 meters?

Your trouble would be corrected by put-
ting a 43 -plate condenser in the ground
circuit or in place of the 11 -plate condenser
which is across aerial and ground.

CRYSTAL HOOK-UP.
460 -Chicago: Will you please furnish me

with complete hook-up for crystal set com-
posed of one 23 -plate condenser, one vario-
coupler with eight taps, one fixed con-
denser, one crystal detector and one jack?
The varlocoupler has four connections on
the rotor.

The hook-up you requested was mailed.
Use the two connections that come off the
ends of the rotor.

PHONE CONDENSER; MULTIGROUND.
470 -Chicago: In the crystal set of

The Post Radio Magazine Nov. 28 you
mention nothing about a phone condenser
in parts needed. Isn't it necessary? The
cut resembles the "R. W. crystal." The rea-
don I ask is that I am partial to this par-
ticular one, and, as I am hooking up your
set, I like to get it as near yours as pos-
sible. I'm afraid I'm up against it on the
aerial, tho. My aerial is one straight seven -
strand, about 100 feet long -and graduates
from thirty to ten feet above roof of three -
apartment building. I have the multi -
ground as you suggest on another set and
it's ti wonder.

A phone_ condenser is not necessary in
the Hagerman crystal set. The crystal de-

` Sector used was an R. W.

WAVE -TRAP TROUBLE.
336-4'MCAGO: I built your wave trap

as described in magazine. I used No. 30
wire on coil A and 22 on coil B. My form-
ica tubes measure 2% inches and 3% inches,
respectively, as I could not get the size
specified. I have a 44 -plate vernier con-
denser. As I understand the connections,
I hooked one end of coil A to ground and
one end to a separate ground, also 1 tried
every way I could to switch the connec-
tions. Will you please send me directions
to hook-up and explain my trouble? I have
a Westinghouse R. C. receiver. Your maga-
zine is the best in Chicago.

From your explanation it seems that you
have your wave trap wired wrong. You
speak of two grounds. If you will refer
to the article from which you built your
trap, I am sure there is nothing said re-
lating to an extra ground.. I mailed sche-
matic diagram. If you will follow this,
you will find your mistake.

NEUTRODYNE PARTS.
334 -CHICAGO: I would like to build a

eleutrodyne radio receiver. There are sev-
eral makes, but know mostly about the
Freed-Eisemann and Fads. I believe that
complete parts outfits can be bought, but
I would like to have you tell me of what
you consider the best make and the best
make of necessary fittings to use. I have
heard a Freed-Eisemann outfit and it is the
best I hive ever heard, but possibly the
Fade is imit as good. I live In the country
and a 6,600 -volt transmission line runs in
front of my home. About 400 feet on one
side of my home another 6,600 -volt line
turns off this line at right angles. Please
tell me best length of aerial, height and
at what angle to run same. Is it best to
slant the aerial and take the low end to run
to receivers? Would you advise me build-
ing a three, four or five -tube outfit? In
buying these parts, can the panel be gotten
with the holes drilled? Can you get good
results from dry batteries on this size ma-

chine? Is there any way that current may
be used off the alternating 110 volts, in-
stead of using a tenger and battery? Please
tell me what you think of the Radio's. Sr.?
What make loud speaker do you think
the best?

There 'are many makes of neutrodyne
Parts on the market today. We advise
using only those that are licensed under
Hazeltine's patents. In your position, we
would advise single wire aerial 100 feet
long. well elevated, at right angles to
power line. The slant of your aerial has -e
no effect on the reception. We would ad- w are very glad you are getting distance

on the Hagerman crystal set. A wave trapvise building a five -tube set, using six -volt would make the set very fine tuning.tubes. Dry cell tubes in the neutrodyne
five -tube set are about 75 per cent effi-
cient. A storage battery or dry cell is the
only practical method of supplying voltage
to the filament of yam. tube. The
Radio's. Sr.. is a simple and efficient
set. For a loud speaker any of the stan-
dard makes are good. A victrola attach-
ment is also very satisfactory. Buy your
Parts from a good, reliable dealer who
guarantees his products.,

NO VOLUME ON THREE TUBES.
330 -CHICAGO: I have a similar hook-up

as the one referred to as "The Old Reliable."
I am using two variometers and one varlo-
coupler Instead of the 25 -plate condensers.
I am unable to acquire any great amount
of volume from my set. Am using two
4% -volt "C" or Bias batteries, 4% volts on
first audio and 9 volts on second audio.
Do you consider this too much voltageon the audios? Also I can only use 45volts on my "B" battery. If I try 6734
or 90 1 cannot get a sound from my
hook-up. Have the "C" batteries any effect
on the "B" batteiy voltage or the amount
given? I can hear very plain over the
headphones, but cannot get enough volume
to use loud speaker. Could you suggest
anything to give me more volume?

With a set such as you describe thevolume should be so great on local and
long-distance reception that it would be im-
possible to hold the phones on the ears. Itis pbvious that your wiring diagrani iswrong. If you will send us a hook-up of
set as you are using it now, we will gladly
check it for you.

MUSIC NOT CLEAR.
339 -CHICAGO: I enjoy your Radio sec-

tion very much. Your magazine is great;
higher than the moon for quality.

I have a ultra-andion set using three
WD -11 tubes for detector and two steps
of amplification. I have nothing but praise
for this set on local broadcasting, every
word and music loud and distinct all over
a 12x12 room on the detector and first
step with a pair of Frost phones. I have
picked up on the last two Monday nights
about 33 out of town stations reaching
as far west as Los Angeles, but I am un-
able to distinguish anything but a human
voice. The announcer's voive generally comes
M clear and distinct, but music and sing.
trig is a continual howl and screeching.
I have varied the "B" battery voltagebut it seems to work best with 2234 volts
on the detector and 42 volts on the ampli-
fier. I am using a 10 to 1 transformeron the first step and a 3 to 1 on the
second. I am also unable to hear any-
thing out of town on the detector alone;
not even the customary whistle. I am
using three 6 -ohm rheostats and a variable
grid leak and a 23 -plate vernier variable
condenser. My aerial Is outside clear of
all obstructions, and consists of four wires
thirty feet each, with a lead-in of twenty
feet.

We would advise trying 5 to 1 transform-
er in your first stage of amplification. If
your aerial were longer, your reception
would be greatly Improved. If this doesnot correct your trouble, insert from 3 to
6 volts of "C" battery in filament leads of
your transformers.

NO VOLUME ON DISTANCE.
324 -CHICAGO: I am using the hook-upas per inclosed diagram.. I am not getting

satisfactory results in reference to long
distance stations. The local station comes
in very loud with my speaker but cannot
get volume on distant stations. I get most
all stations but not loud enough for the
headset. Possibly you can suggest rear-
rangement of my set so I can get desired
volume.

We would advise using more "B" bat-
tery on the plate of your amplifier tube.
at least 90. You might also try bringing

your detector, tap off at 45 instead of 22.
If this does not correct your trouble lengthen
your aerial.

DISTANCE BUT NOT SELECTIVE.
326 -CHICAGO: Have built a Lewis B.

Hagerman crystal long distance receiver and
find it difficult to tune out stations, altho
I do get distant stations. Would it be ad-
visable to attach wave trap?

How to Correct Mistakes
When Drilling Panels

The average radiophan invariably
rhakes one or more mistakes when
drilling a panel for a set which uses
a great number of parts of various
sizes and makes. More than one home
builder has discarded a perfectly good
panel because he wished to change
his hookup or drilled the coupler holes
where the condenser should be.

A very convenient and efficient
method of plugging unwanted holes
has been discovered. This perma-
nently will repair any hole up to one'
half inch in diameter.

Place panel on smooth piece of
paper. Pour enough melted solder or

lead in hole to come flush with face
of panel. Then, before metal hardens,
level with edge of smooth metal ob- '

ject, wiping off surplus. This makes
a nice looking job and after metal
hardens is permanent.

Copies Message from
MacMillan in Arctics

Leonard H. Weeks, operating ama- 
teur station 9 DKB, Minot, N. D., cop-
ied the following message from the
Bowdoin, now ice -bound in the Arctics: ,

"Arthur White, Swift &. Co., Chicago,
Ill.: All food supplies from Swift &
Co. on Bowdoin in excellent condition
And giving satisfaction.

"(Signed.) MacMILLAN."

Long -Distance Records of Phans
HAS NINETY-ONE STATIONS BAGGED.
RADIO EDITOR: I see that you also

publish all the stations heard on receiving
sets. Here is my list of ninety-one sta-
tions. None of them are old stations be-
cause I have had my set only this fall.

KDKA. East Pittsburg. Pa.: KFDY, Brook-
ings, S. D.: KFEX, Minneapolis, Minn.:
KFJB, Marshalltown, Iowa; KFKB, Melvern,
Kan.; KH.1, Los Angeles; KSD, St. Louis.
Mo.: KYW. Chicago: WRAC, New Orleans;
WAAF, Chicago; WAAK, Milwaukee; WABA,
Lake Forest, Ill.: WABL, Storrs. Conn.:
WBAH, Minneapolis; WBAP, Fort Worth,
Texas; WBU, Chicago; WCAE. Pittsburg;
WCAG, New Orleans. (This station broad-
casts from Rose Electrical sueolies. located
on Camp street.) WCAH. Columbus, Ohio
WCAP, Washington: WCAU, Philadelphia
WCBD, Zion, Ill.; WCK, St. Louis. Mo.
WCX, Detroit, Mich.: WDAF, Kansas City
Mo.: WDAP, Chicago; WDAR. Philadelphia
WEAF, New York; WEAR, Wichita, Kan.
WEAO, Columbus, Ohio: WEAS. Washing-
ton; WFAA, Dallas, Texas: WFI, Philadel-
phia; WGI, Medford Hillside, Mass.; WGR
Buffalo. N. Y.: WOY, Schenectady, N. Y.
WHAD, Milwaukee; WHAS, Louisville, Ky.
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y.: Wills.. Madison, Wis.
WHB Kansas City, Mo.; WIAO, Milwaukee
WJAX, Cleveland, Ohio; WJAZ, Chicago
WJZ, New York: WLAG, Minneapolis. Minn.
WLA.W, New York; WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio
WMAJ, Kansas City, Mo.; WMAQ, Chicago
WIdAY, St. Louis. Mo.: WMC. MemPhis,
Tenn.; WOAI, San Antonia, Texas; WOAW
Omaha, Neb.: WOI, Ames Iowa; WOQ
Kansas City. Mo.; WOK, Newark, N. J.
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.; WPAD. Chicago
WPAH. Waupaca, Wis.; WRAP, Marion
Kan.; WSAI, Cincinnati, Ohio: WSB, At-
lanta, Ga.; WSY, Birminghane Ala.: WTAS,
Elgin, Di.: WTAbl, Cleveland, Ohio; WWJ,
Detroit, Mich.; WQAS, Lowell, Maas.; un
known, Denver, Col.; PWX, Havana, Cuba
WON, Atlanta. Ga.; WDAO, Dallas, Texas
WSAE. Chicago: WHAM. Rochester, N. Y.
WPAM, Topeka. Ran.; KOP, Detroit, Mich.
KFK.X, Hastings, Neb.; WEAN, Providence
R. I.; WNAC, Boston, Mass.: WJAD. Waco
Texas: WOO, Philadelphia; WRC, Washing -
toe; WJAG, Norfolk, Neb.; WCAL, North -
Deed, Minn.; WRM, Urbana, DI.: CFCA, To-
ronto, Canada; WAAW, Omaha, Neb.:
CKCK, Regina, Canada; WNAD, Norman.
Okla.: KFAF, Denver, Col.; HEEL Denver.
Col. I have heard all the stations in alpha-
betical order more than once, and some
of the ones that are not in order I have
also heard more than once. I have heard
all of these station signals clear before I
Put them down. I think this a good record
for a two -tube set. Any disbelievers may
have proof. -JOHN SHELDON. 241 South
Avenue, Glencoe. DI.

RADIO EDITOR: My cousin has for-
warded several copies of the Radio Maga-
zine. It is the best yet. Mostly all real
dope. I thought maybe you would like to
know that there are many long-distance phans
outside the city. I took an account of the
stations I heard_ on Dec. 19. They are:
KDKA. WBZ, WCAE.ZYLAG, WDAF, KYW,
WDAP, WOC. WRC, WJZ, WMAO, WTAM.
KSD, WORJ. PWX, WCM, WABO, WLW,
WTAS, WLAX. WOS, CRYC. WBAP, WNA13,
WPAB. WJAZ, WLAL, KHJ, WJAR. KFKB
and WSII, making a total of thirty-one. I
have a two-variometer set and one set of
audio -frequency. -C. RAY WAGNER. R. F.
D. No. 6, Arcanum. Ohio.

GETS CUBA NEAR WOK.
RADIO EDITOR; Your radio department

has put me on your regular buying list as

ti;!ttiti;: '
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SINGLE CONTROL RECEIVER -This is one of the most unusual commercial designs ever
attempted. The tuning is done by a rotor, which is stopped when the desired signal is heard.

it sure is the best there is. Yes, I got
PWX Saturday evening, Dec. 15, along about
10 p. m. Tuned right in between WTAM
and WOK. It came in fine at intervals of
least interference. I heard a talk in Span-
ish, also the announcement a couple of times
and his mention of being swamped with mes-
sages from the United States and so couldn't
answer them all. Your Thursday edition
is a wonder, but why not get WWAE, Joliet,
Ill., there too? I have had it on the air
for three weeks at least, now. I see Radio
Digest beat you to it today. Also why put
in the set program for KYW or WMAQ
when even your own paper says they will
broadcast opera that evening? -W. H. FOS-
TER, 9238 Pleasant Ave.. Chicago.

HAGERMAN'S CRYSTAL SET,
RADIO EDITOR: Will you please send me

a copy of Nov. 28th's issue of the Radio
Magazine. 1 am interested most in the
Hagerman long-distance crystal receiver. I
read your magazine every Thursday and I
receive many helpful hints from it. I want
to congratulate you on being the first paper
to have such a magazine. Couldn't we get
Mr. Wells to tell us his secret about the
set with no aerial/ I am inclosing 10 cents
in stamps to cover charges for the maga-
zine. Luck to you and your Radio Maga-
zine. -CHARLES LUMPP, 316 South Marsh-
field avenue, Chicago.

TABLE AS LOUD SPEAKER.
RADIO EDITOR: Please send me a copy

of the issue of the Radio Magazine of Dec.
13. Your magazine is most instructive and
is worth many times the price. Please keep
up the good work. I am inclosing 10 cents
in stamps forthe favor.

Here is a suggestion which is very handle
If one possesses a set powerful enough to
reproduce the voice in the phones to enable
a person in the same room to hear it, place
the phones flatly on a table and notice the
marked improvement in volume.

This is due to the fact that the table acts
as a sounding board. -GEORGE H. SCHYFF,
7027 Clyde Avenue, Chicago.

MAKES RADIO EASY.
RADIO EDITOR: I would like to have the

Radio Magazine of Nov. 28, for I have -mis-
laid mine and .can't do without it. I want
the crystal hook-u of Hagerman long-dis-
tance receiver. I Itnow your Radio Maga-
zine is the best because It explains every-
thing real plain so anyone can understand it.
Hope you will keep, UP this great work. -
JOHN BIELINSKI, 3244 North Hamlin ave-
nue, Chicago.

BREAKS HIS OWN RECORD.
RADIO EDITOR: If we DX dial twisters

are to list the programs we hear correctly,
The Post Magazine will have to start acourse in classical music. Last night (Dec.
17) it seemed everybody was broadcasting
classical numbers, and a fellow would needa degree in a musical college to ascertain
and spell the names correctly.

Some of the numbers sounded like this:
"This is station ARY, Miss Ann Tenna will
now sing a selection from the opera. "Polly -
Wants -a -Cracker.' or Mr. Fil A. Ment willnow sing the 'Transfer Song' from 'Car-men,' Mick Rogarad conductor."

Of course, when it came to the popular
numbers, I had no trouble, as my record
last night will show. Can some one tellme where I can get a classical music dic-
tionary?

I have read all the good things Ye Editor
said about the three -circuit Armstrong set,
and right here just want to say "Amen"
to everything he wrote. I would also like
to say that I have the twin brother to his
set, because its just like what he wroteand a little bit more. Why, boy, it's sosensitive, that if they ever start sending
money by radio it will pick it up, and I'll
be a millionaire overnight.

Now, to get down to my DX report Mon-
day night, Dec. 17. I believe the old Arm-
strong has set a record that will be hardto beat. There is a notary public a fewsteps away form me, but I do not believe
an affidavit is necessary, as even they can
be false. However, I dare any one to ques-
tion me on the authenticness of this report.
I have been careful, and only listed those
stations I was absolutely sure of. I heardsignals from stations whose identity I amsure of, but no announcement was made
at the time I heard them, so I did not list
them. I refer to WEAK, Pennsylvania
state police broadcasting code on 400 meters,
between 11 and 12 o'clock, and to WAAW,
Omaha, whose generator hum is a familiarsound to my ears.

Last night (Dec. 17) I tuned in forty-three long -distant stations and two locals.
which makes forty-five. This is the best
record I have ever made, but I hope tobetter it as soon as we have more favorable
weather.

have been receiving letters and callsfrom local and out-of-town radio bugs for
my hook-up. I am using the three -circuit
Luger, with vario-coupler, two variometers
with twenty-three plate condenser across
secondary. I have placed the two variom-
eters in inductive relationship to each

arrangement, while contrary to ad-
ovtiThecheris.of radio experts, has increased myvolume so that I get Denver, Fort Worth
and many others on the loud speakers. Myset is a two-step, using WD12 tubes, detec-
tor controlled by Bradley stet.

Following is a list of stations, programs,
and time received of stations tuned in alst
night at Listening Inn station ICJ:

At 6:25. WCX. Detroit, contralto solo.
classical number: at. 6:35. WCAP, Washing-
ton, request numbr, "When You Were
Young," etc.; at WOC, Davenport
sandman story; at .6:45, KDKA, East Pitts-
burg, bedtime story: at 6:50, WGY, Schenec-
tady, WGY orchestra, "Moderato": at 7,KSD, St. Louis. organ, "In the Forest"; at
7:02, WCAE. Pittsburg. news of the day:
at 7:10. WOO, Philadelphia, orchestra, "An
Egyptian Ballad": at 7:15. WHB, Kansas
City, B. of K. questions, Miss Anthony; at'?:20. WCK, St. Louis. orchestra, popular,
selections: at 7:25, WBZ. Springfield. WBZ
trio, "At Dawning"; at 7:30, CHYC, Mont-
real. announcing broadcasting of special pro-
gram: at 7:40, WLAG. Minneapolis. P. H.
Wells' literary talk: at 7:45. WEAF. New
York, orchestra, Concerto Movement in G
at 7:50, WWJ. Detroit. tenor solo; at 7:55
WTAS. Elgin. "Wop Blues": at 8:02, WOS
Jefferson City, prison instrumental trio
at 8:04, WCBD, Zion. "Lead, Kindly Light"
at 8:22, WHAZ, Troy, address; at 8:30WJZ, New York, details of Ferris -Mandel
bout; at 8:35, WFAA. Dallas. "On the Road
to Mandalay"; at 8:37, WMC, Memphis.
orchestra. "That Old Gang of Mine"; at
8:45, WDAF, Kansas City, violin solo, clas-
sical number; at 8:47, CKCK. Regina, or-
chestra: at 8:50, WPAH, Waupaca, song.
"Boyhood"; at 9, WJAD, Waco. orchestra,
"I Loved Her." etc.: at 9:15, WDAR. Phila-
delphia, orchestra, "Where Mania Goes, Papa
Goes"; at 9:22, WOK, Newark, piano solo:
at 9:25, WBAH, Minneapolis, soprano solo,
clagereal number: at 9:30, WOAW, Omaha.
band, selections from "Bohemian Girl"; at
9:43, WBAP, Fort Worth. sacred song, "My

Mother's Prayer"; at 9:59, WLW, Cincin-nati. "Calm Was the Night"; at 10:15,
WBAV, Columbus, singing off; at 10:25,KFDL, Deliver, barytone solo; at 10:42.
KFKB, Hastings, announcing receipt of tele-
grams; at 10:5:2, WOE. Buffalo. orchestra,
"Pickaninny Lullaby"; at 11:13, WSB, At-
lanta, Harmony Boys orchestra (did not an-nounce number); at 11:55. KFT, Los An-geles. piano solo; at 12:04, KPC), San Fran-
cisco, orchestra, "Ozark" ('I) Blues"; at
12:12. CFCN. Calgary, barytone solo. "Roseof Picardy"; at 12:22. WCAL, Northfield.
testing: at 12:34, ROW, Portland. signing
off; at 1:12, KFKB, Milford, piano and
song.-IRVING C. JOHNSON, 4551 North
Clark street, Chicago.

HERE'S A GOOD RECORD.
RADIO ERITOR: Here is my record forDec. 17. 1923, on my one -tube (WD -11)set, employing the ultra-audion circuit:At 5:54. WOK, orchestra, "Linger Awhile";

at 5:59, WCAE, piano solo; at 6:07. KDKA,
"Silent Night," sung by double male quar-
tet; at 6:13. WCX, solo by George H. Lance:
at 6:34, WLAG, "Old Time Songs"; at 6:43,
WCAP, tenor solo; at 6:47. WGY, WGY or-
chestra; at 7:10, WOC, announcements; sign
off 7:17: at 7:20, KSD, orchestra selection,
"Arabian Nights"; at 7:23, WEAF, an-nouncements; program given by Philhar-monic society; at 7:37, WHB, announce.
ments of tomorrow's program; sign off 7:38;
at 7:50. WBAP, violin solo; at 8:08, WSB,
United States Postoffice orchestra of At-lanta, playing "Dance of the Clown"; at
8:26, WWJ, "Poppy Land"; at 8:29, WCAV,
"Tenn. Tenn. Tennessee"; at 8:38, WCBD,
"Sweet and Low"; at 8:41, WMC, `Drifting
Back to Dreamland," by a hotel orchestra;
at 8:45, WOS. Three Aces playing "Oh 1
Sister! Ain't That Hot I"; at 8:50, WPAH,
orchestra music; at 8:54. WHAZ, request-
ing reports from listeners -in: at 9:15,
WDAF, "Medley of Popular Airs": at 9:27,
WOO, organ recital: at 9:30, WBAH, so-
prano solo: at 9:47, WDAR, solo, "I Still
Believe in You"; at 9:49, WTAS, "Back
in the Old Neighborhood"; at 9:58, KFKX.
announced a talk will be given on King
Tut in January; at 10:05, WLW, signing
off; at 10:25, KFAF. "Songs My Mother
Knew": at 10:45, WOAW, weather report:
at 10:56, WOE, orchestra selections.

Besides these thirty stations. I have heard
the following stations: WHAS. WFAA,
WJZ, WSAI, WJAX, WTAM, WEB. WMAJ'.
WFI, WMAK, WCAO, KFIX, WBAX,
WTAY, WWAE, 9EBI.

I use a 75 -turn spider -web coil, twenty-
three -plate condenser and WD -11, tube, us-
ing no vernier parts.

I believe this to be as good a recordas any for a set of this kind. Wish your
section of the paper much success. -GEORGE
W. ALM, 3217 West Polk Street. Chicago.

How to Drill Glass Panel
for Radio Receiver Sets

Glass makes a beautiful panel, but
is not generally used because of the
mystery that attends its drilling.
Altho the job is tedious and requires
a certain amount of precision and
practice, it can be done by any aver-
age person who owns a hand drill and
some steel bits.

The first and most difficult step is
to get an absolutely perfect template
of the arrangement of the parts as
they are to be used. This is pasted
or clamped on the glass which is cut
to size. Be sure to have panel laying
on a perfectly flat surface.

To proceed pour a small amount of
camphor on spot where hole is to be
drilled. Start hole in glass with cen-
terpunch and then slowly bore with
drill. Keep hole filled with camphor
and be careful. When panel is fin-
ished mount parts moderately loose so
as not to chip glass. Any good ce-
ment can be used where firmqess is
desired.

Why Radio Receivers
Are Built in Cabinets

In the early days of commercial
radio when a set consisted of merely
a cardboard tube, a crystal and a piece
of wire, dealers built their sets in
cabinets to make it seem as tho you
were getting something for your
money. In many cases that is ex-
actly what they are doing today. There
is no electrical reason for cabinets
and a prominent manufacturer is
building all his apparatus for base
mounting and bringing out terminals
of same so all wiring can be done
under the mounting board. In this
manner very short wiring results and
therefore added efficiency can be ob-
tained. Sets using as many -as six
tubes can be made of this apparatus
and the finished product is very neat
appearing.

UNIVERNIE
DOES AWAY mai VERNIER CONDENSERS

List Price

$1.25

USE ,IT
I. To obtain end .mein..

L
adjustments.

I. To mak* set teen
mere selectiveJeer

3. T. belay Is more DX
ettions.

I. To ellatisete meet body
capacity.

IL To Inlets., the ap ..... nce
or your set.

6. To obtain CONTINUOUS
vernier adjustment through-
out entire range of your set.

r. To make pleat condetnere
and *Mr taming eoparr
tee more efficient thee the
se -sailed vernier [JP.

DEALERS: crend for
New Catalozue
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Letter Box
SOME NEUTRODYNE FACTS.

RADIO EDITOR: I want to take excep-
tion to Mr. Donaldson's article on the
neutrodyne receiver which was published
in your wonderful magazine.

Mr. Donaldson starts out fine in the first
paragraph. He leads the reader to believe
that he will tell him how to correct his re-
ceiver trouble. The more he says, the more
be leads the reader to understand that as a
constructor of neutrodynes he is a failure.

When receivers_of this kind are purchased
(I have in mind, Fade and FriedEismann).

. critical adjustment of filament is unknown.
Why? Because of proper construction.

'Now listen to this: The makers of radio-
tron tubes' tell us that the filament cur-
rent of the 201-A tubes are not critical.
Have you tried them in various types of
receivers and actually found them critical?
I don't think you have.

My suggestion is this: Use. as Donaldson
says, 25 -ohm rheostats, but use a make like
Howard's. Put them in the minus leg of
the filament battery because the manu-
facturer says that is where they belong. Keep
your wires short, but don't jam your in-
struments together like sardines. Built your
set like commercial types (with reference
to the spacing of parts) and you won't
have a "balky neutrodyne."

Here is something worth while: Absolute
neutralization is almost impossible, but ab-
solute stabalization, due to neutralization, is
possible. When stabilization has been ob-
tained. the filaments of the radio tubes are
not critical 'in the least. No capacity ef-
fects are present. No squeaks or squalls of
the regenerative order are present. 'Out -of
town stations will come in with the ease
of the local stations.If a neutrodyne receiver is balky it is not
constructed and adjust* to neutrodyne prin-
ciple.

Now, once more with reference to placing
of parts: I have a power amplifier of the
Western Electric type (home made). I
placed this on top of my neutrodyne re-
ceiver after having tuned in a distant sta-
tion. The placing of this cabinet on top of
the receiver had the effect of cutting down
signal strength. Answer that if you can.

I have in my home a seven -tube neutro-
(bale which you, Mr. Editor, are welcome to
come and hear.. I want to prove to YOU
that the filaments of the radio tubes of a
neutrodyne are not critical.

This letter is not written maliciously. If
It conveys that idea it is because I am not
an editor, just a radio bug.-WILLIAM A.
MICK, 7234 Morton Street. Chicago.

HERE, IS A BOOSTER.
RADIO EDITOR: Your 16 -page Radio

1
Magazine published every Thursday is cer-
tainly a winner.. Every radiophan I know
who has seen it wants to buy the Thursday
issue, and in this way becomes a regular
purchaser of the Chicago Evening Post. be-
cause of the fact that you give such good
detailed description of the program of the
various radio broadcasting stations in which
most of the phane are interested.

I have also purchased another evening
newspaper until you started your splendid
radio page. since which time, as I am the
owner of a five -tube Fada neutrodyne set,
I have taken your paper regularly every
evening because the arrangement of the
programs of the various broadcasting sta-
tions in your page devoted to radio is so
convenient and complete that it adds greatly
to my enjoyment of my neutrodyne set, by
which I am enabled to cut thru the Chicago
stations and get a large number of the
outside stations, even while Chicago is op-
erating.I hope that enough others will do as I
have done and take your paper instead of
the others we have been taking to make it
profitable for you to continue to give us
right along so good a radio section in your
paper.-CHARLES F. SHIPMAN. 310 Ex-
change Building, Union Stockyards, Chicago.

FINDS SMALL WIRE SCARCE.
RADIO EDITOR: In regard to your wave

trap as presented in the magazine section. I
proceeded to secure the parts. I tried all the
stores in the loop and could not secure the
"Formica" tube. 2% inches. Then I sought
the wire as suggested, 32 DDC and 22 DCC.
It was easy enough to get 22 DCC, but 32
DDC does not seem to be upon the market.
I tried at least a dozen radio stores, and
none seem to get the idea.-ALFRED FITZ-
PATRICK, 3421 Parnell Avenue.

(NOTE-There was such an unusual demand
the last two weeks for material for the wave
trap local stores could not keep merchan-
dise in stock.)

AS TO LOCAL PROGRAMS.
RADIO EDITOR: The Radio Magazine is

a very welcome addition to., The Post. and
is very much appreciated. Your list of
broadcasting stations, however, would seem
to be rather out of date, and the distances
in miles from Chicago, shown opposite the
stations in the tabloid schedule, are some-
what unreliable. For instance, you show
Sehnectady as 698 miles, and Troy as 748
miles. These towns are only eleven miles
apart by rail, and Troy could not be fifty
miles farther than Schenectady via air line.
I realize that this is a new undertaking on
the part of The Post, and that it will re-
quire time to perfect the magazine, and this
is written in a spirit of constructive criti-
cism.The writer has. for the past ten months.
been operating a "Monroe type D-7" de-
tector unit, employing the Armstrong regen-
erative circuit, one tube, and' no amplifica-
tion of any sort. During that period of
time some 139 nut -of -town stations have
been logged, representing an aggregate mile-
age of 73.849, or an average of approxi-
mately 531 miles per distant station; these
stations include about everything from Oak
Park to "KFI" and "KEG?" in Los Angeles.
Rhode Island. Georgia, Texas. Cuba and
California are regularly picked up under
favorable weather conditions, and Montana
once or twice. On Dec. 17, 1923. between
7 o'clock in the evening and midnight,
forty distant stations were logged, repre-
senting a total distance of 22,083 miles, or
an average of about 552 miles to the sta-
tion. A few code stations were included in
the log for that evening.

I am heartily in accord with the senti-
ment expressed in the letter appearing on
page 10* of the magazine under date of Dec.

' 13. 1923, signed by Charles A. Kuncitz. I

l..

certainly

coast. We have heard G minors and A

agree with him where he states
that he would throw his set in the alley
were he compelled to listen to local sta-
tions. As a matter of fact, I seldom set

'ne up excepting on Monday evenings, and
.on Saturday. when I usually stay up to get

',. flats and "0 Sole Mio" and the other five or
-- six regulation pieces until it would seem

unnecessary to print the daily programs, as
) they never are varied except in the order

in which they appear on the program.
We, too, resent the implication that we

are "getting something free, and, tharefore.
shouldn't complain of the quality." Who

Pr operates the broadcasting stations? Let's
see: There is one here operated by a com-
pany associated with the radio trust. Then
there is one that manufactures receivers;
another is operated by a Chicago institution
that took the station over comparatively re-
cently. at a time when the institution was
under fire in Springfield and Washingten,
and adverse legislation was feared. Doubt-
less the operation of this station has done
much to mold more favorable public opin-
ion toward. the particular institution. An-
other is operated by a local newspaper, and

11.

is certainly worth a million dollars a year
in advertising.

Who would purchase receivers were there
no programs being broadcast by the corpora-
tions having large financial interests in the
development of radio? And lastly, why are
we. charged $175 for receivers and equip-
ment obviously worth but one-fourth that I
amount, by these same public-spirited and i
kind ( ?) corporations who broadcast, for
our benefit, the nocturnes in A. B. C and
D flats, sharps and minors, not for profit, of
course, but because they love the "dear
people?If broadcasting does not net them enor-
mous returns either in advertising or In
direct sales of the equipment they manu-
facture, why are these stations such per-
sistent air hogs? Why are twenty -four-hour

CONDENSER TESTER-The oscillator circuit is coupled to a wavemeter circuit and the condenser,
giving the maximum current at given frequency and showing the lowest losses.

services established, for which there is lit-
tle, if any, demand?

We have nothing in particular against the
local stations, excepting that their pro-
grams consist of about six numbers, re-
peated almost every evening and very tire-
some, and the fact that they are on the air
all the time. We like to listen out-of-town
occasionally, and this we cannot do with
any great degree of success, excepting on
Monday evenings. We would feel much less
antagonistic toward them if they had some
slight consideration for the fans who liked
to listen outside of Chicago, as well as to
the same stations and the same numbers
every evening.

I am confident that if, as Mr. Kuncitz
suggests, the matter is fully aired by the
phans, and they are given an opportunity
of fairly and publicly expressing their views.
results will be interesting and enlightening
to the operators of the local stations.-
WADE CAMERON WORRELL. 4911 Lake
Park Avenue,

A FRIENDLY ACT.
RADIO EDITOR: Inclosed find check

for which please send me The Post binder
and also your Radio Magazine for Nov. 15,
22 and Dec. 6.

My friend. C. P. Barrett, general passen-
ger agent of the Lackawanna railroad, sent
me the Nov. 28 and Dee. 13 numbers. It
was thru his kindness that I became ac-
quainted with this department of your paper.
I shall endeavor to keep right up to the
minute every copy of your valuable Radio
Magazine.-.T. P. KANOKY, 833 Rialto Build-
ing, Kansas City, Mo.

WAVE TRAP WORKS FINE.
RADIO EDITOR: I have constructed the

wave trap described in your first issue of
the Radio Magazine of Nov. 15. with the
23 -plate condenser mounted inside the coil,
in accordance with suggestion of F. A.
Zetsche, and have had excellent results on
my crystal set in eliminating interference
by WJAZ, particularly during the broad-
casting of opera and the Sunday Evening
club serviees by KYW.-H. R. HOTCHKISS.
1217 Monroe Street, Evanston, Ill.

BEST OF ALL.
RADIO EDITOR: Of all the publications

of this nature printed in the large cities
today, I think your "supplement" is the most
complete and reliable. and I receive several.
Yon are to be congratulated on its general
good form. It is to be hoped that you will
be able to continue to give your readers
the same quality of interesting material
with consistency that you have in the few
copies wnich have come to my notice.-
OWEN K. PARMITER, McKeesport, Pa.

JUST A FEW KICKS.
RADIO EDITOR: I have just finished

reading your magazine and I want to say
It is the livest thing in town. I can't say I
always agree with E. G. Tulley and others.
Our local stations are losing prestige with
Elgin (WTAS) on every night with a won-
derful program. Our local stations have
not nearly so many people listening in as
they imagine with the same junk every
night. Why should anyone who can step
away listen in? They should broadcast the
latest popular music you hear at theaters
and amusement place.

The World Crier needs adjustment, too.
For instance, one evening last week there
was a championship fight on in the east
and a big fire and double murder in Chi-
cago, all within one hour. The World
Crier, after taking three minutes to adver-
tise itself, said: "The world is quiet."
Hal Hal

I'm also for a nation-wide move to stop
spark stations.-JOHN C. FENMORE, 3146
Broadway.

GETS A REAL THRILL.
RADIO EDITOR: Last night thru the col-

umns of The Post's Radio Magazine I got
the very biggest thrill I've had since I ceased
to tense in Santa Claus.

As this is not for publication and I am a
grandmother, perhaps you will permit me to
be garrulous. Last year my 12 -year -old
son made a very simple crystal radio, and

I sat up till scandalous hours enjoying every-
thing "from soup to nuts" that the Chicago
stations broadcast. The severe storms of
this summer put our set out of commission.
and with good hearts my -oldest son and his
daddy undertook to rewind a coil and fix
up a radio which would -be a thing of
beauty. It was-but no matter how we
hooked it up we could not get anything dis-
tinctly. Junior and I then took things in
our own hands, did not make such a pol-
ished job, but got better results, the far
from satisfactory, until_one night I severed
the aerial and ground wires, attaching them
to what experts say are the wrong binding
posts, and the things I hear are marvelous.
tho apparently I'm receiving over the ground
wire, which is attached to the hot water
radiator.
, I was feeling around the atmosphere a
week ago last night and got the Spanish-
American program very clearly also, but
did not get the broadcasting station, and I
searched all the local papers to see what
one had such a program, and even called my
son up to see if he knew. but no one could
apparently answer where it was. Last night
in reading your magazine he saw the letter
written by Rose Cuneo Paneri and promptly
phoned me that I too had heard Davenport.
Iowa. Please don't pinch me and wake me
up, for you don't know how much joy it
is to- crow over these experts who have
laughed at my crude efforts and my devo-
tion to our dinky little crystal set. And as
my birthplace is in Iowa, I feel as tho I'm
in fairyland.

A for my Christmas thrill.
In me you've got an ardent admirer (don't
tell your wife) from note on.-PEARL
LEISNER, 2421 Wilson Avenue, Chicago.

'USES A WAVE SELECTOR.
RADIO EDITOR: Until a fellow called

me up this evening I had not noticed that
you bad published my note in regard to
the three -circuit Armstrong regenerative
hook-up. In our talk it was brought out
that I had a Moore wave selector connected
between antenna and ground. Thru over-
sight I did not mdation this in my recent
communication to you.

In justice to parties trying this hook-up.
who may be disappointed at not being able
to obtain equal selectivity, without a trap.
this fact should be mentioned. Also my
"A" battery was very low that first night.
around 1.150. Since putting a full charge
into "A" battery (a Gould 6 volt 80-100
amp. hr.) tone quality is not so good, opera-
tion much more critical, long distance re-
sults not so good and harder to get, tho
since Sunday night my brother, It. R. Con-
fer, who did the operating that first night,
has tuned in CFCN thru WDAP and WFAA
dun WJAZ.

They action of this hook-up with a veer
low and a Intl A battery has suggested" tome

that a variable resistance connected in
Parallel with the filaments might be a use-
ful aid in some cases. What do you think
of this idea?-F. M. CONFER, 1425 Carmen
avenue, Chicago.

CRYSTAL WORKS FINE.
RADIO EDITOR: I wish :t this time to

extend to you a ward of appreciation of
Your Radio Magazine as published in The
Chicago Evening Post. I do enjoy .reading
them.

I hage just finished a set of your long-
distance crystal receiver as published in your
magazine of Nov. 28. and tried it out last
night for the first time. I hooked it up to
my present aerial, which is only about 115
feet. I was simply amazed with the re
sults, and am satisfied now that when 'I
add another 100 feet of aerial I will have
the set I have been looking for.

The reception from all the local stations.
including Elgin, was great - came in clear
and very distinct. I was able to tune in
or out any station at will. without or inter-
ference of the other, with the exception of
WJAZ, and then only when the Marine band
was playing, and I was listening in on KYW
at the time. Now I am coming to the
part I want to tell you about. I waited until
after 12 p. m. to hear Mr. Welch give the the Hagerman long-distance Crystal set:
organ recital at McYieker's. I had listened 9AFH, Rockport, Mo.; 9US, Chicago; OZQ,
to this organ on other tube sets, and good Chicago; 9HL, Columbus Junction. Iowa,
ones, but never with the degree of satis- owl Chicago; 9a.Q. Champaign.
faction I listened to ft last night over this ROBIIRTS, 4250 West Adams Street, Chi -
crystal set. Every note was as clear .and cago.

distinct as it could possibly be. In the
construction I used the very best parts I
could buy, with a Detect Tone Crystal,
with the above results. So I feel free to say
thatanyone looking for a good crystal set
to build will make no mistake. A word
from you would be appreciated. It may beof interest for you to know I am at least
twelve miles from the nearest station, which
is KYW. WJAZ is eighteen miles away.-
A. R. SHORT, 1818 West 108th Place, Chi-
cago.

NOISY, BUT IT WORKS.
RADIO EDITOR: The Autoplex is an

awfully noisy set. but just the same here
is what I pulled in last Monday -night, or
silent night:

WCBD, WTAS, WLW, WGY. WRAO,
WDAF, KDKA, WOC, WLAG, RZN, WJZ,
WAAW, WBAP, KFDU, KSD, WOS, WOAW.
I sure wish there was some way of getting
the howl out of the set. I experimented
with a 23 -plate condenser without results.
I am using a two -wire 75 feet antenna and
cold water for a ground. I have two Para-
gon variometers, one Paragon tube socket
and a 216-A tube with 150-162% volts B
battery and 1,250 turn honeycomb coil.-
GEORGE SCHLAITZER JR.. 1427 Rosemont
avenue, Chicago.

REAL DX RECORD.
RADIO EDITOR: Here is my record for

Monday night on a one -tube set made of
Kellogg parts. The stations are KEW, Bala-
bac, Philippine islands; KDZB, Bakersfield,
Cal., KDJ, Fall River Mills, Cal.; WEAS,
Washington, D. C.; KOP, Detroit. Mich.;
WLW, Cincinnati. Ohio: WTAS, Elgin. Ill.;
WCBD, Zion, Ill.; WOR, Newark, N. J.;
KDKA, Pittsburg. Pa.: WHAD, Milwaukee,
Wis.; KFAF, Denver, Colo.; KSI), St. Louis,
Mo.: WOAL San Antonio. Texas. and WGR.
Buffalo, N. Y.-GEORGE KENOSZT, 537
North Albany Avenue, Chicago.

ZENITH BRINGS 'EM IN.
RADIO EDITOR: On silent night, Dec. 17,

I brought in the following list of stations
with a three -tube Zenith set. All stations
came in on a loud speaker-Magnavox-some
to be heard only two feet away, others over
300 feet, forty-three stations in all:

4:45, WMAQ, Chicago; 4:50. WHAS,
Louisville; 5:01, KYW, Chicago; 5:10,
WBZ, Springfield, Mass.; 5:15, KDKA, East
Pittsburg; 6:20, WCX, Detroit: 5:21, WOS,
Jefferson City, Mo.: 5:22, WSB, Atlanta,
Ga.; 5:25, WIAO, Milwaukee: 5:56, WCAE,
Pittsburg; 5:58. WOC, Davenport, Iowa; 8.
WDAP, Chicago; 6:02. HOP, Detroit; 6:11,
WOK, Buffalo; 6:26, WLAG,. Minneapolis;
6:32, WOR, Newark, N. J.; 6:33, WDAF,
Kansas City; 6:56, WCY, Schenectady, N.'Y.;
6:57. WDAR, Philadelphia; 6:59, WEAR,
Wichita, Kan.; 7:12. WOAW, Omaha; 7:14.
.WOO, Philadelphia 7:15, KSD, St. Louis;
7:48, WEAF, New York; 7:56, WTAS, El-
gin. 111.: 8:04, WPAH, Waupaca, Wris.; 8:06,
WRAO, St. Louis; 8:28, WJAD, Waco.
Texas; 8:30, WCBD, Zion: Ill.; 8:54. CKCX,
Regina, Canada: 9:06; WCAP. Washington;
$:09, WBAP, Fort, Worth, Texas: 9:11,
WFAA, Dallas, Texas; 9:19, WMC, Memphis:
9:24. WBAIL Minneapolis: 9:45, WLW, Cin-
cinnati; 9:49, KFAF. Denver: 10:12, WJZ,
New York; 10:17. WBAV, Columbus, Ohio;
10:19, KFDL, Denver; 10:29, WMAIL Lin-
coln, Neb.; 10:33. KPO, San Francisco:
10:45. WHN, New York.

I built a very simple crystal set, using
a variometer 43 -plate condenser, .002 phone
condenser, and a WR crystal. On Sunday
night I heard, after the Drake hotel signed
off, WRAP, Forth Worth, Texas. Silent
night: WTAS. Elgn; WCBD, Zion, Ill.; WOS,
Jefferson City, Dth.. WOAW, Omaha, Neb.;
KSD, St. Louis.; WOO, Philadelphia; WLAG,
Minneapolis. GY, Schenectady. The last
named station was heard while Drake ho
and Edgewater Beach hotel were broadcast-
ing Tuesday evening. AMBROSE ONDRAK,

LISLE, Ill.

CRYSTAL REACHES OUT.
RADIO EDITOR: I brought in the fol-

lowing stations the first night I hooked up

How KYW recently tho weci a complete broadcasting station on McVickerg stage, transmitting Paul
Beige's orchestra at the same time he entertained an audience.

Making Simple
Home Charger
for "A" Battery

Where direct current, instead of al-
ternating -current is used in a house -
lighting system, a simple home
charger may be made for "A" bat-
teries, using a lamp bank.

Procure a board twenty-four inches
long by eight inches wide. Mount on
it at either end two binding posts.
These are for the input and output of
the charger. Near one end and just
below the two top binding posts,
mount a double throw switch. Two
ordinary house current fuses should,
be mounted in series with this.

Mount eight lamp sockets on board.
Connect these in parallel. Insert, eight
32 -candle power carbon lamps or if
these are not procurable use 100 -watt
mazdas.

Connect up the negative wire on the

FROM
LIGHTING
CIRCUIT

NEG. P05

board at the left and run thru one side
of switch and fuses to the negative
binding post below. Connect up the
positive wire on the right side of the.
board, running it thfu the switch and
fuse and the lamps.

As a matter of safety mark the posip
tive and negative posts top and bot-
tom so they may be identified at all
times.

Make sure which of the two wires
of -the lead from the house current
socket is negative and which is pos-
itive. This may be done with a glass
of water and tablespoonful of salt.
Stick the two wires into the salt
water. Bubbles will form around the
negative wire. Keep the wires apart
while making the test, or you will
make a "short" and blow out the
house circuit.

It is best to keep a special cord and
plug for the house current socket at-
tached permanently to the charger
after polarity is determined. This
prevents testing for polarity every
time the charger is used.

Clips should be attached to the wires
leading from the bottom posts to the

connections easily.
This home charger, of course, can be

used only where direct current is had.
In Chicago direct current is in the
loop district and as far north as North
avenue and as far south as 12th street.
It extends also west to Halsted street.

This charger will deliver current
at the rate of eight amperes per hour.
Use all eight lamps for two or three
hours, or until the battery begins to
"gas" or bubble. Then remove four
of the lamps from their sockets and
charge at the rate of four amperes
per hour.

The last few hours' charging should
be done wtih only two lamps, which
will be at the rate of two amperes
per hour. It the battery is charged
in this manner, the plates will not
buckle and the battery will have
longer life.

Banks Install Radio
to Get WJAX Reports

Several hundred banks and business
houses in the vicinity of Cleveland.
Ohio, have installed receiving sets to
intercept the financial reports and
news broadcast daily by station
WJAX at Cleveland. Requests have
been received to broadcast about 500
different stock issues and their quota-
tions. Letters received at WJAX tell
of unusual enthusiasm among the
farmers and their appreciation for ac-
curate knowledge of prices. Banks
scattered thruout a wide area equipped 
with receiving sets supply data to
their rural trade on request or thru
bulletin boards.

Canadian Government
Plans Radio Beacon

The Canadian government is about
to install a powerful direction -finding
wireless station at Pachena, on the
west coast of Vancouver island, Brit-
ish Columbia, to protect ships of all
nations entering the Straits of Juan
de Fuoa en route to Am&ican and
Canadian ports. Ntimerous ship-
wrecks have occurred in this district,
and it is expected that tilt new radio
beacon will enable vessels to deter-
mine their exact positions in foggy
weather,. avoiding many dangerous
reefs thereabouts.

, Short Aerials Fail
The most common fault with aerials

is that they hse too short and -not far
enough from the ground. You cannot
pick up much- with ten or fifteen feet
of wire strung near to the earth like
a clothes line.

LARGEST EXCLUSIVE
RADIO REPAIR SHOP

IN THE U. S.

RADIO DOCTORS, inc.
REPAIR HEADQUARTERS

504-South State Street -504
Only One Door to 504

Wabash 5019-PHONES-Wabash 8074
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Alphabetical List of U. S. Radio Stations
ABERDEEN, Wash.-ENT.
ABILENE, Texas-WQAQ.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, N. D.-WPAK.
AKRON, Ohio-WOE.
ALBANY, N. Y.-WNJ.
ALEXANDRIA, La.-KEEP.
ALLENTOWN, Pa.-WCBA.
ALLENTOW N, Pa .-WSAN.
ALTADENA, Cal.-AGO.
AMARILLO, Texas-WDG.
AMARILLO, Texas-WQAC.
AMARILLO, Texas-WRAU.
ARIES, Iowa-WOE
AMSTERDAM, N. Y.-WPAS,
ANDERSON, Ind.-WABC.
ANN ARBOR, Mich.-WQAJ.
ANTHONY, Kas.-WBL.
ARDMORE, Okla.-W0A.A.
ARLINGTON, Ore.-KFGL.
ASHEVILLE, N. C.-WFAJ.
ATLANTA, Ga.-WGM.
ATLANTA, Ga.-WSB.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.-WEAR.
ATWOOD, Kas.-WEAD.
AUBURN, Ala.-WMAV.
AUSTIN, Texas-WCM.
AUSTIN, .Texas-IVNAS.

BAKER, Ore.-KEDA,
BAKERSFIELD, Cal-RDZE.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WCAQ.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WEAR.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WKC.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WNAY.
BANGOR, Me.-WABI.
BANGOR, Me.-WPAY.
BATON ROUGE, La.-KFGC.
BAUDETTE,
BAY CITY, Mich.-WTP.
BEAUMONT, Texas-WMAM.
BELLINGHAM, Wash.-KDZB.
BELLOWS FALLS, Vt.-WLAK.
BELOIT, Kas.-WPAR.
BELOIT, Wls.-WKAW,
BELVIDERE, 111.-WOAG,

CISERKELEY, Cal.-KQE
BERKELEY, Cal.-KRE,
BERRIEN SPRINGS, Mich.-REM.
BILLINGS, Mont.-KFCH.
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.-WIAV.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.-IVSY.
BOISE, Idaho-KFAU.
BOISE, Idaho-KFDD.
BOISE, Idaho-WFFB.
BOONE, Iowa-KFGQ.
BOSTON, Maits.-WNAC.
BOULDER,' Celo.-KFAJ.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.-WNAB.
BOZEMAN, Mont.-KFDO.
BRIDGEPORT, Conn.-.IVKAX.
BROOKINGS. S. D.-IYEDY.
BROOKVILLE, Ind.-WEIAL,
BUFFALO, N. Y.;-WCIR.
BITRLINGTON, Iowa- WIAS,
BURLINGTON, Iowa-WLAT.
BURLINGTON, VL-WCAX,
BUTLER, Mo.-WNAR.
BUTTE, Mont.-KFAP.

CAMDEN, N. J.-WRP.
CAMERON, Mo.-WFAQ.
CANTON, N. Y.-WCAD.
CANTON, Ohio-WWB.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.-WSAB,
CARTHAGE, Ill.-WCAZ.
CASPER, Wyo.-RIME.
CAZENOVIA, N. Y.-WMAC.
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa-WJAM.
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa-WKAA.
CENTERVILLE, Iowa-WDAX.
CHARLESTON, S. C.-WNAQ.
CHARLESTON, S. C.-WOAH.
CHARLESTON, W. Va.-WPAZ.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.-WET.
CHENEY, Ras.-KEGP,
CHICAGO, Ill.-KYIV.
CHICAGO, Ill.-IVAAF.
CHICAGO,
CHICAGO, IR.-WDAP.
CHICAGO, 111.-WJAZ.
CHICAGO, Ill.-IVLAG.
CHICAGO,
CHICAGO, 111.-WPAD.
CHICAGO,
CHICKASHA, Okla.-KFGD.

CINCINNATI, 0111e-WAA).
C I N C1 N NATI, Oh io-1141 AG.
CI NCI NNAT I, Ohio-WIZ.
('IN( INN A II, Ohio-II LW.
CI N C INN A'l'l, Ohio-µ'i11 it.
cINCINNA T1, Oh lo-WSA I.
CLARKsBURG, W. Va.-WILK
CLEAR FIELD, Pa.-Wig.
CLEMSON COLLEGE. S. C.-WSAC.
CLEVELAND, Ohio-KDE'M.
CLEVELAND. Ohio-WEE.
CLEVELAND, Obio-WJAX,
COLLEGE PARK. illa.-WDAJ.
COLLEGE STATION, Texas-WTAIV.
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.-KICK.
COLORADO SPRINGS,'Colo.-KEEQ.
COLUMBIA, Mo.-WAAN.
COLUMBUS, Ohio-li(BAV,
COLUMBUS, Ohlo-WCAH.
COLUMBUS, Ohio-WEAO.
COLUMBUS, Ohio-IVAIAN.
COLUMBUS, Ohio-WPAL.
CORVALLIS, Ore.-KEW.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa-WPAF.
CRANSTON, R. I.-WRAP.

DALLAS, Texas (portable)-REEZ.
DALLAS, Texas-WD40.
DALLAS, Texas-WFAA.
DALLAS, Texas-WRIE
DARTMOUTH, Mass.-WMAP.
DARTMOUTH, Mass.-MACE
DAVENPORT, Iowa-WHAI.
DAVENPORT, Iowa-WOC.
DAVID CITY, Neb.-WRAR.
DAYTON, Ohio-WABD.
DAYTON, Ohio-WJAJ.
DEARBORN, Mich.-WWI.
DECATUR, 111.-WEAO.
DECATUR, 111.-WHAP.
DENVER, Colo.-KDZO.'
DENVER, Colo.-KFAE.
DENVER, Colo.-KEDL.
DENVER, Colo.-KEEL.
DENVER, Colo.-IEFEP.
DENVER, Colo.-KFIC.
DENVER, Colo.-KELE.
DENVER. Colo.-KLZ.
DES MOINES, Iowa-KEDP.
DES MOINES, Iowa-WGF.
DETROIT, Mich.-WCX.
DETROIT, Mieh.-WWJ.
DETROIT, Mich.-KOP.
DOUGLAS, Wyo.-RFEY.,.
DUBUQUE, I owa.-VITQA K.
DULUTH, Minn.-WJAP.
DULUTH, Minn.-WMAT.
EAST LANSING, Mich.-WEAR.
EASTON, Pa.-WMAP.
FAST PITTSBURG, Pa.-KDKA.
EAST PROVIDENCE, R. 1.-WKAD.
EDGEWOOD, R. I.-WEAG.
ELGIN, M. (Near)-WTAS.
EL MONTE, Cal.-KUY.
FL PASO, Texas-WDAFE

PASO, Texas-WPA r.
EMPORIA, Kan.-WAAZ.
ERIE, Pit.-W0A V.
EUGENE, Ore.-KFAT.
EVANSVILI E, Ind.-WSA M.
EVERETT; Wash.-KFBL
FAIRBANKS, Alaska-WLAY.
FALL RIVER, Mass.-WAR.
FALL RIVER. Moss.-WTAB.
FARGO, N. D.-WDAY.
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark.-KFDY.
FLINT, Mich.-WEAA.
FORT DODGE, Iowa-KifER.
FORT DODGE, Iowa-WEAR.
FORT MONROE, Va.-WNAW.
FORT SMITH, Ark.-VVGAR.
FORT WORTH, Texas-WSAP.
FRANKFORT, Ky.-WOAK.
FREMONT, Neb.-WOAE
FRESNO, Cal.-KMJ.
FROSTBURG, Md.-WPAQ.

GAINESVILLE, Ga.-WKAY.
GALVESTON, Texas-WHAB.
GALVESTON, Texas-WIAC.
GLADBROOK, Iowa-Ki'IK.
GLOUCESTER CITY, N. J.-WRAX.
GRAND FORKS, N. D.-WOAR.
GRAND ISLAND, Neb.--KEJA.

GRANVILLE, Ohio-WJD.
GREAT FALLS, Mont.-KDYS.
GREELEY, Colo.-IMO.
GREELEY, Colo.-KFKA.
GREENCASTLE, Ind.-WLAX.
GREENSBORO, N. C.-WQAZ.
GREENVILLE, Ohio-WCER.
GREF,NVILLE, S. C.-VINAY.
GRIMEX. CaL-LEFU.
GROVE CIT. Pa.-WAAL
GUNNISON, Colo.-KFILt. 

ILAMILTON, Ohio-WILAU.
HAlit LYON, Ohio-WRH.
HARRISBURG, Pa.-WABB.
HARTFORD, Conn.-WDAR.
HASTINGS, Neb.-WQAY.
HAVRE, Mont.-KEES.
HILLSBORO. Ore.-KFFO.
HOLLYWOOD, Cal.-HEAR.
HONOLULU, Hawaii-KDYX.
HONOLULU, Hawaii-EGLI.
HONOLULU, Hawail-HYQ.
HOOD RIVER, Ore.-KFHB.
HOOD RIVER, Ore.-HOP.
BOULTON, Maine-WLAN.
HOUSTON, Texas-KFCV.
HOUSTON, Texas-WCALE
HOUSTON, Texas-WEAY.
HOUSTON, Texas-WEV.
HOUSTON, Texas-WRAA.
HUNTINGTON, Ind.-WHAT.
HUTCHINSON, Kan.-KFHX.
HUTCHINSON, Minn.-WFAN.

INDEPENDENCE, Mo.-KFIX.
IOLA, Kan.-EFID.
IOWA CITY, Iowa-WHAA.
ITHACA, N. Y.-WEAL

JACKSONVILLE, Fla.-WABG.
JACKSONVILLE. Fla.-WEAL.
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo...-W0S.
101INSTOWN, Pa.-WTAC.
JOPLIN, Mo.-WHAH.
JUNEAU, Alaska-KEILI.

KALAMAZOO, Mich.-WLAQ.
KALAMAZOO, Mich.-WOAP.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WDAF.
KANSAS CITY. Mo.-WMAJ.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WHIT.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WOO.
KEARNEY, Neh.-KFHP.
Khilf.LOGG, Idaaho-KFEY.
KENOSHA, Wis.-WOAR.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.-WNAV.

LACEY, Wash.-KG Y.
LACONIA, N. II.-WKAV.
LA CROSSE, Wis.-WABN.
LAKE FOREST. 111.-WABA.
LAKESIDE, Cola.-KEKH.
LAMONI. Iowa-KEEP.
LANCASTER. Pa.-WDBC.
LANCASTER. Pa --W AL.
LANSING, Mich.-WEAL.
LAI'ORI'E, Ind.-WRAF.
LARAMIE, Wyo:--KFEU.
LAREDO, Texas-WITAX.
IAWRENCEBURG, Tenn.-WIYAN,
LE MARS. Iowa-KFCX.
LE MARS. lowa-WIAr.
LEXINGTON, Ky.-WQAH.
LILLUE, Hawaii-KERS.
LIMA, Ohio-WOAC.
LINCOLN, Neb.-REM:T.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WFAV.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WJAR.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WKAC.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WMAH.
LINDSBORG, Kan.-WDAD.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.-WCAV.
LOCKPORT, N. Y.-WMAK.
LONG BEACH. Cal.-KSS.
LOS ANGELES. Cal.-EWE.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KEE
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-RAJ.
LOS ANGELES. Cal.-ILLS.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KNR.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-ENV.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KNX..
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KUS.
LOS .ANGF.I.ES,
LOS GATOS, Cal.-KFHQ.
LOUISBURG. Knn.-KFIL.
LOUISVILLE, KY.-WILAS.

0
LOUISVILLE, Kan.-WLAP.
LOWELL, Mass.-IVQ4S.

MACON. Ga.-WMAZ.
MADISON; Wis.-WC:A Y.
NIAPISON.
MANFIATTA N. .

MARIETTA, Ohio-WBAW.
MARIETTA, Obio-WSAA.
MARION, Ind.-WIAQ.
MARION., Ka n. -.W RAD.
MARSHALL. Mo.-IVJAT.
MARSHALLOWN, lows-fi FM.
MATTOON, 111.-WQAL.
MAYVILLE, N. D.-HE/1U.
McKEEHPORT,
McLEANSBORO, 111.-WRAS.
MEDFORD, Ore.-KFAY.
MMEED4OHRIDS. HTIeLnLinSm. cAl.ass.-W01-

MIAMI, Fla.-ITQAM.
MIDDLEPORT, Ohio-WSAK.
MIDDLETOWN, Conn.-W0An.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-WAAK.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-WCAY.'
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-WHAD.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-WIAO.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-KELM.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-KFEX.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WBAD.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WEAR.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WCAS.
MINNEAPOLIS, Mlnn.-WCE.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WLAG.
MINNEAPOLIS. Minn.-WEB.

MISHAWAKA, Ind.-WOAO.
MOBERLY, Mo.-KEEP.
MOBILE, Ala.-WFGAP.
MODESTO, Cal.-KXD.
MONTEREY. Cal-KI.N.
MONTGOMERY, Ala.-WEAN.
MOORESTOWN, N. J.-WRAF.
MOOREHEAD, Minn.-WPAU.
MORGANTOWN, W. Va.-WHD.
MOSCOW, Idaho-KEAN.
MOUNT VERNON. 111.-WARF.
MUNCIE, Ind.-WJAE.

NEAR BAY, Wash.-KEHL
NEENAH, Wis.-MAJ.
NEWARK, N. J.-WAAM,
NEWARK, N. J.-WBS.
NEWARK, N. J.-NOR.
NEWARK. N. J.-WRAZ.
NEWARK. Ohio-IVREA.
NEW BEDFORD, Mass.-WDAU.
NEW HAVEN, Conn.-WPAJ.
NEW LEBANON, Ohlo-WPO.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WAAB.
NEW ORLEANS. La.-IVAAC.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WCAG.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WOV.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WLAF.
NEW ORLEANS. La.-WWL.
NEWTON-, Iowa-WEAR.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WBAY.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WEAF.
NEW YORK. N. Y.-WJX.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WJY.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WJZ.
NEW YORK. N. Y.-WLAW.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WQAO.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WSAP.
NEW YORK, N. F.-WWZ.
NORFOLK, Neb.-WJAG.
NORMAN, Okla.-WNAD.
NORTHFIELD, Mina.-WCAL.
NORTH PLAINFIELD, N. J.-WEAM.

OAK, Neb.-EFEQ.
OAKLAND, Cal.-ELS.
OAKLAND, Cal.-KLX.
OAKLAND, Cal.-K231.
OCEAN CITY, N. J.-VVIAD.
OGDEN, Utah-KFCP.
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.-WMAIL
OKLAHOMA CIT. Okla.-WHY.
OKMULGEE, Okla.-WPAC.
OMAHA, Neb.-KECZ.
OMAHA, Neb.-KEEX.
OMAHA, Neb.-WAAW.
OMAHA, Neb.-WIAR,,
OMAHA, Neb.-WNAL.
Oe RM At NI 1 GA NTe Oiro

OSKALOOSA, Ixowa-KEHL.

I PADUCAH, Ky.-WIAR.
PARKESBURG, Pa.-WQA.A.
PARSONS, Kan.-WOAJ.
PATERSON, N. J.-WEAN.
PENDLETON, Ore.-KEFE,
PENSACOLA, Fla.-WAN.
PENSACOLA, Fla .-WLAV.
PEORIA, III.-WJAN.
PEORIA, III-WQAX.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WCAU.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WDAR,
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WFI.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa..-WGE.
PHILADELPHIA, Pu.-WIP.
PHILADELPHL4, Pa.-IVNAT.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WOO.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WWAD.
PHOENIX, Ariz.-KDYW.
PHOENIX, Ariz.-KEAD.
PINE BLUFF, Ark.-WOK.
PITTSBURG, Kan.-KFIV.
PITTSBURG, Pa.-KQV.
PITTSBURG, Pa.-WCAE.
PITTSBURG, Pa.-WJAS.
PLAINVIEW, Texam-WSAT.
PLATTE, S. D.-KFIJ.
PORT ARTHUR, Texas-WEAR.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KDYQ.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KFEC.
PORTLAND. Ore.-KEIF.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KGO.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KGN.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KGW.
PORTSMOUTH, Va.-WOAQ.
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.-WFAF.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.-WEAN.
PROVIDENCE, R. E-WJAR.
PROVIDENCE, R. 1.-IVRAFE
PROVIDENCE, R. I.-WSAD.
PROVIDENCE, R. L-WTAG.
PULLMAN, Wash.-EVE.
RALEIGH. N. C.-WLAC.
RAPID CITY, S. D.-WCAT.
READING, Pa.-WEED.
READING, Po.-WRAW.
REEDLEY, Cal.-KMC.
RENO, Nev.-KDZK.
RICHMOND, Cal.-KFCM.
RICHMOND, Va.-IVOAT.
RIDGEWOOD, N. Y.-WHN.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.-WABO.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.-WHAM.
ROCKFORD, Ill.-MAE.
ROCKPORT, Mo.-WMAD.
ROSWELL, N. M.-KNJ.
SACRAMENTO, Cal-KERIE
SAGINAW, Mich.-WARM.
SAGINAW, Mich.-IVIAW.
S. CLOUD. Minn.-WEAM.
ST. CROIX FALLS, Wis.-WRAL.
ST. JOSEPH, Alo.-KERD.
ST. JOSEPH. Mo.-WEAK.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-REEZ.
ST. LOUIS, 111o.-KEGJ.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-KFIB..
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-KSD.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WCR.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WEB.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WEW.
ST. LOUTS, Mo.-WMAY.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WRAO.
ST. PAUL, Minn.-WAAH.
ST. PETERSBURG, FIa.-WSAG.
SALEM, Ore.-KECD.
SALT LAKE CITY,L Utah-KDYL.
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah-KZN.
SAN ANTONIO, Cal.-KFCL.
SAN ANTONIO. Texas-WCAR.
SAN ANTONIO, Texas-WOAL
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-KDPT.
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-RDYAL
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-KFBC.
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-KFFA.
SANDUSKY, Ohio-WABH.
SANDUSKY, Ohio-WQAF.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-REDS.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-KPO.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-ELIO.
SAN JOSE, Cal.-REAQ.
SAN JOSE, Cal.-KQW.
SAN JOSE, Cal.-RSC.
SAN JUAN, P. R.-WKAQ.
SAN LUIS OBISPO. Cal.-KFEE.
SANTA ANA. Cal.-KFAW.
SANTA BARBARA, Cal.-KEW.

Broadcasting Stations and Schedule of Programs
Continued from Poge 2.

company, 380 meters.
WHA-Madison. Wis., University of Wiscon-

sin,. 360 meters.
WHAA-Iowa City, Iowa. State Universityof Ipwa. 283 meters.
WHAIi-Galveston, Texas. Clark W. Thomp-

son, 360 meters.
WHAD-Waterloo. Iowa, Cole Brothers Elec-

tric company, 360 meters.
WHAD-Milwaukee, Wis.. Marquette univer-

sity. 280 meters.
WHAG-Cincinnati. Ohio, University of Cin-

cinnati. 222 meters. s,
WEAR-Joplin, Mo., Hafer Supply company,

360 meters.
WHAI-Davenport Iowa, Radio Equipment

and Manufacturing/company. 360 meters.
WEAK-Clarksburg W. Va., Roberts. Hard-

ware company. 360 meters.
WHAL-Lansing, Mich., Lansing CapitalNews, 248 meters.
WHAM-Rochester, N. Y., University of

Rochester (Eastman School of Music), 360
meters.

WRAP-Decatur, M., Otta & Kuhn, 360
meters.

WHAQ-Washington. D. C., Semmes Motor
company. 360 meters.

WILAR-Atlantie City. N. J., Phram ount Ha-
lite and Electric company (W. H. A. Paul- us), 231 meters.

WHAS-Louisville. Ky.. Courier -Journal and
T Louisville Times, 400 meters.
WHAV-Wilmington, Dela., Wilmington Elec-

trical Special company, 360 meters.
WHAZ-Tro", N. Y., Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute, 380 meters.
TRIM-Kansas City. Mo., Sweeney* Schoolcompany. 411 meters. ,

WHD--Morgantown, W. Va., West Virginia
University. 360 meters.

WHK-Cleveland, Ohio. Radiovox company
(Warren R. Cox). 360 meters.

WAN-Ridgewood, N. Y., George Schubel,360 meters.
WIAB-Rockford. III.. Joslyn Automobilecompany. .252 meters.
WIAC-Galveston, Texas. Galveston Tribune,

360 meters.
' WIAD-Ocean City. N. .1.. Ocean City Yacht

club (Howard R. Miller). 254 meters.
WIAF-New Orleans. La.. 139 North Alex-

ander street. Gustav A. DeCortin. 234 me-
rs.

Wte1AH-Newton. Iowa. Continental Radio and
-Manufacturing company. 258 meters.

WIAI-Springfield, Mo., Heer Stores com-
pany, 360 meters.

WdIAJ-Neenah. Wis., Fox River Valley Ra-
io Supply company (Quinn Brothers). 224

meters.
WIAK-Omaha, Neb., Journal -Stockman com-

pany, 278 meters.
WIAO-Milwaukee. Wis.. School of Engineer-

ing of Milwaukee, 360 meters.
company.

Ind.. Chronicle Publishing
company. 226 meters.
AR-Paducah, Ky., Paducah Evening Sun,

360 meters.
8-Burlington. Iowa, Home Electric com-

pany, 360 meters.
WIAT-Tarkio, Mo., Leon T. Noel, 300 me-

ters.
WIAU-Le Mars, Iowa, American Trust and

Savings bank, 360 meters.
WILE-McKeesport, Pa., K. & L. Electriccompany (Herbert F. Kelso and Hunter

J. Lohman), 360 meters.
,WTI-Washington. D. C., Continental Elec-

tric Supply company, 360 meters.
VIP-Philadelphia Pa., Gimbel Brothers,

509 meters.
tYJAB-Lincoln, Neb.. American Electric

company, 360 meters.
WJAD-Waco, Texas, Jackson's Radio.Engi-neering laboratories, 360 meters.
WJAF-Muncie, In,d., Press Publishing com-

pany.._ 360 meters.
WJAG-Norfolk, Neb., Norfolk Daily News

(Huse Publishing company), 360 meters.
Wrailli.;eGreentowd, .Iiic .illifford L. Whit

WJAM-Cedar Rapids. Iowa. 302 3d avenue..
West, D. M. Perham. 268 meters.

WJAN-Peoria, Ill., keen.% Star, 280 me-ters.
WJAQ-Topeka. Kan, Capper Publications.

360 meters.
WJAR-Providence. R. I., The Outlet com-

pany (J. Samuels and Brother). 360 me-
ters.

WJAS=Pittsburg, Pa.: Pittsburg Radio Sup-ply house, 360 meters.
WJAT-Marshall, Mo., Kelly-Vawter Jewelry

company. 360 meters.
WJAX-Cleveland, Ohio, Union Trust com-

pany, 390 meters.
WJAZ-Chicago, Ill., Chicago Radio labora-

tory, 448 meters.
WM-Granville, Ohio. Richahrd H. Howe,

229 meters.
WM-Washington, D. C., White & Boyer

company, 273 meters.
WJX-New York. N. Y.. Deforest Radio

Telephone and Telegraph company, 360
meters. t,

WJY-New York, N. Y.. R. C. A. 405 me-
rs.

WJteZ-New 2York, N. Y.. R. C. A., 455
meters.

WKAA-Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 1444 2d ave-
ripe, East, H. F. Pear, 208 meters.

VVKAD.-East Providence, R. I., Charles Loof
(Cresent park), 240 meters.

WKAF-Wichita Falls, Texas, W. S. Radio
Simply company, 360 meters.

WKAN-Montgomery. Ala., United Battery
Service company, 226 mre.

WKAP-Ctanston, R. I., Dupe W. Flint, 360
meters.

WKAQ-San Juan, P. R., Radio ci Corporation
of Porto Rico, 360 meters.

WJ(AR-East Lansing, Mich., Michigan Ag-
riculture college, 280 meters.

wgAii-Springfield. Mo.. L. E. Lines Mn-
sic company, 360 meters.

WKAV-Laconia. N. H., Laconia Radio club.
254 meters.

WKAW-Beloit, Wis., Turner Cycle company;
242 meters.

WKAX-Bridgeport, Conn.. 1789 Park ave-
nue, William A. MacFarlane, 231 meters.

WKAY-Gainesville, Ga., Brenau college, 280
meters.

WK4-Baltimore. Md., Joseph M. Zionoteki
company, 300 meters.

WRY-Oklahoma. Okla., WHY Radio Shop.
360 meters.

WLAC-Raleigh. N. C.. North Caroline State
college, 360 meters.

WLAG-Minneapolis, Minn., Cutting and
Washington Radio corporation, 417 meters.

WLAH-Syracuse. N. TY.. 426 Brownell
street. Samuel Woodworth. 234 meters.

WLAJ-Waco. Texas, Waco Electrical Sup-
ply company. 360 meters.

WLAK-Bellows Falls, Vt., Vermont Farm
Machine corporation, 360 meters.

WEAL-Tulsa. Okla., Naylor Electric com-
pany, 360 meters.

WEAN-Houlton, Maine. Putnam Hardware
company. 283 meters.

'REAP-Louisville, Ky., 306 West Brecken-
ridge street. W. V. Jordon, 360 meters.

VVLAQ-Kalamazoo, Mich., 108 Elm street.
Arthur E. Schilling, 360 meters.

WLAT-Burlington. Iowa., Radio and Spe-
cialty company, 360 meters.

WLAV-Pensacola, Fla., Electric Shop, 254meters.
WLAW-New York. N. Y., police depart-ment, City of New York, 300 meters.
WLAX-Greencastle, Ind.' Putnam Electric

company (Greencastle Community Broad-
casting station), 231 meters.

WEB-Minneapolis, Minn.. University ofMinneosta, 300 meters.
WLW-Cincinnati, Ohio, Crosley Manufactur-

ing company, 309 meters.
WMAII-Oklahoma. Okla., Radio Supply corn-pnay. 360 meters.
WAIAC-Cazenovia, N. Y.. Fernwood street.

J. Edw. Page (Olive B. Meredith), 261meters.
W JAE-Dartmouth. Mass.,..11.ound Hills Ra-io corponeiv,i, 0 meters.

1W AB,-Li Generdl npriiIrV410-

pany, 254 meters.
WMAJ-Kansas City, Mo.. Drovers Telegram

company, 275 meters.
WMAK-Lockport, N.. Ir., Norton Labora-tories, 360 meters.
WMAL.-Trenton. N. J., Trenton Hardware

company, 256 meters.
WMAM-Beaumont, Texas. Beaumont Radio

Equipment company. 360 meters.
WMAP-Easton, Pa., Utility Battery service,

246 meters.
WMAQ-Chicago, Chicago Daily News,

448 meters.
WALAV-Auburn. Ala.. Alabama Polytechnic

institute, 250 meters.
WAIAY-St. Louis, Mo.. Kingshighway-fress

byterian church. 280 meters.
WMAZ-Macon. Ga., Mercer university, 268

meters.
WAIC-Memphis. Tenn.. "Commercial Ap-peal" (Commercial Publishing company).

500 meters.
WAHL-Cincinnati, Ohio, Precision Equip-

ment company. 248 meters.
WMU-Washingtpn. D. C., Doubleday -Hill

Electric compdny. 261 meters.
WNAC-Boston. Mass.. Shepard stores, 278

meters.
WNAD-Norman. Okla, University of Okla-

homa. 360 meters.
WNAL-Omaha, Neb.. 5019 Capitol avenue.

R. J. Rockwell, 242 meters.
WNAM-rEvansviiie. Ind., Ideal Apparatus

company, 360 meters.
IVNAN-Syracuse, N. Y.. Syracuse Radio

Telephone company. 286 meters.
WNAP-Springfield. Ohio, Wittenberg col-lege, 231 meters.
WNAQ-Charleston, S. C.. Charleston Radio

Electric company, 360 meters.
WNAR-Butler, Mo.. C. C. Rhodes. 231meters.
WNAS-Austin. Texas, Texas Radio Corpora-

tion and Austin Statesman, 360 meters.
WNAT-Philadelphia, Pa., Lemmig Brothers

company (Frederick Lennie), 360 meters.
WNAV-Knoxville, Tenn., Peoples Telephone

and Telegraph company, 236 meters.
WNAW-Fort Monroe. Va., Peninsular Radio

club (Henry Kunzmann), 360 meters.
WNAX-Yankton. S. D., Dakota Radio Ap-

paratus company, 244 meters.
WNJ-Albany, N. Y., Shotton Radio Manu-

facturing company, 360 meters.
WOAA-Ardmore. Okla.. Dr. Walter Hardy,

360 meters.
WOAC-Lima. Ohio, Maus Radio company,

266 meters.
WOAD-Sigourney,Iowa, Friday Battery and

Electric corporation, 360 meters.
WOAE-Fremont. Neb.. Midland college, 360
Wm0AeteE-rs'1.3. 'ler, Texas, Tyler Commercial col-lege, 360 meters.
WOAG-Belvidere, IlL,..Apollo theater (Bel-

videre Amusement company). 224 meters.
WOAH-Charleston, S. C., Palmetto Radio

corporation, 360 meters.
OAI-San Antonio, Texas, Southend Equip-
ment company, 385 meters.

WOAJ-Parsons, Kane, Ervins Electrical com-pany, 258 mete
WOAK-Filihkfort.rs. Ry., Collins Hardware.company, 240 meters.
WOAL-Webster Groves, Mo., 4 Jefferson

road; William E. Woods, 229 meters.
WOAN-Lawrenceburg, Tenn., Vaughn Con-

servatory of Music (James D. Vaughn),
360 meters.

WOAO-Mishawka, Ind., Lyradion Manufac-
turing company, 360 meters.

WOAP-Ralamazoo., Mich., Kalamazoo col-lege, 240 /deters.
WOAQ-Portsmouth. Va.. Portsmouth Ki-wanis club, '360 meters.
WOAT-Wilmington, Del., 215 Market street,Boyd M. Ramp, 380 meters.
WOAV-Erie. Pa.. Pennsylvania National

Guard, 2d Battalion, 112th Infantry, 242
meters.

WOAW-Omaha, Neb., Woodmen of theWorld. 526 metere
WOAX-Trenton, N. J.. 600 Ingham avenue.

Franklyn J., Wolff. 240 meters.. ,
l're Feniclet ! Hughes

company. 360 meters.
WOC-Davenport. Iowa, Palmer School of

Chiropractic, 484 meters.
WOl-Ames, Iowa, Iowa State college, 360

meters.
WOK-Pine Bluff, Ark.. Pine Bluff company.

360 meters.
WOO-Philadelphia, Pa.. 13th and Market

streets, John Wanamaker, 509 meters.
WOQ-Kansas City, Mo., Western Radio com-

pany, 300 meters.
WOR-Newark, N. J., L. Bamberger & Co.,

405 meters.
WOS-Jefferson City, Mo., Missouri StateMarketing bureau, 441 meters..
WPAB-State College, Pa., PennsylvaniaState college, 360 meters.
WPAC-Okmulgee. Okla., Donaldson Radio

company, 360 meters.
WPAD-Chicago, Ill., W. A. Wieboldt & Co..

60 meters.
W.PAH-Waupaca. Wis., Wisconsin depart-ment of markets, 360 meters.
WPAJ-New Haven, Conn., Doolittle Radio

corporation, 268 meters.
WPAK-Agricultural College. N. D., NorthDakota Agricultural college, 360 meters.
WPAL-Columbus, Ohio, Superior Radio and

Telegraph Equipment company, 286 me-ters.',
WPA1111--Topeka, Kan., Auerbach & Guettel.360 meters.
WPAP-Winchester. Ky., 222 Lexington ave-

nue, Theodore D. Phillips, 360 meters.
WPAO-Frostburg. Md., General Sales and

Engineering company, 300 meters.
WPAR-Beloit. Kan., Ward Battery and Radio

company, 360 meters.
WPAT-E1 Paso, Texas. St.. Patrick's ca-thedral, 360 meters.
WPAU-Moorhead. Minn.. Concordia college,
W3P6A0nbehtearrsleZ- ston, W. Va., Dr. John R.Koch. 273 meters.
WPG-New Lebannon, Ohio, Nushawg Poul-try farm. 234 meters.
WQAA-Parkersburg, Pa., Horace A. Beale.Jr.. 360 meters.
WQAB-Springfield, Mo., Southwest Missouri

State Teachers' college, 236 meters.
WQAD-Amarillo, Texas, 108 East 8th street,E. B. Gish. 360 meters.
WQAD-Wateroury, Conn., Whiten Electriccompany, 242 meters.
WQAF.-Springfield, Vt.. Moore Radio News

station (Edmond B. Moore), 275 meters.
WQAF-Sandusky, Ohio, Sandusky Register,240 meters.
MAAR-Lexington. Ky., Brock -Anderson

Electrical Engineering company, 254. me-ters.
WQAL-Mattoon, Ill., Coles County Tele-phone and Telegraph company, 258 me-ters.
WQAM-Miami, Fla.,- Electrical Equipikentcompany, 360 meters.
WQAN-Scranton, Pa., Scranton Times. 280meters.
WQAO-New York. N. Y., Calvary Baptist'

church, 360 meters.
WHAQ-Abilene, Texas, West Texas Radio

co any, 360 meters.
WQAS-Lowell. Masa., Prince -Walter com-pany, 266 meters.
WQAV-Greenville, S. C., Huntington andGuerry (Inc.), 258 meters.
WQAW-Washington. D. C.. Catholic mil-vereity, 236 meters.
WQAX-Peoria, Ill., Radio Euipment com-pany, 360 meters.
WQAZ-Greensboro. N. C.. Greensboro DailyNews. 360 meters.
WRAA-Houston. Texas, Rice institute, 360meters.
WRAD-Marion, Kan. Taylor Radio shop(G. L. Taylor), 360 meters.
WRAF-Laporte, Lid., The Radio club (Inc.).224 meters.

RAIL-Providencti," 11, I., Stanley N. Read.231 meters.
WRAE-St. Crotit Rats, Wis., Northern

States Power company, 248 meters.
WEAN-Waterloo, Iowa. Black Hawk Elec-
. trim! company, 238 meters.
WRAOSt. Louis, Mo., Radio Service CoM-
0Ric. 550:1neters. -

WRAP-Winter Park.. Fla., Winter Park
Electrical Construction, company, 360 me-
ters.

WEAU,--Amarillo, Texas, Amarillo DailyNews, 360 meters.
WRAV-Yellow Springs, Ohio. Antioch col-

lege, 360 meters.
WRAW-Reading, Pa., Avenue Radio shop

(Horace D. Good). 238 meters.
WRAX-Gloucester City, N. J., Plaican's ga-rage. 268 meters.
WRAY--Seranton. Pa,, Radio Sales corpora-tion. 280 meters.
WRAZ-Newark, N. J.. Radio Shop of New-

ark (Herman Lubinsky), 233 meters.
WRC-Washington, D. C., Radio Corporationof America.
VVRK-Ramilton, Ohio, Doren Bros. Electric

company, 360 meters.
WRL-Schenectady, N. Y., Union college, 380meters.
WRM-Urbana, Ill., University of Illinois.360 meters.
WEE-Dallas, Texas, City of Dallas (police

and fire sigial department).. 380 me-ters.
WRW-Tarryto n, N. IT., Tarrytown Radio

Research laboratory, 273 meters.
WAR-Cape Girardeau. Mo., Southeast Mis-

souri State Teachers' college, 360 me-ters.
AVSAC-Clemson College, S. C., Clemson Agri-cultural college. 360 meters.
WSAD-Providence, R. I., J. A. Foster com-pany, 261 meters.
IVSAGSt. Petersburg, Fla., City of St. Pe-

tersburg (Loren V. Davis), 244 meters.
WSAH-Chicago, Ill,, 4801 Woodlawn ave-nue. A. J. Leonard, Jr.. 248 meters.
WSAI-Cincinnati, Ohio, United States Play'.

ing Cards company, 309 meters.
-WSAJ-Grove City, Pa.. Grove City college.360 meters.
ESAK'-Middleport, Ohio. Foster Egner (Daily

News. Pomeroy, Ohio), 258 meters.
WSAL-Brookville. Ina., Franklin Electric)company, 246 meters.
WSAN-Allentown. Pa., Allentown Radioclub, 229 meters.
WSAP-New York. N. Y., Seventh Day Ad-

ventist ehurch, 360 meters.
WSAR-Fall River, Mass., Doughty &Welch Electrical company, 254 meters.
WSAT-Plainview. Texas. Donohoo-WareHardware company, 288 meters.
WSAU-Chesham. N. H., CampMarienfeld.229 meters.
WSAW-Canandaigua, N. Y.. Curtice and Mc-

Elwee, 275 meters.
WAX-Chicago. III., Chicago Radio labora-

tory- , 268 meters.
WAY-Port Chester, N. Y., Port Chester

Chamber of Commerce, 233 meters.
WSE-Atlanta, Ga., Atlanta Journal. 429 ine-ters.
WSL-Utica. N. 7.. J. and M. Electrical com-

pany. 273 meters.
WSY-Birmingham. Ala., Alabama Power

company, 360 meters.
WTAB-Fall River, Mass., Fall River Daily

Herald Publishing company, 248 meters.
WTAC-Johnstown, Pa., Penn- Traffic coat -

Continued on Page 15.
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RADIO PROGRAMS
Continued from Page 3.

p. in., religious service by Rev. Toykmann
and choir of the Mission Tabernacle church.

WJAN-Peoria, Hi.; 280 meters; daily ex-
cept Sunday.

Day -9 a. m., live stock market; 9:15
a. in., weather; 11:30 a. in., Chicago. Peoria
and -St. Louis live stock and grain markets;
1:30 p. in., Chicago and Peoria grain and
produce markets; United States agriograms.

Evening-Tuesday and Thursday. special
musical program to be announced by radio-
phone.

WISH-Urbana, lUniversity of Illinois;
360 meters; 8:60 to 9:30 p. m., lectures
and news.

WTAS-Elgin, Ill.; 286'1:oaten.

FOREIGN STATIONS

CKAC-Montreal, Canada; 430 meters;
Note-This station broadcasts only on Sun-

days. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
Evening -9:00 p. in., L. 0. Armstrong of

Washington, D. C., will lecture.
PWX-Havana, Cuba; 400 meters. Jose

Isquierdo, chief operator; Urbane del Cas-
tilla. program director; Remberto O'Farrill,
announcer. Regular broadcasting nights,
Wednesday and Saturday, 7:30 to 10 p.
central standard time.

OUT-OF-TOWN STATIONS

Eastern Programs.
(Central Time Is Showiu))

KDKA-East Pittsburg; 326 meters:
Day -8:45 a. m., Union live stock market

reports from the National Stockman and
Farmer; 10:55 a. in., Arlington time signals;
11. a. in.. United States bureau of market
reports furnished thrit the National Stock-
man and Farmer; 11510 a. in.. music,
weather forecast; 5:30 p. m., musical pro-
gram.

Evening -6 p. in., weekly chat with the
farmers by Frank E. Mullen, radio editor of
the National Stockman and Farmer; 6:15
p. in., National Stockman and Farmer mar-
ket reports; 6:30 .p. in., feature of interest
to farmers; 6:45 p. in.. the children's pe-
riod; 7 p. m.. chamber of commerce father
and sons banquet; 10 p. m., special late eve-
ning concert by KDKA Little Symphony or-
chestra and assisting artiste.

WBZ-Springfield, Mass.; 337 meters:
Day -10:55 a. m., Arlington time signals.

weather reports. Boston and Springfield mar-
ket reports; 5 p. in., dinner concert by the
WBZ quintet.

Evening -7 p. tn., concert by Mrs. A. N.
Winton. soprano: 8 p. m., bedtime story for
grown-ups by Orison S. Harden; 8:55 p. m.,
Arlington time signals.

WEAF-New York city; 493 meters:
Day -10 a. in.. "The World Court." by

Helen Clarkson Miller; "Forecast of Mo-
tion Pictures," by Mrs. Adele Woodard:
American Agriculturist market reports; mar-
ket reports by the United States department
of agriculture; 4:30 p. m., Bertha Miller.
dramatic reader; Irene Barbara Eckes, so-
prano, accompanied by Walter C. Rogers;
Edward H. Matthews, barytone, and Ada
Rubin; pianist.

Evening -6 to 11 p. m., midweek services
under the auspices of the New York Federa-
tion of Churches. United Cigar Stores daily
sport talk by Thornton Fisher; Helen Gau-
big, coloratura soprano; Lorna Drew, pian-
ist; talk under the auspices of the Museum
of Natural History: "Radio Possibilities for
1924," by 0. E, Dunlap Jr., radio editor
of the New York Times; Oleott Vail, violin-
ist; Jessie Mitchell. lyric soprano; Columbia
Phonograph company's program from Colum-
bia Recording studio, New York city; pro-
gram by Gimbel Brothers, New York city:
Vincent Lopez and his -orchestra direct from
the Grill of the Hotel Pennsylvania.

Ill:IN-New York city, Lowe's State broad-
casting station; 360 meters:

Day -1:15 to 1:20 p. m., Jack Sheehan
singing "Annabelle; 1:25 to 1:30 p. m..
Christ Trayner singing "Say It with a Uke-
lele", 1:30 to -1:35 p. m., James White
singing "Stay Home, Little Girl, Stay Ho a":
1:35 to 1:40 p. in., Jack Sheehan singing
"Last Night on the BaCk Porch": 1:40 to
1:45 p. in., Christ Traynor singing "Why
Should I Weep About One Sweetie?"; 1:45
to 1:55 p. m., Phil Ellis in piano selections:
Itc55 to 2:15 p. m., Fritzie Leyton, Lew Pol-
lock, Sidney Mitchell and Milton Berle, pop-
ular Song composers, singing "I'm Going
South," "I'm Sitting Pretty" and "Midnight
Rose"; 2:45 to 3:30 p. in.. Will Tyler's
orchestra in popular musk; 3:30 to 3:45
p. m., Miss, Eva Werbfi, mezzo soprano, of
Detrbit, singing "The Cave," "Slumber
Song" and."All for You," accompanied by
Pansy Andteds at the piano; 3:45 to 3:55
P. m., Sherman and Mayo, whistlers and
singers; 3:55 to 4 p. in., Inez Johnston sing-
ing "You" and -"Levey": 4 -to 4:05 e.Joe Sherman singing "If the Rest of the
World. Can Take you"; 4:05 to 4:15 p. m.,
James Clarke in syncopated melodies; 4:15
tp 4:25 p. in., Jean Winslow singing "Love
My Heart Is Calling You" and "Old Gang
of Mine; 4:25 to 4:30 p. in., Bob Schaefer
singing "Sittin' in a Corner"; 8:30 to 9
p. in., Lou Gold's Wigwam Club orchestra;
9 to 9:15, p. m., Miss Eva Werbe, mezzo

 soprano. of Detroit. singing "The Cave,"
"Slumber Song and "All for You." accom-
panied by Miss Pansy Andrews at the piano;
9:15 to 9:30 p. m., "Temperament de Sing-
ers," by John J. Levbarg; 9:30* to 9:40
p. in., Frank . Marvin, formerly of Ziegfeld
Follies, Harry Warren pianist, in popular
songs; 0:30 to 9:50 p. m., Axy La Skere,
double -voiced singer, in popular songs; 9:50
to 10:30 p. m., "Buddies' Society Dance or-
chestra." Mortin Konigsberg leader: 10:30
to 10:40 p. m., RiiTiard Douglas tenor in
popular songs: 10:40 to 11 p. in., musical
program to be announced.

WGI-Medford Hillside. Mass.; 360 meters:
- Day -11:0.. program of selections on
the Edison laboratory phonograph and bY
the Ampico in the Chiekering; 11:40 a. m.,
New England weather forecast, furnished by
the United States weather bureau; 11:45
a. in,, closing report on farmers' produce
ibarket report; 12:30 p. m., closing stock
market reports, furnished by Elmer H.
Bright & Co., members of the New York
and Boston stock exchange: agriograms, fur-
nished by the United States department of
agriculture: live stock market reports.

Evening-Lectures, music.
WHAZ-Troy, N. Y.; 330 meters, This

station broadcasts only on Monday eve-
nings..WG

Sehneetads, N. Y.; 380 meters.
..Silent night Wednesday.

Day -10:55 a. in., time signals: 10:30
a. in.; stock market report; 10:40 a; in.,

produce market report; 10:45 a. m., weath-
er forecast; 1 p. m; music and address,
5 p. in., produce and stock market Quota-
tions; news bulletins; 5;30 p. in.. children's
program.

Evening-Music.
WGR-Buffalo: 319 meters:
Day-Lakes Erie and Ontario, special report

from Buffalo and Oswego. N. Y., for marine
and aviation interests, weather forecast for
western New York; 11 a. m., weather, produce
and live stock market reports; 11:30 a. in.,
organ, dining -room, Hotel Statler; George
Albert Bouchard. Program: From Italy
(Italian folk songs). tislected, "Nocturn"
from "Midsummer Night's Dream," "Mis-
sissippi Ripples," Earl and Henley; 1:30
p. m., closing prices of Chicago Board of
Trade: 2:30 p. in., closing prices of New
York Stock exchange; 3 D. in., tea
sic, Palm room, Hotel Statler; Miss M ha
Gomph, harpist; Miss Elise de Grood, vio in-
let.

Evening -6:30 p. in., digest of the day's
news; 7 p. in., addresses on "Good Will"
week-"Industrial and Commercial Develop-
ment." by George C. Lehman. general man-
ager Buffalo Chamber of Commerce; "Edu-
cational," by Walter D. Head: "City Gov-
ernment." by Chauncey J. Hamlin. president
Civic Planning commission; 9:30 p. m.,
charity ball, Hotel Statler, Armbruster's or-
chestra. .

WJY-New York city; 405 meters:
This station broadcasts only on Sundays

at 2:30 p. m. to 6 p. In.
WJZ-New York city; 455 meters: No

silent night.
Day -2 p. in., organ recital on the Hotel

Astor organ by Leo Riggs, by direct wire
from the Hotel Astor; 3:45 p. in., concert.

Evening -6:30 p. In., dinner music from
Hotel Adelphia Concert orchestra. A. Cande-
lost, director; 7 p. In., Ralph Bingham.

WOO-Philadelphia; boo meters. Silent
Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday. Friday and Sat-
urday evenings.

Day -10 a. m., grand organ; 10:30 a. m.,
United States weather forecast; 10:55 a. m,.
United States naval observatory time sig-
nal: 11 a. m., luncheon music by the Tea
Room orchestra: 3:45 p. in., grand organ
and trumpets; 4 p. in., sport results and
police reports

Evening -8:55 p. in. United States naval
observatory time signal: 9:02 p. m., United
States weather forecast.

WOR-Newark, N. J.; 405 meters: .

Day -3:30 p. in., Andrew Wotherspoon,
barytone; 1:45 to 2:15 p. In., Louise S.
Hammond in Chinese songs and lore with
flute accompaniment; 2:15 p. m., continua-
tion of barytone solos by Andrew Wother-
spoon; 2:30 to 3 p. in., Rosalie Stewart
in a talk entitled "What Women Have Done
in Theatrical Productions"; 5:15 p. m..
a talk by Mrs. Vernon Quinn on "Beautiful
America"; 5:30 to 6:30 p. in., "Music
While You Dine," Tom Cooper's Country
Club orchestra.

WRC-Washington, D. C., 469 meters: Si-
lent Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday eve-
nings.

Day -4:15 p. in., instructions in code prac-
tice; 5 p. in., children's hour, by Peggy Al-
bion.

Evening -7 to 10 p. m., music.
WRW-Tarrytown, N. Y., 273 meters:
WDAR-Philadelphia, Pa.: 395 meters:
Day -11 a. m., organ recital from the

Stanley theater: features from the studio;
Arcadia Concert orchestra; Fery Sarkozi,
director; 1 p. m. to 2 p. in., Arcadia Con-
cert orchestra. artist recital, Mrs. B. F.
Maschal. director; 3:80 p. m., Woman's
club.

Evening -3:30 p. m., Dream Daddy with
the boys and girls.

Midwest Programs.
WCAL-Northfield, Atinn., St. Olaf College.

P. Shifter, director; Ellu Hjertaas, program
director: 360 meters:

Sunday, 11 a. m. and 8:30 p. in.; Thurs-
day. 9 p. in.: Friday, 7 p. m.: Saturday, 12
noon.

WCX-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters:
Silent Saturdays.
Day -1 p. m.. news bulletins; 1:15 p. m.,

stock quotations; 1:56 p. m., government
weather forecast; 3:15 p. in., music.

Evening -5 p. nu. - dinner concert; Pete
Bontsema's orchestra, broadcast from Hotel
Tuller; 7:30 p. m., musical program, Cornell
Glee clubs, broadcast from Arcadia audi-
torium.

WJAX-Cleveland: 390 meters: Silent'every
night except Tuesday and Thursday.

WLAG-Minneapolis, Minn.; 417 meters:
No silent nights. . -

Day -9:30 to 11:35 a. m., announcements,
markets, news, household hints: 11:35 a. m..
surprise program: 2 p. nu, dancing lesson.
Tess Cooperman; 2:35 p. in., daylight studio
program, Garns Players and Elsie Wolf.
piano: 4 p. in.. story, "The Doubtful Inher-
itance." by Lucy Marth Royer; 5:30 p. in.
children's hour. Tess Cooperman, story
teller.

Evening -6 p. m., sport program; 6:15,
Minneapolis Athletic club orchestra: 7:30
p. m., farm lecture program; 9:15 p. in.,
weather report.

WLW-Cincinnati; 309 meters: Silent Fri-
day and Saturday.

Day -10:30 a. ra. weather forecast and
business reports; 1:30 p. m., market reports:
3 p. m., business reports; 4 p. m., piano
solos by Adelaide Apfel; talk by Mrs. Helen
Peters Wallace (Cincinnati League of Wom-
an Voters), subject. "What women can do to
bring peace on earth, good will to men."

Evening -10 p. in., Christmas program of
sacred music by the Choral society of the
St. Paul's M. E. church, Cincinnati: Ben C.
Decamp, director and accompanist; Rev.
Fred Riley. pastor.

WOC-Davenport, Iowa; 481 meters: Silent
Tuesdays. .

Day -10 a. m., opening and present quo-
tations on cotton alid grain, on the New
York, New Orleans and Chicago markets:
aviation weather conditions; 11 a. m., la
cotton and grate quotations: ' late flashes
from the Chicago. St. Louis and Kansas
City markets by department of agriculture
leased wire; fruits and vegetables division
quo one; United States weather forecast
and tion region bulletin report: 12:05
to 1 0. noon concert; 1 p. m., late market
quotations; 2 p. in.. Fort_ Worth cattle mar-
ket; Forth Worth cash .grain markets; close
on grain; 2:20' p. in., close on cotton mar-
kets; 3 p. m., Forth Worth produce markets:
Bradstreet's special telemsphic review of
the nation's business for the week on Sat-
urday only: United States metal market re-
view telegraphic,' report furnished every
Thursday by the Engineering and Mining
Journal Press: 4 p. in., financial review;
Dun's spatial telegraphic review of the
nation's business pulse; on Saturday only.

Evening -7:36 to 8:30 ti, m., concert by a
group of Fort Worth 'talent (E. L. 0. an-
nouncing) ; 9:30 to 10:45 p. m., dance pro-
gram feom the Crystal ballroom of the

BROADCASTING STATIONS AND
" SCHEDULE OF PROGRAMS

Continued from Page 14.

Pane. 360 meters.
WTAD-Carthage, First Presbyterian

church. 229 meters.
WTAF-New Orleans. La., Louis J. Gallo,

242 meters.
WTAH-Belvidere, 1.1.. Carmen Ferro, 238

meters.
WTAG--Providence. R. I., Kern Music com-

pany, 258 meters.
WTAJ-Portland, Me., The Radio shop, 238

meters.
WTAL-Toledo, Ohio, Toledo Radio and Elec-

tric company, wave length unrecorded.
WTAM-Cleveland, Ohio, Willard Storage

Battery company. 890 meters.
WTAN-Mattoon, Ill., Orndortf Radio shop,

240 meters.
WTAP--Cambridge, Ill., Cambridge Radio and

Electric company, 242 meters.
WTAQ-Oseeo, Wis., 8. H. Van Gordon and

Son, 226 meters.
WTAR-Norfolk. Va., Reliance Electric com-

pany, 226 meters.
WTAS-Elgin, Ill., (near) R. P. D. 8, Box

75, Charles E. Erbst,ein, 275 meters.
WTAT-Boston, Mass., Edison Electric Il-

luminating company, portable, 244 Me -
tens.

WTAU-Tecumseh. Neb., Rnegg Battery and
Electric company. 860 meters.

WTAW-College Station, Texas, Agricultural
and Mechanical college of Texas. 280 me-
ters.

WTA.X-Streator, Ill., Williams Hardware
company, 231 meters.

WTAY-Oak Park, III,, lodar-Oak Leaves
Broadcasting station. 226 meters.

WTAZ-Lambertville, N. J,, Thomas J. Mc-
Guire. 283 meters.

WTG-Manbattan, Kans., Kansas State Ag
rieulthral college. 485 meters.

WWAB-Trenton, N. J., Hoenig, Swern & Co.
226 meters.

WWAC-Waco, Texas, Sanger Brothers, 880
meters.

WWAD-Philadelphia, Pa., Wright & Wright.
(Inc.). 360 meters.

WWAX-Laredo, Texas, Wormser Brothers.
300 meters.

WWB-Canton, Ohio, Daily News Printing
company, 268 meters.

WWI-Dearborn, Mich., Ford Motor com-
pany, 273 meters.

WWJ-Detroit. Mich., Detroit News (Eve-
ning News association), 517 meters.

WWL-New Orleans, La, Loyola university,
280 meter°.

WWZ-New York, N. Y., John Wanamaker,
860 meters.

WZAZ-Pomeroy, Ohio, Chase Electric, 258
meters.

The Chicago Evening Post Radio Magazine

RAMO _EXCHANGE
Radio Classified Advertisements will be
inserted in this section at be per word
per insertion. Minimum 10 words.
Two initials count as one word. No
display type, cute or borders allowed. ScaWonc:

If box number is desired, allow two
extra words. Box answers will be
mailed to advertisers free of charge.
Address The Chicago Evening Post,
Radio Department, 12 South Market-st.

Here is a medium of exchange for Radiophans. You
may wish to buy or sell parts or sets. In your spare time
you can do battery charging, repair, construction, instruction.
You may wish to open a radio store-or you may have a loca-
tion that would be ideal for a radio store. An expert radio
man may be seeking a position-or you may be seeking such
a man for your store, or construction plant. Advertise in
this page. Get the radiophan's attention.

AERIALS.
AERIALS INSTALLED BY EXPERT-Satiss

faction guaranteed. W. H. REICHARD.
Phone Fairfax 0289.,

PARTS-FOR SALE.
RADIO BARGAINS-Magnavox, $28.50; At-

water -Kent Two -Stage Amplifiers, 89.95,
tall new stock). The factory - seal is your
gearantee. Many other bargains. Send for
bulletin. The Electric Shop, Secor,

Texas hotel by Jimmie's Joys orchestra (G.
C. A. announcing), '

WTAM-Cleveland; 390 meters: Broad-
casts only Wednesday and Saturday eve-
nings at to 8 p.

WWJ-Detroit, Mich,; 517 meters: Silent
Saturday.

Day -12 noon, dance music by Jean Gold
kette's orchestra, broadcast from the Gray -
stone ballroom.

Evening-Music.
Southern Programs.

MD-St. Louis; 546 meters: Silent Fri-
dee.

Day-Opening midseason and closing quo-
tations on the St. Louis grain markets:
live stock conditions; Liverpool and New
York cotton market; New York stocks,
bonds and money market; hay and clover;
poultry and butter market; metal markets,
weather reports, forecast and news bulle-
tins are broadcast at 8:40. 9:40, 10:40.
11:40, 12:40, 1:40, 2:40 and 4 daily,

Evening -8 p. m., Harvard Glee club con-
cert.

WBAP-Fort Worth. Texas; 476 meters:
Day -10 a. in. to 4 D. in., markets and

financial review.
Evening -7 to 11 p. in., music.
WDAF-Kansas City, Mo.; 411 meters:
Day -3:30 to 4:30 p. In., musical mati-

nee, the D. Ambert Haley Dance and Concert
orchestra.

Evening -6 to 7 p m., tuning -in piano
number on the Duo -Art: marketgram,
weather forecast and road report; address,
speaker from the William Jewell college.
Liberty. Mo.; the children's story and in-
formation period; music. Fritz Hanlein's
Trianon ensemble, Hotel Muchlbach; 11:45
p. in. to 1 a. m., "The Merry Old Chief"
and the Coon -Sanders Novelty -Singing or-
chestra. Plantation grill, Hotel Muchlbach.

W,FAA-Dallas, Texas; 447 meters: Si-
lent Wednesday.

Day -10:30 a. in., United States weather
bureau report and forecast and C. A. M.
A. A. highway condition bulletin for the
southwest. followed by. Dallas produce mar-
ket quotations, early cotton market report
and Wall street review; 12:30 to 1 p.
address. Charles J. Crampton. secretary Dallas
safety council; 2:30 to 2:45 p. m., Dallas
live stock market, late general markets,
sport news: 3:30 to 4 p. m., Agriograms,
health bulletins, Texas market news, sports,
news; 5:30 to 6 p. in., bedtime story and
fairy tale, told by Miss Mary C. Tooney.

Evening -8:30 to 9:30 p. m., recital by
Wednesday Morning Choral club, .MrS Ralph
C. Smith, reedit, chairman.

WO:II-Atlanta, Ga.; 429 meters:
Evening -6 to 7 p. in., concert; 9:30 to

10:30 p. in., concert.
VrOV-New Orleans; 359 meters:
Evening -7 to 8 p. m., concert.

. WHAS--Lonisville; 400 meters: Silent Mon-
days.

Day -4 to 5 p. m., selections by the Wal-
nut theater orchestra; Walter Davison, con-
ductor: selections by Use Strand theater or-
chestra; Harry S. Currie, conductor.

WEB-Kansas City, Ato.; 411 meters: Si-
lent Monday, Wednesday anikFeelay.

Day '8:25 8:30,
receiptii; 9:25 to 9:40, liv,: stock. grain quo-
tations; 10:25 to 10:40. live stock and grain

quotations, weather and shippers' forecast,
road conditions and foreign exchange; 11:25
to 11:40. live stock grain quotations; 12:25
to 12:40 p. m., closing grain quotation**

WNAV-Knoxville. Tenn.; People's Tele-
phone and Telegraph company; 236 meters,
500 watts:

Evening -7:30 to 8:30 p. in.. musical pro-
gram, given by the Popular Colored quartet,
known as the Logan temple, A. M. E. Zion
church Ushers' Board quartet; 8:50 to 9
P. in., road conditions in and out of Knox-
ville. prepared by the Knoxville Automobile
club; 9 to 10 p. m.. tmixed musical program.

WMC-Memphis; 500 meters: Silent Wed-
nesday.

Evening -8:30 p. in., program given by
the Chisca Philharmonic orchestra. Miss
Clara Ahern directing.

WOAI-San Antonio, Texas; 385 meters:
Silent nights, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays.

WSB-Atlanta, Ga.; 428 meters:
Day -12 to 1 p. m., musical entertain-

ment; 4 p. m., music by the Howard theater
orchestra; 5 p. m., late news flashes, sport
summary, markets; 5:25 p. in., kiddie pro-
gram and Burgess bedtime story, by Miss
Bonnie Barnhardt.

Evening -8 to 9 p. in., silent night: 10:45
p. in., transcontinental radiowl entertain-
ment.

WHAB-Galveston, Texas; 360 meters:
Pacific Coast Concerts.

KMF.-Seattle, Wash.; 455 meters: Silent
nights. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays.

KFDR-San Francisco; 509 meters:
Evening-M usic.
KHJ-Los Angeles; 395 meters:
Evening -10:45, 11:30 p. in. to 1 a. in.MO-San Francisco 423 meters; 500

watts: Crair F. Morrison, station director;
Ada Morgan O'Brien. program director. Fri-day nights silent.

Day -2 p. in., time signals from the naval
observatory; 3 to 4 p. in., Rudy Seiger's
Fairmont Hotel orchestra, by remote con-
trol.

Evening -6:30 to 7.30 p. in., Rudy Sei-
ger's Fairmont Hotel orchestra by remote
control; 8 to 9 p. m., dinner concert by
George Lipsehultz and Music Masters from
the Loews' Warfiehi theater; Miss Lela
Johnstone, leading lady with the Ferris -
Hartman Opera company of San Francisco,
will be the soloist, with George Lipsehultz
and Music Masters; 10 to 10:30 p. m..
G. Herold Montague Sehulteis will' be at the
console of the Robert Morton organ; some
of his selections are: Overture, "Bohemian
Girl" (Belie); "Kammenoi Ostrow" (Rubin-
stein); selection, "Katinka" (Felml); extra
request numbers; 11:30 to 12 p. m pro-
gram under the direction of the Pacific
Musical society. broadcast by remote con-
trol from the Fairmont hot, -1.

Solder Ground Wire
When making the ground connec-

tion to the water pipe in your antenna
System, do not merely wrap the wire
aroUnd it. First scrape, file or sand-
paper the pipe. 'Next wrap the Wire
around the bright surface and solder it.

Radio Locates Trouble
in High Speed Machines

A British mechanical engineer has
discovered how to detect flaws in run-
ning machinery by radio.

It is well known that the very be-
ginnings of trouble with large rotating
machinery, like high -power steam tur-
bines or high-speed dynamos, is indi-
cated by a slight change in the hum-
ming sound given out by the machine.
Experienced engineers have been ac-
customed to press an ear now aft
then against shaft -hangers that they
suspected of being not quite true or
against bearings that. showed signs of
trying to get hot.

Now this listening is being done
by radio. A small microphone is
pressed against the suspected machine.
Amplifiers increase the sound so that
the ftentest beginning of an abnormal
chatter can be detected at once.

It is suggested that permanent mi-
chrophones may be installed attached
to important machines or bearings, as,
for example, to the vital parts of
marine engines. These can be con-
nected by wires to an amniirwr anti
a telephone in the office of the chief
engineer.- By plugging in for each
microphone in turn this official can
keep a continual eye, or rather ear,
on all the machinery under his charge.

WCAL Returns to Air
After Absence of Months
WCAL, St. Olaf college, Northfield,

Minn., has returned to the air after
being silent since the destruction by
fire in September of Hoyne Memorial
chapel at 'St. 'Olaf, and with it the
broadcasting studio of Vt'CAL. The
opening program has been reported
heard in forty-one states and five Ca-
nadian provinces.

Homemade Loading %Coils
a Loading coils may be made easily.
F'roctbre several 1% -inch lengths of
3 -inch fiber tubing. Wind them with
various windings of No: 22 DCC wire,
from twenty turns to 100 each. These
art--alrnost as effective as honeycomb
coils and one may have many for ex-
perimental purposes at the cost of
one.

e "Post Binder"
Copyt

Will Save Your
Magazines

In a few seconds you can blad .your Radio Magazine in
this strong book cover and will have started compi:inga set
of radio textbooks which; in time, will be of -utmost value
to you. Every week there -am articles in tliese magazines
to which you will have occasion to refer later on. It is

important that you keep all issues of the Radio Maga-
zine-beginning from the- very first-with none missing
and this is the most 'practical and' least' expensive way
to do it.

.

Make a Permanent File
of Your Radio Magazine

It -is very important, as you go along perfecting your
knowledge of radio, that you have the facts handy, at your
command. :Again and again you will have occasion to con=. 
suit the information given. exclusiVely in these magazines
each week. You may wish to purchase a set -..-or bad one
-and by 'referring to the4dvertisements of manufacturers
and retailers in all issue's',of the -Radio- Magazine you will
be enabled to buy more profitably. Every radiophan should
save these .magazines. The cost of this binder is nominal.

PRICE 50 CENTS
It to be' mailed, add 10e for postage.

llris magazine is intended to be a reference book foi the
radiophan, a guide- that will enable you to get the most en-
tertainment and satisfaction out of radio. Do not cut the
advertisements. Make a list of what you wish to buy,
Save your magazine. ' DO NOT CUT IT. Keep it intact.

Demand for back copies of the first issues has been so
great that we had to print a second edition of them. If you
have not saved them-or failed to get them at all-do got
wait too long before obtaining them. Make your book com-
plete from the very first issue-that of November 15.

This binder, size 181/4x123/4 inches,
Is made strong and substantial, but
neat. Cloth finish, very durable.
Made individually they would 'prob-
ably come to $1.50 to $2.00 each-and
would be well worth it for the great
convenience they are-but we have
had them made in quantity and are
giving our readers the advantage of
quantity production-we are selling
them for 50c each. By mail, 10c extra.

"Post -Binders" and Back Copies
AT THE OFFICE OF

The Chicago Evening Post, 12 S. Market St
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E , Special

LOUD
I SPEAKER

With
No. 194
Western
Electric

Unit

9.45

Come in
and hear it

demonstrated

Coils for
Cockaday Circuit

Special $ 1 .95
at

Honeycomb Coils
1.500 Turns, Colo -Coil $1.50
1.230 Turns. Coto -Coil 1.30
1.990 Turns 1.25

756 Turns 1.00
250 Turns, Coto -Coil .75
150 Turns .60
100 Turns .30
75 Turns .III
50 Turns .11)
35 and 95 Turn .10

A $25.°4
1 Radiola No. 1

Complete With
Murdoch Phones

1
$9.45

Complete parts for '

Wave Trap
Our

Consisting of Prier.
Mission Finished Oak Cabi-

net . $
6x61/, ' Formica Panel, Drilled and

Engraved
Specially , WO nod Wave Trap Coil
23 -Plate Variable Condenser
Bakelite Dial
1 Binding Posts

Construction )Sheet
FREE

Very $5.25
Special

I

Complete Parts for

95

.50
1.95
1.35

20

Erla Reflex
Our

Consisting or
1 Variocoupler

23 -Plate Variable Condenser 1.45
Erla Sockets 1.30
Erla Reflex No. t Transformer 4.-15

1 Erla A. F. Transformer 4.S3
1 Eria .002 51 ica Condenser all

Erla .01)1 Mica Condenser .30
Erla .00025 Mica Condenser

1 Erla Fixed Crystal Detector 1.00
I. Howard Rheostat 1.00

Bakelite Dials .50
S Binding Posts .40
1 Dozen Switch Points and 4 SIODs .30
2 Switch Levers .5(1
I 6%x 11 x'/ -inch Form tea Panel .. 1.37

Our
Price $20."
Complete Parts for

2 -Stage
Amplifier.

1111111111111111111111111M111111111111111111111111101111111M11111111111111111111111111111UIMMMI

II

To amplify Ulf rat -Amnon, Reinartz, Fie -
welling, Knocked -Down Short -Wave -71e-
rpiver. Cry stal or any receiving set so
that loud speaker or phonograph caul be
used in place of headset.

7x9 Formica Panel (other suitable
size).

1 High -Ratio All-.Vmericai or l'hordar-
son Transformer.

1 Low -Ratio All-American or Thoi tiar-
son Transformer.

2 Howard Rheostats.
2 Bakelite Sockets.
3 Double Parent Jacks.

1:1 Binding Posts.
I Baseboard.

$21.00 Value
Our

Price

i_idliiIIIIIIIIIIMIVII11111111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111011111011111111i111111111

509
South
State
Street

Phone:
Wabash 4183

Open Evenings Until 9 P. M., Sunday, 10 A. M. to 3 P. M.

gliKlfj, z,
dr

 OP moor 41r4

509
South
State
Street

Phone:
Wabash4183

ALVAGE MEANS
Save : Service : Satisfaction

When you buy that radio apparatus from the Chicago
Salvage Stock Store, the world's greatest radio store, you
can be certain of these three things:
1. You have saved money through the hundreds of radio

bargains made possible by our enormous buying power.
2. You have been served intelligently by men who are

qualified radio experts.
3. You have bought quality apparatus because we handle

nothing but brand-new merchandise GUARANTEED to
give complete satisfaction.

Build Those Sets Now -Here Are the Parts
HAZELTINE NEUTRODYNE

Freed -Eiseman or Fada
Licensed Parts

7x21x3-16 drilled Formica panel.
Howard rheostat.
I -ille It Itttfl. dials.
John Firth Bakelite sockets.
Binding Posts.
23-pla le capable e 10111Ser,
IViwr vont rol 111'111ra orstirr.
Itatho-lrequene3 am pill ing ne ta t ro-

f °rulers.
Grid neutralizing condensers.
.011025 mieon grid condenser.
Marco variable grid leak.
Baseboard for mounting.
feet tinned copper buss bar wire and

complete instructions for assent Ming

-

ad wiring.

TUBE
Our Price

$28.60
4 -Tube $44.65
5 -Tube $46.25

A unique method of tuning the
radio -frequency amplification is
employed in the Hazeltine Neu-
trodyne receiver. Not only dots
it prevent the tubes from oscil-
lating, whistling and howling, but
tuning becomes so sharp that
when once a station has been
tuned in and the position of the
numbers on the dials recorded,
this identical position will again
tune in that particular station.
Wavelength range 150 to 600
meters; reception range 500 to
1,500 miles.

COCKADAY

REINARTZ

Reg. Our
Price. Consisting of Prtele-
$ 1 x18 Formica Pa nel . $1.70

1.011 Bahelit e Socket .-IS
I .5(1 Howard Vernier Rheo-

. slat 1.35
3.30 23-1'late Variable C011 -

denser 1.45
:1.10 11-1'lati Variable Con-

denser I.35
:1.00 I Sehoonlioven Iteinart z

1.95
1.110 Freshman V aria We Grid

Leak and condenser
combined i .75

Reg.
Price.
$ .80

1.50
.80
.30.ill

1.00

Our
Consisting of Price.

Dozen twitch Poi.nts $ ..10
3 Switch Levers .75
8 Binding Posts . .10

25 Feet Tinned \Vire:. .15
Baseboard for nto a nt ing , .25
Blueprint with complete
instructions for assem-
bling stud wiring .50

Regular Price, $ .45
$21.69

!l'Our Price __

Regular Our
Prier Consisting of Price

l'',.%.1.'11 E.I.C11
$3.09 1 ` Cockaday Coil 51.95

1.00 2 Bakelite Dials '15
1.00 I John Firt hSocket .15
1.00 Freshma ii Grid Leak and

Condenser .05
- 1.50 I Howard Vernier Rheostat 1.35

1.00 I t'ort's[ Double Circuit
Jack .31)

.10 $ Binding Posts ... . .05

.02 7 Switch Points .01

.50 I Sw i tell Lever
lb I 1(11x!'s Formica Panel 1.1.1

I31tl/4.1ot ;111(1 11 ire 1.00
I Baseboard . .25

3.30 '1 23 -Plate Condensers ... 1.13

Our
$ 1 1 .95Price

The It einart z, one of the sin plest re-
ceivers yet designed. (lit' fern essentially
I root the .1roist rung Regenerative etr-
cutt in that 2 condensers and a spider -
web coil arc used instead 0 variom-
et ers and a variocoupler. Its Atiftio Ile
sin pitchy. however, in no way detracts
Iron, its efficiency. F oder favorat ble
weather conditions practically every
broadcasting station in the 1 'died
States ran be tuned in on the keinartz.
Its wa veleng lb range is front ISO to
600 meters.

1101.11e11111=

$12.95

Automatic
Electric

Long
Range

Headsets

$10.00
VALUE

Important
Any individual part (except the drilled
panels) in any of the eight outfits.
above may he purchased separately al
the special reduced prices waled under
column headed Niue Pelee:

Panels Drilled
FREE

Specially drilled panels are included
with each of the sets illustrates' and
described above. We give this free
service only on panels included will,
complete sets.

Easy to Build
Complete Instructions fur assembling
and blueprints for wiring are included
with each outfit. Instructions writ-
ten so everyone can understand them.
No special skill or technical knowl-
edge required -a few hours and you're
ready to tune -in New York, Ins An-
geles -any of 'em

Western Electric
VT -2 TUBES
5 -Watt "E"

Type CW-931

$12.00
VALUES

$ 7.45
- -

All Other Tubes
at Reduced Prices

ORM1[ A.
Made from Anhydrous Rodmanol Resin

=7th.

SHEETS TUBES RODS

We are prepared to furnish promptly
mud Sa iv Formica panels of any dimen-
sions. (*ailing charge is included iu the
following prices
3 -16 -inch Formilir square inch 2e
'A -inch Formica, square inch
Tit Bing ('1 to 4 diameter)per running inch

Special
Cabinets
7x21 in. and 7x18 in.

Special $ 2.95
at

UnityVernier
Rheostat

Si As
Variable

Condensers
$1.00 value, 13 -Plate Vernier $
6.50 value, 23 -Plate Vernier :3 51-11).456.00 va foe. 11 -Plate Vernier......2.95
1.75 value. 3 -Plate Vernier

'13 Val Ile, 5 -Plate, NOW

1.15 B

2.

4.:10 value. -13-Plate, NOW
:1.75 value, 23- l'htte, NOW 1.:3333.30 value, 11 -Plate, NOW

-=-

Power ==

Amplifier

Rector's Famous
Two -Rotor
Tuning Coil

$5.45

Complete Parts for

1 Set of Push and Pull Thordarson or
All-American Power 'V ra nsformers.

1 Don ble Firth Socket.
1 Howard Power Rheostat.
S Binding Posts.
5 Switch Points and Stops,
1 Switch Lever.
I Cutler -Hammer Filament Switch.
1 7x9 Panel.

Baseboard and instruct ions for as-selqi !ding and mounting.

$25.00 Elsewhere

Our
$ 1 6.95Price

Prices Smashed
Kellogg Parts
11 -Plate Vernier Condenser with 4 -inch bit keli te dial and I( nob $1.9323 -Plate Vernier Condenser with 4 -inch bakelito dial 111111 knob..- 5.9543-1'late Vernier Condenser with 4 -inch bakelite dial and knob.
3 -latch Bakelite Dials
1-I nett Bakelite Dials
Bakelite Sockets
Grid Condensers
Doti bin Mountings
Transformers k or low rat lc,

Complete Parts for

Autoplex

0.1.5
.65
.95
.55 

.60
2.95

9! :,x1:1!., (.! j,-i nett Formica Panel,drilled and 1111Whined
. $1.51). - $1.89fi!.:,x 1:1V:00A-inch Mahogany .Cabinetwith hinged top '1.95

1 John Firth Socket .35I Frost Plain Rheostat
. 1.002 Moulded Alttoplex Variometers.. 7,302 3-i11elt Bakelite Dials .50Ii Binding Posts .30t Single t i rcuit Parent Jack - .35L 1.250 or 1,500 Turn Honeycomb

Coil 1.50
L 4 xIxt; -inch Formica sub basePane), drilled .951 2!..ix.2!ix 54 -inch Formica Panel,Coil, clamp drilled .07I Complete set maellineOscrews for

assembling varions parts. (no charge)
1 Hook-up for assembling andwiring (no charge)4 Lengths square bus bar wire .10

Our
Special
Price $16-45

11111111;111111i11111111111111111111111111011111111111.1.11111111111111111111141111111101111110111111F4
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RADIO SETS

ANGELO MINGHETTI of the Chicago Civic Opera company
sang at WJAZ (Chicago) the evening of Dec. 30. He -rendered
a program that gave broadcast listeners -in a real treat over a
considerable portion of the evening's schedule.
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IN THIS ISSUE New "Superduc" Hook-up from Post Laboratory Described-Wiring Details on
"Old Reliable"-How to Make a Distortionless Amplifier-Complete List ,of 

Y,riiadcasting Stations and Programs of the Day-Questions You Ask and Our Answers-Letters from Radivi---
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedules
Central, or Chicago time, is shown on all stations. If necessary to ascertain local time on any station deduct

two hours from time shown for Pacific coast stations, one hour from time shown for the Rocky mountain stations and
add one hour to those stations using eastern time. Hawaiian island time is four hours and a half slower than Chicago
time. In the list the call number of the station is first given, followed by the location, the owner's name, wave length
used and broadcasting schedule in order named. THE POST is making a thoro canvass of all stations in order that
this, directory may be complete and accurate. Changes are so frequent in stations and schedules that no list can be satis-
factory which is not corrected frequently. Corrections and additions to this list will be made from week to week. Sta-
tions are urged to co-operate by sending information of changes in schedule to Radio Editor, The Chicago Evening Post.

KDKA-East Pittsburg, Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. 326 me-
ters.

KDPM-Cleveland, Ohio. Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. 270 me-
ters.

KDPT-San Diego, Calif.. Southern Electri-
cal company, 244 meters.

KDyL-Salt Lake City, Utah, Telegram Pub-
lishing company, 3130 meters.

KDYM-San Diego, Calif.. Savoy theater, 252
meters.

KDYQ-Portland. Ore.. Oregon Institute of
Technology, 360 meters.

KDYS-Great Falls. Mont., The Tribune. 360
meters.

KDYW-Phoenix, Ariz.. Smith Hughes &
Co., 360 meters.

NDYX-Honolulu. Hawaii. Star Bulletin, 360
meters.

KDZB-Bakersfield, Calif.. 1402 20th street.
Frank E. Siefert, 240 meters.

KDZE-Seattle, Wash., The Rhodes company.
455 meters.

KDZF-Los Angeles. Calif., Automobile Club
of Southern California, 278 meters.

KDZI-Wenatchee, Wash.. Electric Supply
company, 360 meters.

KDZK-Reno, Nev.. Nevada Machinery and
Electric company, 360 meters.

KDZQ-Denver. Colo.. Nichols Academy of
Music. 360 meters.

KDZR-Bellingham, Wash.. Bellingham Pub-
lishing company, 261 meters.

KDZT-Seattle. Wash., Seattle Radio associa-
tion. 360' meters.

KFAD-Phoenix. Ariz.. McArthur Bros. Mer-
cantile company. 360 meters.

KFAE-Pullman, Wash.. State College of
Washington, 360 meters.

KFAF-Denver. Colo.. Western Radio eon
poration, 360 meters.

KFAJ-Boulder, Colo.. University of Colo-
rado, 360 meters.

KFAN-Moseow, Idaho, The Electric shop.
360 meters.

KFAP-Butte, Mont., Standard Publishing
company. 360 meters.

KFAR-Hollywood, Calif., Studio Lighting
Service company (0. K. Olsen), 280 me-
ters.

KFAU-Boise, Idaho. Independent School Dis-
trict of Boise City. Boise High school. 270
meters.

KEAY-Venice. Calif., Abbot Kinney com-
pany., 224 meters.

KFAW-Santa Ana, Calif., The Radio Den
(W. B. Ashford and H. T. White), 280

. meters.
KFAY-Medford, Ore., Virgin's Radio service,

283 meters.
KEBB-Havre: Mont., F. A. Buttrey & Co.,

360 meters.
KEI3C-San Diego, Calif.. W. K. Azbill, 278

meters.
HERE-San Luis Obispo, Calif., Reuben H.

Horn, 360 meters.
KFI3G-Tacoma. Wash., First Presbyterian

church, 360 meters.
KFBK-Sacramento, Calif., Kimball -Upson

company, 283 meters.
KFBL-Everett, Wash., Leese Bros.. 224 me-

ters.
KEBS-Trinidad. Colo., Trinidad Gas and

Electric Supply company and the Chronicle
News. 360 meters.

KFBU-Laramie. Wyo.. The Cathedral
(Bishop N. S. Thomas), 283 meters.

KFCB-Phoenix, Ariz., Nielsen Radio Sup-
ply company. 238 meters.

KFCD-Salem, Ore., Salem Electric company,
360 meters.

KFCF-Walla Walla, Wash., 707 Baker build-
ing. Frank A. Moore, 360 meters.

KITH-Billings. Mont.. Electric Service sta-
tion (Inc.), 360 meters.

KECK-Colorado Springs. Colo., Colorado
Springs Radio company. 258 meters.

KFCL-San Antonio, Calif., Los Angeles
Union Stock yards, 360 meters.

KFCM-Richmond, Calif., Richmond Radio
shop (Frank T. Doeing), 360 meters.

IMP-Ogden. Utah. 2421 Jefferson avenue,
Ralph W. Flygare, 360 meters.

KECY-Houston. Texas, Fred Mahaffey, Jr.,
360 meters.

KFCY-Le Mare. Iowa, Western Union col-
lege. 252 meters.

KECZ-Omaha, Ncb., Omaha Central High
school, 258 meters.

KFDA-Baker, Ore., Adler's Music store, 360
meters.KEDD-Boise, Idaho, St. Michael's cathedral.
252 meters.KEDH-Tucson. Ariz., University of Arizona.
360 meters.

KFDJ-Corvallis, Ore., Oregon Agricultural
college, 360 meters.KFDL-Denver. Colo.. Knight -Campbell Mu-
sic company, 360 meters.

KFDO-Bozeman, Mont., 420 West Koch
street, H. Everett Cutting. 248 meters.

KFOP-Des Moines. Iowa, Hawkeye Radio
and Supply Co., 278 meters.

KEDR-York, Feb., Bullock's Hardware and
Sporting Goode (Robert G. Bullock), 360
meters.KEDU-Lincoln,- Neb., Nebraska Radio Elec-
tric company, 240 meters.

FUMY-Fayetteville, Ark.. Gilbrech & Stin-
son, 300 meters.KFDX-Shreveport. La., First Baptist church.
360 meters.KEDY-Brookings, S. D., South Dakota State
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
360 meters.

EFDZ-Minneapolis, Minn.. 2510 South
Thomas avenue, Harry 0. Iverson. 360
meters.MEEC-Portland, Ore., Meier & Frank com-
pany. 360 meters.KFEJ-Tacoma. Wash. 1724 South Jay
street. GUY Greason, 380 meters.

KEE.L-Denver. Colo., Winner Radio corpora.
tion. 360 meters.

KEEP-Denver, Colo., Radio Equipment com-
pany (Joseph L. Turre). 240 meters.

KFEQ-Oak, Neb.. J. L. Scroggin. 360 me-
ters.

KFER-Fort Dodge, Iowa, Auto Electric
Service company. 231 meters.

KFEV-Douglas. Wyo.. Radio Electric Shen,
263 meters.

KFEX-Minneapolis, Minn., Augsburg Sem-
inary. 261 meters.

KEEY-Kellogg, Idaho. Bunker Hill and Sul-
livan Mining and Concentrating company,
360 meters.

KFEZ-St. Louis, Mo., American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (F. H. Schubert)
360 meters.IEFEA-San Diego, Cal.,3443 5th street,
Dr. R. 0. Shelton, 24 meters.

KEEB-Boise. Idaho, Jenkins Furniture com-
pany, 240 meters.

KEEE-Pendleton, Ore.. Eastern Oregon Ra-
dio company, 360 meters.

KEEO-Hillsboro. Ore., Dr. E. H. Smith.
229 meters.

KEEP-Moberly, Mo., First Baptist church
275 meters.

KEFQ-Colorado Springs, Colo., Marksheffel
Motor company. 360 meters.

KFER,-Sparks, Nev., Nevada State Journal
(Jim Kirk). 226 meters.

KFEV-Lamoni,'Iowa, Graceland college. 360
meters.

KEIX-Omaha, Neb., McGraie company. 278
meters.

KEEY-Alexandria, La., Pincus & Murphy,
275 meters. .

KETZ-Dallas. Tex. (portable), Al. G. Barnes
Amusement company. 226 meters.

HEGG-Baton Rouge. La., Louisiana State
university, 254 meters.

MEGD-Chickasha, Okla.. Chickasha Radio
and Electric company, 248 meters.

KEGH-Stanford. University, Cal.. LelandStanford university, 360 meters.
KEGJ-St. Louis, Mo., Missouri Nationalguard. 138th infantry, 266 meters,-
KFGL-Arlington. Ore., Arlington garage.

234 meters.
KELP-Cheney, Kan., Cheney Radio company,

meters.
MEGQ-Boone, Iowa. Crary Hardware com-

pany. 220 meters.

REGN-Utica, Neb., Heidbreder Radio Sup-
ply company, 224 meters.

KEGX-Orange, Texas. First Presbyterianchurch, 250 meters.
KEGZ--Berrien Springs, Mich., Emmanuel

Missionary college, 268 meters.
KEHA-Gunnison. Colo., Colorado State Nor-mal school, 252 meters.
KEDB-hood River, Ore., Rialto theater(P. L. Beardwell), 280 meters.
KFHD-St. Joseph, Mo., Utz Electric Shop

company, 226 m,eters.KEHE-Shreeeport La.. Central Christianchurch, 266 meters.
KE1111-Neah Bay, Wis, Ambrose A. Mc-Cue, 283 meters.
KEHI-Santa Barbara, Cal., Fallon & Co..360 meters.
KEDg-Los Gatos, Cal.. Curtis BrothersHardware store, 242 meters.RFER-Seattle. Wash., Star Electric andRadio company, 270 meters.
MEHS-Lihue, Hawaii. Clifford J. Dow, 275me tern.
KEHU-Mayville, N. D.. M. G. Sateren,261 meters..
KEHX-Hutchinson. Kan., 407 East 1ststreet, Robert W. Nelson. 229 meters.KE1-Los Angeles. Cal., Earle C. Anthony(Ines). 469 meters.
KFIB-St. Louis, Mo., 5666 Vernon avenue,Franklin W. Jenkins, 244 meters,
KEID-Iola. Kan.. Rose Arbuckle's garage,246 meters.
K1,1E-Portland. Ore., Benson Polytechnicinstitute. 360 meters.
KFIK-Gldabrook, Iowa Gladbrook Electric

company, 234 meters.
KEIL-Louisburg, Kan., Windisch ElectricFarm Equipment company, 234 meters.
le1:10-Spokane, Wash.. North Central highschool, 252 meters,
KFIQ-Yakima, Wash., Yakima Valley Ra-

dio Broadcasting association. 224 meters.

KFKZ-Colorado Springs, Colo.. Nassour KZY-Wenatchee, Wash, Wenatchee Battery I company, 286 meters.
Bros. Radio company, 234 meters.

KFLA-Butte, Mont.. Abner R. Wilson, 283
_meters.

KFLB-Menominee, Mich., Signal Electric
Manufacturing company, 248 meters.

KFLD-Franklinton. La., Paul E. Greenlaw,
. 234 meters.
KELE-Denver. Colo., 'qational Educational

Service, 268 meters.
KFI.H-Salt Lake City, Utah, Erickson Radio

company, 261 meters.
KELP-Cedar Rapids, Ohio. Everette M. Fos-ter, 240 meters.
HFLQ-Little Rock, Ark., Bizzell Radio shop.

261 meters.
KFLR-Albuquerque, N. M.. University of

New Mexico, 254 meters.
KGB-Tacoma, Wash., Wm. A. Mullins Elec-

tric company, 360 meters.
KGCe-Portland, Ore., Helfrich & Watson Ra-

dio service, 360 meters.
EON-Portland, Ore.. Northwestern Radio

Manufacturing company. 360 meters.
KGL-Honolulu, Hawaii. Waikiki Beach,

Marion A. Mulrony, 360 meters.
KGW-Portland Ore., Portland Morning Ore-

gonian, 492 meters.
KGY-Lacy. Wash., St. Martins college

(Rev. Sebastian Ruth). 258 metere.
KHJ-Los Angeles, Cal., Times-Mirror com-

pany, 395 meters.
KHQ-Seattle, Wash, 419 13th avenue. Louis

Wasmer. 360 meters.
LW-Stockton. Cal., 615 East Main street.

C 0. Gould. 360 meters.
RJR-Seattle, Wash, Northwest Radio Serv-

ice company, 270 meters.
KJS-Los Angeles, Cal., Bible Institute of

Los Angeles, 360 meters.
KLN-Monterey, Cal.. Monterey Electric

Shop. 360 meters.
KLS-Oakland, Cal., 2201 Telegraph avenue.

Warner Brothers. 360 meters.

and Motor company,
La.
3 0 me

7
e

South St.WAA13--New Orleans, . 13
Patrick street. Valdemar Jensen, 268 me-
ters.

WAAC-New Orleans, La., Tulane university.
360 meters.WAAD-Cincinnati. Ohio. Ohio Mechanics in-
stitute, 360 meters.

WAAF-Chicago, Ill., Chicago Daily Prov-
en Journal, 360 meters.

WAAH-St. Paul, Min.. Commonwealth Elec-
tric company, 360 meters.

WAAK-Milwaukee, Wis., Gimbel Brothers,
280 meters.

WAAM-Newark. N. J., I. R. Nelson com-
pany. 263 meters.

WAAN-Columbia, Mo.. University of Mis-
souri, 254 meters.

WAAW-Omaha, Neb., Omaha Grain Ex-
change, 360 meters.

WAAg,-Emporia, Kans., Hollister-Miller Mo-
tor company, 360 meters.

WABB-Harrisburg, Pa.. Dr. John B. Law-
rence, 266 meters.

WABC-Anderson. Ind., Fulwider-Grimes
Battery company, 229' meters.

WABD-Dayton, Ohio, Parker high school,
283 meters.

WARE-Washington. D. C.. Young Men's
Christian association, 283 meters.

WABF-Mount Vernon, Ill., Mount Vernon
Register -News company, 234 meters.

WABG-Jacksonville, Fla., Arnold Edwards
Piano company. 248 meters.

WABH-Sanduslry, Ohio. Lake Shore Tire
company, 240 meters.

WABI-Bangor. M., Bangor Railway and
Electric companye, 240 meters.

WABA-Lake Forest, Lake Forest col-
lege. 266 meters.

WABJ-South Bend, hid., The Radio Labors -
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These stations are those most commonly tuned in evenings by the Chicago broadcast listen-
ers. The time given is central standard. Pacific coast time is two hours earlier than th. at
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STATION Miles Met
Chicago-

RYW, Comm. Edison Bldg 636
WAAF, Union Stock Yards 286
WMAQ, Hotel La Salle 448WDAP Drake Hotel 360
WJAZ, Edgewater Beach Hotel 448Suburban-
WCBD, Zion, Ill
WIAB, Rock ford, Ill
WRM, Urbana, Ill 120 360
WTAS, Elgin, III 37 275Eastern-
KDKA, East Pittsburg ..........
WBZ, Springfield, Mass
WEAF, New York City
WGI. Medford Hillside, Mass
WHAZ. Troy, N. Y
WGY, Schnectady, N. Y
WGR, Buffalo
WJY, New York City
WJZ, New York City
WOO, Philadelphia
WRC, Washington, D. C ,,,

Midwest-
WCX. Detroit
WJAX, Cleveland
WLAG, Minneapolis
WLW. Cincinnati
WOC, Davenport
WTAM, Cleveland
WWJ, Detroit

Southern-
KSD, St. Louie
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas
WDAF, Kansas City. Mo
WFAA, Dallas, Texas
WGV, New Orleans
WHAS, Louisville
WEB, Kansas City, Mo..
WMC, Memphis
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas. .

WOS, Jefferson City. Mo
WSB, Atlanta, Ga

Pacific Coast-
KEDB, San Francisco
KGW, Portland, Ore

858
271
430
480

1.080
337
605

430 3261
802 337
733 495
875 360
748 380
698 280
472 3191
733 405
733
677 509
612 469

39 3451 8:00- 9:00
77 252

Monday I Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 1

1

I 6:30- 9:30 6:30-12:00 6:30- 9:301 6:30- 9:30
4:30- 5:00 4:30- 5:00 4:30- 5:00 4:30- 5:00 4:30- 5:00

7:00- 9:55 7:00- 9:55 7:00- 9:55 7:00- 9:65 8:00-10:00
7:00-1 a.m. 7:00.1a.m. 7:00.1a.m. 7:00-1 a.m. 7:00-1a.m.
10:00.12:30110:00-12:30 10:00-12:30 10:00-12:30 10:00- 2:00

-

8:00- 9:00

Saturday

6:30-12 m.

Sunday

6:30- 9:30

7:00-11:00
6:30- 9:00
6:30-10 :00
6:30- 8:00
8:00- 9:30

7 :00-11 :00
6:30- 9:00
6:30-10:00
6:30- 8:00

8:00- 9:00
8:50- 9:30
7:30-10:00

7 :00-11 :00
6:30- 9:00
6:30-10:00
6:30- 8:00

 .

Friday

9 :30
8:00- 9:00

7:00-11:001 7:00-11:00 7:00-11:00
6:30- 9:001 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00
6 :30-10 :001 6 :30-10 :00 ' :3e-10 :00 6:30.10.00
6:30. 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 7:30- 9:00

6 :45.11 :30 6:45- 9:00
6:00-10:45 6:00- 7:30
6 :30-10 :30
7 :15-10 :00
8 :00-10 :00

6:45- 9:00
6:00-10:45

6:45- 9:00
6:00- 7:30

6:30-10:301 6:30-10:30
7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00

8 :00-10 :00

245 517 7:30. 9:00 7:30- 9:00
323 390 7:30- 9:30
368 417 10:30-1 a.m. 10:30-1 a.m
262:309 8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00
105 481 7:00-11:00
323300 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30
2451517 8:30-10:001 8:30-10:00

6:45-11 :30
6 :00-10 :45

6:45- 9:00
6:00- 7:30

6:30-10:30 6:30-10130 6:30-10:30
7:16-10:00 7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00

8 :00-10 :00

7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
8 :00-10 :30

10:30-1a.m.10:30-1am.
10:00-12:008:00-10:00

7:00-11 :00
7:00- 7:30
8:30-10 :00

270 546 8:00-11:00 8 :00-1 I :00 8 :00-11 :00
855 476 7:15-11:00 7:15-11:00 7:16-11:00
430 411 11 -45-1 a.m 11 :45-1 a.m 11 45-1 a.m.
853 476 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30

7:00- 8:00 7:00-8:00
7:30- 9:00

350
400
411
500
385
441 8:00- 9:30
4281 8:00-12 m

1,910 509
1 895 492

KHJ, Los Angeles 1,795 395
KPO, San Francisco 1,9101123

7:00- 9:00
11:00-12 :00

9 :30-10 :30

8:00-12 m

12 in.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30
1 :00-2 a.m. 10 :00-11:00
8:46-10 :00 8 :45-10 :00
6:30-12 m 6:30-12 m.

7:30- 9:00

2:30- 6:00

10:30.1 am. 10 :30-1 am.

7:00-11:00 7:00-11:00 7:00-11:00
7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30
8:30.12 m. 8:30-10:00

7:00. 7:30

8:00-11:00 8:00-11:00
7:15-11:00 7 :15-11:00

11 a.m. 11:45-1 a.m. 11:45-1 am
6:45- 7:30 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30

7:00- 8:00
7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00

. 11 :00.12 :00

8:00- 9:30
8:00-12 m.

8:00- 9:30
8:00.12 in 8:00-12

12 in: 1:30 12 me 1:30
10:00-11:00 10:0011:00

8 :45-10 :00 8 :45-10 :00
6:30-12 in.

12 m.- 1:30
1:00-2 a.m.
8 :45-10 :00

8 :00-10 :00
9 :30-10 :30

9:30-11:00

4:00- 5:00
8 :00-10 :00
8 :00-10 :00

8:00-12 in. 7:30. 9:00
12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30
10:00-11:00 9:00-10:00
8:45-10:00 10:00-12:00
6:30-12 .m.10:30-12 in.

KFIU-Juneau. Alaska, Alaska Electric
Light and Power company, 226 meters.

&DIV-Pittsburg, Kan., 706 East 10th street.
V. H. Broyles, 240 meters.

KFIX-Independence. Mo., Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Sainte. 240 meters.

KEIY-Seattle, Wash.. Brott laboratories,
236 meters.

KFIZ-Fona au Lac. Wis., Daily Common-
wealth, 237 meters,

KFJA-Grand Island. Feb., Central Power
company. 244 meters;

KFJB-Marshalltown. Iowa. Marshalltown
Electrical company, 248 meters.

KFJC-Seattle, Wash.. Post Intelligencer, 233
meters.

Mk-JD-Greeley, Colo.. Weld County Printing
and Publishing company, 236 meters.

KFJF-Oklahoma City, Okla., National Radio
Manufacturing company. 252 meters.

KFJH-Selma, Cal., The Sugar Bowl (H. R.
Shaw), 273 meters.

KFJI-Astoria, Oreg., Liberty theater (E. B.
Marsh), 252 meters.

KFJJ-Carrollton, Mo., Carrollton Radio shop.
236 meters.HEIM-Bristow. Okla.. Delano Radion and
Electric company. 233 meters. ,

KFJL-Ottumwa. Iowa, Hardsacg Manufac-
turing- company, 248 meters. ,

Alum-Grand Forks,. N. D., University of
North Dakota, 229 meters.

KFIQ-Grand Forks, N. D., Electric Construc-
tion company (portable). 252 meters.

KFJR,--Steveneville, Mont... Ashley C. Dixon
and .Son, 258 meters.

KFIVDexter, Iowa, Thomas H. Warren,
224 meters.

KFJW-Towanda, Kan., Le Grand Radio com-
pany, 226 meters.

KFJX-Cedar. Falls, Iowa, State Teachers'
college, 229 meters.

KFJY-Fort Dodge. Iowa. Tunwall Radio
company, 246 meters.-

KFJZ-Fort Worth, Texas, Texas National
Guard, 112th Cavalry, 254 meters.

KEKA-Greeley, Colo., Colerado State Teach-
ers college, 248 meters.

KFKB-Milford, Kris., Brinkley -Jones Hospital
association. 280 meters.

KEKII-Lakeside, Colo.. Denver Park and
Anmsement company. 248 meters.

mEmg-Conway, Ark.. Conway Radie labora-
tories. 224 meters.

ME/IV-Butte. Mont.. F. F. Gray. 283 me-
ters.

KEMX-Hastings. Neb.. Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. 286 me-
ters.

KLX-Oikland, Cal., Tribune Publishing
company. 360 meters.

KLZ-Denver. Colo., Reynolds Radio com-
pany, 360 meters.

KMJ-Fresno, Cal., Sat? Joaquin Light and
Power corporation, 360 meters.

KMO-Tacoma. Wash., Love Electric com-
pany. 360 meters.

HMI-Roswell. New Mexico. Roswell Public
Service company. 260 meters.

KNT-Aberdeen. Wash., Grays Harbor Radio
company (Walter Hemrich), 263 meters.

KNV-Loa Angeles, Cal., Radio Supply com-
pany, 360 meters.

KNX-Los Angeles, Cal., Electric Lighting
Supply company. 360 meters.

HOB-State College. New Mexico, New Mex-
ico College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, 360 meters.

SLOP-Detroit. Mich, Detroit Police depart-
ment, 286 meters.

RFD-San Francisco, Cal., Hale Brothers,
423 meters.

Mgl-Berkeley, Cal.. University of California.
360 meters.

KQP-Hood River. Ore., Apple City Radio
club, 360 meters.

KQV-Pittsburg, Pa., Doubleday -Hill Electric
company. 360 meters.

KQW-San Jose. Cal.. 467 1st street, Charles
D. Herrold, 360 meters.

KBE-Berkeley, Cal.. Berkeley Daily Gazette,
278 meters.

MSD-St. Louis, Me., Post Dispatch (Pulit-
zer Publishing company), 546 meters.

KSS-Long Beach, Cal., Prest & Dean Radio
company and Radio Research Society of
Long Beach. Cal., 360 meters.

KTW-Seattle, Wash., First Presbyterian
church, 360 meters.

KUO-San Francisco, Cal.. Examiner Print-
ing company, 360 meters.

KES-Los Angeles, Cal., City Dye Works and
Laundry company. 360 meters.

KUY-El Monte, Cal., Coast Radio company.
:360 Meters. -

KWG-Stockton, Cal., Portable Wireless Tele-
phone company, 360 meters.

KWH-Los Angeles, Cal.. Los Angeles Ex-
aminer. 360 meters.

KXD-Modesto, Cal_ Modesto. Herald Pub-
lishing company, 360 meters.

KYQ-Honolulu, Hawaii, Eleetric Shop, 360
meters.

KYW-Chicago. al.. Westinghouse Electric
. and ManufaettOT company. 345 'meters.
KZM-c)irkland, 13th and Harrison

streets; Preston. D. Allen. 360 meters.
ILZN-Salt Lake City, Utah, The Deseret

hjeWel. 390  etete-55-

tories, 240 meters.
WARE-Worcester, Mass., First Baptistchurch, 252 meters.
WABL-Storrs, Conn.. Connecticut Agricul-tural college, 283 meters.
WABM-Saginaw. Mich., F. E. Doherty Au-

tomotive and Radio Supply company, 254
meters.

WARN-La Crosse. Wig.. Waldo C. Grover,
234 meters.

WABO-Rochester, N. Y., Lake Avenue Bap-
tist church. 252 meters.

WBAA-West Lafayette, Ind., Purdue uni-versity, 360 meters.
WBAD-Minneapolis, Minn., Sterling Elec-

tric company, 360 meters.
WBAH-Minneapolis, Minn., The Daytoncompany, 360 meters.
WEAN-Paterson, N. J., Wireless Phone cor-

poration. 244 meters.
WBAO-Decatur. Ill_ James Millikin uni-versity, 380 meters.
WRAP-Fort Worth, Texas. ligorthara-Car-

ter Publishing company (Star -Telegram),
476 meters.

WBAV-Columbus, Ohio, Erner & Hopkins
company, 390 meters.

WBAW-Marietta. Ohio, Marietta college,248 meters.
WBAX-Wilkesbarre, Pa., 66 Gildersleevestreet, John H. Stenger Jr., 360 meters.
WISAY-New York, N. V., Western Electric

company, 492 meters.
WBBA-Newark. Ohio, Newark Radio La-

boratories, 240 meters.
WBBC-Sterling, Ill., Sterling Radio Equip-ment company. 229 meters,
WISBD--Reacling. Pae Barbey Battery Serv-

ice, 234 meters.
WBL-Anthony, Kan., T & H. Radib com-

pany, 261. meters.
WBS-Newark, N. J., D. W. May, Inc., 360

meters.
WBT-Charlotte. N. C., Southern Radio cor-

poration, 380 meters.
weiei_chieaga, in.. City of Chicago. 286

meters.
{Inez-Springfield, Mass_ Westinghouse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing company, 337 me-
ters.

WCAD-Canton. N. Y., St. Lawrence uni-versity, 280 meters.
%STAB-Pittsburg. Pa.. Kaufmann & Baer

company, 402 meters.
WCAG-New Orleans, La.. 2813 Calhoun

street. Clyde R. Handel], 268 meters.
w(2,191.7. -.Columbus. Ohio. Eetrekin Electric

60
Neb.,Nebraska

WCAK-Houston, Texas, 2504 Bagby street,Alfred P. Daniel, 360 meters.WC-AL-Northfield. Minn., St. Olaf college,360 meters.
WCAM-Villanova. Pa., Villanova college,360 meters.
WCAO-Baltimore, Md., Sanders 4 Staymancompany, 360 meters.VVCAP-Washington, D. C., Chesapeake &Former,. Telephone company, 469 meters.WCAR-Sen Antonio, Texas, Alamo RadioElectric company, 360 meters.WCAS-Minneapolis, Minn. William HoodDunwoody Industrial institute,, 360 me-ters.WCAT-Rapid

City, S. D., South DakotaState School of Minter, 240 mete -sWCAU-Philadelphia. Pa., Durham gt. CO..286 meters.
WCAV-Little Rock, Ark., J. C. Dice Elise-tric company. 360 meters.WCAX-Burlington. Vt., University of Bel-mont, 360 meters.
WCAY-Milwaukee, Wis., Kesselman Unlit -eon company, 261 meters.WCAZ-Carthag-e,

Ill., Carthage college- 246meters.
WCBA-Allentown, ,Pa., 1015 Allen street.Charles W. Heimbach, 280 meters.WCBB-Greenville,

Ohio, K. & K. Radio SUP -ply company (Charles H. Katzenberger)240 meters.
WCBD-Zion, Ili,, WilburG Voliva. 345meters.

.WCE-Minneapolle.
Minn.. Findley Eleetrlecom pWCK-St.any. 360 meters.

Dry cop11ny,
360 meters.

;ters.Dry Goods o.. Stix, Baer & Fuller
WCM-Austin. Texas, University of Texas.

517 meters,

360 meters.
WCX-Detroit. Mich.; Detroit Tree Press,
WDAD-Lindshorg, Kans.. Central -Kansas

360 meters.

Radio Supply company (Wm. L. Harri-son), 860 meters.
'WDAE-Tarnpa. Fla.. Tampa Daily Time'.

411 meters.
WDAF-Kansas City, 210 Kansas City Star,
WDACI-Arnarillo, Texas, J. Laurance Mar-.fin. 360 meters.

e

W1)AH-E1 Paso, Texas, Trinity Methodistchurch (South). 360 meters.
WDAI-Syracuse. N. Y., Hughes Radio Cor-poration, 246 meters.
WDAK-Hartford. Coon., The Courant. 261meters.

-

WuDnAiL-on.J3a6ekosoinnevtiellies,. Fla., Florida Times -

W cDoAm0p-a nDya, I l3a6s0, Tmexetearss,. Automotive Electric

WmDAetPer-sChicago. Ill., Board of Trade. 860
W.1),.er-ersphiladelphia. Pa.. Lit Brothers. 895:

WDAS-Worcester, Mass., 892a Main street,Samuel A. Waite, 360 meters.
WDAU-New Bedford. Mass., SlOcura 521 -burn. 360 meters.
WDAX-Centerville, First National

bank, 360 meters.
WDAY-Fargo, N. D., Fargo Radio Sertice

company, 244 meters.
WDBC-Lancaster. - Pa., Kirk, Johnson &

company, 258 meters.
WDBF-Youngstown, Ohio, 254 West Fed-

eral street, Robert G. Phillips, 261 meters.
R'DIVI-Washington. D. C., Church of thep

Covenant, 360 meters.
WDT-Stapleton, N. Y., Ship Owners  Radio

Service 405 meters.
wDZ-Tuscola, Ill., Star Store building,

James L. Bush, 278 Meters.
WEAN-Flint, Mich.. Fallairr & Lathrop,

280
WEAR-Fortmeters.Dodge, Iowa, Standard Radio

Equipment company, 360 meters.
WEAF-New York, N. Y., American Tele-

phone and Telegraph company, 492 me-

WBEteaA-rsBGSett Laboratory, 231 meters.
Edgewood, R. I., Nichols-Rineline-

WEAH-Wichita, Kans., Witchita Board of
Trade, 244 meters.

WEAI-Ithaca, N. Y.. Cornell university,
w2F8A6j _mve etterrms

lion,i. S. D., University of South
Dakota, 360 meters.

WEAM-North Plainfield, N. J., BorOugh ofNorth Plainfield (W. Gibson Buttfield),
W2E5A0mePterorysiN- dence. R. I., Shepard company,

273wFAo_naetcoeirusm.

bus, Ohio, Ohio State Uni-versity,sit-tym, 36i,
Ala.,0lemeters Mobile Radio com-

pany,RAR- 31362ltim
moerteer,8WEAR-Baltimore, Md., Baltimore American

and News Publishing company, 360 me-
ters,

Washington. D. C.. Hecht company.
360wEAu-na semeters.eorux

City, Iowa, Davidson Brothers
wcFoAmyp-anrio.

u3s6t o0n ,m eteTexas.m. Iris theater (WillHorowitz Jr.), 380 meters.
WEB-St. Louis. Mo., Benwood company,

38V0moeutesrtsonWE-H , Texas. HurIburt-Still Mee-tEriwscalcto
Louis,

, 360 me.tes.
University,

WFAA-Dallas,-inDetaelrlsa, Texas, Dallas News and
WDEaAlisla_ss Jyrouaernuaseli

N.
67 .m.

e8te02",McBride street,
CarlFAF-Pu

F. oWrshlreepe23si, N Y4e meters..W ., H. C. Sprat -ley Radio company, 360 meters.
WFAH-Port Arthur. Texas, Electric Sup

Hi -Grade
W WirelessPFlAy

Instrumentj-coin8Phaenv Tl.company,1e3.6N0 .mCe.tera3, 60 meters.
WFAM-St. Cloud, Minn., Times Publishing
WeroAmNp-anHy. ute3h6insmone,teftMinn.. Hutchinson Elec-tric Service

Mo.. Missouri Wesleyan
tric Service company, 300 meters.

WVAcollTeg-eSio:31411x0

meters.
Falls. S. D.. Daily Arens.

i3n6co0, meters.WFeb-, University of Nebras-
kLeraA7Vi-erL1ndepartment of electrical .engineering,

W3F16-0 Pulheitdrgelphia. Pa., Strawbridge & clo-thier. 395
and ConStrection company.. 248

thier. 395 meters.

..

WGAL-Lancaster, Pa.. LlirteSti Eledtrie

WmaAetN-ersPensacola, Fla.,' 216 Weet Romans
street, Cecil E. Lloyd, 360 meters,.

.WGAQ-Shreveport, La.. Glenwood.. Radio
corporation (W. G. Patterson), 360 me-
ters.

WGARLFort. Smith, Ark., Southwest. Amer..sohio,

Radio. Mannfactur-
.. . . .

wWinsLiGGettrAo&gmeenwUb.:7376Fammd02:02oSmea6sceiteent.vtermariele.etePA'racois,bi..allp9a:Sy .W. es":

(Nereus G,

ight7'261 meters.
. .WGAY-Madison. Wis.. Northwestern RI,die company, 360 meters.

tWGAZ-South-Bend, Ind., Sonth.Bend Trib-
une, 360 meters-

WGI-Medford Hillside, Mass...Ameriean Ram
.

dlo and Research corporation. 300 meters.
WOL-Philadelphia, Pa... 2303 North Broad

street. Thomas F. J. Howlett. 360 meters.
WO -Buffalo, N. Y., Federal Telephone

and Telegraph company, 319 meters.
WGV-New Orleans. La., Interstate Electric

company. 360 meters.
INGY-Sebenectady, N. T., General. Electric

Continued on -Page 14.
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Prowler
Predicts
Big Year
in Radio

By THE NIGHT PROWLER.
Here's another week. It's been a busy

one for everyone that had a set and
wanted to listen in, because the air
was full of signals. As one radio -
Johan writes in to me, "The whole
world seemed to be hammering away
at my receiver."

You're right, friend, the weather
conditions are getting better and bet-
ter day by day. Radio reception IS
fine. Receivers are better. Broadcast-
ing stations broadcast better. Why
shouldn't we get just everything that
we want?

The coming year ought to be a hum -
clinger in radio. They're just begin-
ning to learn how to work the darn
thing. I look for some highly impor-
tant announcements before the twelve
months have passed.

Someone is going to come across
with a real tuning unit. Someone
is going to discover that by hooking
in a thingmegig into the ground cir-
cuit you won't need anything but a
radiator to be in London, England,
and Aberdeen, Scotland.

Then, they are not thru with the
tubes by a long shot, Wouldn't be
surprised if some heavy-browed fel-
low did not discover that we have all
been wrong on the vacuum tubes and
that all that is necessary is a soft
sponge to absorb the radio energy
and hold it long enough for a pain-
less extractor of some sort to get it
out and put it in the telephones.

That "Superduc" I was telling you
last week Is out on page 7 today. It
is worth trying out. You probably
have all the parts lying around the
house or out in the junk box. You
don't have to be so very particular
about high-priced parts. It will work
well on pretty much any old thing.

Radio Programs 1

Below are given the complete sched-
ules of all the Chicago and suburban
broadcasting stations and those of the
out-of-town stations which are most
commonly tuned by local radiophone.

These schedules are a regular daily
feature in The Chicago Evening Post.

On Thursday of each week a com-
plete list and schedule of every broad-
casting station in the United States
is published in The Chicago Evening
Post's sixteen -page Radio Magazine
section.

CHICAGO STATIONS

Central Time Is Shown.)
MTW-Located in Commonwealth Edison

building; 536 meters; Wilson J, Wetherbee,
director.

Day -9:30 a. m., news and markets: 10
a. as., market reports; 10:30 a. in.. finan-
cial news and comment: 10:58 a. in.. naval
observatory time signals; 11 a. at., market
reports; 11:05 a. in., weather report; 11:30
a. in., news and comment of the financial
and commercial market: 11:35 a. m., table
talk by Mrs. Anna J. Peterson: 6:30 p.
children's bedtime story; 2:35 p, m., studio
program.

Evening - 6:50 p. m., children's bedtime
story; 8 to 8:20 p. in.. "Twenty Minutes of
Good Reading," by Rev. C. J. Pernin, S. J.,
head of department of English, Loyola uni-
versity, Chicago; 8:30 to 9:30 p. in., mu-
sical program (this program will be phoned
from Orchestra hall. Chicago); popular con-
cert by the Edison Symphony orchestra. Mor-
gaL. Eastman conductor; soloist. Sybil

mer, soprano; (1) "Marcheta" (Schert-
zinger). by Edison Symphony orchestra:
(2) Tom Jones dances (a) "Morris

Dance." (b) "Gavotte" and (c) "Jig," by
Edison Symphony orchestra; (3) operatic
aria, selected, by Sybil Comer: (4) "Rakoczy
Overture Keler" (Bela), by Edison Sym-
phony orchestra: (5) (a) "Saeterientens
Sondag" (Bull). (b) "Reverie" (Fauconier),
by Edison Symphony orchestra; (6) "Ger-
tana Waltz" (Haines), by Edison Symphony
orchestra; (7) two soprano solos, sleected,
by Sybil Comer: (8) light opera selection,
"Madam Sherry" (Hoschna), by Edison Sym-
phony orchestra.

WAAF-Located at Union stock yards: 286
metera.Day-Live stock reports at 8:40. 10:30,
10:45 a. as,. 12:30, 12:45. 4:30 p. m.

Evening-No schedule.
WMAQ-Located on Hotel LaSalle: 447.8

meters. Miss Judith C. Waller, station di.
rector.

Day -4:30 p. m.. Balieff's "Chauir
Souris."

lavening-7 p. in.. Babson report; talk by
Rockwell It. Stephens, automobile editor of
the Daily News; Mrs. Pauline Gertin Punk,
soprano; weekly talk to Boy Scouts; 7:30
p. as., Axel Christenson., entertainer: 8:30
p. m., WMAQ'a orchestra; 9:15 p. m., pro-
gram arranged by Polish consulate, one of a
series of programs by foreign consuls in
Chicago.

WJAZ-Located on Edgewater Beach hotel:
447.7 meters. B. Warren Howe. program
director.

Day-This station has no regular day
schedule.

Evening -10 p. m. to 2 a. m.d Walter D.

Continued on Page 6,

Map shows where KDKA, the world's pioneer broadcasting station of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing company. East Pittsburg, Pa, has been heard in the last two weeks.

No Radio Tax
on Listeners -In,

Says Saranoff
NEW YORK, Jan. 3.-With the gen-

eral trend of thought among radio
enthusiasts leaning toward the ques-
tion, "Who will pay for broadcast-
ing?" the remarks of David Sarnoff,
vice president and general manager of
the Radio Corporation of America, in
a recent address, are especially timely.

"It has been said by a great many
people and a great many corporations,
some very large and able," said Sar-
noff, "that broadcasting depends upon
a solution of the problem whereby
the consumer will pay for the enter-
tainment which he receives.

"In other words, It has been said
that unless some method is provided
whereby a means is created for col-
lecting revenue from the whole indus-
try is founded on sand, and that it
is bound to collapse in time, because
there will be no means of support-
ing it.

No Need of Tax.
"It is my firm conviction that that

sort of solution to the problem is not
necessary, that broadcasting can be
made commercially practicable with-
out any means being found for col-
lecting from the consumer, that the
greatest advantage of broadcasting
lies in its universality, free entertain-
ments, culture, instruction and all the
items which constitute a program, in
doing that which no other agency has
yet been able to do.

"It is up to us, with intelligence
and technique and broadness of spirit
and vision as to the future, to pre-
serve that most delightful element in
the whole situation-the freedom of
radio.

"Just so soon as we destroy that
freedom and universality of radio and
confine it to only those who pay for
it-those who pay for the service, in
other words-just so soon as we make
of broadcasting 'narrowcasting,' we
destroy the fundamental of the whole
situation.

Says Today's Plan Is Right.
"And, therefore, I believe very defi-

nitely that broadcasting as constituted
today is commercially sound, and that
it will remain so in the future, altho
there may be selective methods and
narrowest methods which will do no
harm. These may supplement.the sit-
uation.

"There may be wired -wireless and
the like. All of these will make their
contributions. But, fundamentally,
there will remain, and there must re-
main and be- preserved that element
"of the broadcast situation, which
wakes It possible for grand Qpera

Reception of WGY was so success-
ful in Queenstown, Ireland, during the
transatlantic tests on the morning of
Nov. 27 that A, N. C. Horne was able
to make a fifteen -second log covering
the transmission from the opening
announcement to the "sign -off."

In his letter to the General Electrio
company station Mr. Horne stated
that reception was made on three
valves-detector and two low -fre-
quency, with an aerial 25 feet high
and 250 feet long, inclosed by tall
trees. He explains that he has studied
radio for the last ten years and that
the highest degree of accuracy was
aimed at in recording his observa-
tions.

Ills log is the very essence of neat-
ness, and it is concise and readable.
Every fifteen seconds he recorded the
type of emission, that is speech or
music, and then recorded the signal
strength. The greater part of the
WGY program recorded was reported
"good" or "strong." This classifica-
tion was particularly noted on the ad-
dress of Owen D. Young, chairman of
the board of directors of the General
Electric company and of the board of
the Radio Corporation of America.
The concluding number, "God Save
the King," played by the WGY or-
chestra, was alas- "good," according
to the log.

Mr. Horne sent records of WGY for
Nov. 22, 23, 24 and 25, indicating that
he has little difficulty in picking up
the Schenectady station whenever it is
on the air, Accompanying the WGY
records were logs on reception of
English broadcasting stations, and it
was observable that the WGY trans-
mission faded leas than that of the
English stations.

England Hears Pittsburg.
LONDON, Jan. 3.-Success has at-

tended attempts to hear thruout Brit-
ain a program broadcast from Amer-
ica. The North Downs receiving sta-
tion in the County of Kent. notwith-
standing much atmospheric disturb.
ance, Dec. 28 received distinctly a pro-
gram from East PIttsburg, which in-
cluded organ and piano solos and a
lecture to Boy Scouts.

The program came thru with re-
markable clarity, the lecturer's voice
being heard especially well, and the
North Downs station promptly relayed
it to all the broadcasting stations of
the British isles. Hundreds of owners
of crystal sets reported that they
heard it clearly,

go to the slums ant to the districts
of the poor as well as the rich,
everywhere In the world, without any
charge.

"The real picture of a $15 or a $25
set in the horne of the slums, if you
please, receiving the magnificent
things in the air, is the picture we
must preserve."

Device Records
Sounds Human
Ear Overlooks

NEW YORE, Jan. 3.-Harnessing
for the use of practical science the po-
tentialities of ultra -audible ether vi-
bration was seen today by scientists
as the practical significance of the
announcement by the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing company
of the perfection by Dr. Philips
Thomas of an electric microphone
which, it was claimed, recorded sounds
too faint for perception by the human
ear.

The possible uses of ultra -audible
vibrations, it was pointed out, were
clearly imaginable in the light of the
practical uses to which X-rays, electric
waves, ultra -violet rays and radio
waves have been put.

Employs New Principle.
The microphone, said to employ an

entirely new principle, it was assert-
ed, would open vast fields of entomo-
logical research by making possible
the recording of sounds made by in-
sects apparently mute.

The new device, S. M. Kintner.
Westinghouse research director, as-
serted, would do for the human ear
what the microscope had done for the
human ear, and possibly would add
as much to the store of human knowl-
edge of physical and biological phe-
nomena.

The microphone was developed due.
lag the study of a radio broadcasting
problem-that of recording perfectly
sound vibrations too rapid for ordi-
barfly sensitized instruments.

Works by "Glow Discharge,"
The instrument consists of two

small electrodes placed diametrically
opposite each other in a ring of in-
sulating material. A high voltage
applied to the electrodes is said to
form between them a "glow dis-
charge" having the peculiar property
of being affected by sound waves and
causing changes exactly correspond-
ing to the sound waves in the flow
of current to the electrode.

The glow discharge, which is said
to be neither a spark nor an arc, will,
It was said, respond to the uttermost
limit of sound vibrations and thus will
permit the identification and study of
all sounds in the ultra -audible region.

Investigation of the ultra -audible
field probably will be left for the time
being at least to pure physicists while
Westinghouse engineers will soon be-
gin a study - of the practical applica-
Ilea of the new field's potentialities,

New Tube
Is Aid to

Industry
In 1923

IMPORTANT improvements in
vacuum tubes for radio purposes
marked developments in 1923,

These were mostly in the direction of
increased efficiency of operation anda general betterment of electrical
characteristics.

It is also interesting to note that
during the year there was started in
regular production a new tube of thehighest power so far standardized.and also the smallest tube requiringthe least power expenditure in thefilament that has so far been madeavailable to the public for radio re*ceiving sets.

The smallest standard receivingtube, UV -199, operates with an ex-penditure of only .18 watts for thefilament, which is of a new type andinsures high electron emission, silentoperation and long life.

Makes New Amplifier Possible,
The development of the new fila-ment made possible the remodeling ofthe radiotron UV -201, the previous

standard receiving tube, so that it onlyrequired one -quarter the formeramount of filament power. At -thesame time the characteristics of
tube were changed so that it becamea better detector and amplifier.

A new highly efficient fifty -watt
transmitting tube, UV -203-A, was de-veloped and put Into production. Thistube also incorporated the new fila-ment which enabled the filament
energy required to be cut to one-half
Its 'former value for this size of tubeand at the same time the character.
istics were greatly improved. Theoperating life also was increased sev-eral fold by the change to the newfilament.

A new tube of 250 watts, UV -204-A,
output also employed the new lila-merit, which decreased the power con.sumption to about one -quarter of itsformer value and also improved thelife.

A transmitting tube of twenty kw.output operates from a direct currentsource of 12,000 to 15,000 volts.. Inthis tube, UV -207, the anode also isthe container and the tube is designedto operate with the anode containerimmersed in running water to dissi-pate the heat developed in the inte-rior of the tube. Several of theseequipments were placed in serviceand more than a dozen other sets arebeing installed or were under con-struction,
New Designs in Receivers.

Many important improvements weremade in the design and production ofthe radio apparatus, the advances
being especially notable in broadcast
receivers. The public's interest inbroadcasting continued unabated andthe demand for apparatus was so in-sistent that a considerable number ofnew styles were standardized.

The sectional units which formerly
were standardized were combined in
various groups to meet different re-quirements. One of these units, adetector amplifier, was used in con-junction with the tuning unit, and
suitable means were devisod for com-
bining the two to form a receiver setsuitable for use without outside an-tenna.

The set is very simple in operation,
having a single -tuned circuit, and isprovided with regeneration when oper-ated with a tube detector. A crystal
detector is a part of the receiver for
giving head telephone reception on
near -by broadcasting stations when
desired. These sets were adapted for
the dry battery radiotrons, thereby
entirely eliminating the necessity of
storage batteries.

Another set was made by combining
the same detector and amplifier unit
with a three -stage radio -frequency
amplifier unit to make a set suitable
for use with loop aerial. This set isvery simple in construction, there
being- but one tuning control, the va-
riable condenser in parallel with the
tuning loop.

'rubes Bring New Parts to Light.
New component parts were added to

the line of standardized parts already
available for use by amateurs and
those desirous of constructing their
own sets. The principal additions in-
cluded socket and rheostats for the
new low filament current radiotrons
as well as adaptors for using these

Continued on Page 4.
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Tubes Make
History for
Radio in 1923

continued From Page 3.

tubes in the sockets originally sup-
plied in many,sets.

Of the new circuits announced dur-
ing the year, the Hazeltine neutro-
dyne created the -most interest.

A loud speaker was developed for
use as an addition to sets not already
equipped with one. It is very sensi-
tiv.: and reproduces signals with clear
equality, and a single adjustment is
provided for the diaphragm, which
gives good operating efficiency over a
considerable range of signal intensi-
ties.

Early in the year the requirements
for receivers took on a new aspect.
Portable and self-contained receivers
had become possible, due to the new
tube developments, and those suddenly
were widely demanded. The receiver
designed to meet this need utilizes a
single -circuit regenerative system with
a detector and an audio -amplifier tube,
functioning well over the broadcast
-range. The method of control is ex-
ceptionally simple. The telephones and
plug are carried in the front cover,
while the batteries are in the rear.
Having a complete weight of but eight-
een pounds,. the set is made portable
easily by the addition of a leather car-
rying handle.

Self-contained Receiver.
'One of the best examples of the

adaptation of the new radiotrons to a
complete receiver is to be found in the
self-cbntained cabinet receiver, which
utilizes a single circuit tuning system
with regeneration and has a detector
and two audio -frequency stages. The
batteries are supported inside the cab-
inet and the loud speaker is built into
it. The tunning controls, two in num-
ber, easily are accessible.

Developments in the line of com-
mercial receivers included the stand-
ardization of those used in the trans-
atlantic and transpacific stations of
the Radio Corporation of America. The
layout of these communication chan-
nels consists of three separate divi-
sions: first, the transmitting station,
usually located a some advantageous
position near the coast for sending the
communications across the sea; sec-
ond, a receiving station, also advan-
tageously located for reception from
across the sea, but usually removed
from the transmitter; and, third, the
operating division, usually located in
the heart of .the business or financial
center to which the communication
service is to be rendered. The oper-
ating division frequently may be sep-
arated by 100 to 200 miles from either
of the two other divisions, but it di-
rectly controls thru suitable remote-

control relays the operation of these
two divisions. Thus communication
is directly carried on from the desired
point without transcription by the
other divisions.

The equipment in the receiving sta-
tions consists of eight separate large
units, not including the relays neces-
sary for transposing the signals on the
land wires.

Aids World News of Jap Disaster.
It is interesting to note that both

the stations which took part in bring-
ing the news of the recent Japanese
disaster in September, 1923, to the
world were equipped with the above
standard receiving equipment. On the
Japanese side, the operating division
of station JAA was located in Tokyo,
while the transmitting division was in
Haranomachi, some 155 miles away,
and the receiving division 187 miles
away at Tomiolta.

On the American side a similar sit-
uation existed. Station KET has its
operating division in San Francisco,
its transmitting station at Bolines,
about fifty miles away, and its re-
ceiving station at Marshall, forty-four
miles away.

Station JAA usually works thru the
Radio corporation station at Koko
Head, Honolulu, but in this emergency
communication was carried on directly
across the water. The personnel of
both stations worked incessantly at
fever heat, while Japan told of her
terrible calamity and needs. With all
other communication systems out of
order radio stood as the only means
by which the call for assistance could
be brought to mankind.

For the purpose of securing a high
_voltage direct current supply for the
operation of radio vacuum tube trans-
mitters and for experimental work
there was developed and built for the
United States navy departMent a ken-
otron rectifier, rated at 30 kw. at
15,000 volts direct current. It con-
tains twelve model UV -219 kenotrons,
so connected that so-called three-
phase full wave rectification is ob-
tained.

Reetifier Smooths Out Ripples.
The rectifier has associated with it

the necessary controls, whereby the
output can be adjusted from full out-
put to a small fraction thereof. The
filter system is associated with the

Complete Stock Available

Hike Variocouplee
Rathbun Variable Condenser

Wholesale Only
DEALERS: Send as your modem
Our Catalogue, Listing 1.000
Nationally ;advertised Ras, le
now ready -

This is the borne set, or rather two home sets, of H. M. Harries,
Eastwood Beech hotel, Clarendon and Eastwood avenues. On the left
is a five -tube set, which uses a loop aerial and, according to Mr.
Harries, brings 'em in when nothing else will. The smaller set is anarmy signal corp set and setting on top of it is a Jewel testing set.
Mr. Harries has an outside aerial seventy feet in length.

rectifier, which smooths out the re-
maining 'Fipple in the rectified alter-
nating current to less than one -tenth
of 1 per cent. This rectifier is now
installed on the navy department labo-
ratories itt Bellevue, near Washing-
ton, D. C.

As a link in the communication sys-
tem of the United States signal corps
there was built for installation at Fort
Douglas, Utah, a 10 kw. vacuum
tube telegraph transmitter. Many
novel features of  construction were
included, due to the wide band of wave
lengths which it covers and to the
necessity for including switching mech-
anism whereby wave length (fre-
quency) could be readily changed' to
any one of five predetermined values.

Air condensers of a new design were
utilized. A number of vacuum tube
telegraph transmitters were built for
the communication system of the
United Fruit company.

These transmitters mostly are in-
stalled in Central and South Amer-
ica, and, when in service, will form
what probably will be one of the most
modern commercial radio communica-
tion systems in existence. They havean output of 20 kw. at any wave
length between 2,500 and 4,500 meters
and include switching mechanism, so
that any one of two predetermined
wave lengths readily can be obtained.

Makes Frequency More Constant.
The sets include recently developed

circuits which insure constant fre-
quency of the output and the practical
elimination of harmonics. The trans-
mitters consist primarily of a so-called
"master oscillator," a 3 output ofwhich is amplified by means of a
water-cooled philotron, which delivers
its output to a "tank" circuit, which
is coupled to the antenna. They are
designed to operate on antennas of
the multiple -tuned type, having two
tuning points.

In connection -With the air -mail serv-
ice of the United States postoffice de
partment there was designed an air
craft transmitter and receiver for use
on the airplanes. The transmitter of
this equipment puts approximately 200
watts into a trailing wire antenna.
The power for the operation of the
set is obtained from storage batteries
which are kept charged by the engi-
neer of the plane, and these batteries
operate a high -voltage dynamotor,
which supplies high voltage direct cur-
rent power for the operation of the
transmitter.

The set consists of three major unit
-the transmitter, receiver and con-
trol box-together with a number of
auxiliaries. The equipment was de-
signed so that it can be advantage-
ously installed in the fusilage of the
plane and so that maximum accessibil-
ity is given to the operator.

The planes which will utilize the sets
are built to carry the pilot only, and
it was necessary to develop and de-
sign this equipment so the' it readily
can be operated by the pilot without
interfering with the navigation of the
plane.

Listeners -In Enjoy
Radio Christmas Party

A Christmas party was given by the
home service department of the Peo-
ples Gas Light and Coke company Sat-
urday afternoon, Dec. 15, between 2
and 4 o'clock.

The party was given to the "listen-
ers -in" of Westinghouse station KYW,
Chicago, known to the home service
department as "Radio Pals," their chil-
dren and friends. All received their
invitations by radio in the daily talks
given at 11:35 a. m. by Mrs. Anna J.
Peterson and Vivette Gorman, and on
Wednesday evenings at 9:05 p. m. by
Vivette Gorman.

More than 2,700 children and their
parents enjoyed the program, which
was given by the entertainers to whom
they had so often listened. Mr. Swift,
who daily announces the home service
talks, stepped on the stage and an-
nounced each one personally, as he had
by radio.

In turn came Mrs. Anna J. Peterson,
smiling always with that sweet, moth-
erly expression that all love so well.
It war a real'treat for her radio "pals"

Here Is KFKX Announcer;
Heard by You These Days
ADIOPHANS thruout the west

IN. should be interested in seeing W.
G. Hay, whose voice is already fa-
miliar to them because of announce-
ments made from station KFKX, first
radio repeating station in the world,
located at Hastings, Neb.

Mr. Hay started announcing at eta -
Loon KFKX soon after the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing
company started its repeating service
thru KFKX and has been continuously
"on the air" since.

The voice of KFKX, as Mr. Hay's
well -modulated announcements have
been termed, has created quite a bit
of comment among radiophans because
of the clarity of the announcements
arid because of its versatility. On a
number of occasions Mr. Hay has filled
in on the programs at KFKX with
both tenor and barytone announce-
ments.

Mr. Hay was born in Scotland and
came to the United States about twen-
ty-two years ago. He therefore comes
naturally by his .3cotch accent, and
the news explains some of the Scotch
expressions he has used in acknowl-
edging telegrams from people whose
names are characteristically Scotch.
Mr. Hay has spent many years in the
study of vocal expression and is at
present director of the Methodist choir
at Hastings. He is also the song
leader of the various civic societies

Radio Gives Chance to
Voices Stage Rejects

MINNEAPOLIS, Jan. 3.-Radio is
developing an entirely new type of
vocal artists with voices surpassing
in sweetness and technique those of
concert and theatrical stage stars, it
was declared today by Miss Eleanor
Poehler, musical educational leader of
the northwest and said to be one of
the only three woman executive di-
rectors in complete charge of a large
radio broadcasting station. $

Miss Poehler, as director of the Cut-
ting & Washington Radio corpora-
tion's station, WLAG, popularly
known- as "the Twin City Radio Cen-
tral," for some time has been experi-
menting with "radio voices" and de-
veloping them.

"This invention, radio,
is opening up a field that is
epochal for new artists and giving the
public the benefit," said Miss Poehler.
"There are thousands of 'radio voices'
in this country alone which are of
surpassing sweetness, but because
they have not the volume required to
fill even small halls heretofore have
not been heard outside of small circles
of friends. The professional stage,
the concert platform and operatic com-
panies have all been forced to choose
only the voices of the greatest power,
and in so doing they have been forced
to sacrifice that quality of sweetness
which was most appealing.

"The singer on the stage must have
a voice that will carry out over the
audience and into the third and fourth
balcony. The 'acoustics of the air'-
the system of- sound amplification
which has made possible the present
development of radio broadcasting-
has supplied the volume and power
necessary to these sweeter voices.

"Although they would not be heard
distinctly across the footlights, radio
waves carry them hundreds and thou-
sands of miles to millions of listen-
ers, WLAG has drawn largely from
this new group of voices for its pro-
grams and the hundreds of letters
received bespeak their popularity.

"New voices also are popularizing
new songs or old ones. Favorites de-
velop as they do from the stage.
Again and again, requests have come
in for such numbers as "By the Wa-
ters of Minnetonka," "One Fleeting
Hour," "Lindy Lou" and "I Passed
by Your Window."

"The war between jazz and studio
music is waging hotter and hotter
among radiophans. The time is com-
ing when an armistice will have to
be declared or a peace treaty signed
between the two factions. The cry
for music of the jazz type sounds with
louder volume, but the voices rising
above it constantly demand the am-
bitious offerings."

Before taking charge of WLAG Miss
Poehler was prominent in western
musical circles as a soprano soloist,
and took a leading part, as she still
does, in musical educational work of
Minnesota.

to see her and to hear her say "Good -
morning, girls and boys," and give a
short talk.

The applause of the children and
grown-ups expressed the pleasure they
received from listening to Sally Menkes
play the piano, and hearing a story
from "Uncle Bob," as well as the vocal
selections rendered by John Stamford,
all of KYW's staff.

Miss Vivette Gorman said "Hello,
everybody," and then told the children
of old St. Nicholas, finishing with
"Good -by, everybody," which made
them all laugh.

The children particularly enjoyed
the beautifully trimmed and lighted
Christmas tree and were mord than
happy when they each received a box
of candy and a gingerbread man.

CODE INCREASES JOYS.
Knowing how to pick up code rues -

sages increases the joy df radio life
75 per cent. And anyone can learn
the code In a week's practice.

W. G. Hay.
and conducts a school for vocal tree::
ing.

Jap Fishers Use Radio
A newspaper dispatch reports that

the chief of the Nagasaki Perfectural
Marine Products Bureau of Japan, to-
gether with a committee of men inter-
ested in marine products, is reported
to be investigating the possibilities of
installing radiophone outfits on the
larger sized fishing boats whch have
their base at Nagasaki, to enable them
to communicate with shore when in
difficulties, and to report the catch in
time for their owners to realize on it.

Solid Gold Receiver
Among the countless wedding pres-

ents received by the Duke and Duch-
ess of York was a wonderful gold
mounted radio receiving set. It is a
portable loop receiver, mounted on a
mahogany tea wagon, complete in ev-
ery detail, with loudspeaker and even
a charger for the storage battery at-
tached to the shelf beneath.

Finds Friends by Radio
The bishop of Birmingham, in Eng-

land, broadcast a talk recently and
was surprised to receive many letters
from old friends of whom he had al-
together lost track and who commu-
nicated with him after bearing his
voice again thru the ether. Radio pro-
vides, the bishop 1,ays, a new and un-
exampled way, to extend one's per-
sonal touch to thousands of people
whom one cannot hope to meet face
to face.

Kinks in Phone Cords
Do not leave kinks in your tele-

phone cords, as this will finally allow.
them to wear thru the fine braided
wire and result .in r. loose connection.
Make a practice of untwisting the
cords each time you put the tele-
phones on your head and the cords
will last a much longer time.

Established 1875 by E.J.Lehmartrt

THE F X
Service -Quality -Price

State. Adams and Dearborn Streets .-

Complete Long Distance

4 -Tube S. P. 2 Radio Set
1 stage Radio -frequency Amplification Detector

2 stages Audio -frequency Amplification

Regular $175 Outfit at

$98.5°

A set powerful enough under favorable conditions
to enable you to listen in on New York, California,
Canada, Cuba and other distant points.

Jet consists of 1 detector tube, 3 amplifier tubes, 100 ft. stranded an-
tenna wire, 1 pair phones, 50 feet lead-in wire, 1 ground clamp, 1
45 -volt "B" battery, 1 Carter phone plug, 1 Willard 6 -volt storage bat-
tery, 2 insulators and 1 S. P. 2 set.

Pay Only $25 Down-Balance $12 Monthly
Radio Department-Seventh Floor.
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"Jack" Nelson Tells Us How WDAP Is Operated
and Lets Us In on Some Secrets

HERE is something new
in the way of station
write-ups. This time

we have the station to tell us
all about itself. The station
is WDAP (Chicago), and the
author is none other than
"Jack" Nelson, program di-
rector and announcer.-The
Editor.

By JACK NELSON.
(Program Director, WDAP Station.)

IT IS a disadvantage to have one
of the personnel of a radio station
write concerning it. To tell the

truth about its achievements would
sound too self-satisfied, and to tell
some of the most humorous things
concerning it would hardly be kind
to some of us at the station.

There is a certain lure about the
distant and the unseen, and therein
may be the whole reason for the popu-
larity of radio transmission and re-
ception. The listener tries to imagine
what- the artists look like, how the
studio is furnished, how the operating
room is arranged, and, perhaps, how
a studio director possibly could ar-
range such a terrible program, while
we at the other end of the line are
wondering just where these voices,
which we actually hear, are being
heard thru the medium which is so
amazing in its magnitude.

Keeps Out Monotony.
It is that very thing that keeps

our work interesting and prevents us
from becoming tired of saying, "This
is the Chicago Board of Trade Sta-
tion, WDAP, located on the Drake ho-
tel, Chicago." Now, that I think of
it, we have said that quite a few times
but it hasn't become monotonous yet,
and the reason is that we try to say
it very distinctly so that we may be-
lieve, perhaps, England may again be
tuned in, or Honolulu or Rio de Ja-
neiro, or even some spot on the globe
from which we have not yet received
word.

One of the fascinating features of
being in a radio station is that old
puzzle-old to us-that is: "Wonder
how many are, tuned in to this sta-
tion right now? How many on 5th
avenue, New York-how many coal
miners in Pennsylvania, how many
farmers in Iowa-how young is the
youngest-how old is the oldest-how
many crystal sets how many super -
whatever -you -call -its, how many city
parties, how many lonely souls miles
from the nearest railroad  station?"
I could think up a hundred more ques-
tions, if it would show you how in-
teresting is our work.

Where the Real Work Is.
But, now that I have mentioned

work, let us offer up a little pity for
the engineeying department. To be
modest, of -course, .1 must admit it
is a terrific job to procure sufficient
talent to provide excellent programs
six nights a week. Terrific! But
"seein' as how" the programs I at-
tempt to arrange are not excellent
six nights a week, I have an easy
job.

But the work is really out in the
operating room. It is the easiest thing
in the world for me to escort some-
body thru our station, explaining ev-
erything very fully, because when we
get to the operating room, it is easy
to say, "Now, the sound is carried on
the microphone line into this room,
where it enters this apparatus some-
where, and eventually gets into the
antenna, which you can partially see

43 thru that skylight up there." Simple,
isn't it, and complete as far as I am
concerned.

But it takes Elliott Jenkins, our ex-
ecutive engineer (that means it is his
responsibility to keep the set going),
or Ralph Shugart or Paul Neal, the
operators, two hours and a half to act
as a guide on an inspection tour.

When the set of a listener suddenly
goes wrong, he can bay to himself,
"Oh, well, I ought to get to bed now,
anyway," and fix the thing tomorrow.
But when there is the least bit of a
waver in our standards, it must be
smoothed out :..nmediately. And the
apparatus maintained is such that ev-
ery part, to me, seems extremely sen-
sitive. A little variation on a certain
meter, to me means nothing more
than that variat . but to the op-
erators, it may mean that a big tube
is about to "blow," or one of a hun-
dred other things which would prove
disastrous to our transmission.

What Operators Do.
Give a thought to that some time

when you are tuned in. The an-
nouncer you hear and the artists you
hear may be interesting and enter-
taining. but don't forget those boys
you seldom hear about, out there fn
the other room listening for varia-
tions, and watching the meters for
variations-turning dials carefully,
and politely asking uests to leave
the operating room so that they may
be less polite to the transmitter-
which to us is almost a human thing

rNEUTRODYNE
Buy Your Parts Here

SETS BUILT AND NEUTRALIZED

RADIO DOCTORS, Inc.
504 South State St. -504

Only One Door to 504.....
8074-APhones--WahaMi

e7Ae DRAKE HOTEL ors 7..2% telt.
Of Tracte .S'ta'tion IX.P.DA-P 

Xtee Greet?fn¢ra22L ors
WDAP psvgrarn everyMeardey

2YEZ,5'ON .Fte-oga-zszz-a azz-en-v-o-t---
az-zeL etrzrzoczrzez- eirt-fD-A-T,

Bob dOTALZ Actiorr2.paz-xtV
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-sometimes a sweet, peaceful person,
and sometimes a diabolical plotting in-
dividual, working desperately against
all the efforts of the boys to make
her sweet and peaceful again.

I have known Elliott, Paul and
Ralph stay up all night experiment-
ing on the outfit, to get it tuned
right (for our wave length) or to per-
fect our modulation, which you must
know is the 'proudest thing an en-
gineer can be of."

Some of you late tuners have un-
doubtedly heard, "This is WDAP test-
ing. One, two, three, fo-o-o-our." Well
that was the engineering department
hard at work.

Please do not misunderstand me,
however, it is not always dark as I
may have pictured it. We all enjoy
our work, and have friendly disposi-
tions most of the time.

All Stations Operate Same Way.
You have seen many pictures and

read many articles by representatives
of various stations. In principle, ev-
ery station is very similar. Raab one
has -its operating room with its tech-
nical staff. Each one has its studio
and its staff. Some of them have a
larger staff than others. Just how
many are necessary to conduct a pro-
gram in the studio is a question. Each
has its business staff, Miss M. E.
Stahl is our business 'manager, who,
with, her assistants. handles _OA .1,41si-

5013/ -'a---affairs -and most of the,itsorne-
spondence. Another group of people

most necessary but about whom you
hear nothing.

The pictures printed herewith are
self-explanatory. We have included
some of our more or less regular ar-
tists, because we almost consider them
as part of the station. They have
been very kind with their help and
we appreciate it.

We would like to show pictures. (It
space permitted) of the 'whore gang"
-Jenny Sullivan, Bob Brown (and
his "famous overseas ukelele"), Betty
Holmes, George Hill, Rosemary
Hughes, Fred Rose, Cambridge Sis-
ters, Roy Nobles, Fern Bay, The Me-
lodians, etc., etc., but they're all bash-
ful about such things.

The Sheik Is Still Here.
I mentioned Ralp Shugart a while

back. To the oldtimers this will be
interesting. for Ralph is none other
than the famous old "Stitch of the
Drake," whose rich voice and clever
talk gave him that title. We regret-
ted very much that in rearranging
our station last summer it was nec-
essary to have the operator and an-
nouncer in different rooms. Ralph at
the time was operating and announc-
ing at the same time, so now he is
the one you hear anouncing market
reports at night, and the "cut -Ins" be-
tween Jack Chapman's orchestra num-
bers. (One week Paul Neal has the
night shift and the nest week :he
"Old Sheik" -has it.) .

Now, I mentioned Jack Csapansn:

c/ze..,
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Radio FindsFinds Daughter
for Sick Mother in Iowa

As an efficacious means of locating
people in an emergency, radio is dem-
onstrating its ability with repeated suc-
cess. A clear-cut instance has just
been brought to the attention of WGY,
the radio broadcasting station of the
General Electric company, located at
Schenectady, N. Y. a

This station received a request not
long ago from Fort Ann, N. Y., that
a message be broadcast notifying Miss
Ruby Wood, a health nurse from the
health department at Albany, of the
serious illness of her mother in Iowa.

The announcement was broadcast
the same evening it was received and
was heard by Miss Donald of the Al-
bany hospital, who was listening in to
the program of the evening. She is an
acquaintance of Miss Wood, whom she
succeeded in locating in Albany and
advising her of the message. Miss
Wood at once started for her home in
Iowa.

Need I say more? We claim and
we'll all go to the mat about it, th,st
there isn't a better broadcasting or-
chestra in the country. The instru-
mentation and their perfect style can-
not be beat for radio purposes.

I've had my say. Gotta sign off.
And that's that.

May you laugh in your dreams!
Your comeback to that should he
something like Jenkins' "And may you
choke in your dreams." And Happy
New Year.

Battery Switches Big Aid
A battery switch costs but a few

cents. but when mounted on your
panel increases the joy of broadcast
listening immeasurably.

Rheostats Aid Tuning
Do not overlook the value of your

,detector rheostat in tine tuning. A
good rheostat that has a vernier ad-
justment will bring in more stations
than any other one instrument-if
you know how to use it and have a
critical rheostat to begin with.

NOT ALL STATIC.
Lots of radiophans blame static for

the clutter -clutter in the phones. Bet-
ter test oat your "B" battery connec-
tions or the batters themselves.
Most of the so-called "static" comes
from poor plate voltage batteries.

AMSCO VERNIER CONDENSERS
11 plate $4.00
13 plate 4.00
17 plate 4.50
23 Wale 4.5043 plate 5.00
VARIABLE
3 plate $1.30

11 plate 1.80
i3 mate 1.80
17 plate 2.50
23 plate 2.50
43 plate 3.50

u- Rest False for Your
Money!

Ask to see the !a-
mens 'Melco-Supreme

runed Radio -Frequency Receiver.
For Sale at Your Dealer or Jobber.
We manufacture a rut:. line of Radio

Parts sac Sets. Send for descriptive
circular. -

AMSCO PRODUCTS, Inc.
IIROOME aid-tiAFAYETFE- STREETS

NEW YORK
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Today's Radio Programs and Schedules
Continued Prom Page L

Barnits, tenor; Helen P. Goldsmith,- pianist:
Slide Burch Auderson, soprano; Oriole or-
ehestra. (1) "Faded Love Letters," "Pe-
kin," by Oriole orchestra; (2) tenor solos,
tlected, by Walter D. Baratta; (3) selec-
ons, Colispius Preludes. opus 28, No. 20,

opus. 28. No. 6, by Helen P. Goldsmith;
14) "Robin, Robin, Sing Me a Song"
Simmer). "H. Mr. Piper" (Curran), by Mida
nrch Anderson: (5) "Unfortunate Blues."

"Silvery Moon" by Oriole orchestra; (6)tenorsolos, selected, by Walter D. Barnitz;
7) Mazurka No. 2 (Godard). "Air de

let" (Chaminade). by Helen P. Gold-
smith; (8) "It Came on the Midnight Clear"
(Speaks), "0 Divine Redeemer" (Gonnod).
by Mida Burch Anderson; (9) "Sobbing
Blues,' "So This Is Venice," by Oriole or-
chestra; (10) tenor solos, selected, by Wal-
ter D. Barnitz: (11) "Mystery" (Wash),'False No. 2 (Godard), by Helen P. Gold-
smith; (12) "Care Selye" (Handel), "Yes-
terday and Today" (Stooge), by Mida
Burch Anderson; (13) "Sunshine of Mine."
"Susie," by Oriole orchestra; (14) tenor
solos, selected, by Walter D. Barnitz: (15)
selections from 'Preludes" (Canoeing). opus.
No. 4, opus 28, No. 7, by Helen P. Gold -

days, Tuesdays, Thursday and Saturdays,
Evening -7 p, in kiddies' stories In Preach

and English; 7:20 p. in., classical selections
.by Mount Royal Hotel Concert orchestra;
8 p. m., concert of vocal selections under
the direction of J. Howie; 10:30 p. m Jo-
seph Smith's famous Mount Royal betel
dance orchestra.

PWX-Havana, Cuba; 400 meters: Jose
Isquierdo, chief operator; Urbane del Cas-
tile,. program director; Remberto
announcer. Regular broadcasting nights,
Wednesday and Saturday. 7:30 to 1(1 p. in.,
central standard time.

TSF-Parls, France; French Post and Tele-
graph department, 103 Rue de GrewIle
Director, M. G. Valenat; assistant, M. Chari-
ton; 400 meters; 500 watts:

Daily except Tuesday at 2:21 p. re. Tues-
day at 1:51 p. m., music, classical theater
and a course in English literature. Tuesdays,
a course in the Morse code. Every ten
days, scientific lectures.

OUT-OF-TOWN STATIONS

Eastern Programs.
(Central Time Is shown.)

The first woman in the United States to receive a commercial wire-
less operator's license is Mrs. Frank B. Chambers of Philadelphia, shown
here at her instruments. She is an instructor in a wireless school
and who, while not teaching future radio operators, dons working
clothes and in the radio laboratory builds and assembles radio
apparatus.

smith; (18) "Song of the Robin Woman"
(Cadman), "Butterflies" (Seiler), by Mida
Burch Anderson.

WDAP--Chieago Board of Trade, located at
Drake hotel; 300 meters.

Day -9:30 a. m., 10 a. m., 10:30 a. m..
11 a. m., 11:30 a. in., 12 noon, 12:30 p. in.,
1 p. in., 1:30 p. m., quotations and market
reports direct from the Chicago Board of
Trade.

Evening -10 P. m., program by the Hin-
shaw Conservatory of Music.

WPAD-Formerly on W. A. Wieboldt
Co.'s. School street and Ashland avenue.

Notice-This station has closed and is be-
ing moved to Armour institute, where it will
be operated by the radio department of that
in stilt tien.

WHAH-Located at 4801 Woodlawn ave-
nue; 248 meters.

WS.S.X-Located on Chicago Radio labora-
tory; 208 meters.

SUBURBAN STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.)
WCBD-ZIon, HI.; 345 meters: J. H. De -

pew, station manager.
Day -2:30 p. in. to 8:45. p. m.. sacred

solos and duets. and an address either by
Wilbur Glenn Voliva, general pverseer of she
Christian Catholic Apostolic church in Zion,
or one of hs representatives.

WCAY-Milwaukee, Wis.; 261 meters: No
silent nights.Day -1 p. in. to 4:30 p. in., special con-
cert: novelty and test programs as an-;

Evening -7:30 D. m., regular concertnonnced.
pro-

gram.
WHAD-Marquette University, Milwaukee,

Wis.; 280 meters:Wednesdays-At 7:30 D. In. only.
WIAB-Rockford. Ill.; 252 meters: Wednes-

day and Friday evenings. Monday evening,
9 p. m., MacDonald's Melody orchestra. in
latest hits. Friday evening. 8 p. tn., vocal
and instrumental selections. Sunday. 12 :30 ,
p m religious service by the Rev. Toyk-
mann and choir of the/Mission Tabernacle
church.WJAN-Peoria, Ill.; 280 meters; daily ex-
cept Sunday.

Day -9 a. m., live stock market; 9:15
a. m.. weather; 11:30 a. in.. Chicago, Peoria
and St. Louis live stock and grain markets;
1:30 p. in.. Chicago and Peoria grain and
produce markets; United States agriograms.

Evening-Tuesday and Thursday, special
musical program to be announced by radio-
phone.WRM-Urbana, nt., University of Illinois;
360 meters: 8:50 to 9:30 p. in., lectures
and news.

WTAS--Eigin, 111.; 286 meters.

FOREIGN STATIONS

CKAC-Montreal, Canada; 430 meters:
Note-this station broadcasts only on Sun.

MAGNATRONS
D.0 199.06 Amp. 3-4 V:

16 to 150 volt P. Detec-tor.Amplifier. No bias
battery needed. $E.50
Special for only U=

S. B. 201a. .07 amp. 5 -

Volt 15 to 150v, sail)
regular base . . u=

D. C. 12, 125 v.025 amp.
20 to 80 v. $6.50
plate

DETECTOR and AMPLIFIER
Delivery Jan. 1st

MADE BY CONNEWEY
Distributed by

RADIOTUBES
W. Adams St., Chicago

OWL ad & $' will get as acquainted

KDKA-East Pittsburg; 326 meters[
Day -8:45 a. in., Union live stock mar-

ket reports furnished by the National Stock-
man and Farmer; 10:55 a. m.. Arlingtonsignals; 11 a. in., weather forecamt,
United States bureau of market reports fur-
nished by the National Stockman and Farm-
er; 11:10 a. m-, noonday concert; 6:15, din-
ner concert.

Evening -13:30 p. m., weekly chat with the
farmer by Frank E. Mullen, radio editor
National Stockman and Farmer; 0:45 p.
the children's period; 7 p. m Ns:tonal
Stockman and Farmer market reports; 7:15
p. m., farm program continued; 7:30 p.
concert by KDKA Little Symphony orchestra
under the direction of Victor Sandek, as-
sisted by Mrs. Jane Caldwell Harrcld, so-
prano; Norman Tate, tenor: Mrs. Edna G.
Mara, accompanist. Program: Orchestra
selections-Overture, "Rosamunde," Schu-
bert; "Dances of Elizabethan Days' (siring
ensemble; "The Lost Chord" (trumpet solo
by J. H. Harvey), Sullivan; "Molly on the
Shore." Grainger; Processional from "Queen
of Sheba," Goldmark; "Pomp and Ci..^M1M-
stance," Eiger; soprano solos, "Stills We
die Nacht," Bohm; "Serenity," Salter;
"Home from School," Rohrer; "Ho, Mr.
Piper." Curran; tenor solos, 'Ma Lindy
Lou," Strickland; "Mighty Lak a Rose,"
Nevin., "Twilight," Glenn; "Jean," Serest'.
8:55 p. in., Arlington time signals; weather
forecast. 10:30 p. m.. special late evening
concert.

WBZ--,Springfield, Mass.; 337 meters:
Day -10:55 a. m.. Arlington time signals;

weather reports, Boston and Springlield mar-
ket reports.

Evening -6:30 p. in., twilight tales for
the kiddies; farmers' period, letter from the
New England Homestead; 7 p. m., concert
by Minnie Kohler Warner contralto, Mrs.
Eleanor Turner la Zazzera accompanist,
Burton Cornwall barytone and Harriet Crane
Pitblado accompanist; 8 p. m., bedtime
story for grown-ups by Orison S. Merden;
8:55 p. in., Arlington time signals.

WCAE-Pittsburg, Pa.; 462 meters:Dae-1130 a. in., news, weather reports,
reading of daily program: 2:30 p.m.. news;
3:30 p.m., stock market reports, Sunshine
Girl, news; 4:30 p. in., dinner concert trans-
mited from William Penn hotel.

Evening -7:30 p. in., concert by violin pu-
pils from the studio of Prof. Fayette Lloyd.

WEAF-New York city; 492 meters.
Day -10 a. in., popular Thursday morning

talks; market report by American Agricul-
turist and United States department of agri-
culture; 3-6:30 p. in., Ida Weirich. contralto;
Ruth Friedman, pianist, and Emilie Saun-
ders, dramatic soprano, accompanied by
Harry Israel.

Evening -6-11 p. in., midweek services un-
der auspices of the New York Federation of
Churches; United Cigar Stores daily sport

talk by Thornton Fisher; Clara Du Val. so-
prano; talk sponsored by the National Car-
bon company; Ned Lincoln, traveler and ex-
plorer in a talk and songs of the Congo;
8.30 p. m., musical program direct from
Hunter college. New York city: talk under
the auspices of the Bank of America; mu-
sical program direct from the studio of the
Columbia Phonograph company; radio talk
by John V. L. Hogan; Lillian May Chal-
lenger, lady barytone; program by Gimbel
Bros., New York city; Vincent Lopez orches-
tra, direct from the grill of the Hotel Penn-
sylvania.

wHN-New York city, Lowe's State broad-
casting station; 360 meters:

Day -1:15 to 1:20 p. in., Jack Sheehan
singing "Annabelle"; 1:20 to 1:25 p.
Chris Traynor singing "Say It with a Uku-
lele"; 1:25 to 1:30 D. in., James White
singing "Stay Home, Little Girl, Stay
Home"; 1:30 to 1:30 p. m.. Jack Sheehan
singing "When It's Nightime in Italy"; 1:35
to 1:45 p. in,, Philip Ellis playing piano
solos; 1:45 to 1:55 p. in., James White
singing "Who's the Meanest Girl in Town";
1:55 to 2 p. in., Chris Traynor singing "Mis-
sissippi Ripples"; 2 to 2:15 p. in., Walter
Richardson, tenor, singing "Mickey Dona-
hue" and "It's a Man": 2:45 to 2:65 p.m..
Ethel Stanley in songs; 2:55 to 3:05 p. m.
James Clarke in piano solos; 3:04 to 3.10
p. in., Kathryne Behnke. contralto soloist:
3:15 to 4 p. m., Oreste and his Pekin or-
chestra from the Pekin restaurant; 4 to
4:30 D. m., Frltzi Leyton, Saul Bernheim,
Tom Dunne and Martha Unger singing "I'm
Sitting Pretty in a Pretty Little City,"
"I'm Going South" and "Midnight Rose."

Evening -8:30 to 9 p. m.. Lou Gold's
Wigwam orchestra; 9 to 9:05 p. m., Max
nitric- singing "Somebody's Wrong"; 9:05 to
9:10 p. m., Gertrude Van Diense singing
"First, Last and Always"; 9:10 to 9:20
D. in.. William Berkes singing "I Wonder
Who's Dancing with You Tonight"; 9:20
to 9:30 p. m., Matty Levine in piano solos:9:30 to 9:40 p. m., Judith Roth and Al
Wilson singing "Barefoot Days"; 9:40 to
9:45 p. m., Al Wilson singing "There'll Be
Some Changes Made"; 9:45 to 9:55., James
Brennan playing popular piano solos; 9:63
to 10 p. in., Judith Roth singing "Spanish
Dancer", 10 to 10:15 p. m., Harry Rich-
man of Benny Benard's "Wigwam club" sing-
ing "No Hot Water in the Bronx" and
"When the Wind Blows North"; 10:15 to
10:30 p. in,, Marion Hamilton of the Zieg-
field Follies in songs and harp selections:
10:30 to 10:45 p. m., Irene Delroy of
Greenwich Village Follies" at the Winter
Garden singing "Lovey" and "MoonlightKisses"; 10:45 to 11 D. in., Al Newman,
concert pianist and leader of the orchestra
at the Greenwich Village Follies, in piano
recital.

WGI-Medford Hillside, Mass.; 360 meters:Day 11 a. in., program of selections on
the Edison laboratory phonograph and by
the Amine., in the Chickering; 11:40 a. in.,
New England weather forecast, furnished by
the United States weather bureau: 11:45
a. m, closing report on farmers' produce
market report; 12:30 D. in,, dosing storkmarket reports, furnished by Elmer H.Bright & Co., members of the New York
and Boston stock exchange; agriograms, fur-
nished by the United States department of
agriculture; live stock market reports.

Evening-Lectures, music.
Evening-Lecture; music.
WHAZ-Troy, N. Y.; 330 meters: Thisstation broadcasts only on Monday eve-nings.
W0Y-8ehneetady, N. lt,e 380 meters:
Silent night Wednesday.
Day -10:55 a, in., time signals; 10:30

a. in., stock market report; 10:40 a. m.,produce market report; 10:45 a. in., weatherforecast; 1 p. in., music and address. 5p. in., produce and stock market quotations;
news bulletins; 5 D. in., news, markets.

Evening -6:45 p. in., musical program by
WGY orchestra, assisted by Leah Damsky,
dramatic reader, and Ivan Stough, pianist,
with address, "A Few Moments with New
Books," by L. T. Hopkins, assistant libra-
rian of General Electric company; instru-mental selection, "Fantasia on Old Songs"
(Rollinson). by WGY orchestra; piano solos,
(a) Nocturne (Chopin), (b) Velem, opus 64.No. 2 (Chopin), by Ivan Strough; instru-
mental selection, "Intermezzo" (Bohn), by
orchestra; dramatic reading, "Green Stock-
ings" (Mason), by Leah Damsky; instru-
mental selection, "Artists' Life" (Strauss).by orchestra; piano solo. "Bagatelle and
Reverie" (Barnard). by Ivan Strough; dra-
matic reading, 'Pygmalion and Galatea,"part 1 (Gilbert), by Leah Damsky; instru-
mental selection, "Serenade" (Drdla), byorchestra; dramatic reading, "Pygmalion and
Galatea," part 2 (Gilbert). by Leah Dam -sky; piano solo, "Adagio Cantabile." from
"Sonata Pathetique" (Beethoven), by Ivan
Strough; instrumental selection, "Italian Ro-
mance" (Bohn), by orchestra.

WOE-Buffalo; 319 meters:
Day-Lakes Erie and Ontario, special report

from Buffalo and Oswego. N. Y., for marine
and aviation interests, weather forecast for
western New York; 11 a. m., weather, prod-uce and live stock market reports; 11:30
a. m., organ, dining -room, Hotel Statier:
1:30 p. in, closing prices of Chicago Board
of Trade: 2:30 D. m., closing prices ofNew York Stock exchange; 5:30 D. in.,
Vincent Lopez, Hotel Statler orchestra.

Evening -6:30 p. m., digest of the day's
news, second broadcasting of an daily re-
ports.

WJY-New York city; 405 meters:
This station broadcasts only on Sundays

at 2:30 p. in. to 6 p. m.
WJZ-New York city; 455 meters: Nosilent night.
Day -2 p. in., organ recital on the Hotel

Astor organ by Leo Riggs, by direct wire
from the Hotel Astor; 3:46 p. in., concert.

Evening -6:30 p. m., dinner music from
Hotel Adelphia Concert orchestra, A. Cande-
loll, director.

WOO-Philadelphia; 509 meters: Silent
Sunday. Tuesday. Thursday, Friday and Sat-
urday evenings.

Day -10 a. m., grand organ; 10:30 a. M.
United States weather forecast; 10:55 a. m.,
United States naval observatory time sig-
nal,; it a. m., luncheon music by the Tea
Room orchestra; 3:45 p. in.,. grand organ
and trumpets; 4 p. in., sport results and
police reports.

WOR-Newark, N. J.; 405 meters:
Day -1:30 p. m., Edna Marie Schener. so-

prano; 1:45 p. m., Mrs. Nova H. Large

Radio Traffic Policeman E. F. O'Keefe of the bureau of standards
photographed with a special measuring set with which he keeps tab
on broadcasting and transmitting stations to observe that they keep
within the law. This work at the bateau of standards supplements that
of the radio inspection service of the department of commerce.

will speak on IThe Freedom of the West";
2:15 p. m.. Jean Spire, tenor, of New York;
2:30 p. m., continuation of soprano solos
by Edna Marie Scheller; 2:45 p. in., Jean
Spire. tenor, of New York: 6:15 to 6:30
P. in., "Music While You Dine," featured
by Tom Cooper and his Country Club or-
chestra.

DEC-Washington' D. C., 469 meters: Si-
lent Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday eve-
nings.

Day -2 p. in., fashion developments of
the moment, prepared by Women's Wear:
2:10 p. in., piano recital by Eloise Winters:
2:26, farm and home reports; 2:30. violin
recital by Albert Sand; 2:45, the Magazine
of Wall Street; 2:50, song recital by Charles
Glennow, barytone; 3 p. m.. Bradstreet's
financial statement; 4:15, instruction in code
practice; 5 p. m., children's hour, by Peggy
Albion.

WRW-Tarrytown, N. Y.; 273 meters.
WDAR-Philadelphia, Pa.; 395 meters.
Day -11 a. in., organ recital from the

Stanley theater; features from the studio:
Arcadia Concert orchestra, Fery Sarkozi di-
rector; 12 in.. Arcadia Concert orchestra;
artist recital from the studio; Mrs. Anna B.
Scott, talk, "The Market Basket": 3:30
D. in., woman's club hour: 6:30 p. in.,
Dream Daddy with the boys and girls.

Midwest Programs.
WCAL-Northtield, Minn.. St. Olaf college.

P Skifter, director; Ellu Hjertass, program
director; 360 meters:

Sunday, 11 a. m. and 8:30 p. in,; Thurs-
day, 9 p. in.; Friday, 7 p. Saturday, 12
noon.

WCX-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters:
Day -1 p. in., news bulletins; 1:15 p. in.,

stock quotations; 1:60 p. in., government
weather forecast: 3:15 p. m., music; 5 p. m.,
dinner concert from Hotel Tuller.

Evening -6 p. in., musical program.
WJAX-Cieveland; 390 meters: Silent every

night except Tuesday and Thursday.
Evening-Program by faculty of Oberlin

conservatory and jazz quartet: Aria, "0
Sleep, Why Dost Thou Leave tile?" (Handel),
by Mrs. Florence Jenny Hall; "Preislied for
Violin" (Wagner -Wilhelm), by Maurice Kess-
ler; "Oh Wings of Song" (Mendelssohn),
waltz in E minor (Chopin), by Leslie
Jolliff; "Rocky Mountain Sketches for
Violin" (Cecil Burleigh), by Maurice
Hessler; "Trees" (Oscar Rasbach), "The
Crying of Water (Campbell -Tipton), by Mrs.
Florence Jenny Hall; talk on "Viola d'Amore,
by Mr. Kessler; "Soir d'Automne" (Woefel-
gliern), "Plaisir d'Arnour" (Martini), "An-
dante and Minuet" (Milandre). by Viola
d'Amore, Mr. Kressler; "The Good Little
King of Yvetot" (old French folk song),
"Humoresque" (Grieg), "Spring Song" (Men-
delssohn), by Miss Ruth Brown; "Staccato
Etude" (Rubinstein), piano solo, by Leslie
Jolliff; "A-Mia Sposa Sara le Mia Bandicra"
(L. Rotoli). "Goleale" (Tosti), "Sogno"
(Testi). by Gaetano Menne; instrumental
Quartet (two banjos, guitar and bass). J.
R. Frew, Eddie Peabody, Colby Hubbard and
Otto Horn; Hawaiian guitar duet, "Kawai-
hau." by J. R. Frew. Eddie Peabody; banjo
solo, selected, by Eddie Peabody; instru-mental quartet (madolin, mandola, guitar
and bass viol), by J. R. Frew, Eddie Pea-
body, Colby Hubbard and Otto Horn: "Iknow a Lovely Garden" (O'llartelot), "Pag-
liacci-Arioso" (Leoncarvalla), "At Twilight"
(Knowlton), by Gaetano Manno; steel guitar
solo, selected, by J. R. Frew; ukelele and
guitar duet, "Kiawana Hula," by J. R. Frew
and Eddie Peabody; violin solo (instrumental
accompaniment), by Eddie Peabody: instru-
mental quartet (Hawaiian guitars, flute and
bass), (2) "Hawaiian Hula," (2) "MaunoLua," by J. R. Frew. Eddie Peabode, Colby
Lubbard and Otto Horn.

WLAG-Minneapolis, Minn.; 417 meters:No silent nights.
Day -9:30 to 11:35 a. in., announcement',

markets, news, household hints; 11:35 a. m.,
surprise program: 1:30 p. in., market re-
ports; 2 p. m., woman's club hour; 2:35
p. In., daylight musical program; 4 p. m.,
short story; 4:30 p. in., market reports:
5:30 p. in., children's hour. Kay Westerveld,
story -teller.

Eveing-5:30 p. m., children's hour, Teas
Cooperman, story teller; 6 p. in., sport pro-
gram, Dr. J. S. Dick Jr., "More About Dogs":
6:15 p. m.. Minneapolis Athletic Club or-
chestra, led by George Osborn; 7:30 p.
farm lectures; 9:15 p. in., weather reports
and time.

WLW-Clnehmatt; 309 meters; Silent Fri-day and Saturday.
Day -10:30 a. in., weather forecast and

business reports; 1:30 p. m., market reports:
3 p. in., business reports.

WOC-Davenport, Iowa; 481 meters: Silent
Tuesdays.

Day -10 a. m., opening market quotations;
10:55 a. m., time signals; 11 a. m.. weather
and river forecast; 11:05 a. m., market quo-
tations; 12 noon. chimes concert; 2 p. in.,closing stocks and markets; 3:30 D.
educational program and concert; 6:45 p.
chimes concert; 6:30 p. m., Sandman's visit.

WTAM-Cleveland; 390 meters; Broad-casts only Wednesday and Saturday eve-nings at 7 to 8 p. m.
WWJ-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters: SilentSaturday.
Day -12 noon, dance music by Jean Gold-

kette's orchestra, broadcast from the Gray -stone ballroom.
Evening-Music.

Southern Programs.
KSD-St, Louis; 546 meters: Silent Fri-

day.
Day-Opening midseason and closing quo-

tations on the St. Louis grain markets;
live stock conditions: Liverpool and New
York cotton market; New York stocks.
bonds and money market; bay and clover;
poultry and butter market; metal markets.
weather reports, forecast and news bulle-
tins are broadcast at 8:40. 9:40 10:40,
11:40, 12:40. 1:40, 2:40 and 4 daily.

Evening -8 p. m, broadcasting the concert
of the St. Louis Symphony orchestra, Ru-
dolph Ganz, conductor; Ossip Gabrilowitsch,
pianist; soloist as riven at the Odeon.

WBAP-Fort Worth, Texas; 476 meters:
Day -10 a. in. to 4 p. m., markets and

financial review.
Evening -7:30 to 8:30 D. m., concert be

Swayne's Southern Serenaders orchestra:9:30 to 10:45 p. in., concert by the Gold
Medal band of Weatherford, Texas, Conway
E. King director.

WDAF-Kansas City, Mo.; 411 meters:
Day -3:30 to 4:30 p. in., &tides] mati-

nee, the D. Ambert Haley Dance and Concert
orchestra.

Evening -6 to 7 p. in., tuning -in piano
number on the Duo -Art; marketgrarn,
weather forecast and road report; address,
speaker from the William Jewel college,
Liberty, Mo.; the children's story and in-
formation period; music, Fritz Hanlein's
Trianon ensemble, Hotel Muehlbach; 11:45
P. in. to 1 a. in., "The Merry Old Chief"
and the Coon -Sanders Novelty -Singing or-
chestra. Plantation grill, Hotel Muehlbach.

WFAA-Dallas, Texas; 147 meters: Si-
lent Wednesday.

Day -10:30 a. in., United States weather
bureau report and forecast and C. A. M.
A. A. highway condition bulletin for the
southwest, followed by Dallas produce mar-
ket quotations. early cotton market report
and Wall street review; 12:30 p. in., ad-
dress by Dr. J. D. Boon: 2:30 to 2:45
D. m., Dallas live stock market, late general
markets, sport news; 3:30 to 4 p.
Agriograme, health bulletins, Texas market
news, sports news: 5:30 to 6 p. in., bed-
time story and fairy tale, told by Miss Mary
C. Tooney.

Evening -8:30 to 9:30 p. In.. J. Wesley
Hubbell dub singers, with Mr. Hubbell as-
sisting.tG'

V -New Orleans; 359 meters:
Evening -7 to 8 p. in., concert.

days.
AS-Loulsville; 400 meters: Silent Mon -

Day -4 to 5 p. in., selections by the Wal-
nut theater orchestra, Walter Davison, con-
ductor; selections by the Strand theater or-
chestra, Harry S. Currie, conductor.

Evening -9 to 10:30, music.
WEIR-Kansas City, Mo.; 411 meters: Si-

lent Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Day -8:25 to 8:30, estimated live stock

receipts; 9:25 to 9:40, live stock, grain
quotations; 10:25 to 10:40. live stock and
grainquotations, weather and shippers' fore -

east, road conditions and foreign exchange;
11:25 to 11:40 live stock, grain quota-
tions; 12:35 to 1 p. m., popular music:
"That's My Baby." "Havana," "Pretty
Peggy," "That Old Gang of Mine." "I Never
Miss the Sunshine." "Wallin' for the Eve-
ning Mail." 1:25 to 1:50 p. in.. dosing
grain and live stock quotations; 2 to 3 P. In.
ladies' hour program of classical and pop-
ular musical selections by the Sweeney
Radio orchestra: overture, "Light Cavalry"
(Suppe), by Sweeney Radio orchestra; "Blos-
som Time" (Schubert -Romberg), by Sweeney
Radio orchestra; piano duet, "Nola"
(Arndt), by George Parrish and Floyd EA-
Lep: "Les Patineurs" ("The Skaters")
(Waldteufel). by Sweeney Radio orchestra:
"Ballet of the Flowers," part 3 (Hadley).
Mignonette, Batchelor Buttons, Hollyhocks.
Poppies; saxophone solo, "Saxel ore'
(Finder), by Floyd Estep; "Japanese Sun-
set"(Deppin), by Sweeney Radio orchestra:
selected popular music. 3 to 3:05 p. m.. in-
formation from the United States weather
review.

3:06 to 3:20 D. In., grain market
Evening -7 to 7:46 p. in., regular pro-

gram given by the Missouri branch of the
National Congress of Mothers and Parent.
Teachers' association, the first Tuesday of
each month: Trombone solo, "Evening
Star" (Wagner), by James Sell; piano solo.
"Alla Mazurka" (Nemeransky), by FrancisPayne; talk by the state historian of the
Parent -Teachers' association, Mrs. Herbert
E. Fairchild; piano solo, "Juba Dance"
(Deft), and "Valcik" (Mokreys), by Julia
Payne; cornet solo, selected, by Arthur
Winter; program arranged by Mrs. H. R
Graham, press and publicity chairman of
the Parent -Teachers' Association of Missouri:
8 to 10 p. in., dance program especially for
those wishing radio music for their holiday
dances, by the Sweeney Rado orchestra, as-
sisted by the versatile soloist. Bud Eubank.

WNAV-Knoxville, Tenn.; People's Tele..
phone and Telegraph company; 236 meters:
001.5watts:Evening -7:30 to 8:30 p. tn., musical pro-

gram.WMC-Memphis; 500 meters: Silent Wecl

Day-Stocks and news every half hour
from 9 a. in. to 10 P. in.

the regular Thursady
evE;vnienginpg-roSgr:3a0mpiiin.ven by the Hotel Chisca
Philharmonic orchestra, Miss Clara Ahem:
directing, Antonio, Texas; 385 meters:

Thursdays.
nights. Mondays. Wednesdays and

WSB-Atlanta, Ga.: 428 meters:
Evening -8 to 9 p. m., Georgia Railwae

and Power Company band. D. N. Baldwin di.
rector; 10:45 p. m., transcontinental Ra-
chow' organ recital from the First Presby-
stehreiladnon.church. presenting Dr. Charles A.

DRAB-Galveston, Texas; 360 meters:
Pacific Coast Concerts,

KDZE--Seattle, Wash.: 455 meters: Silent
nights, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays.

KFDR-San'ng-mulesircancisco; 509 meters:
Evening-Music.
KHJ-Los Angeles; 895 meters:
Evening -10:45, 11:30 p. m. to 1 a. in.
KPO-San Francisco; 424 meters: Mt

watts: Crain F. Morrison. station director:
Ada Morg leansiO'nBtr.ien, program director. Fri-
day nights

Day -2 p. m., time signals from the naval
observatory; 3 to 4 D. in.. Rudy Seiter't
Fairmont Hotel orchestra, by remote con-
trolVEvening -6:30 to 7:30 p. in., Rudy Seiger's
Fairmont Hotel orchestra, by wire telephony;
8 to 9 p. a delightful dinner concert
will be given by George Lipschultz and mu-
sic masters from the Loew's Warfield the-
ater; 10 to 11 p. m.. G. Herold Montague
Schultels will be at' the console of the Rob-
ert Morton organ; 11 to 12 p. m., an hour
of sacred music will be given by Harrison
Coles, tenor- Harold Praebt, basso: Miss
Lillian Clarke, pianist. Their program is
88 follows: That famous trio from Saint-
Saens. Christmas Oratorio. "The Crucifix"
(Faure). "Contique de Noel (Adams), se-
lectione from "The Messiah"; 12 to 1 a. m.,
E. Max Bradfield's versatile band playing
in the Palace hotel Rose room bowl.

LEARNINg THE CODE.
The best way to learn the code is for

two ambitious fellows to start out
together and work in co-operation,
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Here Is the New "Superduc" That Can Be Built
for $8 and Acts Like $50

I, AST week we promised
you something new in a
little hook-up which Mr.

Hagerman has been working
on for some time. He calls
it "The Superduc." It gets
the name from its inductance
relation. Mr. Hagerman
doesn't claim absolute orig-
inality for the circuit -it be-
ing a form of ultra audion
with just a little kink in that
makes it look different, act
different and be different.
The original set -mounted on
a baseboard, has been deliv-
ering the goods the last two
or three weeks under all sorts
of conditions. It is offered
to you as a try -out. -The
Editor.

By. LEWIS B. HAGERMAN.
(Technical Radio Editor, The Poet.)

IPRESENT for the approval of the
radiophans "-The Superduc" re-
ceiver this week.. It is of the ul-

tra-audion type, but it has escaped
many of the disadvantages possessed
by ultra in its best forms, and it has
taken unto itself several features of
the more pretentious circuits.

Here are the six points about "The
Superduc" that make it stand out as
a shining example of what can be
done with a few parts and only a few
minutes of construction effort:

1. It- is a long-distance receiver.
2. It is almost like a super in vol-

ume.
3. It is almost free of distortion.
4. It has few parts and costs little

to build.
5. It requires little effort to con-

struct
6. It is amiable and free from the
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usual eccentricities of the single cir-
cuit receiver, and the ultra-audions.

There is one thing about "The Su-
perduc" you are going to like. Most
ultras and supers perform wonderful-
ly every once in a while. They are
eccentric, however. Tonight you may
bring in California with enough vol-
ume to fill a room. Tomorrow night
and a dozen nights thereafter you
very likely won't be able to bring in
a local station loud enough for you to
distinguish the announcer's name, and
that of the station.

It Is Consistent.
I have been operating the little

fellow consistently for two weeks. I
mean by that, night by night, and
have yet to find it to give the slight-
est evidence of being erratic. Coast
to coast stations come in satisfacto-
rily, and there's volume enough with
one tube to hear every word distinctly
and free of distortion.

Tuesday night, for instance, KHJ

?illBEIsm

aincarojsl,

To Get
"Outof
Town"

First Tune Out That
Local Station

It isn't hard to receive nowadays on most
any good set from stations all over a
country as' big as the United States -if
the near -by station doesn't interfere.
Even then, if your set is extremely selec-
tive, and if you have the right antenna,
and if you are an expert at tuning -and if

e you have good luck -you can perhaps tune
out the offending transmitter. But it hap-
pened that Wm. L. Mann. of '767 North
Fortieth St., in Philadelphia, didn't have
all these things -so instead of looking for
a super -selective set, he just bought 'a
FERBEND WAVE TRAP, and now he
says he hat- no trouble tuning out any of
the four big Philadelphia stations. The
same thing is being done in Chicago. Try
ill Come in and get one, or phone Central
5933. Mounted on formica panel in ma-
hogany., finished cabinet. 6x5x6, at $8.30,
or unmounted. $6.00.
ANY NIGHT.is "SILENT NIGHT"

WITH A FERBEND I
'6The Original Wave Filter'

Ferbend lEilectrIc Con spiny
19 E. -South Water St. Chicago .

AERIAL

- GROUND
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43 PLATE CONDENSER

HAGERMAN'S
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ctuf.Aso EVENING POST 1400KUP
COPraiSaVg0 192.4
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BATT.
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& .00025 COND
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(Los Angeles), came in as clear as
a bell on one tube, and with amplifica-
tion coul3 be heard anywhere in the
apartmerrt. Some of the five -tube sets
can't do as well.

This little set, as you can see at
a glance, is extremely simple in con-
struction. It uses parts that can be
bought in any radio store, and is not
critical as to the brand of parts used.
It can be built for from $8 or $30, de-
pending, of course, on the quality of
apparatus used.

A funny thing about "The Super-
duc" is taat it seems to work almost
under an7 sort of conditions. For in-
stance, i: delivers the goods even
when ycu take the grid connec-
tion off the tube entirely. Again, leav-
ing the' grid on, but cutting out the
plate you will find that she will per-
colate just about the same.

I haven't tried it with a mazda il-
luminating lamp yet, but wouldn't be
surprised if "The Superduc" would
work even on that sort of test.

Resembles Original DeForest.
"The Superduc" circuit is going to

fool you a little, perhaps at first
glance. You will ask yourself, prob-
ably, if it really is an utra-audion, aft-
er you have studied the accompanying
schematic diagram, and the pictorial
hookups. However, if you will go
back three or four years and refer to
Dr. Lee DeForest's original ultra-au-
dion circuit, you will see a similarity
instantly. He, by the way, is the in -
venter of the ultra, and his circuit
is the daddy of them all.

Dr. DeForest used at that time a
loose coupler. This was very clumsy
and expensive, but had to be used be-
cause of the high wave lengths on
which code work was carried on. He
also diffe-ed slightly on a few other
inconsequential points, such as bat-
tery polarities, but the principle is ex-
actly the same. So if you wish to
take a flier with the original ultra-

LEWIS B. HAGERMAN.

audion circuit. just hop aboard the
"Superduc" and let's go.

Panel Layout Next Week.
In this week's m. gazine I am giving

you a pictorial diagram and schematic
hook-up. From it a god test set can
be constructed. Next week we are giv-
ing panel layout, cabinet dimensions,
photographs and all ordinary construe- I
tion details. The parts necessary to
construct the set are as follows:

One variometer (that can be split). I

One forty -three -plate condenser (pref-
erably vernier.

WEAF (New York city) probably has the first radio "first aid"
kit in existence. Handily placed, it contains fuses, choke coils, grid
leaks, as well as the ever useful pliers, wrenches, etc., and a small
buzzer tester. It is a handy article'in "shooting" and remedying sudden
breaks and is one of the reasons WEAF is always on the job. Photo
shows the kit at the Walker street, New York, city, station.

One variable grid leak.
One .00025 grid condenser.
One rheostat.
One socket.
Eight binding posts.
Panel (any convenient size -about

7x14 inches).
Baseboard, wire, screws, etc.
Mount binding posts and instru-

ments on panel In the arrangement
shown In the pictorial diagram. Wire,
soldering all connections and spacing
as near like drawing as possible.

The thing is so simple that there
isn't much more to , say about it, so
I guess I will sign off for this week
and be with you next Thursday. In
the meantime, if you give "The Super-
duc" a tryout, I would like to hear
from you as to results.

Keeps in Constant Touch -
with North -Pole Explorers
HARTFORD, Conn., Jan. 3. -Re-

cent newspaper accounts prominently
mentioning the Aerial League of
America, to the effect that a mis-
terious invisible barrier for months
has prevented the reception of radio
signals from the arctic expeditions of
MacMillan and Amundsen, were vigor-
ously denied here today, as far as the
MacMillan expedition is concerned.
K. B. Warner, secretary of the Amer-
ican Radio Relay league, the amatear
radio telegraphers' organization thru
which the MacMillan party keeps in
touch with the world, made the denial.

"Our contact with MacMillan is all
we could want," Mr. Warner stated.
"Hundreds of our members in the
United States, Ca-hada and Alaska are
regularly hearing the Bowdoin's radio,
and dozens of our stations in this
country and Canada are in actual
communication with her, handling
hundreds of messages monthly and
regularly receiving news of several
thousand words for the press.

"The only time that the party has
been cut off since they sailed was be-
tween July 29 and Aug. 29, during a
period of continuous daylight. We
have no knowledge of the radio as-
pects of the Amundsen expedition, but
we have undertaken to keep the Mac -
Milian party in contact with this coun-
try, and we are succeeding eminently.

Ask the Man at the Cour:\
ter to Show You

Wog'

Rad° "II* PARTS
Quality and Satisfactory
Performance Guaranteed

SOLD BY
Leading Jobbers and Dealers

Everywhere

' "" " aa- Wees'esi Ved"."%"."es"." %%W.W.WieVeires'

THE BARAWIK CO.
102 SOUTH CANAL STREET

Invites You to Inspect
ITS COMPLETE STOCK OF QUALITY GOODS

Your Money Will Go Farther Here
We Have the Part You Want at the Right Price

Build a Neutrodyne Set
Clearest, Loudest, Greatest Dis-

tance. We Have Every Part
at the Right Price.

NEUTRODYNE PARTS
Condensers, pair 44c
Jacks 59c
Transformers $1.65

Complete Set Parts for
Neutrodyne 5 -Tube Set

'38.50
Essential parts licensed under Hazel-

tine patents. A set that will give
rea:ly wonderful results. The follow-
ing highest grade parts are included:

1 7x24x3-16 Celeron Panel.
1 Baseboard for Mounting.
1 7x14 High-grade" Cabinet,
3 Neutroformers.
2 Neutralizing Condensers.
5 Bakelite Sockets.
2 Barawik A. F. Transformers.
3 4 -inch Bakelite Dials.
2 Special Neutrodyne Jacks.
2 .006 Micadons.
1 Howard Micrometer Rheostat.
1 Howard Plain Rheostat.
1 Freshman Variable Grid Leak

and Condenser.
7 Binding l'osts.
1 Filament Push Switch.
38 ft. Bus Bar 1Vire.
6 ft. Spaghetti.

Panel Drilling Template and Wiring
Diagrams.

Fine Grade
Phone Plug 300
Barawik Special Signal
Corp., 05ip
"B' Battery .... 4-1
Large Size o I t
Tapped "B" 38Batcery .
Barawik Special Lar;-e
Tapped 45-V 2.55"B" Battery...
"B" Battery
Testing Meter.. 850
Storage Batteries, guar-
antied 3 years; new
fresh stock; unequaled
values; 6 volt, 40-80
ampere, 9.90; 6 volt,
80-120
ampere 12.95
Relnartz Coil, tapped,
green silk;
worth $2.50
Signal Corps
Aerial W 1re,100 ft.42 0

with nut s,'dozen,

Switch, 10 point,

YOU CAN BUILI
YOUR OWN SET AND'
GET BEST RESULTS

COMPLETE PARTS FOI
All POPULAR CIRCUIT:
Cockac.ay .$11.3!'
Reinartz, 1 tube $10.9
Reinartz, 3 tube $17.9
Autop:ex 1 tube Loud Talker

Super Set $13.2
Erla 1 tube Reflex 518.i.
Ultra Audion
Flewe:_ing
Anyone Can Easily Assembl

These Sets and Get Best Resul
Famous Fada 160 120 0Neutrodyne Receiver
Many Other High Grade 5 .

at Right. Prices
SPECIAL SALE OF

STANDARD HEADSET.
Barawik Special, 2000 ohm....$2
Murdock 50, 2000 ohm Si
Bra odes $4
Federal
Western Electric

FINEST LOUD SPEAKEP
Murdock .. $3.75 Atlas....$25
Barawik Special, with 1 n 7
Baldwin Unit A A"
Music Master $30
New Genuine
Nathaniel Baldwin

Variable Condensers,
Aluminum Plates,fin-
estquality,well made.
Bakelite End Plates
3 plate Vernier..78e

-11 plate plain...1.16
23 plate plain...1.28
43 plate plain...1..3508
23 plate Vernier.2
43 plate Vernier.2.80

Switch
Lever

25.e
Barawik Special Am'
Frequency Transform
Equals any 2.;$5.00 one
Special R.F. Transfer
er, equals the
high priced ones. 4E.
Bakelite Tube Varlo
eter-wonder- 1

4,16ful value
180' Variocoupler, hal
lite tubes, green e

150 insulation;5
value

p.
CI.4,

Genuine Bakelite 3pSwitch Points, 100 Socket, 75e val.. ad

$4.50 Coto
4.0 :ondenser 1.7!.

Rheostats -
5 ohm . 25e . .30 ohm . 27e
Potentioineter ......30e
Klosner Vernier Rheo-
stat, $1.50
value

3 -inch Bakelite qn,
dials, 75c value. .f.dZrS
Two Slide
Tuning Coil...

730.78 0 Guaranteed Tubes
Double Circuit 35,f. Detectors
Jacks t Amplifiers .3.25

2 7',

Large Stock Standard Manufacturers' Goods. Real Values All the Time.
Every Item Guaranteed to I3e Right or Your Money Back.

THE BARAWIK CO
102 S. CANAL STREET, Corner MONROE -

Convenient to Northwestern and Unieu Depots.
AWN' OPEN LINTEL 9 O'CLOCK FRIDAYS AND. SATITRIM

a

Inductance PTA
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at
Flydrcinetsr and 2t.4 Volt "B" Battery
free 17,th each Radio Batiery purchase,
If you bring Ws ad with you.

Page of Pictures in the Radio News of the Day

Two kinds of ether are used at Metropolitan hospital, Welfare
Is and, New York-one as an anaesthetic, the other as an aid to an

,"aesthetic" treatment, a portable radio set picking up music from the
ether w.aves and using it to help cure patients. In this case the music"
WAS used to awaken the patient from the ether sleep after an operation,
Nurse Pass ie Morris operating the set, which is placed on a "stretcher
wagon". and trundled from ward to ward.

"HARD OF HEARING" CELEBRATES CHRISTMAS WITH RA-
DIO-5oitse of the members of the New York League for the Hard of
Hearing listening in on the Christmas radio program, which is the one
thing to,ey can listen to without having to use devices for the deaf.
Photo shows them with their Christmas gift, a new set.

James F. Rau, 2085 East Kingston street, Philadelphia, assistant
division manager in charge of the Philadelphia district of the American
Radio Relay league, -is seen copying a few signals caught by the re-
ceiver at ais right. The transmitter is shown in the background.

* VALUE OF GRID BIAS.
Zmplifying tube:. working on more

than 100 volts require proper grid bias
battery. At least, distortion will re
suit if you do not burn out your trans
formers

WORLD

Radio

Batteries

Save
You
50%

Two -Year Written Guarantee
2 VoR Storage Battery For 05.00

WO -11 and WD -k2 Tubes. 94
4 VoR Storage Battery or $8.00113V-109 Tubes

200 hours' service on one charge.
Reeha,geablo.

6 Volt. 66 Amp.. 6 Volt 100. Amp.,
$8.50 $12.50

6 Volt 81 Amp., 6 Volt 120 Amp.,
$10.00 I $14.50
6 Volt 140 Anp., $1 6.00

WORLDBATTERY CO. Frequent requests for the Reinartz circuit with one stage of radio -
Department P. frequency and one stage .of audio, prompts The Post to print thisOS EAST ROOSEV/OiT ROADpea Evening. and sunday, Schewater diagram.

SWITCH VERSUS JACKS.
A simple switch to change from de.

tector to second stage of your ampli-
fier eliminates plugs and jacks.

Prize Awards
ForUieful Suggestions

THE POST offers $1 for
every accepted and

published suggestion made
by readers which will en-
able the home builder, to
improve his work.

A special prize of $3 each
week is made for the best
of these suggestions.

Send your entries to Work-
shop Editor, care Radio Dept.,
Chicago Evening Post. Inclose
ph:mil sketch if necessary to
convey idea..

,,,%,--
- '

This radio broadcasting apparatus is located in the capitol of the
United States and was used in speeding thru the air President
Coolidge's message to the joint session of congress. Coke Flannagan,
engineer in charge, and John C. Page, Isis assistant, carefully inspected
the parts, that the millions of listeners -in may not be disappointed.

A national campaign to improve dancing is being carried on by
radiophone from WOR and twenty other stations. Arthur Murray, who
is shown in the photo, will teach, thru the ether, 2,000,000 persons, the
correct way to dance, each week-the first dancing lessons ever given
by radio. Mr. Murray is director of the National Institute of Social
Dancing of New York, London, and Australia.

Dr. Bowden Washington of
Cutler -Washington company, who
announces new radio receiver,

NEUTRODYNE
SPECIALISTS
Radio Engineers-Service Station

THE SHERIDAN RADIO
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

4611 KENMORE WILSON
Complete line of high-grade Radio units.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
OPEN EVENINGS and SUNDAY

Lead -In Wire
Lead-in wire should be of No. 14 or

better yet No. 10 gauge wire. Large
wire is advantageous because of the
fact that it presents less rvistance
to radio -frequency currgn5 than
smaller. This is, of course, of minor
importance when compared to other
parts of a set. But you know how
the saying goes, "Trifles make per-
fection but perfection is no trifle."

AERIAL.

157 STEP RADIO FREQUENCY moo t-ReouEivcr
FREOVENC124010e

TRAMSFORNEA TRANSFORMER

-11111101r 111111111111*

5.417ERr BdnrrtAs
1t.2t __LC& tit& a

, REINARTZ CIRCUIT
WITH I STAGE R_F
& I STAGE A . F.
CHICAGO EVFNING POST

HOOKt4 *519

tl

S
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"The Aerial is
part of your set"

ess74565r.The Sensational New
Transcontinental Copper Aerial

100% Better"
"My results with crys-

tal set 600% better with
'Ribbon' copper aerial,"
says A. J. weber. of
Pearson Hotel. "Bestbuy in the radio field
today."

''Wondertui Results"
Says L. Williams, 6801

Sheridan Rd., havea 3 -tube Kennedy out-
fit and 'Ribbon' copper
aerial has improved the
range and volume to an
astonishing degree."

Mail 'and Phone Orders Filled Quick!
We deliver anywhere, C. 0. D. Orders
shipped same day received. "Like getting
a new receiver," say enthUsiastic users.

ORDER TODAY DEALERS
Write

ACORN
RADIO

MEG. CO.,
1806

S. Racine
Ave.,

Chicago,
for special

offer.

Acorn Radio Mfg. Co.,
12r -e- 'tve.

Phone Canal 5703
Plymouth Radio Shop,

39 W. Jackson Blvd.

Based on scientific principle that
area of antennae surface is biggest single
factor in clear reception. Acts as amplifier,
gives clearer, richer, more natural tone and
doubles rarge of any outfit. Equally satis-
factory with crystal or tube sets. Thou-
sands in use, not a single failure. Adopted
by hundreds of laboratories and experts.
Sold on positive guarantee that it will revo-
lutionize your results, or money refunded.

Assembled Complete in Boxes
Ribbon Aerial

soldered at both
ends to snap -
hooks for in-
stant fastening
to insulators.

50 FEET,
$1.50

75 FEET, $2.25
100 FEET, $3.00
150 FEET, $4.50

Ready for Use

Walter D. Tuff, Electric Service Products Co.
136 N. La Salle St., 10 S. Wells St., Write for
55 W. Jackson Blvd. 214 W. PAadison St. Catalog*AS** -*- /10,4,4* 4,411444v4V411+- 4.40
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How to Make an Amplifier Free of Distortion
Even in the Third Stage

ex.

THIS week's article
Mr. Freund takes up the
distortionless amplifica-

 tiOn of voice and music and
gives a valuable contribution
to radio science. Mr. Freund
is making a series of special
tests in The Chicago Evening
Post= experimental laborato-
ries on amplification. His
articles are specially written
for -this maga.sine and are
protected by copyright.-The
Editor.

By BENJAMIN F. FREUND.
IN THE last article to appear under

a series of articles on amplification
I described the construction of a

push-pull amplifier. The push-pull
method is one way of obtaining clear,
undistorted reproduction of music or
speech past two stages of ordinary
audio -frequency amplification.

There also is another method by
which power, or a third stage of ampli-
fication, may be obtained without in-
troducing distortion.

This method is one that is used fre-
quently in the transmission of voice
over ldng-distance telephone.

Since the development of radio re-
ceiving sets to the extent that long-
distance reception is a fac* "- _

been a greater demand the -..eir-'for
a third stage of amplification.

There are many distinctive features
of merit with the method which I am
going to explain in the latter part of
this article.

The first is the absolute overcoming
of distortion thruout the full range of
frequencies habilitated by voice or
music. Distortion has been the main
cause for failure in attempts made
by many in trying to add a stage of
power amplification to the receiving
set. Some of these faults have been
mentioned in previous articles, but for
the benefit of those who failed to read
them I will go over those which seem
to be the most prominent in failures.

So that all may understand I will
explain the requirements of an ampli-
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FIG. 3-llhistrating method of inserting of condenser and choke coil in plate circuit of amplifier.

plifying transformers. The trans-
former must not only amplify, but it
must be able to amplify all frequen-
cies alike. Different notes vibrate to
different frequencies.

It is impracticable to have various
transformers, different ones to cover
the different parts of the frequency
range as is customary with singers.
That is the reason that the selection
of the transformer is of vital impor-
tance.

A , well -designed transformer must
be flexible and must be able to cover
the most -frequented frequencies with
equal amplification. It is for this
reason that low ratio transformers
produce the least distortion. A low -
ratio transformer, if balanced prop-
erly in impedance, will give the clear-
est reproduction. A high -ratio trans-
former will give forth a trifle more
volume, but because this increase In
volume is favored to certain frequen-
cies the reproduction is distorted.

A 1 to 1 transformer would give
the clearest reproduction, but, of
course, would not possess any step-
up or amplifying factor,

By experience it has been foun,1

.PR
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FIG. 2 -Type of transformers that employ

core from, becoming saturated.
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SEC
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air gap to keep the

fying transformer. A great deal of
the distortion created in most sets
is due to this most important instru-
ment.

Voice or music travels in waves just
as water does when subject to disturb-
ance. Now, as a different tone or a
difference in pitch is created these
waves differ in amplitude and in the
number of these waves created per
second. These waves impressed from
speech in an electric circuit range
from 200 to 2,000 cycles, or waves,
per second. The number of cycles per
second is termed frequency.

In music the frequency ranges from
100 to about 5,000 cycles per second.

We find that in human life some
people can sing low, others can sing
high and others are better adapted
for very high notes.

This same condition exists with am-
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that step-up ratios from 3 and 6 to 1
can be used without any noticeable
distortion.

The writer has found that manu-
facturers making transformers with
ratios of about 31/2 to 1 have instru-
ments best adapted for the average
work.

Now that we have dealt with the
ratio of different transformers, we
will deal with the proper impedance
that transformers should have.

A transformer may have a ratio of
3% or 4 to 1 and yet not amplify
properly.

By a ratio of 3% to 1 it is meant
that there are 33,E times the amount
of turns on the secondary winding as
on the primary.

One particular make which the
writer has in mind has about 3,000
turns on the primary and 10,545 turns
on the secondary, therefore approxi-
mating 31/2 to 1 turns step-up ratio.

Now, if we made a transformer hav-
ing 10 turns on the primary and 35
turns on the secondary, it would prob-
ably not amplify at all, tho it had a
ratio of 31/2 to 1. The reason for its
failure to amplify Ls because it would
not have the proper impedance for
which it was intended. It is for this
reason that the Impedance of a trans-
former should be adhered to.

A manufacturer who properly de-
signs his transformer should design
it so that -the impedance of the pri-
mary winding should approximate that
of the plate of the average tubes on
the market, and the impedance of the
secondary winding should be in. the
range of that of the grids of the aver-
age tubes on the market. Then by
checking up his terns the ratio will
be had.

It is a known filet with alternating
currents that a maximum amount of
current will flew when two im-

BENJAMIN E. FREUND.

pedances of the same value are con-
nected together.

It readily can be seen then that
if the transformers have primary and
secondary windings with an approxi-
mate impedance of the tubes with
which they are intended to be used
a maximum amount of current will
flow, thus giving a maximum amount
of amplification.

Now, we have another trouble
which arises:

When the current flows from the
plate circuit thru the primary it mag-
netizes the iron forming the core.
The amount of magnetic flux will de-
pend upon the other constants of the
circuit.

Soft iron is used for the core, as
it will not retain its magnetisin when
no current is flowing. It tends to
decrease the effect producing the
magnetic flux. The unmagnetized
iron is the effective iron in the core.

If the core is totally magnetized, it
has reached the point of saturation.
That is, it has reached the highest
possible magnetic flux. At this point
there is no effective iron, and thus it
is acting the same as if no iron core
were used.

Generally, a transformer would
have to carry so much current to
create a saturated condition that the
winding would burn out. But it is
the approaching of the saturation
point that creates distortion. -

As the alternating- current alter-
nates, first flowing in one direction
and . then in the other, the current
rises and falls, bringing the magnetic
field up toward a saturated condition
and dropping again by its own ampli-
tude, thus causing distortion due to
the core being in a saturated condi-
tion one instant and a more effective
condition the next. -

So, it easily can be seen, that the
iron core plays a great part In a good
transformer.

A properly designed transformer
should not have -too much Iron .within
its field, but enotigh to keep it from
reaching a satuiated-condition.

Some manufactures assemble the
core so that an air gap exists within
the magnetic circuit. This keeps the
core from becoming saturated, but
weakens the magnetic field somewhat
by allowing a slight magnetic leak.
Fig. 2 is an illustration of this type
of transformers.However, the writer has a method
which he has used for some time and
which relieves this condition whether
the transformer has a properly de-
signed core or rot.

We all know that the alternating
current carries the voice's pulsation
and which makes the loud speaker re-
spond to the variations of the voice.
The direct current flowing from the
"B" battery in the plate circuit, altho
essential, tends to increase the mag-
netic flux and create saturation. If
we can by-pass this direct current
without going thru the transformer.
and pass the alternating current thru
the transformer, we will get the full
benefit of the voice variation without
raising the magnetic flux of the core
to such a great extent.

It is a known Fact that a condenser
will pass alternating current, but will
not pass direct current. So, if we in-
sert a condenser of about 1 or 2 mfd.
as used in telephone work, we will
have sufficient capacity to pass any
alternating currents which might be
necessary without passing the direct
current. See illustration in Fig. 3.

Brit it is essential to have the direct
current flowing from the plate to the
filament of the tube, and as the con-
denser will not allow direct current

/f.e 5 44 6 77 9
fi B)1( C -o1
jr A<
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FIG. 1-"A" shows that portion of the amplification curve which

gives very little amplification. "B" shows practically a straight line,
and it is in this section of the curve that the UV -201A and C -301A will
function best. "C" is where distortion sometimes occurs. The section
of the curve covered in "F" is the bias which is taken care of by the
filament or "A" battery. Section "D" calls for external bias or "C"
battery. The following is a list showing at what plate voltages external
"C" is necessary: When the plate voltage is 112 volts the grid, or
bias, voltage should be one and a half volts. When 135 it should be
three volts. When 150 it should be four and a half to six volts. Above
that nine volts.

to pass, we will have to resort to the
'following means:

If we connect a choke coil with iron
core from the plate of the tube to the
positive of the "B" battery supply,
we will have a means by which the
direct current can leak thru. As this
choke must be of a value ranging
from 25 to 50 henries inductance, this
will tend to help the alternating cur-
rent from also leakine.' thru, because
the large capacity of the condenser
used will he an easier path for which
the alternating current may flow with
little or no loss. See Figure 3.

The came Apparatus company
makes a choke for amplification which
can be had on the market and which
will work very well. The writer,
however, fotrffd that the. primary of
a Thordarson bell -ringing trans-
former, which can be bought at a
moderate price, worked as well as any
for this purpose.

This met hod of amplification' allows
only, the pure ,alternating current to
pass thru the primary of the trans-
former or phones. thus not only keeps
the direct current from the B batteries

(Continued.on Page 10.)
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How to Make
an Amplifier
of Pure Tones

Continued from Page 9.

out but also illuminates and keeps out
the B battery noises, which are quite
prominent after the battery has -been
in use a month or so.

By using this method of amplifica-
tion, it is possible to use high:plate
voltage or B battery with a C bat-
tery in the grid circuit, and thus ob-
tain the results of a power amplifier
without being liable to burning out
the phones or transformer as the di-
rect current, which is the defective
element, is kept from entering either
the phones or primary of the trans-
former.

This is a means of amplifying in a
distortionate manner with an unlim-
ited range of volume and free from
saturating the transformer core. It
is a method of amplifying which ev-
eryone should try. You will be well
rewarded for the trivial expense and
effort exerted.

Fig. 1 is a chart showing the
proper voltage to use for grid bias or
C battery with the respective plate
voltage or B battery.

Voltages up to 150 can be used on
C -301A or UV -201A tubes with excel-
lent results. For greater plate volt-
age a power tube is recommended,
such 'as the C-302 or UV -202, or still
better the VT -2, which will stand as
high as 350 volts with a rising com-
parative increase in amplification.

If the following advice is adhered
to there is no reason why your next
amplifier cannot be a good one or
your present one improved with a
very little change.

In next week's article I have some-
thing entirely new for the radio ex-
perimenter: It is a panel layout that
can be assembled and wired into
seven different circuits, and when any
of the circuits are constructed you
would never know but what the panel
was made exactly for that particular
circuit.

Seven of the most reliable circuits
such as the Armstrong three -circuit
regenerative receiver, including the
"Old Reliable" hook-up of Editor
Wells, the Reinartz Cockaday's four -
circuit tuner, the extra audion, the
Flewelling, the Miloplex and the 150-
2,000 meter Universal receiver.

Boy Scouts Test Radio
in Signal Work on Field

HARTFORD, Conn., Jan.
the Boy Scouts of the United States
use portable radio sets in place of

'semaphore signals?
Without some means of signaling

troops of Boy Scouts are as helpless
in the field as an army detachment on
special service. In order to determine
the value of portable receiving and
transmitting radio apparatus in con-
nection with scout work Hiram Percy
Maxim, president of the American
Radio Relay league, and local scout
officers conducted a successful experi-
ment recently showing how radio
:'inight be used by the scouts in search-
ing for lost persons.

As the test was to be made similar
to a real emergency a dummy man
was made and hidden in a patch of
woods outside the city. The scoutmas-
ters announced to their troops that a
demented man had left his home in a
neighboring city and attended to the
details of organizing a searching
party. The scouts assembled at a
given point and set up their portable
radio apparatus. Their movements
Were directed entirely from lAW,
which is Mr. Maxim's amateur radio
station.

K. B. 'Warner, secretary of  the
league, operating lAW, announced by
radio that the missing man had been
seen last near a deserted house about
a mile from the place where the scouts
were situated. He instructed them to
dismantle the radio equipment and
proceed to the house where they were
to search the premises thoroly and re-
port what they had found. This was
done speedily and in a short time War-
ner received a terse message saying
that matches and other evidences of
recent occupancy had been discov-
ered.

The scouts were then directed to
search the woods to the north, where
the figure of the dummy was found
leaning against a tree. Three shrill
blasts of a scout whistle announced
the find.

See Radio Educational
Factor in Future Science

In the near future radio broadcast-
ing may prove to be the solution for
the hard problem of making popular
the facts and viewpoints of science.
A short interesting scientific talk re-
ceived at home over the radio set.
will attract many listeners who never
could have been persuaded to wade
thru volumes of scientific hooks. Dur-
ing the last few months the New York
section of the American Chemical so-
ciety has been broadcasting talks on
chemistry once a week over WJZ. A
radio lecture on accountancy was re-
ceived recently in a New York high
school. These mark the beginning of
what may soon be a great national
factor in public education.

-Snake Doctoring by Radio
In England recently one of the "un-

'"cles" who broadcast talks on snakes
(all of the English broadcast- talkers
seem to be uncles) received next morn-
Ing a letter from a small boy request-
ing a diagnosis of a snake, carefully
described, which said small boy had
captured in the paternal garden. The
description showed the snake to be ex-
tremely poisonous and a message was
broadcast immediately advising the
Captor to watch his step, or rather to
,Watch the snake.

--- rft Two-Citcuit Set
Best, B. Dudley
Tells Amateurs
Many radiophans are constructing

their own receivers, some which work
well and some which are tolerated
merely because the builder has not the
necessary funds to make a new one,
says Beverly Dudley, member of the
American Radio Relay league.

For the construction of a receiver
which is to work entirely satisfactorily
a thoro knowledge of radio principles
is essential, but one may get on' well
with a few pointers and his own com-
mon sense.

The essentials of a good receiver are:
(1) Sensitivity, (2) selectivity, (3) ease of
control and (4) moderate cost To com-
bine all of these features is not as sim-
ple a matter as it may seem.

First of all, a receiver must be sen
sitive. This means the use of vacuum
tubes and radio -frequency amplifica-
tion or regeneration. For a single -
tube set, regeneration is quite desir-
able, almost necessary application.
There are numerous regenerative cir-
cuits to choose from, but for short-
wave reception a circuit in whith re-.
generation takes place by use of a
tickler is most satisfactory. Regen-
eration as secured by means of the
absorbtion method offers some advan-
tages.

Most radio phans know it is now quite common to have a number of broadcasting stations in
different cities broadcast the same program simultaneously. This is done by having distant stations
connected with the station from which the program is originating by long-distance telephone lines.
Photograph shows where the wires from stations WCAP at Washington, D. C., and WJAR at Providence,
R. I., etc., connect with WEAF'S studio in New York. Note the telegraph and telephone instruments.
While the broadcasting is going on these men are in constant touch with the distant stations by both wire-
less, phone and telegraph, which permits them careful supervision of the lines.

Seeks to Prove
Value of Low

Power Outfit
SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 3.-In order

to demonstrate whether the low -power
radio code transmitters commonly
used by amateurs in the United States
and Australia during the recent trans-
pacific tests compare favorably with
the high -power, expensive sets when
adopted for regular commercial traf-
fic. a special amateur station will be
installed on the R. M. S. Tahiti, which
will leave Australia about the middle
of February, bound for this city.

The arrangements for this unique
plan were made upon the advice of
Charles Maclurcan, president of the
Australasian Radio Relay league, who
will supervise the installation on the
ship and make the trip from Sydney
to San Francisco and back. He will
be accompanied by a 16 -year -old ex-
perimenter, Jack Davis of Vaucluse,
who likewise -has made a name for
himself in Australian radio circles.

Seeks to Prove Theory.
Mr. Maclurcan, whose home is in

Strathfield, was prominent in the ama-
teur tests between America and Aus-
tralia and his station, 2CM, is known
thruout the commonwealth. The tre-
mendous distances covered by the low -
power transmitters during these tests
convinced him that the amateur -type
stations were of commercial value.

Immediately after completing his
plans for the voyage, the Australian
experimenter wrote the Amerkten
Radio Relay league headquarters at
Hartford,. Conn., advising them of the
project, and the American organiza-
tion will arrange for his reception here
and give their co-operation during the
period of the tests.

Duplicates His Own Set.
The equipment to be installed on the

ship will be a duplicate of Mr. Mac-
lurean's own amateur station at
Strathfield. A constant watch will
he maintained by the operators dur-
ing the voyage and data obtained faith-
fully recorded for future reference.

"It occurred to me that all this low -
power transmission record work should
he turned to some account for the
public generally," declared Mr. Mac-
lurcan in an interview with an Aus-
tralian correspondent. "Many of my
friends have been quoted big sums
for the installation of wireless sending
sets to cover a few hundred miles. This
was generally due to the fact that
the companies quoting, having no re-
liable data of the sure ranges of low -
power sets had, in self-protection, to
contract for excess power."

Experts Believe Martians
Possible Broadcasters

Ever since the fable about the ra-
dio signals from Mars, the old prob-
lem of whether there is life or not
on the planet has been of interest
to the radiophan. The newest dope
about the famed warrior is that it
may be hot enough there for life to
exist. It has been claimed by star
bugs that the Martian atmosphere is
so thin that the temperature must
be very low like that of space. This,
according to Doc Coblenz, one of the
aforementioned star hugs, who is also
connected with the United States bu-
reau of standards, is the bunk. He
claims that he has measured the heat
reflected from the surface of Mars.
The conclusion is that the temperature
is about the same as the .earth ex
cept that it is very cold at night and
just as hot during the day. This con-
firms the idea that the Martian cli-
mate is much the same as _11. terres-
tial desert.

Calls Interfering Sets Law
Breaking Transmitter

It is estimated from reliable figures
that there are 1,500,000 radio -receiv-
ing sets in operation In the United
States, and today, judging from the
number of sales of apparatus daily,
it is probable that In two years this
number will be doubled.

A moment's reflection on the part of
those who now have receivers will pro-
duce all sorts of conjectures as to what
this will mean to the continued satis-
factory reception of broadcasts. Those
who operate their receivers in parts
of the city where aerials are most
numerous cannot avoid thinking about
the chap next door or the tenants up-
stairs operating a receiver that radi-
ates.

There are hundreds of persons who
now tune in for their evening con-
cert from their favorite station to find
that after becoming all set their re-
ception is muddled by a lot of cat
calls and whistles. Those who are
inexperienced will wonder, but the in-
itiated will know that the interference
comes from a neighbor operating a re -
radiating receiver.

What Receivers Radiate?
"What is a radiating receiver and

why does it interfere?" was a ques-
tion recently put to L. C. F. Hoyle,
chief engineer of the Federal Tele-
phone and Telegraph company. In re-
ply Mr. Hoyle said:

"The worst offenders are directly
coupled regenerative receivers which
use the antenna electrical character-
istics as a part of the tuning system
and whose radiation is increased with
the strength of the oscillations of the
detector tube.

"In this case, the single circuit re-
ceiver is one of the worst offenders.
In a regenerative receiver, these os-
cillations can be pushed to a very high
amplitude because of the control of
the various circuits which regenera-
tive receivers commonly employ.
These controls include plate variom-
eters, electromangnetic feed back, to-,
cether with feed backs in various
forms.

"In many cases we find other con-
trols on the tubes which make it so
complex that the novice operator finds
it difficult to learn the proper means
of always knowing how to bring his
tubes in and out of oscillation.

"It is readily seen that radio -fre-
quency receivers cannot possibly os-
cillate with the same violence as re-
generative receivers, because they in-
herently have high losses in their
transformer devices which are neces-
sary to flatten out the curve of the
reception wave lengths."

How Radiation Can Be Minimized.
It is entirely practical to prefix one

or two stages of transformer -coupled
radio -frequency amplification to a
receiver that offends, thus effectively
reducing its radiation to a minimum.

It truthfully can be said that most
owners of such radiating sets are
wholly unaware of their offense. In
many instances where such owners
were informed of their unintentional
intrusion. a change was immediately
made and a remedy affected.

It is entirely within the hands of
the users of radio equipment whether
or not the growth of kroadcasting and,
subsequently, the broadening of the
Programs, is to go'ahead uncontrolled
by legislation.

A complaint about a particularly
vicious interfering receiver whose
owner refused to be considerate was
answered recently by S. W. Edward's,
superviser of radio for the _8th dis-
trict, headquarters at Detroit-in the
following words:

"If a receiver oscillates and sends

energy into the ether, the signal so
transmitted is capable of causing in-
terference with the reception of signals
or radiograms coming from beyond the
boundaries of the state in which the
oscillating receiver causing the inter-
ference is located, and can then be
classified as a transmitter and be sub-
ject to the regulations covering such
stations.

Cites Radio Laws.
"Section 5 of the radio act could be

evoked if the operator or owner of a
receiving station continued to allow
his receiver to oscillate. The interfer-
ence produced by such a receiver could
be classified as malicious and 'upon
conviction thereof the owner or oper-
ator, or both, shall be punishable by
a fine of not to exceed $500 or Impris-
onment for not to exceed one year, or
both.' Section 1 provides a fine of
$500 and confiscation of all apparatus
unlawfully used if the transmitter is
not licensed. Receiving apparatus
which oscillates and sends a signal into
the ether may be classified as a trans-
mitter.

"With reference to the licensing of
receiving sets which oscillate and send
out a carrier wave, I have to advise
that sections 1, 2 and 3 of the radio
act of Aug. 13, 1912, cover the situa-
tion."

In replying to the rumor that the
government is going to prohibit the
use of regenerative sets, the fore-
going paragraphs answer the question
and leave the matter uncertain. The
whole case rests in the hands of the
user and leaves one asking the ques-
tion: "Am I doing my share?"

New Lug on Condensers
Aids Radio Home Builder
A proper soldering connection for a

fixed condenser has been the desire
of all manufacturers of radio sets as
well as amateurs who build their own.

It is, of course, comparatively easy
to solder one connection to each termi-
nal of every good mica condenser, but
the task of making four, three, or
even two, clean connections to a fixed
condenser always has resulted in a
very messy job.

With an evident realization of the
importance to clear -toned radio recep-
tion, of affording the best possible sol-
dered connections and neatly soldered
joints, the Charles Freshman company
of New York city has made a rad-
ical improvement in the design of all
capacities of their tested noiseless mica
condensers, which should prove a boon
to manufacturers and radio enthusi-
asts who build and tinker with their
own outfits.

A lug of special construction is riv-
eted by means of an eyelet to each
terminal of the mica condenser. The
lug is so designed that three'or more
different wires may. be soldered to it,
giving exceptionally good contact and
allowing right-angle bends. The lug
is equipped with three grooves, permit-
ting the wires to be laid properly, and
held in place while being soldered.

Another most important advantage
is that in wiring a set the connection
can be made temporary without solder-
ing. All that is necessary is to lay the
wires in the lugs, which are so con-
structed that they can be made to hold
the wires without soldering by merely
bending over the sides of the grooves
to form a contact -with the wire. In
this way the circuit can be tested and
varied so as to give the most efficient
result. When this is attained the con-
nections are then soldered.

Two -Circuit Tuner.
For selectivity, a two -circuit tuner*/

seems to be the only one worthy of
consideration. Tests made last winter
showed a single -circuit tuner.to bring
in the stations a trifle louder, but the
tuning was so broad that local and
loud broadcasts could not be elimi-
nated. Even a few amateurs who
work on 200 meters were heard on this
tuner, when tuned for the broadcasts.
It is of no use to get loud signals if
you cannot pick out the desired sta-
tions to the exclusion of the rest.

The main objection a rediophan has
to a two -circuit tuner is the additional
control. Tuners may be made in such
a way as to afford the simplicity of
the single circuit tuner with the se-
lectivity of the loose coupled tuner, by
making the primary of the circuit
apericodic. That is to say, that the
primary is not tuned at all. This un-
tuned primary consists of from one to
five turns of wire wound over the sec-
ondary coil, or coupled to it. These
turns may be tapped or not. The
Reinartz tuner uses a tapped but un-
tuned primary. This is a very satis-
factory method of coupling the pri-
mary and secondary circuits.

Ease of Control.
Ease of control 'is very essential, es-

pecially to the radio amateur, in his
traffic work. One cannot tune a re-
ceiver all evening merely to hear the
bedtime stories from Badioville, two
miles away. Don't have seventeen
tuning controls on your receiver; three
is plenty. A receiver may be-tho
they usually are not-selective with
but one tuning control. Don't, how-
ever, sacrifice efficiency for ease of
control.

As to the cost. Buy inexpensive
parts if necessary, but not cheap parts.
There's a difference. The cost of

many receivers could be kept down by
taking off a lot of the trimmings. A
receiver doesn't need voltmeters. or
bezelk mounted on its panel.

Be sure to purchase a'good variable
condenser. The one with the least
parts is all right. Upon merely .ex-
amining a condenser one cannot tell
its electrical efficiency. A variable
condenser should be mechanically good.
Hard rubber is much better for in-
sulation on a condenser than porous,
absorbent fiber.

Get good mica insulted fixed con-
densers if you value the quality of
the signals you desire from your set.
See that the fixed condensers are well
made and firmly pressed tight. Afixed condenser whose capacity varies
is worse than nothing.

Radio Is a Public Utility
Is radio here to stay or is it just apassing craze? That is the question

one hears on every side at the pres-
ent moment, writes Jack Binns, radio
editor of the New York Tribune.

Before passing final judgment onthe question let us analyze the sit-uation carefully. In the first place,
radio is not an overnight production
of mushroom growth. It is only the
public interest that is new.

The present apparatus of standard,
worth is the result of twenty-four
years' persistent research and expe-
rience. It has been produced by slow,
steady and oftentimes painful prog-
ress, and it has withstood the test of
time purely on merit.

In my opinion, radio broadcasting
is a public utility. As such it is not
only here to stay, but it will form oneof the most important necessities of
daily life. It will not supplant any of
our existing forms of entertainment;
but will supplement them in a manner
undreamed of two years ago.

Rapid communication is a most im-
portant element in cementing a people
and building up a country. Radio is
ideal, and the most efficient and
cheapest method yet devised.

Counterpoise Aerial
An improvement of reception offrom 200 to 500 per cent is often ob-

tained by using a counterpoise aerial
instead of the customary ground. This
is also of advantage when bothered
by motor generator and similar noises.
There is nothing special about a'
counterpoise in the way of construc-
tion, it being simply another aerial.
The best place to erect it is several
feel below the receiving antenna, run-
ning In the same direction.

RATIO OF AUDIO TRANSFORM-
ERS.

The best amplifying sets use a five -
to -one transformer in the first stage
and three -to -one transformer in the
second stage. Ten to one is too much
in the first stage. Distortion results.
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Wiring,' Construction Details of "Old Reliable"
Three -Circuit Regenerative Set

71HE wiring plan of the
11 by 30 panel designed
for "The Old Reliable"

hook-up is given this week.
Next week a photograph of
the completed set in its cabi-
net will be shown. Next
week also will be printed wir-
ing 'instructions and panel
layout for the 7 by 30 "Old
Reliable" which was illus-
trated last week.

By IVERSON C. WELLS.
Radio Editor Chicago Evening Post.
MANY seemed to be perplexed by

the odd size of the panel layout
and the cabinet required for the

Old Reliable" hook-up of the Arm-
strong three -circuit regenerative re-
ceiver which has been described in
these columns.

It is an odd size, but since it was
designed as a de luxe set and for the
home where little or no experimenting
is done and the receiver was intended
as a permanent fixture, this size
should not be objectionable. The cabi-net will adjust itself to almost anylibrary or small table. That was one
of the reasons why the odd size wasprovided for.

However, those who prefer to have
a standard cabinet, which can be pro-
cured at almost any of the radio stores.
will be given panel layout and con-
struction details of the receiver that
was illustrated last week. This will
appear in next week's issue of this
magazine: It is an 8x30x7 cabinet.

Now for the de luxe set: It is as-
sumed, of course, that you have your
various parts and the panels cut and
drilled in accordance with the layout
and instructions printed two weeks
ago. These illustrations are reprinted
today for your convenience.

Notes on Drilling.
If you have not drilled your panels

now is the time to do so. By examina-
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FIG. 1-Panel layout for "Old Reliable" Armstrong three -circuit regenerative receiver. Dial No. 1-Upper left corner, primary series parallel switch. Dial No. 2-Carter's detector filament control rheo-stat. Dial No. 3-Carter's first -stage amplifier-control rheostat. Dial No. 4-Carter's second -stageamplifier -control rheostat. Dial No. 5-Primary inductance switch. Dial No. 6-Primary condensers.Dial No. 7-Coupler. Dial No. 8-Secondary condenser. Dial No. 9-Plate variometer. No. 10-Phonejack. No. 11-Loud speaker jack. No. 12, 13, 14 and 15-Verniers.

double circuit jack on the shelf panel.
These should be placed just above
where the jack is to be mounted onyour front panel. Thru them the
leads from this jack are brought up
above. Two holes must also be drilled
for the single circuit jack in the same
way.

Four holes, half an inch apart, are
drilled on the shelf panel for the se-ries parallel switch, locating these
wherever you place the switch on the
front panel. If you are using a bat-
tery switch drill two holes for this
on the shelf panel underneath the

mounted. Next to it is the detector
filament control and to its left the
two amplifying tube rheostats. Be-
tween the detector and first amplifier
rheostats is the primary inductance
switch.

Now, for the shelf panel mountings.
On this panel are the detector and
amplifier tube sockets, the two trans-
formers and the grid leak and grid
condenser.

If you are following this de luxe
hook-up in its entirety, you will note
that provisions are made for conceal-
ing most of the wiring underneath the
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FIG. 2-Panel layout for subbase of "Old Reliable" Armstrong three -circuit. The holes shown hereare for Thordarson transformers. If other makes are used, holes must be drilled accordingly.

tion of the panel layouts you win note
that the holes for the rheostats, the
series parallel switch and the vario-
coupler were not indicated. This is
because it was left to the choice of the
builder to select these instruments and
different instruments require different
holes.

In selecting your rheostats I want
to impress upon the builder that a
good detector filament control abso-
lutely is necessary for the "Old Re-
liable." There are several good rheo-
stats on the market which have a
vernier arrangement. Be sure to buy
the best you can get for the detector
tube. It does not make so much dif-
ference about the rheostats for the
amplifying tubes. They are not criti-
cal.

In boring the holes on the shelf
panel you must provide for the rheo-
stats. These will be mounted, of course,
on the front or main panel.

Two holes for each rheostat will
have to be bored on the shelf panel.
These are the holes thnt which the
wires from the rheostats are fed.

There is another suggestion I wish
to make in your drilling. You will
note on the main panel layout that
reference is made to mounting the
two Thordarson transformers upside
down and beneath the shelf panel.
This is done to give closer grid leads.

However, there is an error in the
drawing. These holes are too far front
to permit the transformers clearing
the other instruments underneath. If
you mount them as intended in the
design be sure to drill these holes
a little farther back toward the rear
of the shelf panel-just enough to
permit the transformers clearing the
other instruments that are underneath
on the main panel.

May Mount on Top.
Should you prefer to mount the

transformers on top of the shelf panel
the holes as they are now indicated
will answer. Mind you, however, these
holes are for this particular type of
transformer. If you use any of the
good makes drill your holes accord.
ingly.

Four holes must be drilled for the

switch which is to be located on thefront panel.
If you have drilled all your holesproperly the next step is to mount

the instruments on both panels. Themain or front panel carries the tuninginstruments-the two 43 -plate con-
densers, the variocoupler and the vari-
ometer. It also carries the series paral-
lel switch, the inductance switch, thefilament control jacks and the threerheostats.

Mounting the Instruments.
Beginning with the right-hand side

of the panel, viewing it from the rear,
mount the plain 43 -plate condenser in
its position. The en--1,^nupler comes
next. Then the 43 -plate ,,a-ss tar con-
denser and finally, at the extreme left,the variometer. Refer to Figure 1,
showing the panel design. You will
note these instruments all are at the
bottom of the main panel. The panel,however, in this illustration is a frontview.

At the top, beginning at the right
the primary series parallel switch it
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-is desirable. Should a screw driveror a pair of pliers or even anotherwire be dropped cross one of theleads, with the tubes in their sock-ets, you are apt to throw the "B"battery voltage onto the filaments.
That would prove disastrous. Insulatethese wires for that rehson and noneother.

Begin With the Filaments.
Start with th filament leads. Wireup the filament lead f um the tubesockets that go into the "A" minusbattery post and the "B" battery min-us post. These two posts, you under-stand, are wired together, a smallstrip of copper being placed acrossthe two posts underneath the shelf.A piece of bus bar wire will answer,of course, but not so neat.
If your rheostat holes have beendrilled properly on the shelf panel

you will see now why I have empha-
sized the necessity of baying them
in the right location. Run a wire
from the minus A tube socket connec-tion to these rheostat holes. Leave
enough spare wire to give you plenty
of connecting room later.

Now run a wire from the grid cob,nection on the detector tube to the
grid leak and its condenser. One endof the grid leak is left open to be
connected later to the instruments.un-
derneath. Keep this wire short. The
shorter you mak. it the better you
ahe going to build "Old Reliable."

The first transformer grid lead
runs to grid connection on the second
tube of the first amplifier tube. The
second grid lead runs to the grid con-
nection of the third or last tube.

mounting the transformers under-neath. This may he followed if youdesire, but do not overlook the cautionabout the holes. These holes must
be bored at least an inch farther backso the transformers will clear theother instruments. I prefer mounting
the transformers underneath. It givesyou a clear panel on top, with only
the tubes and sockets showing.

If the instruments are mounted un-derneath the bolts will come up thruthe panel shelf. Four solder lugsshould be fastened into place 'andthe nuts bolted down. This will leavefour live connections protruding onthe top of the shelf from each trans-
former, these same connections actingas mounting bolts as well.

If the transformers are mounted ontop of the shelf panel, next to thesockets and using the specified holesin the panel layout, place the trans-formers in the inverted position. Thesoldering lugs then would go under-neath the panel with grid connection
of the transformers as near to thegrid connections on the tube sockets
as is possible.

The grid leak and its grid condens-
er should be cited on the shelf panel
as close to the grid post of the socket
as is possible. If a variable leak is
used, and I advise you to get one,mount it underneath the panel andlet the indicator knob stick up thruthe panel and turn it from the topside.

Provisions are made for all the bat-
tery connections as well as the aerial
and ground connections to be placed
on the rear of the shelf panel. Bind-
ing posts may be used, but the phone
tip jacks cost but a little more andcertainly are more convenient. Theaerial is at the extreme right of the
shelf panel, looking at the panel from
the rear. The ground post or tip comesnext to it. Then follow the battery
posts or tip jacks.

shelf panel. This is done largely for
the purpose of allowing short leads,
especially in the grid circuit. It alsomakes a much neater job.

Unscrew the connecting bolts from
the three sockets. Replace these withone -inch bolts. These bolts must be
placed thru the shelf panel in a re-
verse direction, since the contacts are
to be underneath. Place a solder lug
on each bolt before inserting in panel
underneath. Then fasten the sockets
into place, using the bolt nuts thatusually are on the bottom of thesockets at the top. Underneath theshelf panel you now should havetwelve bolts with solder lugs, eachone a live connection as well as apanel mounting bolt.

The Transformers Are Inverted.
The transformers are mounted ontop of the panel, but are inverted.

This will throw the connectors under-
'

Notes on Wiring.
Now comes the wiring plan. It isise plan to do as much of the

wiring on the two panels as is possi
ble before they are put into place.
Make your wire leads with the idea
that they are to 1-e pushed up thru
the various holes provided for them
and leave enough spare wire on the
open ends to enable you to complete
proper connections when the panelsare in place. better type have wiring instructions

Use No. 14 bus bar wire. There is printed. Buy that kind.

As to the "C" Battery Leads.
The filament connections on the two

transformers are connected together
and this common terminal goes to "C"
minus binding post in the rear of the
shelf panel. The "C" plus binding
post goes to the "A" minus and the
"B" minus binding posts.

The "C" battery connections arenot shown in the accompanying dia-
gram, and should be used when using
voltage over 90 on plates of amplifying
tubes. If used make connections asfollows: Variable "C" battery 4', to7 volts, minus side connection to "F"on first transformer. Plus to "A"
minus-"B" minus filament lead. The
same connections should be used withthe second transformer, a separate"C" battery being employed. As youincrease plate voltage, "C" battery
voltage should be raised.

The plate connection of the firsttransformer is left open for variom-eter connection underneath the panellater. The "B" plus on -the first trans-former goes to the "B" plus on the22% -volt binding post. The plate con-nection on the second transformer
goes into the third connecting terminalfrom the bottom of the double cir-cuit jack. The "B" plus on the sec-ond transformer goes to the secondterminal from the bottom of the samejack. The plate of the second tubegoes to the top connecting termirvalof the same jack and the "B" plus90 -volt binding post should have alead to the bottom connecting termi-nal on this same jack.

That is about the simplest way Ican explain the intricate jack wiring.
If you follow the suggestions care-fully you should have no trouble. Someof the advertised br-ads of jacksplaced in labeled cartons carry wiringinstructions. Try to get one of thattype.

no necessity to use spaghetti tub-ing on the wire, unless it is in the
battery leads. Contrary to popular -
idea insulation of this nature does not
improve the quality of the radio -fre-
quency circuit-those wires that leadup to the detector. Radio currents
travel with a "skin effect," that is,
on the outer surface of the wire.

Since stone walls and brick build-
ings do not stop radio waves it isnot likely that a little bit of I ubingis going to star) them either. Justkeep your wires from running paral-
lel and cross them at right angles.

The Other Jack's Wiring.
The plate connection of the thirdtube goes to top connecting termi-nal of the singly ^ircuit jack. Thebottom terminal of this same singlecircuit jack is wired to the "B" plus90 -volt battery connection on the otheror double circuit jack.
It is not'possible to give you wiringinstructions on the series parallelswitch as so much depends upon thetype you use. Most switches of the

Now for the fixed condenser acrossthe phones or the transformers wherethe two stages of audio are used. Thismay be either .001 or .002 capacity.
One end is connected directly to the"P" post on the first transformer. The
other goes to the "B" battery plus
binding post.

This completes the shelf panel wits,
Continued on Page 13.

No
Outdoor
Aerial

Complete

Easy
Terme

Sleeper Monotrol
New "Concert Model" -4 tubes that
do the work of six. Extra volume on
long distance. Famous Grimes in-
verse duplex circuit Tubes, batteries
and charger, loud speaker, loop an-,
tenna -everything included!

ELECTRIC gliDOPS
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Questions You Ask and Answers We Give
TUNED RADIO -FREQUENCY.

684-CHICAGO: I have a two -stage am-
plifier using 201A tubes which I construct-
ed myself, and I would like to have you
mail me a good hook-up for a one -stage
R. F. and detector. Would you advise tuned
or transformer coupled? I have an hand
the following parts which I wish to use,
altho I will purchase any parts necessary:
One D'E'115A tithe and one C300 tube.
One 11 -plate condenser, one 180 vario-
coupler, rheostats, sockets, etc.

Below is hook-up you request. This can
be made regenerative by adding variometer
in plate eircuit fa -shown by dotted lines.

across the back porch up under the roof.
Would this be satisfactory and would it be
less liable to interference? (3) If neitherof the above would work to my advantage,
what would you suggest in the way OI an
aerial? Please submit sketch. (4) I am
figuring on constructing the crystal radio
set that was published in your Radio News
a couple of weekse ago, L e., the one that
the builder said he operated a loud speaker
on. What kind of a crystal is shown onthis photo? Is there a better one made?
Would you suggest the substitution of the
better one? (5) What kind of wire is best
suited for an aerial to be used on this or
any other set? (6) What kind of wire

TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY CIRCUIT
THE CHICA.G0 EVENING POST HOOK UP44-504

CONDENSER FOR CRYSTAL, should be used for the lead into the house
610 --Chicago: Can a `13 -plate variable for this or any other set? (7) It is my

condenser be used in place of a 43 -plate, understanding that the heavier the wire fortas in Mr. Hagerman's long-distance crystal the lead in and the ground, the better. Is
set in the Radio Magazine of Nov. 28? this true? (8) What loud speaker could

In the Hagerman long-distance crystal set
a 23 -plate condenser can be used, butit is not advised, as with it the set will
not tune to 700 meters, which is very neces-
sary when you wish to receive stations like
HYW.

REGENERATIVE CRYSTAL?
606-CHICAGO: In The Chicago Evening

Post's Radio Magazine of the 13th I no-
ticed an article, entitled "How to Tune
Single -Circuit Sets to Avoid Interfering with
Your Neighbor." In the second column of
this article it was stated that too much re-
generation will cause the signal to be"mushy" or the voice to be distorted. Ihave a two -slide tuning coil outfit. Oc-
casionally, I receive WDAP so "mushy"that it is Impossible to distinguish the
voice or whatever happens to be on theair at the moment. As I do not know too
much about radio, I would appreciate your
answer very much. My set comprises but
a two -slide tuning coil and a crystal de-tector.

In the article you refer to the set men-
tioned was a one -tube set. Regeneration
cannot be obtained on a crystal set, so your
trouble does not lie there. A fresh crystal
might help -you or a 43 -plate variable con-
denser in the ground lead.

PUSH PULL AND R. F.
605-CHICAGO: I have a three -tube re-

generative outfit using W.D.-11 tubes. Can
the push-pull amplifier shown in Thursday's
Radio Magazine be added, it also usingW.D.-11 tubes? Inclosed find hook -op of
my set. Can I add radio frequency amplifi-
cation?

Here are answers to your questions:
(1) Push-pull amplification can be need on
the circuit mailed. ( 2 ) Radio -frequency can
be added. but is not advised.

591-CHICAGO: Can you tell me why I
am unable to tune in KYW on my Jones &
Co. Symphony 4 -stage receiver? I get WJAZ
and WHAT good. Also get Havana, Cuba,
and other stations good on loud speaker.
The antenna' Is 120 feet long, including lead
gam,. and most of it is thirty feet above the
ground. I will thank you for any sugges-
tions. Would also like for you to suggest a
way to eliminate the interference of an elec-
tric ringer used in our local telephone ex-
change. It can be heard at all times, and
when my phone rings, it comes in thru the
receiving set,

You are unable to tune in EYW on your
set because the primary inductance of your
receiver will not tune to 600 meters. A
method of- increasing this would be to put
a 75 -turn coil in series with the aerial. To
eliminate interference from an exterior
source, such as the bell-ringer you mention,
would suggest trying Post Wave Trap as per
diagram mailed

best be used on this crystal set? (9)
Would the victrola attachment made byAtwater Kent work on this crystal set?It sells for $12.

Here are answers to your questions: (1)Two aerials on the same roof would not
cause any objectionable interference. unless
they were connected to regenerative tubesets. We do not advise two sets on anaerial. (2) Aerial as per sketch would be
unsatisfactory. It must be one straight
wire as long as possible, 6 to 8 feet above
all obstacles on top of the roof. (3)
Sketch requested has been mailed. (4)
Crystal used was an R.W. We do not ad-
vise substitution, but any good crystal that
is not fixed will work. (5) No. 14.
seven -strand copper wire is universallyused for antennas. (6) No. 14, or larger.
rubber -covered wire is required by thefire underwriters to be used as lead-in.
(7) Heavier wire, say up to No. 8. has less
resistance than smaller wire, therefore, is of
advantage to a set. (8) Any good loudspeaker may he used. (9) The attachmentyou mention in many cases is better thana horn.

NEEDS BIAS BATTERY.
551-CHICAGO: I have an Aeriola Sr.

Westinghouse set and a two-step amplifier.
The amplifier I made myself. There is a
continuous buzzing in the second and third
tubes which I cannot tune out. Whatcould cause this? I have gone over the
connections and they seem to be 0, K.There is also a whistle in the third tube.
which does not disappear until I put myfinger on the second or third jack. Whyis this?

To give you the information you request
as to necessary to have a diagram of setOf you are using it. You might try in-serting from 3 to 6 volts of "C" battery in
the leads from "G" of transformer to "G"
on socket, negative to socket and positive to
transformer.

THREE CIRCUIT HOOK-UP.
519-CHICAGO: Would you kindly sendme two variometer and one variocoupler

hook-up?
Below is hook-up you request.

AERIAL CONSTRUCTION.
550-CHICAGO: if entirely consistent, Iwould appreciate It very much if you

would answer a few questions: (1) I liveto a two -flat building on the west side and
the party on the first floor has an aerial
on the roof running the length of the build-
ing-north and south. I desire to construct
an aerial on the outside and I wondered If
I constructed one running north and southon the other side of the building If wewould cause each other any interference.

--A)ould I use his aerial?. (2) Am attaching
hereto rough sketch of an aerial which Ithought might serve the purpose, and Ifigured on stringing same In this manner

Amsco Rheostat
2 ohms....$1.35
6 ohms.... 1.00

20 ohms.... 1,25
30 ohms.,., 1.25
50 ohms.... 1.30
For T tined
Radio - Frequency
or any Circuits
Employing C r I t-
ics!. Current Ad-
justments.

Ask to see the
famous Meleo-Supreme Tuned Radio -
Frequency Receiver.

For Sale at Your Dealer or Jobber
We manufacture a full line of Radio

Parts and Sets. Send for descriptive
circular.

AMSCO PRODUCTS, Inc.
BROOME and LAFAYETTE STREETS

THREE CIRCUIT
REGENERATIVE 5E1
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FREE SERVICE
QUESTIONS asked on any subject per-

taining to radio will be answered in
this department in either the daily edi-
ton or the Radio Magazine published
each Thursday. No charges are madefor this service.

Due to the immense volume of letters
being received by the Question and An-
swer department, the following restric-
tions must be made:

All letters must be plainly written in
ink and preferably typewritten, and only
on one side of the paper.

Drawings, hook-ups, etc., must be on
a separate sheet from question and
clearly drawn, showing values of parts.Do not ask for panel layouts, con-struction details. etc., for a set unlessthey have appeared in the columns of
this magazine. Self-addressed and
stamped envelope must be inclosed. Ad-dress all your letters to Radio Questions
and Answers Department, The Chicago
Evening Post, 12-14 South MarketStreet. Chicago.

REINARTZ HOOK-UP.
542-CHICAGO: I received your paperlast week and was very pleased with it.

Will you kindly send me the latest Reinartz
hook-up.

The hook-up you rqeuest was given inanswer to miestion No. 541.

NEUTRODYNE HOOK-UP.
525-CHICAGO: I enjoy your Radio Mag-

azine Immensely. Will you kindly send hook-
up for three and four tube Neutrodyn sets,
Also Instructions for making Neutroformers.

Below is given hook-up you request. Tomake this a four -tube merely add one stage
of A. F. amplification. Information on the
construction of neutroformers was given in
the Dee. 20 Radio Magazine.

ULTRA AUDION TUNING UNIT,
536-CHICAGO: Have ultra audion

demon two -stage amplifier, using W.D. 12
tube. Would variocoupler give better re-sults than demon coil which I am using.
Please suggest what variocoupler would be
best for my set.

We do not advise a variocoupler for your
set. Would suggest a variometer in place of
tapped coil. Any standard make will
suffice.

SUPERDYNE DATA.
624-WAUKEGAN: Could you inform meas to where I could get a blue print or

diagram of the four -tube Superdyne, also
the correct parts to use in this hook-up?

All the diagrams and information available
on the Superdyne set was given in our Dec
27th issue of the Radio Magazine. Kindlerefer to it.

POSITION OF GRID LEAK.
625-1'HICAGO: In your issue of Dee. 20.

on page 10. you give a panel layout. of the
Old Reliable Armstrong set, which I intend
to build, and which seems complete in every
detail with the exception that on Dec. 27.
on page 7, in showing the apparatus to be
used, you include a variable grid leak of
.00025 capacity. In checking this up with
the panel layout published Dec. 20 there.
seems to be no place on the panel board for
this grid leak, and I don't want to com-
menee the set without being sure or the

distributionproper the 1 I won id
very much appreciate your advising me in
this particular, also advising me if youhave a full size blue print of the layoutand wiring as shown in the issue of Dec.20, page 10.

The variable grid leak in the Old Reliable
set is mounted on the bakellte sub -base post
of the detector tube. We have not at pres-ent the blue prints you request.

INDOOR AERIAL HOOK-UP.
544-CHICAGO: Kindly send me hook-upfor a one -tube set with extreme selectivity.

I am forced to use loop or indoor aerialand intend to use UV2OJA tube or one
similar and the very least of parte. I in-tend to use the best of parts as I know
from experience that inferior parts do not
Pay.

Hook-up requested is given below. Use
wire around moulding or Ducon ligkt socketplug for an aerial.

r100IF IED AUTOPLEX
memo mow seze
ROOM* 500

AUTOPLEX WAVE LENGTH.
518-CHICAGO: My antoplex outfit made

as per your magazine some time ago, with
the few changes made as per my sketch,
brought in WSAI, KORA, Wait, WCA.L,
WTAS, WHAD, WOS and others thru the
local stations. I use an Antanella plug in
conjunction with my aerial In order to get
stations above 460 meters. Do you suppose
a di ferent pair of variometers would bring
in the longer wave stations? I use a pairof wood variometers, 70 turn stator, 70turn rotor. The vernier rheostat helps very
much in the clearness of the tone.

To raise the wave length of your set, place
a 75 turn coil in series with the grid and
plate leads of your tube, as per diagram
mailed.

I.57 to 9P Cr

NEUTRODYNE CIRCUIT
THE CHICAGO EVENING POST' HOOK UP r503

WESTINGHOUSE R. C.
618-CHICAGO: I wish to congratulate

you upon putting out the best Radio Maga-
zine I've ever read. You sure keep up todate in the way of sets, and I'm going to
take advantage of your question and answer
department. I have a type R. C. Westing-
house and a 5-5 Thorophone. I'm using a
UV200 detester and two UV201 A's as amps.
I notice that the R. C. was taken off the
market, and I am puzzled, and wonder if
you could enlighten me as to the reason. I
get the entire United States, with the excep-
tion of west coast stations, clearly over the
loud speaker. Is this all that can he ex-pected? Would Western Electric tubes im-prove the set? If so, what kind? I have
constructed a number of sets, including the
Pleweling and Reinartz, Just for fun, but
Miner's Superdyne seems a world beater, and
I wait anxiously for next Thursday.

The Westinghouse R. C. set that you men-
tion was taken off the market because of
some commercial reason by the Westing-house people. Just what it is. we cannottell you. The results you are obtaining are
all that could be expected. The WesternElectric tube would give more volume: 216
A's are very good

GOOD WWI. HOOK -CT.
521-CHICAGO: Please send me a very

good hook-up using a WD11 tube. I

enjoy your paper very much.
Below is hook-up you request

I WOKNOCT TUBES?
I 623-CHIC-AGO: I have a regenerative re -
I ceiver. which 1 used on on average of two
: and one-half hours per night for the last
i nine months. It has lost considerable volume
: and 1 cannot get distant stations. I would
like to know if my three tubes (UV201A)
are worn out. Would new tubes bring in
better and louder signals?

Vacuum tubes very seldom wear out.Your trouble more than likely lies in your
batteries. or possibly your phones are de-
magnetized.

RADIO -FREQUENCY TROUBLE.
628-CHICAGO: As I am a constam

reader of your wonderful magazine, I takit upon myself to ask a few question
Below is a diagram of .my present gelWhat is wrong? It is a poor receiver
Will this inductance below give me norvolume than the variometer? The tw
stages give no volume at all. Is the diegram incorrect?

We are very sorry we are unable to checl
your set from diagram mailed, but if ye
will rewire your radio -frequency and de
Lector.' as shown in answer to question Nc
541, we can assure you of very good rtmite.

BODY CAPACITY.
620-CHICAGO: I am a new Post reader

chiefly because of its splendid radio depart
meat, and wish to take advantage of you
very kind assistance. I have a single one
tube set and am using spider -web coils an,
a twenty -three -plate condenser, with a WD1
Aube. I have no trouble In tuning In th
outside stations, but when I take my han
away from the condenser there are whistle
and cannot hear unless I keep my hand ovethe condenser. I would like to know if ther
is anything I can do to eliminate this,have a sixty -foot single wire aerial, an
would like to know if I could do better wit)a 100 -foot aerial. If I added a variomete:
would it help to get more distance and vol
ume?

Body capacity can be eliminated on a se
by shielding the back of the panel with titoil and connecting it to the ground. Iyour trouble seems to concentrate on th
variable condenser, be sure the rotor goeto the ground. A 100 -foot aerial woul,Improve your results considerably. Yoneglected to inclose hook-up of your eel
therefore we are unable to answer your las
question.

REINARTZ CIRCUIT.
541-CHICAGO: Will you please send mehook-up of the Reinartz set? If you will

do this you will oblige me very much. Your
Radio Magazine is wonderful.

Below is hook-up requested .... .

REI NAR.TZ CIRCUIT
THE CHICAGO EVENING POST

HOOKUP *502

Radio Varies Monotony of
Shuts -ins in Maine Wood
If it were not for the radio receivin,

set, which links them unfailingly wit
the outside world, a little communit:
in the northwest corner of Orr's islan
Maine, would be facing a monotonou
winter.

Mrs. Dennis L. Wilson, in a lette
just received by WGY, the broadcast
ing station of the General Electri
company at Schenectady, N, Y., give
a suggestion of how radio brdadcastin,
in general, and the programs sent ouby WGY in particular, have assurethem of a far different winter seaso
from that which they were obliged tgo thru- in the "old days."

"We live," she writes, "on the nortl
west end of Orr's island, just two fan
ilies by ourselves, with only five peepie in all. There Is sometimes a wee
in which we don't see a soul and iwhich we cannot get to our nearer
neighbors, so you see what a comfoiradio will be for us.

"I have been very ill, and so mfamily has all been in the house wit
me, and my mother-in-law, who is 7
years old, does not get to church veroften. She is quite deaf, but she gcalmost all the service last Sundanight, and she said it did her a lcof good. It came in here as clear aa bell.

"We have only a small radio outfi
one tube, with three dry cell batterie
and two head sets, We have beehearing your concerts night aftEnight, and we are having a feast c
music and lectures. We look forwar

11 day to the evening. I never hear
so much in the way of good things sI hear over the radio-things to uplione and new thoughts. I do sure]
appreciate what all our radio station
are doing for us; my winter will be s.much shorter and happier than tho:
of previous years."

COUNTERPOISE AERIAL.
619-CHICAGO: Just want to let youknow I think your Radio Magazine has any-thing in the country beat and gives thebest dope. I am Interested in a counter-poise. Please give full details for con-struction, k. e., is it put up like one an-tenna with insulation at both ends and thenerounded, or is it insulated only at oneend, and then connected to ground post onset? I understand It is to be just about onefoot above the ground, but should it runthe same way as the antenna-that is theonly -way I could run it. My antenna isii.rty feet high, two wires about two feetapart, seventy-five feet long, forty feet lead -n, No. 10 copper wire. Must counterpoisehe same amount of wire as in antenna? 1have placed a fixed condenser on the sec-ondary of my second audio transformer andnotice a wonderful improvement in thetone, but would like some way to vary it,Would a Bradley leak take care of it?These people advocate its use. If so, shoulda fixed be need with it?
A counterp,°_.L:iai Is constructea ex-actly aa,'--jur receiving aerial. It can beple....ed at any convenient height. Its lengthis determined by experimentation. When acounterpoise is used on a set, it takes theplace of the ground, or. in other words, theset has two aerials on it. In your letteryou state you have a fixed condenser acrossthe secondary of your second transformer.Do you mean a fixed condenser or a fixedleaky If you mean a leak, the one you men-tion would be 0. K. A fixed leak shouldnot be used in conjunction with it.

Uruguay Shows Interest
in Radio Broadcaitin

MONTEVIDEO, Jan. 3.-Keen
terest in radio is developing in Ur
guay. Amateur radio enthusiasm g
a retarted start in Uruguay -as in A
gentina and even up to the presevery little has been done.

There are only five houses dealt:
in radio apparatus in Montevideo, toof whom only just have begun
handle radio goods to any extent. 01
of these concerns intends to erect
small broadcasting station, since ti
only station now broadcasting in Mc
tevido gives concerts very irregular)
making it necessary for the Urugua
an radiophans to depend very large
upon Buenos Aires.

The other house actively dealing
radio apparatus has just hired a B
gian electrical engineer, who has be
trained in radio in the United Stab
to take charge of a new radio depa
ment, and the manager feels that I
house is going to make a big sues(
of radio apparatus. Both of the
..,;..-erns intend to sell American at
on Iv.

A: F. ON CRYSTAL.
621 --CHICAGO: I am Inclosing a hook-upof a crystal set. I would like to know if Icould add one step of amplification to thesaid set, and would I then be able to receiveChicago stations loud enough to bear it inthe same room as set is in on a Baldwinphone? I have a V. T. one -tube, and wouldlike to use it. Please inclose hook-up of theamplification circuit and tell me if I shouldI use, and what ohms rheostat should I use?
The average crystal set with a one -stageamplifier is generally loud enough to beheard over two or three rooms on a loudspeaker. Hook-up is given below; also a5-1 ratio A. F. transformer and a 6 -ohmrheostat.

:INPUT

-8 +A

45V+ 
ONE STAGE AMPLIFIER

CHICAGO EVENING Post
4001( 11 41508

JARRING PHONE RECEIVERS,
Sudden jars, caused by dropping t

instruments on the floor, weaken to
phone receivers. The permanent ms
nets are effected.

ALL TYPES
RADIO TUBES

OR SETS
Immediate Service in Most Case

Apex D-100 Detectors, 1 Auxr
16 to 25 volt, $4.0(STANDARD
D X 134v. .25 Ampere SA ni
Detector and Amplifier Lt Vl
DX 5v. .25A. "A" Tube $A
Detector and Amplifier It 
Como Push - Pull Transformer
in pairs; matched;

$per pair
Scientific Head Phones,
3000 Ohm, per pair ____$LsUt

DEALERS WRITE
DISTRIBUTOR

54A, 39 W. Adams St., Chin
Repr. Radio Tubes CorporationNEW YORK
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How to Wire
Old Reliable
ReceiyingSet

Continued From Page 11.

ing for the time. Lay it aside and
take up the front or main panel.

The primary taps on the coupler
are wired up to the inductance
switch, leaving one end of coil open
to go later to series parallel switch.
The switch arm on the inductance
switch goes to g. and binding post
at the rear and also into series paral-
lel switch.

The secondary of the coupler is now
wired to connect the rotor of the 43 -

plate vernier variable condenser and
into "A" plus and "B" minus fila-
ment line. The other connection on
the secondary of the coupler goes to
the rotor of the secondary condenser,
which is the third instrument from
the left end of panel, looking at the
panel from the rear, and to the open
connection of the grid ' lak and the
grid condenser.

The rotor connection of the primary
condenser, the first instrument on the
right of the main panel looking at it
from the rear,'is carried to the anten-
na binding post or tip jack. Thestator, as well as the rotor of the
primary condenser, goes into the se-
ries parallel switch.

One connection from the variom-
eter goes to the plate connection on
the detector tube and the other to the
"P" post on the first transformer.
That completes the wiring.

Up to this time the panels were not
in position and the wiring had to be
left open until the panels are mounted.
The panels can be mounted and all
open ends connected up. The set is
ready to place in the cabinet and for
the battery connections. It should
"percolate" right off the bat. If you
have done your work carefully and
correctly it will.

The cabinet is 11x20 inches and 10
inches deep. I doubt if you can find

Photo shows Edward Kelly of 228 East 36th street, New York
city, who has solved the tenement radio problem by ,doing away with
an aerial. By simpl putting a bunch of wires in a cardboard box and
sticking it on a alien, under the bed or any other part of the house,
Mr. Kelly says he has succeeded in bringing in a large number of DX
stations as laud as the local ones. Photo shows him listening in on his
radio set, which is a single circuit outfit with dry cells. The long round
box at the top, the bottom of which shows near the window, is his
substitute for an aerial.

wiring for open or loose connections.
Antenna Circuit Fails.

ANTENNA CIRCUIT DOES NOT
TUNE-This may be due to one of
the following three causes:

1. If turning the coarse -tap switch
of the variocoupler does not effect`
the tuning, the trouble is due to one
of the following: (a) The primary wind -
Mg of the variocoupler .is open. (b)
The aerial or ground connections are
not properly made. (c) There is an
open connection in the aerial or
ground circuits.

2. If revolving the rotor of the va-
riocoupler does not affect the signal,
there is an open connection in the pri-
mary circuit, either in the vario-
coupler, the aerial, or the ground.

3. If placing the finger or a short
length of wire on the binding posts of
either the aerial or the ground im-
proves the signal strength, there is
an' open connection either in the
ground or aerial or else the antenna
is not long enough.

Open Condenser Circuits.
SECONDARY CONDENSER Dti..IS

NOT TUNE-This may be due to one
of the three following reasons:

1. Rotor of the variocoupler is open.
2. An imperfect connection exists be-

tween the variocoupler and condenser
or between the grid and grid-returiH
filament leads.

3. The condenser is open or short-
circuited.

RADIO -FREQUENCY CONDENSER
DOES NOT TUNE-This may be due
to one of the following two reasons:

Either the connections to the con-
denser or radio -frequency reflex trans-
former are imperfect, or the condenser
itself is open c short-circuited.

THIRD TUBE DOES NOT IN-
CREASE SIGNAL STRENGTH-This
may be due to one of the following
reasons:

Test by plugging the phones into the
irst and second jacks alternately, with
the tubes lit. If a click is heard in
both instances, the trouble is due to
the following: (a) Contacts of first t
jack are defective. (b) Audio -trans-
former is defective. (c) Grid contact
on last tube socket is imperfect. If
no click is heard: (a) Plate contact of
tube is faulty. (13) Second jack does

tween-apparatus that can be remedied
by rearranging the various parts, or
else the crystal rectifier is not func-
tioning properly. If a rectifier other
than the Erla fixed crystal rectifier
Is used, try readjusting the catwhis-
ker. If this fails, replace with an Erla,
rectifier.

Where Distortion Is Born.
DISTORTED SIGNALS-This maybe due to one of the following rea-

sons:
1. The set is improperly tuned. Cor-

rect thru closer coupling, i. e.. reduc.
ing the angle between the rotor and
stator of the variocoupler.

2. Crystal rectifier is defective, usu-
ally as a result of loose or grainy
structure of crystal employed. Re-
place with Erla crystal rectifier.

3. Transformers do not synchronize,
received and reflexed currents having
the same phase characteristics. Re-
place with Erla synchronizing radio
and audio transformers.

After the receiving apparatus has
been asseinbled and carefully checked
for proper wiring and arrangement,
it should be hooked to the aerial and
ground system, in accordance with
the "A" and "G" markings 'on the
diagrams that accompany the instru-
ment. Next the batteries can he as-
sembled and connected.

First, the "B" battery, consisting
of small, high voltage units, is con-
nected together in series so as to ob-
tain the sum of the voltages of its
component units. This is accom-
plished by connecting the highest volt-
age positive (plus) tap of one battery
to the negative (minus) tap of the
n,ext, and continuing this process..
until all the batteries are thus joined
together.

When finished, a positive tap will
be left open at one end of the group
and a negative tap at the other. These
taps are then connected to the two
"B" battery terminals of the set, in
accordance with the positive "B"
(plus) and negative "B" (minus) mark-
ings.

How to Operate Batteries.
Next, the "A" or filament lighting

battery is made ready. If dry cells
are used, they should he wired in
series by connecting the outer (zinc

cabinet maker can make you one if'Reflex Expert Tells How to (c) "B" battery connection is not prop- tcheentnerex(tc.acrobn% nourinpgostirge)p=inasone of this size on the market. Any or 'negative) terminal of one to thenot make contact or is short circuited.

erly made.you are not handy with the tools. all the cells have been linked together,
unti

and cabins' Twill publish next week
For those who prefer to buy a stand- If changing the third tube to the

second. socket and transferring the plug i leaving a positive terminal at one end
panel layouts for an "Old Reliable" 0 Cate Troubles in Circuit to the first jack gives no signal. it is ' of the chain and a negative terminal

evident that :he tube is defective. at the other.8x30 and 7 inches deep. It is the If the battery is of storage type,set illustrated last week. Also a pho- "B" Battery Shorts. the individual cells will be found al-tograph of the "Old Reliable" which
was described here today is to be CLICK IN PHONES WITH TUBES ready strapped together, with the two

end terminals marked positive (plus)NOT BURNING-This may be due toprinted next week. and negative (minus).one of the following reasons:
How to Eliminate Body

Capacity in Receiver Set
Body capacity may be easily avoid-

ed by one of two methods of shield-
ing. One method would be to place
a copper sheet on the back of the
panel, between the panel and the in-
struments. The sheet should be
grounded.

The better way, would he to place
the part (the shafts) of the conden-
sers and variable tuning instruments
which face the front of the panel or
project thru the panel into the knob
at ground potential, or at ground po-
tential as fat as the radio -frequency
currents are concerned.

How to Make Hoops for
Permanent Cage Aerial

In making the hoops for supporting
the wires of a cage antenna it will be
found that No. 00 hard -drawn copper
wire will be suitable. Bend a piece of
this wire into the proper -sized circle
and solder the two ends together
'flush) with hard solder. Then you
can mark off the proper spacings for
the wires by notching with a file. The
antenna wires should be wrapped
around each hoop with a single turn
and soldered firmly in place with the
same hard solder. If this is done the
cage will be absolutely permanent.

Grease Battery Posts
Keep the terminals of the storage

battery coated with a thin coat of vase -
line and always be sure that no green,
gray or yellow substance is allowed to
collect on them. This will corrode the
clips or the copper *ire which con-
nects the battery with the set and may
often cause noises in the set.

Exploding Rectifiers
If you have a rectifier for your

storage "B" battery be careful when
you pull out the aluminium rod for ex-
amination. When you replace it you
likely are to cause a spark. If this
occurs an explosion will follow and
your battery will be wrecked.

Check Up on Your Core
If you build a transformer from

data that is reliable, and it heats up,
or draws too much on no load, check-
up first on your core material. Soft
iron, commonly called stove -pipe iron,
must be worked at much lower flux
density than silicon steel.

THE LOWLY CRYSTAL.
Supers, heterodynes and umptyteen

tube sets may bring in 2,000 miles, but
don't be too cocky when discussing
crystals.' In the "good old days" simi-
lar ranges were possible, even with
spark transmitters and crystal re-
ceivers. '

REPAIR
Largest Radio Repair Shop

in the U. S.
SETS REWIRED AND

REPAIRED
CIRCUITS REMODELED

RADIO DOCTORS, Inc.
504 South State St. -504

Only One Door to 504
Wabeeh 80/4-Phonee-Wabash 5010

By WILLIAM J. SCHNELL.
(Radio Engineering Staff. Electrical Re-

search Laboratories. -

WHILE reflex circuits are easy
to construct and even easier
to operate, some fans always

have trouble with most any kind of
a set. For tliis reason the labora-
tories have worked out some "trouble-
shooting" rules for those who have
difficulties with reflex sets:

When satisfactory results are not
obtained with Erla Duo -Reflex circuits
the difficulty arises, ninety-nine times
of a hundred, from neglect properly
to hook up the apparatus, or from
loose and faulty connections. Tubes,
of course, are not all perfect, and bat-
teries sometimes fail to deliver their.
rated voltage. With continued serv-
ice, periodic replacement of tubes as
well as recharging or replacement of
batteries becomes necessary.

In the event of trouble, therefore,
first check all the wiring and connec-
tions, and make sure that both tubes
and batteries are in good condition.

Trouble -Shooting Rules.
As an aid in diagnosing trouble,

enabling the application of prompt cor-

rective measures at its source, the fol-
lowing suggestions have been pre-
pared:

FAILURE OF TUBE TO LIGHT --
This may be due to one of the follow-
ing five reasons:

1. Tube is burned out. Test by con-
necting the two filament terminals of
the tube aocket to the terminals of
the "A" battery by means of insulated
wires, taking care that the base ends
of 'the wires themselves do not come
together.

2. Tube is not making contact with
socket springs. Bend up socket springs
unte firm, positive ,connection is made.

3 Rheostat is defective. Test by
connecting the rheostat terminals to-
gether with a short piece of wire. If
this causes the tube to light, the
rheostat is defective and should be
replaced.

4. "A" battery is not connected.
Test by connecting a voltmeter to the
"A" battery binding posts of the ap-
paratus. If the dial of the voltmeter
fails to move, look for a break in the
connecting wires, for a faulty con-
nection, or for a defect in the battery
itself.

5. Presence of an. opening in the
filament circuit wiring. Check all

Broadcast Bill's Radiolays,
By WILLIAM E. DOUGLASS

I'VE thought the matter over an'
I've come to the conclusion that a

New Year's day ain't perfect 'less you
make a resolution. So to make it
even better, I will take my pen in
band an' I'll make a half a dozen
then you'll know right where I stand.
Here's number one: Resolved, that I
won't smoke er chew this year. I
reckon I'll chew spearmint till the
cravings disappear, but shucks, I
swore off smokin' once way back in
1910. I didn't smoke for months an'
months an' didn't mind it then. Fer
number two: Resolved, that I won't
gamble any raore; I've lost a lot of
money playin' checkers at the store.
When Si an' Chuck an' Jim an' me
play poker I'rr. the goat. My IOU's
are all paid- up. That's one good thing
you'll note. I guess I'll cut out scold -
in' an' I'll call that number three-
no arguments this year at all between
my wife an' me. That there's a dern
big order but I s'pose at any rate, like

With the tubes turned out, no click
should be heard when the phones are
plugged in on any circuit. Should a
click be audible upon plugging into the
one or two tube receivers or the first
jack of the three -tube receiver, the
"B" battery is short-circuited directly
across the phones, as the result either
of a faulty .002 by-pass condenser or
improper wiring.

If a click is heard when plugging
into the second jack of the three -tube

4. receiver, there is a mistake in wiring.
NOISES IN THE PHONES - This

may be due to one of the following
causes:

If crackling sounds in the phones
are affected by tuning, and disappear
upon disconnecting the aerial and
ground, they are caused by atmos-
pheric electrical disturbance. If they
persist after disconnecting the aerial
and ground, they are due to the fol-
lowing: (a) Leakage in apparatus re-
sulting from imperfect contacts or de-
fective insulation, (a) defective "A" or
B batteries.
With the tubes not burning, if a

crackling sound is heard when the
phones are plugged into any jack, the
trouble is caused by a short-circuited
or leaky .002 by-pass conductor. Rem-
edy by replacing.

Howl Tests Transformers.
AUDIO - TRANSFORMER DOES

NOT "REFLEX"-This may be due
to one of several causes:

Disconnect the aerial and ground,
and test by opening the circuit of
the crystal rectifier, when a howl
should he heard in the phones, disap-
pearing when the circuit is again
closed. If no howl is heard, try re-
versing the connection of the primary
of the audio -transformer that is con-
nected with the rectifier. If this does
not produce a howl, the transformer
does not "reflex" and should be re-
placed with a new audio -transformer.

CARRIER WAVE WHISTLE-This
results from oscillating tubes. If not
eliminated by increasing the coupling,
there is either an intercoupling be -

in the league of nations, we'll discuss
an' arbitrate. Well, pow, let's see for
number four: Hereby let it be known
that for the year ensuing let poli-
tics alone. Last year I run fer mayor
but I didn't have a show an' now
they're talkin' congress, but it's abso-
lutely "No." I've heard it said that
"worry kills," an' so fer number five
I'll make the resolution that I won't,
an' stay alive. It makes young men
grow old too soon an' lines their
brows with care an' causes silver
threads to streak what once wuz au-
burn hair. For number six: Be it re-
solved, this here's my one best
bet, no matter what may be my lot,
I'll keep my wireless set. The trials
an' tribulations co -negate about my
door an' tho my creditors may take
the carpet from nip floor, there'll be
no chance to separate my wireless
set from me, fer wilily by my side it
stays thru all eternity.
{Copyright. 1923. Westinghouse Electric

and Mann tacturias company )

After the "A" battery has been care-
fully checked, to guard against mis-
takes in wiring or loose connections,
the positive and negative terminals

I should be attached to the correspond-
ing plus and minus terminals on the
set.

Since it is extremely important that
the negative and positive connections
, of both batteries be correct, every pre-
( caution in making these connections
should be observed.

Testing Out Circuit. \
After the batteries are hooked up,

insert the tubes into their sockets,
with the rheostats turned off, making
sure that the socket springs press
firmly against the tub contact points.

Now plug in the headphones thru
the jack provided, and give the rheo-
stat controls slightly more than
a turn. A slight crackling sound
(static) in the phones should accom-
pany this movement. Continue to
advance the rheostat controls until
further movement causes no increase
in the crackling sound.

Up to this point, instructions for
setting up and operating Erla Duo -
Reflex circuits apply equally to all
types. When it comes to tuning,
however, individual methods must be
pursued, because of the different
characteristics of the various circuits
involved. Consequently, separate tun-
ing directions are provided for each.

Hint on Tuning
In tuning a receiver don't overlook

the fact that you are dealing with a
delicately adjusted instrument. Some
phans twirl a dial viciously. They
skip a dozen stations in so doing. Pro-
ceed carefully, deliberately, and you
will build up a DX record.

FUSES SAVE TUBES.
Fuses placed in the filament battery

circuit protect your tubes. They cost
a few cents. Tubes cost dollars. Bet-
ter blow a fuse than a tube.

Here They Are!
Hear Them!

No. 551
For Soft, Mellow
Music, Ideal for

teli,!!!!,..$18

At last a Reproducer that delivers the music
or vocal selections with astonishing clarity and
volume over the entire musical range.

Brings the artist before you
hearing something resem-
bling the entertainer or in-
strument being played.

Kellogg Reproducers are
made of special acoustical
fiber, which entirety elimi-
nates vibration and the so
common "tinny" sound,

A special Kellogg unit of 2,500
ohms resistance, fits securely in
the base, entirely out of sight. A
six-foot cord is also furnished.

If your dealer does not handle
Kellogg Radio Reproducers, com-
municate direct with us.

instead of just

No. 550
Projects in almost a
straight line;

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Company
1066 W. Adams St, CHICAGO

each $ 1 2
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I Alphabetical List of U. S. Radio Stations
7

ABERDEEN, Wash.-ENT.
ABILENE. Texas-WQAQ,
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, N. D.-WPAE.
AKRON, Ohio-WOE.
ALBANY, N. Y.-WSJ.
ALEXANDRIA, La.-LUFFY.
ALLENTOWN, Pa.-WCRA.
ALLENTOWN, Pa.-WEAN.
ALTADENA, Cal.-K(10.
AMARILLO, Texas-WDO.
AMARILLO, Texas-WQAC.
AMARILLO, Texas-WRAU.
AMES. Iowa-V(01.
AMSTERDAM, N. Y.-WPAS.
ANDERSON, Ind.-WABC.
ANN ARBOR, Mich.-WAAL
ANTHONY, Kas.-WBL.
ARDMORE, Okla.-WOAA,
ARLINGTON, Ore.-KFGL.
ASHEVILLE, N. C.-WFAJ.
ATLANTA, Ga.-IVOM.
ATLANTA, Ga.-WSB.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. L-WHAR.
ATWOOD, Kas.-WEAD.
AUBURN, Ala.-WMAT.
4USTIN. Texas-WCM.AUSTIN. Texas-WA/AS.

BAKER. Ore.-KFDA.
BAKERSFIELD, Cal.-1(DIR.
BALTIMORE. Md.--WCAO.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WEAR.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WEC.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WNAT.
BANGOR, Me.-WABI.
EANGOR, Me.-WPAY.
BATON ROUGE, La.-KEOC.
B AUDETTE,
B AY CITY. Mleh.-WTP.
BEAUMONT, Texas-WMANI,
BELLINGHAM, Wash.-KM&
BELLOWS FALLS. VE-IVLAK.
BELOIT, Kaa.-WPAR.
BELOIT, Wis.-WKAW.
DELVIDF.RE, ILL-WOAD.
EVAKELEY,
BERKELEY, Cal.-KRE.
BERRIEN SPRINGS. Mich.-KEW,-
BILLINGS, Mont.-KFCH.
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.-WIAV,
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.-AST.
BOISE, Idaho-KFALI.
BOLSE, Idaho-KEDD.
$OISE. Idaho-WEEB.
BOONE, Iowa-KFGQ.
BOSTON, Mass.-WNAC.
BOULDER, Colo.-KFAJ.
B OWLING GREEN, Ky.-WNAB
BOZEMAN, Mont.-REDO.
BRIDGEPORT, Conn.-WKAX.
BROOKINGS. S. D.-KFDY.
BROOK VILLE, Ind.-WM.,
BUFFALO, N. Y.-WGR.
BURLINGTON, Iowa- WAS
BURLINGTON, Iowa-WI,AT,
BURLINGTON, V$.-WCAX.
BUTLER, Mo.-ANTAR.
BUTTE, Mont.--KFAP.

CAMDEN, N. J.-WRP.
CAMERON, Mo.-WEAQ.
CANTON, N. Y.-WCAD.
CANTON, Ohio-WAR.
CAPE -GIRARDEAU. Mo.-WSAB.
CARTHAGE. III.-WCAZ.
CASPER, Wyo.-KEDIV.
CAZENOVIA, N. Y.-WMAC.
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa-WJAM
CEDAR RAPIDS, lows-WKAA
CENTERVILLE, lows-WDAX.
CHARLESTON, S. C.-WNAQ.
CHARLESTON. 9. C.-WOAH.
CHARLESTON. W. Va.-WPM.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.-WBT.
CHENEY. Kas.--KFCIP.
CHICAGO, 111.-KYW.
CHICAGO, III.-WAAF.
CHICAGO, 111-WItti.
CHICAGO, 111.-WDAP,
CHICAGO, III.-WJAZ.
CHICAGO, III.-WLAG.
CHICAGO, ID.-WMAQ.
CHICAGO, 11L-APAD.
CHICAGO, III.-WSAH.
CHICKASHA, Okla.--ILF0D.

CINCINNATI, Ohio-WARD.
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WHAG,
CINCINNATI,
CINCINNATI, Ohio-VVIAV.
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WMH.
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WSAI.
CLARKSBURG, W. Va.-WHAZ.
CLEARFIELD, Pa.-WPI.
CLEMSON COLLEGE. S. C.-WSAC.
CLEVELAND, Ohio-EDPM.
CLEVELAND, Ohio-WHK.
CLEVELAND, Ohio-WJAX.
COLLEGE PARK, Ga.-ADM.
COLLEGE STATION, Texas-WTAW.
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.-RECK.
COLORADO SPRINGS. Colo.-K.1PQ.
COLUMBIA, Mo.-WAAN.
COLUMBUS, Ohio-WBA V.
COLUMBUS, Ohio-WCAH.

yOLUAIBUS. Ohio-WEAO.
COLUMBUS, Ohlo-WAIAN.
COLUMBUS, Ohio-WPAL.
CORVALLIS, Ore.-KED&
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa-WPAE.
CRANSTON, B. 1.-WRAP.

DALLAS, Texas (portable)-K-FFZ.
DALLAS, Texas-WDAO.
DALLAS, Texas-WFAA.
DALLAS, Texas-ARR.
DARTMOUTH, Mass.--19111Ar.
DARTMOUTH, Mass.-W.SAQ,
DAVENPORT. Iowa-WHAT,
DAVENPORT, Iowa-WOC.
DAVID CITY, Neb.-WRAR.
DAYTON, Ohio-WARD.
DAYTON, Ohlo-WJAJ,
DEARBORN, Mich.-WWI.
DECATUR, III.-WBAO.
DECATUR, ILL-WRAP.
DENVER, Colo.-HDZQ.
DENVER, Colo.--KEAF.
DENVER. Colo.-KFDL.
DENVER, Colo.-KEEL..
DENVER. Colo.-KEEP.
DENVER, Colo.-KFIC.
DENVER, Colo, KFLE.
DENVER. Colo.=KLZ.
DES MOINES, Iowa-KIDS.
DES MOINES, town-WOE.
DETROIT. Mich.-AUX.
DETROIT. Mich.-WWI.
DETROIT, Mich.-KOP.
DOUGLAS, Wyo.-ILFET.
DUBUQUE, low a.-WQA K.
DULUTH, MInn.-WJAP.
DULUTH. Minn.-WMAT.
FAST LANSING, Mleb -WEAR,
EASTON, Pa.-WMAP.
FAST PITTSBURG. Pa...-KTIKA.
EAST PROVIDENCE, It. I.-AZAD.
EDGEWOOD, B, I.-WEAG.
ELGIN, III. (Near)-WTAS.
EL MONTE, Cal.-KM
EL PASO. Texaa-WDAH.
EL PASO, Texas-WPAI'.
EMPORIA. Kan.-WA AZ.
ERIK, Pa .-W0A V.
EUGENE, Ore.-KFAT.
EVANSVILI E. lad.-WNA M.
EVERE'IT, Wash.-KF/IL
FAIRBANKS, Alaska-WLAY.
FALL RIVER, Maas.-WSAR.
FALL. RIVER, Mass.-ATMS.
FARGO, N. D.-WDAY.
'FAYETTEVILLE, Ark.-KEW.
FLINT, Mich.-AE.4.A.
FORT DODGE, Iowa-EVER,
FORT DODGE. Iowa-WEAR.
FORT MONROE, Ve.-ANAW.
FORT SMITH, Ark.-WGAR,
I ORT WORTH, Texas-WRAP
FRANKFORT, Ky.-WOAK.
FREMONT, Neh.-WOAE
FRESNO, CaL-KMJ.
FROSTBURG. Md.-WPAQ.
OA I NESVIL LE, Ga.-µ'KAY.
GALVESTON, Texas-AHAB.
GALVESTON, Texaa-WIAC,
GLADBROOK, Iowa-KOLE.
GLOUCESTER (ITT, N. J.-WEAL.
GRAND FORKS, N. D.-WOAB.
GRAND ISLAND, Neb.--KFJA.

GRANVILLE, Ohio-AID.
GREAT FALLS, Mont.--KDYS.
GREELEY, Colo.-KEJIL
GREELEY, Colo.-LIFILA.
GREENCASTLE, Ind.-WLAX.
GREENSBORO, N. C.-WQM.
GREENVILLE, Ohio-ACM.
GREENVILLE, S. C.-WQAV.
GRIDLEY, Cal.-KF'U.
(.ROVE CIT. Pa.-WSAJ.
GUNNISON, Colo.-HEHA.

HAMILTON, Ohio-WBAU.
HAMILTON, Ohio-ARK.
HARRISBURG, Pa.-WASH.
HARTFORD, Conn.-WDAK.
PISTING9, Neb.-WQAT.
lt .YRE, Mont.-KERB.
HILLSBORO, Ore.-KFFO.
HOLLYWOOD, Cal.-KFAR.
HONOLULU, Hawaii-EDYX.
HONOLULU, Hewett-K(1U,
HONOLULU, Hawall-KYQ.
HOOD RIVER, Ore.-KFHB.
HOOD RIVER, Ore.--EQP.
HOU LTON, Malne-WLAN
HOUSTON, Texas-KFCV.
HOUSTON, Texas-WCAK.
HOUSTON, Texas-WRAY.
HOUSTON, Texas-WEV.
HOUSTON, Texas-WRAA.
HUNTINGTON, Ind.-WHAT.
HUTCHINSON, Kan.-KEW.
HUrCHINSON, Minn.-WFAN.
INDEPENDEA6E, Mo.-EFIX.
IOLA, Kan.-REID.
IOWA CITY, Iowa.WHAA.
ITHACA, N. Y.-WEAL
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.-WARG.
JACKSONVILLE. Fla.-WDAL.
JEFFERSON CITY. Mo.-WOS.
JOHNSTOWN, Pa.-WTAU.
JOPLIN. Mo.-WHAH.
JUNEAU, Alaska-KFIL.
KALAMAZOO, Mieh.-WLAQ.
KALAMAZOO, Mich.-WOAP.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WRAF.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WMAJ.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WHB.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WOO.
KEARNEY, Neb.-KFHP.
KELLOGG, Idaaho-KFE T.
KENOSHA, Wis.-W.0AR.
KNOXVILLE. Tenn.-ANA-V.

LACEY, Wash.-KOT.
LACONIA. N. H.-WKAV.
LA CROSSE, Wis.-WARN.
LAKE FOREST, 11L-WABA.
LAKESIDE, C,olo.-KEKTI.
LAMONI. Iowa-LEVEY.
LANCASTER, Pa.-WDUC.
LANCASTER, Pa.-FRGAL.
LANSING, Mich.-WAAL.
LAPORTE. Ind.-WRAF.
LARAMIE, Wyo.-KEBU.
LAREDO. Texas-WWAX.
LAWRENCEBURG, Teon.-W0A N .
LE MARS, Iowa-RECT.
LE MARS. Iowa-WIALT.
LEXINGTON. Ky.-WQA H
LIME, Hawaii-KEES.
LIMA, Ohio-WOAC.
LINCOLN, Neb.-REIM.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WEAV.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WJAK.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WKAC.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WMAH.
LINDSBORG, Kan.-WDAD.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.-WCA V.
LOCKPORT, N. Y.-WMAK.
LONG BEACH, cal.-KSS.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KIELF.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KFI,
LOS ANGELES, Cn1.-KIII.
LOS ANGELES. Cal-KIS.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-ENR.
LOS ANGELES. Cal.-KNV.
LOS ANGELES, Cal-RN-X.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KUS.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KWH
1.05 (lATOS,
LOTTISBURO, Kan.-KFIL.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.-WILAS.

re

LOUISVILLE, Kan.-WIAP.
LOWELL, Mass.-WQAS.

MACON, Ga.-WMAZ.
MADISON, Wis.-AGA/T.
MADISON, VVIII.-WELk.
MANHATTAN, Kan.-WTO.
MARIETTA, Ohio-WBAW.
MARIETTA, Ohlo-WSAA.
MARION, Ind.-WIAQ.
MARION, Kan.-WRAD.
MARSHALL, Mo.-WJAT.
MARSHALLOWN, Iowa-ELUL
MATTOON, Ill.-WQAL.
MAYVILLE, N. D.-KFILLY.
McKEESPORT, Pa.-WIK.
McLEANSBORO, Ill.-ARAB.
MEDFORD, Ore.-KFAY.
MEDFORD HILLSIDE, Maas.-WGI.
MEMPHIS, Tenn.-WMC.
MIAMI, Fla.-WOAM.
MIDDLEPORT, Ohlo-WSAE.
MIDDLETOM N, Conn.-W0A.d.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-WAAK.
MILWAUKEE, WIs.-WCAY.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-WHAD.
MILWAUKEE, WIs.-WIAO.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-KIM.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-KFEX.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WBAD.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WAR.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-ACAS.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WCE.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WLAO.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WI,B.
MISHAWAKA, Ind.-WOAD.
MOBERLY, Mo.-KEEP.
MOBILE, Ala.-WIMP.
MODESTO, Cal.-KILD.
MONTEREY, Cal.--KLN.
MONTGOMERY, Ala.-WWI.
MOORESTOWN, N. 1.-WRAF.
MOOREHEAD, Minn.-WPM/.
MORGANTOWN, W. Va.--WILD.
MOSCOW, Idaho-KEAN.
MOUNT VERNON, ILL-WART.
MUNCIE, Ind.-WJAF.

NEAR BAY, Wash.-1E1MM
NEENAH, Wis.-WIAJ.
NEWARK. N. J.-WHAM.
NEWARK, N. J.-ABS.
NEWARK. N. 1.-OR.
NEWARK, N. J.-WWRAY,.
NEWARK. Ohio-WBBA.
NEW BEDFORD, Masa.-WDAC
NEW HAVEN, Conn.-WPAA.
NEW LEBANON, Ohle-WPO.
NEW ORLF.ANS, La.-AAA/B.
NEW ORLEANS. La.-WAA(1.
NEW ORLEANS. La.-WCAO.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WOV.
NEW ORLEANS. La.-WIAF.
NEW ORLEANS, 1.a.-WWI.
NEWTON. Iowa-WIAH.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WILAII.
NEW YORK. N. T.-WEAF,
NEW YORK. N. Y.-WJX.
NEW YORK, N. T.-WIT.
NEW YORK. N. 1/.-WPZ.
NEW YORK. N. T.-WLAW.
NEW YORK. N. Y.-WQAO.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WSAP.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WWI.
NORFOLK, Neb.-WJAG.
NORMAN, Okla.-IVNAD.
NORTHFIELD, Minn.--WCA
NORTH PLAINFIELD, N. J.-WSAM.

OAK, Neh.-KFEQ.
OAKLAND. Cal.-ILLS.
OAKLAND, Cal.-KLX.
OAKLAND, CaL-KZM.
OCEAN CITY. N. J.-Wil_49,
OGDEN, Utah-KFCP.
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.-WM-tit
OKLAHOMA CIY, Okla. --WILY.
OKMULGEE, Okla.-WPAC,
OMAHA, Neb.-KFCI.
OMAHA, Neb.-K.1,FX.
OMAHA, Neb.-WAAW.
OMAHA, Neb.--WIAK.
OMAHA, Neb.-WNAL.
OMAHA. Neb.-WOAW.
ORANGE. Texas-KFOX.
OSILALOOSA, Iowa-KEW.

PADUCAII, Ky.-WIAR.
PARKESBURG, Pa.-WQAA.
PARSONS, Kan.-WOAD..PATERSON,

N. J.-WBAN.
PENDLETON, Ore.-KFFH.
PENSACOLA, Fla.-WGAN.
PENSACOLA, Eln.-WLAV.
PEORIA, Ill.-WJAN.
PEORIA, 111.-WQAX.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WCAU.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WDAR.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WFI.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WGL.
PHILADELPHIA, pa.-WIP.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WNAT.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-W00.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WA/ID.
PHOENIX, Ariz.-KOTA.
PHOENIX, Ariz.-READ.
PINE BLUFF, Ark.-WOK.
PITTSBURG, Kan.-KEIV.
PITTSBURG, Pa.-KQT,
PITTSBURG, Pa.-WCAR.
PITTSBURG, Pa.-WAS.
PLAINVIEW, Texas-WSAT.
PLATTE, S. D.-KFIJ.
PORT ARTHUR. Texas-WEAR.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KDYQ.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KFRC.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KETE.
PORTLAND, Ore.-EGG.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KGN.
PORTLAND. Ore.-KGW.
PORTSMOUTH, Va.-WOAQ.
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.-WFALlr.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.-WEAN.
PROVIDENCE, R. L-WJAR.
PROVIDENCE, R. L-WRAIII,
PROVIDENCE, R. L-WSAD.
PROVIDENCE. R. I.-WTAO,
PULLMAN, Wash.-EFAS.
RALEIGH, N. C.-WLAC.
RAPID CITY, S. D.-WCAT.
READING, Ps.-WBBD.
READING, Pe.-WRAW.
REEDLEY, Cal.-EMC.
RENO. Nev.-EDZIL.
RICHMOND, Cal.-KFCM.
RICHMOND, Va.-WQAT.
RIDGEWOOD, N. Y.-WHN.
ROCHESTER. N. Y.-WARO
ROCHESTER, N. Y.-WHAM.
ROCKFORD, 111.-WIAB.
ROCKPORT, Mo.-WMAD.
ROSWELL, N. M.-KNJ.
SACRAMENTO, Cal.-KFBK
SAGINAW, MIch.-WARM.
SAGINAW, Mich.-WIAW.
S. CLOUD, Minn.-WEAK.
ST. CROIX FALLS, Wls--WEJa-
ST. JOSEPH, Mo.-KEHD.
ST. JOSEPH. Mo.-WEAK.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-KFEZ.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-KFGJ.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-KFIB.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-K8D,
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WCK.
ST. LOWS, Mo.-WEB.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WEW.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WMAY.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.-WRAO.
ST. PAUL. Mion.-WAAH.
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.-WAD,
SALEM, Ore.-RECD.
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah-IDTZ.
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah-KEN.
SAN ANTONIO, Cal.-KFCL.
SAN ANTONIO, Texaa-WCAR.
SAN ANTONIO, Texas-WOAI.
SAN DIEGO, CaL-KDPT,
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-KDYM.
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-KFBC.
SAN DIEGO. Cal.-KEFA.
SANDUSKY, Ohio-WARH.
SANDUSKY, Ohlo-WOAF.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-KFDIS.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-KPO.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-EDO.
SAN JOSE. Cal.-KFAQ.
SAN JOSE, Cal.-KQW.
SAN JOSE, Cal.-ESC.
SAN JUAN, P. IL-WKAQ.
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CaL-KESK
SANTA ANA. Cal.-KFAW.
SANTA BARBARA, Cal.-HEIM

Broadcasting Stations and Schedule of Programs
Continued from Poge 2.

company, 380 meter*.
WHA-Madison. Wis., University of Wiscon-

sin, 360 meters.
WHOA-Iowa City, Iowa. State University

of Iowa. 283 meters.
WEAR-Galveston. Texas, Clark W. Thomp-

son, 380 meters.
WHAC-Waterloo, Iowa, Cole Brothers Elec-

tric company. 360 meters.
WEAD-Milwaukee, Wis.. Marquette univer-

sity, 280 meters.
WHAG-Cincinnati, Ohio, Universal, of Cin-

cinnati, 222 meters.
WHAH-Joplin, Mo., Hafer Supply company,

360 meters.
WHAI-Davenport. Iowa, Radio Equipment

and Manufacturing company. 380 meters.
WHAE-Clarksburg W. Va., Roberts Hard-

ware company. 360 meters.
WHAL-Lansing, Mich., Lansing Capital

News, 248 meters.
WHAM-Rochester, N. T. University of

Rochester (Eastman School of Music), 360
meters.

WHAP-Decatur. Ill., Otte A Kuhn, 360
meters.

WHAQ-Washington, D. C. Semmes Motor
company. 360 meters.

WHAR-Atlantic City, N. .1 Paramount Ra-
dio and Electric company (W. H. A. Paul-
us), 231 meters.

WHAS-Louisville. Ky.. courier -Journal and
Louisville Times. 400 meters.

WHAT-Wilmington. Dela., Wilmington Elec-
trical Special company. 360 meters.

WHAZ-Troy. N. Y.. Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, 380 meters.

WHB-Kansas City, Mo.. Sweeney School
company, 411 meters.

WAD-Morgantown, W. Va., West Virginia
University. 360 meters.

WHK-Cleveland, Ohto, Radiovox company
(Warren R. Cox), 380 meters.

WAN-Ridgewood, N. T.. George Schubel,
360 meters.

WIAB-Rockford. 111, Joslyn Automobile
company. 252 meters.

WIAC-Galveston. Texas. Galveston Tribune.
>360 meters.

*IAD-Ocean City, N. J.. Ocean City Yacht
club (Howard R. Miller), 254 meters.

WIAF-New Orleans, La., 139 North Alex-
ander street. Gustav A. DeCortin, 234 me-
ters.

WIAH-Newton. Iowa, Continental Radio and
Manufacturing company, 258 meters.

WIAI-Springfield. Mo.. Hear Stores com-
pany. 360 meters.

WIAJ-Neenah. Wis.. Fox River Valley Ra-
dio Supply company (Quinn Brothers), 224
dieters.

WI AK -Omaha. Neb., Journal -Stockman com-
pany. 278 meters.

IMMO-Milwaukee, Wis School of Engineer-
ing of Milwaukee, 880 meters.

W1AQ-Marion. Ind.. Chronicle Publishing
- company. 226 meters.

W1AR-Paducah, Hy Paducah Evening Sun.
360 meters.

WLAS-Burlington. Iowa, Rome Electric com-
pany. 360 meters.

WIAT-Tarkio. Mo.. Leon T. Noel, 360 me-
ters.

WIAU-Le Mare, Iowa. American Trust and
Savings bank. 360 meters.

W1E-McKeesport. Pa.. E. L. Electric
company (Herbert T. Kelso and Hunter
J. Lohman), 360 meters.

atni-Washington. D. C., Continental Elec-
tric Supply company, 360 meters.

WIP-Philadelphia, Pa.. Gimbel Brothers.
609 meters.

WJAR-Lincoln, Neb.. American Electric
company, 360 meters.

WJAD--Waco, Texas. Jackson's Radio Engi-
neering laboratories, 360 meters.

WJAF-Muncie. Ind.. Press Publishing com-
pany. 3C,0 meters.

WAG-Nortolk. Neb.. Norfolk Daily News
(Huse Publishing company), 360 meters.

WJAK-Greentown, Ind., Clifford L. White.
. 1154 meters.

WJAM-C-edar Rapids, Iowa, 302 3d avenue,
West. D. M. Perham. 268 meters.

WJAN-Peoria, EL. Peoria Star. 880 me-
ters.

WJAQ-Topeka, Kan, Capper Publications.
360 meters.

AJAR-Providence. R. /., The Outlet com-
pany (I. Samuels and Brother), 360 me-
ters.

WJAS-Pittsburg. Pa.. Pittsburg Radio Sup-
ply house, 360 meters.

WJAT-Marshall, Mo., Kelly-Vawter Jewelry
company. 360 meters.

WJAX-Cleveland, Ohio. Union Trust com-
pany, 390 meters.

WJAZ-Chicago. Chicago Radio labora-
tory. 448 meters.

WID-Granville, Ohio, Richahrd H. Howe,
229 meters.

W.111-Washington, D. C.. White  Boyer
company, 273 meters.

WJX-New York. N. Y.. Deforest Radio
Telephone and Telegraph company, 360
meters.

WIT-New York. N. V., R. C. A. 405 me-
ters.

WJZ-New 2Tork, N. T., R. C. A.. 465
meters.

WKAA-Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 1444 2d ave-
nue, East, H. P. Paar. 268 meters.

WKAD-East Providence. R. I., Charles Loof
(Cresent park), 240 meters.

WRAF-Wichita Falls, Texas, W. S. Radio
Supply company. 360 meters.

AKAN-Montgomery. Ala., United Battery
Service company. 226 meters.

WRAP-Cranston. R. 1., Dutee W. Flint, 360
meters.

WKAQ-San Juan, P. Radio Corporation
of Porto Rico. 360 meters.

WKAR-East Lansing. Mich.. Michigan Ag-
riculture college, 280 meters.

wKAS-Springfield. Mo., L. E. Lines Mu-
sic company. 360 meters.

WKAV-Laconia. N. H. Laconia Radio club.
254 meters.

WKAW-Beloit, Wis.. Turner Cycle company.
242 meters.WKAX-Bridgeport, Conn 1789 Park ave-
nue, William A. MacFarlane. 231 meters.

WKAY-Gainesville, Ga., Brenau college. 280
meters.

AKC-Baltimore. Md., Joseph M. Zamoiski
company. 360 meters.

WRY-Oklahoma, Okla., WET Radio Shop.
360 meters.

WIAC-Raleigh. N, C., North Carolina State
college. 360 meters.

WLAG-Minneapolis. Minn.. Cutting and
Washington Radio corporation, 417 meters.

WLAH-Syracuse. N. T.. 425 Brownell
street, Samuel Woodworth, 234 meters.

WLAJ-Waco. Texas, Waco Electrical Sup-
ply company. 380 meters.

WAH-Bellows Falls. Vt., Vermont Farm
Machine corporation. 360 meters.

WEAL-Tulsa. Okla., Naylor Electric com-
pany, 360 meters.

WLAN-Houlton. Maine. Putnam hardware
company. 283 meters.

ALAP-Louisville, Ky.. 308 Weal Brecken-
ridge street, W. V. Jordon, 360 meters.

WLAQ-Kalamazoo. Mich.. 108 Elm street,
Arthur E. Schilling, 360 meters.

WLAT-Burlington. Iowa., Radio and Spe-
cialty company, 360 meters.

WLAV-Pensacola. Fla., Electric Shop, 254
meters.

WLAW-New York. N, Y.. pollee depart-
ment. City of New York, 860 meters.

ALAX-Grecncastle. Ind., Putnam Electric
company (Greencastle Community Broad-
casting station). 3:31 meters.

WEB-Minneapolis, Minn., University of
Minneosta. 360 meters.

WLW-Cincinnati. Ohio, Create, Manufactur-
ing company. 809 meters.

WAIAB-()klahorna. Okla.. Radio Supply eons -posy, 360 meters.
WMAC-Cazenovia, N. Y., Fernwood street.

J. Edw. Page (Olive B. Meredith), 261
meters.

WMAF-Dartmouth. Mao.. Round Hills Ra-
dio corporation. 360 meters.. .

WMAH--Lincoln. Neb., General StiPply com-
pany. 264 meters'.

WMAJ-Kanaas City, Mo., Drovers Telegram
company, 275 meters.

WMAK-Lockport, N. Y., Norton Lab'bra-
tortes, 360 meters.

WMAL-Trenton, N. J., Trenton Hardware
company. 266 meters.

WMAM-Beaumont, Texas, Beaumont Radio
Equipment company, 360 meters.

WMAP-Easton. Pa.. Utility Battery service.
246 meters.

WMAQ-Chicago. Ill., Chicago Daily News,
448 meters.

WMAV-Auburn. Ala.. Alabama Polytechnic
institute, 250 meters.

WMAY-St. Louis, Mo., Kingshighway Pres-
byterian church, 280 meters.

WMAZ-Macon, Ga.. Mercer university. 268
meters.

WMC-Memphis. Tenn.. "Commercial Ap-
peal" (Commercial Publishing company).
600 meters.,

WEE-Cincinnati Ohio, Precision Equip-
ment company, 248 meters.

WMU-Washington, D. C.. Doubleday -Hill
Electric company, 261 meters.

WNAC-Boston, Mass., Shepard stores, 878
meters.

WNAD-Norman. Okla, University of Okla-
homa, 360 meters.

ANAL-Omaha, Neb., 6019 Capitol avenue,
R. J. Rockwell. 242 meters.

WNAM-Evansville, Ind., Ideal Apparatus
company, 360 meters.

WNAN-Syracuse, N. Y. Syracuse Radio
Telephone company, 288 meters.

WNAP-Springfield. Ohio, Wittenberg col-
lege, 231 meters.

WNAOCharleston. S. C. Charleston Radio
Electric company. 360 meters.

WNAR-Butler, Mo.. C. C. Rhoden, 231
meters.

WNAS-Austin. Texas, Texas Radio Corpora-
tion and Austin Statesman. 360 meters.

WNAT-Philadelphia. Pa., Lemmig Brothers
company (Frederick Lenoir). 380 meters.

"MAY-Knoxville. Tenn., Peoples Telephone
and Telegraph company, 236 meters.

WNAW-Fort Monroe, Va., Peninsular Radio
club (Henry Hunzmann). 360 meters.

WNAX-Yankton. S. D.. Dakota Radio Ap-
paratus company, 244 meters.

WNJ-Albany. N. Y.. Shotton Radio Mann -
factoring company. 360 meters.

WOAA-Ardmore, Okla.. Dr. Walter Hardy,
360 meters.

WOAC-Lima Ohio, Maus Radio company,
26d meters.

WOAD-Sigourney, Iowa, Friday Battery and
Electric corporation, 360 meters.

WOAE--Frernont. Neb Midland college, 360
meters.

g-ri ler, Texas. Tyler Commercial col-
lege, 360 meters. ,

WOAD-Belvidere, III. "Apollo theater (Bel.'riders Amusement company), 224 meters.
WOAII-Charleston. S. C., Palmetto Radio

corporation, 360 meters.
180A1-San Antonio, Texas, Southern Equip-

ment company, 385 meters.
WOAJ-Parsons, Ran Ervin, Electrical com-

pany. 258 meters.
WOAR-Frankfort, Ky, Collins Hardware

company, 240 meters.
WOAL-Webster Groves. Mo., 4 Jefferson

road. William E. Woods. 229 meters.
WOAN-Lawrenceburg, Tenn.. Vaughn Con-

servatory of Music (James D. Vaughn).
360 meters.

WOAD--Mishawka, Ind.. Lyradion Manttlac-
Luring company, 360 meters.

%IMP-Kalamazoo, Mich., Kalamazoo OW-
lege, 240 meters.

WOAQ-Portsmouth, Va.. Portsmouth Ei-wenn; club 380 meters.
WOAT-Wilmington, Del.. 215 Market street

Boyd M. Ramp. 360 meters.
WOAV-Erie. Pa..  Pennsylvania National

Guard, 2d Battalion,. 112th Infantry, 248
meters.

WOAW-Omaha. Neb.. Woodmea of theWorld, 526 meters.
WOAX-Trenton. N. J. 800 Inghaaa avenue.

Franklyn J. Wolff.. 240 meters.
WOAZ-Stanaford. Texas, Penick -Hughes

company, 860 meters.

WOC-Davenport. Iowa. Palmer School of
Chiropractic, 484 meters.

WOI-Ames, Iowa. Iowa State college, 880
meters.

WOK-Pine Bluff, Ark., Pine Bluff company,
360 meters.

WOO-Philadelphia. Pa.. 13th and Market
streets, John Wanamaker. 609 meters.

WOO-Kansas City, Mo., Western Radio com-
pany, 360 meters.

WOE-Newark, N. .1.. L. Bamberger  Co..405 meters.
WOS-Jefferson City. Mo., Missouri State

Marketing bureau, 441 meters.
APAR-State College, Pa., PennsylvaniaState college, 360 meters.
WPAC-Okmulgee. Okla., Donaldson Radio

company, 360 meters.
WPAD--Chicago, Ill., W. A. Wieboldt  Co..380 meters.
WPAH-Waupaca, Wis.. Wisconsin depart-ment of markets. 380 meters.
WPAJ-New Haven, Conn.. Doolittle Radio

corporation, 268 meters.
APAK-Agricultural College. N. D.. North

Dakota Agricultural college, 360 meters.
WPAL-Columbus, Ohio, Superior Radio and

Telegraph Equipment company, 280 me-ters.
WPAM-Topeka, Kan., Auerbach  Guettel.

360 meters.
WPAP-Winchester. Ky., 222 Lexington ave-

nue, Theodore D. Phillips, 360 meters.
WPAQ-Frostburg. Md., General Sales and

Engineering company. 360 meters.
WPAR--Beloit. Kan., Ward Battery and Radio

company, 360 meters.
WPAT-El Paso, Tease. St. Patrick's ca-thedral, 360 meters.
WPAIJ-Moorhead. Minn.. Concordia college,360 meters.
WPAZ-Charleston, W. Va.. Dr. John R.Koch. 273 meters.
WPG-New Lebannon, Ohio. Nushawg Poul-

try farm. 234 meters.
WQAA-Parkersburg. Pa., Horace A. Beale,Jr., 360 meters.
WOAD-Springfield, Mo.. Southwest Missouri

State Teachers' college, 236 meters.
WQAC-Amarillo, Texas, 108 East 8th street.E. B. Gish. 360 meters.
WQAD-Wateroury. Conn., WhitaB Electric

company, 242 meters.
WQAE-Springfield. Vt.. Moore Radio News

station (Edmund B. Moore), 275 meters.
WQAF--Sandusky, Ohio, Sandusky Register,

240 meters.
WQAH-Lexington. Ky., Brock -Anderson

Electrical Engineering company, 264 me-
ters.

IMAL-Mattoon, rm. Coles County Tele-
phone and Telegraph company, 258 oar
ters.

WHAM-Miami. Pla., Electrical Equipment
company. 380 meters.

WQAN-Scranton. Pa.. Scranton Times. 280
meters.

WQAO-New York. N. Y., Calvary Baptist
church, 360 meters.

WQAQ-Abilene. Texas, West Texas Radio
company, 360 meters.

WQAS-Lowell, Mass.. Prince -Walter com-pany, 286 meters.
WQAT-Greenville. S. 0., Huntington and

Guerry (Inc.). 258 meters.
WQAW-Washington, D. C., Catholic uni-

versity. 238 meters.
WQAX-Peoria, 111, Radio Rid/anent com-pany, 360 meters.
WQAZ-Greensboro. N. C, Greensboro Daily

News. 360 meters.
WRAA-Houston, Texas, Rice institute, 360

meters.
ARAD-Marion. E111.. Taylor Radio shop(G. L. Taylor). 360 meters.
WRAF-Laporte. Ind.. The Radio club (Inc.).

224 meters.
%RAH-Providence, R. I., Stanley N. Read,231 meters.
WEAL-St. Croix Falls. WI.., Northern

States Power company. 248 meters.
WEAN-Waterloo, Iowa. Black Hawk Mee-

trical company, 238 meters.
WRAO-St. Louis. Mo., Radio Service com-

pany, 360 meters.
WRAP-Winter Park, Fla., Winter Park

Electrical Construction company, 360 Me-
ters.

WRAU-Amarillo, Texas, Amarillo DailyNews, 360 meters.
WRAY-Yellow syringe. Ohio, Antioch col-lege, 360 meters.
WRAW-Reading. Ps.. Avenue radio shop

(Horace D. Good), 238 meters.
WRAX-Gloucester Ohtl, N. J.. Flaxon'srage, 268 meters.
WRAY-Scranton, Pa.. Radio Sales corpora -lion. 280 meters.
WRAZ-Newark, N. J., Radio Shop of New-

ark (Herman Lubinsky), 233 meters.
WRC-Washington, D. C., Radio Corporation

of America,
WIRE-Hamilton, Ohio, Doron Bros. Electric

company, 380 meters.
WEL-Schenectady. N. Y.. Union college, 360meters.
WRM-Urbana, 3/1., University of Illinois.360 meters.
WRE-Dallas, Texas, City of Dallas (police

and fire signal department). 380 me-ters.
WRW-Tarrytown, N. T., Tarrytown Radio

Research laboratory, 273 meters.
ASAJII-Cape Girardeau. Mo., Southeast Missouri State Teachers' college. 360 me-ters.
WSAC-Clemson College, S. C., Clemson Agri-

cultural college, 360 meters.
WSAD-Providence, R. I., J. A. Foster cornpatty. 281 meters.
WSAG-St. Petersburg, Fla., City of -St. Ps

tersburg (Loren V. Davis), 244 meters.
ITSAH-Chicago, Ill.. 4801 Woodlawn ayenue, A., J. Leonard, Jr., 248 meters.
WSAI-Cincinnati. Ohio United States Play-ing Cards company. 309 meters.
WSAJ-Grove City, Pa.. Grove City college.360 meters.
ESAK-Middleport, Ohio, Foster Egner (Dally

News, Pomeroy, Ohio), 258 meters.
WEAL --Brookville. Ina., Franklin Eleetrie

company, 246 meters.
ASAN-Allentown, Pa., Allentown Radioclub, 229 meters.
WSAP-New York. N. Y.. Seventh Day Ad-

ventist church, 360 meters.
WSAR-Fall River, Mass.. Doughty

Welch Electrical company, 254 meters.
WSAT-Plainview. Texas, Donohoo-Watt

ilardware company, 268 meters.
WSAU-Chesham, N. H., Camp Marieafelt

229 meters,
WSAW-Canandaigua, N. Y.. Curti.", and MeElwee. 275 meters.
WSAX-Chicago, 111 Chicago Radio labora-tory. 288 meters,
WSAY-Port Chester, N. T., Port Chester

Chamber of Commerce. 233 meters,
WSR-Atlanta. Ga., Atlanta Journal. 420 me-

ters.
WSL-Utica, N. T., J. and M. Electrical cow

pany. 273 meters.
WSY-Birmingham. Ala.. Alabama Powercompany, 360 meters.
WTAR-Fall River. Mass.. Fall River Daily

Herald Publishing company., 248 meters.
WTAC-Johnstown. Pa., Penn Traffle eons-

pany, 360 meters.
ATMS-Carthage. Ill, First Presbyterian

church. 229 meters.
WTAF-New Orleans, La., Louis J. Gallo.242 meters.
ATALL-Belvidere, 11 Carmen Werra. 236

meters.
WTAG-Providence, R. I, Kern Music cow

pony, 258 meters.
WTAJ-Portland. Me. The Radio shop. 236

meters.
WTAL-Toledo, Ohio, Toledo Radio and Elea

trio company. wave length unrecorded.
WTAM-Cleveland. Ohio, Willard Storage

Battery company. 390 meters.
ATAN-Mattoon. 11.1 Orndorff Radio shop

240 meters.
WTAP-Cambridge. Ill.. Cambridge Radie and

Electric company, 242 meters.
WTAQ-Osseo. Wis.. S. H. Van Gordon aim

Son, 228 meters.
WTAR-Norfolk. Vs.. Reliance Electric com-

pany. 228 meters.

Continued on Page 16.
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They are doing all sorts of things to get publicity. Here is Miss
Doris Gilbert, whose press agent fitted art with a borrowed radio receiv-
ing set and who placed in her hands an umbrella -aerial, which is sup-
posed to be good, doubtless, for rainy day reception.

Variable Grid Leak Takes
Out Amplifier Distortion

Distorted amplification of the oqt-
Put of a one -tube. eadio receiver. en-
countered by many home builders.
can be overcome to a great extent
with the proper construction of an
amplifier and with the 'addition of a
few pieces of apparatus, -radiophans
have learned after experimentation,
bays -Charles E. Butterfield, a Chicago
expert.

The first . step in this improvement,
it was explained, is the shuntihg
aeross the secondary terminals of each
audio -frequency transformer of a
high resistance such as a variable
grid leak, having a value of -from
one-half to five megohms. This re-
sistance is adjusted to the best point
of reception, and much- of the noise
in the amplifier can be cleared up.

Another improvement can be
brought -about by the insertion of
small flashlight cells, called a "C"
.battery, in the grid return circuit of
each amplifier tube, the voltage of
these cells being determined thru ex-
perimentation. The voltage, hoWever,
will run. from three to nine volts, de-
pending on the type of tube and the
"B" battery voltage. Use Of a "C"
battery, it has been found, results in

'a saving in the "B" battery consume-.
tion-. The negative terminal of the
battery goes to th-e grid Of the tube:

Variable Grid Leak Helps "Flew."
Certain receiving circuits, ;such as

the-Flewelling and similar types, when
amplified, will give better results by
the shunting of a variable grid leak
of one-half to five megohms across

the primary terminals of the first
audio transformer. This resistance
should be adjusted to the best recep-
tion. Further improvement is some-
times noted with the use of a fixed
condenser of .001 microfarads in par-
allel with the grid leak.

One radiophan has reported that he
ltlyad improved the volume of his Fle-
welling amplifierwith the addition of
a. second grid leak .001 fixed con-
denser in parallel with the first leak
and condenser, with an audio -fre-
quency choke cell in one of the leads
between the two sets of condensers
and leads. This second grid leak, he
stated, acted as a vernier adjustment
to the one 'closer to' the transformer.

How to Build Choke Coil.
The size of the choke coil and its

iron core could only be determined by
experimentation, the phan added, but
he said that about thirty turns of wire
on a cardboa:d tube -one and one-half
Inches long and one inch or so in cir-
cumference with a softiron core large
enough to fit inside, prObably would
be found satisfactory. This "filter,"
he explained, was used in addition to
the "C" batteries and .the secondary
grid leaks. He added that sometimes
it -was necessary to shunt a small
fixed condenser across the. chOke coil.

The phan also laid stress on the
fact that in the construction of a sat
isfactory amplifier, efforts should be
made to have all connecting wires as
short and as far apart as possible to
prevent any feedback action which
will result in distortion.

i

BROADCASTING STATIONS AND
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Continued from Page 14.
WTAS-Elgin, Ill.. (near) K. F. D. 6, Boa

75, Charles E. Erbstein, 275 meters.
" *TAT-Boston, Mass., Edison Electric Il-

luminating company, portable. 244 me-
' tern.
%rrAe-Tecumseh, Neb., Ruegg Battery and

Electric company. 360 meters.
WTAW-College Station. Texas, Agricultural

and _Mechanical college of Texas, 280 me-

WTA-*-Streator, III., Williams Hardware
, companyr 231 meters.
ti TAY-Oak Park. Iodar-Oak Leaves

Broadcasting station, 226 meters.
WTAZ-Lambertville. N. 5_ Thomas J. Mc-

Guire, 283 meters.
*TO-Manhattan. Kans.. Kansas. State Ag

ricultural college, 485 meters.

WWAII-Trenton, N. J., Hoenig. Swern 81 Co
226 meters.

WWAO-Waco, Texas. Sanger Brothers, 860
meters.

WWAD-Philadelphia, Pa., Wright & Wright.
(Inc.), 360 meters.

WWAX-Laredo. Texas. Wormer Brothers,
360 meters.

WWB-Canton, Ohio. Daily News Printing
company, 268 'meters.

WWI-Dearborn, Mich., Ford Motor com-
pany, 273 meters.

WWJ-Detroit, Mich., Detroit News (Eve-
ning News association), 517 eters.

WWL-New Orleans, La., Loyol university.
289 meters.

WW2-New York, N. Y.. John Wanamaker,
360 meters.

WZAZ-Pomeroy. Ohio. Chase Electric. 258
meters,

Makes Two -Way Contact
with Jap Across Seas

TACOMA, Wash., Jan. 3.-An unH
known American radio operator sit-
uated in Tokyo, Japan, recently sent
a radio message to his mother at Cam-
bridge, Ill., thru the amateur radio

. station 7HG, in this city, operated by
Charles -York, marking the first two-
way short-wave communication across
the Pacific ocean.

With only a fleeting contact, barely
allowing time for the message to come
thru, York had considerable diffidulty
in distinguishing the foreign operator's
call, JUPU. .

:While the signals of amateur trans-
mitters in the United States have been
reported by ship operators in remote
sections of the Pacific, and as distant
as the island of Ceylon in the Indian
ocean, this incident is the first 'in
which an amateur has worked both
directions across the 4,760 -mile stretch
of ocean. The message was delivered
via the American Radio Relay league
traffic system.

The contact 'hardly had been' made
and the message copied. when commu-
nication was interrupted by Heavy in-

- terference.:. It Was about 1 a. m, -when
York -beard- a station, with pure CW'1
'alling on 200, meters and signing with;
rheurtfainiliar Japaneee call., For a
brief interval signals were- gOod at
_troth stations.
7- The station operated by YOrk :.ii3
situated on, one :of the highest hills
in the surrounding country. He has
don'e'  a-' great dear of long-distance
work, ,his best .previous two-way rec-
ord being to communicate with Cana-
dian amateur station- IOC situated in
Nova Scotia. He had also worked
6CEU in Hawaii and amateurs in
every radio district in the United
States with the exception of 'those in
the second and fourth.

York's antenna is supported by a
$5 -foot pole at the free end and a
40 -foot pole at the lead in end. It is

Offers Prize to Amateurs
Who Reach MacMillan

E. F. McDonald Jr., president of
the National Association of Broadcast-
ers, has announced that the Chicago
Radio laboratory will offer a Zenith
receiving set with two stages of audio
amplification, which is a duplicate of
the one used by the MacMillan Arctic
expedition, to the first radio amateur
in Cook county, Illinois, to hold two-
way communication witli the radio op-
erator on MacMillan's schooner, the
Bowdoin.

A somewhat similar receiver get,
likewise offered by the Chicago Radio
laboratory, was -won' recently by Jack,
Barnsley of Prince Rupert, British
Columbia, who was for a time the only
amateur link between MacMillan and
the United States.

Microphonic Noises
Many sets, particularly those em-

ploying dry cell tubes as detectors,
are. bothered by a loud ringing noise
aethe slightest jar, such as laying the
Land on the cabinet or walking across
the floor. This -almost can be entire-
ly eliminated by mounting the tube
'sockets on a piece of spouge rubber.
A very suitable: material for this pur-
pose that is easily obtainable is a r-ece
of 10cent rubber sponge that cat. be
'bought in. any:drug. or 10 -cent store.
Another method of doing this -that is
a little more difficult is to suspend
the sockets in the air on heavy, rub-
ber bands between two supports.
When doing this use flexible wire on
the socket leads.

a six -wire flat top 50 feet long with
a counterpoise directly unae-neath.
The transmitter uses the Hartley cir-
cuit with. two Teleftneken D. R. P.
tubes.

The Chicago Evening Post Radio Magazine

ADM 17,XCHANOF:,
Radio Classified Advertisements will be
inserted in this section at 5c per word
Per insertion. Minimum 10 words.
Two initials count as one word. No
display type, cuts or borders allowed 5caWord
Here is a medium of exchange for

Radiophans. You may wish to buy
or sell parts or sets. In your spare
time you can do battery charging, re-
pair, construction, instruction. You
may wish to open a radio store-or
you may have a location that would
be ideal for a radio store. An expert
radio man may be seeking a position
-or you may be seeking such a man
for your store, or construction plant.'
Advertise in this page. Get the ra-
diophan's attention.

SETS FOR SALE.
5 -TUBE NEUTBODYNE Fada Parts: less

cabinet and tubes, $42.50: or tubes. "B"
Batteries and 13 -plate storage battery,
$87.50. Conic and hear it. Also four vari-
°meters and a few condensers. SCHM IDT,
1355 Cleveland -ay. 2d floor, rear.
BARGAIN!-Erla One -Tube Reflex: operates

loud speaker on local and DX. Phone
Drexel 5568.

5 -TUBE NEUTRODYNE-In glass -top. yria-

stiaT:r Private party.. ylleillwgOrT/7b10-.

SETS AND PARTS.
BARGAINS in Radio Sets and Parts.

SMITH'S CURIO SHOP, 3968 Drexel -blvd.

If box number is desired, allow two
extra words. Box answers will be
mailed to advertisers free of charge.
Address The Chicago Evening Post,
Radio Department, 12 South Market-st.

RADIO SERVICE.
AERIAL CONSTRUCTION and repair work

done at minimum charge. Phone Hyde
Park 0072. MR. SCHULZ.

SETS WIRED and repaired; aerials erected.
W. H. REICHARD, 1433 East 65th-pl.

Phone Fairfax 0289.

PARTNER WANTED.
PARTNER WANTED-With capital, to open

Radio Store in live Michigan city. Real
gold mine spot. For interview, address
D-210, Chicago Evening Post.

POST RADIO CLASSIFIED
ADS. BRING RESULTS.

Letter Box
MARK OF CONFIDENCE.

RADIO EDITOR: I believe the radiophans
have more confidence in your Radio Maga-
zine section than in all the other Chicago
newspapers combined. I was in one of the
big retail stores last Thursday afternoon and
for two hours watched the buyers. More
than 40 per cent of the customers that came
under my observation either had a Chicago
Evening Post Radio Magazine section in
their hand or referred to it when buying
Parts. This same dealer told me he sold
450 assemblies of a certain hook-up you
had printed within four days Miter your
magazine was published.

I do not wonder. You certainly are pub-
lishing just the kind of radio magazine we
phans have wanted. I am an admirer, par-
ticularly, of your simple way of treating a
technical subject. It is the first time I could
understand radio.

To show my appreciation of your wonder-
ful service, every time I ask for an article
in a dealer's sto-re I say, "The Chicago
Evening Post says this is the correct thing
to do," and I insist on getting it just that
way.

If all radiophans who want to see you
keep up this good work only will realize
that they must help you become popular
with the dealer in the same ratio as you are
with us plums. this will give us a radio in-
surance policy _for the future.-R. D.
THIELME, Chicago.

LOCAL AIR JAMMERS.
RADIO EDITOR: I want to agree with

you in your attitude on the local interfer-
ence situation. There are two sides to all
questions-just as yon say.

One hears almost a universal criticism of
a certain station' for the way it "togs
the air."

No one can get anywhere by destructive
criticism.

I go admire The Chicago Evening. Post
Radio Magazine suction for its level-headed,
'businesslike, conservativc policy.

The owners of the local stations are try-
ing to please us. They - are' spending a lot
of money in that effort. They. should be
encouraged-not discouraged. They want to
do the right thing. Roasting and knocking
is unfair.

You have said that there is an easyway out of the whole mess. You are right.We don't have to call mass meetings, ask
Mayor Dever to butt in where he doesn't
belong or seek the aid of the city council
or of a council committee.

If the stations know what we want they

will strain every point to give it to ns.
That's sure.

They probably know now that the pliant;
want an unscrambled schedule. If they
don't, then it is up to us to make known this
general sentiment.-T, C. BOYLE, Elm-
hurst, Dl.

WANTS INSIDE AERIAL DATA. -

RADIO EDITOR-After reading your ad-
vance articles on "The Superduc" and "Old
Reliable Junior" in The Post of Dec. 27, I
gave one big algal of relief and shook the
neighborhood with my cheers for The Post
and its Radio Section. 

My case is perhaps typical. of an army
of potential radiophans. I :have a crystal
set and am just a roomer in an apartment
building. I have a desire to junk my crys-
tal set, except the phones, spend about $25
to $30 more and build an efficient, selec-
tive one -tube set that will enable me to
get something else besides WJAZ announcing
"Laddie Boy" (Why don't they sing some-
thing else?) or Ted Ferito's "Coach."

And this to be on an indoor aerial which
my landlady kindly permits me to run down
the hallway and into my room. I see that
the Prowler has noticed the lack of dope
on indoor aerials and I hope that The Post
will favor us with one of its real Articles
on this subject at an early date.

So. with the present day and its labyrinth
of hook-ups thrn which the amateur must
plod (and which one shall he choose?) I wel-
come the news that The Post is to come out
with a real one -tube hook-up. for. so far I
have found the Radio Section filled with
red meat radio information. Let us have
the dope as soon as you can. Mr. Prowler.
With best New Year's wishes for The Post.-
R. P. DECKER, 4607 Malden street, Chi-
cago.

AS TO SCRAMBLED PROGRAMS.
RADIO EDITOR-Congratulations on your

article in this week's Radio Magazine on
the subject of interference. You have stated
the situation very clearly and very much
to the point.

Before going further. I wish to state that.with the set I am operating. three miles
from a big station on the North side. I be-
lieve I could tune them out. if I were under
their wires, but there must be tens of
thousands, if not hundreds of thousands,
who possess receiving apparatus who re-ceive three of the six Chicago and- vicinity
-stations at one time.

You and I are in a small percentage. which
is in about the same relative position tothe big majority of listeners that the ama-
teurs are to the entire listening -in public.
The amateurs are co-operating nicely and
in the end they will. I believe, be greatly
benefited by their co-operation.

It is rn-Y Idea that the broadcasting sta-
tions, as a result of some such conference
and co-operation as you suggest, would re-
lieve the present . chaos. and would keep
in favor with the public for a longer time

Duke of Sutherland Talki
Thru WJZ Tonight

NEW YORK, Jan. 3.-This evening
at 9 o'clock radio listener's' will have
the opportunity of hearing station
WJZ broadcast a brief talk by George
Granville Sutherland-Levenson-Browe
er, fifth Duke of Sutherland, on the
eve of his departure after a visit to
this country in his official capacity of
under secretary- of air in Great Brit-
ain.

The duke has been investigating
American aviation methods and prac-
tices, and has devoted practically
every moment of his 'brief Stay here
to his official- duties, and in conse-
quence his radio message -will con-
stitute his only public speech here,

Range of Sets
Some one asks how to determine the

range of a radi6 receive set. Here is
a good formula: As a, premise take
the distance the owner claims. Let
this represent X. Extract the cube'
root and divide the answer by one-half
what you believe is true, and what you
get in your phones is what the set
-will do under favorable conditions.

IMA GOSHGUY, Chieago..
because of the elimination of parallel broad- .
casting which tempts -listeners to hop to
and fro and as a result miss out on many
worth -while features which troadeasting sta-
tions put on at considerableoexpense.-E..B.
WILSON, president, The American Bureau
of Inspection and Tests, Chicago.

WELL, HERE'S A SUGGESTION.
RADIO EDITOR-Just a word of- protest -against limiting our choice of programs.

This is a large city. with tastes as diverse
as the million men who live in it.

I advocate the licensing of two more eta.
tions, one to alternate with WDAP and one
with KYW. having the same wave as those
stations. On special occasions (as opera)
the stations having same -wave length should
co-operate if the special occasion runs into
their time' (WJAZ should co-operate to that
extent). But as for pulling down the prog-
ress of radio to suit those who will pot
learn how to buy and operate their sets,
NO!-WILLIAM LINN ALLEN. 2:151 Cleve-
land avenue. Chicago.

The "Pos
(Copyrighted:

Binder"
Will Save Your Magazines

In a few seconds you can bind your Radio Magazine in
this strong book cover and will have started compiling a set
of radio textbooks which, in time, will be of utmost value
to you. Every week there are articles in these magazines
to which you will have occasion to refer later on. It .is
very important that you keep all issues of the Radio Maga-
zine-beginning from the very first-with none missing-
and this is the most practical and least expensive way
to do it.

Start the Year Right
MAKE A PERMANENT FILE
OF YOUR RADIO MAGAZINE

It is very important, as you go along perfecting your
knowledge of radio, that you have the facts handy, at your
command. Again and again you will have occasion to con-
sult the information given exclusively in these magazines
each week. You may wish to purchase a set-or build one
-and by referring to the advertisements of manufacturers
and retailers in all issues of the Radio Magazine you will
be enabled to buy more profitably. Every radiophan should
,,ave these magazines. The cost of this binder is nominal.

PRICE 50 CENTS
If to be mailed, add 10e for postage.

This magazine is intended to be a reference book for the
radiophan, a guide that will enable you to get the most en-
tertainment and satisfaction out of radio. Do not cut the
advertisements. Make a list of what you wish to' buy.

. Save your magazine. DO NOT CUT IT. Keep it intact.
Demand for back copies of the first issues has been set

great that 'we had to print a second edition of them. If you
have not saved them-or failed to get them at all-do not
wait too long before obtaining them. Make your book -Com-
plete from the veryfirst issue-that of November 15. -

1.1

This binder, size 18%30.214 : inches,
Is made strong  and substantial; but
neat Cloth. finish, very durable.:
Made individually they would prob-
ably come to $1.50 to $2.00 each --ant' -
would be well worth it for the grew -
convenience they,' are --but we hay,
had them made in quantity and :,r -
giving our readers. the advantage
quantity production-we are set'
them,for 50c each.. By Mail, 10e'

"Post -Binders" and Back Copies
AT THE OFFICE OF

he Chicago Evening Post, 12 S. Market t.

a
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Radio is a Major Factor
in the World

March of Events
(From Chicago Evening Post)

November 28, 1923.

RADIO MAKING A NEW WORLD
The extraordinary response which a discern-

ing public has made to THE POST'S Radio
Magazine is not only a gratifying evidence of
appreciation for newspaper enterprise, it is a
remarkable demonstration of the grip which
aerial communication has taken upon the popu-
lar interest.

No invention of modern times has brought
to the great mass of the people the many-sided
opportunities presented by radio. It is a unique
development destined to contribute vastly more
to the thought and progress of our age than is
superficially obvious. -

The delights of listening -in would be alone
sufficient to justify it as a diversion. It would
be a hopelessly dull imagination which could
not find thrill in the possibility of establishing
within the seclusion of a home an instrument,
occupying less room than a sewing machine,
which literally brings the world about one's
ears. The man with books upon his shelves
keeps touch with the living past; the man with
a radid receiving set is in touch with the throb-
bing present. For him there is no distance.
New York is as near as the loop; San Francisco
as close as Edgewater Beach. He can hear the
calls of ships all the way from the Mediter-
ranean to the Caribbean. The lecture in Boston,
the concert in Atlanta, the recital in Los
Angeles are within his audience for the mere
turning of a milled head on a dial. If business,
rather than entertainment or instruction, be his
momentary interest, the trade of all the great
marts can be brought within his hearing as
readily. The pulse of the fleeting hour, whether
it beats to the clamor of the traffickers on the
floor of the exchange, or to the tempo of the
conductor's baton in symphony and opera, can
be felt by the man who sits in the stillness of
his room, be it on the Lake Shore drive, on
South Halsted street or in Ten Sleep, Wyo.
Radio has put an end to isolation.

Telegraph, telephone, phonograph, autotno-
bile and aeroplane-all these marvelously ex-
tended human possibilities; but what barriers
still remained radio has broken down. Nothing
has brought within the reach of so many so
varied and far -sweeping a realm for adventure
as opens to the magic of wireless.

Radio is thoroly democratic. It has joys
for mass and class, for the yoUngster and the
oldster, for the serious mind and the lover of
frivolity. The ether is neither critical nor se-
lective. It will carry jazz as readily as Brahms,
or the open and close quotations as tolerantly
as a lecture on art. You can go to the opera or
to church; you can listen to Dr. Shannon or
Voliva.

But a unique wonder of radio, as we see it,
lies in the fact that the public has been in on
its development as on the development of no
other great invention. What discovery of the
past has invited so curious and experimental an
interest as this on the part of the multitude?
The telegraph has remained in the hands of
specialists; the telephone belongs to the public
utility; the phonograph is sold to us ready

' built in its mahogany cabinet; the automobile
and aeroplane are the products of great fac-
tories, but every man can be his own discov-
erer, inventor, artificer in radio. There is no
end to the possible hook-ups, to the combina-
tions of condensers, fixed and variable, vari-
°meters, variocouplers, crystals, tubes, and all
the rest of the marvels which make a radio shop
window the most fascinating display in the
world. Here is the real fun and one of the
great values of radio. Who can say what may
be the impetus forward which will come from
the countless thousands of boys thruout'
America who are studying the theory'bf etheric
communication and working it out, by trial and
error, on their reception sets? They may add
no new thing to radio, but they will add much
to their own capacity for constructive thought.
-for thought in the terms and in the sphere of
that new world which science is unfolding to
our amazed understanding.

THE POST believes that in encouraging the
active, curious, experimental interest in radio
it is doing more than appealing to whim or fad;
it believes it is stimulating those brain cells
which more and more must be the world's de-
pendence for the :solving of many of its prob-
lems. The political mind needs the aid of the
scientific mind. Democracy did much to de-
velop the former; radio is doing more, perhaps,
to develop the latter.

Without Radio, today, you are practically shut in from the -
world. Your home is in darkness. Contemporary history is
broadcast over your head and leaves you behind.

With Radio you keep step with the day-you remain in the
present, instead of slipping into the misty past. You stay in
the race.
Resting in four easy chair, in the evening, after the usual day's
grind, you can reach out to all sections of the country-near or
far-and be entertained, advised of facts, informed in news.

All you need is a good Radio receiving set-and The Post.

The Chicago Evening Post
Has Taken the Lead in Radio

Your Radio Magazine is very good. Keep
it up. CARL GREDIN. JR.,

. 2214 Ainslie Street, Chicago.

I like your Magazine. in fact, haven't en-
joyed anything like it quite so much since
the days when I used to revel in Dan
Beard's American, Boys Handy Book. Please
continue to be specific. as many of us atipre-
elate detail and like to know the exact
number of turns in a coil and the position
of every part. FRANK F. SIMI',

3666 Pine Grove Ave., Chicago.

You most assuredly are entitled to con-
gratulations on your Radio Section. I doubt
very much that any newspaper can boast
of a more interesting section. Coupled with
the fact that I have been a reader of The
Post for a good many years, I now enjoy It

I all the more. FRED A TODD.
820 Oakwood Blvd., Chicago.

I get many helps from your Section.
J. CURTISS STOCK.

600 Oneida Street, Joliet. Ill.

Just a few words of praise for the Radio
Magazine. I look forward to every Thurs-
day and believe the Radio Magazine is equal
to ally magazine worth ten times the price.

EDWARD A. STONER.
627 N. Spalding Ave., Chicago.

I have just seen a copy of your wonder-
ful Radio Magazine, and would be pleased
to have you send me a subscription blank

.for your valued paper
MENDELL SCHNEIDER.

11.2 Weld Street. Rochester. N. Y.

Picked up a copy of your Radio Maga-
zine, December 8th. on train and am very
well pleased with same, and expect to be
a regular reader of your paper in the fu-
ture. JOHN I. RAPP,

303 Weston Ave Valparaiso, Ind.

I have built your wave trap-in your
issue of Nov. 28th-and must say it is a
beauty. It shuts 'ern dead as a doornail and
is a whiz. May your Radio Section be as
good a, year from now as it Is at present.

FRED TIOUGHTBY,
654 Roscoe, Chicago.

I have not seen a Radio Magazine that
could compare with yours. Keep it up.

CHARLES F. KROULIK,
2714 S. Kedvale Ave., Chicago.

I wish to tell you how much I appre-
ciate your RaAlio Department. It is very
complete and- rounds out your splendid
paper. ROSCOE L. STOUT,

7423 Coles Ave., Chicago.
I have enjoyed the Post Magazine very

much, and I find it very good and interest-
ing. Wishing you success with the maga-
zine. F. H. HILL.

944-954 Washington Blvd., Chicago.
Several of your Radio Magazine Supple-

ments have been forwarded to us and I wish
to take this opportunity to express my
thorough satisfaction with this Section. '
Please accept my congratulations upon
bringing out such a good publication. It is
my opinion that this is ono of the best
current magazines dealing with the subject
that is now published. Many of my friends
to whom I have shown it have tIn same
opinion as I. In order to keep my file up
to date. would kindly request that sou for-
ward me the issue of Nov. 22, as i am
short this one. Enclosed find stamps to
cover mailing.

A. E. WILLIAMS, Research Engineer,
Board of Education, Cleveland, Ohio.

Your Radio Magazine is GREAT. Keep it
up. ANTHONY SIRUS,

3830 Parnell Ave , Chicago.

I wish to congratulate you on your Radio
Magazine. It sure is a dandy and worth
more than the -weekly magazine selling at
10o. J. W. BEAZEKAMP,

2139 Armitage Ave., Chicago.
You sure have THE Radio Magazine of

Chicago. JOHN A. MONTGOMERY,
6255 N. Bernard St., Chicago.

I want to congratulate you on your won
&Hui Radio Section every evening, and es-
pecially the one on Thursday.

DAVID COUSTAN,
9437 Champlain Ave., Chicago.

Assuring you that I enjoy the Radio Depart-
ment of The Post. LYLE L. HAZEL,

Coal City, Illinois.

I think your Radio Magazine fills a want
for an intelligent, reliable source of infor-
mation. E. B. NELSON,

372 Herrick Road, Riverside, Ill.
I'll say you've got some Radio Section in

your paper, andPHIIap LprePcBERTEMESiateit very
,

mu R.ch.J,
10744 Drew St., Chicago.

We appreciate the up-to-date Radio Maga-
zine that The Chicago Evening Post is now
conducting. JOHN S. REID, JR.,

7441 Yates Ave., Chicago.
Your Radio Section is great, especially the

Thursday issue. I do not seek information
at this time, but just a word of praise for
your splendid magazine. I enclose a few
stamps and wish you would kindly send a
copy of next Thursday's magazine as a
sample to the two following named parties
who, after reading your paper, will un-
doubtedly subscribe. H. R. ARNOLD,

4608 Malden St., Chicago.
By luck I got one of The Chicago Eve-

ning Post Radio Magazines and I think it is
as good as I have seen yet. Inclosed you
will find postage. Please send me editions
of November 15th, 22d, 28th. as I am a
Radiophan and would like to see the same.
Also let me know the subscription fee of
same yearly, and oblige.

SAMUEL FERGUSON,
2216 Bedford Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Your paper surely is the berries. Your
Thursday issue saves, me from buying two
papers. JAMES INGHAM,

2423 Irving Park Blvd., Chicago.
I have been a reader of The Chicago

Evening Post for some time. Before you
started to publish the Radio Magazine I had
to buy another to get good reading of Radio,
but since you publish the magazine I only
have to get one paper, and that is The Post.

CHARLES GILLMAN,
615 Denvir Ave., Chicago,

Just to let you know that the wave trap
printed in your Radio Section is a "Bear.
I am referring to the trap with 43 plate
condenser and two coils. Your Radio Sec-
tion sure is some help to the Radioithan.

HOWARD W. LEARN,
2126 Giddings St., Chicago.

Read THE POST Every Night
for RADIO ews

Real news and plenty of it-more than you will find in any other Chicago newspaper-all up-
to-the-minute, correct, dependable. Of course, you never want to forget the big magazine onThursday-there's nothing better anywhere in this country. If you have a Radio friend tell him
about this big 16 -page magazine-he will thank you because he never will miss a copy of itafter he sees how valuable it is to him in information that he would not be without at any price.If your Radio friends and relatives reside in the country, or in some distant city, send thema copy of the magazIne and call their attention to the yearly subscription price-or, send ustheir name and addrAs and we will mail them a sample copy FREE. Think of it -52 issues
of The Post with the RADIO MAGAZINE by mail, every Thursday, for only $1.35!

BY MAIL -FOR ONLY

The Chicago Evening Post
with c2ADs MAGAZINE
Every Thursday for a year
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-Broadcas. ting Stations and Schedules
Central, or Chicago time, is shown on all stations. If necessary to ascertain local time on any station deduct

two hours from time shown for Pacific coast stations, one hour from time shown for the Rocky mountain stations and
add one hour to those stations using eastern time. Hawaiian island time is four hours and a half slower than Chicago
time. In the list the call number of the station is first given, followed by the location, the owner's name, wave length
used and broadcasting schedule in order named. THE POST -is making a thoro canvass of all stations in order that
this directory may be complete and accurate. Changes are so frequent in stations and schedules that no list can be satis-
factory which is not corrected frequently. Corrections and additions to this list will be made from week to week. Sta-
tions are urged to co-operate by sending information of changes in schedule to Radio Editor, The Chicago Evening Post.

(PAC -Calgary Herald. Calgary, Canada: 
430 meters; Fred Carleton, director and
operator: silent Monday. Wednesday and
Thursday; Tuesday. day, 1 to 1:3(1. night.
7:45 to 7:55: Friday, day. 1 to 1:30.
night, 7:45 to 8:45 and 11 to 12.

CKAC-La Pram. Montreal. Canada: 430
meters: J. M. Carter. announcer and di-
rector: day, 4. music; 4:30, weather and
stock reports; special Tuesday. Thursday
and Saturday, night, 7, kiddies stories in
French and English; 7:30 to 10 lectures
in French and English, music; Sunday,
day, 4, sacred music.

(ROC -Wentworth Radio Supply company,
Hamilton. Ont.; 410 meters H. Slash,
operator; silent nights; Tuesday, Thurs-
day; Saturday., night, 7:30 to 9: special
Sunday' night church exercises, 7 to 8.

KDKA-East Pittsburg. Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company,a_ 326 me-
ters.

liD111-Cleveland. Ohio. Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 270 me:
tera.

KDET-(San Diego, Calif., Southern Electri-
cal company, 244 meters.

KDYL-Salt Lake City, Utah, Telegram Pub-
lishing company, -..214 meters.

KDYM-San Diego. Calif., Savoy theater. 252
meters.

KDYQ-Oregon Institute of Technology.
Portland, Ore., 360 meters; program direc-
tor, L. E. Simeon.

KDYQ-Portland, Ore., Oregon Institute
Technology, 360 meters.

KI)Y8-Great Falls. Mont., The Tribune, 360
meters.

KDYW-Phoenix. Ariz., Smith Hughes &
Co.. 360 meters.

KDYX-Honolulu, Hawaii, Star Bulletin, 360
meters.

KDZE-Bakersfield.. Calif.. 1401 20th street.
Frank E. Seifert. 240 meters.

KDZE-Seattle, Wash., The Rhodes company,
455 meters.

KDZI-Los Angeles, Calif., Automobile Club
of Southern California, 278 meters.

KI)ZI-Wenatchee, Wash., Electric Supply
company. 360 meters.

KIMK-Reno, Nev., Nevada Machinery and
Electric company. 360 meters.

KDZQ-Denver. Colo., Nichols Academy of
Music, 360 meters.

KITZE-Bellingham Publishing company.
Bellingham Wash.. 261 meters; 50 watts:
operator and announcer. A. M. Brown;
silent Thursday; night. 9 to 10, local
talent, phonograph -music'.

KDZT-Seattle, Wash.. Seattle Radio associa.
Lion, 360 meters.

KVAD-Phoenix, Ariz., McArthur Bros. Mer-
cantile company, 360 meters.

KFAE-Pullman, Wash.,State__Co1kerra-
WashInEt20-t_atl0 -t_380 H. V.
earbenter; program manager, A. J. Kra -
hawse: silent Tuesday, Thursday -Saturday.
Sunday, night, 9:30 to 11: educational lec-
tures.

KPAF-Western Radio corporation. Denver.
Colo.. 360 meters. Silent nights, Sunday
and Wednesday. Nights, 9 to 10.

ISEAJ-Bouldcr, Colo.. University of Colo-
rado, 300 meters.KEAN-Moscow, Idaho, The Electric shop,
360 meters.

KFAP-Butte, Mont., Standard Publishing
company. 360 meters.

KFAR-Hollywood, Calif. Studio Lighting
Service company (0. K. Olsen).: 280 Me-
ters.

KFAU-Boise. Idaho. Independent School Dis-
trict of Boise City, Boise High school, 270
meters.

KFAV-Venice, Calif. Abbot Kinney tym-
pany. 221 meters.

KF%W-Santa Ana- Calif., The Radio  Den
iW. B. Aehford and. H. 1'. White)'. 280
meters.

is FAY -Medford, Ore., Virgin's Radici service.
e3 meters.

K IDE-Havre,: Mont.. F. A. Buttrey & Co..
3110 meters.

KEBC-San Diego, Calif., W. K. Arbil!. 278
meters.

I:FRE-San Luis Obispo, -Calif., Reuben B.
Horn, 3(30 meters.

KEBG-Tacoma. Wash., First Presbyterian!
church, 360 meters.

KEBK-Sacramento, Calif., Kimball -Upson
company; 283 meters.

KEIBL-Everett Wash., Leese Bros., 224 Me-
ters.

KESS-Trinidad. Colo.. Trinidad Gas and
Electric Supply company and the Chronicle
News, 380 meters.

KIDU-Larimte. Wyo.. The Cathedral
Bishop N. S. Thomas). 283 meters.

KITH -Phoenix, Ariz., Nielson Radio Sup-
ply company. 238 meters.

KITTY -Salem Ore., Salem Electric company.
:160 meters.

KFCF-Walla Walla. Wash., 707 Baker build-
ing. Frank At Moore. 380 meters.

KITH -Billings; Mont., Electric Service sta-
tion (Inc.). 360 meters.

KECK-Colorado Springs. Colo., Colorado
Springs Radio .company, 258 meters.

K FCL-S an Antonio, Calif.. Los' Angeles
Union Stock yards, 360 meters.

iFCM-Richmoncl, Calif.. Richmond Radio
shop (Frank T. Boeing). 380 meters.

:M. -Ogden. Utah. 2421 Jefferson avenue.
. Ralph W. Flygare, 360 meters.
K FCY-Houston, Texas, Fred Mahaffey, Jr.,

360 meters.
K FCY-Le Mars, Iowa, Western Union col-

lege, 252 meters.
::FCZ-Onyalta, Neb.. Omaha Central High

school. 258 meters.
-:FDA-Baker, Ore., Adler's Music store. 380

meters.
iFDD-Boise. Idaho, St. Michael's cathedral.

252 meters.
:FDH-Tuscon. Ariz., University of Arizona.
360 meters.

:11),1-Corvalli8" Ore., Oregon Agricultural
college. 360 meters.

KFDL-Denver, .Colo.. Knight -Campbell Mu-
sic company. 360 meters, 80 watts.

REDO -Bozeman, Mont., 420 West Koch
street, H. Everett Cutting, 248 meters.

:FDP-Des Moines) Iowa, Hawkeye Radio
and Supply company, 278 meters.

:FDR-York, Neb.. Bullocks Hardware .and
Sporting Goods (Robert G. Bullock). 360
meters.

K4'DU-Lincoln, Neb.. Nebraska Radio Elee-
trio.- company. 240 meters.

kEDV-Fayetteville. Ark., Gilbrech & Stin-
son. 300 meters. -

if FDX-Shreveport, La., First Baptist church.
380 meters. . -

:FDY-Brookings. S. D., South Dakota State
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
380 meters.

:FITZ-Minneapolis, Minn., 2510 South
Thomas avenue. Harry 0. Iverson. 360
meters.

:FTC -Portland. Ore., Meier & Frank com-
_pany, 380 meters.

aFF,J-Tacoma Wash., 1724 South Jay
street, Guy Greason, 360 meters.

:FEL-Denver. Colo.,Winner Radio corjora-
tion, 360 meters.

-iFEP-Denver. Colo.. Radio Equipment,com-
Pally (Joseph L. Turre), 240 meteer_.

KFEQ-Otik. Neb., J. L. Scroggln. 300 me-
ters.

:FEE -Fort Dodge, Iowa, Auto Electric
Service company. 231. meters.

-(11EV-Douglas, Wyo., Radio Electric Shop,
263 meters.

RFEX-Minneapolis, Minn., Augsburg' Semi-
nary,' 261 meters.

cirEy-Kellogg;-Idaho Bunker Hill and Sul-
livan Millie.; and Concentrating company,
360 meters.

:FEZL-St. Louis, Mo.. junerlean Society. Of,
MeehirliiesePY (Ket-Iittler,':(r. .$01StAfert)-,):
360

:EFB-trfbilar,1-ItilibeflegirVins.Eurniture com-
pany. 110 meters.

KEFE-Pendlet
(ho company, :360 meters.

KFFO-Hillsboro. thy., Dr. E. S. Smith. 229
meters.

KFFP-Moberly. Mo., First Baptist church.275 meters.
KlFQ=Colorado Springs, Colo., Marksheffel

Motor company. 380 meters.
KEFK-Sparks, Nev., Nevada State Journal

(Jim Kirk), 228 meters.
KFFV-Lamont, Iowa. Graceland college. 360

meters.
REIM-Omaha, Neb., McGraw company. 278

meters.
K EFY-Alexandria, La., Pincus & Murphy.

..75 meters.
KEPZ-Dallas, Texas (portable). Al. G.

Barnes Amusement company, 226 meters.
dill -Baton Rouge, La., Louisiana State

university. 254 meters.
KFOD-Chickasha, Okla., Chickasha Radio

and Electric company. 248 meters.
KFGE-Standard- University. Cal.. Leland

Stanford university, 300 meters.
KFUJ-St. Louis. MO.. Missouri National

guard 138th infantry, 266 meters.
KFOL-Arlington, Ore., Arlington garage.

234 meters.
KEGP-Cheney. Kan., Cheney Radio company.

.. on, Ore., Eastern Oregon Ra- KnIT-Selma. Cal.. The Sugar Bowl (H. R. evenings, 9. news bulletins; 9:30. weath-
er: 10, studio programs, lectures, enter-
tainment.

KLZ-Denver. Colo., Reynolds Radio com-
pany. 360 meters.KMJ-Fresno. Calif., San Joaquin Light and
Power corporation, 273 meters. 60 watts:
R. C. Denny. ,operator and director: Vcayne
Freund. announcer; Tuesday, Friday' and
Sunday night, 10 to 11.

KMO-Tacoma, Wash., Love Electric com-
pany. 300 meters. -

KNJ-Roswell, New Mexico, Roswell Public
Service company. 250 meters.

ENT -Aberdeen. Wash., Grays Harbor Radio
company (Walter Hemrich), 263 meters.

KNY-Los Angeles, Cal., Radio Supply com-

Shaw). 273 meters.
KFJI-Astoria. Ore., Liberty theater (E. E.

Marsh). 252 meters.
KFJJ-Carrollton. Mo., Carrollton Radio shop,

236 meters.
Knit -Bristow. Okla.. Delano Radio and

Electric company. 2:13 meters.
KFJI-Ottumwa. Iowa. Hardsaeg Manufact-

turing company, 242 meters.
KPJM-Grand Forks. N. D.. University of

North Dakota, 229 meters.
Eng-Grand Forks, N. D., Electric Construc-

tion company (portable). 252 meters.
KFJE-Stevensville, Mont., Ashley C. Dixon

and Son. 258 meters.
LEJV-Dexter, Iowa, Thomas H. Warren,

224 meters.
KFJW-Towanda. Ken.. Le Grand Radio com-

pany. 22% meters.
KFJX-Cedar Falls, Iowa, State Teachers'

college. 229 meters.
KFJY-Fort Dodge, Iowa. ' Tunwall Radio

etunpany, 246 meters.
KFM-Fort Worth. Texas. Texas National

Guard, 112th Cavalry. 234 meters.
KFKA-thveley. Colo., Colorado State Teach-

ers' college. 218 meters.
meters. KFKB-Milford. Han.. Brinkley -Jones HospitalIaGQ-Boone, Iowa. Crary Hardware coo- association, 286 meters.

KFKIV--1..aketaile: Colo.. Denver Park and
Amusement company, 248 meters.

KFKQ-Conway. Ark., Conway Radio labora-
tories. 224 meters.

KFKV-Butte, Mont.. F. F. Gray, 283 me-
ters.

KFRX-Hastings. Neb.. Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. 286 me-
ters.

KEEZ-Colorado Springs. Colo., Naseour
Bros. Radio company. 204 meters.

EFLA-Butte. Mont., Abner R. Wilson. 283
meters.

party, 226 meters.
K YGN-Utica. Neb.. Heidbreder Radio Sup-

ply company. 224 meters.
KEGX-Oringe. Texas, First Presbyterian

church, 250 meters.
(a:I-Berrien Springs, Mich.,Emmanuel

Missionary college. 268 meters.
REBA-Gunnison, Colo., Colorado State Nor-

mal school. 262 meters.
River. Ore., Rialto theater

(P. L. Beardwell). 280 meters.
Joseph. Mo., Utz Electric Shop

company, 226 meters.

360 meters.
KNX-Los Angeles, Cal., Electric Lighting

Supply company. 360 meters.
ROB -State College, New Mexico. New Mexi-

ico College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, 360 meters. Daily, time signals.
weather, news, crop reports: Monday,
Wednesday, Friday night. 8:30 to 9:30.
concerts. -

KOP-Detroit Police department. Detroit,
Mich.. 286 meters: daily except Sunday;
1 p. m., to 6:30 m.

KPO-San Francisco, Cal., Hale Brothers
423 meters:. silent Friday: Sunday night,
10:30 to 12, concert; Monday. 10 te 11.
organ. 11 to 12, dance music; TuesdaY.
Wednesday, Thursday nights, 10 to 11.
studio program, 11 to 12, dance music;
Saturday night. 10 to 2 a. m.. dance music.

KQI-Berkeley. Cal., University of California,
380 meters.KQP-Hood River. Ore., Apple City Radio
club. 380 meters.

KQV-Pittsburg. Pa., Doubleday -Hill Electric
company. 360 meters.

KQW-San Jose, Cal., Berkeley Daily Gazette.
278 meters.
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STATION Niles Met Monday Tuesday

1

Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
Chicago-

KYW, Comm. Edison Bldg
WAAF. Union Stock Yards
WMAQ, Hotel La Salle
WDAP, Drake Hotel -
WJAZ, Edgewater Beach Hotel

636
288
5361
31301
4481

'
4::30- 5:00

8130- 9:30
4:30- 6:00
7:00- 9:55
7;00-1 a.m.

10100-12:30

6:30-12:00
4:30. 5:00
-1:00- 9:55
7:00-1 a.m.

10:00-12;30

6:30- 9:30
4:30- 5:00
7:00- 9:55
7:00-1 am.

10:00-12:30

6:30- 9:30
4:30. 5:00
7:00,.9,:55
7:00 am

10:00-12:30

6:30-12 m.

41:00-10:00
'7:00L1 am.

10:00- .2:00

8:30-9:30

9:15.10:30
.6:00- 9:00Suburban-

' WCBD. Zion, Ill '
WIAB, Rockford, III
WRM. Urbana, Ill
WTAS. Elgin. III.,

39
77

120
37

345
252
360
275

11. '

8 :00- 0 :00
8:00- 9:0(1
8:50- 9:30
7:30-10:00

8:00= 9:00
.

,... .. '..,
'

.
Eastern-

KDKA, East Pittsburg .. . ..... ..
WBZ, Springfield, Mass
WEAF. New York City
WG I. Medford Hillside, Mass
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y
WGR. Buffalo
WEN, New York City -
WJY, New York City-
WM, New York City
WOO, Philadelphia
WRC. Washington, D. C ;

430
802
733
875
748
698
472
912
733
733
677
812

326
337
495
360
380
280
319
380
4051
455
509
409

I
7 :00-11 :00
6:30. 9:00
6:30-10:00
6:30`- 8:00
8:00- 9:30
6:45-11:30
6:00-10:45
1:15-11:00

6:30-10:30
7:18-10:00
8:00-10:00

7 :011-11 :00
6:30- 9:00
8:30-10:00
'6:30- 8:00
6:45- 9:00
6:00- 7:30
1:15-11:00

I

6:30-10:30
7:15-10:00

7 :00.11:00
6::i0- 9:00
6:30-10:00
6:30. 8:00
0:45- 9:00
6:00-10:45
1:15-11:00

'6:30-10:30
7:15-10:00
8:00-10:00

7 0041 :00
6:30- 9:00
6:30-10:00
6:30. 8:00

.

-

6:45- 9:00
6:00- '7:30
1:15-11:00

6:30-10:30
7:15.10:00

7 :00-11 :00
6:30- 9:00
8:30-10:00
6:30, -8:00.6:30.

I

6:48-11:30
6:00-10:45
1:15-11:00

6:30-10:30
7:15-10:00
8:00-10:00

7 :00-11 :00
13:30- 9:00
8:30-10:00

8:00
6:45. 9:00
6:00- 7:30
1:15-11:00

8:30-10:30
.7:15-10:00

8:30-10:00
7:30- 9:00

2:30- 6:60

Midwest-
WCX. Detroit
W.IAX. Cleveland
WLAG. Minneapolis
WLW. Cincinnati
WOC. Davenport
WTAM,' Cleveland.
WW.T, Detroit

245
323
358
262
105
323
245

517
390
417
309
481
300
517

7:30- 9:00
10:30-1 a.m.
8:00-10:00
'7:00-11 :00
7:00.- 7:30
8:30-10:00

7:30- 9:00-
7:30- 9:30

10;30-1 a.m.
10 :00-12 :00

- ' '

7:00- 7:30
8:30-10:00

7:30- 9:00
108:30-1 a.m.
8 :00-10 :00
7:00-11:00
'7:00- 7:30
8:30-10:00

7:30- 9:00
8 :00-10 :30

10:30-1 a.m.
10 :00-12 :00

7:00-11:00
7:00- 7:30
8:30-12 m.

7:30- 9:00
10:30-1 a.m.

7:00-11:00
7:00. 7:30
8:30-10:00

10:30-1 a.m

7:00-11 :00
7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30

Southern-
KSD. St. Louis
WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas
WDAF, Kansas City. Mo
WFA A. Dallas. Texas
WGV, New Orleans
WHAS, Louisville
WEB. Kansas City, Mo
WMC, Memphis
WOAL San. Antonio, Texas
WOS..lefferson city. Mo
WSB, Atlanta,. Ga...

270
855
430
853
858
271
430
480

1.080
337
605

546
476
411
476
350
400
411
500
385
441
428

8:00-11:00
7:16-11 :00

11 :45-1 a.m.
6:46- 9:30
7:00- 8:00

8:00- 9:30
8:00-12 m.

8:00-11:00
7:1.5-11 :00
1:45-1 a.m.
6:45- 9:30

7:00- 9:00
11 :00-12:00

9 :30-10 :30

8:00.12 m.

.

8:00-11:00
7:15-11:00

11 :45-1 a.m.
6:45- 9:30
7:00- 8:00
7 :30-.9 :00

8:00. 11:30
8:00-12 m.

7:15-11:00
11:45-1 a.m.
6:45- 7:30

7:00- 9:00

8:00-12 m.

8:00-11:00
7:15-11:00

11:46-1 a.m.
8:45- 9:30

7:00- 9:00
11:00-12:00

8:00- 9:30
8:00-12 m.

8:00-11:00
11 :45-1 am
8:45- 9:30
7:00- 8:00

8:00-10:00
9:30-10:30

8:00-12 m.

9:30-11;00

4:00- 5:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00

7:30- 9:00
Pacific Comet -

REDS. San Francisco
HOW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, Los Angeles
HPO, San Francisco .. (..... .... 

1.910
1,895
1 795
1.910

109
492
395
423

12 m.- 1:30
1 :00-1 a.m.
8:45-10:00
6:30-12 m.

124a.- 1:30
10:00-11 :00
8:45-10:00
6::30-12. m.

12 m.- 1:30
10:00-11 :00
8:45-10:00
7 :30-12:00

12 m.- 1:30
10:00-11:00

8:45-10:00
6:30-12 m.

12 m.- 1:30
1 :00-2 a.m.
8:45-10:00

12 m.- 1:30
10:00-11:00
8:45-10:00
6:30-12 m.

12 m.- 1:30
9:00-10:00

10:00-12:00
10:30-12 m.

KFHF-Shreveport, La., Central Christian
church, 266 meters.

KFHH-Neah Bay, Wis., Ambrose A. Mc-
Cue, 283 meters.

Enid -Santa Barbara, Cal.. Fallon & Co.,
360 meters. Manager, S. Baskings.
Evening -8 to 8:40 p. m., news bulletins.

bed -time story; 11 to 12, music.
KFB(E-Los Gatos, Cal.. Curtis Brothers

Hardware store, 242 meters.
KHR-Seattle. Wash.. Star Electric and

Radio company. 270 meters.
KIFIIS-Lihue, Bewail, Clifford J. Dow. 275

meters.
KFHU-Mayville, N. D., M. G. Stereo. 261

meters.
KFHX-Hutehinson. Han.. 407 East 1st

street. Robert W. -Nelson. -229 meters.
JtFI-Los Angeles. Cal.. Earle C. Anthony

(Inc.). 469 meters.
KFIB-St. Louts. Mo.. 5666 Vernon avenue,

Franklin W. Jenkins. 244 meters.
KFID-Iola, Han... Roes Arbuckle's garage,

240 meters.
KEIF-Portland, Ore., Benson Polytechnic

institute, 360 meters.
KFIK-Gladbrook, Iowa, Gladbrook Electric

company, 234 meters.
KEIL-Louisburg. Hun.. Windisch Electric

Farm Equipment company. 234 meters.
KFIO-Spokane. Wash.,. North Central high

school. 252 meters, .

KEIKI-Yakima. Wash.. Yakima Valley Ra-
dio Broadcasting association. 224 meters.,

KFIU-Juneau. Alaska, Alaska Electric
Light -and Power company, 226 meters.

KFIV-Pittsburg, Kan., 706 East.10th street,
V. IL Broyles, 240 meters.

KFIX - Independence. Mo., Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, 240 meters.

K Fly -Seattle. Wash., Broil laboratories,
236 meters.

KEIZ-Fond du Lac, Wis.. Daily Common-
wealth. 237 meters.,

KFJA-Grand Island. 'Neb., Central Power
company. 244 meters.

1:n6 -Marshalltown, Iowa, Marshalltovin
;Electrical company, 248- meters.

XEJC-Seatthr, (Wash., Post lutelligencer, 233.
meters. .

iilltgWO-fr41CW-4Coier:-.'Nfrera -Mira* Pritati4e.
Mid 'Palbliapitig-cottiledrar "313' meters.

E FJF-rOggibermacefil,f OK-Y3c, National Rattle
Manufaettiring company, 252 meters.

,t se

KFLE-Menominee. Mieh., Signal Electric
Manufacturing company. 248 meters.

KFLD-Franklinton. La., Paul E. Greenlaw,
-234 meters.

KFLE-Denver. Colo_ National Educational
Service, 268 meters.

KFLIII--Salt Lake City. Utah. Erickson Radio
company, 261 meters.

KELP, -Cedar Rapids, Ohio. Everette M. Fos-
ter. 240 meters.

KFLQ-Little Rock. Ark., Bizzell Radio shop,
261 meters.

KFLII-Albuquerque, N. M.. University of
New Mexico. 254 meters.

KGB -Tacoma, Wash., Arm. A. Mullins Elec-
tric: company. 300 meters.

EGG-Hallack & Watson Radio Service, 'Port-
land. Ore.. 460 meters. 50 watts.
Day-e2:45 to 3, news.

 Evening -7:30 to 8, phonograph and sport-
ing news; 9:30 to 10, press and police
reports: special Wednesday and Sunday,
11 to 12 midnight, singing concert.

EDN-Portland: Ore.. Northwestern Radio
Manufacturing company. 360 meters.

lititl-Honolulu. Hawaii, Waiwiwi Beach.
Marion A. Mulrony. 360 meters.

KOW-Portland, Ore., Portland Oregonian;
492 meters:
Day -1:30, weather; 5:30, leCtures and

children's hour.
Evening -10, music; 11, lecture; 12, mu-

sic.
KGY-Lacy. Wash.. St. Martin's college

258 meters; 10 watts: evening, 10 to
11 :30.

KILI-Los Angeles, Cal., Times-Mirror corn -
deny, 895 meters.

KHQ-Seattle. Wash., 419 13th avenue, Louis
Weenier, 360 meters.

E1111 -,Stockton. Cal.. 615 East Main street.
C. O. Gould, 380 meters.

KJR-Seattle, Walt.. Northwest Radio Serv-
ice company, 270 meters.

'KJS-Los Angeles. -Cal.. Bible Institu . ofLos Angeles, 360 meters.te
KL/t-MOnterey, Cal., Monterey Electric

Shop. 260 meters. 
KLS--Oakland, cat.. 2201 Telegraph !avenue,

Warner Brothels. 36 meters:. ector.
Mhas A. Warnc an gainer. .areer..
'Week Alayi '1 .(8'.:31 *tidal!' VOingr-

-1if'Writaaoh. 2 Cd (I.(
KLX-Oakland, Calif.. The Oakland: qy .ne,:

509 meters; 500 watts; silent ..Sunday:

KSD-St. Louis. Mo., Post Dispatch (Pulit-
zer Publishing company), 546 meters.

E814 -,-Long Beach, Cal.. Prest & Dean Radio
company and Radio Research Society of
Long Beach, Cal., 229 meters: 10 watt:
Boy Scout news.

KTW-Seattle, Wash., First Presbyterian
church, 360 meters.

KUO-San Francisco, Cal.. Examiner Print-
ing company, 360 meters.

KUS-Los Angeles, Cal., City Dye Works
and Laundry company. 360 meters. '

KUY-El Monte, Cal., Coast Radio company,
360 meters.

KWG-Stockton, Cal., Portable Wireless Tele-
phone company, :360 meters. '

KWH-Los Angeles, Cal., Los Angeles Ex-
aminer, 360 metev.

KXD-Modesto, Cal., Modesto Herald Pub-
lishing company, 360 meters.

KYQ-Honolulu. Hawaii, Electric Shbp, 360
meters.

KYW-Chicago, Ill.. Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing company. 345 meters.

KIM -Oakland, Cal., 13th and Harrison
streets, Preston D. Allen. 360 meters.

KZN-Salt Lake City. Utah. The Deseret
News. 360 meters; daily except Sunday
9 to 10:30 p. m., music, addresses, stories.
news.

1:Z11 -Wenatchee. Wash.. Wenatcheek Battery
and Motor company! 380 meters.

NAA-Arlington, Va., U. S. Navy dept., 435
meters; daily _ except Sunday, 8:45 to
9:40 a. m., markets: 11:25 to 11:40, mar-
kets; 12:45 to 1:20 p. m., markets: 2:25
to 3:40 p. m., markets; 9:05 to 9:20
p. m., weather.

AVAABNew Orleans, La., 137 South St.
Patrick street, Valdemar Jensen, 268 me-
ters.

WAA.C-New Orleans, La., Tulane university,
360 meters.

WAAD-Cincinnati. Ohio, Ohio. Mechanics in-
stitute, 360 meters, 25 watts, range, 50

WAAM-Newark, N. J., I. R. Nelson coin-
Palk.v. 263 meters.

WaAnAuritii-C. 20514utembiraierMa.o., Univereity of Mitt-

WAAW-Omaha, Neb.. Omaha Grain Ex-
change, 360 meters, 500 watts: Daily
except Sunday, 9:45, 10:45, 11:45, 12:45.
Slalu5r daanyd at

8,
12w:

or5ldp. final report

WA -AZ -Emporia, Kan., Hollister -Miller Mo-
tor company, 360 meters.

11'.4,1,11 -Harrisburg, Pa., Dr. John B. Law-renee, 266 meters.
WABC-A nderson, Ind., Fulwider-Grimes

Battery company, 229 meters.
WARD -Dayton, Ohio, Parker high school.283 meters.
WAIRE-Washington, D. C., Young Men's

Christian association, -28:3 meters.
WABF-Mount Vernon, Ill., Mount Vernon

Register -News company, 234 meters.
WABG-Jacksonville, Fla, Arnold EdwardsPiano company, 248 meters.
WAHH-Sandusky, Ohio, Lake Shore Tire

company, 240 meters.
WABI-Bangor, Me.. Bangor Railway and

Electric company, 240 meters.
WABA-Lake Forest, Ill., Lake Forest col-

lege, 286 meters. .

WABJ-South Bend, Ind., The Radio Labora-
tories, 240 meters.

11-ABE-Worcester, Mass., First Baptist
church, 252 meters.

WABL-Storrs, Conn., Connecticut Agricul--
tural college, 283 meters.

WABM-Saginaw, Mich., F. E. Doherty Au-
tomotive and RadioSupplyCOmpany, 254
meters.

WABN-La Crosse, Wis., Waldo C. Grover.
234 meters.

WAIRO-Rochester, N. Y., Lake Avenue Bap-
tist church, 252 meters.

WBAA-West Lafayette, Ind., Purdue uni-
versity, 360 meters.

WBAD-Minneapolis, Minn., Sterling Elea
trio company, 360 meters.

WEAR -Minneapolis, Minn., The Dayton
company, 360 meters.

WEAN -Paterson, N. J., Wireless Phone cor-
poration,

Ill., James Millikiu uni-

WAAF-Chicago. Ill., Chicago Daily Drov-
ers- Journal, 286 meters: Daily except
Sundays and .holidays. 8:10, 10:45. 12:40.

. 3, 4:80 p: 111: markets:: 10:30, 12:30
p, m., wFa.097. .

AtANa-sii.;; ' CoMmonaY h

WAAK-4111yrattlitee..,-Wie... Broth s.
El(Letiic Ybrfitlarm(Y,, 360 meters,.--- 1

280 meters.

WBAP-Fort Worth, Texas, Wortham-Car-
ter Publishing company (Star -Telegram).
-176 meters, 750 watts: Silent Saturday
and Sunday -nights. Operator, E.1.. Olds:
supervisor. H. W. Hough; announcer, "The
Hired Hand." Daily program, 11 a. In.,
markets. aviation, weather; 12 noon. 1.2, 4 p. m., markets and information; 5
p. m., financial news; 8:30 to 11:45 P. m..
concert.BAVC-

W olumbus. Ohio, Eimer and Ra-phine company, 390 meters, 500 watts.
Director, R. S. Bohemian: program direc-
tor Miss Helen Mears; announcer, H. E.
Day. Daily except Sunday, 12:30 to 1.markets and news. Monday evening. 8 to10, music.

WBAW-M a riett a, Ohio, Marietta eollege.246 meters.
WBAX-Wilkesbarre, Pad 66 Gildersleeve

street. John H. Stenger, Jr.. .360 meters.
WITAY-New York, N. Y., Western. Elec.trie

company, 492 meters.
WBBA-Newark. Ohio, Newark Radio La-

boratories. 240 meters.
'IV/ABC-Sterling. Ill., Sterling Radio Equip -

meet company, 229 meters.
WITBD-Reading, Pa., Barbey Battery Serv-

lee; -234 meters.
WELL -Anthony, Kan., T. iti"H.. Radio emu
wliDansZ.Ne-ta1r11.7 Netersj..,

W,
meters.

W BT -Charlotte, N. C., Southern Radio cor-
poration, 380 meters. - AWIRY -Chicago, Ill., City of Chicago.. 286meters.

WBZ-Springfield, Mass., Westinghouse Elec-
tric( and Manufacturing company, 337 me-
ters. .

WCAD-Canton. N. Y., St. Lawrence uni-
versity, 280 meters.

VITA -Pittsburg. Pa., Kaufmann & Baer
company, 462 meters: daily,11;30. weath-
er:- 2:30. news: 3:30, stocks; 5:30. dinner
music: 6:30, children's stories: 7:30.- mu-

2 p. m., peoplels radio church
service. Rev. Dr. George W. Shelton; 6:30,

WCAG-New Orleans, La.. 2813 Calhoun
street, Clyde R. Randall, 288 meters.

WCAR-Columbus; Ohio, Entrekin Eleetriecompany. 286 meters.
WOAJ-University Place, Neb.. -NebraskaWesleyan university, 360 meters: station

director and announcer, L C. Jensen: daily,
10:130 a. m., weather; Tuesday, 6 D. in.,
children's stories; Thursday, 8 p. m., lee-hires and music.

WCAK-Houston, Texas, 2504 Bagby street,
Alfred P. Daniel, 360 meters.

VITAL -Northfield. Minn., St. Olaf college,360 meters.
WCAM-Villanova, Pa., Villanova college,380 meters.
WCAO-Baltimore, Md.. Sanders & St.ayman

company, 360 meters; daily, 10:55. time
signals; 11 a. m., weather: 11:03. music:
Monday and Wednesday, '7 p. M. music.WCAP-Washington, D. C,, Chesapeake &
Potomac Telephone company, 469 meters.

WCAR-San Antonio, Texas. Alamo Radio
Electric company, 360 meters. .../

VITAS -Minneapolis. Minn., William Hood
Dunwoodie Industrial institute, 246 me-ters: director!, M. R. Bass; operator and
announcer, F. P. Upton; Monday. -'1 to7:30 p. m., music: Tuesday, 8:15 to 9:30
p. m.. music and educational programs
(9:30 to 10:45 on alternate weeks);
Wednesday; 6:30 to 7, music and techni-
cal lectures; Thursday, 7 to 7:30 P. m..notes on radio and code practice.

WCAT-Rapid City, S. D., South- Dakota
State School of MMes, 240 meters.

WCAU-Philadelphia, Pa., Durham dc Co.,
286 meters.

WCAV-Little Rock, Ark., J. C. Dice Elec-
tric company. 360 'meters.

WCAX-Burlington, Vt., University of Bel-mont, 360 meters.
WCAY-Milwaukee. Wis., Hesselman °Dris-

coll company. 261 meters.
WmatC.eZe-Cra.arthage, Illa, Carthage college, 246

WCBA-Allentown, Pa., 1015 Allen street.
Charles W. Heimbach. 280 meters.

WCBB-Greenville. Ohio. H. 4 K. Radio Sup-
ply company (Charles H. Katzenberger).
240 meters.

WSBD-Zion, Ill., Wilbur G. Voliva, 345
meters.

WCE-Minneapolis. Minn., Findley Eletlrie

We°eDryKrn2anG8toOydr-so3cu6o1MDeny, 360 meter e.

mmeater.s.
Stix, Baer & Fuller

WCM-Austin, Texas, University of Texas.
360 meters.

Mich., Detroit Free Press,
,075D1A7D__mtteiardsa.

bore-, Hans:. Central Kansas
Radio Supply company (Wm. L. Harri-
son), 360 meters.

WDAE-Tampa. Fla., Tampa Daily Times,
360 .meters.

WDAF-Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City Star,
411 meters.

WDAG-Amarillo. Texas. J. Laurance Mar-
tin, 360 meters: J. L. Martin. director
and ,operator; broadcast .Tnesday and
Thursday at 8 P. m.

WDAII-E1 Paso, Texas. Trinity Methodist
church (South), 2138 meters: station di-
rector, A. C. Arnold; announcer, John
Burke: Sunday, '8:30, a -. m., and 42 mid-

-night; -Thursday. 8:30 - ii. M.. :(541100.q.
WPAI-Syracuse, N. Y., Hughes latet,!*".cor-

1,Oration.,. 246 Inetersa ..t -c...-1.-..-).-

rContinued 'On PUE'e 14.
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Radiophan
Seeks to
Tune -In

Europe
American radio enthusiasts are at-

tempting actively to receive European
stations since the reception of Amer-
ican broadcasting has become such
a frequent occurrance in Europe.

The ,one serious difficulty is that
of time, as Lepdon, for example, is
six hours faster than Chicago. This
means that the broadcasting wave
from Europe must cross a belt of sun-
light, with the resulting transmission
troubles.

It also means that the hours when
European concerts have to be listened
for are either those of the American
working day, or early in the morning,
when even the hardest bitten radio-
phan is apt to have exchanged his
earphones fora pillow.

The sets that are capable of Euro-
pean voice reception, of course, are
few and far between, especially so
for inland as Chicago. However,
there are several circuits capable of
doing it, and there are Chicago phans
who succeed.

List of Stations.
Below are printed some of the prin-

cipal stations which broadcast more
Oes_less regularly, with the wave
lengths, and the most usual broad-
casting hours.

The times given are central stand-
ard time (chicago time). Mountain
time (Denver) subtract one hour; for
Pacific time (San Francisco) subtract
two houre.

To compare the time in Europe, the
time of transmission of the programs,
add six hourg to these figures for
stations in England, France, Belgium,
Holland and Spain. This gives Green-
wich standard time, which is official
in these countries.- The time in Ger-
many, Denmark, Switzerland,, Czecho-
slovakia and Italy 'is an hour earlier
still: for stations in these countries
add seven hours.

- All Have Same Hours.
353 meters, Cardiff, Wales, SWA.

This has the shortest wave of any of
the European stations. It is one of
six stations conducted in the British
Isles by the British Broadcasting com-
pany, which has a monopoly of broad-
casting\ in that country. The other
British stations follow, all of them
giving programs at the same hours;
week days from 9:30 to 10:30 a. m.,
and from 11 a. m. to 4:30 p. m. (Chi-
cago time); Sundays from 2:30 to 4:30
p. m. The programs are separate for
each station.

369 meters, London, England, 2L0.
The main one of the British stations
(see abpve). In addition to the same
program hours as the other stations,
2L0 gives a program at 5:30 to 6:30
a. m. on week days and at 9:30 a. m.
on Sundays.

385 meters. Manchester, England.
2ZY. A British station.

400 meters, Newcastle, England,
6NO. A British station.

415 meters, Glasgow, Scotland, 5SC.
A British station.

420 meters, Birmingham, England,
6IT:-A British station.

450 meters, station of the Telegraph
School at Paris, France. Concerts at
1:30 p. m. Tuesdays and Thursdays
and from 7:30 a. m. to about 12 noon
on Saturdays. Announcements in
French. (Paris is pronounced "pall-
ree.")

460 meters, station "Radiola-Riviera"
at Nice, France (news in French) and
Concerts at somewhat irregular times,
Usually about 6 a. m., 11 a. m. and 4
p.m.

Radio Programs
Below are given the complete sched-

ules of all the Chicago and suburban
broadcasting stations and those of the
Out-of-town stations which are most
Commonly tuned by local radiophans.

These schedules are a regular -daily
feature in The Chicago Evening Post.

On Thursday of each week a com-
plete list and schedule of every broad-
casting station in the United States
is published in The Chicago Evening
Post's sixteen -page Radio Magazine
section.

CHICAGO STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown41
DEW-Located in Commonwealth Edison

building; 530 meters; Wilson J. Wetherbee.
director. ' .

...Day -9:30 a. m.. news and markets; 10
Col -1111;160a -on Page 13.

FIG. 3-This illustrates the
manner of winding the three ele-
ments in the new Pratt tube. No.
1 is the spiral filament. No. 2 is
the secondary, or grid, wound
over the filament. No. 3 is the
plate placed over the grid.

Hear Glasgow, London,
on Three -Tube Receivers

A. P. Combs of Enid, Okla., and
M. B. Norman, Eureka Center, Wis.,
report what are believed to be long-
distance records for three -tube' sets.

Using receivers of the same type
that were designed and built by Dr.
Fulton Cuttiig and Bowden Washing-
ton, Minneapolis, Minn., Combs, at
Enid, listened to three numbers-
vocal, orchestra and piano-broadcast
by 2 -LO, London, England, and Nor-
man picked up a station at Glasgow,
Scotland.

Combs verified his feat thrit 2-LO'S
New York office, and Dick and Adolph
Danielson of St. Croix Falls, Wis.,
were listening in with Norman.

FIG 2-This is the original Pratt tube, first made and used in
1897 for radio, and has the three elements which Dr. Lee de Forest
in later years laid claim to as the discoverer. (F) is the filament,
(G) the grid, and (P) the plate. Note the way the elements are
placed in spiral form and in inductance relation.

a

FIG. 1-This is the new Pratt vacuum tube. (R) is one off the
reflectors at either end of the tube, between which the stream of radiant
pass, the direction of flow being indicated by the arrows. (G) is the
grid, (F) the filament and (P) the plate. These three elements are in
the form of spirals, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

Sees No U. S. Monopoly
in Wired Wireless Plan
BY ISRAEL IMEIN.

RSCENT reports that wired wire.
less, under government super.

vision, will replace the present sys-
tem of radio need bring no fears to
the dyed-in-the-wool radiophan. Re-
ceiving concerts thru rented sets
only, and over accredited electric
light or power litres, may be the out-
come of present difficulties in broad-
casting, but loopholes present them-
selves.

England started broadcasting to
radio sets that were rented from the
manufacturers. There was a gen-
eral system of co-operation between
manufacturers and government, by
which concerts were to be paid for
thru rentals and licenses for re-
ceiving sets.

But the officials and radio engi-
neers failed to include the real phan,
the amateur who makes his own set
with what little wires and tubes and
other paraphernalia he can collect.
Setting up a -monopoly in such a
"commodity," it is found, is prac-
tically impossible.

Attempt at Solution.
So the British have tried to solve

their problem by reducitg the license
fee and trying to induce outsiders to
pay the lower tolls. That is left alto-
gether to the discretion of the outlaw
fans, who can't be routed out what-
ever the inducement, and who can go
on listening in. on the broadcast con-
certs.

A similar situation may be expected
in this country if the practice of rent-
ing and licensing radio seta is put
into effect. In fact, the number of
outlaw fans would be proportionately
greater in this country, than in Eng-
land, as the number of radio funs) here

is today. And in England, the offi-
cials estimate 200,000 outlaw radio sets
are in use.

Leave it to the ingenuity of the
American amateur to find a way out.
He can build any kind of a set with
the scraps he has on hand, and he
can find a way to tune in even on
'the wired form of wireless.

Try to Stop 'Em.
The result of a monopoly in radio

broadcasting might be a monopoly in
the manufacture of radio sets for
rental only-. But parts would also be
built, and these parts would easily go
into the individual sets that amateurs
will put up for their own use. How
can they be stopped?

Limitation of manufacture of radio
sets and parts. and institution of a fee
on the manufacturer for each set.
might be even a better way to collect
funds for payment to the lecturers.
singers and others who ere asked to
broadcast their specialties. Monopoly
of broadcasting by wired wireless-
the light and power companies-seems
to be just as good an answer to the
problem of broadcasting as has been
the unsuccessful British monopoly.

Transmits Standard Signals
Standard radio -frequency signals are

transmitted from NPG, the naval
radio station at San Francisco, on the
third Monday of each month at 8
a. ,m., Pacific time, or 10 a. an., cen-
tral time. All transmission is on
continuous waves from both a medium
and a high powered arc set, no voice
announcements being made. The six
frequencies transmitted range from
28.5 to 125. kilocycles, all long wavo-
length,.

Coolidge
UrgesNew
Radio Law
Radio, which for the first time car-

ried to the continent at large and
perhaps to Europe and Central Amer -
Ica the President's message, also car-
ried his recommendations for remedial
legislation on radio.

Echoing Secretary Hoover's request
that the laws affecting radio adminis-
tration enacted in 1912 be revised, the
President personally told congress
that new legislation regulating radio
interference is needed.

At present Secretary Hoover is op-
erating under a sort of "gentlemen's
agreement" between commercial, gov-
ernmental, private and amateur inter-
ests, reached last spring during the
second national radio conference.

White Bill Favored.
Secretayy Hoover stated recently

that Representative White, who
fathered the bill which bore his name
last session. would introduce a simpli-
fied radio bill this session.. The old
bill, it is understood, has been rednced
to first terms so as to -permit of proper
interpretation with the development
of the art and to give the secretary
of commerce and his advisory commit-
tee liberal and more or less elastic
authority over the control of national
radio problems.

A recent conference between repre-
sentatives of the government depart-
ments was successful in eliminating
such points of disagreement as existed
heretofore, and the resultant bill soon
will be introduced in the house.

Sees simprovemitit in Situation.
According to Secretary Hoover, the

radio interference situation today is
far better than it was at the time the
original White bill passed the house
last year. due chiefly to the elimina-
tion of interference thru the volun-
tary co-operation of the, several inter-
ests. There is now little interference
between the existing broadcasting
stations, which are decreasing in num-
bers.

Broadcasters Aid White,
The National Association of Broad-

casters, of which E. F. McDonald Jr.
(WJAZ) of Chicago is president, is
working actively to get data into the
hands of Representative White from
broadcast listeners, manufacturers
and others interested.

'A form letter, sent out from the
national headquarters in New York
city, and signed by Paul B. Klugh,
executive chairman of the association,
was received in Chicago early this
week. It reads:

Representative White has asked this asso-
ciation to assigt him L'S' obtaining opinions
as to what his new radio bill should cover.
He is a conscimtious. well-informed Fantle
manwho believes that cur radio law of 1912

Continued on Page 4.

Dr. Pratt
Describes
New Tube
for Radio

Dr. H. Preston Pratt announces
that preparations for manufacturing
his new vacuum tube for radio re-
ception and transmission are about
completed and that in another week
production will be started.

Interest in the new tube, which was
illustrated and briefly described ina recent issue of The Post Radio
Magazine, has prompted numerous in-
quiries from readers who seek more
details.

In most all lines of scientific re-
search, where fundamental principles
are involved, discoveries and inven-
tions, as a rule, are not due to acci-
dent, but are developed thru a process
of analysis. First comes the concep-
tion, then the vision, and finally the
mind's eye's photograph of the undis-
covered entity or fact.

The discovery of the value of the
vacuum tube in radio is no exception -
to this rule, Dr. Pratt claims.

Began His Work in 1875.
It was in the 'year 1875 when Dr.

Pratt took his first lessons in chem-
istry. After a year of class labora-
tory experimenting, he questioned the
then accepted theory of chemistry that
the force called chemise or chemical
affinity was not to be related in any
possible way with the electrical phe-
nomena, and that these two forces
were separate and distinct.

Dr. Pratt argued that they were one
and the same, and also furthermore,
that all atoms in the universe are
built up from electrical units, carry-
ing both signs-a plus and minus, or
electro-positive and electro-negative,
and the chemical affinity represented
the electrical pull between the elec-
trical units. He held further that the
laws of harmonies, a fundamental
which can be mathematically dem-
onstrated, causes the formation and
arrangement of these electrical units
into atomic and molecular groups.

In 1876, Dr. Pratt says, he became
convinced that the electrical pull ex-
erted between the atoms and their
rate of speed could be measured. To
prove his contention he used a vacu-
um tube and demonstrated to his com-
plete satisfaction that material par-
ticles under potential pressure in vao-
ud produces energy which causes os-
cillations in an electrical circuit.

Dr. Pratt continued his experiments
to determine the contents and acti-
of material particles in vaculo, an
had reproduced himself or secures.
from others and experimented with
every form of vacuum tube known
during that period.

This fact alone gave Dr. Pratt the
advantage over every other experi-
menter, and at the announcement
of the discovery of the X-ray, in 1896.
he was the master of the art at that
time, and formulated a working hy-
pothesis of the X-ray as well as being
the first to use it therapeutically.

Uses First Tube in Radio in 1897.
The theory of the working of the

X-ray corroborated and sustained Dr.
Pratt's original work within the vac-
uum tube. In 1897 he used it for the
first time in radio, aft account of
which performance appeared in the
magazine recently. He however used
the vacuum tube in 1885 in connec-
tion with telephone receivers and
telephone transfers.

Today The Post shows a photograph
of the first tube Dr. Pratt constructed,
using the same principles involyed in
the tube heMow proposes to manufac-

e tube is of' the "pig" type and,
recently, was still capable of be-

ing operated. However, Dr. Pratt
loaned it to a careless experimenter
and it was broken. Adhesive tape,
shown in the photograph, holds the
broken portions together.

While this tube was developed prior
to 1897, it was not used by Dr. Pratt
in radio work until that year. By ref-
erence to the illustration it will be
noted that the tube has the three
elements-the grid, plate and filaments
to which Dr. De Forest later laid claim
to as the inventor.

New Tube Keeps First Idea.
Dr. Pratt's improved tube follow,

the general shape of the usual radio
vacuum tube of today, but still em-
bodies his original idea of concentrat-
ing the electric energy in the center of
the tube.

The pig tube Dr. Pratt says he de-
signed to be used as a deter et, am-
plifier, transformer or transmitter,
and the contents of the tube are con-
structed in the form and with proper -

Continued on Page 4. ,
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Dr. Pratt
Describes
New Tube

_ Continued from Page 3.

ties of an induction coil, having three
spiral windings, one winding over the
other. They are inductively connect-
ed; in other words, a filament, a pri-
mary and a secondary winding.

The filament of this particular form
is spiral in shape, and was made ofr
platinum, oxidized. The secondary
spiral surrounds the filament spiral,
and the primary spiral surrounds the
other two.

The secondary terminals are at-
tached to the grid. The primary ter-
minals are attached to the plate. The
filament terminals are attached to
the battery. However, this hook-up
may be varied, depending on the cir-
cuit. - -

Fig 3 gives a clearer idea of how
the three elements in the Pratt tube
are formed.

How the Tube Works.
Figure 1 is a sectional view of the

new tube and the two reflecting and
deflecting surfaces, which constitute
his pet theory. Interposed between
the reflecting and deflecting surfaces
are three spiral electrodes-the fila-
ment (F), the plate (P) and the grid
(G).

Thru the center of, between, above
and around the surfaces of the spirals,
or the three electrodes, are so-called
spaces or openings which allow the
free movement of the material par-
ticles, or the cathode -anode stream.
which pass in the direction of the lines
of force as shown in the diagram, the
arrows indicating their direction and

- path.
Before describing the movements

of the material particles or cathode -
anode stream within the tube, Dr.
Pratt makes the following statement:

"I. That it is impossible to secure
a perfect vacuum, as at all times ma-
terial particles remain in the tube.

"2. The cathode -anode stream of
material particles builds up the elec.
tro-static bridge that connects and
completes the filament- plate cirwit
over which the electro-magnetic n,.,e
passes.

"3. This cathode -anode stream is
built up of ionized and electroized par-
ticles and passes in the direction of
the lines of force as determined by the
position, environments and polarity
of the particles.

"4. Electrolysis will take place in a
gaseous as well as a liquid medium.

"5. All energized moving particles
of every kind and description within
a vacuum tube become a part of the
cathode -anode stream circuit.

Calls Radio -Tubes X -Ray.
"6. Whenever the cathode stream is

energized and passes in a defirtite di-
rection, a counter stream of anode
particles also is set up and follows
the lines of force in the opposite di-
rection.

"7. Whenever the energized mate-
rial particles from the cathode stream
strike the inner surface of a vacuum
tube (this includes every known form
of vacuum tube) X-rays are produced.
The difference of degree vacuum will
determine- the- penetrating power of
the ray.

"8. It is true that the cathode
stream is more active - apparently
than the anode stream in the present
electron tube, but in a perfectly bal-
anced tube of gases the electro-hega-
tive and electro-positive values of both
streams are equal.

"9. All elements, all gases; all elec-
trons and all material particles in the
universe of every form, description
:il nature carry both plus and minus

ta's or polarities. Potassium is, tf the strongest electro-positive
's known, while oxygen is the
t` and most active of the elec-

-e. elements, but both the
rd the oxygen carry both
zlatinum when heated to a

d color becomes electro-positive,
-the increased heat brings out its
posite or electro-negative sign.

,./ Tungsten, which is strongly electro-
negative when heated to a white heat,
develops its positive sign with a

. change of temperature and environ-
ments.

"I question the present electronic
theory of electricity as far as the sin-
gle electro-negative sign is concerned,
and I also question the accuracy of
the experiment tried and conclusion
found whereby a negative electron had
beYn captured without its positive
sign, and I think that it is only a
matter of time when science will dem-
onstrate that all electrons carry both
signs, that of plus on the one hand
and minus on the other."

Explains Principles Used.
a- Dr. Pratt then explained how his

new tube works. He said:
"In lighting up the filament radiant

energy is produced. This is heat.
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tion, one of the greatest factors
in making radio reception so

popular, has reached the stagewhere
three steps of amplification can be
used without hopelessly distorting the
signals. This is due to the great im-
provement in the last  year in the
construction of the audio -frequency
transformers.

Without audio -frequency amplifica-
tion the satisfaction and convenience
of the loud speaker would be unknown
and a receiving set would have to be
equipped with a head set for every
member of the family. In fact, no
set is considered complete nowadays
without two or three steps of audio
amplification and some type of loud
speaker.

Most up-to-date receiving sets have
the audio -amplifying apparatus built
into the same cabinet with the tuning
apparatus. A very convenient ar-
rangement, however, is to use a sep-
atate audio -frequency amplifying unit,

INPUT

Two Hook-ups for Audio Amplifiers
One for Two Stages, Other Three Stages

By W. H. FARR. 45"150 VOLTS
(Radio Engineering Staff. Electrical Re- *MATT E RYsearch Laboratories, Chicago.)

AUDIO . FREQUENCY amplifica-
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TWO -STAGE AUDIO -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER-Here is a very
clear diagram of a two -stage amplifier to be used as a separate unit
to the receiver. The "C" batteries aid in keeping down distortion and
protect transformers from high -plate voltage.
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Designed by Electrical Research Laboratories.
THREE -STAGE AUDIO -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER-This circuit

was designed as a separate unit for any receiver. Note the jack con-
nections and the location of the "C" or bias battery.

ither built into a cabinet or on a
panel. This can be attached to what-
ver type of receiver you are using,

whether it be a crystal set, single tube
''generative, Rheinartz, Flewelling,

Ultra Audion, etc., and thus produce
results equal to the more elaborate
and expensive sets with self-contained
amplifiers.

The ideal arrangement is to have
separate jacks for each stage, which
enables the operator to employ just
enough amplification to get the nec-
essary volume.

How to Construct Amplifier.
It is the purpose of this article to

give a few pointers and cautions to
the radiophans who contemplate build-
ing audio -frequency amplifiers, either
as a separate unit or as an addition
to their present receiving sets.

Hook-ups for an audio -amplifying
unit are given in Figs. 1 and 2. A
three -stage amplifier, as shown in Fig.
1. will amplify the output of a crystal
set or nonregenerative single -tube set
up to full loud -speaker volume, while
the two -stage amplifier shown in Fig. 2
will be amply sufficient for any type
of single -tube regenerative set.

The amplifier unit can be operated
from the same "A" batteries as the re-
ceiving set, provided, of course, that
tubes are used which operate on the
same voltage. However, the amplify-
ing circuit requires a much higher
plate voltage than a detector circuit,
which will necessitate the use of ad-
ditional "B" batteries.

When the amplifier is built, as a
separate unit, the phone terminals of
the receiving set are connected direct-
ly to the in -put terminals ("P" and
"B") of the audio -amplifier. A very
convenient method is to equip the in-
put of the amplifier with a cord and
plug, by means of which it can be
plugged into the phone jack of the
receiver in place of the head phones.

When adding audio -amplification to
any type of regenerative set it ,is ad-
visable to connect a- fixed condenser
of .001 MFD capacity across the pri-
mary tern -Thuile of the first transform-
er, as shown in the diagram. This
acts as a by-pass for the radio -fre-
quency current floating in the plate
circuit, and thus assists the regenera-
tive action of the tube.

Use of Separate Jacks.
It will be noted that the diagrams

show a separate jack on each stage.
This permits the use of more or less
amplification as desired. If for any
reason these jacks are not used, con -

light, magnetic and electrical radia-
tions, and the energy sets ue oscilla-
tions of the material particles in the
tube, which are ionized and eledtro-
lized. and are attracted and concen-
trated in the center of the tube.

"These follow the lines of force
which previously have been estab-
lished between the reflecting and de-
flecting surfaces and the electrodes in
the tube, which also serve to establish
an electro-static bridge, as it were,
connecting and completing the fila-
ment -plate circuit within the tube, over
which the superposed grid impulses
pass, the negative impulse to the plate.
the positive impulse to the filament.
thereby controlling all of the moving
entities in the tube.

"The heat and light generated by
tween the reflecting and deflecting
surfaces change the characteristic na-
ture of the material particles, whose
movements are influenced, guided and
directed according to their polarities.
In other words, there are streams of
material particles passing in both di-
rections."

Dr. Pratt's chief claim for his new
tube is that radiant energy is concen-
trated at a central point by his re-
flectors, and, being thus controlled.
give greater amplification, greater
clarity than do any Of the present-
day' tubes.

nect the "13" terminal to the socket
direct to the "P" terminal of the
transformer and the "B" terminal
of the transformer direct to the posi-
tive side of the "B" battery.

A separate rheostat is shown for
each tube, but if the tubes are well
matched just as satisfactory results
can be obtained if the tubes are all
controlled by one rheostat. The only
precaution necessary is to use a rheo-
stat with sufficient carrying capacity
to carry all the tubes without heat-
ing.

The most satisfactory tubes for use
in audio -frequency, amplification are
UV -201A, C -301A and Western Electric
216A. UV -199 or C-299 can alto be
used, but will not be found as satis-
factory, as they will not stand as high
a plate voltage and will not produce
as great a volume as the larger tubes.

The plate voltage applied to an audio -
amplifier may be from 45 to 150 volts,
but ordinarily 90 volts will be found
sufficient.' Of course, a higher degree
of amplification is obtained by using
high plate voltage, but at a sacrifice
of quality. A plate voltage of over 90
volts will necessitate the use of a "C"
battery.

When a "C" battery is used it is
connected in the conunon grid return
lead of all the tubes as indicated in
the diagram, paying particular atten-
tion that the polarity is correct.

Unless the amplifier is being worked
up tt full capacity, the "C" battery
will make little difference in the qual-
ity of the signal. Its chief advan-
tage lies in the fact that it causes a
material reduction in the plate cur-
rent, and thus lengthens the life of the
"B" batteries.

For a plate voltage of 90 volts a 6 -
volt "C" battery will be found suf-
ficient, while for 135 to 150 volts a
9 -volt "C" battery will be required.
As no current is consumed from the
"C" battery, small flash light cells
will have ample capacity.

Value of Transformer.
One of the most important consid-

erations in building an audio -ampli-
fier is to use transformers of the high-
est quality. An audio -frequency trans-.
former is called upon to reproduce
sounds of frequencies ranging from
about 100 per second up to the upper
limit ofaudibility, which may be 10,000
to 20,000 per second.

If all these frequencies are not
equally amplified the result is either°
a loss of tone quality or an actual dis-
tortion of the voice or musical, sounds.
This becomes more noticeable as the
number of stages is increased, and the
practical working limits is three
stages. In order for the original
sounds to be correctly reproduced it
is necessary for the fluctuations in
magnetic strength of the core to fol-
low with perfect fidelity the form of
the sound waves which are being am-
plified. Thus it can readily be seen
that the efficiency of an audio -trans-
former is very largely dependent upon
the proper core design.

Shield Protects Field.
One of the most frequent sources

of trouble in audio -amplifying circuits,
and particularly in three -stage cir-
cuits, is magnetic interaction between
the cores of the transformer's, which
manifest itself in the production of
howls and in distortion of signals. To
reduce this effect to a minimum it has
been the custom in they past to place
the transformers with their cores at
right angles to each other. Due to
the improved design of some of the
new type transformers, this precaution
is entirely unnecessary, as this trans-
former is provided with a perfect mag-
netic shield, being inclosed in a heavy
steel shell.

The best results will be obtained by
the use of a transformer having a ratio
of 6 to 1 in the first stage and ratio of
31/2 to 1 in the following stages.

In any audio -amplifier the most Per-
fect 1 -production will be obtained when

Coolidge Urges New Law
for Control of Radio

Continued from Page l;

should be brought up to date and reflect
the ideas of broadcasters and listeners, as
well as the commercial message carriers.

We have agreed to act as a clearing -house
and to turn over to Representative White,
thru our Washington bureau, suggestions
coming into the New York offices which
properly and intelligently bear upon the
subject.

Representative White's invitation to help
should be acted upon without delay, in the
following manner:

1. Broadcasters should (a) immediately
review, or have their counsel review, the
radio laws of 1912 and mail their concrete
suggestions to the National Association of
Broadcasters, 1265 Broadway, New York
city: (b) they should, without delay, pre-
pare a suitable announcement to be read
on three nights, urging isteners to do some
serious thinking upon this subject, and
write their views to the National Association
of Broadcasters, 1265 Broadway, New York
city.

2. Newspapers carrying radio departments
and the radio press should give wide pub-
licity to this matter, and. in concert with
the broadcasters, encourage listeners to study
the subject, and write their opinions to the
National Association of Broadcasters. 1265
Broadway. New York city.

3. Manufacturers of radio apparatus
should give careful consideration to the new
law, and write their views to the National
Association of Broadcasters, 1265 Broad-
way. New York city.

Much information may be gained from the
inclosed digest of Representative White's
former bill, and the suggestion is also made
that a copy of the radio service bulletin,
dated April 2. 1923. be secured from the
superintendent of documents, government
printing office, Washington, D. C.. at 5
cents per copy. Starting at page 9 will be
found some interesting data. Particular study
should be made of the "interference" prob-
lem, and sound, well thought out suggestions
made.

Digest of White Radio Bill.
The digest of Representative White's

radio bill of 1923, which was designed
to amend the radio act of 1912, and to
which Mr. Klugh referred, follows:

Section 1-14.1 Every station and operator
on land or sea within or under United States
must have license from secretary of com-
merce as provided.

(B) Secretary of commerce shall: (a)
Classify station and operators' licenses. (b)
Prescribe nature of service of each class of
station and assign wave bands. (c) Make,
alter and revoke regulations which do not
attect existing laws or international agree-
ments, regulating service rendered by each
class; location, wave length, kind of appara-
tus (with respect to external effect pro-
duced), power, purity and sharpness of
waves. area to be served and times and
methods of operation of any station. (d)
Make other regulations not inconsistent with
law to prevent interference 'between stations
affected by this act. Secretary of commerce
may "exclude from the requirements of any
regulations" any stations or operators or
to modify requirements when it will facilitate
commerce and compatible with public in-
terest.

(C)Provides in time of war or public
peril or disaster. President may cause gov-
ernment to take complete control.

4D) Government stations exempt from
Sections A and B. President assigns wave
lengths for government use. All govern-
ment stations, except on government ves-
sels while at sea or beyond limits of United
States shall conform to regulations of secre-
tary of commerce when not transmitting
government business. Provided in time of
war or public disaster the President may
amend or suspend regulations. All govern-
ment stations on land or sea shall have of-
ficial call letters and be included in list of
stations published by department of com-
merce stations on vessels of United States
Shipping Board and Emergency Fleet cor-
poration deemed not to be government sta-
tions within meaning of act.

Section 2-(A) Paragraph A section 1, does
not apply to persons sending radio mes-
sages on foreign ships in United States
waters.

(B) Station licenses not granted to or
transferable to (a) aliens; (b) foreign gov-
ernments; (c) company, corporation or as-
sociation organised under laws of any for-
eign government. or (d) having alien of-
ficer or director or of which more than one -
fifth capital stock is foreign owned. Station
licenses cannot be transferred or disposed
of without consent of secretary of commerce
In writing.

(C) No station license for more than ten
years and always revocable as provided.
Secretary of commerce can refuse license
which "is monopolizing or seeking to mo-
nopolize radio communication. directly or
indirectly, thru the control of the manufac-
ture or sale or radia apparatus or by other
means."

PROVIDES FOR PENALTIES.
Section 2-r(C) Holder of license can be

prosecuted by United States under anti -
monopolistic laws. License for commercial
international service placed under subma-
rine cable license provided in act of May
27, 1921. Every such license must be ap-
proved by President.

(D) Application for license must be made
on forms drawn by secretary of comtierce.

(E) Licenses must show (a) ownership
cannot change: no vested property rights;
license cannot be assigned or transferred;
(b) secretary of commerce can prescribe
other conditions not inconsistent with act.

(F) Licenses revocable for failure to per-
form as promised: for failure to observe re!
ulations or law or any international law
adhered to by United States; or when com-
mercial station fails to provide facilities:
or when Interstate Commerce Commission
finds unreasonable charges: unreasonable
regulations: or when public interest de-
mands revocation; or where monopoly of
radio communication is threatened thru con -

the tubes are not being forced to tteir
maximum. It is far better to get
good tone quality with moderate vol-
ume than to sacrifice quality to gain
Intensity.

Squier Quits
Post to Take

Radio Uplift
After more than forty years of ac-

tive service. Gen. George 0. Squier,
chief signal officer of the United
States army, retired Dec. 31 ftom ac-
tive service. It was at his own re-
quest, that he may devote more time
to scientific and technical research.

In this connection the following an-
nouncement has been made by Sec-
retary of War Weeks:

"Gen. Squier is retiring at his own
request and is 'not resigning. He is
greatly interested in technical ques-
tions, so doubtless finds his present
duties irksome, and wishes to devote
his time and energies to the work
in which he has demonstrated such
brilliant ability."

Col. Charles McK. Saltzman, senior
colonel of the signal corps, has suc-
ceeded Gen. Squier.

Invented Wired Wireless.
Not only radiophans but thousands

of readers generally have come to
know of Gen. Squier and his work
in radio communication. Probably
the two achievements for which he is
remembered more than others, are
that of the invention of "line radio,"
also called "wired wireless," and the
invention of the new radio alphabet,
by which messages may be sent
many times more rapidly than by the
usual code signals.

Wired wireless, or line radio, as Gen.
Squier prefers to 'call it, is a system
of sending radio impulses along wires,
these impulses traveling to the re-
ceiver at the other end, even if high -
power electric currents are coursing
along these wires at the same time.
In fact, a great many radio -frequen-
cies may be sent along wires at the
same time, thus making it possigie
to send to the receiver programs of
music, speeches, sports, news, etc.

How Systems Differ.
This is done by sending each of

these programs on a separate fre-
quency. There are several such sys-
tems in actual operation today, and
it is predicted by some experts this
system will be the broadcasting sys-
tem of the future.

In contradistinction to the line ra-
dio, the usual method of broadcast-
ing, where radio waves travel from an
antenna thru space to the receiving
antenna, is called "space broadcast-
ing," because the radio impulses (radio
waves) do not travel along wires, but
thru space.

Making Phone Condenser
A phone condenser can be construct-

ed easily. Cut out two strips of tinfoil
3 inches wide and 2 feet long, and
-three strips of thin paraffined paper
4 inches wide and 2 feet 3 inches long.
After pasting the tinfoil sheets on
each side of one of the paper strips,
sandwich the whole between
maining .two paper strips and roll it
up, binding the 'roll with tape or cord.
Connections are made to the two tin-
foil sheets.

trol of manufacture and sale of radio ap-
paratus. Provided thirty days' notice of
revocation and hearings.

Section 3-(A) Transmitting apparatus
must be in charge of licensed operator.

(B) Temporary operators' licenses in
emergency.

(C) Requirements for operators' license.
(D) Operator must be proficient and not

alien.
(E) Conditions controlling suspension of

operators' license.
(F) Conditions controlling covering revoca-

tion. -

Section 4-(A) Stations in process of
building and to be built must secure permit.

(B) Conditions governing granting of per-
mit.

Section 5-Provides secretary of commerce
with advisory committee of fifteen mem-
bers, govenunent departments naming eight
and secretary of commerce seven. Expenses
of commission paid from department of com-
merce appropriation.

Section 6-Radio stations whose signals
can interfere must keep licensed operator
listening for distress signals while station
operates.

Section 7-Attempts wave length regulation
(radiophone listeners are particularly inter-
ested in sections aiming to clear up inter-
ference).

Section 8-Penalties,
Section 9-Fees.

_11!,,Nej.ezri-..../zwisme-

CY/re
FERBEND

STOPS
INTERFERENCE

To Get
"Out of
Town"

First Tune Out That
Local Station

It isn't hard to receive nowadays on most
any good set from stations all over acountry as big as the United States-if
the near -by station doesn't interfere,
Even then, if your set is extremely select
tive, and if you have the right antenna,
and if you are an expert at tuning-and if
you have good luck-you can perhaps tune
out the offending transmitter. But it hap-
pened that Wm. L. Mann. of 767 Noith
Fortieth St.. in Philadelphia. didn't have
oll these things-so instead of looking for
a super -selective set, he just bought a
FERBEND WAVE TRAP. and now he
says he has no trouble tuning out any of
the four big Philadelphia stations. The
same thing is being done in Chicago. Try
it! Come in and get one, or phone Central
6923. Mounted on formica, panel in ma-
hogany finished cabinet, 6x5x6, at $8.50,
or unmounted, $8.00.
ANY NIGHT is "SILENT NIGHT"

WITH A FERBEND I
'''The Original Wave litter."

Ferbern ti Eilectric Cartvapan,y
19 E. South Water St. Chicago

ii-igim.--40-4/-iim..-
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Here's Competent Guide Who Takes You Thru
a Factory to See How Sets Are Built

BELIEVING that the ra-
diophan reader, be he
home builder or not,

would be interested in a trip
thru an efficient radio-re.-
ceiver factory, The Post to-
day presents such a tour, with
Dr. Bowden Washington as a
guide. The factory is one
over which Dr. Washington
presides as vice president and
chief engineer-the Cutting
& Washington Radio cor-
poration. The Post believes
you will enjoy the trip.-The
Editor.

By BOWDEN WASHINGTON.
AMONG all phases of electrical

work that I know of the manu
facture of radio instruments isthe most exacting. Sometimes even

the slightest film of tarnish on a vitalpart will make a receiver defective.Were the radio -loving public to takea trip thru a modern factory whereevery detail of a radio receiver, in theprocess of being built, receives the at-tention of engineers and carefullytrained workers, the reasons for thewonders that lie in this black box witha black front and a few knobs anddials would become obvious.Very few people, unless engaged inthe manufacture of some more orless complicated product, have anyidea of the amount of work involvedin a thing of this type containinga great many parts. Also, it is notcommonly realized that the mechani-
cal work in a radio receiver, tho notcomparable in accuracy to that of awatch, still has to be of a pretty high,
grade, and there is a great deal of it.The electrical work such as con
nections and soldering has to be muchmore carefully done than in any otherbranch of electrical work. In themanufacture of generators, motors andother heavy electrical machinery thecurrents and voltages are such thata poor connection usually will be in-
dicated by a flash and spark, whilethe voltages dealt with in a radio re-ceiver are so low-the power of an
incoming signal often being as little
as a millionth of a millionth of awatt-that even the slightest film of
tarnish, which easily would be pierced
even by the low voltages used in the
wire telephones, will constitute an
open circuit for these feeble radio im
pulses.

This means that the connecting up
of a radio receiver has to be extreme-
ly carefully done, and the testing more
than elaborate. How many friends
have you who have put together a
radio receiver from parts and had it
work the first time? Probably very
few.

Yet every receiver turned out by a
reputable factory must be in perfect
condition and remain so. If 1 per
cent of receivers turned over to the
testing department from the wiring
department show defects in wiring it
would be considered poor workman-
ship on the part , -of the wiring -room.

The number of times that a partic
ular part is handled and worked upon
by different people is a revelation to
be unitiated.

Most radiophans are familiar with
the formed nickle plated wiring used
in connecting up most radio receiv
ere. Let us follow the course of one
of these wires thru the process tha
prepares it for use. It arrives in th
receiving -room as square copper wir
wound on a reel. First, it is straight
ened in a machine. Then nit is cut
to proper lengths of connections to
which it is destined, and is passe(
thru a bending machine which form
it into the proper shape. Next, i
is nickle-plated and, finally, the end
are "tinned." or dipped in solder, to
make it easier for the "wire man" to
solder it into place. It is returned to
the stockroom and finally issued to
the wiring department.

That gives some idea of the han-
dling even the simplest part requires.
It would take a great many pages to
follow courses of the other converging
parts that go into a receiver, each
piece, perhaps, passing thru a dozen
hands.

This may seem inefficient, yet with
the output of several hundred sets a.
day, it is enough to take the whole
time of . at least one person for one
small detail. And if that person does
nothing else he becomes more aft -
cleat in that particular job.

Such a trip as 1 mentioned thru

a modern factory undoubtedly would
be of considerable interest to theman who "builds his own," and un-doubtedly he would be quite enviousof the facilities offered. He would;start at the receiving -room, vkere va-rious raw materials-brass, bakelite,'
wire, walnut and many others, arrive. j
From there the route would lead down;
long corridors thru various depart-i
rnents in which the materials are fab
ricated.

There is the punch -press room, in
which dials, scales, brackets. tube,socket springs, etc., are punched and!
formed out of sheet metal, one part
for each stroke of the presses. Thenthe sawing -room where panels and
subpanels are sawed and beveled.

There Is the drilling department, the'
screw machines, five of which can be
attended by one man. These machines
feed themselves the raw stock, per
form a half -dozen operations on it au-
tomatically and drop into a hopper
knurled thumb screws, regeneration
coil shaft bushings and similar parts.

Now the electro-plating and sand -
Continued on Page 6.

FIG. 1-A PART OF THE ASSEMBLY-ROOM-Women are, as a
rule, more careful and delicate in this work, which must be accurate to
the last detail. (2) A Fart of the wiring -room. (3) A punch press
knocking fixed condensers out of one -eighth -inch sheet brass. (4)
Sand Blasting-The operator watches his work thru a window and
handles it with rubber gloves and sleeves fastened to the hand -holes, as
the sand would remove his skin instantaneously. (5) Scale rings going
into the electro-plating bath.

Teeth Phones Convey Radio Music to
Sleeping External Ears of Deaf Mutes

AILY science is getting closer to
1 -/the solution of the problem seek-
ing some means of compensation for
those lacking any of the human
senses.

Radio is taking its part in this field
especially in its contributions by which
the deaf-or at least the near-deaf-
may be enabled to hear.

Even before the popular use of ra-
dio, deaf-mutes have been able to
tell what a person was saying by
touching the vocal cords, or watch
ing- the lips. Now radio makes it
even easier. For those who could not
be taught to discern talk by the sense
of feeling or sight, may now "hear"
it thru use of what is called an oso
phone.

Editor Improves Idea.
Such an instrument was invented

a few months ago by an English sci
entist, but it has been left to H
Gernsback, editor of Science and In-
vention, ant Radio News. New York,
to perfect this instrument for simple
application.

Gernsback's osophone depends on
the transmission of radio waves in the
form of vibrations thru the teeth.
The teeth, Gernsback says, are more
sensitive to the slightest vibrations
than any cther part of the body
Therefore, by adapting a receiver -form
of instrument for the teeth, in place
of the ears, and attaching it to a re-
ceiving and transmitting instrument,
he believes he has discovered the boon
for deaf persons.

Teeth Convey Vibrations.
From the teeth, the vibrations are

transmitted thru the bony structure

H. Gernsback, inventor of the osophone, showing how it is used,
and (above) diagram showing how the osophone is connected.

of the lead to the auditory Nerve. So
that if this nerve functions at all.
however slightly, the osophone will
in a way restore his hearing.

All that is needed is attachment of
a special form of radio receiver be

Radio Popular in Holland
Commercial reports from the Neth

erlands tell of an unusual demand
thruout that country for radio receiv
ing sets. New broadcasting stations
will be opened within a short time
and the increased number of concerts
in the air is expected to stimulate th(
radio activity. Dutch manufacturer(
are able to supply vacuum tubes, hay
ing made them for local as well ar
export trade for a considerable lengtt
of time.

tween the osophone and the transmit-
ting instrument Just as a normal
person pats a te'ephone receiver to
his ear, the deaf -listener ' puts the
osophone between his teeth, to carry
on a conversation.

it you want tone quality on long ,h -
lance, if you want your radio in-
stalled properly, if you want a set
that a child mn operate, THEN
YOU. TOO. SHOULD COMP
BENT FOR A

ZENITH 4R

$85
Four -tube long-distance receiver, as
pictured. (Tubes e ctra.1 We will erect
aerial and install the set at a nominal
cost to you.

Easy Terms if Desired
You'll find Bent. Credit Terms a
convenence. One third cash, balance
in six months. NO red tape.

MVS1C SHOP
214.216 S. WABASH AVENUE
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Guide Takes
Radiophans
Thru Factory

Continued from Page 5.

blasting departments, the latter toproduce a mat finish on bakelite pan
els and certain other parts by sub
jecting them to a stream of fine sand
forced from a nozzle by compressed
air almost like a stream of waterfrom a fire hose.

On the next floor, perhaps, will be
the stockroom, to which these va-
rious fabricated parts are delivered, to
be inspected and issued to the as-sembly department. Here the coils are
wound, the subassemblies and final as-semblies are made.

After this the scene is in the wiring
department, where many "wire men"
work busily.., These "wire men" are
extremely skilled and will wire a three-tube regenerative receiver, having
more than seventy connections, in ap-
proximately twenty minutes.

This is efficiency, however, notspeed. The wiring, considering the
expertness of these men, is slow and
careful and, as does the whole set,
stands strict inspection and testing.

. This means slow and careful wiring
and unusually strict inspection and
testing. For instance, every bolt and
nut in the whole receiver has three
separate inspections at various times
to insure tightness. The wiring is
tested electrically, inspected and each
joint put under a severe strain by
two or more inspectors. The set is
then delivered to the electrical in-
spectors, who connect it up and
listen to a standard signal from an
artificial broadcasting transmitter,
and by means of "quick -throw"
switches compare this signal to that
of standard receiver kept in the lab-
oratory and known to be in perfect
condition.

This comparison is made with va-
rious numbers of tubes in use and
of various wave lengths. Then, while
the signal is being received, each and
every connection of the set is plucked

$ in the manner of a banjo string, un-
der which treatment any loose con -

WORLD

Radio

Batteries

Save
You
50%

Two -Year Written Guarantee
2 Volt Storage Battery for c5.00

WD -11 and WD -12 Tubes. 49
4 Volt Storage Battery for $8.00

UV -199 Tubes
200 hours' service on one charge.

Rechargeable.
6 Volt CO Amp.. 6 Volt 100 Amp.,

$8.50 $12.50
6 Volt 80 Amp., 6 Volt 120 Amp.,

$10.00 I $14.50
6 Volt 140 Amp.,
at $16.00

Hydrometer and 22% Volt "B" Battery
free with each Radio Battery purchase,
If you bring this ad with you.

WORLD BATTERY CO.
Department P.

60 EAST ROOSEVELT ROAD
Evenings and Sund his... .1.

FIG. 1-A part of the assembly department at the Cutting & Wash-
ington factory. (2) Testing-The "artifical broadcasting transmitter"
is 'the light-colored box at the left. (3) The Finished Product-Bowden
Washington listening to one of the machines, which he designed and
supervised the manufacture of, perform on a loud speaker. (4) Drill-
ing Panels-The panels after being cut out to size are clamped in a
"jug" consisting of a steel plate with hardened steel bushings where the
holes should be. The operator merely inserts the drill thru these bush-
ings and thus does not have to lay out the drilling for each panel. (5)
Soldering leads on coils maul painting with collodion.

nection will make a tremendous rat-
tle in the headphones.

This inspector also gives the re-
ceiver a final mechanical inspection,
and is then delivered to the cabinet -
room to be mounted. After this it is
made to receive signals once more
as a check against any damage while
being placed in its cabinet. It is then
sealed in paper and delivered to the
shipping -room. It is ready to be used.

Radio Service to Japan
Operates Continuously

The radio telegraph circuit between
the United States and Japan is op-
erated continuously, carrying a large
portion of the trans -Pacific telegraph
traffic. When the recent disastrous
earthquake devastated Tokyo and Yo-
kohama, the radio service was not in-
terrupted.

The first news of the disaster came
to the United States over this radio
circuit, and for several days there-
after the most complete dispatches de-
scribing the extent of the losses and
damage came via the Radio corpora-
tion service.

There are several Japanese stations
working with America. First, there is
the Iwaki radio system, owned and
operated by the Japanese government,
comprising a transmitting station at
Haranomachi and a receiving station
at Tornloka. The general location of
these stations was determined by the
comparative freedom of the district
from seismic disturbances.

The transmitting aerial at Harano-
machi is of the umbrella, type, sup-
ported by a self-supporting central
tower and an outer ring of eighteen
spliced, guyed wooden masts at a
radius of 1,300 feet The central
tower is a re -enforced concrete tube
660 feet high, 57 feet in outside di-
ameter at the base and fourteen feet
outside diameter at the top. The
wooden masts in the outer ring are
250 feet high and consist of three
sections.

NEUTRODYNE
SPECIALISTS
Radio Engineers-Service Station

THE SHERIDAN RADIO
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

4611. KENMORE WILSON
NEAR

.resmulete line of WON -grade B.sdio unit.
..4atiscaeliouguaranteed or .nu -ii.-- refunded.
(]EN EVENINdS and SUNDAY

Amateur Aids
in Emergency
with His Radio

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 10,
In commenting upon radio- communi
cation in the annual report of Her-
bert Hoover, D. B. Carson, commission-
er of navigation, emphasizes the
service to their community that radio
amateurs may give in times of stress
and public disaster.

In his opinion the radio relay traf-
fic system of the American Radio
Relay league, by which private mes-
sages may be dispatched to any point
in North America, is no less than an
"auxiliary communication system"than can be relied upon when wire
systems are out of commission.

This statement has been proved
many times in the last year, when
storms, floods and other disasters have
torn down telephone and telegraph
wires in such states as Colorado
Wyoming, Oklahoma and Vermont
During the telephone strike in New
England amateurs were of service
While such stations are operated pri-
marily for the amusement of their
owners, they can be of great public
help on short notice.

"Few realize the importance of our
amateur auxiliary communication sys-
tern," declared Mr. Carson, "which
can be put into immediate operation
and temporarily provide a means for
dispatching trains, giving Mood warn-
ings, and transmitting emergency
messages to and from sections tem-
porarily deprived of wire Iheilities.

"There is no abatement In amateur
activity. The number of licensed ama-
teur transmitting stations has in
creased from 16,504 in 1922 to 16,B70
on June 30, 1923. Serious effort is
being- made by the amateurs to im
prove their apparatus so as to reduce
interference and increase the effi-
ciency of their stations. Annually
these experimenters conduct transat-
lantic tests with European amateurs.

Overplaying the Rheostat
When you turn on four rheostats

too far you- produce a conglomeration
of noises that not only spoil your own
reception, but that of others in a ra-
dius of several' blocks. F urn your
fila.ttents last bright coo rich to pro-
duce clarity cf SOttinA. a.1.1 :-',1;ffiC:<2111
volume.

French Phan
Sends Relay to

North Pole
HARTFORD, Conn., Jan. 10.-An

amateur radio message from France
to the north pole has covered the
farthest distance ever traversed by
an relay, arriving in,
the ice-behnd cabin of Capt. Donald
B. MacMillan's schooner Bowdoin after
a 9,566.mile journey across the At-
lantic and. the territory of four na-
tions.

The same night after M. Leon Deloy
at Nice, France, transmitted a mes-
sage to the Arctic explorer, a repeti-
tion of the dots and dashes came in
on the headphones of Donald Mix,
radio operator for MacMillan, 11 de-
grees from the pole and inside the au-
rora.

In order to reach Refuge Harbor,
Greenland, the message took a round-
about course across the Atlantic to
South Manchester, Conn., where it was
received by John L. Reinartz, operat-
ing amateur station 1XAM. Reinartz
gave the message by telephone to
Boyd Phelps of Hartford, operator of
11,1X, who relayed it to 6XAD at
Avalon, Catalina island, off the coast
of California. From thence it was
sent to Jack Barnsley of 9B2, Prince
Rupert, British Columbia, who fin-
ished the relay.

The distance covered by each re
lay was about as follows: Nice to
Hartford, 8,500 miles; Hartford to
Catalina island, 2,500 miles: Catalina
to Prince Rupert, 1,305 miles, and
Prince Rupert to Refuge Harbor
2,260 miles, making the greatest ama-
teur relay mileage.

In this remarkable record the
French amateur used two foreign
tubes with a twenty-five cycle plate
supply and an input of about 400
watts. The receiving set used by
Reinartz was home-made with his own
type of well-known circuit. Phelps'
set was a Tuska 220 receiver. Mr.
Mott of 6XAD used a Grebe CR-13 for
receiving and a quarter kilowatt tube
for transmitting. Canadian 9BP used
one fifty -watt tube for sending, while
the north pole receiver is a Zenith
"1R."

The combined efforts of all of the
amateurs concerned make this one of
the greatest achievements ever ac-
complished in the history of amateur
radio short wave communication.

U. S. Leads World in
Exports of Radio Parts

Exports of radio apparatus from the
United States during the first eight
months of 1923 were valued at $2,200,-
000, according to the department of
commerce figures. American manu-
facturers ace leading the world in ex-
ports tit radio instruments.

In August, Argentina led other
countries in the purchase of Amer-
ican equipment, the exports to that
country totaling $99,059. Uruguay was
second with $40,984, while Canada,
importing $27,648 worth of apparatus,
ranked third. Total exports going to
forty-one countries in August amount-
ed to $p3ea07k

of
,127.

The American radio exports
was reached in July, when a total
of $682,885 worth of equipment went
to foreign countries, and $443,000 of
this went to Sweden. The average
value of exports is about $270,000, but
this figure is influenced considerably
by construction of large transmitting
stations in foreign lands. August ex-
ports of $307,127 were above the av-
erage, altho much less than the July
figure.

Chicago
Amateurs
Work Pole

BY EUGENE L. SAHUD.
The amateur radio station 9 RC was

heard by Dr. MacMillan, who is lo-
cated 11 degrees from the north pole,
some time between Oct. 21 and Nov. 31.
This station, located at 1711 Estes
avenue, is operated by nine Chicago
youths all under 17 years of age. It
is the oldest in Chicago, and has been
in the radio game since 1917.

This station developed from a small
spark coil transmitter to a 250 -watt
pure C. W. transmitter. The trans-
mitter, which is used In a Hartly cir-
cuit, put 6% amperes into the antenna,
which is forty feet long and eighty-
five feet high. A Cage lead-in is used
on the antenna, which consists of a six-
inch cage. The plate is supplied with
4,400 volts of pure B. C. A relay is
used, as the key is in the plate cir-
cuit. A mob:A.-driven chopper is used
for I. C. W.

Many types of receiving sets have
been used, but the best results were
secured with a Paragon two-step am-
plifier and a set using one-step tuned
step audio -frequency amplification.

The station has been heard 100 miles
off the coast of England and in Brazil.
It has worked all the districts and
carried on a half-hour conversation
with Los Angeles.

All of the nine operators belong to
the ARRL and to the North Shore
Radio club. A complete log is kept
of all transmitting done. No C-Qing
is allowed and no transmitting is
done between 7:30 and 10 p. m.

Two of the operators, Bob Wahl-
strom and Fred Clark, who are in
Champaign attending the University
of Illinois, keep in communication with
the home station by a prearranged
schedule.

One or two of the following oper-
ators can be heard on the air every
night: Bob Rogers, Fred Wahlstrom,
Jack Kreer, Malcolm McRae, Millard
Crittenden, Willard Hagn and Baylor,
B. G. I.

University Takes College
to Students by, Radio

Actual college study by radio has
been started in Oregon by the state
oniversity. Certificates are issued to
those who listen to a series of twelve
lectures. Questions regarding the
course are answered by mail. While
lectures by professors are a popular
feature of the program of most of the
large broadcasting station, this is said
to be the earliest effort to give a
real course by wireless.

Wire or wea4

Ribbon?

44M//////1111M
THROW AWAY

YOUR WIRES!
Try the sensational new TRANS-
CONTINENTAL "Ribbon" copper
aerial at our risk. Clearer tone, in-
creased volume, greater distance and
selectivity guaranteed or money re-
funded! Adopted and endorsed by
leading engineers, broadcasting labora-
tories, and thousands of radio fans.

1°131 The Super Aerial
Remember the aerial is part of your
set-a most important part. Improves
your results 500%, with crystal or
tube receiver. Based on scientific
principle that broad antennae surface
increases volume and sensitiveness of
reception. Weather proofed to resist
corrosion. ,Now on sale at all good
radio stores.
50 Foot $1.501100 Ft. $3.00
75 Foot $2.251150 Ft. $4.50
Complete, ready for use, snap hooks
soldered to ends for instant fastening
to insulators. Your dealer will gladly
get them for you on request. If not,
order direct from makers.

ACORN RADIO MFG. CO.
Dept. 202 1806 S. Racine Ave.
Phone Canal 5703 CHICAGO
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How to Make a Universal
Any Circuit You May

rj ERE is a real idea -
fully protected by a1 I copyright, as Mr.

Freund assure$ us, but still
open to any home -builder. it
is one of the most helpful
ideas The Post has given its
readers and you amateur ex-
perintentas are. going to say
it is the one thing you have
been waiting for. -The Edi-
tor.

By BENJAMIN FREUND.
(Chief Engineer. Radio Division, Crossland

Pfaff Engineering Laboratories.)
Being a dabbler with radio all my

life and -becoming fascinated by vari
ous circuits as they are developed and
introduced, I have found it quite ex-

pensive to fulfill my desire to give
the various circuits which have been
proven meritorious on trial.

The expense list of a radio enthu-
siast far exceeds that of all his lux-
uries combined, tho _seldom he is
aware of the 'fact.

Like the end of a perfect dream,
generally, he awakens to the fact that
he's been asleep and that his interest
in radio has caused him to sacrifice
many necessities.

Radio fast is becoming a habit with
the American people. The industry is
growing into permanency and the
manufacturers fast are realizing this
fact.

The development of new circuits in
radio have been so numerous and the
introduction of special apparatus so
great that the average pocketbook has
had a difficult time keeping pace.

The subject has drawn my attention
and after giving it great thought,
finally I have designed a universal cir-
cuit panel which will enable the radio

enthusiast to push forward in his de-
sire more fully to comprehend the
mysteries of this ever -fascinating pas-
time.

If a person should take upon himself
to build a Reinartz, or a Flewelling,
or a short-wave tuner, either of them
'would cost at least $35 or $40.

Of course, opinions on circuits dif-
fer and tho some circuits appeal to
one (more than others, there always
is a desire of satisfying your opinion
or belief by trial,

While some seem to be absorbed in
the' Reinartz circuit, others are in-
clined to lean toward the three -coil
honeycomb type of set on account
of its flexibility in the handling of all
wave lengths. Some have taken a
liking to the Cockaday circuit.

On the whole, we all would like to
give all these meritous circuits a trial,
but the expense has kept us down.

If the contents of the remainder
of this article and the illustrations
be adhered to, anyone may be able
to try all of the best and most popu-
lar circuits at a cost which is just
a little more than what the parts of
any one of the circuits would
amount to.

Ten circuits which have been the
most familiar in the various publica-
tions will be described and illustrated

r Ask the Man at the Coun...\
ter to Show You
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Ra PARTS
Quality and Satisfactory
Performance Guaranteed

SOLD BY
Leading Jobbers and Dealers
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in these columns. Only one panel is
necessary for all of the circuits. The
arrangement of apparatus on the
Panel has been designed by the writer,
so that if any one of the ten circuits
is assembled and wired the finished
set bears the appearance and impres-
sion that the panel was designed espe-
cially for that circuit.

When any of the ten circuits is
assembled and wired not a single
screw hole is visible which is not in
use.

In order to enable all the screWholes
to be hidden when in use for theVari-
ous circuits products were chosen of
manufacturers whose apparatus was
found best suitable and which were
proven to be efficient under tests and
which could be obtained in most radio
stores.

The list of parts as ,illustfated and
tested for the entire ten circuits
amounts to $68.04. These are list
prices and by shopping around a sav-

' ing can be had.
Of course other parts might nowbe on hand and if the drilling or

mounting holes are well suited and
are within -a radius of one inch of
the center hole or shaft they may be
substituted to fit the discrimination
of the user.

The parts used and illustrated in
the accompanying drawings are as
follows:

11 8x24x3-16 Formica panel $3.841 Columbia triple coil mounting 4.501 Columbia 35 twin coil (mounted) 1.501 Columbia 50 twin coil (mounted) 1.501 Columbia 75 twin coil (mounted) 1.601 Columbia 100 twin coil (mounted) 1.751 Columbia split varionaeter 5.501 Columbia 180 degree variocoupler 4.503 Carter inluction switches 6.002 Howard or Carter rheostats (20ohm) 2 20 or 3.501 Howard or Carter vernier rheo-stat (6 ohm) 1.502 Comsco ar Na-Aid variable con-denser (23 plate) 9.001 21 -tap Eeinartz coil 2.501 No. 103 Carter jack (filament con-
trol) .90No. 105 Carter jacks (filament con-
trol) 2 201 variable grid leak 1135J. .00025 Erla or Freshman fixed grid
condenser . .351 .002 Eris or Freshman fixed con-
denser .353 1 -inch Lila bezels

3 Firco or Erla indestructible sockets 3.002 Thordarson low ratio (3% to 1)transformers 8.007 binding posts .703 Na-Aid 3 -inch dials 1.501 baseboard for mounting .50
1 Star-Ko Cockaday four -circuit coil 2.00

$68.04
It will be noticed that two types of

rheostats and condensers are described
in the drawings showing the drilling
templates for the various instruments.
Only the holes for the type of con-
denser or rheostat which you decide
to use or can obtain need be drilled.

For the various circuits which ne-
cessitate the use of switch leyers and
taps, the writer has chosen induct-
ance switches on account of the single
hole jacklike mounting and the ease
with which they can be removed when
necessary.

The more familiar circuits which will
be described in these columns and
Which thi3 universal panel was de-
signed for are as follows:

Reinartz circuit; "Old Reliable" or
3 -circuit short wave tuner; ultra-au-
dion; Milopex; Flewelling; 150 to 20.000
meter 3 -circuit tuner; Cockaday; Su.
per -due, and the Coldyne circuit, a
new radio -frequency circuit tleveloped
recently by the writer and which is
still under experimentation.

Get your panel all drilled this week
and be ready to try a different cir-
cuit every week, starting next week.

The next article will show the wir-
ing of the first of the ten circuits
with detector- and two stages of am-
plification. The detector and two -
stage amplifier will be permanent
when once wired so that it will be
an easy method to change the tuning
unit without having to change the
detector and two -stage amplifier.

The next article shows how this can
be done and how easily one circuit can
be changed to another. Any of the
readers who cannot wait for the next
article may commence on any of the
suitable circuits to the best of ,itheir

-

Radio Bible Class Has
800,000 Pupils at WJY

Station WJY opened its Sunday pro-
gram last Sunday with the largest
Bible class in the world -for since the
inauguration of the radio Bible classes
arranged by the board of education
of the Methodist church a month ago
over 800,000 members form a conserv-
ative estimate of its size.

The teaching of the -Bible lesson Po?
the week and the musical worship
set -vices have 'proved the most suc-
cessful method of presentation, and,
judging frOm returns received, Bible
classes are far' from out of ante the
ni:nd of th,- Au:ell:cap public.

Hook Up
Build

England Solves Problem
of Broadcasting Station

Recent statements of the British
postmaster general indicate that a so-
lution has been found to the problem
connected with the establishment of
the Britsh empire wireless chain.

Not all points connected with the
issuance of wireless licenses have been
disposed of, but there is every indica-
tion that the government has adopted
a policy which will permit private
radio companies to establish high -
power stations both in the United
Kingdom and in the colonies.

At the same time the postoffice will
proceed with its own plans for a high.
power station in England. The nevi
postoffice station will be located near
Rugby, a site with an area of 804
acres.
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Radio Drama Forces New
Technique for Acting

Radio dramas have been broad-
casted by the WGY station of the
General Electric company at Schenec-
tady for nearly a year. During that
period the little group of WGY play-
ers has had the largest audiences ever
before accorded dramatic offerings.

There are at least 2.000.000 radio
sets in the country, and of that num-
ber 1,600,000 are almost nightly within
range of WGY.

From the very first the radio drama
has been a success. Edward H. Smith,
formerly an actor and director on the
professional stage, has been handling
this feature of the WOY programs.
Mr. Smith and his players have pio-
neered in the art of the radio drama.

They have had to develop a new
technique. It has been found neces-
sary to make occasional changes in
play manuscripts, especially where a
climax depended upon sight for its
appreciation. The entrance to or de-
parture from a room by one of the
characters has to be indicated by
sound. as a closing door. A bell helps
somewhat in announcing a newcomer

Schools' Hold Spelling
Tests by Use of Radio

Interscholastic competition may be
a new function for radio, if indications
from first experiments at Sacramento,
Cal., are upheld by future tests.

Will C. Wood. state superintendent
of public instruction for California,
recently teld a spelling contest by ra-
dio, and drew enthusiastic response
from forty high schools with some
3,000 senior students as participants.

While every school listened in, the
series of spelling tests were conducted
from a central broadcasting station. i

"Practically all of the schools which
took part in the contest have writ-
ten in asking that I repeat the per-
formance." says Mr. Wood. "I in-
tend to do so. but the next time with
a mental .arithmetic test."

Hear WBZ Chimes
All Over Country

Reports have been received from all
over the country that the Springfield..
Mass., municipal chimes, which ' is
broadcas t every Sunday night byWBZ, is being heard clearly. The
chimes as played do not consist sim-
ply of the ringing of a bell. Municipal
Chime Ringer Ernest Newtown Bagg
presents a half hour of musical selee-
tions in their entirety.

Worse Than the Dentist
A New York paper, says that Ellis

Parker Butler recently was palloplio-
tophoned. Some folks not as up to
date on radio as they should be im-
mediately wanted to know if the hu-
morist would recover.

Com?fete Stock Available
-also-

Hilco Variocoupler
Rathb-un Variable Condenser

Wholesale Only
DEALERS: Send us your orders.
Our Catalogue, Listing 1,000
Nationally advertised items. is
now ready.

HURIONPROSI
123 11/..fotactirooStXhicago

to the invisible stage. Various sound
devices have been created to produce
atmosphere. A telegraph key and an
imitation Of an engine whistle have

helped in a railway station scene.
Storms have been stimulated by de-
vices similar to those used on the
stage.
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WE WILLWILL MAKE YOUR MONEY GO FARTHER
QUALITY GOODS AT LOWER PRICES

Every Item Guaranteed to Be Right or Your Money Back.
Large Stock Standard Goods. Real Values All the Time.
Special Sale

"B" Batteries -
Standard High
Grade Fresh

Goods.
`mall 221

Volt 95e
1,a rge 22%

Volt . $1.39
Large 45

"B" Battery Test-
ing Meter 850

I inhictanci. Switch,
10 point 740

Rheostats -
6 ohms Vie

30 ohms 27e
Potentiornet er 3oe

Head Sets -

at Right Prices
Barawik Special, 2,000 ohms. -$2.48
Murdock 56, 2,000 'ohms $3.35
Brandes $4.85
Federal $5.60
Western Electric $7.95

$10.M Loud
SpeakerTalks loud and

clear. Equals ones
selling at double
the price. Won-
der; ul Tone Bald-
win Unit.

Finest Quality Other Speakt:r
Variable Condensers Ba.rgain.

Murdock
Aluminum Plates, Bakelite Ends Rico

Atlas . $23.00vernier..78e 43-p1, plaiu...$1.45 Baldwin 625.00
11-p1. plain....98o 22-p1. veinier .$2.30 'Music Ma s-23-pl. plaiin...$1.15 vernier.$2.80 ter .. $30.0C

Biggest Selection Lowest Prices
Storage Batteries Genuine Bakelite Reinartz C o 1 1,
g n a ran teed a I Socket, 75c val., 390 tapped, green silk.

$2.30 value -61.2e
Loop Aerial...94c
3-i n e h Bakelite
Dials, 73c val..211c- -
Two Slide Tim-
ing Coil $1.48

Barawik Special Switch Lever .. I5cAudio - Frequency.
degree Vario- Tr a n s f ormer; Genuine Bakelite

coupler or Vari- equals any $5.00 Socket. 75e val-
ometer at ....$1.05 one $2.25 ue, at 39c

years: new fresh
4tock; unequaled
values: 6 -volt, 40-
80 ampere...49.90
ti volt.. 80-120 am-
pere $12.95

Bakelite Tube Via-
rionieter, wonder-
ful value -61.60

180 -degree- Vario-
coupler. Bakelite
Tubes, $3.50 val-
ue, at $2.25

Switch Points
with nuts, doz., 10c

Klesner Verniei
R h e o shit, $1.7,1
value 78.

Signal Corps - Aeri
al Wire. 100 ft 42-

Double C- ireni-
Jacks / 35

Guaranteed
Tubes

Detectors ....$2.7"
Amplifiers .13.2:
Phone Plugs V,

ALL SIZE CABINETS AND PANELS AT LOWEST PRICES

You Can Get It QuicK From BarawiK
Build a Neutrodyne Set
Clearest, Loudest, Greatest Dis-

tance. We Have Every Part
at the Right Price.

Complete Set Parts for
NEUTRODYNE 5 -TUBE SET

$38.50
Essential parts licensed under Hazel-

tine patents. A set that will give
really wonderful results. The follow-
ing highest grade parts are included:

NEUTRODYNE PARTS
.Condensers, pair ' 44c
Jacks 59c
Transformers $1.65
Large Stock Standard Manufacturers'

Every Item Guaranteed -to Be

Complete Parts for All
Popular Circuits

Cockaday $11.35
Reinartz, 1 tube $10.95
Reinartz, 3 tube $17.95
Autoplex 1 -Tube -Loud Talker Su-

per Set $13.25
Erla 1 -Tube Reflex $18.95
Ultra-Audion $8.95
Flewelling $12.39
Any One Can Easily Assemble These

Sets and Get Best Results
Famous Facia '160 20Neutrodyne Receiver
Many Other High-Giade Sets at

Right Prices
Goods. Real 'Values All the 'r i c

Right or Your Money Back.

THE BARAWIK CO,
102 S. CANAL STREET, corner MONROE
Convenient to Northwestern and Union Depots.

OPEN UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

toPQ(11 '44.1 t. d ion- tfeta,
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Here Is "The Hired Hand" Station. You Hear
Every Night from Dixie Land

e

WE WHO hear "voices out of the air" nightly often
wonder what their owners look like. The Post each
week is presenting intimate pictures of the, popular sta-

- lions and those who operate them. This week we have our old
favorite-WBAP of Fort Worth, Texas. You meet today, not
only "The Hired Hand," but his. two co-workers.-The'Editor.

HICAGO broadcast 'listeners are
as familiar with WBAP (Fort
Worth, Texas) as they are with

any of the local stations, because
WBAP "comes in like a ton of brick"
and is one of the liveliest stations
among those regularly tuned in.

Who hasn't heard of "The Hired
Man" and his cow bell? Who has
not joined the "Truthful" club?

Next to WDAF and its "night
hawk" midnight joymakers from Kan-
sas City, and, perhaps, the "radiowls"
from Atlanta. "The Hired Man" an-
nouncer at Fort Worth is the one

.best bet for the midnight prowler who
seeks diversion.

Radiophans like pep. WBAP has it.

REVELL & CO.
Nationally Advertised

Radio Apparatus
Featuring the Well -Known Line of

BLAIRCO RADIO
Prices Range From

$15 to $255
Blairco Parts of Supreme

Quality
Including everything necessary for
the making of amateur sets-de-
pendable, yet costing no more than
Ihe ordinary kind.

1 Information and Advice Gladly
Given on Any Radio Problem.

Once upon a time, Chicago had a sta-
tion that gave us something about
like WBAP and WDAF gives us now.
That was when WDAP was owned
and operated by Salome Donnelly and'
Eliott Jenkins, and "The Sheik" wasgiving us the midnight vaudeville.
However, those are the days that have
passed, and so now we must tune
out "local interference" and bring
in Fort Worth and stations like that.

"The Hired Man" is not so much
on good looks, as his pictures else-
where would indicate. But his co-workers are regular "sheiks." It is
doubtful if there is a station in the
entire United States that can boast
of two as handsome young men as
Arnoux and Olds, who do the regular
stuff for WBAP.

Wp don't hear so much from Olds,
who does the day schedule mostly, but
Arnoux, who announces the regular
evening program, has a voice that is
as west -known to Chicago radiophans
as is a stockyards' smell to south
siders.

We get WBAP twice every evening
-once early for the regular concert
stuff, and again along about 11 until
midnight for the late show program.
The early program does not come in
so good for some reason or another.

and- when Chicagoans do get It there
seems to be a lot of Mexican static
-a sort of chile con carne as it were.
The late program, however, comes in
about as good a, any of the dear -by
long distance stations.

Improving Binding Posts
An ordinary screw binding post can

be ' improved considerably by lotting
it it lengthwise with a hacksaw. The
wire then can be inserted in this slot
.and the nut screwed down, making it
unnecessary to bend the wire. With

A. H. Revell & Co.
such a slot cut in the binding post the
phone terminals of a radio set and

 similar tips can. be held securely with-
out the danger of slipping from underRadio Dept. _the nut, or ,the necessity of oblidning

Wabash Av. 6th Floor Adams St; regular phone posts.

Fig. 1 is the operating -room at
WBAP (Fort Worth, Texas). Fig.
2 is G. C. Arnoux, announcer, who
does the regular evening pro-
grams. Fig. 3 is E. L. Olds, the
market -report announcer. Fig. 4
is the studio of the station, one of
the best equipped in the United
States. Fig. 5 is "The Hired
Hand." He runs the midnight re-
vue and frolic.

South Africa to Build
Big Radio at Cape Toiirn

The Wireless Telegraph Company
of South Africa (Ltd.) recently was
organized to provide international tel-
egraphic service for the dominion. The
principal high -power station- is to he
located at Klipheuvel station, Cape
province, about thirty miles by rail
from Cape Town, according to advices
to the department of commerce. The
site comprises about -1,000 morgen
(2,110 acres) of farm land and is so
located as to be about ten miles dis-
tant from any mountains: It is esti-
mated that the station will be in oper-
ation in about eigateen months. The
power of the new station will be 750
kilowattts and it is probable that it
will operate on a wave -length of about
16,000 meters.

The aerials will be supported by six
teen towers 800 feet in height, ar
ranged in the form of a circle having
a diameter of one and One-half miles.
Beneath this circle an earth screen
will be supported on 250 towers forty
feet in height. The use of the earth
screen was determined as the resulE
of experiments carried on at the Mar-
coni station at Ca...narvon, Wales,

Scrap Wire from Ford
Magneto Makes Good Loop

The radiophan with limited means
who desires a loop aerial is sometimes
un against it because df the high price
of such apparatus. Still, as long as
necessity is the mother of invention,
and as long as we have scrap heaps,'
the radiophan can at least rig up a
substitute for that which he desires.

, Expensive stranded or ribbon wire
is desirable for use on a loop, and if.
the experimenter will go to a Ford

,zgarage he can get an old Ford mag
neto field coil 'for little or nothing.
On this field is wound about 200 feet

I of copper ribbon wire, iii -inch wide, in
16 -foot lengths. This kind of wire is

!saki to Pie far superior to ordinary
I wire for aerial purpose, owing to the

increased surface it gives to the flow
of the radio -frequency currents.

Ribbon wire may also he used to
shield panels, connect up your set,
and short pieces may be _used as con-
necting links, or battery connectors;
therefore, a of it should prove a
valuable addition to the radio experi-
menter's hope chest.

Recognized Headquarters
for NEUTRODYRE

RA.D10 DOCTORS, inc.
REPAIR HEADQUARTERS

504-South State Street -504
-only One Door to b1C.4

Wabash 5019- N ES-IV:-.5, a 141 8071

I
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makes of apparatus for the set were
tested out. The results of these tests
proved this:

Any good variable condenser will
do. Six makes were tested and with
the exception of a defective one using
mica' dielectric, all worked with ap-
proximately the same degree of effi-
ciency. Of- course, the more expensive
condensers, with smooth -running bear-
ings, made tuning easier. A vernier
was not necessary, but helped.

Trouble was encountered with the
variometers. This was because some
did not have a high enough ratio of
inductance or had too much wire on
the stator. Variometers could be put
in three classes as follows:

Moulded, lattice and skeleton wound -
a nd.wooden. Of the three the moulded
worked best with the lattice a close
second.

If the couplings on the lattice, be-
tween rotor and stator, had been
closer they would have been the best,
but it seems as tho the manufacturers
are . unable to wind their coils with
enough accuracy, so well have to
wait until they do before they can
be used on a circuit' that requires any
high' degree of accuracy.

Variometer Is Critical.
Among the moulded variometers

there were several well-known and
accurately made types that had too
much wire. This was corrected by
shunting different capacity condensers
across' the rotor. Be sure when buy-
ing that yofi specify sixty turns on
the stator and sixty turns on the
rotor. A few less won't hurt, but
more prevents reception of the low
wave lengths.

Several variometers also were con-
structed poorly and great trouble was
experienced with loose bearings and
cracking of the composition when the
connections were tightened up.

With the wooden variometer the re-
sults varied. Some of the better types
gave results that were as good as the
best, but it was hard to find a good
one, so you must be careful here.

The lattice -wound, as I have said
before, were nearly as good as the
moulded, but without exception the
stator had from a quarter to three.
eighths of an inch clearance. Aside
from this they averaged 0. K. Very
good results were obtained with a
skeleton -wound variometer, but these
are hard to get and expensive and
added results are not worth it.

When I tackled:the grid leaks I was
up against some problem, as there
were eight different makes and these
varied so much in size. construction
and principle the task was tremen-
dous, but I was determined to know
the -truth and nothing but the truth,
so I dived in.

If Jack Nelson of WDAP.only knew
the tricks those leaks played with his
enchanting voice he sure would ad-
vocate every phan buying a good one.
Four of the eight absolutely were use -

Send The Post
RADIO

MAGAZINE
To Your Radio Friends

in the Country
Here is a publication they'll appreci-
ate if they have a radio outfit. It will
be worth ten times the price to them
to have this big 16 -page magazine
every week. Send us their names and
addresses-with $1.35 for. each-and
the Thursday issue of The Chicago
Evening Post, with the RADIO MAG.
'ALINE, will be mailed to them every
week for a year

For $ 1 Per
Only 1.35 Year

2." Panel Layout and Wiring Plan for
"Post" Experimenters

Front and back view of "The Superduc."

less, -two more were doubtful and the
others good.

The rheostats were easy and, to a
certain extent, made up for trouble
encountered with the grid leaks. Near-
ly all seemed to be the product of a
great deal of friought and true in-
dustry.

I guess the difference in quality be-
tween the grid leaks and rheostats
is due to the fact that nearly any
Tom. Dick and Harry can make a
pencil or India ink grid leak, while it
takes real engineering and mechani-
cal skill to make a rheostat.

Stiffice it to say that nearly any
good rheostat will do. A vernier is
not necessary, but is a good thing
to have.

The Panel and the Tubes.
As for the panel, most anything ex-

cept wood or cardboard will do. As
a caution I might mention that if the
parts are mounted experimentally on
a wood baseboard, care should be
taken to insulate them from the wood. '

For a tube the IJ1.n200 worked best.
The dry cell tubes were efficient, but
required forty-five volts of "B" bat-
tery in theemajority of cases. Be
sure to have the correct ohmage rheo-
stat for your tube.

Naturally, in the course of these
tests, many peculiar things were dis-
covered and next week I will give you
several different variations of the
Superduc to try out.
'The accompanying diagrams and

photographs show a Superduc I made
to illustrate the manner of mounting
the parts in o'der to get the utmost 43 PLATE CONDENSERefficiency from them and make the
simplest wiring. Do not think because
I used the parts shown that they
are the only ones that can be used.
Any good standard parts that live
up to the foregoing specifications
will do.

On the panel layout the position

Then very slowly adjust the grid leak.
This is very important and the proper
care must be taken to' get the correct'
adjustment.

While -listening in. Monday night, or
rather Tuesday morning, I heard
Montreal and, by a slight adjustment
of the leak, Los Angeles could be
heard. This illustrates the importance
of the grid leak.

Length of Horn Controls
Volume of Loud Speakers
"The Acoustics of Loud Speakers" -

is discussed, among other things, by
Mr. Nyman in the Journal of the
American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers.. "Speech and music are both
modified considerably, depending upon
the length and shape of the horn. also
on the volume of the sound," states
this authority. "A horn longer than
one -quarter wave length of the lowest
pitch available gives the best repro-
duction.

"However, in praCtice the length of
the horn seldom exceeds three feet,
approximately one-fourth of the wave
length of ninety cycles; the funda-
mental of the horn. If the horn is
shorter than one foot (270 cycles fturd-
mental) the bass and barytohe voices
are likely to be distorted, since their
fundamental, which is beloW 270 cycles,
Would be reduced. It has been found
that a loud speaker with a magnetic
balance and a horn about two feet
king is capable of very good reproduc
tion of- even very low frequencies.

"Careful study has been made of
materials to be used in diaphragm and
in the horns in so far as it affects the
quality of reproduction. Aluminum
or micarta diaphragms apparently
give the best results, while a wood
horn or horn made of some 'dead' ma-
terial like hard rubber is least likely to
introduce a strange quality."

U. S. Estimates 145,000
Farmers Own Radio Set*

The speed with which farmers ha ye
taken up radio for practical and social
purposes 4s shown in a recent survey
made by the United States depart.
ment of agriculture. County agricul-
tural agents estimate that there. are
approximately 40,000 radio sets on
farms in 780 counties. This is an av-
erage of 51 sets -per county. Applying
the average to 2,850 agricultural coun-
ties, a total of more than 145,000 sets
on farms thruout the country is esti-
mated. ,
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of the parts is shown. No mounting sure to solder all connections and keep i Keen Your set clean. It will repay
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Made by the Radio,
Corporation of

America.
That means quality !

Radiola Grand
A de luxe instrument, in every
way. Cased in mahogany
console with self- contained
loud speaker. Highly per-
fected. Long distance recep-
tion of,1000 to 1500 miles
regularly. Very simple to
tune. Four tubes for power
and volume. If you want the
finest set you can buy - the
last development in radio re-
ception, see the Radiola Grand.

Terms if desired -

COMMONWEALTH EDISON

LECTRIC SHOP
Profit -Sharing Coupons Given
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Jo Keeps
wo-Way

dio Talk
While speeding westward at a 120 -

mile -an -hour rate, Airmail Pilot Jack
Knight, in his radiophone -equipped
plane, convinced officials of the post -
office department and enginera of the
Westinghouse Electric company that
two-way radio telephone communica-
tion between an airship and the field

'was possible.
Jack Knight left Omaha, bound for

North Platte, one of the regular stops
.on the transcontinental air route, on
a test flight early this week. Eugene
Sibley, radio traffic supervisor of the
United States airmail service, was his
only passenger. The radio equipment
in the plane had been tested previous
to his taking off, and found to be in
perfect operating condition.

The Airmail field at Omaha, which
is the headquarters of the superintend-
ent of the western division of the air-
mail service, had been chosen by Gen-
eral Superintendent Carl F. Egge as
the place at which the new one -kilo-
watt radiophone transmitter was to
be installed.

Location Ideal for Testa.
As Omaha is practically the mid-

point on the New York -San Francisco
journey, the location of this powerful
unit is ideal from a point of central-
ized communication east and west. It
was by- means of this specially de-
signed arid built set that the officials
of the Airmail field at Omaha kept in
touch with Knight's plane as he was
flying to North Platte.

For nearly three hours, that is, the
time it -took for the pilot to fly be-
tween the United States Airmail fields
at Omaha and North Platte, signals
were exchanged between the speeding
airship and the men in the radio -room
of the Omaha field. A schedule had
been worked out, whereby the pilot
would "report" to the division super-
intendent the progress of the plane as
it speeded across Nebraska. The voice
of the pilot was received clearly, and
was received on a loud speaker in the
radio -room of .the field, so that Super-
intendent D. B. Colyer, special assist-
ant of Postmaster General J. V. Mag-
gee; Mayor J. C. Dahlman of Omaha,
R. L. Davis, radio engineer of the
Westinghouse Electric; members of
the press, and many others followed
the progress of the plane with a map.

Great Aid to Air Service.
- When the- postoffice department un-
dertook to transport mail by 'means of
airplanes, the . necessity for some
means of communication between
fields, and between planes and fields,
was plainly apparent. In fact, the
need of a radio communication circuit
for such purposes was
ciated by Second Assistant Postmaster
General Paul Henderson as far back
as 1919, when the earliest air mail
service experiments were performed,
using a radio direction finder.

Since then many developments have
been made by the department, and
more recently tests have been inaugu-
rated between flying planes and -fields,
In November, 1922, were begun the
experiments which culminated in the
demAstration held at the Omaha field
nearly a year later with gratifying
results.

Due to the farsightedness of Sec-
ond Assistant Postmaster General
Henderson, and to the vision of E. B.
Mallory, radio manager of the West-
inghouse Electric company, the air
service was able to conduct the first
satisfactory experiments in commu-
nicating between the field and the fly-
ing plane.

Limits Range of Set.
The problem of communicating be-

tween plane and ground is a very pe-
culiar one. Due to the technical lim-
itations of 'the radio apparatus be-
cause of its reduced size and weight
and its operation with reduced an-
tenna facilities and available power,
the range of the aerial set is necessa-
rily limited.

To reach the speeding plane from
the ground has been equally as diffi-
cult. Due to the noise of the engine,
local interference picked up by the
receiver from the. ignition and other"
electrical circuits of the motor, the
use of a comparatively poor antenna
system and the limitations of the
equipment in the plane, the accom-
plishment is no small one.

The thousand -watt transmitter used;

Kellogg Rheostats

No. 501 Rheostat

Kellogg rheostats
are of a most prac-
tical design. There
is only one moving
part., the resistance
element which is
securely mounted
on a Bakelite rotor.
The wide contact
springs grasp the
resistance element
firmly on each
side, giving the
fine adjustment
necessary in detec-
tion. The Bakelite 

knob is securely fastened onto the
shaft without set screw nut, or
threads-a special Kellogg feature.

Easy to mount and unusually
smooth . operating. Arranged for
either screw or soldered contacts.
No. 501- 6 ohms

." Each $1.50NaR 502-26 ohms
USE-IS THE TEST

Kohn Switchhoord

Suptiondity

THE HOME WORKSHOP J
Short Grid Leads 1

Where variable grid leaks must be I
mounted on the front panels because
of the critical adjustment certain cir-
cuits demand of this instrument, so
mount your detector tube, either on
the panel or baseboard, so that the
lead from the grid terminal to the
grid ox shall be the shortest possible.

Phones Have Polarity
Nearly all the standard telephone

receivers and loud -speaker units have
positive and negative terminals. This
is a fact few radiophans seem to ap-
preciate. If you are not getting the
volume you expect, try changing ter-
minals on the phone posts or plug.

Aids Unit's Tone
If there is a rattle in the phone

unit used as a loud speaker, carefully
remove diaphragm and place a
washer of thin cardboard underdeath.
Replace diaphragm and screw down
the caps of the receiver until quality
of tone is best.

Home -Stranded Aerial
An aerial of exceptional efficiency

can be made by twisting four strands
of bare copper wire over a manila
rope core.

Insulates Aerial Wire
Employ two insulators at each of

your aerials, separating them by a few
inches of cable. This makes doubly
sure of nonleakrtge.

San Juan's Only Radio
Station "Ditches" Phans

It is eltimated that about $50,000
has been spent in radio sets and equip-
ments during the last few months by
radiophans and radio students in and
near San Juan, and who are now com-
plaining of not getting any service
out of their sets.

It is nearly three months now that
the broadcasting station in San Juan
has remained silent, and the thou-
sands of radio fans over the island
have given up hopes of obtaining any
service for their costly receiving sets.

There are at present more than
1,000 radio sets distributed all over
the island and more than three -fourths
were installed during. the period when
the Radio Dealers' association sent
out radio programs from the broad-
casting station located on top of the
Telephone building.

The story goes that the Radio Deal-
ers' association in the town has been
unable to come to any reasonable un-
derstanding as to how the expense of
broadcasting programs is to be dis-
tributed among themselves, as well as
among other dealers who refuse to
share the expense-. Some of the well -
established dealers desire to pay as
much as those who are newcomers in
the business, and hence the misunder-
standings and present static position
of radio broadcasting. In the mean-
time, those phans who save enough to
buy what they believe an overpriced
radio set, sit idly at home brooding
over their ill fortune when they
bought their $15 to $175 sets.

Bulgaria Shows Interest
in Radio Communication

Business circles in Constantza, Bul-
garia, are much interested in a pro-
jected wireless telegraph plant. The
present radio station at Constantza is
used for little more than the distribu-
tion of shipping intelligence.

The bankers and shippers generally
want not only telegraph and telephone
,(wireless) connections with western
Europe, but also with Constantinople,
the Piraeus and Odessa.

The project for the construction of
such a station has secured the ap-
proval of the Bulgarian ministers of
communications, finance and industry
and commerce, and, with a certain
supply of German material on hand, it
is expected that the new enterprise
will soon take definite form at a cost
of approximately 800,000 lei.

Prize Awards
ForU seful Suggestions

TIE POST offers $1 for
every accepted and

published suggestion made
by readers which will en-
able the home builder to
improve his work.

A special prize of $3 each
week is made for the best
of these suggestions:

Send your entries to Work-
shop Editor, care Radio Dept.,
Chicago Evening Post, Inclose
pencil sketch if necessary to
convey idea.

IMPROVED CATSWHISKER.
A strip of tin foil one inch in length

and three-quarters of an inch in width
is cut into prongs resembling the
teeth of a hair comb. The strip is
rolled into a small tube or cylinder
and placed in the catswhisker support
of the crystal detector. With the
"teeth" spread apart and resting on
the crystal, it makes quite an
provement over the ordinary whisker.

which was specially designed and built
for the air mail service of the post -
office department, is the first to be
installed at any of the air mail fields.
The range of the transmitter is esti-
mated at about 300 to 500 miles day-
light.. and up to 1,000 miles at night.
13v means of this transmitter it is
possible for superintendents at the
fields to talk to any of their pilots
while the plane is in flight- between
fields as these are less than 500 miles
.apart. The radiophone equipment will
no doubt be an adjunct to night fly-
ing, and will make that service much
safer.

New York Tests Rented -

Wired Wireless Receivers
There recently was given the first

demonstration of commercial wired
wireless broadcasting, as applied to
electric light wires, on Staten Island. -
New York city. The studio is not un-
like the usual radio studio. The out-
put, instead of going to an aerial and
ground connection is delivered to the
electric wires passing by the studio.

The wired wireless broadcasting com-
pany is planning an eighteen -hour
daily program. .Electric light users
can subscribe for the service, in Which
case they are furnished with a com
pact receiving set which is attached
to any electric light socket or outlet
by means of the conventional plug.

The lowest subscription rate pro
vides for a crystal set and head
phones. while the highest rate pro-
vides for a loud -speaker set.

If the Staten Island installation
works out successfully, both technic-
ally and commercially, the idea eventu-
ally will he extended to other electric

!light, sy.$1.eMs.

CHARGING EDISON BATTERY.
The voltage of an Edison battery on

LOAD Is the only good means of in-
dicating the state of charge. This
should not be allowed to drop below
0.9 volts on normal operation, altho
the battery may be entirely discharged
without damage.

AS TO FADING.
When a station "fades out" after

it has been tuned in there is no use
trying to find it by shifting the tuning
dial. By waiting a few seconds, the
station will come in again with maxi-
mum intensity.

SWITCH ON "B" BATTERY.
A switch in the "B" battery circuit

is advisable in order to eliminate any
Chance of short-circuiting the "B"
battery while changing connections or

working on the set.

I How to Test Polarity
of Your Storage Battery!

A simple method of determining the
polarity of a battery or cell, and at
the same time roughly measuring its
strength, it as follows: Dissolve one,
part of potassium iodide in twenty- 
five parts of water; place the,solution
in a shallow dish, soak several pieces
of white blotting paper in it, then
remove them and allow to dry. To
use, moisten a piece of the prepared
paper and touch it with wires leading
from both poles of the battery, keeping
them about one-half inch  apart. A
dark -brown spot will immediately be
produced where the, wire from the
positive pole touches the blotter. A
dead cell or battery will produce no
spot. A little experience in judging
the rapidity with which the spot is
formed, and the shade of the color
produced, will soon enable one to tell
the condition of the battery fairly ac-
curately, whether it is nearly dead.
half charged, or fully charged. This
method is applicable to both storage
batteries and dry cells, altho the wires
must be farther apart in' the case of
storage batteries.

THREE STAGES OF AUDIO.
When buficling three -stage ampli-fiers it is best to use all three audit)

transformers of the same ratio-not
over 31/2 to 1.

PHONES NOT LOUD SPEAKERS.
Telephone receivers are not in-tended for loud speakers and when

forced to work as such distort badly.

TIP ON REAMING.
When using a larger sized drill as

a reamer, always grind the cutting
edge away at right angles to the
flutes, instead of the usual sharp edge.
This prevents the drill from tearing
things, altho it will cut slower.

SET MAKES "STATIC."
There is more good static gener-

ated by loose connections-in the re-
ceiver lead wires and mainly in the
contact arm of the detector rheostats
than is produced by accumulation of
clouds.

BATTERIES ARE VITAL.
"A" and "B" batteries require re-

newal once in a while-and perfect
performance depends mainly on the
"A." and "B" battery supply.

EXPECT LESS, GET MORE.
You can get more out of radio by

being satisfied with just a little less
than the outfit will give.

-11, NE IN ONE PitutiCsAl.
There is nothing to he gained in.

shifting from one station to another
-and thereby annoying those listening
with you. Your guests will be more
pleased with a real program from one
station than snatches from half a.
dozen.

GROUNDED TRANSFORMERS.
Transformer cores should be ground-

ed even if the Instrument is shielded.

DRILL- /8 HOLES

THIS HOLE
CAN BE
DRILLED .

LATER TO
THE SIZE
OF SWITCH

LEVER

CAN BE MADE
OF BRASS OR
OTHER METAL
ABOUT THICK '

LAERE is a handy little tool for
the amateur radio builder. It is

a template for drilling the holes for
the attenna inductance switch and
switch points.

Note the accompanying sketch. By
drilling switch hole first, then the
template can be can be attached to

the panel with one of the switch -
points. The first hole is drilled and
one of the switchpoints can be put
in then. The next hole is drilled and
the plate is moved up one hole and
drilled. This keeps the switchpoin:
evenly spaced and is a. complete cir-
cuit.-J. DUSHEK, 2440 Princeton
Ave., Chicago.

wooloossormo....~~isagooloosmoo...~.~....0~11
Announcing to Chicago Radio Fans the

Royal SUPREME
This set will be a
revelation to all.
Think of it! A
ONE - TUBE set
that will receive
from coast to
coast! Don't fail to
see it! It is the
latest and greatest
achievement of Mr.
C. D. Cohen, prom-
inent radio design-
er and technician.

Mr. C. D. COHEN,
Radio Technician.

SeleCtiVitY ITuetsetlybysee
leas

stations, even if in close proximity, and tune

xcpt rvr et s

thatpyroouv
e
can

ut h issh us te t osuot alborai

in your favorite distant stations clear as a bell -

Here is the first
low-priced receiv-
ing set that will
really give you ab-
solute selectivity
and full volume. It
is so simple in con-
struction that with-
in a half-hour after
you reach home
you can be listen-
ing to your favor-
ite stations,

THE ROYAL SUPREME
A -One -Tube Set With Utmost Volume, Selectivity and

You can bring in -local stations-on loud speaker-
withwith such a wealth of volume that it will fill the
average room. Watch future announcements for Royal

SUPREME Amplifier.

Only One Control That is the part that will
make the biggest hit with
radio fans-ONLY ONE

CONTROL I This is simplicity carried to the ultimate degree.
Drilled Panel. Full Instructions. No Soldering to Do.
Set and Parts Fully Guaranteed to Give Absolute Satiifaction.

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF STANDARD PARTS
Mail Orders Promptly and Carefully Filled- the Same Day Received

Simplicity,

PRICE
COMPLETE

KNOCKED DOWN

.95
Operate

on Dry Cell
or Storage

Battery

RADIO SETS TUBES--PARTS-CHARGERS- -BATTERIES

Royal RADIO Store
'WHOLESALE

AND
RETAIL 217 West Madison Stree  NEAR -

WELLS 5T
"L" STATION
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Panel Layout for Simple Hook -Up of Armstrong.
Three -Circuit Regenerative Receiver Set

THIS is the last of the
series of articles on the ,

Armstrong three -circuit
regenerative circuit. T h e
panel layout for the seven -by-\ thirty receiver is shown and
also a completed set is ass-/ trated of the. deluxe hook-up,

 I! using the eleven -by -twenty
panel described last week.-
The Editor.

-r

By IVERSON C. WELLS.
Radio Editor, The Chicago Post.

you WHO have been waiting for
the simple panel layout of the
Armstrong three -circuit regenera-

tive circuit are being accommodated
today. The accompanying sketches
show the location for the various in-
struments and the necessary data on
drilling,

There is not much more to say. The
same instructions about wiring given
last week on the other pantl layout
will fit in very well on the present
layout.

You will note that on the shelf
panel layout I have failed to indi-
cate the holes for the transform-
ers. This is because different instru-
ments require different holes. The
same is true on the front panel. Only
the center or shaft holes are shown
for the main instruments.

It looks as if about half the nation
is building this set, judging from the
letters that are pouring into The
Post each and every mail.

Like every circuit there are suc-
cessful builders and unsuccessful
builders. However, most builders
are meeting with wonderful success
and the few failures that are re-
ported are due to faulty workman-
ship and not to the circuit.

Leave Well Enough Alone
Once you get your set working well,

leave it altme. It will continue to givr
good results.
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'THE OLD RELIABLC
ARMSTRONG THREE CIRCUIT REGENERATIVE RECEIVER
DESIGNED BY J.G.WELLS

CHICAGO EVENING POST COPYRIGHT 1924,
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PANEL LAYOUT OF ARMSTRONG THREE -CIRCUIT REGENERATIVE RECEIVER.
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THE °OLD RELIABLE
SHELF PANEL LAYOUT

DESIGNED SY J.G.WELLS- CHICAGO EVENING POST COPY. 1924

In the panel above the various
instruments are indicated by fig-
ures, as follows: 1-Primary con-
denser, 43 -plate, plain. 2-
Coupler, secondary. 3-Secondary
condenser, 43 -plate vernier. 4-
Plate variometer. 5-Primary in-
ductance. 6-Detector filament
control. 7-First amplifier' con-
trol. 8-Second amplifier con-
trol. 9-"A" battery switch. 10
-Detector and first stage out-
put for phones. 11-Second stage
output for loud speaker. 12, 13,
14-Bezels for tubes. 15-Aerial
post. 16-Ground post.

NEUTRODYNE 5 tube set of parts. $27.45
NEUTROFORMERS in original kits with

Neutrodons. The genuine $25 value.
only $17.45.

TUBES-Genuine 6 volt. Det. C500,
$3.25; Amp. C501A, $3.45.

B. BATTERY-Large size, 22% volt.
$1.35.

BALDWIN type LOUD SPEAKER with
original C unit. Rare bargain, only
$18.00.

TRIANGLE LOUD SPEAKER with orig-
inal Baldwin type C unit, $8.85.

PATHE LOUD SPEAKER. The famous
$22 horn for $15.95.

National MONODYNE 1 tube ready
built set, $8.45.

AUTH headset -2200 ohm, $2.65.
Original Nat. BALDWIN Headset, $8.45.
FROST HEADSET, only $3.65.
BERWICK 3000 ohm headset. $3.25.
DANSTRON 6 way plug enables any set

to use 6 phones-$1.19.

In the shelf panel layout above the various instruments are indicated by figures as follows: 17-"A" plus battery post. 18-"A"
minus battery post. 19-"B" minus battery post. 20-"B" plus, 2212 -volt, battery post. 21-"B" plus amplifier battery post, 90 volts. 22,
23-Mounting brackets of, heavy brass one -eighth -inch thick. Set to clear instruments after being temporarily mounted. 24, 25-Audio-fre-
quency transformers, 5-1 and 3-1 ratio. TrarMozmers are mounted underneath shelf. Screw holes should be countersunk fairly deep, so an not
to touch sockets. 26-Cridleak and .00025 condenser. 27, 28, 29-Tube sockets.

ATLAS RATE RADIO
345 S. Clark St. 133 N. Dearborn St.

319 W. 'Madison St.
Open Evenings Mail Orders Filled
Open Sunday 9 A. M. Until 1 P. M.
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Questions You Ask and Answers We Give
GOOD HOOK-UP.

1044 -CHICAGO: I would like to know
the best hook-up for a one -tube set, consiet-
ng of one variocoupler, one variable eon -
tenser (23 plate), one rheostat and one
.0009:5 M. F. condenser.

Refer to No. 613 in book -up column.

MORE RESULTS.
1015 -FORT DODGE: I've been reading

with a lot of interest what you have been
saying about your Old Reliable. In fact, you
have me much disgusted with my radio -free
quency detector and two -stage amplifier.
I'm listening to Atlanta just now, but there
are a lot .of others I can't get as I want
them. My set is located in my office, which
may be the reason some of my results aren't
good. I'm on the seventh floor of an eight -
story office building. If I build a set in
accordance with the diagrams you have
published and use WD- tubes, UV -
199 or De Forest 1-A tubes, what sort of
results can I expect. Which of the three
tubes I mentioned will give the best re-
sults? Can you mall me drawings in scale
for the panel, sub -panel, placing of the va-
rious parts? If you can I'd surely like to
have them. I understand the proper placing
and Sp3Cillg has a lot to do with the work-
ing of the set.

UV 199 tubes with the proper bias
"C" battery would be the best of the three
types of tube mentioned. The information
you wish will appear in this and suhee-
iuent is-ues of the Radio Magazine.

VARIOMETER CONSERVATION.
1047 -CHICAGO: A friend has given- me

his diwarded variometer which needs new
win- on both windings and will you please
lave your advice on a couple of points
regarding the variometer. It is a Workrite
make. What kind of "stiekum" or glue
do you suggest I use to hold the stator
winding in place, same being wound on
the instate of mold. Diameter of both
windings is approximately 3'4 inches and
how many turns are necessary for each wind-
ing, the variometer to be used in an ultra-
audion set? . Will variometer give greater
selectivity than 150 -turn coil having eleven
taps that. I now use? Is the stator or the
rotor the input winding? Your reply will
he appreciated and favor reciprocated when-
ever possible by a new subscriber for your
mailing list, as your paper well deserves
willing missionary work by its readers.

Any good radio cement can be used to hold
the stator winding of a variometer in place.
There should be sixty turns of No. 22 wire
ou the statue, that is 30 On both sides, and
the same amount of No. 24 wire on the
rotor. A variometer will give better re-
sults than a tapped coil in the ultra-audion
set. The stator should connect to the aerial.
the rotor to the grid and 23 -plate condenser.=

ONE STAGE AMPLIFIER
CHICAGO EVENING Post

NOOK LIP ev 508

Q. & A.--1522: A one -stage
amplifier that can he added to a
tube as well as to a crystal set. A
five -to -one transformer is used.

CRYSTAL AMP. WITH JACKS.
1522 -CHICAGO: Inclosed is a diagram

of set I am using. I would like to put in
one stage of audio with Baldwin unit.
Kindly tell me what parts and changes I
will have to make. I am using tube C-300
and would like to use a jack for plug. Your
magazine is just what I have been waiting
for. It fills the bill.

The diagram of one stage of A. F. with
jacks appears in hook-up column No. 525.

RELNARTZ R. F.
1310 -COAL CITY: Will you kindly send

me a drawing of the Reinartz circuit, using
one-step radio -frequency detector, and two
stages of audio -frequency. Am using UV -199
tubes. Kindly give me ratio of transformers
and value of equipment to be used. I desire
to use jacks on detector, and each stage
of audio. .Would a `C" battery be of any
value in this circuit? If so, kindly Include
same in diagram.

1 enjoy the radio department of The Post.
The diagram you request has been mailed.

A "C" battery is not necessary.

ULTRA-AUDION TROUBLE.
1319 -COAL CITY: I am using the en -

dosed hook-up, and would like to inquire
from you what all is wrong with it. and
how it can most readily be Improved. It
was originally an ultra-audion, but I made
certain changes and removed certain parts.
The grid leak, for instance, seemed to have
no effect whatever on the reception, so I
removed it entirely, after trying it at vari-
ous places and at all capacities from 0 to
5. The lead from the minus B to the
ground had no effect either, so I removed
it, I have two stages of amplification, and
am able to get the Chicago stations . very
distinctly (with head phones), and without
Interference one with another, but am un-
able to get outside of Chicago.. The esteem-
eter is lattice wound, in a wooden frame,
and has about 75 turns on the rotor, and
apparently about the same number on the

-stator. The detector tube is a UV -200.
and the two amplifiers are UV -210-A.
I have a 6 -volt storage battery, and 90 volts
of B battery. The detector rheostat is
a 6 -ohm Howard vernier, but the vernier is
of no use, because I have to keep the
rheostat turned on full to get the signals
loud enough to be heard properly. The
amplifier rheostats are 25 -ohm, anir work
best when turned on one-third to one-half
full. I am using 100 feet of 16 -strand, In-
sulated wire for an aerial, strung tiara
the house, and sometimes permit 20 feet
er so of it to hang out the window. Am
living oat the second floor of a two-family
flat in Austin. The set wake practically
the same without any aerial whatever, as
with the one I am using. Will you please
tell me (1) what to do to the set to get
a fair degree of distance, (2) why the de-
tector rheostat must be turned on full to
get any volume, while the amplifier rheo-
stats seem to work best when not turned on
foil, (3) whether radio -amplification can)e added and if so, how, and (4) give me
the hook-up for a good nonregenerattve set,
preferably a reflex circuit.

The answers to your questions are as
follows

(1) Rewire it as per No. 507 in hook-up
column. (2)The hook-up used was incor-
rect. I:11 Radio -frequency amplification on
a circuit of this wind is not advised. (4) A
hoolt-up for a reflex circuit was given in
answer to question 1.

ONE -STAGE HOOK-UP,
1312 -CHICAGO: I have a Radiola Sr. re-

ceiving set, after which comes two stages
of amplification, which I believe is called
audio -frequency. Is that the right name?
How may I add additional amplification and
would this be practical to receive farther
stations?

Audio -frequency is the right name for the
type of amplification you refer to. An ad-
ditional stage can be added, as per the dia-
gram, given in hook-up column No. 608,
altho distortion might result.

MORE REFLEX,
1474 -CHICAGO: I have no radio mate-

rhal of any description, but have fully tie -
_Akira to build a single -tube reflex receiving

set. Will you kindly send me wiring dia-
grams of a complete hook-up for the above
pet, also a complete list of every part Iwill need to get to build a set which will
leiiver maximum efficiency when prOperly
assembled? This is not an experimentaleffort, as I have been a close reader of
the different circuits, and believe the single -
tube Reflex will give the service I amlooking for. I have room here for a 100 -
feet aerial.

The hook-up of reflex is given in hook -UP
column No. 505. The list of parts you
request appears in answer to Q. and A.
No. 1509.

FREE SERVICE
QUESTIONS asked on any subject per-

taining to radio will be answered in
this department in either the daliy .edi-
ton or the Radio Magazine published
each Thursday. No charges are made
for this service.

Due to the immense volume of letters
being received by the Question and An-
swer department, the following restric-
tions must be made:

All letters must be plainly written in
ink and preferably typewritten, and only
on one side of the paper.

Drawings, hook-ups, etc.. must be on
a separate sheet from question and
clearly drawn, showing values of parts.

Do not ask for panel layouts, con-
struction details, etc., for a set unless
they have appeared in the columns of
this magazine. Self-addressed and
stamped envelope must be inclosed. Ad-
dress all your letters to Radio Questions
and Answers Department, The Chicago
Evening Post, 12-14 South Market
Street, Chicago.

FLEWELLING HOOK-UP.
1037 -CHICAGO: I am submitting Flewell-

ing hook-up we are using. We are not get-
ting the results we ought to get. Wouldbe very pleased if you could improve on
this hook-up or send us a correct one for
these parts and a hook-up for a two -stage
audio -frequency amplifier and where same
should be connected to detector circuit. Am
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REFLEX CIRCUIT 3 TUBES
CHICAGO EVENING POST HOOKUP *507-

Q. & A.-1319: Three -tube reflex circuit. This can be used onloop and is very selective.

NEUTBODYNE HOOK-UP.
t393 -CHICAGO: Have a one -tube set, but

ant to make a three -tube neutrodyne.
Please send book -up, using, if possible, a
Hike vario-coupler, fixed crystal and Eris
No. 1 radio -frequency transformer. If not
possible please send hook-up of regular set.
using any of the parts mentioned that will
work. I am inclosing an addressed envelope
for reply. Thanking you radiophan,
congratulate you on your versatile paper.

Hook-up for a three -tube neutrodyne set
that you request appears in hook-up column
No. 503.

REFLEX PARTS,
494 -CHICAGO: I am a regular reader of

The Post and would like to build a one -
tube reflex receiving set. I have no radio
equipment of any kind. Will you please
send me, in the inclosed envelope, a com-
plete list of 'the parts and equipment I will
have to get to build a maximum efficiency
set? Also kindly send a wiring diagram
and oblige.

A diagram for a Reflex one -tube set is
given in hook-up column No. 505.
The list of parts necessary is asfollows: One variocoupler, one twenty-
three -plate variable condenser, one 6', to 1
audio -frequency transformer. one No. 1
Reflex transformer, one socket, one twenty-
five -ohm rheostat. one fixed crystal de-tector 3-.001 condenser. 1-200 ohm
pot, one 7x14 -inch panel, eight binding
posts, fifteen feet of No. 14 bus bar wire.
two three-inch dials, one UV -201-A tube,two 45 -volt "B" batteries, four dry cells,
one pair of phones, baseboard, screws, etc.,
aerial, lead-in and ground wire.

RHEOSTAT OHMAGE.
1043 -FREEDOM, PA.: I enjoy readingThe Post Magazine, as It's the best on

radio. I would like to ask your advice on
following:: (1) Will inclosed hook-up give
good results? (2) What Is your personal
opinion of the Sun radio? (3) What causes
loud roar on second -step jack? Can't use
head phone on second jack. Detector and
first -step jack are 0. K. Am using 10 to 1
and 2 to 1 transformers, C -301A tubes with
six -ohm rheostats; have ordered thirty -ohm
rheostats.

(1) The circuit mailed us will work 0. K.
(2) Our opinion of the Sun radio set is fa-
vorable. Tests made in our laboratory
have proved it to be an efficient receiver.
(3) The hum on the third stage you men-
tion is due to the fact that you are using
six -ohm rheostats on UV -201A tube.
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me THREE CIRCUIT
REGENERATIVE SET
CHICAGO EANING,P067

HOOKUP .515

Q. & A.-1040: A three -cir-
cuit set using two variometers and
a coupler. This is Armstrong's
original hook-up.

Double circuit
jack Trani

Opey circuit
jacIr

4.5Y:fr

Nor

a constant reader of your radio section. and.
as you have helped many others. I amhoping that you will also help me out.

The hook-up you request was mailed YON.

SUPER -HETERODYNE RECEIVER.
1038 -CHICAGO: After seeking help from

other mediums I now find that there is areal "honest -to -goodness" radio supplement to
The Chicago Evening Post, and after wait-
ing "several" weeks for a little information
from another paper, I will ask if you willbe so kind as to give rue your opinion on
the model C super -heterodyne receiver, three
stages tuned radio, two stages audio, two
detectors, oscillator using UV201-A thruout. The Experimenters Information Service
of New York build this model C receiver.
(1) Do you believe this the last word in
radio reception, qr the "Rolls-Royce of Re-
ception" as they term it? (2) Do youconsider this receiver capable of receiving
any phone station in the United States or

THREE -CIRCUIT HOOK-UP.
1040 -CHICAGO: I have a modified

hook-up of the Reinartz circuit furnished
by a local company. Am using the tapped
coupler with 2-23 plate condensers and a
WD -11 tube. Local stations come fairly
good, but outside ones not clear. Would
you please send me a copy of the Armstrong
circuit?

The hook-up you request appears in hook-
up column No. 515. Kindly refer to it.

HAGERMAN LONG DISTANCE
CRYSTAL HOOKUP

Q. & A.-1035: Above ap-
pears the Hagerman crystal hook-
up. A 43 -plate condenser and
molder variometer are used,

IMPROVED ULTRA AUCION
GHICP.60 !TONING POST

14001(1/0 vela

Q. & A.-1044: The above is
an ultra-audion using a variome-
ter. This is a very efficient hook-
up and fine for.- the beginner.

PARTNERSHIP ANTENNA POOR BUSI-
NESS.

1039 -CHICAGO: Am writing to you to
ask a favor. I have a four -wire antenna
*even feet above gravel roof of a two-
story brick house. I poll off two wires and
my tenant upstairs pulls off two of (these
wires; we both made our own crystal sets
and got good reaulte. At times we had
Zion City and KDKA, East Pittsburg.

But now the trouble begins. My tenant
made a Zenith three -tube set and whenever

Oodid/liAraffirt

VT Dalt clad/1mA

45 to 60 K7 0/00 Cita/jot/

2 STAGE AMPLIFIER WITH JACKS
CHICAGO EVENING POST HOOKUP* 530

Q. & A.-509: A two -stage amplifier with jacks. Use 5-1 and
3-1 transformers.

CRYSTAL HOOK-UP.
1035 -CHICAGO: I would be pleased to

receiveour diagram covering crystal set
with which loud speaker can be used.

The diagram you request appears in hook-
up column.

OLD RELIABLE DATA.
1042 -CHICAGO: Have followed your

hook-up of "Old Reliable" and find I have
two condensers, both vernier, but one onjy
twenty -three -plate. Can thls be used, anti.
if so, in which position? Can UV -199
tubes be used on this set? Is there much
chance of the government stopping the use
of regenerative Bets?

The condensers you mention can be used
in "Old Reliable." Use the twenty-three
across the secondary of your variocoupler.
UV -199 tubes may be used if the proper
"C" battery is inserted. We have never
heard of the government attempting to stop
the use of regenerative sets. We do not
understand why or how this could be ac-
complished, as there is no law prohibiting
the construction or use of a regenerative
receiver if it is for your own personal re-
quirements.

AUDIO -FREQUENCY.
1509 -CHICAGO: Hook-up No. 1 is the

one I am using. Hook-up No, 2 is the one
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RE FLEX CIRCUIT
CHICAGO EVENING POST

I TUBE
NooKurol1505

Q. & A.-494: This is a good reflex set.
any standard parts.

It can be built

better? What is the approximate range
under ordinary conditions, using outside
aerial? (3) Was it this model C receiver that
received English phone stations during the
transatlantic tests, or was it a specially
constructed super -heterodyne receiver?

(1) The set you refer to is surely the
"Rolls-Royce of Radio Reception." but, of
course. it requires a thoro knowledge ofthe principle of radio and its applicationin order to get the maximum results. (Q)
The range of this set is from 2.000 to 4,00U
miles. (3) In the tests you mention wetake it fur granted a model C was used.It is not likely that a misrepresentation
would be made, as these were official tests.

using

my brotherdn-law is using. Which should
give the best results? Will you please add
to this sketch one step of audio -frequency
and two steps of radio -frequency? Is this
the best amplifying hook-up for this receiv-
ing hook-up? What ratio transformer
would be the best, and mark down size of
rheostats and additional "B" battery volt-
age. Would two steps of audio -frequency
give just as good results as the one of
audio and two of radio -frequency? If it
would, please submit that unit instead.
Could I use one step of audio -frequency
and have it function, for the time being?

In answer to your questions regarding

to go it
NEUTRODYNE CIRCUIT

THE CHICAGO EVENING P051- HOOK UP*.503

Q. & A.-1523: Three -tube neutrodyne receiver.

he tunes in I get Nothing but screeches, cat-calls, whistling and what -not. Even whenhe .has local stuff, I get mine very faint.I have crossed and recrossed my equipmentwith no better results.
The antenna wires are spaced 121,4 inchesby 16% inches and 12% inches apart, 48feet long, lead-ins are 4z -inch galvanizedpipe, driven about 5 inches in the ground.18 inches apart and wires clamped to themwith regular ground clamps.
Will we be bucking one another, ifhook-up a three -tube set, which I hopsto get eventually? I have been waiting forthe final information on that Armstrongset that you vverB going to print on Dee.27, but will hare to prolong the agonyanother week, or wait your pleasure forfinal information. All set on an Armstrong -nothing else.
I will state that the neighbor to thenorth of me has his antenna in the centerof the building, running east and west,the neighbor to the south has one six -wirerunning northease, to southwest and onenorth and south 15 feet south of me; mineruns southeast to northwest: closest pointto neighbor on south is about 12 feetHe has a five -tube sot neuterdyne set fromwhich we were receiving out-of-town enter-tainment.
As long as your aerial runs parallel toand within twenty feet of your neighbor'saerial, you are going to be bothered by re -radiation from his set. whether you usetube or crystal. Would advise running aerialat right angle to other two on roof andkeep it as far as Possible from both.

CRYSTAL AMPLIFIER.
1522 -CHICAGO: Is my amplification of

a crystal set, as per diagram "A." correct?
I plan to use a 10 -to -1 transformer and aWD -12 tube. Will amplification of my crys-tal set bring in DX stations? Can I oper-ate loud speaker on local stations? Whatplate voltage will I need? If my plans
are not correct, will you send me a correct
diagram? I am inclosixag a separate dia-gram ("B") of my crystal hook-up, with
which I get- very good results. Could thishe Improved?

Your amplification diagram is wrong. Usethe one which appears in hook-up eolmun
No. 508. A. F. amplification does not in-
crease the range of any set, altho it will en-
able you to hear stations distinctly that weretoo faint to be distinguished before. A loud
speaker can be used on local stations. Use45 volts of "B" battery on the plate of
Your amplifying tube. The only improve-
ment we could suggest would be to change
your set to coincide with diagram mailed.

MORE VOLUME.
103I -CHICAGO: I have an Armstrong

regenerative circuit made by the TuskaRadio company, It is a 225 model, an
11 -plate variable condenser and varicoupler
and two stages of amplification. Could you
tell me how to improve this set without
adding another stage of amplification and
what you think of this set, or would you
rather have the hook-up?

There is no method to increase your vol-
ume except by adding audio -frequency am-
plification. If you wish to increase your
range and make your set finer tuning, add
a good wave trap.

Tank Apparatus Costly
Some beginners in radio construc-

tion make the mistake of buying cheap
parts, with a mistaken idea of econ
omy. Poorly designed apparatus Is
the most expensive in the long run.

All
Radio Tubes

Types
REPAIRED

Immediate Service in Most Cases
Apex D-100 Detectors, 1 Amp.
16 to 25 volt,
STANDARD $4.00
Apex 1%v. .25 Ampere !t A nn
Detector andAmplifier -r`t  V V
Apex 5v..25A."A" Tube SA en
Detector axed Amplifier i-t.av
Como Push - Pull Transformers
in pairs; matched;

$1 250per pair

$1.45Cockaday
Coils
Harkness Coils, per

$5.00pair -
STAGE AMPLIFIER WITH JACKS

CHICAGO EVENING POST HOOKUP*525

Q. & A.-1524: One stage of amplification with jacks. Use a
5-1 transformer.

REFLEX VOLUME.
1036 -CHICAGO: I am building a reflex

set as shown in hook-up below. Will this
set operate a loud speaker on local sta-
tions?

The hook-up you mailed us will operate
a loud speaker on local attenuate

two book -ups submitted, hook-up No. 1
would be slightly ,better. An additional
2235 volts of "B" battery would improve
both 'sets. We would not advise two steps
of radio -frequency on your hook-up. A
diagram showing two stages of A. P. ampli
inatiou appears iu hunk -up column No.530.1

DEALERS WRITE
DISTRIBUTOR

54A, 39 W. Adams Si, Chicago
Repr. Hallo Tubes Corporation
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Today's Radio Programs
Continued from Page 3.

a. m., market reports; 10:30 a. m..
eial news and' comment: 10:58 a. m.. naval
observatory time signals: 11 a. m., market
reports; 11:05 a. m.. weather report; 11:30
a. m., news and comment of the financial
and commercial market: 11:35 a. in., table
talk by Mrs. Anna J. Peterson.

Evening -6:30 p. m., News, financial and
final market and sport summary furnished
by the Union Trust company and Dun's re-
view; 6:50 p. in., children's bedtime story; 8
to 8:20 p. in.. twenty minutes of good read-
ing by Rev. C. J. Pernin, S. J.. head of de-
partment of English, Loyola university, Chi-
cago; 8:30 to 9:30 p. m., musical program
furnished thru the courtesy of the Bush Con-
servatory of Music; also Herbit Mintz, pian-
ist, and 'Sen" Haney. KYW'S music maker.

WOOF-Located at Union stock yards; 286
meters.

Day-Live stock reports at 8:40. 10:30,
10:45 a. in., 12:30, 12:45. 4:30 P. in.

Evening-No schedule.
WMAQ-Located on Hotel LaSalle; 447.5

meters. Miss Judith C. Waller, station di-
rector.

. Thursday -4:30 p. in., program of series
arranged by Illinois Federation of Woman's
Clubs; 7 p. in., weekly talk to Boy Scouts;
talk by Rockwell R. Stephens, auto editor
of the Daily -News; 7:45 p. m., opera,
"Cavalleria Rusticana." "Pagliacci."

WJAZ-Located on Edgewater Beach hotel;
417.7 meters. E. Warren Howe, program
director.

Day-This station has no regular day
schedule.

Evening -10 p. m. to 2 a. m., Florence K.
White, soprano: Laura H. Eiberg, pianist:
Banjo James, banjo; Oriol orchestra: "Sob-
bing Blues"' "Susie," by Oriole orchestra;
"Morning" (Speaks). "A Dream" (Bartlett),
by Florence H. 'White; piano solos, selected,
by Laura K. Eiberg; "Sextette" ("Lucia,")
(Donizetti), "Southern Medley," by Bann;
James; "Sunflower Maid." "Wonderland of
Dreams." by Oriole orchestra: "By a Broken
Brook," (Coleridge -Taylor), "Shepherd Love"
(Manahan), by Florence K. White; piano
solos, selected, by Laura K. Eiberg; "Georgia
Moon" (Barron). "Beautiful Rose" (Hearst),
by Banjo James: "Drifting Back to Dream-
land," "So This Is Venice." by Oriole orches-
tra; "Come and Trip It" (Handel), "March -
eta" (Schertinger), by Florence K. White:
piano solos, selected. Laura K. Eiberg:
"Sobbing Blues" (Kassel), "My Dream
Moon," Oriole orchestra.

WDAP-Chicago Board of Trade" located
at Drake hotel; 390 meters.

Day -9:30 a. m., 10 a. in.. 10:30 a. in..
11 a. in., 11:30 a. m., 12 noon, 12:30 p.
1 p. in., 1:30 p. m., quotations and market
reports direct from the Chicago Board of
Trade.

Evening -10 in., Chcago Conservatory
of Music, Jack Chapman's orchestra.WPAD-Formerly on W. A. Weiboldt &
Co.'s School street and Ashland avenue.

Notice-This station has closed and is be-
ing moved to Armour institute, where it will
be operated by the radio department of that
institution.

WSAH-Located at 4801 Woodlawn ave-
nue; 248 meters.

WSAX-Located on Chicago Radio labora-
tory; 268 meters.

SUBURBAN STATION.,

(Central Time Is Shown.),
WCBD-Zion, 111.; 345 meters; J. H. De -

pew, station manager.
Day -2:30 p. in. to 3:45 p. in., sacred

solos and duets, and an address either by
Wilbur Glenn Votive, general overseer of the
Christian Catholic Apostolic church in Zion,
or one of his representatives.

WCAY-Milwaukee, Wis; 261 meters; No
silent nights.

Day -1 p. in. to 4:30 p. m., special con-
cert; novelty and test programs as an-
nounced.

Evening -7:30 p. regular concert pro-
gram.

WHAD-Marquette University, Milwaukee,
Wis. 280 meters:

Wednesdays-At 7:30 p. in. only.
WIAR-Rockford. III.: 252 meters: Wednes-

day and Friday evenings; Monday evening,
9 p. In., MacDonald's Melody orchestra, in
latest hits; Friday evening, 8 p. m., vocal
and instrumental selection; Sunday, 12:30
p. Ins religious service by the Rev. Toyk-
mann and choir of the Mission Tabernacle
church.WJAN-Peoria, Ill.; 280 meters: Daily ex-
cept Sunday.

Day -9 a. m., live stock market: 9:1S
a. in., weather; 11:30 a. m., Chicago, Peoria
and St. Louis live stock and grain markets;
1:30 p. in., Chicago and Peoria grain and
produce markets; United States agriogramss

Evening-Tuesday and Thursday. speeSTO
musical program to be announced by radio-
phone.WRM-Urbana, Ill., University of Illinois;
360 meters: 8:50 to 9:30 p. m., lectures
and news.

WTAS-Elgin, Ill.; 286 meters.

FOREIGN STATIONS

CRAG-Montreal, Canada: 430 meters:
Day -12:30 to 2::30 p. in., Rex Battle

and his Mount Royal Hotel Concert orches-
tra: 3 p. in., musical tea; 3:30 p. m., news.
weather and stock reports; 6 p. in., kiddies'
stories in French and English; 8:30 p. in,,
Rex Battle and his Moun't Royal Hotel or-
chestra; 7:30 to 9:15 p. in., studio enter-
tainment; 9:30 to 11:30 p. in., Joseph C.
Smith and his Mount Royal Hotel Dance
orchestra; late news.PWX-Havana, Cuba; 400 meters: Jose
Isquierdo, chief operator: Urbano del Cas-
tile. program. director; Remberto O'Farril,
announcer; . regular broadcasting nights.
Wednesday and Saturday, 7:30 to 10 D.
central standard time.TSF-Paris, France; French Post and Tele-

Draepcht od
eMa

G. eVntal en1s03; aRuiset andte,
MG.r eCnheallne-

ton 400 meters; 800 watts:
Daily except Tuesday at 2:21 p. m., Tues-

day at 1:51 p. m., music, classical theater
and a course in English literature; Tuesdays,
a course in the Morse code. Every ten
days, scientific lectures.

OUT-OF-TOWN STATIONS I

Eastern Programs.
(Central Time Is Shown.)

KDKA-East Pittsburg; 326 meters:
Day -8:45 a. m.. Union live stock mar-

ket reports furnished by the National Stock-
man and Farmer; 10:55 a. in.. Arlington
time signals; 11 a. m., weather forecast,
United States bureau of market reports fur-
nished by the National Stockman and Farm-
er: 11:10 a. m., noonday concert; 5:15. din-
ner concert.Evening -6:30, farmers' period; 6:45. chil-
dren's period; 7:15, farm feature; 7:30, or-
chestra, artists.VI'BZ-Springfield, Mass., 337 meters:

Day 10:55 a. m., Arlington time signals;
weather reports, Boston and Springfield mar-
ket reports.Evening -6:30 p. m., children's hour; farm-
ers' period; 7 p. m., concert; 8 P. In., bed-
time story for grown-ups.

WCAE-Pittsburg, Pa.; 462 meters:
Day -11:30 a. m.. news. weather reports,

reading of daily program; 2 p. in.. special
orchestral program by the Allegheny Trou-
badours; 3:30 p. m., stock market reports.
Sunshine Girl and Uncle "Kaybee." news;
5:30 p. in., dinner concert transmitted from
William Penn hotel.

Evening -6:30 p. in.. Uncle "Kaybee; 7
IL In., silent period; 7:30 p. in.. concert by
"Bunny" Laughman's Heights of Tempo.

WEAF-New York city; 492 meters.
Day -10 a. in.. market reports by Amer-

ican Agriculturist and United States de-
partment of agriculture; 1:40 p. in,. Eliza-
beth Garrett, dramatic soprano. and other
musical program to be announced.

Evening -0 to 11 p. m., midweek, sesivices
under the auseiees of the New YOtk Fed-

. i

eration of Churches: United Cigar Stores
Daily Sport Talk by Thornton Fisher: radio
talk by John V. L. Hogan, consulting engi-
neer: Arthur Meson, well-known author, to
tell "When the Radio Came to the Bogs of
Ireland"; Emma Morris. dramatic soprano:
Vernon Archibald barytone; special musical'
program to be announced; talk by the Bank
of America; musical program direct from
the recording studio of the Columbia Phono-
graph company: one -act play by the Ever -
ready Entertainers under the auspices of
National Carbon company; 11 p. in., program
by Gimbel Bros.: Vincent Lopez and his
orchestra direct from the grill of the Hotel
Pennsylvania.

WHN-New York city, Lowe's State broad-
casting station; 360 meters:

Dag -1:15-2:30 p. m., Walter Richardson,
tenor, singing 'Immigratiori Rose" and"Mickey Donahue"; 1:30-2 p. in.. musical
program, to be announced; p. In..Ann Austin, singing popular songs: 2:45-
2:55 p. Sam Gould singing his own
composition, "Hugo"; e:55-3 p. in., Buddy
Truly singing -I'm -Going South" and
"More": 3-3:10 rt. m., Fritzi Leyton singing
"I'm Sittin' Pretty":, 3:10-3:15 p. in., Lew
Pollock and Sidney Mitchell singing "How
My Sweetie Loaes Me" and "MidnightRose"; 3:15-4:15 p. rn. Oresto and his
Pekin orchestra from the Peek Inn Rest;4:14-4:30 p. in., Harry Romaine, tenor,singing popular songs.

Evening -8:30-9 p. m., Lou Gold's Wig-wam Club orchestra: 9-9:15 D. in., Ann
Austin, singing Popular songs; 9:15-9:45
p. m., Melo Club orchestra, Dave Reisch
leader; 9:45-10 p. in., Ross Fowler, bars --
tone. singing "Supposing." "Chansonette,"
"Hiss in the Dark"; 10-10::30 p. In. Mau-
rice Klein's Collegians orchestra: 10:30-11
p m., musical program, to be announced.

WGI-Medford Hillside, Mass,; 360 meters:
Day -11 a. re.. program of selections on

the Edison laboratory phonograph and by
the Ampico in the Chickermg; 11:40 a.
New England weather forecast, furnished be
the United States weather bureau; 11:45
a. in., closing report on farmers' producemarket report; 12:30 p. In., closing stockmarket reports, furnished by Elmer H.
Bright & Co., members of the New York
and Boston stock exchange; agriograms fur-
nished by the United States department of
agriculture; live stock market reports.

Evening-Lecture, music.
WHAZ-Troy, N. Y.; 330 meters: This

station broadcasts only on Monday eve-
nings.

WOY-Schenectady, N. Y.; 380 meters:
Silent night Wednesday
Day -10:55 a. m.. time signals: 10:30

a. m., stock market report; 10:40 a.
produce market report; 10:45 a. m., weather
forecast; 5 p. m.. produce and stock mar-
ket quotations; sews bulletins; 5 p. In..news, markets.

Evening -7:45 D. in., musical program,
piano solo, "Second Arabesque" (DeBussy).
by Paula E. Smith; soprano solos. "MissYou So" (Strickland); "Were My Songs
'with Wings Provided" (Hahn), by Beatrice
Zollinger, Paula E. Smith. accompanist; vio-
lin solo. "Minuet" (Schubert). by Thomas
F. O'Neil. 1oseph F. 'Dwyer, accompanist;
contralto solos, "Sunshine and Rain' (Blu-
menthal), "Sorta Miss You" (Smith), by
Lorena A. Kehoe; two -piano number. "Sous
Bois" (Victor Staub), by Paula E. Smith,first piano. Edith I. Kehoe, second piano:
soprano -contralto duets. "I Know a Bank
Whereon Wild Thyme Blows" (Horn), "The
Sweetest Story Ever Told" (Stults), by Be-
atrice Zollinger and Lorena A. Kehoe: ad-
dress, Hon. Leo M. Doody, commissioner of
charities and overseer of poor, Albany, N. Y.;
violin solo. "Andante" (Wienawski). byThomas F. O'Neil; contralto solos. "0 dry
Those. Tears" (Del Riego), "Springtime of
the Year" (Rusk), by Lorena A. Kehoe;
piano solo. "Music Box" (Liadow), by
Paula E. Smith; soprano solos, "There's a
Lark in My Heart" (Spross). "Two Little
Stars" (O'Hara), by Beatrice Zollinger; vio-
lin solo, "Caprice" (Brahma), by Thomas F.
O'Neil; contralto solos. "Homing" (Del
Riego), "I Heard You Go By" (Wood). by
Lorena A. Kehoe piano solo. "Sequidilla"
(Albenzi), by Paula E. Smith.

VEGR-Buffalo; 319 meters:
Day -9:45 a. m., weather forecast for Buf-

falo and western New York; 11 a. m.,
weather, produce and live stock market re-
ports and agriograms from the United
States department of agriculture; 11:30
a. m., organ, dining -room Hotel Stotler.
George Albert Bouchard. Zampa Overture
(Herold). "By the Waters of Minnetonka"
(Thurlow Lieurance), "Chorus of Angels"
(Scotson Clark), 'Since We've Met Again"
(Harold Dixon): 1:30 p. in., closing prices
of Chicago Board of Trade; 2:30 p.
closing prices of New York Stock exchange;
3 p. m., tea -time music, Palm room, Hotel
Stetter, Miss Martha Oomph, harpist; Miss
Catherine Stang, 4violinist; 5:31) D.
dinner music, Vincent Lopez, Hotel Statler,
dance orchestra.

Evening -6:30 p. m., Digest of the day's
news; second broadcasting of all daily. re-
ports; industrial employment bulletin; the
American boy story.

WJY-New York city; 405 meters:
This station broadcasts only on Sundays

at 2:30 p. in. to a p. in.
WJZ-New York city; 455 meters: No

silent night.
Day -2 D. m., organ recital on the Hotel

Astor organ, by Leo Riggs. be direct wire
from the Hotel Astor; 3:45 p. in., concert.

Evening -6:30 p.. m., dinner music from
Hotel Adelphia Concert orchestra, A. Cande-
lori, director.

WOO-Philadelphia 509 meters: Silent
Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Sat-
urday evenings.

Day -10 a. m., grand organ; 10:30 a. m.,
United States weather forecast; 10:55 a. m.,
United States naval observatory time sig-
nals; 11 a. in.,luncheon music, by the Tea
Room orchestra; 3:45 p. in., grand organ
and trumpets; 4 p. m., sports results and
police reports.

Evening-Silent.
WOR-Newark, N. J.; 405 meters:
Day -1:30 p. In, Louise Masline, soprano:

1:45 p. m., viola selections by Francis
Mayer; 2 p. in., continuation of soprano
solos by Louise l&asline; 2:15 p. in.. violin
selections by Francis Mayer: 2:30 to 3 p.
Mrs. Henry Moskowitz of the United States
housing commission in a talk entitled,
"Housng Conditions in the United States";
5:15 p. in., to be announced; 5:30 to 6:30
p. m., "Music While You Dine," Tom Coop-
er's Country Club orchestra.

Evening-Silent.
WRC-Washington. D. C., 469 meters: Si-

lent Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday eve -
Day -2 p. m., fashion developments of the

moment. prepared by Women's Wear; 2:10
p. in., piano recite. by Rebecca Easterbrook;
2:25, Bradstreet's financial report; 2:35
p. in., song recital by John Bland, bary-
tone; 2:50 p. re., current comment by the
editor of the Outlook; 3 p. m., farm and
home reports; 4:15 p. m.. instruction in
code practice; 5 g. m., children's hour, by
Peggy Albion.

Evening-Silent.
WDAR-Philadelphia, Pa.; 395 meters:
Day -11 a. in., organ recital from the

Stanley theater.; natures from the studio;
Areeela Concert orchestra, Fery Sarkozi, di-
rectoe; 1 to 2 p. m., Arcadlo Concert or-
chestra: artist recital from the studio: 3:30
p. m., Woman's club home 6:30 p. in.,
Dream Daddy.

Evening-Silent.
Midwest Programs.

WCAL-Northfield, Minn., St. Olaf college,
P. Skifter, director; Ellu Hjertase, program
director: 360 meters:

Sunday, 11 a. in.. and 8:30 p. ins Thurs-
day, 9 p. in.; Friday, 7 p. in.; Saturday, 12

-Detroit, bitch.; 517 meters:
news bulletins; 1:15 P. me

stock quotations; 1:20 p. m., Rev. Gains
Glenn Atkins. D. L., speaker; a twenty -min -
late exposition of the international Sunday
school lesson; 1 50 p. m., government
weather forecast; 3:15 p. m., music; 5 p. in.,
dinner concert, broadcast from Hotel Tuner;

Evening -7:30 a. in., musical program,
Ford band, broadcast from Arcadia audito-
rium.WJAX-Cleveland: 390 meters: Silent every
night except Tuesday and Thursday.

WLAG-Minneapolis, Minn.; 417 meters:
No silent nights.

Day -9:30 to 10 A5 a. m., announcements.
news, markets; 10:15 a. m., household hints:
11:35 a. in., surprise program; 1:30 p. in.,

Opinions of Phans Freely Given
ARC LIGHT INTERFERENCE.

Here's a letter The Post has re-
ceived from A. W. Bolte, of BoTite's,
manufacturing confectioners. 2.08
West 3d street. Davenport, Iowa It
presents a preposition of a problem
which numerous readers, especially
outside of Chicago. have presented.'

The Post is going to publish it
frankly because it considers it to be
a problem that none of the radio staff
can settle. We are going after it,
and, we will Tnd an answer.

However, since we have had no less
than four kicks .from Davenport alone
on the same interference, and, since
this seems to be something the elec-
trical engineers, as well as the radio
engineers, must determine, we are
submitting it to our family of 'willing
good fellows for a solution. We hope
you will beat us to it. Here is the
letter:

RADIO EDITOR: Thru the courtesy of
some of my Chicago friends I have been
receiving their old copies of your Radio
Magazine and wish to state that it sorely
is one of the best publications I have ever
run across which treats on radio.

Inasmuch as your staff seems to be
so well advised on various subjects per-
taining to radio and so willing to offer
assistance 'when asked for, I believe it
might be possible that it can give me some
information on the elimination of arc light
interference. which is a bugbear some of
us have to coutend with in some parts di
this city.

To be in the zone of this interference
is absolutely the worst thing that could
happen to anyone interested in radio, in-
asmuch as it is next to impossible to
tune thru it.

I have written to, and have asked. prac-
tically everybody who I thought might
help to solve this difficulty, and after
about eighteen months of inquiring around
and experimenting with counterpoises, wave
traps and various kinds of hook-ups. I am
almost ready to call it "quits."

We have D. C. arc lights here for street
illumination over the entire city, there be-
ing about fifty or sixty circuits, each
one of which takes care of some particu-
lar section. Each circuit has about fifty
lamps in series and each lamp is rated at
eighty volts, making about 4.000 volts on
each circuit.

Some of these circuits are furnished by
rectifiers which produce what is known as
a pulsating D. C., and as far as we can

determine. cause no trouble, but then, where
the trouble seems to be is, is that the utili-
ties company bas two old type generators
which furnish the balance of the circuits
not taken care of by the rectifiers.

In the evening. when these generators
are started at the power house, one always
can tell what is going on as the racket
produced when operating a receiving set
is unbearable. This happens before the lights
actually are turned on. Then when the
light are lighted we say good night. It is
impossible to hear yourself think.

We have taken up this matter with the
company but it seems as tho they do not
seem to know what to do about it or
else they don't care to do anything, inas-
much as it has been brought to their at-
tention on numerous occasions.

If you would please tell us what is the
cause of this interference we might be
enabled to take this up with the company
and get it to remedy it.-ARTHUR W.
BOLTE, care Bone's, 208 West 3d street,
Davenport, Iowa.

A possibly method Of eliminating the
arc lamp interference that you men-
tion would be to run a wire parallel
to the antennayou are using and con-
nect one end of it to an external
ground or water pipe if this is not
convenient. Another method would
be to connect this external wire to
your set instead of a ground. In this
position it would act as a counter-
poise.

Out in Oak Park, where the writer
has his -experimental station, he has
two peculiar bums. He is located
one-half a block from the Chicago and
Aurora electric railway. However, his
aerial runs at right angles. Fifteen
feet below his aerial, which is a "rib-
bon," and of proven efftclency, there
is a telephone lead-in.

In recent weeks we have tested this
ribbon aerial under the most severe
tests. It works exceedingly efficient-
ly. Also we have tried it on the north
side of Chicago, within a few blocks
of WJAZ, which, you must confess,
is a hard one to get away from, and
it did things few aerials can or will do.

Yet, in the present location,. as de-
scribed, this writer gets a continual
hum, something like an alternating
current hum. Yet, I have looked over
the neighborhood, and I can find noth-
ing that would indicate the trouble.

Here's a problem. Let's do it.
markets; 2 p. in., Woman's club, dancing
lesson by Tess Cooperman; 2:35 p. Cm.,
Ronning's Leamington orchestra; 4 p.
short story; 4:30 p. m., markets: 5:30 p. in.,
children's hour, Tess Cooperman, story -teller;
6 is m., sport hour, Dr. J. S. Dick Jr..
"Dogs." .

Evening -6:15 p. m., Osborn's Minneapolis
Athletic Club orchestra; 7:30 p. m., farm
lecture program; 9:1.5 p. m., weather and
time report.

WLW-Cincinnati; 309 meters: Silent Fri-
day and Saturday.

Day -10:30 a. m. weather forecast and
business reports; 1:31) p. m., market reports:
3 p. m.. business reports; 4 p. in., piano
solos by Adelaide Apfel.

Evening -10 p. in,. concert program by
the Crosley Radarians, directed by Helen
Schuster Martin, and Instrumental Trio from
the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music under
the direction of Thomie Prewitt Williams.
Soprano solos by Kathryn Reece. (1) Open-
ing numbers for violin, cello and. piano.
Garner Rowell, Jack Paton and Thomie
(b) "Song Without. Words" (Mendelssohn):
(2)  selected songs by Miss Leah Fred. so-
prano; (3) Judean) comedy in one act, "Be-
tween the Soup and the Savory"; in the
case: The Cook, Olive Vail: the Maid, Dor-
othea Barlow; the Slavey, Helen Rose; De-
scriptionist, Ralph Haburton; scene. a
kitchen; (4) selection for violin, cello and
piano, "Novelette" (Schumann), "Bolero"
(Moszkowski; (5)) songs by Miss Leah
Fred, sopranos including "A La Patrada,"
"Songs My Mother Taught Me" and "Robin,
Robin, Sing Me a Song"; (6) selections be
the Conservatory Instrumental Trio. "Se-
villana" (Massenet), "Salut D'Amour"
(Eiger); (7) songs by Miss Fred. including
"Romanza" from "Cavalleria Rusticana '
"Bitterness of Love" and "Toy Balloon";
11 p. m.. popular program by the famous
Justin Huger Dance orchestra, playing
"Pekin." "Sunshine of Mine," "Marcheta"
and other popular numbers released by the
National Association of Broadcasters.

WOC-Davenport, Iowa; 481 meters: Silent
Tuesdays.

Day -10 a. m., opening market quotations;
10:55 a. m., time signals; 11 a. in., weather
and river forecast: 11 :05 a. m., market quo-
tations; 12 noon. chimes concert: 2 D.
closing stocks and markets; 3:30 p.
educational program and concert; 5:45 p. m.,
chimes concert: 6:30 p. in., Sandman's visit.

WTAM-Cleveland; 390 meters: Broad-
casts only Wednesday and Saturday eve -
nines at 7 to 8 p. m.

WWJ-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters: Silent
Saturday.

Day -12 noon, dance music by Jean Gold-
kette's orchestra. broadcast from the Gray -
stone ballroom.

Evening-Music.
WOI-Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College;

360 meters!
Evening-Miss Amanda Jacobson "Aeces-

Bolles in Furnishing the Living -Room. -
Southern Programs.

xso-St. Louis; 546 meters: Silent Fri-
day.

Day-Opening midseason and closing quo-
tations on the St. Louis grain markets;
live stock conditions; Liverpool and New
York cotton market; New York stocks,
bonds and money market; metal markets,
weather reports, forecast and news bulle-
tins are broadcast at 8:40, 9:40, 10:40,
11:40, 12:40, 1:40, 2:40 and 4 daily.

Evening -8 p. in., broadcasting the con-
cert of the St. Louis- Symphony orchestra,
Rudolph Ganz, conductor; Michel Gusieoff,
violin soloisesas given at the Odeon.

WBA1E'-Fort Worth, Texas; 476 meters:
Day -10 a. in. to 4 p. m., markets and

financial review.
Evening -7:30 to 8:30 p. ni.. concert by

a group of Fort Worth artists; E. L. 0. an-
nouncing; 9:30 to 10:45 p. in., concert by
the Fort Worth Euterpean club, Presenting
its monthly recital; G. C. A. announcing.

WDAF-Kansas City, Mo.; 411 meters:
WFAA-Dallas, Texas; 147 meters: Si-

lent Wednesday.
Day -10:30 a. in., United States weather

bureau report and forecast and C. A. M.
A. A. highway condition bulletin for the
southwest, followed by Dallas produce mar-
ket quotations, early cotton market report
and Wall street review; 12 in., music by
the Red Head Girl and talk by J. C. Morse:
2:30 to 2:45 p. m., Dallas live stock market,
late general markets, sport news: 3:30 to 4
p. m., agriograms, health bulletins, Texas
market news, sport news; 5:30 to 6 p.
bed -time story and fairy tale, told by Miss
Mary C. Tooney.

Evening -8:30-9:30 p. m., Gibson Mandolin
and Guitar club, Tom D. Collins, manager.

WGV-New Orleans; 359 meters:
Evening -7 to 8 p. m., concert.
WHAS-Louisville; 400 meters: Silent Mon-

days.
Day -4 to 5 p. in., selections by the Wal-

nut theater orchestra, Walter Davison, con-
ductor; selections by the Strand theater or-
chestra, Harry S. Currie, conductor.

Evening -9 to 10:30, music.
WHB-Kansas City, Mo,: 411 meters: Si-

lent -Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Day -8:25 to 8:50, estimated live stock

receipts; 9:25 to 9:40, live stock, grain
quotations; 10:25 to 10:10. live stock and
grain quotations. weather and shippers' fore-
cast. road conditions and foreign exchange;
11:25 to 11:40, live stock, grain quota-
tions; 12:35 to 1 p. in.. popular musical
program: "Havana.," "Love, My Heart Is,
Calling You,"Ti.- Roof Blues, "Ten Ten
TenneseSS' "No. No Nora," "Satin' in a'
Corner"; 1:25 to 1 .50 p. dosing vain

LIKES HAGERMAN'S CRYSTAL SET.
RADIO EDITOR: With your book -up of

condenser variometer, crystal and phones, I
have truly a wonder set. The reception is
clear as a bell and tuning out stations is
Perfect.

I would call this a loud -speaking crystal
set-absolutely reliable and one that de-
livers the goods.

I have a single phone receiver fastened
on to the end of an old-fashioned auto -horn
megaphone. This I have fastened to the
head of the bed and the wires run fully
fifteen feet to the set on a table across the
room. Before I turn in (or tune in). for
the night, I set the crystal, tune in for the
clearest station (which can be heard faint-
ly across the room), jump into bed and
I'm all set for the night's entertainment.
It's a great little set and the darn thing
either keeps me awake all night or lulls me
to sleep.

I certainly appreciate the hook-up and
thoroly enjoy your Radio Magazine section.
-J. LAWRENCE ROSE, 1928 West Madison
Street, Chicago.

BREAKING THE RULES.
RADIO EDITOR: There is so much misin-

formation published in present-day radio
articles. I had hoped The Post, as noted in
its initial bow, would endeavor to correct
flagrant copy so that it might command the
support of those in the profession as engi-
neers, or, at least, those of technical train-
ing, but, I regret, copy, right or wrong,
seems dominant. To be specific:

How_ is anyone going to secure any degree
of even primary selector tuning when using
a .001 or. approximately, a forty -three -plate
condenser, in series with antenna? Again,
why a forty-three plate to tune your "01.
Reliable" secondary? Further, another .001
across primary of first audio and position
bias on amplifier. Will the accepted rule,
the A B C of ',radio, viz., "the ratio of in-
ductance to capacitance should be as high
as possible." ever soak in?

I quite realize this letter is sarcastic-but
man, man, know your radio fundamentals
before publishing data that can only hope
to hurt radio.-GEORGE. E. SINBAR, Green
Bay, Wis.

NOTE: And yet, notwithstanding all this,
friend. "Old Reliable" does percolate and
does it most efficiently, producing all the

and live stock reports: 2 to 3 p. m., ladies'
hour program of classical and popular mu-
sical selections by the Sweeney Radio or-
chestra: Grand Processional March from
"The Queen of Sheba" (Gounod): Panto-
mime, 'Harlequin and Columbine" (Mille -
gram); trumpet and trombone duet, se-
lected. by Arthur Winter and James Sell:
"Valise Triste" (Sibelius): "March Militaire"
(Schubert); sae °phone duet, selected, by
Floyd Estcy and Roy Sanford; "Veil Dance"
(Frine); selected popular music by Sweeney
orchestra; 3 to 3:05 p. m., information from
the United States weather bureau: 3:05 to
3:20 p. m., gram market review.

Evening -7 to 7:45 p. in. Travelogue
talk, by James W. Fifield, D. IS., on "Egypt
and the Treasures of King Tut's Tomb":
piano solo, selected, by George Parrish:
trumpet solo. selected, Arthur Winter; 8 to
9 p. in., regular Thursday evening musical
program. First half consisting of requested
classical selections; second half of requested
popular music. by Sweeney Radio orchestra.

WNAV-Knoxville, Tenn.; People's Tele-
phone and Telegraph company; 236 meters;
500 watts:Evening -7:30 to 8:30 p. in., musical pro-
gram.WMC-Memphis; 500 meters: Silent Wed-
nesday.Day-Stocks and news every half hour
from9a.m.to10p.ni.Evening -8:30 p. In., concert by the Chisca
Hotel Philharmonic orchestra, Clara Ahern
directing.WOAI-San Antonio. Texas; 385 meters:
Silent eights. Mondays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays.

WSR-Atlanta, GR.; 428 meters:
Day -5:25 p. in., kiddie _program and Bur-

gess bedtime story by Miss Bonnie Barn-
hardt.

Evening -8 to 9 P. m., Atlanta Sacred
Quartet: Miss Lily Allen. coach; 10:45 p.
transcontinental radiowl entertainment.

WHAB-Galveston, Texas; 360 meters:
Pacific Coast Concerts.

KOG, Oakland, Cal.; General Electric
company; 312 meters.

KDZE-Seattle, Wash.; 455 meters: Silent
nights, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays.

KFDR-San Francisco; 509 meters:
Evening-Music.
KGW-Portland, Ore; Portland Oregonian;

492 meters.
KILI-Los Angeles; 395 meters:
Evening -10:45, 11:30 p. in. to 1 a. in.
KPO-San Francisco; 424 meters; 500

watts: Crair F. Morrison, station director,
Ada Morgan O'Brien, program director. Fri-
day nights silent.

Day -2 D. m., time signals from the navalobservatory; 3 to 4 p. in., Rudy Seiger's
Fuirmont Hotel orchestra, by remote con-
trol.

Evening -8 p in., Harold Montague
Schulteis at the console of the Bobert Mor-
ton organ, playing selected pieces; 10-11
p. in,, E Max Bradfield 's versatile band
playing in the Palace hotel Rose room bowl
from 11 p. in. to 1p

voluthe anyone wants. is h ig I. I y selective
and works consistently. I refer you to
some of the 'letters published this week.
You are rignt, in theory, at least. on the
secondary condenser criticism. A twenty..
three -plate variable condenser would work,
bui-so will a forty-three plate. The larger
capacity is employed because it can be used
in any hook-up. and when you are buying
good parte, why not buy something that
always can be used? You are wrong, bow -
ever, about the primary condenser. You
would have to do ti lot of mineeessarY
tapping on your varicoupler if you used a
smaller capacity and also rewired your coil
with several turns to get proper wave length.
What's the use? Forget the unit taps, stick
in the forty-three plate and just note the
results. Some day, when you are in town
again, come up and see us. Perhaps yoU
will change your -mind about several of the
so-called "accepted rules of the A B C of
radio.-THE EDITOR.

WANTS 'EM MOVED TO DUNES.
RADIO EDITOR: Interesting and con-

structive as your much -looked -for Thursday
edition is, let's improve upon it quite a bit.

We have tried to be decent with these air
hogs who use six out of every twenty-four
hours to cry out their wares and to those
who agree to maintain a silent night once
a week and then find that they have some
junk to let the people "get for nothing" on
the first good Monday night of the season.
There is a limit to the patience of all good
and decent people.

Why don't you start a campaign thra
this Thursday edition to move all of these
stations to the dunes and run private
wires to their studios? This would permit
them to operate every night of the week
without any objections from those who then
could select a good program and stay with
her. I am quite sure that the Ornerier
Telephone and Telegraph company wot d
be willing to co-operate with them in the
running of wires to the studios. And, fur-
thermore,' I am quite sure that fully 100,000
listeners in Chicago would contribute $1
apiece toward 'the expense of moving the
towers to some such place.

If the Coesumers company wanted too
much money for space at the Dunes why
not pick out sonic small town fifteen Or
twenty miles away that would be glad to
be "put on the map" by the aid of these
"air hogs." Persuade dear old L. Jones of
your literary section to bend his efforts
along these lines. Tell him that I have a
world of humor in a story for him if lie
will do it-CHARLES A. DTJPEE. 29 South
LaSalle Street, Chicago.

RADIO EDITOR: Your article on "Local
Interference" sure did register 100 per cent -
with the north side fans.

It is now 3:30 a. M. New Year's day,
1924, and station HOG has been going only
five and one-half hours with the talent of
another local station.

Please send me name of the people who
are getting up the petitions to present to
the federal authorities asking that the
"license of a certain local station be can-
cealed." I will guarantee to get 1,000 bona
fide signatures by myself.

The first real good cold night of the
year afid silent night at that and this
nuisance in-silent night!. This station
does not know the meaning of ethics or
honor.

What can one do using the best set
money can buy-disconnecting aerial and
ground and still getting this, station. And
what a wonderful harmonic wave they
have! They must have figured it out.
Knowing that their 448 (question mark).
meter wave would kill everything above
380 meters-so they must have designed
their aerial to give the -wonderful harmonic
to get the rest of the meters. And then,
best of all. to hear a "tired -voiced an-
nouncer" say "Shorten your aerial and you
will not be bothered." (Space reserved for
laughter.)

Well, have wasted three and oho -halt
house hoping to hear Califonda. This sta-
tion wins again! Guess we north eiders had
better move to Oak Park.-H. A. WEDDELL,
4208 Kenmore Avenue., Chicago.

WHERE IS WAYS?
RADIO EDITOR: My sincerest congratu.

lations on your Thursday magaziue section.
It is far superior to anything else of de
kind. Beep up the good work.

I just finished looking thru the last amo
or three issues again for the last partaof
your list of broadcasting stations arranged
alphabetically by cities. In none of the is-
sues did the list go farther than "S." I can
think of any number of cities with broad-
casting stations whose names lie in that
Part of the alphabet between "5" and "Z."
I hope this omission will be remedied or,
if it is just my blindness, that you will
make this last part as conspicuous as the
first part of the list.

Now, for the reason for my looking in the
last part of the list. Last Saturday night
(Dec. 29), about 10 o'clock, I picked up
a station down on about 250 meters send-
ing out some good dance music. I heard
them announce two or three times and
each time it seemed like, "WAVE, Washing.
ton. Pennsylvania." I would be less will-
tng to swear to the call than to the city.

I distinctly heard "Washington. Penning -
dance orchestra was composed of students
from Ohio university, Athens, Oldo."

I would appreciate any information yOU
could give me in regard to any such station'
existing, as my curiosity is just strongenough to demand that I trace to the bot-
tom every station that I pick up.-JOHN
D. M'CURRACH, 645 Hinman Avenue,
Evanston. Ill.

(NOTE-We have no record of any sta-
tion at Washington, Pa., nor of one with
the call letters. "WAVB." There is WBA(V
at Columbus, Ohio, and WBAD of Daytori.
Ohio. that have similar sounding call letters
and WARE of Washington. D. C., that may
be the one you refer to. There is a possi-
bility, of course, that some new station
has been registered since the last list pub-
lished (two weeks ago), by the govern-
ment. . The best we can do is to referyour query to the big-hearted family of,Post radio readers. Sonia one may be able
to supply the information and send it in tous so we can publish it for you and therest of the clan.)

_
HEARS WOC ON CRYSTAL.

RADIO EDITOR: I noticed letters in the
Radio Magazine by Rose Cuneo Paneri and
Pearl Leisner about hearing station WOO
on their crystal sets. I also heard that sta.
Lion on that night around 9 o'clock on my
very simple crystal set. It surely "knocked
me off my feet," as it is the first out-of-
town station I have heard with this set,having had it for about a year.

I wish to take this opportunity to com-
mend you on the excellent radio magazine
you are putting out. It sure "takes the
cake." I am now a daily reader of The
Chicago Evening Post, as I have found out
that your daily radio programs are put out
in more detail than any other Chicago
newspaper has them.-IRVING ERSCHSON,
1901 North Mozart Street.

A SIMPLER WAY.
RADIO EDITOR: "How to Make Ampli-

fier Free of Distortion Even in the Third.
Stage," appearing in your magazine of Jan.
3, is read with considerable interest. How-
ever, the same end can be attained by the
use of three ThordIrson 31/2 to 1 ratio trans-
formers instead of using fixed condensers
and choking with nrimaries from Thordarson
bell ringing transformers. The writer has
used three such 31/2 to 1 transformers in a
Cockaday four -circuit set with very gnat-
fying results. UV -199 tubes were used theu-
out, including detector.-E. B. WILSON,
President M. Am. Soc. GE., Monadnock
Block, Chicago.

SUBMITTED TO READERS.
RADIO EDITOR: I heard a program

broadcast from a Pacific mail steamship;
I think the announcer said it was the Vene-
zelos. Will you please tell me thru your
radio column where it was and the call
letters. Best wishes for the continued sae -
novas -4,0. GODWIN.
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Alphabetical List of U. S. Radio Stations 1

ABERDEEN, Wash.-ENT,
ABILENE Texas-WQAQ.
AGRIC1CURAL COLLEGE, N. D.-WPAK.AKRON, Ohio-WOE.
ALBANY, N. Y.-MIL
ALEXANDRIA, La.-Kb-FT.
ALLENTOWN, Pa.-WCRA,
ALLENTOWN, Pa.-WSAN,
ALTADENA, Cat.-ROO.

MARILLO, Texas-WDG.
ARILLO, Texas-WQAC.
ARILLO, Texas-WRAIL

AMES, Iowa-IVOL
AMSTERDAM, N. Y.-WPAS.
ANDERSON, Ind.-WABC,
ANN ARBOR, Mleh.-IINAJ.
ANTHONY, Kan.-WEL,
ARDMORE, Okla.-IVOAA.
ARLINGTON, Ore.-EFOL.
ASHEVILLE, N. C.-WFAJ.
ATLANTA, Ga.-IMM,
ATLANTA, Ga.-WSB.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.-WHAR.
ATWOOD, Kan.-WEAD,
AUBURN, Ala.-WMAV,
AUSTIN, Texas-WCM,
AUSTIN, Texas-WNAS,
BAKER, Ore.-ENDA,
BAKERSFIELD. Cal.-EDZB.
BALTIMORE, 111d.-WCAO,
BALTIMORE, Md.-WEAR.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WEC.
BALTIMORE, Md.-WNAY,
BANGOR, Me.-WABL
BANGOR, Me.-WPAY.
BATON ROUGE, La.-EFOC.
BAUDETTE, Minn.-EFGY,
BAY CITY, Mleh.-WTP.
BEAUMONT, Texas-WMAM.
BELLINGHAM, Wash.-KDZR.
BELLOWS FALLS, Vt.-WLAK.
BELOIT, Kan.-WPAR.
BELOIT, Wis.-WKAW.
BELVIDERE, Ill.-WOAG.
BERKELEY, Cal.-KQI.
BERKELEY, Cal.-ERE.
BERRIEN SPRINGS, Mich.-ENG?,
BILLINGS, Mont.-KFCIR.
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.-WIAV.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.-WSY.
BOISE, Idaho-KFAU,
BOISE, Idaho-KFDD.
BOISE, Idaho-WFFB.
BOONE, Iowa-KFGQ.
BOSTON, Maas.-WNAC.
BOULDER, Colo.-KFAJ.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.-WNAB'
BOZEMAN. Mont.-KEDO.
BRIDGEPORT, Conn.-WKAX.
BROOKINGS, S. D.-KFDY.
BROOKVILLE, Ind.-WSAL.
BUFFALO, N. Y.-WGR.
BURLINGTON, Iowa-WIAS.
BURLINGTON, Iowa-WLAT.
BURLINGTON, Vt.-WCAX.
BUTLER, Mo.-WNA R.
BUTTE, Mont.-KFKY.
BUTTE, Mont.-KFLA.
BUTTE, Mont.-KFAP.
CAMDEN, N. J.-WRP.
CAMERON, Mo.-WFAQ.
CANTON, N. Y.-WCAD.
CANTON, Ohio-WWB.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.-WSAB.
CARTHAGE, III.-WCAZ.
CASPER, Wyo.-KFDF.
CAZENOVIA, N. Y.-WMAC.
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa-WJ.t {I .
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa-WKAA.
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa-KELP.
CENTERVILLE, Iowa-WDAX.
CHARLESTON, S. C.-IVNAQ.
CHARLESTON, S. C.-WOAH.
CHARLESTON, W. Va.-WPAZ.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.-WET.
CHENEY, Kan.-KFGP.
CHICAGO, 111.-KYW.
CHICAGO, III.-WAAF.
CHICAGO, 111.-WBU.
CHICAGO, Ill.-WDAP.
CHICAGO, 111.-WJAZ.
CHICAGO, 111.-WLAO.
CHICAGO, 111.-WMAQ.
CHICAGO, Ill.-WPAD.
CHICAGO.
CHICKASHA, Okia.KFGD.
CINCINNATI, Ohlo-WARD.
CINCINNATI, Ohlo-WHAQ,
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WIZ.
CINCINNATI, Ohlo-WI.W.
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WMIL
CINCINNATI, Ohio-WSAL
CLARKSBURG, W. Va.-WHAR.
CLEARFIELD, Pa.-WPI,
CLENLSON COLLEGE. S. C.-WSAC.
CLEVELAND, Ohl.-KDPM.
CLEVELAND, Ohlo-WHK.
CLEVELAND, Ohio-WJAX.
COLLEGE PARE 0a.-WDAJ.

- COLLEGE STATION, Texas-WTAW.
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.-KFCK.
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.-KFFQ.
COLUMBIA, Mo.-WAAN.
COLUMBUS, Ohio-WEAV.
COLUMBUS, Ohlo-WCAIL
COLUMBUS, Ohlo-WEAO.
COLUMBUS, 01110-WMAN.

COLUMBUS, Ohlo-WPAL
CORVALLIS, Ore.-KITM.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, lows-WPAIN
CRANSTON, R. I.-WRAP.
DALLAS, Texas (portable) -ILFFZ.
DALLAS, Texas-WDAO.
DALLAS, Texas-WFAA.
DALLAS, Texas-WRR.
DARTMOUTH, Mass.-WMAE.
DARTMOUTH, Mass.-WSAQ.
DAVENPORT, Iowa-WHAT.
DAVENPORT, Iowa-WOC.
DAVID CITY, Neb.-WRAR.
DAYTON, Ohio-WABD.
DAYTON, Ohlo-WJAL
DEARBORN, Mich.-WWI.
DECATUR, III.-W8A0.
DECATUR, III.-WHAP.
DEN ERIK, Colo.-KDZQ.
DENVER, Colo.- AF.
DENVER, Colo.- 'DL.
DENVER, Colo.-EFEL.
DEN VER, Cole.-KNEN.
DENVER, Colo.-KFIC.
DENVER, Colo.-KFLC.
DENVER, Colo.-KI.Z.
DES MOINES, Iowa-KFDP.
DES MOINES, Iowa-WGE.
DETROIT, Mich.-WCX.
DETROIT, Mieh.-WWL
DETROIT, Mich.-KOP.
DOUGLAS', Wyo.-KFEV.
DUBUQUE, Iowa-WQAK.
DULUTH, -Minn.-WJAP.
DULUTH, Minn.-WHAT.
EAST LANSING, Mich.-VIRAL
EASTON, Pa.-WMAP.
EAST PITTSBURG, Pa.-EDKA.
EAST PROVIDENCE, R. L-WKAD.
EDGEWOOD, R. 1.-WEAG.
ELGIN, Ill. (Near)-WT413.
EL MONTE, Cal.-KUY.
EL PASO, Texas-WDAFL
EL PASO, Texas-WPAT.
EMPORIA, Kan.-VVAAZ.
ERIE, Pa.-WOAV.
EUGENE. Ore.-KFAT.
EVANSVILLE, 'Ind.-WHAM.
EVERETT, Wash.-AFBL.
FAIRBANKS. Alaska-7IVI.AY.
FALL RIVER, Mass.-WSAR.
PALL RIVER, Mass.-DTA&
FARGO, N. D.-WDAY.
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark.-KNOT.
F LINT, Mich.-WEAA.
FORT DODGE, Iowa-KFER.
FORT DODGE, lowa-IVEML
MKT MONROE, Va.-WNAW.
FORT SMITH. Ark.-WGAR.
FORT WORTH, Texas-WEAP.
FRANKFORT, Ky.-W0A11.
IDANKLINTON. La.-KFLD.
FREMONT, Neb.-WOAE,
FRESNO. CaI.-KMJ.
FROSTBURG, Md.-WPAQ.
GAINES VILLE, Ga.-I-MAY.
GALVESTON, 1{,xas-WHAR.
GALVESTON, Texas-I% IAC, \
GLADBROOK, Iowa-EFIK.
GLOUCESTER CITY, N. J.-WRAT,
GRAND FORKS, N. D.-WOAB.
GRAND ISLAND, Neb. KFJA.
iR.ANVILLE, Ohio-WJD.

GREAT FALLS, Mont.-KDYS.
GREELEY, Colo.-REED.
G It EENCASTLE, I nd.-Wl.AX
GREENSBORO. N. C.-WQAZ.
GREENVILLE, Ohlo-R'CIBB.
GREENVILLE, S. C.-WQAV.
GRIDLEY, Cal.-KFU.
GROVE CITY, Pa.-WSAJ.
GUNNISON, Colo.-EFTA.
HAMILTON, Ohio-WEAU,
HAMILTON, Ohio-WRE.

RHARRISBUG, Pa.-WABB.
HARTFORD, Conn.-WDAK.
HASTINGS, Neb.-1(1,11X.
HAV RE, Mont.-KERB.
HILI.SBORO, Ore.-EFFO.
HOLLYWOOD, Cal.-KFAR.
HONOLULU, Hawail-KDYX.
HONOLULU. Hawaii-KM
HONOLULU, Hawait-KYQ.
HOOD RIVER, Ore.-EFFIE,
ROOD RIVER, Ore.-KQP.
HOULTON, Maine-WLAN.
HOUSTON. Texas-KFCV.
HOUSTON, Texas, WCAK.
HOUSTON. Texas-WEAL
HOUSTON, Texas-WEE.
HOUSTON, Texas-WRAA.
HUNTINGTON, Ind.-WHAY.
HUTCHINSON. Kan.-KFELT.
HUTCHINSON. Minn.-WFAN.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.-KFIX.
IOLA, Kan.--ILEID.
IOWA CITY, Iowa-WHAA,
ITHACA. N. Y.-WEAL
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.-WABG.
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.-WDAL.
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo.-WOS.
JOHNSTOWN, Pa.-WTAC.
JOPLIN. Mo.--WHAH.
JUNEAU, Aluka-KFIU.

KALAMAZOO, Mich.-WLAQ.
KALAMAZOO, Mich.-WOAD.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WDAF,
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WMAJ.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-WHIS,
KANSAS CITY. Mo.-WOQ.
KEARNEY, Neb.-EFHP.
KELLOGG, Idaho-KFEY.
KENOSHA, Wis.-WOAR.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.-WNAV.

LACEY, Wash.-KGY.
LACONIA, N. H.-WHAV,
LA CROSSE, Wis.-WARN.
LAKE FOREST, Ill.-WABA.
LAKESIDE, Colo.-KFEE.
LAMONI, Iowa-KEFV.
LANCASTER, Pa.-DMIC.
LANCASTER, Pa.-WGAL.
LANSING, Mich.-WEAL.
LAPORTE, Ind.-WRAF.
LARAMIE, Wyo.-HEM
LAREDO, Texas-WWAX.
LAWRENCEBURG, Tenn.-WEAN,
LE MARS, Iowa-KFCY.
LE MARS, lows-WIAIL
LEXINGTON, Ky.--WQMIL
LIHUE, Hawaii,-KFEIS.
LIMA, Oblo-WOAC.
LINCOLN, Neb.-KFDU.
LINCOLN, Neb.-4VFAV.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WJAR.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WRAC.
LINCOLN, Neb.-WMAR.
LINDSBORG, Kan.-WDAD.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.-WCAV.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.-KFLQ.
LOCKPORT, N. 17.-WMAK.
LONG BEACH. Cal.-KSS.
LOS ANGELES,
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-Erl.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KW.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-KJS.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.-ENR,
LOS ANGELES, CaL-ENV.
LOS -ANGELES, Cal.-KNX.
LOS ANGELES, Cal-KUS.
LOS ANGELES. Cal.-KWEL
LOS GATOS, Cal.-KFHQ.
LOUISBURG. Kan.-ANIL.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.-WHAS.
LOUISVILLE, Kan.-WLAP.
LOWELL, Maas.-WQAS.

MACON. Ga.-WMAZ.
MADISON, Wis.-1VGAY.
MADISON, Wis.-WHA.
MANHATTAN, Kan.-IVTG.
MARIETTA, Ohto-WBAW.
MARIETTA, Ohio-WSAA.
MARION, Ind.-WIAQ.
MARION, Kan.-WRAD.
MARSHALL, lilo.-WJAT.
MARSHALLTOWN, Iowa-EPA".
MATTOON, Ill.-WQAL.
MAYVILLE, N.
lifeKEESPORT, Pa.-WIK.
MLR{ NSBORO,
MEDFORD, Ore.-KFAY.
MEDFORD HILLSIDE. Mass.-WM,
ME/E PHIS, Tenn.-WMC.
MIAMI, Fla.-WQAM.
MENOMINEE. Mich.-KELE.
MIDDLEPORT, Ohio-WEAK..
MIDDLETOWN, Conn.-WOAS.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-WAAK.
MILWAUKEE, Wie.-WCAY.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.-WHAD,
MILWAUKEE Wis.-t-IVIAO.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-KI,D7-
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-KFEX.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-1111AD.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WEAR.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WCAS.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WCE.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-WLAG.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-MM.
MISHAWAKA, Ind.-WOAD.
MOBERLY, Mo.-KFFP.
MOBILE Ala-WEAP.
MODES*. Cal.-KXD.
MONTEREY, Cal.-KLN.
MONTGOMERY. Ala-WEAN.
MOOKESTOWN, N. J.-WEAN.
MOOREHEAD, Minn.-WPAU.
MORGANTOWN, W. Va.-WHD.
MOSCOW, Idaho-SFAN.
MOUNT VERNON, 111.-WABF.
MUNCIE, Ind.-WJAF.
NEAH RAI', Wash.-KNEE.
NEENAH Wls.-WIAJ.
NEWARK', N. J.-WAAM.
NEWARK, N. J.-WES.
NEWARK, N. J.-WON.
NEWARK, N. J.-WRA7,.
NEWARK, Ohio-WEBA.
NEW BEDFORD. Maas.-WDAU.
NEW HAVEN. Conn.-WPAJ.
NEW LEBANON, Ohlo-WPG.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WAAB.
NEW ORLEANS, La.-WAAC.
NEW ORLEANS, La-WCAO.
NEW ORLFANS, La--WOV.
NEW ORLEANS. La-WIAF.
NEW ORLEANS. La.-WWI.
NEWTON. Iowa-WIAH.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WBAY.

NEW YORK, N. r.-wshx.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WJX.
NEW YORK, N. IL-WIT.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WJZ.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WLAW.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WOAD.
NEW YORK, N. 3L-WSAP.
NEW YORK, N. Y.-WWZ.
NORFOLO, Neb.-WJACI.
NORMAN, Okla.-WNAD.
NORTHFIELD, Minn.-WCAL.
NORTH PLAINFIELD. N. J.--DEAK

OAK, Neb.-KFEQ.
OAKLAND, Cal.-KLS,
OAKLAND, CaJ.-KLX.
OAKLAND, CaL-REM.
OCEAN CITY, N. J.-WLED.
OGDEN, Utah-KFCP.
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.-VI/MAR.
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.-WHY.
OKMULGEEr
OMAHA, Neb.-KFCZ.
OMAHA, Neb.-KFFX.
OMAHA, Neb.-WAAW.
OMAHA, Neb.-WIAK.
OMAHA, Ncb.-WNAL.
OMAHA, Neb.-WOAW.
ORANGE, Texas-EFGX,
OSKALOOSA, Iowa-EMI,

PADUCAH, Ky.-WIAR.
PARKERSBURG, Pa.-WQAA.
PARSONS, Kan.-IVOAL
PATERSON, N. J.-WEAN.
PENDLETON, Ore.-RENE.
PENSACOLA, Fla.-WGAN.
PENSACOLA, Fla.--WLAV,
PEORIA, 111.-WJAN.
PEORIA, III.-WQAX.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WCAIL
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WDAII.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WEI.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WGL.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-W1P.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WNAT.
PHILADELPHIA, Pe.-WOO.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.-WWAIL
PHOENIX, Ariz.-EDYW.
PHOENIX, Ariz.-KNAD.
PINE BLUFF. Ark.-WOK.
PITTSBURG, Kan.-KFIV.
PITTSBURG, Pa.-KQV.
PITTSBURG, Pa.-WCAE,
PITTSBURG, Pa.-WJAS.
PLAINVIEW, Texas-WSAT.
!MATTE, S. D.-KFIJ.
PORT ARTHUR. Texas-MAIL
PORTLAND, Ore.-KDYQ.
PORTLAND. Ore.-KFEC.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KFIF.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KGG.
PORTLAND, Ore.-EON.
PORTLAND, Ore.-KGW.
PORTSMOUTH, Va.-IVOAQ.
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.-WFAIr.
PROVIDENCE, R. 1.-WEAN.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.-WJAR.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.-WRAH.
PROVIDENCE. R. I.-WSAD.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.-WTAG.
PULLMAN. Wash.-KFAE.

RALEIGH, N. C.-VVIAC.
RAPID CITY, S. D.-W('AT.
READING, Pa.-WEED.
READING, Pa.-WRAW.
REEDLEY, Cal.-KMC.
RENO, Nev.-KOZEL
RICHMOND, Cal.-KFCM.
RICHMOND, Va.-IVQAT.
RIDGEWOOD, N. Y.-WHN.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.-VIABO.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.-WHAM.
ROCKFORD, III.-WIAB.
ROCKPORT, Mo.-WMAD.
ROSWELL, N. M.-KNJ.

SACRAMENTO. Cal.-KNEE.
SAGINAW, MIch.-WABM.
SAGINAW, Mleh.-{VIAW.
ST. CLOUD, Minn.-WFAM.
ST. CROIX 'Aims. IVE.-HERD.
ST. JOSEPH, Mo.-11111D.
ST. JOSEPH Mo.-WEAK,
ST. LOUIS Mo.-KFEZ.
ST. LOUIS Mo.-KFGJ.
ST. LOUIS Mo.-Kris.
ST. LOUIS Mo.-KSD.
ST. LOUIS Mo.-14'CK.
ST. LOUIS Mo-WEB.
ST. LOUIS Mo.-WEW.
ST. LOUIS. Mo.-WMAY.
ST. LOUIS Mo.-WRAO.
ST. Pant, Minn.-IVAAR.
ST. PETERSBURG, Pla.-WSAG,
SALEM, Ore.-KFCD.
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah-IDYL.
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah-KZN.
SAN ANTONIO, Cal.-11FM.
SAN ANTONIO. Texas-WCAR,
SAN ANTONIO, Texas-W0A.I.
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-EDIT.
SAN DIEGO, CaL-KDYM.
SAN DIEGO, Cal.-MIRO.
SAN DIEGO, C111.-KFFA.
SANDUSKY, Ohio-WABHI

SANDUSKY. Obio-WQAF.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-KNOB.
SAN- FRANCISCO, Cal-KPO.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.-KUO.
SAN JOSE, Cal.-KFAQ.
SAN JOSE, Cal.-KQW.
SAN JOSE, Cal.-KSC.
SAN JUAN, P. R.-WHAQ.
SAN LUIS OBISPO. Cal.-KNEE.
SANTA ANA, Cal.-KFAW,
SANTA BARBARA, Cal.--KEHL
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.-WCIY.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.-WEL.
SCRANTON, Pa.-WQAN.
SCRANTON, Pa.-WRAY.
SEATTLE, Wash.-KDZE.
SEATTLE, Wash.-EDZT.
SEATTLE, Wash.-KFIY.
SEATTLE, Wash.-KFJC.
SEATTLE, Wash.-EFIQ.
SEATTLE, Wash.-KJR.
SEATTLE, Wash.-KTW.
SELMA. Cal.-KFJH.
SHREVEPORT, La,--ENDX.
leHREVEPORT, La.-KFHP.
SEREVEPORT, La.-WGAQ.
SIOUX CITY, Iowa-WEAD.
SIOUX FALLS, S. D.-WFAT.
SOUTH BEND, Ind.-IVABJ.
SOUTH BEND, Ind.-WGAZ.
SPARKS, Neb.-KFFR.
SPOKANE, Wash.-EFAO.
SPRINGFIELD, Mass.-WBZ.
SPRINGFIELD, Mo.-IVIM.
SPRINGFIELD, Mo.-WKAS.
SPRINGFIELD, Ohio-WNAP.
SPRINGFIELD, Mo.--VIDAB.
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, Cal.-KEGS,
STANFORD, Texas-WOZ.
STAPLETON. N. Y.-WD

AT.

STATE COLLEGE. Pa.-WPAB.
STERLING, III.-WBBC.
STEVENSVILLE, Mont.-KW&
STOCKTON, Cal.-EJQ.
STOCKTON, Cal.-E WG.
STOVES, Conn.-WARL.
STREATOR, Ill,.-yrrAx.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.-WDAI.
SYRACUSE. N. Y.-IVGAB.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.-WEAH.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.-WNAV.

TACOMA, Wash.-HEM
TACOMA, Wash.-KFEJ.
TACOMA, Wash.-EGB.
TACOMA, Wash.-KMO.
TAMPA, Fla.-WDAE.
TARKM,
TARRYTOWN, N. F,-WRW.
TOLEDO, Ohio-VITAL.
TOPEKA, Kan.-WJAQ.
TOPEKA, Kan.-WPAM.
TOWANDA, Kan.-KNJW.
TRENTON, N. 1.-RIMAL.
TRENTON, N. J.-WOAX.
TRENTON, N. J.-WWAB.
TRINIDAD,' Colo.-KEBS,
TROY, N. Y.-WHAZ.
TUCUMINCH-WTAU.
TULSA, Okla.-WIAL,
TUSCOLA,
TYLER, Texas-,-IVOAF.

UNIVERSITY PLACE, Neb.-WCAJ.
URBANA, 111.-WRN.
UTICA, Neb.-En:V.
UTICA, N. Y.-WSI.
VENICE, Cal.-EFAV. 
VERMILION, S. D.-WFAJ.
VILLANOVA, Pa.-WCAM.

WACO, Texas-WJAD.
WACO, Texas-WLAJ.
WACO. Texas-WWAC.
WALLA WALLA. Wash.-KFCr.
WASHINGTON, D. C.-WABF..
WASHINGTON, D. C.-WCAP.
WASHINGTON, D. C.-WDM.
WASHINGTON, D. C.-WEAS.
WASHINGTON, D. C.-WIL.
WASHINGTON, D. C.-W.111.
WASHINGTON, D. 0.-WMC.
WASHINGTON, D. C.-WQAW,
WASHINGTON, D. C.-WRC.
WATERBURRY. Ceent.-WQMS,
WATERLOO, Iowa, WRAC.
WATERLOO, Iowa-WRAN.
WAUPACA, Wis.-WRAIL
WEBSTER GROVE. Mo.-WOAL.
WENATCHEE, Wash.-EDZI.
WENATCHEE, Wash.-KZY.
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind.-WEAA.
WICHITA, Kan.-WEAH.
WICHITA FALLS; Texas-WKAF,
WILEFSEARRE, Pa.-WEAX.
WILMINGTON,
WILMINGTON, DeL-WOAT.
WINCHESTER. Ky.-WPAP.
WINTER PARK,-Ala.-WRAP,
WORCESTER, Mass.-WRAF.
WOOSTER, Ohio.-WGAV.

YAKIMA, Wash.-KFIQ.
YANKTON. S. D.-VVNAX.
YELLOW SPRINGS. Ohio-WRAY.
YORK, Neb.-SFED.
YOUNGSTOWN, Obio-WDBF.

Broadcasting Stations and Schedule of Programs
Continued from Page 2.

WDAK-Hartford. Conn., the Courant.. 261
'meters.

*DAL-Jacksonville, Fla., Florida Times -
Union, 360 meters.

WDAO-Dallas. Texas, Automotive Electric
company. 360 meters.

WDAP-Chicago, Ill., Board of Trade, 300
meters.

*VAR-Philadelphia, Pa., Lit Brothers, 395
meters.

El DAS-Worcester, Mass., 692a Main street,
 Samuel A. Waite, 360 meters.
WDAU-New Bedford, Mass., Slocum Kil-

burn. 300 meters.
WDAX-Centerville. Iowa, First National
'bank. 360 meters.
E DAY-Fargo, N. D. Radio Equipment Cor-

poration, 244 meters; director. L. W.
Hamm; daily, 9:30 a. m., weather; Tues-
day, Thursday. Saturday, 7:30 to 8:30
p. m.. music; Sunday, 4 to 5 p. in., or-
chestra.

WDBC-Lancaster, Pa., Kirk, Johnson & Co..
258 meters.

I D B F-Y o ung s t o wn , Ohio, 254 West - Fed-
eral street. Robert G. Phillips, 261 meters.

*DM-Washington. D. C., Church of the
-Covenant, 360 meters.

*DT-Stapleton. N. Y., Ship Owners Radio
Service, 405 meters.

WDZ-Tuscola. In..- Star Store building,
James L. Bush., 278 meters.

WEAA-Nlint, Mich. Fallain & Lathrop. 280
meters.

WEAB-Fort Dodge, Iowa. Standard Radio
Equipment company. 360 meters.

IVEAN-New York. N. Y., American Tele-
phone and Telegraph company, 492 me-
ters.

WEAG-Edgewood, R. I.. Nicholas-Hineline-
Bassett Laboratory, 231 meters.

WEAR-Wichita. Kan.. Wichita Board of
Trade, 244 meters.

16EAI-Ithaca, N. Y., Cornell university, 286
meters.

WEAJ-Vermillion, S. D., University of South
Dakota. 360 meters.

WEAM-North Plainfield, N. J., Borough of
North Plainfield (W. Gibson Buttfield),
250 meters.

WEAN-Providence. R. I., Shepard company,
273 meters.

WEAO-Columbus, Ohio, Ohio State uni-
versity. 360 meters.

WRAP-Mobile, Ala., Mobile Radio com-
pany. 360 meters.

WEAR-Baltimore. Md., Baltimore American
and News Publishing company, 380 me-
ters.

TEAS-Washington, D. C., Hecht company.
360 meters.

* EAU-Sioux City, Iowa, Davidson Brothers
company. 360 meters.

WRAY-Houston, Texas. Iris theater (WM
'Horowitz Jr.). 360 meters.

WEE-St. Louis, Mo., Benwood compas y,
360 meters.

WEV-Itouston. Texas. Hurlburt-Still Ebbe-
trical company. 360 meters.

WIEW-St. Louis. Mo., St. Louis university.
' .261 meters:: St-a. in., seltiraated receipts ilf

live stock at public stockyards; opening
trend of hog market; opening futures.wheat for St. Louis and. Kansas City;
opening trend of market; Liverpool cables:
10 a. in., official weather reports, river
stages: 2 p. m., closing market quotations.
live stock, grain markets, fruits and vege-
tables, eggs and poultry; 5 p. in., special
weather and river bulletins. agrigrams,etc.; other special musical program will
be announced previously.

WFAA-Dallas, Texas, Dallas News andDallas Journal, 476 meters.
WEAR-Syracuse. N. Y., 802 McBride street.

Carl F. Woese. 234 meters.
MAN-Poughkeepsie. N. Y., H. C. Sprat -

ley Radio company, 360 meters.
WRAH-Port Arthur, Texas, Electric Sup-ply company, 360 meters.
WFAJ-Asherville. N. C., Hi -Grade Wireless

Instrument company, -360 meters.
WFAM-St. Cloud, Minn., Times Publishing

company. 360 meters.
WFAN-Hutchinson. Minn.' Hutchinson Elec-

tric Service company, 360 meters, 100watts; daily 12 noon to 12:05 p. m., Twin
City radio programs: 12:05 to 12:20p. m., long distance radio discussion: 12:20
to 12:25 p. m...markets: 12:25 to 12:30
p. in., news: Tuesdays, 8:10 p. in., enter-
tainment.

WFAQ-Cameron, Mo., Missouri Wesleyancollege, 360 meters.
MAT-Sioux Falls. S. D., Daily Argue -Leader, 360 meters.
WFAV-Lincoln. Neb., University of Nebras-

ka, department of electrical engineering,
360 meters.

WFI-Philadelphia. Pa., Strawbridge & Clo-
thier. 395 meters:- 9:16 a. m.. producemarket and live stock reports; 12Meyer Davie Bellevue Stratford hotel con-
cert orchestra: 12:50 p. in., agriculturalreport; 1 p. in., concert by Louisa Knowl-
ton, cellist; Strawbridge & Clothier male
quartet; John Owens. tenor; Edayfed Lew-
is, tenor; Harold Simonds, barytone; John
Vandereloot, bass; Loretta Kerk, pianist
and accompanist: 5:30 p. m., Meyer Davis
Bellevue Stratford Hotel concert orchestra:6 p. in., "Snowball" talks to the chil-
dren.

WOAL-Lancaster, Pa.. Lancaster Electric
Supply and Construction company, 248
meters.

RI/AN-Pensacola, Fla.. 216 West Romana
street, Cecil E. Lloyd, 360 meters,

%GAO-Shreveport. La., Glenwood Radiocorporation (W. G. Patterson).,360 me-
ters.

WGAR-Fort Smith, Ark., SOutbwest Ameri-
can, 360 meters.

WGAV-Wooster, Ohio, Radio Monufactur-
ing and Service company (Marcus G.Limb), 226 meters.

WGAW-Altoona, Pa., 1918 West Chestnut
street. Ernest C. Albright, 261 meters.

WRAY-Madison, Wis., Northwestern Ra-
dio company, 360 meters; daily. 1 to 4:80
p. m., concert and tests; 7:30 p. in. con-cert; Sunday, 7:40 p. m., radio chapel,
Sacred music.

WGAZ-South Bend, Ind., South Bend Trib-
une, 360 meters.

WGI-Medford Hillside, Mass., American Ra-
dio and Research corporation, 360 meters.

WGL-Philadelphia. Pa., 2303 North Broad
street, Thomas le. Y. Rowlett, 360 meters.

WOK-Buffalo, N. Y., Federal Telephone
and Telegraph company, 319 meters.

WGV-New Orleans, La., Interstate Electric
company. 360 meters.

WGY-Schenectady, N. Y., General Electric
company, 380 meters.

WHA-Madison, Wis., University of Wiscon-
sin. 360 meters.

WHAA-Iowa City, Iowa, State University
of Iowa, 283 meters.

WHAB-Galveston, Texas, Clark W. Thomp-
son, 360 meters.

WHAC-Waterloo, Iowa, Cole Brothers Elec-
tric company, 360 meters.

WHAD-Milwaukee. Wis.. Marquette univer-
sity, 280 meters; J. B. Kremer, program
director; L. E. Coodes, H. P. Warring,
Wednesday, 7:30 p. m.

WHAG-Cincinnati. Ohio, University of Cin-
cinnati, 222 meters.

WHAH-Joplin, Mo., Hafer Supply company.
360 meters.

WEAL-Davenport, Iowa, Radio Equipment
and Manufacturing company, 360 meters.

WHAE-Clarksburg. W. Va., Roberts Hard-
ware company, 360 meters.

WHAL-Lansing, Mich., Lansing Capital
News, 248 meters.

WHAM-Rochester. N. Y., University of
Rochester (Eastman School of Music). 360
meters.

WHAP-Decature, Ill., Otta & Kahn, 860
meters.

WHAQ-Washington, D. C., Semmes Motor
company, 300 meters.

WILAR-Atlantic City, N. J., Paramount Ra-
dio and Electric company (W. H. A. Paul-
us), 231 meters.

WHAS-Louisville. Ky., Courier -Journal and
Louisville Times. 300 meters; silent Mon-
day night; daily. 4 to 43 p. m., music;
5 p. m., news; 7:30 to 9 p. in.. music.
lectures.

WHAV-Wilmington. Del., Wilmington Elec-
trical Special company. AdO meters.

WHAZ-Troy, N. Y., Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, 380 meters.

WHB-Kansas City, Mo.. Sweeney School
company. 411 meters.

WHD-Morgantown, W. Va.. West Virginia
University. 360 meters.

WHK-Cleveland, Ohio, Radiovox company
(Warren R. Cox). 380 meters.

WHN-Ridgewood, N. Y., George Sehllbel.
4,360 meters.

WIAB-Rockford, Ill., Joslyn Automobile
company, 252 meters. Monday and Fri-
day, 8 to 9:30 p. in.

MAC-Galveston, Texas, Galveston Tribune.
360 meters.

WIAD-Occan City, N. J., Ocean City Yacht
club (Howard R. Miller), 254 meters.

WIAF7-New Orleans, La., 139 North Alex-
ander street, Gustav A. DeCortin, 234 me-
ters.

WIAH-Newton, Iowa, Continental Radio sad
3411,14aPtEring company, 258 meters.

WIAI-Springfield, Mo., Beer Stores com-
pany, 360 meters.

WLAJ-Neenah, Wis., Fox River Valley Ra-
dio Supply company (Quinn Brothers). 224
meters.

WIAK-Omaha, Neb., JournaloStockman com-
pany, 278 meters.

WIAO-Milwaukee, Wis., School of Engineer-
ing of Milwaukee, 860 meters.

WIAQ-Marion, Ind Chronicle Publishing
company, 226 meters.

WIAR-Paducah, Ky., Paducah Evening Sun.
360 meters.

WIAS-Burlington. Iowa, Home Electric com-
pany, 360 meters.

WIAT-Tarkio, Mo., Leon T. Noel, 360 me-
ters.

WIAU-Le Mars, Iowa, American Trust and
Savings bank, 360 meters.

WIE-McKeesport, Pa., K. & L. Electric
company (Herbert F. Kelso and Hunter
J. Lohman), 360 meters.

WIL-Washington, D. C.. Continental Elec-
tric Supply company. 360 dieters.

WIP-Philadelphia, Pa., Gimbel Brothers,
509 meters.

WJAR-Lincoln. Neb., American Electric
company, 360 meters.

WJAD-Waco. Texas, Jackson's Radio Engi-
neering laboratories, 300 meters.

{WAN-Muncie. Ind., Press Publishing com-
pany, 360 meters.

WAG-Norfolk. Neb Norfolk Daily News
(Huse Publishing company), 360 meters.

WJAK-Greentown, Ind., Clifford L. White,
254 meters.

WJAM-Cedar Rapids. Iowa, 302 3d Avenue
West, D. M. Perham. 268 meters.

WJAN-Peoria, Ill., Peoria Star, 280 me-
ters.

WJAQ-Topeka, Kan., Capper Publications,
360 meters. 100 watts: director, J. A.
Machel; weather, news, roads. etc.: daily,
9 to 9:45 a. in., bond gossip, financial
news and- grain markets: 10 to 10:45
a. m., quotations upon foreign exchange,
live stock, grain, bonds and stocks, finan-
cial news bulletins and weather reports:
2 to 2:45 p. in., quotations upon grain.
stock, butter, eggs, poultry, foreign ex-
change and bonds, financial news bulletins
and weather reports; 3 to 3:45 P.
quotations upon fruits and vegetables.

Buy Your Parts Here;
We Will Build Your Set

RADIO DOCTORS, Inc.
REPAIR HEADQUARTERS

5044outh State Street -504
Only on* Door to 404

Wabash 5019-PHONES-Wabash 8074

$1 25

butter, eggs and poultry, live stock, hay
and grain, flour and feed, foreign ex-change, bonds and stocks, weather re-ports.

WJAR-Providence. R. I.. The Outlet com-
pany (J. Samuels and Brother), 360 me-
ters.

WJAS-Pittsburg. Ea., Pittsburg Radio Sup-
ply House. 360 meters.

WJAT-Marshall, Mo.' Kelly-Vawter Jewelry
company, 360 meters.

WJAX-Cleveland. Ohio, Union Trust com-pany, 360 meters.
WJAZ-Chicago, Ill., Chicago Radio labora-

tory, 448 meters.
DID-Granville, Ohio, Richard H. Howe.229 meters.
DM-Washington, D. C., White 6 Boyercompany, 273 meters.
WJX-New York, N. Y., Deforest RadioTelephone and Telegraph company. 360

meters.
WJY-New York, N. Y., R. C. A., 405 me-

ters.
WJZ-New York, N. Y., R. C. A., 455 me-

ters.
WKAA-Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 1444 2d ave-nue, East, H. F. Pear. 268 meters.
WEAD-East Providence, R. I., Charles Loot

(Cresent park), 240 meters.
WKAF-Wichita Falls, Texas, W. S. Radio

Supply Company. 360 meters.
WEAN-Montgomery, Ala., United Battery

Service company. 226 meters.
WRAP-Cranston, R. I., Dutee W. Flint, 360

meters.

Continued on Page 15.
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BROADCASTING STATIONS AND
SCHEDULE OF PROGRAMS

Continued from Page 14.

WKAQ-SaneJuan. P. R., Radio Corporation
of Porto Rico, 360 meters.

WEAR -East Lansing: Mich.., Michigan Are
grieultural college. 280 meters.

WKAS-Springfield,. Mo., L. E. Lines MU -
sic company, 360 meters.

WEAV-Laconia, N. H., Laconia Radio club,
254 meters.

WKAW-Beloit, Wis Turner Cycle company,
242 meters.

WKAX-Bridgeport, Conn., 1789 Park ave-
nue. William A. MacFarlane, 231 meters.

WKAY-Gainesville. Ga., Brenau college, 280
meters.

WEC-Baltimore, Md., Joseph M: Zamoiski
company, 360 meters.

WKY-'Oklahoma City, Okia., WHY Radio
shop, 360 meters.

WLAC-Raleigh, N. C., North Carolina State
college, 360 meters.

WLAG-Minneapolis, Minn. Cutting and
Washington Radio corporation. 417 meters.

WLAH-Syracuse, N. Y.. 425 Brownell
street, Samuel Woodworth. 234 meters.

WEAJ-Waco. Texas. Waco Electrical Sup-
ply company, 360 meters.

WLAK-Bellows Falls, Vt., Vermont Farm
Machine corporation, 360 meters.

WEAL -Tulsa. Okla., Naylor Electric com-
pany, 360 meters.

WEAN=Houlton. Maine, Putnam Hardware
company. 283 meters.

WLAP-Louisville, Ky., 306 West Brecken- 1
ledge street, W. V. Jordan, 380 meters.

WLAQ-Kalamazoo, Mich., 108 Elm street,
Arthur E. Schilling, 360 meters.

WLAT-Burlington. Iowa. Radio and Spe-
cialty company, 360 meters.

WEAV-Pensacola, Fla., Electric Shop. 254.1
meters.

WEAW-New York, N. Y., police depart-
ment, City of New York, 380 meters.

WLAX-Greencastle, Ind Putnam Electric
company (Greencastle Community Broad-
casting station), 231 meters.

WEB -Minneapolis, Minn., University of
Minnesota. 360 meters.

' VeLW-Cincinnati, Ohio. Crosley Manufactur-
ing company, 309 meters.

(('MAR -Oklahoma City, Okla., Radio Supply
company. 360 meters.

1131A0---Cazenova, N. Y., Fernwood street,
J. Edw. Page (Olive B. Meredith), 261
meters.

WRAF -Dartmouth, Mass., Round Hills Ra-
.

WMAII-Lincoln, Neb., General Supply com-
pany. 254 meters; H. C. Harvey, station
director; Monday and Friday, 9 to 10:30
p. m., dance music.

WaIAJ-Kansas City, Mo:, Drovers Telegram
company. 275 meters: J. E. Cook, opera-
tor: daily, 8:15 a. to 2:25 D. m.,
markets and news.

' WallAK-Lockport, N. Y., Norton Labora-
tories, 360 meters.

WNIAE-Trenton, N. J.. Trenton Hardware
company, 256 meters.

WatAM-Beaumont. Texas, Beaumont Radio
Enuipment company. '360 meters.

WHAP-Easton, Pa.. Utility Battery service.
240 Meters.

wMAQ-Chicago, Ill., Chicago Daily News.
448 meters; Miss Judith C. Wailer, direc-
tor; program announced daily.

WRAY-Auburn. Ala.. Alabama Polytechnic:
institute,. 250 meters: Sunday morning
and afternoon church services; evening.
lectures.

WHAT -St. Louis. Mo., Kingshighway Pres-
byterian church. 280 meters.

. uvatAZ-Macon, Ga., Mercer university. 208
meters.

WMC-Memphis. Tenn.. "Commercial Ap-
peal" (Commercial Publishing company).
500 meters, George D. Hay. announcer: F.
Y. Root, operator.

Weill -Cincinnati. Ohio, Precision Equip-
ment company. 248 meters.

Walt -Washington. D. C.. Doubleday -Hill
Electric company, 261 meters.

WNAC-Boston, Mass.. Shepard stores. 278
meters.

WAD-Nerrnen, Okla., Of. Okla-
homa. 360 meters.

WNAL-Omaha. Neb.; 5019 Capitol 'avenue.
R. J. Rockwell, 242 meters. '

WNAM-Eyensville, Ind., Ideal Apparatus
company. 360 meters.

WNAN-Syracuse. N. Y.. Syracuse Radio
Telephone: company, 286 meters.

WNAP-Springfield. Ohio. 'Wittenberg col-
lege, 231, meters.

VeNAQ-Charleston. S. C.. CharleSto.n Radio
Electric company, 360 meters.WNAR-Butler. Mo C: C. Rhodes, 231 me-
ters.WNAS-Austin, Texas, Texas Radio Corpora-
tion and Austin Statesman. 360 meters.

11WAT-Philadelphia. Pa.. Lemmig Brothers
company (Frederick Lemmig); 380 meters.

W NAV-Knoxville. Tenn.. Peoples Telephone
and Telegraph company, -236 meters.

WNAW--,Fort Monroe, Va., Peninsular Radio
club (Henry Itunzmatinl. 360 meters.

WNAX-Yankton, S. D.. Dakota Radio Ap-
paratus company. 244 meters.

WJ-Albany, N. Shotton Radio Manu-
facturiN ng company, 360 meters.

WOAA-Ardmore, Okla., Dr. Walter Hardy,
360 meters.e0AC-Lima, Ohio. Mane Radio company.
266 meters.NOAD-Sigourney. Iowa. Friday Battery and

.
Electric. corporation. 360 meters.

road. E. Woods,-9 me
ii0AN-Lawrenceburg. Tenn.. Yiughn Con-

servatory of Music (James D. Vaughn),
360 meters: e.p. m.. music.

WOAD -Mishawaka, Ind., Lyradion Manufac-
turing company. 360 meters.

- MOAP-Kalamazoo, Mich.. Kalamazoo col-
lege, 240 Meters.

.

.VOAQ-Portsmouth. Va.. Portsmouth Ki-
wanis club. :160 meters.
oAR-Philadelphia. Pa., 300 meters:' di-
rector. J. E. Lit; program director. C.

Stephens..10AT-Wilmington, Del., 215 Market street.
Boyd M. 'lamp, 360 meters.

NOAV-Erie, Pa., Pennsylvania National
I Guard, 2d Battalion. 112th Infantry. '242

meters.
VOAW-Omaha. Neb.. Woodmen of the

- World. 526 meters: evening entertainment
every night.vOAX-Trenton, N. J.. 600 Ingham avenue.
Franklyn J. Wolff. 240 meters.

.illAZ-Stamford. Texas. Penick Hughes
company. 360 meters..10C-Dave»port, Iowa, Palmer School of
Chiropractic, 484 meters.

Not -Ames. Iowa. Iowa__State college, 360
meters.tOK-Pine Bluff, Ark.. Pine' -Bluff company,
360 meters.
1'00 -Philadelphia. Pa.. 13th and . Market
streets. John Wanamaker. 509 meters: di-.

rector. Gordon E. Cullen.
tOQ-Kansas City. Mo., Western Radio com-

pany, 360 meters.
.0E -Newark, N. J., L. Bamberger & Co.;
105 meters.
OS -Jefferson City. Mo., Missouri State
Marketing bureau. 441 meters.
pas -,state College, Pa Pennsylvania
State college. 360 meters.
PAC-,-Okinulgee, Okla., Donaldson- Radio
company. 360 meters.
PAD-Chicago. W. A. yeeiboldt & Co.,

:160 meters.
VAII-Wanpaca, Wis., Wisconsin' depart,-

- ment of, markets, 360 meters. "
PAJ-New Haven. Conn.. Doolittle Radio
-0111eration, 268 meters.PAK-Agricultural College; X. .D.. Noteh
1) eta .Agricultural, college. 360 Meters.
PAL -Columbus, Ohio. Superior Redid and
ueceierAph., Equipment company, 280 Mc -
;ere.: eA)f-Topelea, Kan.. Auerbach & ,Gyett.el.
MO :meters, 100' watts; W. A. Beasley,gaol ecial (3'"3.5

113111'erne.-

ti 0."; / It./ 

PAQ--Frosiburg, Md.. General Sales and
Etiginecriug company. 360- meters,

rOAE-Fremont, Neb., Midland college, 360
meters.VOAF-Tyler. Texas, Tyler Commercial col-
lege, 360 meters; Director, A. B. Chenier;
a. m...markets; afternoon. music: evening
service Sunday..'0AG-Belvidere, Ill., Apollo theater (Bel-
videre Amusement company), 224 meters.

:OAR -Charleston, S. C.. Palmetto Radio
corporation, 360 meters.

t'OAI-San Antonio, Texas. Southern Equip-
ment company, 385 meters.VOM-Parsons, Kan., Ervius Electrical com-
pany. e58 meters.

,('OAK -Frankfort, Ky.. Collins Hardware
mimpany. 240 meters.

ii-OAL-Webster Groves, Mo.. 4 Jefferson

WPAR-Beloit Han,. Ward Battery and Ra-
dio convene. 360 meters.

WPAT-EI Paso, Texas, St. Patrick's ca-
thedral. 360 meters.

WPAD-11toortead, Minn., Concordia college,
360 meters.

WPAZ-Charleston. W. Va Dr. John R.
Koch. 273 -meters.

1VPG-New Lebanon, Ohio, Nushawg Poul-
try farm, 243 meters.

WQAA-Parkesburg. Pa., Horace A. Beale
Jr., 360 meters.

WQAB-Springfield, Mo., Southwest Missouri
State Teachers' college. 236 meters.

WQAC-Amari lo, Texas, 108 East 8th street,
E. B. Gish. 360 meters.

WQAD-Watereuey, Conn., Whitall Electric
company, 242 meters: 6:30 to 7:45 p. m..
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

%I OAK -Springfield. Vt., Moore Radio News
station (Edmund B. Moore), 275 meters.

WQAF-Sandusky, Ohio, Sandusky Register,
240 meters.

MIMI-Lexington, Ky., Brock -Anderson
Electrical Engineering company, 254 me-
ters.

WQAL-Mattoen. Dl., Coles County Tele-
phone and Telegraph company, 258 me-
ters.

Fla.,. Electrical Equipment
company, 300 meters. Director, R. H.
Horning. Tuesday, 7 to 8 a. m., 9 to 10
a. m., Sunday.

III/Ate-Scranton, Pa., Scranton Times. 280
-meters.

W 0 -New York. N. Y.. Calvary Baptist
church, 360 -meters.

WQAQ-Abilene, Texas, West Texas Radio
company, -3e0 meters.

WQAS--Lowell,. Mass., Prince -Walter com-
pany, 266 meters.

WQAV-Greenille, S. C., Huntington and
Guerry (Inc 1, 258 meters.

wn-tw-Wash ngton. D. C., Catholic uni-
versity, 236 meters.

WQAX-Peoria, Ill., Radio Equipment com-
pany, 360 meters.

WQAZ-Greensboro. N. C., Greensboro Daily
News, 360 meters.

WHA.A-Houston, Texas, Rice institute. 360
meters.

WRAD-Marion, Kan., Taylor -Radio shop
(G. L. Taylor). 360 meters.

WRAF -Laporte, Ind., The Radio club (Inc.).
224 meters.

WRAII-Providence, R. I., Stanley N. Read.
e31 meters.

WRAF. -St. Croix Falls, Wis., Northern
States Powe' company, 248 meters.

WEAN -Waterloo Iowa Black Hawk Elec-
trical company, 236 meters. Director,
H. R. Plowman; 5 to 6 p. m. week days:
8:35 to 9:13 p. in. Monday. concert.

WRAO-St. Louis, Mo., Radio Service com-
pany, 360 meters.

WRAP -Winter Park, Fla., Winter Park
Electrical Construction company. 360 me-
ters.

WR.-W-Amarillo, Texas, Amarillo Daily
News, 360 meters.

WRAV-Yellow Springs, Ohio. Antioch col-
lege. 360 meters.

WRAW-Reading, Pa., Avenue Radio shop
(Horace D. Good). 238 meters.

WRAX-Gloucester City, N. J.. Flaxon's ga-
rage, 268 meters.WRAN-Scranton, Pa., Radio Salmi corpora-
tion. 280 meters.

WRAZ-Newark. N. J., Radio Shop of New-
ark (Herman Lubinsky). 233 meters.

WRC'-Washington, D. C., Radio Corporation
of America.WRK-Hamilion, Ohio, Doron Bros. Electric
company. $(.10 meters:

WRIT -Schenectady, N. Y., Union college. 360
meters.

WRM-Urbana, Ill., University of Illinois.
360 meters. Texas. City of Dallas (police
and fire signal department), 360 meters.

WRW-Tarrytown. Tarrytown Radio
Research laboratory. 273 meters.

WSAB-Cape Girardeau, ,Mo., Southeast Mis-
souri State Teeelters college. 360 meters.

WSAC-Clennson College, .S. C., Clemson Agri-
cultural college, ,360 meters.

WSAD-Providence:, R. com-
pany, 261 meters. .,

WSAG-St. PetersleuXg; Fla.. City of St. Pe-
tersburg (Laren Devls). 244 meters.

WSAH-Chicago. 4801: Woodlawn ave-
nue, A. J. Leonard', Jr... '.248 meters.

WSAI-Cincinnati, Chip. United States Play-
ing Cards comeattY, 30.9 meters.

W$AJ-Grove City. Ye., Grove City college.
360 meters.ESAK-Iliddleport. Oltio. Foster Egner (Daily
News, PoinuPoY. Ohio), 258 meters.

WSAL-Brookl ille. Ind., Frankline Electric
company, 360 meters.

W M A F-Dartie outh, Mass., Round Hills
Radio corporation, 360 meters.

WSR-Atlanta, Ga., Atlanta Journal scorn-
pany..429 Meters. No silent night. Day
schedule 1211. p." m., program:
2:30 p. m.. weather; 5-5:30 tn.. bed-
time storye- Everting8-9 p. m.. popular
concert.

WSL-Utiea, N. 1",.. J. & M. Electric com-
pany. 360 meters.

WSY-Birmingham, Ala., Alabama Power
company. 300 meters.

WTAC-Johnseown. Pa.. Pennsylvania Traffic
company, 360 meters.

W'TAS-Elgin. Ill., Charles E. Erbstein.
meters. Evening schedule -7:30 p.
musical program.

wrAti-Tecurliseh, Neb., Ruegy Battery and
Electric company, 360 meters.

WTAW-College Station, Texas, Agricultural
and Mechanical college. 360 meters.

WTG-Manhattan, Ran., Kansas State Agri-
cultural cot ege, 485 meters.

W11;;Aillan- uuhisledelphia, Pa., Wright & Wright.

(MAX -Laredo. Texas, Wormaer Brothers,
360 meters.

WWR-Canton Ohio. Daily News Printing
company. 360 meters.

WWI -Dearborn, Mich., Ford Motor com-
pany. 360 meters.

WWJ-Detroit. Mich., Detroit News. 580
meters. Silent Saturday. Day schedule -
8:30 a. m.. household hints and talks Ter
women; 9:2k a. m., weather: 10:55 a. m.
time signals: 2 p. m., conce-t ?evenitrx
schedule -8:311 p. m.. concert.

Wel-I.-New Orleans, La., Loyale nnivernty,
3110 meters.

WWT-Buffalc. N. le, McCarthy ,mothers
& Ford. 360 meters.

WV17,s-New York city. Wannamak.m's de-
partment stare, 8110 meters.

Irish Boy Hears KDKA on
One -Tube Home -Made Set

KDKA (East Pittsburg) has again
made a remarkable record in the field
of broadcasting. Recently a number
Of letters have been received from
listeners -in of England, Ireland, Scot,
land, South Wales. South America and
other distant points.

In each case the programs broad-
cast from Pittsburg Post studio and
at East Pittsburg have been received
on one and two stage receiving sets,
but according to word received, here's
the experience of a schoolboy in Bel-
fast, Ireland, who received KDKA on
a one -tube homemade set:

"Belfast, Ireland -While experi-
inenting with a one -tube homemade
wireless set, Edward C. Medaw, a Bel-
fast schoolboy, picked up a concert
broadcast from the Westinghouse
company station at East Pittsburg at
5 o'clock this morning, Dec. 21, 1923.
(Midnight -eastern standard time.)"

Russia to Make Radio
Ratification.' ltup.e. been .made of the

contract between.- the -French Coin-
Pignie Oeneral de :Telegraphie StuiS
Fil and the Russian Radio Electric.
Trust,- according- to cable -advises On
TradeTbrnntelonttt Btifier, at Pali,is.
VVIlAgt.'fisi t).1P1-oti".eithe14iii
staaTkn 0: VIlqwg Rating' and
manufacture of apparatus in Russia.

C Ac ago Everdng Pest Red k® Magazilne

AD110 EXCHANGE
Radio Class fled Advertisements w11 be
inserted in his section at 5c per word
per insertion. Minimum 10 words.'
Two initiate count as one word. No
display type. cuts or borders allowed.

Last week an advertiser -..aseci a
small space under this heading. It
was his first ad in The Post. Radio
Magazine classified. It cost him less
than one dollar. Monday of this
week he re -ordered the same ad for
today -saying that up to
that time he had received
results amoatiting to about
$150.00, and had good inquiries
that looked like $200.00 mare. "No
other paper has ever done so well
for me," he said. The reason is
plain. No other publication ;s read
so intensively by radiophans as The
Post Radio Magazine.

5c E. Word
SETS FOR S X LE

FIVE -TUBE NEUTRODYNE COMPLETE -
2 45-B batteries, I 6-V storage battery.

loud speaker unit. Baldwin head set: this set
is new; price, $100. Phone Calumet 3570.

REINARTZ SET -With 2 -step amplifier, in
mahogany cabinet, with phones. Baldwin

loud speaker unit, 3 WD -12 tubes. all bat-
teries and wave trap for $73: nothing else
to buy: will install if desired. Phone Dor-
chester 9883. after 6 p. m.

ARMSTRONG - REGENERATIVE 3 -TUBE:
loud speaker, phones, batteries. eharger,

tubes, complete; reasonable: will demon-
strate. Tel. Col. 7150. 5137 Van Btiren-st.

3 -TUBE SET COMPLETE -Including every
thing -batteries. horn, etc.: satisfaction

guaranteed: will demonstrate. SCHNEIDER.
1 81 1 Sedgwick.

If box number is desired, allow two
extra words. Box answers will be
mailed to advertisers free of charge.
Address The Chicago Evening Post.
Radio Department, 12 South Market -at.

SETS FOR SALE.
5 -TUBE NEUTRODYNE-Iii glass I 2. e ,113-

hogany cabinet; made- to your order in-

stalled. Private party. Tel. Ken W(10:1 ;

SETS AND PARTS.
LOUD SPEAKER HORNS. $1-0-kolt Stor-

age battery. $5: complete rysta I set.
$6.50: variometers, $1; detector e -stage
unit, $5: phones, $2; bargains in s-ts sue
Parts. SMITH'S CURIO SHOP. 3!,117,
blvd._ Open evenings.

RADIO SERVICE.
I WILL LOCATE THE TROUBLE in your

radio or ask no pay. B. C. SCi,OLZ. 0241
Greenwood -ay. Hyde Park 007e.

-

WILL WIRE OR REPAIR your set during
spare time: charges will be reasonable

0-300 Chicago Evening Post.

Long -Distant Hounds Smash Records
THE WEEK'S )'ACE SETTER.

The following DX record comes in
sworn to and attested by a notary pub-
lic. It's the week's pace setter:

RADIO EDITOR: The following stations
were picked up by me in forty-eight hours
and about 95 per cent came In on the loud
speaker. The set is a five -tube neutrodyne:
KDKA. Pittsburg. Pa.: ICE" Los Angeles,
Cal.: KFKX, Hastings. Neb.; KHJ. Los An-
geles, Cal.: KOP, Detroit, Mich.: 1CPO, San
Francisco, Cal.: KM). St. Louis. Mo.: WABN,
La Crosse, WI..: WBAD, Minneapolis. Minn.;
WBA13, Minneapolis, Mum.; WBAP, Fort
Worth, Texas; WSB. Newark. N. .1.; WBZ,
Springfield, Mass.: WCBD, Zion, Ill.: WCM;
Austin. Texas; WCY, Detroit, Miele; WDAF.
Kansas City, Mo.: WDAU, New Bedford,
Mass.; WEAF, New York, N. Y.; WEAR,
Witchita, Ras.; WEAO, Columbus. Ohio:
WFAA, Dallas, Texas: WGR, Buffalo. N. Y.:
WGY, Schenectady. N. Y.: WHA, Madison.
Wis.; WHAZ, Troy, N. Y.: WHAS, Louis-
ville. Ky.; WEB, Kansas City, Mo. WIAO,
Milwaukee, Wis.: W.IAR, Providence. R. I.:
WJAX, Cleveland, Ohio; WLAG, Minneapo-
lis, Minn.; WLW, Cincinnati. Ohio; WMA13,
Oklahoma. Ohla.; WMAN, Columbus, Ohio;
WMC, Memphis, Tenn.: WOAI, San Antonio.
Texas: WOAW, Omaha, Neb.; WOO, Phila-
delphia. Pa.: WOR, Newark, N. ..11..; WOS,
Jefferson City. Mo.; WPAH, Waupaea. Wis.:
WOC. Davenport. Iowa; WRC, Washington,
D. C.: WRM. Urbana, Ill.: WRR. Dallas,
Texas; WSB, Atlanta, Ga.: WTAM, Cleve-
land, Ohio; WWJ, Detroit. Mich.; CFCN,
Calgary, Alberta: CFCA. Toronto, Canada:
and all local stations. -W. A. WARTENBE,
5222 Belle Plaine Avenue. Chicago (Sub-
scribed and sworn to before me by the
said W. A. Wartembe, this 28th day of
December, 1923. Robert E. O'Keefe, No-
tary Public.)

IN DAY TOIE.
RADIO EDITOR: Last Thursday I bought

The Post and I enjoyed it so much that
I am determined to get in .on it. I have
a two -stage standard regenerative Armstrong
set but I hare a 23 -plate vernier variable
condenser across the secondary of the vario-
coupler.

Every night is silent night for me. and
I am pleased because I never can find a
good program in Chicago.

Wednesday night, Dee. 26.- I was tuning
in until 11 :30 and I tuned in the 4ollow-

ing stations: KYW, WMAQ, WDAP. WOC.
WWJ, KDKA. WGY, WOR, WHB, WMC,
WOAW, WPA, WPG. WSY, WTAS, until
10:30. After 10:30 WDAP. WJAZ. WRC,
KFAF, KQV, K13J. KGG. This is a total
of twenty-two- stations but four of these
are Chicago stations.

On Sunday, Dec. 2e. I received the fol
lowing stations: 11:(15, KYW, Chicago. 111.
church services: 2:10, WOK, organ music
2:31, WSY, Birmingham. Ala., orchestra
3:54. WCBD, Zion. Ill., church services
4:37, WTAS, Elgin. lit., music; 6:01, WJAZ
Chicago. III., Marine dining -room orchestra
6:47, KYVV, Chicago, Ill., Sunday Evening
club; 7:10, WBZ, Springfield, Mass., music;
7:32, KDKA, East Pittsburg. orchestra,
("Chinese Rag Doll"); 10:31, 911A, test -
tinge 10:35, WDAP. Chicago, orchestra:
11:15, EFL Los Angeles. Cal., orchestra:
11:28, KH..). Los Angeles, Cal., music: 11:3:1.
KFCL, Los Angeles, Cal.. Christmas music;
and early morning at 12 to 12:30, WEB,
Sweeney Auto school, Kansas City, orches-
tra.

This is a total of fifteen stations. I
would be pleased to demonstrate my set at
any time.

Last night (Dec. 28) I added two poten-
tiometers on my set, one for the return on
the variocoupler and one in the "B." This
afternoon (Dec. 291 at 3:29 I tuned in
PWX. Havana. Cuba. Two persons were
listening beside me. -CLARK ANDERSON.
808 West 14th place: Chicago.

SOME GOOD WORK HERE.
RADIO EDITOR -I am sending in a list re-

ceived on Wednesday, Jan 2. I received
twenty-nine stations. I got Havana. Cuba.
and Regina, Canada, and three different
places in New York city. I received these
stations on a new :3 -tube set I received for
Christmas. This set will not go below 345
meters because it is not adjusted yet. I got
Cincinnati, which- is on 309 meters. but it
was the broadness of the station and was
very faint. My list is: WIAO, Milwaukee,
Wis.. Victrola music: WGY, Sehenectady,
N. Y., stock reports: WSB, Atlanta, Ga..
news bulletins from Atlanta Journal: WCX.
Detroit, Mich, dinner concert; WOC, Daven-
port, Iowa, teaching the code by radio:
WCAE, Pittsburg. Pa., dinner concert from
William Penn hotel: KDKA. East Pittsburg.
Pa., KDKA Little Symphony: School of the
Air program- WRAF, New York, N. Y., vocal

solo; WLAG. St. Paul and Minneapolis. din-
ner concert from Athletic club; WJAR,
Providence, R. I., orchestra, "Last Nighton the Back porch"; WOAL. San Antonio.
Texas, news bulletins; WEN, New York.
N. Y., Jack Fox's orchestra: WJZ. New
York. N. Y., dinner concert from Hate)
Adelphia: WDAR, Philadelphia. Pa.,- bedtime
stories; WOR, Newark, N. J., dancing les-
son: KSD, St. Louis. Mo., Abergh's con-
cert ensemble; WOO, Philadelphia, Pa., WOC
orchestra: WRC, Washington, D. C.. orehes
tra; WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas. el:tiler,
music, WWJ, Detroit. Mieh., WWJ °relies
tra; WHB, Kansas City, Mo., WHB orehes

a, WHAS, Louisville, Ky., Barney Rapt
and his orchestra; WTAM, Cleveland. Ohio
WTAM orchestra; PWX, Havana. Cuba. baseball poem, the ticking of a clock. ver:
plain: WHA, Madison, Wis., signing off a
8:30; WLW, Cincinnati. Ohio, special pro
gram: WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.. The Trio
OCR, Regina. Canada. orchestra. later"lost" bulletins.

At about 7 o'clock I heard somebody an
nouncing in Italian and then give a speedin Italian. I would like very much in fineout where it was. -JOHN SHELDON, 241
South Avenue, Glencoe, Ill.

IT IS HERE PRINTED.
RADIO EDITOR: I would like to know

if WJZ, New York: KDKA, Pittsburg: KSD
St. Louis; WWJ, Detroit, on a silent night
with a Rothschild $5 crystal set with a
Gruwol (Tilted) condenser, is any -so-called
DX record? I also hear WTAS. Elgin. ever)
night in the week --with no interference from
Chicago. If this is o. k., would like I.
see it printed. This is the double contra
receiver. -EARL J. LEENEY, 862.5 Mull
Union avenue, Chicago.

You Don't Need
Tubes to get out of town. If you

"--," want new stations on emit
crystal set, WRITE ME TODAY. Mine work(
400 to 1.000 miles -without tubes or batten.
lest Thousands have bought my plans and
now get results like mine. CHANGES OFTEN
COST LESS THAN' A DOLLAR. Send self-
addressed envelope for further information.

LEON LAMBERT ..

591 South Voltitaia, Wichita. lionsas.

"Post -Binder"
(Copyrighted)

Will Save Your Magazines
In a few seconds you can hind your Radio Magazine in

this strong book cover and will have started compiling a set
of -radio textbooks which, in time, will be of utmost value
to you. Every week there are articles in these magazines
to which you will have occasion to refer later on. ft is
very important that you keep all issues of the Radio Maga-
zine -beginning from the very first -with none missing -
and this is the most practical and least expensive wa,'
to do it.

Make a Permanent File
of Your Radio Magazine

It is very important, as you go along perfecting your
knowledge of radio, that you have the facts handy, at your
command. Again and again you will have occasion to con-
sult the information given exclusively in these magazines
each week. You may wish to purchase a set -or build- one
-and by referring to the advertisements of manufacturers
and retailers in all issues of the Radio Magazine you will
be enabled to buy more profitably. Every radiophan should
save these magazines. The cost of this binder is nominal.

PRICE 50 CENTS
It to be mailed, add 10e for postage.

This magazine is intended to be a reference book for the
radiophan, a guide that will enable you to get the most en-
tertainment and satisfaction out of radio. Do not cut the
advertisements. Make a list of what you wish to buy,
Save your magazine. DO NOT CUT IT. Keep it intact.

Demand for back copies of the first issues bas been so
 great that we had to print a second edition of them. If you
have not saved -them-or failed to get their at all -do not
wait too long before obtaining them. Make your book com-
plete from the very first issue -that of November 15.

This binder. size 1S'Ax1214 inches,
is made strong and substantial, but
neat. Cloth, finish, very durable.
Made Indleidually they would prob-
ably come to $1.50 to $2.00 each -andwould be well worth it for the great
convenience they are -but we have
had them made in quantity and are
giving our readers the advantage of
quantity production -we are selling'-
them for 50e each. By mall, 10e ea Ira.

"Post -Binders" and Back Copies
AT THE OFFICE OF

The ChieaOs Evening Post,- areM

--,-.01.16000+,6s Ka a War
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January
Clearance

Sale
O f f e r i n g opportunities
that every radio fan will
find profitable. Come to-
morrow, if you can -but
in any event -don't fail
to come before the sale
ends -Thursday, Jan. 17.

VARIABLE
CON DENSERS

Regular Our
Price Prier43 -Plate Vernier_ _ _$7.00 $3.48

23 -Plate Vernier___ 6.00 3.15
14 -Plate Vernier___ 5.50 2.98
3 -Plate Vernier___ 2.00 .98

PLAIN STYLE
Regular Our

Price ('rice43 -Plate Plain $4.00 $1.69
23 -Plate Plain 3.50 1.39
11 -Plate Plain 3.00 1.25
5 -Plate Plain 2.50 1.15

LOUD
SPEAKER

Beautifully finished.
Stands 22 inches
high. Guaranteed
workmanship. With
Edsh Unit,

'8.49
With Baldwin Unit,

'9.69
BATTERY
CHARGER

An Unusual
BARGAIN
With genuine
Tungar bulbs;
charges 2 am-
peres per hour.
List price $18.
Our special
price,

'8 . 69
COMPLETE PARTS

for

COCKADAY

CIRCUIT
Special for

This Week's Sale

10198
A NTENELLA or DUCON AERIAL
PLUG -Does away
with outside aerial 98c
KLOSNER VERNIER -ych.
RH EOSTATS-Special

Aerial Wire
; Stranded Aerial
; Wire, used by U.

S. Signal Corp s.
100 ft. for

Hercules, 4 -Way Plugs,
Each, 65c. Two for_ ___$1.19

V. T. Sockets, each 19c
Molded V. T. Sockets,

Each, 35c. Three for 95c
Enclosed Crystal Detector 49c
Phone Jacks, up from 19c
Phone Cords, special at 33c
Raven Hygrade Variometer, $2.19
Jefferson Transformer $2.48

c

OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS

wootitiotommo,Pototolooltoomt
SPECIAL NOTICE!
These most important sales will con-
tinue every day of this week -and
next week up to and including
Thursday, January 17.

5 -Tube NEUTRODYNEComplete

ic
This wonderful set guaranteed to

49get coast to coast. We couldn't
offer you anything better even if $ 1 5 1 6-

Lief0 you came in with twice the
400 amount. There is no better. We offer you this set COMPLETE

-NO EXTRAS. It consists of a very high-grade
Cabinet, all parts assembled -including

Five Radiotron Tubes B Batteries
Loud Speaker Head Set
Storage Battery Aerial Wire
Battery Charger Ground Wire

Insulators
Phone Plugs

and
Ground Clamp

Each Set with a Guarantee or Money Refunded.
Complete with all listed parts, as above. for $151.49.

"'\ We Carry All Parts and Prints for Making These Sets
WAVE TRAPS`

Will tune out all
Interference. This
is an essential to
the fan who wants
I:o get utmost sat-

isfaction out of his set.
PART'S ONLY -Our eA
special price__ _ rip98
COMPLETE -High - $7.95ly Polished Cabinet,

SETS IN CABINETS COMPLETE
Each Set Complete

at the Price Quoted, Less Aveessories

Prices
Assembled Prices

Complete in Cabinet Unassembled

5 -Tube Neutrodyne Set $76.25 $61.00
4 -Tube Neutrodyne Set 66.25 53.00
3 -Tube Neutrodyne Set 36.66 29.33

Every Article Described Herein Is GUARANTEED
---.. By Us to be exactly as represented or your money CHEERFULLY Er

refunded. We have built up our business on the sound basis of ==-

MERIT, HONESTY and SATISFACTION. Our sale is never
---27 =
E--

=
E-_-- completed until our customer is fully satisfied: We install Radio -a-=

Sets ON APPROVAL. Leave -or send us -YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS. -=--

ff'

1 IF IT'S RADIO=WE HAVE IT

HEAD SETS
The Famous Baldwin Head
Sets, listed at $12.00 a pair,
offered in this six -day sale at $6 .69an unusually lo.v price
OTHER SPECIAL VALUES LisT Pracp: SALE MIME

Roller -Smith _ _ $8.00 $3.68
Edsh 7.50 4.25
Berwick 3000 ohm 7.00 2.98
Berwick 2000 ohm 6.00 2.68
Manhattan 3000 ohm 6.00 3.68
Manhattan 2000 ohm 5.00 3.25
Brandes 6.50 4.95

SPECIAL We have 200 pairs of Kilborne-Clark guaranteed
Head Sets which we are offer-

ing at a very special price -actually the best value $2 48in Chicago

REINARTZ
1 -Tube Set
Complete, assembled. All parts
in mahogany finished cabinet.
Specially priced for this week's
sale at

$1.5.
PARTS ONLY-Un- $11.45

Hshigehi.graAc,e: wPane is i 2c

assembled. Price____

Complete Parts for

ERLA REFLEX
1 Variocoupler.

23 -Plate Variable Condenser.
2 Erla Sockets.
1 Erla Reflex No. 1 Transformer.
1 Erla A. F. Transformer.
1 Erla .002 Mica Condenser.
1 Erla .001 Mica Condenser.
1 Erla .00025 Mica Condenser.
1 Erla Fixed Crystal Detector.
1 Howard Rheostat.
2 Bakelite Dials.
8 Binding Posts.
1 Dozen Switch Points and 4

Stops.
2 Switch Levers.
1 x14x -inch Panel.

VERY SPECIAL AT

$20.79

Complete Parts for

POWER
AMPLIFIER

1 Set of Push and Pull Thordarson
or All-American Power Trans-
formers.

2 V. T. Sockets.
1 Howard Power Rheostat.
8 Binding Posts.
5 Switch Points and Stops.
1 Switch Lever.
1 Cutler -Hammer Filament Switch.
1 7x9 Panel.

Baseboard and instructions for
assembling and mounting.
USUALLY SOLD AT $25.00

OUR SPECIAL PRICE

$16.69

Complete Parts for

2 -STAGE
AMPLIFIER

Can be used on any long or short
wave V. T. receiver or crystal re-
ceiving set; will operate any loud
speaker or loud speaking unit at-
tachment.

1 7x9 Panel.
1 High -Ratio All-American or

Thordarson Transformer.
' 1 Low -Ratio All-American or

Thordarson Transformer.
1 Howard Rheostat.
2 Bakelite Sockets.
3 Double Jacks.

13 Binding Posts.
USUALLY SOLD AT $20.00
OUR SPECIAL PRICE

$12.69
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY AND CAREFULLY FILLED

CHICAGO
STORES

CHICAGO
STORES

CABINETS
EXTRA SPECIALS

Solid Oak and Mahogany Finish.
Note the Prices:-

6x10V2. . .$2.10
6x21 2.75

We have all others in stock.

Radio Corporation
Cabinets

Genuine Veneer Finish Mahogany.
914203%. $10.00 $2.69value. Each____.

TUBES
CUNNINGHAM and RADIOTRON
TUBES at special cut prices for
this week only :-
200 -DETECTOR.
Our Special $3.95Price
201A, 199, WD12

$4.98or WD11-all $6.00
list. Our Price

WESTINGHOUSE

WR-21
TUBES 11110

Detector or Amplifier,
for use with 3 dry cells4
does away with storage
batteries. S p e c i a Ily
priced at

Two for $5.49

STORAGE
BATTERIES

We guaran-tee eachbattery
for T W 0YEARS.
If you have
any trouble
at all return
for cash re-
fund. Spe-
cial prices for this sale: -

60 -Ampere Hours $10.48
80 -Ampere Hours 11.75
100 -Ampere Hours 14.25

FREE
Ewl?
with each

H cHydrometer
h battery

bought in this sale.

B Batteries

Complete Radio Map of all broad-
casting stations in the United
States, showing location and wave
lengths, etc., given absolutely
free with every purchase wade
during this sale.

OPEN EV2rUINCS 1"..N73 SUNDAYS
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[GEORGE KELLY, editor of the Northwest Farmstead, is

the man who built the program of farm lectures that has been a
feature of WLAG (Minneapolis) for more than a year.

IN THIS ISSUE Turning the Universal Panel Into a Reinartz Receiver-Some Notes on the
Superduc Circuit-The Armstrong Flivver, a Super Set That Works Loud

Speaker on Two Tubes-Pictures That Make You Acquainted with Zion City Broadcasting Station.
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedules
Central, or Chicago time, is shown on all stations. If necessary to ascertain 'local time on any station deduct

two hours from time shown for Pacific coast stations, one hour from time shown for the Rocky mountain stations and
add one hour to those stations using eastern time. Hawaiian island time is four hours and a half slower than Chicago
'time. In the list the call number of the station is first given, followed by the location, the owner's name, wave length
used and broadcasting schedule in order named. THE POST is making a thoro canvass of all stations in order that
this directory may be complete and accurate. Changes are so frequent in stations and schedules that no list can be satis-
factory which is not corrected frequently. Corrections and additions to this list will be made from week to week. Sta-
tions are urged to co-operate by sending information of changes in schedule to Radio Editor, The Chic'ago Evening Post.

CFAC-Calgary Herald, Calgary, Canada;
430 meters; Fred Carleton, director and
operator; silent Monday. Wednesday and
Thursday: Tuesday, day, 1 to 1:30, night,
7:45 to 7:55; Friday, day, 1 to 1:30,
night, 7:45 to 8:45 and 11 to 12.

CKAC-La Presse, Montreal, Canada; 430
meters: J. M. Carter, announcer and di-
rector; day, 4, music; 4:30, weather and
stock reports; special Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday, night, '7, kiddies stories in
French and English; 7:30 to 10 lectures
in French and English, music; Sunday,
day, 4, sacred music.

CKOC-Wentworth Radio Supply company,
Hamilton, Ont.; 410 meters H. Slach,
operator; silept nights. Tuesday, Thurs-
day; Saturday, night, '7:30 to 9: special
Sunday night church exercises. 7 to 8.

KDKA-East Pittsburg, Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 326 me-
ters.

KDPM-Cleveland, "Ohio, Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 270 me-
ters.

KDPT-San Diego, Calif., Southern Electri-
cal company, 244 meters.

KDYL-Salt Lake City, Utah, Telegram Pub-
lishing company, 244 meters.

KDYM-San Diego, Calif., Savoy theater, 252
meters.

KDYQ-Oregon Institute of Technology,
Portland, Ore.. 360 meters; program direc-
tor, L. E. Simson.

KDYQ-Portland. Ore., Oregon Institute a'
Technology, 360 meters.

KDYS-Great Falls, Mont., The Tribune. 360
meters.

KDYW-Phoenix, Ariz., Smith Hughes &
Co., 360 meters.

RDYX-Honolulu, Hawaii, Star Bulletin, 360
meters.

KDZB-Bakersfield, Calif., 1402 20th street,
Frank E. Seifert, 240 meters.

KDZE-Seattle, Wash., The Rhodes company,
. 455 meters.
KDZF-Los Angeles, Calif.* Automobile Club

of Southern California, 278 meters.
KDZI-Wenatchee, Wash., Electric Supply

company, 360 meters.
KDZE-Reno, Nev., Nevada Machinery and

Electric company, 360 meters.
KDZQ-Denver, Colo., Nichols Academy of
 Music, 360 meters.

KDZIL-Bellingham Publishing company,
Bellingham, Wash., 261 meters: 50 watts;
operator and announcer, A. M. Brown;
silent Thursday; night, 9 to 10. _local
talent, phonograph music.

RDZT-Seattle, Wash., Seattle Radio associa-
tion, 360 meters.

READ -Phoenix, Ariz., McArthur Bros, Mer-
cantile company, 360 meters.

KFAL-Pullman, Wash.. State College of
Washington, 360 meters: director, H. V.
Carpenter; program manager, A. J. Kra-
lowsee silent Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday,

..,kunday, night, 9:30 to 11: educational lec-
tures.

KFAI-Western Radio corporation, Denver.
Colo. 360 meters. Silent nights, Sunday
and Wednesday. Nights. 9 to 10.

KFAJ-Boulder, Colo., University of Colo-
rado, 360 meters.

KFAN-Moscow, Idaho, The Electric shop,
360 meters.

KFAP-Butte,. Mont., Standard Publishing
company, 360 meters.

KEAR-Hollywood, Calif. Studio Lighting
Service company (0. K. Olsen), 280 me-
ters.

KFAU-Boise, Idaho, Independent School Dis-
trict of Boise City, Boise High school, 270
meters.

KFAV-Venice, Calif. Abbot Kinney com-
pany, 224 meters.

KFAW-Santa Ana Calif. The Radio Den
(W. B. Ashford and H. T. White), 280
meters. -

KEAY-Medford, Ore., Virgin's Radio service.
283 meters.HEBB-Havre, Mont.. F. A. Buttrey & Co..
360 meters.KFBC-San Diego, Calif., W. K. Azbill. 278
meters.

KEBE-San UO8 Obispo, Calif., Reuben H.
Horn, 360 meters.

.(ERG -Tacoma. Wash., First Presbyterian
church, 360. meters.

KEBK-Sacramento; Calif., Kimball -Upson
company, 283 meters.

)(FILL -Everett, Wash., Leese Bros., 224 me-
ters.

KERS-Trinidad, Colo., Trinidad Gas and
Electric Supply company and the Chronicle
News, 360 meters.

EFISU-Larimie, Wyo., The Cathedral
(Bishop N. S. Thomas), 289 meters.

KFCB-Phoenix, Ariz., Nielson Radio Sup-
ply company, 238 meters.

ENTO-Selem, Ore., Salem Electric company.
360 meters.

l(FCE-Walls Walla, Wash., 707 Baker build-
ing, Frank A. Moore, 360 meters.

KFCH-Billings, Mont., Electric Service sta-
tion (Inc.), 360 meters.

KFCK-Oolorado Springs, Colo.. Colorado
Springs Radio company, 258 meters.

KFCL-San Antonio, Calif., Los Angeles
Union Stock yards, 360 meters..

8 -ECM -Richmond, Calif., Richmond Radio
shop (Frank T. Doeing), 360 meters.

:(FCP-Ogden, Utah, 2421 Jefferson avenue.
Ralph W. Flygare, 360 meters.

KFCY-Houston. Texas, Fred Mahaffey, Jr.,
360 meters. '

KFCY-Le Mars, Iowa, Western Union col-
lege, 252 meters.

KFCZ-Omaha, Neb.. Omaha Central High
school, 258 meters.

liEl1A-Baker, Ore., Adler's Music store. 360
meters.

HEI)D-Boise, Idaho, St. Michael's cathedral,
252 meters.

KEDH-Tescon, Ariz., University of Arizona,
380 meters.

KEW -Corvallis, Ore., Oregon AgriCultural
college. 360 meters.

KFDL-Denver., Colo., Knight -Campbell Mu-
sic company, 360 meters, 50 watts.

KEDO-Bozeman, Mont., 420 Weet Koch
street, H. Everett Cutting, 24S meters.

KFDP-Des Moines, Iowa, Hawkeye Radio
and Supply company. 278 meters.

riFDR-York, Neb., Bullock's Hardware and
Sporting. Goods (Robert G. 'Bullock). 360
meters.

)(VDU -Lincoln, Neb., Nebraska Radio Elec-
tric company, e40 meters.

KEDV-Fayetteville, Ark., Gilbrech & Stin-
son, 360. meters.

KEDX-Shreveport, La., First Baptist church,
. 360 meters.
KEDY-Brookings, S. D.:South Dakota State

College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
360 meters..

KFI)Z-Minneapolis. Minn.. 2510 South
Thomas avenue, Harry 0. Iverson, 360
meters.KFEC-Portland, Ore., Meier & Frank com-
pany, 360 meters.

KFEJ-Tacoma, Wash., 1724 South Jay
street. Guy Greason, 360 meters.

KEEL -Denver, Colo., Winner Radio corpora -
lion, 360 meters.

KEEP -Denver, Colo.. Radio Equipment com-
pany (Joseph L. Terre). 240 meters.

KFEQ-Oak, Neb., J. L. Scroggin, 360 me-
ters.

KEER-Fort Dodge, Iowa. Auto Electric
Service company, 231 meters.

KEEv-Douglas. Wyo., Radio Electric Shop,
263 meters.

KIMA-Minneapolls, Minn., Augsburg Semi-
nary, 261 meters.

K EEP-I(.ellogg* Idaho, Bunker Hill and Sul-
livan Milting and Concentrating company.
360 meters.

KEEZ-St. Louis, Mo., American Society of
Mt...hanker Engineers (F. H. Schubert).
3e,i) ;peters.

E, FEB-Poise, Idaho. Jenkins Furniture corn-
mmy, 240 meters.

KEFE-Pendleton, Ore., Eastern Oregon' Ra-dio company, 360 meters.
KFFO-Hillsboro, Ore., Dr. E. S. Smith. 229meters.
KFFP-Moberly. Mo., First Baptist church.275 meters.
KEEQ-Colorado Springs, Colo., Marksheffel

Motor company, 360 meters.
KFER-Sparks, Nev., Nevada. State Journal(Jim Kirk), 226 meters.
REFV-Lamoni, Iowa, Graceland college, 360meters.
KFFX-Omaha, Neb., McGraw company, 278meters.
KFFY-Alexandria, LE. Pincus & Murphy,275 meters.
KFEZ--Dallas, Texas (portable), Al. G.

Barnes Amusement company, 226 meters.
.1 -Baton Rouge, La., Louisiana State

university, 254 meters.
KEGD-Chickasha, Okla., Chickasha Radioand Electric company, 248 meters.KFGH-Standard University, Cal.. LelandStanford university, 360 meters.KEW -St. Louis, Mo., Missouri Nationalguard 138th infantry, 266- meters.
KFOL-Arlington, Ore., Arlington garage,2:34 meters.
K1111E-Cheney. Kan., Cheney Radio company,

239 meters.
KFGQ-Boone, Iowa, Crary Hardware com-

pany, 226 meters.
I:UMW-Utica Neb., Heidbreder Radio Sup-

ply company, 224 meters.
KFOX-Orange, Texas, First Presbyterianchurch, 250 meters.

';2 -Berrien Springs, Mich., Emmanuel
Missionary college, 268 meters.

KFLIA-Gunnison, Colo., Colorado State Nor-mal school, 252 meters.
KFHB-Hood River. Ore., Rialto theater(P. L. Beardwell). 280 meters.
KFFID-St. Joseph, Mo., Utz Electric Shop

company, 226 meters.

KWH-Selma, Cal.. The Sugar Bowl (H. R.
Shaw), 273 meters.

ICEJI-Astoria. Ore., 'Liberty theater (E. E.
Marsh), 252 meters.

XF2J3J6-CmarreterolsIton Mo., Carrollton Radio shop,

KIJK-Bristow. Okla., Delano Radio and
Electric company, 233 meters.

KFJI-Ottumwa. Iowa, Hardsacg bfanuf act-
tering company, 242 meters.

KFJM-Grand Forks, N. D., University of
North Dakota, 229 meters.

HIMQ-Grand Forks, N. D.. Electric Construc-
tion company (portable), 252 meters.

KFJR-Stevensville, Mont., Ashley C. Dixon
and Son, 258 meters.

kFJV-Dexter. Iowa. Thomas H. Warren,
224 meters.

KEAY-Towanda. Han.. Le Grand Radio com-
pany, 221/2 meters.

KFJX-Cedar Falls, Iowa, State Teachens'
college.. 229 meters.

KFJY-Fort Dodge, Iowa, Tunwall Radio
company, 246 meters.

KF.17-Fort Worth. Texas. Texas National
Guard, 112th Cavalry, 254 meters._

KFRA-Greeley, Colo., Colorado State/Teach-
ers' college. 218 meters.

KFKB-Milford, Ran., Brinkley -Jones Hospital
association, 286 meters.

KFKH-Makeside Colo.. Denver Park and
Amusement ccetapany. 248 meters.

KFKQ-Conway, Ark., Conway Radio labora-
tories, 224 meters.

KEKV-Butte, Mont., F. F. Gray, 283 me-
ters.

KFKX-Hastings. Neb., Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 286 me-
ters.

KFKZ-Colorado Springs, Colo.. Masseur
Bros. Radio company, 234 meters.

KFLA-Butte. Mont., Abner R. Wilson, 283
meters.

evenings, 9, news bulletins; 9:30, weath-
er; 10, studio programs, lectures, enter-
tainment.

KLZ-Denver, Colo., Reynolds Radio com-
pany, 360 meters.KMJ-Fresno, Calif., San Joaquin Light and
Power corporation; 273 meters, 60 watts;
R. C. Denny, operator and director; Wayne
Freund, announcer: Tuesday, Friday and.
Sunday night, 10 to 11.

KMO-Tacoma, Wash., Love Electric com-
pany. 360 meters.

KNJ-Roswell, New Mexico, Roswell Publie
Service company, 250 meters.

KNT-Aberdeen. Wash., Grays Harbor Radio
company (Walter Hemrich), 263 meters.

KNV-Los Angeles, Cal., Radio Supply com-
liaMite 360 meters.

KNX-Los Angeles, Cal., Electric Lighting
Supply company, 360 meters.

HOB-eState College, -New Mexico, New Meal-
ier): College' of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, .360 meters. Daily, time signals,
weather. news, crop reports; Monday.
Wednesday. Friday night, 8:30 to 9:30,
concerts.

KOP-Detroit Police department, Detroit,
Mich.. 286 meters: daily except  SundaY:
I p. m.. to 6:30 p. m.

KPO-San Francisco. Cal., Hale Brothers
423 meters; silent Friday: Sunday night,
10:30 to 12, concert: Monday, 10 to 11,
organ, 11 to 12, dance music; Tuesday.
Wednesday. ,Thursday nights. 10 to 11.
studio program, 11 to 12, dance music;
Saturday night, 10 to 2 a. m., dance music.

KQI-Berkeley, Cal., University of California,
360 meters.

KQP-Hood River, Ore., Apple City Radio
club, 360 meters.

KQV-Pittsburg, Pa., Doubleday -Hill Electric
company, 380 meters.

KQW-San Jose, Cal., Berkeley Daily Gazette,
278 meters.

THE CHICAGO EVENING POST
TABLOID RADIO SCHEDULES

These stations are those, most commonly tuned in evenings by the Chicago broadcast listen-
ers. The time given is central standard. Pacific coast time is two hours earlier than that
shown here. Mountain time is one hour earlier, and eastern time one hour later. Evening
program schedules only are given. This list was compiled by The Chicago Evening Post
Radio Department and is protected by copyright.

STATION Miles Met Monday Tuesday Wednesday 1 Thursday Friday Saturday ' Sunda.*
Chicago-

KYW, Comm.. Edison Bldg
WAAF, Union Stock Yards
WMAQ, Hotel La Salle'
WDAP, Drake Hotel
WJAZ, Edgewater Beach Hotel.

536
286
536
360
4481

4:30- 5:00
6:30- 9:30
4:30- 5:00
7:00- 9:55

t 7:00-1 a.m.
10:00-12:30

8:30-12:00
4:30- 5:00
7:00- 9:56
7:00-1a.m.

10:00-12:30

6:30- 9:30
4:30- 5:00
7:00- 9:55
7:00-1 a.m.

10:00-12130

6:30- 9:30
4:30- 5:00
7:00- 9:55
7:00-1 a.m

10:00-12:30

6:30-12 D3.

8:00-10:00
7:00-1 am.

10:00e 2:00

6:30- 9:30

9:15-10:80
8:00- 9:00

Suburban-
WCBD, Zion, Ill -

WIAB, Rockford. Ill ''...
WRM, Urbana, Dl
WTAS. Elgin, Dl

39
77

120
87

345
252
360
275

8:00- 9:00
'8:00- 9:00
8:50- 9:30
7 :30-10 :00

,

1.

8:00- 9:00

Eastern-
ILDKA, East Pittsburg.._
WB2, Springfield, Mass
WEAF, New York City
WGI, Medford Hillside, Mass
WHAZ, Troy. N. Y
WGY. Schenectady, N. 'Y
WGR, Buffalo
WEN. New York City
WJY, New York City
WJZ, New York City
WOO, Philadelphia
WRC, Washington. D. C

430
802
733
875
748
698
472
912
733
733
677
612

326
337
495
380
380
280
319
360
4051
455
500
469

'7:00-11:00
6:30- 9:00
6:30-10:00
6:30- 8':00
8:00- 9:30
6:45-11:30
6:00-10:45
1:15-11:00

6:30-10:30
7:15-10:00
8:00-10:00

_

7:00-11:00
6:30- 9:00
6:30-10:00
6:30- 8:00
6:45- 9:00
6:00- 7:30
1 :15-11:00

6:30-10:30
7:15-10-.00

7:00-13 :00
6:30- 9:00
6:30-10:00
6:30- 8:00
6:45- 9:00
6:00-10:15
1:15-11:00

6:30-10:30
7:15-10:00
8:00-10:00

.

7:00-11:00
6:30- 9:01)
6:30-10:0
6:30- 8:00
6:45- 9:00
6:00- 7:30
1 :15-11 :00

6:30-10:30
7:15-10:00

7:00-11:00
6.:30- 9:00
6:30-10:00
6:30- 8:00
6:45-11:30
6:00-10:45
1:15-11:00

6:30-10:30
7:15-10:00
8 :00-10 :00

7:00-11:00
6:30- 9:00
6:30-10:00
6:30- 8:00
6:45- 9:00
6:00- 7:30
1:15-11:00

6:30-10:30
7:15-10:0

6:30-10:00
7:30- 9:00

2:30- 6:60

Midwest-
WCX, Detroit
WJAX, Cleveland
WLAG, Minneapolis
WLW, Cincinnati
WOC, Davenport
WTAM, Cleveland
WWJ, Detroit ,

245
323
358
262
105
323
245

517
390
4.17
109
481
300
517

7:30- 9:00
10:30-1 a.m.
8:00-10:00
7:00-11 :00
7:00- 7:30
8:30-10;00

7:30- 9:00
7:30- 9:30

10:30-1 a.m.
10:00-12:00

7:00- 7:30
8:30-10:00

7:30- 9:00
10:304 a.m.
8:00-10:00
'7:00-11:00
7:00: 7:30
8:3040:00

7:30- 9:00
8:00-10:30

10:30-1 min
10 :00-12 :00

7:00-11:00
7:00- 7:30
8:30-12 m.

7:30- 9:00
10:30-1 a.m.

7:00-11:00
7:00- 7:30
8:30-10:00

10:39-1 a.m,

7:00-11:00
7:00- 7:30 '7:00- 7:30

Southern-
KSD, St. Louis
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas .. , ..
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo
WFAA, Dallas, Texas... .......
WGV, New Orleans
MIAS, Louisville
WHB, Kansas City, Mo
WMC, Memphis
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo
WS13. Atlanta, Ga

270
855
430
853
858
271
430
480

1,080
337
605

540
176
411
476
350
400
411
500
385
441
4281

8 :00-11 :00
7 :15-11 :00

11 :45-1 a.m.
6:45- 9:30
7:00- 8:00

8:00- 9:30
8:00-12 m.

8 :00-11 :00
7 :15-11 :00

11 :45-1 a.m.
6:45- 9:30

'7:00- 9:00
11:00-12:00

9 :30-10 :30

8:00-12 m.

8 :00-11 :00
7 :15-11 :00

11 :45-1 a.m,
6:45- 9:30
7:00- 8:00
7:30- 9:00

8:00- 9:30
8:00-12 m.

-

7 :1641 :00
11 :45-1 a.m.
6:45- 7:30

7-:00- 9:00
.11:00-12:00

I

8:00-12 m.

8:00-11:00
7 :16-11 :00

11 :45-1 a.m.
6:45- 9:30

7:00- 9:00

8:00- 9:30
8:00-12 m.

8:00-11:00

11 :45-1 a.m.
6:45- 9:30
7:00- 8:00

8:00-10:00
9:30-10:30

8:00-12 m.

-
9 :3041 :00

...
4:00- 5:00
8:00-10:00
8;00-10:00

_

7:30- 9:00
Pacific Coast-

KED13, San Francisco
KGW, Portland, Ore
KHJ, -Los Angeles -
ILPO, San Francisco '

'
1;010
1,895
1,795
1.910

500
492
395
423

12 m.- 1:30
1 :00-1 a.m.
8:45-10:00
6:30-12 m.

12 m.- 1:30
-10 :00-11 :00

8 :45-10:00
6:30-12 m.

12 m.- 1:30
10 :00-11 MO

8:45-10:00
7:30-12:00

12 m.- 1:30)12
10:00-11 :00

6:45-10-:00
6:30-12 m.

m.- 1:30
1 :00-2 a.m.
8:45-10:00

12 m.- 1:30
10 :00-11 :00

8:45-10:00
6:30-12 m

12 m.- 1:30
9 :00-10 :00

10:00.12:00
10:30-12 m.

RS11E-Shreveport, La., Ceni.ral Christian
church. 266 meters.

KFHH-Neah Bay, Wis., Ambrose A. Mc-
Cue, 283 meters.

KEW -Santa Barbara, Cal., Fallen -& Co.,
380 meters. Manager,' S. Hastings.

"Evening -8 to 8:40 p. m., news bulletins.-
bed -time story: 11 to 12, music.
kEBLos Gatos. Cal., Curtis Brothers

Hatedware store,, 242 meters.
ERR -Seattle, Wash., Star Electric and

Radio company, 270 meters.
KERS-Lihete, Haviall, Clifford J. Dow, 275

meters.
KEHU-Mayville, N. D., H. G. Stereo, 261

meters.
KEHX-Hutchinson, Ran., 407 East lot

street. Robert W. Nelson, 229 meters.
KEI-Los Angeles, Cal., Earle C. Anthony

(Inc.), 469 meters.
IiFIB-St. Louis, Mo.. 5666 Vernon avenue.

Franklin W. Jenkins, 244 meters.
KEID-Iola, Kan., Ross Arbuckle's garage,

246 meters.
REIF-Portland. Ore., Benson Polytechnic

institute, 360 meters.
KFIK-Gladbrook, Iowa, Gladbrook Electric

company, 234 meters.
KFIL-Louisburg, Kan., Windisch Electric

Farm Equipment company, 234 meters.
KEIO-Spokane, Wash., North Central high

school, 252 meters.
1(14Q -Yakima, Wash., Yakima Valley Ra-

dio Broadcasting association, 224 meters.
KEW -Juneau. Alaska, Alaska Electric

Light and Power company, 226 meters.
KFIV-Pittsburg, Kan.. 706 East 10th street,

V. H. Broyles, 240 meters.
KFIX - Independence. Mo.. Reorganized

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints. 240' meters.

KFIYSeattle, Wash., Brott laboratories.
236 meters.

KEIZ-Fond do Lac, Wis., Daily Common-
wealth, 237 meters.-

KFJA-Grand Island, Neb.. Central Power
company, 244 - meters.

RPM -Marshalltown. Iowa, Marshalltown
Electrical company, 248 meters.

EFJC-Seattle, Wash., Post Intellieencer, 233
meters.

}MID -Greeley, Colo., Weld County Printing
.and Publishing company, 236 meters.

I1FJF-Oklahoma City, Okla., National Radio
Manufacturing company. 252 meters.

KFLB-Menominee, Mich., Signal Electric
ManufaCturing company. 248 meter .

KFLD-Franklinton, La., Paul E. Greenlaw,
234 meters.

KFLE-Denver, Colo.. National Educational
Service, 268 meters.

KFLH-Salt Lake City, Utah, Erickson Radio
company, 261 meters.

EFLP-Cedar Rapids, Ohio, Everette M. Fos-
ter. 240 meters.

Reek, Ark., Bizzell Radio shop.
261 meters.

REUEL-Albuquerque, N. M., University of
New Mexico, 254 meters.

KGB -Tacoma. Wash.. Wm. A. Mullins Elec-
tric company, 360 meters.

EGG-Hallack & Watson Radio Service, Port-
land, Ore., 460 meters, 50 watts.
Day -2:45 to 3, news.
Evening -.7:30 to 8, phonograph and sport-ing news; 9:30 to 10. press and policereports; special Wednesday and Sunday,
11 to 12 midnight, singing concert.

KGN-Portland, Ore., Northwestern Radio
Manufacturing company, 360 meters.

KGU-Honolulu, Hawaii, Waiwiwi Beach,
Marion A. Mulrony, 360 meters.

KGW-Portland. Ore., Portland Oregonian;
492 meters:
Day -1:30, weather; 5:30, lectures endchildren's hour.
Evening -10, music; 11, lecture; 12, mu-

sic.
ROY -Lacy. Wash., St. Martin's college

258 meters; 10 watts; evening, 10 to11:30.
KIEIJ-Los Angeles, Cal., Times-Mirror com-

pany, 395 meters.
KHQ-Seattle, Wash.,419 13th avenue,- Louis

Wasmer, 360 metrs.
KJQ-Stockton, Cal 615 East Main street,

C. 0. Gould, 360 meters.
RJR -Seattle, Wee h., Northwest Radio Serv-

ice company, 270 meters.
KJS-Los Angeles, Cal., Bible Institute of

Los Angeles, 360 meters.
KEN -Monterey, Cal., Monterey Electric

Shop. 360 meters.
TLS -Oakland, Cal.. 1201 Telegraph avenue,

Warner Brother. .360 meters: director,Miss A. Warr- announcer, 8. Warner.
Week days, L.A.) -to 3; Friday evening,
10 to 11; Sunday afternoon, 2 to 3.

SLR -Oakland; Tne Oakland Tribune,
509 meters,:  500 -waiter Suuday1

KSD-St. Louis, Mo., Post Dispatch (Pulit-
zer Publishing company), 546 meters.

KM -Long Beach. Cal., Prost & Dean Radio
company and Radio. Research Society of
Long Beach, Cal., 229 meters; 10 watt;
Boy Scout news.'

KTW-Seattle, Wash., --First Presbyterian
church. 360 meters.

KUO-San 'Francisco, Cal., Examiner Print-
ing company, 360 'meters.

KUS-Los Angeles, Cal., City Dye Works
and Laundry company, 360 meters.

KUY-El Monte, Cal., Coast Radio company,
360 meters.

KWG-Stockton, Cal.. Portable Wireless Tele-
phone company, 360 meters.

KWH-Los Angeles, Cal., Los Angeles Ex-
aminer, 360 meters. -

KXD-Modesto, Cal., Modesto Herald Pub-
lishing company, 360 meters.

KYQ-Honolulu, Hawaii, Electric Shop, 360
meters.

KYW-Chicago, Ill., Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing company, 345 meters.

HEM -Oakland, Cal., '13th and Harrison
streets, Preston D. Allen, 360 meters.

K7,14 -Salt Lake City, Utah, The Deseret
News, 380 meters; daily except Sunday
9 to 10:30 p. m., music, addresses, stories,
news.

R2V-Wenatchee, Wash., Wenatchee Battery
and Motor company, 360 meters.

NAA-Arlington.- Va., U. S. Navy dept., 435
meters; daily except Sunday, 8:45 to
9:40 a. m., markets; 11:25 to 11:40, mar-
kets; 12r45 to 1:20 p. m., markets; 2:25
to 3:40 p. m., markets; 9:05 to 9:20
p. m., weather.

WAA1t-New Orleans, La.,' 137 South St.
Patrick street, Valdemar Jensen, 268 me-
ters.

WAAC-New Orleans, La., Tulane university,
360 meters.

WAAD-Cincinnati, Ohio, Ohio Mechanics in-
stitute, 360 meters, 25 watts, range, 50
miles.

WAAF-Chicago, Ill., Chicago Daily Drov-
ers Journal, 286 meters: Daily except
Sundays and holidays, 8:10, 10:45, 17:40,
3, 4:30 p. m., markets; 10:30, 12:30
p. m., weather.

WAAH-St. Paul, Minn., Commonwealth
Electric company, 360 meters.

WAliK-Milwaukee, 'Wis., Gimbel Brothers.
280 meters.. '

WAAIVI-Newark, N. J., I. R. - Nelson com-pany, 263 meters.
WAAN-Columbia, Mo., University of Mis-souri, 254 meters.
WAAW-Omaha, Neb., Omaha Grain Ex-change. 360 meters, 500 watts: Daily

except Sunday, 9:45, 10:45, 11:45, 12:45.1:15 and 8, ytorld markets; final reportSaturday at 12:45 p. m. -

WAAZ-Emporia, Han., Hollister -Miller Mo-
tor company, 360 meters.

WA -AB -Harrisburg. Pa, Dr. John B. Law-rence, 266 meters.
WABC-e nelerson, Ind,, Fulwicler-GrimesBattery ()mostly, 229 meters.
WABD-Dayton, Ohio, Parker high school,283 meters.
WABE-Washington, D. C., Young Men's

Christian association, 283 meters.WARE -Mount Vernon, Ill., Mount Vernon
Register -News company, 234 meters.

WABO-Jacksonville. Fla., Arnold EdwardsPiano company, 248 meters.
WABH-Sandusky, Ohio, Lake Shore Tirecompany, 240 meters.
WABI-Bangor, Me.; Bangor Railway and

Electric company, 240 - meters.
WABA-Lake Forest, Ill., Lake Forest col-lege, 266 meters.
WABJ-South Bend, Lid., The Radio Labora-tories, 240 meters.
WARR-Worcester, Mass., First Baptistchurch, 252 meters.
WABL-Storrs, Conn., Connecticut Agricul-tural college, 28i meters.
WARM -Saginaw. Mich. F. E. Doherty Au-

tomotive and Radio Simply company, 254meters.
WABN-La Crosse, Wis., Waldo C. Grover.234 meters.
WABO-Rochester, N. Y., Lake Avenue Bap-tist church, 252 meters.
WBAA-West Lafayette, Ind., Purdue uni-versity, 380 meters.
WIIAD-Minneapolis, Minn., Sterling Elec-tric company, 3130 meters.-
WBAH-Minneapolis, Minn., The Daytoncompany, 360 meters.
WBAN-Paterson, N. J., Wireless Phone cor-

poration, 244 meters.
WRAC -Decatur. Ill., James Millikin uni-versity, 360 meters.
WRAP -Fort Worth, Texas, Wortham-Car-

ter Publishing company (Star -Telegram).
476 meters, 750 watts: Silent Saturdayand Sunday nights. Operator, E. L. OR's:
supervisor, H. W. Hough; announcer, "The
Hired Hand." Daily program, 11 a.
markets, aviation, weather: 12 noon, 1.2, 4 p. m., markets and information; 5
p. m., financial news: 8:110 to 11:45 P. m..concert.

WISAV-Columbus. Ohio, Einer and Hu-phins company, 390 meters, 500 watts.
Director, R. S. Bohemian; program direc-
tor Miss Helen Mears; announcer. H. E.
Day. Daily except Sunday. 12:30 to 1.markets and news. Monday evening, 8 to10. music.

WRAW-Marietta, Ohio, Marietta college,246 meters. .

WBAX-Wilkesbarre, Pa., 66. Gildersleeve
street, John M. Stenger, Jr., 380 meters.

WEAY-New Fort, N. Y., Western Electric
company, 492 meters.

WBBA-Newark, Ohio, Newark Radio La-
boratories. 240 meters..

11 -1113C -Sterling, Sterling Radio Equip-ment company, 129 meters.-
WRIID-Reading, Pa., Barbey Battery Serv-

ice, 234 meters,
WBL-Anthony, Kan., T. & H. Radio com-

pany, 261 meters. -

WBS-Newark, N. J., D. W. May, Inc., 360
meters.

W BT -Charlotte, N. C., Southern Radio cor-
poration., 3(10 meters.

WBU-Chicago, Ill., City of Chicago, 286meters
WBZ-Springfield Mass., Westinghouse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing company, 337 me-ters.
WCAD-Canton. N. Y., St. Lawrence uni-versity, 280 meters.
WCAE-Pittsburg, Pa., Kaufmann *dr Baercompany, 462 meters: daily,- 11.:30, weath-er: 2:30, news ?:30, stocks: 5:30, dinnermusic; 6:30, children's stories; 7:30. mu-sic: Sunday. 2 p. m., people's radio church

service, Rev. Dr. George W. Shelton; 6:30,
music.

WCAG-New Orleans, ea.. 2813 Celine=street, Clyde R Randall, 268 meters.
WCAR-Columbus, Ohio, Entrekin Electriccompany. 286 meters.
WC:LT-University Place. Neb., Nebraska

Wesleyan university. 360 meters; -station
director and announcer, J. C. Jensen: daily.10:30 a. m., weather; Tuesday, 6 P. m.,children's storks; Thursday, 8 p. m., lec-tures and musx.

WCAK-Houston. Texas, 2504 Bagbystreet,
Alfred P. Daniel, 360 meters.

WCAL-N'ortlifield, Minn., St.. Olaf college,360 meters.
WCAM-Villanova, Pa., Villanova college,360 meters.
WCAO-Baltimore, Md.. Sanders & Stayman

company, 360 meters; daily, 10:55, time
signals; 11 a. m., weather; -11:05, music;
Monday and Wednesday, 7 p. in., music.WCAP-Washington. D. C., Chesapeake &
Potomas Telephone company. 469 meters.

WCAR-San Antonio, Texas, A,larno RadioElectric company, 360 meters.
W(VM-Minneapolis, Minn., William HoodDunwoodie Industrial institute, 246 me -term director. M. R. Bass; operator and

announcer, P. P. Upton; Monday, 7 to7:30 p. m.. music; ,Tuesday, 8:15 to 9:30
p. m., music and educational programs(9230 to 10:45 on alternate weeks) :Wednesday, 6 30 to 7, music and techni-
cal 'lectures: Thursday, 7 to 7:30 p. m.,notes on radio and code practice.

WRIT -Rapid City, S. D.,- South DakotaState School of Mines, 240 meters.
WCAU-Philadelphia, Pa., Durham &. Co.,

286 meters.
WCAV-Little Lock, Ark., J. C. Dice Elem

tric, company, .360 meters.
WCAX-Burlington, Vt., University of Bel-mont, 360 meters.
WCAI'-Milwaukee, Wis. Resselman O'Dris-

coll company, -261 meters.
WCA2-Carthage, Ill., Carthage college, 246

meters.
WM-Allentown, Pa., 1015 Allen street.Charles W: Fleimbach, 280 meters,
WeBB-GreenvIle. Ohio. K. &'K. Radio Sup-'

ply company (Charles H. Ilatzenberger),
240 meters.

WSRD-Zion, 114 Wilbur G. Voliva, 345meters.
WCE-Minneapolis. Minn., Findley Electric

mompany, 360 meters.--
WCK-St. Louis, Mo., Stbc, Baer & Fuller

Dry Goods company, 360 meters.
WCM-Austin, Texas, University of Texas,

360 meters.
WCX-Detroit. Mich., Detroit Free Press,51e meters.
WDAD-Lindsborg, Hans., Central Kansas

Radio Supply company (Wm. L. Harri-
son), 360 meters.

WDAE-Tampa, Fla., Tampa Daily Times,
360 meters.

WRAF -Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City Star,
411 meters.

WDAG-Amarillo, Texas, J. Laurance Mar-
tin. 360 meters: J. L. 'Martin, director
and operator: broadcast Tuesday andThursday at 8 p. 111.-

WDAH-El Palo Texas, Trinity Methodist
church (South), 268 meters; station di-
rector, A. C. Arnold; announcer, John
Burke; Sunday, 8:30 a. m., and. 12 mid-
night; Thursday. 8:30 p. m., concert.

woes1--Syracuse, N. Y., Hughes Radio Cor-
poration, 246 meters.

: Continued 0.4 Page 14.
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Today's Radio Programs
Radio Programs

Below ar2 given the complete sched-
ules of all the Chicago and suburban
broadcasting stations and those of the
out-of-town stations which are most
commonly tuned by local radiophans.

These schedules are a regular daily
feature in The Chicago Evening Post.

On Thursday of each week a corn-
ple:e list and schedule of. every broad-
casting station in the United States
is published in The Chicago Evening
Post's sixteen -page Radio Magazine
sec don.

CHICAGO STATIONS

(Cenlral Time Is Shown.)
ICYW-Located in Commonwealth Edison

building, 530 meters; Wilson J. Wetherbee,
director.

Dey-9:30 a. in., news and markets: 10
a. m., market reports; 10:30 a. m., finan-
cial news and comment; 10:58 a. in., naval
observatory tame signals; 11. a. in.. market
reports; 11:0:: a. in.. weather report; 11:30
a. m., news and comment of the financial
and commercial market; 11:35 a. in., table
talk by M'rs. Anna J. Peterson.

Evening -6:50 p. m., children's bedtime
Story; 8 to 8:20 p. m., twenty minutes of
good. reading by Rev. C. J. Pernin, S. J.,
hew of department of English. Loyola uni-
veraiy 8 30 p. in., program furnished thru
the courtesy of the Chicago. Rock Island
and Pacific Railroad company: Herbie Mintz,
Pianist; Sallie Menkes. accompanist; 9:16

m.' program furnished by the National
Live Stock and Meat board; speaker of
the evening will be Thomas E. Wilson, vice
chairman of the board. His subject will be
"Preparation of Live Stock for Human Con -
Mina otion.'WAAF-Located at Union stock yards; 286
teeters.Day-Live stock reports at 8:40, 10:30,
10:95 a. re., 12:30, 12:45, 4:30 p. m.

Evening-No schedule.WMAQ-Located on Hotel LaSalle; 447.5
Meters. Miss Judith C. Waller, station di-
rector.Day -4:30, i.he Dayton choir.

Evening -7, weekly talk to Boy Scouts'.
Illinois Nurseryman's banquet: 8:30, WMAQ
orchestra: 9:15, Marie Sidenius Zendt, so-
prano. and James J. Donnelly, tenor.

VGAZ-Located on Edgewater Beach hotel;
447.5 meters; E. Warren Howe. program
director.DThis station has no regular day
Schedule.-Evening-10 p. in.. Alice Cunradi. soprano;
Max Rosner. tarytone; Isabelle Cuny, pianist,
and Oriole orchestra: "Susie," "Twentieth -
Century Thum" by Oriole orchestra; "Just
for Remembrance" (Young), "Until" (San-

e br A,iee Curundi; "Alt Wien" (Go-
welryw, 'Terpsichorean Vindobona'"' (Go-

dowek,, by Isabelle Cuny; "Forgetful
Blues.""Sunshine of Mine,"by Oriole or-
chestra; baritone solos (selected), by Max
Rosner; "Two Etudes (Chopin). by Isabelle
Cues; baritone solos (selected), by Max

Rosner; "Unfortunate Blues," "My Dream
Moon," by Oriole orchestra; "The Lotus
Flower" (Schumann). "Sing Me to Sleep"
(Green). by Alice Cunradi; "To a Wild Rose"
(MacDowell), "Polichinelle" (Rachmani-
noff), by Isabelle Cuny; "Love's Com-
munion" (Smith). "The False Prophet"
(Scott), by Alice Ctinradi; "Sobbing Blues,"
"Wonderland of Dreams," by Oriole .orches
tra.

WDAP-Chicago Board of Trade, located
at Drake hotel; 390 meters.

Day -9:30 a. in., 10 a. in.. 10:30 a. m..
11 a. in., 11:30 a. in., 12 noon, 12:30 p. m.,
1 p. in., 1:30 p. in., quotations and market
reports direct from the Chicago Board of
Trade.

Evening -10 p. m., Northwestern School of
Music, Jack Chapman's orchestra.

WPAD-Formerly on W. A. Wieboldt &
Co.'s. School street and Ashland avenue.

Notice-This station has closed and is be-
ing moved to Armour Institute where it will
be operated by the radio department of that
institution.WSAH-Located at 4801 Woodlawn ave-
nue: 248 meters.

WSAX-Located on Chicago Radio labora-
tory; 208 meters.

SUBURBAN STATIONS

Central Time Is Shown,)
WCBD-Zion, Ill.; 345 meters; J. H. De -

pew, station manager.
Day -2:30 p. in. to 3:45 p. In., sacred

solos and duets. and an address either by
Wilbur Glenn Vollva, general overseer of the
Christian Catholic Apostolic church in Zion,
or one of his representatives.

WCAY-Mliwankee, Wis.; 261 meters: No
silent nigh la.

Day -1 p. in. to 4:30 p. m., special con-
cert; novelty and test programs as an-
nounced.

Evening -7:30 D. in., regular concert pro-
gram.

1111AD--31arenette university, Milwaukee.
Wls.; 280 meters:

Wdnesdays-At 7:30 p. in. only.
WIAB-Rockford. 111.; 252 meters: Mon-

day and Friday evenings: Monday evening,
9 P. rn., MacDonald'e Melody orchestra, in
latest hits; Friday evening, 8 p. in., vocal
and instrumental selections; Sunday, 12:30
D. m., religious services by the Rev Toyk-
mann and choir of the Mission Tabernacle
church.

WJAN-Peoria, Ill.; 280 meters; Daily ex-
cept Sunday.

Day -9 a. m., live stock market; 9:15
a. in., weather; 11:30 a. in., Chicago, Peoria
and St. Louis live stock and grain markets;
1:30 p. m., Chicago and Peoria grain and
produce markets: United States agriograms.

Evening-Tuesday and Thursdav, special
musical program to be announced by radio-
phone.

WRM-Urbana, DI., University of Illinois;
360 meters: 8:50 to 9:30 p. in., lectures
and news.

WTAS-Elgin. III.; 286 meters.

FOREIGN STATIONS

CKAC-Montreal. Canada; 430 meters:
Day -3 p. in.. news, weather and stock re-

ports; 3:15 p. in., studio entertainment.
Evening -6 p. m., kiddies' stories in Wench.

These are some of the stars featured by local broadcasting stations
the coining week. Fig. 1 at top, left, is Florence Roe, p4anist and
reader. She sings Jan. 19 at KYW. Fig. 2 at top, right, is Dorothy
E. Vicajis who talcs thrn WDAP this evening, Jan. 17, on her experi-
ences as a portra t painter to nobility. Helen Smith is in the oval at
the bottom. She ;s a soprano who will sing al WJAZ this week.

and English: 60 p. in., Rex Battle and his
Mount. Royal hotel concert orchestra. :30
p. m., studio specials; 8:15 D. m.. silent;
9:30 p. m., Joeopt, C. Smith and his Mount
Royal hotel dance orchestra; 10:30 p. m...
news.

IDYL-Mexico City, D. F. "EL Universal";
500 meters: Reul Azearraga, director; G.
Obregon Jr., announcer (Spanish); Bendel
Hodges. announcer (English).

Dade. 12 54 p. m., news and weather;
8:24 p. m.., war bulletins from the war and
navy departments; Tuesday and Fridays,
8:24 to 8:50 p. m., music. Sunday, 7:24
p. na., war billeting.

MIX-Havana, Cuba; 400 meters: Jose
Istatierdo, chief operator.: Urbano del Cas-
tile, program director; Remberto O'Farril,
announcer; regular troadeastIng nights.
Wednesday and Saturday, 7:30 to 10 p. m.
central saandard time.

Tew-Paris, Frozen; French Peet and 'Fele.
graph department. 101 Rue fe Orenelle.
Director, 31. 0. Valenst; assistant, M. Rese-
w.; 480 e3etsrs; 500 matte.

Daily except Tuesday at 2:21 p. m., Tues-
day at 1:61 p. no. muaie. classical theater
and a course M English literature; Tuesdays.
a course in the Morse code. Even, ten
days, seiestifie lee:meets_

OUT-OF-TOWN STATIONS, I

Eastern Programs.
;.Ceistral Time Is Shreve:31

/MICA-Ems; Pittsburg; 326 meters:
Day -8:45 a. in., Union live stock mar-

ket reports furnished by the National Stock-
man and Farmer; 10:56 a. m., Arlington
time signals; II a. in., wyeher forecast,
United States bureau of market, report; fur-
nished by the National Stockman and Farm-
er; 11:10 a. m., noonday concert; 5:15, din-
ner . oncert.

Evening-d:30 p. m., weekly :that wth the
farmers, by Frank E. Mullen, radio editor
National Stockman and Farmer; 6:45 p.
the children's period; 7 p. an., National
Stockman and Farmer market report; 7:15
p. m., farm piogram continued: 7:30 o. in.,
"Budget Day. A. C. Robin.km, president
Peoples Savings and Trust cempany, second
in the series of "Thrift Week" talks; 7.40
P. in., concert by the ElDltis Little Symphony
orchestra, Victor Saudek eonductor, assisted
by Lillian ezmuti, soprano, arid Frank M.
Johnston Zr. bass, from the si.ndio of Ril-

Weekly Subscription $1.35 Per year.

The Post
Suggests
Air Jam
Solution

By Iverson C. Wells.
(Radio Editor The Chicago Post.)

altuRt
local

isE iantelorftereonf

this
publication, repeatedly; has said,this is due chiefly to ignorance.

Broadcasting stations strive toplease. Their existence depends uponthe pleasure of their "patrons."
I am not defending, nor am I criti-cizing. I believe there is a way outof it all.
Some of the letters we receive areso heated they are unprintable.
The Post wants to have the reputa-

tion of being "the Champion of theMasses." That's a laudable ambition.
To achieve that, we roust court pop-ular favor-up to a certain point.Then we must be destructive-then
constructive.

Being constructive and at the risk
of courting popular disfavor, I want
to make these two declarations:

FIRST-The local broadcasting sta.
tions are striving to please the ma-
jority.

SECOND-The majority does not
know enough about the fundamentals
of broadcasting reception to judge if
they or the other fellow is wrong.

No Stop Here, Fellows.
Now, listen, fellows. That's putting

it pretty strong, but you are not keep-
ing pace with the march of the times.

As the stations improve, also you
must improve.

A few months ago a Reinartz re-
ceiver almost was an ideal receiver,
because broadcasting was done on
short waves.

Reinartz is striving to meet present-
day conditions and, probably, will, but,
as he stands, the old-time Reinarta
won't work today.

That same assertion goes for most
of the old-time reliable circuits.

What's wrong? Here it is: The
local stations are developing. They
are reaching out. They are striving
to do what you ask of WEAF, KPO,
PWX, and all the rest to do.

To give the distant fellows a
chance to hear them.

Isn't that what you want? I ask
you that question, right off the reel.

All right Now listen. For these
stations to achieve these points, they
must decrease your selectivity.

Therefore, to satisfy the majority,
you and I must rearrange ourselves.

We must choose better. We must
build better. We must tune better.

I have been printing the kicks and
complaints of radiophans-not be-
cause I wanted to take a "dig" at
the stations, but because I felt a
free and open discussion would ar-
rive at something.

Criticism without a constructive pol-
icy behind it is poor criticism.

I believe that the stations, as long
as you are in ignorance,
siderate. This they are not.

They should ease down on
high -power stuff and give it to us in
broken doses.

That's where both are wrong. Here
we have an ignorant crowd that
doesn't know how to build. How to
tune, and we expect superman possibil-
ities! Never Knows the Crowd.

Then we come along with a broad-
casting station that doesn't know the
limitations of the public and messes
uD

want
twtoo shrkso!

I w both the local broad-
casters and the radiophans that con-
ditions here are not exceptional. Let
us read this from the New York
Times on situation that exists in
Gotham:'Station WEAF introduced a power-
ful transmitter on New Year's eve.
Many auditors, intercepting 'WEAF'S'
request for reports relative to recep-
tion of the new set, have praised the
increased volume. Hundreds of oth-
ers, especially the audience favoring
WJZ and WHN, have registered about
200 complaints a day that WEAF'S
new waves 'wash other signals from
the air.'

"It is claimed by managers of other
stations that if they increase their
power in an effort to compete with
the strength of the Broadway station,
further interference would result. One
program director said such taction
would 'degenerate into a war for su-
premacy of the ether.'

"One correspondent stated: 'Why

COntinued on Page 13. Continued on Page 4.
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should stations use power in excess of
600 watts? Everybody was happy and
enjoyed the lack of interference since
the new wave lengths were assigned
by the department of commerce last
May.

"'Now, if stations increase to higher
power, interference will be at a maxi-
mum again and we will only be able
to hear the most powerful station
nearest to our antenna. Apparently
Secretary Hoover will have another
job on his hands, because if stations
start to battle for supremacy of the
air, government restrictions may be-
e -wile necessary in order to establish
peace in the ether.'

Transmitter Plan Hit.
"Listeners living in the upper part

' of, Manhattan are pleased with the
new transmtter because it pierces the
'dead spot' over that section. Those

. In the downtown section and in Brook-
lyn report it is now impossible to ex-
clude WEAF'S waves.

"One listener, not knowing that
WEAF had increased its power, be-
lieved his receiver was at fault be-
cause the music could be heard 'all
over the dials.' He took the receiver
apart and rewired it four times before
he heard the announcer tell about the
new equipment,

"Others defending WEAF point out
that it is entirely up to the receiver to
tune out broadcasting stations despite
their power, As a practical illustra-
tion they relate how the UnitedStates steamship Colorado flashed
high -power signals from off the Vir-
ginia Capes to San Francisco, and
while the transmission was taking
place messages were received on board
from five different stations operating
on different wave lengths.

The transmitting aerial, with ap-
proximately 45 amperes in -put, was
located only a few feet from the re-
ceiving antennae. Then why should
a broadcast listener one block or a
mile away from WEAF have trouble
in tuning out the waves?

"It must be remembered that to ac-
complish such results the transmitteN
must radiate an absolutely pure wave,
free of harmonics, and the receivers
must be extremely

Opens Up New Problem.
"Some believe that the installation

of WEAF's new equipment has
opened up a new problem in broad-
casting, chiefly, whether it will be -
'come necessary to limit the power of
a broadcasting station, similar to the
way amateur stations are restricted, to
prevent interference.

.'If other stations increase their
power it may lead to the development
of an extremely selective receiver,
since 'necessity is the mother of in-
vention.' It is evident that present
receiving sets are not selective enough,
to successfully handle high -power
broadcasting.

"In the tests, WEAF has used as
high as four kilowatts, or 4,000 watts.
The old transmitter radiated one-half
kilowatt, or 500 watts.

"An analysis of more than 3,000 let-
ters received by the program director
from all sections of the country indi-
cate, approximately, that 90 per cent
are highly pleased with the change in
equipment. The remainder, or 10 per
cent, divides as follows:

Sets Overloaded.
"Five per cent have trouble because

the receiving sets are overloaded and
too many stages of amplification are
used. About 2 per cent complained
of noisy transmission. This gradually
will be eliminated as the adjustment
of generators and associated instru-
ments more perfectly are regulated.
Approximately 3 per cent reported
blanketing of other stations.

"The increase of power was adopted
because of insistent demands by radio
listeners for reception of louder sig-
nals. Experiments will continue until
a satisfactory level is determined.

"It is claimed that the excellent re-
ception in New York of Chicago, Pitts-
burg and Schenectady stations is
caused by the use of high power trans-
mitters such as WEAF has installed.
Clear reception of WEAF has been re-
ported over a wide area during the
last week A cablegram from Buenos
Aires, 5,000 miles air line from New
York, reported consistent reception
for an hour and a half."

Here's A Promise.
Now, you see, someone, in addition

to ourselves, is in trouble.
But, do you see the intelligent way

zifittatie;

Maj. Armstrong of radio fame pictured on the sands of Palm Beach with his wife and their portable radio. These folks, who are
sojourning at the popular winter resort, have gained many new friends from among the bathers on the beach, as they are always ready to "pass

 the phones" and let them in on the many radio features. Mr. Armstrong makes his portable radio work to a nicety without the use of any
aerial or "ground."

Some Spots in Your Set Where Trouble Stalks
FREQUENTLY where a tandem of

audio -frequency amplifiers is graft
ed onto a single tube outfit pecul

ar squeals are emitted, together with a
rattling noise which makes the se
sound as tho something was radically
wrong.

Probably the question arisbs where
by one is trying to sacrifice quantity
or quality, but trying to produce both

of these in a receiving outfit is more
a problem than by simply looking

it them traced out in diagram form
upon a sheet of white paper.
 It often happens the cause of
such noises is due to some connections
which have been broken by excessive
strain. Other faults may be bad "B'
batteries or noisy "A" batteries.

Arranging the Parts.
In arranging parts in their proper

sequence precautions should be takento see that the connections are madeas short as possible. This should bedone especially when connecting theleads to the grid posts of the vacuumtube sockets.
To avoid capacity effects the con

nections should be kept at least three
quarters of an inch apart and, where
feasible, the wires should be crossedrather than run parallel so that onlysmall portions of the neighboring conductors are close together. This holdstrue also for plate leads.

Too frequently a trouble man looksinto a set only to find that most othe trouble is due to the closeness andparallelism of these lead wires.
Make Connections Rigid.

Rigid connections should be usedwherever adaptable so that accidentaldisplacement is not likely. The con
nections also should firmly be clamped
and the junction of the wires tinnedover. A. good soldering connection
should be made rather than a twistedconnection unsoldered. The latter wilnot remain permanent.

Undesirable sounds in a radio setdevelop from faulty connections which
are amplified in the subsequent stages
until their volume seriously affectsthe music and speech which is pro-duced in the head telephones or the
loud speaker.

Another important item that should
be followed very closely is that of the
"B" batteries. One bad "B" battery
when connected in series with other
"B" batteries is often the cause of dis-
turbances. Erratic discharge within
the battery itself is the source and
the only remedy is to take out the

NEUTRODYNE
SPECIALISTS
Radio Engineers-Service Station

WEEK -END SPECIALS

0299 Tubes,$3.98
Guaranteed Electric Soldering

$2.10Irons. MOO value -

THE SHERIDAN RADIO
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

4611 KENMORE WI SON
Complete line of high-grade Radio unite.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
OPEN EVENINGS and SUNDAY

The New York 'times handles the sub-
ject?
 I promise you, as editor of a mag-

azine that is pledged to go after the
real facts. irrespective of where they
may fall, to do what I can, in a con-
structive way, to settle this problem.

In succeeding issues I promise to
publish a series of articles that are
helps-for ...both the broadcasters and
the listeners.

In the articles for the broadcasters
I promise the best the technical de-
partment of The Post can do.

In the articles for the broadcasters,
I invite the technicians of the sta-
tions to contribute.

By these two means may we hope
to achieve something.

Common Trouble Spots
in Radio Sets

1 DISTORTION-Too much re-
generation; too much filament
voltage; too much plate volt-

age; imperfectly balanced trans-
formers; faulty amplifying cir-
cuit; loud speaker unit overtaxed.

2 NOISY SETS-Poor connec-
tions in wiring leads; radio
frequency parallel or too

close; broken coil windings; faulty
"B" batteries; grid leak not ad-
justed; faulty tubes; faulty phones.

battery and replace it with a new one
This holds true also with the "A" bat
tery, altho it is less liable to happen
here than with the "B" battery
Proper care, however, should be taken
of the batteries as a whole.

Too much "B" battery current be
ing supplied to the plates of thevacuum. tubes is another source of
troublesome noise. This trouble may
be remedied by decreasing the "B"
battery voltage.

Go Over Coil Wires.
Where coils of the duo -lateral type

are employed, it sometimes happens
that the fine wires leading to them
or within the coils of transformers
are common sources of trouble Theinsulation sometimes holds the cut
ends together, thereby creating a more
or less continuous path 'for the high
frequency resistance.

When such a break occurs it isbest to separate the ends and apply
a voltmeter to the windings. If thereis no reading on the voltmeter it isa sure indication that the conductor
under suspicion is broken.

Where lead wires are fastened to
the base of a coil or transformer one
should look at these places for broken
connections, since here they are sub-
jected to their greatest strain. It may
be possible that if a voltmeter be ap-
plied it may show that the path is
complete in 'spite of the broken con
nection, but if the set is jarred slight
ly, a deflection of the needle will be
noticed.

A Simpler Test.
For a much simpler test which will

at least detect a complete break in
a coil or transforme: one can employ
a standard flashlight bulk and its bat-
tery. Connections to the bulk should
be made to the conductor under ex
amination, with the bulb in series with
the circuit, The bulb will light if the
connection is not broken. Bulbs of
large current capacity must not be
used for test purposes, as excessive
flow of current thru the delicate wires
of a transformer is apt to overload
them.

The above test, however, may be
applied with safety to such instru-
ments as condensers and sockets, the
latter, of course, without the vacuum
tubes In place.

An Aerial Jolter
Ice, sleet and snow not only im-

pair the efficiency of an aerial, but,
also, endanger it, as the slender wire
will break under a heavy load. If an
insulator is connected at the center of
the aerial and a fishline is made fast
to this with the other end fastened
to some object convenient to the
hand, one may give -the _line a jerk
and shake off or jar loose the crust of
ice or snow.

Hunts Flat by Radio
A Schenectady woman, wife of a

school -teacher, asked WGY to broad-
cast a request for a flat. She de-
scribed and specified the number of
rooms she desired and the rent it was
possible for her to pay and also men-
tioned the streets she preferred.

GOOD LEAR ESSENTIAL.
A grid leak is the heart of your

set. Never use a poorly constructed
fixed leak and paper condenser if you
wish to obtain the maximum results
from your set.

......................

There is the way neutrodyne receivers are neutralized. Note the
condenser in the picture. It is by this device the squeal is taken out of
the tubes.

New Toronto Station
Opens with Chicago Test

A new broadcasting station listed as
CFCA went on the air last week. The
new station is located at Toronto,
Canada.

Earlier experiments had seemed to
indicate that a wave length of 410
was necessary, but some difficulty was
experienced by receiving sets in Chi-
cago on these experimental trials.

Thru the suggestion of Clair Haig,
general manager of Canadian Univer-
sal Film exchang.e, a novel test was
arranged. Mr0,131aig was a delegate
to the convention of motion picture
sales managers, which was held for
three days at the Congress hotel.

The station arranged to broadcast
the orchestral number of "The Hunch-
back of Notre Dame," playing at the
Tivoli theater. Arrangements were
made in the Congress hotel, thru C. G.
Vlahoe, or a Reliance radio telephone,
specially installed, so the convention
could listen in on "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame" program, -as broadcast
in Toronto. The difficulty probably
was due to atmospheric conditions on
Lake Michigan, but last night no ob-
struction seemed to be offered.

TEST EAR PHONES.
Ear phones should be tested by

comparing with others at least once
a year. As their magnets are not
permanent, they might become de-
magnetized. The result of this would
be loss of volume and sensitivity of
your set.

DON'T WIND YOUR OWN.
It does not pay to wind your own

variometer and variocouplers, as this
work must be done with a degree of
accuracy that is impossible to obtain
without the use of a lathe and other
proper manufacturing equipment.

GOOD POLICY.
"Good apparatus pays." This is the

motto of one of the local radio stores.
We thoroly agree with them. Many
an expensive -set has been spoiled by
the use of one piece of defective ap-
paratus. -

You will find the classified adver
tisement section interesting. See
Page 15.

REVELL & CO.

The Biafra)
Tunall Unit
Constitutes 80% of the Parisi
of an Efficient Radio Receiver

This unit permits reception of,
distant broadcasted programs witli
good volume and yet maintain
selectivity.

It can be used to build a receiver,
using almost any radio or audio
frequency circuit.

TheBlairco Tunall Unit was fea-
tured at WDAP prize contests last
Saturday evening.

V. T.1 TUBES
$9.50

A. H. Revell & Co.
Radio Dept.

Wabash Av. 6th Floor Adams Sti
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Zion Station Is Largest Broadcasting Activities
of Church Organization

THE broadcasting station
selected this week for
illustration is WCBD,

Zion, Ill. While Zion is lo-
cated fully forty miles away

 from Chicago, this station is
looked upon as a local one.
The pictures prove that it is
well equipped.-The Editor.

pROBABLY one of the best-known
broadcasting stations in the cen-
tral west is WCBD, Zion, Ill. It

is owned and operated by Wilbur
Glenn Voliva, general overseer of the
Zion Christian Catholic Apostolic
church.

WCBD is operated for the purpose
of giving publicity to the church ac-
tivities and is said to be the largest
radio broadcasting station owned and
-operated exclusively by a church or-
ganization.

The station has been heard in every
state in the union and in many prov-
inces of Canada, and even in South
and Central America. And, because
of this wide audience, it is doubtful
if there is a pastor anywhere who
is listened to each and every Sunday
by as many millions as is M. Voliva.

Schedule on Four Da.
The regular schedule for WCBD

takes in but four days in the week-
Sundays, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays. The first Sunday schedule
runs from 9 a. m. to 10:45 a. m., when
Bible school services are put on the
air. The Zion orchestra, which has
become famous over the radio, plays
the first thirty minutes of this pe-
riod.

In the afternoon at 2:30 to 5:30
o'clock the principal services of the
day is broadcast. At this time there
is special music by the Zion band
and the white -robed choir, which con-
sists of 300 voices.

Concerts are broadcast Monday and
Friday evenings. These go on the
air at 8 o'clock. They are of excep-
tional high class and those who en-
joy good music get a feast. Every
Wednesday and Friday afternoon at
2:30 to 3:45 o'clock sacred solos and
duets are rendered and a short ad-
dress delivered by Mr. Voliva.

The wave length of the station is
870 kilocycles, or 345 meters.

The personnel of the station in -
'eludes J. H. Depew, manager, chief
announcer and publicity director; John
D. Thomas, program director and con-
ductor of the white -robed choir; F. B.
Newcomber, conductor of Zion band;
L. J. Hire, conductor of Zion orches-
tra; Fred Faassen, organist.

Is 500 -Watt Station.

WCBD is of Class B type and was
erected by the Western Electric com-
pany of Chicago, the equipment being
the standard Western Electric 500 -
watt radio telephone set, using Heising
constant current method of modula-
tion.

It has one 50 -watt amplifying tube,
two modulating tubes of 250 watts
each, and two oscillating tubes of 250
watts each.

The steel towers are 150 feet high
and stand at an elevation of 80 feet
above Lake Michigan. The aerial is
95 feet in horizontal length, four'.
wire, T type, and is at an elevation of
125 feet.

Zion City has as its chief radio
operator a former navy broadcaster,
who a few yeIrs ago ranked as one
of the most capable members of the
marine radio force. Henry H. Al-
brecht, who now controls the ethereal
shooting from Zion City, was in charge

RADIO
SALESMEN
WANTED

Local representatives to
call on trade in various
sections of Illinois. Big
exclusive territory propo-
sition on"Sun"Receiving
Sets and Parts.
The marvelous non -re-
generative "Sun" Set.
Superior in quality,range
and selectiveness of any
4 -Tube receiver in ex-
istence. Great publicity
campaign and merits of
this circuit make it one
of the best popular
priced sellers in radio
field. A chance for
salesmen with radio
knowledge to tie up on
big profit basis with the
most rapidly growing
radio concern in Chicago.

See Mr. Gay at

Sun Radio Company
4884-90 N. Clark St., Chicago

AttlegaalatintilterMattneattitiatittetSWEr

Fig. 1-Th. operating -room at
WCBD, with Chief Operator
Henry H. Albrecht at the control
board. Fig. 2-Here we have the
microphone, with Chief Announcer
Depew in charge. Note the win-
dow in front of Mr. Depew. Thru
this he can observe the church pul-
pit, the choir and the band and
control the operation of the micro-
phones located in the tabernacle
intelligently. Fig. 4-Wilbur Glenn
Voliva, general overseer of Zion.

of the Cape Cod radio station during
the war.

Nothing is left to chance in the
broadcasting of the Zion programs. A
special control room has been built
into the rear of the tabernacle. From
It, by means of a carefully shaded
window, Mr. Depew has perfect con-
trol over the broadcasting of the vari-
ous features followed by, the Zion
radio performers. The window shown
in front of Mr. Depew in the illustra-
tion looks out over the congregation
in the tabernacle and covers a full
vision of the pulpit, the famous Zion
organ and the radio choir.

Wilbur Glenn Voliva, overseer of
Zion City and well-known evangelist,
is one of the foremost boosters of
radio telephony. Since installing the
station next to his tabernacle at Zion
a year ago Mr. Voliva claims he has
been able to reach ten times as many
listeners as he did during the preced-
ing ten years of his clerical career.

Learn Code and Become
Air Sleuth for Government

Some listeners -in complain that am-
ateurs interfere with broadcasting.
In truth, they do not actually know
who is interfering, but simply that
some one transmitting code is inter-
fering with their reception.

Half the time the interference
comes from a ship which is sending
or a shore station handling regular
commercial work.

What these "knocking listeners -in
should do, department of commerce of-
ficials say, is to learn to read code- so
they can identify the senders and re-
port the offending stations if viola-
tions are found.

Here is a real service those who
own receiving -sets can render by sim-
ply learning the code and reporting
infractions of regulations to the dis-
trict radio supervisor or the depart-
ment proper. Present regulations
make the air free to amateurs on 150
to 200 meter waves, except between
8 and 10:30 p. m. Amateurs have the
right to use spark or tube sets; those
owning tube sets can communicate by
either code or voice. Broadcasting as
such is forbidden amateurs; that is,
music and entertainment cannot be
sent out, but two station owners may
converse, except in the evening broad-
casting period. Special amateurs have
the privilege of using wave lengths as
high as 220 meters.

International Morse is the code used
by amateurs, and its rudiments should
be mastered within a few days' prac-
tice.

You will find the classified adver-
tisethent section interesting. ' 4 See
Page 15.

Sparkers Draw Criticism
from Eastern Listeners

Increasing interference from spark
stations is being noted by radiophone
listeners, especially in the New York
area- Evening after evening the spark
stations break into the excellent mu-
sical programs of the broadcasters and
mess things no for the listeners.

During the most exciting moments
of the short but thrilling Dempsey-
FiriND bout, the spark stations broke
in with the most aggravating racket.
The writer of these lines has listened
to spark stations sending the test let-
ter, "V," minute after minute during
the height of the evening broadcast-
ing entertainment.

Of course, the stock excuse on the
part of spark operators is that broad-
casters are either using inefficient re-
ceiving apparatus, which cannot be
tuned sharply enough to eliminate un-
desired waves, or that the broadcasters
lack the necessary skill to tune prop-
erly-or most likely both.

To which we hasten to reply that
even with the sharpest kind of tuners,
such as the Reinartz circuit, we have
time and again been unable to elim-
inate the intense interference from
spark stations. Obviously, the radio
inspectors haye a job ahead of them.
The majority rules, does it not?-Scien-
tine American.

WAVE TRAPS DO NOT FUNCTION
ON SOME SETS.

Wave traps do not work on every
type set. There are several circuits
in use today that have a wave trap
incorporated in their construction.
Two of these are the Cockaday and
Mileplex. Be sure it 'is adaptable to
Your set before purchasing a wave
trap.

Uses WGY as Wave Tester
The bureau of standards ties an-

nounced that the transmission fre-
quency of WG-a so constantly is main-
tained that the station may serve as
a frequency standard for the purpose
of standardizing wave meters. The
percentage of deviation of NirgY from
assigned' frequency on sixteen tests
made by the bureau of standards was
two -tenths of I per cent.

ENGRAVING FILLER.
Oftentimes the white material treed

to fill engravings and markings on
dials Is chipped out. This spoils the
appearance of a set. To replace it,
rub a piece of -common school chalk
over the surface of the panel or di:,1
and wipe off with soft cloth.
will leave a deposit in .the engraving
which can hazily be told froes the.
original.

EXTRA
SPECIAL

Increase your plate voltage and
obtain louder signals.
$15.00 108 -Volt Tapped

S .60
"B" Batteries, Special, -
Our Price . . 6

We carry wily sets and parts of
reputable manufacturers

ATWATER-KENT
CUTTING & WASHINGTON

LYRAJOION SETS
LET YOUR TROUBLES BE OURS
We Erect Aerials and Repair Sets

NORTH SIDE RADIO CO.
Lucien Eli Messinger

4713 SHERIDAN ROAD
Phone Your Orews Sunnytide 9522
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Radio's Tremendous Possibilities as Agent for,
Transmitting Public's Information

By M. P. RICE.
(Director of Broadcasting. General Electric

Company.)
HAVE you not often in fancy

transported the implements of
modern science back to scenes of

ancient history? One takes delight in
the thought of a motion -picture cam-
era at the signing of Magna Charta,
the landing of Columbus, the charge
of the Light Brigade or the corona-
tion of Napoleon. In imagination one
sees the giants of history, from So-
crates to Lincoln, recording, in their
actual speech, words rich in wisdom
for the benefit of future generations.

Can we doubt that Paul Revere's
urgent message would have been
broadcast had the radio art then ex-
isted? To be sure, we would have lost
a thrilling scene from our national
history, but Paul Revere was less in-
terested in future glory than in a
present emergency.

The lack of any effective means of
disseminating knowledge was the
weakness of all past time and, with-
out doubt, retarded the intelleCtual
and material progress which at a later
day received a new impulse from more
adequate forms of publicity.

Primitive Means Limit Papers.
It was long after the invention of

printing that the newspaper took its
place as an important method of
spreading information. Its Influence
was for a long time limited by primi-
tive presses, poor typographical facil-
ities, and inadequate channels of dis-
tribution. Literary magazines reached
only a ifew, and it is a sauestion
whether the utterances of the pulpit
did not secure a wider hearing and a
more general influence than the news-
papers and the periodical press. In
any event, it is safe to say that except
among those of cultivated literary
taste there were few other means of
acquiring knowledge.

Contrast this condition, existing
within the memories of our grandpar-
ents, with the picture of publicity as
fualhered by the power and metal of
a modern newspaper press and the
keen minds that use it In the daily
service of millions.

From every part of the world, the
telegraph and telephone flash news to
alert men of broad thinking who select
and combine the many items into
lucid, informative phrase. Swift, chat-
tering machines set the type, and
thundering presses print and fold hun-
dreds of thousands of copies in an
hour. Some of these are carried into
local homes while others start on quick
journeys to distant cities, small towns
and scattered hamlets.

Stupendous Circulation of Press.
Including daily and weekly issues,

there is, in the United States, a news-
paper circulation of 34,500,000-one
for every third man, woman and child
-and the newspaper that is read by
only one person may be considered
an exception. In the field of period-
ical magazines, both literary and tech-
nical, there is a total circulation of
about 185,000,000.

One likes to think of Benjamin
Franklin's delight in the contempla-
tion of such herioc publicity-of an
organization that not only distributes
the world's news in an hour, but adds
to it the judgment of mature minds
for the guidance of a people's thought.

Another important form of publicity
has grown up with this generation in
the form of motion -picture photog-
raphy. Few other forms have achieved
a wider popularity in our day or exer-
cised a wider range of influence.

The realism of the events which it
Portrays makes a visual appeal to the
fundamental emotions. Day by day
throngs, which include a large pro-

s portion of children, come within the
influence of the motion picture, and
many of them find in it a keener stim-
ulus than in any class of reading.
The appeal is the stronger because it
is to the heart rather than to the in-
tellect.

It is estimated that from 10,000,000
to 11,000,000 people sit under the spell
of the screen every day. This estimate
is conclusive evidence as to its popu-
larity and its force in molding public
opinion. Undoubtedly many of our
people derive their impressions of life
and their knowledge of current events
almost exclusively in the motion -pic-
ture theater.

Now Comes Along Radio.
Within the last three years still an-

other form of publicity-radio broad-
casting-fairly has leaped upon the
stage and has seized the attention
of the world audience. It appeals to
mind and emotion. Its part is to

Always perfect contact. Tenni-
nals attach or detach instantly.
No tools required. No inconven-
ience. No broken finger nails.
Saves time in transferring from
one set of cables to another. A
real innovation in a Radio plug
made by Weston.

Westburg Engineering Co.
832 Monadnock Block
Chicago Sales Representative

,

This is WMAQ's new orchestra, of which Rhea Dorothy Lynch is the leader. It plays every evening from the Hotel LaSalle studiuand is making good music become popular hereabouts.

teach, to inspire and to hold up worthy
ideals of musical and dramatic art.
In lighter moments it is a prince of
entertainers. Its voice rides on the
air and sounds in the ears of all who
will listen.

No other art or system can thus
speak simultaneously to everyone
whether close at hand or a thousand
miles away. No other method of pub-
licity can send abroad the living voices
of great men-statesmen, educators,
philanthropists, scientists, authors and
industrial leaders-for the information
and inspiration of whole populations.
It is only thru radio broadcasting that
the snowbound farm can learn the
world's happenings of the same day;
that listeners can, without leaving
their rooms, hear good plays well ren-
dered, good music well performed and
instructive addresses on topics of in-
timate interest. It is only thru radio
broadcasting that the services of
churches can be attended in every
home by those who cannot be phys-
ically present at common worship.

More and more it is evident that
the broadcasting station is able to do
things in the way of publicity that
other agencies 'cannot do as well or
at all. No other agency can speak
with a single voice to 10,000;000 people.
It is a transmitter of national events
and its scope bids fair to be at least
as wide as the nation thru the erection
of stations in positions that will cover
the whole country.

What Radio Faces in Future.
The possible scope of radio publicity

may even become world-wide. Its high-
est service will be in a comprehensive
educational program, in the populariz-
ing of the best music and of a fine
form of dramatic art and in the
broadcasting of religious services. Its
average daily audiences have been es-
timated at 8,000,000 and this audience
is growing every day, for there is no
physical limitation to its numbers.

Radio, in its service of information,
is not intended to supplant the press,
but rather to supplement it with a
speed of transmission that is equal to
that of light, with an intimacy of
human speech that must needs be ab-
sent from the printed page, and with
a completeness of distribution that is
peculiar to itself.

If publicity, in the broad sense of
giving general distribution to knowl-
edge, be essential to national progress
and personal culture the art of radio
must be regarded as the finest and
farthest advance that publicity has
yet attainect Not displacing, but in
many ways transcending, the estab-
lished methods, it invites the world to
a free participation in the benefits
with which science has crowned this

! new and wonderful achievement of
electricity.

; Ocean Liner Installs
Radio Broadcasting Set

Differing only slightly from the or-
dinary broadcasting outfit, a wireless -
telephone set has been put on a large
ocean liner plying betwen New York
and England, which performs in a
manner identical to that of the land
wire instrument.

A conversation may be carried on
and the speakers can break in on each
other's talk in the ordinary way.

With the aid of shore operators it
will soon be possible, according to ex-
perts, for passengers and officers of
the vessels to establish contact with
friends or business associates in their
homes and offices and speak to them
with the same ease that conversations
over the "wive" are accomplished.

This Phan Sits
in Icy Garage
to Hear. Drama

So realistic was one of the recent
radio dramas broadcast by WGY
(Schenectady), that up in Caledonia,
Ontario, Reginald Todd, one of the
continent -wide radio audience, sat thru
an early winter freeze-up, out in his
garage, without realizing the tem-
perature until the last word had been
spoken in the last act.

Mr. Todd has his radio set in the
garage, in order to utilize the battery
in his car. Usually he has the garage
at a comfortable temperature for a
radio listening evening, but on this
occasion the cold weather came up
unexpectedly after he had tuned in
and got WGY. He describes the way
the rendering of "The Green Goddess."
by the WGY players appealed to him
in the following passage from his let-
ter to the station

"Speaking of your play, 'The Green
Goddess.' it was wonderful, but to ex-
plain why, you must know the condi-
tions under which I receive radio
broadcasting. I have my set in the
garage, so as to use the battery in
the car. My aerial is between two
trees.

"When I tuned in your station, it
was freezing ice along side of me, but
I did not know it until the play was
over. I must have believed I was in
India and quite warm. There I sat,
with a pair of receivers on my head.
In the dark, with the wind howling
outside and a fairly heavy snowfall
coming down.

"I was unaware of all that was go-
ing on without. Everything was like
a real story in life, and I appeared
to be a looker-on. The wireless send-
ing was wonderful, and when the
hum of the airplane came, I believe
I heard it before the people in the
play did. And when the bombs
dropped! I did not mind the first
two, but when that third one went
off, I left my seat. That third bomb
nearly took my head off. It sounded
like a quiet morning in France.

"Yes, it all seemed like a pleasant
dream, but when it ended, and I
came to, my feet were like a couple of
cakes of ice."

WPAB Resumes Broadcast
Work Three Nights a Week

Station WPAB, State College, Pa.,
resumed broadcasting during the last
week. The schedule of programs will
be confined to about one hour on
etonday, Wednesday and Friday nights
of each week, starting at 8 o'clock.
The Monday night program will be of
special interest to farmers, as it will
consist of information on agricultural
topics. Student and faculty musicians
will provide entertainment. WPAB
uses the 283 -meter wave length.

WSAI Operated by Battery
Station WSAI, Cincinnati, is now

using storage batteries for supplying
power to the transmitter. Batteries as
a source of power in place of a motor
generator eliminate the hum of the
generator and makes the radio waves
sharper. WSAI uses 800 cells of bat-
teries, which furnish 1,600 volts to the
`transmitting equipment

Big Brother Club
of Radiophans
Makes 1 -tit East

Boy and girl radiophans all over the
east are becoming greatly interested
in the newest Amrad broadcasting
feature conducted at WGI, Medford
Hillside, under the name of "the Big
Brother club." More than 200 boys
and girls are enrolled as active mem-
bers' at the present time.

"The Big Brother club" is not un-
like the Boy Scouts and Camp Fire
Girls in purpose and principle. It ap-
peals to boys and girls from 9 to 12
years old, and, according to the by-
laws, "any boy or girl owning or lis-
tening -in regularly on any receiving
set is eligible." The dues are one let-
ter each week to "big brother." Meet-
ings held nightly from 6 to 6:15. Each
new member is issued a certificate of
membership card, duly inscribed.

During these meetings by radio in-
teresting letters from members are read
and then "big brother" opens the dis-
cussion of especial interest to children,
closing with friendly and timely ad-
vice.

For instance, at one of the recent
meetings, "big brother" warned his lis-
teners to be careful while coasting,
and to be ever on the watch to prevent
accidents, illustrating with concrete
examples.

"The Big Brother club" is a new
idea, and is receiving the enthusiastic
support of mothers and fathers. It is
planned to carry the educational pos-
sibilities still further and to conduct
spelling bees, history lessons, simple
problems in mathematics and geog-
raphy. These radio lessons will be
put out in simple story form so that
the boys and girls will not be reminded
they are being taught lessons, but
rather listening to an interesting
broadcast. The club has adopted the
slogan "Be somebody's big brother
every day."

It is expected that Big Brother clubs
will be established at other broadcast-
ing stations in the near future.

Tells How Wired Radio
- Messages Are Directed

A publication giving an introduc-
tion to wired wireless or line radio
communcation has recently been pre-
pared under the direction of the chief
signal officer with the co-operation of
the bureau of standards.

This pamphlet gives an explanation
of how messages are carried to dis-
tant points by radio -frequency cur-
rents directed over wires such as or-
dinary telephone lines or power lines.

The fundamental principles of radio
and its relations to line radio teleg-
raphy and telephony are also Idis-
cussed. This pamphlet is "Introduc-
tion to Line Radio Communication,"
Signal Corps Radio Communication
Pamphlet No. 41, a copy of which may
be obtained for 10 cents from the su-
erintendent of Documents, government
printing office, Washington, D. C.

H. C. COILS AS SUBSTITUTE FOR
VARIOMETER.

A split variometcr in a set may be
replaced by two honeycomb coils of
the proper windings. Oftentimes the
results are even better in the variorra
eter

Vote Shows Radiophans
Want Popular Programs.

Three Chicago broadcasting stations,
KYW, WJAZ and WDAP, polled a
vote to determine what type of Pro-
gram the radio audience prefers.

A study of 122,974 replies out of
263,410 received indicates that half
the radio listeners want popular mu-
sic, and a little over 25 per cent de
sire classical selections.

Few seem to care for talks and
speeches, and male quartets appear to
be less popular than any other form
of musical entertainment.

Old-time songs rated fourth in pop-
ularity. The greater number of voters
were young people and two-thirds of
the reports were from men.

This vote, when taken as a basis of
estimating the total number of people
listening in, indicates that there are
about 25,000,000 radio auditors. This
estimate is derived as follows:

Not more than one person in fifty
who hears a radio program writes to
the station. This shows a total audi-
ence for WJAZ, WDAP and KYW to
be 13,170,500, during the ten-day period
in which the vote was taken.

WJAZ alone received .170,699 votes,
which indicated, on the 1 to 50 basis,
an audience of 8,534,950. The returns
in one day to WJAZ numbered 20,152
pieces of mail, representing an audi..
ence of 1,000,000 in one night.

If three stations in one city have
an audience of more than 13,000,000 it
is believed that a conservative esti-
mate for the entire country would be
25,000,000 listeners.
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"TWIST IT 79

Says FORREST!
"Ribbon copper aerials are the
SUPER Antennae.' says Radio Engi-
neer Forrest. "For best results I
recommend 2 twists for each 50 feet
of length. The effect is to cate/swaves in all directions."

Transcontinental

Copper Aerials
are sweeping Radio fans off their
feet. Marvellous improvement with
any set, crystal or tube. Better
tone, greater distance, improved se-
lectivity guaranteed or money re-
funded. Now on sale at all goodRadio stores.

50 FoOt $1.50 100 Foot $3.00
75 Foot $2.25 150 Foot $4.50
Complete ready for use, with snap
hooks to fasten to insulators. Weath-
er proofed to resist corrosion. Your
dealer will get them for you on re-
quest, or order direct from the
manufacturers.

ACORN RADIO MFG. CO.
Dept. 302 1806 S. Racine Ave. '

Phone Canal 5703 CHICAGO
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This Two -Tube "Flivver" Is a Super That Will
Operate Loud Speaker on a Loop

CONSIDERABLE inter-
est has been manifested
by Post readers in loop -

operated receivers. Here is
one that will work efficiently
on a small loop, using only
two tubes and yet will operate
a loud speaker. An outside
aerial, of course, would give
greater distance and more
volume.

By IVERSON C. WELLS.
(Radio Editor, The Chicago Post.)
THIS week we have the Radio
Flivver-one of the best exam-
ples of simplified super -regenera-

tion. -

The circuit is not a new one, only in
that it has not been exploited by Chi-
cago publications. It is an adaptation
of the Armstrong super -circuit by
Kenneth Harkness of the Radio Guild
and announced last winter.

The outstanding features of the
"Flivver" are:

The signal strength is marvelous.
It operates a loud speaker on a loop

aerial and two tubes.
It has four controls, only two of

which are not criticaL

Tfie set was designed to be a super -
regenerative receiver occupying the
smallest space practicable and using
the fewest parts possible. You will
note that even the rheostats are omit-
ted. These are not really necessary
since we are using five -watt tubes.

The following is the key to circuit
__shown in the accompanying schematic

diagram, and also gives the list of
parts used:

Ll-Variocoupler primary. Fifty
turns, tapped every tenth turn.

L2-Variocoupler secondary. One
hundred turns.

L3-Duolateral coil, 1,250 turns.
IA-Duolateral coil, 1,500 turns.
Cl-Variable condenser, .0005MFD.
C2 -Fixed condenser, .002 MFD. -

C3 -Fixed condenser, .001 MFD.
C4 -Fixed condenSer, .005 MFD.

Courtesy Radio Guild. Inc.
Two views of Harkness radio "flivver" super receiver.

CS -Fixed condenser, .005 MFD.
R1 -R2 -Two 12,000 -ohm noninductive

resisters.
Ki-Iron core choke coil (one Hen-

ries).
TR - Audio -frequency amplifying

transformer.
Bi-Variable grid battery. 3 to 15

volts.
B2 -Plate battery, 150 volts.
B3 --Plate battery, 45 volts.
B4 -Grid battery, 221/2 volts.
B5 -Filament storage battery, 6

volts.
Loop aerial, bakelite panel, 8 by 9

inches; two bakelite post strips, 7 by 1
inches; two open circuit jacks; one
double circuit jack; switch, lever,
six contact points and two stops;
two telephone plugs; two vacuum tube

points. The rest of the apparatus now
may be assembled on the panel and
baseboard. The photographs show
how these were located.

In wiring the audio -frequency trans-
former be sure you connect the right
terminals of the transformer to the
grid and filament of the second tube.
If these terminals are reversed -howl-
ing" is caused.

The five -watt tubes give best results
in this receiver, altho 201A were satis-
factory. Smaller capacity tubes, such
as the 199. WD -12 will not serve.

With the five -watt tubes use 150 to
175 volts on the plate of the first, or
regenerative amplifying tube. Suffi-
cient added voltage to apply 200 volts
on the plate of the second, or audio -
frequency amplifying tube is required.

Courtesy Radio Guild, Inc.
Schematic diagram of Harkness radio "flivver" super receiver.

Ask the Man at the Coun.%\
ter to Show You

IOW "b* PARTS
Quality and Satisfactory
Performance Guaranteed

SOLD BY
Leading Jobbers and Dealers

1. Everywhere I

Wooden base, 81/2 by 8; duolateral
coil mounting; cabinet to inclose re-
ceiver; two dials; loud speaker.

Details of Construction.
The panel, of course, is the first

job to do. I have given the same
panel layout which Mr. Harkness used
himself. All the center holes are
shown with their sizes indicated in
the drawing. The two half -inch holes
in the llpper right corner are for
passing the leads of the duolateral
coils to the back of the panel.

With the panel made ready it
should be screwed into place on the
baseboard. Mount the varicoupler
first, then the input jack and the in-
ductance switch. Connect. up. the
wiring from the tops , of the DOm r/.
side of the coupler tq, the; Awit94
sockets; two five-watit ;vacuum tubs
eight binding posts.

Do not overlook the grid battery re-
quirements if you wish to get maxi-
mum service out of the receiver. Use
from six to nine volts for the grid
battery of the first tube, while a 221/2 -
volt biasing battery is necessary in
the grid circuit of the audio -frequency
amplifying tube.

As to tuning. There are only four
controls on the receiver. The switch
lever controls the wave length. When
this is adjusted properly for any par-
ticular wave -length it needs no fur-
ther attention.

The dial below the switch lever op-
erates the rotor of the variocoupler
and thereby controls the feed -back of
the regenerative amplifying system.'

The variable coupling between the
two duolateral coils mounted on the
front of pitv,7p!.nel is critical, and prpp-

-
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Radio Keeps Kris Busy
Santa Claus at WGY (Schenectady,

N. Y.) received 3,500 letters within a
few days from children Himont the
c5untry. The names of most of the
s'mders were read via radio and many
o:7 the children listened in patiently
for four nights before they heard
Santa call their names.

HOMEMADE BENCH VISE.
'Then drilling panels difficulty is

sometimes experienced in holding the
m.ne1 stationary. This can be accom-
plished by the use of two small clamps
which can be purchased at any 10 -cent
store. Place the panel on the end
o7 work bench or table. place clamps
on both ends of panel and screw tight.
Is.: this manner pressure can be ex-
e-ted on the drill without fear of the
panel cracking.

Radio Supervisor
Optimistic After
Tour of Country
A good year is in prospect, accos,/-

ing to Chief Radio Supervisor W. D
Terrell of the department of corn
merce, who has just returned to his
office in Washington after a tour of
all nine radio districts of the country

Today very little radio interference
is reported from amateurs during the
Silent evening periods. Radio sales
are now much better than was antici
pated by forecasters of this business
a few months ago.

Demand Exceeds Supply.
Dealers with whom he talked during

his trip find it difficult to keep
enough stock to meet the sales and
demands. Everyone connected with
the industry with whom he came into
contact is "tickled to death" with the
prospects of continued good business
it is understood.

Reports from radio sales agents
state that in many districts farmers
are coming to town from near and far
to buy themselves receiving sets. In
some sections of the country reports
state that practically all farmers lie-
ing at considerable distance from news
and market centers already have or
are buying radio sets.

Enjoy Evening Program.
Besides the practical value of weath-

er, market and stock reports, it is
pointed out that the farmers and sub-
urban residents take great delight in
the excellent evening entertainments
broadcast daily by over 500 stations.

The growing general interest in
broadcasting is reported healthy, both
among the broadcasting station own
ers and the listeners -in, due to the
fact that the industry and art is get- _
ting on a stable basis. In general.
Mr. Terrell believes that people have
gotten to the point where they feel
they cannot get along without radio.

Lead-in wire must always be Instr.
lated and of heavy gauge. Never use
bare or small -gauge wire, as it will
impair the efficiency of your set.
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THE BARAWIK CO.
102 SOUTH CANAL STREET

Your Money Will Go Farther Here

We Have the Part You Want at the Right Price

Build a Neutrodyne Set
Clearest, Loudest, Greatest Dis-

tance. We Have Every Part
at the Right Price.

NEUTRODYNE PARTS
Condensers, pair 44c
Jacks 59c
Transformers $1.65

Complete Set Parts for
NEUTRODYNE 5 -TUBE SET

$38.50
Essential parts licensed under Hazeltine

patents. A set that will give really
wonderful results. The following high-
est grads parts are Included:

1 7224x3-15 Celeron Panel.
1 Baseboard for Mounting.
1 7z24 High -Grade Cabinet.
3 Neutroformers.
2 Neutralizing Condensers.
5 Bakelite Sockets.
2 Barawik A. F. Transformers.
3 4 -inch Bakelite Dials.
2 Special Neutrodyne Jacks.
2 .006 Micadons.
1 Howard Micrometer Rheostat.
1 Howard Plain Rheostat.
1 Freshman Variable Grid Leak

and Condenser.
7 Binding Posts.
1 Filament Push Switch.

30 ft. Bus Bar Wire.
6 ft. Spaghetti.
Panel Drilling, Template and Wiring

Diagrams.

Pine Grade Phone 300
Plug
Barawik Special Signal
Corps, =%-V "B" 950
Battery

Tapped "B"
Battery

Large Size 2214 -Volt

1.38
Barawik Special Large
Tapped 45-V 2.55
"B" Battery
"B" Battery
Testing Meter 850
Storage Batteries, guar-
anteed 3 years, new fresh
stock; unequaled values;
6 volt, 40 -SO ampere,
$9.90; 6 volt, 80-120 am-
pere, 12.95at

Reinart2. Coll, tapped,
green silk;
worth $2.50
Signal Corps

1.25

Aerial Wire, 100 ft420

COMPLETE PARTS FOR
All POPULAR CIRCUITS
Cockaday $11.35
Reinartz, 1 tube $10.95
Reinartz, 3 tube $17.95
Autoplex 1 -Tube Loud Talker Su-

per Set $13.25
Erla I -Tube Reflex $18.95
Ultra-Audion $8.95
Flewelling $12.39
Anyone Can Easily Assemble
These Sets and Get Best Results

Famous Fada 160 $120Neutrodyne Receiver
Many Other High Grade Sets

at Right Prices

SPECIAL SALE OF
STANDARD HEADSETS
Barawik Special, 2,000 ohm .42.48
Murdock 56, 2,000 ohm. $3.35Brandes $4.85
Federal $5.60
Western Electric $7.95
Murdock $3.75

Finest LOUD SPEAKERS
Atlas $25.00Barawik Special, with 10.75Baldwin Unit
Music Master $30.00New Genuine Nathaniel 25.00Baldwin

Variable Condensers,
Aluminum Plates, fin-
est quality, well made.

Bakelite End Plates
3 plate Vernier...78c
11 plate plain 1 15
23 plate plain 1 28
43 plate plain 1 58
23 plate Vernier...2.30
43 plate Vernier..2.80

Stvitch
Lever . 150
Switch Points, 100with nuts, dozen..
Inductance Switch 740
10 point

Rheostats -
6 ohm, 25c. 30 ohm, 27e
Potentiometer 80e
Klosnier Vernier Rheo-
stat, $1.50 780value
Double Circuit 350
Jacks

Barawik Special AudioFrequency Transformer,
equals any 2.25$5.00 one

Special R. F. Transfor-
mer, equals the 480high priced ones...
Bakelite Tube Variome-
ter-wonderful 1.60value

180 Degree Variocoupler,
bakelite tubes, 1 QC
$3.50 value
Genuine Bakelite 39Socket, 75c value..
d$4e.n5s0er ryc.Coto Con- 1 pJ
3 -inch Bakelite 290Dials, 75c value...
Two Slide 1 48. '4Tuning Coil

Guaranteed Tubes
Detectors $2.75
Amplifiers $2 25

Large Stock Standard Manufacturers' Goads. Real Values All the Time.
Every Item Guaranteed to Be Right or Your Money Back.

All Sizes Cabinets and Panels at Lowest Prices.

THE BARAWIK CO.
102 S. CANAL STREET, corner MONROE
Conveiiiiii to N'erthwestern and Cajon Depots.

=330razi LL TIL 9 '0.0,001- 'AND: '§4T.cM,P.=
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Courtesy Radio
Panel layout for the Harkness radio "flivver" super receiver.

This Two Tube 150 "Hams
Super Set Runs 'Catch WavesLoud Speaker

from Oversea
Continued from Page 7.

er adjustment, in connection with the
rotor of the variocoupler, is essential.

Set the two duolateral coils at right

isto

teries hooked up there
high-pitched continuous 'whistle in the
phones. This is the evidence that
the' tube is oscillating. You may have
to move the two coils
duce this whistle.

Turn the lower left-hand dial con-
trolling the rotor of the variocoupler
until a click is heard in the phones.

anglesfithiselver.

The coupling between the two duo -
lateral coils should be loosened and at
the same time that of the variocoupler

4 should be decreased by moving the left-
hand dial. Now turn the right-hand
dial until the grid circuit is tuned to
the frequency of the incoming signal.
Increase coupling on variocoupler un-
til the point of maximuni signal is
reached. Gradually draw the two duo -
lateral coils together until a certain
point is reached, which will be the
highest point of amplication.

The Flivver is somewhat harder to
tune than the usual receivers, but a
little practice, will bring results that
-easily repay one for his trouble.

UNNECESSARY PEEPHOLES.
Don't destroy the appearance of your

set for peepholes unless it is - con-
venient.' There is no practical use
for these, as you know that as long as
your set works your tubes are lit, and
when it does not work they are the
first things you look at when you ex-
amine the set.

TYPE DETECTOR FOR CRYSTAL
SETS.

Fixed detectors on crystal sets are
highly inspraetical. Altho they may
be very good for the first week or so
the spot on which they are set will
lose its sensitivity in time. A good
multi -point or common cast whisker
type are much more practical.

R EAL-
RADIO TUBES

APEX MAGNATIIONS
Made in all

Regular
Styles

RADIO TUBES
CORP.

New Style
Bakelite

Bases
CONNEWEY
ELECTRIC

ALL $5.00 LIST

.06 AMPERES
S 3-4 VOLT

STANDARD BASE
This Ad Is Worth
f$1.00 In Trade

RADIOTUBES, Distributor
545 39 W. ADAMS CHICAGO
WE ALSO REPAIR TUBES

`

HARTFORD,  Conn, Jan. 17.-Near
the close of the transatlantic radio
receiving tests, organized by the
American Radio Relay league, about
150 amateurs thrimut North America
had reported hearing signals from Eu
ropean transmitting stations and A.
R. R. L. headquarters was still be
sieged with letters and telegrams from
every part of the country. With only
part of the results obtainable, F.
Schnell, traffic manager, announced
that calls of thirty-five Europeans had
been verified.

Of the several foreign countries in
which zealous amateurs are cu -sting
their signals across the Atlantic on
low power, Great Britain leads with
a total of eighteen successful trans-
oceanic transmitters. France comes
next with a total of thirteen and Hol-
land with four. So far the reception
of Italian stations 'has not been re-
ported. These tests are making trans-
oceanic private communication com-
monplace.

The experience of the last three
years of transatlantic amateur trans-
mission was put into play during the
tests, and officers of the league are
confident that with the information
thus gained many of the most trying
technical obstacles will be overcome
and the near future will see the use
of fairly standarized low -power equip-
ment.

Interest is riew growing in the forth-
coming annotificement.of the aWard of
prizes for successful operators. This
will' be made as soon as the final re
ports have been received. Thousands
of dollars worth of radio apparatus
have been donated by prominent man-
ufacturers.

For the first prize, a $1,100 Grebe
transmitter, the amateur must figure
the total mileage covered by his re-
ceiving set. Two amaeurs have re-
ported about 300,000 air -line miles
each. The distance between each for-
eign station and the receiver is
counted once nightly.

Hastings Station Hears
from Radio Phan in Hawaii'

All the radio fans are not in the
United States. To ,prove this, A. F.
Costo, postmaster at Wailuku, in far-
away Hawaii, and some 3,500 miles
away from Hastings, writes in to tell
station KFKX about it.

He repdrts that Nen the evening of
Dec. 13 -he picked up the Westing-
house experimental radiophone in
Hastings, and received the entire pro-
gram that evening. "You came in
very good and clear," states the letter
from the postmaster, "and your an-
enouncements were very distinct. You
read telegrams received from New Jer-
sey, Canada, Chicago and other cities
and states commending you upon your
splendid program."

Besides KFKX, Postmaster Costa
has picked up several other stations
in the United States, among which is
KDKA, the mother station to KFKX
in Hastings, located at the works of
the Westinghouse Electric company in
Pittsburg, Pa.

Letters have been received from
radio enthusiasts in the eastern part
of Canada, Cuba, Mexico and points
tar to the south. Station KFKX is
fast becoming more than a national
station. The time will come when it
will reach out to every country where
there is a receiving set to pick pp its
concerts.

Be sure to read the classified
lilionients on Puke 15.

Guild, Inc.

Hospital
Uses Radio

in Cures
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., Jan. 17.-

Radio is a valuable adjunct to the
treatment of tuberculosis and is "of
great therapeutic value in treatment
of other hospital cases," Dr. Walter
K. Foley, chief of the medical service
of the 'United States Veterans' Bu-
reau Hospitl No. 68 here, declared
today.

Dr. Foley, who has been "prescrib-
ing" radio for two years, made his
assertion in a letter to WLAG station
here, telling the personnel how they
are aiding toward recovery the ex -
service men patierits at the hospital.
He revealed that more than 250 radio
sets are being used in the hospital
and that when a patient enters he is
given the option of receiving a set
as part of his hospital equipment.

"A radio set will do more to cure
tuberculosis than any other apparatus
yet devised," said Dr. Foley. "Our
method is this: "A worried, unset-
tled state of mind is the biggest ob-
stacle we have to fight in treatment
of tuberchlosis. -The only way a pa-
tient may be cured is to put him to
bed and give him absolute rest in
mind and body. He may be in bed
from several months to a year or
two, and, naturally, when told this
is discouraged.

"When newness of hospital routine
wears off he begins to worry about
himself, the folks at home, or his chil-
dren. Even if he has no family, the
sick man always can find something
to worry about.

"One of our patients passed hours
in mental agony wondering, whether
the. United States would join the
league of nations. Two years ago
we had a patient who worked him-
self into a. mental frenzy with imag-
inary grievances. He claimed his
sheets were being starched and that
the food, no matter how tasty, was
not good. His condition was rapidly
growing worse. One day I installed
a radio set at his bedside. He be-
came interested at once and before
long his mind was entirely at .rest
under the radio's soothing effect., He
quit complaining and started to re-
cover. --He was recently discharged
as cured.

"This was the beginning of 'radio
prescriptions' at Hospital 68, which
resulted in the installation of the 250
or more sets we now use. The boys
now. 'forget their troubles' with radio,
and often call me to their rooms to
check on a hook-up. I think these
radio calls do as much good as pro-
fessional calls.

"I would rather give a patient suf-
fering from tuberculosis, and other
diseases as well, a radio set than a
sVole handful of pills.e It does him
more good."

Wire Wireless in Germany
Proves Success in Tests

Experimental work in wired wireless
is progressing in Germany, Consul
Richardson advises the department of
commerce.

Recently communication was ef-
fected between Berlin and Stolp on the
Baltic!, coast over a 400 -kilometer line.
This high -frequency telephone line
has been turned over to the federal
post authorities by the firm of Lorenz
A. -G.

Three calls at a time were put thru
successfully; one on the normal wave
length, another on a 45 -kilometer
wave and a third on a wave of 25
kilometers. Instead of cathode tubes,
a special high frequency generator
was used.

Issues Bulletin on
Vapors in Vacuum Tubes,
Bulletin No. 138, just issued by the

engineering experiment station of the
University of Illinois, discusses the
effect of the use of alkali 'vapors in
vacuum tubes used as detectors. Va-
pors of certain alkali metals, and also
of certain alloys of these materials,
have very low ionizing potentials.
Notable among these is the alloy of
potassium and sodium, the vapor of
which has an ionizing potential of
four volts or less. A small amount of
this material was introduced into Sev-
eral vacuum tubes by methods which
are described in the bulletin, and the
following results were obtained:

Three -electrode tubes containing
potassium -sodium alloy vapor were
found to be very sensitive detectors in
radio receiving circuits at low plate

WGR Broadcasts Sarnoff'3
Speech at Big 'Banquet

The broadcasting department of the
Federal Telephone and Telegraph
company' of Buffalo offered an un-
usual epecial program thru WGR (31$
meters) Saturday evening, Jan. 12.
The addresses and music provided at
the Buffalo Chamber of Commerce's
annual banquet given in the Hotel
Statler ballroom were of unusual na-
tional interest because of the presenee
of David, Sarnoff, United States Sen-
ator Pat Harrison and Dr-rCharles A.
Eaton.

Mr. Sarnoff, vice president of the
Radio corporation, is renowned for
his rapid rise from radio 'operator to
his present executive position of a
huge radio communication organiza-
tion. He is an excellent speaker, and
his talk on the piresent status of. radio

voltages. This sensitivity was due to communication proved interesting to
the low ionizing potentials of these radio listeners within 2,500 miles of
vapors, and probably also to  other the federal station.
characteristics of such vapors, as pho-
to -sensitivity, contact potential:etc. It
was diseovered that .these were much
less cortical than were gas -content de-
tectors; they were steady in their ac-
tion, free from distortion and needed
no frequent adjustment of filament,
current or plate voltages.

Test data and curves submitted in
the bulletin indicate that the use of
potassium-sOdium alloy in the conven-
tional UV201 or UV200 three -electrode
tubes gives them very desirable high -
voltage amplifier characteristics, even
the the tubes are not thoroly out -
gassed during evacuation. This means
a considerable saving in the cost of
manufacture,'

Copies of Bulletin No. 138 may be
obtained without charge by address
ing the engineering experiment sta-
tion, Urbana, Illinois.

USE OF SPAGHETTI TUBING.
Spaghetti tubing should by used only

where necessary. It has, no property
of conserving energy or eliminating
interference from other wires, and,
therefore, is of little use except where
there is danger of battery leads short-
ing.

AMSCO Rheostat
2 ohms... $1.$5
6 ohms...'. 1.00

20 ohms.- . 1.25
30 'ohms.... 1.25
50 ohins .... 1.30
For T u n e d
Radio - Frequency
or any Circuits
Employing C r i t-
ical Current Ad-
justments.

Ask to see the
famnns Melco-N o re me Tuned Radio -
Frequency Receiver.

for sale at Your Dealer or Jobber
We manufacture a full line of

-Parts and Sets. Send for descriptive
circular.

AMSCO PRODUCTS, Inc.
BROOME and LAFAYETTE STREET

NEW rotas

101010111111111111 39 West Jackson Blvd.

lymonth adio Shop
Herald -Examiner 15C© Hook -Up

SPECIAL

61.4
STOW.
Onsna

1 Panel; I Base-board;1 180'
Variocoupler; 1 23-
p l a t e Condenser;

1 Rheostat; 1 Grid; 1 Condenser; 1 Socket; necessary wire,
binding posts, spaghetti, diagram, etc.
This is the famous Hook -Up that thousands upon thousands of Chicagoans
have been using and are getting phenomenal results on. It is simple to
build, easy to operate, and brings in out of town stations with surprising
ease. All parts are fully guaranteed by the Plymouth Radio Shop,

Parts mounted, $9.85 I Parts mounted & wired, $12.95
Complete set, built for you, in cabinet, including tube, Batteries, $24.89
head phone, aerial wire, etc

\ For Vernier parts throughout, add 0.00 to any of the above
The above, with 3 tubes, ready for loud speaker; Vernier parts. $ P7

with tubes, batteries, bead phones, etc. I  0
Assembled and Wired $67.39

Neutrodyne
FOR 5

PARTS
5 TUBE SET

All standard part s-
fully guaranteed. Fac-
tory mat Neusptrecodianyyne
Sets
priced.
emsr
r--esser-r..."-,-msanciossiossess=mommussum

Long Range Head Phones $2.49
Baldwin Type "C" Head Phones, $12 List $6.95
Amrad Variocoupler, $6 List-Special. . $2.45
S. J.-1 Detector Tubes Used with

ve;i3trhTUbeDI:lesZedls $1.95
23 -Plate Signal Variable-Condenser $1.25
Le De Luxe Tube

TELEFUNKEN
Imported German

3 Tube Rec. Sets

ly with
the West-
inghouse $125 set. Com-
plete in solid mahogany case.
Only one dial to set.

LeiNcaa7 4 9:50

$275
Six -Volt Tube-
French p a t ent
makes possible
the low price.
A b solute ly
guaranteed.

Amplifier
Tube, $2.85

Battery Loud Speaker
Charger Baldwin Unit
$8.69

$18 value-gen-
uine Tungar
bulb-charges 2
amperes per
hour.

$8.45
A n other
g u aranteed
special from
the PI y -
mouth.

`A,StorageBattery
GUARANTEED 18 MONTHS

80 H6ur 100 Hour 120 Hour

'9' '10' 'It"
Our Guarantee We want you to be completely satisfied in all your

dealings with the Plymouth Radio Shop. If forany reason you feel that the goods you receive do not represent the quality
or value which you have a right' to expect, we will be glad to have you
return them to us. RADIO is no longer mysterious. Our radio engineers -
are at your service-their advice is absolutely Free.

Plymouth Radio Shop
39 West Jackson Boulevard

Mail Orders Solicited. Phone Wabash 6334
 tP;-.=
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How toEndNoise
in Your Radio Set
Told by Expert

THE HOME WORKSHOP 11BadContactsAre
I Causes ofTrouble

How to Test Crystals
with Buzzer OutfitWith the possible exception of stat-

ic, there is no reason why a properly
made radio receiver should not func-
tion without noise or trouble, giving
clear, distortionless signals from sta-
tions within its receiving range. All
trouble usually can be traced to defect-
ive parts, poor construction or un-skilled operation.

So writes Jack Binns in the February
[mit of Popular Science Monthly.Every noise has a meaning, he de-
clares, and noises should not discour-age the radio fan. If your set pro-
duces noises, you are much better off
than the man who turns on the juice,plugs in the phones and hears-noth-
ing.

Causes of Crackling.
A crackling noise can be traced tostatic, _rundown batteries, poor wiring

connections or defective rheostats and
condensers. Listen in with aerial and
ground disconnected, and, if that elim-inates or cuts down the crackling, thetrouble is due to static. If the noisepdrsists, static is not the cause, andyou must test the parts mentioned tolocate the trouble.

A steady, regular staccato beat, likethe patter of a machine gun, can oftenbe traced to an improper value in the')grid leak. The remedy is to try grid
leaks of different values . until theright one is obtained.

A steady humming noise usually iscaused by near -by power lines orlighting circuits near the lead-inwire. The remedy is to erect youraerial - as far as possible from suchlines and as nearly as possible at rightangles to them.
A loose connection or open circuitin the grid circuit of the detector stageoften will cause a sharp drummingnoise that can be eliminated bychecking up the grid circuit connec-tions.

Whistling Sounds in Phones.

The best  system for testing radio
receiving crystals is to use a high-
pitched buzzer. This buzzer should be
placed in a box, and packed in with
cotton, so as to reduce the amount of
mechanical sound produced. Leads are
brought out from the two binding
posts of the buzzer and connected to
a battery and switch, and a third lead
is brought out from the contact point
of the buzzer.

If a single circuit tuner is used, con-
nect this third lead to the ground
connection of the set.

If an inductively coupled tuner is
used, connect the third lead directly
to- one post of the detector. Now, by
turning on the switch, and adjusting
the catwhisker over the surface of
the mineral, a loud buzz will be heard
when the catwhisker is on a sensitive
spot.

Whistling or howling noises-may bedue to too much regeneration, toomany turns in the ticker -coil wind-ing, poorly designed transformers tooclose to each other, grid and platewires running too closely parallel toeaclikother, body capacity effects whenthe hand is brought near the controls,
neglect to use a fixed condenser acrossthe primary winding of the first stage
transformer and overloading of tubes.A Whistling noise changing in pitchwithout any adjustment of the re-ceiver is caused by a neighbor tuningin his single -circuit regenerative- set,with the circuit in an oscillating con-dition. The only remedy is to con-vince the owner of a troublesome set
that he should use a double -circuit out-fit, or tune in his present set with
the tube filament turned down as lowas possible.

If you don't get results after test-ing your set and checking up yourwiring you will find it an actual sav-ing in time and temper to take thewhole works apart and test each partseparately.
Don't, tho, try to make the tests,wire up the receiver, and get good re-sults all in one evening. It simplycan,:t. be done. .

Simple Phone Hook-up
Sometimes visitors come in unex-

pectedly or your loud speaker is not
working. You have no multiple phone
jacks. A way out is shown in the

SIMPLE PHONEJACK

CHICAGO EVENING POST

illustration, which is self-explanatory.
The cord tips are held in firm con-
tact by an over -hand knot. Be sure
to make the knot tight. If you do
not you are apt to have poor recep-
tion.

A Simple Spirit Lamp
A new oil can with a wick of cot-

ton string makes an excellent spirit
lamp. For applying intense heat at
a small joint it is only necessary to
press the bottom of the can; the pres-
sure will then force out a hot flame,
making the lamp act as a blow -torch.
On small work the lamp may be used
sideways or at an angle, which is not
possible with the ordinary kind of
spirit lamp. For soldering small
wires in radio work, or for light braz-
ing, this lamp has few equals.

Prize Awards
ForUseful Suggestions

--
THE POST offers $1 for

every accepted and
published suggestion made
by readers which will en -
afire the home builder to
improve his work.

Low Wave Variometers
If you have a 400 -meter variometer

that refuses to bring in the new high-
wave length stations, do not throw it
away. Place a coil in- series of an
equal- amount of turns. It is not nec-
essary to have the coil inductively
coupled to the variometer.

What Horns Do to Make
Loud Speakers Loud

BY C. R. HANNA.
(Research Laboratory, Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company.)

T" popular conception of the
function of a horn on either a

loud speaker or a phonograph is er-
roneous. We hear that a horn "reso-
nates," or. it "concentrates the sound,"
or it "amplifies," and many other ex-
planations, all of which are vague
and most of them incorrect.

It is true that a horn resonates at
certain frequencies, and for that rea-
son increases the amount of radiation
at those frequencies. Any form of
resonance; however, is undesirable
because it is impossible to increase the
amount of radiated energy uniformly
at all frequencies within a wide range
by this method.

' If a horn is not to distort, its walls
should be nonvibrating and its air

Kellogg Dials
Kellogg Dialsadd to the
beauty and
efficiency o f
every set .
They are of
molded Bake-
lite, of rein-
forced con -
struction.

The calibrations are clearly and
accurately marked. The large
knob is shaped and corrugated to
fit the fingers, making possible the
slightest movement. The steel
dies for molding Kellogg dials
are mathematically correct, assur-
ing enact mounting center, so that
the dial turns absolutely true, a

Specify Kellogg radio equipment
requirement of every "finished"
radio set.
and know you are getting the best.

If your dealer
dots not handle
Kellogg, communi-
cate direct with us.

USE -1s
The TEST
KELLOGG SWITCHISOAliD

-6 SUPPLY COMPANY
CHICAGO

A special prize of $3 each
week is made for the best
of these suggestions.

Send your entries to Work-
shop Editor, care Radio Dept.,
Chicago Evening Post. Inclose
pencil sketch if necessary to
convey idea.

column resonances, within the range
of frequencies used, should be slight.

Horn Does Not Amplify.
If we think of the term "amplifica-

tion" as meaning the increasing ofany form of response by supplying
energy from another source, we see atonce that a horn cannot amplify be-cause it cannot supply energy.

It should be evident, therefore, thata horn merely loads the diaphragm
in such a way as to cause more soundenergy to be radiated into the sur-rounding space frcim the diaphragm.

A simple analogy is found in theelectric motor. When the motor hasno load connected to it, all the en-
ergy supplied is used up as losses
in the machine. If a load is coupled
to the motor, it draws more powerfrom the line in order to supply en-ergy to the load. When the load islight the efficiency is low, as theload is increased the efficiency israised.

So it is with the diaphragm. With-out a horn the efficiency is low, andwith a horn the efficiency is ire -creased. The'horn may be thought of
as analagous to a lever which gives
the diaphragm a better grip on thesurrounding air. And so the term"radiator" more accurately describedthe action of a horn.

Where They Diffei.
A good horn, therefore, is one which

causes the diaphragm to radiate al-
most uniformly at all frequencies*Rhin the desired limits. This condi-tion is more easily attained in a phon-ograph than in a load speaker. In thephonograph the diaphragm is forced
to follow the vibrations of the record
except for the slight spring of theneedle; while in the loud speaker thediaphragm is not impelled to follow
the variations of current in the wind-
ings because there is no rigid connec-
tion between the tWO.

. In the phonograph it is necessaryonly that the horn shall radiate uni-formly at different frequencies for a
given root mean square velocity of the
diaphragm. In the loud speaker the
horn must fulfill this condition, and
also help to cause the diaphragm tovibrate at a nearly uniform velocity
when the same current at different
frequencies is passed thru the wind-
ings.

tff ii; ' I t 1p

You wit1.- Ind the clastified adver-
tisement sect ion interesting. SeePage 15.

Tickler in Variometer
A honeycomb coil placed in induc-

tive relation to your variometer as
illustrated very readily could be used
to obtain regeneration in a radio re-

This Switch Cuts In and
Out Lamps in Bank

When employing the usual methodof controlling a bank of lamps forbattery, charging, etc., the switch

,arage:"Awar.,,r..42=

TIP,' IP.
0. A .0. APAIPCIIIP

CAMPS"'

shown here is easy to construct andwill give good results.
The metal parts may be made of anymetal that is a good conductor. It ispreferred that brass be used becauseof its springlike tendency. It willbe noted that the blades which makecontact with the long switch arm areof different heights, which is the rea-son any number of lamps may be cutin or out of the circuit. The diagramshows how it is connected. If a bat-tery or other instrument is to be usedin the circuit it is connected in at thepoint (X).

inManyReceivers
Many fans have searched in vain

for trouble in their receiving sets, andfailing to find it have tern the setapart and built one from some other
hook-up. And the trouble has beenall the time that one of the tubeprongs has not been in perfect con-
tact with the springs of the tube
socket.

This is a small item, but one ofthe most vital elements of the receiv-ing sets. In the- case of contact of
the filament prongs, it is easy to trace
poor contact, because' the filament will
not light unless the contact is good,and if it is poor the filament willflicker in such manner as , to givesome guide to actual conditions.

But in the case of the contacts made
by grid and plate prongs, the tracing
of trouble back to this course is notso easy. But making sure that all
contacts are good is a simple matter
if the fan will only take this precau-
tion before wiring his set.

Take the tube sockets to be used
in the particular hook-up being built
and insert the tube to be used in the
socket for which it is intended. Un-
less the socket has a closed base, it
will be an easy matter to ascertain
by looking thru the bottom of thesocket just how the tithe springs' are -making contact with the socketsprings.

How to Solder in Place
Loosened Phone Cord Tips

It happens 'often that the headphones' cords to which are attachedthe cord tips 'are pulled out of thetips. It is very difficult to solder thecords to the tips, as the fine wires ofwhich the cord tip is composed are indanger of melting off. A better wayis to take some No. 30 bare copperwire, strip off about a quarter of aninch of the insulation on the cord tip,and wrap the bare copper wire tightlyaround the stripped wires.
Tie the wire so it cannot untwist.Do not wrap too much wire on thecord,, or you will not be able to getthe cord tip into the regular tip. Takethe tip and hold it in a pair of pliersin the flame of a torch or alcohollamp. Melt a drop of solder into thetip, with some finish of noncorrosivetype, then, still holding the tip in theflame, quickly push the wrapped cordinto the tip. _

The insulation on the phone cordwill be only slightly charred, if at all,by this method, and the solder willbe forced against the wire -wrapped
end of the cord, and the cord tip,
which will make a perfect connection
and a neat one. The best way is to
use cored solder containing flux in the
center of the strip-so-called acid -core
solder.

Some Notes on Neutrodyne
Circuit and Its Operation
Fundamentally the. neutrodyne cir-

cuit is tuned radio -frequency. Coupled
. coils are used between the tubes irk
stead of transformers, and the coilsare tuned by a variable condenser
across the secondary. The neutrodyne
principle requires neutralizing con-
densers, which are about ten times
the value of the internal capadfty of
the tubes. Once these condensers are
set they should not be changed unless
ifferent type tubes are used. Neu-

tralizing condessers prevent oscilla-
tions caused by the plate or grid feed-

! back. To balance a neutrodyne cir-
' atilt tune in a strong signal, remove
the first tube and put a paper on the
filament prong. Then place the tube
back in the socket. The first tube
should not light, but all other tubes
will light as usual. The dial settings
should not be disturbed. .Adjust the
nentrodons until the signal disappears.
Disappearance of the signal indicates
that part of the set is balanced and
that neutrodon should not be touched
again unless a new tube is used. The
second step is neutralized in the same
manner.

_

ceiving circuit. If the bracket used
for supporting the honeycomb coils isso arranged that the inductive rela-tion between the variometer and thetickler coil can be changed at will,better results would be obtained.

U. S. Bureau Tells How
to Make Inductance Coil

A circular descriptive of how tomake a series of single -layer induc-tance coils suitable for radio -fre-quency standards has been prepared
by J. L. Preston and M. S. Strock ofthe bureau of standards.

Owing to the increased interest inradio -frequency measurements, theillustrated circular should be of con-siderable value to those technically
inclined and in laboratories where afixed conductor of known inductance
and having a small radio -frequency is
desired.

This type of coil in conjunctionwith a high-grade variable air con-denser, such as the bureau of stand-
ards type, forms a very dependable`
and accurate wavemeter. The pam-phlet is known as Letter Circular
LC -103.

Window -Shade Aerial
Sewing in insulated wire on a -win-

dow- shade, which pulls up and -down,
makes .a variable, loop Aerial , and oriethat is located ,just ;where it, gives
best service-at the W111414:.

Pipe Cleaners Make Handy
Dust Mops for Condenser
It appears that dust and oil often

accumulate on the plates of variable
condensers. Any foreign material that
may stick to their surface is apt to
short circuit the entire condenser,
thereby making it inoperative. Sincethe space between the plates is so
small it is a difficult matter to clean
the surface.

However, with the cleaner to be de-
scribed, it becomes an easy matter.
All are acquainted with the type of
pipe cleaner that is composed of two
wires twisted together with a quantity
of fibrous materiaL By bending one of
these so as to form a loop, and twist-
ing the two ends that are so brought
parallel to each other, both a handle
and a cleaning surface are afforded.

These cleaners also are handy for
wiping away accumulated dust and
grit in corners of the receiving set.

Jarproof Socket Mounts
Jars and jolts to receiving sets cause.the new tubes to ring. Two or three

heavy rubber bands attached between
two wooden supports and fastened
with clamps or screws make an excel.
lent base for mounting tube sockets,

Ribbon Wiring in Hook-up
Gives Surprising Results

The other night The Post experi-mental laboratory was hooking up twostage,s of tuned radio -frequency. Itso happened there was not an inch ofbus bar or hookup wire convenient.There were a few sheets of thin cop-per._
A sturdy pair of shears soon pro-duced several lengths of narrow cop-per strips of the proper length and,these were used in the hook-up. Sur-prising results were achieved.
Radio -frequency currents, or alternating currents, travel, as we know.by the "skin effect." Therefore thelarger surface presented the 'least re-sistance. It Is this same idea thathas popularized the ribbon aerials. 'The hook-up does not look quite soartistic, but it certainly is efficientTry it-on the radio -frequency end ofany circuit-that is, on the 'wiringthat goes from the antenna to the de-tector.

-Why Horns Aid Phones
The reason a horn increases thesounds emitted by a phone receiver or

loud -speaker unit la because it concen-trates a large volume of air in a small
space and permits the . receiver or
unit therefore to move more air. Since
the volume of sound depends upon the
amount of air the diaphragm moves,
signals pre audible over a longer dis-
tance and with greater intensity..

In Buying Condensers
When buying a -variable condenser

get the higher capacity ones -43 plates
preferably. You always can use them
where small capacity is required, in ahook-up, and they have the capacit%
ready for you when you_ want it.

Can't Get High
Wave Lengths

One of the most common complaintsis about like this: "We have difficulty,in hearing stations above 450 metersWhat shall we do?" The average radio technician would answer: "Addabout fifty to sixty feet to your an-tenna."

Homemade Insulators
Olive or pickle bottles with a flangeat each end make cheap and efficientantenna insulators. Bridles of insu-lated wire are fastened to each end.These insulators will stand quite astrain and at the same time furnishadequate insulation.

Made by the Radio
Corporation of

America.
That means quality

Radiola VII
A powerful five -tube set so
highly selective it givesperfect
long-distance reception on any
kind of antenna-indoors or
outdoors or indoor loop. Dry
cell operated with all batteries
and parts encased in a single
polished mahogany cabinet.
Radiola Loud Speaker includ-
ed, also six tubes (one spare),
batteries, antenna plug, etc.

$290
Terms if desired

COMMONWEALTH EDISO_N_

JULECTRIC SHOW,
72 West Adams Street

Profit Sharing Coupons Given

lit
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Hoiy to Turn Your Universal Panel Set Into
Reinartz Short -Wave Receiver

THISFreundWeek Mr.
takes his followers into
the construction of a

Reinhart.s short-wave re-
ceiver, using the . Universal

. panel he described last week.
This series of articles ought
to tickle you amateur expert-
incuters.-The Editor.

By BENJAMIN K FREUND.
(Chief Engineer, Radio Division, Crossland

Plaff Engineering Laboratories.)

Hof

week I described and illus-
trated tge layout for the drilling
of the universal panel -Which can

be changed into almost any of the
most familiar circuits. Today's treat-
ise describes the construction and as-sembly of a Reinartz receiver.

The Reinartz receiver, originally de-
vised by John L. Reinartz, has been
considered by the, amateurs, both in
this and foreign countries, to be oneof the most stable of receivers de-
signed for the reception of radio
broadcast and wireless telegraphy on
low wavelengths.

The Reinartz tuner, which is regen-
erative, and the three -circuit regenera-
tive tuner (Old Reliable), have been
used by the broadcast listeners of this
country more than any 'other type of
receiver.

The fact that the wiring is very sim-
ple and that great care in the wiring
need not be taken as in other types of
circuits make it all the more popular
with the inexperienced radio dabbler.

Tuner Wiring Simple.
Upon observing Fig. 1, it will be no-

ticed that the wiring of the different
members comprising the tuner is ex-
tremely -simple:
'16'The wiring of the detector and two-
step amplifier, which is shown in Fig.
3 is a little more difficult. It will be
noticed that the different apparatus is
situated in- the drawing in as near
a likeness as possible to the position
as occupied on the panel and base-
board.

In Fig. 1 the two variable con-densers and the three inductance
switches are mounted on the panel,
while the Reinartz coil and small
formica. and bakelite strip containing
the ground and antennae posts are
mounted on the baseboard.
. In the set constructed by the writer
Carter induction switches were psed.
If nine -point induction switches can-
not be obtained, fifteen -point switches
may be used thruout. This particular
make was used because of its silent
operation, which is due to positive
pigtail connection to the switch arm
or movable member of the -switch. As
the Reinartz circuit calls for switches
and taps for the control of the in-
ductances used, the elimination of any
unnecessary friction contacts is very
Much desirable. It is for this reason
that the pigtail connection appealed to
the writer.

Condensers and Inductance.
The used are .0005 micro -

farad capacity, which generally is
the capacity of a '23 -plate condenser.

The standard 21 -tap coil can be used
for the inductance. The coil is gen-
erally wound in spider -web fashion.

The leads, or taps, on the Reinartz
coil, as illustrated, in Fig. 1, are num-
bered and connections are to be made
shown on the induction switches.

The wiring of the tuning elements
are .shown separately from the wiring

. of the detector and two-step ampli-
fier, which is shown in Fig. 2.

The -detector and tHo-step amplifier,
when assembled and wired, can be a
permanent affair and need not be
changed for any of the other nine cir-
cuits which are to appear in these
columns from.- week to week.

- The parts which comprise the detec-

FERBEND

0.-s" wSTOPS
INTERFERENCE

To Get
"Out of
Town"

First Tune Out That
Local Station

It isn't hard to receive nowadays on most
any good set from stations all over acountry as big as the United States-if
the near -by station doesn't interfere.Even then, if your set is extremely selec-
tive, and if you have the right antetuia,
and if you are an expert at tuning-and if
you have good luck-you can perhaps tune
out the offending transmitter. But it hap-
pened that Wm. L. Mann, of 787 North
Fortieth St., in Philadelphia. didn't have
all these things-so instead of looking for
a super -selective set, he just bought a
FERBEND WAVE TRAP, and now he
says he has no trouble tuning out any of
the four big Philadelphia stations. Thesame thing is being done in Chicago. Try
it I Come in and get one, or phone Central
6923. Mounted on formica panel in ma-
hogany finished cabinet, 13x5x6. at $8.30,
or unmounted. $6.00.
ANY NIGHT is "SILENT NIGHT"

WITH A FERBEND !
The Original Wave rater^

Fe?hentl Electric Company
19 F.,. South Water St. Chicago

+90 +22 -
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tor and two -stage amplifier are as fol-
lows:

3 Erla sockets.
2 Low -ratio Thordarson transform-

ers.
2 20 -ohm Carter rheostats.
1 6 -ohm Carter rheostat.
5 binding posts.

Insists on Low Ratio.
Some of my readers often wonder

why I persistently recommend low.:
ratio transformers for both the first
and second stage of amplification. I.
have found in so doing better quality!
Without any noticeable loss of vol-
ume.

The transformers used in the con-
struction of the set built by the writer
were 3% -to -1 ratio. The markings, as1
shown in Fig. 2, are as follows:

Terminals plus "B" and "P" are
primary leads, and connect to the posi-'
tive "B" battery and plate circuits,
respectively. Terminals "G" and "F"
are secondary leads and connect to
the grid and negative filament circuits,
respectively.

Twenty -ohm rheostats are illustrated
for use with the C -301-A or UV -201-A
tubes as amplifiers and a 6 -ohm rheo-
stat is to be used for the control of

GRID LEAK

103 GARTER
NT CONTROL JACK

The Detector Circuit.
The detector circuit is at the right

and the first and second stage ampli-
fiers at the left, respectively.

The first right-hand jack is a No. 105
Carter jack. The center jack is also
a No. 105 Carter jack, and the left-
haffd jack is -a No. 103 Carter jack.

The grid leak, as used by the writer,
is a Bradley leak. A .00025 or .0005
fixed grid condenser should be con-
nected across it. Tho the grid con-

denser is not shown in Fig. 2 it is
essential and must be adhered to.

The terminals marked "G," "F,"
"Plus B" and "P," are connected to
a terminal strip with binding posts.
The likewise marked leads fro% the
tuning element are connected to these
posts.

With the use of this strip the va-
vious circuits can be applied and
changed without changing the detector
and two -stage amplifier hook-up.

The two binding posts at the bot-
tom of Fig. 2 and at the right are "A"
battery posts. The three at the left
tuning element. (Either .001 or .002
tials are marked, respectively.

A phone, or by-pass condenser, can
be connected if desired from the nega-
tive filament to the "Plus B" post of
the terminal strip connecting to the
tuning element. (Eeither .001 or .002
MFD.)

With the above information the writ-
er believes there will be no difficulties
to overcome.

Next week's article will describe how
to convert the universal panel into a
three -circuit regenenative receiver.

Be sure to read the classified adver-
tisements on Page 15.

REINARTZ COIL

It

Coolidge Gets
North Pole on

Radio Code
WASHINGTON, Jan. 16.-President '

Coolidge has communicated success-
fully with Capt. Donald B. MacMillan
in the Arctic.

The combined service of three great
internationally known systems of com-
munication, private and commercial.
the Radio Corporation of America. the
American Radio Relay league and the -
Western Union Telegraph company
were required to connect by the ether
and land wire the President's private
office in the White House with the
cabin of the ice -bound schooner Bow-
doin in winter quarters at North
Greenland, submerged in the stillness
of the far north.

The message from the chief execu-
tive to the explorer was cturned over
first to the Radio, corporation and
reached its New York offices. There
it remained because this organiza,*
tion's world-wide chain of communi-
cation is carried on by huge high
power stations operating on 'excep-
tionally long wave lengths, while all
communication to and from the ex-
plorer is carried on by amateur short
wave stations.

The next stage of the journey was
via ,the- Western Union to the head-
quarters of the American Radio Re-
lay league at Hartford, Conn. Imme-
diately the message was handed to S.
Kruse, operator of amateur station
10A in that city. He closed his an-
tenna switch and persistently called
amateurs in the Great Lakes region.

After several vain attempts the mes-
sage was received at the amateur sta-
tion 8ZZ in Detroit, Mich., from which
point it was relayed to another ama-
teur located in western Canada. Mean-
while twenty different amateurs had
heard the message, and realizing its
importance, sought to carry it along
another stage of the journey by as
many, different routes. Finally it
reached 9EP, operated by Jack Barns-
ley at Prince Rupert', British Colum-
bia, who sent it on the final lap to
North Greenland.

The reply received by Barnsley from
the explorer read: "Deeply apprecia-
tive of your holiday greetings and
wishes for nest year; all's well on the
Bowdoin in the middle of long Arctic
night." This was received at the
White House by means of amateur
radio to Prince Rupert, Western
Union to Hartford,. Conn., and the
Radio Corpciration of America to this
city.

Foreigners Pick Up U. S.
Stations with One Tube

WGY, the Scheliectady, N. Y., broad-
casting station, has been picked up in
Berlin, Germany; Copenhagen, Den-
mark, and Trondhjem, Norway, tic -
cording to letters received.

G. Schroeter, superintendent of
Transradio Betriebszentrale, Berlin,
Germany, writing Nov. 28, reported
reception at 3:30 a. m. Sunday, Nov.
25. Mr. Schroeter heard the General
Electric company's signals with one
tube. With two low -frequency. ampli-
fiers the signals came in very loud.
His antenna was° fifty meters long,
twenty-one meters high at one end
and eight meters high at the other.

One tube reception also was report-
ed by S. Salegaard of Trondhjem,
Norway. He picked up WGY Wednes-
day morning, Nov. 21, and Saturday
morning, Noy. 24.

A. Lykstoft of Copenhagen, Den-
mark, picked up WGY at 4:15 o'clock
on the morning of Wednesday, Nov.
21. He used a "home -constructed re-
generative receiver, consisting of one
high -frequency detector and one low -
frequency stage. By adding an extra
high frequency and two low frequency
stages, he was able to hear music
and speech on his loud.speaker. "My
antenna," reported Mr. Lyketoft, "con-
sists of three wires, each fifty-two feet
long, on the roof of a five -story build-
ing in the center of the town. Most
nights I can hear your station when
atmospherics are not too strong." -

WOOD PANELS.
Wood makes a very poor panel for

a radio set because of its low dielec-
tric properties. A rubber composition
such as bakelite, radion or formica
should be used. Glass is very good
but because of its fragility and dif
ficulty of drilling it is not practical.

The New -

CRYSTAL

DETECTORINERALI
Sensitive and \loud all over its

large surface.
Put One -in Your Set-
It Will Speak for Itself

Every one Guaranteed.
Look for the Glass Sign.

Price 25c at all Radio Dealers.
Dealers write for discounts.

Prepared by

J. P. Scannell & Co., Electro Chemists
3619 Flournoy St., Chicago Nevada 6497

A Genuine
Silver Clay

Crystal
Not merely a

native mineral
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Split Variometers Cause Experimenters Trouble
with Superduc Circuit

THE Superduc circuit is
proving a sensation.
However, like all freak

'circuits, the experimenters
must expect to meet with ec-
centricities and even disap-
'ointments. The Superduc
was not offered Post readers
as a proven circuit. It still is
in the experimental stage, and

- those who are seeking a per-
manent receiver set and not a
circuit to play,with, had bet-
ber steer clear of the Super-
duc until experimenters have
established its real merits.-
The Editor.

By LEWIS B. HAGERMAN.
(Technical Editor The Chicago Post.)

CONSIDERABLE trouble is being
had by the local fans in obtain-
ing split variometers for their

Superduc sets. According to reports
from several local dealers, the demand
is much greater than the supply. To
meet this they have been splitting
their own, which is 0. K. if it is clone
right. But as the job is very com-
plicated in some cases, frequent mis-

out split and unsplit variometers,
which, to all outward appearance, are
exactly the same. Great care must
be taken when purchasing that the
word "split variometer" appears on
the article or the box in which they
are contained.

Want Andio-amplification.
Aside from the above very little dif-

ficulty is being had by the experi-
menter with the Superduc.

There have been so many inquiries
for hook-ups showing the position of
additional variable condensers and
one or two stages of audio -frequency
amplification that I have had the
hook-ups drawn up and am presenting
them on this page.

If you are having difficulty in tun-
ing in low wave -length stations, the
hook-up showing the variable con-
denser across the rotor of the vari-
ometer will correct it. If you merely
wish to make your set finer in tun-
ing, the hook-up showing the con-
denser across the aerial plate lead will
suit your requirements.

On the amplification, low -rate trans-
formers must be used on both the
first and second stages. It is neces-
sary to do this in order to get distor-
tionless amplification.

Mr. Smalley of the American Insur-
ance company says: "In reply to your
request of Jan. 3, 1924, in regard to
the result of your new Superduc set, I
wish to state that I received the fol-
ing on loud speaker: KDKA, WCBD

5-I AFT. 3-1 A.F.T
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takes are being made, which result
in the ultimate failure of the pur-
chaser to get results.

A variometer is split when the two
halves of the rotor are connected in
series, the two outside ends acting as
terminals and the stator the same.
There should be no electrical connec-
tion between the rotor and stator
whatsoever.

Several local manufacturers turn

KFKX, WDAF, WGR, WHAZ, WLW,
WOC, WOS, WTAZ, WOR, WRC,
WGF, also GBM, Northern Electric
company, Montreal, Canada."

This is one of many letters received
from enthusiastic fans commenting
upon the clarity of tone, volume and
selectivity of the Superduc.

Next week I am going to show pic-
tures and give construction details of
two sets, using the Superduc circuit,

DIAGRAMS SHOWING ADDITIONAL
VARIABLE COND. ON THE SUPERDUC

one of which is the Superduc Junior,
a three -tube set in a 7 by 14 cabinet,
and the other, the Superduc De Luxe.
The Superduc De Luxe, which was
built for a very prominent moving pic-
ture and stage star, is mounted and in-
cased entirely in glass.

Ohmage of Rheostats.
Care also must be taken to use the

proper ohmage on the rheostats for
your tubes. The following is a list of
tubes and the correct rheostat to use
with each:

UV -200, C-300, WD -11, WD -12, VT -1,
VT -2, use a rheostat of 6 -ohm resist-
ance; UV -201-A, C -301-A, use a rheo-
stat of 25 -ohm resistance; UV -199,
C299, use a rheostat of 40 -ohm resist-
ance.

To obtain proper results the above
must be adhered to. If you do not
your reception will be affected and the
life of the tube impaired.

When UV -199 or C-299 tubes are
used for amplification, a "C" battery
of from three to nine volts should
be used on each tube. This is inserted
in the filament lead of the transform-
er, negative to the transformer and
positive to the filament.

Reports Sermon by Radio
The Daily Mail of Fredericton. New

Brunswick, Canada, recently carried
a report of a sermon broadcast by
WGY. The reporter picked up the
sermon at his receiver, getting every
word of Rev. Gordon Baker of the
First Baptist church of Schenectady
without difficulty. In an introduction
it was stated that this was the first
time that a paper in eastern Canada
had thus reported a sermon.

Eugene F. McDonald, prominent Chicagoan and owner of the WJAZ broadcasting station at Edge-
water Beach, Chicago, and N. J. Herrmann, former part owner of the Boston Red Sox and now president
of the Chicago Radio show, endeavored to check up a message which has been sent to the MacMillan
exploring party, snowbound in the far north, to learn that they had established a record for distance
broadcasting. At their suite in the Hotel Belmont they learned they had established a world's record
for distance, their message having been picked up, by confirmation in the Samoa islands, 7,500 miles
away. Whether their message reached the MacMillan ship, Bowdoin, will not be learned for several
days because of the fact that the ship's message will have to be relayed back here.
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New Tuner Makes Chart
for Logging of Stations

ONE of the newest contributions
to the radio art recently brought

out by the federal research division
is a tuner of the variocoupler type, so
designed that a wide coupling between
its primary and secondary coils can
be obtained.

Unlike the old-style variocouplers
used in regenerative circuits, the sec-
ondary of this distinctive Federal
tuner is completely divorced from the
primary. The closest which they can
be set approximates three inches,
making it possible to secure a high
degree of selectivity without sacrific-
ing signal strength a particle.

In the Federal receivers types 59
and 61, this new variocouples tuner
permits a simplicity of tuning in keep-
ing with the latest receivers on the
market.

Another novel tuner which requires
only the adjustment of a single tuning

Opera Star's Song Over
Radio Lulls Baby to Sleep
The mail clerk at the Congress ho-

tel is thinking of organizing a "Down
with Radio" club. Myrna Sharlow,
Chicago Civic Opera soprano, a guest
of the hotel, sang over the radio at the
Edgewater Beach station. Result:
One armful of letters every hour for
three days.

Miss Sharlow in private life is Mrs.
Ted Hitchcock. Mr. Hitchcock lives
in Decatur. When not In Chicago he
writes his wife regularly. Result:
Miss Sharlow had to commandeer the
services of her mother to find Mr.
Hitchcock's letter, after she had
passed several hours herself riffling
the mail, looking for his handwriting.

Radio is a wonderful thing, Miss
Sharlow believes.' As witness this let-
ter from an Oak Park business man:

"Madame Sharlow: You will be in-
terested in learning that our baby, an
attractive little miss of 4 months,
was soon lulled to sleep shortly after
8 o'clock by the sweet melodies of
your wonderful voice, as broadcast
thru our loud speaker. This, too, after
her father had put in more than an
hour trying to pacify her. Could you
have any better approval of your abil-
ity than this?"

Be sure to read the classified adver-
tisements on Page 15.

condenser has been incorporated
the Federal type 110 receiver. In this,
tuner the antenna circuit is untuned
A five -point selectivity switch enables
the operator to obtain any desired,
degree of selectivity.

A blank tuning chart is shipped
with each Federal set. Thei,ease with
which it can be filled in is illustrated
in the accompanying diagram.

The original of this chart was sub
milted by Gilbert Hyatt of Duffal
as testimonial of its reference valu4
in locating stations. Mr. Hyatt says
that frequently a long program, such
as opera, symphony concert or prize
fight is picked up. His chart, such as
illustrated, immediately tells what sta-
tion is transmitting. No need to wait
until the transmission is finished.

The chart furnshed with the type
110 i$ even more simple, since it re-
quires the recording of only two ad-
justments, namely, selectivity switch
position and condenser setting.

The modern receiver is a musical
instrument out of which comes all
kinds of entertainment. Because of
the large number of stations sending
such entertainment, each one should
be charted both for simplicity in tun-
ing and ease of identification.

AMSCO VERNIER CONDENSERS
11 plate $4.00
13 plate 4.00
17 plate 4.5023 plate 4.5043 plate 5.00

VARIABLE
3 plate $1.30

11 plate
13 plate
17 plate
23 plate
43 plate

1.80
1.80
2.50
2.50
3.50

Best Value forYour
Ask to see the fa-

mous Meleo-Supreme
Tuned Radio -Frequency Receiver.

For Sale at Your Dealer or Jobber.
We manufacture a full line of Radio

Parts and Sets. Send for descriptive
circular.

SCO PRODUCTS, inc.
BROOME and LAFAYETTE sTREFTs

NEW YORK

VAR19P79-93:91z7-s5-11/C*
Mosier Radio Builders'

IBT-Twir"%rourl. HERE -
WE WILL BUILD YOUR SET

Cane 47 APESM77¢/e.,- Open tzo
RADIO DOCTORS INC,

.5047 SOUTH STATE STREET 5
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Questions You Ask and Answers We Give
ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION.

1542-CHICAGO: I am taking this op-
portunity to state that your radio section
is very, very good and is greatly appreciated
by me. I wish to lake advantage of your
offer to assist the radio public. Would you
kindly advise me the proper aerial to erect
ander the following conditions:. (1) Spaceavailabh--Attic of frame building. (2)
Length of attic-Forty feet east and west-
erly directions. (3) Number of wires Pos-
sible to erect-Three. (4) Height of aerial
-Thirty-five feet above ground. (5)
Aerial lead-in must come thru ceiling twelve
feet from west end. (6) Three circuit tube
receiver twenty-five feet above ground. (l)
Ground wire to water pipes-Length twenty
feet.

Erect your aerial as per the mailed dia-
gram.

REFLEX AND AUTOPLEX HOOK-UPS.
15'75-CHICAGO: Will you kindly sendme a diagram or hook-up for reflex cir-cuit and "autoplex circuit." I am a boy

)f 14 years and am interested in radio and
\aye one called the "Reinartz."

The hook-ups you request are shown on
his page.

HAGERMAN LONG DISTANCE
CRYSTAL HOOKUP

Q. & A.--1023 and 1076:
Above is the famous crystal hook-
up that is giving such remarkable
results.

GOOD HOOK-UP.
620-4'HICAGO: I have a Kellogg varlom-

eter. a lxzllogg 23 and 11 plate vernier con-
denser, a 400- ohm potentio meter and a

INDOOR ANTENNA. variable grid leak. I would appreciate it
1075-CHI('AGO: My radio set, which is very much If you would send me a hook-up

looked -up like the inclosed diagram, has using these parts that is selective and also
habit of fading when I tune in to station a distance getter. I also have the parts for

two stages of audio -frequency.LDKA. What can be done to stop that
Siding? How can a potentiometer he con- Kindly refer to Superduc circuit which ap-
lected in the circuit? I have a twenty-five pears on another page.
turn honeycomb coil and would like toMow if it could be used to any advantage

the circuit.
Your trouble lies id the fact that YOU

Ire using an inside aerial. She proper
Serial to use would be one strand of wire. derful when there is no interference, but be -
100 feet long, in a straight line, 6 to 8 tween the hours of 5 and 10 p. m. I get
feet above all obstacles on the 'out. A PO- some awful bowls and static that has been
tentionieter is shunted directly across the explained to me as being from regenerative
"A" battery and the negative -II," Instead sets. Is there any way I can get rid of that?
)f being connected to the positive "A.' is I have just one straight aerial running east
xinnectecl to the center of the Potentiorsiater. and west, about 85 feet long.
kllow us to compliment you on the neat With a five -tube Neutrodyne set, such askirm of your letter. you have, there should be no interference

of the type which you mention. These
noises are probably due to the fact that
your set is not completely neutralized. Of
course it is possible they are caused by re-
generative sets, but I doubt if the interfer-
ence would be as great as you say.

'IMPROVING AN R. C.
1074-CHICAGO: I have a Westinghouse

It C. regenerative receiver. I am desirous
cif changing this to an ultra-andion or some
{Millar circuit that is a better distance get-
ter. Could' you furnish me with a dia-rram of my present set and indicate what
changes would be necessary in order to do
Ibis. In view of the fact that the rotor
delft of the vario coupler and the variable
Condenser are the same, with the result that
Seth turn simultaneously, would any diffi-

ftlty be experienced in changing the wiring?
ould I lie able to change the hook-up by

imply switching some of the connectionsnit are made across the back of the set?
our radio section appeals to me more than

Lay other I have seen so far. Keep up the
food work.

We do not advise changing the hook-up
side your set, as it would require its be-
gte completely dismantled, but your set can

improved by inserting a variometer in
e plate circuit and set it on top of the

Rbinet, as shown in the mailed diagram.

NOISY NEUTRODYNE.
1032-CHICAGO: I have a five -tube Brem-

mer Tully Neiltrodyne set and it works won-

HAGERMAN CRYSTAL.
1023-CHICAGO: Will you please send

me your hook-up on long-distance crystal
set. Also would like to know if a Kel-
logg variometer would work as satisfac-
tory as the one you used in your test.

The hook-up you request is shown. A
Kellogg variometer may be used.

THREE H. C. COIL HOOK-UP.
1024-CHICAGO: I have been reading

your Radio Magazine continually and find
it very interesting.

I hereby take liberty to ask you, if possi-
ble, to mail proper hook-up, for one tube,
three honeycomb coil set.

The book -up you request is shown.

RE FLEX CIRCUIT I TUBE
CHICAGO EVENING POST HOOKUP*505

Q. & A.-1575: A reflex circuit appears above that gives excep-
tionally reliable reception.

FAN ANTENNA.
1070-CHICAGO: I have with much in-

terest watched your new department; in
fact, it has been the cause of my subscrip-
tion to The Post, and if consistent I would
like a little information. I notice you lay
stress, and you seem to be the only paper
in Chicago that does, on the directional qual-
ities of an antenna. I have a Zenith re-
ceiving set with a vertical lead-in of ap-
proximately forty feet, and two wires each
approximately eighty feet, running due
south from the top of the leaul-in. I am
not able to bring in (and I might say here
it is not dine to inexperience in tunning,
run-down batteries or anything of that sort)
stations that I should bring in, and it has
occurred to me that possibly a fan -shaped
antenna, which I am in position to erect,
would do this. What would be your advice
in this respect, or in general with regard to
an antenna, length, etc., with this particular
set?

A fan -shaped antenna, made of wires
about sixty feet long, would be very effi-
cient. We would advise bringing lead-ins
from wires to your set so that you may use
all or one or two at a time. This will en-
able you to carry on very interesting ex-
periments as to directional effects and
sounterpoise results. We will be glad to
hear of any results you have with the
above.

Seede Yost and running
n;lietioast!egu?;wiiin,itxtilin;ws

as wart

HAGER:MAN CRYSTAL.
1076-CHICAGO: Will you please sendme your hook-up of the long-distance crys-tal set.
The hook-up of the Hagerman long-dis-t:me° crystal set, as Der your request, isshown.

RADIO
MAGAZINE
To Your Radio Friends

in the Country

Here is a publication they'll appreci-
ate if they have a radio outfit It will
be worth ten times the price to them
to have this big 16 -page magazine
eve,ry week. Send us their names and
addresses-with $1.35 for each-and
the Thursday issue of The Chicago
Evening Post, with the RADIO MAG-
AZINE, will be mailed to them every
Week for a year

For $
1.
I t Per

Only 4,Y Year

WILL NOT TUNE TO HIGH WAVE
LENGTHS.

1077-('HICAGO: I have an Armstrongthree -circuit set hooked up as below. I amshowing only the detector circuit, as theset works all right, but will not tune above491 meters. 1 have received sixty stations
In three months, but they are all below 441meters. I get all the local stations, includ-ing KYW, but they (those above 441) arenot sharply tuned and are not as loud asshould be.

I have tried a 50 -turn and a 75 -turnhoneycomb coil in series with the aerial,and this only raises the wave length a fewmeters. A 23 -plate condenser across thesecondary of my coupler enabled me to getWCAE, 469 meters, but no higher. Thereare 77 turns on the primary of my coupler.
I heard that the wave length can beraised by putting honeycomb coils in theplate and grid circuits. Can you give medetails?
My variometers are supposed to tune npto 550 meters, but maybe it's them ,that'sholding me down.
I am told that when the grid variometer

IN "clear in," that Is, the rotor windings

ometer is "in," I get WOS, 441 meters. Iwould appreciate any advice you could giveme that would enable me to get my setto tune up to 550 or 600 meters. I wouldlike to congratulate you upon the complete-ness of your Radio Post. It beats 25 -centmagazines that have as many "ads" as theSaturday Evening Post.
A possible solution of your problem wouldbe to add small inductances of from fifteento twenty turns, to be determined by experi-mentation in the grid and plate circuits, asshown in the accompanying diagram. Yourcircuit is 0. K. There is no other methodwe could advise to enable you to procurethe results you desire.

FREE SERVICE
QUESTIONS asked on any subject per-

taining to radio will be answered in
this department in either the daily edi-tion or the Radio Magazine published
each Thursday. No charges are madefor this service.
'Due to the immense volume of letters

being received by the Question and An-swer department, the following restric-tions must be made:
All letters must be plainly written in

ink and perferably typewritten, and only
on one side of the paper.

Drawings, hook-ups, etc.. must be on
a separate sheet from question and
clearly drawn, showing values of parts.Do not ask' for panel layouts. con-struction details etc., for a set unlessthey have appeared in the columns ofthis magazine. Self-addressed and
stamped envelope must be inclosed. Ad-dress all your letters to Radio Questions
and Answers Department, The Chicago
Evening Post, 12-14 South MarketStreet, Chicago.

vox), but cannot get much volume into
it except after 11 p. m. at night. I have !
ninety volts of "B" battery, a 100 amp.
hour "A" battery; both of these tested up ;
good this p. m. I have a fifty -foot wire
aerial on top of a three-story building facing
east and west. No interference. Lead-in I
comes off the middle of these wires. Hav- 
ing been thinking of putting in a "C" bat -1
tery. Can you suggest any changes for the,
betterment of this set or could you give 
me a good tested hook-up using these parts
which you could recommend. Am inclosing
stamped envelope for reply. I have been
reading your Thursday radio section with
interest. It's better than any radio mag-
azine I have ever read, especially the three -
wave trap suggestions you have printed.
which is something really necessary for
Chicago amateur*.

We do not approve of the circuit you are
now using in your set. If you will hookit up as shown in the diagram on this
page, we can assure you of very surprising
results. The range on a loud speaker is
approximately 1,500 to 2,000 miles.

AUTOPLEX DIFFICULTIES.
1073-CHICAGO: I have not had good re-

sults with the Antoplex set, The only sta-
tion I received was KDKA, East Pittsburg.

LONG RANGE RECEIVER WITH 2 STAGES R &2 STAGESAF
' CHICAGO EVENING POST HOOKUP* 519

Q. & A.-4071: A very reliable, simple and efficient five -tube
transformer coupled R. -F. set is shown above,
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Q. & A.-1024: The original
three -hone; comb -coil set is shown
above. This is the simplest form
of three -circuit regenerative set.

eycomb), one VT -2 tube, one Howard rheo-
stat, one 6 -volt 80 -ampere "A" battery.
four 45 -volt "B" batteries and one 4% -volt
"C" (positive to grid variorneter). But I
do not get sufficient volume to operate a
loud speaker on this station. There is a
rushing noise and much interference from
low -wave code *rations. The coil is mount-
ed under socket between two bakelite pan-
els. The best collector I find is ground
put on aerial post. Tube will only oscillate
when rheostat is turned on three -fourths to
full. When KDKA is tuned in a wave of
noises goes hack and forth disturbing inn-
ing. I tried a variable grid -leak, also, but
got only a hum, and sltho I received WDAP,
I could not tune at all. (1) Wool.' a
grounded shield destroy noises? (2) Would
loading coil between each variometer help
to get away from co.le stations, altogether,
and, if so, what size? (3) Would a 1250
turn coil give better results and more vol-
ume? (4) What is the amperage per hour
on a VT-? tube? (5) How long should an
80 -ampere "A" battery last before re.
charging? (6) Is illustration of variorm
eters (binding posts) 0. K.? I would appre-
ciate any help from you, and I sure enjoy
your. section.

Below are answers to your questions relat-

SINGLE CIRCUIT WITH TWO STAGES.
1073-CHICAGO: I am attaching herewith

a diagram of the set now being used by the
writer and wish you W0111(1 please check ittiter and see if the range cannot be im-proved, as so far I have not had much luck
in bringing In any number of outside sta-
tions. Use an outside aerial of eighty feet
in length, with a thirty-foot lead-in; ground
wire attached to pipe driven into groundto depth of three feet. Have succeeded in
bringing in the following stations: WDAI',KYW. WalAQ, WJAZ, WTAS, WCBD, KFKX,
KDKA and WOS. After checking over my
hook-ups. any advice you can give me will
be greatly appreciated, and am inclosing
an addressed envelope for your convenience.
The Chicago Evening Post's Radio Magazine,
issued weekly, sure in the class of them all
and here is one phan who can hardly wait
for Thursday to come.

We cannot understand your. drawing as
mailed us. The correct hook-up to use is
shown. Kindly wire your set in accordance,
and we can assure you of from 1,000 to
1.500 miles reception on the loud speaker.
Your grouud..is not very good. Would ad-
vise a direct connection to a water pipe or
radiator

REINARTZ TWO -STAGE.
1100-CHICAGO: Please send me a plan or

diagram of is three -tube Reinartz receiver.
You will find shown the hook-up you

desire.

REINARTZ AND RADIO -FREQUENCY.
1103-CHICAGO: I would consider it a

great favor if you would be so kind as
to send me a complete and detailed book -up
of a Rienartz receiving set comprising one
step of radio -frequency and two steps of
audio -frequency.

Hook-up of Reinartz set with radio -fre-
quency is shown.

1451-CHICAGO: Kindly send me a dia-
gram of of the three -tube Reinartz circuit.
Also a list of parts used in making it.

The diagram you request is shown.

OLD RELIABLE DATA.
1020-CHICAGO: I am anxious to receive

information concerning your "Old Reliable
Hook-up" which has been running in the
Thursday issue of The Post. I have the
last copy, but missed the earlier issues. Please
advise me as to how I can receive full in-
formation. Your articles tell of its extreme
efficiency and I want to try it out.

The hook-up you request has been mailed.

TWO -STAGE AMPLIFIERS.
1028-OAK PARK: What Is the name of

the Inclosed hook-up? Also, send hook-up
for two steps of audio -frequency amplifica-
tion to be added without changing the
original diagram. I enjoy your special
Thursday radio section very much, and am
specially interested in many of the articles.

The hook-up mailed us is of a single -circuit regenerative set. The amplification
diagram you request is shown.

RHEOSTAT OHMAGE.
1079-CHICAGO: Would you please letme know how I can test the ohms of a

rheostat?
It is Impossible for the ordinary person

to test the ohmage of a rheostat. Any goodradio man could tell you what it was bylooking at it.

INSIDE AERIAL.
1072-CHICAGO: I am inclosing herewith

a hook-up of my three -circuit regenerative
and would appreciate very mud) if you
would make a cheek of it and let me know
if it is satisfactory. I don't seem to be ableto get any distant stations. Occasionally I
can get KDKA and WCY, but very seldom.
I also am unable to tune out WDAP and
get KYW or WMAQ. If I get any outside
stations they are very faint, altbo Chicago
stations I can operate on the loud speaker,
but are noisy. Below is a list of parts I
am using: De Forrest 33-P vernier condenser,
Day -Fan variocoupler, two switches (8
points each), 2 Remler variometers, two 3-
1' condensers, one hooked in with each vari-
ometer, two 10-1 General Electric trans-
forniers, three UV -201-A vac tubes, three
10 -ohm rheostats, 120 amp. Willard storage

Q.
above.
tionless

ri+ A'
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SINGLE CIRCUIT WITH 2. STAGES
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& A.-1073: The single -circuit regenerative set is shown
Use low -ratio transformers, as shown, so as to obtain distor-
amplification.
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Q. & A.-1103: The Reinartz set with one stage of R. -F. and one
stage of A. -F. is shown above. To make this a four -tube set merely add
one stage of A. -F.

Below are parts used: Two Columbia multi -
circuit variometers, one 1500 -turn coil (bon -

Air &We tirrat jak

jitit

417

l AS to 60 VI?' 4 i,, Ckaill f:Mt
11111111111111

2 STAGE AMPLIFIER WITH JACK 5
CHICAGO EVENING POST HOOKUP*530

Q. & A.-1028 and 1053: A two -stage amplifier that is adapta-
ble to any set is shown above.

tag to your Autoplex set: (1) A ground
shield would eliminate body capacity. (2)A loading coil in the plate and grid cir-cuits would enable you to receive higher
wave lengths. Use one of about seventy-five turns. (3) A 1250 -turn coil is advisedby Mr. Muhleman. Therefore, we would
recommend using it instead of a 1500. (4)
A VT -2 tube consumes one -tenth ampere an
hour. (5) An 80 -amt -ere battery can be used
forty-five or fifty hours on one charge. (6)
Wiring of variometers as shown is 0. K.

Radio Replaces Alp Dogs
The Swiss Alpine club proposes to

install at several points on the Alps
small radio stations by which lost
travelers can summon help from towns
far below in the valleys. So the rescue
work begun many years ago by the
monks of the Monastery of St. Ber-
nard, assisted by their famous trained
dogs, yields as does everything else
in the modern world to the progress
of science.

battery, three Eveready 22%-V "B" batteries.
I am also using and inside aerial fifty feet
long, placed around the picture molding.

In your list of parts submitted, you have
listed three 10 -ohm rheostats to use with
three 201-A tubes. This is probably the
reason you cannot tune out-of-town sta-
tions clearly. If you would erect an out-
side aerial, the results as to volume, dis-
tance, etc.. would be a great deal better
than you are getting now. The aerial you
are now using is very impractical. Two peo-
ple cannot use the same aerial. There is
no method whereby a set of the type YOU
have could be calibrated.as to wave length.
In your drawing it appears as if your
first jack was wired incorrectly, but itmust be a mistake in your drawing or the
set would not work at all, wired as shown.

1071-CHICAGO: Am inclosing a hook-
up using 2 R. F.-1 detector and 2 A. F.
I am unable to time in the good outside
stations, having heard only Elgin, Zion City,
Pittsburg, Mulford, Kan., Hastings, Neb.,
and even the Chicago stations are hard to
tune in. I have a loud speaker (Magna-

REINARTZ WITH TWO STAGES
CHICAGO EVENING POST HOOKUP *531

Q. & A.-1100 and 1451: Two stages of A. -F. are shown on the
Reinartz set above.
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Today's Radio Programs
Continued from. Page 3.

ham Stevenson; program, selections by the
orchestra, march, "Liberty Bell," Sousa;"Mighty Lak a Rose," Nevin; "Lullaby,"
Nevin; "The Rosary," Nevin; "The Atone-

' went of Pan" (permission Schirmer com-
pany)* intermezzo and "Dance of the
Nymphs," entr'acte, and "Dance of the
Harpies," Hadley; gems from Stephen Fos-
ter; "To a Wild Rose," MacDowell; "Uncle
Remus," MacDowell: "Witches' Dance,"

' MacDowell; "Little Flower Garden," Buel;
march. "The Heart of America." Pryor;
bass and soprano solos, selected; 9:55 P. in.,
Arlington time signals, weather forecast;10:30 p. m., special late evening concert.

WBZ-Springfield, Masse 337 meters:
Day -10:55 a. in., Arlington time signals;

weather reports, Boston and Springfield mar-
' ket reports.

Evening -6 p. in., "Preparation of Federal
Income Tax Returns," by Thomas McCarry,
tax consultant of Springfield; 6:30 p. in..
bedtime story for the kiddies: 6:40 p. in.,farmers' period -letter from the New Eng-

- land homestead; '7 p. in., concert by Mar-
garet O'Brien, soprano; Mrs. Miriam Hun-
yan Thomson, pianist: 8 p. m., bedtime
story for grown-ups by Orison S. Marden;

' 8:55 p. in., Arlington time signals.
WCAE-Pittsburg, Pa.; 462 meters:Day -11:30 a in., news, weather reports.

reading of daily program; 3:30 p. in., stockmarket reports, Sunshine Girl and Uncle"Raybee." news: 6:30 p. m., dinner con-
cert transmitted from William Penn hotel.

WEAF-New York city: -492' meters:
Day -10 to 11 a. in., Edith M. Hurter, as-

sociate editor of the Silent Partner, to speak
on spring fashions; market reports by theAmerican Agriculturist and United Statesdepartment of agriculture: 3 to 4:30 P. in.,

' musical program to be announced.
Evening -6 to 11 p. m., midweek services

under the auspices of the New York Federa-
tion of Churches: United Cigar Stores daily
sport talk, by Thornton Fisher; Ruth Bo -dell, lyric soprano, accompanied by Edith
Griffing; "The Care and Treatment of the
Scalp," by Charles W. Heys & Co., Inc.:"Holland's Desert," by Wirt W. Barnitz,traveler; talk by the Bank of America: mu-sical program direct from Hunter college,
New York city; musical program direct from
the recording studios of the Columbia Pho-
nograph company, New York city: ErnestThompson-Seton, famous author, to speakfor National Carbon company; Dora Damon
Pardee, cornetist; Raymond Feeemantle,
barytone; program by Gimbel Bros. VincentLopez orchestra from Hotel Pennsylvania.
New York city.

WHN-New York city. Lowe's State broad,
casting station; 36e, meters:

Day -1 :15-1 :30 p. m., Larry McCarthy,
barytone, singing, "Why Don't My DreamsCome True." "Bobbsy," "When 'You GaveYour Heart to -Me"; Joe Hollander at thepiano; 1:30-1:35 p. m., Jack Sheehan sing-
ing "Annabelle"; I :35-1 :45 P. m. Clif Rob-ertson singing "Who's the Dearest Girl inTown" and "Why Did I Kiss That Girl";1:45-1:50 p. m., Tom Bracken singing "Re
member the Waltz" and "Whose Issy Is -He"; 1:50-2 p. in., Billy Joyce in pianosolos: 2-2:15 p. m., Marguerite Ackerman.
Swedish soprano, singing popular songs:2:45-;3 p. nt., Jae' Morisse, tenor, singing"You Wanted Someone to Play With,""Mona" and others; 3-4 p. m., Oreste andhis Pekin orchestra from the Peek Inn res-
taurant; 4-4:10 p. m. William Berkes, bars-

_ tone, engine' "I Wonder Who's Dancing
With You" and "So I Took the Fifty Thou-
sand Dollars"; 4:10-4.20 p. in., Max Hanle
singing "You Can't Make a Fool Out of Me"and "Irish Moon"; 4:20-4:30 p. m., Matty
Levine in piano selections.

Evening -8:30-9 p. m., Lou Gold and his
Wigwam Club orchestra; 9-9:10 p. m., 'Ben-
jamin Franklin,". by Hon. Joseph A. Law-son of the National Security league; 9:10-
9:15 p. in., Judith Roth singing 'Tell theRose"; 9:15-9:25 p. m., Al Wilson singing"Just for Tonight" and "Barefoot Days";
9:25-9:30 p. m., Jack Fagan singing "OhDidn't It Rain" and "Syncopated Step";9:30-9:35 p. in, Ross Fowler, barytone,singing "Chansonette." "Supposing" and"Kiss in the Dark": 9:35-10:05 p. MeloClub Dance - orchestra, Dave Reish, leader;
10:05-10:15 p. m., Richard Douglas, tenor,
popular songs: 10:15-10:30 p. in., CharlesTobias and Lou Breau, song writers and
composers, singing "There's a Bend at theEnd of the Swanee," "In the Old ArmChair," "Sweet Baby" and "A Voice With
a Smile"; 10:30-11 p. in., musical program
to be announced.

WGI-Medford Hillside. Mass.; 360 meters:
Day -11 a. m., noon day program; 11:40

a. in., New England weather forecast fur-
nished by the United States weather bu-
reau; 11:45 a. in., closing report on farmers
produce market report; 2 p. in., Amrad
Women's club program: 4:30 p. m., closing
stock market reports furnished by Elmer H.
Bright and company members of the New
York and Boston Stock exchange. govern-

. ment reports, live stock market report: 5p. m., club meeting. .

Evening -6 p. m., "Stories for Parents."
by the Children's Aid association; "Why Does
Your Child Fuss About His Food"? abroadcast prepared by the habit clinic ofthe Division of Mental Hygiene and the
Community Health association.; musical by
George Brinton Beale and friends.

WHAZ-Troy, N. Y,; 330 meters: Thisstation broadcasts only on Monday eve-nings.
WGY-Schenectady, N. Y.; 380 meters:
Silent night Wednesday.
Day -10:55 a, m., time signals; 11:30a. m., stock market report; 11:40 a. in.,

produce market report; 10:45 a. m., weath-
er; 1 p. in., music and address, "The Ameri-
can Hostess -Her Dinners," Mrs. C. H.
Pearse, Schenectady Woman's club: 5 p.
produce and stock market quotations; new
bulletins.

Evening -6:45 p. in., radio drama, "The
Truth," by Clyde Fitch, presented by WGY
Players; a few moments with new books,
L. L. Hopkins, assistant, librarian, General
Electric company; instrlimental selection,"Reminiscences" (Roth), by WGY orches-tra: drama, "The Truth," a play in four
acts, by Clyde Fitch, WGY Players: the cast:
Warder, Edward H. Smith; Roland, Maurice
G. Randall; Lindon, Edward' E. St. Louis:
servant at the Warder's'. Frank Oliver; Becky
Warder, Rose Cohn; Eve Lindon, Margaret
V. Smith; Laura Fisher, Lola Sommers;
Mrs. Genevieve Crespigny, Helen Campbell;
messenger boy, Earle Harvey; act 1. at the
Weeders' in New York; Thursday afternoon;
instrumental selection, "Reverie" (H. Vieux -
temps). by orchestra: act 2, at the Warders'
Saturday afternoon just after lunch; instru-
mental selection. "An Album Leaf" (R.Wagner), by orchestra; act 3, at Stephen
Roland's in Baltimore, Saturday night; in-
strumental selection. "Notturno No. 3," by
orchestra; act 4. at Stephen Roland's Mon-
day -morning; instrumental selection,
"Traume" (R. Wagner), be orchestra.

WGR-Buffalo: 319 meters:
Day -9:45 a. m., weather forecast for Buf-

falo and western New York; 11 a. m.,
weather, produce and live stock market re-
ports and agriograms from the United
States department of agriculture; 11:30
a. m., organ. dining -room. Hotel Steller:
1:30 p. m., closing prices of Chicago Board
of Trade; 2:30 p. in.. closing prices of New
York Stock exchange; 3 p. m., tea -time mu-
sic; 5:30 p. m.. dinner music, Vincent Lo-
pez, Hotel Statler, dance orchestra.

Evening -8:30 p. m.. digest of the day's
news; second broadcasting of all daily re-
ports; industrial employment bulletin; the
American Boy story.

WJY-New York city; 405 meters:
This station broadcasts only on Sundays

at 2:30 p. in. to 6 D. in.
WJZ-New York city; 455 meters: No

silent night.
Day -2 D. m., organ recital on the Hotel

Astor organ. by Leo Riggs. by direct wire
from the Hotel Astor; 3:45 p. in., concert.

Evening -0:30 p. in., dinner music from
Hotel Adelphia Concert orchestra, A. Cande-
lore director.

WOO -Philadelphia; 509 meters: Silent
Sunday, Tuesday. Thursday, Friday and Sat-
urday evenings -Day -10 a. m.,. grand organ; 10:30 a. in.,
United States weather forecast; 10:55 a. in.,
United Stated naval observatory time sig-
rale; 11 a. m., luncheon music by the Tee
Room orchestra; 3:45 D. m., grand organ
and trumpets; 4 p. sports results and
Police reports.

WOR--Newark, N. J,; 405 meters:
Day -1:30 p. m., Jean Spiro, tenor, now

with "The Miracle"; 1:45 p. In., Nadine
Morton, composer -pianist; 2 p. m., Clifton
Webb, actor and dancer, now starring in
the new production soon to open in New
York; 2:10 p. m., continuation of tenor se-
lections by Jean Spiro; 2:40 p. m., Nadine
Morton, composer -pianist; 5:15 p. m., Con-
stance Irwin in readings from Eugene Field;
children's stories:. 6:30 p. m. to p. In..
"Music While You Dine," featured by Tom
Cooper's Country Club orchestra.

WRC-Washington, D. C., 469 meters: Si-
lent Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday eve-
nings.

Day -4:15 p. in., children's hour, by Peggy
Albion.

WRW-Tarrytown. N. Y.; 273 meters:
WDAR-Philadelphia, Pa.; 395 meters:
Day -10:45 a. in., daily almanac; 11 a. m.,

organ recital from the Stanley theater, fea-
tures from the studio, Arcadia Concert or-
chestra, Fery Sarkozi director; 12 in., Ar-
cadia Concert orchestra; Mrs. Anna B. Scott,
"The Market Basket"; recital from the stu-
dio; 3:30 p. in., woman's club hour, under
the direction of the Haddon Fortnightly
club of Haddonfield, N. J.; Mrs Clement
Remington. president; 6:30 p. m., Dream
Daddy with the boys and girls

Midwest Programs.
WCAL-Northfield, Minn St. Olaf college,

P. Skitter, director: Ellu itjertass. program
director: 360 meters:

Sunday, 11 a. in. and 8:30 33..m.: Thurs-
day, 9 p. m.; Friday, 7 p. in.; Saturday, 12
noon.

WCX-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters:
Day -1 p. m., news bulletins; 1:15 p.

stock quotations; 1:50 p. in., government
weather forecast; 3:15 p. m., music: 5
p. m., dinner concert, broadcast from Hotel
Tuller:

Evening -7:30 p. in., musical program:
Ford band broadcast from Arcadia audito-
rium.

WJAX-Cleveland; 390 meters; Silent every
night except Tuesday and Thursday.
' WLAG-Minneapolis, Minn; 417 meters:
'No silent nights.

Day -9:30 to 10:45 a. m., announcements,
news, markets: 10:45 a. me household hints;
11:35 a. in., surprise program; 1:30 P. me
markets; 2 p. m., dancing lesson by Tees
Cooperman; 2:35 p. ni.. Rouning's Leaming-
ton orchestra, assisted by Lou Emmel. bare -
tone; 4 p. in., short, story; 4:30 p.
markets; 5:30 p. in., children's hour, Tess
Cooperman, story -teller.

Evening -6 p. in., sport hour, by Dr. J. S.
Dick Jr., "More Dogs"; 6:15 p. m., Osborne
Minneapolis Athletic Club orchestra; 7:30
p. in., farm lecture program, talk by Ben-
jamin Franklin Coffin; 9:15 p. in., weather
and time report.WLW-Cincinnati; 309 meters; silent Fri-
day and Saturday.

Day -10:30 a. in., weather forecast and
business reports; 1:30 p. m., business re-
ports: 3 p. in., market reports; 4 p. In.,
piano selections by Adelaide Apfel.

Evening -10 p. m.. "Ille," a radario in one
act, by Eugene O'Neil. given by the Oros -
ley Radarians, directed by Helen Schuster -
Martin. In the cast: Ben, the cabin boy,
Maynard Babbs: steward, Joseph Schreck;
Capt. Keeny, Willard Crane: Slocum, second
mate, Joseph Flick; Mrs. Keeny, Alice Har-
ris: Joe, Ralph Haburtoti; descriptionist, A.
It. Plough. Sea program of music from the
Cincinnati Conservatory of Music; "The
Sea" (MacDowell), Miss Margaret Powell.
soprano solo; "Sea Pieces" (MacDowell),
Miss Hildred Gabriel, piano solo; "An Old
Song Resung" (Griffes); "Am Meer" (Schu-
bert), Mr. Everett Marshall, barytone solo;
"Sea Gypsies" (Clough -Leiter), Mr. Howard
Fuldner, barytone solo. Carey's Band and
Orchestra, 1. March. 2. Carnet and
trombone duet. 3. March. 4. "Maggie."
5. "I'll Take You Home Again." 6. "Whose
Heart Are You Breaking Tonight"?

WOC-Davenport, Iowa; 481 meters: Silent
Tuesdays.

Day -10 a. in., opening market quotations;
10:55 a. in., time signals; 11 a. m., weather
and river forecast: 11:05 a. m., market quo-
tations; 12 noon, chimes concert; 2 p. in..
closing stocks and markets: 3:30 p. m.,
educational program and concert; 5:45 p.
chimes concert; 6:30 D. in.. Sandman's visit.

WTAM-Cleveland; 390 meters: Broad-
casts only Wednesday and Saturday eve-
nings at 7 to 8 D. m.

WW./ -Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters: Silent
Saturday.

Day -12 noon, dance music by Jean Gold-
kette's orchestra, broadcast from the Gray -
stone ballroom.

Evening -Music.
WOI-Ames, lows, Iowa State College;

360 meters.
Southwest Programs.

KSD-St. Louis; 546 meters: Silent Fri-
day.

Day -Opening midseason and closing quo
tations on the St. Louis grain markets; live
stock conditions; Liverpool and New York
cotton market; New York stocks, bonds and
money market: metal markets, weather re-
ports, forecast and news bulletins are
broadcast at 8:40. 9:40, 10:40. 11:40,
12:40, 1:40, 2:40 and 4 daily.

Evening -8 p. m., broadcasting the con-
cert of the St. Louis Symphony orchestra,
Frederick Fiseber, conducting, Rudolph
Ganz, pianist, soloist, as given at the Odeon.

WRAP -Fort Worth, Texas; 476 meters:Day -10 a. in. to 4 p. in., markets and
financial review.

Evening -7:30 to 8:30 p. in., concert by a
group of Fort Worth artists, vocal and in-
strumental (E. L. 0. announcing); 9:30 to
10:45 p. m., concert by a group of artiste
from Van Alsyne, Texas (the Hired Hand
announcing)

WDAF-Kansas City, Mo.: 411 meters.
Day -3:30 to 4:30 p. m D. Ambert Ha-

ley's Dance and Concert orchestra.
Evening -6 to 7 p. nil., piano tuning in

number on the Duo -Art; marketgram, weath-
er forecast, time signal and road report;address, speaker from the William Jewell
college, Liberty, Mo.; the children's storyand information period; music. Fritz Han-
lein's Trianon Ensemble, Hotel Muelilebach;11:45 p. m. to 1 a. in., "The Merry Old
Chief" and the Coon -Sanders Novelty -Singing
orchestra, plantation grill, Hotel Muehle-bach.

WIAA-Dallas, Texas; 147 meters: Si-lent Wednesday.
Day -10:30 a. in., United States weather

bureau report and forecast and C. A. M.A. A. highway condition bulletin for the
southwest followed by Dallas produce mar-
ket quotations, early cotton market report
and Wall street review; 12:30 P. in., address;
2:30 to 2:45 p. in., Dallas live stock market.
late general markets, sport news; 3:30 to 4
Le in., agriograms, Health, bulletins, Texas
market news; 5:30 to 6 p. in., bedtime story
and fairy tale, told by Miss Mary C.
Tooney.

Evening -8 :30-9 :30 D. m., five-minute talk
for safety council on safety week; music
by the Belcanto Male Quartet.

WGV-New Orleans; 359 meters.
WHAS-Louisville; 400 meters: Silent Mon-

days.
Day -4 to 5 p. in., selections by the Wal-

nut theater orchestra Walter Davison, con-
ductor; selections by the Strand theater or-
chestra, Harry S. Currie, conductor.

Evening -9 to 10:30, music.
WHB-Kansas City, Mo.; 411 meters: Si-

lent Monday. Wednesday and Friday.
Day -8:25 to 8:30, estimated live stock

receipts; 9:25 to 9:40, live stock, grain
quotations: 10:25 to 10:40. live stock and
grain quotations, weather and shippers' fore-
cast, road conditions and foreign exchange;
11:25 to 11:40, live stock, grain quota-
tions; 12:35 to 1 p. in., popular dance
music by request,. Sweeney Radio orchestra:
1:25 to 1:50 p. in. closing grain and live
stock quotations; 2 to 3 p. in., ladies' hour
program of classical and popular musical
selections by the Sweeney Radio orchestra;
3 p. m., grain market, weather, news.

Evening -7 to 7:45 p. in., saxophone solo,
selected, Floyd Estep; talk on "The Needless
Waste of Food Producing Power," by Dave
E. Darrah, Charles City, Iowa; piano solo.
selected, George Parrish; 8 to 10 P. In.. reg-
ular Thursday evening concert, the vocal
music arranged by James E. Prior, given
by the pupils of the Cranston School of
Music; accompaniments played by Mrs. J.
J. Tobin: Quartet. "From the Valley"
(Belie), 'Constance Ferlet, Mrs. Glen Wil-
liams, James Mack and Herbert Fraher; so -

Opinions of Phans Freely Given
IT IS VERY RELIABLE.

RADIO EDITOR -I want to let you know
of the wonderful results obtained from the
"Old Reliable hook-up, which appeared in
the issue of Dec. 13. I -will not go into de-
tail explaining each and even, station re-
ceived. However, I do want to tell you that
the "Old Reliable" has brought them in from
Troy, N. Y., to Fort Worth. Texas: from
Minneapolis to Louisville. Mind you, I have
not yet sat down to try to get distant sta-
tions. These were merely picked up while
tuning in (or rather fishing) for the local
stations. My calling this hook-up "the best
ever" is nutting it mildly.

Am using mostly Sears -Roebuck parts in
this set. But I am so enthusastic about
this hook-up I am willing to go the limit In
building a de luxe set. I fully believe that
this hook-up cannot be beaten_ Hook-uns
may come and hook-ups may go. but "Theil Reliable" will keep on bringing in the
distant stations.

Would you- advise me to get all Kellogg
equipment, condensers. variometer, variocou-
pler, etc.? Am using the new Federal trans-
ormers, both 5 to 1 ratio. Is this 0. K.? Or
would you advise a 5 to 1 and 3 to 1? -H. E.
SCHWARTZ, 1507 North Austin boulevard.
Chicago.

SIGNALS COME IN WEAK.
RADIO EDITOR: I recently constructed the

"old reliable" set as outlined in your Thurs-
day radio magazine section and my results
have not been at all satisfaCtory.

My aerial is about 105 feet tong with a
25 -foot lead-in wire. It is stretched north-
east and southwest between two buildings, is
30 feet above ground and gave excellent
results on my crystal set.

I am using only one tube. C-299, and the
only outside station I have been able toget is Elem. They came in very weak, re-
gardless of whether I used twenty-two and
one-half or forty volts on the plate. Local
stations are not 'near as loud as neighborsbring them in on a single WD -12 tube
Reinartz set using an inside aerial around
the picture molding.

Using the battery connections as shown
in your diagrams all I could get was whistles
which I could not tune in, in any way. Onchanging to the submitted battery connec-
tions which is the same as Armstrong two
variometer and variocoupler hook-up, I ob-
tained the above results.

I have understood that the 0-299 was a
better detector tube than WD -12. Is thistrue? Is the submitted hook-up all right?
Will you please explain in your article next
Thursday the proper method of tuning this
set?

Any help you can give me will be appre-
ciated. I think your radio magazine section
is the finest I have seen and I look forward
to it each week. -HOWARD J. ADAMS,6710 Blackstone Avenue.

Your aerial is fair, providing you
mean that it is 105 feet in one stretch
of single wire. Fifty feet additional
wire would increase signal strength.

The C-299 tube- is all right. It is
the equal of the WD -11 and WD -12
tube, iP not better.

Battery connections shown in a dia-
gram published in The Post were for
the standard six -volt tubes. Since you
are using C-299 be sure to use filar
-rnent connections, shown in printed
directions that accompany the. tubes.
Use also only plate voltage recom-
mended by manufacturers.

Your hook-up is 0. K. Might try
reversing leads on plate variometer.
Also change phone terminals on the
posts. Readjust grid leak. Also use
your rheostat in tuning.

This receiver tunes quite sharply
and it may be that this is where your
trouble comes from. I am giving
some notes on tuning elsewhere in to-
day's article.

VARIOMETER BOTHERS HIM,
RADIO EDITOR: In am building "The

Old Reliable," but I am somewhat confused
with the Kellogg variometer I have bought.
The wires from the motor do not connect
the same as the one in your pictorial dia-

prano solo, "Carmena" (vocal waltz), (Wil-
son). Katherine Fitzgerald: tenor solo, "My
Golden Rose" (Logan), James Mack; so-
prano solo, "A Kiss in the Dark" (Herbert).
Clara Gehltng; piano solo, Prelude in
minor ( Rach manin of f ) , Thomas Sheehy;
quartet, "Fairest Daughters of the Graces"
(Verdi), Constance Ferlet, Mrs. Glen Wil-
liams, James Mack and James Prior: bary-
tone solo, "Requiem" (Homer). Herbert
Fraher: soprano solo, "Mits. Mia, Mia" (For-
tune Teller), (Herbert); duet. "Song of
Love" (Blossom Time) (Schubert), Kath-
erine Fitzgerld _and James Prior; soprano
solo, "Caro Nome" (Rigoletto) (Verdi).
Constance Ferlet: saxophone solo. "Wonder.
ful One" (Whiteman), John Fitzgerld;
James Prior at piano; contralto solo, "Ave
Maria" (Mascagni), Straucy Edwards: bass
solo, "Little Town in the Ould County
Down" (Carlo), James Prior: quintet, "Ital-
ian Street Song (Naughty Marietta), (Her-
bert), Constance Ferlet, soloist: Katherine
Fitzgerld, soprano; Mrs. Glen Williams. con-
tralto; James Mack, tenor; Herbert Fraher.
barytone; instrumental selections, Sweeney
Radio orchestra.

WMC-Memphis; 500 meters: Silent Wed-
nesday.

Day -Stocks and news every half hour
from 9 a. in. to 10 p. m.

Evening -8:30 p. m., the Chisca Hotel
Philharmonic orchestra in their weekly re-
cital.

WOM-San Antonio. Texas; 385 meters:
Silent nights, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays.

WSB--Atianta, Ga.' 428 meters.
Day -5:15 p. m., "Home Gardering," talk

by William B. Deckner; 5:25 p. an., kiddie
program and Burgess bedtime story by Miss
Bonnie Barnhardt.

Evening -8 to 9 p. m., program by the
Georgia Railway and Power company band,
D. N..Baldwin director; 10:46 p. m., Trans-
continental Radiowl organ recital from the
First Presbyterian church by Dr. Charles A.
Sheldon.

WHAB-Galveston, Texas; 360 meters:
Pacific Coast Concerts.

KOG-Oakiand, Cal.; General Electric
company; 312 meters.

KDZE-Seattle, Wash.; 455 meters: Silent
nights, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays.

KFDR-San Francisco; 509 meters:
Evening -Music.
KGW-Portland, Ore.; Portland Oregonian;

492 meters.
Day -1 D. in., weather forecast: 5:30

p. m., woman's program, story reeding.
Evening -7:30 D. m., weather forecast and

market reports; 10 p. in., Shakespearean
readings by Miss J. Hunter Addison; 12
p in., dance music by George Olsen's Met-
ropolitan orchestra, under direction of Her-
man Benin; solos.

KHJ-Los Angeles; 395 meters:
Evening -10:45, 11:30 p. m. to 1 a. m.
KPO-San Francisco; 425 meters; 500

watts: Crair F. Morrison, station director;
Ada Morgan O'Brien, program director. Fri-
day nights silent.

Day -2 p. in., time signals from the naval
observatory; 3 to 4 p. m., Rudy Sieger's
Fairmount Hotel orchestra by remote con-
trol.

Evening -8 to 9 p. me dinner concert by
George Lipsebultz and music masters from
the Loew's Warfield theater; Lela John-
stone, dramatic soprano, will render selec-
tions during the dinner program; 10 to 11
p. m., G. Harold Montague Schulteis at con-
sole of the Robert Morton organ; 11 to 12
p. in., a Japanese romance. "Sayonara"
(Cadman) will be given by Mrs. Philip V.
Hem, soprano; Abraham Levin, tenor, with
Mrs. Abraham Levin at the piano; Prof.
Jean Reveled from Royal Conservator's, of
Music, Warsaw and Petrograd, will render
a number of mandolin selections; 12 to 1
a. in., E. Max Bradfield's Palace Hotel
Dance orcbestra.

gram in the Dec. 13 magazine. Must I fix
mine different? Can I use this diagram for
wiring? How will I connect the primary
series parallel switch? I cannot find this
in the hook -up. -C. WIT, 5920 South Fran-
cisco Avenue, Chicago.

The variometer you have is the same
one shown in illustration referred to
in your letter. It is of the split type
and, unfortunately, the manufacturers
do net inclose printed instructions
with it. This neglect has brought a
flood of letters to this office from
radiophans like yourself.

Unfasten the pigtail connections on
the variometer and connect them just
as you see in the pictorial diagram
printed Dec. 13.

The wiring plan shown in the pic-
torial diagram is correct and was in-
tended for you to follow. Cannot give
you a hook-up for the series parallel
switch, as I explained last week in
my article. There are many difficult
types of these switches, and the dia-
gram covering one type would not an-
swer for the others. When you buy
your switch from the dealer ask him to
show yOu how to connect it, or, if
you already have purchased it, show
it to some radiophan friend who can
assist You. Sorry I cannot be more
definite. Leave out the. switch if it
confuses you and connect the condens-
er in the antenna circuit, just as it is
shown in the pictorial diagram.

TITHES DO NOT OSCILLATE.
RADIO EDITOR: I have just completed a

three -circuit regenerative see using one 43 -
plate condenser. one Premier "Micrometer"
variocoupler 180 degrees range, 150 to
81)0 meters, two "Workrite" wood variom-
eters range, 150 to 705 meters, one W.D.-11
tube, fifty feet of aerial single wire. My
condenser is on the ground side and I am
using a series, parallel switch.

lily set does not oscillate. That is, I can-
not locate stations by the whistling of car-
rier signals. and the only station I have
been ebb to get is WAAF, 286 meters. I
get it on twenty-eight turns ou the variocou-
pler. The coupler has 10, ten -twin taps on
the ground side and 10 one -turn taps on
the aerial side. With forty turns I can
lust hear WDAP, 360 meters, but other
stations I cannot get. -C. 0. WILLSON,
3850 Lake Park Avenue, Chicago.

While your hook-up is an original
Armstrong three -circuit regenerative
circuit, it is not "the old reliable"
hook-up which I have been describing.
If you would use a 43 -plate, or even a
23 -plate, variable condenser shunted
across the secondary of your coupler
and connected into the grid circuit,
instead of the grid variometer, you
now are using, you would have "the
old reliable" and a much more efficient
circuit.

Your coupler is a good one, and, if
wound, as you say, for 150 to 800 me-

i tars, you should have no trouble bring-
ing in the higher -wave length stations.
However, try loosening up the aerial
circuit. Place a small coil of about
25 to 35 turns, winding No. 22 DCC
wire on a three-inch tube in series
with the aerial. You may have to
vary the turns a little one way or the
other. Suggest you use your present
condenser in series with the aerial
instead . of the ground. It will help
you control the wave -length of your
aerial.

As to the nonoscillating tube. This
may be a faulty tube or it may be
that your filament control is faulty.
Be sure you have proper resistance -
six ohms for the WD -11 tube, and
do not try to burn tube too brightly.
These tubes work best at a cherry -red
heat*, Turn up tube brightly until*
signals come in and then gradually
reduce until signal is clear and best.

Be sure to read the classified adver-
tisements on Page 15.

PLEA FOR OPERA NIGHT.
RADIO EDITOR: Ever since the last time

WMAQ broadcast the grand opera given by
the Chicago Civic Opera company I have
been wondering if a letter written by a
poor, humble "listener -in" and published by
you woulfl help the many suffering from the
same misfortune I am?

When KYW broadcasts the opera,
WMAQ, out of courtesy, remains silent,
Ii KYW does not remain silent they do not
interfere, but WJAZ, using the same wave
length as WMAQ, has a nightly concert
from 10 to 12, and as a consecete.nce, since
they do not co-operate with WMAQ in so
much as to keep silent just one hour and
Possibly thirty minutes once a week, hum.
dreds of people are deprived of a great en-
joyment because WefAQ changes their
ware length at.10 p. M. to keep from inter-
fering with WJAZ.

If a vote were taken, I do not suppose
three who have been tuned in for opera
tune in for the concert. So why not do a
little kindness in that way and let the
lowly crystal user (who seldom can get
WJAZ) have a little pleasure?

I myself have a tube set, but graduated
from a crystal set and know how I enjoyed
the opera last winter.

Wonder if WJAZ had its attention called
to the old, old motto, "Even as you have
done to the least of these," etc., and "Do .
unto others as' you would have others do
unto you," it would do differently for the
next few times the opera consents to let
us listen without seeing? Even a tube set
cannot get it. Hoping this will do some
good, I sign -MRS. J. A. JOHNSON. 558
East 37th street.

CHANCE TO HELP, FELLOWS.
RADIO EDITOR: Might I inquire thru your

magazine whether there be perhaps an ac.
tive radiophan among your readers able and
willing to be a "Good Fellow" to a dereeve
ing widow and her disabled and deaf (laugh.
ter for one or two evenings?

What I have in mind is that such a one
located somewhere in this neighborhood
(University of Chicago) bring his single or
double "circuiter" to the house and, per-
haps, give the daughter the pleasure of
listening for the first time to human sound
or MUSIC.

I shall, of course, assist in every way
and pay all incidental expenses. A really
effective aerial and ground wire is available,
as I have rigged them up to accommodate
the lady's little crystal set given to her by
the Sun Dodgers'- club of WDAP. on the
Drake hotel. -WALTER THEELE, -6039
Kimbark avenue.

(Note -This worthy plea is referred to
the radiophans. I am quite sure Mr.
Theele is going to receive a deluge of offers.
The Night Prowler says, he will bring "Old
Reliable" out sny evening you say.)

WORLD

Radio

Batteries

Save
You
50%

Two -Year Written Guarantee
2 Volt Storage Battery for $5.00

WD -11 and WD -12 Tubes.
4 Volt Storage Battery for

1317-199 Tubes
200 hours' service on one charge.

Rechargeable.

$12:1502 °
6 Volt 60 Amp., & Volt 100 Amp.,

$8.50
6 Volt 80 Amp., 6 Volt 120 Amp..

$10.00 $14.50
6 Vole 140 Amp., $16.00
at '

Hydrometer and 221e Volt "B" Battery
tree with each Radio Battery purchase.
If you bring this ad with you.

WORLD BATTERY CO.
Department F.

60 EAST ROOSEVELT ROADmriamme,Open Evenings and Sundarse

NEUTRODYNE
'B' BATTERY

Large size 221/2 volt,
guaranteed absolutely.

$1.3_5

45 v.`13' Battery, 51.95

Loud
95Electric $8.Western

Sneak-
ing tint

Triangle
Loud Speaker

Wonderful Horn.
Operates on any
receiver. Renders
most beautiful
concerts from
longest range.
Handsome buff
finish. Baldwin
type C unit. Re-
markable offer
while they last.
price...$8.85Sale

MOULDED VARIOMETER
Atlas Itligh-grade silk
wound. $2.95
VERNIER VARIABLE

CONDENSER
11 -plate $2.25
23 -plate $2.30
43 -plate $2.80

5 -Tube Neutrodyne
Latest and

,45greatest
Wonderfulcircuit.
COMPLETEParts.......
Following standard parts
come with this remark-
able offer:
Fada Power Rheostat
Fada Vernier Rheostat
3 Nentroformerse
5 Sockets
2 3-1 Transformers
3 .00035-pl. Condensers
3 31/2 -inch Dials
1 Freshman Gridleak

and Condenser
2 Nentrodons
2 .006 Dubilier Condens-

ers
2 Premier Jacks
7 Binding Posts -
25 ft. Hook-up Tin Wire
1 7x24 Panel
Hazeltine Fads Neutro-

dyne Book
Facia Neutrodons, $1.25

HEAD SETS CUT
AUTH or Berwick -2,200
ohms. Worth $2.65$5. Special
BALDWIN-The original
Nath. Baldwin. $12.00
value, $8.45only
FROST -Genuine nation.
ally advertised. $3.65
Only
TRIANGLE Supe r -
sensitive - 3,000 ohms.
$6 value $3.25for

RADIOTRON
TUBES $ ry .95

WD -11,
WD -12,
UV -199,

Genuine 6 -volt,
teed tube. Savebig money
with same re-
sults. Special
price,

Det. C500.
$2.85

Amp C501A,
$2.85

guaran-

DANSTROM 6 -WAY PLUG
The single plug which
enables any set in a
second to take 6 hea5
gets. 85cSpecial

Electric Soldering Irons
Finest guaranteed qual-ity- $1.35special
H I LCO COUPLERS -
The genuine.. $8.45

Neutroformers
in original kits with
neutrodons. The genuine"
$25 value, t
while they
last,
at

KELLOGG r
TRANSFORMER

Audio -
Frequency $3.95

VISIT ONE OF OUR THREE STORES -SAVE 20 TO 50%
Five minutes from any place in the loop.

345 S. Clark St. 133 N. Dearborn St.
Open Evenings and 319 W. Madison St. mallii?irlersSundays 9 until 1 P. M.
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedule of Programs 1

Continued from Page 2.

WDAK-Hartford, Conn., the Courant, 261
meters.

VI DAL-Jacksonville. Fla., Florida Times -
Union. 360 meters.

WDAO-Dallas. Texas. Automotive Electric
company, 360 meters.

WDAP-Chicago, Dl., Board of Trade, 300
meters.

WDAR-Philadelphia, Pa., Lit Brothers, 395
meters.

WDAS-Worcester, Mass.. 692a Main street.
Samuel A. Waite, 360 meters.

WDAU-New Bedford, Maas., Slocum Kil-
burn, 360 meters.

WDAX-Centerville. Iowa, First National
bank, 360 meters.

IIDAT-Fargo. N. D. Radio Equipment Cor-
poration, 244 meters; director, L. W.
Hamm; daily, 9:30 a. m., weather; Tues-
day, Thursday, Saturday, 7:30 to 8:30
p. m., music; Sunday. 4 to 6 p. m., or-
chestra.

WDBC-Lancaster, Pa., Kirk, Johnson & Co.,
258 meters.

VIDBF-Youngstown, Ohio, 264 West Fed-
eral street, Robert G. Phillips. 261 meters.

WDM-Washington, D. C., Church of the
'Covenant. 360 meters.

IVDT-Stapleton. N. Y. Ship Owners Radio
Service, 405 meters.

W1)7Tuscola, Ill.. Star Store building,
James L. Bush, 278 meters.

WEAA-Flint, Mich, Fallain & Lathrop. 280
meters.

WEAR-Fort Dodge. Iowa. Standard Radio
Equipment company, 360 meters.

WEAF-New York, N. Y., American Tele-
phone and Telegraph company, 492 me-
ters.

WEAG-Edgewood. R. I.,
Bassett Laboratory, 231 meters.

WEAR-Wichita, Kan., Wichita Board of
Trade, 244 meters.

-*RAI-Ithaca, N. Y., Cornell university, 286
meters.

WEAJ-Vermillion, S. D., University of South
Dakota. 360 meters.

WEAM-North Plainfield, N. J., Borough of
North Plainfield (W. Gibson Buttfield).
250. meters.

WEAN-Providence, R. L. Shepard company,
273 meters.

WEAO-Columbus, Ohio, Ohio State uni-
versity, 360 meters.

WEAP-Mobile, Ala.. Mobile Radio com-
pany, 360 meters.

WEAR-Baltimore, Md., Baltimore American
and News Publishing company, 360 me-
ters.

WEAS-Washington. D. C., Hecht company,
360 meters.

VI EAU-Sioux City, Iowa, Davidson Brothers
company. 360 meters.

WEAY-Houston. Texas. Iris theater (Will
Horowitz Jr.). 380 meters.

WEB-St. Louis. Mo., Benwood company.
360 meters.

WEV-Houston, Texas, Hurlburt-Still Elec-
trical company. 360 meters.

WEIV-St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis university.
261 meters: 9 a. m., estimated receipts of
live stock at public stockyards; opening
trend of hog market; opening futures.
wheat for St. Louis and Kansas City;
opening trend of market; Liverpool cables;
10 a. m., official weather reports, river
stages; 2 p. m., closing market quotations,
live stock, grain markets, fruits and vege-
tables, eggs and poultry; 5 p. m., special
weather and river bulletins, agrigrams,
etc.; other special musical program will
be announced previously.

WFAA-Dallas. Texas. Dallas News and
Dallas Journal, 476 meters.

WFAB-Syracuse, N. Y., 802 McBride street,
Carl F. Woeso, 234 meters.

WFAF-Poughkeepsie, N. Y.. H. C. Sprat -
ley Radio company, 360 meters.

VVRAH-Port Arthur, Texas. Electric Sup-
ply company, 360 meters.

WFAJ-Asherville, N. C., Hi -Grade Wireless
Instrument company, 360 meters.

WFAM-St..Cloud, Minn., Times Publishing
company, 360 meters.

WAN-Hutchinson, Minn., Hutchinson Elec-
tric Service company, 360 meters, 100
watts; daily 12 noon to 12:05 p. m., Twin
City radio programs; 12:05 to 12:20
p. m., long distance radio discussion; 12:20
to 12:25 p. m., markets; 12:25 to 12:30
p. m., news; Tuesdays. 8:10 p. m., enter-
tainment.

WFAQ-Cameron, Mo., Missouri Wesleyan
college, 360 meters.

WFAT-Sioux Falls, S. D., Daily Argus-
Leader, 360 meters.

WFAV-Lincoln. Neb., University of Nebras-
eta, department of electrical engineering,
360 meters.

WI-Philadelphia. Pa., Strawbridge & Clo-
thier, 395 meters; 9:15 a. m., produce
Market and live stock reports; 12 m.,
Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford hotel con-
cert orchestra; 12:60 p. m.. agricultural
report; 1 p. m., concert by Louisa Knowl-
ton. cellist; Strawbridge & Clothier male
quartet; John Owens. tenor; Edayfed Lew-
is, tenor: Harold Simonds. barytone; John
Vandereloot, bass; Loretta Kerk, pianist
and accompanist: 6:30 p. m.. Meyer Davis
Bellevue Watford' Hotel concert orchestra;6 p. in.. "Snowball" talks to the chil-
dren.

WGAL-Lancaster, Pa.. Lancaster ElectricSupply and Construction company, 248
meters.

%MAN-Pensacola. Fla., 216 West Romana
street, Cecil E. Lloyd, 360 meters.

WGAQ-Shreveport, La., Glenwood Radio
corporation (W. G. Patterson), 360 me-
ters.

tVGAR-Fort Smith, Ark., Southwest Ameri-
can, 360 meters.

WGAU-Wooster. Ohio, Radio Monufacttn-
ing and Service company (Marcus G.
Limb). 226 meters.

WGAW-Altoona. Pa., 1918 West Chestnut
street, Ernest C. Albright, 261 meters.

VVGAY-Madison, Wis., Northwestern Ra-
dio company, 360 meters; daily, 1 to 4:30
p. m., concert and tests; 7:30 p. m. con-
cert; Sunday, 7:30 p. m., radio chapel,
sacred music.

WGAZ-South Bend. Ind., South Bend Trib-
une. 360 meters.

WGI-Medford Hillside, Mass.. American Ra-
dio and Research corporation, 360 meters.

WGL-Philadelphia, Pa., 2303 North Broad
street. Thomas F. Y. Rowlett, 360 meters.

WGR-Buffalo. N. Y., Federal Telephone
and Telegraph company, 319 meters.

WGV-New Orleans. La., Interstate Electric
company. 360 meters.

WOY-Schenectady, N. Y., General Electric
' company, 380 meters
WHA-Madison, Wis., University of Wiscon-

sin, 360 meters.
WHAA-Iowa City, Iowa, ;State University

of Iowa, 283 meters.
WEAR-Galveston. Texas, Clark W. Thomp-

son, 300 meters.
WHAC-Waterloo, Iowa, Cole Brothers Elec-

tric company, 360 meters.
WHAD-Milwaukee, Wis., Marquette univer-

sity, 280 meters; J. B. Kremer, program
director; L. E. Coodes, H. P. Warring,
Wednesday, 7:30 P. m.

NIVERNIE
DOX 'AWAY VERNIER CONDENSERS

lest Price

$1.25
DEALERS: (fend _16r.
Our New Catalo ue

WHAG-Cincinnati, Ohio, University of Cin-
cinnati, 222 meters.

WHAM-Joplin, Mo., Hafer Supply company,
360 meters.

WHAI-Davenport, Iowa, Radio Equipment
and Manufacturing company, 360 meters.

WHAK-Clarksburg, W. Va., Roberts Hard-
ware company, 360 meters.

WEAL-Lansing, Mich., Lansing Capital
Newp, 248 meters.

WHAM -Rochester, N. Y., University of
Rochester (Eastman School of Music), 360
meters.

WHAP-Decature, Ill., Otte & Kahn, 360
meters.

WHAQ-Washington. D. C., Semmes Motor
company, 360 meters.

WHAR-Atlantie City, N. J., Paramount Ra-
dio and Electric company (W. H. A. Paul-
us), 231 meters.

WHAS-Louisville, Ky., Courier -Journal and
Louisville Times, 300 meters; silent Mon-day night; daily, 4 to 6 p. m., -music;
5 p. m., news; 7:30 to 9 D. m., music.
lectures.

WHAV-Wilmington. Del., Wilmington Elec-
trical Special company, 360 meters.

WHAZ-Troy, N. Y., Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute. 380 meters.

WEB-Kansas City. Mo., Sweeney School
company, 411 meters.

WED-Morgantown. W. Va., West Virginia
University, 360 meters.

WHK-Cleveland. Ohio. Radiovox company
(Warren R. Cox). 380 meters.

WHN-Ridgewood, N. V., George Schubel.
360 meters.

WI/VS-Rockford, Ill., Joslyn Automobile
company, 252 meters. Monday and Fri-
day, 8 to 930 p. m. Sunday, 12:30 p. m.

WIAC-Galveston. Texas, Galveston Tribune.
360 meters.

WIAD-Ocean City, N. J., Ocean City Yacht
club (Howard R. Miller), 254 meters.

WIAF-New Orleans, La., 139 North Alex-
ander street. Gustav A. DeCortin. 234 me-
ters.

WIAH-Newton. Iowa. Continental Radio and
Manufacturing company. 258 meters.

WIAI-Springfield, Mo., Heer Stores com-
pany, 360 meters.

WIAJ-Neenah, Wis.., Fox River Valley Ra-
dio Supply company (Quinn Brothers). 224
meters.

WIAK-Omaha, Neb., Journal -Stockman com-
pany; 278 meters.

WIAO-Milwaukee, Wis., School of Engineer-
ing of Milwaukee, 360 meters.

WIAQ-Marion, Ind., Chronicle Publishing
company, 226 meters.

WIAR-Paducah, Ky., Paducah Evening Sun.
360 meters.

WIAS-Burlington, Iowa, Home Electric com-
pany, 360 meters.

WIAT-Tarkio. Mo., Leon T. Noel, 360 me-
ters.

W1AU-Le Mars, Iowa, American Trust and
Savings bank, 360 meters.

Wig-McKeesport. Pa., K. & L. Electriccompany (Herbert F. Kelso and Hunter
J. Lohman), 360 meters.

WIL-Washington, D. C., Continental Elec-
tric Supply company, 380 meters.

WIN-Philadelphia, Pa., Gimbel Brothers,509 meters.
WJAB-Lincoln. Neb.. American Electriccompany, 360 meters.
WJAD-Waco, Texas, Jackson's Radio Engi-

neering laboratories, 360 meters.
WJAF-Muncie, Ind., Press Publishing com-

pany, 300 meters.
WJAG-Norfolk, Neb., Norfolk Daily News

(Huse Publishing company). 360 meters.
WJAK-Greentown, Ind., Clifford L. White%

254 meters.
WJAM-Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 302 3d Avenue

West. D. M. Perham, 268 meters.
WAN-Peoria, Ill., Peoria Star, 280 me-ters.
%VJAQ-Topeka, Kan., Capper Publications.

.360 meters. 100 watts: director, J. A.Rachel; weather, news, roads, etc.; daily,9 to 9:45 a. m., bond gossip, financialnews and grain markets; 10 to 10:45
a. m., quotations upon foreign exchange.
live stock, grain, bonds and stocks, finan-
cial news bulletins and weather reports;
2 to 2:45 p. m., quotations upon grain.
stock, butter, eggs, poultry,' foreign ex-change and bonds, financial news bulletins
and weather reports; 3 to 3:45 p. m.,quotations upon fruits and vegetables.butter, eggs and poultry, live stock, hay
and grain, flour and feed, foreign ex-change, bonds and stocks, weather re-ports.

WAR-Providence, R. I., The Outlet com-pany (J. Samuels and Brother), 360 me-
ters.

WAS-Pittsburg, Pa., Pittsburg Radio Sup-
ply House, 360 meters.

%MT-Marshall, Mo., Kelly-Vawter Jewelry
company, 360 meters.

WAX-Cleveland-, Ohio, Union Trust com-
pany, 360 meters.

WJAZ-Chicago, Ill., Chicago Radio labora-tory, 448 meters.
WJD-Granville. Ohio, Richard H. Howe,229 meters.
WM-Washington. D. C., White & Boyercompany, 273 meters.
WM-New York, N. Y., Deforest RadioTelephone and Telegraph company, 360

meters.
WJY-New York, .N. Y.. R. C. A., 405 me-

ters.
WJZ-New York, N. Y.. R. C. A., 455 me-

ters.
WKAA-Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 1444 2d ave-nue. East. H. F. Pear, 268 meters.
WKAD-East Providence. R. I., Charles Loof

(Cresent park), 240 meters.
WKAF-Wichita Falls, Texas, W. S. Radio

Supply company. 360 meters.
WEAN-Montgomery, Ala., United BatteryService company, 226 meters.
WEAN-Cranston. R. I., Dutee W. Flint, 360

meters.
WKAQ-San Juan, P. R., Radio Corporation

of Porto Rico, 360 meters.
WKAR-East Lansing, Mich., Michigan Ag-

gricultural college, 280 meters.
WKAS-Springfield. Mo., L. E. Lines Mu-

sic company, 300 meters.
WKAV-Laconia, N. H., Laconia Radio club,

254 meters.
WKAW-Beloit, Wis., Turner Cycle company,242 meters.
WKAX-Bridgeport, Conn., 1789 Park ave-

nue, William A. MacFarlane. 231 meters.
WKAY-Gainesville, Ga., Brenau college, 280meters.
WKC-Baltimore, Md., Joseph X. Zamoiski

company, 360 meters.
WHY-Oklahoma City, Okia WKY Radioshop, 360 meters.
WLAC-Raleigh, N. C., North Carolina State

college, 360 meters.
WLAG-Minneapolis, Mime Cutting and

Washington Radio corporation, 417 meters.
WLAU-Syracuse, N. V.. 425 Brownell

street, Samuel Woodworth, 234 meters.
WLAJ-Waco, Texas, Waco Electrical Sup-

ply company, 360 meters.
WLAK-Bellows Falls, Vt., Vermont Farm

Machine corporation, 360 meters.
WLAL-Tulsa. Okla., Naylor Electric com-

pany, 360 meters.
WLAN-Houlton. Maine, Putnam Hardware

company, 283 meters.
VVLAP-Louisville, Ky., 306 West Brecken-

ridge street, W. V. Jordan, ,360 meters.
WLAQ-Kalamazoo. Mich.., 108 Elm street,Arthur E. Schilling. 300 meters.
WLAT-Burlington. Iowa, Radio and Spe-

cialty company, 360 meters.
WLAV-Pensacola, Fla., Electric Shop, 264

meters.
WLAW-New York, N. Ir., police depart-

ment, City of New York, 360 meters.
WLAX-Greencastle, Ind., Putnam Electric

company (Greencastle Community Broad-
casting station), 231 meters.

WLB-Minneapolis. Minn. University of
Minnesota, 360 meters.

WLW-Cincinnati, Ohio, Crosley Manufactur-
ing company, 309 meters.

WMAB-Oklahoma City, Okla., Radio Supply
company, 360 meters.

WMAC-Cazenova, N. Y., Fernwood street,
J. Edw. Page (Olive B. Meredith), 261
meters.

WRAF-Dartmouth, Mass., Round Hills Ra-
dio corporation. 360 meters.

WMAII-Lincoln. Neb.. General Supply com-
pany. 254 meters: H. C. Harvey, station
director; Monday and Friday. 9 to 10:30
p. m., dance music.

WMAJ-Kansas City, Mo., Drovers Telegram
company, 275 meters; J. E. Cook, opera-
tor; daily, 0:15 a. m., to 2:25 p. m.,
markets and news.

WMAK.-Lockport, N. Y., Norton Labora-
tories, 360 teeters.

WMAL-Trenton, N. d., Trenton Hardware
company, 256 meters.

WMAM-Beaumont, Texas, Beaumont Radio
Equipment company, 360 meters.

WRAP-Easton, Pa., Utility Battery service.
240 meters.

WMAQ-Chicago, III.. Chicago Daily News,
442-, meters; Miss Judith C. Waller, direc-
tor; program announced daily.

WMAV-Auburn. Ala., Alabama Polytechnic
institute, 250 meters; Sunday morning
and afternoon church services: evening,
lectures. -

WMAY-St. Louis, Mo., Eingshighway Pres-
byterian church, 280 meters.

Wretets.-
Macon, Ga., Mercer university. 268

WMC-Memphis, Tenn.. ."Commercial Ap-
peal" (Commercial Publishing company).
500 meters, George D. Hay, announcer; F.
Y. Root, operator.

WME-Cincinnati. Ohio, Precision Equip-
ment company, 248 meters.

WMTe-Washington, D. C., Doubleday -Hill
Electric company, 261 meters.

WNAC-Boston, Mass., Shepard stores, 278
meters.

WNAD-Norman. Okla., University of Okla-
homa. 360 meters.

WNAL-Omaha. Neb., 5019 Capitol avenue,
R. J. Rockwell, 242 meters.

WNAM-Evansville, Ind., Ideal Apparatus
company, 360 meters.

WEAN-Syracuse. N. Y., Syracuse Radio
Telephone company, 286 meters.

WEAN-Spring-field, Ohio, Wittenberg col-
lege, 231 meters.

WNAQ-Charleston. S. C., Charleston Radio
Electric company, 360 meters.

WEAR-Butler, Mo., C. C. Rhodes, 231 me-
ters.

WNAS-Austin, Texas, Texas Radio Corpora-
tion and Austin Statesman. 360 meters.

WNAT-Philadelphia, Pa., Lemmig Brothers
company (Frederick Lemmig), 360 meters.

VVNAW-Fort Monroe, Va., Peninsular Radio
club (Henry Kunzmann), 360 meters.

WNAX-Yankton. S. D., Dakota Radio Ap-
paratus company. 244 meters.

WNJ-Albany, N. Y., Shotton Radio Manu-
facturing company, 360 meters.

WOAA-Ardmore. Okla., Dr. Walter Hardy.
360 meters.

WOAC-Lima, Ohio. Maus Radio company.
266 meters.

WOAD-Sigourney, Iowa, Friday Battery and
Electric corporation, 360 meters.

W0.1E-Fremont. Neb., Midland college. 360
meters.

{{'OAF-Tyler. Texas, Tyler Commercial col-
lege. 360 meters; Director. A. B. Chenier;
a. m., markets: afternoon, music:- evening
service Sunday.

WOAG-Belvidere, Ill.. Apollo theater (Bel-
videre Amusement company), 224 meters.

WOAH-Charleston. S. C., Palmetto' Radio
corporation. 360 meters.

WOAI-San Antonio, Texas. Southern Equip-
ment conipany, 385 meters.

WOAJ-Parsons. Kan., Ervins Electrical com-
pany, 258 meters.

WOAK-Frankfort, Ky.. Collins Hardware
company, 240 meters.

WOAL-Webster Groves. Mo., 4 Jefferson
road, William E. Woods, 220 meters..

Ii OAN-Lawrenceburg, Tenn., Vaughn Con-
servatory of Music (James D. 'Vaughn),
360 meters; 8 p. m., music.

WOAO-Mishawaka, Ind., Lyradidli Manufac-
turing company. 360 meters.
OAP-Kalamazoo, Mich.. Kalamazoo col-
lege, 240 meters.

WOAQ-Portsmouth. Va., Portsmouth Ki-
wanis club. 360 meters.

VIDAR-Philadelphia, Pa., 360 meters: di-
rector. J. E. Lit: program director, C.
Stephens.WORT-Wilmington, Del.. 215 Market street,
Boyd M. Hemp, 360 meters.

WOAV-Erie. Pa., Pennsylvania National
Guard, 2d Battalion. 112th Infantry. 242
meters.

WOAW-Omaha, Neb., Woodmen of the
World. 520 meters: evening entertainment
every night.

j WOAX-Trenton. N. 600 Ingham avenue,
Franklyn J. Wolff, 240 meters.

WONL-Stamford. Texas, Penick Hughes
company. 360 meters.WOC-Davenport. Iowa, Palmer School of
Chiropractic, 484 meters.

WOI-Ames. Iowa, Iowa State college, 360
meters.WOK-Pine Bluff. Ark., Pine Bluff company.
360 meters.

WOO-Philadelphia, Pa.. 13th and Market
streets, John Wanamaker, 509 meters: di-
rector, Gordon H. Cullen.

WOQ-Kansas City. Mo., Western Radio com-
pany, 360 meters.WOR-Newark, N. J.. L. Bamberger & Co.,
405 meters.

WOS-Jefferson City. Mo., Minouri State
Marketing bureau, 441 meters.

WP AB-State College, Pa., Pennsylvania
State college, 360 meters.

WPAC-Okmulgee, Okla.. Donaldson Radio
company. 360 meters.

WPAD-Chicago, Ill., W. A. Weiboldt & Co.,
3viSpu_6A0mwetearstn.)94a.

Wire. Wisconsin depart-
ment of markets. 360 meters.

WPM-New Haven, Conn.. Doolittle Radio
almeCtoerllse.ge, N. D., NorthwepoApKolaAtgrionicni. 2t6ur8

Dakota Agricultural college, 360 meters.

WTPeAleL-Columbus.
Ohio, Superior Radio :mu

graph Equipment company, 286 me-
ters.%PAM-Topeka. Kan., Auerbach & Guette;,
360 meters, 100 watts: W. A. Beasiey,
director; markets; special_ programs 6:15
p. m.

WPAP-Winchester, Ky., 222 Lexington ave-
nue, Theodore D. Phillips. 360 meters.

WPAQ-Frostburg, Md., General Sales and
Engineering company. 360 meters.

WPAR-Beloit, Kan., Ward Battery and Ra-
dio company, 360 meters.

WPAT-E1 Paso. Texas, St. Patrick's ca-
thedral. 360 meters.

WPAU-Moorhead, Minn., Concordia college,
360 meters.

WPAZ-Charleston. W. Va., Dr. John R.
Koch, 273 meters.

WPG-New Lebanon. Ohio, Nushawg Poul-
try farm, 243 meters.

WQAA-Parkesburg, Pa., Horace A. Beale
Jr.. 360 meters.

WQAB-Springfield. Mo.. Southwest Missouri
State Teachers' college, 236 meters.

WQAC-Amarillo, Texas, 108 East 8th street,
E. B. Gish, 860 meters.

WQAI)-Waterbury, Conn., Whitall Electric
company, 242 meters; 6:30 to 7:45 p. m.,
Monday. Wednesday. and Friday.

WQAIt-Springfield, Vt.. Moore Radio News
station (Edmund B. Moore), 275 meters.

WQ.AF-Sandusky, Ohio, Sandusky Register.
240 meters.

WQAH-Lexington, Ky., Brock -Anderson
Electrical Engineering company, 254 me-
ters.

WQAL-Mattoon. Ill.. Coles County Tele-
phone and Telegraph company, 258 me-
tersWQAM-Miami, Fla., Electrical Equipment
company, 300 meters. Director, R. H.
Horning. Tuesday, 7 to 8 a. me 9 ,-to 10
a. m., Sunday.

WQAN-Scranton, Pa., Scranton Times. 280
meters.

WQAO-New York, N. Y., Calvary Baptist
church, 380 meters.

WQAQ-Abilene, Texas, West Texas Radio
company, 360 meters.

WQAS-Lowell, Mass., Prince -Walter com-
pany, 266 meters.

WQAV-Greenville, S. C., Huntington and
Guerry (Inc.), 258 meters.

WQAW-Washington, D. C., Catholic uni-
versity, 236 meters.

WQAX-Peoria, Ill., Radio Equipment com-
pany, 360 meters.

WQAZ-Greensboro, N. C., Greensboro Daily
News, 360 meters.

WHAA-Houston. Texas, Rice institute. 360
meters.

WRAD-Marion, Kane, Taylor Radio shop
(G. L. Taylor). 360 meters.

WRAF-Laporte, Ind., The Radio club (Inc.).
224 meters.

VVRAH-Providence, It. I., Stanley N. Read.
231 meters.

WRAL-St. Croix Falls, Wis.. Northern
States Power company, 248 meters.

WRAN-Waterloo, Iowa, Black Hawk Elec-
trical company, 236 meters. Director.
H. R. Plowmane 5 to 8 p. m. week days;
8:15 to 9:15 D. in. Monday, concert.

WRAO-St. Louis, Mo.. Radio Service com-
Pany. 360 meters.

WRAP-Winter Park, Fla., Winter Park
Electrical, Construction company,, 360 me-
ters.

WRA1T-Amarillo, Texas. Amarillo Daily
News. 360 meters.

WRAV-Yellow Springs, Ohio, Antioch col-
lege. 360 meters.

WRAW-Reading. Pa., Avenue Radio shop
(Horace D. Good) 238 meters.

WRAX-Gloueester City, N. J., Flaxon's ga-
rage, 268 meters.

WRAY-Scranton, Pa., Radio Sales corpora-
tion, 280 meters.

WRAZ-Newark, N. J., Radio Shop of New-
ark (Herman Lubinsky), 233 meters.

WRC-Washington. D. C., Radio Corporation
of America.

WRK-Hamilton, Ohio, Doron Bros. Electric
company, 360 meters.

WRL-Schenectady, N. Y., Union college. 360
meters.

WRM-Urbana, Ill., University of Illinois.
360 meters.

WAR ---Dallas, Texas. City of Dallas (police
and fire, signal department), 360 meters.

WRW-Terrytown, N. Y., Tarrytown Radio
Research laboratory, 273 meters.

WSAB-Cape Girardeau, Mo., Southeast Mis-
souri State Teachers' college, 360 meters.

WSAC-Clemson. College, S. C., Clemson Agri-
cultural college, 360 meters.

WSAD-Providence, R. I., J. A. Foster com-
pany, 261 meters.

WSAG-St. Petersburg, Fla., .City of St. Pe-
tersburg (Loren V. Davis), 244 meters.

WSAH-Chicago, Dl.. 4801 Woodlawn ave-
nue, A. J. Leonard, Jr., 248 meters.

WSAI-Cincinnati. Ohio, United States, Play-
ing Cards company, 309 meters.

WSAJ-Grove City, Pa., Grove City college,
360 meters.

ESAK-Middleport. Ohio, Foster Egner (Daily
News. Pomeroy. Ohio), 258 meters.

WSAL-Brookville, Ind., Franklin Electric
company,- 360 meters.

WRAF-Dartmouth. Mass., Round Hills
Radio corporation, 360 meters.

WSR-Atlanta, Ga., Atlanta Journal coin-
pany, 429 meters. No silent night. Day

schedule 12-1 p. m., musical program'
2:30 p. m., weather: 5-5:30 P. In, nee.
time story. Evening-B49 P. in., popular
concert.

WSL-Utica, N. Y., J. & M. Electric conk
pany, 360 meters.

WSY-Birmingham, Ala.. Alabama Porn.
company, 360 meters.

WTAC-Johnstown. Pa.. Pennsylvania Traffiti
company, 380 meters.

WTAS-Elgin, Ill., Charles E. Erbateite 270
meters. Evening schedule -7:30 p. 114musical program.

WTAU-Tecumseh,' Neb. Ruegy Battery and
Electric company, 360 meters.

WTAW-College Station, Texas, Agricultural
and Mechanical college; 360 meters.'

WTG-Manhattan, Kan., Kansas State Agri.
cultural college, 485 meters.

WWAD-Philadelphia, Pa., Wright & Wright,.
eil0 meters.

WWAX-Laredo, Texas. Wormser Brother%
360 meters.

WWB-Canton. Ohio, Daily News Printing
company, 380 meters.

WWI-Dearborn, Mich., Ford Motor conk
pany, 360 meters.

WIVJ-Detroit, Mich., Detroit News. 580
meters. Silent Saturday. Day schedale-.
8:30 a. m., household hints and talks foe
women; 9:25 a. m., weather; 10:55 a. in
time signals; 2 p. m, concert. Evening
schedule -8:30 p. m., concert.

WWL-New Orleans, La., Loynlo university.
360 meters.

WIVT-Buff alo, N. Y., McCarthy leather.
& Ford, 360 meters.

IVIVZ-New York city, Wannamaker's dos
partment store. 360 meters.

You will find the classified adver.
tisement section interesting. See
Page 16.

A

A Big Opportunity

to Make Money
Is Now Open to
Live Dealers

UERY Tii

Mr. Dealer: What is your line now? Is it electrical
goods? Or hardware?  Or general?

Why don't you add RADIO-and get in first in your
town on the fastest -growing industry today?

Every home will have a radio set in the near future.
Really, one Is behind the times without a Radio set right
now. Those who have it wouldn't be without it at any
price-and others, when they see what it means, and
what they miss by not having it, want one.

There's a nice business 'awaiting any live dealer who
will take the initiative in his town and put in a stock
of Radio sets and parts. You will be surprised how many'
people in your town will be interested in buying a set --4
or parts with which to make one.

You can be guided by The Chicago Evening Post
Radio Magazine every Thursday-the biggest publication
devoted to Radio put out by any newspaper in America-
in which you will find a number of manufacturers and
jobbers to whom you can write for prices-such firms as
The World Battery Co.,

Chicago.
Howard Radio Co.,

ChiFago.
American Electric Co.,

Chicago.
Royal Radio Store,

Chicago.
Ferbend Electric Co.,

Chicago.
Kellogg Switchboard &

Supply, Chicago.
Commonwealth Edison

Co., Chicago.
Hudson -Ross, Chicago.
The Barawik Co.,

Chicago

The Sheridan Radio,
Chicago.

Radiotubes, Chicago.
Amsco Products, Inc.,

New York.
Acorn Radio Mfg. Co.,

Chicago.
Sun Radio Co.,

Chicago.
Columbia Radio Co.,

Chicago.
Electrical Research Lab-

oratories, Chicago.
Chas. Freshman Co., Inc.,

New York.
Radio Doctors, Inc.,

Chicago.
Westburg Engineering Co., Chicago.

and many others whose products you will see in the
advertising columns of The Chicago Evening Post Radio
Magazine every week. All reliable firms.

TO BEGIN RIGHT
We would suggest that you get The Post Radio Maga-
zine every Thursday. It 'costs only $1.35 a year-for
The Chicago Evening Post AND the Radio Magazine-
and you will always have a guide as to who the leading
Radio manufacturers and dealers are.

Don't let this opportunity slip. Take advantage of
it now. Write The Chicago Evening Post today.

Nalien111110111111r
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WANTS MORE SILENT NIGHTS. very helpful to have reliable information
RADIO EDITOR. I have just discovered on wave lengths.

your progressive radio section this last 'I sat up until 3:30 a. m. over a period
week and noted especially the page devoted of ten days. but only succeeded in logging
to listeners' letters. two stations, namely: WHAZ and WBZ.

Some of the BCIas are having quite a "The former came in strong between 3:15
time tuning out local stations, and I am a. m. and 3:30 a. m. (English time) on the
one of them. Altho I have added a wave morning of Dec. 3. the announcements re -
trap to a three -circuit set, built of all best garding a wireless trio and the music being
standard apparatus, I cannot get within 40 delightfully clear.
meters of WDAP or WJAZ. - ."I have since heard these stations several

WMAQ and KYW are not so troublesome. times, but not .so clearly.
I am within eight blocks of WJAZ and four "The set used was a seven -valve gaper
milee of WDAP. outfit using a frame antenna two feet

What else could I do to tune out these square."
two?. Why can't some of the broadcasters In the fall of 1922 I had the pleasure of
have another silent night on Thursdays, in- being with this gentleman in London and
stead of using up too much power and can vouch for the veracity of his statements.
making the power company wealthy. I have refrained from mentioning his name

In fact. on Monday they squeeee in an due to his association in the radio field in
extra talk or so that they can use some Europe and his failure to state if I could
more power and spoil the fans' silent night. make the letter public. I shall be glad, to
So let's all get a move on and make Thurs- furnish any further information if you so
day another cilent night. desire.

The World Crier never has anything, any- I arrived in Chicago from England in
way, and comes on at midnight on silent the .fall of 1913, and was acquainted with
night and spoils the DX fan's hopes. The Post. Since that time -I have been a

Juet like a "ham," who wants to listen constant reader. It is the cleanest and fair -
for DX, code gets sore when some one- est. newspaper in the city. and as far as my
kilowatt spark comes in and he reports experience with newspapers in the United

--to the A. R. R. L. States I might include all of them. -S, C.
About .three -circuit Armstrong sets -they SUMMERFIELD. Associate.A. I. E. E., 4848

are quite selective on out-of-town broad-' Hutchinson Street, Chicago.
casters, but when it comes to local stuff -
well

- ..
!

Let's get Thursday 'evening -as a silent
night, with Monday evening, and set an ex-
ample for New York city to follow.

The Night Prowler complained of not hav,
ing enough DX loggings. I just sent him
some worth looking at and we would have
more if we had Thursday evening. Good
luck to your section. -E. G. DEWILDE, 5410
Wayne' Avenue, Chicago.

THE WASHINGTON, PA., STATION.
RADIO EDITOR: In a recent issue was a

letter regarding a station at Washington,
Pa. One night late in December I heard
some band music, followed by an announce-
ment about the "Athens band." The sta-
tion letters I could not find in your Thurs-
day sectiora and as I could not catch the
name of the town, only caught "Pennityl-
vania," I did not keep a record of the sta-
tion letters.

I find there is a station at Washington.
Pa. The letters are WABT, and I under-
stand that it is operated by "Holiday -Hall,
radio engineers."

Now some information, please.
- I have a water pipe and a gas pipe three
feet underground from the house to the
garage. We now use the water pipe for our
ground. Would you run the ground wire
from the water pipe to the gas pipe so as
to get more ground? Would it be safe to
do so? Keep up the good work against those
big stations. KYW killed Fort Worth. Texas,
for me last night. This is the second time
in ten days. -H. E. WARNER. 1115 Ashland
avenue, Wilmette, Ill.

(Note -Better' keep away from gas pipes.
They are hazardous and not permitted by
city fire laws. -The Editor.)

ANOTHER BUSTED BUBBLE!
RADIO EDITOR: It's really too bad to dis-

illusion Rose Cuneo Paneri and Pearl Leis -
nor regarding their supposed reeeption of
the Spanish War Veterans' progrtun broad-
eist from WOC, about 8:55 p. m.. Wednes-
day, Dec. 12. What they actually heard
was a rebroadcast of this program from
WDAP here in Chicago. WDAP did not give
their call letters, but broadcast portions of
WOC's program and also parts of WMAQ's.
The next evening they rebroadcast parts of
aaRAP's program. No doubt it was merely
a matter of experiment upon the part of
WDAP'S staff, but the ethics of such pro-
cedure without call letters and an explana-
tion ate open to question. Owners of neu-
trodyne sets could easily detect what was
going nn.by the difference in wave lengths
and 1:11t WDAP'S generator hum, but crystal -
set users, of course, cannot do this. I live RADIO EDITOR: Your issue of Dec. 27
within a few blocks of the Drake (WDAP). contained an article entitled, "Batteries in
and listened -alternately to WOC on 484 met- Ilse must not be placed op charge.'

' era and WDAP on 360, so there is no ques- We are inclosing a small booklet descrip-
tion as to the correctness of my statements. tire of a type of charger which we are
In . addition I talked with several other manufacturing and selling in very large
users of neutrodyno sets who confirmed my quantities to which this article does not 9D -
assertion. -HENRY E. BOHN. 1341 North ply and we would be pleased to have you
Dearborn Street, Chicago. examine it carefully.

. Most of the hot cathode types ef recti-
fiers use. auto -transformers and where the
set is grounded tubes will be hlawn out.

RADIO EDITOR: I am ereatly interested The vibrating type of charger has aerates
in the Hagerman "Superduc" circuit de- constructions, some of which will barn out
scribed in last week's issue of your Radio tubes, but all of which are too noisy for
Magazine. especially in view of my having use during the operation of the set due to
experimented for the' last six weeks with sparking at the contact points. .One of the
'a variation of the Casey ultra-audion hook- storage battery companies is combining our
up using a variocoupler instead of a tapped charger with their unit and is recommending
coil. Using a single WD -12 tube. I charging the battery whenever it is neces-
have tuned in everything from Los Angeles vary, whether the set is in operation or not.
to Havana in the same satisfactory manner A large proportion of our customers have
as described by Mr. Hagerman. found that this' can be done and we our -

I note in mu. answer, No. 530, under selves have made exhaustive tests in this
questions and answers of the same issue of connection. The bureau of standards also
smut magazine, that you do not recohimend has done some work on tins and has writ-
e, hook-up such as I have made. Of course, t ten us agreeing that this can be done sails -
this set is subject to interference from local factorily.
stations to a certain extent, but last night The Fansteel company primarily is inter -
I listened -in on WMC and WEAF, for in- ested in manufacturing and developing uses
stance. when KYW and WJAZ were operat- for various rare metals, chiefly tungsten,
ing .and experienced no interference at all. molybdenum and tantalum. Time them we
My set is not shielded and is absolutes have become familiar with the radio bust -
free from body capacity. -W. H. RUSKAMP, ness, in' one way or another. and- especially

a 8134 South Throop Street, Chicago. witb tubes. for a good many years.
If it is practicable to modify the article

already printed in such a way as to correct
HEARS COAST STATION ON ONE CIRCUIT the misapprehension in the puble's mind

RADIO EDITOR -Here are the outside i which I believe they have gained from it..
7 our company *mild he very much obligedstations I loegeci Monday night, Jan.-(sth'itt night): to you.-FANSTEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY.:

WOC. Davenport, Iowa: WBAP, Fort INC.. Ronald Webster, secretary.
%North, Texas: WCAE. Pittsburg. Pa.:
WOAW, Omaha, Nebo; KSD, St. Louis, Mo.;
WMC, Memphis, Tenn.: WE -AA, Dallas. Tex- 'ANOTHER ANSWER, MR, GODWIN..
as; WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.: WSla Atlan-
ta. 'Ga.: WEI B. Kansas City, Mo.: IVCBD,
Zion. 111.; WCX. Detroit. Mich., WRC, Wash-
ington, D. C.; WHAZ, Troy. N. Y.: IVTAS,
Elgin, Ill.: WDAF, lCahsas City, Mo.; Kim

 Los Aneeles. Cal.: liP0. San Francisco, Cal.;
CHCX, Montreal. Que., Can.; 9 HE, St. Louis,
III; 9 CRW. Minneapolis. Minn.; 9 OWL.
Denver, Colo.: 9 BK-Frankfort. Ind.: 9 BOW,,
Concordia, liana 9 ALQ, Larimore, N. D.

I am using a single circuit receiver with
twa stages of andio-frequency. Some of
the stations were loud enough to operate
a loud speaker.--XAMES DeLANEY, 5447
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

AHEAD OF AI.L °THEW+,
RADIO EDITOR: Your paper sure is to

be congratulated far the Radio Magazine.
published by you. and the radar news in
your daily paper. ..I am eerie this means
to show my appreciation of your wonderful
work, which I really consider ahead of any
other magazine of the same nature. -WIL-
LIAM .1. RAHN. Deputy Clerk of the Su-perior Court, Chicago. --

HEARS HASTINGS ON CRYSTAL.
RADIO EDITOR: I wish to be the person

to congratulate Mr. Hagermap on his crys-
tal hook-up, and you, on The Post's radio
section. So far I have heard Elgin, Zion
KSD, St. Louis, and a station I'm not clear
about. Sunday night from 11:30 to 12:30
I listened to a station that sounded like
HXF, and understood it to be the experi-
mental station for KDKA. At times they
would fade out completely, and then again
grow loud. I heard over twenty trans-
missions with various modulations. I would
like to know just what station that was.
If it really was East Pittsburg, it is my
farthest reception. -RAYMOND COUGHLIN,
325 South Robey street, Chicago.

(NOTE: It was probably the relay sta-
tion at Hastings, Neb., relaying KDKA.-
THE EDITOR.)

IT IS ALL RIGHT, SIR.

RAMO 3XCHANG3
Radio Clear fied Advertisements will be
inserted in his section at 5c per word
per insertion. Minimum 10 words.
Two initials count as one word. No
display type, cuts or borders allowed. ScaWord If box number is desired, allow four

extra words. Box answers will be
mailed to advertisers free of charge.
Address The Chicago Evening Post,
Radio Department. 12 South Market-st.

SETS FOR SALE.
NEW 3 -TUBE ARMSTRONG CIRCUIT -

Complete with storage battery and loud
speaker; price $125. Phone Wellington
1126. Call evenings.

REINARTZ 1 -TUBE SET -Ready to hook up.
$11; with tube and dry battery, $15:

bought larger set. Kellwood 6483.

NEW $208 '3 -TUBE GREBE -Complete with
tubes. loud speaker, head phone. "B"

..batteries and storage batteries; electrical
machinery in building prohibits use of radio
set. C. W. HALLENGREN, 2030 Irving
Park -blvd. Graceland 8617. Price $135.

PRAISES AND PRODS.
RADIO EDITOR: We sure have' dandy

stations here in Chicago-KYW, WJAZ,
WDAP and WMAQ. They can't be beat,
but I wish they would pipe down on Mon-
day's. -C. C. CAREY, 6216 Ellis Avenue, Chi-
cago.

POST AIDS LONDON LISTENER.
RADIO' EDITOR: -The following extracts

are taken from a letter received Jan, 4
from a very close friend, in London. Eng-
land:"The receipt of the list of broadcasting
stations (Radio section of The Post) was
most opportune, as I was actually earrying
out listening tests that week and found it

You Don't Need -
Tubes At?agt toeuwt o f

stations your
fyoctuur

crystal set, WRITE ME TODAY. Mine works
i00 to 1,000 miles without tubes or batter-
ies! Thousands -have bought my plans and
Lam get results like mine. CHANGES OFTEN
COST LESS THAN A DOLLAR, Send self-
addressed envelope for further information.

LEON LAMBERT
1591.416uth Vtillttsfa, Wi-ebita, Kansas.

RADIO EDITOR: I have a dry -cell set
in -which I use a WD -12 tube. I constructed
this set of the very cheapest material I
could buy. The entire cost with two pair
of head phones, batteries, tube, antenna
and ground included cost less than $25. I
have heard ninety-four different stations
up to the present time. including Los An-
geles. San Antonio, Atlanta, Schenectady and
Wampeton. N. D. The following list will
give a better knowledge of this set's range:

I{DKA. KFJII, KFFV. KM), KYW. KIEV.
KFHB. KLZ, TCHJ. KFKX, KFAF. KFJL.
KFI, ADTI, Leon, Iowa (call letters not
understood), 5RT, 5LJ, 511C, WAAL
WBAP, WCAE, WCX. WCK. WDAF. WDAP.
WEAB, WEAR. WEAK, WEB, WFAA, WGF,
WGR. WGY, WHAA, WHAS. WEB. WHS,
WIAR. WJAT. WJAZ. WJAX, VVLAG. WLB,
WLW, WMAJ, WMAQ, WMAU.
WNAV, WOAW. WOC. WOL WOG, WOS,
WPAD. WIL, WSAI. WSB, WTAS. WWI.
WAAW, WCBD, WSAX, WCAP,
WIAS. WCAH, VVTAM, WEAO. WRY,
NVDAO, WPAM, WBAH, WOO, WFAV, WOR,
WRC, WHAZ. WAAF, WDAR. WDAX,
WCAI., \Vital!.

I have . had this set only about seven
months. so I have a good chance for im-
provement of distance as well as for op-
eration. I am only .10 years old, so you
see rm a rather young phan. I have
just connected a variometer in my set, so
it will take me some time to learn the
position of the stations again. Anyway, I
think I shall reach the 100 -mark before
spring.-WILFORD MURPHY, Box 115,
PowersyWe. Mo.

NO DANGER WITH THIS CHARGE.

RADIO EDITOR: -DI answer to. query of
I. 0. Godwin, will say I received the won-
derful concert he received and same was a
Philippine orchestra of the Pareefic Mail
steamship Venzuela. being broadcast titre
station WEAF of New York city. They
sure put on some -wonderful concerts.

Also, in answer to the north Sider regard-
ing the 448 station,/ teil him not to move
west, as- he will have a pest and nuisance
who for broadcasting bas 448 beaten, and
that is WTAS of Elgin. Of course, they can
he tuned out easily as can,448, but then
here arc 'owners of sets wbo cannot do
same. -J. D. MACK, 728 Pleasant Avenue,
Glen Ellyn. Ill.

HE. HEARD IT, ALL RIGHT!
RADIO EDITOR: In answer to John D.

lecCurracles inquiry regarding the station
WAVB which you printed in the Thursday
(Jan. 10) Radio Magazine, I- wish to state
that I, too, heard Ibis station at Washington,
Pa. but on Jan. 1, 1924. I understood the
call to be WADP, also heard the announcer
state the orchestra was composed of Ohio
university students and that the station
WADP was located on the Washington ho-
tel, Washington, Pa. He also stated they
would like to hear from anyone listening
west of the Mississippi river as to their re-
ception. -H. J. ADAMS, 6716 Blackstone
Avenue, Chicago.

RIG JOB, MAN!
RADIO EDITOR: In order to facilitate

bringing in favorite stations and also try-
ing to find other stations, I would suggest
that The Post Radio Magazine print the
list of broadcasting stations, with the wave
lengths of each. put in such order that you
can mark condenser settings. The above
came to the mind of the writer while hav-
ing difficulty in distinguishing the call let-
ters of a station. -A. 0. KATZ, 1235 Nor-
wood Street, Chicago.

REFERRED TO READERS.
RADIO.EDITOE: Wouldn't it be possible

to find out for me what station in Winnipeg,
Canada, was broadcasting the piano selection,
No, No Nora," about 1:45 a. in., Friday,

Jan. 4? Also, will the "Superduc" tune
out WJAZ and bring in outside stations?
Your Radio Magazine is the best in '4)40
city. Keep up the good work. -FRED
Dettaellia A la -N.' )

FEDERAL NO. 110 RADIO -
Like new; cost $110; will sell

for $75. Call Graceland 1060;
evenings.
5 -TUBE NEUTRODYNE - Complete with

tubes and loud speaker, head phone, bat-
teries, etc., $125. S. WILKINSON. 511.8
Fletcher-st. Kildare 9413.

$225 BUYS $2,100 NAVY RADIOPHONE
TRANSMITTER - RECEIVER, including

,power amplifier, loud speaker, 2 motor gen-
erators, 8 tubes, extra head phones, micro-
phones, spare parts complete except bat-
teries; need cash. E. LAWRENCE, 24
Hitchcock .Hall, University of Chicago.

3 -TUBE ARMSTRONG -Long distance get-
ter; also 1. -tube Atwater -Kent; will sell

reasonable. Call Ravenswood 7851, or 2409
Winnemac-ay.

SETS FOR SALE.
RADIO SETS 111...4. ER-Wired,

rewired, repaired and put up in any style
cabinet; all the latest and best circuits: let
me know your wants: I use quality parts.
S. KALE, 3211 W. Armitage -ay., Chicago.

5 -TUBE NEUTRODYNE, 3 -CIRCUIT RE-
GENERATIVE (Old (,eliable); all seta

made to order; call evenings. Phone Spauld-
ing 2377, or S. KAT.WASINSKI, 2744 N.
Troy-st., Chicago.

TUBE SET AND 2 -STEP AMPLIFIER IN
mahogany cabinets: long distance guar-

anteed: sell for less than cost. 1:349 W.
Jackson -blvd.

5 -TUBE NEUTRODYNE RECEIVER -New,
for $75, or complete with tubes, batteries,

phones, etc., $125; nothing edge needed; will
make any set at low cost. SCHMALZIGAN,
218 E. Garfield -blvd. Ken. 1317.
3 -TUBE RADIO -Tubes, phones, "B" bat-

teries, new storage battery and loud speak-
er, in nice cabinet, $75. 2300 N. Kimball,
1st flat.
NEW 3 -TUBE RADIOS BUILT of Bremer -

Tully. and All-American parts. $65 com-
plete. Beverly'1043, after 6:30 p. m.

3 -TUBE ATWATER-KENT, $30 -1 -TUBE
Reinarte, $15; 1 -tube Peerless, $12; 2 -step

amplifier unit, $15: private party. Bel-
mont 2268.
RADIO -3 -TUBES, $45 -COST $80.

BARBER, 1421 S. Crawford -ay.

Post Radio Ads' Bring Results

REPAIRS.----saga--
RADIO SETS REPAIRED -Rewired or re-

built; satisfaction guaranteed or. no fee
asked: charges reasonable. SIDNEY H.
STONE, 5233 Glenwood -ay. Edgewater 0806.

BUILDING AND REPAIR...
RADIO SETS REPAIRED AND REBUILT

to order; work g-uaratiSeed: crystal sets, in
cabinet, installed for $10. Phone Albany
50'76. 2300 N. Kimball, 1st flat.

EXCHANGE.
WANT RADIO PARTSa-LOop dentist will,

exchange dental service. D-209, Chicago
Evening Post.

AERIALS.
FIRST-CLASS AERIALS constructed rea-

sonable_. hIR. SCHULZ. Hyde Park 0072.
- -

RADIO SERVICE.
WILL WIRE OR REPAIR your set during

spare time; charges will be reasonable.
A. J. G. MEINER, 3224 Wallace -et.

CONSTRUCTION.
LET ME BUILD YOUR SET and save

money; write or call after 6:30 p.
5152 South Park -ay., city.

CABINETS.
7x21 CABINET WITH BUILT-IN SPEAKER

-Size 16%x22 x10; slightly marred. $4;
$10 value. SMITH, 3968 Drexel -blvd.

Two -Way Tests
Prove Antennas
Must Be Large
It is seldom that an amateur radio

long-distance test is accomplished
without there being uncovered some
technical truth destined to have a far-
reaching effect on amateur transmis-
sion and frequently radio communica-
tion in general. Recently amateurs
in France and Connecticut succeeded
in carrying on the first short-wave
communication between the two con-
tinents.

This feat not only meant that the
dreams of amateur radio man had
been finally realized, but it also
brought to light a number of ideas in
connection with short-wave radio that
may be of important and lasting value.
After thuroiy -oing over the construc-
tion of French SAB and American
1110, the two stations most prominent
during the :tests, S. Kruse, technical
editor of "QST," has been able to draw
some interesting conclusions.

The common opinion that the mini-
mum amount of interference experi-
enced on the wave length of 100 me-
ters used by these stations was mainly
responsible for the success of the two-

way transoceanic tests is not true, ac-
cording to Mr. Kruse, in an article,
"What the Work with F8AB Teaches
the A. R. R. L.," which is to appear
in full in the February issue of the
amateur magazine "QST."

On the other hand, Mr. Kruse be-
lieves the transatlantic success was
"due primarily to the fact that each
station participating- used antennas
that are large for the waves they are
working.' "Working an. antenna that
way," he says, "gives high radiation
efficiency. The moment that state-
ment is made the tribe of ampere -
hounds will rise in protest. Never-
theless we are putting more power
into the ether than ever before. tho
the antenna current does drop.

"The idea has now been put thru
some weeks of steady work with ama-
teurs and in every ease the successful
American stations have been using
big antennas with series condensers.
Most of us do not have 'X' licenses,
so we cannot work on 100 meters, but
the lesson is just as good at 150 meters.
Be sure to give your antenna a funda-
mental wave length of at least 220
meters."

When a writer says, "Use an aerial
of one wire 100 feet long," he means
that it should be 100 feet in one
straight line, not in circles, angles or
triangles. The length of an, aerial
is the distance from the lead to its
farthest point, not the amount of wire
used.

TERMINALS MAKE 'GOOD
CONNECTIONS.

The use of copper terminals when
wiring a set is strongly advised.
employing them a much firmer con-
nection can be made to a binding post..
socket or transformer than by merely
twisting the wire. Of course, they
should be soldered to the wire so as
to make a permanent connection.

OHMAGE OF MULTITUDE
RHEOSTAT.

When two amplifying tubes are con%
trolled by one rheostat the ohmage of
the rheostat should be lower than ro
quired for one tube.. For instance, if
two UV -199s or 299e" are used, only a
a 25 ohm rheostat is required. If two
201 -A's or two 301 -A's are used only a
15 ohm rheostat is required.

SHIELDING PANELS.
A shielded panel will reduce'bod:

capacity, but it oftentimes alma'
duces the efficiency of a set. A mu
better method of eliminating body -pacity is to extend the shaft of tilt -

instrument and place it three. or tom
inches back from the panel. Never
use a shield as a conductor for -:our
"A" battery or your "B", battery.

e "PostaluBi
(Copyrighted)

Will Save Your Magazines
In a few seconds you can bind your,Radio Magazine in

this strong book cover and will have started compiling a set
of radio textbooks which, in time, will be of utmost value
to you. Every week there are articles in these magazines
to which you will have occasion to refer later on. It is
very important that you keep all issues of the Radio Maga-
zine -beginning from the very first -with none missing -
and this is the most practical and least expensive way
to do it.

Make a Permanent. File
of Your Radio Magazine

It is very important* as you go along perfecting your
knowledge of radio, that you have the facts handy, at your
command. Again and again you will have occasion to con-
sult the information given exclusively in. these magazines
each week. -You may wish to purchase a set -or build one
-and by referring to. the advertisements of manufacturers
and retailers in issues of the Radio Magazine you will
be enabled to buy more profitably. Every radiophan should

_save these magazines. The cost of this binder- is nominal...

PRICE 50 CENTS
If to be mailed, add Dle for postage.

This magazine is intended to be a referease book for the
radiophan, a guide that will enable you to tt the most en-
tertair.ment and satisfaction out of radio. Do not cut the
advertisements. Make a list of what you wish to buy.
Save your magazine. DO NOT CUT IT.. Keep it intact.

Demand for back copies Of the first issues has been so
great that we had to print a second edition of them. If you
have not saved them -or failed to get them at all -do not
wait too long before obtaining them. Make your book com-
plete irons the very first issue -that of November 15.

49'
91

This binder, size 1.81/4x1214, Inches,
Is made strong and substantial, but
neat. Cloth finish, very durable.
Made individually they would prob-
ably dome to. $1.50 to $2.00 each -and
would be well worth it for the great
convenience they are -but we have
had them made in quantity and are
giving our readers the advantage of
quantity production -we are selling
them for 50c each. By mail, 1.0e extra,.

"Post -Binders" and Back Copies
AT THE OFFICE OF

The Chicago Evening Post, 12 S Market St:
a
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Another week of matchless bargains
for radiophans -the greatest values in Chicago, bar none. All high quality and
dependable. Another sale that will crowd our stores every day to next Thursday.

TUBES
CUNNINGHAM and RADIOTRON

TUBES at special cut prices
for this week only:-

or WD11. On sale '4.69
201A, 199, WD12

here at only

WESTINGHOUSE

WR-21
TUBES

Detector or Amplifier,
for use with 3 dry cells,
does away with storaue
batteries. Very spe-
cially priced for this
sale at

*2 9
Two for $5.49

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

All Bakelite Regular Our
End Plates Price Price

43 -Plate Vernier_ __$7.00 $3.48
23-Pla:a Vernier___ 6.C3 3.15
14 -Plate Vernicr___ 5.50 2.98
3 -Plate Vernier___ 2.00 .98

PLAIN STYLE
Price Price

43 -Plate Plain $4.00 $1.69
23 -Plate Plain 3.50 1.39
11 -Plate Plain 3.00 1.25
5 -Plate Plain 2.50 1.15

ill11111113

BATTERY CHARGER
WITH

GENUINE -
TUNGAR

BULB
Charges 2 am-
peres per hour.
List price $18.
Our special price
for this sale

$8.69
REINARTZ
1 -Tube Set

Complete, assembled. All parts
in mahogany finished cabinet.
Specially priced for this week's
sale at

$15.95
assembled. Price_ _ _$1 1.45

PARTS ONLY-Un-

Aerial Wire
Stranded A,e r i a 1
Wire, used by U.
S. Signal C orp s.
100 ft. for

erfififfili11111111Meells

OTHER SPECIALS
Panel- -High-grade, polished.
Special per square

1 I/2cinch
Neutroformers, set of 3____$5.50
Neutrodons, each $1.00
Hercules, 4 -Ways Plugs, el n
Each, 65c. Two for___ ia
Molded V. T. Sockets, nn
Each, 35c. Three for_ 411.1.11/
V. T. Sockets, each 19c
Enclosed Crystal Detectcr 49c
Phon4 Jacks, up from 19c
Phone Cords, special at 33c
Raven Hygrade Variometer, $2.19
Jefferson Transformer $2 48
Antenella or Ducon Aerial Plug -
Does away with outside re
Aerial. Special price___.a1'0V0
Klolner Vernier Rheostats 17n,..
-Special for this sale__ al;
Reinartz Mounted Coils $1.59

HEA

5 -Tube NEuTR

SETS
The Famous Baldwin Head

offered in this six -day sale at $6.69Sets, listed at $12.00 a pair,

an unusually low price
OTHER SPECIAL VALUES LIST PRICE SALE PRICE

SPECIAL
We have 200
Kilbourne - Clark
guaranteed single
Head Sets which
we are offering at
a very special
price - actually
the best value in
Chicago -

IL 79

Set
Complete

Our tremendous sale during last week
prompts us to guarantee the same
low price for another week on this
wonder set. We couldn't furnish you
anything better if you came to us with TWICE
the amount we ask. THERE IS NONE BET-
TER. Remember -we offer this set COM-
PLETE -no extras! Set comes in a very high

grade cabinet, all parts assembled,
including -

Five Radiotron Tubes
Loud Speaker
Storage Battery
Battery Charger

Roller -Smith $8.00 $3.68
Edsh 7.50 4.25
Berwick 3000 ohm 7.00 2.9C
Berwick 2000 ohm 6.00 2.68
Manhattan 3000 ohm 6.00 3.68
Manhattan 2000 ohm 5.00 3.25
Brandes 6.50 4.95

YNE
A $300 Value for

1.49

B Batteries
Head Set
Aerial Wire
Ground Wire

Insulators
Phone Plugs

and
Ground Clamp

Each Set with a Guarantee or Money Refunded.
Complete with all listed parts, as above, for $151.49.

We Carry All Parts and Prints for Making These Sets

SETS IN CABINETS COMPLETE
Each Set Complete Prices Assembled

Wetedii.tlie.;;AcYncessoerie§et _ _ _c_71P0 .ebines

4 -Tube Neutrodyne Set 66.25
3 -Tube Neutrodyne Set 36.66

WAVE TRAPS
Will ...sne out all
Interference. This
is an essential to
the fan who wants
to get utmost sat-

isfaction out of his eA.98
set. Parts only__ _ AP -r
COMPLETE -In highly polished cabinet,

specially priced at $7.95.

.

-

is your absolute assur-Our auaranteel ance of complete sat-
isfaction. We guar-

antee that EACH and EVERY article described herein -or that we
sell you -is first-class in quality and workmanship -and warranted
to satisfy you our customer. W E INSTALL RADIO SETS ON AP-
PROVAL. Leave -or send us -your name and address.

.1

IF IT'S RADIO WE'VE GOT IT-
Complete Parts for

2 -STAGE
AMPLIFIER

Can be used on any long or short wave
V. T. receiver or crystal receiving set;
will operate any loud speaker or loud
speaking unit attachment.
1 7x9 Panel.
1 High -Ratio All-American or

Thordarson Transformer.
1 Low -Ratio All-American o r

Tlionlarson Transformet.
1 Howard Rheostat,
2 Fialtelite Sockets,
3 Double Jacks.

13 Binding Posts.
SOLD ELSEWHERE AT $20.00

OUR SPECIAL PRICE

$12.69

OUR MARVEL
CRYSTAL SET

Made by one of the largest
and most reliable manufac-
turers. Complete with tbe
following

STANDARD 'EQUIPMENT
Head Set, Aerial Wire,
Ground Wire, Insulators,

Grontid Clamp.

COMPLETE -Ready to Install
and FULLY GUARANTEED

A REMARKABLE VALUE

$10.50
1.-'5c, 10c and 25c Specials
Pathfinder 19e
Spaghetti. assorted

colors, yd 7c
2 ft. length Square

Wire 2 for be
R o n n d Hook-up

Wire, 25 -ft. coil
for 25c

Telephone Cord
Tips 2 for 5c

Soldering Lugs, all
sizes, dozen...10cPorcelain Insu-
lators 5c

Composition Insula-
tors 10e

Contact Points, per
dozen 5c

Stops, dozen Rc
SWitch Levers...10c
Adjustable Levers

for 19c
Hatt ery Porcelain

Switch 19c

ICockaday Circuit Complete Parts

week's sale at an extremely
Specially offered in this 1 A no
low price

Complete Parts for
POWER

AMPLIFIER
1 Set of Push and Pull Thordarson

or All-American Power Trans-
formers.

2 V, T. Sockets.
1 Howard Power Rheostat.

Bindhig Posts.
5 Switch Points and StoPs.
1 Switch Lever.

Gutler-Hammer Filament Switeh.
7x9 Panel.
Baseboard and instructions for

assembling and mounting.
SOLD ELSEWHERE AT $25.00

OUR SPECIAL PRICE

$16.69

NEW NORTH- SIDE STORE -2423 N. HALSTED STREET

-7,4:st!PArtealestwitla
EVENINGS AN D SUNDAY

Prices
'Unassembled

$61.00
53.00
29.33

LOUD
SPEAKER

Beautifully finished.
Stands 22 inches
high. Guaranteed
workmanship. With
Edsh Unit,

'8.49
With Baldwin Unit,

$9.69

CABINETS
Solid Oak and Mahogany Finish.

Note the Prices: -

6x21 2.75
We have all others in stock.

Radio Corporation Cabinets
Genuine Veneer Finish Mahogany.

$2 699 %x13%. $10.00
ir''alue. Special

STORAGE
BATTERIES

We guaran-tee eachbattery
for T W 0
YEARS.
If you Lave
any trouble
at all return
for cash re-
fund. Spe-
cial prices for this sale: -
60 Ampere Hours $10.48
80 Ampere Hours 11.75
100 Ampere Hours 14.25
120 Ampere Hours 17.50

FREE
Ew? tShH ealiczdratryr

bought in this sale.

1 22% volt; fresh
stock. Special
price for this Csale

EXTRA SPECIAL!

1

B Batteries

Baldwin Type C Loud Speaker

Our price
Unit. $6.00 value: $4.35

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
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MARY MAYO DE FOREST, wife of Dr. Lee De Forest, the in-
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedules
Central, or Chicago time, is shown on all stations. If necessary to ascertain local time on any station deduct

two hours from time shown for Pacific coast stations, one hour from time shown for the Rocky mountain stations and
add one hour to those stations using eastern time. Hawaiian island time is four hours and a half slower than Chicago
time. - In the list the call number of the station is_ first given, followed by the location, the owner's name, wave length
used and broadcasting schedule in order named. THE POST is making a thoro canvass of all stations in order that
this directory may be complete and accurate. Changes are so frequent in siroations and schedules that no list can be satis-
factory which is not corrected frequently. Corrections and additions to this list will be made from week to week. Sta-
tions are urged to co-operate by sending information of changes in schedule to Radio Editor, The Chicago Evening Post.

CFAC-Calgary Herald. Calgary, Canada;
430 meters; Fred -Carleton, director and
operator; silent Monday. Wednesday and
Thursday: Tuesday, day, 1 to 1:30, night,
7:45 to 7:55; Friday, day, 1 to 1:30.
night, 7:45 to 8:45 and 11 to 12.

CKAC-La Presae, Montreal, Canada; 430
meters: J.- M. Carter, announcer and di-
rector; day, 4. music; 4:30, weather and
stock reports; special Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday, night, 7, kiddies stories in
French and English; '7:30 to 10 lecturee
,in French and English, music; Sunday.
day, 4, sacred music.

CKOC-Wentworth Radio Supply company,
Hamilton. Out.: 410 meters H. Slach,
operator; silent night3. Tuesday. Thurs-
day: Saturday, night. 7:30 to 9: special
Sunday night church exercises. 7 to 8.

CYL-Mexico City, D. F. "El Universal";
500 meters: Reul Azearraga, director; G.
Obregon Jr.. announcer (Spanish), Sendel
Hodges, announcer (English); daily, 12:54
P. m., news and weather: 8:24 p. me war
bulletins from the war and navy depart-
ments; Tuesdays and Fridays, 8:24 to
8:54 p. m., music: Sunday, 7:24 p. m.,
war bulletins.

KDKA-East Pittsburg. Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 326 me-
ters.

KDPM-Cleveland, Ohio. Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. 270 me-
ters.

KDPT-San Diego, Calif., Southern Electri-
cal company, 244 meters.

KDYL-Salt Lake City, Utah, Telegram Pub-
lishing company, 244 meters.

KDYM-San Diego, Calif., Savoy theater. 252
meters.

KDYQ=Oregon Institute of Technology.
Portland, Ore.. 360 meters; program direc-
tor, L. E. Simeon.

KDYQ-Portland, Ore., Oregon Institute o.'
Technology. 360 meters,

KDYS-Great Falls, Mont., The Tribune, 360
meters.

KDYW-, Phoenix, Ariz.. Smith Hughes &
Co., 360 meters.

KDYX-Honolulu, Hawaii, Star Bulletin. 360xgr. relief 'Calif.. 1402 20th street.
Frank E. Seifert, 240 meters.

KDZE-Seattle, Wash., The Rhodes company,
455 meters.

KDZF-Los Angeles, Calif.. Automobile Club
of Southern California, 278 meters.

KDZI-Wenatcheee Wash., Electric Supply
company, 360 meters.

KDZK-Reno, Nev.. Nevada Machinery and
Electric company. 360 meters.

KDZQ-Deuver, Colo.; Nichols Academy of
Music, 380 meters.

Klatt-Bellingham Publishing company.
Bellingham, Wash., 261 meters: 50 watts;
operator and announcer, A. M. Brown;
silent Thursday: night, 9 to 10. local
talent, phonograph music.

EMT-Seattle. Wash., Seattle Radio associa-
tion, 360 meters.

KFAD-Phoenix, Ariz., McArthur Bros, Mer-
cantile company, 360 meters.

KFAE-Pullman, Wash., State College of
Washington. 360 meters; director, H. V.
Carpenter; program manager, A. J. Kra-
lowse; silent Tuesday. Thursday, Saturday.
Sunday, night, 9:30 to 11: educational lec-
tures.KFAF-Western Radio corporation, Denver.
Colo., 360 meters. Silent nights. ,Sunday
and Wednesday. Nights. 9 to 10..

KFAJ-Boulder,- Colo., University ' of Colo-
rado, 360 meters.KFAN-Moscow, Idaho. The Electric ahoy,
360 meters.

KFAP-Butte, Mont., Standard Publishing
company, 360 meters.

KFAR-Hollywood, Calif. Studio Lighting
Service company (0. R. Olsen), 280 me-
ters.KFAU-Boise, Idaho, Independent School Dis-
trict of Boise City, Boise High school. 270
meters.

KFAV-Venice. Calif. Abbot Kinney coin-

KFEY-Kellogg, Idaho, Bunker Hill and Sul-
livan Mining and Concentrating company,
360 meters.

KFEZ-St. Louis, Mo., American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (F. H. Schubert).

. 360 meters.
KFFB-Boise, Idaho, Jenkins Furniture com-

pany. 240 Meters. -

KFFE-Pendleton, Ore., Eastern Oregon Ra-dio company, 360 meters.
KFFO-Hillsboro, Ore., Dr. E. S. Smith. 229meters.
KFFP=Moberly, Mo., First Baptist church.275 meters.
KFFQ-Colorado Springs, Colo., Marksheffel

Motor company, 360 meters.
Knelt-Sparks, Nev., Nevada State Journal

(Jim Kirk), 226 meters.
KFFV-Lamoni, Iowa, Graceland college. 360

meters.
KFFX-Omalia, Neb., McGraw company. 278

meters. .

KneY-Alexandria, La., Pincus & Murphy.
275 meters.

KFFZ-D al I as, Texas ( portable ) Al. G.
Barnes Amusement company, 226 mgtors.

-Baton Rouge, La., Louisiana State
university, 254 meters.

KFGD-Chickasha, Okla., Chickasha Radio
and Electric company, 248 meters.

Kt Gil-Standard University, Cal.. Leland
Stanford university, 360 meters.

KFGJ-$t; Louis, Mo., Missouri National
guard 138th infantry, 266 meters.

KleGL-Arlington, Ore., Arlington garage.
234 meters.

KFGP-Cheney. Kan.. Cheney Radio company.
239 meters.

KFGQ-Boone, Iowa, Crary Hardware com-
pany, 226. meters.

Neb, Heidbreder Radio Sup-
ply company, 224 meters.

KFGX-Orange, Texas, First Presbyterian
church, 250 meters.

Piny, 224 meters.KFAW-Santa Ana Calif., The Radio Den
(W. B. Ashford and H. T. White). 280
meters.

KFAY-Medford. Ore., Virgin's Radio service.
283 meters.KFBB-Havre, Mont., F. A. Buttrey & Co..
360 meters.KFBC-San Diego, Calif., W. K. Azbill. 278
meters.KFBE-San Luis Obispo, Calif., Reuben H.
Horn. 360 meters.

KFBG-Tacoma, Wash., First Presbyterian
church. 360 meters.

KFBK-Sacramento, Calif., Kimball -Upson
company, 283 meters.

KFBL-Everett, Wash., Leese Bros., 224 me-
ters.

KFBS-Trinidad, Colo., Trinidad Gas and
Electric Supply company and the Chronicle
News. 360 meters.

KFBU--Larimie, Wyo., The Cathedral
(Bishop N. S. Thomas), 283 meters.

KFCB-Phoenix, Ariz., Nielson Radio Sup-
ply company. 238 meters.

KFCD-Salem. Ore., Salem Electric company.
360 meters.KFCF-Walla Walla, Wash.. 707 Baker build-
ing. Frank A. Moore, 360 meters.

KFC11,-Billings, Mont., Electric Service sta-
tion (Inc.), 360 meters-.

KFCK-Colorado Springs, Colo., Colorado
Springs Radio company, 258 meters.

KFCL-San Antonio, Calif., Los Angeles
Union Stock yards. 360 meters. -

KFCM-Richmond, Calif., Richmond Radio
shop (Frank T. Doeing). 360 meters.

KFCP-Ogden, Utah, 2421 Jefferson avenue.
Ralph W. Flygare, 360 meters.

KFCY-Houston, Texas, Fred Mahaffey. Jr..
380 meters.KFCY-Le Mars, Iowa, Western Union col-
lege, 252 meters.KFCZ-Omaha, Neb., Omaha Central High
school, 258 meters.

KFDA-Baker, Ore., Adler's Music store. 360
meters.

KFDD-Boise, Idaho, St. Michael's cathedral,
252 meters.

KFDH-Tuscon, Ariz., University of Arizona.
360 meters.

KFDJ-Corvallis, Ore.. Oregon Agricultural
college, 360 meters.

KFDL-Denver. Colo., Knight -Campbell Mu-
sic company, 360 meters, 50 watts.

KFDO-Bozeman, Mont.. 420 West Koch
street. H. Everett Cutting, 248 meters.

KFDP-r-Des Moines, Iowa, Hawkeye Radio
and Supply company, 278 meters.

KFDR-York. Neb. Bullock's Hardware and
Sporting Goods (Robert G. Bullock). 360
meters.

KFDU-Lincoln, Neb., Nebraska Radio Elec-
tric company, 240 meters.

KM:IV-Fayetteville, Ark., Gilbrech & Stin-
son, 360 meters.

KFDX-Shreveport, La., First Baptist church.
360 meters.

KFDY-Brookinge. S. D., South Dakota State
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arta.
360 meters.

KFDZ-Minneapolis, Minn.. 2510 South
Thomas avenue, Harry 0. Iverson. 360
meters.

KFEC--Portland, Ore., Meier & Frank com-
pany, 360 meters.

KFEJ-Tacoma, Wash., 1724 South Jay
street, Guy Greason, 360 meters.

KFEL-Denver, Colo., Winner Radio corpora-
tion. 360 meters.

KFEP-Denver, Colo.. Radio Equipment com-
pany (Joseph L. Turre), 240 meters.

KFEQ-Oak. Neb., J. L. Scroggin, 360 me-
ters.

KFER-Fort Dodge, Iowa, Auto Electric
Service company, 231 meters.

KFEV-Douglas. Wyo., Radio Electric Shop,
263 meters.

KFEX-Minneapolis, Minn., Augsburg Semi-
nary, 261 meters.

'

KFJB-Marshalltown, Iowa, Marshalltown
Electrical company, 248 meters.

KFJC-Seattle,. Wash., Post Intelligence'', 233
meters.

KFM-Greeley, Colo., Weld County Printing
and Publishing company, 236 meters.

EFJF-Oklahoma City, Okla., National Radio
Manufacturing company, 252 meters.

RPM-Selma. Cal., The Sugar Bowl (H. R.
Shaw). 273 meters.

KFJI-Astoria. Ore., Liberty theater (E. E.
Marsh), 252 meters.

liFJJ--,-Carrollton, Mo., Carrollton Radio shop.
236 meters.

KFM-Bristow. Okla., Delano Radio and
Electric company. 233 meters.

KFJI-Ottumwa, Iowa, Hardsacg Manufact-
turing company, 242 meters.

KFJM-Grand Forks. N. D., University of
North Dakota, 229 meters.

KFJQ-Grand Forks. N. D., Electric Construc-
tion company (portable), 252 meters.

KFJR-Stevensville. Mont., Ashley C. Dixon
and Son, 258 meters.

kle,IV-Dexter. Iowa, Thomas H. Warren,
224 meters.

KFJW-Towanda. Han., Le Grand Radio com-
pany, 22'4 meters.

KleJX-Cedar Falls. Iowa, State Teachers'
college, meters.

KFJY-Fort Dodge Iowa, Tunwall Radio
company, 246 meters.

KFJZ-Fort Worth, Texas. Texas National
Guard. 112th Cavalry. 254 meters.

KFKA-Greeley, Colo., Colorado State Teach-
ers' college. 218 meters.

KFKB-Milford. Kan., Brinkley -Jones Hospital
association. 286 meters.

KPBH-Lakeside. Colo., Denver Park and
Amusement company. 243 meters.

KYKQ-Conway, Ark., Conway Radio labora-
tories, 224 meters.

KFKV-Butte, Mont.. F. F. Gray, 283 me-
ters.-

KGY-eLacy, Wash., St. Martin's college
258 meters; 10 watts; evening, 10 to
11:30.

KHJ-Los Angeles, Cal., Times-Mirror com-
pany, 395 meters.

KHQ-Seattle, Wash.. 419 13th avenue, Louis
Wasmer, 360 meters.

KJQ-Stockton, Cal., 015 East Main street.
C. 0. Gould. 380 meters.

KJR-Seattle. Wash.. Northwest Radio Serv-
ice company; 283 meters; daily except
Saturday and Sunday, 7:30 to 8:16 P. 132.,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 9:30 to
10:30.

KJS-Los Angeles. Cal., Bible Institute of
Los Angeles, 360 meters.

KLN-Monterey. Cal., Monterey Electric
Shop. 360 meters.

KLS-Oakland, Cal., 2201 Telegraph avenue.
Warner Brothers, 360 meters; director,
Miss A. Warner; announcer, S. Warner.
Week days, 1:30 3; riday evening,
10 to 11: Sunday afternoon 2 to 3.

KLX-Oakland, Calif., The Oakland Tribune,
509 meters: 500 watts: silent 'Sunday;
ever:

10, studionewsprograms,
enings. 9, bulletins; 9:30, weath-

tainment.
lectures. enter-

KLZ-Denver. Colo., Reynolds Radio com-
pany. 360 meters.KMJ-Fresno, Calif., San Joaquin Light and
Power corporation, 273 meters, 60 watts:
R. C. Denny, operator and director; WaYne
Freund. announcer: Tuesday, Friday and
Sunday night. 10 to 11.

KMO-Tacoma, Wash., Love Electric com-
pany, 360 meters.

KNJ-Roswell, New Mexico, Roswell Public
Service company, 250 meters.

KNT-Aberdeen. Wash., Grays Harbor Radio
company (Walter Hemrich), .263 meters.

KNV-Los Angeles, Cal., Radio Supply com-
pany, 360 meters.
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STATION Miles Met Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
Chicago-

KYW. Comm. Edison Bldg 636 6:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30 6:30-12m. 6:30- 9:30
WAAF, Union Stock Yards 286 4:30- 5:00 '4:30- 5:00 4:30- 5:00 4:30- 5:00 4:30- 6:0Q
W'MAQ, Hotel' La Salle 536 7:00- 9:55 7:00- 9:56 7:00- 9:56 7:00- 9:55 8:00-10:00
WDAP, Drake Hotel 360 7:00-1 a.m 7:00-1 a.m. 7:00-1 a.m. 7:004 a.m. 7:00-1 ama. 9:15-10:30
WJAZ. Edgewater Beach Hotel 448 10 :00-12 :30 10:00-12:30 10:00-12:30 0:00-12:30 10:00- 2:00 6:00- 9:00

Suburban-
WCBD, Ziod. Ill 39 345 8:00- 9:00 8:00- 9:00
WIAB, Rockford. III 77 e52 9:00- 8:00- 12:00-Wm& Urbana, Ill. 120 360 8:50- 9:30
WTA8, Elgin. Ill 37 276 7 :30-10 :00

Eastern- -

KDKA, East \Pittsburg 430 326 7 :00-11 :00 7 :00-11 :00 7:00.11 :00 7 :00-11 :00 7 :0041 :00 7 :00-11 :00
WBZ, Springfield, Mass 802 337 6:30- 9:00 .0::30- 9:00 0:30- 9:00 , 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00WEAF, New York City 733495 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00 6:30.10:00 6:30-10:00WGI, Medford Hillside, Mass.... 875 360 6:30- 8 :00 - 6 :116 - 8:00 6:30- 8:00 8:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 7:30- 9:00
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y ' 748 380 8:00- 9:30
WGY,. Schenectady, N. Y 698 280 8:46-11::30 6:45- 9:00. 6:46- 9:00 6:46- 9:00 6:45-11:30 13:45- 9:00
WM, Buffalo 472 319 0 :00-10 :45 6:00- 7:30 6:00-10:46 6:00- 7:30 6:00-10:45 6:00- 7:30

' WHN, New 'York City -912 360 1 :15-11 :00 1:15-11:00 1:15-11:Q0 1:15-11:00 1:1641:00 1:15-11:00
W. Y, New. York City. .. -,M 733 4051 . 2:30- 6:60
WJZ. New York City 733 465 6 :30-10 :30 6 :30-10 :30 6 :30-10 :30 6 :30-10 :30 6 :30-10 :30 6:30-10:30
WOO, Philadelphia 677 509 7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00 7:16-10:00 7:15-10:0 7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00
WRC, Washington, D. C 612 469 -41:00-10:00 8:00-10:00 .8 :00- l 0 :00

Midwest- -.. .
WCX, Detroit 245 517 7:30- 9:00.7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7 :30, a :00 7:30- 9:00
WJAX, Cleveland 323 390 7:30- 9:30 8:00-10:30
WLAG, Minneapolis 358 417 10:30-1 a.m. 10:30-1 am. 10:30-1 a.m. 10:30-1 a.m. 10 :30-1 am. 10:30-1 a.m.
WLW, Cincinnati 262 309 8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00 8 :00-10 :00 10:00-12:00
WOC, Davenport 105 481 7:00-11:00 7:0041.:00 7:0041:00 7:00-11:00 7:00-11:00

-WTAM, Cleveland 323 300 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30
WWJ, Detroit 245 517 8:30-10:00 8:30-10:00 1330-10:00 8:30-12,m 8:30-10:00

Southern- .
.

MD. St. Louis 270 546 8:00-11:00 8:00-11:00 8:00-11:00 8 :0041 :00 8 :00-11 :00
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas ..... .. 855 478 7:15-11:00 7:1541':00 7:15-11:00 '7:1641:00 7:16-11:00 -
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo 430 411 11:45-1 a.m. 11:45-1 a.m. 11:46-1-a.m.11:45-1 a.m. 11:45-1 amg 11 :45-1 a.m.
WFAA, Dallas, Texas 853 476 8:45- 9:30 8:45- 9:30 8:45- 9:30 8:45- 7:30 8:46- 9:30 6:45- 9:30 9 :30-11 :00WGV. New Orleans 858 350 7:00- 8:00 . - 7:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
WHAS, Louisville 271 400 7:30- 9:00 4:00- 5:00
WHB, Kansas City, Mo 430 411 7'00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00 8 00-10 :00
WMC, Memphis 480 600 11 :00-12 :00 11:00-12:00 8:00-10:00 8:00-10:00
W0 ,,San Antonio, Texas 1,080 385 9 30-10 :30. '9 :30-10 :30
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.,.337441, 8:00- 9:30 t 8:00- 9 :30 8:00- 9:30
WSB, Atlanta, Ga... 605 428 8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 m. 7:30- 9:00

Pieifie Coast- .

KFDB, San Francisco 1,910 509 12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:80 12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1 :30 12 m.- 1:30
KGW, Portland, Ore 1.896 492 1:00-1 am. 10:00-11 :00 10:00-11:00 10:00-11:00 1 :00-2 a.m. 10:00-11:00 9:00-10:00
KILL Los Angeles 1.796 395 8:45-10:00 8:45-10:00 8:45-10:00 8:45-10:00 8:45-10:00 8;45-10:00 10:00-12:00
KPO, San Francisco 1.910 423 0:30-12 m. 6:30-12 m. 7:30-12:00 6:30-12 m. ' 6:30-12 m. 10:30-12 m.

....

9 to 10:30 p. m.. music, addresses, stories,
news.

KZV-Wenatchee, Wash., Wenatchee Battery
and Motor company, 360 meters.

NAA-Arlington, Va., U. S. Navy dept., 435
meters; daily except Sunday, 8:45 to9:40 a. m., markets; 11:25 to 11:40, mar-
kets; 12:46 to 1:20 p. m., markets; 2:25to 3:40 p. m., markets; 9:05 to 9:20p. m., weather.

WAAB-New Orleans, La., 137 South St.
Patrick street, Valdemar Jensen, 268 MO.
ters.

WAAC-New Orleans, La., Tulane university.
360 meters.

WAAD-Cincinnati, Ohio, Ohio Mechanics in-
stitute, 360 meters. 25 watts, range. 60
miles.

WAAF-Chicago, M., Chicago Daily Drov-ers Journal, 288 meters: Daily exceptSundays and holidays, 8:10, 10:45, 140.
3, 4:30 p. m., markets; 10:30, 1'1:30p. m., weather,

WAAH-St. Paul, Minn., Commonwealth
Electric company, 360 meters.

WAAK-Milwaukee, Wis., Gimbel Brothers.
280 meters. -

WAAM-Newark. N. J., I. R. Nelson com-pany, 283 meters.
WAAN--Columbia, Mo., University of Mis-souri, 254 meters.
WAAW-Omaha, Neb., Omaha Grain Ex-

change, 360 meters, 500 watts: Daily
except Sunday, 9:45, 10:45, 11:45, 12:45.
1:15 and 8, world markets; final report
Saturday at 12 45 p. m.

WAAZ-Emporia, Kan., Hollister -Miller Mo-tor company, 360 meters.
WAAB-Harrisburg, Pa., Dr. John B. Law-rence, 266 meters.
l\ABC-Anderson. Ind., Fulwider-Grimes

Mttery company, 229 meters.
W. BD-Dayton, Ohio, Parker high school.

k. :3 meters.
WA E --Washington, D. C., Young Men'sCh. atian association, 283 meters.RAF. -Mount Vernon, Ill., Mount VernonReg, ter -News company, 234 meters.
WAR, -Jacksonville, Fla., Arnold EdwardsPiano company, 248 meters.
WABH-Sandusky, Ohio, Lake Shore Tire

company, 240 meters.
WART-Bangor, Me., Bangor Railway and

Electric company, 240 meters.
WABA-Lake Forest, Dl., Lake Forest col-lege, 266 meters.
WABJ South Bind, Ind., The Radio Labora-tories. 240 meters.
WABK-Worcester, Mass., First BMWs,church, 252 meters.
WABL-Storrs, Conn., Connecticut Agricul-tural college, 283 meters.
WARM-Saginaw. Mich., F. E. Doherty Au-

tomotive and Radio Supply company, 254meters.
WABN-La Crosse, Wis., Waldo C. Grover.2:34 meters.
WABO-Rochester, N. Y., Lake Avenue Bap-tist church. 252 meters.
WAFT -252 meters; Washington, Pa.; own-er, Halliday Rall,
WABW-Wooster, Ohio; 234 meters; 20watts.
WABX-Mount Clemens, Mich.; 270 meters;150 watts.
WBAA-West Lafayette, Ind., Purdue uni-versity, 380 meters.
WBAD-Minneapolis. Minn., Sterling Klee-tric company, 360 meters.
WBAH-Minneapolis, Minn., The Daytoncompany, 360 meters.
R'BAN-Paterson, N. J., Wireless Phone cor-

poration, 244 meters
WBAO-Decatur. Ill., James Millikin uni-versity. 360 meters.
WBAP-Fort Worth, Texas, Wortham-Car-

ter Publishing company (Star -Telegram)..
476 meters, 750 watts: Silent Saturdayand Sunday nights. Operate, E. L. Oldsi
supervisor, H. W. Hough; announcer, "The
Hired Hand." Daily program, 11 a. m..markets, aviation. weather: 12 noon, 12, 4 p. m., markets and information: b
p. m., financial news; 8;30 to 11:45 p.
concert.

WBAV-Columbus. Ohio, Einer and Hu-phins company, 390 meters, 500 watts.
Director, R. S. Bohannan: program direc-
tor Miss Helen Mears; announcer, H. E.
Day. Daily except Sunday. 12:30 tomarkets and news. Monday evening, 8 to10, music.

WBAW-Marietta, Ohio, Marietta college,248 meters.
WBAX-Wilkesbarre, Pa., 66 Gildersleeve

street, John H. Stenger, Jr.. 360 meters,
WBAY-New York, N. Y., Western Electric

company, 492 meters.
VeBBA-Newark, Ohio, Newark Radio La-

boratories, 240 meters.
WBBC-Sterling, Ill., Sterling Radio Equip-

ment company, 229 meters.
WBRD-Reading, Pa., Barbey Battery Serv-

ice, 2:34 meters.
WBL-Anthony, Kan., T. & H. Radio COM..

natty, 261 meters.
WRS-Newark, N. J., D. W. May, Inc.. 880meters.
fi BT-Charlotte. N. C., Southern Radio cor-

poration, 360 meters. -WBU-Chicago, Ill., City of Chicago, 288meters.
WBZ-Springfield, Mass., Westinghouse Mee -....trio and Manufacturing company, 33F Me-ters.
WCAD-Canton, N. Y., St. Lawrence uni-

versity. 280 meters.
-WCAE-Pittsburg. Pa., Kaufmann & Baer

company, 462 meters: daily, 11:30, weath-
er: 2:30, news; 3:30, stocks; 5:30, dinner
music: 6:30, children's stories; 7:30, mu-sic; Sunday, 2 p. m., people's radio church
service, Rev. Dr. George W. Shelton; 6:80,
music.

WCAO-New Orleans, La., 2813 Calhounstreet, Clyde R. Randall, 268 meters.
WCAR-Columbus. Ohio. Entrekin Electriccompany, 236 meters.
WCAJ-University Place, Neb.. NebraskaWesleyan university, 360 meters; station

director and announcer, J. C. Jensen; daily,10:30 a. m., weather; Tuesday, 8 p. ra.,children's stories; Thursday, 8 p. m.. lec-tures and music.
WCAK-Houston, Texas, 2504 Bagby street,

Alfred P. Daniel. 360 meters.
WCAL-Northfield. Minn., St. Olaf college.360 meters.
WCAM-Villanova, Pa., Tillanova college.360 meters.
WCAO-Baltimore, Md., Sanders & Stayman

company, 380 meters; daily, 10:55, time
signals; 11 a. m., weather; 11:05, music;
Monday and Wednesday, 7 P. m., mtude-WCAP-Washington, D. C., Chesapeake &Potomac Telephone company, 469 meters.

WCAR-San Antonio, Texas, Alamo Radio
Electric company, 360 meters.

WCAS-Minneapolis, Minn.. William HoodDunwoodie Industrial institute, 248 me-
ters; director, M. R. Bass: operator and
announcer, F. P. Upton: Monday, 7 to
7:30 D. m-, music: Tuesday, 8:16 to 9:30
p. m. music and educational programa
(9:30 to 10:46 on alternate weeks):Wednesday, 6:30 to 7, music and techni-
cal lectures; Thursday, 7 to 7:30 P. m.,
notes on radio and code practice.

WCAT-Rapid City, S. D., South DakotaState School of Mines, 240 meters.
WCAU-Philadelphia, Pa., Ihmham & Co..

286 meters.
WCAV-Little Rock, Ark., J. C. Dice Elec-

tric company, 380 meters.
WCAX-Burlington, Vt., University of Bel-

mont, 360 meters.
WCAY-Milwaukee. Wis., Kesselman O'Dris-

coll company, 261 meters.
wcAz-carthage, Ill., Carthage college. 246

meters.

KFOZ-Berrien Springs, Mich., Emmanuel
Missionary college, 268 meters.

KFHA-Gunnison. Colo., Colorado State Nor-
 mal school, 252 meters.
KFHB-Hood River, Ore., Rialto theater

(P. L. Beardwell), 280 meters.
KFHD-St. Joseph. Mo., Utz Electric Shop

company, 226 meters.
KFHF-Shreveport, La., Central Christian

church. 266 meters.
KFHH-Neah Bay, Wis., Ambrose A. Mc-

Cue, 283 meters. 4
KFHJ-Santa Barbara, Cal., Fallon & Co..

360 meters. Manager, S. Haskings.
Evening -8 to 8:40 p. m., news bulletins.

bed -time story; 11 to 12, music.
kFBQ-Los Gatos, Cal., Curtis Brothers

Hardware store, 242 meters.
KHR-Seattle. Wash., Star Electric gnd

Radio company. 27.0 meters.
KFHS-Lihue, Hawaii, Clifford J. Dow, 275

meters.
KFHU-Mayville, N. D., M. G. Stereo, 281

meters.
KFHX-Hutchinson, Kan.. 407 East let

street, Robert W. Nelson,. 229 meters.
KFI-Los Angeles, Cal., Earle C. Anthony

(Inc.). 469- meters.
KFIB-St. Louis, Mo., 5666 Vernon avenue,

Franklin W. Jenkins, 244 meters.
KFID-Iola, Kan., Ross Arbuckle's garage,

246 meters.
KFIF-Portland. Ore., Benson Polytechnic

institute, 360 meters.
KFIK-Gladbrook, Iowa. Gladbrook Electric

company, 234 meters.
KFIL-Louisburg. Kan., Windisch Electric

Farm Equipment company, 234 meters.
KFIO-Spokane, Wash.. North Central high

school. 252 meters.KFIQ-Yakima. Wash.. Yakima Valley Ra-
dio Broadcasting association. 224 meters.

KFIU-Juneau. Alaska,- Alaska Electric
Light and Power company, 226 meters.

KFIV-Pittsburg, Ran., 706 East 10th street,
V. H. Broyles, 240 meters.

KFIX - Independence, Mo., Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
'Saints, 240 meters.

KF1Y-Seattle, Wash.. Brott laboratories.
236 meters.KFIZ-Fond du Lac, Wis., Daily Common-
wealth, 237 meters.

KFA-Grand Island. Neb., Central Power
company, 244 meters.

,

KFKX-Hastings. Neb., Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 286 me-
tere

KFKZ-Colorado Springs, Colo., Nassour
Bros. Radio company, 234 meters.

KFLA-.Butte, Mont., Abner R. Wilson, 283
meters.

KFLB-Menominee, Mich., Signal Electric
Manufacturing company, 248 meters.

KILD-Franklinton, La., Paul E. Greenlaw,
234 meters.

KFLE-Denver, Colo., National Educational'
Service, 288 meters.

KFLE-Salt Lake City, Utah, Erickson Radio
company, 261 meters.

KFLP-Ceclar Rapids, Ohio, Everette M. ros-ter, 240 meters.
KFLQ-Little Rock, Ark., Bizzell Radio shop,

261 meters.
KFLR-Albuquerque, N. M., University ofNew Mexico, 254 ureters.
KFMO-Fa,yetteyille, Ark.. 283 meters, 100watts.
KFMR-Sioux City, Iowa; 261 meters; 10

watts.
KFMS-Duluth. Mime; 275 -meters; 100watts.
KFMT-Minneapolis, Minn.; 231 meters; 5watts.
KFAIU-San Marcos, Texas; 240 meters; 20watts.
KFMW-Houghton, Mich.; 266 meters; 50

watts.
KFMX-Northfield, Minn.; 283 meters; 500

watts.
HOB-Tacoma, 'Wash.. Wm. A. Mullins Elec-

tric company, 380 meters.
EGG-Hallack & Watson Radio Service. Port-

land, Ore.. 460 meters, 60 watts.
Day-2:45 to 3, news.
Evening -7:30 to 8. phonograph and sport-
ing news; 9:80 to 10. press and police
reports: special Wednesday and Sunday,
11 to 12 midnight, singing concert.

KGN-Portland, Ore., Northwestern Radio
Manufacturing company, 360 meters.

KGU-Honolulu, Hawaii, Waiwiwi Beach,
Marion A. Mulrony, 360 meters.

KGW-Portland, Ore., Portland Oregonian:
492 meters:
Day -1:30. weather; 5:30, lectures and

children's hour.
Evening -10, music: 11, lecture; 12, mu-

sic.

KNK-Lds Angelek Cal., Electric Lighting
Supply company, 360 meters.

KOB-State College, New Mexico, New Meld -
ice College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, 360 meters. Daily, time signals,
weather; news, crop reports; Monday.
Wednesday, Friday night, 8:30 to 9:30,
concerts.

HOP-Detroit Police department, Detroit,
Mich., 286 meters: daily except Sunday;
1 p. m., to 6:30 ta m.

KPO-San Francisco, Cal.. Hale Brothers
423 meters; silent Friday; Sunday night,
10:30 to 12, concert; Monday. 10 to 11,
organ, 11 to 12, dance music; Tuesday,
Wednesday. Thursday nights, 10 to 11.
studio program, 11 to 12, dance music;
Saturday night, 10 to 2 a. m., dance music.

IEQ1.--Berkeley, Cal., University of California.
360 meters.

KQP-Hood River, Ore., Apple City Radio
club, .360 meters.

KQV-Pittsburg, Pa., Doubleday -Hill Electric
comisdity, 360 meters.

KQW-San Jose, Cal., Berkeley Daily Gazette,
278 meters.

KSD-St. Louis, Mo., Post Dispatch (Pulit-
zer Publishing company), 648 meters.

KSS-Long Beach, Cal., Prest & Dean Radio
company and Radio Research Society of
Long Beach, Cal., 229 meters; 10 watt:
Boy Scout news.

KTW--Seattle. Wash., First Presbyterian
church, 360 meters.

KUO-San Francisco, Cal., Examiner Print-
ing company, 360 meters.

KUS-Los Angeles, Cal., City Dye Works
and Laundry company. 360 meters.

KITY-E1 Monte, Cal., Coast Radio 'company,
360 meters.

KWG-Stockton. Cal., Portable Wireless Tele-
phone company, 360 meters.

KWH-Los Angeles, Cal., Los Angeles Ex-
aminer, 360 meters.

KXD-Modesto, Cal., Modesto Herald Pub-
lishing company. 360 meters.

KYQ-Honolulu, Hawaii; Electric Shop, 860
meters.

KYW-Chicago. Ill., Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing company, 345 meters.

KZM-Oakland. Cal., 13th and Harrison
streets, Preston._P. A len, 360 meters.

KZN--Salt Lake -'City. Utah, The Deseret
News, 360. meters: daily except Sunday Continued on Page /4.
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Squier
Sees New
Radio Era

Coming
By HARRY B. HUNT.

(NEA Service Writer.)
WASHINGTON, Jan. 17.-"We have

lust arrived at the era of the ear.
"Up to the present we have gOtten

our education and culture chiefly thru
the medium of the eye-pictures,
sculpture, beautiful surroundings, the
printed words of literature.

Now, however, we have come to
the era of the ear. The ear and not
the eye is the medium thru which the
greatest advance in knowledge, enter

rinent and culture is to be achieved
trahe immediate future."

Such is the conclusion of Maj. Gen.
George 0. Squier, recently retired as
chief of the United States army signal
Corps, one of the world's foremost au-
thorities on wire and wireless com-
munication.

"Radio," says Squier, "is easily the
greatest potentiality in the world to-
day. Its power to reach all places
simultaneously with any sort of mes-
gage staggers the imagination. And
tt is thru radio that the ear will be-
come the medium of our greatest fu-
ture development

Industry Grows.
"Aitho the youngest of the arta,

the art of radio broadcasting has
Completely outstripped all others.
But it is not near the peak of devel-
opment In fact, it is just beginning

toreach the stage of service, instead
experiment In the immediate fu-

ture we may expect the successful
transmission of pictures by radio-
even radio vision, by which we may
witness, by radio, impressive cere-
monies and scenes at the same time
we are listening to the services as
they are broadcast, or may even be
p.bie to see the man at the other end
ag a radiophone conversation."

Broadcasting Must Organize.
A necessary part of our radio prog-

ress. Squier says, is the organization
of broadcasting and radio services on
a systematic business basis. Today,
broadcasting stations are maintained
chiefly as a matter of good will or as
a stimulus to the sale of equipment
by radio manufacturers. They can-
not be maintained definitely on that
basis, Squier holds, and it is not de-
sirable that they should be, either
from the viewpoint of the radio in-
terests or the general public.

"Plans are being considered," he
says, "for getting radio distribution
on a stable financial basis. We have
got to decide who is going to pay for
radio broadcasting, and how. The five
principal broadcasting stations are
each spending about $100,000 yearly in
this work now. Suppose they should
stop. Can't you hear the wail of pro-
test that would go up?

Rents Radio by Month.
"One broadcasting business is now

being developed on Staten island, New
York, by the use of my wired wire-
less invention, by which the radio
waves are distributed over a specific
electric lighting system. Any patron
who wishes to cu. in on these pro-
grams simply pays $2 a month for the
use of a receiving set which he can
connect to any electric lighting system.
He doesn't have to bother with bat-
teries, with outside wires or other
troublesome equipment, and is abso-
lutely undisturbed by interference,
static conditions, etc.

"Once broadcasting has been placed
on a sound financial and dependable
service basis, it will be possible to
improve the programs and to get the
best artists to be found anywhere.

Predicts High -Priced Stars.
"I look to see, at no distant day,

the establishment of schools for the
training of broadcasting entertainers.
The stars' of the ear, in the year 1935,
will receive salaries comparable to
those of the stars in the movies-the
stars of the eye-receive in 1924. It
will be a real profession, ranking at
the top in pay and distinction.

"Can't you imagine the cultural
benefits that will come when we sur-
round ourselves, in our homes, with
beautiful sound as we now try to sur-
round ourselves with beauties that
appeal to the eye?

Sees Radio in Nursery.
"Take a nursery. We paper it in

designs to please the child's eye, to
stir his imagination, his ambition, his
initiative.

"In addition to that physical back-
ground, we can place in that nursery,
by radio, a. background of beautiful,
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music., soft, subdued, but strong
enough to soothe and charm and to
shut out the discordant noises that
swell up from the streets. That child
would live in a background of beauty.
One cannot estimate its cultural ef-fect

"That is just one of the suggestions
of what we are approaching in the de-
velopment of radio-of the new era
of the earl"

Radio Programs I

Radio phans, as well as -.II?, Chicago
public. will have their last chance at
opera this week. Mary Garden in
"Carmen" will be put on the air to-
night by WMAQ and the final opera
of the season will be broadcast by
KYW Saturday. This last production
will be "Martha," featuring Pavloska.

The great response of radio bugs
to WJAZ's broadcasting of 'Madame
X" (Florence Macbeth) Sunday night
and the number of listeners e.'ho were
able to identify her voce, prove the
interest of phans in good music. The
operas this week will have a large
"unseen" ttttendance.

Tonight KYW is 'featuring t'he or-
chestra of the Chicago Boys' club at
8:20 o'clock. Among the speeal num-
bers will be a duet b George and
Henry Soper, twin- cornetists, 13 years
of age. The following js tae grogram,

Above are some of the feature
artists on the coming week's pro-
grams at local stations and one
foreign station. Fig. 1-Irene
Pavloska, at KYW Saturday eve-
ning in the opera "Martha." Fig.
2-Rex Battle, at CKAC, Mont-
real, this evening. Fig 3-Edith
Ayers McCullough, at WJAZ. Fig.
4-Clara Laughlin, at WMAQ.

of which Joseph J. Grill is the direc-
tor:
-The Premium 'larch" Orchestra
Cornet 'Duet., "A. Daisy"

George and Henry Soper
''La Cascade," overture Orchestra
Trombone Solo, "0 Sole Mio"

Clarence Hedstrom
"Dynamic," overture Orchestra
Piano Solo. "2d. Mazurka"..George Jandesek
-Royal Emblem." overture Orchestra
' The Peerless March" Orchestra

The orchestra is composed of thirty-five
boys from the community of the Chicago
Boys' Club No. 5, 2801 South Ridgeway
avenue.

CKAC (Montreal) announces a spe-
cial program for tonight by the Ca -
Radian Railway band with tenor and
soprano specialties.
. Below are given .the. complete sched-

ules of all the Chicago and suburban
broadcasting stations and those of the
out-of-town stations which are most
commonly tuned by local radlophans.

These schedules are a ',regular daily
feature in The Chicago Evening Post

On Thursday of each week a com-
plete list and schedule of every broad-
casting station in the United States
is published in The Chicago Evening
Post's sixteen -page Radio Magazine
section.

CHICAGO STATIONS I

(Central Time la Shown.)
KYW-Located In Commonwealth Edison

(butriieledtiongr., 536 meters; Wilson J. Wetherbee.

Day -9:30 a. m.. news and markets; 10a. m, market reports; 10:30 a. in.. finan-
cial news and comment; 10:68 a. in., naval
observatory time signals; 11 a. m., market
reports: 11:05 a. in.. weather report: 11:30
a. in, news and comment of the financial
and commercial market; 11:35 a. m., tabletalk by Mrs. Anna J. Peterson.

Evening -6:32 p. in., news, financial and
final market and sport summary furnished
by the Union Trust company and Dun's Re-
view; 6:60 p. en., children's bedtime story;
8 to 8:28 p. m., twenty minutes of good
reading by Ree. C. J. Perrin, S. J., head of
department of English. Loyola university,
Chicago; 8:30 to 9:30 p.m., musical pro-
gram; Sam Goldalein, tenor; Mine. Emma
Roe, accompanist- Anna, Mildner, reader;
orchestra of the Chicago Boys' club No. 5,
Joseph J. Grill, director; selection, by or-
chestra of the Coicago Boys' club; "JustThat One Hour" (Evilly), by Sam Gold-
stein; 'Time's Rose" (Bung), by Sam Gold-
stein; selection by orchestra of the Chicago
Boys' club; "At the Hat Counter," by Anna
Mildner; selection by orchestra of the Chi-
cago Boys' club; "My Big Little Soldier
Boy" (Church) 'At' A.ppari Tutt' Amor
from Martha" (17o-iow), "ling by Sam Gold-
stein; selection by orchestra of the Boys'
club: "Nothing Shied Him" and "Throwing
Hisses," by Anna Mildnee; selection by or-
chestra of the Chicago Boys' club; 9:16
p. m., program fiunishes by the National
Live Stock and Meat Board. Speaker of the
evening will be Joon T. Russell. director of
National Live Stove and Meat board. His
subject will be "The Distribution of Meat
Products to the Consumer."

WAAF-Located ietUnion stock yards; 288
meters.

Day-Llvo stock reports at 8:40. 10:' J
10:45 a. m., 12 B0, 12:48, 4:30 p. m.

Evening-No stliedule.
WMAQ-Loca..ed to Hotel LaSalle; 447.5

meters. Miss liudith C Waller, station di-
rector.

Day -4:30 p. m, to be announced.
Evening -6:2C p. m., talk by B. 1. Miller

of the Railway Mat association; weekly talk
to Boy Scouts; weekly talk by Rockwell R.
Stephens, ante editor the Daily News:

Weekly Subscription $1.35 Per Year.

What Set
to Build
or to Buy

By IVERSON C. WELLS.
(Radio Editor The Chicago Post.)

One of the most frequent queries
from perplexed readers made to The
Post Question and Answer department
is: "What receiver shall. I buy or
construct?"

Our answer usually is: "It all de-
pends upon the purpose for which you
wish to use a radio set, and what
you expect to pay for it."

Buying radio sets for other persons
without knowing what is required is
about the same as trying to buy a
suit of clothes for some one whose per-
sonal whims and preferences are un-
known to you.

It is the purpose of this article to
set forth the various factors that usu-
ally enter into the purchase or con-
struction of a reciver, analyze those
factors so one may determine which
best suits his requirements and
name the various types of circuits that
possess the various factors.

Many Combination Circuits.
There are a number of circuits and

combinations of circuits, each one hav-
ing at least one outstanding feature
about it. One may have extreme
sensitiveness, but prove less efficient
in other respect's. Another may pos-
sess exceptional selectivity, but fail at
something else. Another may have un-
usual quality of tone, but no sen-
sitiveness or volume. And so it goes
down the list.

I am going to set forth the various
factors that experience teaches enter,
or should enter, into the purchase or
construction of radio receiving appa-
ratus. Here they are about in the
order of importance in tilt minds of
the people:

1. Volume of reproduction.
2. Sensitiveness and range.
3. Selectivity of signals.
4. Clarity of tone.
5, Simplicity in operation.
8. Low costs.
7. Small upkeep.
8. Ease of construction.
9. Nonradiation.

No Set Has All Factors.
To find a circuit that will answer

all these demands is impossible.
If the first four factors and the last

one only are accepted and the other
four disregarded, the question "What
receiver shall I buy or construct?"
easily can be answered.

Of all the proven hook-ups the Arm-
strong super -heterodyne with eleven
vacuum tubes certainly heads the list.
It is the last word in radio detection,
reproduction and amplification.

It has the widest range of all cir-
cuits. It has the greatest selectivity.
It has the most volume. It has clar-
ity of tone. That covers the first four
factors in our list. On point No. 9
also it answers all requirements.

However, it is extremely difficult to
operate. It not only requires skillful
tuning, but it is necessary for two
people to run it properly. Its cost
of construction is high. Its upkeep
is more than any other circuit. It is
difficult to construct.

It can be seen that the super -hetero-
dyne is no set for a novice to buy,
build, operate or maintain. V is not
a popular receiver for that reason.

The Superdyne Comes Next.
Next in the list of receivers answer-

ing to the nine factors comes Miner's
superdyne-only recently anounced.

It has almost as much volume as
the heterodyne, altho fewer tubes are
used. It almost is as selective and
the range is just a little less. It is
much easier to operate, costs less to
buy or build and less to maintain.

The superdyne is much easier to
construct, but still too difficult for the
novice, especially if the coils are to be
homemade. I would not advise any-
one who clever has operated a sharp -
tuning receiver with several controls
to buy or build a superdyne.

The radio -detector -audio circuits, per-
haps, come next in the list. There are
several of these types and modifica-
tions. The five -tube tuned radio -fre-
quency -audio hook-up, to which fam-
ily the Hazeltine Neutrodyne belongs,
have fair volume. And while quite
sensitive and selective, much less so
than the two circuits first described.

Not for Novices.
In clarity of tone they are almost

the equal of the heterodyne and super -
dyne. They also are more simple in
operation, but still novices have
trouble with them.

The various types of reflex circuits,
including the Grimes inverse reflex,
come under this grouping of radio -
audio frequency receivers. They use

Contiered, .op Page 13. Continued on ra.e 4.
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Continued from Page 3.

fiver tubes and are simpler to op -
e, e.

However, generally speaking, radio -
frequency is too 'much for the novice.
Even the more expert operator has
truuble with this type of circuit.

Next in efficiency comes .the Arm-
strong three -circuit regenerative set,
which has several variations. One of
them (the Old Reliable) has been de-
scribed in recent issues of this maga-
zir e.

Wi.h three tubes (two -stage pudio)
thiS receiver has -almost as much vol-
ume as :he foregoing circuits and with
a rd -stage audio it is their equal.
It is tea. quite so sensitive, but con-
sis e, ly will bring in all the Amer-
ican stations. which is about as much
as the average asks fOr. It is not so
selective, but matches fairly well in
clr rit.y of tone.

While not a simple set to tune, it
is more easy to operate than any of
the sets already described. It does
not cost as much to buy or build' as
Us' heterodyne and superdyne, but
ju- t about as much as the multiple
radio -frequency sets.

Cs, ri.I;eep it is cheaper, as it uses
fee's_ tubes and, therefore, less bat-
tery current. It is much simpler to
huial than the heterodyne and super -
dynes but a more difficult job than
the radio -frequency sets.

Being a regenerative set, it will re-
rad:ate when the tube is allowed to
oscillate, but is less of an offender
than the one and two circuit regenera-
tive sets.

Set with Volume.
The Armstrong super -regenerative

hook-up probably has greater volume
than any of the circuits described. /t
does not have the range or selectivity
of the heterodyne or superdyne, but it
is about on a par with the radiO-fre-
quency circuits and just a little bit
better than the Armstrong three -cir-
cuit regenerative. It is a noisy set to
tune in, but the reproduction is good
once the signal is cleared up.

It is simpler to operate /than the
heterodyne, superdyne and the radio -
frequency circuits,- but a little more
difficult to control than the three -cir-
cuit receiver. It ranks next to the
superdvse in cost of construction, but
is about on a par with the three -cir-
cuit in cost of operation. It will re -
radiate.

The Armstrong Flivver and the
Harkness modification of this receiver,
described last week in these pages,
has almost the volume of the circuit
just described. It is simpler to op-
erate and has nearly the same range
and selectivity. It is not expensive to
maintain, easier to build and will re -
radiate.

The Flewelling modification of the
regenerative circuit, tube for tube,
probably has more volume than any
of the sets mentioned, except the Arm-
strong super and the Flivver, altho
this does not mean it has more volume

The -"a:essaying photograph is a
graphic illustration of the immense
strides ferward tnai, radie has been
making, both technically and mechan-
ically, in the last three years. This
is a variocoupler built by W. B. Best
of the Powers theater to use in one
of the original Armstrong super -re-
generative circuits. It is entirely
hand -made. The form on which the
primary is wound is a leather tube
supported by one -eighth inch brass
hoops to which are brazed the sup-
ports for switch points, rotor, etc. The

rotor was 114,nd-carved from a croquet
ball. The rotor and stator terminals
were all brought to the rear and
mounted on a piece of bakelite. The
instrument completed weighs Shout
two pounds. Mr. Best says that if
some of those so-called experimenters
today who complain about not being
able to get good apparatus had the
same difficulties to confront as the
original experimenters, they would
more appreciate the work done by the
early discoverers such as Armstrong
and De Forest.

than the heterodyne or the superdyne,
of course, as these circuits use a multi-
ple of tubes.

Noisy and Hard to Control.
The Flewelling has almost the same

range of the three -circuit, but not
near the selectivity. It is a noisy set
and it is hard to control the regenera-
tion. It howls and screams like all
the supers do until the circuits are in
resonance with the incoming signal.
It costs much less to construct than
any of the foregoing sets and its up-
keep is small, as it uses only three
tubes. It also is easy to build. It will
reradiate.

The Autoplex, recently described in
these pages, is a modification of the
Armstrong super. It is in a much
more simplified form. Using one tube,
it has the volume of many two and
three tube sets, and its range is about
equal to Flewelling. Its selectivity is
only fair and may be compared with
the Flewelling on that score. It also
is a noisy set, like all the supers, but
reception is clear when the circuit is
in resonance with the incoming sig-
nal.

The Autoplex is very simple to con-
trol and may be compared to the ultra-
aUdions yet to be described. It is an
inexpensive set to construct and main-
tain and easy to build. It reradiates.

Ultra.-Audions Are Popular.
This brings us to the ultra-audion

group. This is the original De Forest
receiver and its simplicity of design
and ease of operation makes it pop-
ular with the novice.

On volume it does not compare with
any of the receivers described. Yet,
with one stage of audio it will operate
a loud speaker on local stations, and
with two stages will give fair loud-
speaker volume on stations within 500
to 600 mile range.

The circuit is a freakish one and at

The Famous
Federal Long
Distance Re-
ceiver.

RADIO
AS YOU WILL LIKE IT!

Before purchasing Radio for your home be sure
and hear our celebrated FEDERAL. It will prove
a revelation to you in bringing in long distance
stations clearly and with an unbelievable volume
of fine tone. Completely installed in your home
and positively GUARANTEED to tune out all
local stations and bring in the far distant ones.
Try a Federal in your home at our expense!

A House of Real Radio Service
It's the after purchasing service that counts most. A corps of
Radio Experts are here and ready at a moment's notice to take
care of our customers. A De Luxe Radio Service. All installa-
tions and antenna work by our own trained men.

Listen In Tomorrow
You are welcome to "listenin" any time during the day

or evening. Special demon-
stration of the Federal this
week. Be sure and hear the
Federal first!

The Best in Radio
Radio sets complete from

$34.50 to $400. Only the best
-Federal, Crosley and the
popular Portable Operadio.
Also Radio in a genuine
Victor Victrola.

RETAIL RADIO WHOLESALE

WURCITZER
op.

329 SOUTH WABASH

Evenings

times performs some remarkable dis-
tance feats. It is not dependable,however. The ultra is not very se-lective.

It is not so noisy as some of the
other regenerative sets described and
is one of the simplest of sets to tune
in, as it has only one critical control.
"The Superduc," 'which was first de-
scribed in these pages Jan. 3, is of the
ultra-audion type.

These receivers are low in cost, have
small tipkeep and are easy to con-
struct. They are great offenders on re -radiation.

- Become Small Transmitters.
The next type of receiver to be de-

scribed is the single circuit regenera-
tive sets. They are just a step lower in
volume, selectivity and sensitiveness
than the ultra-audion, which is an off-
shoot of the single circuiter.

What was said of operation, costs,
upkeep, construction and reradiation
for the ultra - audion can be applied
here.

The single circuit group probably is
"cussed" more than any other re-
ceiver. It is extremely difficult to
keep it from oscillating, especially in
the hands of an incompetent tune.
While doing this it is a miniature
transmitting set with a range of sev-
eral blocks.

As long' as novice operator is
working one of these circuits every
receiver, from the biggest to the small-
est, crystals included, in the radius of
several blocks, is filled with whistles
and howls that run the scale from
low C to high E.

The nonregenerative circuits were
what we bad until Armstrong came
along with his regeneration idea.

Except in radio -frequency sets when
they are used, few nonregenerative
sets are seen today. They are weak
in valume, not very selective and have
only three points in,their favor. They
have clarity, as they are 'free from
the howls and screeches of regenera-
tion. They "are simple in operation
and their cost of construction is small.
They are about as easy to construct
as ,the ultra-audion and will not re -
radiate.

Crystal Has Limitations.
This brings us to the lowly crystal.

On point No. 1 it is weak, as it has
less volume than any other circuit.
Its range, usually, it limited to ten to
fiften miles, altho some of the better
contructed types will reach fifty
miles consistently, and there are cir-
cuits that, under favorable conditions,
will reach 400 to 500 miles. The Hag-
erman long-distance crystal described
in these pages Nov. 28 is one of this
rare type.

On selectivity the best of the crys-
tal sets are helpless, altho by the use
of expensive parts, wave traps etc.,
fair selectivity may be had, but since
these things will bring costs pp close
to the one -tube set, only the "crystal

phan" will invest that much to get it.
On the remaining six points, how-

ever, the crystal has all the circuits
"beat a mile."

No vacuum tube detector set, how-
ever expensive tho it may be, can com-
pare with a circuit using a Crystal for
the detector. There is no distortion
whatsoever and the voice and music
comes in clear as a bell.

It is simplest of all sets to operate,
costs less to build, easy to Construct,
has no batteries to maintain, and, of
course won't reradiate.

Eight Classes of Buyers.
That brings us to the end of the list

of circuits. Now let us solve that
problem:

"What receiver shall I buy or con-
struct?"

There are eight classes of radio-
phans. In one of these you belong.
When we have ascertained that fact
your question is answered. Here is
the list:

1. The fellow who wants to buy or con-
struct a set "as cheap as possible," and is
willing to sacrifice everything else to get it.

2. The fellow who wants the maximum of
clarity, and is willing to sacrifice everything
else to get it.

3. The fellow who wants simplicity of op--
eration, and will sacrifice everything else to
get it, except low cost.

4. The fellow who wants a medium -dis-
tance receiver, simple to operate, and will
insist only on a fair measure of volume and
selectivity, and yet wants to keep costs
down.

5. The fellow who wants a long-distance
set, who will sacrifice selectivity, but insists
on a fairly easily operated set at a reason-
able price.6. The fellow who wants a long-distance
set. insists on selectivity, will sacrifice a
little of the operation simplicity, and is
willing to pay a fair price to get it.

7. The fellow who wants a "real long-
distance receiver that will bring in Cuba
and coast -to -coast all the tine under all
conditions.' and who will not worry over
difficult tuning, and yet wants "to keep
within reason" on costs.8. The fellow who wants "the best that
money can buy." who insists that not only
the range shall be the farthest, and the
volume the greatest, but that selectivity
shall be 100 per cent, and is willing to
sacrifice every other point to gain his own.

The Set You Should Buy.
If you belong in any of the above

classes, then the receiver you should
buy will be found in the following
list:

Class 1-Buy or build a crystal set.
Class 2-Buy or build a crystal set.
Class 3-Buy or build a crystal set. Or

buy or build a one -tube ultra-audion.
Class 4-Buy or build an ultra-audion with

one or two stages of audio -amplification.
Class 5-Buy or build an Armstrong fliv-

ver, Flewelling, Reinartz or a one or two
tube reflex.Class 6-Buy or build an Armstrong super
or an Armstrong three -circuit regenerative
with two stages of audio.

Class 7-Buy or build a superdyne. an
Armstrong super or an Armstrong three -
circuit regenerative with three stages of
audio.Class 7-Buy or build a super heterodyne
with eleven tubes.

"What receiver do you want to buy
or build?"

X*17gaimme
Frank Conrad.

Most of the credit due to perfection
of short wave broadcasting is due to
the experimenting of Frank Conrad,
assistant chief engineer of Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing
company, who is known to nearly
every amateur in the country thru
the call letters of his station 8XF, lo-
cated at his home in Wilkinsburg, Pa.

Listening In on a Moth

Dr. Phillips Thomas of the research
department of the Westinghouse Elec-
tric company is shown here with his
newly perfected microphone, which is
so extremely sensitive that sounds
hitherto unknown to the human ear

are now possible of attainment. In
the above photo Mr. Thomas is listen-
ing to the heartbeats of a moth. The
microphone is the round instrument
on the table with the two imbedded
fuses. The invention has opened a
new era of research.

MacMillan Keeps
in Touch with
World by Radio
For the first time in his sixteen

years of sojourning off and on in the
north pole region, Dr. Donald B. Mac-
Millan, the arctic explorer, is in com-
munication with the rest of the world.
With his radio receiver he has heard
hundreds of broadcasting stations in
Europe and America, some as far
away as California, Mexico and the
Hawaiian Islands. He hears station
WJAZ with unfailing regularity.

Dr. MacMillan selected the Zenith -
Edgewater Beach hotel broadcasting
station as the official transmitter of
news to him because of its favorable
location. Climatic conditions and ter-
restical magnetism make the eastern
states much less suitable for com-
munication with the north pole. The
location of WJAZ, on the other hand,
is everything that could be desired;
besides, no station. Is more powerful or
better equipped.

Brings Hone to Them.
The isolation of the north pole hasi

no more terrors for MacMillan and his
seven men. Think of whiling away
the dreadfully vacant and oppressive
evening before the advent of radio!
Now these men need not depend en-
tirely on sheer imagination to waft
themselves to enchanting places of en-
tertainment, which distance make&
more enchanting still-the ballroom
aglitter with femininity and jazz; the
cafes enlivened by the aroma of black
coffee, good cigars and the sparkle of
con vival souls.Now they can' "listen in" and be
present socially tho absent physically,
can bear the swish of silks of the
nimble dancers,,, the clink of glasses
and silverware and.the murmured con-
versation of the diners, the rounds
of applause after each dance and all
but take part in the gayety and joyous
interchange so markedly absent in the
north pole region.

Or, if in more serious mood, they
can listen to a concert, to a sermon,
to a long list of diversified, quiet en-
tertainment and relaxation.

A special treat is served them every
Wednesday at midnight. They are on
band without fail, because this is Mac-
Millan night at station WJAZ-that
is when they get word directly from
home, word from relatives and friends.
Then they are furnished in tabloid
form the news of the- previous week
and the Thursday morning news hot
off the press.

Christmas eve witnessed a special
program of Christmas carols an'd mu-
sic and the unexpected pleasure- of
Letitia Fogg. Dr. MacMillan's sister,
who, with his two nieceS, delivered
messages from their own lips and gave
greetings for themselves and the
friends and relatives of the explorers.

-Acknowledges Each Program.
Every Wednesday night's program,

including that of Christmas eve, has
been acknowledged by Dr. MacMillan.
His boat, the "Bowdoin," is equipped
with sending apparatus, and on Thurs-
day be usually acknowledges the early
morning program. His messages are
picked up either at Prince Rupert, B.
C., Moosejaw, Saskatchewan, or Ava-
lon, Catalina Island, Cal., and than
relayed to the Zenith -Edgewater Beach
hotel broadcasting station. He re-
ported that his sisters and nieces were
heard distinctly-their voices were
easily recognized.

Others Show Interest.
MacMillan and his crew and the

Eskimo visitors to the "Bowdoin" are
not the only ones whose ears are bent
on these Wednesday WJAZ programs.
An audience spread over a great part
of the North American continent is
sharing the pleasure. From remote
sections of the country-from farms,
ranches. lumber camps, Indian res-
ervations and lonesome districts in the
sparsely settled stretches of the United
States and Canada-come frequent let-
ters of appreciation, not to mention
the thousands of testimonials from
the larger centers. For many people.
this occasion offers a means of get-
irg the news.

"Even after MacMillan returns,
glease keep up the news service,"
wrote a lumber man. And from a
farm thirty miles from the nearest
postoffice comes a letter, "Keep up
the weekly news to MacMillan and be
sure to let us knew when another war
starts."

You will find the classified adver-
tisement section interesting. See
Page 15.

RAN
The Long Distance
Crystal Detector

Used by HAGERMAN in his
LONG - DI STANCE HOOK-UP

SELF-ADJUSTING
ALWAYS SENSITIVE

ALWAYS READY
AT ALL RELIABLE DEALERS
or-send $1.50 and your dealer's
name for one by prepaid post.

R. W. Mfg. Co.,
226 North Halsted St., Chicago
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East Pittsburg Station Broadcasts Repeated by
Eight British Stations

THE station illustrated
and described this week
is the pioneer broadcast-

ing station-KDKA of East
Pittsburg. This is the most
powerful of the stations oper-
ated by the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing
company.-The Editor.

IT HAS been stated by many emi-
nent authorities that radio is the
greatest boon of the present cen-

tu and it is fact that the usefulness
of 'radioradio is limited only by the in-
genuity of those who use it.

No one can claim, however, that the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing company of East Pittsburg, Pa.,
which operates the pioneer broad-
caster of the world, KDKA, and also
three other stations, KYW at Chicago,
WBZ at Springfield, Mass., and
KFKX, the new repeater at Hastings,
Neb., is lagging in the race for new
uses of radio.

Repeats Oversees Messages.
The latest development of this com-pany is the repeating of messages

across the ocean, and from develop-
ments of the past month, it has been
proted that broadcasts originating
from one station can cover almost the
entire world thru the use of repeating
stations. KDKA has covered, with re-
peaters in action, almost the half of
the earth.

KFKX, the new repeating station of
the company, is located at Hastings,
Neb. It repeats the concerts originat-
ing at KDKA, in East Pittsburg, and
services, the entire western half of
the United States, Canada, Mexico,
and also a large portion of South
America.

Co-operates with English Stations.
Then there are the repeating star

tions located across water.
Thru co-operation with station 2AC

of the Metropolitan -Vickers Elec-
trical company, at Manchester, Eng-
land, the same broadcast which is re-
peated from KFKX is also repeated
from' this English station. However,
the entire eight stations of the British
Broadcasting company are linked to-
gether with land lines and the result
is that what one station broadcasts
the lot can also bitadcast providing
they desire to. In the case of the
Westinghouse broadcasts all the sta-
tions of the B. B. C tie-up in the re-
peating.

The result of these simultaneous
broadcasts is that the peoples of Great
Britain and of the countries of the
European continent can, all of them,
hear this repeated message. Tele-
grams have been received in America,
from residents living in Switzerland,
Italy, Belgium and other countries,
stating that they were hearing KDKA
better than they heard the broadcasts
of the British company.

Messages Delude Them.
These people did not know that the

broadcasts of KDKA were being re-
peated by the British company and
perhaps were deluded into thinking
they were hearing more clearly, be-
cause of the fact that the messages
were originating in America.

The transatlantic repeating of
broadcasts is the latest improvement
in radio, and it was KDKA, the pio-
neer broadcaster of the world, which
was the pioneer in this achievement
just as it has been the pioneer -in
every radio achievement since it was
started away back in November, 1920.

Gives Setting-Up'Exerases
Every Morning by Radio

The morning's "daily dozen" can
now. be taken by radio. Setting -up
exercises directed by P. A. Leon-
hardt of the central department of the
Chicago Y. M. C. A. are broadcast
each morning at 7 a. m. thru station
KYW.

amount of interest shown in
the Radio Health league warrants its
development," Leonhardt said. "En-
rollment is free and will entitle mem-
bers to free health service by bulletin
and personal consultation. Each week
these exercises will be arranged in
Series form. A chart showing the
correct position to execute the move-
ments has been prepared."

Plans Better Station
WBS, the broadcasting station of

D. W. May & Co., in Newark, is to
have a new transmitter, this one to
be a 100 -watt set. The present trans-
mitter is a 50 -watt outfit. WBS trans-
mits on 360 meters.

25 MILE RADIUS

$6.00
COMPLETE CRYSTAL SET

With Phone, Aerial and Ground Wire, '
Insulators, etc. Nothing extra to buy.

Fully Guaranteed
Dealers write for discount

LORAIN MFG. CO.
128' N. Wells St., Second Floor

Dearborn 2567'

Upper left-hand picture shows a view of the high -frequency; trans-
mitter at KDKA. The upper right-hand picture is of the downtown
studio of station KDKA. The thirty -five-foot antenna of KDKA is
shown below. The gentleman standing before the microphone is H. P.
Davis, vice president of the Westinghouse company, who is called "the
father of broadcasting," as it was he that was responsible for,the first."
programs. At the bottom is station 2AC at Manchester, England, the..
first European station la repeat broadcast from America.

Woman's Club Leaders to
Be Featured Over Radio

Half an hour every Thursday eve-
ning for the rest of the radio year
has been assigned leaders in the Illi-
nois Federation of Women's Clubs by
station WMAQ, Chicago.

Mrs. George Thomas Palmer of
Springfield will deliver the first radio
talk from 7:30 to 8 o'clock Thursday
night, Jan. 24. k After that every
Thursday, from 4:30 to 5 o'clock, some
other leader will talk.

On Jan. 31 Mrs. Charles J. Trainor
of Chicago, chairman of the commit-
tee on American citizenship, will
speak, and , the following Thursday,
Feb. 7, Mrs. Theron Colton of Chi-
cago, head of the department of con-
servation. Other speakers will be an-
nounced later.

Chicago Radio Fight
Phans Hear Greb Bout

Radio fight phans enjoyed one of the
best scrape of the season last Friday
night, for WJY broadcast Maj. J. An-
drew White's description of Johnny
Wilson's attempt and failure to wrest
his lost middleweight championship
from Harry Greb at Madison Square
Garden, New York city. Many Chi-
cago phans report having heard the
announcement of the fight round by
round so plainly and clearly they
imagined they actually could see the
fighters.

Cracked Insulators Make
Trouble for Aerials

Cracked aerial insulators are a "wel-
come" sign to moisture. and once the
cracks are filled, the frost does the
rest. Broken insulators mean imper-
fect reception. Examine every joint
carefully whether soldered or not.
Where clamps of any kind are used,
loosen them, clean off the surfaces
and retighten the clamps. If the sup-
porting poles are bent, weakened pr
twisted, replace them with material
stout enough to stand the blasts of
winter.

GRID LEAK VALUES.
For all-round work the best value

for the grid leak is about two meg-
ohms. The actual size for best work
varies slightly and the range is from
one-half mcgolim to five megohms.
This is why a good variable leak =is
preferable.

Radio Takes Part in
Shenandoah's Rescue

Radio broadcasting stations had a
part in aiding the safe return of the
dirigible; Shenandoah', when she broi:e
loose from her mooring at Lakehurst,
N. J., the other night.

All of the New York city stations
discontinued their programs. At the
request of the naval communication
officer at the Brooklyn navy yard,
WEAF sent out a general call to all
listeners to be on the lookout for the
big airship. Employes at WOR s.iw
the ship directly over Newark. WOR
advised the Shenandoah of her loca-
tion. The Shenandoah replied in code,
but was unable to establish communi-
cation *ith WOR.

G. W. Johnstone, one of WEAF'S
operators, was off duty at his home
in Perth Amboy. He received the
Shenandoah's message and sensing the
situation transmitted it by telephone
to WOR.

You will find the Classified Adver-
tisement Section interesting. See
page 15.

Western Electric
"JUNIOR MODEL"

Loud Speaker
A new arrival and a big value!
You know the quality of the
Western Electric products.
This model gives excellent
volume and clear, pure tone,
mellow as phono-
graph. Come in and
hear it.

$2350
"n Commonwealth Edison
EJLECTRIC SHOP

72 West Adams St..

Profit Sharing;
Coupons Given
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Uses Ele'ctric Light Socket Minus Plug
for His Aerial and Finds It Works Fine

By W. S. ENGLISH.
(Inventor of the "Electrodyne.")

7; HOUSANDSwho live in hotels
1 and rooming - houses, as well as

those in apartment -houses, are being
denied the wonders of radio because
they are denied access to an aerial.
With a recent discovery of mine, a
small crystal set and pair of head-
phones, the parts of which cost me
$1.60, they are able to listen to a.
broadcasting station anywhere within
ten miles. I do not know how much
farther, as I get KDKA at East Pitts-
burg, ten miles from here, loud and
clear every night with this arrange-
ment, as well as either of the other
three stations here in Pittsburg.

It has been a wonderful thing for
me as tt traveling salesman, and I am
sure an explanation of this hook-up
will prove a boon to thousands as
well and increase the sale of radio
sets to those who cannot have them
now because they are prohibited from
laving an aeriaL

It is now possible for the traveling
salesman to carry a small radio set
In his grip, and v'hen he reaches a
city where a broadcasting station is

' located to set up his outfit in two or
three minutes and listen to the news
bulletins, market reports and concerts,
ind if he so desires, he can lie on
the bed and rest while "attending" the
ioncert.

"Goes" to Church in Bed.
On Sunday he can lie in bed and

Wend the Sunday services at  'the
same time, which is the most corn-

--Portable way of going to church I have

WS. EiV'GLISH, a traveling
 salesman for a fire de-

partment supply -house, with
headquarters in Pittsburg, and
one of The Post readers, says
he has discovered a new aerial
hook-up that he has named the
"electrodyne," that will prove a
boon to thousands who live in
hotels, apartment and rooming -
houses, as well as those who
live in their own homes. It
enables anyone to use an elec-
tric lamp socket without a con-
denser plug as an aerial. He
tells about it in this article. -
The Editor.

sleep, there is no one to prod him
awake.

In the evening, should one desire,
he can lie down on the bed, smoke
and rest and listen to the evening
concerts, and when the orchestra
plays "Drifting Back to Dreamland,"
he can lay aside his cigar and just
"drift" to awaken perhaps an hour or
so later to find the broadcasting sta-
tion silent and the artists' voices gone
from the air.

The Electrodyne is an improvement
over the wired wireless idea of Maj.
Gen. Squeers, who advocated broad-
casting over the light and power lines
from a central broadcasting station so
that one could plug into a' lamp socket
with a condenser plug and enjoy the
evening concerts form the central
power station without an aerial.

found, for should the listener go to Our network of electric light wires

39 West Jackson Blvd. 14011010.0014010de
OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAY

Plymouth Radio Shop
Herald -Examiner WI', Hook -Up

SPECIAL

$ .95
Parts
Only

1 Panel; 1 Base-
board; 1 180°
Variocoupler; 1 23 -
plate Condenser;

1 Rheostat; 1 Grid; 1 Condenser; 1 Socket; necessary wire,
binding posts, spaghetti, diagram, etc.
This is the famous Hook -Up that thousands upon thousands of Chicagoans
have been using and are getting phenomenal results on. It is simple to
build, easy to operate, and brings in out of town stations with surprising
ease. All parts are fully guaranteed by the Plymouth Radio Shop.

Parts mounted, $9.85 I Parts mounted & wired, $12.95
Complete set, built for you, in cabinet, including tube, Batteries, $91
head phone, aerial wire, etc &OM'  I, ai

For Vernier parts throughout, add $6.00 to any of the above
The above, with 3 tubes, ready for loud speaker; Vernier parts. $57.89
Complete with tubes, batteries, head phones, etc.
Assembled and Wired $67.39

Neutrodyne
Complete parts for 6 -tube
set. All standard parts -fully
guaranteed.

Factory Made
Fada Parts

Neutrodyne Sets
Five tube. Comes built

2aSOsolid walnut cabinet.
Perfectly- neutralized

SO
and fully guaranteed.

TELEFUNKEN
Imported German

3 Tube Rec. Sets

ly With
- 19

Compar
identicale

the West-
inghouse $125 set. Com-
plete in solid mahogany case.
Only one dial to set.

9.50

Ribbon Aerial
50 ft. $1.39
75 ft. $1.95
100 ft. $2.69
150 ft. $3.95

Long Range Head Phones $2.49
Baldwin Type "C" Head Phones, $12 List, $6.95
Amrad Variocoupler, $6 List -Special - $2.45

used with 3 Dry CellsS.J.-1 Detector Tubes $1.95-Every TUN` Tested
23 -Plate Signal Variable Condenser - - $1.25

Le De Luxe Tube

$211
Six -Volt Tube -
French p a t ent
makes possible
the low price.
A b solutely
guaranteed.

Amplifier
Tube, $2.85

Battery
Charger
$8.69

$18 value -gen-
uine Tungar
bulb -charges 2
amperes per
hour.

Loud Speaker
Baldwin Unit
43.45

A n other
g u aranteed
special from
the Ply-
mouth.

'A' Storage Battery
GUARANTEED 18 MONTHS

80 Hour 100 Hour 120 Hour

$9'5 $10." $11.95
Our Guarantee We want you to be completely satisfied in all your

dealings with the Plymouth Radio Shop. If forany reason vou feel that the goods you receive do not represent the quality
or value which you have a right to expect, we will be glad to have you
return them to us. RADIO is no longer mysterious. Our radio engineers
are at your service --their advice is absolutely Free.

Plymouth Radio Shop
39 West Jackson Boulevard

Mail Orders Solicited. Phone Wabash 6334
Sp00~0011 OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAY kft.4-40101111

are now carrying the messages of the
broadcast station to every one near an
electric light globe if they but know
how to utilize them without the neces-
sity of the power company putting in
an expensive broadcasting stktion,
and it beats the wired wireless idea,
for the listener -in can choose the sta-
tion to which he wishes to listen,
whereas under the wired wireless idea
only that station broadcasting over the
power line could be heard.

Discovery Made in Hotel.
Being a traveling salesman and also

a radiophan I wanted to carry a radio
set with me so that whenever I wasin a city where there was -a broad-
casting station I could "listen in," but
this was prohibited by all the methods
known to me at that time.

With a small crystal set it was nec-essary to have an aerial and ground
wire to get results, while with thebulb sets it was too much trouble to
carry batteries, tubes, etc., to work aloop aerial, in addition to the time
necessary to set up and take down aset.

With a small crystal outfit I setabout experimenting to find some wayof doing without an aerial, and theseexperiments led to the discovery of
the aerial hook-up, which I have named
the "Electrodyne."

Being a practical electrician and
knowing that the wires running to 'the
electric light in my room were carry-
ing a steady flow of electricity to that
filament on a frequency of &ty cy-
cles, I believed that this flow of low
frequency current could. be made to
carry the high frequentcy wave of the
broadcasting station operating at 920
kilocycles.

Discovers the Electrodyne.
Several different "hook-ups" wer

tried without result at first because
was trying to use the gas pipe for a
ground wire, and this from the third
floor of a hotel was rather imperfect.

I had often heard of utilizing the
bed springs of a bed as an antenna
apd a water or gas pipe as a ground,
but this proved too weak a circuit
for a crystal set, or at least the one
I was using at the time, anti() I did
make it work with a better set.

I still kept the idea, however, of the
electric light wires acting as my car-
rier, but being an electrician I was
educated in the school of the com-
plete metal circuit as being used by
electricians.

While still having the idea of using
the bed springs for the antennae, I
connected the aerial side of my set to
them and the ground wire to the
electric light conduit that carried the
light wires up the wall, across the
ceiling to a center light and then
down the wall `to a switch. I immedi-
ately got voices and music, but not
loudly, and I degided to try reversing
the connections, and the problem was
solved and the "Electrodyne" was born
to take its place with the other strange
things learned about radio.

The idea which had formed in my
mind that the low frequency current
of the electric light wires could be
made to pick up the high frequency
current of the local broadcasting sta-
tions and bring it into my porn was
correct.

By attaching the aerial side of my
set to either of the three screws that
holds the shade over an electric light
globe I had no direct connection with
the electric light circuit, but the high
frequency wave followed these light
wires into this point, then jumped
across the small spacer intervening to
the screw, down the aerial wire to the
set, thru the set and head phones
to the gtound wire running to the
bed springs and otit into the air
again, as these bed springs were on
the third floor of the hotel and had
no direct connection with the ground,
but thru the atmosphere.

Works With a Bulb Set.
Satisfied I had found the means of

carrying a small crystal set in my
grip and ottheing able to hear broad-
casting from a broadcasting station
within several miles of me in any
city where I might be, I tried a sin-
gle tube set hooked up the same way
and it worked just as well and brought
the stations in much louder than the
crystal set.

Believing that perhaps it was a freak
of the room, I tried it out in different
rooms, on different floors of the ho-
tel connected to the metal conduit, the
screws of the shade holder, and when
these were not available, tied the
aerial wire around the lamp socket,
and without trouble picked up a
broadcasting station ten miles from
my hotel at will as well as any of
three others in the city when they
are on"the air.

I wpuld be interested in having some
of yobr Chicago readers trying out the
idea and reporting to you what suc-
cess they have with the Electrodyne.

Gets Radio from Skies
Mr. Ridoux, an amateur of Garches,

France, had the luck recently to find
a meteorite weighing a number of
pounds. In breaking it he noticed a
number of sparking particles, resem-
bling the appearance of galena. A
small piece of the visitor from the
heavens was forthwith inserted in the
crystal holder, the cat whisker ad-
justed -and signals heard. The ma-
terial -proved to be only slightly in-
ferior to regular galena, but seemed
to contain fewer sensitive points.

Navy Making Radio Tests
The naval communication service is

making extensice tests with radio on
three cruisers and a battleship now at
sea. The tests are designed to . de-
termine. the alertness of watch main-
tained by ship and shore stations, the
maximum reliable range of ship's
transmitters, the maximum range of
reception from shore stations and the
efficiency in handling codes.

Maj. Gen. George 0. Squier, chief signal officer of the army, re -
retired Jan. 1 after forty years of distinguished service as an officer of
high scientific attainments. While Gen. Squier is known as an inven-
tor of a number of different things, he is best known for his invention
of line radio, popularly known as wired wireless, and ranks as one of
the greatest inventions in telephony. Gen. Squier is succeeded at his
post as chief signal officer by Col. Charles McK. Saltzman, who is
regarded as one of the most proficient officers in the army. Photo
shows Gen. Squier seated at desk. Col. Saltzman is standing.

Milwaukee
Club Shows

Lots of Pep
MILWAUKEE, Jan. 24. -Contrast-

ed with last year, the technical com-
mittee of the Milwaukee Radio Ama-
teurs' Club, Inc., no longer is repre-
sented by one man investigating and
reporting at meetings, but is now the
society's largest committee and per-
haps its most active.

Reports such as "The Relative Effi-
ciencies of Battery -Charger Rectifi-
ers," by R. E. Lathrop, 9ATX, former
vice preSident of the Waukesha Radio
Amateur club; "An Amateur's Notion
of the Heaviside Layer Theory," D. H.
Doll, 9ALR, West Ains A. R. R. L.
city manager, and "The Remotely
Controlled System at station 9AAP,"
by M. F. Szukalski J r., are typical
of this committee's work. Mr. Doll
is chairman.

"Magnetism and Some Original Ex-
periments in Its Manifestation" was
the title of an addreiso given before -
the society by the Rev. John B. Kre-
mer, S. J., A. M., professor of physics
and director of station WHAD, Mar-
quette- university. Father Kremer,
known as an eminent physicist, re-
cently has become a deep student of
radio oemmunication and has evolved
a new microphone for broadcasting
stations.

Clausing Talks on Transmitters.
Another lecture arranged by the

program committee was "Tube Trans-
mitter Design," given by Le Roy
M. E. Clausing, 9XN, operating en-
gineer at station WJAZ of the Chi-
cago Radio laboratory. As a program
feature a contest in defining technical;
radio terms was held. Great enthu-
siasm was aroused, the winners being
C. R. Griesbacher, 9CYL, and M. H.
Doll, 9ALR, who were awarded Ameri-
can Radio league emblems.

On the same evening of the weekly
meetings, Thursday, only at 7:15
p. in., a code class for B. C. L.'s is
held. This is in the trustees' room of
the Milwaukee public museum, and
has been quite well attended, among
those wishing to learn to receive the
international Morse code are two -

L.'s.
Membership Drive Successful:

Under the leadership of F. W. Catel,
9DTK, a most successful membership
drive has been put over. From a large
group of Milwaukee county nonmem-
ber amateurs a majority have been
induced to join the club and the
American Radio Relay league, of
which the Milwaukee society is a
local section.

1M. F. Szukalski Jr., 9AAP, the so-
ciety's vice president, recently has
been appointed A. R. R. L. city man-
ager for Milwaukee, and now heads
the city's traffic work. An active
campaign against spark stations has
begun, and attempts to mitigate the
spark interference to broadcasting, as
caused by commercial transmitters on
ship stations, are being made, for it
is this interference that is most
troublesome to local radiophans.

The traffic committee solicits re-
ports of QRM for investigation. All
communications to the club should be
addressed to its general office, 601
Enterprise building, Milwaukee, Wis.,
or its officers may be interviewed at
the weekly meetings, which are open
to the public.

Some Radio Storm
The radio storm created by WGY in

the production of "Peg o' My Heart"
as a radio' drama was so realistic, ac-
cording to Martin L. Wyman Jr. of
Gaysville, Vt., that his father took off
his headphones, saying that he didn't
care -to listen -in during a thunder-
storm.

Africa Hears U. SI
From Grahamstown, Africa, S. W.

Watson reports his reception of Amer-
ican broadcasting, saying that ama-
teur§ in Capt Town have recently -
heard music and speeches in a foreign
language.

Cross U. S. on One Tube.
Donald S. Reinhardt, a 15 -year -old

phan who lives in Llanerch, Pa., re-
cently tuned -in KFI, Los Angeles,
Cal., while using only a detector tube.

Fishes for
Aerial Rope

with Kite
Fishing for a broken rope on a lofty

pole with a kite and hooks is not only
a novel method of repairing an aerial,
but also a most efficient one.
, George D. Waltman. "Printer for

Particular People" of Peru, Ill., was
in this office the other day to sub-
scribe for "The World's Best Radio
Magazine" and told the following
story:

"During an electrical storm one day
last summer lightning played a strange
prank with my ratio outfit. My aerial
is fifty-five feet high, suspended be-
tween poles 100 feet apart. I had no
ground switch at the time, but had
the lead-in wire wrapped around an
iron rod driven into the ground when
not -using the set.'

Leaves Rope on Pole.
"A bolt of lightning struck the aut.:

al, and instead of following the lead-in
to the ground, melted one of the in-
sulators, followed the rope and one
of the poles to the ground. The aerial
dropped to the ground with one-half
of the insulator fastened to it. The
other half of the insulator tied to the
end of the rope was suspended thrU
a pulley fifty-five feet in the air, with
no seeming way to retrieve it without
taking the pole down, as it was not
strong enough to permit climbing.

"A few days afterward I noticed a
kite flying and an idea vtthich I be-
lieved novel struck' me. I found the
youth who wars flying the kite and
had him wind it in. I then took him
Ito my yard and had him again fly the
kite. To his kite string I tied on a
half -dozen fish books about six inches
apart with strings about a foot long.
I directed the boy to move the kite
to where it would caute the string
to come iri contact with the pole on
which the broken insulator was hang-
ing. Then slowly he moved the kite
string up and down with the fish
hooks even with the insulator.

, Does the Job Efficiently.
"The hooks at once caught into what

I supposed was the frayed end of the
rope where it was tied into the ring
of the insulator, but imagine my sur-
prise when the boy wound in the kite
to find two of the hopits had become
fastened in the ring iii tile insulator
alongside of the rope. It was thenonly the matter of getting another
insulator and suspending the aerial
again and the set was ready for use.
This saved the costly method of lower-
ing one of the poles and having itre -erected. It is needless to say that
the youth who retrieved the rope wasas elated as I was, and more so when
I tendered him a two -dollar bill for
his trouble of reflying his kite."

You will find the classified adver-
tisement section interesting. SeePage 15.

WORLD

Radio

Batteries

Save
You
50%

Two -Year Written Guarantee
2 Volt Storage Battery for tat*

WD -11 and WD -12 Tubes. 41,
4 Volt Storage Battery for

ITV -199 Tubes $8.00
200 hours' service on one charge.

Rechargeable.
6 Volt 60 Amp. 6 100 0Amp..

$8.50
8 Volt 80 'Amp.. 6 Volt 120 Amp..

$10.00 - $114610500
a6t Volt 140 Amp.,

Hydrometer and 22% Volt "B" Battery
free with each Radio Battery purchase.
ff you bring this ad with you.

WORLD BATTERY CO.
Department P.

60 EAST ROOSEVELT ROAD
saassmat3pen Evenings and
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Compactly Built Regenerative Receiver Set with
Range and Selectivity

CONSIDERABLE inter-
est is shown in com-
pactly built one -tube re-

ceivers, which, while possess-
ing that qualification, also
still retain efficiency. Hers.
is a receiver that answers
these requirements in the full-
est. It has a  coast -to -coast
range, and with two stages of
audio will give all the volume
anyone but a concert -hall
manager would demand. It
also has unusual selectivity
and simplicity of control .-
The Editor.

THIS compactly built receiver Is
a variation of the Armstrong re-
generative receiver which has

been described in these pages during
the last few weeks. It has been re-
fel'red to as "The Junior Old Reli-
able."

The circuit really is a single -circuit
hook-up, but has characteristics of atwo -circuit set. It uses a peculiar
type coupler very similar to that used
by the "Zenith."

The set was not designed for great
distances, altho it has shown some re-
markable performances. It is selec-
tive, however, and it has developed
volume on stations within a range of
two to four hundred miles that has
given its owners great satisfaction.

Not only Is the set compact, but It
has the minimum of controls. The
receiver here illustrated was designed
for L. W. Hunt of Lombard, Ill., and
he reports that it brings in practically
all of the popular stations, using just
one tube, and that it is remarkably
free from the usual noises of a regen-
erative set.

Local stations do not disturb this
receiver, as it has been tested within
a few blocks of the north side broad-
casting stations and pushes thru them
without any effort. Two stages of
audio may be employed and a loud
speaker worked. The volume will be
good.

The photograph shows very clearly
the arrangement of the parts and
mounting scheme.

By reference to the diagram Cl is a
variable condenser of the vernier type
preferred and .0005 wfd. capacity. Itis used to tune the primary circuit.
C2 is a grid condenser of .00025 wfd.
capacity if C-200 or W-200 tube is
used. Otherwise use .0005 wfd. con-
denser. C3 is a .001 by-pass con-
denser. It passes the radio -fre-
quency current across the high resist-
ance of the phones and batteries. RI
is a grid resistance, 1 meg. to 2 meg.
R2 is a filament control. Ll is a 77 -
turn coil on four -inch tube, starting at
one end tapped every ten turns.
Starting with seventieth turn of sev-
enth tap, bring out tap for every
turn. This gives a coil that may be
varied from 200 to 600 meters, which
is its efficient range. L2 variometer
coupled inductively to side of timing
coil. This affords a smooth control
Of the plate circuit and gives regen-
eration over the entire wave length of
from 200 to 600 meters.

No attempt is made to give panel
layout, as the builder may fine it nec-
essary to change construction slightly
on account of cabinet. The one usedhere was an old "RC" cabinet, which
a. dealer had bought in a job lot and
sold very cheaply.

"C" BATTERY ON DETECTOR
TUBE.

UV -199 and C-299 tubes, when used
as detectors, are oftentimes improved
100 per cent by the addition of "C"
bateries in the grid circuit. This may
be inserted by connecting the positive
of the "C" battery to the tuning in-
ductance and the negative to the grid
lead condenser.

DRILLING PANELS.
When drilling a hole in the pan

never go completely thru from one sidee)
because, if you do, chipping of the
panel will result. The proper method
Is to start from the front. Drill until
the bit point shows on reverse side of
panel, then turn panel over. By using
a small hole as guide, finish by drilling
out the remaining bakelite.

Exchange the Radio material you
have and do not need for the material
you can use that some one else has.
Advertise in the Classified Section of
this magazine. 5 cents per word.
See page 15.

NEUTRODYNE
SPECIALISTS

Downtown Demonstration in
Room 2064 Congress Hotel

Radio Engineers-Service Station
WEEK -END SPECIALS

C299Tubes,$3.98
Guaranteed Electric Soldering 52.10Irons. MOO value - .

THE SHERIDAN RADIO
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

4611 KENMORE WI SON
Complete line of high-grade Radio unite.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
OPEN EVENINGS and SUNDAY
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The upper photo shows the general mounting scheme for this sim-
plified form of Armstrong single -circuit regenerative receiver. Note the
tailing device and the neat wiring. The lower photo shows the panel of
the set with its simple controls.

Figures Radio Voice
Develops Horse Power

It is estimated by Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith that a radio broadcasting
station is roughly a one -horse -power
voice. This way of regarding a radio-
phone station is justified by the value
of power which leaves the aerial wires.
One horse power consists in hoisting
half a ton from the ground to the
height of thirty-three feet in one min-
utia

The electrical unit of power used in
speaking of a broadcasting station is
tha "watt." It takes slightly less than
75) watts to make a horse power. The
average American broadcasting sta-
den radiates from 500 to 1,000 watts.

Measurements indicate that the
power of a human voice, in lcud
speech or song, is only about one -one -
hundred -millionth of a watt. Yet this
minute pcwer is sufficient to be heard
by the ear for several hundred feet.
The human ear is calculated to be
about as sensitive as the eye, so far
as the amount of power required to
give a definite sensation is concerned.
By radio this feeble voice can be built
up to a one -horse -power voice. This
means that the voice of a speaker
broadcasting from WJZ is increased
over 50,000,000 times. In other words,
if everybody on earth were to get to-
gether ard shout at once, the voice
power produced would still fall far
short of the strength of a voice broad-
cast by WJZ.

Wire Links Radio
Station, Studio
100 Miles Apart

A 100 -mile broarlpaet tine will tje
up the new Boston studio of station
ViTBZ in Springreld, Mass., when
projects by the Westinghouse Elec-
tric company and the Boson Traveler
Herald are completed, it is announced.

This line, which will be the longest
span connecting studio and station in
the country, has been specially de-
signed for broadcasting and will be
used solely for that purpose. It will
be built by the Western Union com-
pany, on the poles on the Boston and
Albany railroad right of way. To
eliminate line noises, the wires will be
transposed at frequent intervals, and
every precaution will be taken to
make it a line as good as sirralar lines
ear necting studios and stations only
a few miles away.

The Boston studio wilt be located
on the Brunswick hotel, and will be
specially built for broadcasting. It
will be acoustically as well as artis-
tically perfect. As Bostoto is the ac-
knowledged center of culture. as well
as one of the best musical communi-

1 aies in the country, the location is
deal. The line from Springfield to

i Boston will also connect wita a num-
ber of places in that city. The pick-
ap system around Boston will be as
elaborate as a telephone exchange.
T a.s will give station WBZ the ad-
vantage of a very varied p-ogram.

i Litho station WBZ has been heard
-n England, Cuba, and on the Pacific

I coast, changes in the trarsmission
apparatus are contemplated which
will increase the range ci! the station

' still more. All of these irtprovernents
will make of station W3e1 one of the
best in the counalw ant increase its
Jollity and vfilue a. hundreafold.

Amateur Assists
Storm -Ridden

Canning Plant
SPOKANE, Jan. 24.-While- the

waves sweeping to shore in the teeth
of a terrific storm on the northwest
Pacific coast were gradually eating
away the underpinnings of a cannery
located in a lonely stretch of woods at
Neah bay, A. A. McCue, superintend-
ent of the Neah bay branch of the
Northwestern Fisheries company,
using an amateur radio telegraph sta-
tion, sought help from the company's
main office at Seattle thru an ama-
teur radio station in this city.

His urgent call, addressed to his
father, P. H. McCue, general man-
ager and vice president of the fish-
eries, was received here and relayed
by way of the Western Union by an-
other amateur, Carlos Yerian of this
city. The scene at Yerian's station,
7G1, from the moment that he caught
the first call, is graphically described
by F. M. Curtis.

"Huh, that's a new one on me,"
muttered 7GI to himself as he turned
on the filaments of his two five-wat
ters preparatory to answering 7IP's
(McCue's) general inquiry, which was
liberally sprinkled with the word ur-
gent. "Wonder who this bird is, any-
way? Don't remember hearing his
call before. Well, here is where we
get acquainted." 7IP, 7IP, 7IP de
7GL 7GI, 7GI, QRA? QTC? k.

"GM OM QRA., Neah Bay, Wash.,"
came the answer; "vy urgent, bad
storm here-all communication cut
off. Must get mainland.

"Hr nrl fm A. A. McCue, Neah Bay,
Wash., to P. H. McCue, Northwestern
Fisheries company, Seattle, Wash."

There followed a long message giv-
ing In detail a description of the dam-
age which was being caused by the
storm, added to whieh was a note say-
ing that the batteries supplying cur-
rent to the transmitter were giving
out.

From his little shack in this city
1GI joined Nea.h bay to the rest of
the world and again gave amateur
radio a chance to prove its value in
aneemergency. The message was for-:
warded immediately.

Invents New Nine -Tube
Receiver, Super-Pliodyne
An interesting competition between

two types of extremely sensitive re-
ceiving sets was held at the recent
annual meeting of the Radio Club of
America in Schermerhorn hall, Co-
lumbia university, in New York city.

This was a test between a nine-.
tube super -heterodyne and a new re-
ceiver, known as the super-pliodyne.
The former was operated by George
J. Eltz Jr., and the latter by Paul
Godley.

Both of these receivers were used
at Garden City in the recent trans -
Atlantic tests.

The superpliodyne is an extremely -
interesting receiver. It employs six
stages of tuned radio -frequency so ar-
ranged that the whole system is con-
trolled by one dial. Another remark-
able feature is the fact that there is
no regeneration in the set. There are
nine tubes in the receiver. Both sets
gave practically the same results.

The super-pliodyne is the invention
of Mr. Ferrand, a well-known radio
engineer, and the basic facts concern-
ing it will be disclosed in a paper
which he. will read in the near fu-
ture.

Be sure to read the Classified Ad-
vertisements on page 15.

MU-RAD RADIO SUPREME

ANSWERING THE QUESTION
Which Radio is Best?

1. Distance-
With the Mu-Rad, far away
broadcasting stations are just as
near as those at home. Miles!
A thousand of them, and more,

are easily spanned

Harrison2 2 7 6
for a
FREE

DEMON-
STIATION

I in yozu,
cnun home

by t h e distance -
piercing Mu-Rad.
Mr. Chas. S. Castle,
Pres. of the Stand-
ard Trust & Sav-
ings Bank, writes of
his Mu-Rad: "A rec-
ord of all stationsheard has been
k e p t - something
over one hundred,
including Los An-
geles and Havana,
Cuba."
And such volume!

Such clearness of tone! Truly
Mu-Rad is the Radio Supreme.

CHICAGO RADIO
APPARATUS GO.

.475 So. Dgctrbom, 44cet,._
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THE HOME WORKSHOP

This is the lamp bank battery chark-
er to be used on direct current de-
scribed in the Dec. 27 issue on page
13. The illustration was omitted by
error.

Sends Radio to
Australia on a

Flashlight Cell
SIDNEY, Australia, Jan. 24. -With

only one -thousandth of the power re-
quired to light an ordinaiy battery
flashlight similar to those used in
nearly every home, C. D. Maclurcan,
an amateur radio experimenter in this
city and member of the American Ra-
dio Relay league, has succeeded in
transmitting radit signals 1,400 miles.

a His signals were picked up readily in
New Zealand. This is regarded as a
Marvelous record, far surpassing low -
power work of American amateur op-
erators.

In practically every country govern-
_ ment regulations have kept the ama-

I teur stations on low power and short
waves. Far' from being discouraged
by this practice, the amateur has
sought to develop the field allowed
him to the utmost. He has taken it
upon himself to explore the possibil-
ities of short waves and low power.

The experimenters in Australia, es-
pecially in the cities, are allowed only
ten watts of power, hence more at-
tention has been given to power here
than in other countries. Mr. Mac-
lurcan has made a special study of
this problem and the distances cov-
ered by his amateur station, 2CM, are
regarded as a world's record.

He has made several tests, usually
with witnesses present to check him
on the results obtained. At one time
he exchanged messages with Frank
Bell, operator of station 4AA of Wai-
hemo, Shang valley, New Zealand,
over land and water, for half an hour,
Mr. Maclurcan gradually reduced his
plate voltage to 15, thereby securing a
plate current of .25 milamp. The
in -put was only .004 watts.

The next day an expert in this work
certified that the instruments were
correct within 1 per cent. The an-
tenna consists of a six -wire cage, T
type, with a top 100 feet long and 80
feet high, passed on six hoops four
feet in diameter. The counterpoise is
fanned out in a circle of 100 feet in
diameter, seven feet above.- ground.
Mr. Maclurcan said his success was
clue entirely to an absolute regard for
detail.

As the result of these experiments
he believes that low power can be
used for commercial purposes 4 a
great saving. His set is to be in-
stalled soon on a ship bound for San
Francisco, during which the commer-
3ial advantages of low power will be
letermined.

Prize Awards
ForUseful Suggestions

TIE POST offers $1 for
every accepted and

published suggestion made
by readers which will en-
able the home builder to
improve his work.

A special prize of $3 each
week is made for the best
of these suggestions.

Send your entries to Work-
shop Editor, care Radio Dept.,
Chicago Evening Post. Inclose
pencil sketch if necessary to
convey idea.

Keeps Battery in Cellar
I have found that for the person

who has his get in the living -room and
wants it to look neat, that a wire run-
ning from his set down thru the floor
to the cellar, connecting there to the
battery, eliminates a nuisance and ahomely sight. -EDWARD HASLAM,
3 Fluor court, Oshkosh, Wis.

FRYING NOISES IN TUBES.
The "frying" noises in the detector

tube are caused by too much filament
current. Turn down the rheostat.

Easy Way to Make Good
Rosin Flux for Solder

Here is a wrinkle in soldering that
is new and comes from a Dr. Spidel
of the United States department of
commerce. It is a new flux that has
rosin as its base, and solves the diffi-
cult problem of using rosin without
the harmful acid.

Use a piece of clear rosin about the
size of a walnut. Dissolve this In an
ounce of "Carbona" cleaning fluid.
This requires about four to five hours.
The resultant flux should have a clear
amber color and the consistency of
water.

To use this flux apply sparingly
with a small bro.'''. Have the tinned
soldering iron hot and apply solder in
the usual way.

Tip to Make a Tip
An ordinary cotter pin fastened on

the end of a wire makes an excellent
tip for the wire, especially if it isstranded. (See diagram.) The cotter

WIRE' COTTER PIN7i

pin easily is inserted in a binding post
or clip and makes a neat, positives
connection. The cotter pins also can
be used as phone cord tips. -LEON-
ARD OSWALD, 1646 West 101st
street, Chicago.

Discharged Storage Battery.
Do not permit storage battery to

remain discharged for any length of
time. Recharge i when hydrometer
reading is below 1200. Fully charged
batteries show reading between 1280
and 1300.

A novel, but efficient method of sup-
porting an aerial with a high mast
when the space will not permit the
use of guy wires to support the mast
can be made quite easily. An ordi-
nary barrel hoop is used, as shown
in the illustration, supporting the four -
strain wires in the manner indicated.

These tighten with the bending of the
aerial post therefore holding it se-
curely in whichever direction it bends.
This plan comes in handy where the
radiophan wants to locate his mast
on the corner of the roof. -CHESTER
WILSON, 6511 Maryland avenue, Chi-
cago.

SCRAPE BATTERY TERMINALS.
Don't permit battery clips or termi-

nals to become corroded. Keep them
!bright and clean by scraping or sand-
! papering. Lots of so-called static and
Iphone noises originate at battery con-
nections.

EXAMINE YOUR AERIAL.
Next Sunday examine your aerial

carefully. Look at all the wires and
see if any have corroded or weakened.
If so, replace them with new. If the
aerial is tarnished, replace it or use
a bit of emery or sandpaper.

Cap Acity Says:
Joe Hoskins was listening to opera

the other night and he thinks he needs
a new tube because he couldn't under-
stand a word they said.

Los Angeles to Hold Show
The second annual western radio

and electrical exposition will be held
at the Biltmore hotel from Feb. 5 to
10. J. C. Johnson, of New York
radio fame, will manage the show.

RADIO SALE PRICES THAT PROVE BEYOND
QUESTION THAT THE
RADIO CHAIN STORES

are Chicago's Leading Radio Stores. COME EARLY. These Prices Cannot Be Beaten on Quality
Merchandise. EVERY ARTICLE GUARANTEED. We Lead -Others Follow. Open Evenings and Sundays. Mail Orders Filled.

LOUD SPEAKER
Beautifully finished.
Stands 22 inches
high. Guaranteed
workmanship. With
Edsh Unit,

'8.49,
With Baldwin Unit,

$9.69
WAVE TRAPS

Will tune out all
interference. This
is an essential to
the fan who wants
to get utmost sat-

isfaction out of his SA Chig
set. Parts only____ 'Ts QIF
COMPLETE -In highly polished cabinet,

specially priced at $7.95.

BATTERY CHARGER
WITH

GENUINE
TUNGAR

BULB
Charges 2 am-
peres per hour.
List price $18.
Our special price
for this sale

$8.69
OTHER SPECIALS

Panels, High-grade, polished. Special:
square inch 1itc
Neutroformers, set of 3 $5.50
Nentrodons, each $1.00
Hercules 4 -Way Plugs, Each 65c. Two
for $1.19
Molded V. T. Sockets, Each, 35c. Three
for $1.00
V. T, Sockets, each 19c
Enclosed Crystal Detector. 49c
Phone Jacks, up from 19c
Phone Cords, special at ......... .... 33c
Raven Ilygrade Variometer $2.19
Jefferson Transformer $2.18
Antenella or Ducon Aerial Plug -Does
away with outside aerial. Special price, 98c
Klosner Vernier Rheostats -special for
this sale T9cReinartz Mounted Coils .............$1.59

WESTINGHOUSE
WR-21 TUBES

Detector or Amplifier,
for use with 3 dry cells,
does away with storage
batteries. Very spe-
cially priced for this
sale at

*2.89
Two for $5.49

5CO:fteNEUTRODYNE SI
The set PAR EX-
CELLENCE-
and-at our price
-A VALUE UNEQUALED! We couldn't fur-

nish you anything better if your came
to us with TWICE the amount we ask.
THERE IS NONE BETTER. Remem-
ber -we offer this set complete -no
extras! Set comes in a very high grade
cabinet, all parts assembled, including

HEAD SETS
TLe Famous Baldwin Head
Sets, listed at $12.00 a pair,
offered in this six -day sale at $6 .69an unusually low price

SPECIAL
We have 200
Kilbourne - Clark
guaranteed single
Head Sets which
we are offering at
a very specialprice - actually
the best value in
Chicago -

$1.79

OTHER SPECIAL VALUES LIST PRICE SALE PRICE

Roller -Smith $8.00 $3.68
Edsh 7.50 4.25
Berwick 3000 ohm 7.00 2.98
Berwick 2000 ohm 6.00 2.68
Manhattan 3000 ohm 6.00 3.68
Manhattan 2000 ohm 5.00 3.25
Brandes 6.50 4.95

Five Radiotron
Tubes

Loud Speaker
Storage Battery
Battery Charger
B Batteries

I49
Value

$300.00

Head Set
Aerial Wire
Ground Wire
Insulators
Phone Plugs
Ground Clamp

Each set with a guarantee or money
refunded. Complete with all listed
parts, as above, for $151.49.

We Carry All Parts and Prints for

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
All Bakelite Regular One
End Plates Price Price

43 -Plate Vernier___$7.00 $3.48
23 -Plate Vernier___ 6.00 3.15
14 -Plate Vcrnicr___ 5.50 2.98
3 -Plate Vernier___ 2.00 .98

PLAIN STYLE Rweir piree

43 -Plate Plain $4.00 $1.69
23 -Plate Plain 3.50 1.39
11 -Plate Plain 3.00 1.25
5 -Plate Plain 2.50 1.15

Making These Sets

STORAGE
BATTERIES
We guaran-tee eachbattery
for T W 0
YEARS.
If you Lave
any trouble
at all return
for cash re-
fund. Spe-
cial prices for this sale: -
60 Ampere Hours $ 10.48
80 Ampere Hours 11.75
1 00 Ampere Hours14.25
1 20 Ampere Hou rs 17.50

SPECIALOUR MARVEL
CRYSTAL SET

-Complete with full equipment.
$18 value; our price
while limited quantity $11 0.50
lasts
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How to Make a Three -Tube Superduc neceivcr
in a Portable Outfit

PORTABILITY in a re-
ceiving set is sought by
many. This week Mr.

Hagerman gives construction
details for a portable Super-
duc and also shows a photo-
graph of one that was made
up for, a traveling man.-The
Editor,

By 4EWIS B. HAGERMAN.
IAM showing today a photographof a three -tube portable Superducset. The instruments used in thisset were selected because of theircompactness and efficiency. It ismounted on a 7x14 panel. The partsnecessary for Its construction are asfollows:
1 variometer.
1 43 -plate variable condenser.1 variable grid leak.
1 7z14x3-16-inch panel.
3. 25 -ohm rheostat.
1 40 -ohm rheostat.
8 sockets.
2 dials.
2 audio -frequency transformers, ratioto 1 and 3 to 1.
4 tip Jacks.
5 binding posts.
1 piece bakelite (for mounting bindingposts.)
1 4% -volt "C" battery.
20 feet No. 14 bus bar wire.
Notating board, screws, etc.
To construct this set, drill the panelfor the instruments to be used, plac-ing them in the arrangement as shownin the accompanying photograph;mount transformers, sockets, etc., onbaseboard, placing them so as to makethe leads to the transformers short.

Connecting the Variometer.
From aerial tip jack to one side/ofstator of variometer, from the other

side of stator of variometer to the
stationary. plates of the variable con-denser, connect rotary plates of vari-
able condenser to ground jack, one
side of variometer rotor to grid leak
and condenser, other side of grid leak
and condenser to "G" on socket.
Then connect the other aide of therotor to "P" on socket and "P" on
transformer. Run one wire from "F"
on first socket to "F" on second sock-
et to "F" on third socket and also
to stationary plates of variable con-,
denser, and second binding post from
the right. Connect plus on primary
of first transformer to binding post
Which is second from the left. Con-
nect "G" on secondary of transform-
er to "G" on second tube socket; "P"
on second tube socket to "P" of sec-
ond transformer; plus of second trans-
former to first binding post from the
left; "G" on secondary transformer

-to "G" on socket of third, tube. Con-
nect "P" on socket of same tube to bot-
tom tip jack. Connect top tip jack
to first binding post from the left, the
same as plus on second transformer.

How Rheostats Are Wired.
The rheostats are wired a little

differently from the diagram given.
You now have one "F" on all of the
three sockets open. Run wire from
first binding post from the right to
one side of both rheostats, from other
side of 40 -ohm rheostat which is di-

, rectly under the grid leak to the re-
maining "F" on the detector socket
and from the other side of 25 -ohm
rheostat to both "F's" on the amplify-
ing sockets."

Connect the third binding post from
the right to the second binding post
from the right. You still have a con-
nection from both "F's" on your trans
formers. These should be connected
together and run to the minus "C"
battery. The plus "C" battery con-
nects to the plus "A."

The hook-up from the binding post,
going from right to left, looking at
the set from the rear, is as follows:

"A" minus, "A" plus, "B" minus,
"B" plus, 45 volts; "B" plus, 90 volts.

Notes on Operation.
To operate the set, connect batter-

ies, aerial, ground and phones, turn
on detector and amplifier tubes. En-
tirely enmesh the rotor of your vari-
ometer. Tune in a station with the
variable condenser. Increase volume
with variometer and adjust grid leak
and rheostat for clearest reception.

Will H. Wilkins of the "Kiki" com-
pany, who is going to carry this set
with him on his tours, says that it is
the clearest, loudest and finest tuning
set he ever has heard. It, is to be
mounted in a suitcase with compart-
ments for loud speaker, phones, bat-
teries, aerial wire and tools.

We are giving below several letters
of comments on the Superduc.

B. L. Rawlins of the Equitable Life

EXTRA
SPECIAL

Increase your plate voltage
and obtain louder signals.

$15.00108 -Volt Tapped %.60
"8" Batteries. Our =.
Special Price . . .

We carry only sets and parts of
reputable manufacturers:-

ATWATER-KENT
CUTTING & WASHINGTON

LYRADION SET'S
LET YOUR TROUBLES BE OURS
We Erect Aerials and Repair Sets

NORTH SIDE RADIO CO.
Lucien Eli Messinger

4713 SHERIDAN ROAD
Phone Your Orders Sunny.ide 9522

'

Rear view and panel view of Superduc Junior.
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SUPERDUC WITH 2 STAGES AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFICATION
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Insurance society of the United States,
637 Peoples Gas building, Chicago,
says:

"I am sure you will be glad &hear.
from your readers who have tried out
your Superduc circut, and I want to
tell you that I am simply 'nuts' about
it. Have hooked up several circuits
which I have had little to complain
about, but this one has them all
skinned for simplicity and reliability.
It is all and more than you claim
for it.

Not having an available variometer,
I tried it first with a loose coupler
and it gave swell results. Curiosity
getting the better of me, I went and
bought a variometer and cannot see
that it does not do just as well and
it is certainly simpler. A fellow does
not have much to do in bringing in
stations clearly, and keeps thinking
he ought to have more knobs to turn.

"In this way I have got more re-
sults in tuning with the rheostat than
I ever did before and have found that
there is a good deal more to be accom-
plished in tuning on the grid condens-
er than I had believed possible, as it
caused me to construct a variable grid
leak for myself in which I art using
an arc of three or four inches made
with a Tine of India ink for the re-
sistance. I find with this I can tune
faint stations in and out. But the
whole thing is you can get your sta-
tions, using only the condenser and
variometer, and improve them with
the rheostat and variable grid."

The results Mr. Rawlins has ob-
tained are not exceptional. We feel
that every one should get the same
results.

Has Faint Reception. -
R. A. Wilson of, the Baush Machine

Tool company, 751 Peoples Gas build-
ing, Chicago, says:

"We have built the Superduc circuit
as described in your Radio Magazine
of Jan. 3. This set works very well
and we are able to receive distant sta-
tions, but they are very faint with
two pair of ear phones.

"KDKA comes in fairly clear but
Very faint and I would like to inquire
if it is possible to add one or two
stages of amplification to this set.
If this is possible I would greatly ap-
preciate your sending any .informa-

tion or diagrams showing how this
may be accomplished."

If Mr. Wilson would increase the
length of his aerial, say, one wire
150 to 200 feet long in a straight line,
six to eight feet above all obstacles,
we feel that- his volume on distance
would be increased greatly.

J. W. Goggin, D. D. S., 29 East
Madison street, Chicago, says:

"I am interested in, making up your
Superduc hook-up. I note the trouble
you say you, had in finding a suitable
variable grid leak. Would. you give
me the name of the grid leak that
tubes be satisfactory with your set,
using WD -11 tubes. Would these
tubes be satisfactory with your set
and can two stages, of amplification be
used with your set? If so, would you
give me a hook-up I have a 10 to
1 and a 5 to 1 All-American transform-
er. Would they be suitable for the
amplification? How is the selectivity
of the Superduc?"

Dr. Goggin is certainly right about
the variable grid leak. Great care
must be taken to get one that is effi-
cient. WD -11 tubes can be used with
the hook-up as shown for the Super-
duc Junior. Your audio -frequency
transformers are of too high ratio. A
5 to 1 and 3 to 1 should be used. The
Superduc is very selective.

Now It's Radio Jag
Some English clergymen think that

radio is enough to drive a man to
drink. At. least, that's the natural
conclusion to draw from the fact that
in Nottingham the ministers have pro-
tested to the authorities against the
installation of radio receiving sets In
the "public houses" or saloons. The
saloon keepers are hurt and indignant,
saying that they are trying to elevate
the tone of their establishments by
means of the radio programs, but the
ministers insist that it is but an in-
sidious and evil, scheme to get the
workingmen to drink more and more.

Hear U. S. in England.
J. Bishop of Norfolk; England.

writes that he .has heard WGY and
other American stations with only
four tubes and an indoor aerial, two
stages of radio-frequery and one
audio.

Leakage in Battery
Spilled acid or water on top of

storage batteries is apt to cause leak-
age. Keep top of battery dry and
clean.

Change in Aerial
Designed to End
Fading of Signal
Another improvement has been in

troduced in station WBZ (Springfield
Mass.), following the attempt of thc
Westinghouse engineers to make tht
station as perfect as possible. Thir
particular improvement was made tit
the antenna, and was introduced II
order to reduce the possibility 61
WBZ's signals swinging out.

Fading, or "swinging" is a very pa
culiar phenomenon, the exact cause of
which has not as yet been accurately
determined. It is known, however, that
the swinging of aerials-both of the
station transmitting and also of the
receiving set-can cause fading. Fad.
ing is,characterized by a complete die
appearance of signals which had been
received very loud a few seconds be-
fore. Even before the operator has
the opportunity to readjust his re-
ceiver, the signals are heard at.ahe
same intensity as previously. Mat
interference is experienced when re.
ceiving long-distance stations.

Altho the antenna system of WBZ
is one of the finest of any broadcast-
ing station, further improvements
were added when a change was made
in the method of connecting it with
the transmitter. In this instance, the
transmitter is used as a generator of
oscillations which are modulated by
voice currents. The aerial acts merely
as a radiator of these oscillations.

The oscillator is so connected to the
radiating system, which is made up
of the aerial and the counterpoise sys-
tem, that the swinging by the wind or
other agencies of either one will not
disturb it in any way. Thus it will
keep up its frequency, and no change
will be transmitted from it to the
aerial. A steady signal results, free,
from swinging and fading.

This system was developed by Frank
Conrad, assistant chief engineer -13f the
Westinghouse Electric company, and
is one of the best methods known to
overcome the phenomenon of fading.

CAUSE OF WEAK SIGNALS.
Quite often the cause of weak sig-

nals in a receiver that ordinarily
works fine is to be found in run-down
batteries. This is particularly true
with dry cell tube sets. Test your
"A" battery a.,1 well as your "B" bat-
tery.

Be sure to read the classified adver-
tisements on Page 15.

°The Aerial is
part of your set"

The Sensational New

Transcontinental Copper Aerial
Based on scientific principle
that area of antennae surface is
biggest single factor in clear reception.
Acts as amplifier, gives clearer, richer,
more natural tone and doubles range of
any outfit. Equally satisfactory with
crystal or tube sets. ThOusands in use,
not a single failure. Adopted by hun-
dreds of laboratories and experts. Sold
on positive guarantee that it will revo-
lutionize your results, or money refunded.

Assembled Complete in Boxes

"500% Better"
"My results with

crystal set 500% bet-
ter with 'Ribbon' cop-
per areial," says A.
J. Weber, of Pearson
Hotel. "Best buy in
the radio field today."

"Wtnderful Results"
Say* L. Williams,

6801 Sheridan rd.: "I
have a 8 -tube Kennedy
outfit and 'Ribbon' cop-
per aerial has improved
the range and volume
to an astonishing de-
gree"

READY, FOR USE
DOWNTOWN

Electric and Radio
Supply Co.,

165 N. Wells St.
Macanley & Nevers,
155 W. Madison St.

Newark Electric Co.,
226 W. Madison St.
Inland Electric Co.,

16 S. Wells St.
Electric Service

Products Co.,
10 N. Wells St.

214 W. Madison St.
Walter D. Tuff,

136 N. La Salle St.
55 W. Jackson Blvd.

NORTH SIDE
Lake Auto Supply,

5.05 Broadway
R. W. Doebler,

. 2716 N. Halsted St.
Wav,-land Radio Co.,

1027 N. State St.
Broadway Cycle Co.,
4731 N. Racine Ave.

Wonder Sales Co.,
3152 Irving Park Blvd.

Uptown Radio Shop, -
4121 Broadway

Victory Music Shop,
3424 Southport Ave.
Unique Radio Shop.

3950 Southport Ave.
Ft. Dearborn Radio Corp.,

7545 N. Clark St.
Lake View Cycle Co.,

3255 N. Clark St.
NORTHWEST SIDE

Multi Radio Co.,
4002 Irving Park Blvd.

Irving Auto & Radio
Service Station,

5024 irving Park Blvd.

Washington Radio

169 Wathhoinpiton St.
Atlantic Radio Co.,

308 S. Clark St.
Kraut & Dohnal,
325 S. Clark St.

Illinois Fixture &
Electric Supply Co.,'

54 W. Lake St.
Plymouth Radio Shop,

39 W. JacksonBlvd.
Champion Electrical

Supply Co.,
217 W. Madison St.

Union Radio Electrical
Shops,

9 S. Clark St.
NORTHWEST SIDE

Ivy Electric Shop,
3230 Milwaukee Ave.
Wizard Radio Shop,
3953 Armitage Ave.

Keystone Electric Co.,
4351 Armitage Ave.

Kelvin Pk. Electric Shop,
4310 Fullerton Ave.

Northwest Radio Shop,
3848 Lincoln Ave.

N. P. Krause Music Shop,
4611 Lincoln Ave.

Benj. F. &Mau & Son,
4812 N. Western Ave.

WEST SIDE
L. & W. Radio Shop,

3031 W. Madison St.
Thirfman Radio Electric

Shop.
735 W. Madison St.,

Oak Park
Fidelity Electric Shop,

2049 W. 22nd St.
Our Neighborhood Radio

Shop119
South Blvd.,

Oak Park

Ribbon Aer-
ial soldered at
both ends to
snaphooks for
instant fasten-
ing to insula-
tors.

50 FEET
$1.50

75 FT., $2.25
100 FT., $3.00
150 FT., $4.50

SOUTH SIDE
E. 0. Erickson,

7834 S. Halsted St.
Electric Merchandising

Corp.,
674 W. 63rd St.

Universal Radio Service
Co.,

6015 S. Halsted St.
Acorn Radio Mfg. Co.,
1808 S. Racine Ave.
Phone Canal 5703

Schnittland Radio Shop.
 2316 W. Van Buren St.

Army Radio CO.,
365 N. Cicero Ave.
Gunkel Radio Shop,

1528 W. 47th St.
G. & 0. Radio Shop,

5429 S. Ashland Ave.
Apex Radio Co.,

6914 S. Halsted St.
Paul Matusek,

7901 Exchange Ave.
Eggleston Battery Serv.,
7403 Cottage Grove Ave.

Fireside Radio Set Co.,
6209 Cottage Grove Ave.

A.,-TtOr,VmtvereAttOtlWrite for Catalog .AVW,4-Aitt
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Why Radio
Frequency Is

t Not Popular
What is radio -frequency? Has it

any advantages over audio -frequency?
How many methods are there of am-
plifying signals? What is audio -fre-
quency?

These are important questions that
seem to feaze thousands of radio ama-
teurs who are dabbling with receivers
employing amplification.

There are two distinct methods of in-
creasing or amplifying the strength of
incoming signals in a radio receiving
set. The first method employs one or
more tubes in such a way that in-
coming oscillations are first detected
by the detector tube, then submitted
for amplification to the next tube.

The second method utilizes radio -
frequency to build up the original sig-
nal -frequency, or, in other werds, to
build up the weak impulses ill the
antenna circuit until the signal is of
sufficient strength to actuate the de-
tector.

Where to Use Either,
Audio -frequency Should be used

where loudness of signals is desired,
while radio -frequency amplifier should
be used where distance or range is
deatied-

The objection to radio -frequency am-
plification at this time lies in the fact
that it is still in a state of experi-
mentation, so far as short wave
lengths are concerned.

This is due to two facts. First,
the amplification of waves at radio-
frequency is critical, particularly on
short wave lengths. Second, on these
short wave lengths we are not in
reality obtaining radio -frequency am-
plification, but regeneration due to the
capacity effect of the vacuum tube
itself feeding back into the coils of
the radio -frequency transformer.

Another Objection that must be over-
come in this type of amplifier before
it is successful is the development of
a transformer that will function prop-
erly on short waves where the fre-
quency is extremely high.

Requires Delicate Adjustment.
Because the operation of radio -fre-

quency units is a critical process the
utmost care must be taken to adjust
the set for correct results. It is im-
perative also that all radio -frequency
apparatus be carefully shielded; other-
wise capacity effects will prevent any
stable adjustment being obtained.

When radio -frequency transformers
are employed only a slight stepping up
of voltage is generally feasible because
of the capacitance effects.

The inability to step up the voltage
between stages, together with the par-
tial short circuiting by capacitance,
makes the amplification per tube less
than in audio -frequency amplifiers.
More stages, therefore, are needed in
radio -frequency amplifiers to give the
same over all amplification.

Lessens the Effect.
The effect of tube capacitance may

be neutralized somewhat by employ-
ing transformers or coupling react-
ancas that are tuned to the frequency
of ' the incoming wave. The tuning
may be very broad so as to amplify
over a considerable range in frequency
without the necessity for adjustment
or it may be sharply tuned so as to
increase selectivity.

Radio -frequency amplifiers, particu-
larly those for very high frequencies,
generally exhibit markecrregenerative
properties due to the inherent capaci-
ties between stages. Unless care is
taken to minimize these coupling ca-
pacitances by separating the circuits
and surrounding them with shields,
the regenerative effect will produce
r roar continuous oscillations that will
interfere with the amplification.

46.

TUBE PRICES REDUCED. -
Radiatrons and Cunningham ampli-

fying tubes have been reduced to $5.50.
The soft, er detector tubes, C-300 and
UV -200 11.ive not been reduced.
=
Pr=
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' INTERFERENCE

To Get
"Out of
Town

First Tune Out That
Local Station

It isn't hard to receive nowadays on most
any good set from stations all over a
country as big as the United States-if
the near -by station doesn't interfere.
Even then, if your set is extremely selec-
tive, and if you have the right antenna,
and if you are an expert at tuning-and if
you have good luck-you can perhaps tune
out the offending transmitter. But it hap-
pened that Wm. L. Mann, of 767 North
Fortieth St., in Philadelphia. didn't have
all these things-so instead of looking for
a super -selective set, he just bought a
FERBEND WAVE TRAP, and now he
says he has no trouble tuning out any of
the four big Philadelphia stations. The
same thing is being done in Chicago. Tryiti Come in and get one, or phone Central
5923. Mounted on formica panel in ma-
hogany finished cabinet, 6x5x6, at $8.50,
or unmounted. $6.00.
ANY NIGHT is "SILENT NIGHT"

WITH A FERBEND I
The (.2L-ifinal Wave titer*

Ferment 'Electric Costrapsurly
19 E. South Water St. Chicago

HOME RADIO OPERATION
This department is conducted with the idea of assisting owners of radio receiving sets to oper-

ate them more, efficiently. Believing that most of the complaints made by broadcast listeners
against interfering stations are due mainly to lack of knowledge in tuning receivers properly,
The Post will present here from time to time constructive articles on the operation of sets.

How to Tune Regenerative Sets to Make
Them More Selective

By WALKER C. IRWIN.
TWO of the most common causes

for inability in getting long-dis-
tance signals are not in the receiving
set itself, but in its operator.

Either the operator tunes for a sig-
nal too impatiently and passes over
it without hearing it at all ur he does
not understand how to control his re-
generation and brings in a distorted
signal or just a series of howls and
whistles.

Most beginners, having found it
easy to tune in a local or near -by
broadcasting station, make the mis-
take in believing that the far -away
station also comes into the set in the
same manner.

Because of proximity the local sta-
tion sends into your receiver a signal
with such crushing intensity it prac-
tically "covers the entire dial." In
ether words "its wave band overlaps.".

The signal for a distant station,
altho that station may be transmit-
ting on identically the same wave
length, has lost much of its energy
in its travels thru space tdi your set
and comes in weak.

Controls Are Limited.
In single -circuit receivers it is dif-

ficult to tune out the local station
even with the most careful and intelli-
gent tuning because there usually is
no way to tighten up or loosen the
coupling.

By the addition of a wave trap,
selector or eliminator, the single -cir-
cuit- receiver is given sharper tuning
and it is possible for the operator to
push thru local interference and pick
up the distant signal. However, even
with an efficient wave trap or sep-
arator, unless the operator knows
how to use' it, he is scarcely any bet-
ter off for it.

The double or three -circuit regenera-
tive set is more selective partly be-
cause it employs a variocoupler, the
adjustment of which "tightens" or
"loosens" the coupling and permits
'sharper tuning.

Still, even with the most selective
double or three -circuit receivers, un-
less the operator knows how to handle
the various controls he is no better
off than his single -circuit neighbor.

Fault is With Operator.
It simmers down to my first state-

ment: The fault usually lies with the
operator rather than with the receiv-
ing set.

The owner of a "Zenith" receiver
asked me the other day to suggest
some way of converting his set to a
more selective one without tearing
it down completely or changing his
cabinet.

His complaint was that he could not
tune out any of the local stations and
bring in a distant .station, and that
even on "silent" nights he was unable
to bring in any of the outside sta-
tions. And yet this receiver has an
established reputation for selectivity.

The trouble with this owner was in
his lack of knowledge in tuning:
When some of his most common faults
were corrected his receiver became
not only 1. long-distance set, but also
a selective one.

Assuming that your receiver is one
that is or will be made selective, here
are a' few notes on tuning that may
help you:

Begin 'With the Tubes.
First turn on your filament current

until the tubes burn just a little above
their proper brightness. Let them
"heat up" for a few momenta. Now
turn down the amplifying tubes to
their proper degree of brightness. In
the case of the 201-A, 301-A, 199 and
299 tubes, this should be a dull, cherry
red. The WD -11 or 12 tubes burn just
a shade brighter.

Leave the detector:tube still burning
a trifle brighter than its proper color.

Now adjust the dials or switches
that control your wave length to the
one under which you expect to work.

The controls for regeneration should
be set about at the half way point on
the dial -

You should now hear a rushing, fry-
ing sound in your phones which indi-
cates that the set is in regeneration.
If "the noises are very intense, the
tube is in oscillation and should be
turned down until just below this
point. But don't go too far or you
will have weak signals.

By listening very carefully and turn-
ing the tube up just a little brighter
you will soon discover a point where
the maximum of regeneration is ob-
tained without distortion.

Now turn to the tuning control-
the grid condenser or the grid vari-
ometer in the case of a three -circuit
regenerative set. Move it SLOWLY
from zero toward the 180 degree mark.

When to Find Stations.
Usually the lower -wave stations will

be found somewhere between zero and
25 degrees on the dial. The higher -
wave signals come in from 25 up to
60 and 80, as a rule. These condi-
tions, however, depend upon your an-
tenna system and your receiver.

Turn slowly-very slowly, until you
hear a signal, which will be in the
nature of a whistle.

In the case of a local station or even
with one of the high-powered stations
within a range of 200 miles, this
whistle probably will be strong.

In the case of distant stations,
vi nether high powered or liet, the rig;

nal probably will be weak-so weak,
in fact, you may pass over it entirely
if you turn the, dial too fast.

If local interference persists, tighten
up the coupling. In the variocoupler
this means moving the dial so that
the rotor and the stator approach
right angles to each other.

Where Eelectivity Originates.
It is right here where regenerative

sets become selective or nonselective,
according to the will of the operator.

Tight coupling makes sharper 'but
more difficult tuning. LOose coupling
brings in the stations much easier,
but if there is a tendency for inter-
ference you will find difficulty in
separating the signals.

Tune with tight coupling. Keep
your set keenly alive to the faintest
signals. Some stations on highly sen-
sitive sets come in with just a- faint
click. Stop there and begin to build
up the regeneration. -

But proceed slowly. Force regen-
eration up to the point Where the tube
is ready to oscillate. If you go too far
and the tube oscillates, turn back the
regeneration control below that point
and start once more to build up. Lott.

ering and raising the filament control
on the detector will assist you in get-
ting the signal in stroeg, too.

The tuning dial should be turned
slightly backward at this point when
the music or voice should be heard.

By coaxing regeneration still fur-
ther with the regeneration dial and.
if one is used. by moving the vario-
coupler dial forward or backward,
the signal should come in at its maxi-
mum.

Regulation of the filament rheostat
often keeps increasing signal strength.

Clear Signals Best to Seek.
Distortion usually comes, however,

when regeneration is forced too much.
Better have a moderate volume and
a clear signal than extreme volume so
distorted as to be un0easant.

The various steps in tuning a re-
generative set are many. A sensitive
set is a difficult one to tune. How-
ever, after the art of tuning is mas-
tered it comes "by second nature"
and as soon as you have learned the
eccentricities of your own receiver and
located the various "spots" on the
dials where signals come in best, tun-
ing selectivity is a small job.

Radio Hogs Become Radio
Scouts by Good Tuning

By H. A. BREMER.
(Chief Engineer Bremer -Tully Manufactur-

ing Company.)

T" greatest obstacle to good radio
reception within a city at present

is the radiophan himself. This is, of
course, due to the fact that practically
all receiving sets are transmitting sets
when improperly operated.
' One receiving set, improperly oper-

ated. may make it impossible for any
other set in the neighborhood to re-
ceive the signal on which the disturb-
ing operator is trying to receive. The
tendency in the better re-
ceiving sets at present is to make
them nontransmitting. However, such
receivers are yet in the great minority.

It is the duty of every operator of
a radio receiving set to learn the fun-
damentals of tuning. The old saying.
"free as the air," is no longer applica-
ble. A careless operator can /hog the
air" of many square blocks..

Single Wire Aerials Best.
The first requirement of a radio

scout is to use a single -wire antenna.
There is practically no gain in recep-
tion on tube sets by the use of more
than one wire. However, transmission
increases greatly with the use of more
than one wire. Two or more wires
will pick up static noises and reduce
selectivity out of proportion to any
possible gain.

Antenna, preferably, should be of
No. 12 or No. 14 copper wire. The
Important factors for strong reception
are height above ground and distance
in a straight line from the receiver to
the insulated end of the antenna. If
you must have a high -capacity an-
tenna, use a stranded wire, but a sin-
gle wire is better, considering quality
of reception. Use a single -wire an-
tenna. Be a radio scout. Don't "hog
the air" in your neighborhood.

How to Tune Properly.
Tuning any radio receiver is a very

simple operation when the purpose
and effect of each control dial is un-
derstood. The average operator is not
versed in high -frequency electrical
formula or terms, and I believe anal-
ogy is, therefore, the best means of
picturing the action of a receiving set
and its controls.

Crystal sets do not cause interfer-
ence, and tuning consists simply in
tuning to resonance with the station
desired. The phones absorb all the
energy supplied by the antenna and
no batteries are used to supply addi-
tional energy.

Practically all sets now in use are
of the regenerative type, all of which
are capable of transmitting with vari-
ous intensity, depending on the circuit
used.

All radio receiving sets have a wave
length, or tuning control, which is
used to bring the receiving set (in-
cluding the antenna) into resonance,
or tune, with the particular transmit-
ting station desired, just as the peg on
a violin is turned to bring the violin
string into resonance with a certain.
key of the piano, as, for example,
"middle c" or "station C." It is evi-
dent that by turning the violin tun-
ing peg, or dial. the string may be
tuned to key "A," "B," "C" or "D,"
corresponding to transmitting station
of "A," "B," "C" or "D."

As to the Tuning Dial.
This control dial usually is marked

"tuner," "wave length," secondary,"
"primary" or "antenna condenser." In
some cases, two such wave -lengths, or
tuning controls, occur and both must
be tuned to the transmitting station.
The purpose of two controls for wave-
length, or tuning, is to make the set
more selective by tuning the antenna
(primary) with one of these controls.
then transferring the energy into an-
other coil (secondary), which also must

be tuned. This will be explained later
in detail.

The first step in tuning, therefore,
is to determine which of the dials con-
trols the wave -length. Keep in mind
that this is the fundamental, or tun-
ing control. All other controls will
be considered as adjustinents. This
tuning, or wave -length control, is used
only for selecting the station desired
and is the only control used for this
purpose. This control may consist
of switch and points in addition to the
main tuning dial. Such switch is used
to vary wave -length roughly over
various bands or ranges only.

Must Tune Both Controls.
'Some receivers have both "primary"

and 'secondary.' As mentioned above.
such sets are difficult to tune because
both of these controls must be tuned
to the station  signal. Locate the
wave -length,' or tuning control, on the
receiver and keep in mind that this
dial is used only to tune the receiver
to resonance with the station desired.

Your antenna is picking up thou-
sands of signals of different frequency,
but just as with the tuned violin
string, it responds only to the Ere.
quency to which it is tuned, and only
signals of this frequency are delivered
with strength to the vacuum tube.

Think of the tube as a valve which
is controlled by the signal which is do -
livered to it by the tuned antenna. An
extremely weak signal acting on this
valve controls an enormously greater
energy supplied by the "B" battery
acting through the phones, just as
slight pressure on the throttle of your
auto controls the correspondingly
great power of the motor.

Tuning the Feedback Circuit.
This action takes place in all tube -

receiving sets. In regenerative sets
part of this amplified signal, or en-
ergy, is fed back to the antenna or
tuned coils, to boost up the weak sig-
nals, and it is possible by this means
to greatly strengthen the signal and
resultant volume. The dial which
controls this amount of energy fed
back will be referred to as the feed-
back control. It is also known as
"tickle," "reaction" or "plate."

This control is the mischief maker
in regenerative sets, and the trouble
is always due to too much "feed
back," the natural result of trying to
increase the volume beyond the limit
of the receiver.

As the energy fed back to the an-
tenna, or tuned coils, is increased,
the volume of the signal increases up
to a certain limit. If increased be-
yond this limit, the tube will feed
energy into the antenna, and the wave-
length, or frequency, will be that at
which the antenna is tuned. In other
words, the tube is oscillating and is,
in fact, a transmitter, sending out a
carrier wave of the wave -length, or
frequency, at which the set is tuned.

Miniature Broadcaster Station.
If a microphone were connected to

modulate this carrier wave, it would
be quite possible for neighboring sets
to tune in within a few blocks or
miles, depending on the receiver and
antenna and receive your voice.

If a signal 'or station is tuned in
with the set in exact resonance, the
signal still would be fairly clear, and
neighboring sets, even crystal sets,
would receive stronger signals if tuned
on the same station. It is, however,
practically impossible to secure exact
resonance, and, consequently, the wave
of the station and that of the set are
of slightly different frequency, which
results in a "beat," or note, the pitch
of which depends upon -the difference
of frequency between the two waves.

Notice that as your tuning ap-
proaches the frequency of the sta-
tion the beat becomes audible as a
shrill note, which decreases in pitch
to zero at resonance and occurs again

Continued on Page 13.

Selectivity
Depends on
Your Aerial

The antenna system is a very im-
portant part of a radio receiving sta-
tion. Poor selectivity and lack of
volunie quite often are due to faulty
construction.

The ideal aerial is one that has a
straight stretch of a single wire', 150
to 175 feet, a twenty-five foot or less
lead-in and being twenty-five to thirty
feet above all grounded surfaces, such
as the earth, the roof or trees.

Conditions in Chicago, however, too
often prohibit the construction of the '1
ideal aerial. Many owners of sets
must "keep on the roof" and this
quite often is less than fifty feet long.

Because of the limitation, the con-
structor frequently makes the mis-
take of using two or more wires fifty
feet in length each in parallel., believ-
ing that this gives him 100 feet, which
it does not. However many wires
are in parallel the aerial's length, so
far as its effectiveness as a collector
of radio broadcasting signals is con-
cerned, only is as long as the length
of one bf the wires.

How to Solve Problem
There are several ways of getting

sufficient stretch to an aerial, even
where space is limited.

One may run his wire around two
sides of the roof forming an "L"
shape aerial.. This won't be quite so
good an aerial, but 160 feet of it
would be better than fifty or sixty
on a straight stretch.

The recent appearance of stranded
wire and ribbon aerials is solving
the problems of many, altho their
cost deters some from using them.

The stranded wire aerial, especially
of the flat -braided type, is very ef-
fective. Seventy-five feet of this aerial
is almost as good as twice that length
of single wire.

The ribbon aerial is a narrow band
of thin copper about a half inch wide.
This also is quite effective, it requit%
ing about half the stretch of a single
wire.

If either the braided or the ribbon
aerial is used, it is advisable to give it
-several twists when installing.

This distributes the surface more
evenly to the incoming radio waves,
which some experimenters report in-
tcirvieatyses strength of signal and selec-

Making Selective Aerial.
Where receiving sets are not very

selective and the owner prefers se-
lectivity to distance and volume; short
aerials will assist him to a consider-
able extent. A single wire aerial,
however, should not be shorter than
fifty to sixty feet.

In seeking selectivity, hoWever, thru
the aerial, do not overlook the fact
that you are sacrificing the range
of the: set and also its volume to some
extent.

It is better to rebuild your receiver
so it will be selective, learn how to
tune it properly and use a standard
aerial. Then you can have both se-
lectivity and range.

When installing an aerial bear in
mind these points:

The lead-in should be kept as short
as possible. It should be of No. 14,
insulated wire. It should not touch
the roof or any portion of the build-
ing on its way to the receiver, being
kept clear with insulators.

Be Sure of Insulation.
The aerial wire should be stretched

tight enough to keep it from sway-
ing in the wind. It should be well
insulated at both ends. The open end,
or the one farthest from the receiver
should be pointed toward the west
(here in Chicago), and the lead-in
should be taken on from the east end
where possible. This is because there
is a slight directional factor in the
aerial, and you should take advantage
of it. All wires should be well
soldered.

The ground wire should be installed
with the same care as you give the
aerial. The shorter it is the better.
Use No. 14 insulated wire and attach
it to a running water pipe if possible.
Radiators will answer for a- ground,
but are apt to be poor conductors.

Lightning arresters should be in-
stalled and care used to see that all
connections are soldered.

Cuban Broadcasting
Cuba boasts of twenty-seven radio-

phone broadcasting stations, of which
six are rated at 500 watts. Four
other stations have an output of 100
watts. The principal stations are
PWX, the Cuban Telephone company;
6KW, Frank H. Jones; 2CX, Frederick
W. Barton, and 6DW, Eduardo Terry.

Always perfect contact Tenni-
` nals attach or detach instantly.

No tools required. No inconven-
ience. No broken finger nails.
Saves time in transferring from
one set of cables to another. A
real innovation in a Radio ping
made by Weston.

Westburg Engineering Co.
832 Monadnock Block
( hieago Sales RepresentatiVO
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Universal Panel Converted Into a Complete
Three -Circuit Regenerative Set

HIS week Mr. Freund
takes his experiments
into his workshop and,

using the "Universal" panel
which he designed, converts
last week's Reinartz receiver,
into an Armstrong three -circuit
regenerative set, which is the
"Old Reliable" described in
previous issues.

-THE EDITOR.

By BENJAMIN E. FREUND.
(Chief Engineer Radio Division Crossland

Pfaff Engineering Laboratories.)
FOR the benefit of those who did

not read the two preceding articles
I will repeat that portion which

is necessary to make one understand
the purpose of today's article.

On Jan 10 there was published in
these columns the dimensions for the
laying out and drilling of a panel
which could be used for an infinite
number of different circuits.

The arrangement of .thid panel was
designed so that ten of the most popu-
lar circuits that have proven merito-
rious could be assembled and wired
on this "universal" panel in the con-
ventional form that they were in-
tended for with the arrangement of
instruments necessary for each circuit
in their proper sequence.

Each week there will be described
a different circuit with both construc-
tional and wiring information describ-
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ing and illustrating in a most simple
manner the necessary alterations Nfor
changing from one circuit to another.

Last week I described the construc-
tion of the detector and two -stage am-
plifier unit which is assembled on the
same panel with the tuning unit. The
detector and two -stage amplifier were
Wired as a separate unit AS that in

UNIVERNIER
DOES AWAY Atb VERNIER CONDENSERS

cssT
1. T. obtain and maintain

accurate odlttinnt.
2. To make your act 100%

more eclectic.
3. To bring to more DE

station.
4. To eliminate moat body

.apathy.
6. To Improve the aPPeorenrit

et your ed.
4. To obtain CONTINUOUS

vernier eninetinent through.
out entire range of your oct.

List Price t ""1e po"'""".and other troing eppara.

$1.25 mere
others

than the
no -called vernier tyre.

DEALERS: : crend for
Our New Cataloz; ue

changing from one circuit to another
it would not have to be changed. The
arrangement and wiring of apparatus
pertaining'to the tuning unit as neces-
saray for the construction of a Rei-
nartz receiver was also described last
Week.

Use "Old Reliable" This Week.
This week's article shows just how

an Armstrong three -circuit regenera-
tive receiver ("Old Reliable") can be
constructed.

Fig. 1 illustrates the .arrangement
of tpparatus in their proper sequence
looking at the receiver from the rear.
 In order to design the panel so that

the various circuits could be assembled
without any extra or unused holes
being exposed and keeping within the
conventional form of arrangement of
apparatus special makes of apparatus
are specified.

The parts selected as necessary to
construct and wire the entire ten cir-
cuits amount to a little over $68.

This is the attractive feature of the
"universal" panel, as the parts neces-
sary to construct any one of the ten
circuits would amount to $40 or $50.

This series of articles shows you
how to build all of those circuits that
you have longed to try out but could
not on account of their cost. This
panel was designed especially for those
who wish to try out all the new cir

cuits with the cost aggregating a lit-
tle more than the cost of one.

List of Parts Necessary.
The parts necessary for the ten cir-

cuits and used by the writer are as
follows:

One 8x24x34.6 Formica panel.
One Columbia triple coil mounting.
One 35 -turn honeycomb coil (mounted).
One 50 -turn honeycomb coil (mounted).
One 75 -turn honeycomb coil (mounted).
One 100 -turn honeycomb coil (mounted).
One Columbia split variometer.
One Columbia variocoupler.
Three Carter induction switches.
Two Howard or Carter rheostats (20

ohm).
One Howard or Carter Vernier rheostat

(6 ohm).
Two Comsco or Na-AId condensers .0005

MFD.
One 21 -tap Reinartz coil.
Three .006 MFD. fixed condensers.
One .00025 MFD. fixed grid condenser.
One .001 or 002 fixed phone condenser,
Three 1 -inch Erla bezels.
Two No. 105 Carter filament control dou-

ble circuit jacks.
One No. 103 Carter filament control sin-

gle circuit jack.
Three Firco or Erla indestructible sockets.
Seven binding posts.
One variable Bradleyleak.
One baseboard for mounting.
One Stark-Ko Cockaday four -circuit tuner

coThil.
ree Na-Aid dials.

Two Thordarson low -ratio transformers
(34( to I ratio.i '

Explains About Parts.
As it was not possible for the writer

to try all the different brands of aP

paratus being manufactured, it is quite
all right to use products other than
those specified here providing that they
are adaptable for the arrangement of
all the circuits to be constructed..

In figure 1 on the right end of the
panel is a Columbia split variometer.
A split variometer is. requested as
some of the other circuits which are
to be described later necessitate the
use of a variometer whose stator and
rotor windings can be used independ-
ently.

At the left of the panel a 23 -plate
(.0005 MFD.) condenser is shown.
The first article in this series showed
the drilling as necessary for a Comsco
cr Na-Ald! condenser. In the center

at the top of the panel is a Columbia
180 degree varicoupler. This cotipler
has ten taps. The first tap at the top
of the winding is connected to the
antennae binding post. The remaining
nine taps are connected to the points
of the nine -point induction switch
which Is shown immediately below the
variocoupler. If nine -point switches
are not obtainable one with a larger
number of points will do. The' other
induction switch, which is shown, need
not be used unless a 'coupler having
two sets of taps is used. In the Rei-
nartz circuit both are used.

In connecting the .0005 MFD. (25
plate) condenser to the secondary or
rotor of the variocoupler be sure that
the rotor (movable plates) of the con
denser and. the front end shaft cone
nection of the variocoupler are con
fleeted to the "F" lead which eoi'
mots to the "F" binding post on ;I
terminal strip of the detector-.
amplifier unit.

Knocks Out Body Capacity.
This must be adhered to careful''

as the "F" lead is also connected
the ground binding post.

It is the, grounding of the two shs,4
that eliminates body. oapaci,l;
which, when present, are bothersome
The induction switch lever is als-
grounded, which makes 'all shaft:
which have a tendency to promoTe ca-
pacity effects grounded.

The variometer used by the writer
is pigtailed, which eliminates the use
of having the shaft In the conductive
circuit of the set. But if a variometer
is used Which uses the shaft as a
means of connection, be sure that the
front shaft is connected to the plus
"B" lead or binding post of the ter-
minal strip.

I believe that with the aid of figure*
1 and 2 there should be little difp
ficulty encountered in the construc-
tion of this circuit.

In figure 2 a .00025 grid condenser
should be connected across the grid
leak. This is not shown in the illus-
tration because in some of the circuits.
to be described later the relative con-
nection of grid leak and condenser is
different.

The Next article will describe the
third of the ten circuits which have
been the most popular with the radio

(Copyright 1924, by Crossland Pfaff Engi
necking Laboratories.)

Be sure to read the classified adver-
tisements on Page 15.

Established 1875 by EJLehmann

THE F
Service -Quality -Price

State,Adams,and Dearborn Streets

Complete Long Distance

4 -Tube S. P. 2, Radio Set
1 Stage Radio -frequency Amplification Detector

2 Stages Audio -frequency Amplification

Regular $175 Outfit at

$98.5°

A set powerful enough under favorable conditions
to enable you to listen in on New York, California,

Cuba and other distant points.
Set consists of 1 detector tube, 3 amplifier tubes, 100 ft. stranded an-
tenna wire, 1 pair phones, 50 feet lead-in wire, 1 ground clamp, 1
45 -volt "B" battery, 1 Carter phone plug, 1 Willard 6 -volt storage bat-
tery, 2 insulators and 1 S. P. 2 set.

Pay Only $25 Down-Balance $12 Monthly
Radio Department-Seventh Floor.

411110
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Questions You Ask and Answers We Give
NO DIAGRAM.

1119-CHICAGO: I have trouble in get-
ting KYW. I cannot get them unless I
hold the aerial. I have a wave trap as was
described in The Post Radio Magaz:ne, but
this tunes them ent entirely. Last night
while listening to the opera 'Cleopatra" I
switched the ground and aerial on the bind-
ing post and got KYW with volume enough
for a loud speaker. How can you account
for this? Also can you give me plan for
3 -tube set, using one 43 -plate variable (not
vernier) condenser, 1 vernier part (separate)
and one tickler, with battery connections
on back of cabinet; also using jacks and
plugs? Ae I do not understand much about
radio, I would like it in the simplest terms
possible. Want to use a glass panel. I have a
one -tube regenerative set. Enjoy your maga-
zine very much. Have every copy. The
magazine is the finest going.

You do not enclose a diagram of your set.
therefore, we cannot explain the phenomenon
you describe. The hook-up for a three -tube
set you request is shown.

DOUBTFUL HOOK-UP.
1121-CHICAGO: I have a one -tube re-

generative set, but cannot get out of town;

thirty feet, rod then down to window on
ro ar ri-out to nay- feet to set; In-

sulated from bui : eg a th covered wire for
teed-. n.

This aerial worked on ultra-audlon and I
could get outs de stat o.a very nicely, with

Itrouble, of course, of tuning out local sta-
tions. With my Old Reliable Armstrong I
can easily tune out local station, but cannot
get anywhere else.

Last night he'ng silent night, all I could
got was WTAS and Hastings, Neb., with
two steps of amplificat.on and nothing more.
I cannot understand why. Also I must al-
most turn my rheostat cqutrol of the am-
plification to the end before I can hear the
hum of the amplrf:ers working and I barely
see a light in the tubes.

It would seem that the plates on your
amplifying tubes are paralyzed thru too
much 'B" battery. The WD -11 and WD -12
tubes are rated by the makers not to take
more than ninety volts safely. You are
using 135. volts. You could use 100 volts.
but it would shorten the life of the tubes.
altho it would give great volume in the
output. Cut your amplifying voltage down
to 90 volts and use 3 to 4% volts of bias
or "C" battery. On your WD -12 detector
tube do not use more than 22% volts of

(pa

INk.

RHEOSTAT

451".°150 VOLTS
*B"BATTERY

0

ete STAGE *BATTERY

A.-1134: The pictorial diagram of a two -stage amplifier
above is made especially for those who cannot read schematic diagrams.

pay set doe not regenerate. I have tried sev-
eral hope -ups with the same results. What
do you advise? I use about a twenty -foot
ground wire and a 100 -foot aerial. My
tube is a WD -11 and works fine on my
friend's set. He claims to have gotten
ninety-three stations with this hook-up. Is
it carter.?

The hoe' -up you show in your letter is
doubtful. if you will rebuild it as per the
diagram we can assure you of great success.

TOO PLATE BATTERY.
762-CHI, f:t,(11; I am taking the liberty,

as one at Post radiophans, of asking
you to Ite.p me solve my difficulties with
my hook -tar. ss per The Post circuit No.
51, as d se'osed in The Post Radio Maga-
zine of r- al, referring to the Armstrong
(Old R: !.`e) circuit. I use n plain 43 -
plate .00: o vienser and a 43 -plate
vernier :o r, ^ variecoupler with twelve
taps, twe'-- &nt ;witch, a moulded variom-
eter ,a mierostat detector rheo-
stat, one rlx .4 condenser. I also have
two steps naplifieation controlled by one
rhecetat s ohms resistance, using All -

Js COIL REGENERATIVE
CHICAGO EVENING eon

HOOKUP a 514

The three -
honeycomb -coil set above is an-
other "Old Reliable?'

American transformers, 10 to 1 ratio in first
step and a 5 to 1 in second step. I use
WD -12 tubes in detector and amplification,
using 1% -volt dry cell "A" battery. I use
1:10 volts of "B" battery, using Everready
batteries. I use a Bradleyleak, with .00025
condenser.1 followed up your hook-up to the letter.
I have a double ground wire, one to the
water pipe and another to a gas'PISe driven
in the ground about six feet. My aerial is
as per submitted sketch.My aerial runs from one chimney on rear
building twenty-five feet across to other
chimney on same building (all well insu-
lated) and diagonally across to chimney on
front building, as shown, a distance of about
forty feet, then back to place of beginning
on first chimney of rear building, about

REAL
ADIO TUBES
APEX MAGNATRONS

Made in all
Regular
Styles

RADIO TUBES
CORP.

New Style
Bakelite

Bases
CONNEWEY
ELECTRIC

ALL $5.00 LIST

99.06 AMPERES

s, 3-4 VOLT

STANDARD BASE
This Ad Is Worth!
$1.00 In Trade

RADII:1'111DES,
Diti=ittAor

39 West Adams St., CHICAGO
WE ALSO REPAIR TUBES

DEALERS WEGTE.

"B" battery. It won't detect on more than
that. The rated plate voltage on WD -12 as
detectors is from /6% to 22% volts. All
three of your tubes, probably are ionized.
The makers claim that often they may be
restored by shutting off the plate voltage
and turning on only the filament current.
This should be allowed to pass thru the
filament for several hours. The tubes may
recover. When tubes get too much plate
voltage they sound a warning by turning
blue. They may not be injured for a. few
minutes under this condition, but they ion-
ize rapidly and it is advisable to make haste
to reduce the voltage. Your aerial is not
an ideal one, as the open end-the one far-
thest from the set, and the lead-in end, are
too close. Your aerial is far too short also.
If space limits you why not use one of
the ribbon aerials advertised in The Post?
One hundred feet would be equal to 200 feet,
which would make you a fair aerial with
your twenty -foot lead-in. Could you not
also run the aerial in an "L" shape on the
roof instead of the triangle you are using?
It would give you much better reception.
Try to have the lead-in end point in the
direction of the stations you most prefer to
reach.

'POOR AERIAL.
1287 -CHICAGO: I have a WD -11 tube

set Which gets Chicago stations load enough
to be heard ten feet from the phones but
will not pick up out-of-town stuff. Will
you please help me? My aerial is 250
feet long in the shape of a triangle. The
lead-in is fifty feet long, and the ground
;s ten feet. I have set grounded to radia-
tor. Would a vernier on the rheostat help
any. Would a variable grid leak help? Please
tell me what changes are necessary if any
are.

Your aerial is impractical. One wire.
100 feet long in a straight line six toeight feet above all obstacles, would give
better results. A vernier rheostat and a
variable grid leak would 'be a great aid to
tuning. -Your hook-up is the best pqssible
for the parts used.

THREE -CIRCUIT HOOK-UP.
1110-CHICAGO: I read a great deal o

your paper every night, mostly radio news
and would like very much if you would
send- me directions as to the best way to
hook up my radio set. I have a vario-

IMPROVED ULTRA AODION
CHICAGO EVINING 9035'

woox uo .5i3

Q. & A.-1138: The ultra-
audion shown above is a distinct
improvement over the fixed in-
ductance type.

coupler with twenty switch point*. A 23 -
plate condenser and a variometer.

The hook-up you request, using the parts
mentioned, has been mailed.

INCORRECT HOOK-UP.
1112-CHICAGO: Please check up on this

circuit and see if it is 0. K. It consists

43 PL.COND
HAGERMAN'S

"SUPERDUC. CIRCUIT
CHICAGO EVENING POST HOOKE0517

& A.-I137: The one -tube
Superduc shown above is giving
very good results.

FREE SERVICE
QUESTIONS asked on any subject per-

taining to radio will be answered in
this departn:ent in either the daily edi-
tion or the Radio Magazine published
each Thursday. No charges are made
for this service.

Due to the immense volume of letters
being received by the Question and An-
swer department, the following restric-tions must be made:

All letters must be plainly written in
ink and perferably typewritten, and only
on one side of the paper.

Drawings, hook-ups. etc., must be on
a separate sheet from question and
clearly drawn, showing values of -parts.

Do not ask for panel layouts, con-
struction details. etc.. for a set unless
they have appeared in the columns of
this magazine. Self-addressed and
stamped envelope must be inclosed. Ad-
dress all your letters to Radio Questions
and Answers Department, The Chicago
Evening Post. 12-14 South Market
Street, Chicago.

HAGERMAN LONG DISTANCE
CRYSTAL HOOKUP

Q. & A.-1137 and 1 1 1 1:
Above is the famous Hagerman
crystal hook-up. This is the per-
fect crystal set.

Of detector, two stages of audio and two
stages of rad10-frequ'Encyz

Hook-up mailed up of five -tube set is in-
correct. Use one shown.

OUR ERROR.
1111-01ICAGO: Will you please tell me

If I need a ground in this hook-up? I
'found it In 'your Radio Magazine Thurs-
day, Dec. 27, 1923. Is this the 1 or the
10 -turn switch? Will you please send me
the answer as soon as possible? And also
send me the hook-up of Hagerman long-
distance crystal set?

An.error was made in drawing the crystal
hook-up you referred to. The ground con-
nection came off the switch lever that leads
to the detector. The switch you refer to
is a 1 -turn switch. Hook-up of Hagerman
crystal set is shown.

MORE INFORMATION.
1115-CHICAGO: I would like to know

full facts concerning Mr. Howard F.
Graebke's crystal set, which brings in DX
stations. Kindly advise how six taps aremade on one turn.

We have no more information onset than that which we published.Six taps arc not taken off of one turn.but six taps are taken off of six turns,a tap to each turn.

BATTERY.CHARGING.
1116-CHICAGO: The instructions with -

my tubes say to mac a 110 -volt, 10 -watt-bulb to protect ,the filaments. Would a115 -volt, 10 -watt be all right? How often
and bow long should a 100 -ampere battery
be charged at the rate of seven amperes?
How long an aerial can be used with, a
three -circuit regenerative set (three ,stagesof audio) to get maximum volume, and

e-.43pL. SINGLE CIRCUIT REGENERATIVE
CHICAGO EVENING NAT

HOOKUP eisiz

& A.-1127: The above is
one of the simplest forms of ob-
taining regeneration by feed -back.

still be able to tune out the locals for tong
distance?

We do not understand the statement you
make in your first paragraph. A 100 -
ampere battery should be charged when
the specific gravity reading on the hydrom-
eter is below 1100. At that time it should
be charged for about ten hours, at seven
amperes, altho it would be much better
for your battery to charge longer at a

GRID LEAK
& COND

113CIRCUIT REGENERATIVE
WITH 2 STAGES

cHICToOEvvE41116 POSTHKu
11111111

5-I AFT 3-1 A.FT

90 Y. .

& A.-1119: The original three -circuit set with two stages of
A. -F. appears above.

only is highly preferable, and dry battery
operation is essential.

If you can supply me with a hook-up that
will come somewhere near meeting the above
conditions (or specifications) the favor will
be much appreciated.

It is impossible to construct a set such as
you request. We know of no_method where-
by you could do so.

USE OF LOADING COILS.
1118-CHICAGO: I have purchased Kellogg

parts for the "Old Reliable" set that I am
building. Would you advise using the Kel-
logg D'amond-Wound roll on the variocoupl-
er? Would this coil improve or help in any
way? I have the cell and don't know what
to do with It. I am very anxious to pick
up King Tut's grandfather.

The Kellogg Diamond Wound coil is of no
use on the "Old Reliable."

WRONG POLARATIES.
1130-CHICAGO: I am inclosing a hook-up

that I can only get Chicago stations on. I
would like tb know if it is correct and how

hook-up for the following parts, and oblige:
One 23 -plate Vernier condenser; 1 Eaten vari-
ometer (please advise what size), 1 Howard
rheostat, 1 grid condenser, 1 grid leak, 1
WD -12 tube, 1 WD -12 socket; 1 "A" battery,
1% volts; 1 "B" battery, 22% volts; binding
posts, etc.

A hook-up for the parts mentioned in your
letter is shown. Use a variable grid leak
and .00025 condenser.

OLD RELIABLE VS. 3 -HC.
1141-CHICAGO: Will you kindly sendme a blueprint or sketch of a 3 -honey-

comb coil Armstrong set? No variometer
or variocoupler used. Two stages of am-plification. Stamped envelope. Do you
consider the Old Reliable or 3-boneyeonab
the best? If Old Reliable is best, couldyou say why? Thank you for your finemagazine.

The hook-up YOU request for 3 -honeycomb
coil set is shown. This set is just as good

N E UTRO DYNE CIRCUIT
THE CHICAGO EVENING POST HOOK UP '503

Q. & A.-1124: An efficient neutrodyne circuit is shown above.

far I ought to be able to receive on it. Have
you a better hook-up with the same Instru-
ments I am using? If so, could you please
send me one? Congratulations on the good
work of The Post Radio Magazine,

In your digram mailed us you show the
negative "B" connected to the positive
wkich goes thru the rheostat. This is in-
correct. Connect as per diagram inclosed.

1137-CHICAGO:. Please send me on re-
quest a hook-up. for a crystal set using a
wood variometer anal a 23 -plate condenser.

The hook-up you request for a crystal set
is shown.

sLrEtcnec HOOK-UPS.
1137-CHICAGO: Inclosed please find self-.

addressed envelope for return postage. I
would desire to know what the best hook-up
is, using the following equipment: One 23 -
plate variable condenser, 1 11 -plate variable
condenser; 1 variometer, may be used as a
.plit varoimeter; 1 poterilometer, 1 rheostat,
i C-299 tube, 2 .002 fixed condensers, 1
.00025 fixed condenser.

The hook-up for your equipment, as per
your request, is shown.

1140-CHICAGO: I am using the set

INPUT

-8+A

-A

4Svf 
ONE STAGE AMPLIFIER

CHICAGO EVENING POSE
HOOKUP 41508

Q. & A.-1286 and 1133:
Above is a simple one -stage amplie
Fier. A 5-1 transformer is used.

as the "Old Reliable." but is not popular
because of the fact that the inductances
must be mounted on the fiont of the panel
and are. therefore, unstable and subject to
body capacity.

LONG RANGE RECEIVER WITH 2 STAGES R.F &2 STAGESAF.
'CHICAGO EVENING POST HOOKUP*519

Q. & A.-1112: For extreme long distance and selectivity the
above set is ideally suitable.

45"150VOLT3
tr BATTE RY

0

Q. & A.-1109: The amplifier above is suitable for those who
wish to obtain the maximum volume from a circuit.

lower amperage. A suitable aerial for a
three -circuit regenerative set is one wire
100 feet long in a straight line 6 to 8 feet
above all obstacles.

IMPOSSIBLE RECEIVER.
1213-CHICAGO: I wish to construct for

a friend who lives in "the loop,' a simian -
a led tube receiving set, without adjust-
ments, but arranged with three phone jacks,
marked WDAF, WJAZ and KYW, respective-
ly, so that to get anyone of these local
broadcasting stations he will simply "plug-
in" the phones in the proper hole just like
on a telephone switclabbard.
,I don't know any better place to get this

information than from your excellent radio
department. .

Cost Is not Important, compactness is de-
sirable, to operate on ground connection

known as the "SP -2" receiver and find it
impossible to get any outside stations while
the Chicago stations are going. Is thereany way of making this set more selective?
Is tails set supposed to be very sensitive?
If a wave trap would help this situation
any, kindly send me the hook-up and list
of parts needed for The Post wave trap.
On silent nights I have pretty good luck
with my set, but when the local stations
are operating, I am out of luck. I certainly
enjoy your Radio Magazine every Thursday.
It is great and far ahead of any I have
ever seen.

The hook-up of a wave trap that you re-
quest has been mailed.

ULTRA -AUDIO' CIRCUIT.
1138-CHICAGO: Please send me a good

Ask Your Dealer for
Kellogg Variocou piers

No. 501

Bakelite Shells. No sliding
contacts. Can be used as split-
variometer. Smooth operation
and long life. Specify Kellogg
and know you have the best.

USE -Is
The TEST

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
E. SUPPLY COMPANY

1066 W. Adams St. Chicago
1.11,1iN11
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Today's Radio Programs and Schedules
Continued from Page 3.

financial talk by Roy Munger of the Daily
News financial department; talk by Mrs.
George Palmer, president Illinois Federation
Women's Clubs; 7:45 D. in., Mr. and Mrs.
Marx E. Oberndorfer introduce the opera,
"Carmen"; 8 p. m., opera "Carmen," with
Mary Garden.

WJAZ-Located on Edgewater Beach hotel;
447.5 meters; E. Warren Howe. program
director.

Day -This station has no regular day
schedule.

Evening -10- p. in. to 2 a. in., Oriental
band of liedinah temple; Gus Palmer, tenor:
Dr. L. 0. Green, cornet; Elmer S. Lott.
tenor; Oriole orchestra; "Harem Strains"
(Sylvester O'Brien) "Camel Driver's Trot"
(Dr. Geo. Madill), Oriental band; novelty
horn solo, by Harry Culver; Turkish Mus-
sette solo, "Oh 1 What a Night" (Wade),
"Turkish Slumber Rugs" (Neynaber), by
John Woollett; "Trees- (Joyce Koimar-Oscar
Rusbach), by Gus Palmer; a few minutes of
good stories, by Harry 431toodwin Bartruff;
"Asleep in the Deep," "Turkey in the Straw."by Art Adair; "A Perfect Day" (Carrie
Jacobs Bond), "Sunshine of Your Smiles"
(Lillian Ray). by Dr. L. 0. Green; "Just
Awearyin' for You" (Carrie Jacobs Bond).
"Danny Boy" (Fred E. Weatherly), by
Elmer S. Lott; "Follow the Fez" (Geo. B.
Smith), "Semiter Fox Trot" (Elmer E. Cod-
ner), by Oriental band; "The Sands of the
Desert Do Blow" (Warren B. Buckley), "Two
Hump Camel" (Si W. Weber), Dr. Lee
Hedges; "Open the Passage to the Desert"
(John W. Swatek), "Es Selam Aleikum"
(Edward L. Johnson), Oriental band: "Call
Me No More" -(Ebertiart-Wakefield Cadman),
"Joy" (Winter Watts), by Gus Palmer; Ori-
ole numbers, "Pekin," "Dream Daddy," "Sob-
bing Blues," "My 'Dream Moon." "Back in
Hack an' Sack New Jersey," "Wonderland
of Dreams."

WDAP-Chicago Board of Trade, located
at Drake hotel; 390 meters. _

Day -9:30 a. in., 10 a. me 10:30 a. m..
11 a. m., 11:30 a. in.. 12 noon, 12:30 p.
1 p. m., 1:30 p. in., quotations and market
reports direct from the Chicago Board of
Trade.

Evening -10 p. in., Emma Starman, so-
prano; Hugh Marshall, tenor; Jack Chap -
man's orchestra.

WPAD-Formerly on W. A. Wieboldt &
Co.'s School street and Ashland avenue.

Notice -This station has closed and is be-
ing moved to Armour Institute, where it will
be operated by the radio department of that
institution.

WSAH-Located at 4801 Woodlawn ave-
nue; 248 meters.

WSAX-Located on Chicago Radio labora-
tory; 268 meters.

SUBURBAN STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.)
WCBD-Zion, III.; 345 meters; J. H. De -

pew, station manager.
Day -2:30 p. m. to 3:45 p. m., sacred

solos and duets. and an address either by
Wilbur Glenn Votive. general overseer of the
Christian Catholic Apostolic church in Zion,
or one of his representatives.

WCAY-Milwaukee, Wis.; 261 meters: No
silent nights.

Day -.1 p. in. to 4:30 p. in., special con-
cert; novelty and test programs as an-
nounced.

Evening -7:30 D. in., regular concert pro-
gram.

WHAD-Marquette university, Milwaukee,
Wis.; 280 meters:

Wednesdays -At 7:30 P. in. only.
WIAB-Rockford, II.; 252 meters: Mon-day and Friday evenings: Monday evening;

9 p. m., MacDonald's Melody orchestra, in
latest hits; Friday evening, 8 p. m., vocal
and instrumental selections: Sunday, 12:30
p. m., religious services by the Rev. Toyk-
mann and choir of the Mission Tabernacle
church.

WJAN-Peoria, Ill.; 280 meters; Daily ex-
cept Sunday.

Day -9 a. in., live stock market: 9:15
a. in.. weather: 11:30 a. in.. Chicago, Peoria
and St. Louis live stock and grain markets;
1:30 p. in., Chicago and Peoria grain and
produce markets; United States agriograms.

Evening -Tuesday and Thursday. special
musical program to be announced by radio-
phone.

WRM-Urbana. ID., University of Illinois;
360 meters: 8:50 to 9:30 p. in., lectures
and news.

WTAS-Elgin. III.; 286 meters.

FOREIGN STATIONS

CKAC-Montreal, Canada; 430 meters:
- Day -3 p. in., news, weather and stock re-
ports; 3:15 p. In., studio entertainment.

Evening -6 p. m., kiddies stories in French
and English; 6:30 p. m., Rex Battle anti his
Mount Royal hotel concert orchestra; 7 P-
m. program by Canadian National railways:
10:30 p. m., Joseph C. Smith and his Mount
Royal hotel dance orchestra; 11:30 p. in.,
news.CYL-Mexico City, D. F. "El Universal";
500 meters: Reul Azcarraga, director; G.
Obregon, Jr., announcer (Spanish); Bendel
Hodges, announcer (English).

Daily. 12:54 p. me news and weather;
8:24 p. m., war bulletins from the war and
navy departments: Tuesday and Fridays,
8:24 to 8:54 p. in., music. Sunday, 7:24
p. in., war bulletins.

PWX-Havana, Cuba; 400 meters: Jose
Isquierdo. chief operator; Urbane del Cas-
tile, program director: Remberto O'Farrie
announcer: regular broadcasting nights,
Wednesday and Saturday. 7:30 to 10 p.
central standard time.

TSF-Paris, France; French Post and Tele-
graph department, 103 Rue de Grenelle.
Director, el. G. Valenst; assistant, M. Chan -
ton; 400 meters; 500 watts.

Daily except Tuesday at 2:21 p. in., Tues-
day at 1:51 p. m.. music. classical theater
and a course in English literature; Tuesdays,
a course in the Morse code. Every ten
days, scientific lectures.

OUT-OF-TOWN STATIONS

Eastern Programs.
(Central Time Is Shown.)

KDKA-East Pittsburg; 326 meters:
Day -8:45 a. in.. Union live stock market

reports from National Stockman and Farmer:
10:55 a. m., Arlington time signals: 11
a. m., weather forecast and United States
bureau of market reports from National
Stockman and Farmer: 11:10 a. in., concert
by Daugherty's orchestra, from McCreery's
dining -room. Pittsburg, Pa; 5 p. m., concert
arranged for rebroadcasting in England, be
the KDS.A. Little Symphony orchestra, Victor
Saudek director, assisted by the Cycle 'quar-
tet and the MacDowell quartet, artists from
the studio of Lyman Almy Perkins, Pitts-
burg. Pa.; Mrs. Marie Shaner, soprano; Caro-
line Bracey. soprano; Mrs. Brabazon Ruth-
erford, contralto; Mrs. L. Wallace Ohl. con-
tralto; Arthur C. Stott, tenor; Arthur Ray
Davis. tenor; Joseph Rogers, bass: E. Clair
Anderson, bass. Program: Selections by
orchestra, "National Anthem": overture,
Egmont" (Beethoven); Suite "Valse Gra-

-ieuse" ( Germ an); ( a ) ' 'Souvenir"; ( b )
'Gypsy Dance"; "Prairie Sketches," (1)

"Dawn"; (2) "Yuccas": (3) "Legend of
the Plain"; (4) "Whispers of Night" (Cad-
man): selection by Cycle and MacDowell
quartet. ^My Love Dwells in the North
,,and (a capella), (Eiger); ensemble and
'rehestra selections: "Sextet" from "Lucia
e Lammermoor" (Donizetti); "Land of
;lope and and Glory" (Eiger).

Evening -7 p. in., concert by elm Fort Pitt
:lotel orchestra, Harry Hochle conductor;
7:30 p. in., weekly chat with the farmers,
y Frank E. Mullen, radio editor National

-tockman and Farmer; 6:45 p. m., The
-iiildren period; 7 p. National Stockman
and Farmer market reports; 7:15 p. m.,
farm feature: 7:30 p, in. addresses from

the Traffic and Transportation association
banquet at Hotel Schenley, Pittsburg, Pa.
Speakers, J. C. Davis, director general of
railroads, Washington, D. C.; F. A. Butter-
worth, assistant general freight agent Pere
Marquette Railroad company, Chicago, M.;
toastmaster, 8. S. Butler, freight traffic
manager; music by "Gene's American Sev-
en": 8:65 p. in., Arlington time signals and
weather forecast; 10:30 p. in. special late
evening concert.

WBZ-Springfield, Mass.; 337 meters:
Day -10:55 a, in., Arlington time signals:

weather reports, Boston and Springfield mar-
ket reports; dinner concert by WBZ quintet.

Evening -7 p. in., lecture, music.
WCAE--Pittsburg, Pa.; 462 meters:
Day -11:30 a. m., news, weather reports,

reading of program for the day; 1
piano recital by Fred Rosenfeld, exclusive
WCAE artist; 2:30 p. m., latest news bul-
letins; 3:30 p. in., stock market reports;
Sunshine Girl and Uncle "Kaybee"; 5:30
P. m., dinner concert transmitted from Wil-
liam Penn hotel.

Evening -6:30 p. in.. Uncle "Eaebee"; 7
P. in., silent period; 7:30 p. in., musical pro-
gram.

WEAF-New York city; 492 meters:
Day -10 to 11 a. m., Eleanor Boykin of

Vogue to speak on "Everyday Essentials in
Good Manners"; "Filet Crochet," by Mrs.
Frances A. Harris of the 0. N. T. Cotton
company; market reports by American Agri-
culturist, and United States department of
agriculture; 3 to 4:30 p. in., Henry Lange,
pianist, and others.

Evening -6 to 11 p. m., midweek services
under the auspices of the New York Fed-
eration of Churches; United Cigar Storesdaily sport talk, by Thornton Fisher; Dr.
Owen Lovejoy of the National Child Labor
association; talk by the Bank of America:
musical program direct from Hunter college.
New York by the Adolph Lewisohn freePublic course in chamber music: musical
program direct from the studio of the Co-
lumbia Phonograph company; talk by theLouisiana Gulf Coast club; Gene Braes-combe, pianist; Louise Hubbard, Sariralib:Katherin Platt Gunn, violinist, and Earle
Tuckerman, barytone; Joel Coffey, pianist;
program by Gimbel Brothers; Vincent Lopez
and his orchestra, direct from the grill ofthe Hotel Pennsylvania.

WIEN-New York city, Lowe's State broad-
casting station; 360 meters:

Day -1 p. me music.
Evening -8 p. in., music. *

WGI-Medford Hillside, Mass.; 360 meters:Day -11 a. in., noon day program: 11:40
a. m., New England weather forecast fur-
nished by the United States weather bu-
reau; 11:45 a. in., closing report on farmers
produce market report; 2 p. m., AmradWomen's club program; 2:35 p."Tear Time Talk"; 4:30 p. in., closingstock market reports furnished by Elmer
H. Bright and company, members of the New
York and Boston Stock exchange, govern-ment reports, live stock market report; 5p. m., Boston police reports. Boston police
headquarters; in., code practice, les-son No. 221; 5:30 p. in., meeting of theBig Brother Amrad club; 5:50 p. in., mes-sage to Camp Fire Girls, by Charles W. Caleson -"Big Smoke.';

Evening -7 p. m., (1.) "Stories for Par-ents," by the Children's Aid association,
entitled "David's Escape" and read by Mr.Alfred Whitman, executive secretary; (2)concert by the Saugus High School Gleeclub, C. Francis Wood. director.

WHAZ-Troy, N. Y.; 330 meters: Titsstation broadcasts only on -Monday eve-nings.
WGY-Schenectady, N. Y.; no. meters;Silent night Wednesday.
Day -10:55 a. M., time signals; 11:30a. in., stock market report; 11:40 a. in.,produce market report; 11:45 a. m., weatherreport; 1 p. in., music and address, "The

Problem of Child Labor," Mrs. James Boyle,
Board of Education; 5 p. in.,produce and stock market quotations; news

bulletins; 5:30 p. in., dinner music by Ro-
mano's -orchestra, New Kenmore hotel, Al-
bany. N. Y.

Evening -7:45 p. m., radio drama, "ThePassing of the Third Floor Back," byJerome K. Jerome, presented by WGY Play-
ers. A few moments with new books, L.
L. Hopkins. assistant librarian of the Gen-
eral Electric company; instrumental selec-tion, "Adagio" (Rimsky-Korsakow), by WGY
orchestra: drama, "The Passing of theThird Floor Back," a play in three episodes,
by Jerome K. Jerome. Episode 1 -The pro-
log. The characters in the lirblog: asatyr, a coward, a bully, a shrew, a hussy,a rogue, a cad, a cat, a snob, a slut. acheat and a passer-by, WGY Players. Note-The entire action of the play takes place
in the "First Floor Front" of the house at
13 Bloomsbury place, London. Time, thepresent. Instrumental selection, "Sostenuto"
(Kargiumff ). by orchestra. Episode 2 -The play: Joey Wright. a retired bookmaker,
Charles S. Baumes; Christopher Penny, a
painter, Edward E. St. Louis: Maj. Tomp-
kins, retired, Frank Oliver; Mrs. Tompkins,
Ruth Bentley -Snow; Vivian, the major's
daughter, Rose Cohn; Jape Samuels, of the
city, Jerome Lovenheim: Harry Larcomb,
his jackal, Barrington Havens; Miss Kite.
Clara Swanker; Mrs. Percival de Hooley
cousin of Sir George, Margaret V. Smith:
Stasis Maxey, Lola Sommers; Mrs. Sharp,
the landlady, Helen Campbell: "The Third
Floor Back," Edward H. Smith; instru-
mental selection> "Andante Sosteauto"
(Bendel", by orchestra. Episode- 3, -The
epilogue:. The characters in the epilogue:)
Two lovers, you and me, a husband and
wife, a Jew, an entertaining party, a maiden
lady, a rich aunt, an important person, the
lady of the house and a friend; instrumental
selection, "Meditation*(Glazounow), by or
chestra.

WOE -Buffalo: 319 meters:
Day -9:45 p. in., weather forecast for

Buffalo and western New York; 11 a. m.,
weather, produce and live stock market re-
ports, and agriograms from the United
States department of agriculture, George Al-
bert Bouchard; program, Vain Chromatique
(Godard), "Shepherd's -Pipes" (Hubbard W.
Harris) , "A Lady Picking Mulberries"
(Edgar S. Kelley): 1:30 p.. in., clos-
ing prices of Chicago Board of Trade;
2:30 p. in., closing prices of New York
Stock exchange; 3 p. m., teatime music,
Palm room, Hotel Stotler; Miss Martha
Oomph, harpist; Miss Catherine Stang, vio-
linist; 6:30 p. m., dinner music. Vincent
Lopez, Hotel Statler Dance orchestra.

Evening -6:30 p. in., digest of the day's
news; second broadcasting of all daily re-
ports; Indeustrial Employment bulletin; the
American Boy story.

WJY-New York city; 405 meters:
This station broadcasts only on Sundays

at 2:30 p. in. to 6 p. m.
WJZ-New York city; 455 meters: No

silent night.
Day -2 p. in., afternoon auditorium con-

cert direct from the Wanamaker audito-
rium; 3 p. in., "The Natural Equipment of
the Child," by Dr. Charles E. Benson, a New
York university radio extension course lec-
ture; 3:15 p. m., recital by Mrs. John Dal-
ton, soprano; 4 p. m., Carlyle Straub, poems:
4:30 p. in., closing reports of the New York
state department of farms and markets;
farm and home reports: closing quotations
of the New York Stock exchange; foreign
exchange quotations; Evening Post news;
6 p. in.. "Jack Rabbit Stories," by David
Cory; 6:45 p. m., the World's Work; 8 p.
m., evening organ recital on the audito-
rium organ, direct from the Wanamaker
auditorium; 8 p. m., "Adventures in Scan-
dinavia," by Wirst W. Varnitz: 8:15 p. m.,
recital by Margaret Manierre, soprano; 8:45
p. in., concert by Vincent Coppola, pianist;
9:30 p. m., dance progrm by the Hotel Com-
modore orchestra under the personal direc-
tion of Bernhard Leeitow, direct from the
grill room of the Hotel Commodore.

WOO -Philadelphia; 509 meters: Silent
Sunday. Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Sat-
urday evenings.

Day -10 a. in., grand organ; 10:30 a. in,,
United States weather forecast; 10:55 a. in.,
United States naval observatory time sig-
nals; 11 a. m., luncheon music by the Tea.
Room orchestra; 3:45 p. m., grand organ
and trumpets; 4 p. m., snorts results and
police reports.

Evening -Silent.
WOK -Newark, N. J.; 405 meters:
Day -1:30 p. in., Sara Schuyler Butler.

chairman Republican committee, New York.
will speak on, "Woman. the .Citizen": 1:46

p. Helen Stone in soprano solos; 2 p.
Gertrude Boyle, sculptress; 2:15 p. m.. con-
tinuation of soprano solos by Helen Stone:
2:40 p. in., Edward Farley, 12 -year -old
pianist; 5:15 p. in., "Vocational Education."
a talk by W. T. Mullally of the educational
committee, young Men's Christian associa-
tion of New York city; 5:30-6:30 p.
"Music While You Dine," by Tom Cooper's
Country Club orchestra.

WRC-Washington, D. C.; 469 meters: Si-lent Tuesday, Thursday rid Saturday eve-
nings.

Day -2 p. in., fashion developments of the
moment prepared by Women's Wear: 2:10
p. m., song recital by Edna Gibson, soprano:
2:25 p. m., current comments by the editor
of the Review of Reviews; 2:35 p. m., Brad -
street's financial report; 2:50 p. in., piano
recital by Edith Grey; 3 p. in., the Maga-
zine of Wall Street; 4:15 p. m., instruction
in international code practice; 5 p. m., chil-
dren's hour by Peggy Albion,

Evening -Silent.
WRW-Tarrytown, N. Y.; 273 meters:
Evening -8 p. in.. Westchester county po-

lice reports.
WDAR-Philadelphia, Pa.; 395 meters:
Day -10:45 a. m., WDAR daily almanac;

11:02 a. m., organ recital from the Stanley
theater; features from the studio; Arcadia
Concert orchestra, Fery Sarkozi, director;
1 to 2 p. m., Arcadia Concert orchestra;
artist recital from the studio: 3:30 p.
artist recital.

Evening -6:30 p. m., "Dream Daddy" with
the Boys and Girls.

Midwest Programs.
WC/VT.-Northfield, Minn., St. Olaf college,

P. Skitter, director; Ellu Ijertass, program
director; 360 meters.

Sunday, 11 a. m. and 8:90 p. Thurs-
day. 9 p. in.; Friday, 7 D. in.; Saturday, 12
noon.

WCX-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters:
Day -1 e. in.. news bulletins; 1:15 p. in.,

stock quotations; 1:50 p. in.. government
weather forecast; 3:15 p. in., music; 5p. m.. dinner concert, broadcast from Hotel
Taller.

Evening -8:30 p. m., musical program un-
der direction of George H. Lancer.

WJAX-Cleveland; 390 meters: Silent every
night except Tuesday and Thursday.

WLAG-Minneapolis, Mime; 417 meters:
No silent nights.

Day -9:50 to 10:45 a. in., imnouncemeets,
news and market reports at halal -hour inter-
vals: 10:45 a. in., household hints: 11:35
a. in., surprise program; 1:30 p. m., market
reports; 2 p. in., talk by Dean F. J. Wult
ling, college of pharmacy, University of
Minnesota- weekly dancing lesson by Tess
Cooperman; 2:30 p. m. market report; 2:40
p. in., daylight concert by Ronning's Air
Raiders; 4 p. m., short story by Mildred
Simons; 4:30 p. m., market report: 5:30
p. in., children's hour, Tess Cooperman.

Evening -6 p. in., sport hour, Dr. J. S.
Dick Jr., "Dogs"; 8:15 p. m. Osborn's Min-
neapolis Athletic Club orchestra: 7:30 p.
farm lecture program; 9:15 p. m., weather
and time report.

eVLW-Cincinnati; 309 meters: Silent Fri-
day and Saturday 

Day -10:30 a. in., weather forecast and
business reports; 1:30 p. m., business re-
ports: 3 p. in.. market reports; 4 p. m.,
piano solos by Adelaide Apfel; representing
the League of Women Voters, Mrs. J. A.
Ridgeley: subject, "Why the League of
Women Voters Supports the National Child
Labor Amendment."

Evening -10:30 p. in., scenes from Oscar
Wilde's "Lady Windemere's Fan," directed
by Helen Schuster -Martin; music from the
Cincienati. Conservatory of Music: in the
cast, Mrs. Eriynne, Norma Gerdsen; Lady
Windemere, Evelyn Lilly; Lord Windemere,
Willard Crain -V Lore Darlington, Joseph
Flick; Lord Augustus, Joseph Schreck: Cecil

Maynard %abbe; Mr. Rob-
ert Sprague; musical selections, violin solos
by Freda Slauter, "Serenade Espagnole"
(Chamina(leetreisler), "From the Canebrake"
(Gardner): songs by Lillian Dent, "Il est
doux, it est bon" (Massenet), "Trees" (Ras-
baeh): piano solos by Marjory Garrigus.
"Cadiz" (Albeniz), "Spinning Song" (Men-
delssohn). "The Banjo Picker" (Powell);
songs by Lillian Dent, "Spirit Flower"
(Campbell -Tipton), "Hard Trials" (Bur-
leigh) ; violin solos by Freda Slauter. "Fare-
well to Cueullain" (Kreider) "Ghost. Dance"
(Levy) . 11 p. m., entertainment by the Jus-
tin Huber Dance orchestra playing "Sunshine
of Mine." "Marcheta," "Georgia Mammy"
and other numbers.

WOC-Davenport, Iowa; 481 meters: Silent
Tuesdays.

Day -10 a, me opening market quotations:
10:55 a. in., time signals; 11 a. m., weather
and river forecast; 11:05 a. in., market quo-
tations; le noon, chimes concert; 2 p. m.,
closing stocks and markets; 3:30 p. m.,
educational program and concert; 5:45 p.
chimes concert; 6:30 p. in.. Sandman's visit:

WSAI-Cineinnati, United States Playing
Card Company; 309 meters:

Evening -8 p. in., program by Church of
the Advent choir; 8:45 p. in., bass solos,
Stanley Johnson; 9 p. in., address "Recent
Tendencies in American History," Prof. Bev -

Good Tuning
Makes Radio
Hogs "Scouts"
Continued from Page 10.

in reverse order as you change the
set wave -length beyond that of the
station. Your neighbors also will en-
joy this demonstration if they are
tuned in on the same station.

Reduce Feedback Quickly.
Whenever your set is oscillating It

will produce a beat or whistle of
varying pitch when the tuning dial
in brought into resonance with a sta-
tion or when you cross a signal. This
is, of course, the easy way to find a
station, but if you must find it by
this method, cut down the feedback
as soon as the station is located and
increase the feedback slowly to a
point just --below oscillation. Always
reduce feedback until signal or voice
is clear.

Use both hands in tuning. Select
station with tuning (wave -length(
dial, then adjust feedback dial to
point just below oscillation, at same
time adjusting tuning dial as neces-
sary to hold the signal, because Ad-
justment of feedback will throw the
set slightly out of tune.

If a beat or whistle results when the
station is crossed with the tuning
dial, you may be assured that your
set is transmitting. Be a scout, turn
down the feedback control, use a sin-
gle wire antenna and insist on your
neighbor doing the same.

Power Lines Dangerous.
Be extremely careful to avoid high -

power electric wires in repairing aer-
ials or erecting new ones.

Maybe you'd like to sell your set -
and that's exactly the set some one
else wishes to buy, Advertise it in
the Classified Section of this maga-
zine. 5 cents per word. See page 15.

erly Bond, department of history, University
of Cincinnati; 9:15 p. in., mixed quartet.

WHAM -Cleveland: 390 meters: Riven -
casts only Wednesday and Saturday eve-nings at 7 to 8 D. m.

WWJ-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters: Silent.
Saturday.

Day -3-2 noon.. dance music by Jean Gold-
,kettes orchestra, broadcast from the Gray -
stone trelroom.

Evening Music.
iiVOI-Ames, Iowa, Iowa State eo)lege;

360 meters.
Southwest Programs.

KSD-St. Louis; 546 meters: Silent Fri-
day.

Day -Opening midseason and closing quo-
tations on the St. Louis grain markets: live
stock conditions; Liverpool and New York
cotton market; New York stocks. bonds and
money market; metal markets, weather re-
ports, forecast and news bulletins are broad-
cast at 8:40, 9:40, 10:40, 11:40, 12:40.
1:40. 2:40 and 4 daily.

Evening -8 p. in., Dorothy Jacobson. pian-
ist; Abe Jacobson, violinist; Carl Rosen-
baum, tenor.

WRAP -Fort Worth, Texas; 476 meters:
Day -10 a. in. to 4 p. m., markets and

financial review.
Evening -7:30 to 8:30 p. in., concert by

the Junior Euterpean club, Mrs. J. Edward
Cooley director (E. L. 0. announcing) ; 9:30to 10:46 p. in., concert by artists from
Howard Payne college, Brownwood, Texas
(G. C. A. announcing).

WDAF-Kansas City, Mo.; 411 meters:
Day -3:30 to 4:30 p. in., musical matinee;

D. Amtert Haley's dance and concert or-
chestra.

Evening -6 to 7 p. m.. piano tuning in
number on the Duo Art; marketgrams:
weather forecast, time -signal and road re-
port; address, speaker from the William
Jwell college, Liberty, Mo.: address. Dr.
Ray Palmer, "What Think Ye of Christ?"
address, J. H. Mercer, Kansas Live Stock
associaion: the children's story and infor-
mation period; music, Fritz Hanlein's Tria-
non ensemble, Hotel Muehlebach: 11:45
p. in., to 1 a. in. (Nighthawk frolic), The
'Merry Old Chief" and the Coon -Sanders

Novelty -singing orchestra, Plantation grill,
Hotel leuehlabach: pige organ recital by
Miss Norma Mannering at the Newman
theater.

WFAA-Dallas, Texas: 147 meters: Silent
Wednesday.

Day -10:30 a. ine United States weather
bureau report and forecast and C. A. M. A.
A. highway condition bulletin for the south-
west followed by Dallas produce market quo-
tations, early cotton market report and Well
street review; 12:30 p. in., address: 2:30
to 2:45 p. m., Dallas live stock market, late
general markets, sport news: 3:30 to e p. m.,
agriograms, health tinnetires. Texas marketnews; 5.30 to 6 perm- bedtime story and
fairy tale, told by Miss Mary C. Toonee

Evening -8:30 to 9:30 p. in., musical pro-
gram by the Wednesday Morning Choral club,
Mrs. Ralph .C. Smith, program 'chairman.

WGV-New Orleans; 359 meters,
WHAS-Louisville; 400 meters: Silent Mon-

days.
Day -4 to 5 p. m., selections by the Wal-

nut theater orchestra; Walter Davison, con-
ductor; selections by: the Strand theater one
chestra, Harry S. Currie, conductor.

Evening -9 to 10:30, music.
WHB-Kansas City, Mo.; 411 meters: Si-

lent Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Day -8:25 to 8:30, estimated live stock

receipts: 9:25 to 9:40, live stock, grain
Quotations; 10:25 to 10:40, live stock and
grain quotations, weather and shippers' fore-
cast, road conditions and foreign exchange;
11:26 to 11:40, live stock, grain quotations;
12:35 to 1 p. in., popular dance music by
request, Sweeney Radio orchestra; 1:25 to
1:50 p. m. closing grain and live stock quo-.
tations; 2 to 3 p. m., ladies' hour program
of elassieal and popular musical selections
by the Sweeney Radio orchestra; 3 p. in.,
grain market, weather, news.

Evening -7 to 7:45 p. m., educational pro-
gram; piano solo, selected, george Parrish:
"Better Homes and Buildings," second of a
series of talks on this subject; trombone
solo, "My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice" from
"Samson and Della", by James Sell: read-
ing of agriograms and press news from the
department of agriculture: 8 to 10 P. In.,program given by the Co-operative club of

Kansas City assisted by the following mem
bees of the faculty -of the Horner Institute
of Fine Arts, Kansas City, Mo., Miss Beulah
Marty, violinist: Paul Snyder, pianist; Stan-
ley Deacon, barytone: "Raymond Overture"
(Thomas), by Sweeney Radio orchestra;"Two Preludes" (Chopin), by Mr. Snyder;
"Thy Beaming Eyes" (MacDowell 1, "Crying
of Water" (Campbell -Tipton). by Mr. Dea-
cml; "Londonderry Air" (lereisler), "Scherzo
Tarentelle" (Wieniawski), by Miss Marty;"March Militaire" (Schubert), by Sweeney
CRoacloipoe moire, vhees traClub; ad dprreesssi debnyt. Incthearnriaetsi onAal.

Moore, Topeka, Kan.; "Perpetual Motion"
(Weber), by Mr. Snyder: "Prom the Cane
Brake" (Samuel Gardner), "Negro Chant"
(Cameron White). by Miss Marty: "ColleenHeart" (Bee.), "Drake Goes West"
(Sanderson), by Mr. Deacon: selections be
the Sweeney Radio orchestra until close.

Were -Memphis; 500 meters: Silent Wed-
Day -Stocks and news every half hourfrom 9 a. m., to 10 p. m.
Evening -8:30 p. in., the Chisca Hotel

Philharmonic orchestra in their weekly re -
San Antonio, Texas; 385 meters:

Silentt
aulVrA a-snyisg.hts,

Mondays, Wednesdays and
h
WSB-Atlanta, Ga.; 428 meters.
WHAB-Galveston, Texas; :b6O meters:

Pacific Coast Concerts.
EGO -Oakland, Cal.; General Electric
m

y-S;
312 meters.

eltle'arssi 455 meters: Silent
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundae&nights,

En

REIM-San Francisco; 509. meters.
Evening -el usic.
Day -1 p. m., weather forecast.
KWG-Portland. Ore,; Portland oregortamas

492 meters.
Day -1:30 p. in., weather forecast; 5:30

p. m., woman's story program; 9:30 seem.,
weather forecast and market reports: 10
p m., dramatic program by Dons Smith;
12 in., dance music by George Olsen's Metro-
politan orchestra of the Hotel Portland.

KHJ-Los Angeles: 395 meters.
Evening -10:45, 11:30 p. m. to 1 a. in.
KPO-San Francisco; 425 meters; 500

watts: Urea F. Morrison, station director;
Ada Morgan O'Brien, program director.silent.Fri-
d"Dayn-ig2htpmu, time signals from the naval
observatory: 3 to 4 p. in., Rudy Sieger's
Fairmount Hotel orchestra by remote con-
trol.

Evening -8 to 9 p. m., dinner program by
George Lipschultz and music masters from
the Loew's Warfield theater; Lela Johnstone,
dramatic soprano, soloist: 10 to 11 p.
organ recital by G. Herold Montague Sehul
tem; 11 to 12 p. m., an- attractive program
will be given by talented artists. who are:
Vladimir Rassouchine, Russian pianist and
composer: Mrs. Dorothy McClure Hunt. so-
prano; Leonida Coruni, celebrated barytone;
12 in. to 1 a. in., Palace Hotel Dance or-
chestra, by wire telephony:

r Ask the Man at the Coun:"
ter to Show You

UP °III'.
Quality and Satisfactory
Performance Guaranteed

SOLD BY
Leading Jobbers and Dealers

Everywhere 
*

Build a Neutrodyne Set
Clearest, Loudest, Greatest Dis-

tance. We Have Every Part
at the Right Price. ,

COMPLETE SET PARTS FOR
NEUTRODYNE 5 -TUBE SET

$38.50 UNEQUALED
 Cabinet & Complete Instructions Included.

Famous Fada 160 Nen- 120.00trodyne Receiver
Many Other High Grade Sets

at Right Prices

SPECIAL SALE OF ,

STANDARD HEADSETS
Pico, $4.00 value 82.48
Murdock 56, 2000 ohm 83.35
Bran des $4.00
Western Electric $7.95Fine Grade Phone Plug 30e

SPECIAL SALE
"B" BATTERIES
Standard Brands
FRESH STOCK

Small 221/2 -Volt, 88o$1.75 value

value

Large Size 221/2 -Volt
Tapped, $2.50 1.30
Large Tapped 45-Veli
$5.50 value Lii.PU
"B" Battery
Testing Meter ...
Storage Batteries, guar-
anteed 3 years, new fresh
stock; unequaled values;
6-V.. 40-80 ampere. $9.90
6 V., e0-120 am- 1 el ne
pere, at IZeUU
Reinartz Coil,
green silk wire.. 1.25
Aerial Wire, 100 ft420Signal Corps

TUBES
201A, WD12,
WDII. uV199....4.48

HE
VIreellr********************4esle 4* 

ARAWIK CO.
102 SOUTH CANAL STREET

Your Money Will Go Farther Here
We Have the Part You Want at the Right Price

COMPLETE PARTS FOR
All POPULAR CIRCUITS
Cockaday $11.35
Reinartz, 1 tube $10.95
Reinartz, 3 tube $17.95
Autoplex 1 -Tube Loud Talker Su -

$13.25
Reflex $18.35

$8.95
$12.39

per Set
Erla 1 -Tube
Ultra-Audion
Flewelling
Anyone Can Easily Assemble
These Sets and Get Best Results

Finest LOUD SPEAKERS-Murdock $3.75
Atlas $5.00
Barawik Special, with

Baldwin Unit 10.75
Music Master ..

$30.00New Genuine Nathaniel
Baldwin 25.00

Variable Condensers,
Aluminum Plates, fin-
est quality, well made.

Bakelite End Plates
3 plate Vernier...78e

11 plate plain 1 15
23 plate plain 1 28
43 plate plain 1 58
23 plate Vernier...2.30
43 plate Vernier..2.80

Switch
Lever 15o
Switch Points, 100with nuts, dozen
Inductance Switch 740
10 point
Rheostats -
6 ohm, 25c. 30 ohm, 27c
Potentiometer 306
Klosner Vernier Rheo-
stat, $1.50
value 78o
Double Circuit 350
Jacks

Dials, 75c value...

priced at
Two Slide
Tuning Coil

Barawik Special AudioFrequency Transformer,equals any
$5.00 one 2.25
Bakelite Tube Variompe.
ter -wonderful
value 1.6U
180 Degree Variocoupler.
bakelite tubes, green silk
insulation,
$3.30 value 1.95
Genuine Bakelite elp,f.
Socket, 75c value.. 4-PU`1-
$4.50 Coto Con-
denser 1.75.75denser .a.

3 -inch Bakelite 290

Guaranteed Tubes
Detectors 02,71
Amplifiers 83.21

Large Stock Standard Manufacturers' Gocds. Real Values All the Tim. -
Every Item Guaranteed to -Be Right or Your Moneii-Baek.

All Sizes Cabinets and Panels at Lowest Prices.

THE BARAWIK CO.
102 S. CANAL STREET, corner MONROE
Convenient to Northwestern and Union Depots.

OPEN UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedule of Programs 1

Continued from Page 2.

WCBA-Allentown, Pa.. 1015 Allen street,
Charles W. Heimbach. 280 meters.

WCBB--Greenville, Ohio, K. & K. Radio Sup-
ply company (Charles H. Katzenberger),
240 meters.

WSBD-Zion. Ill., Wilbur G. Voliva, 345
meters.

WCE-Minneapolis, Minn., Findley Electric
company, 360 meters.

WCK-St. Louis, Mo., Stix, Baer & Fuller
Dry Goods company, 380 meters.

WM-Austin, Texas. University of Texas,
360 meters.

WCX-Detroit. Mich.. Detroit Free Press,
517 meters.

WDAD--Lindsborg, Kans., Central Kansas
Radio Supply company (Wm. L. Harri-
son). 380 meters.

WDAE-Tampa, Fla., Tampa Daily Times,
360 meters.

WDAF-Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City Star,
411 meters.
i'DAG-Amarillo, Texas, J. Laurance Mar-
tin, 360 meters; J. L. Martin, director
and operator; broadcast Tuesday and
Thursday at 8 D. in.

Paso, Texas, Trinity Methodist
church (South), 268 meters; station di-
rector, A. C. Arnold; announcer, John
Burke; Sunday, 8:30 a. in., and 12 mid-
night; Thursday. 8:30 D. in.. concert.

WDAI-Syracuse. N. Y., Hughes Radio cor-
poration. 246 meters.

WDAK-Hartford, Conn., the Courant, 261
meters.

%DAL-Jacksonville. Fla.. Florida Times -
Union, 360 meters.

WDAO-Dallas, Texas, Automotive Electric
company, 360 meters.

WRAP-Chicago. Ill.. Board of Trade, 300
meters.

WDAR-Philadelphia, Pa.. Lit Brothers, 395
nysters.

WDAS-Worcester. Mass., 692a Main street,
Samuel A. Waite, 360 meters.

WDAU-New Bedford, Mass., Slocum Kil-
burn, 360 meters.

WIDAX-Centerville, IoWa. First National
bank. 360 meters.

%DAY-Fargo. N. D., Radio Equipment Cor-
poration, 244 meters; director, L. W.
Hamm; daily, 9:30 a. m., weather; Tues-
day. Thursday, Saturday. 7:30 to 8:30
p. m., Music; Sunday. 4 to 6 p. m., or-
..hestra.
iiBC-Lancaster, Pa., Kirk, Johnson & Co.,
58 meters.

"BF-Youngstown. Ohio. 264 West Fed -
..al street. Robert G. Phillips, 261. meters.

, DM-Washington. D. C., Church of the
Covenant, 360 meters.

a DT-Stapleton, N. Y.. Ship Owners Radio
' Service, 405 meters.
%VDZ-Tuscola, Ill_ Star Store building,
James L. Bush, 278 meters.

%FAA-Flint. Mich, Fallain & Lathrop, 280
meters.

WEAB--Fort Dodge, Iowa. Standard Radio
Equipment company, 360 meters.

WEAF-New York, N. Y., American Tele-
phone and Telegraph company, 492 me-
ters.

WEAG-Edgewood. R. 1,, Nicholas-Hineline-
Bassett Laboratory. 231 meters.

WEAH-Wichita, Kan.. Wichita Board of
Trade. 244 meters.

VI EA1-Ithaca, N. Y., Cornell university, 286
meters.

WEAJ-Vermillion, S. D., University of South
Dakota, 360 meters.

WEAM-North Plainfield, N. J., Borough of
North Plainfield (W. Gibson Buttfield).
250 meters.

WEAN-Providence. R. I., Shepard company,
273 meters.

WEA0--Columbus. Ohio. Ohio State uni-
versity, 360 meters.

WEAP-Mobile, Ala.. Mobile Radio com-
pany, 360 meters.

REAR-Baltimore, Md., Baltimore American
and News Publishing company, 360 me-
ters.

MAS--Washington, D. C., Hecht company,
:3(30 meters.

, EAU-Sioux City, Iowa, Davidson Brothers
company, 360 meters.

REAY-Houston. Texas. Iris theater (Will
Horowitz Jr.), 360 meters.

WEB-St. Louis, Mo., Benwood company,
360 meters.

WEV-Houston. Texas, Hurlburt-Still Elec-
trical company. 360 meters.

WEW-St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis university,
261 meters: 9 a. in., estimated receipts of
live stock at public stockyards; opening
friend of hog market; opening futures,
'wheat for St. Louis and Kansas City:
opening trend of market; Liverpool cables:
10 a. m., official weather reports, river
stages; 2 p. In., closing market quotations,
live stock, grain markets, fruits and vege-
tables, eggs and poultry; 6 p. m., special
weather and river bulletins, agrigrams,
etc.: other special musical program will
be announced previously.

WFAA-Dallas. Texas, Dallas News and
Dallas Journal. 476 meters.

WFAB--Syracuse. N. Y., 802 McBride street,
Carl F. Woese, 2.34 meters.

WFAE-Poughkeepsie. N. Y., H. C. Sprat -
ley Radio company, 360 meters.

WItAH-Port Arthur, Texas, Electric Sup-
ply company. 360 meters.

WEAJ-Asherville, N. C., Hi -Grade Wireless
Instrument company, 360 meters.

'SIAM-St. Cloud, Minn.. Times Publishing
-.ompany, :360 meters.

-,EAN-Hutchinson, Minn.' Hutchinson Elec-
tric Service company, 360 meters. 100
watts; daily 12 noon to 12:05 p. m., Twin
City radio programs: 12:05 to 12:20
p. in.. long distance radio discussion: 12:20
to 12:25 p. in., markets; 12:25 to 12:30
p. m., news; Tuesdays. 8:10 p. in., enter-
tainment.

WFAQ-Cameron. Mo., Missouri Wesley
college, 360 meters.

WEAT-Sioux Falls, S. D., Daily Argus-
Leader. 360 meters.

WFAV-Lincoln, Neb., University of Nebras-
ka. department of electrical engineering,
360 meters.

WEI-Philadelphia, Pa.. Strawbridge & Clo-
thier, 395 meters; 9:15 a. in.. produce
market and live stock  reports; 12 in.,
Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford hotel con-
cert orchestra: 12:50 p. in., agricultural
report; 1 p. nt, concert by Louisa Knowl-
ton. cellist: Strawbridge & Clothier male
Quartet; John Owens, tenor: Edayfed Lew-
is. tenor; Harold Simonds, barytone; John
Vandersloot, bass; Loretta Kerk, pianist
and aceomoanist: 5:30 p. in., Meyer Davis
Bellevue Stratford Hotel concert orchestra;
6 p. in., "Snowball" talks to the chil-
dren.

WGAL--Lancaster, Pa.. Lancaster Electric
Supply and Construction company, 248
saeters.

RTGAN-Pensacola. Fla., 216 West Romana
street. Cecil E. Lloyd, 360 meters.

WGAQ-Shreveport, La., Glenwood Radio
corporation (W. G. Patterson), 360 me-
ters.

WGAR-Fort Smith, Ark., Southwest Ameri-
can, 360 meters._

VVGAU-Wooster, Ohio, Radio Monufactur-
ing and Service company (Marcus G.
Limb), 226 meters.

WGAIV-Altoona. Pa., 1918 West Chestnut
street, Ernest C. Albright, 261 meters.

WGAY-Madison. Wis., Northwestern Ra-
'dio company, 360 meters; daily, 1 to 4:30
p. m., concert and tests; 7:30 p. m. con-
cert; Sunday, 7:30 p. in.. radio chapel.
sacred music.

WGAZ-South Bend, Ind., South Bend Trib-
une, 3(30 meters. 

1'61-Medford Hillside, Mass., American Ra-
dio and Research corporation, 360 meters.

W(31,-Philadelphia, Pa., 230:3 North Broad
street. Thomas F. Y. Howlett. 360 meters.

WGR-Buffalo, N. Y., Federal Telephone
and Telegraph company, 319 meters.

VIGV-New Orleans, La., Interstate Electric
company, 360 meters.

WGY-Schenectady, N. Y., General Electric
-company. 380 meters

WHA-Madison, Wis., University of Wiscon-
sin, 360 meters.

WHAA-Iowa City, Iowa, State University
of Iowa. 283 meters.

WHAB-Galveston. Texas, Clark W. Thomp-
son, 360 meters.

WHAC-Waterloo, Iowa. Cole Brothers Elec-
tric company, 360 . meters.

WHAD-M w a iikee, Wis.. Marquette univer-
sity, 280 meters; .T. B. Kremer, program
director: L. E. Coodes, H. P. .Warring.
Wednesday, 7:30 p. in.

WRAG-Cincinnati, Otio, University of Cin
einnati, 229 meters.

WHALI-Joplin, Mo., Hafer Supply company,
360 meters.

WHAI-Davenport, Iowa, Radio Equipment
and Manufacturing company, 360 meters.

WHAK-Clarksburg, W. Va., Roberts Hard-
ware company, 360 meters.

WHAL-Lansing. Mich., Lansing Capital
News, 248 meters.

WHAM-Rochester, N. Y., University of
Rochester (Eastman School of Music), 360
meters.

WHAP-Decaturn. Hl., Otta & Kahn, 360
meters.

VVHAQ--Washington. D. C., Semmes Motor
company. 360 meters.

WEAR-Atlantic City. N. J., Paramount Ra-
dio and Electric company (W. II. A. Paul-
us), 231 meters.

WHAS-Louisville, Ky., Courier -Journal and
Louisville Times. 300 meters; silent Mon-
day night; daily, 4 to 6 p. m., music;

p. in., news: 7:30 to 9 D. in., music,
lectures.

'MAY-Wilmington. Del., Wilmington Elec-
trical Special company, 360 meters.

WHAZ-Troy, N. Y., Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, 380 meters.

WHII--Kansas City, Mo., Sweeney School
company, 411 meters.

WHD-Morgantown, W. Va., West Virginia
University, 360 meters.

WHK-Cleveland, Ohio, Radiovor company
(Warren R. Cox), 360 meters.

WHN-Ridgewood, N. Y, George Schubel,
360 meters.

WIAB-Rockford, Ill., Joslyn Autotimbile
company, 252 meters. Monday and Fri-
day. 8 to 930 p. m. Sunday, 12:30 p. m.

W1AC-Galveston, Texas, Galveston Tribune.
:360 meters.

RIAD-Ocean City, N. J., Ocean City Yacht
club (Howard R. Miller), 254 meters.

WIAF-New Orleans, La., 139 North Alex-
ander street, Gustav A. DeCortin. 234 me-
ters.

W1AH-Newton, Iowa, Continental Radio and
Manufacturing company, 268 meters.

11-1A1-Springfield, Mo., Heer Stores com-
pany. 360 meters.

WIAJ-Neenah, Wis., Fox River Valley Ra-
dio Supply company (Quinn Brothers). 224
meters.

WIAK-Omaha, Neb., Journal -Stockman com-
pany, 278 meters.

WIAO-Milwaukee. Wis., SchOol of Engineer-
ing of Milwaukee, 360 meters. ..

WIAQ-Marion, Ind., Chronicle Publishing
company, 226 meters.

WIAR-Paducah, Ky., Paducah Evening Sun.
360 meters.

WIAS-Burlington, Iowa, Home Electric com-
pany, 360 meters.

WIAT-Tarkio, Mo., Leon T. Noel, 360 me-,
ters.

WIAU-Le Mars, Iowa, American Trust and
Savings bank, 360 meters.

11Th-McKeesport, Pa., K. & L. Electric
company (Herbert F. Kelso and Hunter
J. Lohman), 360 meters.

W1L-Washington. D. C., Continental Elec-
tric Supply company, 360 meters.

WIP-Philadelphia, Pa., Gimbel Brothers.
509 meters.

WJA11-Lincoln, Neb., American Electriccompany. 360 meters.
W'JAD-Waco, Texas, Jackson's Radio Engi-

neering laboratories, 360 meters.
WJAkai-Muncie, Ind.,- Press Publishing com-

pany, 360 meters.
WJAG-Norfolk, Neb., Norfolk Daily News

(Huse Publishing company), 360 meters.
WJAK-Greentown, Ind., Clifford L. White.

254 meters.
WJAM-Cedar Rapids. Iowa, 302 3d Avenue

West, D. M. Perham, 268 meters.
WJAN-Peoria, Ill., Peoria Star, 280 me-ters.
WJAQ-Topeka. Kan., Capper Publications,

:360 meters, 100 watts; director, J. A.Machel; weather, news, roads, etc.: daily.9 to 9:46 a. m., bond gossip, financialnews and grain markets; 10 to 10:45a. m., quotations upon foreign exchange,
live stock, grain, bonds and stocks, finan-
cial news bulletins and weather reports;2 to 2:45 p. m., quotations upon grain,
stock, butter, eggs, poultry, foreign ex-
change and bonds, financial news bulletins Iand weather reports; 3 to 3:46 P. m..1Quotations upon fruits and vegetables,
butter, eggs and poultry, live stock, hayand grain, flour and feed, foreign ex-change, bonds and stocks, weather re-ports.

Providence. R. I., The Outlet com-pany (J. Samuels and Brother), 360 me-ters.
IVJAS-Pittsburg, Pa., Pittsburg Radio Sup-ply House, 360 meters.
WJAT-Marshall, Mo., Kelly-Vawter Jewelrycompany, 360 meters.
WJAX-Cleveland, Ohio, Union Trust com-pany, 360 meters.
WJAZ-Chicago. Ill., Chicago Radio labora-tory, 448 meters.
IUD-Granville, Ohio. Richard H. Howe,229 meters.
WJH-Washington, D. C., Whits & Boyercompany, 273 meters.
WJX-New York, N. Y., Deforest RadioTelephone and Telegraph company, 360

meters.
WJY-New York, N. Y., R. C. A., 405 me-ters.
WJZ-New York, N. Y., R. C. A., 455 me-ters.
WKAA-Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 1444 2d ave-nue, East, H. F. Paar, 268 meters.
WKAD-East Providence, R. I., Charles Loof(Gresent park), 240 meters.
WRAF'-Wichita Falls, Texas, W. S. Radio

Supply company, 360 meters.
WKAN-Montgomery. Ala., United BatteryService company, 226 meters.
WRAP-Cranston. R. I., Dutee W. Flint, 360meters.
WKAQ-San Juan, P. R., Radio Corporation

of Porto Rico, 360 meters.
WKAR-East Lansing, Mich., Michigan Ag-

gricultural college, 280 meters.
WKAS-Springfield. Mo., L. E. Lines Mu-sic company, 360 meters.
WKAV-Laconia, N. H., Laconia Radio club.254 meters.
WKAW-Beloit, Wis., Turner Cycle company,242 meters.
WKAX-Bridgeport, Conn., 1789 Park ave-

nue. William A. MacFarlane. 231 meters.
WKAY-Gainesville, Ga.. Brenau college, 280meters.
WKC--Baltimore, Md., Joseph M. Zamoiski

company, 360 meters.
WKY-Oklahoma City, Okia., WHY Radioshop. 360 meters.
WLAC-Raleigh, N. C., North Carolina State

college, 360 meters.
WLAG-Minneapolis, Minn Cutting and

Washington Radio corporation, 417 meters.
WLAII-Syracuse. N. Y., 425 Brownell

street, Samuel Woodworth, 234 meters.
IVLAJ-Waco, Texas, Waco Electrical Sup-

ply company, 360 meters.
WLAK-Bellows Falls, Vt., Vermont Farm

Machine corporation, 360 meters.
WLAL--Tulsa, Okla., Naylor Electric com-pany, 360 meters.
WLAN-Moulton, Maine, Putnam Hardware

company, 283 meters.
WLAP-Louisville, Ky., 306 West Brecken-

ridge street, W. V. Jordan, 360 meters.
WLAQ-Kalamazoo, Mich., 108 Elm street,

Arthur E. Schilling, 360 meters.
WLAT-Burlington. Iowa, Radio and Spe-

cialty company, 360 meters.
WLAV-Pensacola, Fla., Electric Shop, 254

meters.
WLAW-New York, N. Y., police depart-

ment, City of New York, 360 meters.
WLAX-Greencastle. Ind., Putnam Electric

company (Greencastle Community Broad-
casting station). 231 meters.

WM-Minneapolis, Minn., University of
Minnesota, :360 meters.

VI-LW-Cincinnati, Ohio, Crowley Manufactur-
ing company. 309 meters.

WMAB-Oklahoma City, Okla., Radio Supply
company, 300 meters.

1151AC-Cazenova, N. Y., Fernwood street,
J. Edw. Page (Olive B. Meredith), 261
meters.

WMAE-Dartmouth, Mass., Round Hills Ra-
dio corporation. 360 meters.

WMAH-Lincoln, Neb., General Supply com-
pany, 254 meters; B. C. Harvey, station
director: Monday and Friday, 9 to 10:30
p. m., dance music.

WMAJ-Kansas City, Mo.. Drovers Telegram
company, 275 meters; J. E. Cook, opera-
tor; daily. 8:15 a. in., to 2:25 p.
markets and news.

WMAK-Lockport. N. Y., Norton Labora-
tories. 360 meters.

WMAL-Trenton, N. J.. Trent9n, Ffardtaare
company, a56 meters.,

WMAM-Beaumont, Texas, Beaumont Radio
Equipment company, 360 meters

WMAP-Easton, Pa., Utility Battery service,
246 meters.

WMAQ-Chicago, DI., Chicago Daily News,
448 meters; Miss Judith C. Waller, direc-
tor; program announced daily.

WMAV-Auburn, Ala., Alabama Polytechnic
institute, 260 meters; Sunday morning
and afternoon church services; evening,
lectures.

WMAY-St. Louis, Mo., Kingshighway Pres-
byterian church, 280 meters.

WMAZ-Macon, Gs, Mercer university. 268
meters.

WMC-Memphis, Tenn.. "Commercial Ap-
peal" (Commercial Publishing company),
500 meters, George D. Hay, announcer; F.
Y. Root, operator.

W511I-Cincinnati, Ohio, Precision Equip-
ment company. 248 meters.

WMU-Washington, D. C.. Doubleday -Hill
Electric company, 261 meters.

WNAC-Boston, Mass., Shepard stores. 278
meters.

WNAD-Norman, Okla., University of Okla-
homa, 360 meters.

WNAL-Omaha, Neb., 6019 Capitol avenue,
R. J. Rockwell, 242 meters.

WNAM-Evansville, Ind., Ideal Apparatus
company, 360 meters.

WNAN-Syracuse, N. Y.. Syracuse Radio
Telephone company, 286 meters.

WNAP-Springfield, Ohio, Wittenberg col-
lege, 2:31 meters.

WNAQ-Charleston, S. C., Charleston Radio
Electric company, 360 meters.

WNAR-Butlea, Mo.. C. C. Rhodes, 231 me-
ters.

WNAS-Austin, Texas, Texas Radio Corpora-
tion and Austin Statesman. 360 meters.

WNAT-Philadelphia, Pa., Lemmig Brothers
company (Frederick Lemmig), 360 meters.

WNAW-Fort Monroe, Va., Peninsular Radio
club (Henry Kunzmann). 360 meters.

WNAX-Yankton. S. D., Dakota Radio Ap-
paratus company. 244 meters.

WNJ-Albany, N. Y., Shotton Radio Manu-
facturing company, 380 meters.

WOAA-Ardmore, Okla., Dr. Walter Hardy,
360 meters.

WOAC-Lima, Ohio, Maus Radio company,
266 meters.

WOAD-Sigourney. Iowa, Friday Battery and
Electric corporation, 360 meters.

WOAE-Fremont, Neb., Midland college, 360
meters.

WOAF-Tyler. Texas, Tyler Commercial col-
lege. 360 meters: Director. A. B. Chenier;
a. in., markets; afternoon, music; evening
service Sunday.

WOAG-Belvidere, Ill., Apollo theater (Bel-
videre Amusement company). 224 meters.

WOAH-Charleston, S. C., Palmetto Radio
corporation, ;360 meters.

WOAI-San Antonio, Texas, Southern Equip-
ment company, 385 meters.

WOAJ-Parsons. Kan., Ervins Electrical com-
pany, 258 meters.

WOAK-Frankfort, Ky., Collins Hardware
company, 240 meters.

%%DAL-Webster Groves, Mo.. 4 Jefferson
road, William E. Woods, 229 meters.

11 OAN-Lawrenceburg. Tenn.. Vaughn Con-
servatory of Music (James D. Vaughn).
360 meters; 8 p. m., music.

WOAO-Mishawaka. Ind., Lyradion Manufac-
turing company, 360 meters.

110AP-Kalamazoo, Mich.,- Kalamazoo col-
lege, 240 meters.

sVOAQ-Portsmouth. Va., Portsmouth Ki-
warns club, 360 meters.WOAR-Philadelphia, Pa., 360 meters: di-
rector, J. E. Lit; program director, C.
Stephens.WOAT-Wilmington, Del., 215 Market street,
Boyd M. Hamp, 360 meters.

WOAV-Erie. Pa.. Pennsylvaia National
Guard, 2d Battalion, 112th Infantv, 242'
meters.

W0A1V-Omaha, Neb., Woodmen .of the
World, 526 meters; evening entertainment
every night.WOAX-Trenton. N. 3_ 600 Ingham avenue,
Franklyn J. Wolff, 240 meters.

WOAZ-Stamford. Texas, Penick Hughes
company. 360 meters.WO(-Davenport, Iowa. Palme, School of
Chiropractic. 484 meters.

WOI-Ames, Iowa, Iowa State college, 360
meters.WOK-Pine Bluff, Ark., Pine Bluff company.
360 meters.

WOO-Philadelphia. Pa.. 13th and Market
streets, John Wanamaker, 609 meters; di -
rectos. Gordon H. Cullen.

Vi0Q-Kansas City, Mo., Western Radio com-
pany, 360 meters.WOR-Newark, N. J., L. Bamberger & Co.,
405 meters.

VVOS-Jefferson City, Mo., Missouri State
Marketing bureau, 441 meters.

W PAIL
College, Pa., Pennsylvania

State college, 360 meters.
WPAC-Okmnlgee, Okla., Donaldson Radio

company, 360 meters.WPAD-Chicago, Ill., W. A. Weiboldt & Co
360 meters.

WPAII-Waupaca. Wis., Wisconsin depart-
ment of markets, 360 meters.

UPAJ-New Haven. Conn., Doolittle Radio
corporation, 268 meters.

WPAK-Agricultural College. N. D.. North
Dakota Agricultural college. 360 meters.

WPAL-Columbus. Ohio, Superior Radio and
Telegraph Equipment company. 286 me-
ters.VI PAM-Topeka, Kan.. Auerbach & Guettel,
360 meters. 100 watts; W. A. Beasley.
director; markets; special programs 6:15
p. m.WPAP-Winchester, Ky.. 222 Lexington ave-
nue, Theodore D. Phillips, 360 meters.

WPAQ-Frostburg, Md., General Sales and
Engineering company). 360 meters.

WPAR-Beloit, Kan., Ward Battery and Ra-
dio company, 360 meters.

WTAT-E1 Paso, Texas, St. Patrick's ca-
thedral. 360 meters.

WPAU-Moorhead, Minn.. Concordia college,
360 meters.

WPAZ-Charleston, W. Va.', Dr. John -R.
Koch, 273 meters.

WPG-New Lebanon. Ohio, Nushawg Poul-
try farm, 243 meters.

WQAA-Parkesburg, Pa., Horace A. Beale
Jr., 360 meters.

WQAB-Springfield, Mo., Southwest Missouri
State Teachers' college, 236 meters.

WQAC-Amarillo, Texas, 108 East 8th street,
E. B. Gish, 360 meters.

IVQAD-Waterbury, Conn., Whiten Electric
company, 242 meters; 6:30 to 7:45 p. in
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

IMAE-Springfield, Vt., Moore Radio News
station (Edmund B. Moore), 275 meters.

WQAE-Sandusky, Ohio, Sandusky Register,
240 meters.

WQAH-Lexington, Ky., Brock -Anderson
Electrical Engineering company, 254 me-
ters.

WQAL-Mattoon, Ill., Coles County Tele-
phone and Telegraph company, 258 me-
ters.

WQAM-Miami, Fla., Electrical Equipment
company, 300 meters. Director, R. H.
Horning. Tuesday, 7 to 8 a. in., 9 to 10
a. in., Sunday.

WQAN-Scranton, Pa., Scranton Times, 280
meters.

W'QAO-New York, N. Y., Calvary Baptist
church, 360 meters.

WQAQ-Abilene. Texas, West Texas Radio
company, 380 meters.

WQAS-Lowell, Mass.. Prince -Walter com-pany, 266 meters.
laMAY-Greenville, S. C., Huntington and

Guerry (Inc.), 258 meters:
WQAW-Washington, D. C., Catholic uni-

versity, ,20636..
Radio Equipment com-

pany. :360 meters.
WQAZ-Greensboro, N. C., Greensboro Daily

News, 360 meters.
WHAA-Houston, Texas, Rice institute, 360

meters.
is RAD-Marion, Kan., Taylor Radio shop

(G L. Taylor). 360 meters.
WRAF-Laporte, Ind., The Radio club (Inc.).

224 meters.
WRAII-Providence, R. I., Stanley N. Read.

.231 meters.
WRAL-St. Croix Falls. Wis., Northern

States Power company, 248 meters.
WEAN-Waterloo. Iowa. Black Hawk Elec-

trical company, 236 meters. Director,
H. it. Plowman; 5 to 6 p. m, week days:
8:15 to 9:15 p. m. Monday, concert.

WRAO-St. Louis, Mo., Radio Service com-
pany, 360 meters.

WRAP-Winter Park, Fla., Winter Park
Electrical Construction company, 360 me-
ters.

WILAIT-aa.martlio, itisTexas, Amarillo  Daily
News -:361)' Mete .

WRAV-Yellow Springs, Ohio, Antioch col-
lege, 360 meters.

WRAW-Reading, Pa., Avenue Radio shop
(Horace D. Good), 238 meters.

WEAR-Gloucester City, N. J, rlaxan'a ga-rage, 268 meters.
WRAY-Seranton. Pa., Radio Sales corpora-tion, 280 meters.
WRAZ-Newark, N. J., Radio Shop of New-

ark (Herman Lubinsky), 233 meters.
WRC-Washington, D. C., Radio Corporationof America.
WRK-Flamilton, Ohio, Doren Bros. Electric

company, 360 meters.
WRL-Scheneetady, N. Y., Union college, 360meters.
WIRM-Urbana, Ill, University of Minolta360 meters.
IVER-Dallas, Texas, City of Dallas (police

and fire signal department), 360 meters.
WRW-Tarrytown, N. Y., Tarrytown Radio

Research laboratory, 273 meters.
WSAB-Cape Girardeau, Mo.. Southeast Mis-

souri State Teachers' college, 360 meters.
WSAC-Clemson College, S. C., Clemson Agri-

cultural college, 360 meters.
WSAD-Providence, R. I, J. A. Foster com-pany, 261 meters.
WSAG-St. Petersburg, Fla, City of St. Pe-

tersburg (Loren V. Davis), 244 meters.
WSAH-Chicago, Dl., 4801 Woodlawn ave-

nue, A. J. Leonard, Jr., 248 meters.
WSAI-Cincinnati, Ohio, United States Play-ing Cards company, 309 meters.
WSAJ-Grove City, Pa., Grove City college,

360 meters.
ESAK-Middleport, Ohio, Foster Egner (Daily

News, Pomeroy, Ohio), 258 meters.
WSAL-Brookville, Ind., Franklin Electriccompany, 360 meters.
W111AF-Dartmouth, Mass., Round RillsRadio corporation, 360 meters.
WSB-Atlanta, Ga., Atlanta _Journal corn.pang, 429 meters. No silent night. Day

schedule 12-1 p. m., musical program:2:30 p. in., weather; 5-5:30 D. in.. bed-

time story. Evening-S-S P. m., popular
concert.

W81.-Utica. N. Y.. J. & IL Electric cona-
pany. 360 meters.

WSY-Birmingham, Ala, Alabama Power
company, 360 meters.

WTAC-Johnstown, Pa.. Pennsylvania Valhi
company, 360 meters

WTAS-Elgin, Ill., Charles E. Erbetets. 278
meters. Evening schedule -7:30 p.
musical program.

WTAU-Tecumse13,, Neb.. Ruegy Battery anti
Electric company, 360 meters.

WTAW-College Station, Texas. Agrictiltlagal
and Mechanical college, 360 meters.

WWI-Manhattan, Kan., Kansas State Agri-
cultural college. 485 meters.

WWAD-Philadelphia. Pa.. Wright & Wright
:Nu) meters.

WWAX-Laredo. Texas, Wormser Brother%
360 meters.

WWB-Canton, Ohio, Daily News Printing
company, 360 meters.

WWI-Dearborn, Mich., Ford Motes com-
pany, 360 meters.

WWJ-Detroit, Mich.. Detroit News. 685
meters. Silent ...Saturday. Day schedule --
8:30 a. m., hatsehold hints and talks for
women; 9:25 a. m., weather: 10:55 a. ea..
time signals: 2 p. in., concert. Evening
settedule-8:30 p. m., concert.

WWL-New Orleans, La., Loyalo university.
360 meters.

WWT-Buffalo, N. T., McCarthy grotheal
& Ford, 360 meters.

WWZ-New York city, WannaMakeie de
partment store. 360 meters.

Radio Hisses Unheard.
One of the advantages of radio

oratory is that the speaker never
knows when he is hissed.

See Classified Ads. on page 15.

A Big Opportunity

to Make Money
Is Now Open to
Live Dealers

IN EVERY TOWN
Mr. Dealer: What is your line now? Is it electrical

goods? Or hardware? Or general?
Why don't you add RADIO-and get in first in your

town on the fastest growing industry today?
Every home will have a Radio set in the near future.

Really, one is behind the times without a Radio set right
now. Those who have it wouldn't be without it at any
price-and others, when they see what it means, and
what they miss by not having it, want one.

There's a nice business awaiting any live dealer who
will take the initiative in his town and put in a stock
of Radio sets and parts. You will be surprised how many
people in your town will be interested in buying a set-
or parts with which to make one.

You can be guided by The Chicago Evening Post
Radio Magazine every Thursday-the biggest publication
devoted to Radio put out by any newspaper in America-
in which you will find a number of manufacturers and
jobbers to whom you can write for prices-such firms as
Chicago Salvage Stock

Store, Chicago.
The World Battery Co.,

Chicago.
Wurlitzer, Chicago.
Howard Radio Co.,

Chicago.
Chicago Radio Apparatus

Co., Chicago.
Royal Radio Store,

Chicago.
Lorain Mfg. Co., Chicago
Kellogg Switchboard &

Supply, Chicago.
Commonwealth Edison

Co., Chicago.
Hudson -Ross, Chicago.
The Barawik Co.,

Chicago
R. W. Mfg. Co., Chicago.

Radio Chain Stores of
America, Chicago.

The Sheridan Radio,
Chicago.

Radiotubes, Chicago.
Ferbend Electric Co.,

Chicago.
AIIIISCO Products, Inc.,

New York.
Acorn Radio Mfg. Co.,

Chicago.
Sun Radio Co., Chicago.
Columbia Radio Co.,

Chicago.
Electrical Research Lab-

oratories, Chicago.
Chas. Freshman Co., Inc.,

New York.
Radio Doctors, Inc.,

Chicago.
and many others whose products you will see in the
advertising columns of The 'Chicago Evening Post Radio
Magazine from week to week. Write these firms for price
lists, and mention The Post Radio Magazine.

TO EGIN RIGHT
We would suggest that you get The Post Radio Maga-
zine every Thursday. It costs only $1.35 a years-for
The Chicago Evening Post AND the Radio Magazine-
and you will always have a guide as to who the leading
Radio manufacturers and jobbers are-and you will be cor-
rectly posted as to all that is new in Radio. Don't let this
opportunity slip. Take advantage of it now.
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Opinions of Radiophans
DEFENDS BROADCASTING STATIONS.

- RADIO EDITOR; I wish to thank you for
putting out your weekly Thursday Radio
Magazine sections, as I surely appreciate

em.
I would like to give my DX record, as I

*diced many radio fans have sent theirs.
Having constructed a three -circuit regenera-tive Armstrong set ("Old Reliable"), with
two steps of audio, and, in addition, insert-
ed it variable condenser across the primary
and another across the secondary of the
coupler, and also. a 400 -ohm potentiometer,
I have received 166 stations, including such

_ distant stations as Calgary, Canada: Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Maine, Havana.
Cuba; New York, etc., subdivided as fol-
lows.: Ninety-three cities, forty-two states
and two Countries. which I think is a fairly
good record for one year. The majority of
these stations were heard on a loud speaker.

I have noticed in The Post Radio Maga-
zine section many radiophans complaining
about our Chicago stations taking all the
ether or being too loud so that they are un-
able to receive distant stations, which I
think is an injustice to our local broadcast-
ers, for they are doing all they can toplease the radio public. Instead of com-
plaining; why not. invest more money and
make your set sensitive or selective or buy
a selective set, as do the broadcasters when
they spend money and make their apparatus
efficient?

In my own personal experience I have
regularly picked up distant stations while
Chicago stations were on the ether, such
as WGY, WFAA, WBAP, and all distantstations within approximately 400 miles
radius.

Instead of us complaining let us boost
our Chicago stations, and send lettere of
appreciation to the various local stations.
for they are trying their utmost to please
Us, and it is our own fault if we live near
a station, as practically all listeners live
near one or more powerful stations.

GEORGE KLAWIKOWSKI,
6441 South Wood Street.

"OLD RELIABLE'S" OLDER BROTHER.
-RADIO EDITOR: Congratulations on the

finest. most interesting and most instructive
radio publication it has ever ',pen my pleas-ure to read.

I don't know very much about the radio
science, but I do know that you said some-
thing when you termed the "Armstrong
Three -Circuit Regenerative" hook-up, the
"Old Reliable." I have one, home-grown.
and "rliable" is its middle name.

Your DX lists prompts me to enter the
field, but, first let me give the list of my
parts (radio, of course), for the benefit of
any reader who might be interested in build-
ing a set like it. I have one 23 -plate vari-
able condenser, two variometers, one variable
grid leak, two UV -199 tubes, two rheostats.
one transformer and dry cells, "B" batteries
and headphones. With this mess put to-
gether, I have a set with which I have
picked up about 100 different stations, in-
cluding Havana. Cuba, New York City,
Washington. D. C.. Baltimore, Md., Charlotte.
N. C.. Atlanta, Ga., New Orleans, La.. (a
10 -watt station, WIAF). Birmingham, Ala.,
All over Texas. Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco, Cal., Petland, Ore., five or six Cana-
dian cities, including Edmondton, Alberta
province, and plenty of others. "Old Re-
liable"?" I'll say so! Old reliably yours.-
LEO E. MAIMAN, 806 North Jackson Street,
Waukegan, Ill.

POST WAVE TRAP HELPS,
RADIO EDITOR: I feel that I owe my

thanks to your Radio Magazine for the won-
derful help you have been to me. I had
built a Post wave trap, but had very little
success with it until the night of Jan. 13,
when I hooked it up to my machine as de-
scribed in that week's issue. On that eve-
ning, with three Chicago stations broadcast-
ing, I brought in seventeen outside stations,
and most of them on the loud speaker, and
for the first time was able to entirely elimi-
nate any local station at will. Success to
the Radio Magazine.-D. A. HAYES, 443
North Albany Avenue. Chicago.

NEUTRODYNE GETS TEN. ---

RADIO EDITOR: On Dec. 17 last r pour-
.* chased a neutrodyne receiver and have

logged a total of 130 stations since that
time. I have been watching the DX records
in The Post, but there has been a scarcity of
reports from neutrodyne receivers. In order
that this circuit may have representation in
your records I am inclosing a list of the
stations heard at my home in Hinsdale Jan.
14.. All but a half a dozen of these are
heard regularly on the loud speaker:
CFCF, Montreal, Quebec, 7:10; CFCR, Sud-
bury. Ontario. 7:15; WOR, Newark, 7:18:
WDAR, Philadelphia, 7:19; 'Wall% Schenec-
tady, 7:20; WCK, St. Louis, 7:21; WjAS,
Pittsburg. 7:28: KDKA, Pittsburg, 7:29;
WPAE State College. Pa.. 7:31; WOS, Jef-
ferson City, 7:41; WJZ, New York, 7:48;
WCAE, Pittsburg, 7:55; WBAP, Fort Worth.
7:57; WRAF, New York, 8; WWJ, De-
troit, 8:03; WOO. Philadelphia, -8:14
WCBD, Zion. 8:17: WHA. Madison. 8:28
WEN, New York, 8:31: WHAZ, Troy. 8:84
WTAS, Elgin, 8:35; WNAC, Boston, 8:46
WEAN. Providence, 8:60; WJAD, Waco
Texas, 9; KSD, St. Louis, 9:10; WOAW
Omaha, 9:25; WOO; Davenport, 9:30
WFAA, Dallas, 9:31; WNAD, Norman
Okla 9:513; ICFAF, Denver. 9:55; WLW
Cincinnati, 10; WDAF, Kansas City. 10:10

 WMAIL Lincoln, Neb., 10:35; KFKX, Has-
tings, Neb., 10:50; WGR, Buffalo, 11:05;
WSB. Atlanta, 11:10; lIGW. Portland, Ore.,
11:15; 8XT, Cleveland, -11:20; 511M, Okla-
homa City, 11:29; KFMQ, Fayettevillb,
Ark., 11:33; EFL Los Angeles, 11:50;
9BML, Chicago, 12:15; CHBC, Calgary, Al-
berta, 12:26.-W. L. BLACKMAN, Hinsdale.
In.

ONE-TUBIODLTRA. WORKS.FINE.
RADIO EDITOR: Here is the DX leggings

I have made: WOC, Davenport; KSD, St.
Louis, WOAW, Omaha; WBAH, Minneap-
olis: KFKX, Hastings; WOAI, Milwaukee:
WFAA, Dallas: WBAP. Fort Worth: WGY,
SclliectadY: KDKA, Pittsburg: WOR, New-
arlee WRAF, New York: WDAF,p Kansas
City.; WCAE, Pittsburg; WOO, Philadelphia
WHAZ, Troy: WCBD, Zion: WTAS Elgin
WHD, Kansas City: WCAL, Minneapolis

Send The Po'st

RADIO
MAGAZINE
To Your Radio Friends

in the Country
Here is a publication they'll appreci-
ate if they have a radio outfit. It will
be worth ten times the price to them
to have this big 16 -page magazine
every week. Send us their names and
addresses-with $1.35 for each-and
the Thursday Issue of The Chicago
Evening Post, with the RADIO MAG.
AZINE, will be mailed to them every
week for a year

For $ 1 tr) Per
Only 1  a) fa Year

WMO, Memphis, WSB, Atlanta; WTAM,
Cleveland: WRC, Washington, D. C.; WLW
add WSAI, Cincinnati; WGR, Buffalo:, WCX,
WWJ and BOP, Detroit: WMAK, Lockport,
N. Y.; WH,AS, Louisville; WABA, Lake
Forest, and WWAE, Joliet. I have a one -
tube ultra aud.ion.-CASPER FINDLAY.

LEARN HOW. TO TUNE, BROTHER.
RADIO EDITOR: I agree with H. A

Weddell's statements in last Thursday's (Jan.
10) Post Radio Magazine that a certain sta-
tion in Chicago (no need to mention any
names) is a nuisance to local radiophans.

The regular evening programs are bore -
some enough without "horning in" on New
Year's Eve and morning. If even their pro-
grams were of as high standing as -the hotel
we would perhaps like them, but far be it
from such. It's one soprano solo after an-
other the whole evening. I, too, note the
"tired -voiced announcer" and 'his statements
about selectivity.- This alone suggeets that
this station must have received numerous
complaints.

I have made three successful long-distance
sets and have used wave traps and all size
and length aerials and no aerials or ground,
but this station is nearly all over the dials.
My "tuning in" pleasure is from 7 to 10
p. m., then I might as well sign off as far
as radio is concerned. I could get hun-
dreds of petitions for this station to close
about six nights a week. I live five blocks
away, and have not beard of any sets that
can tune them out.

Will some one kindly give some light on
how I may enjoy my radio set more during
the desirable hours (10 to 2) for Canadian
and western coast stations.

I am using a three -tube modified Reinartz,
a Bremer -Tully hook-up No. 2, recommended
for its selectivity.-A. H. KENNEDY, 5200
Glenwood Avenue, Chicago.

GOOD IDEA, MR. HEINEMAN.
RADIO EDITOR: I have been reading

your articles in the Radio Magazine of The
Chicago Evening Post with interest.

Let me suggest with reference to your
articles on air interference that some effort
be made to prevail upon the different Chi-
cago broadcasting stations to confine their
daily broadcasts to an hour and a half.

A great deal can be said and done in this
period of time, and if each station would
broadcast at a different period, everybody
would be happy. '

As it is now some of our stations here
run along for four hours at a period. Let's
not have a monopoly of the air.-EDWARD
T. HEINEMAN, Harris Trust building. Chi-
cago.

OAK PARK AMATEURS.
RADIO EDITOR: Is there nothing that

can be done to stop those fellows out in
Oak Park who seem to take a veritably
devilish delight in cutting in on the Zion
City services with all kinds of would-be
telegraphy, usually just holding down the
key and giving a few dots and dashes, oth-
ers, who have an amateur broadcasting out-
fit. chattering away into the air?

I understand that it is against regula-
tions for amateurs to operate during broad-
casting hours and especially during church
services.

I do not believe any genuine amateur
would carry' on like these fellows out here
are doing. They must be just a bunch of
irresponsible kids. But isn't it possible
to do something to stop them, and if so,
won't you kindly start something that will
stop these fiends?-RADIOPHAN.

(NOTE-You are right, the Oak Park
crowd are the worst,,,offenders in all of Chi-
cago and its suburbs. The writer recently
moved to the suburb and between the horde
of single -circuit novices trying to tune -in
and reradiating and the and the
crowd you mention, he has been having a
merry time. Unless Mr. Beale, the district
inspector, does a little sleuthing, there isn't
much to be done,-THE EDITOR.)

MINER'S SUPERDYNE CIRCUIT.
RADIO EDITOR: I have been a very en-

thusiastic reader of your Radio Magazine
and think it carries more real stuff in its
columns than magazines selling for 25
cents a copy.I was very much interested in the Miner's
superdyne article and have thought quite
a lot about it. I would like to see you
Publish a complete article on how to build
and operate same as this outfit seems to
have all the best points of the neutrodyne
and will cost less to construct and operate.
-JOHN D. JACOBSON, 3436 South Dear-
bOrn street, Chicago.

(NOTE-We published. complete construc-tion details of this circuit in the Dec. 27
issue.-THE EDITOR.)

LIQUID FLUX CORRODES.
RADIO EDITOR: For your information

will say that I finally located the con-
tinuous whistle in my set. It was caused
by loose soldered connections from spider
web coil to taps. I used a so-called non-
corrosive liquid fluid. But it did cause
corrosion or rather unclean connections, al-
tho carefully made at the time, and I have
used a soldering iron for years,' even to
soldering brass nipples to thin lead pipe
tubes for heat control thermostats.

I found all connections tight and couldn'tbelieve taps could be loose until, as a last
effort. I investigated. I laid blame, first,
on year -old "B" batteries, until I procured
new one then on second step transformer
new one, then on my loud speaker. Set is
now working fine.-J. H. M'LAUGHLIN,
3208 Armitage Avenue, Chicago.: -

WANTS NEW DEPARTMENT.
RADIO EDITOR: Your radio section is the

best of any paper.  The others print lust
enough to catch the advektisers. The Post
considers its readers first.Our local stations are among the best in
the land. If some of the knockers were
a thousand miles away they would be strain-
ing their ears to catch them. Would sug-
gest, however, that WJAZ remain silent dur-
mg the opera broadcast from WMAZ and
that all local stations remain silent Mon-
day night.

Would suggest another department in your
radio section if you have the room: "Read-
ers' Experiences." In his space we could
pass on to fellow phans our ideas in regard
to operating a set or experimenting and
those kinks we discover. In this connec-
tion a diagram is often better than a long
wordy explanation.-RALPH BERDEL, Ev-
anston, Ill.(NOTE-The department will be started,
Mr. Berdel, if you and other radio phans
send in your contributions.-The Editor.)

ONLY NEARLY SO?
RADIO EDITOR: Your Thursday evening

Radili Magazine section is fine, nearly as
good as the New York World and Mail.

I would suggest that you feature the
radio programs on pages 8 and 9 with pic-
tures at the top center. Also where is your
news of the local amateurs? Amount of
traffic and comments? Are there no Chi-
cago radio clubs? Where is their news?
I/ you can. get a good amateur operator
he can get all the news for you about the
amateurs.-VERNON LITTLE, 431 South
Ashland Avenue, La Grange, Ill.

(NOTE-We will be glad to print a special
department for the local clubs, especially
the amateurs. The Post prints consider-
able news as It is. eltho it is not segre-
gated.-The Editor.)

WHY NOT OPERATE, DOCTOR?
RADIO EDITOR: Why not start a move

to have the following radio stations observe
silent Mondays: Elgin, Zion City and the
Great Lakes, as they are a menace to Chicago
radio receivers on Monday night. I cannot
see why this cannot be done.-DR. HARRY
BLINK, Chicago Athletic Association.

(NOTE-Better perform a surgical opera-
tion on your receiver. Those stations, should
not cause Chicagoans interference. -THE

MAGAZINE, THURSDAY, JANUARY 24, 1924.

The Chicago Evening Post Radio Magazine

RADII() EXCHANGE
Radio Classified Advertisements will be
inserted in this section at-Sc per word
per insertion. Minimum 10 words.
Two initials count as one word. No
display type, cuts or borders allowed. 5caWord If box number is desired, allow four

extra words. Box answers will be
mailed to advertisers free of charge.
Address The Chicago Evening Post.
Radio Department, 12 South Market -et.

SETS FOR SALE.
MAKING LARGER SET-Will sell distance -

getter 3 -Circuit Armstrong with tubes, $75.
Call after 6:30 p. nr 5233 S. Maplewood -ay.

3 -TUBE RADIO-Tubes, phones, "B" bat-
teries, storage battery, oak cabinet, only

$70. HENRY BAUMANN, Mendota, Ill.

LARGE 4 -TUBE EISMANN SET-With bat-
_ teriea, tubes and beautiful mahogany cabi-
net, $135. Mansfield 6237.

NEUTRODYNE RECEIVER-New, for $75,
or complete with tubes, batteries. phones,

loud speaker, etc., $125; nothing else needed;
will make any set at low cost. SCHMALZI-
GAN, 218 E. Garfield -blvd. Ken. 1317.
'50 BUYS ATWATER-KENT 5 -tuber, with
nation-wide range: record of 45 stations

in single evening. Telephone MUNN, Su-
perior 5980, during day. .

SUPER-HETERODYNE-In wonderful work-
ing order, including loop, 8 UV -199 tubes,

4 -volt 'storage battery, with rectifier: head
phones and Music Master loud speaker;
price $210; without tubes, etc., price $130.
D-202, Chicago Evening Post.

2 -TUBE ATWATER-KENT SET, $20; dis-
tance getter; bargain. Kildare 4646.

3 -TUBE SET COMPLETE-Including every-
thing. batteries, horn, eta.; will install,

$80. GUNDEL, 3228 W. North -ay.

SETS MADE TO ORDER.

NEUTROpYNE -SETS
ON ORDER ONLY-Other types if desired;

sets made of parts of demonstrated worth,
using only best materials: cheap parts waste
your time and hurt our reputation; our
overhead is small, yet experts will make
your set at reasonable cost; if you want
RADIO, with a minimum of annoyance,
call us. Sheldrake 1408 or Graceland 1387.
5 -TUBE NEUTRODYNE, 3 -CIRCUIT RE-

GENERATIVE (Old Reliable); all sets
made to order; call evenings. Phone Spauld-
ing 2377, or S. KALWASINSKI, 2744 N.
Troy -et., Chicago.

'SALES AND SERVICE.
I HAVE SOME BIG BARGAINS in radio

sets, cabinets and parts; new lots every
few days: sets repaired. SMITH, 3968

EXCHANGE.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE -1,200 selec-

tions of the best operatic, classical and
old-time songs, vocal and instrumental, in
the Victor Red Seal catalog. by Caruso, Galli-
Cure% Gluck, Heifetz, Pailerewski, etc.; all
brand new, dealers' stock, in original enve-
lopes; will exchange at big discount for
radio sets or first-class radio parts if in
good condition. Phone Irving 6641 after
7:30 p. m.. or write H. SMITH, 4200 N.
Crawford -ay.

EXCHANGE.
BUILD UP YOUR COLLECTION of Red

Seal records at small -cost: all brand new
copies from dealers' stock; over 1,200 se-
lections of the best music iu the Victor -
catalog to select from at such a big reduc-
tion in price it will pay you to investigate;
will exchange records for good radio set or
parts; let me know what you have to ex-
change. H. SMITH, 4200 N. Crawford - eV.

WILL EXCHANGE . art or sign work for
redid parts. ZAHN, 7547 RIDGE -blvd. .

CONSTRUCTION.
LET ME BUILD YOUR SET and save you

money; write or call after 6:30 p. m.
5152 South Park -ay. FLOYD E. SWINK.

'REPAIRS. -
RADIO SETS REPAIRED-Rewired or re-

built: satisfaction guaranteed or no fee
asked; charges reasonable. SIDNEY H.
STONE, 5233 Glenwood -ay. Edgewater 0805.

PARTS FOR SALE.
PARTS FOR 3 -STAGE REINARTZ. $12.

Call -evenings. W. ROSS, 3211 Indiana -ay.-1?
AERIALS.

FIRST-CLASS AERIALS-Constructed rea-
sonable. MR. SCHULZ. Hyde Park 0072.

Long -Distance Records of Phans
WAITS FOR COLD MONDAY-GETS IT!

RAMO EDITOR: I was waiting for a cold
Monday night in January to put a list of
statiors in my diary. And this is what I
received Monday, Jan. 21, thru my tuning
theory: WGX, Schenectady, N. Y.; WWJ,
Detroit, Mich.: WOAW, Omaha. Neb.: WOR.
Newark, N. J.; WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa.;
WCAE, Pittsburg, Pa.; WHO, Kansas City,
Mo.; WOO, PhiladelPhia, Pa.; WDAF, Kan-
sas City.-Mo.; WCBD, Zion City, Ill.; WOC,
Davenport, Iowa; WBAP, Fort Worth,
Texas: WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.: WSB, At-
lanta,ota.; WTAS, Elgin, WHAZ, Troy,
N. Y.; 'KDKA, Pittsburg, Pa.; KSD, St.
Louis, Mo.; WFAA, Dallas, Texas; WLW,
Cincinnati, Ohio; KFKX, Hastings, Neb.
My set is a one -tube Armstrong, consisting
of a coupler and condenser.-RAYMOND
R. BKRNHARDT, 5449 Michigan Avenue.

GET THIS HOOK-UP QUICK!
RADIO EDITOR: I am submitting the

following for your consideration. If you
deem it worthy the space you may publish
it. While not a phenomenal record, it
demonstrates the entertainment possibilities
of a small investment in radio equipment.
All of the following stations were heard
quite distinctly at any point in the room
when the set was attached to a Victrola
thru a loud speaker:

WSAI, Cincinnati, Ohio; ICDKA, Pittsburg:
Pa.; HYVV. Chicago, Ill.; WOR, Newark,
N. J.; WOAW. Omaha. Neb.; WOC, Dkven-
port, Iewal WDAM, New York, N. Y.;
W.TAX, Cleveland, Ohio; WGY, Schenectady,
N. Y.; WDAP. Chicago. Ill.; WBAP, Fort
Worth, Texas; WOS. jefferenson City, Mo.;
WRM, University of "Illinois. Urbana. Ill.:
WEB, Kansas Cite. Mo.; WSB, Atlanta, Ga.;
KSD, St. Louis, Mo.; WWJ, Detroit, Mich.;

MICK, Regina, Canada; KFKX, Hastings,
Neb.; KLZ, Denver, Colo., and WNAD, Uni-
versity of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.

The above stations were logged on a single
circuit, regenerative, home -built set, using a
Rector coil_as the principal tuning unit, de-
tector and two stages of audio -frequency
amplification with U. V.-199 tubes.

Reception was on the evening of Jan. 17,
between the hours of 6:30 and 10:15 p. m.,
with one hour out for dinner. The set was
in operation two hours and forty-five min-
utes. A total of twenty-one stations was
identified by their call letters. Two addi-
tional stations were picked up, one delivering
a radio talk and one broadcasting a play, but
these were not -identified by call letters on
account of the length of their program be-
tween announcements.

This set is a Dxcr that will step out with
any of them, as I have heard PWK, $11J,
KFI and KPO on it at various times. Long
live the Radio Magazine Section of The Post.
-J. C. SMITH, 1805 South  7th Street,
Springfield, Dl.

IT'S THE "CAT'S WHISKERS."
RADIO EDITOR: Just to let you know

what success I am having with the "Old
Reliable." For the last four or five
I have given this set a thoro test, and I
think it's the "cat's whiskers." Last . night
(Jan. 15) being silent night I tuned in
the following stations: WDAF, 6:58; WGY
6:59; WOAW, 7:01; WCX, 7:13; KDKA
7:24: Walt. 7:29 : WTAS, 7:54: W6AE
8. WOC, 8:03; WRC, 8:05; WCBD, 8:08
WHAZ, 8:14; WWJ, 8:38; WFAA, 8:57
KSD, 9:11; WOR, 9:19; WDAR, 9:26
KFEX, 9:3l WBAP, 9:52; WLW, 10:29
WSB, 10:53: WGR, 11:37.

I am certainly glad that I have followed
the 'directions on construction of this set

and am very much pleased with the results
I get.

Let's hear from some of these phans that
have built an "Old Reliable."-MARTIN
DOMZALSKI, 8227 Coles Avenue, South Chi-
cago.

Loop Aids Selectivity
The loop antenna may he used to

eliminate much of the interference en-
countered with a regular outside
aerial. The loop should be so devised
to rotate so that .its position may be
set for reception from* a particular
station.' It is very directional, but
about 25 'per cent 'efficient com-
pared with a good outside aerial.
If outside stations witilin a radius
100 miles are desired, radio -frequency
cascade amplification must be added
to the - set. It would be an unusual
circuit that would give any satis-
factory service with a loop antenna.

Beautiful Radio Cabinets
French Polish

A Real Ornament to Your
Living Room
7x21 in Stock

RADIO CABINET CO. -
319 N. Crawford Avenue

,

The "Post -Binder"
(Copyrighted)

Will Save Your Magazines
In a few seconds you can bind your Radio Magazine in

this strong bagk cover and will have started compiling a set
of radio text ooks which,'in time, will be of utmost value
to you. Every week there are articles in these magazines
to which you will have occasion to refer later on. It is
very important that you keep all issues of the Radio Maga-
zine-beginning from theivery first-with none missing-
and this is  the most practical and least expensive way
to do it. 9

Make a Permanent File
of Your Radio Magazine

It is- very important, as you go along perfecting your
knowledge of radio, that you have the fact" handy, at your
command. Again and again you will have occasion to con-
sult the information given exclusively in these magazines
each tweek. You may wish to purchase a set-or build one
-and by referring to the advertisements of manufacturers
and retailers in all issues, of the Radio Magazine you will
be enabled to buy more profitably.' Every radiophan should
save these magazines. The cost of this binder is nominal.

PRICE 511 CENTS
If to be mailed, add 100 for postage.

This magazine is intended to be a reference book for the
radiophan, a guide that will enable you to get the most en-
tertainment and satisfaction out of radio. Do not cut the
advertisements. Make a list of what you wish to buy,
Save your magazine. DO NOT CUT IT. Keep it intact.

Denfand for back copies of the first issues has been so
treat that we had to print a second edition of them. If you
have not saved them-or failed to get them at all-do not
wait too long before obtainingathem.. Make your book com-
plete from the very first issue-that of November 15,

`This binder, size 1814x1214 inches,
Is made strong and substantial, but
neat. Cloth finish, very durable.
Made individually they would prob-
ably come to $1.50 to $2.00 each-and
would be well worth it for the great
convenience they are-but we have
had them made in quantity and are
giving our readers the advantage of
quantity production-we are selling
them for 50c each. By mail, 10c extra.

"Post -Binders" and Back Copies
AT THE OFFICE OF

The Chicago Evening Post, 12 S. Market St.
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Complete parts for

Wave Trap
Our

Consisting of Price.
 6x6y. Mission Finished Oak Cabi.
La_ net .$ .95

6x6Y. Formica Panel, Drilled and
engraved .50

Specially Wound Wave Trap Coil 1.95 23 -Plate Variable Condenser 1.35
Bakelite Dial .25
4 Binding Posts .20

Construction Sheet
FREE

- Special
Very $5.25

1 Set of Push and Pull Thordarson or
All-American Power Transformers.

a 1 Double Firth Socket.
a 1 Howard Power Rheostat.

8 Binding Posts.
 5 Switch Points and Stops.
= 1 Switch Lever.

1 Cutler -Hammer Filament Switch.
1. 7 x9 Panel.

and Instructions for as,. setnbling and mounting.

$25.00 Elsewhere

Price1::1 $16.95

Complete parts for

a
..Z.:

'-... Consisting of Price.
Our

igkyikri.pier $3.45
'.-a- 23 -Plate Variable Condenser 1.45a 2 Erla Sockets 1.30

1 Erin Reflex No. 1 Transformer 4.45
--1 1 Erla A. F. Transformer 4.85= 1 Erin .002 Mica Condenser .30
--.:-= I. Erla .001 Mica Condenser .30

1 Erla .00025 Mica Condenser .25= 1 Erla Fixed Crystal Detector 1.001 Howard itheostat 1.00
.A. 2 Bakelite Dials .508 Binding Posts .40

1 Dozen Switch Points & 4 Stops .30
L--7.-- 2 Switch Levers .50

1 61/2 x14 x IA- i 11141 Formica Panel. 1.37a
g .

.E-7-

Price
Our- $20.90

=- Complete parts for

2 -Stage
= Amplifier
g.,

1,11.,,,..diiiiinii nil IKY II:lt ra-Audion, Reinartz,
Receiver. ('r

not( led -Down, Short -Wave

-f- be used in place of"rhtantgranii can
1 7x9 Formica Panel (other suitable

size).

Erla Reflex

.T; so that loud speaker orany receiving set

Complete parts for

Power
Amplifier

1 High -Ratio All-American or Thor-
da rson Transformer.

Low -Ratio All-American or Thor-darson Transformer.
2 Howard Rheostats.
2 Bakelite Sockets.
3 Double Patent Jacks.

IS Binding Posts.
I Baseboard.

$21.00 Value

Our $1. 2.95Pric

 Reg.

$1.89
1.00
1.50

.30
1.10
1.00
1.00

Mail Orders
Address

Dept. P-6,
Chicago

Phone
Wabash 4183

3my STOCK'cilAIGCEAGo

6L\\. STORE
,--,,509 S. STATE sr. MI

Mail Orders
Address

Dept. P-6,
Chicago

Phone
Wabash 4183

Save at Salvage
Here Are Bargains in Radio Supplies That Will

Make Every Fan Sit Up and Take Notice
Another score for our enormous buying power! Can you find radio bar-
gains to equal these anywhere -not only as to price, but quality as well?
Don't forget this: Lowest price is only th6 first of our many attractive
features. Brand new merchandise; the latest ideas in Radio; absolute
GUARANTEE of satisfaction, are others.

SALVAGE MEANS:
SAVE - SERVICE - SATISFACTION

EVEREADY B,, BATTERIES108 -VOLT

Regular value $15.00. $5.95
Guaranteed Fresh.

COUPLER COIL SETS FOR Bradleystats and' 2,000 Ohm
SUPERDYNE Bradleyleaks HEAD SETS

UNIVERSAL $5 Value,$4.50
Automatic

Electric
Long

Range
Headsets

$10.00
VALUE

.65

New Type -
$1.25 - $2.45
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Complete
Parts for All I

Receivers
HERE!

Herald -Examiner
Set

Short -Wave
Tuner

Columbia
Freak

Haynes DX_____ 9.95 7-.---

Flewelling ____- 12.45 9.

43.95 2:Supertuner
Honeycomb

17.95
Re-

ceiver
Ultra-Audion 8.95
Overland Cir-

cuit 8.25

$ 5.95=

10.50

39.95

Build Your Own Radio
You Don't Need to Be an

Expert to Do It
The complete instructions and blue prints which
are included in all of our radio outfits are writ-
ten so that any one car_ understand them. No
special skill or technical knowledge is required.
A few hours and you are ready to tune -in New
York, Los Angeles on the set that you yourself
have built!

N EUTRODYNE

COCKADAY

REINARTZ

Our
Consisting' of Price.

7x18 Formica Panel $1.70
Bakelite Socket .45
Howard Vernier Rheostat 1.=
23 -Plate Variable Condenser 1.45
11 -Plate Variable Condenser 1.35

1 Schtionhoven Reinartz Coil. LIM
Freshman Variable G r i

Leak :Ind Condenser com-
bined

1.50 3 Switch Levers
.80 8 Binding Posts .40

Reg. Our
Price. Consisting of Price.
$ .80 2 Dozen Switch Points $ .40

.30 25 Feet Tinned Wire .15

.50 Baseboard for mounting.... .25
1.00 Blueprint with complete in-

struction for assembling and
wiring .50

Regular Price, $
$21.69

Our Price.._

UV -201 Tubes,
$3.95

48,000 -Ohm
Lavite Resistance,

$1.50

Lincoln
Collapsible Loop

E-4-=
$4.45

Open Evenings Until 9 P. M.
Sundays Till 5

LOUD
SPEAKER

with
Genuine

Nathaniel Baldwin
Unit

$10.00

Regular Our
Price Price
EACH Consisting of EACH

$3.00 1 Cockaday Coll $1.95
1.00 2 Bakelite Dials 25
1.00 1 John Firth Socket A5
1.00 Freshman Grid Leak- and

Condenser .65
1.50 1 Howard Vernier Rheostat 1.35
1.00 1 Parent Double Circuit

Jack .50
.80 8 Binding Posts .05
.02 7 Switch Points .01
.50 1 Switch Lever .25

1 7x14.x% Formica l'anel 1.41
Blueprint and Wire 1.00

1 Baseboard .25
3.30 2 23 -Plate Condensers 1.15

Price $ 1 I.
X95

Freed -Eiseman or Fada
Licensed Parts

1 7x21x3-16 drilled Formica Panel.
1 Howard Rheostat:
:t 4 -Inch Ration Dials.
3 John Firth Bakelite Sockets.
8 Binding Posts.
3 23 -Plate Variable Condensers.
1 Wave Control Neutroformer.
2 Radio -frequency Amplifying Neu-

trofortners.
2 Grid Neutralizing Condensers.
1 .00025 Micon Grid Condenser.
1 Marco Variable Grid Leak.
1 Baseboard for mounting.

25 Feet Tinned Copper Bus Bar Wire
and complete instructions for as-
sembling and wiring.

3 -TUBE $28.60
Our Price

4 -Tube $44.65
5 -Tube $46.25

Important
Any Individual part (except the drilled
panels in any of the outfits listed here)
may be purchased separately at the
special 'reduced prices listed under
column headed "Our Price."

Panels Drilled
FREE

Specially drilled panels are included
with .each of the sets illustrated and
described below. We give this free
service only on panels included with
complete sets.

Easy to Build
Complete instructions of assembling
and blueprints for wiring are included
with each outfit. Instructions writ-
ten so everyone can understand them.
No special skill or technical knowl-
edge required -a few hours and you're
ready to tune -in New York; Los An-
geles -any of 'emu

Honeycomb Coils
1.500 Turns
1.250 'Earns
1,000 Turns

750 Turns
250 Turns
150 Turns
100 Turns
75 Turns
50 Turns
35 and 25

oRMICA.
Made from Anhydrous RodmanolReSilt
SHEETS TUBES RO'

Ve are prepared to furnish
promptly and saw Formica pan-
els of any dimensions. Cutting
charge is included in the follow-
ing prices:
346 -inch Formica, square inch... Sc

$1.50 %s -inch Formica, square inch.... 1,A,c
1.50 :Tubing (2 to 1 -inch diameter),
1.25 per running inch .10e
1.00

.75

.60

.50

.10
AO

Turns .40

Western Electric
VT -2 Tubes

5 -Watt "E"
Type CW-931

$12.00
VALUE

$7.45

All Other Tubes
at Reduced Prices

Variable
Condensers

$7.00 value, 13 -Plate Vernier $3.95
6.50 value. 23 -Plate Vernier 3.45
6.0(1 value, 11 -Plate Vernier 2.95
1.75 value, 3 -Plate Vernier 1.15
4.30 value, 43 -Plate, NOW- 1.65
3.75 value, 23 -Plate, NOW 1.35
3.30 value, 11 -Plate, NOW 1.25
2.25 value, 5 -Plate, NO* 1.23

Special
Cabinets

7x21 inches and 7x18 inches

Special $2.95at

Complete parts for

Autoplex
9Y2x13%xlirinch Formica Panel,

drilled and machined $1.89
91/2x13Y4x%-inch Mahogany Cabi-

net with hinged top 2.95
1 John"Firth Socket .35
1 Frost Plain Rheostat 1.00..
2 Moulded Autoplex Varidmeters. 7.30
2 3 -Inch Bakelite Dials .50
6 Binding Posts .30
1 Single Circuit Pacent Jack .351 1,250 or 1,500 Turn Honey-

comb Coil 1.50
1 4a:4:OA-inch Formica sub base

drilled
-i

.25
ch Formica Panel.

clampn drilled .07
1 Complete set machine screwsfor assembling various Parts

(no charge).
1 Hook-up for assembling and

wiring (no charge).
4 Lengths square bus bar wire .10

Our
Special Si 6.45
Price

Prices Smashed
KelloaParts
11 -Plate Vernier Condenser with

4 -inch bakelite dial and knob.$4.95
23 -Plate Vernier Condenser with

4 -inch bakelite dial and knob 95
43 -Plate Vernier Condenser wit

4 -inch bakelite dial and knob. 6.45
3 -Inch Bakelite Dials .65
4 -Inch Bakelite Dials .95
akelite Sockets ,55

Grid Condensers
Double Mountings

.55

.60
Transformers (high or low ratio) . 2.95

THORDARSON
Rectifying Transformer

Regular light -circuit storage battery
charger complete, with Tungar bulb.

Speceriya I
$9.95
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Open Evenings Until 9 P. M.
Sundays Till 5
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GLORIA SV4'ANSON, who is new playing in her latest Para-
mount screen success, "The Humming Bird," at McVickers, is a
radio fan. She tuned in on KYW last Wednesday night from her
Hollywood home and wired her appreciation of the program.

IN THIS ISSUE New "Long 45" Circuit and Tuner Described in Detail-More Notes on Con-
struction and Operation of Miner's Superdyne Receiver-Two-Element Tube

Reflex Hook-up-Story .3f First Radio ChUrch of the World and Its 100,000 Congregation.
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RADIO ANNOUNCEMENT

THE HEART
90 the

"TONG 45;
is the

REGISTERED.sly to see it at

READ WHAT
the

PAPERS SAY
about the

yotar radio dealer's

MARCOMEYER & CO.
RADIO

CI-HC_AGO

Has adopted the well-
known and perfected

CARTER
HOLD-TITE JACKS

CARTER RADIO COMPANY
209 South State Street, Chicago

Freshman VARIABLE RESISTANCE

LEAK AND CONDENSER

Has Been Especially L,
Made for the Famous on

REGI5 FRED

Ask your dealer to show you the nationally
known Freshman Long 45 Variable Resist-
ance Leak and Condenser combined.

CHAS. FRESHMAN CO., Inc.
106 Seventh Ave. New York City

Unity Rheostats
Win Again!

Of Course We Have Been
Selected to Build the Special
Rheostats for the Famous
ft

UNITY MFG. CO.
224 N. Halsted St., Chicago

SUPER-
SENSITIVE

PHONES

$295

Mame You
Seen the
ROYAL

SZTPRISMEt

complete parts, asspecified by all papers,
drilled panel, blueprint,
so that a child can wire
set. Sts t operating

7$411* $1625Store.

Blueprints for
Only 215e.

Set

AVDIO
TRANS- "

iniussus.
1231. itl,

$2-95
sty' CABINETS

Is ID 12.23 7210 $5.24
BATTERIES 72.10 2.35 7321 tad
2ey,rsen. .75 7x12 2.40 7a24 &NO
45 -volt .. 1.95 x14 2.40 7s26 , 3.75

PANELS
7a141:3-243 1LES
7518 1.25
7a25 2.35
7z24 2.10

VOCRADAY
0=00 Tarte

Peat&
maven

$10-95

Emmummumuuniummommmumisiminiumummiuminnimminininummiumiminimummiummume

DEALERS ATTENTION
ALL PARTS IN STOCK
OF THE NOW FAMOUS

FOR PROMPT SERVICE
Call State 5223

Hudson -Ross
123 W. Madison St. CHICAGO, ILL.

isealsontoisannastosar."

in

WESTERN
ARM

SToREYS

4E613 ERED

The Heart of the
"Long 45"

Complete parts for the
famous Long 45 --Won-
der Set. Operates a
loud speaker on one
tube.

Come In And See It.

Watch for the Opening
of our New Store, 414-
416 South State Street,
Chicago's Largest,
Greatest and Most
Complete Radio Store.

117114
wmadisonf

t A Companion Product

S

ti

of the Famous
?f.

LINCOLN APPOVED
COLLAPSIBLE LOOP

ONLY

Approved Because of
1. Efficient
2. Portable
3. Simple
4. Compact
8. Convenient
IL Instantly Set Up
7. Correctly Designed

.50

These Advantages:
8. Perfect Direc-

tional Effect
9. Desired Selec-

tivity
10. No Lightning
11. No Landlord

Interference

MARCO MEYER & CO.
Radio Division

1319 MICHIGAN BLVD., CHICAGO

DEALERS
ATTENTION!

WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR

Jon 45
LINCOLN LOOPS

ERLA PRODUCTS
HOWARD LINE

AND 120 OTHER RADIO ITEMS
ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS

PROMPT SERVICE

CHAMPION ELECTRIC INC.
217 W. Madison St. - Chicago, EL

PHONES STATE 4554.



Edited by a Staff of
Regular and Special
Contributing Writers.
S

The RADIO MAGAZINE
Section is edited with the view
of giving authentic news of
the radio broadcasting field
and authoritative information
on the subjects of home con-
struction of receiving and
transmission sets, of the op-
eration and maintenance of
apparatus, and as an exchange
of opinion for its readers.
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cago Evening Post.

CHICAGO OFFICE: -
12 South Market Street
Phone --Franklin 4100.

New York:-
Kelly-Smith Co.,
Marbridge Building.
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Long 45
Tuner Is
Big Aid
to Sets

"The Long 45." a new tuner, which
bas been upsetting the east for several
Weeks, struck Chicago the last week
and is gripping local home builders in
* way that would indicate that its
maker has struck "something worth
While."

Contrary to the popular idea, "The
Long 46" is not a circuit. It is a tuner
that can be used with any circuit of
the regenerative type. However, the
manufacturers have tested out a num-
ber of hook-ups and offer one that
works exceptionally well with the de-
vice and, at the same time, makes for
simplicity in construction and low cost
of production.

With this particular circuit, and
Using the tuner, it is possible to get
fair long-distance reception and excel-
lent local reception by using the
ground only, or by employing an inside
aeriaL This is due to the extreme
Sensitiveness of the tuner. Of course,
with a suitable outside aerial much
greater volume will be had and a
wider range.

The new tuner gets its name from
the forty-five circuits with which it
will work efficiently. These include
all the single, two and three circuit
Armstrong hook-ups, including "The
Old Reliable," which has been de-
scribed in these pages.

What the Tuner Consists Of.
The device consists of a condenser

and two coils attached in a unit. The
condenser is of a special type, being
a low -loss variable of seven plates. It
is of the straight-line capacity type,
having semicircular plates of alumi-
num, well spaced with heavy alumi-'
num washers to prevent possible short
circuits and to insure a permanent
electrical connection. The plates are
rounded on the edges to prevent the
so-called edge discharge which is so
detrimental to all circuits employing
a variable condenser. Two heavy in-
ulated plates support the aluminum
plates and prevent warping and leak-
age.

There are two coils-one a station-
ary and the other a rotary. The sta-
tionary coil is set in the unit at an
angle of forty-five degrees from the
condenser. It Is of the spider web
type and has inside diameter of suf-
ficient size to permit the insertion
of the rotary coil. It is wound with
No. 24 DCC wire, and has ninety-six
turns with a short wave tap at forty-
two turns.

The elipsoithes form of winding used
in this coil has a tendency to keep the
distributed capacity at a minimum,
which insures against broad tuning
and weak signals. There is no in-
sulating support, the coil being kept
together by a thin coating of a mois-
ture -proof, impregnating compound.

Both Tickler and Primary.
The rotary coil is built with the

same idea in view. It is of elliptical
form winding, and is held in position
by two bakelite disks. It is wound
with forty-eight turns of the same
heavy wire used on the stationary coil,
and can be used as a tickler in the
three -circuit regenerative circuits, or
as both tickler and primary in other
circuits.

There is nothing particularly new
In the tuner, taking the parts as sep-
arate units. It is the mechanical
construction of the whole that makes
it stand out as a remarkably efficient
device, and upon which its patents are
obtained. The simplicity of controls is
a decided factor in radio sets, and
"The Long 45" certainly has reduced
the operation of a circuit to the few-
est possible controls.

In the accompanying illustrations is
shown a schematic diagram of a sin-
gle circuit regenerative hook-up
which the makers of the tuner rec-
ommend. In this hook-up an addi-
tional condenser is used. Also, there
is a thirty-five or fifty -turn honey-
comb coil. A photograph of the com-
pleted receiver built from this hook-
up, using "The Long 45" tuner, also
is shown.

Good Range and Selectivity.
With this "Long 45" receiver as il-

lustrated, some remarkable reception
was obtained. Stations more than a
thousand miles away have been heard
on it and it proved exceptionally se-
lective for a single circuit set, inas-

(Continued on Page 9.)

Radio Programs
Ia Wolfe Gilbert, composer of "No-

body Else but You" and many other
popular song hits, personally ap-
peared as the headliner of the vaude-
ville bill the last week. Gilbert has
been identified with the concerts of
the local stations prominently, and
many of his radio artist friends
turned out in his honor to see him.

Tuesday night was set aside at the
Rialto as KYW night and if you
Journeyed down to the theater on
that occasion you had an opportunity
to personally view Sen Kaney, the
popular announcer; Herbie Mintz, the
demon pianist; Walter Wilson of
"Dream Daddy" fame, and Milton
Weil, the popular partner of Isham
Jones. This evening will be set aside
for Willie, Tommie, Annie and Sam-
my, otherwise known as Charley Erb -
stein's WTAS station at the Villa
Olivia, Elgin, Ill. Charley will for-
sake his legal practice this evening
and make his debut as an actor. He
will bring with him Lou Fordan, Billy
Stoneham, Rocco Vocco Duo. The
Lewis and Calvert entertainers and
Harry O'Brien. Sounds mighty in-
teresting for radio fans, doesn't it?

Next week the KYW studio staff
will be at McVickers all week in
person.

Below are given the complete sched-
ules of all the Chicago and suburban
broadcasting stations and those of the
out-of-town stations which are most
commonly tuned by local radiophans.

These schedules are a regular daily
feature in The Chicago Evening Post.

On Thursday of each week a com-
plete list and schedule of every broad-
casting station in the 'United States
is published in The Chicago Evening
Post's sixteen -page Radio Magazine
section.

CHICAGO STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.)
KYW-Located in Commonwealth Edison

building, 536 meters: Wilson J. Wetherbee.
director.

Day -9:30 a. m., news and markets: 10
a. in.. market reports: 10:30 a. m., finan-
cial news and comment; 10:58 a. m., naval
observatory time signals; 11 a. m., market
reports; 11:05 a. m.. weather report; 11:30
a. m., news and comment of the financial
and commercial market: 11:35 a. m., table
talk by Mrs. Anna J. Peterson.

Evening -6:30 p. m., financial and final
market and sport summary furnished by the
Union Trust company, Chicago Journal of
Commerce and United States department of
agriculture; 6:50 p. m., children's bedtime
story; 8 to 8:28 p. m., twenty -minutes of
good reading by Rev. C. J. Pernin, S. J..
head of department of English. Loyola uni-
versity, Chicago; 8:30 to 9 p. in., H. C. Mc-
Clory, tenor; Louis Puppillo, violinist;
Eleonora Koskiewicz, pianist; Sallie Menkes.
accompanist; Gladys Phillips. accompanist
and Sandy Meek, tenor. "Bood-Bye" (Total)
and "Little Town in the Ould Country
Down Sanders," by H. C. McClory; "Inter-
mezzo" from "Cavalleria Rusticana" (Mas-
cagni) and "Souvenir" (Drdla), by Louis
Puppillo; "Your Garden in My Heart"
(Verdi) and "London Bridge" (Robinson).
by Sandy Meek; "Etude" (Arensky) and
"Love Waltz" (Moszkowski). by Eleonora
Koskiewicz; "The Trumpeter" (Dix) and
"When the Dew Is Falling" (Schneider). by
H. C. McClory: "Souvenir d'Venice" (D'Agos-
tine) and "Serenade" (Drigo), by Louis
Puppillo: "Somehow I Know" (Shaffer)
and "Let Me Call You Sweetheart" (Fried-
man), by Sandy Meeks: "Two Larks"
(Leschetizky) and "Valse in A" (Rach-
maninoff), by Eleonora Koskiewicz.

WAAF-Located at Union stock yards; 286
meters.

.attea:

Day-Live stock reports at 8:40, 10 30.
10:45 a. rm., 12:30, 12:45, 4:30 p. m.

Evenieia-No schedule.
WMAQ-Located on Hotel LaSalle, 447.5

meters. Miss Judith C. Waller, statical di-
rector.

Day-alirois Federation of Women's
Clubs.

Eveninte-Weelcly talk to Boy Scouts-
Financial talk by Roy Munger. Tsta by
Rockwell R. Stephens, auto editor of The
Daily News. First of a series of lessons in
golf by B. A. Andrews. 7:3() p. m.. Axel
Christensen; 8:30 p. m., WMAQ orchestra;
9:15 p. in. St. Paul trio.

WJAZ-Located on Edgewater Beach total;
447.5 meters; E. Warren Howe, prugram
director

Day-Tills station has no regular day
schedule.

Evening -10 p. m. to 2 a. m.. music.
WDAlt-Chicago Board of Trade. located

at Drake hotel; 390 meters.
Day -9:3C a. in., 10 a, m.. 10:30 a. in.

11 a. to., 11:30 a, in,, 12 noon, 12:30 e.
1 p. m., 1 BO p. m., quotations and market
reports direct from the Chicago Boatel of
Trade.

Evening -10 p. m., Martha Bjorn, soprano:
John Stamford, tenor: Esther Jane 11..er-
son, piano: Frank Grief, ter. or: Sidonia
Friedricks, soprano; Jack Chapman's or-
chestra.

ws.4.6-Located at 4801 Woodlawn ave-
nue; 248 meters.

FOREIGN STATIONS

CKA.C--Mantreal, Canada; 430 meters:
Day -3 p. m., news, weather and stock re-

ports; musical tea.
Evenitig-Silent.
CYL--ittexico City, D. F. "El Universal";

500 meters: Rent Azcarraga, director; G.
Obregon. Jr., announcer (Spanish); Sendel
Hodges, announcer (English).

Daily, 12:54 p. m., news and weather:
8:24 p. is., war bulletins from the war and
navy departments; Tuesday and Friday. 8:24
to 8:54 p. m., music. Sunday, 7:24 p in..
war bulletins.

PWA-Havana, Cnba' 400 meters: Jose
Iseuierde. chief operator; Urbano del Cas-
tile, program director; Rembeeto O'Farril.
announcer; regular broadcasting rights.
Weduesdav and Saturday, '7:30 to 10 7
central standard time.

Fig. 1-Duncan sisters alt KYW
midnight revue Friday evening.
Fig. 2-Mrs. Georgene Faulkner,
"The Story Lady," at WMAQ.
Fig. 3--jules Herbecaux, leader of
Guyon's orchestra, which plays at
WTAS (Elgin) Sunday and Mon-
day evenings. Fig. 4-Rosemary
Hughes at WDAP every Tuesday
evening.

TSF--Farls. France; French Post and Tele-
graph department, 106 Rue de Grenelle.
Director, M,. G. Valenst; assistant. 31. Chan -
ton; 400 meters; 500 watts.

Daily except Tuesday at 2:21 p. in., Tues-
day at 1:51 P. m., music, classical theater
and a course in English literature: Tuesdays.
a course in the Morse code.. Every ten
days, scientific lectures.

SUBURBAN STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.)
WCIIII-Zion, Ill., 345 meters; J. H. De -

pew, station manager.
WCA.1-5111waukee, Wis.; 261 meters: No

silent nights.
Day -1 p. in. to 4:30 p. m., special con-

cert; novelty and test programs as an-
nounced.

Continued on Page 14.

Amateur
Tuner Is
Greatest
Offender

By IVERSON C.. WELLS.
(Radio Editor of The Chicago Post.)'

R7RADIATION is a worse evil in
broadcast reception than interfer-
nce from the indifferent ama-

teurs and powerful local broadcast
stations.

In the latter case receiving sets may
be so constructed and tuning so de-
veloped interference can be eliminat-
ed. In the former case there is no
receiver made or can_ be made nor
any operator capable of being devel-
oped to get away from the evil.

There is only one way out-only
one remedy or cure. It is to teach_
the offending novice HOW L.) operate
his set so not only will the rest of us
have a chance to pass a pleasant eve-
ning but also he himself will have an
enjoyable time-something neither he
nor us now are doing.

Later I will propose a plan that

would bring about this happy solution
if put into effect. In the meantime
let us analyze the situation.

Cause of Reradiation.
Reradiation is caused by an unskill-

ful operator of a regenerative receiver
-usually of the single circuit or ultra
audion type. However, any regenera-
tive set will perform likewise if not
handled properly.

In the unskillful operator's hands
his receiver becomes a minature trans-
mitting set and sends forth its whistle
and wheezes for many blocks around.

As long as he is at work no receiv-
er within the range of his minature
transmitter is going to produce any
sort of satisfactory service to its own-
er, however selective and efficient thd-
set may be, or however skillful a
tuner the operator may be.

The work of the novice single -cir-
cuit tuner is particularly noticeable on
"silent" nights in Chicago. He has
been "kept in Chicago all week" by
this and that big local broadcasting
station from which he "can't get
away." He has cursed and berated
this or that station to his friends and
neighbors, and he has written letters
of protests to his favorite radio editor.
and be has sought to lead a movement
to squelch the "offending" broadcast-
ing station and have its operators
quartered and halved and burned in
the fiery furnace of revenge.

Now, comes along Monday, or "si-
lent" night. It is HIS night. At last
he is to reach out and bring in Hono-
lulu or Timbuctoo and run in a string

Continued on Page 4.
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NoviceTune.r
Is Greatest

. Offender
Continued from Page 3.

of DX stations that will make the rec-
ords published in The Post each week
look like child's play.

Then He Reradiates.
Promptly at 7 p. m., as the last

local broadcasting station signs off for
the evening, he sits down to his set
and turns on the juice. Then his la-
borous work begins.

From 7 p. m. until along about 11:30
p. m. he whirls dials right and left.
his tube tuned up to the high oscil-
lation point.

He usually strikes WTAS (Elgin)
or WED (Zion) right off the bat. So
do his neighboring reradiating friends.

The concert of cat howls and whis-
tles begin! It sounds as if bedlam was
reincarnated.

Perhaps, you, yourself. may be just
tuning in WTAS. You have succeed-
ed after several minutes of hard work.
squeezing in during a temporary lull
in the reradiative chorus, as the nov-
ices stop to "see what is the matter
v ith the set."

Just as you sit back to hear Charlie
Erbstein "do his stuff" over the micro-
phone WTAS fades out and the
whistle -wheeze chorus sets up again.
They have completely blanketel every-
thing with a chorus of whistles and
howls.

Up and down the scale- the whirl.
Whee-ee! whee-ow! whee-oo-ee-ee! wow!

Knowing it is useless to try to keep
WTAS on as long as the "chorus" is
at work, you turn with a sigh and
tune into KDKA (Pittsburg), and im-
mediately you discover, just as you
clear up the signal and bring in the
music, that at least fifty of your
"friends" have followed you.

To WLW (Cincinnati) you go. The
same thing is repeated here, only by
BO doing you have lost probably 20
per cent of your followers. But still
the reradiating fiends are sufficently
Numerous and even more persistent.
in their own desperation, and you,

--"--"--eqe-rilly as desperate by this time as
they are, bid them, as you hope, a last
fond (?) farewell and turn to KSD
(St. Louis). To your satisfaction you
have lost them.

However, your satisfaction only Is
short-lived. The chorus that has
been with you had been hanging
around the neighborhood of 300 me-
ters, put having failed to "bring any-
thing in" they change to a higher
wave length and pick you up again
just as you begin to enjoy KSIO's early
evening program. What's the use?

They Quit in Exhaustion.
By 11:30 they have dropped off one

by one-worn out in their ceaseless,
%rainless effort, and retire to their
Sleepless couch, to toss and tumble
In their sheer exhaustion and dream
of the goblin broadcasting station on
the north side or some other side
which has ruined their radio pleas-
ure.

And so they finally drop off into a
dreamless slumber-innocent, but yet
ignorant, for, unknowingly each and
every one of them have spoiled the
pleasure of several hundred radio-
phans in their neighborhood.

It is after 11 p. m. Mondays I do
most of my long-distance work. I
find this is true of a great many
phans in Oak Park, where I live. To
make any attempt earlier is too la-
borious and certainly unsatisfactory.

Looking at the matter in purely a
selfish way, it would be better for
me not et:, have any silent nights in
Chicago at all. I say this because
on the other six nights in the week I
do not have my reradiating friends
operating their miniature transmit-
ting sets. With almost any sort of
receiver I can tune out local broad-
casting stations and bring in the far-
away fellows.

The crystal set owners, probably,
also would like to see silent nights
abolished-looking at the matter in
the same unselfish way. They must
"stand by" Monday evenings and
Wait until the local stations receive
their regular schedules, as fifteen to
fifty miles is about their average
range.

And I haphazard a guess that even
these reradiating chaps, would wel-
come abolishing silent nights, for they
certainly "don't get anything," and
their only reception is during the rest
of the week, when the powerful local
stations, because of their proximity,
literally force themselves into their
receivers, in spite of their inability
to tune in a signal.

Solution to Problem Suggested.
Of course, none of us really want

"silent" nights abolished. There is a
solution to ,the problem that would
bring joy to all-except the crystal set
operator. It is this:

Teach the offending novice HOW
TO TUNE.

There are two ways to do this.

NEUTRODYNE
SPECIALISTS

Downtown Demonstration in
Room 2064 Congress Hotel

Radio Engineers-Service Station
WEEK -END SPECIALS

Loud Speaker Horns, 50c and 35c
Crystalline Horns, with $0.50

Genuine Baldwin Unit .. CP
Genuine Baldwin Head Sets, $8.25

THE SHERIDAN RADIO
ifil4OLESALE AND RETAIL

4611 KENMORE NEAR
WILSON

ornplete line of high-grade Radio unite.
.tififaction guaranteed or money refunded.

OPEN EVENINGS and SUNDAY

New York City Police Opens Powerful
Broadcasting Station for Public Safety

IATLAW is the new radio broad-
casting station at New York

city's police headquarters. This pow-
erful station is equal to any of the
largest and most elaborate broadcast-
ing stations in the country. It makes
a long step ahead in police work, for
the broadcasting of descriptions of
criminals and missing persons, liter-
ally will put millions of Americans on
the lookout for the "wanted." In

One is by textbook or magazine in-
struction. The other is by personal
instruction.

The first method would be the most
economical and certainly cover a
greater number in a given time, but
the trouble is this class of offenders
do not READ what is prepared for
them, or they would not be offenders
long.

The Post technical department re-
ceives probably an average of 200 let-
ters a day from its readers asking
questions. Most of these are unnec-
essary.

As, for example:
"I have just concluded reading your

construction -details of the Umpty-
Dump circuit and am quite interested.
Will you please send me a diagram, asI wish to build the same."

And yet on that same page there
were panel layouts, a schematic dia-
gram, a pictorial diagram and the
most minute details for construction!
They don't read. If they do, it isdone without thinking. It is all thesame in the long run.

Personal instruction, altho more
tedious and taking more time, is the
best solution.

Last winter I was living in a north
side district. We had some of the
same type of offenders In our neigh-
borhood as we have today out in Oak
Park, altho I must confess they were
in much smaller numbers.

Unfolds the Plan.
I visited each apartment in a radius

of several blocks where I saw an
aerial and could trace the lead-in to
its source. Where I found the owner
at home, by using considerable tact
I explained to him how he not only
was cheating himself but also therest of us for several blocks around.
Usually he was eager to be shown.
Sometimes a young fellow would re-
sent ''outside interference," become
indignant and almost order me from
the house. Tact, however, mixed
with a few grains of gentle persist-
ence, usually won the day.

For those I did not find at home I
left a card inviting them into my
own, home on a certain evening, and
most of them sooner or later respond-
ed. It was my duty, then, to instruct
them in the art of tuning INTELLI-
GENTLY. This only was a matter
of a few minutes' work. They went
home happy and became offenders no
more.

There was only one obstinate fel-
low in the neighborhood, and I hope
ho will pardon me for thus referring

Two views of the new powerful
broadcasting station, WLAW, are
shown above. In one, Operator
Charles E. Francis is shown receiv-
ing radio messages from the po-
lice boats Manhattan and Macon.
In the other Operator Francis is
seen before the microphone of the
transmitter broadcasting an inter -
department message. The third
picture is a view of the old radio
telegraph station, which has
served the police department since
1916 but which is to be dis-
mantled.

cases where large fires or other fatal
disasters occur, the names of all casu-
alties will be broadcast so that the po-
lice no longer will be flooded by tele-
phone calls from anxious friends and
relatives of those involved.

When not in public safety use, the
apparatus will be used to broadcast
concerts by the police department
band and for lectures and other pro-
grama

The city of Chicago also owns a
broadcasting station. However, the
keys have been turned on the studio
even since the change in administra-
tions. It wins not used by the police
when in service.

to him. He lived just across the
street. From my front window, sec-
ond floor, I could look into his second
floor front window and see him work-
ing over his set.

This young man had a single -circuit
receiver of a good type, well construct-
ed and equipped with two stages of
audio -frequency amplification and a
loud speaker.

With a pair of opera glasses I
watched him on this particular Mon-
day evening for more than two hours
-on and off. I could SEE him whir!
his dials-at times cautiously, then
again viciously, as his temper got the
best of him. Also in my own set I
could HEAR him.

It so happened just a few days be-
fore I had bought a lot of junk from
a fellow. Among the parts was an

Doing the Job Well
Has Its Rewards

Gary, Ind., Jan. 25, 1924.
Gentlemen:

The Post is to be con-
gratulated on its enterprise
in putting out an excellent
Radio Supplement.

I like the manner in
which questions are ans-
wered. I can see that they
are given careful considera-
tion and the answers are
complete and understandable.
Most papers make you wait
several weeks for a reply,
and even then you get only
a few, brief, unenlightening
lines. This applies to maga-
zines also, some of which
make a charge for their so-
called "service."

Your supplement is the
best and livest in the field.
All fans in and near Chicago
await with eagerness its
weekly coming.

Very truly,
(Signed) WM. F. OTTO.

old army transmitting phone of the
button type.

I hope Mr. Beale doesn't see this,
because I infracted a rule, even if it
was for a good cause.

Voice Startles Hun.
Hooking this microphone into my

receiver and starting the tube (a five -
wetter) to oscillating, I called him
by name. You should have seen that
lad jump!

He told me later that my voice
came in thru his loud speaker with a
roar. He said he was startled with
the uncanniness of it all.

Then I told him he bad been trying
for two hours to tune in some sta-
tion without success, and if he only
wculd come across to my apartment
for five minutes I would teach him
how to tune in and he would go home
happy. He did come. He went home
happy. He brought in his first out-
side station that night after nearly
three months of useless effort.

The point is this: You who know
how to tune can do the same good
work, altho I would advise you not
to try the microphone unless you
have a license.

It is even possible to meet at some
public hall, erect an aerial, install a
portable set and instruct several hun-
dred at a time. If this is too much,
then do as I did and take it in smaller
doses.

The only way to cure the reradia-
tic-n offender is to TEACH HIM TO
TUNE.

Soot -Covered Aerials
Cause Weak Signals

Aerials, particularly outside ones,
should be wiped off with a cloth
soaked with denatured alcohol occa-
sionally. Coal smoke contains mi-
nute particles of carbon. Carbon is
an excellent conductor for radio cur-
rents. If a wire becomes coated with
a film of soot which is mixed with
the moisture of the atmosphere it
forms an easy path for leakage. This
is the reason why signal strength and
distance reception drops gradually or
suddenly in your receiver. When
cleaning off the wire also give the in-
sulators the same treatment as they
are the connecting link to the ground.

Poland Link
of Radio to
U. S. Longest
A new record for long-distance com-

mercial radio communication was set
with the opening of a circuit between
Rocky Point, Long Island, and War-
saw, Poland. The space over which
the signals must travel is more than
one -sixth the distance around the
earth.This circuit, which is a part of the
Radio Corporation of America system,
was opened formally when officials
of the Polish government and the
Radio corporation exchanged greet-
ings by radio. It marked the first
time in history when the United States
and Poland were brought into direct
communication, without the messages
being relayed over land wires thru
other countries.

The cost of the sending station at
Warsaw and receiving station on Long
Island was approximately M000,000,
and the work of building them be-
gan in August, 1921.

The transmitting aerial at the Pol-
ish station is similar in design to
those employed at Radio central, the
Radio corporation station at Rocky
Point, L. I. There are ten steel tow-
ers erected on a large tract of land
on the outskirts of Warsaw, and these
support aerial wires a mile in length.
The receiving anparatus consists of
a double receiving circuit used in con-
nection with the recently developed
wave antenna, which is nine miles
long.Forty engineers and operators ars'
employed at the Warsaw terminal.

The establishment of the new cir-
cuit gives Poland political advantages
not enjoyed by countries which must
relay their messages by land wires
under the control of neighboring coun-
tries.

Heard 5,800 Miles on
Crystal Set in 1910

A comparison is often made between
the present-day marine radio working
with that of a few years ago before
the vacuum tubes came into use, says
The Wireless Age. The radiophan of
today imagines that long-distance re-
ceiving was unheard of and that broad-
casting is not more than three years
old.

C. D. Guthrie. now radio supervisor
of the New York district office of the
shipping board, used to listen to music
being broadcast from a naval ship
during the Jamestown exposition in
1907. The writer heard an opera
broadcast in 1910. Ships running to
South America used to maintain di-
rect communication with New York
up to two and three thousand miles

1909. San Francisco, with a
five -kilowatt transmitter and crystal
detector, exchanged weather reports
and names with Japan, a distance of
5,800 miles, in 1910.

Charles A. Hahne, now traffic man-
ager of a radio company, was instru-
mental in saving the life of William
Jennings Bryan and other passengers
on a ship over two thousand miles
away from New York, where he was
a coast station operator, in 1911.

Three Texas Cities Equip
Ambulances with Radio

Three Texas cities are equipping
municipal ambulances with a radio
equipment. Houston, Dallas and Fort
Worth hope within a short time to
have municipal broadcasting stations
at police headquarters and ambulances
while responding to one emergency
call may pick up other calls from
headquarters and go direct to the
scene of the accidents. It is believed
that the new method will prove a
great time -saving device.

France Lets Down Bars
In France, a new law has been re-

cently passed whereby no license will
be needed for wireless receiving sets.
French subjects will be able to use
sets by filling up a form to be pro-
curable at any postoffice. It is an-
ticipated that, in consequence, there
will be an enormous increase in the
number of listeners.

AT 'lull
byVICKERS

son £0.c412 -Coullausoess-

First sensational engagement
WORLD FAMOUS

KYW RADIO STARS
IN PERSON

"Sen" Kaney-Herbie Mintz
Harold Fall

For Oise Week Only
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Here Is the First Radio Church of the World
with Congregation of 100,000

7 HE station illustrated
and described this week -
is one of those that are

most frequently heard by
Chicagoradiophans-WOAW,
the Woodmen of the World
station located at Omaha,
Neb. Not only is this station
a powerful one, but, it is a
unique one, as it operates a
church of its own.-The Ed-
itor.

P100REACHING to a, congregation of
100,000 every Sunday is the feat,000
accomplished by Rev. R. R. Brown,

pastor of the Radio Church of the
World. It is said to be the largest
congregation a. minister of the gospel
ever talked to. Also this church is
the first of its kind.

Rev. Brown preaches from station
WOAW, which is the radio broadcast-
ing station of the Woodmen of the
World, located at Omaha, Neb. The
congregation, while invisible to the
pastor, is a real one, for each member
has a signed certificate of membership
which has been issued him after inves-
tigation into his character.

There are many broadcasting sta-
tions broadcasting sermons and reli-
gious services, but none that can lay
claim to conducting a church organ-
ized and maintained especially for that
station and its listeners -in.

Faced Two Problems.
W. A. Frazier, sovereign of the

Woodmen of the World, and at the
head also of station WOAW, is respon-
sible for this unusual church. When
he organized it he faced some prob-
lems that required delicacy, diplomacy
and considerable practicability in the
handling.

First of all he had to organize a
church that would not compete- with
existing churches, but support and
supplement them. Second, in broad-
casting religion to the world, he had
to make it acceptable to the world.

This is the way Mr. Fraser solved
the problem: He invited all the minis-
ters of Omaha of every denomination
and creed to attend a conference. The
Protestant, Catholic and Jewish
churches were represented. Ministers
from the churches within a radius of
125 miles also were invited. Without
a single exception, every minister ac-
cepted the invitation and gave full sup-
port to the new church. That solved
problem No. 1.

Then Mr. Fraser tackled the second
problem and started out to make the
Radio Church of the World acceptable.
to the world. He did this by broad-
casting an interdenominational service
every Sunday morning, in addition to
the services conducted Sunday eve-
nings.

Sane Psychology Involved.
There was a second reason for the

Sunday morning services. It was a
psychological reason. Mr. Fraser held
that religion makes its strongest ap-
peal in the morning. He attributes
this to the fact that one's senses have
been refreshed after a night's rest and
one is vitally awake to the world
around and about him. He also held
that people are more susceptible to
deeper and more fundamental sub-
jects of thought.

Mr. Fraser says that the experience
of the Radio Church-of the World
since has proven his position is cor-
rect. Notwithstanding that the eve-
ning services are conducted by the
leading pastors their listeners inva-
riably react most favorably to pro-
grams with short sermons -and varied
musical .programs, while in the morn-
ing services longer and more sus-
tained sermons receive favorable com-
ment.

WOAW, however, is not just broad-
casting .church services alone. It is
on the air daily for four hours, from
6 p. m. to 8 p'. m. and from 9 P. m.
to 11 p. m., central standard time,
and works on a 526 -meter wave
length. Wednesday is silent night.
The Sunday services are held at 9 to
11 o'clock, both morning and evening.

Los Angeles

7
Nights a Week
Yes sir-ree 1 Los Angeles or any

stations. Any time they
other of the far-off, hard-to-
getare

on the air-silent night or
any other night. Clear as the
bell's sound. Local stations
squelched so you won't hear

a peep-even if you are right between
two of them. You'll get Radio at it.
highest point of perfection

-hGarod
Neutrodyne
You may be skeptical-you who want
the best, and have not yet been satis-
fled. Maybe you think 9011 can trip us
on this. Be doubtful as you p.ease I
Put us to the test. We are ready to prove.

,Come for a Demonstration
Any evening (Sunday "included) '7 till 9.
or later on appointment. Listen to
Radio as you have never heard it be-
fore-as brought in by the king of all
sets-GAROD NEUTRODYNE.

Eureka Battery Co.
2210 North Clark Street

Tel. Diversey 3239

West Side to
Get Powerful
New Station

Chicago is to have another class B
radio broadcasting station. It will
take the air sometime during Febru-

The new station is being con-
structed by the Sears -Roebuck Agri-
cultural foundation and is said to be
designed as one of the most powerful
ones in the United States. It will use
448 meters.

The station is planned especially to
interest farmers, altho its varied pro-
gram will prove equally of interest
to city listeners -in.

"The balanced program for the sta-
tion will be furnished and supervised
by the foundation," explained $amuel
R. Guard, director of the foundation.
"It will be the only exclusively agri-
cultural broadcasting station in the
United States. We will have pro-
grams that will challenge the farm-
ers' attention and hold it -

Day and Night Programs.
"This means that we will broadcast

facts about the nation's basic indus-
try of real value to the farmer, so
far as the educational phase of the
program is concerned. We will broad-
cast both at night and in the daytime,
and will give an interpretation of mar-
ket trends and a current events fea-
ture, explaining what is going on all
over the agricultural world.

"The biggest men in the agricul-
tural field will be used for many of
the .educational programs. Every-
thing that is broadcast will be au-
thentic and the result of research and
study by the best farm -minded experts
in the nation.

"There also will be stories for enter-
tainment of the country kiddies. We
will furnish the best orchestral and
vocal music to be obtained, and theat-
rical.stars will bring the stage to the
farmer's parlor every night."

Overshadows Other Stations.
According to L. F. Dryden, who has

charge of construction, the station
will be the largest built .by the West-
ern Electric company.

By having the station located in the
open district and free front absorption
by its own and adjoining buildings,
Mr. Dresden estimates that it will be
possible to put, more energy in the
air than any other Chicago station.
There will be one 130 -foot aerial post.
The other post will be the fourteenth
story tower of the Sears -Roebuck
"tower building."

The station will have a rated output
of 500 watts, employing two motors.
The studio -will be on the eleventh
floor of the tower, and will be the
acme of perfection in equipment and
construction, it is asserted. The oper-
ating -room will be on the fourteenth
floor of the tower.

In addition to the main studio, it is
intended to have a downtown branch
in the loop district, with special wires
thru the city to points. of vantage
for the entertainment features of the
program, which will include the best
musical and theatrical talent.

The schedules are booked far in
advance, often three months ahead,
and the programs are sufficiently va-
ried to prevent monotony. Orchestras,
piano selections, vocal solos, choruses,
lectures and public addresses make up
the menu, which compares favorably
with those of any of the other large
stations thruout the country.

On Omaha's Highest Building.
The station is located on top of the

Woodmen of the World building in
Omaha, in especially built quarters.

It is the highest point in the city.
Two towers, 125 feet in height, sup-
port the antenna system, which is of
four wires and of the "T" type.

While WOAW was established as

ik - .4; 'A

Hear Original Saxophone .

Played Over Radiophone
When Oscar Saxe, a Belgian, invent-

ed his musical instrument which is
now called a saxophone, he littl
thought that ninety years afterwarl
music from it would be played in Cir-
cinnad from the WLW broadcasting
station and possibly heard, thru radio,
in the town of its creation.

Some years ago Dr. Wagner pur-
chased this instrument from the Nor-
wegian government and had it in his
Omaha home for some time. When
Tom Brown, creator of the saxophone
band, visited the city, the origina.:.
Saxe instrument, valued at $50,000
was given to him by the doctor. This
saxophone is used in every perform
ante given by Tom Brown in the Ju
Tian Eltinge-Tom Brown "Black ant
White Revue of 3924."

When the Tom Brown aggregation
played in Cincinnati at the Grand opera -
house, they were visitors to the WLW
studio, and thru the courtesy of Henry
Fillmore, leader of the local Syrian
Temple Shrine band, gave a midnight
concert. This was the first time that
Tom Brown and- the original Brown
Brothers saxophone sextet ever
played for a radio audience. One of
the most prized telegrams came from
Dr. Wagner, who presented the orig-
inal saxophone to the leader of the
band. He heard Tom Brown play a
solo on the instrument

publicity feature for the fraternal so-
ciety twat owns and operates it, very
little of the programs ever are used
to broadcast lodge information or
news directly or indirectly, other than
the announcement of the call letters
with the explanation that the station
is that of the Woodmen of the World.

There probably is not station that
comes into Chicago so strong and is
heard by so many Chicago radiophans
as is WOAW, except, perhaps, KDKA.
of Pittsbur and KFKX .3f Hastingsg,
Neb. 3ven crystal set owners are
treeluer t listeners -in and in almost '

If you want to enjpy radio, learn
all of -the crystal loggings of long-dis- it. There are text books that explain
tance reception which are published the Plinth:rentals of radio, wiltich can
in The Post WOAW is listed. be had as low as 25 cents.

ez. 44>
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Broadcasting
Stations Take
InEverything

Every conceivable form of education
and entertainment can be enjoyed
from listening -in on a radio receiving
set. A review of programs planned
by some of the larger broadcasting
stations confirms this.

In a recent week These are some
of the subjects covered by one broad-
casting station out of Chicago:

Concert. special -religious services,
travel lectures, a talk by local banker,
grand opera, a radio play, quartet,
duet and solo music, business talks,
children's stories, readings, joint re-_--,-
citals; farm, market and stock reports
daily; sports events, fashion talks,
time signals and weather forecasts
daily, humor, current events, book
review, tea music at 4:30, dance mu

That is not all. Every now
sic.
and

***,..,"WaTWIRVOWP.

Fig. 1-General reception room at WOAW station,- Omaha, Neb.
:Fig. 2-Sovereign W. A Fraser, before the -microphone delivering an
address. Fig. 3-The Woodmen of the World building, showing the
antenna towers on the to? of the roof and the station, which also is on
the top. Fig. 4-Studio showing t musical act being:broadcast.

Canary Birds Broadcast
Songs from Cleveland

CLEVELAND, Jan. 31.-Birds on
exhibiticr at the Internatioral Canary
str...)w here held a radio concert during
their v:54t. They broadcast their
vtzces from station WTA11,i,, the all-
starage-ba.dery station here.

Those who listened in -.1 and the
beet cacanaryvoices in the land. Van-
eoiver Premier, judged the world's
champion singer, led ,the program.
Ar.other artist was Lohengrin, 1922
champion which has been trade a gift
to _NM;isie (lili( dge.

the birds tDok readi-
ly to the. microphone, others had to
be coaxec into singing by the soft
tcnes of a violin.

then a station announces the broad-
casting of an entire play by its actors.
Everything but the action goes over,
and even that is explained sufficiently
to make the production a success.

Now efforts are being made further
to develop radio, even to broadca.sting..
movies. And a few years more may
see the broadcasting of action itself,
so that listeners may not only, hear,
but see an entire production while sit-
ting at their radio sets at home.

Denmark Early Listener
Enthusiastic radio amateurs in Den-

mark always are endeavoring to catch
broadcasting from the United States, -
even tho that country lies in a. some-
what more unfavorable position to re-
ceive Ameriza.n rad;o messages than
other European countries.

You will find the classified adver-
tisement section interesting. See
Page 15.
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Secrets of
Radio Tuning
Simply Told

If

The chief secret in tuning a radio
teceiving set lies in getting the set In
Complete resonance with the incoming
Olgnala When this is done voice and
fiusle come in with clarity and fun
egume.

Radio broadcasting and radio recep-

ri
may be likened to two tuning

rks. Strike one of the forks with
small hammer and a series of vibra-

tions are set up. These are sound
Craves.

If another tuning fork, which is
capable of exactly the same vibration,
pe placed within the range of the
Vibrations of ,the other fork, imme-
diately It will set up a series of similar
Vibrations. Another fork, which re-

nds to higher or lower vibrations
Isnly, placed in the same range of the
first, a transmitting fork, will not re-
spond.

If a tuning fork be used which has
P. sliding device on its prongs which
will permit the lengthening or shorten-
ing of its wave -length, or vibrations,
it is plain to see that It may be so
adjusted as to be responsive to the
sound -wave vibrations of the first, or
transmitting fork.

Also Applies to Radio.
The same principle controls radio

broadcasting and reception.
The transmitting or broadcasting

station sends forth sound waves of a
certain length, measured by meters.
It has the power of varying these
wavelengths, but in accordance with
the ruling of the department of com-
merce, uses a certain prescribed waVe-
length, which it consistently observes.
For illustration let us say this is 360
meters.

Now, for a receiving set to be re-
sponsive to these 360 meter waves it
must he capable of being tuned to
them.

The usual radio receiver, because of
Its peculiar construction, can be ad-
justed to respond to several wave-
lengths.

This is true of the single -circuit sets
as well as the two and three -circuit
sets.

The single -circuit set, however, be-
cause of its limitations, is not quite
so effective in making fine adjust-
ments as the other two. However, it
is simpler of operation because of this
very lack of finer adjustment, if not
so sensitive or selective.

491 The two -circuit receiver has two
circuits to be adjusted instead of one.
This permits finer adjustment, but in-
creases the difficulty of adjustment
or operation, because both circuits
must be placed in complete resonance
or "tune" with the broadcasting sta-
tion whose signal you seek to ob-
tain.

There are three circuits to be
brought into resonance-each with the
other, and all three with the broad-
casting station-where a three -circuit
receiver is employed. This further
complicates the tuning, as it means a
greatly increased nicety of adjust-
ment.

Resonance Controls Reception.
In the case of either of the three

receivers, however, the same general
or fundamental principle-that of
resonance-is involved and this con-
dition is obtained by adjustment, Just
es it is with the adjustable tuning
fork whose sliding device, when moved
by or down, changes the period or
number of its vibrations so they will
be in resonance with the vibrations
of the transmitting fork.

On all receiving sets, however simple
cr complicated, there is some sort of
controlling adjustment.

The simple crystal or the one -circuit
vacuum tube receiver, employs prac-
tically the same r,rinciples of control-
namely, an inductance coil that can
i.e varied from one wave length to an-
other, and sometimes a variable con-
denser which can be used to bring
about even a finer adjustment of this
inductance.

By raising or lowering the wave-
length of the inductance, which may
be a simple coil tapped or with a slider
that moves over its winding -s, the re-
ceiver may .oe placed in resonance
with the incoming signal. This con-
trol along, however, is not sufficient
'for mai close tuning. That is why
even ,`vie simple crystal sets and one -
tube single circuit sets use a variable
condenser in series with the induct-
ance coil. This enables the operator
to bring about a still closer adjust-
ment.

If the inductance takes the form of
a vaxioceupler or two coils that may
be moved to and from each other in
different. variations, such as two
honeycomb' coils or two spider -web
coils, even finer adjustment is pos-
sible.

Now_if we add still another circuit,
with its controls, it stands to reason
that a still finer adjustment may be
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Reflex' Hook-up
URING the last summer the re -

l./ flex mode of reception has gained
a wide usage among radiophans who
want a circuit that will work on dry
cell tubes-a circuit for a portable set.

Even now there is a demand for a
single -tube or two -tube reflex receiver
for use by the beginner who wants to
make the tubes perform double Cr
triple duty as a radio -frequency am-
plifier, an audio -frequency amplifier,
and sometimes also as a detector.

Most of the simple reflex circuits,
however, have made use of the crys-
tal rather than the vacuum tube as a
detector. This, of course, simplifies
things enormously: there is one less
tube used, there is also less drain on
the "A" and "B" batteries and the
circuit is also less complicated. And
yet there is not any appreciable loss
In signal strength because the radio -
frequency signal has been amplified
to such an extent that the sensitivity
of the crystal does not make very
much difference.

Adjustment Is Drawback.
There is one serious drawback to

the use of a crystal as a detector in
one of these single -tube reflex sets
nevertheless. This is in the matter
of adjustment. The operator has
to be forever fooling with the "cats -
whisker" and eventually he becomes
tired of it and gives up in disgust.
This is not so when more than one
stage of radio -frequency amplification
Is used, because the radio -frequency
signal then becomes so strong that
the crystal adjustmeht makes rela-
tively little difference.

Another drawback with the crystal
detector in a simple single -tube crystal
reflex receiver is the fact that such a
simple set seldom makes use of a po-
tentiometer for controlling regenera-
tion. It is all done with the crystal
adjustment. !

In other words, they may have the
set working nicely, receiving signals
from WEIN, and wish a) change to
another wave length saY, listen to
WJZ on a higher wave length. As
soon as they tune to WJZ they find
him surrounded by a peculiar whistle
and must change the adjustment of
the crystal before they have the sig-
nals coming in again. A change back
to the original wave length again ne-
cessitates a change in crystal adjust-
ment to take out the "squeak."

Two -Element Tube.
A Fleming valve, or Diode tube as

it is called by one manufacturer, is
one of the original vacuum tubes hav-
ing two elements, a filament and a
plate. The tube when used as a de-
tector alone, without any radio -fre-
quency amplification, is a steady, re-
liable detector.

The tube used in this way has two
distinct advantages in the reflex set.
It produces as good a signal as the
crystal; it needs no adjustment for
sensitivity, and It requires no further

obtained. However, both circuits must
be delicately adjusted to that point
when they w` be in complete reso-
nance with each other nad also with
the broadcasting station whose signal
you are seeking to bring in.

The addition of a third circuit makes
still finer adjustment, but adds more
complications to the operation.

It may be seen, therefore, that the
knack of tuning depends upon the
ability of the operator to get his set
in complete resonance with the broad-
casting station and that the more se-
lective the set-that is, the more ca-
pable of fine adjustment-the more
careful must one be in his tuning.

for Two -Element Tube

Reflex Circuit Using Diode Tube.

adjustment for wave length changes.
Set the filament rheostat to the most
sensitive point and the set is ready at
all times.

The circuit diagram for this set is
shown in the sketch. The parts nec-
essary to build the set are: A 1, vario-
coupler; B 1, variable condenser .0005
mfd.; C 1, radio -frequency transform-
er; D 1, audio -frequency transformer
(for first stage); E 1, W1312 vacuum
tube; F 1, Diode tube; G 1, fixed con-
denser .001 mid.; H 1, 1% -volt dry
cell; L 1, small "A" battery, 45 volts;
J 2, rheostats, 6 ohms; K 1, regular
vacuum tube socket; L 1, Diode tube
socket; M 1, pair phones; N, panel; 0,
cabinet; P, connecting wire; Q, bind-
ing posts; R, solder. '

How to Mount Parts.
In building the set the best pro-

cedure would be to mount the vario-
couplet on the left end of the panel
(looking from the front) with the vari-
able condenser beside it. The two
rheostats should be mounted next, be-
side the condenser, with the WD -12
and the Diode, tube directly in back
of them, respectively. Then mount
the two transformers on the base in
such a manner that the connections
will be as short as possible.

In wiring up the set follow the dia-

gram exactly, connecting the two
fixed condensers, one across the pri-
mary of the audio -frequency trans-
former and the other across the
phones and the "B" battery. Keep
all the wires as short as you are able
to and keep the grid connections iso-
lated from the other parts of the wir-
ing as much as possible.

If you already have a one, two of
three -tube reflex set with, a crystal
detector you may use one of these
tubes, obtaining an extra rheostat, a
dry cell of 1% volts and connect it
directly to your present crystal de-
tector stand as indicated in Fig. 2.
This will enable you to compare the
two methods of detection for your-
self.

Waiting for the Eggs.
Iu a recent radio contest from

WLW, the broadcasting station of
the Crosley Radio corporation, a num-
ber of hams were given away. Sev-
eral letters have been received asking
when the eggs will be offered in a
contest.

Maybe you'd like to sell your set-
and that's exactly the set some one
else wishes to buy. Advertise It in
the Classified Section of this maga-
zine. 5 cents per word. See page 15.

Dr. Howard G. Thompson, Chicago dentist, has introduced the
idea of soothing the necessary pain that goes with having one's teeth
attended to by installing an elaborate radio receiving outfit in his office
and allowing his patients to listen in while working on them. The fair
patient that Dr. Thompson is working on is Miss Elsie Bowman.

Family Hotel
Has Radio in

Each Suite
Newark, N. J., has been claiming

the distinction of having the first
radio -equipped apartment -house. A
radio receiving set is operated in the
pent house on the roof, and connected
to the address system, which has out-
lets in every apartment.

The building thus fitted is the Ritz
apartment,' 299 Clinton avenue, and
in any of the seventy-two suites the
radio programs can be enjoyed by
simply slipping in a plug to connect
a headset or loud speaker.

F. B. Kopff, the superintendent of
the building. says the popularity of
this innovation in apartment -house
service is evidenced by the fact that
but comparatively little elevator serv-
ice is required in the evening. The
greater number of the Ritz tenants
prefer to stay home and listen -in.

Prepares for Emergency.
The operator in the radio -room on

the Ritz roof must needs combine di-
plomacy with ability when he selects
and picks up from the air a program
that will putt the preferences of all the
people in the seventy-two apartments.
But thus far he has been so success-
ful in his selection that even a loud
speaker could not make the complaints
audible, for there have been none.
However, should such a contingency
ever occur, it will be taken care of by
installing an additional radio receiv-
ing set, permitting simultaneous recep'
tion of- two programs.

The equipment now used consists of
a radio receiving set and a high -pow-
er amplifier. There are four vacuum
tubes in the receiver, affording two
stages of radio -frequency, detector and
a single stage of audio -frequency am-
plification. The complete set can be
operated on dry batteries. '

Because of the set's sensitiveness
and selectivity every city in the Union
which has a 500 -watt broadcasting sta.
tion has been heard by the families
living in the Ritz apartments.

By means of a specially designed in-
put coil, the radio receiver is con-
nected to a Western Electric ampli-
fier, in which power tubes provides
three stages of audio -frequency am-
plification, the 'last stage being push
and pull.

Each Tengnt Has Headset.
Radio signals from the receiver are

amplified and thence wired to all -
apartments, each of which is equipped
with a headset of high impedance type
and with a special receptacle, so ar-
ranged that no matter whether a few
or all seventy-two headsets be used,
the quality and volume will be in no-
wise impaired.

The possibility  that apartment -houses which provide radio service.
may become as tumultuous as the
Tower of Babel thus is easily averted.
By using headsets there can be no
bedlam, and each lessee is given clear
reception of broadcast numbers.

Superintendent Kopff believes in the -

practical application of the old adage:
"All work and no play makes! Jack a
dull boy." 'He finds that the workers
in the big boiler -room of the Ritz per-
form their tasks with much more zest
after intermissions or "recesses for
radio." Accordingly, -at intervals the
workers in the cellar are given the op-
portunity to listen to what the chap
on the roof picks up from the ether.
And usually the effect is enlivening.

Girl Scouts Hold Record
Radio Club Meeting

Two Girl Scouts "attending" a radio meeting and hearing a lecture
on merit badges.

PITTSBURG, Pa., Jan. 31.-Honors
for the greatest regular attendance at
weekly club meetings, of all organiza-
tions in the world, safely may be
awarded to a new group of Girl Scouts.

They meet -5,000 of them-by radio.
It is a new idea, originated by. Lakura

P. Holland, scout director here, who
began giving out her instructions for
such a "troop" thru broadcasting sta-
tion KDKA at East Pittsburg, near
here.

Today the largest single troop of
Girl Scouts is to be found, not in the
largest city, but scattered taastioutf the

country, wherever the ethereal waves
of KDKA. strike. It consists especially
of girls tucked away in nthe isolated
regions of the- country, where there
are never enough within hiking dis-
tance to form a troop.

Now these girls assemble every Mon-
day evening at their !radio sets and
begin their meetings by listening -in
on the customary signals, the allegi-
ance to the flag and the other routine
of troop meetings. Instead of personal
instructions from a. local scout leader,
these girls listen in on the instruc-
tions broadcast frctm KDKA.

Baptists!
Congregationalists!
Presbyterians!
Did you hear Dr. Fosdick
in the comfort of your own
home by means of a Zenith
Long Distance. Radio Out-
fit or were you among the
hundreds of persons who
milled about in the crowded
lobby or street vainly seek-
ing admittance? Be prepared
next time! Investigate the
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LONG DISTANCE

RADIO
at Cable's. Here you will find complete outfits, including
the very finest model 3R Zenith receiver with three stages
of amplification. All in one beautiful, mahogany finished
cabinet. Outfits include tubes, batteries
and loud speaker.- Complete for . . . . $2315
-there is nothing else to buy!

Other Zenith Outfits $160 and up

A LE'S
Wabash and Jackson

Home of the celebrated Mason & Hamlin
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Constructional Details of Miner's Superdyne,
with Notes on Coils and Tuning

pERHAPS no hook-up
has been published in
The' Post Radio Mag-

azine that has created as much
interest iiniong the ,more ad-
vanced radiophans :and 'tome
builders as - hos Miner's
Superdyne. The first an-,
nouncenient ,of this receiver
made in the central west was
ublished': in these columns

Nov. 15. In the Dec. 27 issue
was Printed' the first details
of the circuit with notes on
coils and' construction. Today
The Post, thru the courtesy
of the C. D. Tuska' company,
is giving additional construc-
tion details and some notes
on tuning.-The Editor.

By BOYD PHELPS.
(Research Engineer, C. D. ..Tuska Co.)
SINCE the appearance of the first
article on the Superdyne receiver
and subsequent articles in many

newspapers, many people have writ-
ten us requesting further details as
to the building of this set for per-
sonal use.

The answering of these inquiries
by personal letters indeed has become
arburden so this article has been writ-
ten to fill this need, being based part-
ly on a random selection of one day's
mail containing 216 inquiries which
were tabulated, and on our knowledge
of the probable stumbling blocks the
constructor will encounter.

The panel of the Superdyne is of
formica and is 6x21x3-16 inches
Looking at the front of the panel
(see illustrations) the center of the
first variable condenser is 2% inches
from the left hand edge of the panel.
The center of the variocoupler is 6%
Inches from this edge as is also the
Wave change switch shown below and
coupling dial of the variocoupler. The
right hand variable condenser is 10%
inches from the left edge of the panel.

Bow Condensers Are Mounted.
Both condensers are mounted with

shafts 3 inches above the bottom edge
of the panel. The center of the wave
change switch is one inch up from
the bottom and the shaft of the cou-
pler rotor is 4 inches up from the
bottom. All dimensions to and be-
tween shafts mean from center to
center, or the place where the drill
point would start. The rheostats ,are
mounted 3 and 6% inches from the
right hand edge of the panel, re-
spectively. Their centers are 2%
inches up from the bottoni edge of
the panel. A jack 311 inch in and 1%
inches up takes the phone plug.

Referring to the view of the in-
terior of the receiver, the antenna
and ground binding posts are brought
to an insulation strip lxl% inches
with two binding posts mounted on
top of it. It is secured to the back
of the condenser by an angle bracket.
The variocoupler will be discussed
more in detail later. The plate react-
ance is mounted to the rear of the
condenser approximately in the center
of the set.

A cast aluminum framework sup-
ports the four tube sockets and am-
plifying transformers. The row of
three sockets are mounted with cen-
ters 2 inches behind the panel and
3% inches is the spacing between their
centers. A formica terminal strip 1x5
inches is mounted above the trans-
formers by means of cast aluminum
gooseneck brackets. The binding posts
from left to right are negative and
positive "A" 'battery, negative "B"
battery, detector positive tapoff for
22% volts, and amplifier "B" battery
positive. The radio -frequency ampli-
fying  tube socket is the one at the
beck and the detector tube socket is
just ahead of it and the remaining
sockets on the right side are in the
audio -frequency amplifier circuit.

Data on Construction of Coils.
Secondary, 42 turns No. 22 D. S. C.

wire, wound on 4 -inch diameter tube,
tapped at 20th and 42d turn. Length
of winding, 1% inches.

Antenna coil, 4 turns No. 22 D. S. C.

Send The Post

RADIO
MAGAZINE
To Your Radio Friends

in the Country
Here is a publication they'll appreci-
ate if they have a radio outfit. It will
be worth ten times the price to them
to have this big 16 -page magazine
every week. Send us their names and
addresses-with $1.35 for each-and
the Thursday issue of The Chicago
Evening Post, with the RADIO MAG.
AZINE, will be mailed to them every
week for a year

For $1 t2,- M Per
Only I GOO Year
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Fig. 1-Front view of panel showing control dials. The first dial
at the left is the resonator. The stabilizer is the smaller dial just to
the right and above. Below this is the wave change switch. To the
right, the larger dial, is the wave length control. The two small knobs
are on the rheostats, the detector on the left and the amplifier on the
right. Just to the right of these is the phone jack. Fig. 2-The interior
of the receiver. Fig. 3-Panel layout. Fig. 4-Superdyne with two
stages of audio. Fig. 5-The latest change in the circuit. This simpli-
fies the construction and operation. Note the use of fixed condensers
for the different sized aerials.

wire wound over secondary, turns
spaced %, inch.

Tickler, 3% -inch ball rotor, 18 turns
No. 22 D. B. C. wire on each side,
total 36 turns. Center of shaft %
inch above top turn of secondary
winding.

Plate reactance, 46 turns No. 22
D. S. C. wire wound on 4 -inch diame-
ter tube, tapped at 25th and 46th turn.
Length of winding 134 inches.

Grid and plate condensers, each 23
plates, Tusks. type 271, maximum ca-
pacity .00048 microfarads.

Approximate wavelength ranges,
176-257 meters and 310-660 meters.

Suggested dimensions for amateur
band secondary 17 turns, plate 18
turns, tickler same as above.

A great ampunt of experimental
work has been done in our laboratory
and many experimental models have
been tried at the homes of various
members of the Tuska company over
a period from early March to Decem-
ber. Thousands of small variations
were given trials and. good working
sets were kept as standards until bet-
ter ones would replace these and they
in turn would be superseded.

One of the big problems was elim-
inating stray magnetic and electro-
static coupling which plays so im-
portant a part in regeneration. The
theory has been covered in the articles
previously referred to. Briefly, it con-
sists of a radio -frequency amplifying
tube having both input 'and output
circuits tuned to resonance and a
means for controlling and preve,nting
oscillation that would normally re-
sult from this arrangement, consist-
ing of a tickler coil feeding hank some
energy to the input circuit which en-
ergy tends to buck or huild down os-
cillation in a manner the reverse
from tickler regeneration.

Reverse Feed Back Regeneration.
This action is commonly called neg-

ative regeneration or reversed feed-
back because it is the opposite of or-
dinary tickler regeneration. But the
advantages of a resonant plate cir-
cuit are still present and its great
amplification is due to this factor
largely.

In operation the input and output
circuits of the first tube are resonated
to the incoming wave and just enough
energy fed back into the input circuit
by the tickler to hold the tube from
breaking into oscillation. When on
the critical edge of oscillation an ultra
sensitive condition exists that may
produce more volume than the ampli-
fiers can handle, so for ordinary re-
ception with an outside aerial it is
not advisable to push the circuit to
the limit

Many have asked questions about
the coupler. It so happens that the
winding on the rotor acts as one
plate of a condenser with respect to
the stator winding and this company
spent considerable time developing
the correct winding data and physi-
cal arrangement of the coils so that
this capacity effect would not be so
great as to render the control of os-
cillation impossible.

It is hard, therefore, to hit the
right combination on the firSt
With too few turns on the rotor or
too small a rotor coil it will not be
possible to hold the circuit from os-
cillating when the tuning controls are
in absolute -resonance.

Oscillation Must Be Avoided.
To make the Superdyne a success

it must be so constructed that oscil-
lation can be prevented by the tickler

coil and the dials turned in any posi-
tion without oscillation occurring. Now,
if the rotor coil has more turns added
or is made a large diameter it has
the same effect as increasing plates
in a condenser or putting the plates

together, and the be-
tween the rotary and stationary wind-
ings increases to the point where it is
impossible to control oscillation be-
cause of the'feedback of energy thru
this capacity in the coupler accord-
ing to the principles of regeneration.
Somewhere between these two ex-
tremes the best size of coils will be
found.

As to the tubes recommended-the
best combination is to use a Radio-
tron UV -800 (Cunningham C-30() tube
for a detector and Radlotrons UV -201A
(Cunningham C -301A) for the radio -
frequency amplifier and audio -frequen-
cy amplifiers. The WD -12 (C-12) tubes
as well as the Radiotron UV -199
(C-299) tubes may be used and- have
given good results but the power ob-
tained from them is not ordinarily
satisfactory if it is desired to operate
a loud speaker. In other words, they
are a low power filament tube and
give low power signals in return,
which is perhaps not an unfair situa-
tion. For reception with headphones
only, these tubes may well be used.
If dry cell tubes are to be used it is
much better to use the correct socket
in building the set than to use an
adapter with standard sockets.

Notes on Use of Grid Leak.
Some tubes have a tendency to

block or choke up when resonance is
reached and do not come` out of it
readiy even after resonance is passed.
This condition may be removed by
tuching the moistened finger tip to the
grid terminal on the socket of the
detector tube. If it becomes annoy-
ing it may be remedied by using a
better grid condenser or using a grid
leak.

One very important thing is to have
no leak connected across the grid in-
sulating condenser. A grid leak, if
needed, should be connected from the
grid terminal of the detector socket
to the positive filament terminal of
the socket The value of -this leak
generally is around two or three meg,
ohms and it is best, especially if a
"hard" or amplifying tube is user
for detection, to regularly wire a
grid leak mounting in the set pnd
substitute various values of leak to
get best results. This is ordinarily
not needed if a "soft" tube like the
UV -200 is used.

Two Audio Stages Unnecessary.
Two audio stages are by no means

necessary. If headphones are to be
used there is absolutely no need for
more than one audio stage. There is
an advantage in One stage over no
stages in making readable faint sig-
nals and in isolating the phones and
phone cord from the part of the cir-
cuit that would otherwise contain ra-
dio -frequency currents, which reduces
the effects on tuning caused 'by the
operator moving his herds about the
set

A circuit diagram Is shown of the
Superdyne complete with two stages
of audio, in accordance with many
requests. Jacks may be provided to
allow the phones to be plugged in the
first audio stage if desired and the
standard hook-up for this Should be
used. Push -and -pull audio may be
used, but the gain in quality is hardly
worth the burning of the extra tubes.
In general, if two stages of audio

are used with fairly low ratio trane-
formers the results should be very sat-
isfactory:
' Separate filatient rheostats for each
audio stage need not be used and In
fact the radio stage and the audio
stages may well be Controlled by one
rheostat A separate detector rheo-
stat* is desirable, hOwever, 'especially
with the "soft" detector tube, as the
UV -200. There is no advantage in usi-
ng separate "A" and "B" batteries. The
grid Condenser should be well insulat-
e&  and of. -about .00025 neicrofarads
With -no leak connected across it, oth-
erviie from the detector on thru au-
dio" 'Stages the Superdyne ie""exactlY
like any other receiver.

Radio -frequency Causei Trouble. '
Speaking more in detail of the radio -

frequency stage, a great deal depends
on its construction whether it really
beats a regenerative detector and twt
stage audio or not Considerable dif-
ficulty seems to center around the
tickler coil or reversed feedback coil.
- in addition to what has already
been said about the theory of it, the
best way to tell whether honeycomb
coils, spiderwebs, or freak coils will
work is to try them. The main thing
is to be able to hold the radio -fre-
quency tube from oscillating when
both tuned circuits are brought to
absolute resonance. With the tickler
winding on the usual form of rotor
both halves are connected In series
so the windings are in the same di-
rection in the halves.

With the rotor coupler in one di-
rection the tube oscillates very strong.
ly and continuously and in the other
direction it will hold the tube from
oscillation or if only partly coupled
in the reversed feedback direction os-
cillation will only occur for a few
degrees 'when the tuned circuits are
resonated. If the dial reads upside
down it is generally preferable to re-
verse it rather than reverse the leads
to the rotor or wind it in the oppo- /
sie direction. So it does not really !
matter which direction the rotor or
stator coils are wound as long as the
dial can be shifted after the set is
tried out.

Try Reversing Coils.
As the coils are more or less within

reacting distances of each other it is
well to try reversing the coil in the
plate circuit as there is sometimes a
difference in dIgnals and ability to
hold the circuit from oscillation.

If it is desired to experiment with
a loop, very good results should be
obtained by connecting the loop to
the aerial and ground binding posts
thru a small fixed condenser. Better
results can be obtained, however, by
grounding the negative side of the fila-
ment and connecting a small aerial
strung across the room to the sta-
tionary plates of the first variable con-
denser.

In clearing up a few more questions,
the tubes can be arranged in any
manner desired in keeping with the
policy of making the leads carrying
radio -frequency currents short and di-
rect. A vernier condenser is not nec-
essary and is generally a nuisance un-
less the vernier can be easily dis,
connected, adds no additional losses,
has high ratio of gearing, and is not
noisy.

How to Wire Illarnent Leads.
It has not been possible to reflex

the Superdyne.
The wiring of the filament and oth-

er parts at more or less ground po-
tential should run near the front of
the panel and the rotary plates of the
variable condensers should be as near
to ground potential as possible to re-
duce stray capacity from the hands
of the operator. All wires from the
grid and plate circuit should be far
back from the panel and separated
from themselves and everything else
as far as possible.

A later change in the Superdyne
is shown in the illustrations. If con-
densers of about 25 plates are used
and the coils have 30 turns each,
a wavelength band of from 220 to
580 meters can be covered without
any taps on the coils or the use of
a wave change switch. This greatly
simplifies the construction and effi-
ciency. The top of the stator wind-
ing or end of the coil nearest to the
rotor shaft may then be connected
to the rotary plates of the variable
condenser and to the negative "A"
battery lead, thus causisig more sta-
ble operation and better regenerative
-control.

Fixed Condensers and Aerials.
Another change that is of value if

small aerials are to be used is also
shown in the illustrations and consists
of several fixed "micadon" condensers
connected as shown in the diagram.
With a very short indoor aerial, ter-
minal Al should be used, with a long
indoor aerial use Al, with a medium
sized outdoor aerial use A3 and with
a very loag aerial use A4, always put-
ting a good ground connection on G.
The use of the wrong post merely un-
balances the dial settings whereas
they will ordinarily run almost to-
gether for any wavelength.

To the beginner knowing little about
radio or even to one who has had sev-
eral sets, the operation of tile Super -
dyne is liable to be a bit puzzling at
first. It is not easy to explain in
words. With the aerial connected to
what is supposed to be the right post
and everything connected right, set
the resonator dial to the left and the
wavelength dial to the right at . say
20 cn their Scales. Advance the sta-
bilizer from the zero or "full reversed"
position until a click is heard in the
phones.

How to Tune -in Signals.
When the click point is reached it

denotes oscillation. Work on the
edge of this point coming up with the
resonator and wavelength dials until
the squeal of a broadcasting station is
heard. Get thiS tuned -in to the loud-

est possible volume and then reduce
the stabilizer one or two degrees at a
time and follow with 'the resonator
dial, keeping the squeal at a kw tone.
Keep on. gradually reducing the sta-
bilizer coupling and following with
the resonator until the squeal is lost
and the speech or music is left

It is well then to see if the wave-
length dial needs -slight readjusting,
which' nosy make a final adjustriesnt of
the other two controls necessary to re-
-drieethe musia. '-

Reception should never be attempt-
ed with the squeal present and the
remedy is to rediece the stabilizer and
Slightly retune the central on'the left.
This at best can only serve an a guide
to follow, as experience is the best
teacher.

Shipping Board
Seeks Operators
for Sea Service
According to recent advices :from

Washington, D. C.., it is understood
that approximately 100 first-class ra-
dio operators will be needed. to fill
vacancies on vessels of the United
States shipping board during the next
few months.

On the 1st of last July the govern-
ment increased the pay of all its com-
mercial operators approximately 16
Per cent The monthly rates of pay

_.off et range from $85 per

At a recent meeting of the British
Association for the Advancement of
Science John Scott - Taggart sug-
gested a new way to minimize inter- 
ference. It consists in multiplying at
the receiving station the frequency
Of the incoming signals by a thousand
or more before attempting to read
them.

For example, two waves of 15,000
and 15,100 meters, respectively, are
too close together for distinct recep-
tion, but if these. frequencies are each
multiplied by 1,000 (dividing the wave-
lengths, of course, in the same ratio),
the resulting frequencies of 20,000 and
19,868 kilocycles ire sufficiently far
apart for distinct reception.

INSWERINO THE, QUESTION
Which. Radio is Bost?
2 Loop Aerial

Stations that are rarely heard
on other Radio Receivers using
an outside aerial are easily,''
tuned -in by the Mu-Rad with
only a 2 -foot loop.

Harmon2 2 7 6
for a

FREE
DEMON-
SWAIM

ill your
cram home

'It seems marvelous to
ma,' says Mr. Geeree
It Carr, Vice-Pres. a
the Dearborn Chemical
Co.,"how we can hest -
the broadcasting sta-
tions at Springfield.
Mass.; Newark, 'N.
Dallas. Texas; Fort
'Worth. Texas; Denver.
Cola., and Minneapolis,
as well as various other
hales without having
any outside wires in or
about our home. We,'
hsva been able to get
all of these stations a
number of times, and
they come in almost as
strong as the Ices]
stations in Chicago."

And such c earaers of tone! SLIC-2
simplicity of operation! Truly Mu-
Rad is the Radio Supreme.

Diallers: Write. for our
Special B;u-Rad offer.

CIIICAGO RADIO
APMRATUS. CC..
4L5 So.Dearbom
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Finds Trouble
in Windings of
His Variometer

A friend of mine called me in to
look over his radio set a few evenings
ago, complaining that different ad-
justments of the tickler coil in his
single -circuit regenerative set did not
affect the volume of the set in any
noticeable degree. I looked over the
set and tried reversing the leads to
the tickler coil, but this did no good.

I rewound the primary of the cou-
pler, as it was an old one, and the
windings on it did not take in the new
wave lengths, but still the tickler coil
refused to do its duty. I took the
rotor out of the coupler entirely and
looked it over carefully and found
that it had been rewound once before.
The rotor was one having twenty-two
turns on one side of the shaft and
twenty-two on the other. I noticed
that one-half of these windings were
in one direction and one-half in the
other. I rewound the coils, putting
the turns on all in the same direction,
also in the same direction as the
windings on the stator, and placed
both in position and the tickler worked
perfectly.

I am passing this helpful suggestion
on to aid other readers of The Post,
and wish to add that mistakes of the
nature of the above are much more
likely to happen in winding the cou-
plers or variometers that have two
halves to both rotor and stator such
as the molded type. If your set that
you have has a rewound coupler -in it
and is not giving satisfaction, make
sure that the windings and the halves
of these windings are in the same di-
rection.

I find The Post Radio Magazine sec-
tion very helpful and instructive. -
CARL R. SMITH, 6242 Rhodes Ave-
nue, Chicago.

Be Sure to Use Wire
Specified by Designer

In making inductance coils always
use exactly the size and kind of wire
specified by the designer. Failure to
do so may be the cause of a puzzling
failure in a circuit which you have
hooked up correctly in all other de-
tails.

If you use a wire thicker than called
for the winding will be longer and the
coupling will not be so close. If you
Use DCC instead of SCC or DSC in-
stead of SEC, this means fewer turns
and also affects the coupling.

It is best to follow the designer's
specifications, as he has tested the
size and kind of wire and specifies
that which is best adapted to the cir-
cuit he has described.

Adds Life to Dry Cell
I submit the following "radio kink":
Very often, In using dry cell "A"

batteries, the zinc case will be eaten
thru in one or two small spots. This
Will allow evaporation to take place
and kill the cell. A good Idea is to
give the zinc case a coating of warm
parafin when first purchased. This
will enable the cell to "linger on
awhile longer."

A. J. GMEINER,
322.4 Walnut Street, Chicago.

You will find the classified adver-
tisement section interesting. See
Page 15.

AMSCO VERNIER CONDENSERS
11 plate $4.00
13 plate 4.00
17 plate 4.50
23 plate 4.50
4,3 plate 5.00

VARIABLE
$1.30

11 plate 1.80
13 plate 1.80
17 plate 2.50
23 plate 2.50
43 plate 3.50
Best Value for Your

Money!
Aik to see the fa-

mous Melco-Supreme
Tuned Radio -Frequency Receiver.

For Sale at Your Dealer or Jobber.
We manufacture a full line of Radio

Parts and Sets. Send for descriptive
circular.

AMSCO PRODUCTS, Inc.
BROOMF and LAFAYETTE STREETS

THE HOME WORKSHOP
SLIDER /mil, CONTACT SPRING

LEAD WIRE kUBBER
CONTACT 5PR.

LEAD WIRE

TOP VIEW COMPLETED

INDIA INK

COPPER

/
V

SLIDER
MADE OF RUBBER

ire is a good variable grid leak
that .an be made at home out of ma-
terial easily picked up out of the
junk box. It is far better than most
of the ready-mades and costs nothing
more than a few minutes of effort.
The accompanying sketch clearly ex-

plains construction. The slider re-
ferred to in the drawing should be
of rubber composition or bakelite in-
stead of just "rubber" as indicated.
The base also is of scrap bakelite.-
GEORGE H. TAYLOR, 2855 South
Harding street, Chicago.

Saves "B" Battery
Here is a suggestion that will save

the "B" battery hank when experi-
menting with new hook-ups.

Clamp a piece of tinfoil across a
small strip of bakelite or other in -

A simple yet efficient vernier for
use on any instrument may be made
as illustrated above. A fiber washer
is attached to an ordinary spool and
a rubber band slipped over the edge
of the washer. A machine screw sup-
plies the mounting. The vernier should
not be drawn up so tight that the
edge of the spool cannot be slipped
away from the edge of the dial when
ccarse tuning it desired. -L. B. ROB -
BINS, in Practical Electrics.

A double -pole double -throw switch
makes a very effective series -parallel
connection on any receiving tuner.
The hook-up is given above. It is ad-
visable to use a small switch which
can be mounted on the front of a
panel. -S. H. CORNELL, in Practical
Electrics.

Aids Ear Phones
Rubber ear cushions that fit over

phone caps on radio receivers are be-
coming nearly a necessity. With them
much more comfort is obtained and
all exterior noises eliminated, thereby
allowing -the listener to tune in sta-
tions that would be indistinguishable
otherwise.

TINFOIL Kb° X 3/4' LONG

WASHERS INSULATOR

TO SET SOLDERTO 13 BAT.

sulating material as shown in accom-
panying sketch. Connect it in series
in the "B" negative lead from the
bottom to the set. The "B" circuit is
an open circuit and the tinfoil will
pass any amount of plate voltage.
But, as the tinfoil will melt when
shorted across one dry cell it is a
positive guard against a burned -out
"B" battery. -JOHN PRUSA, 4207
West Cullerton Street, Chicago.

Ground Your Transformers
The metal shell of audio -frequency

transformers always should be ground-
ed. This eliminates a great deal of
interference, and thereby increases ef-
ficiency.

How to Revive
an Old Dry Cell
When Worn Out

Homemade Engraving
I am a radiophan and also a good

reader of your radio magazine. I'm
submitting a very simple dial indi-
cator for home-made sets. The tools
consist of some white ink, a pen and
holder and a sharp knife.

Take the sharp knife and make a
small triangle with the point down,
at the entry above each dial. Then
take the blade of the knife and scrape
off the smooth part of the panel. Take
a little white ink on the pen and fill
in until the little triangle is covered
white after this dries, repeat. White
shellack will make it more permanent.

If you hear a station at a certain
degree, then you can tune in some
other station, and if you want to, you
can tune the dial back to the first
place and hear the original station, as
the indicator will give the proper lo-
cation.

WILLIAM S. FRIEDMAN,
7024 Yale Avenue, Chicago.

You will find the classified adver-
tisement section interesting. See
Page 15.

Compass Tells Polarity
of Radio Head Sets

A French amateur, J. Libre of Rou-
baix, vice president of the French
Northern Radio club, reports a method
of determining the polarity of a phone,
now used by all the members of the
club.

The method is as follows: The phone
is placed on a table with cap and dia-
phragm removed, and a compass is
brought sufficiently close to it to
produce a deviation in the needle.
When the needle has taken its new
position in response to the attraction
of the magnet in the phone, a cur-
rent is passed thru the windings of
the phone. A new movement will be
noted in the needle of the compass.

If the needle swings still further in
the same direction in which it origin-
ally was deflected, it is an indication
that the current passing thru the coils
of the phone serves to increase the
magnetic field. This A the proper
connection.

If, one the other hand, passing the
current thru the phone causes the
needle to swing back in the opposite
direction, the current is flowing thru
the coils in the wrong way, neutraliz-
ing the effect of the permanent mag-
nets. This is wrong, and tends to
weaken the phone.

When the zinc of a dry cell is eaten
out, the cell usually is thrown away
and a. new one procured. This is not
necessary. A well -made dry cell of
standard make can be made to give
twice as much service as it already
has given before new ones are re-
quired.

When a dry cell goes dead, and the
zinc is still good, additional life may
be given by punching a few holes in
the zinc and placing the battery in a
concentrated solution of ammonium
chloride. But when the zinc is eaten
up, no life can be added by this
method. It becomes necessary to
make a straight Leclanche cell.

This is accomplished by removing
all traces of zinc from the outer wrap-
per of the dry cell. When the zinc is
removed, a cardboard layer will usu-
ally be found beneath it. Carefully
remove it, until the black inner layer
of carbon and manganese dioxide is
exposed. If it is a cheap make. the
paper will be lacking and a cloth
wrapper will he found in its place.
Do not remove this. The better
grades of dry cells will fill the carbon
center rod to within one-fourth of an
inch of the top. Cover the entire
carbon and manganese mixture with
a piece of cloth and wrap a strong
string around it very tightly.

Then take a piece of zinc, which
can be obtained In sheets of almost
any thickness, and bore a hole near
the top after it has been cut into
strips Just long enough to encircle
the carbon cylinder. Into this hole
a bolt is passed and a wire is bent
around it, then a nut is attached and
the bolt and nut tightened. This is
the negative pole of the battery.

Pour into an open quart jar a con-
centrated solution of ammonium chlo-
ride, and into this solution place the
carbon element. Then the negative
element, the zinc ring, is introduced.
and the cell is finished.

This cell will give, on the average,
1.1 volts. When one volt is to be
drawn for a protracted period, as in
radio tubes, then a number of these
cells should be placed in parallel by
connecting zinc to zinc and carbon to
carbon.

As to Soldering
When soldering, paste and plain

solder or rosin core solder should be
used. Acid should always be avoided,
as it causes corrosion, which some-
times interferes with reception.

Here's
REAL Neutrodyne

Can't be beaten. Guaranteed to bring in coast
to coast. Use these high-grade parts to build the
BEST -OF -THEM -ALL in Radio -and come to
the Radio Chain Stores for prices that cannot
be equaled anywhere else in Chicago.

COMPLETE NEUTRODYNE $151.49
The set without an equal. The master in Radio. Value
We couldn't furnish you anything better if you $300.00

came to us with TWICE the amount we ask. THERE IS NONE
BETTER. Remember -we offer this set complete -no extras I Set
comes in a very high grade cabinet, all parts assembled, including

Five Radiotron
Tubes

Loud Speaker

Head Set
Aerial Wire
Ground Wire

Storage Battery
Battery Charger
B Batteries

Insulators
Phone Plugs
Ground Clamp

Each set with a guar-
antee or money re-
funded. Complete with
all listed . parts, as
above, for $151.49.

We Carry
All Parts

and Prints
for

Making
These Sets

THIS 5 -TUBE SET COMPLETE, in a fine Cabinet, less
Accessories. Specially priced at

Knocked Down, including Blue Prints, 15.00 Cabinet, $61"and All Parts ready for assembly

NEUTRODYNE

KIT
Consisting of 3 Neutio-
formers, 3 Variable Plate
Condensers and 1 Set of

Neutrodons. List $  9,95
$25.00. Sale price...
Make your set a NEIITRODYNE with
these high-grade parts. Come in and
let us show you.

BATTERY CHARGER
WITH

GENUINE
TUNGAR

BULB
Charges 2 am-
peres per hour.
List price $18.
Our special price
for this sale

'8.69

HEAD SETS
The Famous
Baldwin Head
Sets, listed at
$12.03 a pair,
Specially priced

$6.69
List

Other Special 'Values Price Price
Roller -Smith $8.00
Edsh 7.50
Berwick 3000 ohm . a . ..... 7.00
Berwick 2000 ohm 6.00
Manhattan 3000 ohm 6.00
Manhattan 2000 ohm 5.00
Brander .. 6.50

$3.68
4.25
2.98
2.68
8.68
3.25
4.95

If It's Radio We Have It
OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAY MAIL ORDERS FILLED

OF
AMERICA STORE

167 W.RANDOLPII 9 SOUTH CLARK
2423 NORTH HALSTEDNEW YORK
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After the set is hooked up and you Counterpoisecan be reached conveniently.

pose the two tickler leads.
How to Tune the Set.

In tuning you will find that the grid
leak is very critical. In fact, volume
will be controlled largely with it and
you also will discover that quite often
you can tune out an interfering sta-
tion completely and at all times part-
ly so by a slight adjustment of the h
leak, By WALKER C. IRWIN.

To operate the set the seven -plate Counterpoise ground, composed of
condenser on the tuner is used to tune wires insulated from -the earth and
the circuit to the various wave- radiating from the receiving station
lengths. Regeneration is controlled by at a height of about ten feet from the
the rotary or tickler coil, together earth, makes a most excellent ground
with the twenty-three plate condenser because of its comparatively low re -
and the variable grid leak. There is sistance. It should be directly under
no need to give any consideration to the aerial, if possible, for best results,
the filament control, other than to but not necessarily.
see that the tube is lighted properly,
as the circuit is not critical at this
point.

This receiver operates a loud speak-
er, without amplification, on local sta- i however, that an inside counterpoise
Sons and those outside stations within may be employed and give exceptional
the range of a crystal set. However, clarity in reception and at the same
if loud speaker is to be used on dis- time afford selectivity of a high or -
tent stations, a two -stage audio -ampli-
fier will be necessary.

If any of the other standard regen-
erative circuits are used with the
tuner, bear in mind that the rotary coil
Is used either as a tickler or as both
a tickler and primary.

In an early issue The Post will illus-
rate another circuit using "The Long
46 tuner.

French Take Kindly to

Long 45" Tuner Proves Big Aid to Any Set
Continued from Page 3.

Etk as distant stations could be
out while local stations were

casting.
It operated on a ground alone with

fair range and volume. It also worked
better than the average single circuit
on an inside aerial and on a loop.
However, like all circuits, it works
best on an outside aerial.

To construct "The Long 45" circuit
shown in the illustrations it will be
necessary for you to have the follow-
ing parts:

One "Long 45" tunner.
One .00025 grid condenser, fixed.
One high-grade variable grid leak.
One vacuum tube socket.
One 201-A vacuum tube.

-.. One rheostat.
One cut capacity switch.
One 23 -plate vernier variable condenser.
One pair of head phones.
ne 45 -volt "B" battery.

One 7X10 panel and cabinet.
One DL 35 or DL 50 honeycomb coil and

mounting.
Necessary antenna equipment.
In wiring the set the low frequency

wires need not be kept very short,
but the high frequency wires should
be made as short as possible, and it
would be better to sacrifice the gen-
eral appearance of the set than to
have a long grid lead. The interior
view of the receiver used in these ex-
periments gives an idea of the loca-
tion of the various parts on the panel.
With "The Long 45" tuner the wiring
will be found quite simple, as there
scarcely are half a dos 'n connecting
Wires. The grid leak sla ild be placed
on the outside of the panel, where it

find that it does not regenerate, trans -

Works Fine
as a Ground

It is not practicable to make an
ideal counterpoise in a city like Chi-
cago where available open spaces are
few and far between. There is a way,

der. It also will aid in eliminating
the so-called static and other extran-
eous noises.

One of the members of The Post
radio staff, nearly two years ago, at
that time unable to erect an out-
side aerial. He strung about 100 feet
of No. 14 wire around the ceiling of
his romp, spider -web fashion, using
insulators at the four corners, being
careful to keep away from the elec-
tric light in the center of the room.

Two Blocks from WDAP.

444
2r

-$9

Upper picture is photo of
"Long 45" hook-up receiver used
in experiments. At bottom is
schematic diagram of the circuit.

tune this station out. It is probable
this was due, largely, to inexperience
in tuning, especially of the Flewel-
ling.

Tunes Out WDAP Easily.
However, one night after trying

loop aerials and hastily improvised
wave traps of uncertain efficiency, the
ground was connected to the counter-
poise. WDAP was tuned out easily,
and while the range was cut down sev-
eral hundred miles. all the eastern sta-
tions, including Toronto and Mont-
real, came in, as well as those west
as far as Texas. The volume only
slightly was less, but the clarity of
reception was remarkable.

When the three -circuit regenerative
receiver was installed WDAP could

American -Made Radio be tuned out without the counter -His station was located within two

Radio fans in the Lille district of with. this inside aerial and a hi lespec:ially during the summer months.sensitive three -current regenerative set'are manifesting interest in If it is impractimble to erect ahe was enabled to tune in and out r,American -made equipment, Consul counterpoise in the room, one mayall the. Chicago stations and do someSquire reported recently, pointing out fine distance work.that as permits for receiving sets may , very
Later this experimenter was Privi-now be obtained from the government,

there is no reason why the use of ra- leged to erect a single -strand aerial
.150 feet long, east and west, on thedio should not increase steadily.Car ; roof of the four-story building. TheBroadcasting from Paris, London, lead -fa was about 40 feet, and fromdiff and Glasgow can be heard in Lille

regularly, he adds, the Paris concerts the west,
A steam radiator ground was usedcoming in on 1,000 to 1,600 meters and at first with fair success, altho therethe British stations on 200 meters.

blocks of WDAP at that time, but poise, altho it was used frequently,

was considerable interference from
"static" at times. A Plewelling re-

Wghest Receiver in New York. °elver, with two stages of audio, was
The tallest mountain in New York being used, it being the original Flew -

state is Mount Marcy, 5,344 feet above oiling eh -cult Practically every worth -
the sea- A receiving set was carried
to the top recently by Hall R. Shep-
herd and Sherwood Marvin. An an-
tenna wire was stretched between two
bowlders and concerts from WGY,
WRAF and WMAF were picked up.
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"TWIST ITff

Says FORREST!
"Ribbon copper aerials are the
SUPER Antennae." Bays Radio Nue-
Igor Forrest. "for best results I
Mpeommend 2 twists for each 50 feet
if length. The ef/eet is to catch
waves In all directions."

Transcontinental

vos' Copper Aerials
are sweeping Radio fans off their
feet Marvellous improvement with
any set, crystal or tuba Better
tone, greater distance, improved se-
lectivity guaranteed or money re-
funded_ Now on sale at all good
Radio stores.

50 Foot $1.50 100 Foot $3.00
75 Foot $2.25 150 Foot $4.50
Complete ready for use, with snap
hooks to fasten to insulators. Weath-
er proofed to resist corrosion. 'Your
dealer will get them for you on re-
quest, or order direct from the
manufacturers.

ACORN RADIO MFG. CO.
Dept. 502 1806 S. Racine Ave.
Phone Canal 5703 CHICAGO

while station, from coast to coast.
was brought hi. A cold water pipe
ground improved the range and re-
ception considerably,

It must be admitted that WDAP
bothered considerably at times and
en some evenings it was difficult to

raise the roof aerial some fifteen or
twenty feet above the roof-more if
possible-and place the counterpoise
underneath, say five to six feet above
the roof. The type of counterpoise
may be varied. The cage type makes
an excellent one, so does the fan
shape. Of course, the counterpoise
has no connection, either with the
earth or the aerial.

Bum at Cherry Red.
Do not attempt to light up WD -11

or WD -12 tubes brighter than a cherry
red. n is dangerous.

Spaghetti Tubing.
Spaghetti, or Insulation, Is not nec-

in wiring your receiver, but if
youstrlo use it, employ only the best
grade-rubber preferably.

Long hours of convalescence in a
strange land were made happy for
Mrs. Louis Posth, 452 St. James place,
by concerts and talks in her native
tongue, caught by a five -tube neutro-
dyne receiving set.

Mrs. Posth, who hardly understands
a word of English, gave birth to a.
daughter at the Northern hospital
and free dispensary. Her husband, a
radio engineer at 604 South State
street, realizing the loneliness of her

Doctor Makes
Patient Build a
Radio as Cure

Judge Holds
Radio Set Is
Not Nuisance

Judge Fleischmann of Ridgefield
Park, N. J., decided recently that the
radio loud speaker is not a nuisance.

Years ago the courts ruled that the
phonograph wasn't either. so it follows
logically, then, that radio has now
a clear course before it. at least in
Judge Fleischmann's jurisdiction.

The particular radio set in this in-
stance is the property of Audley Walsh
of 17 Overpeck avenue, Ridgefield
Park. Walsh's radio outfit was
equipped with a loud speaker and it
was his wont to entertain the neigh-
borhood. As many as a hundred per-
sons were accustomed to stand and sit
in the vacant lot across from the
Walsh home and listen to the music
and speeches. An even larger crowd
listened to the Marine band concerts
and the returns from the Polo grounds
the night that Dempsey put Firp0
to sleep.

Everybody seemed pleased except
-Louis Vander Pyl, 22 Overpeck ave-
nue, who said that the radio set and
loud speaker was a nuisance. Van-
der Pyl retaliated with a phonograph
which he set out on his front porch
and played at nights. One nigtrt it
blared for eight hours, emitting the
sextet from "Lucia" 178 times, until
the neighborhood entertained thoughts
of murder.

But even an entire night of "Lucia"
did not discourage Walsh, who kept
on entertaining the crowd with his
loud speaking radio set until Vander
Pyl appealed. without success, to theboard of health, and later to Judge
Fleischmann, whom he asked to si-lence the Walsh radio as a nuisance.

Donald Waesche, a lawyer, was re-tained by Walsh. Mr. Vander Pyl,altho not a barrister, appeared ascounsel for himself. Mr. Waesche'svictory was complete. The court ruledthat no nuisance was discernible andthat the case was closed.

Church Bell Tolls Time
Signals Every Noon Hour
Many stages of amplification andthree different wave lengths are usedto get Arlington time signals to thefarmers in the vicinity of Medusa, Al-bany county, New York.
C. J. Waldron, a Medusa resident,lives next door to the church. He hasadded a few feet to the length of thebell rope and every noon, after tuningIn WGY, the General Electric com-pany station at Schnectady, N. Y.,he sits in his rocking chair with

phones on head find bell rope in hand,waiting for the long Arlington notewhich marks 12 o'clock. At the
note he pulls the bell rope, and the
bell, which is a big one, broadcasts

The use of radio receiving sets in
hospitals has becoine fairly common,
but it remained for a Massachusetts
physician to prescribe a set for one of
the patients he was treating in her
own home.

For some time he had been the fam-
ily physician of two middle-aged wom-
en living on a rather lonely farm. One
of the sisters had been under his care
constantly for an obscure condition
which seemed to be growing chronic.
A consultation of physicians revealed
no organic trouble, and the conclusion
was reached that the patient's ailment
was more mental than physical.

It happened that the physician was
a radiophan, and the thought of a
radio set for the patient suggested it-
self. He prescribed one.

Prescribes Home -Built Set.
The price of a complete set, how-

ever, seemed prohibitive, so he advised
the sisters to build one. They wouldn't
have been mone surprised if he had
asked them to build an aeroplane. But
the physician loaned them his own set
until he could go to town and buy the
parts for one for them. He chose a
four -tube reflex because of its simplic-
ity of construction and ease of opera-
tion. He found that one manufacturer
recently had issued a booklet with dia-
grams showing the apparatus connect-
ed into sets of various kinds so simply
that it was only a question of placing
the parts on a board and connecting
them, piece by piece, as shown in the
dummy.

As they say in novels, the idea "in-
trigued" the sisters, and, with a little
help from the physician, they built the
set, got excellent results right off the
bat, and they rapidly are becoming ar-
dent radiophans. Meanwhile the sick
sister, forgetting herself and her trou-
bles in her absorption in the set, ceased
to be sick and is now well on the way
to a perfectly normal condition.

ceiving set for her hospital -room.
The mother listened to talks and

music from PWX (Havana, Cuba) ren
dered in her own Spanish and concerts
from New York, Honolulu and Pacific
coast stations.

The result was most successful
Mrs. Postb's period of recovery was
short and happy.

"The effect of the radio has been
so wonderful that I am contemplating
providing receiving sets for my other

position where no one spoke her na- patients," declared Dr. Doyle, in
tive language, built an elaborate re- charge of the case." 111.0101/0100.4 OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAY

Electrons Are Solar Systems.
Prof. Niels Bohr of the University

of Copenhagen has discovered by study-
ing electro-magnefic waves sent out -
from hot atoms in the forms of rays SOLD BY
of light, that the atoms of matter Leading Jobbers and Dealersreally are tiny solar systems, each

.1with suns and planets of its own.
11

Everywhere

the time signal miles around.
The signal passes thru three differ-

ent wave lengths-from Arligton on
2,500 meters, thru WGY on 380 me-ters and the bell tone which has not
been measured.

Ask the Man at the Cour:\
ter to Show You

Cab`
Rado PARTS

Quality and Satisfactory
Performance Guaranteed

11401.01040% OPEN EVENINGS ANn SUNDAY

Plymouth Radio Shop
39 West Jackson Boulevard
Mail Orders Solicited. Phone Wabash 6334

TUBES E:Talnct 'LT,: 3 $'98
Herald -Examiner IC Hook -Up

SPECIAL

.95
Parts
Only

1 Panel: 1 Base-
board; 1 1 8 0°
Variocoupler; 1
23 -plate Conden-

iser; 1 Rheostat; 1 Grid; 1 Condenser; 1 Socket; necessary
wre, binding posts, spaghetti, diagrams, etc.
This Is the famous Hook -Up that thousands upon thousands of Chicagoans
have been using and are getting phenomenal results on. It is simple to
build, easy to operate, and brings in out of town stations with surprising
ease. All parts are fully guaranteed by the Plymouth Radio Shop.
Parts mounted, $9.85 I Parts mounted & wired, $12.95
_

Complete set, built for you, in cabinet, including tube, Batteries, $24 89
bead phone, aerial wire, etc

For Vernier parts throughout, add $5.60 to any of the above
The above, with 3 tubes, ready for loud speaker; Vernier parts. $57 89
Complete with tubes, batteries, head phones, etc.
Assembled and wired, specially priced $67.39
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How Your Aerial
and Ground Aid
Good Reception

A good aerial and a good ground
are essential for efficient radio broad-
casting reception.

Radio waves are electrically ener-
gized. It is a well-known fact that
all electrical currents seek' the short-
Ost and easiest route to the ground.
It is essential, therbfore, that you so
construct your radio receiving station
ito it will offer the least resistance to
the incoming currents on their way
to the earth.

The aerial is a collector of these cur-
rents. Your lead-in -wire, your receiv-
ing set with its coils of wire and the
ground wire are the conducting mate-
rials which direct those -currents to
the earth.

The fact your receiver converts
these inaudible waves of radio -elec-
trical currents into  audible currents
so you may hear them as they pass
thru your receiver to the earth does
not alter the fact that every effort
must be made to permit them to con-
tinue on their inevitable way uninter-
rupted.

A poorly insulated aerial will cause
leakages to the earth before the cur-
rents reach your set. This will either
render your reception weak or destroy
it altogether.

A -lead-in wire that touches the cor-
nice et the building or any wood or
metal portion of the house as it trav-
els to the receiver also is deadly to
good radio reception.

Insulated wires help but little at
this end of the circuit. Radio -frequen-
cy currents will travel thru brick or
stone walls and a small covering of
insulation on a wire is not going to
stop them from passing from the lead-
in wire that offers itself or other sub-
stance that offers itself as a fair con-
ductor to the earth.

Lead-in wires should clear dill metal
roofs or cornices or other good con-
ductors by at least one -foot. Even a
wider clearance would be better. It
should clear all electric light or tele-
phone wires by thi-ee or more feet at
the least and not be parallel but cross
at right angles. Several inches should
separate the lead-in from the sides
of the house, being held away by pro-
jecting insulators.

Where the lead-in enters the house
-either thru walls or window, a
glazed porcelain lead-in tube should
be used.

Lead-in wires should be kept as
short as possible. The quicker you
gat to your receiver from the tap of
the aerial the better it will be.

The ground wire should go as direct
to the earth as possible and be thoro-
ly protected by insulation. However,
it would be better to add a few feet
to the ground wire and get a perfect
contact with the earth than make a
real short ground wire and have an
imperfect contact.

In Chicago, where conditions make
It impracticable to have -direct connec-
tions with the earth, the best ground
is the running cold water pipe in the
bathroom or kitchen. The water
pipe should be sandpapered until
bright and clean and a ground clamp
applied. This should be soldered to
the plpe as well as tightly clamped.
The Iround wire also should be sold-
ered to the clamp.

Precautions taken in your antenna
and ground circuits, such as are ad-
vised here, will make your receiving
set more efficient than if they were
neglected.

Notes on Home Chargers
Tungar battery chargers using a

bulb charge with a slow rate of am-
perage, thereby lengthening the life
of your battery. They are also noise-
less. Vibration chargers require re-
placement of contact points and create
a great deal of noise, but charge
faster. Liquid rectifiers are subject
to evaporation and are not as reliable
in their action as the tungar or the
vibrators.

Buy Good Crystals
When selecting a crystal for your

crystal set be sure to get.a.zood one.
With a sensitive rrj, scat distances up
to 700 miles occasionally are heard.

Storage "B" Batteries Best
Storage "B" batteries are a great

economy and also produce more reli-
able results than dry cells. Altho they
are slightly more expensive in first
cost, they last indefinitely, being more
economical in the long run.

Use 180 Degree Coupler
Whenever a variocoupler is used,

one of 180 degrees variation is most
defective. The principle is exactly the
same as the ninety degrees, but the
tuning is half as critical.

Be sure to read the Classified Ad-

vet tisements on page 15.

25 MILE RADIUS

$6.00
COMPLETE CRYSTAL SET

With Phone, Aerial and Ground Wire,
Insulators, etc. Nothing extra to buy.

Fully Guaranteed
Dealers write for discount

LORAIN MFG. CO.
128 N. Wells St., Second Floor

Dearborn 2567

HOME RADIO OPERATION
This department is conducted with the idea of assisting owners of radio receiving sets to oper-

`ate them more efficiently. Believing that most of the complaints made by broadcast listeners
against interfering stations are due mainly to lack of knowledge in tuning receivers properly,
The Post will present here from time to time constructive articles on the operation of sets.

Knocking the Howls Out of Receivers
THE fallowing article is

reprinted from the cur-
rent issue of Popular

Science Monthly and will
help the novice locate, under-
stand and remedy half the
evils in a receiving set, mak-
ing it more selective, produce
stronger signals and operate
over a wider range.-The
Editor.

By JACK BINNS,
(Radio Editor Popular Science Monthly.)
CLICKETY - CLACK, Rat -tat -tat -

tat, bing, bang, E-e-e-e-yow-e-e,
crack! This is not a sample of

\the new type of jazz orchestra, but
'merely a weak imitation of what a
radio receiver can do when it rears
up on its hind legs and "tells the
world."

There are two types of troubles that
can be experienced with a receiver
that is not working properly. The
first is the presence of a whole or-
chestra of noise demons. The second
is the total absence of sounds or noises
of any kind.

With the possible exception of the
domon static, there is no reason why a
properly made receiver should not
function properly without noise or
trouble, giving clear, distortionless sig-
nals from stations within its receiv-
ing range.

Where Most of Trouble Originates.
What, then, are the exact causes of

the varieties of trouble that bring grief
to almost every radio fan at some
stage of the game? First, let's see if
we can't put our fingers on the most
common of the trouble -makers, deter-
mine their locations, and expose the
secrets of their noise -making. After -

VOLTMETER
OR LAMP

F1G.I
VOLTMETER
OR LAMP

0 AERIAL
I N SULTOIE24

LEAD IN

AERIAL INSULATOR

40
STRAP LEAD IN

FIG.3 VOLTMETER
OR LAMP

f16.4
TEST
POINTS

Fig. 1-How to test for open
circuit between aerial and lead-in.
Fig. 2-Test for short circuit be-
tween aerial and aerial support
wires. Fig. 3-Test for open cir-
cuit in strap lead-in. Fig. 4-Volt-
meter and battery test circuit,
with testing points.

Ward, we'll discuss the means of guard-
ing against them in designing and
constructing our receivers.

All trouble usually can be traced to
defective parts, poor construction or
unskillful operation.

If you get crackling noises, the first
thing to do is to determine whether
they are caused by static or by the set
This can be done easily by listening
in with aerial and ground disconnect-
ed. If that eliminates or cuts down
the crackling noises, the trouble is due
to static. If the noise persists with
aerial and ground disconnected, you
may absolve the static imp from all
blame.

Run -Down Batteries.
Many of the irregular crackling

noises in a receiver are due to run-
down batteries, poor wiring connec-
tions, and defective rheostats and con-
densers.

A steady, regular, staccato beat note,
somewhat like the steady patter of a
machine gun, often can be traced to
an improper value of the grid leak.
The remedy is to try grid leaks of
different values till the right one is ob-
tained.

A steady humming noise usually is
caused by near -by power lines or light-
ing circuits near the aerial or lead-in
wire. The remedy is to erect your
aerial as far as possible from such
lines and as nearly as possible at right
angles to them.

A loose connection or open circuit
in the grid circuit of the detector stage
often will cause a sharp drumming
noise that can be eliminated by check-
ing up the grid circuit connections.

Whistling or howling noises may be
due to too much regeneration, too
many turns in the tickler -coil winding,
poorly designed transformers, location
of transformers too close to each other,
improper routing of wires so that
grid' and plate wires run closely paral-
lel to each other, body capacity of

Trouble -Shooter's
Chart

HERE are the most common
troubles the home operator

meets up with in his receiving set,
with the probable cause in each
case:
CRACKLING NOISES: Caused by atone.
run-down batteries, poor wiring con-

nection, or defective rheostats or con-
densers.
WHISTLING, HOWLING NOISES:

Caused by too much regeneration, too
many turns in tickler coil winding,poorly designed transformers. trans-
formers too close together, parallel wir-
ing. body capacity, overloading oftubes.
SHARP DRUMMING NOISES: Causedby loose connection or open circuit
in the grid circuit of the detectortube.
MACHINE GUN BEATt Caused by In-correct value of the grid leak andgrid condenser.
HUMMING SOUND: Caused by near -by

high -power lines, lightning circuitsnear the aerial or lead-in wire, near -by
motors and generators, telephone wires
too close to aerial.

Fig. 5-To assure good contact
springs of the tube socket and
tube prongs, bend up the springs
as shown above.

fects when the hand is brought near
the controls, neglect to use a fixed
condenser across the primary winding
of the first stage transformer, and
overloading of tubes.

Grounding Rotary Plates.
The remedy for most of these trou-

bles is obvious. Capacity effects prac-
tically can be eliminated by making
sure that the rotary plates of tuning
condensers are connected with the
grounded or battery sides of the cir-
cuits in which they are used. An-
other source of capacity effects is the
method used by some makers of vario-
couplers or variometers to lead out the
connections from the rotor windings.

A lead from the rotor winding never
should be soldered or otherwise fas-
tened to the shaft of the rotor. Flexi-
ble wires should be connected with
the ends of the windings and the free
ends connected with the outside bind -

Fig. 6-How to test the trans-
former for open circuits, by using
the voltmeter and battery.

ing posts or connections. Where a
hollow tube is used as the shaft, these
flexible wires can be run from the
inside of the rotor, thru the hole in
the tube, and out thru the end of the
tube to the binding posts or outside
connections.

Transmitting Neighbors.
A whistling noise changing in pitch

without any adjustment of the receiv-
er is caused by a neighbor tuning in

Fig. 7-Before connecting the
rheostat with the circuit, tighten
all connections as shown.

his single -circuit regenerative set, with
the circuit in an oscillating condition.
The only remedy is to find out who

operates the troublesome set and con-
vince him that he should use a dou-
ble -circuit set or tune in his present
set with the tube filament turned down
as low as possible.

Don't let noises discourage you. The
fan who gets noises at least gets
something, even the it it; unwelcome.
He is better off than the fan who
expectantly turns on the juice, plugs
in the phones, and hearer --nothing.

One of the most common causes of

Fig. 8-This illustration shows
the method of testing the con-
denser for short circuits, using
voltmeter and battery.

"no noise at all" is a poor aerial or
ground. Be sure before you make any
changes in your set that the trouble
is not due to this cause. You can do
so by making the tests illustrated in
Figures 1, 2 and 3, using the test cir-
cuit shown in Figure 4.

A voltmeter with graduations read-
ing up to 30 or 35 volts will be found
suitable for all purposes in testing. In
connecting the voltmeter in the cir-
cuit, make sure the positive pole of
the meter is connected with the posi-
tive pole of the battery by touching
the free end of the meter with the
negative terminal of the battery. If
you get a reading, the meter is con-
nected properly. If you do not, reverse
the connections to the meter so that
you get a reading when the free end
of the meter is connected with the
negative of the battery.

Testing for Ground Connection.
To insure a good ground connection,

you can make a temporary connection
to another ground and then insert
your test circuit between your regular
ground and the temporary ground. If
you get a reading, the ground connec-
tion is all right Another way is to
test around the ground clamp and see
that the ground wire is making a good
contact thru the clamp with the
ground.

Many phans. especially beginners,
often forget to connect aerial and
ground when testing.

A common source of trouble is poor
contact of tube prongs with socket
springs. Before connecting the sockets
with the set, the springs should be
bent up as shown in Figure 5. A
wise precaution is to bend up these
springs every so often and clean off
the ends of the tube prongs with a
fine file, so that they will mako a
good contact with the springs.

Another source of trouble in tube
sockets is loose binding -post connec-
tions with contact springs. Screws and
binding posts always should be tight-
ened before the socket is connected
with the circuit.

So much for those who are experi-
encing difficulty with receivers al-
ready constructed.

Forestall Trouble Later On.
In radio an ounce of prevention is

wprth more than a pound of cure.
Testing the parts before connecting
them may take time, but it will save
you more time, temper, and embar-
rassment later on. A few simple tests
often will prevent any possibility of
trouble after the set is built and ready
to operate.

First of all, test your batteries. This
can be done easily in the manner il-
lustrated in Figure 4, by touching the
two test points together. If a 22% -
volt "B" battery gives a reading of
less than 15 volts, throw it away and
,get a new one.

Coils can be tested by connecting
one end of the coil with one test point
of the test circuit, as shown in Figure
4, and the other end of the coil with
the other test point of the circuit. The
volt -meter should show a steady read-
ing. Where the coils of transformers
are being tested, a lower reading will
be obtained because of the resistance
of the coil. The important thing,
however, is a steady reading.

All coils of variocouplers, varlorne-
ters, and transformers should be tested
in the manner described above and
as shown in Figure 6. Each coil of
every transformer should be tested
separately. The primary -coil termi-
nals usually are marked P and B,
and the secondary -coil terminals are
marked G and F.

Two Other Tests to Make.
Another test, to determine whether

there is any connection between the
two coils, is to touch one test point
to one terminal of the primary coil
and the other test point to one termi-
nal of the primary coil and the other
test point to one terminal of the sec-
ondary coil. To make sure that the
windings are not connected with the
core of the transformer, one test point
should be touched to the core or case
of the transformer and the other test
point touched first on one terminal
of the primary, then on a terminanf
the secondary. No readings should be
obtained during this test.

The binding posts and \screws of
rheostats and other parts should be
tightened up carefully before being
used iu the circuit. Neglect of this

Why Near-bY
Stations Are
Hard to Lose

When a powerful transmitting sta-
tion sends out radio energy from its
aerial, near -by sets are more or less
affected by what is termed "the
splash." It is this splash that pre-
vents nonsensitive sets or the novice
tuner from "pulling away" from local
interference and picking up distance
stations. .

Radio waves have been likened to
water waves. A. small pebble tossed
into a pond causes a successive se-
ries of waves to radiate from the spot
where the pebble strikes the water.

If a light cork is placed somewhere
within the circle of these waves it will
be affected by them. The nearer it is
to the source of the energy-the point
where the pebble strikes the water-
the more violently will it be agitated,

However, it is possible to so weigU
the cork as to make it less sensitive
to the "splashing" effect. In other
words, it will be more stable in its
response to the incoming waves, how-
ever close it may be to the source of
energy.

All of this also is true of radio broad-
casting and radio reception.

The energy thrown out from a
broadcasting station is the pebble that
was tossed into the water. The cork
is the receiving set If the "pebble"
is a large one it will make a heavier
"splash" and create a more violent
disturbance. If the "cork," or receiv-
er. has sufficient resistance in the way
of inductances and capacities and, by
proper controls, can be made to ab-
sorb the "splash," the receiver is not
going to be so violently affected by
the near -by station.

It is essential, therefore, to have a
receiving set constructed to absorb the
"splash" of a near -by station and be
so designed as to be capable of re-
sponding to the waves made by some
other station. It also is necessary to
know how to operate such a set so its
sensitiveness may be utilized.

precaution often is the cause of trou-
bles impossible to locate later on.

Condensers should be tested as
shown in Figure 8, one test point be-
ing connected with one terminal of the ,

condenser and the other test point
with the other condenser terminal.
While the test circuit is connected, the
rotary plates should be revolved. Dur-
ing this operation, the needle should
not falter. If it does, it indicates that
at some point the rotary plates are
touching stationary plates or that dust
is short-circuiting the plates. If the
short circuit is caused by dust, the
spaces between the plates should be
cleaned by blowing thru them; if by
touching plates, the rotary plates
should be straightened carefully.

Rubbing contacts, either in vario. -

coupler, variometers, or variable con-,
densers, should not be relied upon.
The best method is to connect the
leads, terminals, or parts with soldered
flexible connections,

Stops should be provided to prevent
rotors of variocouplers and variome-
ters and rotary plates of condensers
from being turned thru more than one
revolution. If this is not done, the
leads will be twisted or broken, or the
insulation worn off, causing short cir-
cuits.

Fixed condensers, especially the grid
condenser, should be tested to make
sure that there are no short-circuited
condensers. When the condensers are
connected between the test points, the
volt meter should show no reading.

After you have connected the set,
test the various circuits for opens be-
fore connecting the batteries. In the
plate circuit,  for instance, touch one
test point to the plate terminal of the
socket, and the other test point to the
positive B battery connection, to make
sure that there is a complete circuit
between those points. The same should
be done with other parts of the cir-
cuit.

Before you jump to the conclusion
that something is wrong with your
set, try various values of B and C
battery voltage, since the correct val-
ues are important if distortion is to be
eliminated.

If you don't get results after making
tests and checking up your wiring,
you will find it an actual saving in
time and temper to take the whole
works apart and make the tests on
the apparatus as I have described
them.

Don't try to make all the tests, wire
np the receiver, and get good results
all in one evening. It simply can't be
done.

4

As handsome as a
musical instrument

Radiola IV
All the tuning dials, batteries,
tubes and mechanical parts are
hidden away behind the left
grilled door. To the right is a
highly developed, built -in loud
speaker. Equipment includes
all antenna wires, e
batteries, 4 tubes, sP
head phones, plug,

TERMS 1F DESIRED

COMMONWEALTH EMITS
SHOCTRIC

72 West Adams Street
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Universal Panel is Converted into a Cockaday
Four -Circuit Tuner This Week

N THIS week's series of
articles Mr. Freund con-
verts his universal panel

into a Cockaday four -circuit
tuner. The beginner experi-
menter who has been follow -
this interesting series will do
well to try the Cockaday cir-
cuit this week. He will have
a surprise in store for him. -
The Editor.

By BENJAMIN FREUND.
4Chlet Engineer. Radio Division. Crossland

Pfaff Engineering Laboratories.1
IN THIS week's article I aim to

explain the mysteries of the Cocka-
day four -circuit tuner and , its

adaptation to the Universal panel.'
There seems to be quite a misun-

derstanding of the type of circuit
from which it primarily was derived.

The Cockaday four -circuit tuner
Is a development of the original De -
Forest Ultra Audion circuit. It is
well known among radio enthusiasts
that all the freak wonder circuits de-
veloped to promote the sales and in-
terest of the radio industry are but
developments of the Ultra Audion cir-
cuit. This circuit is one of the best
distance getters we know of, but its
selectivity is nothing to cause great
comment.

We owe credit to Lawrence Cocka-
day for improving this ideal receiving
circuit, and in place of disguising it
he has taken the bad features and
changed them so his efforts have
brought about a receiver which has
all the good points that are to be ex-
pected from the ideal receiver.

One of the main reasons for the sat-
isfying reception of Ultra Audion cir-
cuits is because of a common in-
ductance being used to tune both
the grid and plate circuits.

If the grid and plate inductances
are one, it is evident that in tuning
the grid circuit to the incoming sig-
nal the plate circuit will always be
in resonance and thus will give maxi-
mum regeneration thruout the full
range of which the inductance is ca-
pable of tuning to.

Whore Ultra Audion Fails.
But we find that sometimes we get

clearest results when we can retard
our regeneration slightly below the
highest point of regeneration. This
cannot be accomplished with the ordi-
nary type of Ultra Audion circuit be-
cause retarding the regeneration also
detunes your grid circuit, which might
result in the loss of the station, due
0 both grid and plate circuits being
Alined out of resonance with the in-
somiug

It is in the overcoming of this ob-
stacle that we owe respects to the in-
genuity of Mr. Cockaday. He has
tatroduced an auxiliary circuit. This
circuit consists of an inductance or
coil which is connected to a variable
-condenser, which retards regenera-
tion without detuning the grid circuit

ON

SINGLE TURN
COPPER ROD

/#1$ SquARSL

43 TURNS - #18 D.D. PhRE

TAPPED AT THE T1;13 212-:3014.43s1ToRms
WOUND ON 34. DIA. TUBE.

#
.0005 MM.

a4. TURNS
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GRD. ANT.

COPYR/Glif /924 BY

CRO..5.5LAND PFAFF ENG: LAB.
R4.0/0 P/Y/5/01Y

CH/C.440, /CZ;

by introducing resistance into the os-
cillating circuit by absorption of ex-
cess regeneration. By that I mean
lbe receives' is tuned to the incoming
signal to the point of resonance, and
then if it is found advisable to re
tard or lower regeneration slightly
below the point of oscillation it Is
done so by being absorbed by the aux
iliary or absorption circuit.

The condenser and section of the
coil at the right end of the drawing
illustrating the tuner is the absorption
circuit.

Similar to Superdue.
The remainder of the circuit is

similar to the Superduc circuit which
has been described and illustrated in
The Post for the last few weeks, the
difference lying in the coupling of
the primary and secondary circuits.

In the four -circuit tuner the
coupling of the primary and second-
ary is very loose except for the single
turn of wire which is very closely
coupled to the secondary and absorp-
tion circuits. The remainder of the
primary winding is placed at right
angles to the secondary circuit, so
that extremely loose coupling is ob-
tained. By this fixed loose coupling

+90 +22
1

46' 6
N2105 CARTER

FILAMENT CONTROL JACK
N.2 103 CARTER

FILAMENT CONTROL JACK

sharp selective tuning is had at all
times.

control of regeneration and
selectivity featured there is nothing
more desirable to a good radio re-
ceiver.

In the illustration the small sec-

tion of winding at the right end of
the Cockaday coil is the absorption
circuit. This consists of 34 turns of
No. 18 double cotton covered wire.
Directly over this winding is wound
a single turn of 1.16 -inch square brass
or copper rod. If the square rod is
not obtainable any heavy wire with
large cross section or low resistance
will do (No. 14 solid round aerial
wire). This turn of wire is connected
in series with the antenna loading
coil. The taps on the loading oak
are connected to the induction swIlidi
The induction switch lever is am
nected to the ground terminal, while
the other end of the single turn is
connected to the aerial.

The antenna loading coil consist -
of 43 turns of No. 18 double cotton
covered wire wound in a two-laye
bank and tapped about every sixty
turn. This coil must absolutely t
at right angles to the secondary ci
cult.

The secondary circuit is wound .

the left of the absorption circuit an
consists of 65 turns of No. 15 doubl.
cotton -covered wire, the secondary an
absorption circuit being wound on th.
same tube. The diameter of theabei
necessary for either of the coils is

about 3% or 314 inches.
The otube that contains the second

Continued on Page 14.

WORLD

Radio

Batteries

Save
You
50%

Two -Year Written Guarantee
2 Volt Storage Battery for ,t5.00

WD -11 and WD -12 Tubes. ,41
4 Volt Storage Battery for $8.00

UV -199 Tubes
200 hours' service on one charge.

Rechargeable.
6 Volt 60 Amp.. 6 Volt 100 Amp.

$8.50 $12.50
6 Volt 80 Amp., 6 Volt 120 Amp.

$10.00 $14.50
6 Volt 140 Amp., $16.00at

Hydrometer and 22% Volt "B" Battery
free with each Radio Battery purchase,
If you bring this ad with you.

WORLD BATTERY CO.
Department P.

60 EAST ROOSEVELT ROAD
Open Evenings and Sundays......,

Mem %%Weeswier%VVANI% es'esslies%%/WWWWANVW.e.".

THE BARAWIK CO.
102 SOUTH CANAL STREET

Your Money Will Go Farther Here

We Have the Part You Want at the Right Price

Build a Neutrodyne Set
Clearest, Loudest, Greatest Dis-

tance. We Have Every Part
at the Right Price.

COMPLETE SET PARTS FOR
NEUTRODYNE 5 -TUBE SET

$36.95 UNEQUALED

Cabinet & Complete Instructions Included.

Famous Fada 160 Neutrodyne Re-
ceiver and Many Other High

Grade Sets at Right Prices.

SPECIAL SALE OF
STANDARD HEADSETS
Pico, $4.00 value
!gunlock 56, 2000 ohm
Itrandes
Western Electric
Fine Grade Phone Plug

SPECIAL SALE
"B" BATTERIES
Standard Brands
FRESH STOCK

Small 221A -Volt, QQ
$1.75 -value 00
Large Size 221/2 -Volt
Tapped, $2.50 1.38value
Large Tapped 35-v,2
$5.50 value 01.1...1
"B" Battery
Testing Meter _850
Storage Batteries, guar-
anteed 3 years, new fresh
stock; unequaled values;
6-V., 40-80 ampere, $9.90:
6-V., S0-120 ara- 12.9
pore .

Reinartz Coil,
green silk wi-e.. 1.25
Signal Corps
Aerial Wire, 100 ft420

TUBES '
201A, WD12, .4 48WD11,

12.48
$3.35
$4.95 Atlas, Music Master, New Genuine
$7.95 Nathaniel Baldwin and other stand -

30c ard Speakers at right prices.

COMPLETE PARTS FOR
All POPULAR CIRCUITS
Cockaday $11.35
Reinartz, 1 tube $10.95
Reinartz, 3 tube $17.95
Autoplex 1 -Tube Loud Talker Su-

per Set $13.25
Erla 1 -Tube Reflex $18.95
Ultra-Audion $8.95
Flewelling $12.39

Anyone Can Easily Assemble
These Sets and Get Best Results

Finest LOUD SPEAKERS
Murdock $3.;
Bars wik Special, finest tone
quality, with Baldwin Unit,

Variable Condensers,
Aluminum Plates, fin-
est quality, well made.
3 plate Vernier...78e
11 plate plain I 15
23 plate plain 1 28
43 plate plain 1.58
23 plate Vernier 2 30
43 plate Vernier -2.80

Switch
Lever 15¢
Switch Points,. 100with nuts, dozen.,
Inductance Switch 740.
10 point

IAll Sizes Cabinets and
Panels at Lowest Prices

Rheostats -
6 ohm, 25e. 30 ohm, 27c
Potentiometer 30e
Klosner Vernier Rheo-
stat, $1.50
value 780
Double Circuit 350
Jacks

9.95

Barawik Special Audio
Frequency Transformer.
equals any
$5.00 one 2.25
Bakelite. Tube Varionise-
ter-wonderful 1.60
value
180 Degree Variocoupler.
hakelite tubes, 1.95$3.50 value
Genuine Bakelite get,
Socket, 75c value.. 4.P..1

$4.50 Cotb. Con- 1.75denser

3 -inch Bakelite 29Dials, 75c value...
4 -inch Dials,
priced at 32

1.48Two Slide
Tuning Coil
Variometers, variocouP-
lees, unmatched
value

Large Stock Standard Manufacturers' Goods. Real Valises All the Time.
Every Item Guaranteed to Be Right or Your Morley Back.

lorriDWWOPEN ITNTIL 9 O'CLOCK FRIDAYS AND SATCR'D 1Y.'11

102 S. CANAL STREET, corner MONROE
Convenient to Northwestern and Vision Depots.

THE BARAWIK CO.
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Questions You Ask and Answers We Give
1243-CHICAGO: Kindly give me hook-up

for the following:. First stage radio -trans-
former, second stage audio -transformer,
third stage 3-1 audio -transformer, 1 Kellogg
23 -plate variable condenser, one 501 Kel-
logg varioeoupler, one 501 Kellogg coil, one
Howard 200 ohms potentiometer, 1 Howard
rheostat, three Aemestats, four sockets, one
detector, 200, three amplifiers, 301-A, two
double jacks, one single jack, one Walnart
0-6 variable leak.

A hook-up for a three -circuit set with one
stage of radio -frequency, as per your re-
quest, is shown.

CODE INTERFERENCE.
1244 CHICAGO: Your column is a great

goitree of enjoyment ae well as a great con-
venience. I have a Kennedy short-wave re-
ceiver, but I have not received everything
I think it is capable of. I often have trou-
ble tuning out local stuff. Have sixty feet
of antenna, with thirty-five foot lead; every-
thing seems to be o. k. Kindly advise me.
Had to go to bed last night at 12:30, as
some code fiend kept butting in at intervals,
9-PSO calling 9-PUX, all over my dials.
They should lock that kind up.

A wave trap would be the solution to your
problem. Use one as described in the Dec.
20 issue of the Radio Magazine.

CRYSTAL PARTS.
1245-CHICAGO: If you will be so kind,

would like to have you furnish me with
the name of the makes of variometer, vari-

please send me a hook-up for the parts I
have bought. I refer to The Post Radio
Magazine of Wednesday, Nov. 28. I am
using an R. W. crYsiti.

A hook-up, as Der your request, is shown.

1249-CHICAGO: On Friday evening, Dec.
4, at about 5:45, I heard a station broad-
casting a program and I am pretty sure the
call letters were WABZ. As this station
is not in any call book and I did not un-
derstand the city, I would like to know
where it is, its usual wave length and the
owner.

We find no call letters such as WABZ in
our directory. Could it be WCBD of Zion
City?

GREBE HOOK-UP.
1251-CHICAGO: I am very desirous of

getting the hook-up of the Grebe CR-12 set
with two variometers, detector, two stages
of audio and one stage of radio -frequency.
If you have this hook-up and are free to
distribute it, I certainly would be glad to
receive same. I would also like to know
what ratio the audio -transformers are and
any other information available to assist
a green phan in making such a set.

We are showing diagram of Grebe CR-12
receiving set.

1253-CHICAGO: Am a constant reader
of your weekly radio supplement and have
profited by it. "Long may it conic." In
your issue of Dec. 6 I found your article

THREE CIRCUIT SET
WITH I STAGE R.F.

CHICAGO EVENING P057 .H0010.101524

Q. & A.-1243: A four -tube radio -frequency set using regenera-
tion is shown above.

le condenser and crystal detector used
Lewis B. Hagerman in his hook-up of

iie long-distance crystal set as illustrated
.a your edition of Wednesday, Nov. 28.
 The parts used in ,,the Hagerman crystal
act are as follows: One Dayton variometer.
one RW crystal detector, one Rathbun vari-
able condenser.

CRYSTAL DATA. '

1246-CHICAGO: I am very much in-
terested in the long-distance crystal set de -
sallied by you in the Radio Magazine of
The Post of Nov. 28. I am only a novice

am strong for ""the crystal," and have
one now (varicoupler and variometer) with
which I can get everything in Chicago, and
with the aid of two coils, one across the
ground, the other across the aerial, I am
not bothered with any interference at all;
can tune in any particular local station and
hold it.

As I desire to make one as described
by yon, I am asking a little information-
vhat make of condenser and variometer did
cou use? The photo of rear view in the
agazine is not very clear-(perhaps it is

cause. I do not understand it),. Is this
cloineter connected up with pigtails or

it? Is it what is called a split variom-
-r? Will you kindly give me the desired
l'orreention? I agree with you regarding
, ul and ground-I have found by experi-

e that the better they are the better
ills. I have two aerials-one a stretch
about 100 feet double, or a continuous

of 200 feet thru insulators about
inches apart: the other a single wire

REINARTZ CIRCUIT
THE CHICAGO EVENING POST

HOOKUP *502

_ 1.2 (i 8: ne
artz circuit above is very fine

ing.

,,:.out seventy feet. With an arrangement
of switches I can use either one, or both
of the aerials. I am using a double ground-to cold water and waste pipe --but am
going to take your tip and run another.

The parts used in the Hagerman crystal
set are as follows: One Dayton variometer,
one RW crystal detector, one Rathbun vari-
able eondenser.' The variometer used was
not sOlit. A diagram of the sot is shown.

WAVE TRAP.
1248-CHICAGO: I have a Radian RC,

here WD -12 tubes. May I use a wave trap
an it? If so, please send mo a list of parts
needed, where to get them and the price of
each piece.

A wave trap may be used on the Radiola
RC. A list of parts needed was given in
the Dec. 20 Radio Magazine.

CRYSTAL DIAGRAM.
3247-CHICAGO: I became very much

interested in your diagram showing a long-
1istance crystal set. I thought I would buy
lie very hest parts for this crystal set and
bought a Kellogg variometer. It has five dif-
ferent binding posts, where yours only shows
two. That puzzles me. My condenser is a
Kellogg 43 -plate with a 5 -plate vernier.
After trying to hook up same according
to your hook-up we find that it does not
work, so I am asking you if you would

WHAT'S THE MATTER
WITH YOUR SET?

SEE THE.

ADIO DOCTORS, Inc
-:$0. STATE ST. CO
Motet Only1Door jUto it

on "How to Add .One Stage of Radio to
Reinartz Set." Ae I have a Reinert* pet
with two stages of A -F, I am greatly in-
terested in adding a step of tuned R -F.. Ismy drawing, which I run inelosing Here-
with, correct? If not, will you kindly make
the necessary corrections and return same?
What is meant by "hard tubes"? WW you
furnish me their numbers?

A diagram of the Reinartz set with radio -
frequency has been mailed. All tubes are
hard tubes except UV -200 and C-300. Ahard tube is one in which the vacuum is
very high.

ONE -STAGE AMPLIFIER.
. 1270-CHICAGO: I have inclosed a self-
addressed envelope in which I want you to
send a sketch and list of parts for one

FREE SERVICE
(WESTIONS asked on any subject Per-

taining to -radio will be answered in
this department in either the daily edi-
tion or the Radio Magazine published
each Thursday. No charges are made
for this service.

Due to the immense volume of letters
being received by the Question and An-
swer department, the following restric-
tions must be made:

All letters must be plainly written in
ink and perferably typewritten, and only
on one side of the paper.

Drawings. hook-ups. etc., must be on
a separate sheet from ,question and
clearly drawn, showing values of parts.

Do not ask for panel layouts, con-
struction details. etc., for a set unless
they have appeared in the columns of
this magazine. Self-addressed and
stamped envelope must be inclosed. Ad-
dress all your letters to Radio Questions
and Answers Department, The Chicago
Evening Post, 12-14 South Market
Street, Chicago.

simply add one standard stage of audio -
frequency amplification. Please tell me if
there Is any reason why I cannot do this,
and 'if I can, give ere circuit to use. I have
another WD -11 tube and suppose would use
separate A battery. Show where to connect
to the present B battery. I had in mind
using no potentiometer, but simply trans-
former, tube and rheostat and_ C battery if
necessary. Have I got the limit of distance
with this set in getting Troy, Dallas, Kan-
sas City and Omaha in the different diree-
lion, or can I expect to pick up stations
more distant?

A diagram of a One -stage amplifier, as per
your Tequest. Is shown. Considering the
parts you are using, the results are very
good.

REGENERATION AND R -F.
1272-CHICAGO: I am one of those m's -

guided ones who was about to throw his
Armstrong set in the ash can. I have one -
stage tuned radio and two stages audio,
using Dayton variometers and coupler, All-
American transformers and all parts are
fast class. I am unable to tune out Chi-
cago stations and have trouble in bringing
in outside stations when Chicago is silent.
I would feel very grateful to you if you
could furnish me a hook-up whereby I
could get results.

A diagram of one stage of R -F and two
stages of A -F., using parts mentioned, is
shown;

PECULIAR RECEPTION.
1275-CHICAGO: PWX, Havana, Cuba,

came in only without ground and when I
would put my ground on it would bring in
Texas and could not get Cuba, and 1 would
like to know why. The announcer's voice
was clear and distinct.

Referring to the incident in your letter
about tuning PWX of Havana, Cuba. with
the aerial on your set and when you put
the ground on to receive Texas, this is due
to the fact that connecting the ground
changes the natural wave length of your
set and therefore cut out PWX and brought
in Texas.

TRANSMITTING HOOK-UPS.
1273-CHICAGO: Inclosed find two code

transmitter hook-ups. Please tell me if they
are correct. If not, please give hook-up.

1705

20025

HOMO
R

5

200 Ohms)

Potentiometer

101101111111-il. -90

422P2Y GREBE C.R.I2CIRCUIT
CHICAGO EVENING POST
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Q. & A.-1251: A diagram of the Grebe C. R. 12 set is shown above.

'tags of amplification of an Armstrong
,liree-circuit regenerative set. Also please
tate which peanut tube is best suited for

a circuit.
A one -stage amplifying diagram is shown.

Ilse a WD -12 tube.

1271-GLEN ELLYN: While the writer
was 4 graduate electrical engineer and for
)ears has been mixed up id- electr:cal work,
like many other men so trained he has paid
no attention to radio and -until a few days
ago was absolutely innocent in regard to it.
He was looking at your article in Nov. 15
issue of the magazine and was struck with
the reflex circuit shown and built one, and
must confess that he did not use any high-
grade material. The results were, unexpected,
as it brings in everything from the Atlantic
coast to Kansas and Nebraska, west, and
Texas, south. The selectivity is good and
the operation so simple that the writer's
8 -year -old boy has good success finding DX.
The local stations all come in good and
strong on the loud speaker. Am using 66 -
turn stator In variocoupler and a WD -11
tube and 112 volts B battery. What I would
like to do is to leave this set undisturbed
and instead of building the two -tube set
shown in your issue of the next week, to

About what range in miles would a 45 -volt
B battery transmit?

Both diagrams as shown are 0. K. Forty-
five volts of B battery would enable you
to transmit about twenty-five miles, altho
they would not last long under the strain.

HOOK-UPS AND VARIOMETER DATA.
1277-CHICAGO: Can you give me direc-

tions for winding a variometer? Also Mr.
Hagerman's long-distance hook-up?

It is impracticable and almost impossible
for the ordinary layman to wind his own
variometer. To do this th4 proper machinery
is necessary. One can be bought very cheap-
ly. The Hagerman long-distance hook-up is
shown.

FORIEGN CRYSTAL HOOK-UP.
1276-CHICAGO: Would you be so kind

as to explain in detail the nature and worth
of the inclosed crystal set diagram taken
from the French electrical publication.
L'Electricien, for Nov. 15? I am very anx-
ious to have a set, but am unable to afford
valve sets that are worth while.

We greatly doubt the veracity of the
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Q. .& A-1253: Radio -frequency on the Reinartz set is accom-,
p'ishecl :essfully with the above circuit.

claims made for the crystal detector set. a
lin r,nt of which you mailed us. We ars.sho a diagram of a much more prac-

tices' rystal set that can be built of parts
obtainable on the market today.

R. -F. ON REINARTZ.
1263-CHICAGO: Referring to the article

in The.-Ch'cago Evening Post Radio Maga-
zine of Thursday, Dee. 6, page 7, In regard
is adding one stage of rail o -frequency to
the Reinartz circuit, would appreciate it if
you would furnish me with full details and
diagram showing hook-up.

A diagram showing radio -frequency on the
Reinartz circuit is shown.

HAGERMAN CRYSTAL.
1261-CHICAGO: Kindly send me or re-

pubilsh your radio crystal set hook-up with
which the people are having such wonder-
ful success. I have a De Forest crystal set
with a Duolateral tuning coil, with which
I have been getting local reception fairlygood, but I think that with a few addi-
tional parts which your hook-up must have
that I could at least get Elgin and Zion.

The circuit of the long-distance crystal set,
as per your request, is shown.

THREE -CIRCUIT HOOK-UP.
1265-CHICAGO: Will you kindly send

me a diagram of your pet three -circuit, the
feedback regenerative set, and oblige? I

HAGERMAN LONG DISTANCE
CRYSTAL HOOKUP

Q. & A.-1257, 1270, 1271:
A simple one -stage _amplifier ap-
pears above. Use a 5-1 ratio
transformer.

with their sets. I happen to have a few
wrinkles of my own and therefore would
kindly ask you to help me press them out.
I have a three -tube Armstrong regenerative
receiver, using two variometers, one vario-
coupler, 3WD-11 tubes, a variable grid leak,
a 10-1 all-American transformer and a 3-1
American transformer for the second stage.
My aerial is a two -wire, 65 feet for each
length. My main trouble lies in the fact

LONG RANGE RECEIVER WITH 2 STAGES R.F 8,2 STAGESAF.
'CHICAGO EVENING POST HOOKUP* 519

Q. & A.-1241: A standard transformer coupled radio -frequency
circuit appears above.

have not seen a radio magazine that could
compare with yours. Keep it up.

The circuit you request has been mailed.

HAGERMAN CRYSTAL.
1266-CHICAGO: Please send me infor-

mation regarding long-distance crystal set,
or better still, Radio Magazine o. Nov. 28,
as. I lost or misplaced mine.

The diagram 'of the Hagerman crystal set
is shown.

A -F AMPLIFIER.
1257-JOLIET: If you can please send

me the diagram for .a one-step amplifier
for this circuit. Also the ratio and some
good makes of transformers. If you know
any way to improve this set,' send it along
I have a UV -200 detector and amplifier
tube. I have had California, and get Chi-
cago so you can hear it in the next room.
I get many helps from your section.

A hook-up for a one-step amplifier for
your circuit is shown.

WRONG TUNER.
.1108-CHICAGO: Just a line to let you

know I have tried your new Superdue set.
I did not have the parts on hand that you
called for, so I thought I would try it any-
how with the parts I had. First, I have

that I cannot tune out WdAZ' on nights when
the opera is being broadcast. I live about
seven or eight blocks southwest of the
above mentioned station. Also I cannot get
any distance with this outfit. My radius is
only 'about fifty miles, such as Zion or
Elgin, III. Will you kindly advise how I
can improve this set if possible?

To tune out WJAZ we would advise using
a wave trap ad described in the Dec. 20 s
issue of the Radio Magazine. To get more
distance a longer aerial is required, the
proper size being one wire, 100 feet long in
a straight line, 6 to 8 feet above all ob-
stacles. You might also try using a 45 -
volt battery on the plate of your detector
tube.

Blame Radio for Storms
The claim that radio broadcasting is

producing bad weather, especially
thunder and lightning, seems to have
been taken seriously by a large part
of the ignorant farming population in
Europe, with .resulting opposition to
the growth of the radio industry.

You will find the classified adver-
tisement section interesting. See
Page 15.

4111=11M.

Double circuit
jack ) A. I: Trust,

Open circuit
jacIr

4.51'21.

AMPLIFIER WITH JACKS
CHICAGO EVENING POST HOOKUP*525

used a 23aplate vernier condenser and speed-
er, weir coils of fifty and seventy-five turns
instead of the variometer. I get the Chicago
stations.fairly well, but Zion and Elgin sta-
tions come in very faint. If you can offer
any suggestions so as to Improve the vol-
ume of this set, I will be much obliged.

Your trouble lies in' the fact that you
are using honeycomb coils of different turns.
If you would use two '75's and a 43 -plate
condenser instead of a 23=plate condenser I
would assure you your results would be very
much better.

CRYSTAL TROUBLE.
1240-CHICAGO: I have temporarily

rigged up your crystal hook-up. Altho it
is better than the one I had, it is not what
I expected after reading what you and others
accomplished. On a Baldwin C unit I do
not hear as much as on my phones. Per- DC -12 DC -99 DC -201Alisps if I make the permanent set it will .
prove better. I have a double ground in
the earth, 5 -foot iron pipe in ground. My

Q. & A.-1246, 1247, 1266,
1277: Above is the crystal set
that the local crystalphans are so
enthusiastic about.

, .

1"RADIOTUBES"
Distributors for

Connewey Electric Labs.
MAGNATRONS

SPECIAL $4.'1!Ea -7 5

condenser Cost $2.65, bought in Leiter's. ch
3 -plate vernier, made it to 5 -plate vernier. I
use an Amrad variometer and a. Levitan
crystal detector. There is no name on the
condenser. I am kind of stuck on the Anl-
rad. Are those parts good? What kind of
crystal did you use? Somewhere in the
Dec. 27 issue it is said the Hagerman hook-
up could be improved. I wondered when I
first finished the hook-up on one ground
it was not louder than my old set? I had
a 75 -turn honeycomb coil lying around
and connected this between the phones and
the condenser. It actually doubled the
volume. One Monday I got Elgin, Ill., very
audible and the next Monday Zion, Ill., the
same way.

The parts used in your set are 0. K.
Your trouble lies in your antenna. It should
be one or two wires, 100 feet long, in a
straight line, no angles. The 76 -turn coil
improved your set because of the fact that
your aerial was not sufficient.

1241-CHICAGO: Will you please send
me a hook-up of a set which you think
is best suited to these parts for all-around
receiving? Five WD -11 tub', two radio -fre-
quency transformers, two audio -frequency
transformers, one potentiometer (if needed),
tuner which is used on set you describe
will be gotten. I do not want a neutrodyne
set. I think that I would like something
in the Armstrong Line. I'll say you got some
radio section in your paper and appreciate
It very much.

A diagram for a five -tube radio -frequency
set which will suit your purpose is shown.
We do not advise using regeneration with
radio -frequency.

NO DISTANCE. We Repair Radio Tubes
1239 --CHICAGO: I have been reading

your excellent Radio Magazine thip evening, 5TH
and notice that you give some very fine FLOOR 39 W. ADAMS STadvice to radiophans who have difficulties

LIST,

Radio Tubes Corpora-
tion Apex Audiotrons,
All Standard Types
$5 List $3.65

Como-Pushpull 12."Transformers . . PAIR

Trinity Loud Speaker
Units for 12."Phonographs . .

RADIO SET Complete
Phones, 3000 ohm pair; A and
B Batteries: 
1 Radio Tube; .1
Complete, ready
to operate

8.00
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Amateur
CoversWorld

with Radio
To the radio amateur the letters DX

call up a vision of immeasurable dis-
tance that 'would have made our ox -
tart pioneers and forefathers blink in
amazement, but easily is obliterated
with the pressure of fingers on a
brass key.

This business of "packing up the
old kit bag" for the sake of the wan-
derlust that is in all of us now has,
thru radio, a modern version that does
not require the lifting of a foot over
one's doorstep. That is the major

1" fascination in the wonderful game of
amateur radio, the thrill that comes
with each new conquest over space
and time, ability to reach the ends of
the world.

You read on every hand how the
possession of a receiving set from the
simple single circuit tuner to the
latest superheterodyne brings "the
world into the home," but seldom
have you read how easily a radio
transmitter can take you out into the
world.

From the time that such men as
Daniel Boone lifted rifles over their
shoulders and hit the trail into the
wilderness, there has lurked in all of
us the strong desire to go beyond our
immediate ken. It is the same ambi-
tion that led early explorers to this
country and made possible the pioneer
days that eventually developed in the
building of the west.

Equal to Seven League Boots.
For a little more than the same

amount of effort that it would take
you to equip your home with a radio
receiving set, you can install a tele-
graph code transmitter which is
equivalent to a pair of seven league
boots, a railroad pass, or a passport
to distant countries. Sixteen thousand
young men have done that in this
Country. It all started with the neigh-
borhood line telegraph, but it has
ended in the year 1923 by making
amateurs of the world neighbors.

It is remarkable when one realizes
the odds that have been encountered
and the technical obstacles that have
been overcome by a comparatively
small group of experimenters in this
modern winning over of space. It is
comparable only to the heart -breaking
efforts of those who have in years
gone by in giving us the little office
globe that we can twirl with a move-
ment of the hand and put our finger
on every country and city of any con-
sequence on the earth. Just as surely
as undiscovered territory was won
over by the pioneers, so is the art of
amateur radio making international
citizen radio a reality. -

World Open to Amateurs.
In the interval of a few years since

members of the Radio Club of Hart-
ford, Conn., were considering as a
great triumph code transmissions over
a distance of thirty miles, these same

, amateurs have communicated direct
with amateurs on the west coast and
their transmitters are heard fre
quently in Europe.

Interest in amateur radio is keen
In New Zealand, Australia and some
parts of the South American and
African continents, giving promise of
the day when amateur radio will have
put its foot on every natural barrier.

With American amateurs on the eve
of participating in new trans -oceanic
tests, two way communication across
the Atlantic ocean has been accom-
plished and it would be ridiculous for
anyone to predict DX values for the
future.

The prophets of the past have -too
often fallen short of the mark. The
world is growing smaller and smaller
out of all proportion to their vision.
One can only say that amateurs in
those countries where radio is already
taking a strong hold are on the verge
of an era when communication among
citizens of those countries will be as
common as communication among
amateurs in the several states of our
own country.

Blots Out Boundaries,
There is no such thing as east and

west, and north and south are as one
while DX men bound their signals
around the globe. Canadian amateurs
are sending messages across the conti-
nent. The Australians have rubbed
elbows with California. The island of
New Zealand is one of the latest en-
trants into the world amateur fellow-
ship without legal bonds and tugging
for greater contact, a louder CW
twang and a whole lot more punch to
the DX. The American Radio Relay
league is bringing together amateur
transmission all over the world.

Talking Thru Her Hat.
A recent millinery exhibition in Cin-

cinnati had a radio receiving set fas-
tened to a hat. Next they will be
equipping them with transmitters and
talking thru thern.

Amseo Rheostat
2 ohms....$1.35
6 ohms.... LBO

20 ohms.... 1.25
30 ohms.... 1.25
50 ohms.... 1.30
For T nned
Radio - Frequency
or any Circuits
Employing C r i t-
ical Current Ad-
justments.Ask to see the

famous Melco-supreme Tuned Radio -
Frequency Receiver.

For Sale at Your Dealer or Jobber
We manufacture a full line of Radio

Parts and Sets. Send for descriptive
circular.

AMSCO PRODUCTS, Inc.
BROOME and LAFAYETTE STREETS

NEW YORK

Here Amateur Reigns Supreme
Amateur

Records in
Last Year

By BEVERLY DUDLEY.
(9BR and Member A. R. R. L.)

While much has been said about
broadcast reception and improvements
for 1923, comparatively little has been
published on amateur activities. Ama-
teur radio was not without its accom-
plishments during the last year, how-
ever, and many records were made
that would have seemed almost impos-
sible a few years ago. A few of the
most outstanding amateur achieve-
ments for 1923 are reviewed here so
the public may know what the
"hams" are doing.

Probably the best piece of work be-
ing done by amateurs at the present
time is the supplying of a means of
communication to WNP, the radio sta-
tion aboard the Bowdoin. Dr. Mac-
Millan has two complete receivers and
a complete 100 -watt L C. W. transmit-
ter aboard the Bowdoin in his trip to
the arctic, and with this equipment
manages to keep in touch with the
world almost as easily as if he were
in the United States. Entertainment
and news is obtained from the various
broadcasting stations (notably 9XN or
better known as WJAZ), but for com-
munication, Donald I. Mix, WNP's op-
erator depends entirely on American
and Canadian amateurs, who, thru an
efficient system of relaying messages,
handle traffic for the men in the arc-
tic. Mix, by the way, is a "ham"
himself.

Talks to French Amateur.
Beside working WNP, American

amateurs have gone in for some dis-
tance records in the transatlantic
tests recently conducted by the Ameri-
can Radio Relay league. On Nov. 26,
communication was established be-
tween station IMO, the radio station
of Fred Schnell, traffic manager of
the A. R. R. L. at Hartford, Conn.,
and F8AB, owned and operated by
Leon de Loy', Nice, France. The
same night F8AB (the prefix F de-
notes a French amateur radio station)
communicated with 1XAM, the station
of John L. Reinartz, South Manches-
ter, Conn., and for two hours these
three men conversed. Since then
F8AB has been in communication
with American amateurs almost
nightly. All three stations operated
on a wave length of 100 meters, and
as ordinary apparatus was used, the
effectiveness of the short waves was
well demonstrated.

The final report of these tests will
be published at a later date, but it is
reported that more than 160 Ameri-
can amateurs heard thirty-five Euro-
dean amateur transmitters.

F8AB recently figured in a relay
sent from Nice, France, to Etah,
Greenland. This relay established a
world's record. It was the first four -
country relay and it is the longest
amateur relay on record. On the
night of Nov. 27, F8AB sent 1XAM
a message for WNP. Reinartz of
1XAM and 1QP, phoned the message
to S. Kruse, 1HX, who relayed it to
6XAD, Avalon, Cal. From 6XAD it
went to Canadian 9BP, Prince Rupert,
B. C., finally reaching WNP. Ama-
teurs of France, United States, Can-
ada and Greenland were involved in
the relay, which covered a total dis-
tance of 9,565 miles.

In a cartoon, Clyde E. Darr, SZZ,
predicts that in 1930 American ama-
teurs will be communicating with
most of the world, and from the above
it would seem that his prediction is
not so distant after all.

China Hears U. S. Rains.
The Atlantic is not the only ocean

over which signals have been re-ported, however. For quite sometime signals have been reported off
the coast of China and in New Zea-
land. Radio station 4AA of New Zea-
land reports logging about 100 Ameri-
can amateurs, many of which are re-
ceived with great intensity. Japan Is
also in the race, and Mr. Hiroshi
Anod of Tokyo has reported hearing
fourteen amateurs.

An unknown American radio oper-
ator, situated at Tokyo, Japan, recent-
ly sent a message to his mother in
Cambridge, IIl., thru station 7HG of
Tacoma, Wash., marking the firstshort wave two-way communication
across the Pacific.

All the time is not spent in break-
ing records, however, or in communi-
cating with foreign amateurs. Nor-
man R. Hood, 7ZO, has organized a
number of amateurs into an emer-
gency communication unit for the
Santa Fe railroad. These amateurs
will establish reliable communication
for trains in case of storm, floods, or
other emergency where wire lines be-
come inoperative. In establishing this
means of communication, amateurs
will be greatly benefiting the rail-
roads.

The communication of United States
amateurs with foreign amateurs may
not mean any more to most people
than the establishing of a new record,
probably to be broken next month.
Communication across the Atlantic,
the goal at which amateur operators
had aimed for years, has been accom-
plished. The transatlantic tests this
Year have brought sonic new theories
regarding short wave communication
which will be described in QST for
February by S. Kruse, technical ed-
itor of the magazine.

Pence Radio Experts.
New York city police department an-

nounces its force is to be instructed
in radio and will become the best -
trained staff of police radio experts
in the world.

F. W. Dunmore, scientist of the United States 'bureau of standards,
is shown here measuring the wave frequency of e. radio broadcasting
station. These tests are made so that each station may transmit on its
allocated frequency and thus reduce interference.

Amateurs Want
an International
Code Language

HARTFORD, Conn., Jan. 31.-With
the growing interest in private com-
munication among the nations of the
world on short waves by amateur
radio telegraph operators, officers of
the American Radio Relay league are
convinced that the time now has come
wherf amateurs should be giving seri-
ous thought to the adoption of an in
ternational language.

The lack of intimate contact be-
tween citizens of this country and'
those of foreign nations has so far
discouraged the efforts of organiza-
tions to secure recognfton of a com-
mon means of expression. It is pos-
sible that radio will bring about nat-
urlaly and easily what persuasion
and propaganda have been unable to
accomplish.

The short wave tests of the last few
months, resulting in the establishment
of two-way communication between
amateurs in the United States and op-
erators in France, Holland and Eng-
land, have done more than anything
else to -remove the elements of time
and space as obstacles to intercourse
between citizens of these countries.

With the idea in view of gaining
general adoption of an international
language at a time when private com-
munication by radio among citizens
of various nations is becoming com-
monplace, Kenneth B. Warner, sec-
retary of the A. R. R. L., has written
officers of foreign radio clubs asking
for their approval of the use by ama-
teurs of either Esperanto or Ido,
sometimes called Do.

Of the two he believes that Ido
decidedly is the better for amateurs,
both from a grammatical point of
view and because of its vastly more
extensive vocabulary. He states that
the league is prepared to adopt the
latter for amateurs provided it has
the approval of radio men in all of
the other countries. Until then
American slang must prove incompre-
hensible to foreign listeners.

AMATEURS
This Is Your Department

AT THE request of numerous
arnateurs The Post is estab-

lishing a special department for
the key pounders. Its perpetua-
tion depends upon the interest
manifested by the amateurs.

We are particularly interested
in your loggings, hook-ups and
any and all information that will
be helpful to the amateurs.. The
columns of the department are
open for your discussion of any
and all subjects of general in-
terest.

"Best He Has Seen"
RADIATOR POST-The Thursday

Radio magazine section of the Chicago
Evening Post is very good. I consider
it the best radio section of any paper
I have seen. - BEVERLY DUDLEY,
9BR, assistant city correspondent,
American Radio Relay league.

Canadian Government
Plans Radio Beacon

The Canadian gavernment is about
to install a powerful direction -finding
wireless station at Pachena, on the
west coast of Vancouver island, Brit-
ish Columbia, to protect ships of all
nations entering the straiite of Juan
de Fuca en route to American and
Canadian ports. Numerous ship-
wrecks have occurred in this district.
and It is expected that the new radio
beacon will enable vessels to deter-
mine their exact positions in foggy
weather, avoiding many dangerous
reefs thereabouts.

Gets $40,000 for Electron.
The Nobel prize of $40,000 has been

awarded Dr. Milliken of the California
Institute of Technology for his work
in isolating the electron and deter
mining the exact amount of electric-
ity in it.

Eighth District
Works British
for Two Hours

PITTSBURG, Jan. 31.-In the last
two months radio amateurs in one
United States district after another
have succeeded in establishing com-
munication with operators in England,
France and Holland. Now the 8th
district rolls into line with the an-
nouncement here that B. P. Williams,
operator of station 8ZAE in this city,
sat down at his station the other night
and worked British 20D for an hour.

According to latest advices from the
American Radio Relay 'eagle head-
quarters at Hartford, Conn., this
makes the fifth United States district
in which amateurs have communicat-
ed with European operators. The
others are the 1st, 2d, 3d and 9th
districts, Soon after the contact
Williams received the following mes-
sage:

"CongratUlations on connecting the
8th United States district and Great
Britain. Please convey 73's (best re-
gards) to them from the British Radio
Transmitting society. You may be
interested to know that I communi-
cated with 9th district at Marion, Ind.,
yesterday."

The foregoing was signed by the
British call, 20D. The transmitter'at
Williams' station used three five -watt
tubes with only eighty watts on the
plates. The source of supply was a
600 -volt motor generator. The sig-
nals across the ocean were exchanged
on an approximate wave length of
150 meters.

In addition to working British 20D,
Mr. Williams also has received signals
from British 2KL, 2SH, 2LD and 5NN,
French 8AB and the Holland station
PCII. He reported that the last-
named station was easily the loudest
of all the foreign sets worked. The
signals were received on a single cir-
cuit short wave regenerative set with
detector and audio - amplifier. The
contact was made between 12:05 and
12:55 a. m., eastern standard time.

With the consistent development of
extremely short waves for trans-
oceanic transmission with European
countries equally favorable reports
may be expected from the other radio
districts.

McMillan Sends Iceberg
Powel Crosley Jr., recently spoke

from WDAP (Chicago), and asked Dr.
McMillan, the explorer, whose ship is
a few degrees from the North Pole.
for a No. 1 iceberg to be placed in
the yard of his Cincinnati home. A
radiogram from Dr. McMillan saying
he received the order and that the
Iceberg had been shipped, was received
at the Chicago station. By the size
of the piece of ice the iceman brought
to Mr. Crosley's home, he thought the
iceberg must have been carried near
the fire -box of a locomotive.

Aids in Selectivity
One stage of radio -frequency placed

before the tuning unit of any set will
aid materially in making it a more se-
lective one. However, only one stage
-will not increase its range to any
appreciable extent. Two stages will,
and also increase selectivity and the
complications of tuning._

Sextet of Managers.
A voice from the telephone in the

WLW radio station asked for the
manager of the six -piece orchestra,
which had just finished a number. All
six musicians rushed to the phone to
get the message.

CALLS HEARD
Amateurs are invited to send in list

of calla heard. Please write on only
one side of paper and foliose style used
in this department. Address Amateur
Editor, Post Radio Dept., Chicago.

By SAMS, 72 Henry street, San Francisco,
Cal. bet, Bea, 6km, 6om, 6p1, eats. daho.
6beg. Sbeq. (6bge). Obey. (6biq). Sbia.
(6151(s), ably. (6bpz), (6brf), (6brk). 6bvx.
Sobu (Betz): 6cfy. (7bi), 7eb, 7go, 7sw,
The, 7io. 7i3", 7ki, 'nu, 7mi, Inn. 7ei, 7wm.
7ws, 7z1. 77.1, 7zm. 7ads, 7acr, 7bdw.
9amb, 9bjk, 9bum, 9ceu. Anyone hear-
ing my 5 -watt C. W. and lone. pee qsl crd
an( qrk. All ends answered.

Maxim Takes
Sea Trip for
World Relay
NEW YORK, Jan. 31.-With one

of the first private receiving antennas
ever permitted a passenger on board
a vesel bound for Europe and his
cabin snugly equipped with a high-
grade short wave radio set, Hiram
Percy Maxim, president of the Amer-
ican Radio Relay league, left this city
recently on the Belgenland of the
Red Star line after assuring local
radio men that he expected to hear
United States amateurs in the Medi-
terranean.

In other cases where a pastenver
going to Europe has installed a pri-
vate receiving set on board ship, it has
been necessary to arrange fot the use
of the ship's antenna when it was not
required for traffic. Anxious to use
the radio set any time he pleased dtir
ing the voyage, Mr. Maxim. who is t
confirmed amateur radio man, ob
tained permission from the ship own-
ers and the British Marconi company
today to erect an aerial connecting
with his own stateroom.

Keeps in Touch With League.
By prearrangement with the head-

quarters of the A. R. R. L. at Hart-
ford, Conn., Mr. Maxim, intent to
keep in constant touch with league
affairs and will acknowledge receipt
of such messages by means of the ves
sel's regular radio service. Above all
else he will spend. most of his tune
Pftening to American amateur sta-.
tions.

The receiver conditions on the ship
should be such that with very -little
trouble he could hear not only ama-
teurs in the United States, but also
those in England, France and Hol-
land. Should he have difficulty in
hearing messages from American
amateurs when he approa riles .the
other side, arrangements have been
made by which such communications
will be transmitted first to England
and from there relayed hack to him
by amateurs in that country.

Plans World Relay Route.
. Mr. Maxim is looking forward with

a great deal of interest to cruising in
the Mediterranean, radio receiver at
hand, in, order to prove his theory
that the signals of American short
wave amateur transmitting are pene-
trating beyond near European sta-
tions. He will keep in mind a possi-
ble route for an amateur relay around
the world, and will determine if there
are amateurs in Bombay and Cal-
cutta.

The short wave receiving equipment
which he is carrying was designed
by F.5.1-1. Schnell, traffic manager of
the A. R. R. L.

Dead "B" Batteries
One dead "B" battery connected in

the plate circuit of a receiving set will
make you think that there is a lot of
static in the air and at the smile time
make you believe that the set has
"gone wrong." Always test your "B"
batteries with a small high -resistance
voltmeter. 7

You will find the Classified Adver
tisement Section interesting. See
page 15.

, .° STOPS
INTEETERENc:

Have You
Been

Double-
crossed?

An Entertaining Program-
Brr-rr-rr ! ? 1

Another Station Spoiled
Again!

How many times have you been
disappointed when listening to your
favorite station or some especially
goon program because some other
station interfered and drowned it out?
Provoking, isn't it? It is no longer
necessary to be bothered with this con-
tinual annoyance. The FERBFV)
WAVE TRAP tunes out any interiet-
lag station. It makes your set highly
selective and allows you to hear sta-
tions that would otherwise be lost en-
tirely.

Chicago Radio fans are taking to this
easy, inexpensive way of putting their
fingers on the stations they want-the
stations they enjoy. Hundreds of users
report very gratifying results. Come in
and let us show you some testimonials.
Or better yet-equip your set with a
FERBMND WAVE TRAP and stop be-
ing double-crossed by some innocent but
offensive station. Drop- in today at our
factory and take advantage of our
factory price.

Do not be misled by imitations. The
FERBEND WAVE TRAP is the first
inductive as well as the original WAVE
TRAP. It is not assembled haphazardly
from standard parts, but is made up of
special parts designed and manufac-
tured by us for the sole purpose for
which they are used. The FERBEND
WAVE TRAP is mounted on a formica
panel in mahogany finished cabiust,
6x5x6, at $8.50. or unmounted at moo-.
Postpaid to out-of-town customers.

ANY NIGHT is "SILENT NIGHT"
with a FERBEND

Or-/ rnal Wave miter^

Ferbeirtd Electric Company
19 E. South Water St. Chicago
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Opinions of RadiophansToday's Radio Broadcast Menu
Continued from Page 3.

Evening -7:30 D. in., regular concert pro -
cram.

WHAS--Marquette university, Milwaukee,
Wis.; 280 meters:

Wednesdays -At '7:30 p. in. only.
WIAB-Rockford, 1114 252 meters: Mon -

Arty and Friday evenings; Monday evening,
a p, m., MacDonald's Melody Orchestra, in
Meet hits: Friday evening. 8 p. m.. vocal
Ind instrumental selections; Sunday. 12:30
t, in.. religious services by the Rev. Toyk-
mann and choir of the Mission Tabernacle
hurch.
WJAN-Peoria, Uhl 280 meters: Daily ese
opt Sunday.
Day -9 a. m.. live stock market 9:15
In.. weather; 11:30 a. in... Chicago, Peoria

nd at. Louie live stock and grain markets;
30 p. m.. Chicago -end Peoria grain and
seduce markets: 'United States ligtiOSTOMS.
evening -Tuesday and Thursday. special

. ssical program to be announced by radio-
: one.

eitM-Urbana, Die University et Illinois;
;:i meters: 8:50 to 9:30 in.. lectures

news.
Chezles E. 'Motel's&

meters: Wednesday evening schedule.
o p. m.. musical program.

I OUT-OF-TOWN STATIONS I

Eastern Programs.
(Central Time Is Shown.)

KDKA-East Pittsburgh; 326 meters:
Day -8,:45 a. in.. Union live stock market

everts. furnished by the National Stockman
Aid Farmer; 10:56 a. in., Arlington time
-finals: 11 a. me. weather forecast. United
etates bureau of market reports furnished
ey thee National Stockman and Farmer;
. L:10 a. in.. concert by Dauthertre orches-ra. from McCreery's dining -room. Pitts-
' urge Pa.; 5:15 p. me dinner concert by
iie Fort Pitt hotel orchestra. Harry Hoehle.

!Irector.
Evening -6:30 p. m., weekly chat with the
rimers, by Frank E. 'Mullen. radio editor,
stional Stockman and Farmer. Presentes1
inn the Stockman studio; 6:45 p. m., the
'Wren's period: 7:00 p. National Stock-

: se and Farmer market reports: 7:15 p.
sii feature; 7:30 p. m.. concert by the
e A Little Symphony orchestra. Victor
I -k. conductor. assisted by Mrs.' Alton
:cis Davis, contralto and reader; P. V.

itis, barytone Charles Muldowney, pi -
did accompanist: program, selections byK
urehestra; overture. "Bohemian Girl,"

a. "Air de Ballet" Herbert; b, "Sere-
d'Amour," Von Blon; "Valse," Mischa

azici; suite, *est Day in May," Prime
,vin," "Spring Song." "Noontide," La

"On the Steppes of Central Asia,"
...aline; "A Finish Lullaby," Brook; must-

, scenes from "Mi gnon," Thomas; excerpts
'...u're in Love," Friml; contralto solos,
A Dream," Bartlett; "Yonder City,"

- reading, "Taking an Elevator,"
s id "How He Went to His Sister's Wed-
ing" from "A Bad Boy's Diary." Bary-

 me colds, "The Wanderer." Schubert: "To
e Rose," MacFayden. and "Birth of Morn,"
..eoni; piano selections. "Mazurka." Chopin;
:'relucle in E flat minor. Techtorius: 9:55

m., Arlington time signals. Weather fore-
est; 10:30 p. in.. late evening concert.
WBZ-Springfield, Mass.; 337 meters:
Day -10:55 a. m.. Arlington time signals;

ecather reports, Boston and Springfield mar -
et reports 6 p. m., dinner concert by
:BZ quintet.
Evening -6 p. m., "Preparation of Fed.

eil Income Tax Returns," by Thomas Mc -
:wry, tax consultant of Springfield; 6:30

m., bedtime story for the kiddies; farm -
period, letter from the New England

mestead; '7:15 D. m., organ recital by
thur H. Turner, municipal org-aniste trans-

.  ted from the Springfield auditorium;
.5 p. m., Arlington time signals.
CANS-Pitteburg, Pa.; 462 meters:

e y-11:30 a. in., news, weather reports.
ding of program for the day: 2 p.

s.io recital by Fred Rosenfeld. ex -
Five WCAE artist: 2:30 p. in., latest

. s bulletins; 3:30 p. m., stock market re -
es. Sunshine Girl and Uncle "Kaybee":

..130 p. m., dinner concert transmitted from
' alliam Penn hotel.

Evening 0:30 p. m., Uncle "Kaybee": 7
m., silent period: 8:30 p. in., musical

,rogram.
Wis;s&F-New York city; 492 meters:
Day -10 a. in., popular Thursday morn -

dig talks and market reports by American
agriculturist and United States department
if agriculture; 3 to 4:30 p. m., Manhat-
Lan male quartet, and other musical program
0 be announced -

Evening -6 to 11 p. In., midweek services
Ander the auspices of the New York Fed-
eation of Churches: United Cigar Stores
taily sport talk by Thornton Fisher: health
talk by the New York Tuberculosis asso-
dation s R. Huntington Woodman, pianist-
omposer. with Mrs. R. Huntington Wood -

.tan, soprano; Dixie Howell, contralto.
Talk by the Bank of America: Arthur
aillings Hunt, barytone; Minnie Weil, plan -
se Talk by the Olive Oil Association of
America. Columbia Recorders from record -

studio of Columbia Phonograph com-
ity. 8:45 to 9:55 p. in., program follow -

dinner of the Young Men's Hebrew as -
'lion, direct from the Hotel Commodore.
t, 11 p. m., program by Gimbel Broth -
New York city. Vincent Lopez and his
sera. direct from the grill of the Hotel

.nsylvania.
WON -New York city, Lowe's State broad -

"sting station; 360 meters:
1)ay-1:15 to 1:20 p. in. Robert Heldman

singing "You've Got Me and I've Got You":
1:21) to 1:25 D. in., Jack Sheehan singing
'Whose lazy Is He"; 1:25 to 1:30 p.
'Gorge Robinson singing "Josephine"; 1:30
to 1:40 p. m., Robert Heldman singing
'Mississippi Ripples" and "Glad"; 1:40 to
1:50 p. in., Jack Sheehan singing "Say It
with a Ukelele": 1:50 to 2 p. m., Billy
Joyce in piano solos; 2 to 2:15 P. m., Jack
Morriss, tenor, popular songs; 2:45 to 3
p. nt., George Bluden, barytone, singing
"Twelve o'Clock at Night" and others;
3 to 4 p. m., Oreste and his Peek Inn or-
chestra from the Peek Inn restaurant: 4
to 4:10 p. in., Dive Locust Sisters singing
"California. Here I Come" and "That Bran'
New Gal"; 4 to 4:20 p. m., Fritzi Leyttni
tinging "Out There in the Sunshine with
You": 4:20 to 4:30 p. in., Martha Unger,
piano selections.

Evening -9:30 to 9 p. In, Lou Gold's
Wigwam Club orchestra; 9 to 9:10 P. m..
e. B. Curtis, tenor, singing "Foolish Child"
tudelleoney Date All"; 9:10 to 9:20 p. m.,

IC6vins and Clint Sommer singing their
c.vn songs, "Nobody But You," "Otir Home"
nd others; 9:20 to 9:50 p. m., Nacca's
...iety Jazz orchestra; 9:30 to 9:55 p. m..

'lam Berkes singing "Steppin' Out": 9:55
to p..:m., Gertrude Van Denise singing
'Bight Rose"; 10 to 10:10 p. in.. Max

trig singliig "I Wonder Whose Dancing
You Tonight" and "Somebody Wrote,' :

:11:10 to 10:20 p: m., Gertrude Van Mime
pinging "Watehin' the Moon Rise".; 10:20 to
11 p. in., John C. Smith and his orchestra.
alaying dance music.

Weil -Medford Hillside, Mass.; 360 meters:
Dayl1 a,. m., ?election on the Amines

1.12 the Chiekering. Amrad Round Table and
selections on the Brunswick console; 11:40

- a. in., New England weather forecast fur-
aished by the United States weather bureau:
11:45 a. in., closing report on farmers'
produce market report: 4:30 p. in., closing
stock market reports furnished' by "Elmer
H. Bright & Co.. members of the New York
and Boston exchange: dive stock market
reports; epilog -rams furnished by the United
States department of agriculture; 5:15 P. In..
Boston police reports, Boston police head -
Quarters; 5:30 p. in., meeting of the Big
Brut 'R* Amrad club: 7 p. m., evening pro-
gram.

Evening -"Stories for Parents," by the
Children's Aid association entitled "A Modern
Mary Antin" and read by Alfred Whitman.
sineutive secretary; niusical enmedy,"Kicko,"
presented by the American Mutual Athletic
association, Boston.

WFIAZ-Troy, N. Y., 330 meters; This
station broadcasts only on Monday eve-
engs.

WGY-Schenectady, N. Y.; 880 ractees: Si -
1.1 night Wednesday.

n :55 a.. m., time signals; 11:30
stuck market repent: 11:40 a. me

eise ateeket report; 11:45 a. ea., weather

report; 1 p. in., music and address, nun -
boards va. Scenery." Mrs. Edward P. Pres-
sley. president of the Schenectady Federa-
tion of Women's Organizations; 5s.p.
produce and stock market quotations; news
bulletins: 5:30 p. m., dinner music, by Ro-
mano's orchestra, New Kenmore hotel, Al-
bany. N. Y.

EvenliF-6:45 p. Radio
"Duley, by George S. Kaufman. presented
by WGY players; a few moments with new
books. L. L. Hopkins, assistant librarian,
General Electric company: instrumental se-
lection. 'Fragrance,' by Amber. WGY or-
chestra: "Daley, ' a comedy in three acts.
by George S. Kaufman and Mare Connelly.
presented by WGY players. The casts
Dulcinea, Ruth Schilling; Gordon Smith.
her husband. Edward H. Smith: William
Parker, her 'brother. Edward E. St. Louie:
C. Roger Forbes, Jerome Lovenhetm: Mrs.
Forbes, Helen Campbell: Angela Forbes.
Lola Sommers: Scbuyler Van Dyke. Frank
Oliver; Tom Starrett, advertising engineer,
Barrington Havens: Vincent Leach, scenarist.
John Loftus: Blair Patterson, - Charles
Baumes: Henry. Harold Sunde: return en-
casement of Ruth Schilling as guest artist
of WGT players. Act 1 -Mace's home (a
living -room ) in Westchester county within
commuting distance from New York; 5
o'clock Friday afternoon. Instrumental se-
lection, "Pizzicato Polka." from the "Sylvia
Ballet" (Delibes), by orchestra.  Act 2 -Same as act 1 -immediately after dinner the
same evening. Instrumental selection. eCan-
zonetta" (Hollander). by orchestra. Act 3
.-The same -the following moraine % Beams
mental selection, "Penseroso" (Betts). by
orchestra.

WORT -buffalo; 319 meters:
Day -9:45 a. m.. weather forecast for

Buffalo and western New York: 11 -a. in.,
weather, produce and live stock market
reports; 11:30 a. in., organ, dining -room,
Hotel Steller, George Albert Bouchard: 1:30
p. m., dosing prime of Chicago Board of
Trade; 2:30 p. in., closing prices of New
York Stock exchange; 3 p.m.. tea -time mu-
sic, Palm room. Hotel Stetter, Miss Martha
Gomph, harpist; Miss Catherine Stang, vio-
linist; 5:30 p. in,, dinner music. Vincent
Lopez. Hotel Stetter Dance orchestra.

Evening -6:30 p. in., digest of the day's
news: second broadcasting of all daily re-
ports; industrial employment bulletin; the
American boy story; 8:45 p. m., ballroom.
Hotel Stetter; banquet of the Canadian Lum-
bermen's association,

WJY-New York City; 405 meters: Tues-
day. Thursday, Friday. 6:30 to 1.0:30 p.
Sunday, 1:30 to 4:30 p. m., and 7 to 9:30
p.

Evening -6:30 p. m., Freda Williams. so-
prano, accompanied by Creighton Allen;
7:15 p. m., Wilbur C. Whitehead, "Auction
Bridge"; 7:30 p. m., concert by Paul Specht
and his Alamac Hotel orchestra, from the
WJY studio.

Wre-New York city; 455 meters: No
silent night.

Day -4 p. m., Avy La Skere, noted double -
voice entertainer; 4:30 p. in., closing reports
of the New York state department of farms
and markets; faint and home reports: clos-
ing quotations of the New York Stock ex-
change; foreign exchange quotations: Eve-
ning Post 'news.

Evening -6 P. M. "Jack Rabbit Stories,"
by David Cory; 6:30 p. in., New York uni-
versity radio extension course lecture: 7
p. in., the world's work; 7:15 p. m.. eve-
ning organ recital played by Dr. Alexander
Russell on the Wanamaker organ; 8 D. in.,
Anne Lewis Pierce of the New York Tribunes
institute; 8:15 p. m., joint recital by Erna
Korn, contralto, and Hely Spielter, pianist;
9:15 p. m., Jimmy Moores popular proeram:
9:30 p. in., dance program by the -Hotel
Commodore orchestra, under the personal
direction of Bernhard Levitow, direct from
the Hotel Commodore.

WOO --Philadelphia; 509 meters: -Silent
Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Sat-
urday eveniz:gs.

Day -10 a. m., grand organ; 10:30 a, in,,
United States weather forecast: 10:55 a. in,.
United States naval observatory time sig-
nals; 11 a. m., luncheon music by the Tea
Room orchestra; 3:45 p. in., grand organ
and. trumpets; 4 p. m., sport results and
police reports,

Evening --Silent.
WOR-Newark, N. J.; 405 meters:
Day -1:30 p. m., Paula Nodino in, piano

selections; ,program, "Etude in E Minor"
(Chopin), 'Prelude in G. Maim" (Rach-
maninoff); 1:45 p. in., soprano solos by
Mrs. Ralph W. Bird; 2 p. m., talk by Maude
Wetmore. fosterer of the minimum wage
and forty -eight -hour law; 2:15 p. in.. "From
Society Matron to Business Woman." by
Mrs. R. L. Douglas; 2:30 p. continua.
tion of piano selections by Paula Nodine,
"Polonaise in C Minor" (Chopin), "Hun-
garian Dance in G Minor" (Brahms); 2:45
p. in.. soprano solos by Mrs. Ralph W.
Burn 5:15 p. m., "music while you' dine,"
Wellmont theater of Montclair. N. J.. pre-
sents Walter Feidkant, Alan Moran and Carl
Good in a piano recital: 5:30 D. in., "music
while you dine" featured by Tom Cooper's
Country Club orchestra.

WRC-Washington, D. C.; 469 meters: Si-
lent Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday eve-
nings.

Day -2:00 p. m., fashion developments of
the moment, prepared by Women's Wear.
2:10 D. ni., song recital by Ellen J. Roman.
soprano; 2:25 p. m., current comments by
the editor of the Review of Reviews; 2:35
p. in., piano recital by Ethel Grant; 2:50
p. in., Bradatrect's financial report; 3:0,0
p. in., the Magazine of Wall Street; 4:15
p. instruction in international code; 6:00
p. m., children's hour, by Peggy Albion.

Even i ng-Sil t.
WRIV-Tarrytown, N. Y. 273 meters;
Evening -8 p. m., Westchester county po-

lice reports,
WDAR-Philadelphia. Pa,; 395 meters?'
Day -10:45 a, m.. daily alamanac; 11:02

a. me organ recital from the Stanley thea-
ter; features from the studio; Arcadia Con-
cert orchestra. Fery Sarkozi, director; 1 to 2
p. in., Arcadia Concert orchestra -artist re-
cital from the studio; 3:30 p. in., Woman's
club hour.

Evening -0:30 p. m., Dream Daddy with
the boys and girls.

Midwest Programs.
WCAL-Northfield, Minn., St. Olaf college,

P. Skifter. director; Ellu Hjertass, program
director; 360 meters.

Evening -9 p. 121., program by St. Olaf
college students. Ruby Jacobson, Story
City, Iowa, pianist; Arita Man. Northwood,
N. D. soprano; Palmer Myron, Alpena, S. D.,
violinist;' Robert Walledon. Chicago, ac-
companist; "Meadow Brook" (MaeDowell),
'Uncle Remus" (MacMewell). by Miss Jacob-
son; "0 Sleep Why Dost Thou Leave Me"
(Handel), "The Lass with the Delicate Air"
(Arne). by Miss Njaa; "Simple Aveu"
(Thome), "To Spring" (Grieg). -by Mr.
Moran; "Deep River" (Fischer), "Slumber
Song" (Gretchaninoff), "In Winter I Get
Up at Night" (Nevin), "Of Speckled Eggs"
(Nevin), by Miss Mae: "Bagatelle in C"
(Beethoven), "Bagatelle in E Flat" (Bee-
thoven). by Miss Jacobson.

WCX-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters:
Day -1 m., news .bulletins; 1:15 p.

stock quotations; 1:20 p. in., Rev. Gains
Glenn Atkins, D. D., speaker; a twenty -min-
ute explanation of the international Sunday
school lesson; 1:50 p. in., government
weather forecast; 3:15 p. in., music; 5
p. an.. dinner concert, broadcast from Hotel
TuEvlleenr.ing_c;

p. m., musical program.
WJAX-Cleveland; 390 meters: Silent every

night except Tuesday and Thursday. '

Eve g-11 p. in., Hark, Hark, the Lark
I (Schubert -Liszt) and "Witches' Dance"
I t law:Dowell). piano solos, Mrs. Ada Morris
11-laetings; -Hebrew Melody" (Bantock), "By
the Brook- (Fischer) and "Concert Gavotte"
I Schlemuller), cello solos, Mrs. Gertrude
Heaeox Stover; "Recitative and Aria" (De-
bussy), Miss Prudence Fish; "Intermezzo"
(Schutt). "The Swan" (Saint-Saengs and
'-Scherzo" (Van Goens), cello solos, Mrs.
Gertrude Heacox Stover: "Charity" (Rage-
nitum ), "My Lovely Celia" (Old English)
and "The Brown Bird Sings" (Haydn Wood),
Miss Prudence Fish; "Waltz Caprice"
(Strauss-Tausig), piano solo, Mrs. Ada Mor-
ris Hastings; 9 p. m., "Mama Loves Papa,"
-Home in Pasadena," Born Bom" and
"Raggedy Ann," fox trot; "I Love You,
Dear," waltz; "Walk, Jenny, Walk," "Ohl
Gee Oh! Gosh," "Arcady," "I Love You"

111 and policing Honeymoon;" fox net; "Love

Is waltz; "Love I a Fleivress!"Soody Stale My Gale' 'nga. Awhile."
"Lovesr Came Back" "Sahara Rem"
"Buddha Smiles" ,and "Sleep." fox trot.

WLAG-Minneapolis, Munn 417 meters:No silent nights.
:30 to 9:45 a. in.. announcements;10:4 to 11:15 a. me household hints;11:3 a. in. to 12 ne, surprise program:

2 to 2:30 D. in,, woman's club how' "Elec.
tricity and Its Uses in the Home." H. A.
Dahl; weekly dancing lesson, Tess Cooper-
man; 4 to 4:30 p.tn.. story reading, "Abe
Lincoln's First Circus" (Babcock). by Mil-
dred Simons; 6:30 to 6 p. tin. children'sstories by Eleanor Poehler.

Evening -6 to 6:15 p. in., weekly talk on
dogs, Dr. J. S. Dick Jr.; 6:15 to 7 p.
George Osborn's Minneapolis Athletes Club
orchestra; 7:30 to 8:16 p. in.. farm leesBum, "What Will Congress Do to theRailroads," M. is Countryman.

WLW--Cineinnati; 309 meters: SilentFriday and Saturday.
Dar -10:30 a. in., weather fo cast andbusiness reports; 1:30 p. m., business re.porta; 3:00 p, in., market reports; 4:00

D. In., piano selections by Adelaide ApfeL
Even -10 D. in., the Cincinnati Om-servatory trio: H. Eerie* violinist: 'Arthur

Bowen. cellist; Thomie Prevent Williams,
Mendelasehrt trio: Allegro. Andantes

Sherze, Finale; 10:30 p. in. the Ceseirmad
Zither quartet, Ruth Hobo, Charles Hobe,
A. Roerich and L. Wegerte selections. 'The
Woodlawn Inn," and two trios with violin
obligator "Only You," and "Divided ,Soe.
news." 1.1:00 p. ne, e.ella Lesnar's Ladies'
Dance orchestra, playier: "Only a Baby, '"Pepkin." "Dear Old Georgia Mama.'
"Bobbed Haired Bimbos." and other numbers.rdeased by the National Association ofBroadcastees, 1265 Broadway, New Yet*city.

WOC-Davenport, Iowa; 481 meters: Silent
Tuesdays.

Day -10 a. m.. opening market quotations:
10:55 a. in., time signals: 11 a, in., weather
and river forecast; 11:05 a, in., market quo-
tations; 12 noon. chimes concert: 2 p. en-closing stocks and markets; 3:30 re me
educational program and concert: 6:45 p. in,,
chimes concert: 6:30 p. m., Sandman's visit.

WSAI-Clneinnatl, United States Playing
Card Company; 309 meters. TuesdaY. Thinsday,

Saturday evenings.
Evening -8 p. in., musical program;9 p. in., address, "Recent Tendencies

in American History," Prof. Beverly Bond,
history department, University of Cincin-nati; 9:15 p. in., instrumental and vocalnumbers.

WTAM-Cleveland; 390 meters: Broad-casts only Wednesday and Saturday eve-nings at 7 to 8 p.
WWJ-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters: SilentSaturday.

orchestra, dance music by thane Gold-kett's broadcast from Gray-stone ballroom.
Evening -Silent.
WOI-Ames, Iowa, Iowa State college;360 meters.

,Southwest PrOgraMS.
KSD-St. Louis; 546 meters: Silent Fri-

day.
Day -Opening, midsession and closing quo-

tations on the St. Louis grain markets; live
stock conditions:_, Liverpool and New York
cotton market; New York stocks, bonds and
money market; metal markets, weather re.
ports, forecast and news bulletins are broad-
cast at 8:40, 9:40, 10:40, 11:40, 12:40.
1:40, 2:40 and 4 daily.

i Evening -8 p. m., broadcasting concertof the St. Louis Symphony orchestra, Ru-
dolph Ganz conductor; lgnaz Friedman,
pianist, soloist, given at the Odeon.

WBAP-Fort Worth, Texas; 476 meters:
Day -10 a. in., to 4 p. in., markets and

financial review.
Evening -7:30 to 8:30 p. in., concert by

the old-time fiddlers of Burleson, Texas
(E. L. 0. announcing); 9:30 to 10:45 p. m.,
concert by the Masonic Home orchestra. pre-
senting an opera (0, C. A. announcing).

WDAF-Kansas City, Mo,; 441 meters;
Day -3:30 to 4:30 p. in., musical mati-

nee; D. Ambert Haley's Dance and Concert
orchestra,

Evening -6 to 7 p. in.. Imbed of the air:
piano tuning -in number on the duo -art;
marketgram, weather forecast, time signal
and road report; address, speaker from the
William Jewell college, Liberty. Mo.: ad-dress, speaker on "Cancer Week"; ,the chil-
dren's story and information period; music.
mFruitezhiebilaeanhle:in11:4T5rpiaamon tlEnsemb!le...

night-hawkhawk frolic; the "Merry Old Chief"andthe
Coon -Sanders Novelty Singing orchestra.Plantation grill, Hotel Muehlebach; pipe
organ recital by Miss Norma Mannering of
the Newman theater.

WFAA-Dallas, Texas: 147 meters: Silent
Wednesday.l03l:

liar -10:30 a. in. United States weather
bureau report and forecast and C. A. M. A.
A. highway condition bulletin for the south-
west followed by Dallas produce market QUO.
Unions. early cotton market report and Wall
street review: 12:30 p. nee address; 2:30
to 2:45 p. m., Dallas live stock market, late
general markets, sport news; 3:30 to 4 D. In.:
agriograms, health bulletins. Texas markethews; 5:30 to 6 p. in., bedtime story and
fairy tale, told by Miss Mary C. Toonoy.

Evening -8:30, music.
WGV-New Orleans; 359 meters,
WILLS -Louisville; 400 meters: Silent Mon-

days,
Day -4 to 5 p. m., selections by the Wal-

nut theater orchestra; Walter Davison. con-
ductor; selections by the Strand theater or-
chestra, Harry S. Currie, conductor.

Evening -9 to 10:30 p. in., music.
WHB-liansas City, Mo; 411 meters; Si-

lent Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Day -8:25 to 8:30 a. in., estimated live

stock receipts; 9:25 to 9:40 a. in., live stock,
grain quotations; 10:25 to 10:40 a. in..
live stock, grain quotations. weather and
shippers forecast, road conditions and for-
eign exchange; 11:25 to 11:40 a. in.. livestock, grain quotations; 12:25 to 12:35
p. m., live stock, grain quotations; 12:35 to

p. m., popular musical program: "You're
From Kentucky," "Sure as You're Born,"
"San." "No. No, Nora." "Arcady," "Last
Night on the Back Porch," selection from
"Tangerine. (Sanders). Sweeney Radio or-
eltestra; "The Daley Chain," (Wheeler),
Sweeney Radio orchestra; "Gitanilla Suite."
"Les Romani," Sous les Etoiles," "Petite
Marche," "Valse Bohem" (Tacpme). by Swee-
ney Radio orchestra. Saxophone trio -"The
West, a Nest and You," Floyd Estee., Roy
Sanford, Thomas MeCluskey. Three Hebrew
melodies: "Hebrew Song," (Rimsky-Korsa-
kow)., "Orient Chant" (Moussoresky). "He-
brew' Dance." (Karganoff ). by Sweeney
Radio orchestra: "Roses. of Picardy."
(Wood). by Sweeney Radio orcbestra: 3to 3:05 p. information from the United
States weather bureau; 3:05 to 3:20 p. in.,
grain ma ti review; '7 to 7:30 p. m., edu-
cational 1  am: saxophone duet, selected.
Floyd Es' -p. Roy . Sauford. Address on
"Better Homes and Buildings." auspices of
Better Homes Exhibit; piano solo. "Sub-
merged Cathedral" (Debussy). by George
Parrish; talk from the department of agri-
culture; piano duet. selected; George Par-
rish, Floyd Estop; 8 to 9 p. in.,selected and
classical and popular music an instrumental
solos by the Sweeney Radio orchestra.

11-3it',-Memphis; 500 meters: Silent Wed-
nesday.

Day -Stocks and news every half hour
from 9 a. m.. to 10 p. m.

Evening -8:30 p. in.. the Chisca Hotel
Philharmonic orchestra appearing in their
weekly recital.

WSII-Atiasea, Ga., Atlanta Journal; 429
meters:

Day -5 p. in., news, market and message
by C. V. Hohenstein, secretary of the auto-
mobile association; 5:30 p. in., kiddie pro-
gram anti Burgess bedtime story by Miss
Bennie Bardhardt.

Evening -8 to 9 p. m., concert from the
Wesley Memorial church; 10:45 p.
:ranscontinental radiowl entertainment by
members of the Mexico City Y. M. C. A.
basket -hall team

WOAI-San Antonio, Texas; 385 meters:
Silent nights, Mondays. Wednesdays and
Thursdays.

Day -5 p. in.. twilight concert by Vick
Myers Melody orchestra; news, markets and
talk on birds by Atlanta's "Bird Lady."
Mrs. Ed Smering; 5:30 p. in.. kiddie pro-
-gram and Burgess bedtime story by Miss
Bonnie Barnhardt.

Evening --8 to 9 p. in., musical entertain -

"MERE ARE TWO SIDES." ETC,
RADIO EDITOR: Tour Radio Magazine

completely Satisfies me, and I look forward
to Its receipt every Thursday.

Strange that several readers have writ-
ten to you complaining of WJAZ. I live
within eight blocks of that station.

Tuesday night the announcer read an at-
tack on Anti -Saloon league and the nine-
teenth amendment as given by some "wet"
congressman. I have never heard them
make any "news" announcements before, ex-
er.gt after midnight Wednesday. The "World
Crier" gives us plenty of that.

Wednesday night WJAZ announced that
they were going to drop down to 365 wave
length at 1 a. m., because their McMillan
news bulletin broadcasts were being in-
terfered with by stations in Ireland. Gee -
many, France and Sweden.

Several weeks ago they requested the
Canadian stations to remain silent for the
same reason.

I can tune every Chicago station out en-
tirely, except them. I don't believe they
stay on their &noted wave length, as many
times I think I have them tuned out, only
to have them come in and out again.

Their programs, except in spots, do not
make me like them, nor do any of my friends
speak a kind word for them, -

Why do the governinent officials, against
ail rules of broadcasting, allow this sta-
tion to continually advertise their own mer-
chandise, WhY'llet let other makers, too.
get this same publicity. .

No reason in the world for allowing this
station to annoy us four straight hours and
more every evening when we are so anxious
to get some of the wonderful programs of
the other Chicago stations,

Why don't they pattern after the good
*Sportsmanship shown by WDAP. WMA2
and KYW when opera or other great events
are given us. by remaining silent?

I checked up one night this ,week andfound that almost one hour and three-quarters of the four hours ,broadcast was
taken up be the annenmeer patting himself
and the station on the baek. . --

I dare -you to put this tip to Your readers
to vote on.

In short, I want to add my name and my
many radio .friends (names on request) to
emir list of protestors. In fact, the more I
think of the many interesting programs from
other local stations they have spoiled in this
third largest city in' the world where are lo-
cated probably one -sixth of all the radio
listeners in America. the more I wonder that
inflbential papers like The Post, News,
American and Tribune do not go to the front
and give us some relief. They are exceeding
their rights. Nothing wrong with my set.
Don't intend to substitute a "Zenith," for it
is so I can be sure to tune WJAZ out when
I want to. I'll probably get still further dis-
gusted and call my radio enjoyment off at
10 p. in. every night. -H. H. OLSON, 522
South Clintone Street, Chicago.

(EDITOR'S NOTE -And yet. Friend Olson.
the writer knows of several owners of re-
ceiving sets even closer to WJAZ than you
who have no difficulty tuning this station
out at any and all times. We cite YOU to
one owner, T. E. Hamilton, 5959 Magnolia
avenue, who is just about the same distance,
on a direct line, from WJAZ, as you are.
To our own knowledge he has pulled in
Havana. Cuba, while all the local stations
were on the air, WJAZ included. And, fur-thermore, two weeks before he had never
tuned a set in his life. Let us call your at-
tention to the helpful articles last week
and this week in our new department, "Home
Radio- Operation." Perhaps you can find a
suggestion there that will make you as con-
tented with your receiver and WJAZ as you
are with The Post Radio section. Here's
hoping, anyway.)

INTERFERENCE IN EVANSTON.
RADIO EDITOR: I noticed in your Radio

Magazine that it was a violation to send
code by an amateur between 10:30
D. in. There is a party living near me who
is sending code during these hours which
always bothers the concerts from the broad-
casting stations for listeners -in. If you willgive me 'the address of the department of
commerce I would be very thankful.

I certainly enjoy every page of your Radio
Magazine section. It is just as good as the
high-priced monthly magazines. Keep up the
good work. -FRANK PETERSON, 1935 Dar-
row Avenue, Evanston,

(EDITOR'S NOTE -Are you quite sure this
interference is not caused by the Great Lakes
station, or even some of the ships at sea
who'work on broadcast wave bands? They
come in mighty hard sometimes. Write Radio
Inspector Beale. Federal Building, Chicago.
He looks after the 9th district complaints -

Pr IS IN THIS ISSUE,
RADIO EDITOR: Like Mr. Jacobson. I am

very much interested in the miners' super -
dyne. In your Dec. 27 issue you stated that
this circuit was being given a thoro test in
The Chicago Evening Pest's radio expert:
mental laboratories, and a report on its ac-
tions, details of construction and notes on
operation would appear in an early issue.

I have been waiting very patiently for this
article, but up to date have not seen same.
I am very sure that it would be greatly ap-
preciated by all interested if you could ad-
vise when this information will appear. -E.
GUIBAULT, 2640 North Hamlin Avenue.

WELL, WELL, HERE'S PRAISE!
RADIO EDITOR: I read in your Radio

Magazine complaints from different phone
about this or that station interfering with
their DX.

Isn't it time that these knockers get next
to themselves and realize that it isn't the
station's fault if they can't cut out its in-
terference?

In this week's issue one says: "I can get
hundreds of petitions for this station, pre-
sumably WJAZ, to close down six days a
week. I live five blocks away, and have
not heard of any set that can tune them
out."

Let me tell you something. Mr. Knocker:
"Chicago owns five different stations, and
some one or other has to live near some
station. While it is (presumably) WJAZ

went, sponsored by Mrs. Elizabeth Reeves
Andrews. 'soprano: 10:45 p. in.. transcon-
tinental Radiowl entertainment, presenting
the Foot -Warners Dance orchestra.

WHAH-Galveston, Texas; 360 meters:
Pacific Coast Concerts.

EGO -Oakland, Cal., General Electric
company; 312 meters:

KDZE--Seattle, Wash; 455 meters: Silent
nights, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Sundays,

Eel/lit-San Francisco; 509 meters:
Evening Music.
Day -1 p. in., weather forecast.
KGW-Portiand, Ore., Portland Oregonian;

492 meters,
Day -1 p. in.. weather forecast; 5:30

p. me woman's story program; installment
of "The Midlander," by Booth Tarkington.

Evening -9:30 p. in., weather forecast and
market reports; 10 p. in., one -act plays by
Red Lantern Players; 12 p. m. dance music
by George Olsen's Metropolitan orchestra of
the Hotel Portland: violin solos by Marie
Chapman MacDonald,

KI1J-Los Angeleseir305 meters;
Evening -10:45. 11:30 p. in. to 1 a. in.
KPO-San Francisco; 425 meters 500

watts: Crair F. Morrison, station director;
Ada Morgan O'Brien, program director. Fri-
day night silent.

p. in., time signals from the naval
observatory: 3 to 4 p. In, Rudy Sieger s
Fairmount Hotel orchestra, by remote con-
trol.

Evening -8 to 9 D. in., dinner concert by
George Lipschultz and music masters from
the Loewe' Warfield theater. Marie Wallam.
soloist; 10 to 11 p. tn., Herold Montague
Schulteis at the console of the Robert Mor-
ton organ; 11 to 12 m., a delightful pro-
gram will be prmented by some talented
artists, Eleanor Clarke Boyle, soprano. ac-companted by Eugene Knotts; Ray Johns,
basso, accompanied by Charles Greenwood.
and other instrumental numbers; a short
talk on "The Community Guest," by Rob-
ert Newton Lynch; 12 M. to 1 a. in., Pal-
aceeHotel Dance orchestra, by wire te-
lephony. '

that bothers you. there's WDAP and KM
that bother me.

There is WMAQ which plays =fortunate
tricks for some other unfortunate 'DX..

11 each one of us should petition our re-
spective interfering station to close down,
then we will have no local stations.

Better move to some suburb and escape
your interference. The station that
wish .to petition to close down has
MILLER

Programa, to my estimatinP.1
MILLER. 1252 North Campbell Avenue.

A FAIR, SQUARE ANALYSIS.
RADIO EDITOR: Your article in the

Jan. 17 issue of The Post, re air =..gi
everybody a fair and square an
show, to those using the receiving sets
it is so necessary that they must be nn
ish, and try to learn to tune better, and
improve their own seta. Everybody
realize that position.

And now I wish to explain where that ER -
selfish spirit should end.

When a fairly selective three -tube
which has had no trouble tuning in or
any One Chicago station (while all the
meat powerful were in operation) is nowe
or was last week (ThursdaY), unable to tune
out KYW on the 180 degrees of the inducts
ante and capacity dial& then I think it le
doing an injury to broadcasting. Formerly.
KYW tuned clear and sharp.

WMAQ also at times is all around the dial
during recent weeks and WDAP has ewe*
taken up plenty of the dial space, but never
the whole of it, err it appears as the tW
former two stations are endeavdring to g
onemi
receive

betterthanits neitgeehtbso.ra. Hope yo

I believe there should be limitation ne
the number of stenos. broadcasting at the
one time. Also as to broadness of their
tuning on a good selective tube set.

Tour Radio Magazine is Just one wonder-
Mon of radio gems.-W.J. HER-

BERT, 229 North Sacramento BI3ulevart

WELL, SHALL WE PRINT ITT
RADIO EDITOR: There are a large num-

ber of old navy operators in Chicago who
used to copy press and dispatches on high -
power wave lengths (above 8.000).

I am sure it would be to your advantage
to include in your magazine at some future
date instructions for the construction of a
radio set of unlimited range, or, at least.
up to 27,000 metters. You might mention
such an idea in your magazine and see It
any favorable letters are received. -RADIO
READER.

SUBMITTED TO READERS.
RADIO EDITOR: I wonder if one of your

radiophans could tell me at what station
Harvey G. Gale appeared Sunday evening
at 6:30 p. in., Jan. 20, as I missed the
call signals when he was signing off. I
think your Radio Magazine is great. Keep
up the good work, -A. J. BAKER, 3207
South Wells Street.

SUPER -HETERODYNE BLUE PRINTS..
RADIO EDITOR: Will you please advise

me where I can obtain blue prints and in-
structions: also list of parts and accessories
for the Armstrong super -heterodyne eleven -
tube set described in your article Jan. 24?

Allow me to extend the congratulations of
myself and a dozen friends on the best
radio article for the mystified public ever
published. Your radio magazine heads the
list. -V. LAMONT, 201 South LaSalle Street.
care Halsey, Stuart & Co.

(EDITOR'S NOTE -Most any radio dealer
sells blue prints, and very likely of the dr-
cuit you speak.)

Universal
Panel as a

Cockaday
Continued from Page 11.

ary and absorption windings must be
at least six inches long. The tube
containing the antenna load winding
must be approximately two inches in
diameter.

The secondary coil is connected di-
rectly across the variable condenser
illustrated at the left of the tuner.
One side of the condenser and coil goes
to the grid or G terminal of the ter-
minal strip on the detector and two-
step amplifier.

The other connection of the Con-
denser goes to the plate or P and B
of the terminal strip.

A wire from the ground terminal
is run to the filament or F terminal.

If the set should be troubled with
body capacity, grounding tbe rotor of
the .condenser of the absorption cir-
cuit will give relief. This connection
is shown in the illustration at X.

In the diagram of the detector and
two-step amplifier a slight change is
necessary to adapt it for use with
the four -circuit tuner.

In place of the grid leak as illus-
trated a .00025 grid condenser should
be inserted. The grid leak should be._
connected from the grid terminal of
the socket to the F terminal on the
terminal strip or to the negative A
lead.

Honeycomb Coils Next.
Beginning with next week's article

I will commence describing and illus-
trating circuits employing honeycomb
coils.

To avoid a shortage of three -coil
mountings I would advise purchasing
early if you have not already obtained
one.

Experimenting and building circuits
of honeycomb coils is a most fascinai:
ing and economical way of adapting
various circuits. On account of the
flexibility in the handling of all wave-
lengths and the possibilities of us-
ing honeycomb coils for the develop-
ment, of new circuits and the effici-
ency and low losses of that particular
type, whether honeycomb or duo -later-
al, they should form a desirable part
of every amateur's accumulation of
apparatus.

Radio Doctors, Inc.
Buy Your Radio Parts Here
-We Will Build Your Set

RADIO DOCTORS, Inc.
MASTER RADIO BUILDERS

504-South State Street -504
Only One Door to 504
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12 tube, using the circuit which I have
submitted minus one-step:

CFAC, CFCA, CKCK, KDKA. KFDY, KFEL,
KFFB, KFI, KFIX, KFJK, KFJX, KFKB,
RFKX, leGW. KELT, KLX, KI2, KOP, XPO,
KQV, KSD, KYW. PWX. WAAF, WAAP,
WAAL, WAAK, WABA WAAW, WEAD,
WBAH, WEAR, WBAP, WBAV, WBAY,
WBAV, WBAY, WBU, WBZ, WCAE, WCAH,

think brother is the proper term, because WCAL. WCAP, WCAR. WCA .
they are both offsprings of the three -circuit WCBD, WCE, WCK, WCIL WDAF, WDAJ,
family), got its dates twisted -last Thurs- WDAR, WDAP. WDT. WEAF. 'WEAN.
day night (Dec. 27) and thought it was WEAO, WEB, WFAR, WFI, WGAL. WGM,
silent night. When we first tuned in some WGR, WGF, WGY, WHAA, WEAR, WEAK
IIIIM Was singing' "Stilly Night," and I guess WHAS, WHAZ, WHA, WEB, WHIL WIAO,
that accounts for the mistake. WIAL WIAR WIAS, WIP, WJAD, WJAN,

Yes, sir I As far as old DX Flyer was
concerned it was silent night, for it went
tight ,thru every local station and brought
ki thirty-three .out-of-town stations.

Following is a complete logging of sta-
tions tuned in at listening -in station ICJ on
Tilursday. Dec. 27, 1923:

6 :15-WOAW (Omaha) , Robert Melody
Boys.
-0:20-WLAG (Minneapolis), music from
athletic -association.
0:22-WDAP' (Kansas City), road reports.
8:24-WOR (Newark), orchestra, "I Loved

Ber;' etc.
6:35-KDKA, East Pittsburg. market re- SOME RECORD, WE'D SAY I '

garbs,
6 :36-WOC (Davenport) . "Sandman"

story..

6:45-WGY (Schenectady), talk on "Ma-
Jongg."

7:05-WWJ (Detroit), emir, "Love Has
WIngre."

7:10-WEAK' (New York), talk, "Hunting
the Go ill "

7:15-WCAP (Washington), selection ft am
(Tongue Twister). -om regenerative sets that could get tance.

Well, here's a little competition. I have a
7:25-W1T -(Philadelphia). Boy Scout pro- three -circuit regenerative tuner with two

gram steps of audio amplification. with a loud
s7ei0380-e ,,W321:8 (74Milaa CRY) "Mighty Lak speaker. Fifty per cent of these stations

77.33_weAx (Cleveland), overture from were heard on the loud speaker. It is also
"The Flying Dutchman." a home-made receiver. Your Radio Maya-

7:40-WHAS (Lonieville), orchestra, "I Cry zine can't be beat. Keep up the good work.
Myself to Sleep Over You." 2XI, Schenectady, N. Y.; WGY, Schenectady,

7:42-WCX (Detroit), Cornell University N. Y.; KDKA, East Pittsburg. Pa.; WJZ.
Glee club. Newark, N. J:; WOR, Newark, N. J.; WLW,,

e :55_.._wegAp (port worth), piano mole Cincinnati; WHK, Cleveland; WHAS, Louis-7;56-WBAP
classical). villa; WBT, Charlotte. N. C,: WSB, Atlanta;
8:20-WIA0 (Ifilwankee). announcing. WGM, Atlanta; WEE, Memphis. Tenn:: NOW,
1i:35-VITAS (Elgin). orehestra. eLouts.. Anicostia, D. C.: WRC, Washington, D. C.;

e ille Lou." WWJ, - Detroit. Mich.: KOP, Detroit, Mich.;
8:45-WNAC (Boston), soprano solo, WLAG, Minneapolis; RCP, Detroit. Mich.;

"Aria" (in French). WJAP, Duluth. Minn.; WAAK, Milwaukee;
9:05-WBZ (Springfield), time signals. WIAO, Milwaukee; WCAY, Milwaukee;
0:05-wots (Kansas my), orchestra, ei WEAO, Columbus, Ohio: WOK, Indianapolis:

love You." WLK, Indianapolis: WOC, Davenport; W01.
9 :10-WCAL (Northfield). vocal see, Ames, Iowa; WEIR Kansas City, Mo.; VVEL,

dons. Anthony, Kan.: WDAV, Muskogee, Okla.:-
, 9:20-KSD (Dallas). signing off. WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas; ViTAA, Dallas.

9:25-KSD (St. Louis), University Glee Team; RTAF, Denver, Colo.; KLZ, Denver,
dub. Colo.; KFAM. Denver, Colo.; KFEL, Den

9:35-eeme (Memphis), announcing re... vex.. Colo.; WAAP, Wichita, Kan.; WIAA
men of telegrams. Waupaca, Wis.; WPAH, Waupaca, Wis.

9,45-WpaR (Minneapolis), orchestra, KHJ, Los Angeles. Cal.; WHAZ, Troy, N. Y.
"No. No, Nora." WSY. Birmingham, Ala.: CJCG. Winnipeg
9 :55-KLZ (Denver) , announcing "Same Manitoba: CFCA, Toronto, Ontario; WBZ

o ne hiding behind piano," etc. Springfield, Mass.: PWX. Havana,. Cuba
11:10-WLW (Cincinnati), sacred songs WMC, Memphis, Tenn.; WCAE, Pittsburg

* Choralsociety. WOAN, Lawrenceburg, Term.; WTAS, El
11:20-KOP (Detroit), orchestra, popular gin, Dl.: FRE, Urbana, Ill.: WOAA, Ard

selections. more, Okla.: WMAK, Lockport, N. Y.
11:45-WTAM (Cleveland). testing, "Kis, WHA, Madison. Wis.: WHAD, MilwaukeeBe Again.", KFI. Los Angeles; WBAV, Columbus, Ohio
12 :15-KFI (Los Angeles), violin soles. 1! WAAC. New Orleans, La.: KGW, Portland

"Meditation " "Memories," '. Ore.; WOAW, Omaha, Neb.; WGAR, Port
Smith, Ark.: WGR, Buffalo. N. Y.; WGAY
Madison, Wis.; WCK. St. Louis: KSD, St.
Louis; WOS, Jefferson City. Mo.; KPO, San
Francisco: ErKV, Milford, Kan.: CKCK
Regina, Saskatchewan; WCAH, Minneapolis
WOO, Philadelphia; WFL Philadelphia
WDAR, Philadelphia; MAE, Lincoln, Neb.
KFAV, Lincoln, Neb.: WOAI, San Antonio
Texas: CFCN, Calgary, Alberta; WSAL Cin-
cinnati: WEAK, Harrisburg. Pa.; WNAV
Knoxville. Tenn.; WEAA, Flint, Mich.
WOAW, Omaha; WOQ, Kansas City, Mo.
WMAJ, Kansas City, Mo.; NVEAH, Joplin
Mo.: WCAL, Northfield. Minn.; KPH%
Hastings. Neb.; WTAM, Cleveland; WBAM
New Orleans; WXZ, New York; WWAE
Joliet, DI.; WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.
WPAM, Topeka, Kan.; 9BM, Montreal
WCAP, Washington; WDAJ, College Park
Ga.; WJAX, Cleveland.-HAROLD WEAVER
733 South Kenneth Avenue.

Records of DX Hounds I

"THOUGHT IT "SILENT" NIGHT.
RADIO EDITOR: Listening -in station ICJ

wishes to extend New Year's greetings to
Eig,editor and all readers of the best radio
aahle in the country, and hopes that
new year will be most prosperous

one for both the magazine and its readers.
DX Flyer, the official receiving set of

station ICJ and brother of "Old Reliable"

12 :3G-WSB (Atlanta),special program,
"'Willie the Weeper."

1:15-KPO (Frisco), "Japanese Love
tong." by Palace Hotel orchestra.

With the exception of Denver and Spring-
aeld every station listed above came in clear
and loud. I got Frisco so loud I thought
WDAP was re -broadcasting them. The Drake
was re -broadcasting Kansas City and Cleve-
land, but Old DX Flyer brought the Pacific
mast station in right thru them. I could
not get KIM on 395 meters, because MAE
en 390 was coming in like WTAS.

At 10 o'clock I turned off the tube and
turned on the tub. You know, even us rabid
DX fiends must find time to tune in on H20.
This accounts for the sadden cessation be-
tween 9:55 and 11:10.Last spring, when we north riders were
getting WJAZ on the lend speaker, using
only a crystal, it was our favorite, but ob
boy! when we graduated to the ultra -
&Mime and got them all over the dials.
A was a different story. Being only a little
ever a mile from them on an air line, I soon
knew all the classical numbers of music.

While I heartily agree with every word
ye editor said recently in his article on the
congestion prevailing in Chicago air circles.I believe the manner in which it can be
overcome is for radio listeners to make se-
lectivity the prime factor in the selection
at their circuits. The Post is helping to-
ward this end by publishing only those
circuits which have some legree of se -

that I began to get all the enjoyment out
of radio.The following stations have fallen victims
while WJAZ was broadcasting:

WOO. 484; WOAW, 527: WGY, 380; WLW
WTAS, 286; kSD, 546: WBAP, 476

IDEA, 326; WLAG, 41'7; WTI", 609; WFAA
176: WMC, 600: WTAM, 390: WDAF, 411
WSY, 36q; WRAF, 492: WEB, 411; WSB
429: WCX, 617: WCAP, 469: WSAI, 309
WCBD, 345; WDAR, 395: WJAR, 360
RIM, 337; EINE, 288: KELT, 395; NFL 489
WEAR, 360; KOP, 286; 2XE, WBAY, 492

It takes real selectivity to tune in WSB
429, when WJAZ is on 448 meters. Probably
the height of selectivity that the Armstrong
three -circuit tuner can accomplish is bring-
= KSD on 546 and WOAW on 526 in. while
KYW with 1.000 -watt power is going full
blast on 538 meters.During the month just past the old DX
Flyer brought in over 550 long-distance sta-
tions. On silent nights it brought in from
thirty-five to forty-three DX stations. On
other nights its record was from fourteen
:o thirty-three stations. Seventy-three of
;he 650 were different stations, which in-
e udes San Antonio in the south; Regina in
the north: Frisco in the west, and Boston
 the east. And yet, in spite of it all, I
isn't get Havana on a Wednesday. (I am
never home on Saturday night, so I lose
this opportunity of fishing for them.) When
PWX comes in, instead of WHAS and WOK
around 400 meters, I will pass out the Ra-
vine*.The telephone calls and letters continue
to pour in. The Post Radio Magazine must
have a wide circulation. One letter from
Mississippi and one from Iowa. Boys. if
we lived down hi Missiseippi we could get
2L0 every night. The writer from that
state tells me there is not a broadcasting
station in the state. Move to Mississippi
if you can't get selectivity. That's one sortie
don to our air jam-

- Talk about hogging the sir, I think I am
taking up too much of The Post's good
space, so I am going to alga off for the year.
Happy New Year, everybody.-TRVING
JOHNSON. 4551 North Clark street, Chi-
cago.

ONE TUBE GETS 'EM.
RADIO EDITOR: This is a record -breaker

for a one -tube home-made radio set. I picked
up the following stations between 6 and
11 p. m: WOR, Newark, N. J.; WOAW,
Omaha, Neb; WGY, Schenectady. N. Y.;
WOC, Davenport, Iowa; WOO, Philadelphia,
Pa.; WhiC, Memphis, Tenn.; WW.J, Detroit,
Mich.; WCBD, Zion, Ill.; WTAS, Elgin, Ill.:
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y.; WOS, Jefferson City,
Mo  WDAF Kansas City, Mo.: KSD, St -

activity. Louis, Mo.; WEB, Kansas City, Mo.; WFAA.
I have kept a record of all the stations Dallas, Texas; K11101, Hastings. Neb.; WSB,

.used in while WJAZ wag on the air. With - Atlanta, Ga.; WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas.
the ultra-audion I did manage to break thru This is a good evening's entertainment for
and get KSD and WOAW, but late in August anybody who has a set that can get. long
'I began to experiment with the three -circuit distance on one W -D-11 tube, and your
tuner, "Old Reliable," "DX Flyer," or what- regular Thursday magazine is a wizard to
ever you want to call it, and it was then us radio fans who build our own sets and

do experimenting. Hope you will keep up
the good work.-CHARLES E. ROGERS,
4409 North Lincoln Street, City.

RAMO EXCHANG3
Radio Classified Advertisements will be
inserted in this section at Sc per word
per insertion. Minimum 10 words.
Two initials count as one word. No
display type, cuts or borders allowed. ScaWord If box number is desired, allow four

extra words. Box answers will be
mailed to advertisers free of charge.
Address The Chicago Evening Post,
Radio Department, 12 South Market-st.

SETS. FOR SALE.
BASS RECOMMENDS, GUARANTEES AND

INSTALLS the latest five -tube Radiodyne
Atwater -Kent Number 10, the EQUAL of
any, the PEER of most: selectivity the
highest; Chicago installations made in one
hour from receipt of order.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY,
Graflex Headquarters. of America,

109 N. Dearbornat. State 7410.

NEUTRODYNE RECEIVER-The best in
radio; new, for $75, or complete with

tubes, batteries. phones, loud speaker, etc..
$125: nothing else needed; will make any set

_at low 'eost. SCHMA'LZIGAN, 218 E. Gar-
field -blvd. Ken. 1317.
COMPLETE SET-MADE OF beautiful sub-

stantial separate units; will sell complete
or separately: can be arranged in any hook-
up; also have crystal set. WOLSCHLAG.
Phone Harrison 8014 during day.

THEY CERTAINLY DO.
RADIO EDITOR: Wave traps help. I

added a wave trap to a single -circuit regen-
erative set employing detector sod two
stages of audio -frequency and found I could
eliminate all near -by stations and set real
DI. These station* come out of my Hag-
aavox while near -by stations are on:

CYL. Mexico City; CECIL Regina. Canada:
OrC7t, Calgary. Canada: CWAC, Montreal,
Canada: K -Fl, Los Angeles, Cal.: 1131J, Lee
Angeles. Cal.: EPD. San Francisco. Cal.;
EGO, Oakland.. Cal.; ROW. Portland, Ore,:
WRAC, Boston. Masa.; WJAR, Providence.
L 1,: w0A1, San Antonio, Team; WJAD.
Waco. Texas: WTAA. Dallas, Texas; WRAP.

WWorth. Tear: NIA. Denver. Oolo.
AY, Denver. Colo.; PWIL. Havana, anti

ninety-eight others. I am  satisfied K. C. 8.
e wetereNEY JARACL, 76 West Hickory
Onset, -H ChEicago Heighle. 111...

1311 ON ONR Wu -is TUBE,
RADIO EDITOR: The following i a list

at the stations i have receiersi on ea

WJAR, WJAD, WJY, WJZ, WRY, WLAG,
WLW, WMAD, WMAJ,. WEAK; WMAQ,
WMAT, WMAY, WMC, 'WRAC. WNAV.
WOAI, WOAN, WOAW, WOC, WOL WOO,
WOQ, WOR, WOS. WPAC, WPAD, WPAL,
WPAH, WPAM, WPA, WRC, WEIL WSAH,
WSAL WSB, WSY, VVTAM, WTAS, WWAE,
WWAY, WWJ, ZXB, 3LOW, 5CD (Toronto),
5CV (Memphis), 9AEM, 9ARX. 9AUY.
9AWK, 9AAK, 9ARM, 9BA, 9BP, 9ABT.
9A17, 9BFD, 9XN, 9BRN, 9BAK-tetal, 139.
-VERNON DAWSON, 160th Street and
Myrtle, Harvey,

RADIO EDITOR: I have been a con-
stant reader of your Radio Magazine. which
you publish every Thursday in your 'paper.
I noticed in the column of "Pick-up Rec-
ords of Thane" that some of them seem to
have the best record with the "Old Relia-
ble."

Some radiophan wanted to hear from
some one having one of these three -circuit

PICKS UP CYL.
RADIO EDITOR: Have been wondering

since last night, how many other "picked
up" station CYL. Mexico City, last night
(Jan. 7). Picked it up about 11:10 D. M.
(C. S. T.), on a _wave length of about 500
meters or a little more. The announcement
was in English, to the effect that the Mexican
newspapers were broadcasting in co-opera-
tion with papers of the United States. Sig-
nals very clear, and much louder than I
get KW (Los Angeles). Got the call let-
ters, "CYL" (Mexico- City), three times.
Would greatly appreciate verification, if
possible.-G. PERLEE SMITH, 847 Eastern
Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.

SETS FOR SALE.
CRYSTALS-MAKE THEM yourself for less

than cent each; very sensitive; surprising
results; big profits; simple formula and di-
rections seat on receipt of $1. D-238 Chi-
cago Evening Post.
5 -TUBE NEUTRODYNE-Complete with bat-

teries, phones, loud speaker; works great;
will demonstrate; also 3 -tube regenerative
set. 3510 W. 60th-st. Prospect 8746.
PARAGON -4 -TUBE, in first-class condao7;

used only five montes; will sell complete.
with tubes and batteries, $125. Belmont
7730.

FOR SALE -4. -TUBE NEW JONES' SYM-
Phony; Kellogg made; list price $175; sell

for $85: also 2 -tube NEW Crosley VI, $25.
Call Moproe 5291. MR. GARLAND.

ONE CROSLEY 4 -TUBE SET,
WILL SACRIFICE-RADIO SET, combining practically new. $40. Call Victory 4867I stage of tuned radii/detector and 2 evenings.
stages audio: complete with new tubes, bat-
teries, loud speaker and phones; worth $135: ONE VARIOMETER COUPLER SET-Com-
must sell $75. E. E. LEE, 2021 Mohawk-st. I plete, $100; guaranteed results. Phone

Stewart 5964,
ZENITH 3 -TUBE SET-Complete with all bat-

teries, tubes and loud speaker, $80; ex-
cellent condition; value $160; must sell;
leaving city; act quick; call after 0:30 p. m.
H W. TALBOT. 6357 Lakewood -ay. Phone
Sheldrake' 7220.
3 -TUBE RADAR REGENERATIVE-Com-

plete with tubes, storage battery, charger,
"B" batteries, phone, victrola attachment;
cost $200; sell for $110 cash. Phone Kenil-
worth 2586 evenings,
FOR SALE-CHEAP-10-WATT transmitter.

1035 Loyola-av,

SALES AND SERVICE.
HAVE SOME BIG BARGAINS in radio
sets, cabinets and parts; new lots every

few days; sets repaired. SMITH, 3968
Drexel -blvd. .

TROUBLE -SHOOTING AND REPAIRING-
Reasonable charges. Call Graceland 5056

between 6 and '7 P. m, for appointments.
WILLARD RADIO. SERVICE.
OUT-OF-TOWNPHANS-As your agent we

will purchase guaranteed parts or sets for
you at low cost; investigate. B. SIMPKINS,
6017 Edison Park -ay., Chicago.

EXCHANGE.
TRADE IN YOUR PRESENT SET for to

brand new beautiful regenerative get
licensed under Armstrong; one, two or these
tubes; long range; selectivity: easily ones'
ated; liberal allowance for your set; will
demonstrate. D-201, Chicago Evening Post.

REPAIRS.
RADIO SETS REPAIRED-Rewired or re-

built: satisfaction guaranteed or no fee
&seed; charges reasonable. SIDNEY H.
STONE, 5233 Glenwood -ay. Edgewater 0805,

1 -TUBE REINARTZ-With phones, batteries
and tube, $18. RICHARDS, 222 E. 59th-st.

TWO COLUMBIA SPLIT VARIOMETERS-
Dials; new,. $7.50. Telephone Juniper 4098.

ULTRA-APDION-Complete; WD -12 tube,
$25. Phone Nevada 3906.

AERIALS. RADIO SETS MADE and Adjusted-Evenings
FIRST-CLASS AERIALS-Constructed rea- after 5 D. m. Tel. (RILEY) Ravenswood

sonably. MR. SCHULZ. Hyde Park 0072. 8404.

sors MADE TO ORDER,
NEUTRODYNE SETS

'ON ORDER ONLY-Made of best available
parts. Sheldrake /408 or Graceland 1387.

SETS MADE TO ORDER.

sea City), with annodneements, etc.; at
8 WBAP (Fort Worth), with a dance pro-
gram by the Texas Hotel orchestra; at
8:04 WSB (Atlanta), with vocal selections;
at 8:41. CHCK (Regina, Sask.), with vocal
numbers; at 8:52 WWJ (Detroit) came on
with the Detroit News orchestra: at 9:02
CFAC (Calgary, Canada) came wtih selec-
tions from the Edison; at 9:11 HILT (Los
Angeles), With the children's hour; at 9:18
EEC (Memphis), with selections from a
hotel orchestra: at 9:39 KFFQ (Colorado
Springs), with, vocal selections; at 9:43

IWBAH (Minneapolis), with a dance orches-

TWENTY-SEVEN STATIONS SUNDAY.
RADIO EDITOR-I read the records of the

DX hounds and I think I can shoot a cou-
ple across. How is this for a Sunday
record? Time, place and selection heard:

Sunday, Jan. 6-2:16, WOC. Davenport,
Iowa., "I Love to Tell the Story"; 2:48,
9BA, Chicago. Ill.. calling 9E1TD; 4:30,
KYW, Chicago, Ill.. world crier; 4:40,
KDKA, East Pittsburg, Pa., services; 4:44.
WCBD, Zion, Ill., services; 5;19. WTAS,
Elgin, "March of the Wooden Soldiers":
5:39, WLAG. Minneapolis, Minn.. announce-
ment; 5:45, WBAP. Fort Worth. Texas, sign-
ing off; 5:56. WSB, Atlanta, Ga.. tenor solo;
6:00, WEAF, New York city, announce-
ment: 6:06. WCAP, Washington, signing off
6:1s,WJAZ, Chicago. Ill., "To the Ilea"
7:08, WEIL Cleveland, Ohio, Cleveland trio
7:87, WSY, Birmingham. Ala.. announce-
ment: 5:08 KPLE, Independence, Mo., "Holy
Address": 8:14, WCAD, Canton, N. Y., vio-
lin sole; 8:29, WEB. Kansas City, Mo.,
services; 8:38, WPAH, Waupaca, Wale mien- 
ing off; 9:51. WOAW, Omaha, Neb.. "Love's
Dream"; 9:56, WDAP. Chicago. Ill., "Have
Thine Own Way"; 10:05, WOAI, San An -
too*, Texas, violin solo; 10:15, WPAA,
Dallas. Texas. weather.

Beat that. if you can. Total of twenty-
two stations.-Ii. B. WISILAN, 8246 Dor-
cheuter Avenue,

sign off. We challenge anybody to pro-
nounce this record false. - BOUCHER
BROTHERS, Radio Experimenters. Kearney
Neb.

NO INTERFERENCE.
RADIO EDITOR: Inclosed is a list of long-

distance stations I received Wednesday, Jan,
2. They are in /the order I received them.

I have a one -tube set, using WD -11 tubes.
Including everything, my set did not cost
more than $15. My set consists of spider -
web coils, 23 -plate condenser, WD -11 tube,

tra: at 9:46 aweand grid leak and condenser,(Saskatoon. Sask.), I think I did pretty good, don't you?came on with dance music from the phono-
graph; at 10:14 WEAF (New York city). WWJ, Detroit, 517; WOC, Davenport, 484
with a dance orchestra, playing "Honolulu WCX, Detroit. 517; WCAE, Pittsburg, 462
Blues"; at 10:21 WTAS (Elgin, Ill.), with WRAF, New York, 492: WDAF, Kansas. 411
announcements, etc.; at 10:26 WOO (Phila- WEB, Kansas, 411; WTAM, Cleveland, 390
delphia); at 10:46 KFKX (Hastings, Neb.) KSD, St. Louis. 546; WHAS, Louisville, 400
relayed KDKA program of a church; at WOS, Jefferson City, 441; WOO, Philadel-
10 :56 KFEL (Denver, Colo.), with the phia, 509; WBAP, Fort Worth. Texas, 476.
signing off at 11:02 KYW (Chicago), -WALTER SWING-LER. 6326 Ingleside aye -with:time signals; at 11:10 KPO (San nue, Chicago. e

Francisco), with a female trio; at 11:12
WJAZ (Chicago) broadcasted the Oriole HEARS 82 IN TWO NIGHTS. -
orchestra; st 11:58 WJAZ ann harmed that WLW,WH WRC, WHA, KSD, WBZ,they would turn over the microphone to RADIO EDITOR: Am inclosing 'a list of WEA, WMC, WFAA, WHAZ, WJZ, WDAR:
the hotel dining -room at midnight; at 11:45 eight -two radio stations heard on the nights
WDAP (Chicago) announced that they were of Dec. 21 and 22. All the stations heard W YourDR Radio Magazine is a "wow."-rebroadcasting the KSD program: at mid- were QSA, and many of them, KDKA for WALLY HICKS, 1707 Greenleaf Avenue,night WJAD (Waco. Texas) came in with *stance, were heard on a loud speaker Chicago.
their -midnight frolic. _

at 5:28, vrLao (11.innewlie), etildrenli
(we

hoar; at 5:45 WPAA (Da') Dams
with an early Itsgram, and also later. at
5:45: at 5:40 WRAP (Chiceis.) emus ea
with health talk: as 5:45 WOAW
(Omaha). with dinner program by Ran-
dall's oreheetra; et 7:07 WOC
with dance music: sd 7:18 ESD (St. Loads)
came an with theater entertainment; at'
7:31 EDNA trttlahws entertainznent

=.:7:417:vaLtwler= e Chicago Evening Post, 12 S. Market St.Dan a theater; at 7:85, we= (Zits, Th
ote. (later had  ceerata

We then turned off the tubes, recording
the DX logging at thirty -one -stations.

We also hear the following stations often:
KDYL, KFAF, PXW (Havana, Cuba),
WGY, WHAS, WJAX, WTAM, CFCN
CFC.T, WAAP, WBAP, WRR, WEAY,
WFAV, KEEP (Kearney. Neb.), KFJA,
HOE WOAE and WJAG. We are very
proud of our three -circuit, and certainly
agree that "Old Reliable," the three -circuit,
is the beat all-re.ind receiving set. We
hope the Radio section much success and

without an antenna or ground.The night of Dec. 22 started the quiet
period for American amateurs for the 're-
ception of European amateurs, This ac-
counts for the small list (for two nights)
of amateur stations heard. Nearly all the
amateur stations heard were heard on
Dec. 21, and most of the phone stations
listed were heard Saturday afternoon and
evening. The broadcasting stations were
heard during the amateur quiet hours.

Am using a Zenith 1-R tuner with de-
tector and single stage amplifier, for gen-
eral work, but use the second stage for the

RADIO EDITOR: Picked up leGO, the
new General Electric station at Oakland,
Sunday morning at 6 o'clock with loud
speaker. Volume and perfect modulation.
They broadcast their first program Tues-
day, Jan. 1, at 10 p. m., central time. When
picked up they were testing under call ;in-
ters OXG on 312 meters, Perhaps Post
readers desire this information.-IRVING
JOHNSON, 1551 North Clark Street.

he "Post -Binder"
(copyrighted)

Will Save Your Magazines
In a few seconds ycu can bind your Radio Magazine in

this strong book cover and will have started compiling a set
of radio textbooks which, in time, will be of utmost value
to you. Every' week there are articles in these magazines
to which you will have occasion to refer later on. It is
very important that you keep all issues of the Radio Maga-
zine-beginning from the very first-with none missing-
and this is the most practical and least expensive way
to do it,

Make a Permanent File
of Your Radio Magazine

It is very important, as you go along perfecting your
knowledge of radio, that you have the facts handy, at your
command. Again and again you will have occasion to con -
cult the information given exclusively in these magazines
each week. You may wish to purchase a set-or build one
-and by referring to the advertisements of manufacturers
and retailers in all issues of the Radio Magpzine you will
be enabled to buy, more profitably. Every rpban should
save these magazines. The cost of this binder is nominal.

PRICE 50 CENTS

loud speaker test mentioned above. An-
tenna consists of two wires in the attic of
a low brick house.

Code -1 AYT, 1BDT, 1BIP, 1BIQ, 1CLIT,
1BIY, 3ADN, 4FZ, 4D.T, SQL, 8AMP, 8AEG,
8E00, 8BUL, 8CDI, 8COM, 8COP, 8CQS,
8CWR, 8NZ, 8PL, 8WZ, 9AAD, 9AA.T,
MAR, 9AK, 9ALL PARR. 9AXF. 9ACT,
9BAK, 9BIL, 9BKR, 913D.T. 9134)D, 9BWP,
9BZD, 9BU. 9CCJ, 9CUI, OCUS, 9CIH, 9DCT,
9DIW, ODDR, 9DND, 9DNI, 9DEL, 9DLW,
9DRO, 9DP, MAX, 9ECB, DEAR, 9IT, 9PC,
DASH, 9DWX.

Phone-DAB, 9ACT, DASH, 911UU, 9CYD,
9DNI, 9P0, 9VK, KDKA, KFHX, KOP,
KSD, KYW,' WIC ( ?), WDAP, WHAS. WGY,
WJAZ, WLW, WMAQ, WOC, WTAM, WTAS,
WWJ.-B. DUDLEY, Radio Station 9BR.
A. R. R. L., asstant city correspondent.

TWENTY-EIGHT STATIONS.
RADIO EDITOR: Here are the stations I

Dulled in on Monday night, Jan, 7, on
single -tube Reinartz: WDAP, WMAQ. KYW
KDKA. WGY, WTAS, WBAP, WCAE, WOAW,
WCBD, WOS, WOC, WCX, WGAR, WDAF,

HEARS NEW OAKLAND STATION.

WRY NEW YEAR'S RAY.
RADIO EDITOR: Hare is our record for

New Year's eve on one of our own three- ,
circuit vets tieing three tubes:

At 4:10, WDAP (Hausa' City_),
waste by oreteetra; el 5:15. WOS (Jai

City)), early Program with a leettare
also Renzi W08 leers la the Clitadalf

If to be istailtd, add 100 for postage.

This magazine is intended to be a reference book for the
radicphan, a guide that will enable you to get the most en-
tertainment and satisfaction out of radio. Do not cut the
advertisements. Make a list of what you wish to buy,
Save your magazine. DO NOT CUT IT. Keep it intact.

Demand for back copies of the first issues has been so
great that we bad to print a second edition of them. If you
have not saved them-or failed to get them at all-do not
wait too long before obtaining them. Make your book com-
plete from the very fire issue-that of November 15.

This binder, size 181Ax12% inches,
I. made strong and substantial, but
neat. Cloth finish, very durable.
]tads individually they would prob-
ably come to $1.50 to $2.00 each-andwould be wen worth it for the great
convenience they are-but we have
bad them made in quantity and are
giving our readers the advantage of
quantity production-we are selling
them lot 50c each. By mall, 10c elate

"Post -Binders" and Back Copies
AT THE OFFICE OF
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:41 Western Electric
LE_ VT -2 Tubes

5 -Watt "E" $12.00 Value

Type CW-931 $

All Other Tubes
at Reduced Prices

Complete
Parts for

.45

El NARTZ

.

w400613AA$atiaMal4waigg.Ma4.-,--
Reg. Our

Price. Consisting of Price.
$1.89 7x18 Formica l'anel $1.70

1.00 Bakelite Socket .45
1.50 Howard Vernier Rheostat 1.35
3.30 23 -Plate Var. Condenser. 1.45
3.10 11 -Plate Var. Condenser. 1.35
3.00 1 Schoonhoven Eel n a r t z

Coil 1.95
1.00 Freshman Variable Grid

Leak and Condenser com-
bined .75

1.50 3 Switch Levers .75
.80 8 Binding Posts .40
.80 2 Dozen Switch Points .40
.30 25 Feet Tinned Wire . 5
.50 Baseboard for Mounting .25

1.00 _Blueprint with complete
instruction for assem-
bling and wiring .50

Regular Price,

Our Price__.
$21.69 45

step with Vernier
Condensers .......

Complete parts for
Detector and two- .12

Open Evenings Until 9 P. M. Sundays Until 5

ALVAGE MEANS

Automatic Electric
LONG RANGE

Phones
GENUINE $10.00 Value

Automatic $
Electric

Not
Imitations!

Complete
or NEUTRODYNE

Loud Talker
with GENUINE

Nathaniel Baldwin
Unit

A Remarkable
$1 On

0 0
Value at _____

Thordarson
Rectifying

Transformer

Regular light -circuit storage battery
eharger complete, with Tungar bulb.

Very $9,95
Special

2,000 -Ohm

Head Sets
$5.00 $2.45
Value,r -

ATTENTION!
Set Builders Take Notice

Complete Parts for
Wave Trap

Onr
Consisting of Price.

Mission Finished Oak Cabi-
net $ .95

6x6% Formica Panel, Drilled and
engraved .50

Specially Wound Wave Trap Coil 1.95
23 -Plate Variable Condenser 1.35
Bakelite Dial .25
4 Binding Posts .20

Construction Sheet FREE

SpeceriyaI $.2 5

Complete Parts for
Power

Amplifier
1 Set of Push and Pull Thordarson or

All-American Power Transformers.
1 Double Firth Socket.
1 Howard Power Rheostat.
8 Binding Posts.
5 Switch Points and Stops.
1 Switch Lever.
1 Cutler -Hammer Filament Switch.
1 7x9 Panel.

Baseboard and Instructions for as-
sembling and mounting.

°;25.00 Elsewhere

Price '16."
Complete Parts for
Erla Reflex

Our
Consisting of Price.

1 Variocoupler $3.45
23 -Plate Variable Condenser 1.45
2 Erla Sockets 1.30
1 Erla Reflex No. 1 Transformer 4.45
1 Erla A. F. Transformer 4.85
1 Erla .002 Mica Condenser .30
1 Erla .0111 Mica Condenser .30
1 Erin, .00025 Mica Condenser .25
1 Eria Fixed Crystal Detector 1.00
1 Howard Rheostat 1.00
2 Bakelite Dials .50
8 Binding Posts .40
1 Dozen Switch Points & 4 Stops .30
2 Switch Levers .5.
1 6Y2x14x%-inch Formica Panel 1.37

Our $20.90Price

Cornpaprltest- COCKADAY

Regular Onr
Price Price
EACH Consisting of EACH

i. $y1_110 1 Cockaday Coil $1.95
i I .1.41) 2 Bakelite Dials .25

Panels Drilled
FREE

Specially drilled panels are included
with each of the sets illustrated anti
described above. We give this free
service only on panels included with
complete sets.

PARTS (Continued)
$1.00 1 John Firth Socket .45

1.00 Freshman Grid Leak and
Condenser .55

1.50 1 Howard Vernier Rheostat 1.35
1.00 1 Pacent Double Circuit Jack .50
.10 8 Binding Posts .05
.02 7 Switch Points .01
50 1 Switch Lever .25

1 7x14x1/4 Formica Panel 1.44
Blueprint and Wire . 1.00

1 Baseboard .25
5.30 2 23 -Plate Condensers 1.45

Our
Price

No matter what the set, where you may
have read about it, or how new it may
be, we've got the parts for you -the best
parts procurable at the lowest possible
prices! You will find us even ahead of
the times. Our experts are frequently
posted on new developments in radio
long before they appear in print.

Complete Parts
for

Herald -Examiner Set
Short -Wave Tuner ..
Haynes DX
Honeycomb Receiver
Ultra-Audion
Overland Circuit
Autoplex Hook-up .

Long 45 Circuit
Superdyne Receiver

Important

$5.95
10.50
9.95

17.95
8.95
8.25

16.45
16.25
15.85

Any individual part (except
the drilled panels in any of

the outfits listed here) may be purchased sepa-
rately at the special reduced prices listed under
column headed "Our Price."

Freed -Eiseman or
Fada Licensed

Parts
1 7x21x3-16 drilled Formica Tama.
1 Howard Rheostat.
3 4 -Inch Radion
3 John Firth Bakelite Sockets.
8 Binding Posts.
3 23 -Plate Variable Condensers.
1 Wave Control Nentroformer.
2 Radio -frequency Amplifying Neu-

troformers.
2 Grid Neutralizing Condensers.
1 .00025 Micon Grid Condenser.
1 Marco Variable Grid Leak.
1 Baseboard for mounting.

25 Feet Tinned Copper Bus Bar Wire
and complete instructions for as-
sembling and wiring.

3 -TUBE $28.
Our Price

60
4 -Tube $44.65
5 -Tube $46.25

7x21 inch and 7x16 inch g

CABINETS
Special $2,95

at

°RICCA:
Made from AnhydroueRedmanoll?..-- ;t4
SHEETS TUBES RODS

We are prepared to furnish prom,stly
and saw Formica panels of any di-
mensions. Cutting charge is included
in the following prices:
3 -16 -inch Formica, square inch... 24
%-inch Formica, square Inch.... 1146
Tubing (2 to 4 -inch diameter),

per running inch .11.60

UV -201 Tubes
$3.95

48,000 -Ohm

Lavite Resistance
$1.50
Lincoln

Collapsible Loop
$4.45

COUPLER COIL SETS FOR

SUPERDYNE
$4.50

NEW TYPE (UNIVERSAL)

BRADLEYSTAT
$1.25

Mail Orders Address
Dept. P-6, Chicago

Phone Wabash 4183
Be sure to get the right
number -don't be misled
by other advertisements.

SOUTH
STATE
STREET

Complete KNOCKED DOWNParts for

SHORT WAVE

. fet Xi' 
t.. t:t stn s t:st

Reg. OurPrice Consisting of Price
$10.00 2 Mahogany Variometers...$3.90

1.75
.75
.45

1.00
1.75

.40

.25

.20

5.00 1 Mahogany Variocoupler..
3.00 3 Bakelite Dials
1.00 John Firth Socket
1.10 Howard Rheostat
2.25 Genuine Formica Panel
.80 8 Binding Poste
.50 Switch Lever
.40 12 Switch Pointe

1.00 Freshman Grid Leak and
Condenser Combined .65

1.00 Complete Drawing for
Assembly and Wiring .50

$25.85 Value
Our Price__

Easy to Build
Complete instructions for assembling
and blueprints for wiring are included
with each outfit. Instructions writ-
ten so everyone can understand them.
No special skill or technical knowl-
edge required -a few hours and you're
ready to tune -in New York, Los As-
gelea-any of 'end

SSave : Service : Satisfaction
When you buy that radio appara-
tus from the Chicago Salvage
Stock Store, the world's greatest
radio store, you can be certain of
these three things:
1. You have saved money through the
hundreds of radio bargains made possible
by our enormous buying power.
2. You have been served intelligently by
mes who are qualified radio experts.
3. You have bought quality apparatus be-
cause we handle nothing but brand-new
merchandise GUARANTEED to give com-
plete satisfaction.
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Charles Ray, famous movie actor, listening in on his "Superduc
De Luxe" receiver, construction data of which appears in this issue of
the Radio Magazine.

IN TH IS ISSUE New "Superduc Cie Ettxe" Receiving Set Described in Detail-Description of
Three -Honeycomb -Coil Receiver on Universal Panel-Designer's Article on

a Complete Tube Set for Less Than $10-Stor7 of Buffalo's Big Broadcasting Station WGR.
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedules
Central, or Chicago time, is shown on all stations. If necessary to ascertain local time on any station deduct

two hours from time shown for Pacific coast stations, one hour from time shown for the Rocky mountain stations and
add one hour to those stations using eastern time. Hawaiian island time is four hours and a half slower than Chicago
time. In the list the call number of the station is first given, followed by the location, the owner's name, wave length
used and broadcasting schedule in order named. THE POST is 'Making a thoro canvass of all stations in order that
this directory may be complete and accurate. Changes are so frequent in stations and schedules that no list can be satis-
factory which is not corrected frequently. Corrections and additions to this list will be made from week to week. Sta-
tions are urged to co-operate by sending information of changes in schedule to Radio Editor, The Chicago Evening Post.

CFAC-Calgary Herald, Calgary, Canada;
430 meters; Fred Carleton, director and
operator; silent Monday, Wednesday and
Thursday; Tuesday, day, 1 to 1:30, night,
7:45 to 7:55; Friday, day, 1 to 1:30,
night, 7:46 to 8:45 and 11 to 12.

CKAC-La Presee, Montreal, Canada; 430
meters; J. M. Carter, announcer and di-
rector; day, 4, music; 4:30, weather and
stock reports; special Tuesday. Thursday
and Saturday, night, 7, kiddies stories in
French and English; 7:30 to 10 lectures
in French and English, music; Sunday,
day, 4, sacred music.

CSOC.-Wentworth Radio Supply company,
Hamilton, Ont.; 410 meters H. Slach,
operator; silent nights. Tuesday, Thurs-
day; Saturday, night, 7:30 to 9; special
Sunday night church exercises. 7 to 8.

CYL-Mexico City, D. F. "El Universal";
600 meters; Reul Azcarraga, director; G.
Obregon Jr., announcer (Spanish), Sendel
Hodges. announcer (English); daily, 12:54
P. In.. news and weather; 8:24 p. m.. war
bulletins from the war and navy depart-
ments; Tuesdays and Fridays, 8:24 to
8:64 p. m., music; Sunday, 7:24 p. in.,
war bulletins.

KDKA-East Pittsburg, Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 326 me-
ters.

HDEM-Cleveland, Ohio, Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 270 me-
ters.

HDPT-San Diego, Calif., Southern Electri-
cal company, 244 meters.

SDYL-Salt Lake City, Utah, Telegram Pub-
lishing company, 244 meters,

KDYM-San Diego, Calif., Savoy theater, 280
meters.

KDYQ-Oregon Institute of Technology,
Portland. Ore.. 360 meters; program direc-
tor, L. E. Simeon.

KDYQ-Portland. Ore., Oregon Institute o:"
Technology, 360 meters.

KDXW-Phoenix, Ariz., Smith Hughes &
Co., 360 meters.

KDYX-Honolulu, Hawaii, Star Bulletin, 360
meters.

KDZB-Bakersfield, Calif., 1402 20th street,
Frank E. Seifert. 240 meters.

KDZE-Seattle, Wash.. The Rhodes company.
455 meters.

KDZF-Los Angeles. Calif.' Automobile Club
of Southern California, 278 meters.

KDZI-Wenatchee, Wash., Electric Supply
company, 360 meters.

HI/MI-Denver, Colo., Nichols Academy of
Music, 360 meters.

KDZR-Bellingham Publishing company,
Bellingham, Wash., 261 meters; 50 watts;
operator and announcer. A. M. Brown;
silent Thursday; night, 9 to 10 local
talent, phonograph music. f

HFAD-Phoenix, Ariz.. McArthur Bros, Mer-
cantile company, 360 meters.

SFAS-Pullman, Wash., State College of
Washington, 360 meters; director. H. V.
Carpenter; program manager, A. J. Kra-
lowse; silent Tuesday, Thursday. Saturday,
Sunday. night. 9:30 to 11: educational lec-
tures.KFAF-Western Radio corporation, Denver.
Colo., 360 meters. Silent nights, Sunday
and Wednesday. Nights, 9 to 10.

KFAJ-Boulder, Colo., University of Colo-
rado, 360 meters.KFAN-Moscow, Idaho. The Electric Shop.
360 meters.

KFAR-Hollywood, Calif. Studio Lighting
Service company (0. K. Olsen), 280 me-
ters.

HFAU-Boise, Idaho, Independent School Dis-
trict of Boise City, Boise High school. 270
meters.

KFAV-Venice, Calif. Abbot Kinney com-
pany, 224 meters.SFAW--Santa Ana Calif., The Radio Den
(W. B. Ashford and H. T. White). 280
meters.SFAX-Medford, Ore., Virgin's Radio service,
283 meters.HI -BB -Havre, Mont., F. A. Buttrey & Co..
360 meters.KFBC-San Diego, Calif., W. K. Azbill. 278
meters.KEBE-San Luis Obispo, Calif.. Reuben H.
Horn, 360 meters.

SEBG-Tacoma, Wash., First Presbyterian
church, 360 meters.

KFBK-Sacramento, Calif.. Kimball -Upson
company, 283 meters.KFBL-Everett, Wash., Leese Bros.. 224 me-
ters.

KEB-Trinidad, Colo., Trinidad Gas and
EleSctric Supply company and the Chronicle
News, 360 meters.

KFISU-Larimie, Wyo., The Cathedral
(Bishop N. S. Thomas), 283 meters.

KFCB-Phoenix, Ariz., Nielson Radio Sup-
ply company. 238 meters.

KFCD-Salem, Ore., Salem Electric company.
360 meters.KFCF-Walla Walla, Wash., 707 Baker build-
ing, Frank A. Moore, 360 meters.

HM8E-Billings, Mont., Electric Service sta-
tion (Inc.), 360 meters. -

SFCK-Colorado Springs, Colo., Colorado
Springs Radio company, 258 meters.

KFCL-San Antonio, Calif., Los Angeles
Union Stock yards, 380 meters.

KFCM-Richmond, Calif., Richmond Radio
shop (Frank T. Boeing), 360 meters.

KFCP-Ogden, Utah, 2421 Jefferson avenue.
Ralph W. Flygare, 360 meters.

SFCY-Houston. ,,,Texas, Fred Mahal fey, Jr..
360 meters.KFCY-Le Mars, Iowa, Western Union col-
lege, 252 meters.SECZ-Omaha, Neb., Omaha Central High
school, 258 meters.

KEDA-Baker, Ore., Adler's Music store, 360
meters.IIFDD-Boise, Idaho, St -Michael's cathedral.
252 meters.KFDH-Tuseen, Ariz., University of Arizona.
360 meters.

KEDJ-Corvallis, Ore., Oregon Agricultural
college, 360 meters.I:FM-Denver. Colo., Knight -Campbell Mu-
sic company, 360 meters, 50 watts.

KFDO-Bozetnan, Mont., 420 West Koch
street, H. Everett Cutting, 248 meters.

KELP -Des Moines, Iowa, Hawkeye Radio
and Supply company, 278 meters.

Krint-York. Neb., Bullock's Hardware and
Sporting Goods (Robert G. Bullock). 360
meters.SEDU-Lincoln, Neb., Nebraska Radio Elec-
tric company, 240 meters.

KEDV-Fayetteville, Ark., Gilbrech & Stin-
son, 360 meters.

SEDX-Shreveport, Las, First Baptist church,
.-30 meters.

KEDX-Brookings, S. D., South Dakota State
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
360 meters.

KEDZ-Minneapolis, Minn., 2510 South
Thomas avenue, Harry 0. Iverson, 231
meters.KESC-Portland, Ore., Meier & Frank com-
pany, 360 meters.

KEEJ-Tacoma, Wash.. 1724 South Jay
street, Guy Greason. 360 meters.

Kr EL -Denver, Colo., Winner Radio corpora-
tion, 360 meters.

KFEQ-Oak, Feb.. J. L. Scroggin, 360 -me-
ters.

ER -Fort Dodge. Iowa, Auto Electric
Service company, 231_ meters.

KIEV -Casper, Wyo., Radio Electric Shop,
263 meters.

KFEX-Minneapolis, Minn.. Augsburg Semi-
nary, 261 meters.

KFEY-Kellogg, Idaho, Bunker Hill and Sul-
livan Mining and Concentrating company.
360 meters.

KFEZ-St. Louis, Mo.. American Society of
Mechanical Engineers H. Schubert).
360 meters.

I:FM-Boise, Idaho, Jenkins Furniture cams
Dan,. 240 meters.

arliF.-Pendleton, Ore., Eastern Oregon Ra-
dio company, 360 meters.

KFFO-Hillsboro, Ore., Dr. E. S. Smith. 229meters.
liFFP-Moberly, Mo., First Baptist church.275 meters.
KFFQ-Colorado Springs, Colo., Marksheffel

Motor company, 360 meters.
KFFR-Sparks, Nev., Nevada State Journal(Jim Kirk), 226 meters.
KFFV-Lamoni, Iowa, Graceland college, 360meters. -'

KFFX-Omaha, Neb., McGraw company. 278meters.
KFFY-Alexandria, La., Pincus & Murphy.275 meters.
KFFZ-Dallas, Texas (portable), Al. G.

Barnes Anmsement company, 226 meters.
;-Baton Rouge, La., Louisiana Stateuniversity. 254 meters.

KFGD-Chickasha, Okla., Chickasha Radio
and Electric company, 248 meters.SEGII-Standard University, Cal., Leland
Stanford university, 360 meters.KFGJ-St. Louis, Mo., Missouri National
guard 138th infantry, 266 meters.

KFGL-Arlington, Ore., Arlington garage.234 meters.
KFGP-Cheney, Kan., Cheney Radio company.

239 meters.
KFGQ-Boone. Iowa, Crary Hardware com-

pany, 226 meters.
KFOV-Utica, Neb.. Heidbreder Radio Sup-

ply company, 224 meters.
KF'GX-Orange, Texas, First Presbyterian

church, 250 meters.
,(P'11Z-Berrien Springs, Mich., Emmanuel

Missionary college, 268 meters.
ILFHA-Gunnison, Colo., Colorado State Nor-

mal school, 252 meters.
KFEIBHood River, Ore., Rialto theater

(P. I.. Beardwell). 280 meters.
SFIID-St. Joseph, Mo., Utz Electric Shop

company, 226 meters.
KFHF-Shreveport, La., Central Christian

church, 266 meters.

HF3R--Stevensvflle, Mont., Ashley C. Dixon
and Son, 258 meters.

IsF.EV-Dexter, Iowa, Thomas H. Warren,
224 meters.

SFJIV-Towanda, Kan., Le Grand Radio com-
pany, 22% meters.

KFJX-Cedar Falls. Iowa, State Teachers'
college, 229 meters.

KFJY-Fort Dodge, Iowa, Tunwall Radio
company, 246 meters.

KFJZ-Fort Worth, Texas. Texas National
Guard, 112th Cavalry, 254 meters.

KFKA-Greeley, Colo., Colorado State Teach-
ers' college, 248 meters.

KFKII-Milford, Kan., Brinkley -Jones Hospital
association, .286 meters.

KFKH-Lakeside, Colo., Denver Park and
Amusement company, 248 meters.

EFKQ-Conway, Ark., Conway Radio labora-
tories, 224 meters.

KEKV-Butte, Mont., F. F. Gray, 283 me-
ters.

KFKX-Hastings. Neb., Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 286 me,
tern.

KFKZ-Colorado Springs, Colo.. Nassour
Bros. Radio company, 234 meters.

EFLA-Butte, Mont, Abner R. Wilson, 283
meters.

KFLB-Menominee, Mich., Signal Electric
Manufacturing company, 248 meters.

KFLD-Franklinton, La., Paul E. Greenlaw,
234 meters.

KFLE-Denver, Colo.. National Educational
Service, 268 meters.

KFLH-Salt Lake City, Utah, Erickson Radio
company. 261 meters.

KFLP-Cedar Rapids, Ohio, Everette M. Fos-
ter. 240 meters.

KFLQ-Little Rock, Ark., Bizzell Radio shop,
261 meters.

KFLR-Albuquerque, N. M., University of
New Mexico, 254 meters.

evenings, 9, news bulletins; 9:30, weath-
er; 10, studio programs, lectures, enter-
tainment.

KLZ-Denver, Colo., Reynolds Radio com-
pany, 360 meters.

KMJ-Fresno. Calif., San Joaquin Light and
Power corporation, 273 meters. 60 watts;
R. C. Denny, operator and director; Wayne
Freund, announcer; Tuesday, Friday and
Sunday night, 10 to 11.

KMO-Tacoma, Wash., Love Electric com-
pany, 360 meters.

HNJ-Roswell, New Mexico, Roswell Public
Service company, 250 meters.

ENT -Aberdeen, Wash., Grays Harbor Radio
company (Walter Hemrich), 263 meters.

ENV -Los Angeles, Cal., Radio Supply com-
pany, 360 meters.

K NX -Los Angeles, Cal., Electric Lighting
Supply company, 360 meters.

HOB -State College, New Mexico, New Meal -
ice College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, 360 meters. Daily, time signals,
weather, news, crop reports; Monday.
Wednesday, Friday night, 8:30 to 9:30,
concerts.

HOP -Detroit Police department, Detroit,
Mich.. 286 meters; daily except Sunday;
1 p. in., to 6:30 D. m.

HPO-San Francisco, Cal., Hale Brothers
423 meters; silent Friday: Sunday night,
10:30 to 12, concert; Monday, 10 to 11,
organ, 11 to 12, dance music; Tuesday.
Wednesday. Thursday nights, 10 to 11,
studio program, 11 to 12, dance music;
Saturday night, 10 to 2 a. in.. dance music.

IICIF-Hood River, Ore., Apple City Radio
club, 360 meters.

HQV-Pittsburg. Pa., Doubleday -Hill Electric
company, 360 meters.

ROW -San Jose, Cal., Berkeley Daily Gazette,
278 meters.

THE CHICAGO EVENING POST
TABLOID RADIO SCHEDULES

These stations are those most commonly tuned in evenings by the Chicago broadcast listen-
ers. The time given is central standard. Pacific coast time is two hours earlier than that
shown here. Mountain time is one hour earlier, and eastern time one hour later. Evening
program schedules only are given. This list was compiled by The Chicago. Evening Post
Radio Department and i.protected by copyright.

STATION
.

Miles Met Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Chicago-
-.-

KYW, Comm. Edison Bldg 536 6:30- 9:30 6:30-12:00 6:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30 6:30-12 in. 6:30- 9:30
WAAF, Union Stock Yards 286 4:30- 5:00 4:30- 6:00 4:30- 5:00 4:30- 5:00 4:30- 6:00
WMAQ, Hotel La Salle 536 7:00- 9:55 7:00- 9:55 7:00- 9:55 7:00- 9:55 8:00-10:00
WDAP, Drake Hotel 360 7:00-1 a.m. 7:00-1 am 7:00-1 a.m. 7:00-1 a.m. 7 :00-1 a.m. 9 :15-10 :30
WJAZ. Edgewater Beach Hotel.. 4481 10:00-12:30 10:00-12:30 10:00-12:30 10:00-12:30 10:00- 2:00 6:00- 9:00

Suburban-
WCBD, Zion, ni 39 345 8:00- 9:00 8:00- 9:00
WLAB, Rockford, ill 77 252 9:00- 8:00- 12 :00-
WRM. Urbana, DI 120 360 .- ... 8:50- 9:30
WTAS, Elgin, Ill 37 275 7:30-10:00

Eastern- 1

%DEA, East Pittsburg 430 326 7:00-11:00 7 :00-11 :00 7 :00-11 :00 7:00-11:00 7 :00-11 :00 7 :00-11 :00
WBZ, Springfield, Mass 802 337 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00
WEAF, New York City 912 495 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00
WGI, Medford Hillside, Mass, 875 360 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 9.30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 7:30- 9:00
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y'- . . '.- .. 748 380 8:00- 9:301
WGY, Schenectady, N. T 698 280 6:45-11:30 6:46- 9:00 6:45- 9:00 6:45- 9:00 6:45-11:30 6:45- 9:00
WGR, Buffalo 472 319 6:00-10:45 6:00- 7:30 6:00-10:45 6:00- 7:30 6:00-10:45 6:00- 7:30
WHN, New York City 912 380 1:15-11:00 1:15-11:00 1:15-11:00 1:15-11:00 1:15-11:00 1:15-11:00
WJY, New Ybrk City 912 4051 2:30- 6:60
WJZ, New York City 912 455 6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30
WOO. Philadelphia 677 509 '7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00
WR,C, Washington, D. C 612 469 8 :00-10 :00 8:00-10:00 8 :00-10 :00

Midwest-
WCX Detroit 245 517 7:30- 9:00 '7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 0:00 7:30- 9:00
WJAX, Cleveland 323 390 7:30- 9:30 8:00-10:30
WLAG, Minneapolis 358 417 1010-1 a.m.1030-1 a m 10'30 1 a.m.1030-1 a.m.10:30-1 a.m.1030-1 a.m.
WLW, Cincinnati 262 309 8 :00-10 :00 10 :00-12 :00 8 :00-10 :00 10 :00-12 :00
WOC, Davenport 105 481 7:00-11:00 7:00-11:00 7:00-11:00 '7:00-11:00 7:00-11:00
WTAM. Cleveland .. 323 300 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30
WW.T, Detroit 245 517 8:30-10:00 8:30-10:00 8:30-10:00 8:30-12 in. 8:30-10:00

Southern-
KSD, St. Louis 270 546 8 :00-11 :00 8 :00-11 :00 8 :00-11 :00 8:00-11:00 8:00-11:00
WBA.P, Fort Worth, Texas 855 476 7:15-11:00 7:15-11:00 7:15-11:00 7:16-11:00 '7:15-11:00
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo 430 411 11 :45-1 a.m. 11:45-1 a.m. 11:45-1 a.m. 11:45-1 a.m. 11 :45-1. a.m. 11 :45-1 a.m.
WFAA, Dallas, Texas 853 476 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 7:30 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30 9:30-11:00WGV, New Orleans...868 350 7:00- 8:0017:00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
WHAS, Louisville 271 400 7:30- 9:00 4:00- 5:00
WEB, Kansas City, Mo 430 411 9:00 7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00 8:00-10:00
WMC, Memphis 480 5001 8:30- :

47:00-
1:00-12:00 8:30- 111:20-12:00 8:00-10:001 8:00-10:00

WOAI, San Antonio, Texas 1,080 3851 9 :30-10 :30 9 :30-10 :30
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo 337 4411 8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30
WSB, Atlanta, Ga 605 428 8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 in. 8:00-12 in. 8:00-12 in. 8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 in 7:30- 9:00

Pacific Coast-
KFDB, San Francisco 1,910 509 12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30 12 ni.- 1:30 12 in.- 1:30
KGW, Portland, Ore 1,895 492 1:00-1 a.m. 10:00-11:00 10:00-11:00 10:00-11:00 1 :00-2 a.m. 10:00-11:00 9:00-10:00
FLU, Los Angeles. 1,795 395 8:45-10:00 8:45-10:00 8:45-10:00 8:45 10:00 8:45-10:00 8:45-10:00 10:00-12:00
FPO, San Francisco 1,910 423 6:30-12 in 6:30-12 m. 7:30-12:00 6:30-12 in. 6:30-12 in. 10:30-12 M.

WARN -Columbia, Mo., University of Mis-souri, 254 meters.
WAAW-Omaha, Neb., Omaha Grain Ex-

change, 360 meters, 500 watts: Daily
except Sunday, 9:45, 10:45, 11:45, 12:46,1:15 and 8, world markets; final report

. Saturday at 12:45 p. m.
WAAZ-Emporia, Kan., Hollister -Miller Mo-

tor company, 360 meters.
WAAB-Harrisburg, Pa., Dr. John B. Law-rence, 266 meters.
WABC-Anderson. Ind., Fulwider-Grimes

Battery company, 229 meters.
WARD -Dayton, Ohio, Parker high school,283 meters.
WARE -Washington, D. C., Young Men's

Christian association, 283 meters.
WABG-Jacksonville, Fla., Arnold EdwardsPiano company, 248 meters.
WABH-Sandusky, Ohio, Lake Shore Tire

company, 240 meters.
WABI-Bangor, Me., Bangor Railway and

Electric company, 240 meters.
WABA-Lake Forest, Ill., Lake Forest col-lege, 266 meters.
WABJ-South Bend, hid., The Radio Labora-tories, 240 meters.
WABK-Worcester, Mass., First Baptist

church, 252 meters.
WABL--Storre, Conn., Connecticut Agricul-tural college, 283 meters.
WARM -Saginaw. Mich., F. E. Doherty Au-

tomotive and Radio Supply company, 254meters.
WABN-La Crosse, Wis., Waldo C. Grover,234 meters.
WABO-Rochester, N. Y., Lake Avenue Bap-tist church. 252 meters.
WABT-252 meters; Washington, Pa.; own-er, Halliday Hall.
WABW-Wooster, Ohio; 234 meters; 20watts.
WABX-Mount Clemens, Mich.; 270 meters;150 watts.
WBAA-West Lafayette, Ind., Purdue uni-

versity, 360 meters.
WBAD-Minneapolis, Minn., Sterling Elec-

tric company, 360 meters.
WBAH-Minneapolis, Minn., The Dayton

company, 360 meters.
WBAN-Paterson, N. J., Wireless Phone cor-

poration, 244 meters
WBAO-Decatur, Ill., James Millikin uni-

versity. 360 meters.
WRAP -Fort Worth, Texas, Wortham-Car-

ter- Publishing company (Star -Telegram),
476 meters, 750 watts: Silent Saturday
and Sunday nights. Operator,. E. L. Olds;
supervisor, H. W. Hough; announcer, "The
Hired Hand." Daily program, 11 a. m.,
markets, aviation, weather: 12 noon, 1,2, 4 p. m., markets and information; 5
p. m., financial news; 8:30 to 11:45 D. m.,
concert.

WBAV-Columbus. Ohio, Einer . and Hu-phins company, 390 meters, 500 watts.
Director, R. S. Bohannan; program direc-
tor Miss Helen Mears; announcer, H. E.
Day. Daily except Sunday, 12:30 to 1.markets and news. Monday evening, 8 to10, music.

WBAW-Marietta, Ohio, Marietta college,246 meters.
WBAX-Wilkesbarre, Pa., 66 Gildersleeve

street, John H. Stenger, Jr.. 360 meters.
WRAY-New York, N. Y., Western Electric

company, 492 meters.
WBBA-Newark, Ohio, Newark Radio La-

boratories, 240 meters.
WBBC-Sterling, Ill., Sterling Radio, Equip-ment company, 229 meters.
WEIRD -Reading, Pa., Barbey Battery Serv-

ice, 234 meters.
WBL-Anthony, Kan., T. & H. Radio com-pany, 261 meters.
WBS-Newark, N. J., D. W. May, Inc., 360

meters.
WEST -Charlotte, N. C., Southern Radio cor-

poration, 360 meters.
WBU-Chicago, Ill., City of Chicago, 286meters.
wiz -Springfield, Mass., Westinghouse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing company, 337 me-

KFIIII-Neah Bay, Wis., Ambrose A. Mc-
Cue. 261 meters.

I:FM-Santa Barbara, Cal., Fallon & Co..
360 meters. Manager, S. Haskings.
Evening -8 to 8:40 p. m.. news bulletins,

bed -time story; 11 to 12, music.
KHR-Seattle, Wash., Star Electric and

Radio company, 283. meters.
KFBS-Lihue, Hawaii, Clifford J. Dow, 275

meters.
Is:MX-Hutchinson. Kan., 407 East 1st

street. Robert W. Nelson. 229 meters.
KFI-Los Angeles, Cal., Earle C. Anthony

(Inc.), 469 meters.
KFIB-St. Louis, Mo., 5666 Vernon avenue,

Franklin W. Jenkins. 244 meters.
KFID-Iola. Ran., Ross Arbuckle's garage,

246 meters.
KFIF-Portland, Ore., Benson Polytechnic

institute, 360 meters.
KFIK-Gladbrook, Iowa, Gladbrook Electric

company, 234 meters.
liFIL-Louisburg, Ran., Windisch Electric

Farm Equipment company, 234 meters.
KFIO-Spokane, Wash., North Central high

school, 252 meters.
KElQ-Yakima. Wash., Yakima Valley Ra-

dio Broadcasting association, 242 meters.
KFIU-Juneau, Alaska. Alaska Electric

Light and Power company, 226 meters.
KFIX - Independence. Mo., Reorganized

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, 240 meters.

liFIY---Seattle, Brott laboratories.
236 meters.

KFIZ-Fond du Lac. Wis., Daily Common-
wealth, 237 meters.

KFJB-Marshalltown, Iowa. Marshalltown
Electrical company, 248 meters.

liEJC-Seattle, Wash., Post Intelligencer, 233
meters.

KFJD-Greeley, Colo., Weld County Printing
and Publishing company, 236 meters.

EFJE-Oklahoma City, Okla., National Radio
Manufacturing company, 252 meters.

KFJI-Astoria. Ore., Liberty theater (E. E.
2:36 meters.

KFJK-Bristow, Okla., Delano Radio and
Electric company, 233 meters.

KFJI-Ottumwa, Iowa, Hardsacg Manuf act -
truing company, 242 meters.

KFJM-Grand Forks. N. D., University of
North Dakota, 229 meters.

KFJQ-Grand Forks, N. D., Electric Construe-
tion company ,(portable). 252 meters.

HFMO-Fayetteville. Ark.; 263 meters, 100
watts.

KFMR-Sioux City, Iowa; 261 meters; 10
watts.

KFMS-Duluth. Minn.; 276 meters; 100
watts.

KFMT-Minneapolis, Minn.; 231 meters; 6
watts.

Ek'MU-San Marcos, Texas; 240 meters; 20
watts.

KE11W-Houghton. Mich.; 266 meters; 50
watts.

HFMX-Northfield, Minn.: 283 meters; 500
watts.

KGB -Tacoma, Wash., Wm. A. Mullins Elec-
tric company, 360 meters.

EGG-Hallack & Watson Radio Service, Port-
land, Ore., 460 meters, 50 watts.
Day -2:45 to 3, news.
Evening -7:30 to 8, phonograph and sport-
ing news; 9:30 to 10, press and police
reports;' special Wednesday and Sunday,
11 to .12 midnight, singing concert.

KGN-Portland, Ore., Northwestern Radio
Manufacturing company, 360 meters.

SOU -Honolulu, Hawaii, Waiwiwi Beach,
Marion A. Mulrony, 360 meters.

HOW -Portland. Ore., Portland Oregonian;
492 meters:
Day -1:30, weather; 5:30. lectures and

children's hour.
Evening -10, music; 11. lecture; 12, mu-

sic.
SOY -Lacy, Wash., St Martin's college

258 meters; 10 watts; evening, 10 to
11 :30.

EHQ-Seagle, Wash.419 13th avenue, Louis
Wasmef: 360 meters.

KJQ-Stockton, Cal., 615 East Main street,
C. 0. Gould. 360 meters.

KJR-Seattle. Wash.. Northwest Radio Serv-
ice company; 283 meters; daily except
Saturday and Sunday, 7:30 to 8:15 D. m.;
Monday. Wednesday and Friday, 9:30 to
10:30.

KJS-Los Angeles, Cal., Bible Institute of
Los Angeles. 360 meters.

KLS-Oakland, Cal.. 2201 Telegraph avenue.
Warner Brothers, 360 meters; director,
Miss A. Warner; announcer, S. Warner.
Week days, 1:30 to 3; Friday evening,
10 to 11; Sunday afternoon, 2 to 3.

KLX-Oakland, Calif., The Oakland Tribune,
. 509 meters: 500 watts: silent Sunday;

KSD-St. Louis, Mo., Post Dispatch (Pulit-
zer Publishing company), 546 meters.

HSS-Long Beach, Cal., Prest & Dean Radio
company and Radio Research Society of
Long Beach, Cal., 229 meters; 10 watt;
Boy Scout news.

KTW-Seattle, Wash., First Presbyterian
church, '360 meters.

KUO-San Francisco, Cal., Examiner Print-
ing company. 360 meters.

HUS-Los Angeles, Cal., City Dye Works
and Laundry company, 360 meters.

HUY-El Monte, Cal., Coast Radio company,
360 meters.

KWG-Stockton, Cal., Portable Wireless Tele-
phone company, 360 meters.

KWH-Los Angeles. Cal., Los Angeles Ex-
aminer, 360 meters.

KXD-Modesto, Cal., Modesto Herald Pub-
lishing company, 360 meters.

KYQ-Honolulu, Hawaii, Electric Shop, 360
meters.

KYW-Chicago. 111., Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing company, 345 meters.

HEM -Oakland. Cal., 13th and Harrison
streets, Preston D. Allen, 360 meters.

ICZN-Salt Lake City, Utah, The Deseret
News. 360 meters; daily except Sunday
9 to 10:30 p. music, addresses, stories,
news.

HZV-Wenatchee, Wash., Wenatchee Battery
and Motor company, 360 meters.

NAA-Arlington, Va., U. S. Navy dept., 435
meters; daily except Sunday, 8:45 to
9:40 a. m., markets; 11:25 to 11:40, mar-
kets; 12:45 to 1:20 p. m., markets; 2:25
to 3:40 p. in., markets; 9:05 to 9:20
p. m., weather.

WAAB-New Orleans, La., 137 South St.
Patrick street, Valdemar Jensen, 268 me-
ters.

WAAC-New Orleans, La., Tulane university,
360 meters.

WAAD-Cincinnati, Ohio, Ohio Mechanics in-
stitute, 360 meters, 25 watts, range, 50
miles.

WAAF-Chicago, Dl., Chicago Daily Drov-
ers Journal, 286 meters: Daily except
Sundays and holidays, 8:10, 10:46, 12:40,
3, 4:30 p. m., markets; 10:30, 12:30
p. m., weather.

WAAH-St. Paul, Minn., Commonwealth
Electric company, 360 meters.

WAAM-Newark, N. J, I. R. Nelson com-
pany, 263 meters.

term.
WCAD-Canton, N. Y., St. Lawrence uni-versity, 280 meters.
WCAE-Pittsburg, Pa., Kaufmann & Baer

company, 462 meters; daily, 11:30, weath-
er; 2:30, news; 3:30, stocks; 5:30, dinner
music; 6:30, children's stories; 7:30, mu-sic; Sunday, 2 p. m., people's radio church
service, Rev. Dr. George W. Shelton; 6:30,
music.

WCAG-New Orleans, La., 2813 Calhounstreet, Clyde R. Randall, 268 meters.
WCAR-Columbus, Ohio, Entrekin Electriccompany. 286 meters.
WCAJ-University Place. Neb., NebraskaWesleyan university, 360 metersi stationdirector and announcer, J. C. Jensen; daily.10:30 a. m., weather; Tuesday. 6 D. m.,children's stories; Thursday, 8 P. m., lec-tures and music.
WCAK-Houston, Texas. 2504 Bagby street,Alfred P. Daniel, 360 meters.
WCAL--Northfield. Minn., St. Olaf college,360 meters.
WCAM-Villanova, Pa., Villanova college,360 meters.
WCAO-Baltimore, Md., Sanders & Stayman

company, 380 meters; daily, 10:55, time
signals; 11 a. m., weather; 11:05, music;
Monday and Wednesday, 7 p. m., music.

WCAP-Washington, D. C., Chesapeake &Potomac Telephone company, 469 meters.
WCAR-San Antonio, Texas, Alamo Radio

Electric company, 360 meters.
WCAS-Minneapolis, Minn., William HoodDunwoodie Industrial institute, 246 me-ters; director, M. R. Bass; operator and

announcer, F. P. Upton: Monday, '7 to7:30 p. m., music; Tuesday, 8:15 to 9:30
p. m., music and educational programs
(9:30 to 10:45 on alternate weeks) :Wednesday, 6:30 to 7, music and techni-
cal lectures; Thursday, 7 to 7:30 P. In.,notes on radio and code practice.

WCAT-Rapid City, S. D., South DakotaState School of Mines, 240 meters.
WCAU-Philadelphia, Pa., Durham & Co.,

286 meters.
WCAV-Little Rock, Ark., J. C. Dice Elec-

tric company, 360 meters.
WCAX-Burlington, Vt., University of Bel-

mont, 360 meters.
WCAY-Milwaukee. Wis., Kesselman O'Dris-

coil company, 261 meters.
WCAZ-Carthage, Hl., Carthage college, 246

meters.
WCBA-Allentown, Pa., 1015 Allen street,Charles W. Heimbach, 280 meters.
WCBB-Greenville, Ohio, K. & K. Radio Sup-

ply company (Charles H. liatzenberger),
240 meters.

WCBD-Zion, CI., Wilbur G. Voliva. 345meters.
WCH-St. Louis, Mo., Stix, Baer & Fuller

Dry Goods company, 360 meters.
WCM-Austin, Texas. University of Texas,

360 meters.
WCX-Detroit, Mich., Detroit Free Press,517 meters.
WDAD-Lindsborg, Kans., Central Kansas

Radio Supply company (Wm. L. Harri-
son), 360 meters.

WDAE-Tampa, Fla., Tampa Daily Times,
360 meters.

WDAF-Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City Star,
411 meters.

WDAG-Amarillo, Texas, J. Laurance Mar-
tin. 360 meters; J. L. Martin, director
and operator; broadcast Tuesday andThursday at 8 IL m.

WDAH-El Paso, Texas, Trinity Methodist
church (South), 268 meters; station di-
rector, A. C. Arnold; announcer, JohnBurke; Sunday, 8:30 a. in., and 12 mid-
night; Thursday, 8:30 D. in., concert.

WDAI-Syracuse, N. Y., Hughes Radio cor-
poration, 246 meters.

Continued on Page 14.
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Radio Is
Sent In
as Pinch

Hitter
By John A. Menaugh.

HANS, meet Bambino Radio, the'P pinchhitter. He is young and ten-
der, but he carries a lusty wallop in
ids antenna.

He has rescued passengers and
brews from sinking ships at sea, he
has traced the wanderings of run-
away balloons and blimps and he has
performed black magic on the battle-
front, but now he comes to bat in a
new role.

Just last Monday radio was
hailed in to help rescue passengers
on trains stalled in the snow storm
Which swept Chicago and points north
and west. Then in addition to the
train relief duty, radio was put to
work shooting news dispatches to
'western towns cut off by the storm.

Chicago -bound passengers, stalled in
the snowdifts on two trains, one on
the Chicago and Northwestern and the
other on the Soo line at Waupaca,
Wis., were rescued by means of
radio. With telegraph communica-
tion destroyed .by the blizzard, rail-
road officials in Chicago learned of
the plight of the snowbound tourists
thru a wireless message sent out from
broadcasting station WPAII at Wau-
pace..

A relief train bearing food and hien-.
ets immediately was dispatched.
More than a dozen other stalled

trains also were served with the aid
02 KYW, the Westinghouse Electric
broadcasting station in Chicago. Its
operators kept in touch with local rail-
road dispatches thruout the night. Ac-
cording to radio messages six Chicago
and Northwestern trains, in addition
to the one at Waupaca, were stalled.
Two were at Reedsville and the others
it Waukesha, Sheboygan, Green Bay
and Manitowoc.

Altho Monday is silent night in
Chicago KYW and WMAQ were in
the air at intervals from early in
the evening until late at night. The
Writer heard both of them patiently
trying to get in touch with Omaha
and the Wisconsin towns.

Radio came to the aid of the news
Organizations efficiently. AU west-
ern telegraph wires succumbed to the
storm, and It was impossible to get
in connection with newspapers be-
tween Chicago and the coast. North-
ern and southern wires were also
down, and it was only with diffictilty
that communication was maintained
With the east The- Associated Press
had to discontinue its western service
;via wire.

RADIO, yesterday a bewilderingmanifestation

to all except the
smart high school boy and the tech-
nical expert, today is the hobby and
delight of countless thousands of or-
dinary and unscientific adult citizens,
their wives and daughters and' their
uncles and aunts.

Verily, radio has come to stay. It
Is here to remain with us just as is
the automobile and the motion picture.
ft is not a passing t'ad like the bi-
cycle, for when the bicycle was per-
fected it was complete in all respects
and had nothing new to present. On
the other hand, radio brings something
new every day. Our receiving sets
of today appear to be almost every-
thing they should be; the ones of to.
morrow, no doubt, will be entirely dif-
ferent The whole world will be at
everyone's call before long, and then
after that there will be new devices
In a steady procession along the un-
limited years of the future.

Interest cannot die down when
progress keeps it always awake. It
you don't think folks are interested
now, look into a few of the many ra-
dio shops in the loop and outlying
districts and see whether the dealers
are busy. And that is only a smell
of what it will be in the future.

JUST be patient, phans, the little
old Night Prowler will be prowling

again before long. He had an under-
study on the job last Monday night,
'but the understudy's equipment was
not the best. He heard a lot of chat-
ter which he couldn't idenjify and
got interested in train relief workof
the local stations. Qf course, ISDRA
tame in loud enough with its concert
band to demand attention.

LOCAL FEATURES TO BE BROADCAST

This is gentlemen's week. Page
'the ladies. (1) Ralph Emerson at
the Barton organ, a new feature
of WDAP'S' program; (2) W.
Remington Welch, organist, and
Ed Olmstead, announcer, of
KYW; (3) Abram Sophins, ViO-
Uxasto WJAZ, Feb. '10, and (4)
Julius R. Kline, who Wlil read
Lincoln's Gettysburg address from
WMAQ, Feb. 122

Radio Programs
The continued interest cf "radio-

pharts" in good music is witnessed by
the excitement aroused in WJAZ's se-
ries of '"Artist Recitals" Sunders eve-
ninga from 8 to 9 o'clock_ During the
opera season these programs included
many cif the stars from the At:die:i-
lium. But the good work still con-
tinues.

Sundry, Feb. 10, Abraham Scpkin,
violinist Joseph Brinkman, pianist,
and Esther Gielc, soprano, will appear
on the "artist" bill.

The _first appearance of rail, eeter-
tainers in public seems to be making
quite a hit. The KYW outfit is bleat-

ing down the house at MoVickers this
week.

WRAP announces the addition of a
new feature. Ralpa Emerson, playing
on the Barton organ, will entertain
Chicago radio bugs, follcwing this
schedule: Sunday, 5 to 4 A m.; Tues-
day, 8 to 8:30; Wednesday, 10:10 to
10,'25; Thursday, 8 to 830; Friday and
Saturday, 10:10 to 10:35.

Lincoln's birthday will be celebrated
over at WMAQ by the reading of the
Gettysburg address and a talk on Lin-
coln.

Beloweare given she complete sched-
ules of all the Chimgo and suburban
broadcasting stations and those of the
out-of-town stations which are most
commonly tuned by local radiophans.

These schedules are a regular der)/,
feature in The Chicago Evening P41':.

On Thursday of each week a etr,:

Details
of Ray's
De Luxe
Receiver

By Lewis B. Hagerman: -
(Technical Editor of Radio Magazine.)

MANY phans since the original an-
nouncement of the "Superduc"
in The Post Radio Magazine are

just learning the true joys that can
be derived from a radio receiver. Up
to the present time they have been
accustomed to receive, along with
their concerts end speeches; an accom-
paniment of hissing, scratching and
other noises caused by improper meth-
ods of producing regeneration and
Wei interference.

The "Superduc," as many have
found out, is absolutely void of any
unnecessary noises, its only rival in
clarity. and beauty of tone being
neutrodyne. 111.

It has given me great pleasure
read the many complimentary
ters I have received, commenting
the operation of the "Superduc" ts,
Of course, some have had trouble, hi.:

'in practically all of the cases it w:i
due directly or indirectly to mechan
teal defects in the apparatus used, es
pecially in the isarionieter.

In accordance with the many re
quests and after much experimenting
in The Post Radio laboratory, I have
ready to present to you a "Superduc
De Luxe."'

ti The circuit is basically the same at
the original, the changes merely being
'the addition of one variable condense:
across the secondary of the variome
ter and a potentiometer to control tht
potential of the B battery.

Give Pine Tuning.
The above additions give YOU ex

tremely fine tuning and maximum con
trol over the oscillation of your tuba

The set as shown uses the following
parts:

rOne split vaiometer.
One 11 -plate vernier condenser.
One 23 -plate vernier condenser.
One 400 -ohm potentiometer.
One filament control switch.
Three double circuit lacks.

1 One 6 -ohm rheostat.
Two 30 -ohm rheostats.
One 5-1 audio -frequency transformer,
One 3-1 audio -frequency transformer.
One variable grid leak and con-

denger.
Three VT sockets.
Nine rubber -top binding posts.
One 7x28x3-16-incli panel.
Bus bar wire, screws, etc.
The set as used by Charles Ray and

which is shown on the next page in
two views, one of the front, giving
the panel layout and spacing of ap-
paratus, and one of the inside, show-
ing an idea of the spacing of the
transformers and socketS and of the
wiring, was. made of grass.

We do not advise the ordinary exc
perimenter, however, to use glass, as
it is very fragile and, unlesS the
proper machinery is availabI6, it Is
almost imnossible to drill without
craTcekiningeuoart breaking,kinapparatusg;

on thepanel, lay it out as nearly like the
photograph as possible and mount,
placing the apparatus in the following
arrangement, from left to right:
Twenty -three -plate condenser, varions.
eter, 11 -plate condenser, variable grid
leak, potentiometer. wine. filament
control switch directly below, 6-dhrn
rheostat, and .then the two 30 -ohm
rheostats with jacks beneath. To
wire, follow the schematic diagram
which accompanies the photographs.

pieta list and schedule of every broad-
casting station In the United States
is published in The Cticago Evening
Post's sixteen -page Radio Magazine
section.

CHICAGO STATIONS

Central Time Is Shown.)
KYW-Loca:.ed in Commonwealth Edison

building add meters; WLY3On Wetbe7bee.
director,

1)ay-e.30 a. tn., news -and markets: to
m., market reports; 10:50 a. m finan-

(nal news sod comment; 12:58 a. na.. naval
obse.rvztor: t me signals; 31 a. m.., market
reports; 11.05 a. m., weather report; 11:2O
a, m., mews and comment of, the financial
and commercial market: 11:30 a. tn., table
talk by M.rs,. Anna J. Peterson.

Evening -6:30 p. m., news, linancial and
final market and .spOrt .etPrn,w7.Y.., ful'aishsd.
ty the Union Trust cm/mazy, Chicago Jotiz-
nal of Commerce and United sates depart-
ment of atTiculture; 0:50 it, 0., children's

Continued on Page 4.

bedtime story; 7 p m. to 7:30 p. con.cert by Clyde Doerr's orchestra from th
Pompeilan room of the Congress hotel, and
Joska DeBabary's orchestra from the Loui4
XVI room of the Congress hotel; 8 to 8:26
p. m., twenty minutes of good reading, by
Rev. C. J. Pernin, S. J., head of department
of English, Loyola university. Chicago: 8:30
to 9 D. m.. musical program of the Edison
Symphony orchestra, at Orchestra hall. Chi-
cago. Mr. Morgan L. Eastman, director;
Herbert Gould. bass soloist: March. "Th
Fairest of the Fair (Sousa); "The Dance o
the Serpents. (Baccallari); "The FlorDance," (Moss); "The Living God,
(O'Hara); "Coppolia," ballet, (Del1116)i
9.05 D. m., report furnished by the Ch cage
Motor club; 9:15 p. m., program furnished
by the National Live Stock and Meat board.
The subject of the evening will be "Twelva
Minutes of Practical Meat Cooking." byGrace Viall Gray, lecturer and writer. Home
Economics specialist.

WAAF-Located at Union stock yards; 286
meters.Day-Live stock reports at 8:40. 10:30.
10:45 a. m.. 12:30, 12:45, 4:30 p. m.

Evening-No schedule.
WMAQ-Located' on Hotel LaSalle:' 447.5

Continued on Page 13.
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Data on Ray's
New "Superduc
De Luxe" Set

Continued from Page 3.

king some care to keep the wires
far apart as possible ih the tuning
it.

Use Care in Wiring.
It is not advisable to wire your set

n, following the photographs, as,.the
Wiring is very intricate at times 'and
therefore is not shown clearly in the
Picture.

In order to obtain the maximum re -
*nits from the "Superduc de Luxe"
ft is naturally advisable to use the
est parts obtainable, but very good

results can be obtained with inexpen-
sive parts. The price of the complete
Parts might be anywhere" from $30 to
$70, depending entirely upon the build-
er's pocketbook; altho, as the National
Radio company says, "Good apparatus
Pays."

°C drydry cell or storage battery
iubes may be used. If dry cell, the

est tubes suitable would be WD -12s.
f storage battery, the best tubes

would be one UV -200 or C-300 and two
UV -2014..s or C-301A.s. Of course, if
dry cell tubes are used, the ohmage
bf the rheostats as given in the list
Of parts will have to be changed to
three 6 -ohm rheostats instead of one
60-01im and two 30 -ohm.

In the tuning of the set, the variom-
ttpr, 11 -plate condenser and detector
ube rheostat are the most critical ad-

justments, .the grid leak not being as
Important as heretofore.

To operate, connect B batteries, A
batteries, aerial and ground and plug
phones in detector jack; light tubes
and tune in station with variometer

nd 11 -plate condenser; adjust grid
leak and potentiometer ,,and bring to
inaximum with 23 -plate 'condenser.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF CHARLES RAY'S
"SUPERDUC DE LUXE" REC1EWING SET

Entire World
to Listen In on

Coolidge Talk
__,Rotary clubs, the world over, will
Mar President Coolidge deliver an ad-
dress on behalf of the Chicago Ro-
tary club on the evening of Washing-
ton's birthday-the nineteenth anni-
Versary of the Rotary Club of the
World.

The President will speak at 10
o'clock (eastern time) from the 'White
House in Washington. WCAP will.
broadcastbroadcast the talk from that city:1
WEAF (New York) and WJAR (Provi-
dence) will cover other eastern terri-
tory.

1VJAZ (Zenith -Edgewater Beach) I
-Will handle the speech for Chicago.

Arrangements are pending to broad- 
cast the President's message thruout
Europe thru the co-operation of the
American Radio Relay league and
licensed amateur broadcasters. The of-
ficial consent of England, France, Ger-
many and Italy is necessary to corn-
olete the plans.

George L. Treadwell, secretary of '
the Rotary club of Chicago, who has
charge of the broadcasting, says that
by voice and by telegraph the Presi-
dent's talk will reach every Rotary
club in the world.

. Other stations which will partici-
pate in the broadcasting are WLW,
Cincinnati: KGO, Oakland; WGR, Buf-
falo; KDKA, Pittsburg; WGY, Sche-
nectady: WOAI San Antonio; WJAX,
Cleveland: KFL, Los Angeles; WOO,
Philadelphia; WHAS, Louisville;
WDAF, Kansas City; WLAG, Minne-
apolis; vWSI3, Atlanta; WBAP, Fort
Worth KGW, Portland; WMC, Mem-
phis; KSD, St. Louis, andi WOAW,
Omaha.

Makes $25 Look Like $75
H. F. Kains submits to his brother

bovines a method that he found very
successful and also inexpensive when
drilling glass panels. It surely makes
ft $25 set look like a $75 one if care
5nd accuracy are employed. First, take
a thin piece bf board and layout and
drill holes the same as you would if
von were working on bakelite. Now

elt some paraffin or beeswax and
poly while warm to board. Place
oard and glass together and allow to

Cool. Now make a mixture of 1 ounce k
of camphor, 11/2 ounces turpentine and

drams of ether. Apply with brush
Or cloth to drill constantly and do not
run drill to fast so as to burn it. It
*est him 45 cents and he drilled three
Panels with splendid results.

See Chissified Ads, on Page 15.

IT'S OUT!--PHANS
THE

"JUSTRITE"
COIL and CIRCUIT

Coast to coast reception.
Very easy to tune.
NO TAP LEAKS OR LOSSES.
It brings home results.
SELECTIVITY and VOLUME.

All you need Is:
Two condensers, grid condenser
and leak, honeycomb coil, tune,

- socket, rheostat and the JUST -
RITE Coil.

JUSTRITE Coil with wiring diagram
$2.00 each

JUSTRITE Circuit wiring diagram
only, 50c each

POSTAGE PREPAID

ROY W. BURKHARDT
5828 Wayne Avenue Chicago

a!",*Agi-!;0'..

Top view shows panel layout and spacing of apparatus of "Superduc De Luxe" receiver built by
Lewis B. Hagerman, technical editor of the Radio Magazine, for Charles Ray, the actor. Lower view gives
an idea of the internal wiring.
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LOUD SPEAKER

Highly Amplified Radio'
Makes London Deaf Hear
According to a recent dispatch from

London, a 77 -year -old man, who has
been deaf for thirty years, has heard
once more thru the use of radio re-
ceiving apparatus.

Tests conducted at Marconi house,
London, indicate that not only this
man, but a great many ()theft, includ-
ing some who have been deaf from
birth, are able to perceive music when
amplified to great volume by means
of radio amplifiers.

Some of them actually hear the
sounds, if any portion of their audi-
tory nerve is active, no matter how
deeply buried within the head it may
be.

Others are only able to feel the
rhythm of the vibratiens. In other
cases the success of these tests has
strained the emotions of the engi-
neers who have witnessed the joy of
those who find themselves perceiv-
ing sounds for the first time in years,
or even in their lifetime.

Experiments will be continued to de-
velop this phase of radio so that it
may Pe applied in a practical manner.

Insulators of Porcelain
Aerial insulators should be made

preferably of glazed porcelain, as hard
rubber and,. composition insulators
have-not as much tensile strength and
insulating qualities. They are also I
subject to decomposition when exposed t
to the weather.

Phone Tip Jacks Handy
Phone tip jacks gradually are re-

placing binding posts on phone aerial
and ground and battery connections.
The connection is quickly made and
positive in its grip.

Radio Popular?
Here's Proof
WHAT more proof do you

want than this of the popu-
larity of radio? The facts

were presented recently by Pierre
Boucheron, member of a large
radio corporation. They sum-
marize:

563 licensed broadcasting sta-
tions in the United States.

3,000,000 radio receiving sets.
10,000,000 listeners.
250,000 persons connected with

the industry.
3,000 manufacturers of radio

supplies.
1,000 wholesale distributers and

jobbers.
25,000 retail dealers.
1,000 newspapers which carry

radio news.
3,000 weeklies with radio sec-

tions.
30 radio periodicals.
50 magazines carrying radio

sections.
250 books on radio.
Seven radio trade papers.
$17,000,000 estimated expendi-

ture by American public during
192,3 for radio material.

Balkans Get Radio
The first large broadcasting station

in the Balkans is being built near Bel-
grade, Serbia. It will be operated by
the postal service and will afford dis-
gemination of news and other infor-
mation in that area.

PUTTING THE BABY TO SLEEP BY RADIO ----Photo shows Dr.
W. M. O'Cornser following out the suggestion of Mayor Hague of Jersey
City and using radio to put babies to sleep at the Mothers' institute,
Jersey City, N. J.

More Efficient
Amplification Is
Real Radio Need

French Musicians Refuse
to Have Music Broadcast

After several months of co-opera-
tion,with the broadcasting stations in
the Eiffel tower and in the suburbs
of Paris, certain French musicians
have decided that no longer will they
permit their concerts to be broadcast
without payment.

The Paris orchestra, for instance,
now refuses flatly to allow its con-
certs to be broadcast, and the Union
of Dramatic and Lyric Artists and
the Syndicate of Musicians have both
instructed their singers and instru-
mentalists not to allow the broad-
casters to transmit their efforts.

Part of the difficulty is understood
to have been occasioned by the fact
that various restaurants and dance
halls in Paris have discharged their
musicians and instead have installed
radio receivers.

-
You will ftd the classified adver-

tisements on Page 15.

The outstanding .need of radio t6 -
day, both for the enloyment of .the art
and to promote its further develop-
ment as a sound industry, is more ere
flcient amplification.

Not. only research engineers but
manufacturers agree that the wider
use of better amplification is the
next stage of development of the util.
sty. This will not only vastly in-
crease the number of radio users, but
immeasurably improve the standard
and quality of results obtained in
homes thruout the land.

To be sure, amplification is already
used with a vengeance. Vengeance
is often the precise word! Too much
of it sounds like an alley cat singing
to its mate: "1- ost night on the '-bask
fence I loved you best of all."

Radio's supreme need is amplifi-
cation without distortion. As Claude
F. Cairns, president of the Acme Ap-
paratus company, transformer engi-
neers and manufacturers, has pointed
out, "to amplify is easy, but to am-
plify so that no distortion or change
in the sound is made requires appara-
tus designed and constructed by ape-
cialists in amplification. In all am-
plifiers there are transformers and
vacuum tubes.

Heart of Amplifier.
The transformer is the heart of the

amplifier. Unless the proper trans-
former is used, the singer's voice in
New York is distorted into squeals
and squawks in Chicago. The voice
will be amplified, but the tone and
the rich natural quality will not be
preseFved without a proper trans-
former."The

general public is realizing
more every day that amplification is
the most important single factor in
radio. It is so fundamental that
without amplification radio today
would be impossible. Changing elec-
tric waves to sound waves wouldn't
mean much if they couldn't be heard
plainly. Amplification builds them
up so that they are clear and easy to
hear. Amplification is used at the
transmitting station as well as at this
receiving instrument. Faint whispers
thonasnliq of miles away become clear,
living voices in the homes of millions.

Sound Is Multiplied.
Amplification is multiplication. The

small amount of sound energy gen-
erated by the voice or violin string at
the broadcasting station is changed
to electrical energy and then multi-
plied or amplified millions of times.
This large amount of energy is then
put into an antenna and radiated out
into space as an electromagnetic,
wave. When this wave strikes a sim-
ilar antenna thousands of miles away
it gives up to it a small amount of
this energy to be amplifidd again, so
that a whole roomful of people at the
remote point can listen and under-
stand.

"In a very real and vital sense," to
quote Mr. Cairns, "the key to radio
is amplification, and the public is In-
creasingly realizing this. Even more
important, they are demanding ampli-
fication which gives not only volume
but quality of sound --amplification
without distortion."

Continuous Whistles in Set
The continuous whistles in your re.

ceiver, which persist even when you
are not touching your controls, come
from near -by regenerative sets, which
are reradiating, or acting as miniature
transmitters, because their operator*
are not tuning them properly. YOU
do the same to your neighbor when
you allow the detector tube to oscil-
late. Keep the tube turned down just
below the oscillating point. Your re
ceiver won't reradiate then, and not
only will your neighbor thank you big
also you will get much clearer re
ception of signals.

"Aids
Ittecotion" says

Frank P. Learns,
Nraiak O. Pearne, nation-

al authority on radio. says:
"Wide surface of copper
helps selective toning. It
has minimum resistance,
least weight. As radio Ire
atiency waves travel over
the surface, and do not
Penetrate the center,
RIBBON Aerials solve

must antennae
problems."

50 Feet, $1.50
100 Feet, $3.00
150 Feet, $4.50

At all good Radio stores
If your dealer cannot supply
you, send his name and order
direct to the manufacturer by
mail or phone. Ask for it by
name: Transcontinental Ribbon
AeriaL

For
Clearer

Tone

Iii"
Bays FORXEST.

"I have found that
2 or 8 twists per 50

feet improve reception
from "Ribbon" aerials.
This has effect of catch=
waves in all directions.
There is a decided
a m p lineation effect.
too. The moat

scientific aerial.
I asp.'

Use Transcontinental
"Ribbon" Copper Aerials

Not a "strip of flat copper" but a Laboratory
product-the remit of long experiment. Capacity,
resistance, weight wind strains all calculated and
standardized. host give you bigger volume,
clearer tone, greater distance and improved selec-
tivity or money refunded. Thousands new in use
all over the world. Recommended and used by
leading Radio Engineers, great broadcasting
stations, etc.

TRY IT AT The Aerial is an important part of your receiving set. For
clearer, fuller tone use the TRANSCONTINENTAL "Ribbon"

OURRISK! Aerial at our risk. li!foney back guarantee protects you
your results are not improved at least 200%.
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Reminiscences
of Vacuum Tube
Research Work

By F. S. McCullough.
(Research Engineer. Westinghouse Electricand Manufacturing Company.)

The forerunner of the vacuum tube
was the experiment of Edison in 1883,
when he observed an electric current
between the plate and a hot filament
in a vacuum. At the same time some
German scientists were working on it.

The work of Edison was followed by
Preece, Fleming and Thompson, Eng-
lish scientists. It was not until 1898
that Sir J. J. Thompson suggested anexplanation of this phenomenon.
About this time Marconi introduced
radio telegraphy. Sir J. A. Fleming
applied the vacuum tube for detecting
radio signals in 1904. In 1905 DeFor-
est, an American, changed thisvacuum tube. The new tube was able
to amplify the signals. Then in 1913
E. H. Armstrong invented an electric
circuit, which with this tube was ca-
pable of producing oscillating currents
suitable for sending radio waves or
regenerating received signals. By re-
generating we mean multiplying these
signals hundreds of times.

This, briefly, is the history of the
vacuum tube. Larger tubes of this
type are used at the broadcasting sta-
tions. For transcontinental telephone
transmission, telephone companies are
using a similar tube. In appearance
the vacuum tube looks somewhat like
an electric light bulb. It has a glassbulb for maintaining a vacuum. This
bulb is sealed in a metal base mounted
inside the tube; there is a heated fila-
ment surrounded by a complicated
metallic structure. The radio engineer
knows this as the grid and plate.
The outside of the structure is a thin
metal plate formed into a cylinder oran oval.

Wire Coil Is Grid.
Between this plate and the filament

you will see a wire coil or a mesh.
This is the grid. Now imagine astream of electrical particles shoot-
ing out froth the filament and across
the space thru the grid to the plate.
This grid acts like a door. By open-ing and closing this door you can
vary the amount of current that goes
thru; only you open and close this
door electrically and not mechanically.
Just like a small child can open adoor for a grown-up person, so canthe small electric currents open adoor for large electric currents. That
is exactly how a vacuum tube works.

To produce this tube, the scientists
and engineers had to solve quite anumber of technical and scientificproblems. Years of research and
millions of dollars were spent on de-
veloping the materials, the methods
and the machinery for the manufac-
ture of these tubes.

To give you an idea of what these
problems are, let us compare the
vacuum tube to an electric light globe.
In an electric light globe we have
a vacuum which has about one -mil-
lionth of ordinary air. In a vacuum
tube there is ten million times less
air than in an electric light globe.
Imagine the trouble of getting this
vacuum. When you get nearly this
far, the glass walls and the metal
parts inside of the tubes begin to
give off gas. Before vacuum tubes
were invented, the scientists did not
even know that the glass and the
metals could contain gas. Now they
had to find a way to remove the gas
and make sure no more gas would
come out after the tube is in service.
It may be interesting to observe that
with all this vacuum an average re-
ceiving tube will still contain about
ten to twenty billions of atoms of gas.
You have seen tubes with a bright
filament and a dim filament.

Work on Dry Cells.
Some need a storage battery, while

others will burn with a dry cell. It is
seldom realized that a dry cell tube
takes but one -twentieth as much pow-
er as a storage battery tube, yet it
gives the same service. However, a
large amount of experimental work
had to be done before this small
amount of power could be made to do
the work. The engineers had to de-
velop a filament of extremely fine di-
mensions. This filament is one-fourth
of one -thousandth of an inch thick
and ten -thousandths of an inch wide.
This means that it would take four
thousand of these filaments to make
up one inch if laid side by side. This
filament must be then coated in a
delicate manner with a layer of active
material. When you consider that
this filament must be mounted in the
center of the coil one -sixteenth of an
inch wide, you will get some idea of
what the difficulties are.

The other extremes in vacuum tubes

RAN
The Long Distance
Crystal Detector

Used by HAGERMAN in his
LONG - DISTANCE HOOK-UP

SELF-ADJUSTING
ALWAYS SENSITIVE

ALWAYS READY
AT ALL RELIABLE DEALERS
or -send" $1.50 and your dealer's
name for one by prepaid post.

R. W. Mfg. Co.,
226 North Halsted St., Chicago

Buffalo Station Is One of the Most
Powerful in Country

Two photographs of Buffalo hnoadcasting station WGR. At the top is shown the broadcasting
room and the various instruments used. The lower picture is.that of the concert -room.

Care Must Be
Used in Selection
of Loud Speaker

Sooner or later the radio enthu-
siast wants to lay aside the head
phones and replace them with a loud
speaker in order that radiophone serv-
ice may be cased for dancing or for
otherwise entertaining a roomful of
persons. When that time comes, the

are the power tubes at the broad-
casting stations. These tubes are
made at the present time in sizes
which range up to 1,000 kilowats.
This means tsat they are capable of
delivering about 1,300 horse power of
radio energy to an antenna. Of course,
no broadcasting station is now al-
lowed to use such an amount of en-
ergy. W Ives this will be allowed, one
broadcasting station will be able to
reach the extreme ends of the earth.
This day is not far distant. A few
years from new you may be able, on
your set, to listen to one station in
London arse another in Peking.

prospective purchaser is confronted
with one of his most stubborn prob;
lems.

The simplest form of loud speak-
er is ore that makes use of existing
receivers without extensive altera-
tions -of the receiving and amplifying
units.. For instance; there ars horns
available which may be fitted to the
regu'ar telephone head set. Such
horns are provided with soft rubber
gaskets and sometimes with clamps so 
that the regular head set may be held
in place while the sound waves from
both receivers travel thru the horn
and are. amplified by resona=te.

However, where something of a
more ambitious, nature is wanted it
becomes necessary to use a special
type of speaker. The simple kind are
those which make use -of an ordinary
phone receiver placed in tile base of
the horn. Usually the horn is con-
structed of a special compositon ma-
terill to handle the tone tend quality
of the reproduction. There are all
kinds of such devices on the counter,
ransr-.ng from horns of pressed paper
or wood pulp, built In the general form
of the channels of the human ear, to
pressed copper reflectors of conven-
tional design.

Ons of the most popular types of
speakers consists of a uniquely de-
signed metal horn mechanically at -

FARMERS' BEST FRIEND-He has the farmers' interests at heart-J. C. Gilbert, head of the radio market service of Uncle Sam's depart.
ment of s_gri.culture, who sees that daily radio market reports never
fail to go to the thousands of farmers of the country. Not only that,
but Gilbert keeps tab on the types of radio sets used "back on the farm"
and recormiseads what he thinks best for the use of the farmers.

tached to the mechanism of a special
telephone receiver in which the stand-
ard mica diaphragm is replaced by a
strong corrugated metal diaphragm
which will stand practically any
amount of abuse without damage.

Tuning Is Not Chance
Turning dials at random is not tun-

ing. You may run into some sta-
tions by accident, but the chances are
you only will pull in the near -by
stations, which you can't help to tune
in .° Learn the science of tuning if
you would enjoy your set.

See Classified Ads, on Page 15.

OF INTEREST to Chi-
cago radiophans a n d.
others of the midwest

should be the following de-
scription of Buffalo's radio
broadcasting station, WGR,
which is heard in this locality
nearly every evening. WGR's
programs are among the best.
-The Editor.

SS urIGHEST in the world but one't1 is the cage antenna 350 feet
high that rises above Hotel Statler,
Buffalo, N. Y. Listeners from Londellt
to Honolulu have spent happy eve.
nings enjoying the music sent out
from his gigantic monument, but
few have seen the intricate mechan-
ism that "puts the program on the
air."

This antenna, which belongs to
broadcasting station WGR of the Fed-
eral Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany, is supported by masts eighty
feet high and 150 feet apart. The
same masts offer support to the maze
of wires which form the counter-
poise.

Below, on the nineteenth floor of
the building, is the operating-mon'
equipped with the newest machinery,
installed direct from. the Federal Paz.
tory. This room contains the gen
erators, the power amplifier and the
modulating, oscillating and monitor-
ing equipment. In the picture accom-
panying this article are shown the
generators which supply the plates
and filaments of two 250 -watt oscil-
lators and two modulators of the same
power.

Generator Noises tilled.
An effective power filter, also lo-

cated here, hushes all sounds. By
the use of this mechanism the hum
of the generators is completely stilled.

On the eighteenth floor of the hotel
are located the office and studio. Ca-
pacity microphones, each with an ad.
jacent voice amplifier, catch the pro
grains from the studio.

Heavy carpets, velour drapes and
pongee silk ceiling make the .studio
perfect in sound transmission. The
voice of the most brilliant soprano
will wake no reverberations in the
room, but will go out thru the micro-
phones to the thousands of listeners
unmarred by echoes.

Other sets of microphones are con-
nected by a mile cable with the trans.
mitter from the grill dining -room and
local ballrooms.

From the dining -room organ oi
Hotel Statler each noon Albert Boit
chard gives radio listeners a twenty
minute program of classical music.
At 4 o'clock daily Miss Martha Couph
offers a program of "tea -time mu
sic." At 6:30 each evening the Vine
cent Lopez Dance orchestra entertains
the jazz hounds.

Station Kept. Busy.
On each Monday, Tuesday and Fri.

day evening a program of semiclassi-
cal music is put on the air. The sta-
tion rests little, however. Special
concerts and talks are not unusual
on intervening nights.

The avowed desire of WGR is -to
keep in touch with the "unseen" pub-
lic. In addition to the usual staff of
announcers and managers, .a large
group of letter clerks is employed at
the office. These people keep records
of letters from England to Hawaii
and Paris (as well as Podunk). They
seek to learn the tastes of their audi-
ence and request opinions of "phans"
on jazz and opera.

"We wish to serve" is the motto of
WGR.

SUPERADIO RECEIVING SET
A

Four
Tube
Set

with
One

Step
of tuned Radio fre-
quency. Will bring in
stations 1500 miles on
Loud Speaker.

SUPERADIO BROADCAST: RECEIVER .

4 -Tubes. Beautiful Solid Mahogany $98.00TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY

Cabinet, piano finish. Price

3 -in -1 Unit
4, This

three -in -one
unit
consists of
Transformer,
Rheostat

and Socket.
This is a wonderful
audio - amplifying
unit, and it can

be used on any set.. One step
will be fully ample to ampl:fy a
crystal for Loud Speaker. Price

The
Set

You
Want

WE ARE
DISTRIBUTORS
For these Radio Sets
and Apparatus. W e
have a real proposition
for jobbers and dealers.
No better outfits ar_
made, and the prices
are reasonable.

Call at our office and
see demonstration, or
we will send a repre-
sentative to see you.

WILLIAM A. WELTY & COMPANY
603-604 North American Bldg., CHICAGO36 South State St.
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Only Obstacle in Way of Television
Remains One of Pure Mechanics

By Milton Bronner.
(N. E. A. Service Writer.)

LONDON, Feb. 7. -You sit in your
office in Chicago and, picking up
the telephone, say:.

"I would like to talk to Mr. Blank
of Blank & Co., London, England."

After a short pause:
"Hello, Jim, old fellow. It's great

to hear your voice. You are looking
touch stronger than when I last saw
poll. Your face is fuller and you look
fit for anything that comes up. Now
about that deal---"

With land wires across the country
Ed wireless across the seas you hear
he person with whom you are speak -
g, as on the ordinary telephone of
day. But what is more, you SEE
m.
Is it a scientist's dream?
Edouard Belin, Frenchman, who has

In vented a method of sending photo-
Esphs by telegraph, says he already

such an apparatus working over
all distances.
Prof. Fournier d'Albe, inventor of
e optophone to enable the blind to
d thru their ears, says television

11 be accomplished by the end of
e present year.
Prof. A. M. Low, who had charge
the British royal air force experi-

ental works during the war and
ho has nearly 140 inventions to his
edit, including sending. photog-rahps

wireless, says television will be
complished in a crude fashion in
ut ten or twenty years.

Sir Oliver Lodge, world-famous
ientist, says television will be a
lly accomplished fact in about a
ntury. -
I had a talk with Prof. Low about

)elevision."Basically," said be, "the only ob-

rocle

in the way of television is one
f pure meclanics. The theory is

worked out. The method is all mapped
)ut."When a, number of us, working in
lifferent countries, ottscovered a meth-
d of sending photographs by tele-
aph, we also thereby discovered the
ibeiple which will one day give us
levision. -
"In simple terms, transmission of

photographs by telegraph or wireless
brought about by the transmission
light thru a sensitized photographic

late which acts upon photo -electric
tells. These, in turn, send vibrations
tiong a wire or thru the ether to a
receiving set. These vibrations open
sr shut a little shutter arrangement
which permits rays of light to fall
upon a sensitized plate.' The latter
receives exactly the picture that was
on the plate at the sending end of the
line."Now the problem of television con-
sists in substituting your eyes for the
plate at the receiving end. In sending
a photograph by wireless, about fif-
teen minutes are required. To make
the same impression upon the eye the
sending would have to be cut down
from fifteen minutes to about four -
fifths of a second.

"This first television will, of course,
not 1,e in colors. It will be in black
and white. The matter of colors would
be worked out later just as it being
done in ordinary photography."

Here's a Super -Simple Set
To make simple radio, secure any

make crystal detector and connect as
follows: To catswhisker arm connect
aerial lead-in and one end from your
phone cord. To cup of crystal de-
tector connect ground wire and the
other end of phone cord. To tune
adjust catswhisker on crystal and se-
cure sensitive spot and enjoy it. In
order to throw off station not wanted
find better spot on crystal.

Be sure to read the Classified Ad-
vertisements on page 15.

"RADIOTUBES1
Distributors for

Connewey Electric Labs.
MACNATROI S

DC -99 DC -201A
SPECIAL $5 EACH
This Ad. and $4.00 will secure

you a trial tube.

Radio Tubes Corpora-
tion Apex Audiotrons,
All Standard Types

$5 List $3.65

Ccmo-Pushpull $1IL15.50
Transformers PAIR

Trinity Loud Speaker
Units for $12."Phonographs ..

RADIO SET Complete
Phones, 3000 ohm pair; A and
B Batteries: fin
1 Radio Tube; 41 MU
Complete, ready
to operate

We Repair Radio Tubes
FLOOR 39 W. ADAMS ST.

Prof. A. M. Low, famous radio inventors with his wireless trans-
former, one of his products.

Counterpoise Best Ground
Counterpoise ground makes the best

for transmitting. Where possible
spread it out under the aerial, about
eight to.ten feet from the earth, radi-
ating from the receiver. If space does
not permit place it five feet or more
above roof. If metal roof even higher,
but aerial must be raised as high as
possible.

Patience in Tuning
If you can tune -in one long-distance

station, do not condemn your set if
you cannot pick up other stations. The
fact that you tuned -in one is proof the
set is efficient. The trouble lies with
You. Be patient, practice often, and
above all, do not be ashamed to ask
some one to show you how to tune
your particular type of receiver.

"Ignorance and Bliss"
Some persons "operate" a receiver

for months, feeling secure in the be-
lief they are getting all that it is
capable of producing. There comes
along insisting. friend who a
more thoro knowledge of correct tun-
ing,' and disillusions them with a
few turns of the dial. Most any sort
of a vacuum tube set will bring in
distant stations if operated properly.

Watch Your Batteries
The pest radio receiving set in the

world will not operate effectively on
rundown batteries. Keep your storage
battery fully charged, or if you use
dry cells, see that they are full of
pep. If not, replace them. Test your
"B" batteries with a voltmeter,' and
throw those units away that fall be-
low 40 per cent normal.

Day and Night Reception
Daylight radio reception is not near

so good as night reception. li:jo not
expect to pick up stations as distant
during the day as you can in the
evening. It can't be done.

Broadcast Twice
Weekly by WTAS

Often heard, seldom seen, Lou
Fordan, who is. 7oreadcast twice
weekly from WTAS, Elgin. Altho
this station is owned and oper-
ated by Charles Erbstekt, his name
is never mentioned by the an-
nouncer. "Tommy, Willie, Annie,
Sammie, VITAS, Elgin" is the
name known to tie pkans,

Wally Schang, star catcher of the New York Yankees, is a radio
bug. From the expression on Wally's face it would seem he had just
picked New York out of the air and had heard some good news froin
Owner Jake Ruppert as to his sajary for the coming season. Schang's
Boston terrier, Scotch, is also much interested in the working of the
radio, as is apparent from a glance at the picture. Schang has taken
on considerable weight since the close of the season, but says he has
several big years back of the bat still in his system.

HOME WORKSHOP
Simple Explanation of

Why Solder Is Necessary
Soldering is necessary in radio

.work because of feeble currents and
it is necessary to insure perfect con-
tacts. This is not so necessary in
heavier electrical currents. Two.wires,
seemingly, may form a perfect con-
tact when twisted or entwined. How-
ever, a thin film of air separates
them, either partly or completely so.
It may not be distinguishable to the
naked eye, but, nevertheless, exists
and, is sufficient to prevent feeble
currents crossing it. By replacing
this air Elm with a film of solder per-
fect contact Is insured. Leakage thru
imperfect or unsoldered connections
forms one of the chief causes of fail-
ure in amateur or homebuilder con-
struction.'

Coils for DX Crystal
Charles Grant, 140 South Deaf,

born, In an interesting account of the
Hagerman long-distance crystal hook-
up states: "After experimenting with
many kinds of tuning units, I have
found that I have found that the
variometer is the best coil to use with
the crystal for volume and distance."
He continues:

"An English radio magazine recent-
ly recommended a winding of 30 turns
on the stator and 20 turns on the
rotor. This achieved an excellent re-
sult, but further experimenting proved
that winding 26 turns on the stator
and 30 on the rotor -made a notice-
able improvement. It was discovered
that the heavier the wire used the
better the result. The average com-
mercial variometer has too much ma-
terial in its construction. Home-made
coils mounted on four -inch pasteboard
tubes for the stator and three and
one-half inch for the rotor are the
best. A. solid shaft with a knob or
dial is used on one side and a hollow
shaft thru which the ends of the rotor
wires may be drawn is used on the
opposite side.

"These variometers work well with
a 43 -plate condenser on the ground for
distance reception, but get more vol-
ume locally with only the variometer
and the crystal. The use of the con-
denser improves tuning locally, how-
ever. I have my set arranged so that
I can cut out the condenser at will.
I also nse both a fixed crystal and a
synthetic crystal with the adjustable
cat whisker. The fixed crystal is used
to determine rapidly whether signals
are coming in or not and the other
crystal detector is used to get the
maximum volume.

"This set with a hundred feet of
outside aerial and a radiator ground
gets Elgin and Zion City at any time
they are broadcasting and gets local
stations on a loud speaker made of
a phone unit and a ten -cent mega-
phone. At night the reception on the
loud spitqker is quite audible all over
a good-sized room."

Radio and Phonographs
Radio sets are not as easily operated

as a phonograph. Yon can't just turn
a knob and bring in at will stations
from coast to coast. There are sev-
eral steps to be taken in the opera-
tion of a radio receiver, and these
must be taken in orderly sequence.
Learn these steps and adhere to them
religiously and you will find Immeas
unable pleasure in your receiver.

NEUTRODYNE
SPECIALISTS

Downtown Demonstration in
Room 2064 Congress Hotel

Radio Engineers -Service Station
WEEK -END SPECIALS

THE NEW WIZARD SET
An parts, with paned drilled, $7.98

ready to wireComplete with
eadset

Tubes, Bat. $18.98birles and
Ruble Circuit

le cuit Jacks 28o
Double Circuit Jacks 88e
Doable Phone Clogs 42e

THE SHERIDAN RADIO
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

4611 KENMORE NEARWILSON
Complete line of high-grade Radio unite.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
OPEN EVENINGS and SUNDAY

Voltmeters Tell What
Your Tube Voltage Is

Voltmeters used on a receiver to
watch filament voltage add to the life
of vacuum tubes. All tube manufac-
turers specify the voltage limitations
of their product. Simply turning on a
six -volt battery on a 20i -A tube and
guessing that a sufficient drop in volt-
age between battery and rheostat will
give the proper value is taking
chances. By attaching a voltmeter to
your set and connecting all tubes to
it by switches will enable you to tell
Just what each filament is consum-
ing. Adjustment of rheostat to eon'
trol voltage then can be done.

Tight Battery Connections
Most of the trouble from poor re-

ception of the come -and -go type can
usually be traced to broken or loose
connections in the battery leads and
in the telephone cord. It is usually
advisable to tighten up the wires used
for connecting the B batteries in se-
ries every so often to make sure that
they are making good contact with
the terminals.

Water on Battery Plates
Keep water well over the tops of

the plates in your storage battery. Do
It before charging if possible. How-
ever, distilled water may be added
after, altho it win give "water read-
ing" which tells nothing. Use battery
so filled for awhile and then re-
charge.

Be sure to read the Classified Ad-
vertisements on page 15.

SUPER
HE TRODYNE

ATLAS F IRSI
WIT THE

GREATEST

COMPLETE '119PARTS

RADIOTRON WD
12
11 $3.95

WD
TUBES UV199

HEADSETS CUT
BERWICK-2200 ohms. Worth

$5. Special $2.65
BALDWIN - The original Nath.

Baldwin, $12 value $8.45
FROST -Genuine nationally ad-

vertised. Only $3.65
KELLOGG -Supersensitive,

2000 ohms. Special____$6.65
WESTERN ELEC. LOUD

SPEAKER unit $8.85
Gen. Nath. Baldwin type C

unit $4.65
B BATTERY -large size, 22%

volts. Guaranteed _41.35
B BATTERY - 45 volts, finest

quality $1.95
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS

$1.35
HILCO COUPLERS - Genuine

for reflex $5.85
DANSTROM 6 Way PLUG -

takes 6 headsets 95c
Moulded VAR1OMETER___$2.95

PARTS FOR COMPLETE SETS
NEUTRODYNE FIVE TUBE

Parts $27.45
ERLA ONE TUBE Parts $18.75
ERLA TWO TUBE Parts $30.95
ULTRA - AUDION ONE . TUBE

Parts
AUTOPLEX Parts $15.95
LONG 45 Parts _$15.45
REINARTZ ONE TUBE

Parts $10.90
REINARTZ THREE TUBE

Parts $15.85
TWO STAGE AMPLIFIER

Parts $11.75
ERLA THREE TUBE

Parts $39.65

ATLAS CUT RATE
RADIO SHOP

Visit One of Our 3 Stores
345 S. Clark St. 133 N. Dearborn St.

319 W. Madison St.
Open Evenings and Sundays 9 17ntil 1 P. M.

11040   111 11 *SI      411,    
A New Transformer

Built for Music
The correct design of the Kellogg

transformer is a result of exhaustive
study of sound waves. The Kellogg
transformer eliminates to the last
possible degree the distortion of
overtones.

Our twenty-five years of experience
building transformers has developed a
one piece of silicon steel, laminated
core. No punched holes to cause loss
of power. Brass shield makes close
mounting possible without interference.
The windings are brought out and so'.

No. 501, Rat o 1 dered in plain sight to the terminal
No. 80' ,Ratio 3 to 1

$4.50 each posts. No concealed soldered joints.
Terminals plainly marked for connecting.
If your dealer does not handle Kellogg equipment,

write us, mentioning his name and address.
USE -IS THE TEST

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
SUPPLY COMPANY

1066 WEST ADAMS STEET CHICAGO
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Phones Are Most
Delicate of All

Radio Devices
The most sensitive of all mechan-

isms is the head set of phones. It
surpasses in delicate adjustment the
finest electrical receiving instruments
and may be operated on as little as
sixteen billionths. of one ampere of
current-an almost unthinkable meas-
urement. In fact, were it not for
this supersensitive instrument there
would be no radio.

The phones pick up the complex
vibrations which come into our set,
varying from the faint whispering
melodies to the high pitched violin
or the heavy roll of the organ, and
transcribe them almost accurately to
our listening ears. Perhaps there ison other article manufactured for
which the buyer must depend on the
integrity of the maker for the quality
as much as in the purchase of the
head set.

As there are many makes on the
market, one needs to learn something
of their various parts in order to be
able to judge somewhat of their
merits. In assembling the head set
we find five important elements. The
shell usually made of a hollow,
moulded, insulated material, is some-
times metal and has machined threads
and a cover which fits perfectly. Just
inside the shell the permanent mag-
nets are firmly attached. These are
made of flat steel rings, magnetized,
and have attached to their poles two
role pieces. Upon these are wound
the bobbin coils as high as 10,000
turns of number forty insulated wire.
The bobbins are placed in a space of
a fraction of a cubic inch.

The diaphragm is attached to the
large end of the shell which is ground
off parallel to the pole faces. It isa thin circular piece of metal and
very flat, placed over the contents
of the shell and held in position by
the powerful pull of the permanent
magnet. This pull is so great that
there is a slight curving of the cen-
ter of the diaphragnt toward the mag-
net. By accurate scientific reckoning,
the exact distance is determined, that
is, that the diaphragm shall be placed
very close to the tops of the pole
faces but not touching. The nearer
the diaphragm is to the pole faces the
more sensitive will be the receiver,
but the diaphragm must be far
enough away to move freely or clear
reception will be impossible.

After the parts which fit into the
shell are properly assembled, the
cover, which is hollowed in the center
with opening thru which the sound
can pass, is screwed on. As the sig-
nal passes plate "D," the combined
action of filament and battery B

WORLD

Radio

Batteries

Save
You
50%

Two -Year Written Guarantee
2 Volt Storage Battery for $5.00WD -11 and WD -12 Tubes.
4 Volt Storage Battery for $8.00IIV-199 Tubes

200 hours' service on one charge,
Rechargeable.

6 Volt 60 Amp., 6 Volt 100 Amp.,
$8.50 $12.50

6 Volt 80 Amp.. 6 Volt 120 Amp,.
$10.00 $14.50
6 Volt 140 Amp., $16.00at

Hydrometer and 22% Volt "B" Battery
free with each Radio Battery purchase,
If you bring this ad with you.

WORLD BATTERY CO.
Department P.

60 EAST ROOSEVELT ROAD
Open Evenings and Sundayse

Nickel -in -the -Slot Radio Set

D. J. Richardson's nickel -in -the -slot radio receiving set in operation in a barber shop. This set
will be displayed at radio show in Washington March 19 to 26.

draws it thru the coils R R at P and
causes a variation of the magnetic
pull on the diaphragm. As the dia-
phragm comes into contact with the
air it causes atmospheric disturbances
which set up sound waves that are
conveyed to the ear.

There is practically very little
gained by knowing the number of
ohms in any head set. The ohms,
measure the direct current resist-
ance only. In fact, it is Said that
one manufacturer wound his bobbins
with German silver wire which offered
magnificent resistance, but what it
did to the radio currents no one
knows, for they were never heard.
Therefore, an important item to re
member is that the other elements
in the head set must be accurately
gauged in order that the rated ohms
may mean something to the buyer.
That is, if the sensitivity of the set
and the clear reproduction over a
wide band of frequencies is excellent,
then the number of ohms given is
in all probability accurately meas-
ured.

Radio sets are sometimes scrapped
when in reality the trouble lies in
the phones, either poor when pur-
chased or made so by improper usage.
The permanent magnets may become
demagnetized by dropping, clicking
together or in numberless other ways,
due to carelessness.

To test out phones to see if they
are in good working order we may
moisten a piece of paper and place
it between a penny and a nickel. A
click should be heard in the phones
when the tips come in contact with
the coins. If no sound is heard they
should be returned, or if we are ex-
pert enough we may endeavor to lo-
cate the difficulty ourselves. Remove
the cap very carefully and slide the
diaphragm off from the shell sidewise
as the pull on the diaphragm by the
magnet might bend and make it use-
less if lifted directly off. The edge
of the diaphragm may then be held
against one pole face.

If the magnets are in good work-
ing order they will support the weight
of the diaphragm. If they cannot do
this they should be sent to the fac
tory and remagnetized. If we re-
move the receiver cap and diaphragm,
we must see that no dust or moisture
remains in the case. It is also well
to see that the cord attached to the
phones is carefully handled, as a twist
or bend which causes some slight im-
perfection will interfere materially
with good reception.-Crosley Radio
Weekly.
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SOCKETS
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a

ALL RADIO- $4.55 GOOD CRYSTAL SET, COM- I
El TRON TUBES

PLETE WITH AERIAL AND1 21 Plate Signal A SINGLE PHONE, Uil-

CONDENSERS $ 1 31./ very special .$4.95 i
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Dryden Named
Sears -Roebuck

Station's Chief
The newly appointed director of the

Sears -Roebuck Agricultural founda-
tion's radio broadcasting station is L.
P. Dryden. This will be the only ex-
clusively agricultural broadcasting
station in the country and is to be
erected on a 130 -foot aerial. post on

L P. Dryden.

the top of the company's nine -story
Tower building. The fourteen -story
tower well be used as the other post.

Work on the re-enforcements al-
ready has been started and the radio
apparatus is expected to arrive within
a few days. According to Mr. Dryden
the station will be completed and ready
for its opening broadcasting program
about March 1.

The new station will have a wave
length of 448 meters. It will be a 500 -
watt station, employing two motors.
and will carry a class B license-the
highest issued by the government.
The studio will be located on the elev-
enth floor. The operating room will
be on the fourteenth. In addition to
the maim studio, there will be a down-
town branch in the loop district, with
special leased wires thruout the city
for the entertainment features of the
programs, which will include the best
music and theatrical talent. The bal-
anced programs will be furnished by
the agricultural foundation, of which
Samuel R. Guard is the director.

The station will develop a new type
of forensics for radio, different from
any now in use. By having the sta-
tion in the open district and free from
absorption by its own and other build-
ings, it is estimated by Mr. Dryden
that it will be possible to put more
energy in the air than any other Chi-
cago station. It will be the largest
station built by the Western Electric
company.

Broken Phone Cords
Some telephone cords, thru twist-

ing and kinks, become broken, altho
the insulation hides the break. Roll
the cord between your hands, back
and forth. If the music comes and
goes the wires inside acre broken and
the cord should be rePlaced with a
nevi one.

Know Your Receiver and
Circuit to Enjoy It

The fact that your set worked all
right at one time is proof it will work
all right again. The trouble is more
likely to be with you. Either you
have abused the set or neglected it in
same way.

Do not condemn the set or the cir-
cuit until you have determined the
cause.

The man who gets the most service
and satisfaction out of his automo-
bile is the one who understands some-
thing about its operation and makes
simple adjustments when trouble first
shows np, thus preventing more seri-
ous trouble later.

This rule applies to radio receiving
sets. Obtain a diagram of your cir-
cuit. Open up your cabinet and com-
pare its wiring and mechanism with
the diagram. Begin at the aerial bind-
ing post and trace the wiring from
one instrument to another, with the
diagram before you.

If needs be take a sheet of paper
and draw, however crudely, all the
instruments and their connections on
this sheet and then compare this with
time schematic diagram and the set it-
self.

Repeat this process until you have
a mental picture of each inch of your
set which you can recall whenever
Iou wish.

Study carefully the nature and pur-
pose of each instrument. A twenty-
five -cent handbook on radio reception
will give you the basic principles of
radio reception and the receiving in-
struments that make it possible.

Equipped in this manner you will
be in a far better position to really
enjoy your receiver, even if you never
expect to do your own construction
and repairing.

Score Another for Radio.
It is said the common telephone re-

ceiver has developed American left
ears to a higher sensibility of sound.
Radio phones, being clamped to both
ears, ought to make both ears better.
ears better.

Why Not Write 'Em?
Not long ago I was fitting up a

crystal set for a friend, and after a
considerable time had passed with no
results, his little girl innocently ex-
claimed: "Perhaps they don't know
that we have got one yet!"-C. Mason.

Radio Marvels
to Be Displayed at -

Capital Show
Marvels greater than those Alice

beheld in Wonderland are promised
by reports from Washington to be
demonstrated at a radio show in the
capital, March 19 to 26. The rapid
developments of the last few years
will be topped with a great display by
the army and navy, the bureau of
standards and independent inventors.

The presence of the patent office
has made Washington the "Green-
wich Village" of the radio world, and
"phans" from New York to San Fran-
cisco are awaiting the exposition.

C. Francis Jenkins,. inventor of the
radio picture transmitter, will dem-
onstrate his remarkable machine. He
claims by the use of this device to
print from one exposure pictures on
negatives in hundreds of distant cities.

Shoots Pictures Thru Ether.
Some months ago the successful

trial of the picture transmitter was
announced. At this time Mr. Jenkins
placed his lens in an inside room
where the exposure was made. The
picture was recorded on a photograph-
ic plate in another room separated
from the first by a brick wall. Since
that demonstration, the apparatus has
beep perfected until its power of
"shooting" pictures thru the ether is
limited only by the power of the
broadcasting station operating the ma-
chine.

Army engineers have boasted, "we
are at least two years in advance of
the wizards employed by commercial
manufacturers." They have no hesi-
tation in making their statement good
at the Washington radio show. Maj.-
Gen. George 0. Squier, chief signal of-
ficer, promises the real sensation of
the meet.

When the great airship, "Shenan-
doah" was torn loose from her moor-
ings in Lakehurst, N. J. and swept
In front 'of a terrific gale that split
her nose cover, it was her radio
equipment that kept her in constant
communication with the land. A du-
plicate of the apparatus on the "Shen-
andoah" will be displayed at the ex-
hibit.

Show Radio Compass.
The radio compass, used to give

ships warning and to correct locations
in fog, will be another feature of the
navy display.

No show is complete without a
nickel -in -the -slot machine. A "listen -
for -a -nickel" receiving set, devised by
D. J. Richardson, will operate thru
the convention. Apparatus which, en-
ables the public to know that the set
is working before the nickel is paid
is attached to the receiver.

President Coolidge, a confirmed
Phan, is expected to open the display,
which is under the direction of the
Radio Merchants' Association of
America.

Maybe you'd like to sell your set-
and that's exactly the set some one
else wishes to buy. Advertise it in
the Classified Section of this maga-
zine. 5 cents per word. See page 15.

Ask the Man at the Coun:\
ter to Show You

Rig0 inc,
PARTS

Quality and Satisfactory
Performance Guaranteed

SOLD BY
Leading Jobbers and Dealers

Everywhere

F you are interested
in obtaining the fin-
est custom-built re,

ceiving set it is possible to
procure, at a price com-
mensurate with its worth,
it will pay you to get in
touch with us.

A demonstration at your
own home will cheerfully
be arranged.

THE VERITON RADIO CO.
721 North Michigan Avenue

Telephone Superior 0784
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Fine -Tuning, Three -Honeycomb -Coil Receiver
Mounted on Universal Panel

THE accompanying dia-
gram shows how to

.make your Universal
panel set into a three -honey-
comb -coil out -fit. This is one
of the finest tuning circuits
known and will prove more
than satisfactory to the Phan
who has no prejudice against
panel -mounting his coils.-
The Editor.

By Benjamin E. Freund.
(Chief Engineer Radio Division Crosland

Pfaff Engineering Laboratories.)
LIEBE is a solution for those who
rlare troubled with local interfer-
ence. Almost all who have invested
in radio to the extent of having a
tube set have sooner or later wished
that their sets were capable of pulling
in long distance while local stations
were broadcasting.

There probably is no type of re-
ceiver which is better capable of ful-
filling these requirements than a good
selective regenerative receiver.

We all know that a properly built
regenerative receiver will bring in dis-
tant stations, but very few of them
can make the accomplishment while
our powerful local stations are doing
their bit.

It is because I believe there is a
desire for a receiver which can over-
come this difficulty of getting thru
Chicago that I am going to familiar -
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Made by the Radio
Corporation of

America.
That means quality

Radiola Grand
A de luxe instrument, in every
way. Cased in mahogany
console with self- contained
loud speaker. Highly per-
fected. Long distance recep-
tion of 1000 to 1500 miles
regularly. Very simple to
tune. Four tubes for power
and volume. If you want the
finest set you can buy - the
last development in radio re-
ception, see the Radiola Grand.

Terms if desired
COMMONWEALTH EDIS1cc

JC,LECTRIC SHOP)
Profit -Sharing Coupons Given

ize my readers with the honeycomb
coil type of receiver.

Efficiency Is Undisputed.
The efficiency of the honeycomb

type inductance is undisputed and
when used in conjunction with a mov-
able coil mounting almost any degree
of coupling can be had, which is a
much desired feature in order to ob-
tain sharp tuning.

The circuit which I am going to
describe in this article is the three -
circuit regenerative receiver using
feedback for regeneration. Three
honeycomb coils are the nece5aary in-
ductances in this circuit.

There are two such types Of coils;
one is honeycomb wound and the
other duo -lateral wound. The duo -
lateral is a more improved winding
and is a little more efficient.

Difference in Winding.
The difference lies in the winding

of one layer above the other. In the
honeycomb type the layers are wound
so that the turns of one layer fall
directly above one another, while in
the duo -lateral type the parallel lay-
ers are wound so that the turns of
one narallel layer fall not directly
above, but in between the turns of the
adjacent parallel layer. The ream
that coils are wound in such a fash-
ion. -bile it is much easier to wind
them straight, is that in straight

winding the turns of wire lie one
against the ether, which develops a
small capacity between each turn.
This capacity due to adjacent turns
absorbs a portion of the energy pass-
ing thru the winding, thus restraining
a portion of the total energy from
going thru the effective part of the
circuit In the honeycomb and duo -
lateral, types of coil the turns are
spaced a fraction of an inch apart.
This spacing of turns reduces the ca-
pacity between turns, thus reducing
the amount of energy, which is ab-
sorbed to an almost zero, which makes
the inductance highly efficient for
long-distance reception.

Efficient Coils Needed.
can easily be seen that if a long -

distant signal which is very weak en-
ters a circuit which has high inter-
nal capacity wound coils the greater
part, indeed probably the entire
energy will be absorbed or lost in the
inefficient winding; so efficiently
wound coils are one means of using
whatever energy enters the coil to
the best advantage.

Of course, the amount of energy
which will enter the receiver depends
upon the distance from which the sig-
nal is received and the efficiency of
the antenna. Efficiently wound coils
with an inefficient antenna are as
bad as a good antenna with a poor

PANEL

sharP tuning is by very loose coupling
between primary and secondary cir-
cuits. When honeycomb or duo -lat-
eral coits,are used ireconjunction with
a movable mounting the coupling can
be made as loose or tight as desir-
able. ..

....Q

Must Separate Stations.
The looser the coupling the more

difficult it is to tune, so that coupling
should be made as loose as is neces-
sary to- separate the interfering sta-
tion with the desired one.

This difficulty in tuning when loose-
ly coupled is called "sharp tuning."
Sharp tuning is the key to selectivity.
This loose coupling is obtained by sep-
arating the distance between the pri-
mary and secondary coils. The illus-
tration shows a Columbia geared
three -coil honeycomb mounting. The
gearing of the coils is a very good
feature, making it possible to obtain
a vernier adjustment on the coupling
of coils.

The tickler coil adjusts the regen-
eration by feeding back the energy
after it has once passed thru the tube.
The energy is fed back thru induc-
tion from the tickler coil, back into
the secondary coil, allowing it to be
again put thru the detector tube, but
greatly amplified the second time.

Regeneration is a great aid to weak
long distant signals. This can also
be controlled by the coupling of the
tickler coil to the secondary; it also
having a geared adjustment. For
broadcast stations a 50 -turn coil should
be used in the primary, 75 -turn coil
in the secondary and 100 turns in the

Iplate circuit or tickler. As the coils
are of a fixed value, variable con -
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!BINDING POST STRIP
receiver. Both are vital qualifications " densers are used for tuning. The il-
fod good reception.

A good receiver which is to tune
out strong local impulses so that
weak impulses will be utilized without
being hampered or interfered with by
the local stations must be able to
tune very sharply to the desired wave-
lengths.

One of the best ways of obtaining

lustration of the tuning unit shows
the arrangement of apparatus on the
Universal panel looking from the rear
of the paneL The secondary coil is
tuned by a .0005 or 23 -plate condens-
er, being connected in shunt. If a
23 -plate condenser is to be used in ,

Continued on Page 13.
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COCKADAY SET
COMPLETE PARTS

1 Cockaday Coil, 2 23 -Plate
Cond., 2 Dials, 1 Rhea., 1Switch
Lever, 1 Socket, 1 7x12 Drilled
Panel, Baseli'd, Bind-95
ing Posts, Bus Wire
Complete 10.

TWO-DAY SPECIALS
B" PAIVELS 23 -PLATE

2B2,AATITEEIES Condenser

$1.

7x", $too VERNIER

List. 7x18, $1.65
$2.25.. 7121, $L85 $2.85
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$295
2 -STEP AMPLIFIER

COMPLEIE PARTS
2 Rheostats, 1 3 to 1 Trans-
former, 1 5 -to -1 Transformer,
2 Rheostats, 1 3 -to -1 Trans-
Posts, Drilled Panel,. -
Baseboard, Bus
Wire. Complete 4' 1 1 .25

HYDR031-
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Never Break,
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Two Causes
of Whistling in
Receiving Sets

BY JOHN V. L. HOGAN.
(Termer President institute of Radio En..

timers.)
THERE are two kinds of whistling

interference. Both are caused in
the same general way. One kind

sounds, in the telephones or loud
speaker, like a high note of practically
constant pitch and strength. It may
quaver a little in pitch and may grad -
tally increase or decrease in intensity
or in pitch, but the sound is generally
an almost uniform high note.

If you listen to distant stations on
the 833 kilocycle (360 meter) wave you
have often heard such a uniform whis-
tle in the background. Sometimes it
is not strong enough to prevent fairly
good reception, but whenever you can
hear it you may expect the quality
of music or speech to be partly orwholly spoiled by it.

This kind of whistle almost always
Is caused by interference from a dis-
tant transmitter that has accidentally
changed its wave frequency. For ex-
ample, let us suppose that you are
listening to WEAF, whose normal
wave frequency is 610 kilocycles. If
WOC, in Davenport, Iowa, is sending
at its proper wave frequency of 620
kilocycles it will not interfere. But if
(as has happened once or two) WOCs
wave -frequency should drop, say, to
613 kilocycles, there would be a whis-
tle in the background of each station's
programs.

What Listeners Would Hear.
People living about half way be-

tween the two stations might bear
cross -talk in addition to a very loud
whistle. People who were too far
from either one of the stations to bear
its programs, but who could hear the
other, would be troubled by the whis-
tle.

If the waves of the two interfering
stations are, as we have assumed, 610
and 613 kilocycles, the whistle that is
heard, whenever both waves are re-
ceived, has a pitch of three kilocycles
or 3,000 cycles. This corresponds to
the highest "G" on the piano key-
board. The whistle always is of a
pitch equal to the difference in the
frequencies of the two interfering
waves, as in this case where 613 kilo-
cycles minus 610 kilocycles equals
three kilocycles.

As another example we may con-
sider whistling interference between
WJZ in New York and WJAZ in Chi-
cago. These stations normally use
waves of 660 and 670 kilocycles, re-
spectively, and the difference of ten
kilocycles is enough to prevent a trou-
blesome whistle. But, on some °cal -
/dons, either or both waves have
slipped away from the normal fre-
quency. If they became, for example,
662 and 664 kilocycles the difference
would be only two kilocycles or 2,000
cycles and the whistle would have the
pitch of the third "C" above middle
"C" on the piano.

Beat or Heterodyne Interference.
Interference of this kind, where two

inaudibly high frequency waves (such
as radio waves of 610 and 613 kilo-
cycles) interact to produce an audible
frequency equal to their frequency
difference is called beat or heterodyne
interference.

A quite similar effect is had in
music, for if two sounds of almost
equal pitch or frequency are played
together their waves will interact to
produce pries tions or beats at a rate
equal to the difference in their fre-
quencies.

Constant -pitch whistling aiderfer.
ence caused by interfering broadcast-
ing transmitters is becoming more
and more scarce, for most of the sta-
tions are doing better in holding to
their assigned wave frequencies.The only cure for it is to keep the
stations adjusted to radiate their cor-
rect wave frequencies, and there is
nothing that either you or I can do to
stop such cases as do occur, except
to report them to the broadcasting
station that is interfered with.

If it were not for the fact tat this
inter -station whistling id so much like
the second kind of whistling interfer-
ence, and so convenient for explaining
it, I would not have been justified in
giving it so much time.

I hope that the foregoing has made
clear to you that whenever your re-
ceiver picks up two continuous radio
waves whose frequencies are quite
nearly alike, you will hear a whistling
note whose pitch is equal to the differ-
ence in the radio wave frequencies.

Another Type of Whistle.
This brings us to the second type of

whistles, which are usually not uni-
form in pitch or intensity and which
are not caused by interference be-
tween broadcast transmitters. These
whistles change in pitch, either uni-
formly or in jumps, and sometimes
slowly and sometimes so rapidly that
they sound like chirps. Sometimes
they are faint in the background.
Sometimes they are so loud that they
completely spoil reception from pow-
erful near -by broadcast stations.

If you have a simple regenerative
receiver of any type, you have heard
just such whistles as you turned the
tuning knobs. When you have had
your tickler coupling or your plate
variometer too far up the scale, you
have heard a loud whistle in your tele-
phones or speaker and have probably

Buy Your Parts Here;
We Will Build Your Set

RADIO DOCTORS, Inc.
REPAIR HEADQUARTERS

504-South State Street --504
Only One Door to 504

Wabash 5010-13110/CES-Wabash 8074

U. S. Prints Tests of
16 Audio Amplifiers

Measurements of voltage amplifica-
tion of audio -frequency amplifiers are

used in letter circular 98. which
s just been issued by the bureau

of standards for free distribution.
This circular gives the results of

voltage amplification measurements
made on sixteen audio -frequency am-
plifiers which were on the market
during 1921-22. All these amplifiers
employed transformer coupling. Meas-
urements were made over a frequency
range of 400 to 2,100 cycles per sec-
ond.

The amplifiers studied are referred to
by arbitrary reference numbers rath-
ther than by a statement of the manu-
facturers' names and model number,
the method followed being the same
as that used in measuring the voltage
amplification of arnplifers, the subject
of letter circular 86.

Hears U. S. with Loop,
and Yet Is in France

A French amateur, .1. Plotard, has
obtained particularly interesting re-
sults in receiving American broadcast-
ing with a loop. During his experi-
ments at night he has received un-
der excellent conditions, among others,
stations WOR and WHAZ, operating
on 360 and 400 meters.

Plotard does not use a heterodyne.
His receiver contains three stages of
radio -frequency, transformer coupled,
a galena detector, and several stages
of audio -frequency, as needed. The
crystal is connected in the secondary
of the last radio frequency transform-
er, which also is provided with a
.0005 variable condenser to tune the
plate circuit and thus secure regenera-
tion.

The loop consists of two turns sep-
arated 5 centimeters (L95 inches) and
is 4 meters by 2.6 meters (13.2 by
8.25 feet) hi size, the wire is a large
seven -strand cable.

noticed that you could control its pitch
by turning your tuning diaL

Your Set Is Transmitting.
I wonder how many of you realize

that when you hear such a whistle in
your own set, a whistle that drowns
out the station you are listening to
and whose pitch you can control on
your own tuner, you are making the
same kind of Interference for all your
radio neighbors for thousands of feet
around you?

When your receiver whistles in this
way. It is acting as a miniature trans-
mitting station, and is not only both-
ering your own reception, but is send-
ing out radio waves that make inter-
fering whistles in the receivers of all
your neighbors.

The whistle is the same kind of beat
note that I already have explained,
but its pitch usually varies because
the wave sent out by the oscillating
receiver is changing in frequency as
the tuner knobs are turned.

To stop a regenerative set from
making such interference, you need
only reduce the tickler or regenera-
tive variometer dial setting until the
receiver stops generating oscillations.
You can tell that it has stopped inter-
fering because ypu will no longer hear
the loud whistle.

Locate Offender and Tell Wm
Whenever you hear a loud, varying

whistle of this kind, a whistle whose
pitch you cannot control with your
own tuner, you may be sure that it is
caused by some radio neighbor of
yours who either does not appreciate
the trouble he is causing or who is too
careless or too inconsiderate to keep
his receiver from oscillating.

If you know anyone of this kind
you should make it your job to ex-
plain to him how essential it is, far
the general benefit of his near -by radio
friends, that he shall never allow his
regenerative set to send out these in-
terfering, whistling waves.

If you have a receiver that is capa-
ble of causing this kind of interference
you should be very careful not to let
it oscillate.

It would be much better if every
single, double or triple circuit regen-
erative were replaced by another kind
of outfit that would not radiate, or
were modified so that it would no
longer bother near -by radio listeners.

Complete Tube Receiver Set Can
Be Assembled for Less Than $10
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Radiophungrarns
Somewhat Overused.

Gladys and Elsie, aged 9 and 12
years respectively, were airing their
radio knowledge for the benefit of a
group of admiring playmates.

"Father says they've changed the
wavelengths again," said Gladys.

"Oh, well," replied Elsie, "you can't
expect the wavelengths to last for
very long because, you see, there are
many more people using them now."

A Note by Wireless.
While the wind was blowing strong-

ly a few days ago, a piece of paper
happened to lodge on an aerial wire.
A small boy, accompanied by his
mother, looked up, saw it, and cried
out: "Look. mother! Some one has
just got a. message thru.,

Taking It Seriously.
The small son had the ear phones

on and was listening very intently.
His father, noticing his keen interest,
remarked to him that he should sit
down.

"I mustn't do that, daddy." replied
the little fellow very seriously. "The

man at the other end just said that
I we were to stand by for two minutes."

Pump Loop and Listen.
Europeer trade papers announce a

collapsible loop aerial, which has its
ware attached to a rubber tube sim-
ilar to a bicycle tire. To operate it
you pump it up, which extends the
"bop."

I UNIQUE RADIO CONSOLE

The above is a cabinet designed and
patented by L. J. Kellner of the Haver -
ford company to accommodate the
new Atwater -Kent Radiodyne set. In
it is incorporated a loud speaker, space
for the set and compartments for all
A and B batteries, and a charger. It
is a radical departure from the ordi-
nary run of console radio cabinets.

being made of piano finish mahogany
and elaborately perfect in every de-
tail. This cabinet eliminates the aver-
sion shaven by many phans for base
mounting apparatus, as. when the set
is not in use, the cabinet can be
closed; thereby protecting tie set
from dust c -r accidental injury to the
tubes. 4

Be sure to read the Classified Ad-
vertisements on page 15.

Designer. Claims He Can

Bring In Outside Sta-
tions with Ease.

By John B. Rathbun.
WHILE the old Ultra-Audion bee
long held a prominent place in

the field of "flivver" radio receivers,
yet it is far outdone in many particu-
lars by the simple regenerative set
about to be described and which I
have modestly dubbed the "Wizard."
Like the Ultra-Audion, it has only a
single tuning central-a 23 -plate vari-
able condenser-but in other respects
it is entirely different, since it be-
longs to the sharp tuning two -circuit
class, while the Ultra is only a single -
circuit receiver, with rather indifferent
selectivity.

So sharply does the "Wizard" tune
that one can get thru the jam of local
high-powered stations with ease and
bring in out-of-town stations with lit-
tle loss in signal strength. An idea
of its selectivity may be had from the
fact that the station WJAZ is tuned
out completely within two blocks of
that station by only a short movement
of the dial. The range is much bet-
ter than that of the Ultra and the
signal strength on local is terrific, al-
most strong enough to operate a loud
speaker in many cases. This is due
to the intense regeneration made poe.
sible by the combined direct' feedback
to aerial and the high ratio between
the primary and secondary coils.

Less Than $10.
Having told how good we are in

regard to all-around performance, the
next startling announcement will he
the cost estimate of building the set.
It costs very little more than the Ul-
tra-Audion, and the materials. less
phones, batteries, tubes and aerial, will
be considerably less than. $10, nearer
$5 than $10 if the buyer does a little
judicious shopping. This price, of

1111116
 221/2,
IZATH BUNS

VLTPA AUDION CIRCUT

- -
course, is for the materials alon- e,
which are later assembled by the pur-
chaser, the labor being contributed by
the phan himself at a merely nominal

Continued on Page 10.
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Plymouth Radio Shop
39 West Jackson Boulevard
Our Guarantee We want you to be completely satisfied in

all your dealings with the Plymouth Radio
Shop. If for any reason you feel that the goods you receive do not
represent the quality or value which you have a right to expect, we
will be glad to have you return them to us.

FACTORY MADE-FIVE TUBES-FADA PARTS

Neutrodyne Sets
Comes built in solid walnut cab-
inet. Perfectly neutralized and
fully guaranteed. Brings in
coast to coast. Easiest set to .50
tune. You couldn't possibly get =smsnimie
a better set. A genuine bargain mossomm
at the price we ask. $175 VAL-
UE, SPECIAL FOR TOMOR-
ROW, at

BATTERY
CHARGER
$8.69

$18 value-genuine Tun -
gar bulb-charges 2 am-
peres per hour.

TUBES
201-A Type
Def. and Amp.

$3.98

Plymouth Radio Shop
39 West Jackson Blvd. Mail Orders Accepted
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Why Novices Do
Not Succe-ed in
Radio -Frequency

Receiving sets that employ radio -
frequency amplification, easily can
tune out local interference. They also
cover a wider range (greater distance),
and where two stages of audio -ampli-
fication are used give sufficient vol-
ume for the most exacting.

However, radio -frequency has its
drawbacks, which, until recently, have
been so serious that receivers employ-
ing this form of amplification have
not been popular.

The radio -frequency transformers
have been at fault. Manufacturers,
however, in recent months, have de-
veloped transformers that respond
fairly successfully to the radio -fre-
quency currents which are very high.
The type that permits variations to
meet the different wavelengths is the
best.

There also has been trouble with the
inherent capacity-small as it is-of
the vacuum tubes. The Hazeltine idea
of the neutrodyne, which neutralizes
this capacity in the tubes, has elim-
inated this difficulty to a considerable
extent.

Yet, even, with recent improve-
ments, radio -frequency possesses too
many difficulties for anyone but an
expert to tackle.

Radio -frequency sets consist of one,
two or three vacuum tube amplifiers
that strengthen the current before it
Is fed into the detector or rectifying
tube. One tube, alone, is of little
value. Two or three tubes usually are
employed.

Radio -frequency is intended to in-
crease the receiving range, but does
not increase the output current-that
IS the one that goes into the phones
or loud speaker.

There always has been considerable
trouble in operating radio -frequency
Bets. Not only are the number of
controls increased. but because of the
wave lengths used in broadcasting
considerable difficulty has been ex-
perienced in getting efficient results.

With a perfectly neutralized set
and transformers that respond to the
varying frequencies, there still re-
main three disadvantages to the
novice tuner. The complication of
tuning three critical circuits, in addi-
tion to the detector and standard au-
dio -amplifier, which latter must be
added to insure loud -speaker volume.
is one disadvantage. The second is
that local stations do not respond so
well as distant stations. The third is
that of the difficulty of neutralization.
Few set owners have either the knowl-
edge or the facilities for neutraliza-
tion. If the tubes are neutralized by
the maker all goes well until one or
more of the tubes burns out or must
be changed for one reason or another.
Changes in tubes means re -neutraliza-
tion of each new tube inserted. Tubes,
too, change their capacities thru old
age and constant usage. When they
do this they must be re -neutralized.

Radio -frequency presents too many
difficulties for the inexperienced, but
in the hands of a capable radiophan
gives exceptionally good results.

WDAP's Clever
Singer of Songs

Jerry Sullivan, inimitable song-
ster heard from station WDAP,

- Chicago. Mr. Sullivan's photo-
graph has appeared before in the
Radio Magazine, but without
proper identification.
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COMPLETE TUBE

RECEIVER SET $10

Continued from Page 8.

figure. About three hours' time will
be required, providing that the panel
is not drilled with an ice pick or nail.
It is also assumed in this time esti-
mate that the builder possess a real
screw driver and can at least borrow
a soldering copper. If a few small
drills are not at hand, extend the esti-
mated time from three hours to three
weeks.

The Circuit.
No revolutionary principles are

claimed for the "Wizard" circuit. It
is a redesigned adaptation of a very old
"oscillator" which dates back to 1914
cr even earlier, but in making certain
substitutions the older circuit has been
greatly simplified and its performance
has also been greatly improved. The
substitution of a modern type fixed
coupler for the older gariocOupler, with
its tap switches and other complica-
tions, has been a greater step in ad-
vance than would appear on the sur-
face. The losses incident to the tap
switches are eliminated, tuning con-
trols are reduced from four to one,
and "logged" tuning is made possible
whereby the position of the condensqr
dial corresponds exactly to a given
wavelength at all points within the
range of the instrument. Dispensing
with the variocoupler also reduces the
cost by several dollars, an important
item with the majority of beginners.

In looking at the inductance coil
(1,1-L2) we see that it contains two
separate windings, a combined pri-
mary and tickler coil (L1) and b sec-
ondary coil (L2). The primary (L1) is
connected to the aerial at (a) and the
ground at (g, the plate (P) of the tube
also being connected at the end (a)
for supplying regeneration. Across
the ends of the secondary coil (L2) is a
variable 23 -plate condenser (.0005 m f.).
which is the only tuning control.
Connections from the secondary ter-
ininals (d and (e) run to the grid con-
denser and leak (GC -GL) and to the
grid return line, respectively. Thus
'the aerial circuit and plate circuit are
practically independent of one another
except for the common connection to
the (A) terminal of the filament bat-
tery.Primary

and secondary coils are
"loosely coupled" to give selectivity,
or, in other words, the coils are spaced
five -eighths of an inch apart. This
distance is of the greatest importance
and should be observed in making up
the coil. Both coils are Wound, with
No. 26 double cotton -covered wire.
The primary (L1) contains twenty-five
turns and the secondary (l,2) has sev
enty-five turns. Both coils are wound
on a three-inch diameter cardboard or
Bakelite tube which has a length of
four inches. For those who do not
wish to go to the trouble of winding
these coils, they may be had
made from nearly any radio dealer
for a moderate sum and in very con-
venient form for mounting. They are
known as "selector coils" and are sup-
plied with brackets for direct mount-
ing on the back of the variable con-
denser (C), thus reducing the number
of wiring connections.

Predicts Underground Transmission Will
Do Away Largely with Radio Aerial

Inventor Hears Foreign
Stations Thru Wire

Run into Soil.

Vernier Condenser Best.
While any type of variable con-

denser (C) can be used with success,
yet it will be found that a vernier
condenser is preferable, as the tuning
is extremely critical on some stations.
Regeneration, or the volume of sound,
is controlled by means of the filament
rheostat (R) and this should be a
vernier type or else a rheostat having
a resistance of at least 25 ohms. In
cases where UV -199 or C-299 tubes
are used, a 30 to 40 ohm rheostat is
a necessity. For WD -I1, WD -12, UV -
200, C-300 or UV -201 tubes, use a 6 -

ohm vernier type rheostat For the
C -301A or LTV -201A, use a 25 -ohm rheo-
stat.

Any type of standard tube can be
used, either dry battery or storage bat-
tery types. Hard amplifier tubes work
very well with B battery voltages rang-
irw from 22.5 to 67 volts, and give a
comparatively great signal strength on
the high -plate voltages. The B bat-
tery voltage for the soft detector tubes
ranges between 16 and 22.5 volts, and
the latter voltage cannot be exceeded
without loss in volume. Some claim
that the soft detector tubes, such as
the 'UV -2.90 or C-300, are more sensitive
and give greater range, but this has
not been my experience. The filament
voltage or A battery voltage, of course,
depends upon the tube adopted, and
varies from the 1.5 volts required by
the WD -12 to the 3 volts for the UV -
199, and the 6 volts for the C-300, UV -
200, C -301A and UV -201A.

It is highly important that the outside
stationary plates of the variable condenser
(C) be connected to the grid circuit, or,rather, that the outside plates of the con-denser be connected to the coil end '(d).If this is not done, then you are certain to
have trouble in tuning, due to "body ca-pacity." For the same reason, the induct-
ance coil should be mounted well to therear of the cabinet so that the movement
of the hand will not detune the set. Asquare sheet of tin foil, about one-half
larger than the diameter of the condenser.
will eliminate much of the body capacity
effect if placed between the condenser andpanel. This tin foil sheet should then be
"grounded' by connecting it with the groundpost end or to the (B) post. Take care
that no metal parts of the condenser come
into contact with the tin foil at any point,
cutting out a one-half hole around the
condenser shaft and placing heavy paper over
the screw heads.

It will be found that the grid condenser
(GC) should have a capacity of .00025 mf,
the mica plate .type being preferable.
The grid leak (GL) should be of the "pen-
cil -mark" tyPe. by which the leak can be
adjusted by drawing a pencil line between
the two screws. By alternately drawing
a heavy pencil line and then partly rubbing
it out by the eraser, a point will be found
where the reception is the clearest and
loudest. After this is once done, there is
no need of further adjustment until the tube
is replaced by a new one.

A 6x'7 -inch panel, 34 or 3-18 inches thick,
is amply large enough for the set. This, or
course, should be of some insulating com-
position such as Formica, Condensite, Bake-
lite, Radion or any of the similar materials.
Do not use a wood panel under any condi-
tions, as the leakage will seriously inter-
fere with the operation.

Use No. 14 square -tinned copper "buswire" for making the connections :between
the various parts, _and make soldered joints
wherever practieablar Keep the wire out of -
contact with all metal parts except those to
which is connected, and keep the wire out

Copyright, Harris & Ewing

Dr. James H. Rogers testing his underground antenna.

Dogs Antenna Shy
The ether about station KFKX, the

experimental station of the Westing-
house Electric company in Hastings,
Neb., is highly charged electrically, at
least the dog population of that sec-
tion will tell you so.

Two stray dogs came wandering
within the inclosure which surrounds
the station, and which serves to pre-
vent anyone from coming in contact
with the insulated counter -poise when
the station is in operation.

They played around the grounds,
and were running under the counter-
poise system, which is placed only
two feet above the ground. Sudden-
ly, an agonizing yelp was heard, and
two streaks of black and brown fur
and dogs came running wildly for the
gate.

The current had been turned on in
the antenna, just preparatory to
broadcasting, and the animals became
caught between the highly charged

and the ground, thus
forming the circuit which effectively
"grounded" the radiating system.

Today there is no need to keep dogs
out of the KFKA inclosure. They
have passed word around to the ca-
nine population that the atmosphere
about the place is decidedly unhealthy
for dogs.

of contact with the wood base board. Scrape
connections at all points where the wire
is placed under the binding screws to insure
perfectly clean contact surfaces. Good.
clean connections and good insulation are
imperative. Tighten down the bindingscrews so that there is no possibility of
their working loose and, further, scrape the
four blades in the tube socket at the points
where the prongs of the tube make con-
tact. Also see that the four binding posts
in the socket are tight,

The Aerial
An outdoor aerial, of course, is the pref-

erable type and may be a single copperwire forty to seventy-five feet in length.
An aerial longer than seventy-five feet does
little toward increasing the range and does
reduce the selectivity of the set. In other
words, a very long aerial "broadens thetuning" so that nearby stations cannot be
tuned out. Good porcelain or moulded mica
type insulators should be used for the sup-
port of the wire. When the set is located
above the first floor, an indoor aerial will
give good results if the wire is from thirty-
five to ninety feet long. In fact, the writer
has received nearly all of the large stations
east of the Rockies on anindoor aerial con -
Fisting of ten strands of bell wire woven
back and forth between the picture mould-
ings of his dining -room. The width of the
room at this point averages about nine feet
(it is in a bay window) so that he has a
total of 10x£1, equal to 90 feet of wire up.

Tuning In.
With an aerial of ordinary length, the set

will tune in on all stations from 250 to 000
meters wavelength with the coils as shown.
If your aerial is very long, then you may
have to remove a few turns from the coil
(L2) at the end (e) before you can reach
the lower wavelengths. Do not remove any
wire from the end (d) and do not touch
the coil (LI) in any case. With a very
short aerial it may be necessary to add afew turns to (L2) at the end (e), but
these corrections are not likely with aerials
between forty and seven -five feet.

For tuning in between the two
wavelengths it is well to take station KY
on 436 meters, as the upper range, and sta-
tion WTAS of Elgin on 286 meters as the
lower range. If you can get these two sta-
tions with a little margin of condenser move-
ment on either side o fthe dial settings, it
is certain that you can get all the oilier
broadcasting stations.To tone the set, tarn np the rheostat
until the tube lights and a rather strong
rushing hiss is heard continuously in the
phones. Now turn the condenser dial back
and forth until you strike the carrier wave
of a station. The wave makes itself known
by a "tweet -tweet" noise in certain posi-
tions of the condenser dial. Now turn the
condenser dial very slowly in the vicinity
of the carrier wave until the voice or music
is heard. This is a very caretul adjustment
and may mean turning the dial thru only
one division. The strength of the signal
or the cleaning up of "mushy," indistinct
signals is controlled by turning the rheostat
up or down until the maximum of clear,
loud speech is heard. In other words, re-
generation is controlled by the rheostat, as
with the Ultra-lludion. If the tube should
screech or howl, or if the signals should
sound all mushed up, turn the rheostat down.
This is all there is to it.

In the meantime adjust your grid leak for
maximum signal strength by making a
heavier or lighter pencil mark between the
two screws under the metal cap. This will
take a little time and patience, but it only
needs to be done once. It is best to remain
timed in on some rather faint stations while
varying the weight of the pencil mark un-
til the best weight of line is discovered.

AMPLIFICATION.
Any type of amplifier can be used, either

one or two Staged ,of audio. The amplifier
is connected to the phone or output poste
as usual.

How to Make Aerials
Selective with Coils

Sometimes non -selective receivers
become so thru aerials that have not
the proper natural wave length. A
loading coil placed in the antenna cir-
cuit will increase the wave length of
the aerial wire. A variometer makes
a good loading coil because it can be
varied.

A .001 variable condenser, however,
is better. It has the advantage of in-
creasing the ratio of inductance to
capacitance when tuning to a given
wave -length. An increase in this ratio
means increased selectivity or less lia-
bility to interference from stations
transmitting on different wave-
lengths. Close tuning is very desir-
able, but adjustments, of course, are
Increased.

If the receiver is of the two -circuit
type it will be necessary also to load
the secondary circuit of the tuner. If
it is a three -circuit set then also the
tuned -plate circuit should be loaded
Wound coils of the proper value,
which must be determined by experi-
ment, will answer in these cases.

You will find the classified adver-
tisement section interesting, See
Page 15.

By Harold B. Matson.
WASHINGTON, Feb. 7.-Dig a hole

in your back yard and place your ra-
dio "aerial" in it, if you would be up
to date.

That is, of course, granting that
Dr. James Harris Rogers, famous in-
ventor, has proved his theory. Some
time ago he started experimenting
with underground antennae. Today
Dr. Rogers, resuming his work after
a short illness, freely predicts that
underground transmission will super-
sede aerial transmission.

Dr. Rogers reveals that perfect com-
munication was carried on with points
200 miles away, during experiments
he conducted. Interference, he de -
dares, is practically eliminated, diffi-
culties of day reception are reduced
to a minimum, and the power required
for transmission is considerably less
than for aerial antennae.

One of Dr. Rogers' underground
sets consists of a loop antenna let
down into a metal -lined_ and metal -
covered well. He has practically
abandoned his high strung aerial on
the roof of his laboratory, nightly
hearing foreign stations on- his sub-
merged aerial.

Broadcasting Is Easier.
Dr. Rogers believes underground

transmission to be an important de-
velopment in radio science, and pre-
dicts it will make possible the con-
centration of broadcasting at a group
of powerful stations.

IIII "These stations," he believes, "will
be located at strategic points over the
country. Reception will be clear and
strong in every set, interference from
so many different wavelengths being
eliminated. The stations will operate
something like a telephone switch-
board, tuning in for the programs
they desire to rebroadcast in their
vicinity.

"Communication with trans -Atlantic
and trans -Pacific points will be among
the usual things. But all of this will
come only thru underground and sub-
marine transmission," Dr. Rogers
says.

Used During War.
While Dr. Rogers thus would elim-

inate the weaknesses of radio com-
munication, other inventors are con-
tinuing their attempts to perfect aeri-
al transmission.

One of the tasks before the radio
division, bureau of standards, is to
eliminate "fading" and to devise
means to confine broadcasting to its
particular wave -length. Once this is
done the aerial should enjoy as clear
and strong reception as Dr. Rogers
claims for the underground apparatus.

PER I OLAT BROTHERS
331 WEST MADISON STREET

(Six Doors East of Market Street)

Parts for Rathbun's No. 12A
Wizard Circuit, Including

Pair Headsets, WD12 Tube, "A"
Battery (11/2 Volts), "B" Battery tp .00
(221/2 Volts). Complete with Blue
Prints-All Parts Guaranteed__

COIL only, with Brack-
ets, for Wiz- $ 1 an
and Circuit__ I  ,,
EXTRA SPECIAL-
10-PlateVernier,.00025
Capacity, $
each 1 65

Kellogg Variocouplers;
each .

Kellogg Variometers;
each

Kellogg 11 -Plate Vernier
Condensers; each

Kellogg 23 -Plate Vernier
Condensers; each

Kellogg 43 -Plate Vernier
Condensers; each

Kellogg 11 -Plate
Condensers;

Kellogg 23 -Plate Plain
Condensers; each

Kellogg 43 -Plate Plain
Condensers; each..a $4'90

each 650Kellogg Double Mountings;

$6.75

$6.00

$5.10
$5.90
$6.60

each. ....$3.40
$4.15

Plain

CELEBRATED AUTH
HEAD SETS-Guaranteed
Double unit with head-
band, $2.60each
Single unit with head-
band, $11 .5 0each

Kellogg Switch Levers;
each ....OLa

Kellogg 3 -inch Dials;
each

Kellogg 4 -inch Dials;
each

Kellogg Fixed Condensers, 600.00025; each
Kellogg No. 501 Jaeka;

each
Kellogg No. 502 Jacks;

each
Kellogg No. 504 Jacks;

each ,,..,:r  
Kellogg No. 505 Jacks;

each

60o
75o
95o

85o
60o
85o
95o

Kellogg Diamond Wound
Coils; each.... .. ... .,...$2.25

Kellogg Sockets;
each   ...... .. .... ogr;  60o

COMPLETE LINE OF HOWARD, ESTRU, CARTER, ERLA
AND BREMER TULLY PARTS IN STOCK

Blue Prints for All Standard Circuits
Open Saturday Evenings Until 9 o'Clock
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Questions You Ask and Answers We Give
HAYNES CIRCUIT.

1230 -CHICAGO: Have tried the Haynes
circuit, using. a Dahllier Ducon as an aerial
or antennae; results as follows: Heard Edge-
water Beach hotel from 11:55 to 12 o'clock,
after which I received nothing at all, either
Saturday or Sunday. The parts I used are
radio non,WV-200 tube rehrostat freshman
condenser and grid leak combined, .00025
cap, Bremer Tully variable condenser, .00025
cap, and a 180 -degree variocoupler construct-
ed as follows: Stator 4 Inches in diameter
wound with forty-eight turns of No. 24 silk -
covered wire, and rotor 3ta inches diameter
wound with forty-three turns No. 24 silk -
covered wire, and sold by a local radio store,
and believe this variocoupler winding was
the cause of no results. If so, kindly advise
how I should wind it. Kindly advise what
should be done to make this circuit work
properly and send what Information you
may have on this circuit.

Your trouble with the Haynes receiver la
due to the fact that you are using a Ducon
Plug- If Yoe would use an outside aerial

following: How ran I trine three -circuit re-
generative set, Armstrong patent, compris-
ing two bakelit variometers, one coupler (all
molded), two -three plate condensers and
vernier rheostat with .00025 variable grid
leak and condenser? I have read your in-
structions In regard to tuning a set like this,
but it was not exactly clear enough in re-
gard to tuning. What I want is something
like this: You first place your coupler at
right angles, then tune your plate until you
hear the station coming in, etc.

To tune your set proceed as follows: Have
variometer completely enmeshed, turn your
rheostat three-quarters on, tune in your sta-
tions with rotor of variocoupler and taps,
dear up with grid variometer and increase
volume with plate variometer and rheostat.
If the set flies into oscillations, reduce fila-
ment voltage and regeneration with plate
variometer and rheostat.

RADIO -FREQUENCY.
1232 -CHICAGO: Inclosed la the hook-uy

z
0 0

0

PHONES

+8
221.

r -aotA

HAYNES CIRCUIT
HOOKUP'S 546

o A

Q. & A.-1230: An exceed-
ingly selective DX receiver.

better results would be obtained.
1101V apparatus la 0. K. Hook-up Is shown.

GOOD RECEIVER.
1231 -CHICAGO: I have been much inter-

ested in your magazine, and am writing re-
gardinr advice concerning a radio set, rea-
sonable in price, comparatively easy to tune.
that will bring in circuits at a distance of
500 miles, from South Haven, Mich. Your
Magazine is very instructive, and you are to
be complimented upon putting such a valu-
able magazine before the public.

A good single -tube circuit with a range
eel about 1,000 miles is shown.

HOW TO TUNE SET.
/233 -CHICAGO: Let me congratulate you

on your radio section, this new addition
to your good paper The Chicago Evening Post.
I have found it very helpful to me, and also
fell of live, interesting and new Information.
I at the present time am subscribing to
three radio magazines, and have found that
I would rather have your sixteen -page
Thursday radio section than all three maga-
zines combined. They east me a little. but
ae to benefits your paper beats them all. I
would now ask for some help regarding the

I am now using. I want to add a stage
of radio -amplification. Will you please add
the additional? I have got an Esten va-riometer, WD -12 tribes and an 11 -plate
condenser. Can I use the varlometer in.
stead of buying a radio -frequency trans-former?

One stage of radio -frequency on your set
would not work efficiently. We are mail -
in a two -tube frequency circuit wherein you
could use your apparatus and get the results
you are looking for.

A FEW QUESTIONS.
1255 --CHICAGO: Accompanying are two

sketches. of my receiving set (three -circuit
Armstrong regenerative). Type and length
of aerial and makes and values of apparatus
are shown on the schematic drawing. I
would like information regarding the fol-
lowing, preparatory to placing my set in a
cabinet: (1) Is secondary variable -con-
denser In proper place in secondary circuit?
Would a 23 -plate vernier condenser give suf-
ficiently better results to justify expense of
change? (2) Please give the proper method
of tuning this set, starting from the point
where all switches are open and the three
rheostats set 'at maximum resistance. At
present 1 am operating with the amplifier
rheostats at zero resistance, and detector
rheostat with about seven -eighths of the
resistance out of circuit. As you will notice,
there are some half -dozen controls. Are

FREE SERVICE
QUESTIONS asked on any subject per-

taining to radio will be answered in
this department in either the daily edi-
tion or the Radio Magazine published
each Thursday. No charges are made
for this service.

Due to the immense volume of letters
being received by the (Question and An-
swer department, the following restric-
tions must be made:

All letters must be plainly written In
ink and perferably typewritten, and only
on one side of the paper.

Drawings, hook-ups, etc., must be or.
a separate sheet from question and
clearly drawn, showing vames of parts.

Do not ask for panel layouts, con-
struction details. etc., for a set unless
they have appeared in the columns of
-this magazine. Self-addressed and
stamped envelope must be inclosed. Ad-
dress all your letters to Radio Questions
and Answers Department, The Chicago
Evening Post, 12-14 South Market
Street, Chicago.

there not some "most efficient points" whereseveral of these centrals can be set so as
to reduce the number to be varied in prac-
tical tuning? (5), After Ices than a week's
operation I notice s reduction cif volume
and find upon examination that the wire
attached to the positive terminal of the
"A" battery is badly corroded. The set and
battery are in a room heated by hot air.
The top of the battery M kept clean and
dry. What rouses the wire from the posi-
tive terminal to corrode? (4) My "A" stor-
age battery has hostel wirehandl" sear-age the wooden ease, and when I remove
battery for shargine I find a dense
white &Poen ea the handles whererather they
aster the wood and from which the lacquer
has worn off. I applied paraffin and it
has noM disappeared. What was this de-

mttiend what caused it? (5) Does the
on of the plate varterneter as shown,

inntcwd of being &dissent to the plate, lessen
the regenerative action of the sea Does
the phone condenser work as well when the

itvaziometer
to hs the position shown?

ele "regeneration. and "feed back" the
same, and if so, is it necessary for the
Plate varlometer to be so placed physigally
as to produce coupling with any portion of
the primary circuit? (7) In "A" and "B"
battery connections many circuit diagrams
require negative "B" to positive "A." My
set seems to work beet negative "A" to
negative "B." Which is theoretically cor-
rect; which is correct in practice? (8) A
fixed condenser Is connected to the primary
circuit (lead-in) and to a point in the
secondary circuit between the grid leak and
the grid variometer. Removal of this con-
denser reduces the volume very much.
Should the condenser be there? Theoreti-
cally? (9) The inside aerial Is thirty-four
and one-half feet long and consists of three
wires permanently bound together as shown
and two other wires connected to the perma-
nent aerial by faux single pole single throw
switches. I have a 4.3 -plate variable -con-
denser in the primary circuit and a series -
parallel switch to throw it in series, in
Parallel, or out of the circuit entirely. Is
this aerial too short for good results, con-
sidering the presence of the primary con-
denser? (10) What Is proof or indication
of a tube oscillatagl Must the amplifier
tubes both oscillate also for efficient oper-
ation; for maximum volume? ( ) Just
before I changed from a pencil -mark grid
leak to the present Freshman variable tell
I noticed a small "roar" in the receivers
which would drown out the voice or music
from a distant Bastion. This roar would
clear up fora moment when I touched the

grid terminal of my detector tube or the
plate terminal of the same tube. After
the set had been in operation for several
hours -the roar seemed to disappear. To
what is this "roar" due and how can I
correct it? We appreciate the up-to-date
Radio Magazine that The Chicago Evening
Pest is now conducting.

Below are answers to your questions: (1)
Your secondary condenser is of the proper
size and placed in the right position. (2)
To describe the tuning of a three -circuit
regenerative set is practically impossible.
as every set has its characteristics and can-
not be tuned mechanically. (3) The cor-
rosion of the wire leading to the positive
terminal of the "A" battery is natural. It
is caused by the chemical action of the
acids in the battery upon the copper wire.
(4) The white deposit on the handle of
your battery was caused by the chemical
action of the area upon a metallic object, as
set forth in No. 3. (5) The position of the
plate variometer is 0. K. Altho the leads
are rather long, we do not believe this
would have any appreciable effect upon the
regeneration. (6) Regeneration and feed-
back are one and the same.thing. It is not
necessary for the variometer to be placed in
inductive relation at any part of the cir-
cuit. (7) The polarities of your "A" and
"B" batteries determine upon the filament
leads of your transformer and the grid re-
turn of your detector tube. Both combina-
tions are used. (8) Theoretically, a fixed
condenser from the aerial to the grid leak
is unnecessary. This helps your set because
of the fact that you are using a small in-
side aerial. (9) Your aerial is the best you
could construct under the circumstances.
Much better results could be obtained, tho,
with an outside aerial of one wire in a
straight line of 100 feet long, six to eight
feet above all obstacles. (19) To determine
whether a tube is oscillating or not, touch
the grid lead from the variometer to the
grid leak. If the tube is oscillating a click
will be obtained when you touch the wire
with your finger and when you draw it
away. (11) The roar you mention was
caused by the fact that your tube was
oscillating too freely. A variable grid leak
should eliminate this. It also .might be cut
down by reducing the filament voltage on
the detector tube.

A SILENT CIRCUIT.
1269 -CHICAGO: Help -help -help! I

am inclosing a sketch of my alleged "set",
but the postal regulations won't permit tee
to fully describe it, so my style is badly
cramped. However, the darn thing doesn't
seem to function except in a very tired
manner. I get local stations only-WJAZ
I get fine (it Is three blocks away); the
stations downtown I get faintly -nothing
else. It doesn't whistle or make any noise
whatever, and the only way I can tell when
I am tuning in is to hear voices and music
faintly. All connections are tight or sol-
dered -all parts used are supposed to be of
good quality, se I am completely up a
stump. Will you look over the Inclosed
sketch and tell me what the trouble is -or
if you would advise my trading it off for a
crystal set?

Your circuit is apparently O. E. except
for the fact that you show no grid con-
denser. This is absolutely necessary to en-
able you to get the results you wish. We
would not advise trading it for a crystal
set, but we would advise checking the tun-
ing unit for loose or broken connections.

"INDUCTANCE VARIOMETER."
1256 -CHICAGO: You most assuredly are

entitled to congratulations on your Radio
section. I doubt very much that any news-
paper can boast of a more interesting sec-
tion, and coupled with the fact that I have
been a reader of The Post for a good ninny
years, I now enjey it all the more. Noting
your kindness in answering questions, I am

going to avail myself of the privilege. )have made up the circuit which will be
found inclosed, obtained from an article
by "Six Zee Jay" in Radio News Magazine
for September, page 279, and is described
as "Inductance Variometer a Utility Radio
Unit." For local stations I believe that
it is rather satisfactory with fair volume,
but while I ran hear long distance quite
often I find it very hard t6 tune clearlyor for long. Can you give me any sugges-
tions? Note that the diagram does notshow a grid leak. I find it wo,lts verymuch better with one. I, am using two
figs. I find that the Set will not work fol-
lowing other instructions given, but that it
does work following the diagram. Can you
offer any suggestions? I would be pleased
if you would furnish me with a diagram of
a Reinartz circuit or tell me where I could
obtain one of the latest hook-ups. What
is the difference in your opinion in the
UV -199 and WD -12 -is the UV -199 betterfor amplifying, will It stand more plate
voltage?

The circuit you inclosed in your letter
was the best you could make with the part
mentioned. .We are showing a diagram of
the Reinartz set. A WD -12 tube is a better
detector, but is not a better amplifier than
a UV -199.

HOOK-UP CORRECTIONS.
1267 -BLUR ISLAND: I am taking ad-

vantage of your offer of free radio service
and desire to make a few inquiries. Ate
inched hereto you will find three diagram4
numbered for reference. Diagram No. 1 isintended to represent the diagigon shown
on page 8 of the Chicago Evening Post
Radio Magazine issued Dec. 6. This dia-
gram calls for the same parts which I have
at present mule up as per diagram No. 2,
excepting the transformers and tubes, also
I am using a phone condenser as called for
in diagram No. -2. I am using one 2'!% -volt B battery (for the detector unit) in
series with one 45 -volt B battery for the
amplification. The method permits 2214
volts to be applied on the detector unit.
while the total of 67% volts is applied to
the two steps of audio -frequency amplifies,.
tion. WD -11 tubes are used with 6 dry -
cell A batteries connected in parallel. Other
parte are identically the same as shownIn diagram No. 1. You will note lila*

. .

a

ORIGINAL FLEWELLING CIRCUIT
CHICAGO EVENING POST HOOKUP*533

Q. & A.-1231: The original
Flewelling, which is one of the
best "super" sets known.

the variocoupler connections are described
in different ways, which 1 do not tinders
stand. Diagram No. 3 will indicate how
the connections are at present on my set
May I ask you to kindly enlighten me as
to just how the coupler connections should
be made as called for in diagrams I aim] 2?
Also, kindly note the A battery commis.

Continued on Page 12. .
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COCKADAY
Parts for

3 -Tube Set
as Follows

Our Price
7x21x3-16 Drilled Pan-

el and Baseboard $2.94
1 Complete Cockaday Coil 1.95
8 Comsco 26 -Plate Ver-

nier Condensers with
Dials and Vernier
Knobs 6.90

8 Standard Audio -Frequency
Transformers 8.00

1 Howard Vernier Rheostat 1.35
8 Howard 25 -Ohm Rheostatei..2.00
3 Firth Sockets . 1.35

Switch Lever . .25
7 Points, 2 Stops and 8 Bind-

ing Posts .55
Binding Post Strip .05

2 Patent Double Circuit Jacks 1.00
1 Parent Single Circuit Jack .35
8 Erla Bezels AS

20 Feet Bus Bar Wire and
Miscellaneous S e r e w s,
Nuts, Etc. .25

Schematic Blueprint .50
Grid Leak and Mks C012

denser ....-........ .65

1 -Tube Set

$11.95
3 -Tube Set

$27.9$

Complete Parts for
Herald -Examiner Set .. $ 5.95
Short -Wave Tuner 10.50
Haynes DX .......... 9.95
Honeycomb Receiver ..... .. 17.95
Ultra -A nd ion .. ......... 8.95
Overland Circuit............ 8.25
Long 45 Circuit . 16.25
Superdyne Receiver 15.85

IMPORTANT
Any individual part (except drilled
panels) in any of outfits listed
here may be purchased separately
at the special reduced prices listed
under column headed "Our Price."

Complete Parts for

Erla Reflex
Consisting of Our Price

1 Varlocoupler $3.45
1 23 -Plate Var. Condenser 1.45
2 Erla Sockets ... ... 1.30
1 Erla Reflex No. 1 Trans.. 4.45
1 Erla A. n Transformer... 4.85
1 Erla .002 Mica Condenser-- .30
1 Erla .001 Mica Condenser.. .80
1 Erla .00025 Mica Cond... .25
1 Eels Fixed Crystal Detector 1.1)0
1 Howard Rheostat 1.00
2 Bakelite Dials .50
8 Binding Posts .40
1 Doz. Switch Pta., 4 Stops .30
2 Switch Levers .50
1 61.Ax14x14-inch For mica

Panel 1.37

Our $2®.90
Price

Panels Drilled FREE
Specially drilled panels are Included
with each of the sets illustrated and
described above. We give this free
service only on panels included
with complete sets.

Complete Parts for
1 and 3 Tube Set

Brand New
West'rn Electric

VT -2
TUBES
5 -Watt "E"

Type CW-931

$7.45

ALL OTHER TUBES
AT REDUCED PRICES

UV -201 TUBES
$3.95

48,000-01IM

LAVITE RESISTANCE
$1.50

LINCOLN
COLLAPSIBLE LOOP

$4.45
4 -INCH

BAKELITE DIALS
Our Price 25c
Only

We are prepared to furnish prompt-
ly and saw Formica panels of any
dimensions. Cutting charge is in-
cluded in the following prices:
3 -16 -inch Formica, sq. inch 2c
1/2 -inch Formica, square inch 1t4c
Tubing (2 to 4 -inch diame-

ter), per running inch 10e

'111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111111111111W1111111111111111

Open Evenings Until 9 P. M.
Phone

Wabash
4183

Sunday.; Until 5
Phone

Wabash
4183

SA LV A G E MEANS
AVE - SERVICE - SATISFACTION

When you buy that radio apparatus from the
Chicago Salvage Stock Store, the world's
greatest radio store, you can be certain of
these three things :
1. You have saved money through the hundreds of
radio bargains made possible by our enormous buy-
ing power.
2. You have been served intelligently by men who
are qualified radio experts.
3. You have bought quality apparatus because we
handle nothing but brand-new merchandise GUARAN-
TEED to give complete satisfaction.

iiiiIiinemiiiiiiiimininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiIiiiiiiiiiiilliiiii1

Complete Parts for
1 and 3 Tube

Complete Parts for NEUTRODYNE3, 4 and 5 -Tube

Parts for 5 -Tube
1 Set of Genuine Freed -Eiseman

Nentroformers with Nen;ro-
dons or Fades.

7x28s3-16 drilled and en-
graved panel with baseboard.

2 Audio Frequency Trans.
3 Erla Bezels.
1 .001 Mica Condenser.
1 I. M. F. D. By -Pass Cond.
3 Filament Control Jacks.
3 4 -Inch Dials.
1 Howard Vernier Rheostat,

3 -Tube Set
$28.60

Set as Follows:
1 Howard Plain Rheostat.

Strip of Bakelite.
8 Binding Posts.
2 Firth Sockets.

Grid Leak and Mica Con-
denser.

1 8 -Gang Firth Socket with
mountings and screws.

20 Feet Bus Bar Wire.
Screws, Nuts and Miscellane-

ous for set..
Constr action Book and

Schematic Print.
4 -Tube Set 5 -Tube Set

$44.65 $46.25
Set Builders, Take Notice

No matter what the set, where you may have
read about it, or how new it may be, we've
got the parts for you -the best parts procur-
able at the lowest possible prices! You will
find us even ahead of te times. Our experts
are frequently posted on new developments
in radio long before they appear in print.
MAIL ORDERS: Address Dept. P-6, Chicago

Be Sure to Get the Right Number -
Don't Be Misled by Other Advertisements.

509 S. State Street

41,

Genuine
Automatic Electric

H
P

N
E
S
$10.00 $3.65
Value

Not Imitations

COUPLER COIL SETS FOR
SUPERDYNE

$4.50

Thordarson
Rectifying

Transformer

Rmular light -circuit storage battery
charger complete, with Tungar bulb.

Very $ 95
Special

Consisting of Our Price
7x18 Formica Panel .... $1.70
Bakelite Socket .15
Howard Verniar Rheo 1.35
23 -Plate Var. Condenser 1.15
11 -Plate Var. Condenser 1.35

1 Schoonhoven Reina r t z
('oil 1.95

Freshman Variable GridFr
I.eak and Condenser
combined .75

3 Switch Levers .75
8 Binding Posts .40
2 Dozen Switch Points .90

25 Feet Tinned Wire .15
Baseboard for Mounting .25
Blueprint with complete

instruction for assem-
bling and i, iring . 50

Reg. Price, $ 11 45
Our Price

$21.69

Complete parts for $
,774 IDetector and two-

step with Vernier
Condensers

dtr:

LOUD TALKER
with GENUINE

Nathaniel Baldwin Unit

$1.0."A Remarkable
Value at

2,000-011NI

HEAD SETS
Moo

$2.45Value

Complete Parts for

2 -Stage
Amplifier

To amplify Ultra-Audion, Reinartz,
Knoeked.Down. Short -

Wave Receiver, Crystal or any re-
ceiving set so that loud speaker or
phonograph can be used in place of
headset.
1 7x9 Formica Panel (other suit-

able size)
1 High -Ratio All-American or

Thordarson Transfo:lner.
1 Low -Ratio A I 1 -American

Thordarson Transformer.
2 Howard Rheostats.
2 Bakelite Sockets.
3 Rouble Parent Jacks.

13 Binding Posts.
1 Baseboard.

or

$21.00 Value
Our $12g95

Easy to Build
Complete instructions for assem-
bling and blueprints for wiring are
included with each outfit. Instruc-
tions written so everyone can un-
derstand them. No special skill or
technical knowledge required -a
few hours and you're ready to
tune -in New York, Los Angeles --
any of 'em!
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Questions You Ask and Answers We Give
Continued from Page 11.

MOn my set (diagram Na le) the rhea -
end F of the transformers are ereo

lo A minus, which in turn goes to
ilhe 0 switch and ground. F pies of tubes
being connected to A pine of the battery.
Diagram No. 1 shows the rheostats only
ere connected to A minus of the battery,
while F plus of the tubes, and F of thewhile are connected to A plus of
the battery, which in torn is connected
pour place on the varhecouplee. Kindly ad -
Vise Just how these connections should be
made. I will say that my set worked very
good prior to adding the two steps of audio -
frequency amplification, and since this has
been added, I am unable to tune in outside
stations without making use of the ampli-
fication.

Your trouble lay in the fact that you
bad your negative. B battery in diagramHo. 2 connected to the wrong side of the
A battery. The corrected drawing has been
Mailed.

CALIBRATING DIALS.
1262 -AURORA: Could you tell me how

I can use the meter numbers given in la -
Dating stations? All stations have a meter
number, but until now they mean nothing to

He, as I do not know how to use them.
ow must the dials be set to get these

different meters? My radio is a Zenith
end has an outside aerial about 150 feet
in length, 101) feet from house to pole and
60 feet from pole to radio. I know where
to pick up KYW (Chicago) and WTAS
(Elgin), but do not know how to make a
combination to pick out the more distant
stations.

There is no method for using the regen-
erative set whereby the dials can be cali-
brated so as to determine the wave length of
the stations received. Altho when a long-
distance station is received the dial read -
legs Might be recorded and the same station
tuned in again by resetting the dial at the
fame combination as it was received on
before.

WANTS TOO MUCH.
1261-EVANSTON: Recently purchased a

dingle -circuit radio se, using a 23 -plate
tariable condenser as tuner and a coil sim-
Oar to the Reinartz. Believe it is the same
as the Rothe° set. On using a WD -12 tube,
found the rheostat was about a 30 ohm, se
changed to a Howard 6% ohm. The recep-
tion is fine on certain parts of the dial.
but cannot tune clear to 0 on the con-
denser dial without the tube oscillating as
soon as it is turned on at all. Can you
tell me how to remedy it? Am using 100
feet antenna, "L" type, with fifteen -foot
lead-in. Also at times the set seems to go
entirely dead for a minute or so, then works
agate. Can that be due to the baltery? Have
Rho e three circuit, two variometers and a
coupler. As using e 23 -plate variable -con -
enser shunted across antenna and ground
osts. Is there anything I can do to make it

ne finer? Receive Loa Angeles stations
quite often and Calgary, Canada, on silent
night, so think I get good distance, as it
only has andeteetor tube.

The results you have been obtaining with
your set as to distance are very good. The
escillations of your tube which take place

a" et a certain -setting of the condenser are
natural and should be present. Therefore,
there is nothing. you can do to remedy it.
[the dying out of the set at times is not
due to the battery, but probably to a loose
Connection. A wave trap improves the tun-
ing on your set.

NOISY SET.
1022 -CHICAGO: Have experimented with

Puce stages of audio -frequency and was sue.
sessful for a while by connecting a .0001
tired condenser from the grid of the sec-
ond audio -transformer to the grid of the
third audio -transformer. This proved very
eatisfaciory in eliminating noise,', and bring -
big great volume, but now the arrangement
does not work at all. All it does is te
bowl and squeal. Can you tell me what's
terong-2 (2) Can yon send me the Zenith
book -up, using three stages of audio-fre-
Queues.? (3) Would you suggest a single
circuit set to he used with an indoor aerie., rr

Of thirty feet length? Don't you think It
would be more efficient than a two or three
iercuit?

We give below Abe answers to your ques-
tions: (I) Check' your "B" battery and
.0001 fixed condenser to see if they are 0. R.
12) This hook-up will have. to be obtained

FERBEND

ci ONCE
FERBEND

Owners
Are Getting
"Outside"

Is your set as selective as your
neighbor's? If not, maybe it's a bet-
ter one in some other respect -did you
ever think of that? Anyhow, there's
always one sure way to make any
set extremely selective: just connect
in a FERBEND WAVE TRAP.

And here are just a few plain facts
on wave filtering: The WAVE TRAP
is not a mysterious or magical "trouble
killer" or "air clearer." It is just a
simple "dead" tuner. which, tuned
to the wave you don't want, traps
it out so as to leave the wave you de
want. But -If it isn't as carefully
designed and accurately made as your
"live" tuner, it is just as liable to

...interfere with results as any other
wrongly made Dart. FERBEND (the
originator of the WAVE TRAP) has
been making for OVER TWO years the
beet wave filter that could be per

by careful, thorough experi-
menting. It is not surprising that
the genuine WAVE" TRAP does the
work much more perfectly than in-
struments slapped together from or-
dinary radio parts, either by owners
themselves or by dealers seeking big
profits!

Be SAFE. Don't do all over again,
at your expense, the costly experi-
menting with improvised filters that
we did for you when the WAVE TRAP
was being designed. Get the genuine
WAVE TRAP at a reasonable price.
The FERBEND WAVE TRAP Is posi-
tively guaranteed to do all that any
wave filtering device can possibly do:
namely, to tune out any interfering
station.

Mounted on Formica panel in ma-
hogany finished cabinet, 6x5x6. ready

,,,slo use. $8.50. Unmounted for penal
:vmounting. $6.00. Postpaid to out-of-

town customers.

Order direct, Circular an request.
Phone Central 5023.

The Orisfinel Wave
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Q. & A.-1222: One of the -

be used on a VT -2 tube. A variometer, Laorder to have low distributed capacity.
should be constructed of as little insulating
material as possible. In order to determine
whether a variometer has a high or lowratio of inductance, count the number ofturns of wire on the rotor and on thestator. If they are the same and of prac-
tically the same size of wire they. have 1
high ratio of inductance; if not, they barsa low ratio. The variometers that you
mention may or may not work efficiently onthe autoplex set. This can be determined
only be experimentation. The autoplex See
was built to produce volume and is exceed-ingly fine tuning. Therefore, we do not be-
lieve you can cut out local stations when
tuning in DX. The negative "A" wire, the
negative "B" wire, the ground and the coilall connect together.

TRAP TROUBLE.
1258 -CHICAGO: I am having a hard

time to bear other stations than the Drakehotel. Before they start their evening work
everything is fine, but when they start, I;
ie listen to them or go to -bed. I live oneblock west from the Drake, on Rush ant
Walton place, have an. R. C. S. Jr. set with
one stage, using 298-C lamps. Aerial wire
is 100 feet long, due east and west, 34-fooi
lead-in wire at the east end. Does taepainting of aerial wire have much to de
with my getting the station so strong? IIhave used the many wave traps anttheir hook-ups without any results.
thought that coil was not large enough, se
bought and made up, according to your ar-
ticle of Nov. 28, and tried that as withcoil 12 and still no results. Tried the grin
wire on the aerial post, tied the grid wire cm
the grid post, no aerial, took off both aerialand grid wire, still got the Drake strong.
even with three head sets working. Withno aerial or grid on my set I turned the
23 -plate condenser one full turn and asno time could I get away from the Drake_
What can I do without moving, so that 3
can get other local stations, if not out 0.!
town? Will a loop do any good? ,

It is practically impossible to cut out the
Drake hotel in your locality without using
radio -frequency. A loop aerial would Oo

most efficient methods of recep- four binding posts, baseboard. wire, screws,
tion. etc. Article appeared in Nov. 28 Radio Mag-

azine.

from the Zenith people. (3) A single cir-
cuit set would be as efficient as a two or
three circuit.

HAGERMAN CRYSTAL.
1031 -CHICAGO: I am enjoying your radio

section very much. It sure is a "dandy."
Please send me a general hook-up or a dia-
gram of the Hagerman crystal receiving set.
Do you think you could send me also a list
of the parts needed and the cost of this set
if I wanted to make it myself, and please
tell me if it is possible to use a wave trap?
(2) Could you send me something plainer
than answer No. 491?

The hook-up you request has been mailed.
The parts used are: One variometer, one 43 -
plate condenser, one crystal detector, one
7 -by -9 panel, four binding posts, wire,
screws. etc. The coat may be anywhere
from $6 to $20, depending on the quality of
apparatus used. The hook-up mailed is the
only one we can give you.

SIMPLE ULTRA-AUDION.
1025 -CHICAGO: Please send a drawing

of the ultra-audion circuit using a 75 -turn
spider -web coil, 23 -plate condenser and WD -
11 tube.

The ultra-audion hook-up you request is
shown.

TYPE RECEIVER.
1014-CIIICAGO: In your wonder Radio

Magazine there was a fist of the twelve
most selective types of radio sets enumerated.
I rider or after what number is the "Old
Reliable." Is it or would it be under No. 2?
The above article mentioned is of remarks
made by John V. L. Hogan, past president
of the Institute of Radio Engineers.

The "Old Reliable" comes under type No. 5
in Hogan's article.

HAGERMAN CRYSTAL.
1018 -CHICAGO: Have noticed considee,

able comment on the Hagerman long -distend
crystal set, and would like to build one.
Would it be convenient for you to send me
a diagram or blue print? Would like a list
of the parts needed, and the make, and could
you give me the approximate cost?

The diagram you request haa been mailed.
Further information can be found in the
Nov. 28 issue of the magazine, which can be
obtained from our circulation department.

BROAD TUNING.
1029 -CHICAGO: I have an "autoplex."

using 225 volts on "B" circuit. Can you
tell me how much "B" voltage to use?
Am one-half mile from MAX, but cannot
cut it out. In what way can I avoid: using
a wave trap?

Two Columbia variometers, one 1,500 -turn
coil, VT -2 tube.

In the autoplex set from three to six
volts of "C" battery is generally used. Thereis nothing that can be added to your set
to make it finer tuning but a wave trap.

PUSH-PULL DATA.
1050 --CHICAGO: I am a reader of your

magazine every Thursday and am taking
liberty to obtain some information thru
your service. I am using the Old Reliable
hook-up with WD -11 tube with good re-
sults. I want to est enough volume to
operate a loud Weaker- have been read-
ing your articles on push-pull amplification
and would like to ask a few questions. (1)
Does one stage of push-pull amplificationfurnish as much vome as two stage. et
regular amplification? (2) Can pooh -pull
transformers be used as regular A. F. trans-
formers by the nonuse of the center tope
(3 Will WD -11 tubes be satisfactory? (4)
What ratio should input said output trans-
formere have? (5) If WD -11 tubes are
used, eau both tubes be controlled by one
rheostat? If so, how many ohms resistance
should' it have? Please send me a diagram
or hook-up of a regular two -stare amplifier
with lark connections to plug la the de-
tector, first and second dogma

Below are the answers to Your questiens:
(1) One stage of push-pull amplificationmore than equivalent to two stages of reg-
ular amplification. (2) Push-pull transform-
ers can be used as regular transformers, but
this is not advised. se thee are not construct-
ed correctly. (3) WD -11 tubee will work.
but of course not as well as 201 -A's. (4) two
WD -11 tubes can be controlled with ene rho.
ostat. Use one of six ohms. (5) The hook-
up you request has been mailed.

GRID LEAK resmeat.
1048 -CHICAGO: I bought a diagram of

a two -stage audio -amplifier, and is the list
of parts it a variable grid leak. (la one
sheet it shows it In the diagram, but not
connected- Will you please connecttt la the
diagram I am sending you?

A grid leak, is not necessary hi the two -stage
amplifier, a diagram of which you sent us.
Therefore, we de not advise its MI.

HAGERMAN CRYSTAL DATA.
1081-oeHICAGO: Please send um  dia-

gram of the hook-up as wen as  Bat of
the parts needed to eenstrnet the Hagerman
crystal receivi set. also advise
in which Issueng 0 the Radio Magas:hie this
set was described.

The die em for the Hagerman crystal set
is The parte necessary are as fol-
lows: One vartometosti one 48 -plate con-
denser, one crystal deteeteas one 7 -bar -0 pond.

LABELED DIAGRAM.
1204-DOWAGIAC, MICH.: In last Thurs-

day's Radio section of your paper I noticed
a hook-up for one stage of audio. It was
hook-up No. 508. I would Mu) to add suchto my present set, but I am a bit hazy
on the diagram. If you would send me the
hook-up labeled, and explain how connec-
tion is made to my present set, I would ap-
preciate it a great deal,

The hook-up you request with values speci-
fied has been mailed_

Q. & A.-1025: The ultra -au -
'lion is the simplest method of
producing regeneration.

OUR ERROR.
1219 -CHICAGO: Inclosed is a descrip-

tion of a DX crystal hook-up that I cut out
of the Radio section for Nov. 5, on page 10.
I find that this gives the information on the
construction of aerial and ground, but in the
first sentence it says, "With the crystal hook-
up shown." I do not find any crystal hook-
up on peke 10 or any other page of Obis
Thursday's Radio section. ttould you please
inform me as to where I can find this hook-
up, or I would appreciate it very much if
you would send me a copy of it.

We h.go., mailed book -up you request.
Kindly pardon our error In omitting diagram.

NOISY AUT.OPLEX.
1235 -CHICAGO: Using Columbia variom-

eter and a good type honeycomb coil, with
a 201A tube in the Autoplex circuit with
poor remits, noisy, faint local stations, etc.
Would the circuit inclosed help, page 427
of the signal corps radio book, or clan you

Q. & A.-12351 A Post labora-
ty hook-up which works like a
"super' without a usuper's" crit-
ical tuning.

suggest any Ohm adreedbe Is which two
can utilise the instrument IImre, or with
a moderate purehaip devices?

Zlo are showingselasitt which will be
to use with ymte

TRANSCONTINENTAL RECEIVER.
lithe -ELGIN: Please send me  phin for

malting  radio pet that will receive mes-
seem from all parts of the United States.

The hook-up you request tar transconti-
nental receiver la shown.

Airrerza Dalt&
1221 -CHICAGO. reference to auto -

elm circuit, I note no rheostat is recom-
mended. How massy volts "A" battery would
you reeommend for the TIV-201A tube with-
out a rheostat? How can this work out if
no rheostat Is used? Will it net cause
toe much amperage to flow in the circuit for
this tube? If no resistance is in the circuit
and six volts are applied this will cause
six amperes' to flow and the tube only calls
for one-fourth ampere. Will this net harm
the tube in a short length et time? I note
it is claimed the variometer to be used
should have a lutr distributed capacity.
Will you please advise how to determine if
a varometer has  low distributed capacity?
Also, how to determine tf It has  high ratio
of inductance. I have the standard wooden
variometers on head, GO turns ea staticsad 89 term en rotor, Windings of stator
are inside of the wooden frame. Winding
of rotor and stator eisine very close. , They
ass a$ over oneodylith of as tneh apart.
W1/1 these varlomeitem foetal= efficiently
in the autoplex deceit/ Will these varlom-
eters tune hi thedreent broadeasting Wave-
lengths? Vigil dead* tune la at ste-
ams' while load stailleas pm or six sines

'00/ 0

I

a
a
;71.

0

0
as:

iov:Hioal4*

4 TUBE REFLEX SET WITH VT AS DETECTOR
HOOKUP? 550

Q. & A.-1220: The four -tube
reflex works efficiently under any
condition.

away are broadcasting? Does the broadcast-
ing come in clear or is it full of distortion?
I contemplate building this circuit after I
hear from you in regard to these points
that are not clear to me. Does the negative
"A" wire connect with the negative "B"
wire? Also both connect with the coil and
ground?

We agree with you that a rikeostat should

of no aid because of the fact that it would
cut down your volume and would not alloy
you to receive long distance.

TWO -STAGE AMPLIFIER 11.0016-13P.
1236 -CHICAGO: If consistent please add

two steps of amplification to circuit shows
on other side of this page. Can it be dons
without moving "B" battery to other aids
of the phones?

A hook-up for a two -stage amplifier to
suit your requirements has been mailed.

-1~ e.,%Wdee.ahas elWe'VheeWe's

THE BARAWIK CO.
102 SOUTH C

Your Money Will
We Have the Part You

Build a Neutrodyne Set
Clearest, Loudest,
Greatest Distance

COMPLETE SET PARTS FOR
NEUTRODYNE 5 -TUBE SET

$36.95 UNEQUALED

cabinet & Complete Instructions Included.

Special Parts for All Popular
Circuits at Lowest Prices

Famous Fada 160 Neutrodyne Re-
ceiver and Many Other High
Grade Sets at Attractive Prices.

SPECIAL SALE OF
STANDARD HEADSETS

Pico, 34.00 value
Blue Streak, $5.00 value
Murdock 56, 2000 ohm
Brandeis
u\ -extern Electric
Vine Grade Phone Plug

SPECIAL SALE
"B" BATTERIES
Standard Brands
FRESH STOCK

arnall 2211(1 -Volt, 88*$1.75 velure
Large Size 22% -Volt
Tapped, $3.00 1.48value
Large Tapped Is-v,rs &r,
$6.60 value G.03
"B" Battery
Testing Meter 85*
Storage Batteries, guar-
anteed 3 years, new ma-
terials, fresh stock; un-
equaled values; 6 volt,
40-80 ampere, $9.90;
6 volt, 86420 12.95ampere at....
Reinarta Coil,
green silk wire.. 1.25
Aerial Wire. 100 ft 2¢Signal Corps

TUBES

24114.hema.WrtvD12.19!) . 4.48
Electric Sol- Double Circuit
doting Iron... 1.2.n7 Jacks 35*

$2.30
$2.89
$3.86
$4.91
$7.95

30e

ANAL STREET
Go Farther Here

Want at the Right Price
COMPLETE PARTS FOR
All POPULAR CIRCUITS
Cockades, $11.35
Reinartz, 1 tube $10.95
Reinartz, 3 tube $17.95
Autoglex 1 -Tube Loud Talker Su-

per Set $13.25
Erla 1 -Tube Reflex $18.95
Ultra-Audion $8.95
Flewelling $12.39

Anyone Can Easily Assemble
These Sets and Get Best Results

Enjoy Your Radio More With
One of Our

Finest LOUD SPEAKERS
Murdock 33.7513arawik Special, finest tone n ne
quality, with Baldwin Unit, UUO
Atlas, Music Master, New Genuine
Nathaniel Baldwin and other stand-
ard Speakers at right prices,

Barasvik Special AudioFrequency Transformer,Variable Condensers,
Aluminum Plates, fin-
est quality, well made.
3 plate Vernier...68e

11 plate plain....1.08
23 plate plain 1.26
43 plate plain 1.48
23 plate Vernier 2.30
43 plate Vernier -2.80

Switch I 5Lever

Switch Points,
1Owith nuts, dozen..

Inductance Switch 740
10 point

All Sizes Cabinetti and
Panels, Fleest Quality,

at Lowest Prices

Rheostats -
6 ohm, 26e. 30 ohm, 117e
Potentiometer

Elosner Vernier
stat, $1.50 fir*value

equals any
$5.00 one 2.25
Bakelite Tube Varlome-
ter-won derful
value 1.60
Moulded Vario- oe
coupler, $4.50 val. LaiiLia

180 Degree Varlocoupler,
bakelite tubes,
$3.50 value

1.95

Genuine Bakelite *20,4
Socket, 75c value.. %LW"'

34.50 Coto COM-
denser 1.75
3 -inch Bakelite
Dials, 75e value... 29*
4 -inch Dials,
priced at 32*
Two Slide 1.48Tuning Coil
Variometers, Varloterinp-
lers, unmatched 95t
value

Large Stock Standard Manufacturers' Goods. Real Values All the Time.
Every Item Guaranteed to Be Eight or Your Money Bach.

THE BARAWIK CO.
102 S. CANAL STREET, corner MONROE
Convenient to Northwestern and Utiles Depots.

lirerdrs4WOPEN UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS
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3 -Honeycomb
Coil Receiver in 1,

Universal Panel

tprimary circuit it should be con-
ed in shunt or parallel and a 35-

n coil should be used in place of II
e 60 -turn coil. If a 43 -plate con '

fe to be used it should be connected
series. The illustration shows how

tither a 23 ca 43 -plate condenser can
De used and how it can be switched
Eci

{

m series to parallel by the use of
e Inductance switches. When
Eitches Nos. 1 and 2 are on switch l'
nts Nos. 2 and 1 respectively, the 'ndenser is connected in series.
en switches Nos. 1 and 2 are set on

points Nos. 1 and 2 respectively thendenser is connected in parallel.hen both switches are on No. 2 the !,
;KIT:denser Is entirely cut out.

Today's Programs and Schedules
Conthined from Page 2. n musical Dwain to es announced is radio-

phone.
rbana. Univ ersitY Maids;meters. Miss Judith C. Waller. station di- 36WRM-U0meters: 13n0 to 9:30 P. mei.. lent -lavaContinued from Page 8. . rector.

Day -4:20 a items et interim' to wat,,I, and news.
en: 4:30 p. m_. Illinois Federation of Woos WTAS-E IR., Charles E. Erhstehi;
en's Clubs.

Evening -7. p. m., Boy Scouts' band con-
cert; financial talk by Boy Munger: talk
by Rockwell 11.- Stephens, auto editor of the
Daily News; second of a series of lessons
in golf by B. A. Andrews; talk by Dr. R.
A. Allen of the Y. M. C. A..; travelog by Miss
Clara E. Laughlin; 8:30 p. WMAQ
orchestra; 9 p. 133., recreational talk under ,
direction of the City Club of Chicago; 9:15
P. m., program by the Woodmen of the

%PAZ-Located on Edgewater Beach hotel:
447.5 meters; E. Warren Howe, program
director.

Day -This station has no regular day
schedule

Evening -10 p. m. to 2 a. tn.. music.
WDAP-Chteago Board of Trade, located

at Drake hotel: 390 meters.
Day -9:30 a. in., 10 a.m., 10:30 a.

1.1 a. m.. 11:30 a. in., 12 noon. 12:30 a. m..
; p. m, 1:3e) p. m., quotations and marketAdvises Close Coupling. reports direct from the Chicago Board of

The other details necessary be Tr.ydeiii -10 program furnished UrObtained from the illustrations. In Alexandere leakii3tirin"ing in a station the primary and
Secondary coils should be closely cou-pled and should be separated to in -Crease sharpness and selectivity in
Case of interference from another sta-
tion.

The tickler coil should be set awayfrom the secondary coil and brought MAC -Montreal, Canada; 430 meters:
Closer to the secondary to increase p"3 musical teaInnea.wa. weather and stockeneration after Cl,.. signal is ob-

reports;
tyIt is sometimes necessary to , soo meters: Re Arcarraga. director: O.reverse the connections of the tickler Obregon Jr., announcer (Spanish); Untie!Coil in order to get the proper regen- Ejjava., announcer (English).niiew

and weather: Ia{ion. This is easily done by cha.ng- , 8:24 D. in., war p.pulleiina
from the war andthe leads on the binding post strip

I

navy departments; Tuesday and Friday. 8 n4 'ind the panel at the rear of the to 8:54 p. in., music. Sunday, 724 p. :n.
;

Mounting as shown in the illustration. war bulletins.
In the detector and two-step aniPli- ISCIP lerd---e7r4, operaCnbator; Uranetridel tas-tier illustration a .00025 grid condens- than program° director; Rememberto °Terri'.4112 should be connected across the grid  announcer: regular broadcasting nights,1Paak. This connection is not shown Wednesday and Saturday. 7:30 to 10 p. in.,'

but must be adhered to central standard time.

WSAH-Located at 4801 Woodlawn ave-
nue: 248 meters.

FOREIGN STATIONS

CYL-Merieo D F "El Universal".

adapted by relay men this L SUBURBAN STATIONS

mg -Paris. France; French Post and Tele-Gets All Wavelengths. graph department, 106
Soue

de Grenelle.Director, M. G. Vainest: ssistant, M.By usingusing smaller or larger emus toil; 400 meters: 500 snafu.Which are interchangeable at will all Daily except"Thesday at 2:21 p. III.. Tam -Wavelengths from 150 to 20,000 me- 'day at 1:61 p. in., music, classics' theatertars can easily be tuned. This is and a course in English literature: Tuesdays.
feature which can only be accom- days, &dentine lecturesorse.

Every tan
phoned successfully and with equalefficiency at any of the wavelengths,
with honeycomb coils. It has been
and abroad and by commercial organiv-ntions as the "Universal Re-ceiver."

What Detector Tubes Do
in Radio Receiving Sets

The purpose of the vacuum tube,
when used as a detector, is to rectify '
the incoming waves, converting them I
from one type, which are inaudible ,
to the human ear, to another type
Which are audible.

Radio -frequency currents are those
Which bring in the signals from a

rris.dcasting station or alternating',
nts whose frequencies are so high

the ear cannot distinguish them.
These frequencies are collected on an
aerial of some sort and brought down

in-
stance coils are used to not only

the receiver. The variable in -

permit the signals of the various
Stations to enter the set, by being
varied in wavelength to be in reso-
na.nce with signal, but, also, at the
time, to some extent, intensify the
strength of these signals.

From the inductance the Incoming
signal is led to the vacuum tube (de-
tector) --sometimes directly and some-
times by various means. Here it is
Said to be rectified -that is only one
idde of the alternating current is per-
eairted to pass thru, which not only
Makes the current a direct current
but one that is audible to the flimsier'
ear. The vacuum tube, even when
used as a detector, also amplifies or
Increases the signal strength consid-
esably. Otherwise, the simple crystal,
with its lack of battery expense, would
Continue to find favor as a rectifier.
As inability to amplify as it rectifies,
Snakes it almost useless in present-day
reception.

Use Only Distilled Water
Never use anything but distilled

Water in storage batteries. Ordinary
Water, no matter how pure it may
Seem to be, contains a certain amount
St mineral substance. This substance,
ttnited with chemicals in the battery,
do Injury to the plates.

An Emergency Deal
"Ylemergency vernier on the dials
our tuner can be obtained by

$ftedging the eraser of a common lead
pencil between the dial and the panel.
ay turning the pencil, a very fine ad-
justment can be obtained.

Yon will find the classified adver-
=lent section interesting. Bee

15.

(Central Time Is Shown)
WCBD-Zion, M.: 345 meters; J. D. Drpew, station manager.
Silent all day.
WC.AY-Milwaukee, Wis.; 261 meters: Nosilent nights.
Day -1 p. En., to 4:30 p. m., special con-cert; novelty and test programs as an-nounced.
Evening -7230 p. m., regular concert pro.

gra
WHAD-Marquette University. Milwaukee,

WIS. 280 meters:
Wednesdays -At 7:30 D. In. only.
WIAB-Eockford, M., 258 meters: Mon-day and Friday evenings; Monday evening.

0a p. nitest t;itahl: acDonald's Melody.
Friday orchestra,Iva:, in

ocaland instrumental selections; Sunday,1230
P. religions services by the Rev. Tor/I-mam and choir of the Mission Tabernacle
church.

WJAN-Peorla. Illa 280 meters: Daily ageeept Sunday.
Day -9 a. m., live stock market; 9:15a. m., aeather, 11:30 ea., Chicago, Peoria

and St. Louis live stock and grain markets;1:30 p. Chicago and Peoria grain and
eroduce markets; United States agriogram.

Evening -Tuesday and Thursday, special

265
meters:

rniWednesday evening schedule.
8:30 p. in., musical program.

OUT-OF-TOWN STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.)
RDKA-East Pittsburg; 326 meters:
Day -8:45 a. markets: 10:35 a. In..

weather; 11 a. in.. markets and weather:
11:10 a. m.. organ redid: sae P. In,
dinnerconcert.

Evening -6:30 p. at- weekly chat with
farmers: 6:46 In. ta., children's period; 7
p. in.. stock and mane{ reports; 7:1.5 11.m..
farm featureer, D. m concert: 8d$6p. time; 10 D. m., late "concert

WX2--SPringileid. Mass.; 337 meters:
10:55 a. in., lington time fttv..18;

weatherDti reports. Boston and Smingneld mar-
ke reports: 5 p. dinner concert.

Evening -6 P. in., talk; 8 :30 p. in_ bed-
time story, fiamera period; 7 P. M -j concert:8 p. m., story ter erown-upe: 8:65 p.
time.

WCAE-Pittsburg, Pa.: 462 meters:
Day -11:30 a. news and weather pro-

gram; 2:30 p. In.. news: 3:30 p. in_ mar-
keta; 5:30 D. in., dinner concert.

Evening -6 :30 p, uncle "Mabee:
p. m., silent; 7041 p. es.. music.

WF.AF--New York city; 692 meters:
Day -10 a, a., tallest 8 to 4218 p.

music.
Evening -6 to p. Es. rengtous sertice.
WIIN-New York city; Lowe's State broad-

casting station; 360 meters:Day -1:15 to 4= =rim
Evening -8 00 to 11 p. tn.. music.
WGI-Medford Mass.: 360 metees:
Day -11 a. tn.. selection on the Ampico:

selections on the Brunswick conatia; 11:40
a. za.. weather; la *0 a. in_ farmers produce
market report: 430 P. in.. daring stock
market rework live stock markea. ea -Ma-
crame; 5:15 p. Boston police reports;
5:30 p. looming of the Big Brother
Alsrad club; a trt., concert.

station
WEAZ-b=ailulE. U1130 meters: This

en Monday eve-
nings.

EGY-Sch=2,, M. T.; 380 meters*
lent night

81 -

Day -10:85 a. tn., Cam 1.1 a. in mar-
kets: 11:45 a. weather; 1 p. in., BMOC
and- address; 5 p. produce market: 5:80
p. El, dinner moat .

Evening -8:45 a. an. musical program.
WOR-Buffelot ate meters:
Day -0:45 a. SM. weather: 11 a. lts.. Pro-

duce and lies stock 1.1:30 a. organ
recital: p. in-sfideago Board oil Trade:
2:30 p. New ork Stock excilancla:
p. tea -thus meal= 5:30 p. m.
atosto.

gessIng-410/0 sis.. news.
WJY-New York Clan 405 makes; Tues-

day, Thursday. Friday. 8:30 to 10:30 D. In -
Sunday. 1330 to 4a0 p. tn.. and 7 to sae
p. fe.

Evening -6 "Golf." by Ennis Brown:
6:45 p. Tardrosater's Story": 7
P. m. Mayor Wises pe.opie's concert.:

Street
nt., 121111 p. m., Department of

WJZ-New Tack Clan 1155 meters: No
silent night.

I
Day --2 p. in nresien 8 p. 171.. lee-

, turf,: 4:30 p. m.. clueing markets.
EvIng"-4 P. in- "Jack Rabbit^ stories;

6:40 p. in., world's work; 7:15 P. m.. organ
rectial; 8 D. Paraguayan Program: 8:55
D. m.that, Vella 9 D. ta.. "The Battle of

Engineers Vote Beverage
Honor for Wave Antenna

Harold H. Beverage, an engineer of
the Radio Corporation of America. was
tendered a vote of honor by the mem-
bership and board of officers of the
Institute of Radio Engineers at a re-
cent meeting, for the outstanding an-
din invention of the year which ocee
slated of his so-called 'wave antenna.

Beverage also was resented with
a cash prize of 1500. the Liebmann
memorial prize, this amount being the
annual interest on an investment
made by the late Cal. Morris Reb-
mann, a well-known radio engineer.
Each year this sum in given to the
most deserving individual whose radio
inventions or developments are of oat -
standing practical importance.

sue

Day -12 noon, address.
Evening -7 p. in., music.
WHAB-Louisville; 400 meters:" Silent

Mondays.
Day -4 to 5 p. in., selections by the Wal-

nut theater orchestra; Walter Davison, con-
ductor; selections by the Strand theater or-chestra, Harry S. Currie, conductor.

Evening -9 to 10:30 p. m., Music.
WID3-Kansas City, lie.; 411 meters: Si-nt Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Day -8:2f a. m.. stock reports; 9:25 a. m..4!

grain market; 12:35 p. m., music.; 2 p. in.,
ladies' hour.

Phonograph as Speaker
The phonograph makes an ideal

loud speaker by attaching a receiver
unit to the tone arm with one of the
standard adapters on the market to-
day. Altho the volume is not as
great as is obtained with a horn, the
quality of tone is much richer and
less distorted.

Radio Helps Canary
Mrs George LaLonde of Vancotrver,

Wash.. credits radio with the return
of her pet. -canaries voles. The bird
is 12 years old and bad been silent
for years before mud° broadcast to
her started the bird eingIng again.

BOYS LEARN RADIO IN SCHOOL -Radio courses are being
to a certain extent in New York public schools, the manual train -

and science classes being co-ordinated in Public School No. 8 in
this regard. Photo shows a group of New York schoolboys who have
made enviable DX records with sets they have constructed themselves.

tiago-i 9- p. dance program.
WOO-Pkthedelpidat 509 eastern Went

Sunday. Tuesday, Thursday. Friday and Sat-
urday evenaws.Day -10 a. in., grand organ; 10:30 a. rn.,
Urdted States weather forecast: 10= a. m...
United States naval observatory time 'W-
eals; 11 a in., Ineebecn mune by tbe Tea
Room n'.esitra; 1045 ia in- grand organand trumpets:  a. ra. sport results and
polies reports.

WOB-NeweCk.iNimisi%E meters:
Day -1:30 p. erne gender. so -

wino; 1:45 p. In. J. Hufnail. tenor:
$ D. Hada leporaa 2:30 p. m. con-
tinuation of soprano solos; 2:46 D. in,
Edward J. H tenor; 5g5 m_"Ro-
mance of Tires 6d10 p. usic
While You WM%

WitO-Washhigtes,11. Ca 469 meters: W-
heat Tuesday. Theraaaer and Saturday eye -
row -8 p. m, hidden= 8:10 p. in.

recital: S25 m. current create:P-
Diane relltall 4 p. /11... report

confeerence boardeida: * binaIA p. Intemational
code; 5 p. atodaa

Eve in -7 in m 1n g D. ., us e.
WMC-Memphis; 500 meters: Silent Wed -
Day -Stock and news every luaunom 9 a. in. to 10 p. hour

Evening -8:30 p. in., lecture.
WSB-Atlanta, Ga., Atlanta Journal; 42$

meters:
Day -5 p. talk; 5:30 p. m.. kiddied

program.
Evening -8 p. m.. music; 10:45 p.

transcontinental recital.

Pacific Coast Concerts.
RPO-San Francisco: 425 meters;

watts: Crair F. Morrison, station direct
Ada Morgan O'Brien, program director, F
dd5, night silent.

Day -2 p. m., time signals froth the na
observatory; 3 to 4 p. in., Rudy Sieg
Fairmount Hotel orchestra, by remote co
trol.

Evening -7:30 p. in., children's program,
10 to 12 p. m.. music.

to LIint.= and
talks.

DaWD4LV: billateeP45 idaq.srit;
395

a. organ to $ p. tn. Arcadia
concert; 3230 p. as. radial from the audio,
Sal Ealeba arcbestra. Maze cafe.

Event:mg-6= p. au. Dressure=r
the boys and gtols; p. m.,

Midwest Programs.
WCAL-Northilleld,M St. Olaf soilage,

P. Skitter. director; Baba Malam. Dryer=
director: 360 meters.

Wm -Detroit. Web.: 5/7 meters:
Day -1 P. a.. new* hu..,s; 1:18 p. m.,

stock Quotations; lac) p. M.. Res. eatua
ute explanation of the International waist'
Glenn Atkins. D. speaker; a tw

school lesson: 130 p. m. government
weather forecast; 8:15 D. m., innairiatel
p. in., dinner emcee& broadcast from
Tuner.

Evening -7 p. in., innslcal program.
WAX-Cleweland; 390 meters: Silisal 0607

except Tocedas and Thursday'.
Evening -7= p. a., musical program.
WLAJO-BidammemUs. Minss.: 417 meters:

Ito client night&
Day -9:30-9-A5 a, armaancencents:

10:4541:15 a. nu. household hints; 1.1:35
In. In 12 In.. min* Program 2 to t:se

11:40 to. p.
i0 5410_ a. Sa. abort

m.
nom 6:30 to fa In.. children's Stories.toreetne-AB, se. tallaiettl5 p. a,, pp.
chestra; 7Z0 blent

WLW--Ch

10ise=
Ses menus' MEM

Friday andDay -:80 a. ta., weather, 1 ZS
'bonnets rapsens $ p. 50.. markets; aP. In..

aftwev o p. =ado.
spop..-ipmeizpret, teem 481 metes Sewn

Teoedays.0 a. at.. spa market suotations:
3.014-1 t 11 a. au. weather

=or forecosh 14,06 a. In.. matt QUO -
12 moon concert; $ p.

fleeing' stadia and markets: 8:30 _p. na,
s.

aneational and concecrt_ ; a:45 la mm'.,

tartrate concerti 6280 11. lianelman's

mantr
_Pt=sx.PlayingLtilinebima afteda.
T

I.ming-8p toy musics 9 p. at. midnes;
16 e. 1R, dance

Southwest Programs.
811)-8t. Lau* 5441 -:sterol Ward Md.

deaf.
WIMP -gore Wank_ Teens; 474 asters;

Deane:l
Day -10 a. se. to D. In.. mayhem and

levenaw-/reVa. euaeert; 9s80 p. a.,
el

vegar-agairons Clegg. Mai 441 metwat
Der -3:30 to 4140_,D. in., musical matinee,

Johnnie eannasties Xmas cuy Gab orehes-
p.Ale vaiDeri f p. al. 1111211ic

and Weave&
waaa...aaanaa Snapp net motets: Went

libilnesiar,

eta

RADIO CHAIN STORES

SOMETHING
NEW

HIGH-CLASS RADIO CABINET. We
were fortunate in getting 100 of these
for this sale. All you do is put your
set (cr build your set) into this beauti-
ful mahogany -finished cabinet. Has a
place for batteries. Loud Speaker
included less unit, but is wired
complete. Fac-
tory cost, $50. 34.95
Our Sale price,
only

Delivery Free in City

Beautiful
Mahogany Finished

Load Speaker
This is an article of beauty.
It will decorate your home.
This Loud Speaker con- or,
with Baldwin Loud Speaker

exceptional

3.85bargain,

Chicago's Leading Bargain

Tube COMPLETE SET
Complete With Accessories, Including
Five Radiotron Aerial Wire B Batteries
Tubes Ground Wire Insulators

Loud Speaker Storage Battery Phone Plugs
Head Set BatteryCbarger Ground Clamp

Each set with absolute GUARANTEE of satisfaction. Highly
finished walnut cabinet.

a.m.n.okow.w.erke.woordw.e.ove
THIS 5 -TUBE SET COM- Knocked Down, including

less Access or ie s. $
Specially priced at =
PLETE, in a fine Cabinet, Blue Prints, $15.00 Cabinet,'

and All Parts ready
for assembly at
only

I=
only

1.49
Value

5300.03

Come In and let us show you this high-class set. It cannot be
beaten for the money we ask.

BATTERY CHARGER
WITH

GENUINE
TUNGAR

BULB
Charges 2
pores per hour.
List price $18.
Our Special price
for this sale,

'8.69
Only 200 More at This

Wholesale Price.

HEAD SETS
The Famous
Baldwin H e a d
Sets, listed at
$12.00 a pair,
Specially priced

$6.69
List

Other @pedal Values Price
Zeller -SethDish ......... 7.50
Berwick 8000 ohm . . 7.00
Berwick 13000 ohm 6.00
Manhattan 3000 ohm-...... 6.00
Manhattan 8000 ohm ...... 5.00
Brandes 6.50

Sale
Price

$33.§84.c5
2.98
2.68
3.66
3.25
4.95

TUBES
WD11, WD12, UV199, 201A
or No. 200. Priced SAM
for this sale at

PANELS
Size 7x18, special $1.50
Size 7x21, special 1.70
Size 7x24, special 1.98
Also other sizes. Highly polished
both sides. None better anywhere.

EDSH 100-Ampen,
Storage Batteries

Guaranteed for three years.
Unequaled quality. Our spe-
cial price for this

$1 2.69sale

OTHER
SPECIALS

Antenelle Plugs 98c
22i -Volt Battery 98c
Binding Posts 2 for 5c
Switch Points with Units, doz. 9c
Inductance Switch 59c
Moaner -Vernier Rheostat, 75cvalue, $1.50; sale price...
6 -Ohm Rheostat, guaranteed, 21c

These are ONLY a FEW of OUR MANY LOW PRICES
THIS WEEK AT ALL THREE OF OUR STORES. We
are one of the oldest Radio houses in Chicago. We get
the crowds because of our consistently low prices and
high quality. Ask any Radio fan about our responsibility.

OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAY MAIL ORDERS FILLED

AtiEFric4
W.?ANDOLPh SOLIT11CL/

' -2423)4ORTH
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedule of Programs
Continued from Page 2.

WDAK-Ilartford. Conn., the Courant. 261
meters.

WDAO-Dallas. Texas, Automotive Electric
company, :160 meters.

WDAP-Chicago. Ill., Board of Trade, 300
meters.

WDAlt,-Philadelphia. Pa., Lit Brothers. 395
meters.

WDAS-Worcester, Maas_ 692a Main street,
Samuel A. Waite, 360 meters.

WDAU-New Bedford, Mass.. Slocum Kil-
burn, 360 meters..

WHAX-Centerville, Iowa, First National
bank, 360 meters

WDAY-Fargo. N. D.. Radio Equipment Cor-
ioration, 244 meters; director, L. W.
Hamme, daily, 9:30 a. m., weather; Tues-
day, Thursday. Saturday, 7:30 to 8:30
p. m.. music; Sunday, 4 to 6 p. m., or-
chestra.

WDBC-Lancaster, Pa., Kirk, Johnson & Co.,
258 meters.

ViDBF-Youngstown. Ohio. 254 West Fed-
eral street. Robert G. Phillips, 261 meters.

WWI-Tuscola, Ill., Star Store building,James L. Bush. '278 meters.
WEAA-Flint, Mich, Fallain & Lathrop, 280

meters.
WEAR-Fort Dodge, Iowa. Standard Radio

Equipment company, 360 meters.
WEAE-New York. N. Y., American Tele-

Monti and Telegraph company, 492 me-
ers.

WEAG-Edgev.-ood, R. I.. Nicholas-Flineline-
Bassett Laboratory, 231 meters.

ta, Kan.. Wichita Board ofTrade, 244 meters.
WEAL-Ithaca. N. Y., Cornell university. 286

meters.
WEAJ-Vermillion. S. D., University of South

Dakota, 360 meters.
WHAM-North Plainfield, N. J., Borough of

North Plainfield (W. Gibson Blitifield),211i meters.
WEAN-Providence, R. I., Shepard company,

273 meters.
WEAO-Columbus, Ohio, Ohio State uni-versity, 360 meters.
WEAP-Mobile, Ala., Mobile Radio com-pany, 360 meters.
WEAK-Baltimore, Md., Baltimore American

and News Publishing company. 360 me-
ters.

WEAS-Washington, D. C., Hecht company,
360 meters.

WEAU-Sioux City, Iowa, Davidson Brothers
company, 360 meters.

WRAY-Houston. Texas, Iris theater (WillHorowitz Jr.), 360 meters.
WEB-St. Louis, Mo., Benwood company,

360 meters.
WEV-Houston, Texas. Hurlburt-Still Elec-

trical company. 360 meters.
NEW-St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis university.

261 meters: 9 a. m., estimated receipts of
live stock at public stockyards; opening
trend of hog market; opening futures.
wheat for St. Louis and Kansas City;
opening trend of market; Liverpool cables:10 a. m., official weather reports, river
stages; 2 p. m., closing market quotations.
live stock. grain markets, fruits and vege-
tables. eggs and poultry: 5 p. m., special
weather and river bulletins, agrigrams,
etc.: other special musical program will
be announced previously.

IIVFAA-Dallas. Texas, Dallas News andDallas Journal. 476 meters.
WFA13-Syracuse, N. Y., 802 McBride street,

Carl F. Woese. 234 meters.
WFAE-Poughkeepsie, N. Y., H. C. Sprat -ley Radio company. 360 meters.
SIRAH-Port Arthur, Texas, Electric Sup-

, ply company, 360 meters.
WFAJ-Asherville, N. C., Hi -Grade Wireless

Instrument company, 1860 meters.
WFAM-St. Cloud. Minn., Times Publishing

company. :360 meters.
WFAN-Hutchinson. Minn., Hutchinson Elec-

tric Service company, 360 meters, 100watts; daily 12 noon to 12:05 p. m., Twin
City radio programs; 12:05 to 12:20p. m., long distance radio discussion; 12:20
to 12:25 p. m., markets: 12:26 to 12:30
p. m., news; Tuesdays. 8:10 p. m, enter-
tainmen t.

WFAQ-Cameron, Mo., Missouri Wesleyan
college. 360 meters.

WFAV-Lincoln, Neb., University of Nebras-ka, department of electrical engineering,
360 meters.

WFI-Philadelphia, Pa.. Strawbridge & Clo-
thier, 395 meters; 9:15 a. m., producemarket and live stock reports: 12 m..
Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford hotel con-
cert orchestra; 12:50 p. m., agricultural
report; 1 p. m., concert by Louisa Knowl-
ton, cellist: Strawbridge & Clothier male
Quartet: John Owens, tenor; Edayfed Lew -
Is. tenor; Harold Simonds, barytone: John
Vandersloot. bass; Loretta Kerk, pianist
and accompanist; 5:30 p. m.. Meyer Davis
Bellevue Stratford Hotel Concert orchestra:
6 p. m., "Snowball" talks to the chil-
dren.

WGAL-Lancaster, Pa., Lancaster Electric
Supply and Construction company, 248
meters.

WGAN-Pensacola, Fla., 216 West Romans
street. Cecil E. Lloyd, 360 meters.

Glenwood Radio
arson), 360 me-

WOAD-Shreveport, La..
corporation (W. G. Patti

.tens.
WGAR-Fort Smith, Ark., Southwest Ameri-

can. :360 meters.
WGAU-Wooster. Ohio, Radio Monufacter-

y (Marcus G.ing and Service compan
Limb). 226 meters.

WGAW-Altoona, Pa., 1.913 West Chestnut
street, Ernest C. Albright, 261 meters.

WOA Y-Mad leen, Wis., Northwestern Ra-
dio company, 3(10 meters; daily. 1 to 4:30
p. in., concert and tests: 7:30 p. m. con-
cert: Sunday, 7:30 p. m., radio chapel,

South Bend Trib-
sacred music.

WGA2-South Bend, Ind.,
une. 360 meters.

WOI-Medford Hillside, Maris., American Ra-
dio and Research corporation, 360 meters.

WM-Philadelphia, Pa., 2303 North Broad
street. Thomas F. Y. Howlett. 360 meters.

WOK -1311f fain, N. Y., Federal TeleplioSe
319 meters.
nterstate Electric
General Electric

ersity of Wiscon-

State University
Clark W. Thomp-

and Telegraph company,
WGV-New Orleans, La., I

company, :360 meters.
WOY-Scheneetady, N. Y.,

company. 380 meters
WHA-Madison. Wis., Univ

sin, 360 meters.
WHAA-lo ea City, Iowa,

of Iowa, 283 meters.
WU-AB-Galveston, Texas,

son. 360 meters.
WHAD-Milwaukee, Wis., Marquette univer-

sity, 280 meters; J. B. Kremer, program
director: L. E. Cooties, H. P. Warring.

University of Cin-
Wednesday, 7:30 p. m.

{SHAG-Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sseinnati. 222 meters.
WHAii-Joplin, Mo., Hafer Supply company,

360 meters.
WHAK-Clarksburg. W. Va.. Roberta Hard-

ware company. 360 mete
WHAL-Lansing, Mich.,

News, 248 meters.
WHAM-Rochester, N. 'Y., University of

ool of Music), 360Rochester (Eastman Sch
meters.

WHAT'-Decature, Ill., Otte & Kahn. 380
meters.

WHAD-Washington, D. C., Semmes Motor
company. :360 meters.

WEAR-Atlantic City, N. J.. Paramount Ra-
dio and Electric company (W. H. A. Paul-
us), 231 meters.

WHAS-Louisville, Ky.. Courier -Journal and
Louisville Times, 300 meters: silent Mon-
day night; daily, 4 to 6 D. m., music:
5 D. in., news; 7:30 to 9 p. m.. music.
lectures.

WHAV-Wilmington. Del., Wilmington Elec-
trical Special company, 360 meters.

WHAZ-Troy, N. Y., Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, 380 meters.

WEB-liansas City, Mo., Sweeney School
(severally, 411 meters.

RED-Morgantown, W. Va., West Virginia
University, 360 meters.

Willi-Cleveland, Ohio, Radiovox company
(Warren R. Cox), 360 meters.

WEN-Ridgewood, N. Y., George Schubel,
360 meters.

WIAB-Reekford, Ill., Joslyn Automobile
company, 252 meters. -Monday and Fri-
day. 8 to 030 p. m. Sunday, 12:30 p. m.

WIAC-Galveston. Texas, Galveston Tribune,
360 meters.

WIAD-Ocean CityIe. J.; Ocean City Yacht
club (Howard R: Miller), '264 meters.

W1AF-New Orleans, La.. 139 North Alex-
ander street, Gustav A. DeCortin, 234 me-
ters.

WL-11-Springfield. Mo, Heer Stores com-
pany, 360 meters.

WIAJ-leeenah, Wis., Fox River Valley Ra-
dio Supply comeanY (Quinn Brothers), 224meters.

MAK-Omaha. Neb., Journal -Stockman com-
pany, 278 meters.

WIAO-Milwaukee, W18_, School of Engineer-
ing of Milwaukee, 360 meters.

WIAQ-Marion. Ind., Chronicle Publishing
company, 226 meters.

IIVIAR-Paducab, Ky, ,Paducah Evening Sun,
360 meters.

WIAS--Burlington, Town, Home Electric com-pany, 360 meters.
WIAU-Le Mara, Iowa, American Trait and

Savings batik. 3(30 meters.
WIli-McKeerlport. Pa., 11 & L. Electriccompania (Herbert T. Kelso and Hunter

J. Lohman): 360 meters.
VVIL-Wasbington. D. C, Continental Elec-

tric Supply company. 380 meters.
ww-Philadelphia, Pa, Gimteel Brothers,509 meters.
WJAB-Lincoln, Neb, American Electriccompany, 360 meters.
WJAD-Waco, Texas, Jackson's Radio Engi-neering laboratories. 360 meters.
WJAF-Muncie. Ind., Press Publishing com-pany, 360 meters.
WJAG-Norfolk, Neb, Norfolk Daily News

(Huse Publishing company), 28:3
meters.WJAE-Greentown,

Ind., Clifford L. White,254 meters.
WJAM-Cedar Rapids. Iowa, 302 3d AvenueWest. D. M. Perham, 268 meters.
WJAN-Peoria, Ill., Peoria Star, 280 me-ters.
WJAQ-Topeka, Kan., Capper Publications,

360 meters. 100 watts; director, J. A.Machel, weather, news, roads, etc.; daily,
9 to 9:45 a. m., bond gossip, financialnews and grain markets; 10 . to 10:45a. in., quotations upon foreign exchange,
live stock, grain, boucle and stocks, finan-
cial news bulletins and weather reports;2 to 2.45 p. m., quotations upon grain,stock. butter, eggs, poultry, foreign ex-change arid bonds_ financial news bulletins
quotations upon rune and' vegetables.
and weather repor s; 3 to 3:45 p.

eggs and poultry, live stock, hayand grain, flour and feed, foreign ex-change, bonds and stocks, weather re-ports.
WSIAIt- Providence, R. /., The Outlet com-pany (J. Samuels and Brother). 360 metern.
WJA.S-Pittsburg, Pa., Pittsburg Radio Sup-ply House, 360 meters.
WJAT-Marshall, Mo.. Krily-Vawter Jewelrycompany, 360 meters.
WJAX-Cleveland. Ohio, Union Trust emir-pany, 360 meters.
WJAZ-Chicago, Ill., Chicago Radio labora-tory, 448 meters.
WJD-Granville, Ohio, Richard H. Howe,229 meters.
Will-Washington, D. 0,.. White & Boyercompany, 273 meters.
WJX-New York, N. Y, Deforest RadioTelephone and Telegraph company, 360meters.
WJY-New York, N. Y. R. C. A., 405 me-ters.
WJZ-New York. H. Y.. a. C. A., 455 me-ters.
WRAA-Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 1444 2d ave-nue, East, H. F. Pear, 268 meters.
WhAD-East Providence, R. I Charles Loof(Cresent park), 240 meters.
WKAF-Wichita Fele, Texas, W. S. RadioSupply company, 360 meters.
WEAN-Montgomery, Ala., United BatteryService company, 226 meters.
WhAP-Cranston, R. I., Dutee W. Flint, 360meters.
WKAQ-San Juan. P. R., Radio Corporationof Porto Rico, 360 meters.
WKAR-East Lansing, Mich., Michigan A-8-gricultural college, 280 meters.
WRAY-Laconia, N. H., Laconia Radio club,

WOAIS-Tremont, Bab., Midland college. 360
meters.

WOAF-Tyler, Timex Tyler Commercial col-
lege, 360 meters; Director. A_ B. Chenier-,
a. m,. markets[ afternoon, music; evening
service SundaY-

WOAG--Belvideree M._ Apollo theater (Bel-
videre Amusement company). 224 meters.

WOAH-Charleston, S. C, Palmetto Radio
corporation, 360 ureters.

WOAI-San Antonia, Texas, Southern Equine
ment company, 385 meters.

WOAJ--Parsons. Hane Ervene Electrical com-
pany. 258 meters.

WOAR-Frankfort, Ky, Collins Hardware
company. 240 meters.

WOAL-Webster Groves, Mo, 4 Jefferson

OAN-Lawrencebnrg, Tenn.., V sughn Con-
servatory of Music (James D. Vaughn),
360 meters; 8 6 m. =Mit-

W0A0-2dIsnawaka., Ind. Lyradlon Mannfae-
turing company. 360 meters.

110/1P-Kalamazoo. Mich, Kalamazoo col-
lege, 240 meters.

WOAR-Kenosha. Wis, Henry P. Lundskow,
owner and operator. 380 meters.

WOAT-Wilmington Del. 215 Market street,
Boyd M. Hama,

Pens3etWOAV-Erte, Pa..., sylvania National
Guard. 2d Battalion, 112th Infantry, 242
meters.

WOAW-Omaha. Neb, Woodmen of the
World. 526 meters; evening entertainment
every night.

WOAX-Trenton, N..7 600 Ingham avenue.
Franklyn J. Wolff, 240 meters.

WONI-Stamford.. Texas, Penick Hughes
company. 360 meters.

WOC-Davenport. Iowa, Palmer School of
Chiropractic, 484 meters.

11'O1-Ames, Iowa, Iowa State college, 360
meters.

WOK-Pine Bluff, Ark_ Pine Bluff company,
360 meters. -

WOO-Philadelphia, Pa.. 13th and Market
streets, John Ws:nen:raker. 609 meters; di-
rector, Gordon IL Cullen.

WOQ-Kansas City. Met, Western Radio com-
pany, 360 meters.

Wen-Newark, N. 3, L. Bamberger & Co..
405 meters.

WOS-Jefferson City, Mo, Missouri State
Marketing bureau. 441 meters.

WPAB-State College, Pa. Pennsylvania
State college, 283 meters.

WPAC-Okmulgee, -Okla, Donaldson Radio
ww.aultir_anwea. u3p6.0ca,

Wig, Wisconsin depart-
ment of markets, 380 meters.
PAJ-New Haveil, Conn, Doolittle Radio
corporation.. 268 meters.

1VPAK-Agricultural Colima, N. 13, North
Dakota Agricultural collet -et, 380 meters.

WPAL-Columbus. Ohio, Superior Radio and
Telegraph Equipment company. 286 me-
ters.

%PAM-Topeka, Kan.. Auerbach & Guette!.
431re6Oetomr;etermarkee.100is; watts;l Wore. gtamilBeatejy5.

ciam.

WPAP-Wineliester. Ky 223 Lexington ave-
nue, Theodore A. Phillips, 860 meters.

WPAQ-Frostburg. Md., General Sales and
Engineering company. 380 meters.

WPAT-E1 Paso, Texas, St. Patrick'. ca-thedral. 360 meters.
WPAU-Moorhead, Mina.. Concordia college,

360 meters.
WPAZ-Charleston. W. Va.. Dr. John R.

Koch. 273 meters.
WPG-New Lebanon, Oltio, Nushawg Poul-

try farm, 243 meters.
WQAA-Parkesburg. Pa., Horace A. Beale
wtris_s360ormineutersneut.

State Teachers' college. 238 meters.
WQAC--Amarillo, Texas, 108 East 8th street.

E. B. Gish, 360 meters.
WQAD-Waterbury, COML, Whitall Electric

company. 242 meters; 6:30 to 7:46 D. m.,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

WQAte-Springlield, Vt.. Moore Radio News
254

WRAW-Beloit, Wis., Turner Cycle company.station
(Edmund B. Moore), 275 meters.

242 meters. 240 meters.
WCIAF-Sandusky. Obla. Sandusky Register.

WKAX-Bridgeport, Conn, 1789 Park ave- W"H-Le'ingtcal' 11:1"nue, William A.. MacFarlane. 231 meters. Electrical Englueuetng company. 264 me-
WhAY-Gainesville, Ga, Brenau college, 280 ten'meters. WQAL-Mattem, HI.. Coles County Tele.
WKC-Baltimore. Md., Joseph M. Zamoiski phone and Telegraph company, 258 me -company. 360 meters,

ntoriersAil Miami. Fla., Electrical EquipmentWRY-Oklahoma City, Okia, WKY Radioshop. 360 meters. company. 800 meters. Director, R. H.
WLAC-Raleigh, N. C., North Carolina State Horning. Tuesday, 7 to 8 a. m., 9 to 10

college, 360 meters.
W LAG-Minneapolis, Minn.. Cutting andWashington Radio corporation. 417 meters.WI,AH-Syracuse. N. Y., 425 Brownellstreet, Samuel Woodworth, 234 meters.
WLAJ-Waco. Texas, Waco Electrical Sup-ply company, 360 meters.
WLAK-Bellows Falls, Vt., Vermont Farm

Machine corporation, 360 meters.
WLAL-Tulsa, Okla., Naylor Electric +com-pany, 360 meters.
WLAN-Houlton. Maine, Putnam Hardware

company, 283 meters.
WLAP-Louisville. Ky., 306 West Brecken-

ridge street, W. V. Jordan, 360 meters.
WLAQ-Kalamazoo, Mich., 108 Elm street,Arthur E. Schilling, 360 meters.
WLAT-Burlington. Iowa, Radio and Spe-cialty company. 360 meters.
NVI.AV-Pensacola, Fla., Electric Shop, 254meters.
WLAW-New York, N. Ye, police depart-ment, City of New York. 360 meters.
$VLAX-Greencastle, Ind.. Putnam Electric

company (Greencastle Community Broad-
casting station), 231 meters.

WLB-Minneapolis, Minn, University ofMinnesota, 360 meters.
VVIAV-Cincinnati, Ohio, Crosley Manufactur-

ing company, :309 meters.
%MAR-Oklahoma City, Okla., Radio Supply

company. 360 teeters.
WMAC-Cazenova, N. Y, Fernwood street,J. Edw. Page (Olive B. Meredith), 261meters.
WeIAF-Dartmouth, Mass., Round Hills Ra-dio corporation. 360 meters.
WMAH-Lincoln, Neb, General Supply com-

pany, 254 meters: H. C. Harvey, station
director: Monday and Friday, 9 to 10:30
p. tn., dance music.

tVMAJ-Kansas City, Mo., Drovers Telegram
company, 275 meters; J. E. Cook, opera-
tor: daily, 8:15 a. in, to 2:25 p. in.,markets and news.

WMAK-Lockport, N. Y., Norton Labora-tories, 360 meters.
WMAL-Trenton. N. .1,, Trenton Hardwarecompany, 266 meters.
WM.111-Beaumont. Texas, Beaumont Radio

Equipment company. 360 meters.
WMAI'-Easton, Pa, Utility Battery service,

24(3 meters.
WMAQ-Chicago, Ill., Chicago Daily News,

448 meters; Miss Judith C. Waller, three-tor; program announced daily.
WMAV-Auburn, Ala., Alabama Polytechnic

institute, 250 meters; Sunday morningand afternoon church services; evening,lectures.
WMAY-St. Louis, Mo., Iffngshighway Pres-

k byterian church. 280 meters,
WMA7.-Macon, Ga Mercer university, 268

meters.
WMC-Memphis, Tenn., "Commercial Ap-peal" (Commercial Publishing company).

500 meters, George D. Hay, announcer; F.
Y. Root, operator.

WMU-Washington. D. C, Doubleday -Hill
Electric company, 261 meters.

WNAC-Boston, Mass Shepard stores, 278
meters.

VVNAD-Norman, Okla, University of Okla-
homa, 360 meters.

WNAI.-Omaha. Neb., 5019 Capitol avenue,
R. J. Rockwell, 242 meters.

WNAN-Syracuse. N. Y., Syracuse Radio
Telephone company, 286 meters. .

WNAP-Springfield, Ohio, Wittenberg col-lege. 231. meters.
WNAQ-Charleston, S. C., Charleston Radio

Electric company, 360 meters.
WNAR-Butler, leo.. C. C. Rhodes, 231 me-

ters.
WNAS-Austin, Texas, Texas Radio Corpora-

tion and Austin Statesman, 360 meters.
WHAT-Philadelphia, Pa., Lemmig Brothers

company (Frederick Lemmig), 360 meters.
WNAW-Fort Monroe, Va, Peninsular Radio

club (Henry Kunzmann). 360 meters.
WNAX-Yankton. S. D., Dakota Radio Ap-

paratus company, 244 meters.
WNJ-Albany, N. Y., Shotton Radio Manu-

facturing company. 360 meters.
WOAC-Lima.- Ohio, Maus Radio 'coinpitny,

266 meters.
WOAD-Sigottmey, Iowa. Friday Battery and

Electric corporation, 360 meters.

road, William R. Wo 22 meters.

a. m., Sunday.
WQAN--Scranten, Pa., Scranton Times, 280

meters.
WQAO-New York, N. If, Calvary Baptist

church, 360 meters.
WQAQ-Abilene, Texaa, West Texas Radio

company, 360 meters.
WQAS--LLowell, Masa., Prince -Walter com-

pany, 266 meters.
WQAV-Greenville. 8. 0, Huntington and

Guerry (Inc.), 268 meters.
WQAW-Washing-ton. D. C.. Catholie uni-versity, 236 meters.
WQAX-Peoria, IlL, Radio Equipment com-

pany, 360 meters.
WQAZ-Greensboro, N. C, Greensboro Daily

News, 360 meters.
WHAA-Houston, Texas, Rice institute. 360

meters.
WRAD-Marion, Kan., Taylor Radio shop(G. L. Taylor), 360 meters.
WRAF-Laporte, Ind, The Radio club (Inc.).

224 meters.
WRAH-Providence, a. L, Stanley N. Read.

231 meters.
WRAL-St. Croix Falls, W -e, NorthernStates Power company. 248 meters.
WEAN-Waterloo. Iowa. Black Hawk Elec-

trical company, 238 meters. Director,H. it. Plowman; 5 to 6 p. in. week days
8:15 to 9:15 p. m. Monday, concert.

WRAO-St. Louis, Mo, Radio Service com-
pany, 360 meters.

WRAP-Winter Park. Fla., Winter ParkElectrical Construction company, 360 me-
ters.

WRAU-Amarillo, Texas, Amarillo DailyNews. 360 meters,
WRAV-Yellow Springs, Ohio, Antioch col-

lege, 360 meters.
WRAW-Reading, Pa., Avenue Radio shop

(Horace D. Good), 238 meters.
WRAX--Gloucester City, N. J, Flaxon's ga-

rage, 268 meters.
WRAY-Scranton, Pa, Radio Sales corpora-

tion, 280 meters.
WRAZ-Newark. N. J., Radio Shop of New-

ark (Herman Lubinsky), 233 meters.
WRC-Washington, D. C, Radio Corporation

of America.
With-Hamilton, Ohio, Doran Bros. Electric

company, 360 meters.
WRL-Schenectady, N. V, Union college, 300

meters.
WIC:II-Urbana, III, University of Illinois.360 meters.
WRR-Dallas, Texas, City of Dallas (police

and fire signal department), 360 meters.
WEW-Tarrytown. N. le. Tarrytown Radio

Research laboratory, 273 meters.
WSAB-Cape Girardeau, Mo., Southeast Mis-

souri State Teachers' college, 360 meters.
WSAC-Clemson College, S. C, Clemson Agri-

cultural college, 360 meters.
WSAD-Providence, B. 1, J. A. Foster com-

pany, 261 meters.
WSAG-St. Petersburg, Fla, City of St. Pe-

tersburg (Loren V. Davis). 244 meters.
WSAH-Cbicago, In 4801 Woodlawn ave-nue, A. J. Leonard. Jr., 248 meters.
WSAI-Cincinnati, Ohio, United States Play-

ing Cards company. 309 meters.
WSAJ-Grove City, Pa., Grove City college,

360 meters.
ES-AR-Middleport, Ohio, Foster Egner (Daily

News, Pomeroy. Ohio), 268 meters.
WSAL-Brookville, Ind, Franklin Electriccompany, 360 meters.
WMAF-Dartmouth, Maas., Bound HillsRadio corporation, 860 ,meters.
WSB-Atlanta. Ga., Atlanta Journal com-

pany, 429 meters. No silent night. Day
schedule 12-1 p. m., musical program;2:30 p. m, weather; 5-5:30 p. in, bed-
time story. Evening -8-9 P. in, popular
concert.

WSL-Utica, N. Y., J.  M. Electric coin.
pany, 360 meters.

WSY-Birmingham, Ala. Alabama Power
company, 360 'meters.

WTAC--Johnstown. Pa., Pennsylvania Traffic
company, 360 meters_

WTAS-Elgin, Ill, -Charles B. Erbetein 276
meters. Evening schedule -7:30 p, m.,musical program.

ViTAU--Tecumseh, Neb., RuegY Battery and
Electric company, 360 meters.

WTAW-College Station, Texas, Agricultural
and Mechanical college, 380 meters.

WTO-Manhattan, Kan., Kansas State Agri-cultul college, 485 meters.
WWAD

ra-Philadelphis,
Pa., Wright & Wright.:160 meters,

WWAX-Laredo, Texas, Wormser Brothers.360 meters.
WWB-Canton, Ohio. Daily News Printing

conibany, 360 meters.
WW1-Dearborn, Mich., Ford Motor com-pany, 360 meters.
WWJ-Detroit, Mich, Detroit News. 580meters. Silent Saturday. Day schedule -

8:10 a. m, household hints and talks for
women; 9:26 a.' in., weather; 10:55 a. m.,time signals; 2 p. in, concert. Eveningschedule -8:30 p. in., concert.

WWL-New Orleans, La., Loyale university,360 meters.
WWT-Buffalo, N. Y., McCarthy Brothers& Ford, 360 meters,
WWZ-New York city, Wannamakur-a de-partment store, 360 meters.

Limit of Detection
Regenerative sets employing onlyone tube will bring in stations from

nearly the same distance as sets that
have one or more stages of audio -

amplifications. Amplification does not
make a set more sensitive to distant
signals. It merely increases the vol-
ume of signals received. If the de-
tector tube can't detect certain sig-
nals, audio -amplification will not im-
prove the situation. Two or more
stages of radio -amplification before the
detector tube is the only way to in-
crease sensitiveness and range.

See Classified Ads, on page 15.

Long Aerials Best When
Used in Proper Manner

Long aerials, as a rule, give greater
range and volume, but less selectivity.
Short aerials give less range and VOL.
urns, but more selectivity.

The long aerial, with a sentitive re-
cetver and the proper controls, can
be made selective. However, a short
aerial cannot be made to perform the
services of a long aerial

It is better to construct a single.
wire aerial of 160 to 175 feet, with
the usual lead-in of twenty-five feet,
and use a forty-three plate variabil
condenser in the aerial circuit to cut
its Wave length when desired. This
can be used with a series -parallel
switch, and the condenser thrown in
series with the antenna or placed in
shunt at will.

This is the thirteenth issue of
this magazine. The first was
November 15th. If you have
missed any of them, they can
be obtained at our office at 3
cents per copy. By mail, 4 cents
per copy.

THE CHICAGO EVENING POST
12 South Market St., Chicago

A Big Opportunity

to`aka Money
Is Now Open to
Live Dealers

IN EVERY TOWN
Mr. Dealer: What is your line now? Is it electrical

goods? Or hardware? Or general?
Why don't you add RADIO-and get in first in your

town on the fastest growing industry today?
Every home will have a Radio set in the near future.

Really, one is behind the times without a Radio set right
now. Those who have it wouldn't be without it at any
price-and others, when they see what it means, and
what they miss by not having it, want one.

There's a nice business awaiting any live dealer who
will take the initiative in his town and put in a stock
of Radio sets and parts. You will be surprised how many
people in your town will be interested in buying a set-!
or parts with which to make one.

You can be guided by The Chicago Evening Post
Radio Magazine every Thursday-the biggest publication
devoted to Radio put out by any newspaper in America-
in which you will find a number of manufacturers and
jobbers to whom you can write for prices-such firms as
Chicago Salvage Stock

Store, Chicago.
The World Battery Co.,

Chicago.
Wurlitzer, Chicago.
Howard Radio Co.,

Chicago.
Chicago Radio Apparatus

Co., Chicago.
Royal Radio Store,

Chicago.
Lorain Mfg. Co., Chicago
Kellogg Switchboard &

Supply, Chicago.
Commonwealth Edison

Co., Chicago.
Hudson -Ross, Chicago.
The Barawik Co.,'

Chicago
R. W. Mfg. Co., Chicago.

Radio Chain Stores of
America, Chicago.

The Sheridan Radio,
Chicago.

Radiotubes, Chicago.
Ferbend Electric Co.,

Chicago.
Amsco Products, Inc.,

New York.
Acorn Radio Mfg. Co.,

Chicago.
Sun Radio Co., Chicago.
Columbia Radio Co.,

Chicago.
William A. Welty & Co.,

Chicago.
Chas. Freshman Co., Inc.,

New York.
Radio Doctors, Inc.,

Chicago.
and many others whose products you will see in the
advertising columns of The Chicago Evening Post Radio
Magazine from week to week. Write these firms for price
lists, and mention The Post Radio Magazine.

TO BEGIN RIGHT
We would suggest that you get The Post Radio Maga-
zine every Thursday. It costs only $1.35 a year-for
The Chicago Evening Post AND the Radio Magazine-
and you will always have a guide as to who the leading
Radio manufacturers and jobbers are-and you will be cor-
rectly posted as to all that is new in Radio. Don't let this
opportunity slip. Take advantage of it now,
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BRINGS THIRTY-TWO STATIONS.
RADIO EDITOR -Here is a list of thirty-

two stations that I received on Monday:
WOC, Davenport; KYW, Chicago; WDAP,

Chicago; WAAF, Chicago; WSD, St. Louis;
WMAQ, Chicago; WGY, Schenectady; WIAO,
Milwaukee; WOR, Newark; WBZ, Spring-
field, Mass.; KDKA, East Pittsburg: HOP,
Detroit; WGR, Buffalo; WDAF, Kansas
City; WCAE, Pittsburg; WSX. Detroit;
WOAW, Omaha; WRC, Washington: WOQ,
Kansas City; WWJ, Detroit; WOO, Phila-
delphia; WBAP, Fort Worth; CFCA, To-
ronto; WHAZ, Troy. N. Y.; WCBD, Zion;
WLW, Cincinnati; WTAS, Elgin; WSB, At-
lanta; WOS, Jefferson City; WBAH, Min-
neapolis; KFItX, Hastings; KPO, San Fran-
cisco. I received the first fourteen stations
Meted before .6:30 p. m. I listened to
KPO, San Francisco, from about 12:15 to
12:45 a. in.. broadcasting from the. Palace
hotel. I have S. 3 H. C. set with one step
of audio-amplifitation. I was using only
a 221/4 -volt B battery at the time. -ROBERT
P. CROSS JR., 207 Hamilton Street, Evans-
ton, Ill.

FIVE -TUBE NEUTRODYNE.
RADIO EDITOR -The following stations

were tuned -in on my five -tube neutrodyne,
all received on a Music Master loud speak-
er, all tuning done with the loud speaker
direct (no head phones were used), same
were received in the following order: WEAF,
New York city; at 6:10 p. m., WRC, Wash-
ington, D. C.; at 6:40, WFAA, Dallas. Tex-
as; at 6:55, WCAE, Pittsburg; 6:57, WGY,
Schenectady, N. Y.; 7:05. WEB, Kansas
City; 7:15, WDAR, Philadelphia, Pa.; 7:30,
WCX, Detroit, Mich.; 7:35, CFCA, Toronto,
Can.; 7:40, WOR, Newark. N. J.; 7:55,
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.; 8:10, WLAG,
Minneapolis, Minn.; 8:15, KDKA, East Pitta -
burg, Pa.; 8:20, WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas:
8:26. WHAZ, Troy, N. 'Y.; 8:30, KSD,' St.
Louis, Mo.; 8:35, WOC, Davenport, Iowa: ,

8:40, WOAI, San Antonio. Texas; 8:45,
WMC. Memphis, Tenn.; 8:55, WOO, Phila-
delphia, Pa.; 9, WOAW, Omaha, Neb.: 9:15,
WCBD, Zion. III.: 9:30, WTAS, Elgin, Ill.;
9:35, KFKX, Hastings, Neb.; WLW, Cincin-
nati, Ohio; 9:50. WGR, Buffalo, N. Y.:
10, WBAH, Minneapolis, Minn.; 10:30.
WSB, Atlanta, Ga.: 11, KGW, Portland,
Ore.: 1130, KFIJ, Los Angeles, Cal.; 11:40,
RFT, Los Angeles, Cal.; 12, WDAF, Kansas
City, Mo.: 12:15 and signing off at 12:80
a. in., with KYW, Chicago, the World Crier.
This is a list of thirty-three stations lis-
tened to in a total of six hours and twenty
minutes, which, to my way of thinking,
is not bad for amateur tuning. -LESLIE W.
OTTO, 7231 South Park Avenue.

112 STATIONS.
RADIO EDITOR -I have been reading your

magazine and the records of the phans
every week. I have only had my set two
and one-half months, but I have brought
in 112 stations, including stations in Canada
and Cuba. On Jan. 28 I picked up the
following stations: WGY, market reports
BOP, missing autos; WIAO, "Dream Daddy"
KDKA, organ selections from New theater
WOR, "Song of India"; WGR, signing off
11:28, "Papa Loves Mama"; WCAE, music
from William Penn hotel; WDAF, market
reports; WCX. musical program; WLAG,
special program, wheat agriculture; WBAP,
"Dream Daddy"; tOWCBD, cornet duet: WHAZ,
'Roamin' in the Gloamin' WOS, Jef-

ferson City prison band; WOC, "Ave Maria";
WWJ, "Blue Danube Waltz"; WEN,. "There
Is Nobody Else But You": WTAS, "Does
the Spearment Lose Its Flavor on the Bed-
post at Night"; WMC, "Song of Love";
WLW. "Fable of Antand Grasshopper";
ICFI. "Runnin' Wild,', "Last Night on the
Back Porch," "Whispering"; WEAR, not
distinct; WOAH, mandolin solo: KFKX, "The
Heavenly Song", WSB, "Somebody Stole My.
Gal." All these stations came in on the
horn except WBAH. We are using a Garod
Piaf receiver. -AL SOLOMON, 4746 Engle -
side Avenue.

ONE -TUBE REINARTZ GETS TO COAST.
RADIO EDITOR -How's this for a long--

distance record? I received the following
stations Saturday, Feb. 2: WOC, Daven-
port, Iowa; KYW, Chicago, Ill.; WDAP,
Chicago, Ill.; WAAF,-Chicago, Ill.; ICDKA,
East Pittsburg, Pa.; KOP, Detroit, Mich.;
WTAM, Cleveland, Ohio; WHAS, Louisville.
Ky.: WMAQ, Chicago, III.; 9ARF-9BPA,
Chicago, Ill.; WCAP, Canton. N. Y.; WSAI,
Cincinnati, Ohio; WNAC, Boston, Maas.;
WTAS, Elgin, III.; WGY, Schnectady, N. 'Y.;
WOQ, Kansas City, Mo.; WOAW, Omaha,
Neb.; KSD, St. Louis. Mo.; WLAG, Minne-
apolis, Minn.; WMC, Memphis, Tenn.;
WFAA, Dallas, Texas.; WABT, Washington,
Pa.; KFKX, Hastings, Neb.; WDAF. Kansas
City, lito., WJAZ. Chicago,
Dover, Ohio; KFNG, Coldwater. Miss; KFLZ,
Atlantic, Iowa; 9MCT-KGO, Oakland, Cal.
This is a record, as I have a one -tube
Reinartz Circuit homemade. -RICHARD
M. WEINBERGER. 5329 Calumet Avenue.

SUBMITTED TO THE PHANS.
RADIO EDITOR: I wonder if you can

shed any light on a present problem in this
city? Station KYW, I believe, is the finest
one in this city, and as I understand it, they
have an antenna output of 500 watts. Their
tuning is fine; out-of-town stations come in
clear and loud without interference due to
this.

But, now somewhere else in Chicago are
two more fine stations who do their prowling
at a little later hour. They prowl all over.
oo, anywhere on the dials, and their out-

put is the same as KYW, 500 watts.
Now, why it is that ono station can be

tuned fine to their wave length, while two
others of the approximate same power are
on many wave lengths? Does the one sta-
tion have such experts in the engineering
department or better equipment, or has the
latter two such poor help?

I'm sure my set works, because while
KYW was on the last few weeks, I've had
WTAS, WTAM, WWJ, WOS, WDAF, WEAF
thru on one night.Now, I'm not saying I,don't break thru
one of these other stations. I do on one.
While the one that broadcasts on 300 meters
was on -I" often get KSD on 646 meters or
WOAW on 528 meters. but look at the dis-
tances apart -over 226 meters I

While if both of these Chicago stations
are on, one on 300 and the other on 448,
well, you are all cooped up in Chicago, unless
WTAS," the life-saver, Elgin, is on. Now.
who can explain tho reason? Any phans?
I can't. Send me that petition spoken of in
It. A. Wendell's letter, printed on page 13
of The Post Thursday, Jan. 10. -WARREN
G. HENRY, 535 North Leamington, Chicago.

EQUAL TO TWO TUBE SET.
RADIO EDITOR Decided to try out the

Superduc and hooked up a temporary set.
I received the following stations in less than
a week. most of tbem coming in as clear as
Zion and Elgin did on my old set: KDKA
East Pittsburg. Pa.; WABA, Lake Forest
Ill.; WBAP. Fort Worth. Texas; WCAE
Pittsburg. Pa.: WCAY, Milwaukee, Wis.
WCBD, Zion. Ill.; WEAF. New York City
WCX, Detroit, Mich.; WDAF, Keirsas City
Mo., WFAA, Dallas, Texas; WHAS, Louis-
ville, Ky.; WEB, Kansas City, Mo.; WJAS,
Pittsburg, Pa.; WJA.X, Cleveland, Ohio;
WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio; WMC. Memphis,
-Tenn.; WOC. Daventgrt. Iowa; WOS, Jet-
Ierson City, Mo., WRC, Washington, D. C.;
WSB, Atlanta, Ga.: WTAM, WTAS, Elgin,
Ill.; WTAY, Oak Park, Ill.

These were received on only one tube.
Chicago station came in louder on two
tubes than on three with my old set. I
had no difficulty in distinguishing music
:and announcements. I now have the set
hooked up permanently and wouldn't change
it for a four -tube outfit. -BERNARD A.
ROLOFF, 100 South East avenue, Oak Park.

. BULLY FOR YOU, ROBERT I
RADIO EDITOR: I have an Armstrong

regenerative set, employing a WD -11 tube. I
built this set myself. Since building it I
have received thirty-four stations. They
are: WCAP, Washington; CHCS, London.
Ontario. Canada; WCAL, Northfield, Minn.;
WW.J, Detroit; WHAZ, Troy, N. Y.; WHAS.

'Louisville WOR, Newark; WSAI. einem-
.nati; WJAXe-Cleveland; WEAF, New 'York;

..care to andring in istan atations
' night in the week. There 'met titnes 'a

WOC, Davenport; WFAA, Dallas; WBZ
Springfield, Mass.; WMAJ, Kansas City
WHB and WIMP, Kansas City: WCBD
Zion City; WTAS, Elgin; WGR, Buffalo
WTAM, Cleveland; WGY, Schenectady
WCAE and KDKA, Pittsburg; WOS, Jef-
ferson City; WLW, Cincinnati; KSD and
WOK, St. Louis; KYW. WDAP, WMAQ,
WPAD, WJAZ, WAAF, WSAH, Chicago. I
am 14 years of age. -ROBERT E. LEE,
8108 Ellis Avenue.

$3.95 SET BRINGS 'EM IN.
RADIO EDITOR: I read that you wanted

more "EX" records. Well, here's mine:
WCBD, Zion; Ill.
WTAS, Elgin, Ill.
WOC. Davenport, Iowa.
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.
WTAM, Cleveland, Ohio.
KDKA, East Pittsburg. Pa.
WOAW, Omaha, Neb.
KFKX, Hastings, Neb.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y.
WHAZ, Troy. N. Y.
WJAZ, WMAQ, KYW, WOAP, WAAP',

WPAD, WBU in Chicago_
These stations were lieard on a crystal

set that cost $3.95 and a wooden variome-
ter put in the aerial lead-in.

I am planning on making a "superduc,"
and am hoping for good rsults.

Your magazine is certainly a good one, and
I have read every 'one. Sincerely yours.-
VERNON WARD, 1044 Jackson Avenue, Ev-
anston, M.

Letter Box

RAMO gXCHANGIE
Radio Classified Advertisements will be
inserted in this section at be per word
per insertion. Minimum 10 words.
Two initials count as one worcL No
display type, cuts or borders allowed. caWord If box number is desired, allow tour

extra wards. Box answers will be
Mailed to advertisers free of charge
Address The Chicago Evening Post,
Radio Department, 12 South Market-st

"STOP RICKING AND TUNE."
RADIO EDITOR: The writer has in the

last few weeks noted in your weekly radio
section letters from broadcast listeners com- '
plaining very vigorously against certain local 1
broadcasting stations in regard to their in-
terferepee, harmonics, etc. This is very
amusing, but none the less annoying to one
who is situated in a similar, and in some,
cases, even worse location with respect to
interference, than these writers. I happen
to be located within two and a half blocks
of WJAZ, which, according to the above- r
mentioned letters, is the most pernicious sta-
Lion causing disturbance.

While it is certainly not a wonderfully
simple matter to eliminate any sound from
this most powerful station, it can be done,
and that consistently, and other broadcasting
stations on a reasonably different wave-
length and at a considerable diotance from
Chicago tuned in at the writer residence.
It can be readily seen that the' writers of
these derogatory statements are either the
possessors of unselective receiving sets or ZENITH RECEIVER -Same MacMILLANunfamiliar with their operation, for it uses, $100. BEVRvr,Y DUDLEY, 4909should not be bard to tune in such stations Fletcher -et., Chicago,as Kansas City, Omaha. St. Louis and
other representative broadcasting stations, DE FOREST lbJ.SIDE LOOP -Bargain; com-even when a large and efficient antenna plete with tubes. Call Main 0774 beforeis in use. We bear many complaints such . o'clock.as one published several weeks ago when
the writer said: "They tell us to shorten

SETS FOR SALE.
BASS RECOMMENDS, GUARANTEES AND

INSTALLS the latest five -tube Radiodyne
Atwater -Kent Number 10, the EQUAL of
any, the PEER of most;. selectivity the
highest: Chicago installations made in one
hour from receipt of order.

BASE CAMERA COMPANY.
Graflex Headquarters of America,

109 N. Dearborn-st. State 7410.

SUPER -SENSITIVE CRYSTAL SETS -Will
pick up broadcasts up to 15 miles without

aerial: with aerial and ground, lenger dis-
tances: no tubes or batteries to bother with;
guaranteed: $16 complete. ANDREW DE-
VORE, 637 Cass -at., Chicago. Phone Su-
perior 7223.

3 -TUBE. 3 -CIRCUIT REGENERATIVE -
Complete: 1 -tube Reflex, suitable for loud

speaker; 4 -tube set, all perfect and
guaranteed; very reasonable. CHARLES
SCHNEIDER, 1811 Sedgwick, 2d floor
(front).
PARAGON SUPER ARMSTRONG Regenera-

tive 3 -Tube Set -Cost $140; B batteries
and tubes, all for $75; will demonstrate.
F. GIIIBAR.D, 6731 Aberdeen -se Englewood
1024.
3 DE FOREST HONEYCOMB COIL RE-

CEIVER -Detector and 2 -stage: well built;
1,000 miles teed' first $40 gets it.
WEISS TAILORING 00., 17 Sciuth Clark.
5 -TUBE NEUTRODYNE-Including tubes,

batteries, speaker, aerial; ready to listen -
in; beat parts used. CAVERLBY, 4742
Winthrop -ay. Sunnyside 5992.

3 -TUBE ARMSTRONG RECEEVER-Bat-
teries, phones and loud speaker horn, $40.

Rogers Park 4788. Call evenings.

3 -TUBE RADIO SET -COMPLETE; $50;
without accessories. $30. F. FAIRFIELD,

1205 W. Garfield -blvd.

GREBE C. R. 8 and 2 -Step Amplifier -Very
reasonable. GREENBAUM, 5038 Michigan-

1.1alvd. Kenwood 1615; evenings.

WESTINGHOUSE R. Ct. RADIO -3 -TUBE,
complete with loud speaker. 3817 S. Al-

bany -ay., 1st. Ph, Laf. 7076.

our aerial, but even with the aerial entirely
disconnected from the set, he can be heard
all over the scale -what to do?" Such
statements are entirely ridiculous if the
owner has an even moderately selective re-
ceiving set for any of half a dozen on the
market may be taken directly under the an-
tenna of the most powerful station, with no
receiving aerial connected to the set, and
utter silence experienced on slightly different
waves. Witness the rebroadcasting of the
opera, sent from KYW and'picked up on a
standard receiving set, connected to a receiv-
ing antenna directly from the studio of-
WJAZ some weeks ago. If this can be done
within a few hundred feet of a station, why
should a man several blecks away complain
of interference?

Some people do not seem to recognize.
that broadcasting is national -not local-.
and that thousands of letters are no doubt
received by Chicago stations telling them
how their programs were enjoyed and at
the same time damning their local stations
for interfering with. their reception of Chi-
cago. .

The second question of interference -that
of harmonics -is no doubt justified. Almost
all broadcasting stations, unless special pre-
cautions are taken, radiate on wave -lengths
which are one-half, one-third, one-fourth,
etc., of their real wave, sometimes with such
persistence that reception over distances of
a thousand miles or more may be effected
on these multiple frequencies when, due to
interference, their real wave cannot be
heard. This, is a matter for our broadcast-
ing station engineers to take up since it it
theoretically possible to radiate on one wave
without impairing the efficiency of the sta-
tion and a vastly mor$ pleased local audi-
ence among both broadcast listeners and
amateurs would result.

I sincerely hope ytiu may be able to pub-
lish this communication alongside of some
complaint you have received recently along
this line, in order to show to the general
body of listeners both sides of the ques-
tion. -FRED MARCO.

HEARS MUSIC WITH TUBE OTT.
RADIO EDITOR -I had a peculiar experi-

ence last night when a neighbor lad for
whom I built a one -tube Ultra-Audion set.
came over and said that he was getting mu-
sic without the tube in his set. I, of course,
at first thought that he was imagining the
fact, so the next time he heard it he called
me over and I was surprised to hear WMAQ,
but it was faintly, and I came to this con-
clusion, that inasmuch as his lead-in was
only two feet from mine he was getting the
music from another Ultra-Audion set which
I was testing for another boy. But what
gets me still is the fact that it worked with-
out a tube, as the tube is the detector. -
GEORGE HOPPE.

"FALLS" FOR DX CRYSTAL.
RADIO EDITOR-Fnrther report on Yo,.r

L D Crystal: Tuesday evening, Jan. 29, KYW
and WMAQ both on. was able to tune one from
the other without trouble, KYW. and WMAQ
both on loud speakers. Had to stand within
two to three feet to .receive perfectly, but
could be heard all over a 12 by 20 foot
room. Could easily distinguish between
speaking, singing or music anywhere in the
room. With both phones and loud speaker
attached to set, one did not reduce the vol-
ume from the other.

WDAP came in stronger_ than Monday:
will still call that fair. WJAZ Came in good;
no trouble to tune one from the other. but
could not get WDAP or WJAZ on loud
speaker on account of not being the same
volume as from KYW and WMAQ.

An amateur out this way,' who is a pest,
blowing everything off the air, came on, and
I could not tune him out at all until I
shunted a tuning coil (10 taps -from 1 turn
to 10) across the aerial. (This coil has a
.000025 fixed condenser). This got him part-
ly off. I will have to find something bet-
ter to do the work.I will say this, even tho I never get out-
of-town on this set, that I am more than
satisfied with it for local reception. I like
the crystal, have stuck to it and will con-
tinue, even in the face of all the ridicule
from my friends, and being called a piker. -
F. H. MacDONALD.

"BROADMINDED."
RADIO EDITOR -Your Radio Magazine is

wonderful and I can hardly wait for it each
week.

But it seems a shame we have these
knockers that are always complaining of
some station bothering their evening's enter-
tainment. We have a great many of the
same kind of chronic kickers always com-
plaining about America, when America, like
the broadcasting stations, is giving them
something for nothing, that they never had
before. Anybody can be a knocker, but it
takes a man to be a real cheerful booster.
I have a real radio set and I assure you
that I can cut 15 ut any Chicago station I

ny
en

I do not like certain programs, but I hap-
pen to be broadminded enough to realize I'm
not the only one to please. My slogan is
quit singing the blues and eend in more ap-
plause cards.CARL BURK, 6443 Dante
Avenue.

NOTES ON UV -199 TUBES.
RADIO EDITOR: Looking over my radio

notes and drawings I came across this ar-
ticle, which I thought you might be in-
terested in. It is about the UV -199 tube
used as an amplifier and detector. The
article is as follows:

"The UV -199 tube should be mounted in
a vertical position. Not more than 40 volts
"B" battery should be used when the tube
acts as a detector. Critical adjustment of
the plate voltage is not required. When
used as an amplifier it is important that
the filament rheostat be connected in the
negative filament lead and that the re-
turn lead from the grid circuit be con-
nected to the -negative side of the "A" bat-
tery and not to the negative side of the
filament. A plate voltage from 40 to 80

SETS FOR SALE.
NEUTRODYNE RECEIVER -New, for $75.

or complete with tubes, batteries, phones
and loud weaker unit for $125; only best
parts and equipment used; also make sets
to order at low cost; for this bargain phone
or call SCHMALZIGAN, 21,8 E. Garfield -
blvd.. Kenwood 1317.

REINARTZ RECEIVER -With 2 steps of
audio; 3 -honeycomb ARMSTRONG. with

3 steps; 2-variometer coupler ARMSTRONG
with 2 steps; all in A-1 shape and distance -
getters. Call Sunnyside 7132.
3 -TUBE ERLA-With power amplifier; in

cabinet: -emplete; coast to coast on loud
speaker. JOHN JEPSON. Calumet 3538,
2031 Prairie -ay. (rear).
6 -TUBE 'NEUTRODYNE - Complete with

loud speaker, batteries: coast to coast;
sacrifice $135. 8234 Dorchester -ay. Sagi-
naw 2049.
4 TUBE ATWATER-KENT-With 100 am-

pere A battery, B batteries. Baldwin unit:
complete, $90. Graceland 4179; evenings
after 8.
FOR SALE -3 -TUBE regenerative set; tubes

and Atlas speaker batteries, $75. Wabash
6390.

PARTS FOR SALE.
FOR SALE -RADIO PARTS amounting to

$25 sold reasonable: parts have never been
used. Phone Wellington 3065, or call at
3430 N. Irving -ay., 2d flat; evenings.

SETS MADE TO ORDER.
SETS MADE TO- ORDER -Installed reason-

sonably; trouble finders; call FRANK
UNEDIL, Roosevelt 8046. 5:30-6:30 p. m.
RADIO SETS MADE and Adjusted -Evenings

alter 6 p. m. Tel. (RILEY) Ravenswood'
6404.

SETS BUILT.
HERALD -EXAMINER SETS BUILT; REA-

sonable. Call Graceland 5056. "WILLARD
SERVICE."

AERIALS.
FIRST-CLASS AERIALS -Constructed rea-

sonably. MR. SCHULZ. Hyde Park 0072.

SALES AND SERVICE.

NEUTRODYNE SETS
constructed, repaired -neutralized; expert in
charge. 702 E. 63d-st., Suite 9. Phone
Hyde Park 6416, Sundays after 1 p. -m.

SEE OUR RADIO TABLES -PRACTICAL
for every receiving set; write for circular

or call. G. H. OTTO, 120 W. Lake -se,
°d floor.
BARGAINS IN RADIO SETS, PARTS AND.

CABINETS.- Rewiring and repairing. -
SMITH, 3988 Drexel -blvd.

AERIAL WIRE.
COPPERRIBBON AERIAL .1

50 feet, $1.25; 100 feet, $2.25; %-iriclf
wide, .010 thick. STRAND LABORA-
TORIES. 1512 N. Leamington -ay. Tel.
Mansfield 1067; Write or phone.

BUILDING AND REPAIRS.
RADIO SETS MADE, repaired, rewired or

rebuilt; all work guaranteed; moderate
charges. WOODLAWN RADIO CO.tcall
Midway 4257 after 3 p. in.

EXCHANGE.
WILL EXCHANGE STANDARD RADIO

parts, sets or service for drill press, work-
bench. M horse -power motor, or what have
you. Nevada 3146, evenings.
WILL  EXCHANGE fine camera, 7 -inch

Verito lens, complete enlarging outfit, for
radio. D-161 Chicago Evening Post.

SETS OR PARTS WANTED.
I WILL BUY ASSEMBLED ERLA TRIPLEX

or other good set or complete parts -stor-
age battery, etc.. for $10 down and $10
each month. Buckingham 5573.

REPAIRS.
RADIO SETS REPAIRED -Rewired Cr re-

built; satisfaction guaranteed; charges rea-
sonable. SIDNEY H. STONE. 5233 Glen-
wood -ay. Edgewater 0805.

POST CLASSIFIED RADIO ADS. BRING RESULTS

volts can be used when the UV -119 serves
as an amplifier.

The base of this tube is of the same
general design as the standard four -prong
base. It is of a smaller diameter and an
adapter has been developed so it will fit
all standard sockets.

In case of portable sets using three flash-
light cells it is recommended that one set
of three flashlight batteries be used for each
tube in the set. It is immaterial whether
it is' wired separately to one of the bat-
teries or whether. they are placed in par-
allel, provided that a separate rheostat con-
trol is made for each tube. If separate
rheostat control is not made for each tube,
and only one common rheostat is used, the
batteries should be connected parallel. If
a six -volt battery is used to light the fila-
ment the resistence should be 60 ohms." -
EDWARD TOMASEK, 175 West Jackson
Boulevard,

WHO WILL VOLUNTEER?
RADIO EDITOR: la it not possible to have

some broadcasting station or amateur trans-
mit code slowly at some convenient hour in
the evening -say, from 7:30 to 8 p.
so that some of us B. C. L's can pick it up?

I think that from 200 to 250 meters would
be quite suitable, as most, if not all, sets
can tune that low.

If somebody connected with The Post has
a transmitting set, why not go to it?

The message sent on the previous night
could be published in The Post next day.
This is merely a suggestion -J. ANDERSON,

(EDITOR'S NOTE -Your suggestion is a
good one. Unfortunately, no one connected
with The Post staff is qualified to transmit
code. Perhaps some of the amateur clubs
will volunteer. The Post will be glad to
assist by publishing the lessons each day.
If the broadcast listeners only would learn
the code it would make a much better feel-
ing between them and amateurs. Like Mr.
Duffield (9ECB) says elsewhere in this de -
pertinent, much' of the so-called amateur in-
terference is from ships at sea and coast
stations transmitting on the broadcasting
bands.

e "Post -Binder"
(Copyrighted)

Will Save Your Magazines
In a few seconds you can bind your Radio Magazine in

this strong book cover and will have started compiling a set
of radio textbooks which, in time, will be of utmost value
to you. Every week there are articles in these magazines
to which you will have occasion to refer later on. It is
very important that you keep all issues of the Radio Maga-
zine -beginning from the very first -with none missing -
and this is the most practical and least expensive way
to do it.

Make a Permanent File
of Your Radio Magazine

It is very important, as you go along perfecting your
knowledge of radio, that you have the facts handy, at your
conuitand. Again and again you will -have occasion to con-
sult the, information given exclusively in these magazines
each week. You may wish to purchase a set -or build one
-and by referring to the advertisements.of manufacturers
and retailers in all issues of the Radio Magazine you will
be enabled to buymore profitably. Every radiophan should
save these magazines. The cost of this tinder is noniinal.

PRICE 50 CENTS
If to be mailed, add 10e for postage.

This magazine is intended to be a reference book for the
radiophan, a guide that will enable you to get the most en-
tertainment and satisfaction out of radio. Do not cut the
advertisemenfs. Make a ligt of what you wish to buy.
Save your magazine. DO NOT CUT IT. Keep it intact.

Demand for back copies of the first issues has been so
-treat that we had to print a second edition of them. If you
have not saved them -or failed to get them at all -do not
wait too long beicire obtaining them. Make your book com-
plete from the very first issue -that of Noveinber 15.

This binder, size 18%x12% inches,
is made strong and substantial, but
neat. Cloth finish, very durable.
Made individually they would prob-
ably come to $1.50 to $2.00 each -and
would be well worth it for the great
convenience they are -but we have
had them made in quantity and are
giving our readers the advantage of
quantity production -we are selling

- them for 50c each. By mail, 10e extra -

"Post -Binders" and Back Copies
AT THE OFFICE OF

The Chicago Evening Post, 12 S. Market St.
!:4 f,"; '
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Radio Is a Major Factor
in the World

March of Events
(From Chicago Evening Post)

November 28, 1923.

RADIO MAKING A NEW WORLD
The extraordinary response which a discern-

ing public has made to THE POST'S Radio
Magazine is not only a gratifying evidence of
appreciation for newspaper enterprise, it is a
remarkable demonstration of the grip which
aerial communication has taken upon the popu-
lar interest

No invention of modern times has brought
to the great mass of the people the many-sided
opportunities presented by radio. It is a unique
development destined to contribute vastly more
to the thought and progress of our age than is
superficially obvious.

The delights of listening -in would be alone
sufficient to justify it as a diversion. It would
be a hopelessly dull imagination which could
not find thrill in the possibility of establishing
within the seclusion of a home an instrument,
occupying less room than a sewing machine,
which literally brings the world about one's
ears. The man with books upon his shelves
keeps touch with the living past; the man with
a radio receiving set is in touch with the throb-
bing present. For him there is no distance.
New York is as near as the loop; San Francisco,
as close as Edgewater Beach. He can hear the'
calls of ships all the way from the Mediter-
ranean to the Caribbean. The lecture in Boston,
the concert in Atlanta, the recital in Los
Angeles are within his audience for the mere
taming of a' milled head on a dial. If business,
rather than entertainment or instruction, be his
momentary interest, the trade of all the great
marts can be brought within his hearing as
readily. The pulse of the fleeting hour, whether
it beats to the clamor of the traffickers on the
floor of the exchange, '6r to the tempo of the
conductor's baton in symphony and opera, can
be felt by the man who sits in the stillness of
his room, be it on the Lake Shore drive, on
South Halsted street or in Ten Sleep, Wyo.
Radio has put an end to isolation.

Telegraph, telephone, phonograph, automo-
bile and aeroplane-all these marvelously ex-
tended human possibilities; but what barriers
still remained radio has broken down. Nothing
has brought within the reach of so many so
varied and far -sweeping a realm for adventure
as opens to the magic of wireless.

Radio is thoroly. democratic. It has joys
for mass and class, for the youngster and the
oldster, for the serious mind and the lover of
frivolity. The ether is neither critical nor se-
lective. It will carry jazz as readily as Brahms,
or the open and close quotations as tolerantly
as a lecture on art. You can go to the opera or
to church; you can listen to Dr. Shannon or
Voliva.

But a unique wonder of radio, as we see it,
lies .in the fact that the public has been in on
its development as on the development of no
other great invention. What discovery of the
past has invited so curious and experimental an
interest as this on the part of the multitude?
The telegraph has remained in the hands of
specialists; the telephone belongs to the public
utility; the phonograph is sold to us ready
built in its mahogany cabinet; the automobile
and aeroplane are the products of great fac-
tories, but every man can be his own discov-
erer, inventor, artificer in radio. There is no
end to the possible hook-ups, to the combina-
tions of condensers, fixed and variable, vari-
°meters, variocouplers, crystals, tubes and all
the rest of the marvels which make a radio shop
window the most fascinating display in the
world. Here is the real fun and one of the
great values of radio. Who can say what may
be the impetus forward which will come from
the countless thousands of boys thruout
America who are studying the theory of etheric
communication and working it out, by trial and
error, on their reception sets? They may add
no new thing to radio, but they will add much
to their own capacity for constructive thought
-for thought in the terms and in the sphere of
that new world which science is unfolding to
our amazed understanding.

THE POST believes that in encouraging the
active, curious, experimental interest in radio
it is doing more than appealing to whim or fad;
it believes it is stimulating those brain cells
which more and more must be the world's de-
pendence for the solving of many of its prob-
lems. The political mind needs the aid of the
scientific mind. Democracy did much to de-
velop the former; radio is doing more, perhaps,
to develop the latter.

Without Radio, today, you are practically shut in from the
world. Your home is in darkness. Contemporary history is
broadcast over your head and leaves you behind.

With Radio you keep step with the day-you remain in the
present, instead of slipping into the misty past. You stay in
the race.

Resting in your easy chair, in the evening, after the usual day's
grind, you can reach out to all sections of the country-near or
far-and be entertained, advised of facts, informed in news.

All you need is a good Radio receiving set-and The Post.

The Chicago Evening Post
Has Taken the Lead in Radio

Yom Radio Magazine is very good. KeepIt up. CARL GREDIN, JR,
2214 Ainslie Street, Chicags.

I like your Magazine, in fact, haven't en-
joyed anything like it quite so much sine*
the days when I used to revel in Dan
Beard's American Boys Handy Book. Please
continue to be specific, as many of us anere-
date detail and like to know the exact
number of turns in a coil and the position
of every part. FRANK F. SIPP,

3656 Pine Grove Ave.. Chicago.

You most assuredly are entitled to con-
gratulations on your Radio Section. I doubtverb much that any newspaper can boast
of a more interesting section. Coupled withthe fact that I have been a reader of The
Post for a good many years. I now enjoy tt
all the more. - FRED A TODD.

820 Oakwood Blvd., Chicago.

I get many helps from your Section.
J. CURTISS STOCK.

606 Oneida Street, Joliet, M.

Just a few words Of praise for the Radio
Magazine. I look forward to every Thurs-
day and helieve the Radio Magazine is equal
to any magazine worth ten times the price.

EDWARD A. STONER,
627 N. Spalding Ave.. Chicago.

I have just seen a copy of your wonder-
ful Radio Magazine, and would be pleased
to have you send me a subscription blank
for your valued paper.

MENDELL SCHNEIDER,
112 Weld Street, Rochester. N. Y.

Picked up a copy of your Radio Maga-
zine, December 8th, on train and am very
well pleased with same, and expect to be
a regular reader of your paper In the fu-
ture. JOHN I. RAPP,

303 Weston Ave., Valparaiso, Ind.
I have built your wave trap-In yertyIssue of Nov. 28th-and must say it is abeauty. It shuts 'em dead as a doornail and

is a whiz. May your Radio Section be as
good a year from now as it is at present.

FRED HOUGHTBY,
654 Roscoe, Chicago.

I have not seen a Radio -Magazine that
could compare with yours. Keep it up.

CHARLES F. KROULIK,
2714 S. Kedvale Ave., Chicago.

I wish to tell you how much I appre-
ctate your Radio Department. It is very
complete and rounds out your splendid
Paper. ROSCOE L. STOUT.

7423 Coles Ave., Chicago.
I have enjoyed the Post Magazine very

much, and I find it very good and interest-
ing. Wishing you success with the maga-
zine. F. H. HILL,

944-954 Washing -ton Blvd., Chicago.

Several of your Radio Magazine Supple-
ments have been forwarded to us and I wish
to take this opportunity to express my
thorough satisfaction with this Section.
Please accept ' my congratulations uponbringing out such a good publication. It ismy opinion that this is one of the best
current magazines dealing with the subject
that is now published. Many of my friendsto whom I have shown it have the sameopinion as I. In order to keep my file up
to date, would kindly request that you for-
ward me the issue of Nov. 22, as I amshort this one. Enclosed find stamps tocover mailing.

A. E. WILLIAMS. Research Engineer
Board of Education, Cleveland, Ohio.

Your Radio Magazine is GREAT. Keep it
up. ANTHONY SIRUS,

3830 Parnell Ave.. Chicago.
I wish to congratulate you on your Radio

Magazine. It sure is a dandy and worth
more than the weekly magazine selling at
10e. J. W. BEAZEKAMP,

2139 Armitage Ave., Chicago.
You sure have THE Radio Mazaz-ine of

Chicago. JOHN A. MONTGOMERY.
5255 N. Bernard St., Chicago.

I want to congratulate you on your won-
derful Radio Section every evening, and es-
pecially the one on Thursday.

DAVID COUSTAN,
9437 Champlain Ave., Chicago.

Assuring you that I enjoy the jt, adio Depart-
ment of The Post. LYLE IV HAZEL,

Coal City. Illinois.

I think your Radio Magazine fills a want
for an intelligent, reliable source or infor-

- elation. E. B. NELSON,
372 Herrick Road, Riverside, DL

I'll say you've got some Radio Section la
your paper, and appreciate it very much.

PHILIP BERTEMES, JR..
10744 Drew St., Chicago.

We appreciate the up-to-date Radio Mager
zine that The Chicago Evening Post Is now
conducting. JOHN S. REID, JR,

7441 Yates Ave., Chicago.
Your Radio Section is great. especially the

Thursday issue. I do not seek information
at this tine, but just a word of praise for
your splendid magazine. I enclose a fewstamps and wish you would kindly send 
copy of next Thursday's magazine as asample to the two following named parties
who, after reading your paper, will un-
doubtedly subscribe. H. R. ARNOLD,

4608 Malden St., Chicago.
By luck I got one of The Chicago Eve.

ning Post Radio Magazines and I think it isas good as I have seen yet. Inclosed you
will find postage. Please send me editionsof Noven ber 16th. 22d, 28th. as I am a
Radiophan and would like to see the same.
Also let me know the subscription fee of
same yearly, and oblige.

SAMUEL FERGUSON,
2216 Bedford Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Your paper surely is the berries. Your
Thursday issue saves me from buying two.
papers. JAMES INGHAM,

2423 Irving Park Blvd_ Chicago.
I have been a reader of The ChicagoEvening Post for some time. Before you

started to publish the Radio Magazine I had
to buy another to get good reading of Radio,
but since you publish the magazine I only
have to gut one paper, and that is The Post,

CHARLES GILLMAN,
516 Denvir Ave., Chicago.

Just to let you know that the wave trap
printed in your Radio Section is a "Bear.I am referring to the trap with 43 platecondenser and two coils. Your Radio She.Lion sure is some help to the Radiophan..

HOWARD W. LEARN,
2126 Giddings St., Chieage,

Read THE POST Every Night
for RADIO News

Real news and plenty of it-more than you will find in any other Chicago newspaper-all up.
to -the -minute, correct, dependable. Of course, you never want to forget the big magazine onThursday-there's nothing better anywhere in this country. If you have a Radio friend tell himabout this big 16 -page magazine-he will thank you because he never will miss a copy of itafter he sees how valuable it is to him in information that he would not be without at any price.If your Radio friends and relatives reside in the country, or in some distant city, send thema copy of the magazine and call their attention to the yearly subscription price-or, send ustheir name and address.and we will mail them a sample copy FREE. Think of it -7.52 issuesof The Post with the RADIO MAGAZINE by mail, every Thursday, for only $1.35!

BY MAIL -FOR ONLY
The Chicago Evening Post
with the RADIO MAGAZINE
Every Thursday for a year
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'BROAD CA STING*

The Sandman soon will get Mary Elizabeth, but before she is
tucked into her crib she must hear the bedtime story and listen to
"Dream Daddy." This photograph of Mary Elizabeth was furnished to
the Radio Magazine by D. 0. Smith, 750 Pierce street, Gary, Ind.

IN THIS ISSU FiHagerman Describes Five -Tube Radio Frequency Receiving Set-Freund Gives
Data on. Use of Two Honeycomb Coils with Ultra-Audion Set-Oak Park's

New Broadcasting Station Described in Pictures and Story Radio Work of Chicago Boys' Club Detailed.
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedules
Central, or Chicago time, is shown on all stations. If necessary to ascertain local time on any station deduct

two hours from time shown for Pacific coast stations, one hour from time shown for the Rocky mountain stations and
add one hour to those stations using eastern time. Hawaiian island time is four hours and a half slower than Chicago
time. In the list the call number of the station is first given, followed by the location, the owner's name, wave length
used and broadcasting schedule in order named. THE' POST is making a thoro canvass of all stations in order that
this directory may be complete and accurate. Changes are so frequent in stations and schedules that no list can be satis-
factory which is not corrected frequently. Corrections and additions to this list will be made from week to week. Sta-
tions are urged to co-operate by sending information of changes in schedule to Radio Editor, The Chicago Evening Post.

CFAC-Calgary Herald, Calgary, Canada;
430 meters; Fred Carleton, director and
operator; silent Monday. Wednesday and
Thursday; Tuesday, day, 1 to 1:30, night,
7:45 to 7:55; Friday, day, 1 to 1:30,
night, 7:45 to 8:45 and 11 to 12.

CKAC-La Presse, Montreal, Canada; 430
meters; J. M. Carter, announcer and di-
rector; day, 4, music; 4:30, weather and
stock reports; special Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday, night, '7, kiddies stories in
French and English; 7:30 to 10 lectures
in French and English, music; Sunday,
day, 4, sacred music.

CKOC-Wentworth Radio Supply company,
Hamilton, Ont.; 410 meters H. Slach,
operator; silent nights. Tuesday. Thurs-
day; Saturday. night, 7:30 to 9; special
Sunday night church exercises. 7 to 8.

CJCA-Edmonton Journal, Edmonton. Al-
berta. 500 watts, 450 meters. Tuesday
night silent.

CYL-Mexico City. D. F. "El Universal";
500 meters; Relit Azcarraga, director; G.
Ohregon Jr., announcer (Spanish). Sendel
Hodges, announcer (English): daily, 12:54
p. m., news and weather; 8:24 p. m.. war
bulletins from the war and navy depart-
ments; Tuesdays and Fridays, 8:24 to
8:54 p. m., music; Sunday, 7:24 p. m.,
war bulletins.

KDKA-East Pittsburg, Westingnouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. 326 me-
ters.

KDPM-Cleveland. Ohio. Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company, 270 me-
ters.

KDPT-San Diego, Calif., Southern Electri-
cal company, 244 meters.

KDYL-Salt Lake City, Utah, Telegram Pub-
lishing company, 244 meters.

KDYM-San Diego, Calif., Savoy theater. 280
meters.

KDYQ-Oregon Institute of Technology,
Portland, Ore.. 360 meters; program direc-
tor, L. E. Simeon.

KDYQ-Portland, Ore.. Oregon Institute of
Technology. 360 meters.

KDYW-Phoenix. Ariz., Smith Hughes &
Co., 360 meters.EDYX-Honolulu, Hawaii, Star Bulletin, 360
meters.KDZB-Bakersfield. Calif., 1402 20th street.
Frank E. Seifert. 240 meters.

KDZE-Seattle, Wash., The Rhodes company,
455 meters.

KIYZE-Los Angeles. Calif.. Automobile Club
of Southern .California, 278 meters.

KDZI-Wenatchee, Wash., Electric Supply
company, 360 meters.

KDZQ-Denver, Colo., Nichols Academy of
Music, 360 meters.

KIF/13.-Bellingham Publishing company,
Bellingham, Wash., 261 meters: 50 watts;
operator and announcer. A. M. Brown;
silent Thursday; night, 9 to 10, local
talent, phonograph music.

KFAD-Phoenix, Ariz., McArthur Broe. Mer-
cantile company. 360 meters.

KEAE-Pullman, Wash.. State College of
Washington, 360 meters; director, H. V.
Carpenter; program manager, A. J. Kra-
lowse; silent Tuesday, Thursday. Saturday,
Sunday, night, 9:30 to 11: educational lec-
tures.

KFAF-Western corporation, Denver.
Colo., 360 meters. Silent nights, Sunday
and Wednesday. Nights. 9 to 10.

KFAJ-Boulder, Colo., University of Colo-
rado, 360 meters.KFAN-Moscow, Idaho, The Electric shop.
360 meters.

KFAR-Hollywood, Calif. Studio Lighting
Service company (0. K. Olsen), 280 me-
ters.KFAU-Boise, Idaho, Independent School Dis-
trict of Boise City, Boise High school. 270
meters.

KFAV-Venice, Calif. Abbot Kinney com-
pany, 224 meters.

KFAW-Santa Ana Calif. The Radio Den
(W. B. Ashford and H. T. White), 280
meters.KFAI-Medford, Ore., Virgin's Radio service.
283 meters.KFIIII-Havre, Mont., 5'. A. Buttrey & Co
360 meters.KFBC-San Diego, Calif., W. R. Azbill. 278
meters.KFBE-San Luis Obispo. Calif., Reuben H.
Horn, 360 meters.

KERG-Tacoma. Wash., First Presbyterian
church, 360 meters.

KFBK-Sacramento, Calif., Kimball -Upson
company, 283 meters.KFBL-Everett, Wash., Leese Bros., 224 me-
ters.

KEBS--Trinidad, companyinid
Gas and

Electric Supply nd the Chronicle
News, 360 meters.

KFBU-Larimie, Wyo., The Cathedral
(Bishop N. S. Thomas), 283 meters.

KFCB-Phoenix, Ariz., Nielson Radio Sup-
ply company, 238 meters.

KFCD-Salem, Ore., Salem Electric company.
360 meters.KFCF-Walla Walla. Wash., 707 Baker build-
ing, Frank A. Moore. 360 meters.

REM-Billings. Mont., Electric Service sta-
tion (Inc.). 360 meters.

KFCK-Colorado Springs, Colo., Colorado
Springs Radio company. 258 meters.

KFCL-Sau Antonio, Calif., Los Angeles
Union Stock yards, 360 meters.

KFCM-Richmond, Calif.. Richmond Radio
shop (Frank T. Boeing), 360 meters.

KFCP-Ogden, Utah, 2421 Jefferson avenue.
Ralph W. Flygare, 360 meters.KFCY-Houston, Texas, Fred Mahaffey. Jr..
360 meters.KFCY-Le Mars, Iowa, Western Union col-
lege. 252 meters.KFCZ-Omaha, Neb., Omaha Central High
school, 258 meters.

KFDA-Baker. Ore., Adler's Music store, 360
meters.KFDD-Boise, Idaho, St. Michael's cathedral,
252 meters.KFD/I-Tuseon, Ariz., University of Arizona.
360 meters.KFDJ--Corvallis, Ore., Oregon Agricultural
college, 360 meters.

KFDL-Denver, Colo., Knight -Campbell Mu-
sic company. 360 meters, 50 watts.

KFDO-Bozeman, Mont., 420 West Koch
street, -H. Everett Cutting, 248 meters.

KFDP-Des Moines, Iowa, Hawkeye Radio
and Supply company, 278 meters.

KIDB---York, Neb.. Bullock's Hardware and
Sporting Goods (Robert G. Bullock). 360
meters.KEDU-Lincoln, Neb., Nebraska Radio Elec-
tric company, 240 meters.

KEDV-Fayetteville, Ark., Gilbrech & Stin-
son, 360 meters.

KFDX-Shreveport, La., First Baptist church.
360 meters.

KFDY-Brookings, S. D., South Dakota State
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
360 meters.

KFD2-Minneapolis, Minn.. 2510 South
Thomas avenue, Harry 0. Iverson, 231
meters.

KFEC-Portland, Ore., Meier & Frank com-
pany, 360 meters.

KFEJ-Tacoma. Wash., 1724 South Jaystreet, Guy Greason, 360 meters.
KEEL-Denver, Colo., Winner Radio corpora-

tion, 360 meters.
KFEQ-Oak, Neb., J. L. Seroggin, 360 me-

ters.
KEER-Fort Dodge, Iowa, Auto Electric

Service company, 231 meters.
KFEV-Casper, Wyo., Radio Electric Shop.

263 meters.
KEEN-Minneapolis, Minn.. Augsburg Semi-

nary, 261 meters.
KFEY-Kellogg, Idaho, Blinker Hill and Sul-

livan Mining and Concentrating company.
360 meters.

XrEZ-St. Louis, Mo., American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (F. H. Schubert).
:360 meters.

NEFR-Boise. Idaho, Jenkins Furniture com-
pany, 240 meters.

KFFE-Pendleton, Ore., Eastern Oregon Ra- KFJQ-Grand Forks, N. D.. Electric Construe-dio company, 360 meters.KFEO-Hillsboro, Ore., Dr. E. S. Smith. 229FJR-Stevensville, Mont., Ashley C. DixonFmeters.
lion company (portable), 252 meters.

K

oberly, Mo., First Baptist church, and Son, 258 meters.275 meters.hFJY-Dexter, Iowa, Thomas H. Warren,
KEFQ-Colorado Springs, Colo. Marksheffel 224 meters.

company, 360 meters. '
KFJW-Towanda, Kan., Le Grand Radio com-

KEEB--Snarks, Nev., Nevada State Journal pant', 221/2 meters.
(Jim Kirk), 226 meters. KFJX-Cedar Falls, Iowa, State Teachers'

KFFV-Lamoni, Iowa, Graceland college, 360 college. 229 meters.meters. KFJY-Fort Dodge Iowa, Tunwall RadioKFFX-Omaha,-Neb., McGraw company, 278 company, 246 meters.meters. 5.5'.17.-Fort Worth, Texas. Texas NationalKFEY-Alexandria, 'La., Pincus & Murphy. Guard. 112th Cavalry, 254 meters.275 meters. " KFKA-Greeley, Colo., Colorado State Teach-KEEZ--Dallas, Texas (portable), Al. G. ers' college. 218 meters.Barnes Amusement company, 226 meters. KEKB-Milford. Rap_ Brinkley -Jones Hospital-Baton Rouge, La., Louisiana State association, 286 meters.university, 254 meters. KEKII-Lakeside, Colo.. Denver Park andKEGD-Chickasha, Okla., Chickasha Radio Amusement company, 248 meters.and Electric company, 248 meters. KFKQ-Conway, Ark., Conway Radio labors-lit-GB-Standard University, Cal., Leland tories. 224 meters.Stanford university, 360 meters. KEKV-Butte, Mont., F. F. Gray, 283 me-KEGJ-St. Louis, Mo., Missouri National ters.guard 138th infantry, 266 meters. KFKX-Hastings. Neb., Westinghouse Elec.-KEGL-Arlington, Ore., Arlington garage. Inci and Manufacturing company, 286 me -234 meters. tees.
KEGP-Cheney, Kan., Cheney Radio company, KEKZ-Colorado Springs, Colo., Nassour239 meters. Bros. Radio company, 234 meters.
KFGQ-Boone, Iowa, Crary Hardware com- KELA-Butte, Mont., Abner R. Wilson. 283Daily, 226 meters. meters.
KEGV-Utica, Neb, Heidbreder Radio Sup- KELB-Menominee, Mich., Signal ElectricPly company, 224 meters. Manufacturing company, 248 meters.KEGX-Orange, Texas, First Presbyterian KELD-Franklinton, La., Paul E. Greenlaw,church, 250 meters. 234 meters. -A-Berrien Springs, Mich., Emmanuel KELE- Denver. Colo.. National Educational

Missionary college, 268 meters. Service. 268 meters.
KFHA-Gunnison. Colo., Colorado State Nor- KFLH-Salt Lake City. Utah, Erickson Radiomal school, 252 meters. company, 261 meters.
KEHB-Hood River. Ore., Rialto theater 111.'LP-,:-Cedar Rapids, Ohio, Everette M. Fos -(P. L. Beardwell), 280 meters.
KEHD-St. Joseph, Mo., Utz Electric Shop

company, 226 meters.

evenings, 9, news bulletins: 9:30, weath-eenter-
tainment.r;

10,

KLZ-Denver. Colo.. Reynolds Radio

er; 10, studio programs, lectures,
com-

pany, 360 meters.
KMJ-Fresno, Calif.. San Joaquin Light and

Power corporation, 273 meters. 50 watts;

Sunday night, 10 to 11.
KMO-Tacoma, Wash., Love Electric com-

pany.R.

C. Denny, operator and director: Wayne

360 meters.
KNJ-Roswell, New Mexico, Roswell. Public

Service company, 250 meters.

Friday andFreund, announcer; Tuesday.

ENT-Aberdeen. Wash., Grays Harbor Radio

KNV-Lcis Angeles, Cal., Radio Supply com-
pany,compn:60 (Wmealtetrers.

Heinrich), 263 meters.

KNX-Los Angeles. Cal.. Electric Lighting
Supply company, 360 meters.

ROB-State College, New Mexico, New alexi-
ico College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, 360 meters. Daily, time signals,

Wednesday, Friday night, 8:30 to 9:30.
concerts.weather

news, crop reports; Monday,

6:30

mdepartment, Detroit,
Mich., 286, meters; daily except Sunday:

KPO-San Francisco, Cal.. Hale Brothers
423 meters; silent Friday: Sunday night,
10:30 to 12, concert: Monday, 10 to 11.
organ. 11 to 12, dance music: Tuesday.
Wednesday. Thursday nights, 10 to 11,
studio program, 11 to 12, dance music;
Saturday night, 10 to 2 a. m. dance music.

KQP-Hood River, Ore., Apple City Radio
club, 360 meters.

ter, 240 meters.
KQV-Pittsburg. Pa., Doubleday -Hill Electric

company, 360 meters.
KFLQ-Little ItOca, Ark., Bizzell Radio shop, KQW-San Jose, Cal., Berkeley Daily Gazette,

261 meters. 278 meters.

THE CHICAGO EVENING POST
TABLOID RADIO SCHEDULES

These stations are those most commonly tuned in evenings by the Chicago broadcast listen-
ers. The time given is central standard. Pacific coast time is two hours earlier than that
shown here. Mountain time is one hour earlier, and eastern time one hour later. Evening
program schedules only are given. This list was compiled by The Chicago Evening Post
Radio Department and is protected by copyright.

STATION Miles Met Monday Tuesday Wednesday I Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Chicago-. -

RYW, Comm. Edison Bldg 536 6:30- 9:30 6:30-12:00 6:30- 9:30 6:30- 9:30 6:30-12 m. 6:30- 9:30
WRAF, Union Stock Yards 286 4:30- 5:00 4:30- 5'.00 4:30- 5:00 4:30. 5:00 4:30- 5:00
WMAQ, Hotel La Salle 536 7:00- 9:55 7:00- 9:55 7:00- 9:55 7:00- 9:55 8:00-10:00
WDAP, Drake Hotel 360 7 :00-1 a.m. 7:00-1 a.m 7:00-1 a.m 7:00-1 a.m. 7:00-1 a.m. 9 :15-10 :30
WJAZ, Edgewater' Beach Hotel.. 448 110:00-12:30 10:00-12:30 10:00-12:30 10:00-12:30 10:00- 2:00 6:007 9:00

Suburban-
WCBD, Zion, -Ill 39 345 8:00- 9:001 8:00- 9:00
WIAB, Rockford. III 77 252 9:00- 8:00- 12:00-
WRM, Urbana, Ill 120 360 8:50- 9:30
WTAS. Elgin, Ill... 37 275 7 :30-10 :00

Eastern-
KDKA. East Pittsburg 430:326 7 :00-11 :00 7 :00-11 :00 7 :00-11 :00 7 :00-11 :00 7 :00-11 :00 7 :00-11 :00
WBZ, Springfield, Maas 802 337 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00 6:30- 9:00
WEAF, New York City 912 495 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00 6:30-10:00
WGI, Medford Hillside, Masa 875 360 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 6:30- 8:00 7:30- 9:00
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y 748 380 8:00- 9:30
WGY. Schenectady, N. Y 698 280 6 :45-11 :30 6:45- 9:00 6:45- 9:00 6:45- 9:00 6:45-11 :30 6:45- 9:00
WGR. Buffalo ... 472:319 6:00-10:45 6:00- 7:30 6:00-10:45 6:00- 7:30 6:00-10:45 6:00- 7:30
WIIN, New York City 912 360 1:15-11:00 1:15-11:00 1:15-11:00 1:15-11:00 1:15-11:00 1:15-11:00
WJY, New York City 912 405) 2:30- 6:60
WJZ. New York City 912 455 6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30 6:30-10:30
WOO, Philadelphia 677 509 7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00 7:15-10:00
WRC, Washington, D. C 612 469 8:00-10:00 8 :00-10 :00 8 :00-10 :00

Midwest-
WCX, Detroit 245 517 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00 '7:30- 9:00 7:30- 9:00
WJAX. Cleveland 323 390 7:30- 9:30 8:00-10:30
WLAG, Minneapolis 358 417 10:30-1 a.m. 10::30-1 a.m. 10:30-1 a.m. 10:30-1 a.m. 10:30-1 a.m. 10:30-1 a.m.
WLW, Cincinnati 262:309 8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00 8:00-10:00 10:00-12:00
WOC, Davenport 105 481 7:00-11:00 7 :00-11 :00 7:00-11 :00 7:00-11 :00 7:00-11 :00
WTAM, Cleveland 323 300 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30 7:00- 7:30
WWJ, Detroit 245 517 8:30-10:00 8:30-10:00 8:30-10:00 8:30-12 m. 8:30-10:00

Southern-
KSD, St. Louis 270 546 8:00-11:00 8:00-11:00 8:00-11:00 8:00-11:00 8:00-11:00
WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas 855 476 7:15-11:00 7:15-11 :00 7:15-11:00 7:15-11:00 7:15-11:00
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo 430 411 11 :45-1 a.m. 11 :45-1 a.m. 11 :45-1 a.m. 11 :45-1 a.m. 11:45-1 a.m. 11 :45-1 a.m.
WFAA. Dallas. Texas 853 476 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 7:30 6:45- 9:30 6:45- 9:30 9:30-11:00
WGV, New Orleans 858 350 7:00- 8:00 7.00- 8:00 7:00- 8:00
WHAS, Louisville 271 400 7:30- 9:00 4:00- 5:00
WHB, Kansas City. Mo 430 411 7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00 7:00- 9:00 8 :00-10 :00
WMC. Memphis 480 500 8:30- : 11:00-12:00 8:30- 8:00-10:00!8:00-10:00
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas 1,080 385 9 :30-10 :30 9 :30-10 :30
WOS, Jefferson City. Mo .337 441 8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30 8:00- 9:30
WSB, Atlanta, Ga 605 428 8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 mir 8:00-12 m. 8:00-12 ni. 8:00-12 m. 7:30. 9:00

Pacific :.",a,ast-
REDS, San Francisco 1,910 509 12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30 12 ma 1:30 12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30 12 m.- 1:30
KGW, Portland, Ore 1,895 492 1 :00-1 a.m. 10:00-11 :00 10:00-11 :00 10:00-11 :00 1:00-2 a.m. 10:00-11 :00 9:00-10:00
KH.T. Los Angeles 1,795:395 8:45-10:00 8:45-10:00 8:46-10:00 8:4510:00 8:45-10:00 8:45.10:0010:00-12:00
EPO, San Francisco 1,910 423 6:30-12 m. 6:30-12 m. 7:30-12:00 6:30-12 m. 0:30-12 m. 10:30-12 m.

KFHP--Shreveport, La., Central Christian
church. 266 meters.

KFHH-Neah Bay. Wis., Ambrose A. Mc-
Cue, 261 meters.

KFHJ-Santa Barbara, Cal., Fallon & Co..
360 meters. Manager, S. Haskins..
Evening -8 to 8:40 p. m., news bulletins.
bed -time story: 11 to 12, music.

KHR-Seattle, Wash., Star Electric and
Radio company, 283 meters.

KFHS--Litme. Hawaii. Clifford J. Dow, 275
meters.

KEHX-Hutchinson. Kan., 407 East 1st
street, Robert W. Nelson. 229 meters.

KFI-Los Angeles. Cal., Earle C. Anthony
(Inc.), 469 meters.

KFIB-St. Louis, Mo., 5666 Vernon avenue,
Franklin W. Jenkins, 244 meters.

KFID-Iola, Kan., Ross Arbuckle's garage,
246 meters.

KFIF-Portland. Ore., Benson Polytechnic
institute, 360 meters.

KFIK-Gladbrook, Iowa, Gladbrook Electric
company, 234 meters.

KFIL-Louisburg, Kan., Windisch Electric
Farm Equipment company, 234 meters.

KFIO-Spokane. Wash.. North Central high
school. 252 meters.

KFIC)--Yakima, Wash., Yakima Valley Ra-
dio Broadcasting association. 242 meters.

KEW-Juneau. Alaska, Alaska Electric
Light and Power company, 226 meters

KEIX - Independence, Mo., Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints. 240 meters.

KEIY-Seattle, Wash., Brott laboratories,
2:36 meters.KFIZ-Fond du Lac, Wis., Daily Common-
wealth. 237 meters.

KFJB--Marshalltown, Iowa. Marshalltown
Electrical company, 248 meters.

KFJC-Seattle, Waah., Post Intelligencer, 233
meters.KFJD-Greeley, Colo., Weld County Printing
and Publishing company. 236 meter,.

if FJE-Oklahoma City. Okla., National Radio
Manufacturing company, 252 meters.

KFJI-Astoria, Ore.. Liberty theater (E. E.
236 meters.

KFJK-Bristow, Okla., Delano Radio and
Electric company. 2:33 meters.

KEJI-Ottumwa. Iowa, Headsaeg Manufact-
turiug company, 242 meters.

KFJM-Grand Forks, N. D., University .,of
,..Nort)t , Dakota. 229. meters.

KFLR-Albuquerque. N. M., University of
New Mexico. 254 meters.

KFMO-Fayetteville, Ark.. 263 meters, 100
watts.

KFMR-Sioux City, Iowa; 261 meters; 10
watts.

KFMS-Duluth, Minn.: 275 meters; 100
watts.

KEMT-Minneapolis. Minn.; 231 meters; 5watts.
KFMU-San Marcos, Texas; 240 meters; 20

watts.
KFMW-Houghton. Mich.; 266 meters: 50

watts.
KFMX-Northfield, Minn.; 283 meters; 500

watts.
KGB-Tacoma, Vault., Wm. A. Mullins Elec-

tric company. 360 meters.
EGG-Hallack & Watson Radio Service, Port-

land. Ore.,460 meters, 50 watts.
Day -2:45 to 3, news.
Evening -7:30 to 8, phonograph and sport-
ing news: 9:30 to' 10, press and police
reports: special Wednesday and Sunday,
11 to 12 -Midnight, singing concert.

KGN-Portland, Ore., Northwestern Radio
Manufacturing company, 360 meters.

KGU-Honolulu, Hawaii, Waiwiwi Beach,
Marion A. Melreny, 360 meters.

KGW-Portland, Ore.. Portland Oregonian;
492 meters:
Day -1:30. weather; 6:30. lectures and
children's hour.
Evening -10, music; 11, lecture; 12, mu-
sic.

KGY-Lacy. Wash., St. Martin's college
258 meters: 10 watts; evening, 10 to
11:30.

EMI-Seattle. Wash.. 419 13th avenue, Louis
Wasmer. 360 meters.

KJQ-Stockton. Cal.. e315 East Main street,
C. 0. Gould. 360 meters.

KJR-Seattle. Wash.. Northwest Radio Serv-
ice company: 283 meters; 7:30 to 8:15
p. m. daily except Sunday, 9:30 to 10:30
p. m., Monday. Wednesday and Friday.

KJS-Los Angeles, Cal.. Bible Institute of
Los Angeles, 360 meters.

KLS-Oakland, Cal., 2201 Telegraph avenue,
Warner Brothers. 360 meters; director,
Miss A. Warner; announcer, S. Warner.
Week days. 1:30 to 3; Friday evening,
10 to 11; Sunday afternoon, 2 to 3.

RLX-Oakland, Calif., The Oakland Tribune,
009. meterK 500 watts: anent Sunday:

KSD-St. Louis. Mo., Post Dispatch (Pulit-
zer Publishing company). 546 meters.

K8S-Long Beach, Cal., Prest & Dean Radio
company and Radio Research Society of
Long Beach, Cal.. 229 meters; 10 watt:
Boy Scout news.

KTW--Seattle, Wash., First Presbyterian
church. 360 meters.

KUO-San Francisco, Cal., Examiner Print-
ing company. 360 meters.

KUS-Los Angeles, Cal., City Dye Works
and Laundry company, 360 meters.

KUY-E1 Monte, Cal., Coast Radio company,
360 meters.

KWG-Stockton, Cal., Portable Wireless Tele-
phone company. 360 meters.

KWH-Los Angeles, Cal., Los Angeles Ex-
aminer, 360 meters.

KXD-Modesto. Cal.. Modesto Herald Pub-
lishing company, 360 meters.

KYQ-Honolulu. Hawaii, Electric Shop, 360
meters.

KYW-Chicago. Ill.. Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing company, 536 meters.KZM-Oakland, Cal Lith and Harrison
streets. Preston D. Allen, 360 meters.

KZN-Salt Lake City, Utah. The Deseret
News, 360 meters: daily except Sunday
9 to 10:30 p. m., music, addresses, stories,
news.

KZV-Wenatchee, Wash.. Wenatchee Battery
and Motor company, 360 meters.

NAA-Arlington. Va., 17. S. Navy dept., 435
meters; daily except Sunday, 8:45 to9:40 a. m., markets; 11:25 to 11:40. mar-
kets: 12:45 to 1:20 p. m., markets; 2:25
to 3:40 p. m.. markets; 9:05 to 9:20p. m., weather.

WAAB-New Orleans, La., 137 South St.
Patrick street, Valdemar Jensen, 268 me-
ters.

WAAC-New Orleans, La., Tulane university.
360 meters.

WAAD-Cincinnati, Ohio, Ohio Mechanics in-
stitute, 360 meters, 25 watts, range, 60
miles.

WAAF-Chicago, Ill., Chicago Daily Drov-
ers Journal, 286 meters: Daily except
Sundays and holidays, 8:10, 10:45, 12:40,
3, 4:30 p. m., markets: 10:30, 12:a0p. m., weather.

WAAH-St. Paul, Minn., Commonwealth
Electric company, 360 meters.

WAAM-Newark, N. J., I. R. Nelson com-
pany, 283 meters.

 4 meters.
WARN-Columbia, Mo., University of Mis-souri, 2a

Omaha. Grain Ex-change, 360evAli,azneE,
meters, 500 0 watts: Dailyexcept Sunday, 9R:4a5n,..10 :45.

Law-rence, 266 meters.

1:15 and 8, world markets; final report

comPany. 300 meters.
Mo-tor

WAAII-Harrisburg, Pa., Dr. John B.
WABA-Lake Forest college, 2.36 metersWednesday evening, 8 to 9, talks and

Battery company, 229 meters.
283 meters.

music.
W_ABC-Anderson,

Ind., Fulwider-Grimes

Hollister-MiRer Mo-

ll :45. 12 :45.

WARD-Dayton, Ohio, Parker high school.
WARE --

a shingt°nassociation,
13'28

Christian

, 248 meters.
WABG-Jacksonville, Fla., Arnold EdwardsPiano company
WABH-Sandusky, Ohio, Lake Shore Tirecompany, 240 meters.WABI-Bangor. Me., Bangor Railway andElectric company, 240 meters.WABJ-South Bend,

Indtories,240 meters. .

3" meters.ir
Young

lien's

. The Radio Labors-
WABK-Worcester, Mass.. First Baptistchurch, 252 meters.

tural college, 283 meters.
WABL-Storrs, Conn., Connecticut AgricIll-

meters.

-,

tomotive and RadioMich.,
company. 254

WABM-Saginaw. Mich. F. E. Doherty An -

2:14 meters.
WABN-La Crosse. Wis Waldo C. Grover.

meter

watts.

WABO-Rochester, N. Y.,s. Lake Avenue Bap-tist. church- 252
er, Halliday. Hall.

WABT-252 meters; Washington, Pa.; OW11-
WARW-Wooster, Ohio; 234 meters; 20

150 watts.
WEI:IA-West Lafayette,
WABX-Mount Clemens, Mich.; 270 meters;

versity, 360 meters.
trio company, 360

WBAD-Minneapolis. Minn., Sterling Else-

tte, Ind., Purdue imi-

WBAH-Minneapolis, Minn., The Dayton
aioniteraon, N. J., Wireless Phone cor-

poration

360 meters.
WBAO-Decatur, Ill., James Millikin 1mi-

WBAP-Fort Worth, Texas. Wortham-Car'ter Publishing company (Star -Telegram).

WcorSo.Et-

476 meters, 750 watts: Silent Saturdayand Sunday nights. Operator, E. L. Olds:supervisor, H. W. Hough; announcer. "TheHired Hand." Daily program. 11 a. in..markets, aviation, weather: 12 noon, 1.

concert.

2, 4 p. m., markets and information: 5p. m., financial news; 8:30 to 11:45 p. n1..
WBAV-Columbus, Ohio, Einer and Htl-phins company, 390 meters, 500 watts.Director, R. S. Bohannan; program direc-tor Miss Helen Mears; announcer, H. E.Day. Daily except Sunday, 12:30 to 1.markets and news. Monday evening, 8 to10, music.
WBAW-Marietta, Ohio, Marietta college.246 meters;
WBAX-Wilkesbarre, Pa., 66 Gildersleevestreet, John H. Stenger, Jr_ 360 meters.
WBAY-New York, N. Y., Western Electriccompany, 492 meters.
WBBA-Newark, Ohio, Newark Radio La-

boratories, 240 meters.
WBBC-Sterling. 111., Sterling Radio Equip-ment company, 229 meters.
WBBD-Reading, Pa., Barbey Battery Serv-ice, 234 meters.
WBL-Anthony, Kan., T. & H. Radio com-pany, 261 meters.,
WBS-Newark, N. J., D. W. May, Inc.. 380meters.
1101-Charlotte, N. C., Southern Radio cor-poration, 360 meters.
WBU-Chicago. Ill., City of Chicago, 286meters.
WIIZ-Springfield. Mass.. Westinghouse Elec-tric and Manufacturing company, 337 me-ters.
WCAD-Canton, N. V., St. Lawrence tint-versity, 280 meters.
WCAE-Pittsburg, Pa., Kaufmann & Baercompany, 462 meters: daily, 11:30. weath-er; 2:30, news: 3:30, stocks: 5:30. dinnermusic; 6:30, children's stories; 7:30, mu-sic: Sunday. 2 p. m., people's radio churchservice, Rev. Dr. George W. Shelton; 6:30,music.
WCAG-New Orleans, La.. 2813 Calhounstreet, Clyde R. Randall, 268 meters.
WAR-Columbus. Ohio, Entrekin Electriccompany, 286 meters.
WCAJ-University Place, Neb., NebraskaWesleyan university, 360 meters; stationdirector and announcer, J. C. Jensen; daily,10:30 a. m., weather: Tuesday, 6 p. m.,children's stories; Thursday, 8 D. m, lec-tures and music.
WCAK-Houston, Texas, 2504 Bagby street,Alfred P. Daniel, 360 meters.
WCAL-Northfield Minn., St. Olaf college,360 meters.
WCAM-Villanova, Pa., Villanova college,360 meters.
WCAO-Baltimore, Md., Sanders & Staymancompany, 360 meters: daily, 10:55, timesignals; 11 a. m., weather: 11:05, music:Monday and Wednesday, 7 p. m., music.WCAP-Washington, D. C.. Chesapeake &Potomac Telephone Company. 469 meters.WCAR-San Antonio, Texas. Alamo Radio

Electric company. 360 meters,
VITAS-Minneapolis. Minn., William HoodDunwoodie Industrial institute, 246 me-ters; director, M. R. Bass: operator andannouncer, F. P. Upton: Monday, 7 to7:30 D. m., music; Tuesday, 8:15 to 9:30

p. m., music and educational programs
(9:30 to 10:45 on alternate weeks) ;Wednesday. 6:30 to 7. music and techni-
cal lectures; Thursday, '7 to 7:30 p. in.,notes on radio and code practice.

WCAT-Rapid City, S. D., South DakotaState School of Mines, 240 meters.
WCAU-Philadelphia. Pa.. Durham & Co.,286 meters.
WCAV-Little Rock, Ark., J. C. Dice Elee-
WAX-Burlington, Vt., University of Bel-mont,

company, 360 meters.

WCAY-Milwaukee. Wis.,Resselman OTtria-
mont, 360 meters.

WCAZ-Carthage. Ill.. Carthage college, 246
colt company. 261 meters.
meters.

WCBA-Allentown, Pa., 1015 Allen street,Charles W. Heimbach, 280 meters.
WCBB-Greenville, Ohio, K. & K. Radio Sup-

ply company (Charles H. Hatzenberger),
240 meters.

WCBD-Zion, Ill., Wilbur G. Pony*. 345

Goods company, 360 meters.
meters.

Dry
WCK-St. Louis, Mo., - &ix, Baer 4 Fuller
WCM-Austin. Texas. University of Teems,

360 meters.
WCX-Detroit. Mich.. Detroit Free Press,

Radio Supply company (Wm. L. Harri-
son)

meters.
WDAD-Lindsborg. Kane., Central Kansas

WDAE-Tampa. Fla., Tampa Daily Times,
son). 360 meters.
360 meters.

WDAF-Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City Star,
411 meters.

WDAG-Amarillo, Texas, J. Laurance Mar-
tin, 360 meters; J. L. Martin, director
and operator: broadcast Tuesday andThursday at 8 p. m.

WDAII-El Paso. Texas, Trinity Methodist
church (South), 268 meters: station di-
rector, A. C. Arnold; announcer, John
Burke: Sunday, 8:30 a. m., and 12 mid-
night: Thursday, 8:30 D. in.. concert.

WDAI-Syracuse, N. Y., Hughes Radio cor-
poration, 246 meters.

Cotitiilued oh Page
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Pa's Got It;
Ma'sGotit;
Everyone
Getting It

By John A. Menaugh.
HE'S got it!
Good Heavens!
Picture the scene. Picture, gen-

tle reader, the kinfolk gathered in,
and the neighbors. See them circled
round. "He's got it," Ma whispers
hoarsely. There sits Pa in his ear
muffs, a strange new light in his
eyes. He seems to be gloating. A
Jubilant smile cracks his face. The
neighbors wag their heads.

Thus it strikes, swiftly and surely,
but with the touch of a light leaf in
a dainty wind. It really hits before
one knows. At times there may be
symptoms of its approach, such as
the formation of crystals, but usually
It descends like night in the tropics.

It follows divers courses and takes
queer twists and turns. It may ap-
pear in the form of soldering of the
joints, it may come so violently as to
split a variometer, it often causes
grid leaks or body capacity, and
draining by vacuum tubes never
seems to give relief. It advances by
steps, often as high as five or ten,
untl the stage of complete neutrodyne
Is reached.

When Pa is taken down he finds
he Is no longer able to sleep. He sits
Up late into the night. Perhaps, at
midnight he tears thru the house cry-
ing something like this:

"I've got Fort Worth." (Fancy,
Pa getting Fort Worth.)

At other times he goes wild and
in a frenzy attacks Ma's phonograph,
tearing it apart with hammer and
saw and filling its hull with strange
new ballast Tragedies may occur.
Pa, in his excitement, may brand Ma
with a red hot soldering iron. It has
been known to happen. Sometimes
Pa goes hunting trouble with a long
46,

It spreads in the family and from
one family to another. Ma takes
down. It appears in another form
with her, however. At night she is
strangely silent as Pa listens and
listens for a far-off voice. But
by day she roams the ether. She cop-
ies recipes, she harks to the speeches
and the songs, and she scolds the
static like she scolds her naughty off-
spring.

Children of a tender age usually are
immune, but, oh, boy, let it once
get in its grip a boy of 13 or 14.
Oh. gee!

T IS everywhere. - It is epidemic.
IIt is pandemic. It appears to spare
no one. They whisper it in the

alley ways and talk it shamelessly
in the public places.

Your nearest and dearest friend
has it. Your banker riding down in
his eight -cylinder car may have super -
dues. Your favorite bootlegger, rid-
ing down in his nine -cylinder car,
may have superdynes. The old man
in the street car has either ultra-
audion or is regenerative. The artif-
icer at his work is thinking of his
antenna, while the tradesman talks
frequency as he weighs out your
sugar.

It dots the world with Eiffel towers
and makes of the house tops veritable
networks of wires, as tho some giant
spider had woven traps for giant
houseflies.

S THERE a cure?- Nay, brother. It
Iis here to stay. It can't be stopped
in any way. It is growing with

a roar. Bigger and greater will it
be. There is no end. Each and ev-
eryone mast come within its toils
sooner or later.

RUMMY, my friend's parrot, like

RLong
John Silver's, frets and

fumes in the middle watch of
the night It dreams and in the
dream it shrieks: "Stand by a mo-

My friend turns overment, please."in his sleep and his phones clatter
to the floor.

Los Angeles is speaking-speaking
to the empty air.

MU might have seen him down in
adison street last week. The

elbows of his shirt showed thru
remains of a coat His cap showed
signs of, once having had a visor. He
stood in the center of a crowd gazing
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at a five -tube neutrodyne on display
in a show window.

He was oblivious of those about him.
A boy at his side nudged him.

"Some set, hey? Gee, I'd like to
have one."

The old man turned, an indulgent
smile on his face. "Sonny," he said,
"I've got one at home that would make
this look like 2 cents."

Radio Programs
The sixteenth anniversary of the

founding of the Rotary club will be
celebrated this week. At Midnight
Feb. 20 Charles A. Newton, president
of the club, will broadcast over WJAZ
a message to Donald MacMillan in the
Arctic regions. "The North Pole Ro-
tary club" will be discussed.

Tonight WDAP is broadcasting an
unusual piano duo-Evelyn and Eliza-
beth Gekler. KYW jumps into the
limelight tomorrow night with Taylor
Holmes of "The Nervous Wreck" and
the "Seattle Harmony Kings."

WJY (New York) sends the good
news that it will broadcast the first
concert of the New York Symphony,
conducted by Bruno Walters. Mr.
Walters formerly was conductor of
the Berlin Symphony. Much interest
has attended his tour of the United
States. The concert will begin at 7:15
(Chicago time) Friday night.

Below are given the complete sched-
ules of all the Chicago and suburban
broadcasting stations and those of the
out-of-town stations which are most
commonly tuned by local radiophans.

These schedules are a regular daily
feature in The Chicago Evening Post

On Thursday of each week a com-
plete list and schedule of every broad-
casting station in the United States
is published in The Chicago Evening
Post's sixteen -page Radio Magazine
section.

CHICAGO STATIONS

(Central Time Is Peed.)
ENV-Located in ommonwealth Edison

building, 536 meters;
C

Wilson J. Wetherbee,
director.

Day -9:30 a. m., news and markets: 10
a. in., market reports: 10:30 a. m., finan-
cial news and comment: 10:58 a. m., naval
observatory time signals; 11 a. m market
reports; 11:05 a. In.. weather report; 11:30
a. m.. news and comment of the financial
and commercial market; 11:30 a. in., table
talk by Mrs. Anna J. Peterson; 2:33 to
3:20 p. m studio program.

Evening -6:30 D. m., news. financial and
final market and sport summary furnished
by the Union Trust company. Chicago Jour-
nal of Commerce, and United States depart-
ment of agriculture; 0:50 p. m., children's
bedtime story; '2' to 7:30 p. m., dinner con-
cert broadcast from the Congress hotel:
7 to 7:10 p. Joska DeBabary and his
orchestra playing in the Louis XVI. room:
7:10 to 7:20 p. m., Clyde Doerr and his
orchestra playing in the Pompeiian room;
7:20 to '7:30 p. in., Joska DeBabary and
his orchestra playing in the Louis XVI.
room; 8 to 8:20 p. na, "Twenty Minutes of
Good Reading." by Bow. C. J. Pernia. 5, j

^P.,K,,,te,t.,;'i.:*.,.%),:....

versity, Chicago: 8:30 to. 9 p. In., musical
program. Frances Scaiford, contralto; John
Minnema, barytone; Sallie Menkes, accom-
panist; Samovar orchestra. Jack Johnstone
director; 9:15 p. in.. program furnished by
the National Live Stock and Meat Board;
J. L. Tormey will be the speaker of the
evening and his subject, "Live Stock Im-
provement and Its Relation to Agriculture."

WAAF-Located at Union stock yards; 286
meters.

Day-Live stock reports at 8:40 10:30,10:45 a. m., 12:30, 12:45, 4:30 p. m.Evening-No schedule.
WMAQ-Located on Hotel LaSalle; 447.5

meters. Miss Judith C. Waller, station di-
rector.

Day -2:35 g, m.. concert from Lyon &
Healy recital hall; 4:20 p. m., items of in-
terest to women; 4:30 p. m., Illinoi Federa-tion of Women's clubs.

Evening -7:30 p. m., Boy Scouts weekly
talk; financial talk by Roy Munger; talk by
Rockwell IL Stephens, auto editor of The
Daily News; third of a series of lessons in
golf, by B. A. Andrews; Edward Price Bell,
"The Handwriting on the Political Wall;8:30 p. m..La Salle hotel dance orchestra;
9 p. m., recreational talk under direction of
the City club of Chicago; 9:15 p. na.. Aeo-
lian male quartet.

WJAZ-Located on Edgewater Beach hotel:
447.5 meters; E. Warren Howe, program
director.

Day-This station has no regular day
schedule.

Evening -10 D. in. to 1 a. in. Artists:Laura K. Eiberg. pianist; Esther Whiting -
ton, soprano; Terry Cummings, tenor: Oriole
orchestra. P7ogram: "Jog Along" and
"Mean Illues," by. Oriole orchestra; tenor
solos by Jerry Cummings: "Caprice"
(Huerter), "Schrom Rosemarin (Ereisler)
and "Pickaninty Dance" (Guion). by Laura
K. Eiberg, soprano solos by Esther Whit-
ing -ton; 'Honolulu Moon" and "'Chimes
Blues," by Oriole orchestra; tenor solo by
Jerry Cummings; "Staccato Etude" (Frinal).
"Mazurka Caprice" (Quigley) and "Dance

(Brahma), by Laura K. Eiberg; so-
prano solos by Esther Whitington; "There's
Nobody Else but You" and "Teach Me to
Love." by Oriole orchestra; tenor solos
by Jerry Cummings; "Vale°, 1' Minor"
(Chopin) and "Maiden's Wish" (Chopin -
Liszt) by Laura K. =berg; "Tiger wan."
and Wsobaing Blues." by Oriole orchestra'

head of department of English, Loyola nai- 'Interlude" (from Holiday Sketches. and

On the programs at local broad-
casting stations: No. 1-Dr. J.
Paul Fernel at KYW Feb. 19
(photo by De Gueldre). No. 2-
Evelyn and Elizabeth Gekler,
pianists, WDAP Feb. 14 (photo
by Drake photo studio). No. 3-
B. Amber Andrews, golf talks
every Thursday, WMAQ, No. 4-George G. Smith, announcer
and studio director, WJAZ.

"Mazurka Fantasia" (Berge), by Laura K.
Eiberg.

WDAP-Chicago Board of Trade, located
at Drake hotel; 390 meters.

Day -9:30 a. m., 10 a. in., 10:30 a. in.,
11 a. m., 11:30 a. In., 12 noon, 12:30 p. in,,
1 p. m, 1:30 D. in., quotations and market
reports direct from the Chicago Board of
Trade.

Evening -13 p. m.. Celestis Ankeny, so-
prano; Evelyn and Elizabeth Geler.tr, pian-
ists; John Stamford, tenor; Rose -Benson,
soprano; Gcldie Gordon, violinist; Jack
Chapman's orchestra.

WTAY-Oak Leaves station, Oak Park
Arms hotel; 447.4 meters.

Evening -6:15 to 8:15 p. m., music.
WSAH-Located at 4801 Woodlawn ave-

nue; 248 meters.

FOREIGN STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.)
CKAC-Montreal, Canada; 430 meters:
Day -3 p. in., weather, news, stock re-

ports, music.
Evening -6 p. In., kiddies' stories in French

and English: 6:30 p. m., Rex Battle and
his Mount Royal Concert orchestra; 7:30
p. m.. Canadian Pacific Railway orchestra;
talk; 9:30 p m., Joseph C. Smith and his
Mount Royal Hotel Dance orchestra; 10:30
p. m., latest news.

CYL-Mexico City, D. F. "El Universal";
500 meters: Reul Azcarraga. director; G.Obregon Jr, announcer (Spanish); semis'
Hodges, announcer (English).

Daily, 12:54 p. na. news and weather;
8:24 p. m war bulletins from the war and
navy departments: Tuesday and Friday, 8:24
to 8:54 p. in.., music. Sunday, 7:24 p. m,,
war bulletins

9WE-Havana. Cuba; 400 meiefItt JoseIsquierdo, chef operator, .5)1 Bas

Weekly Subscription $1.35 Per Year.
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Hagerman
Describes
Sensitive
5 -Tube Set

By Lewis B. Hagerman.
(Technical Editor.)

RADIO receivers in most common
use today can be classified in
three types-regenerative, or

those employing a feedback action toproduce increased volume; reflex, inwhich the parts are so arranged that
a tube acts as a radio -frequency and
audio -frequency amplifier at the sametime, and nonregenerative with radio -frequency, such as the neutrodyne,
tuned and transformer coupled.

Much has been said in recent months
about the first two-that is, regenera-
tive and reflex, and one of the latter,
the neutrodyne. But the transformer
coupled radio -frequency, in spite of
the fact that this type of set is highly
efficient and comparatively easy totune, has had little consideration.

The set I am describing today is one
employing five tubes, two radio -fre-
quency amplifiers, a detector and two
audio -frequency amplifiers. This setoperates a loud speaker on stations
from five to seven hundred miles dis-
tant, using a loop inside aerial or an-tenna plug. No antenna is necessary
for local, excellent reception being ob-
tained by using just the wiring of the
set as an energy collector.

Reports Are Favorable.
The hook-up has been given in the

Questions and Answers department of
the Radio Magazine several times and
the reports from persons using ithave been very favorable. The only
difference between this set and the
ordinary transformer coupled radio -frequency set is that the radio -fre-
quency transformers have a wave
length variation control. These trans-
formers, altho slightly more efficient
on high wavelengths than the com-
mon fixed type, are not absolutel,
necessary and no great effort NaDie kit
made to obtain them. With the ell
ception of the rheostat, potentiometeq
sockets, etc., Dayton parts were used
thruout.

.List of Parts.
The necessary contents are as fol-

lows:
One variocoupler.
One 23 or 43 plate vernier con-

denser-if a 23 condenser is used,
place it across the secondary of tile
variocoupler; if a 43, use in series
with the antenna.

One potentiometer -400 ohms.
Three 6 -ohm rheostats, one for the

two radio -frequency tubes, one for
the detector, and one for the audio -
frequency tubes. One rheostat for
every tube may he used, if so de-
sired, as shown in the schematic
diagram, but this is not necessary.

sTwo radio -frequency transform.
ers.

Fiv e tube sock e ttsi
:Twoansform-

ers about 5 to 1 and 3 to 1.
Two switch levers.
Switch points and stops, accord-

t
used.

the number of taps on vario-

tive or positive lead of the "A" bat -
can be inserted in either the

One filament control switch-this
Two 3 -inch dials.

Two double circuits and one single
circuit phone jacks.

Seven binding posts.
One grid leak and condenser.
One 7 by 28 by 3-16 inch panel.
Wires, screws, spaghetti, etc.

The parts are mounted in the fol-
Continued on Page 4.

tila. program.director; Rememberto O'Farril,
announcer; regular broadcasting nights,
Wednesday and Saturday, .7:30 to 10 p.

TSF-Paris, France; French Post and Tele-
graph department, 106 Rue de Grenelle.
Director, M. G. Valenet; assistant, M. Chan.
ton; 400 meters; 500 watts.

Daily except Tuesday at 2:21 p. m., Tues-
day at 1:51 p. m.. music, classical theater
and a course in English literature; Tuesdays,
a course in the Morse code. Every tea
days, scientific lectures.

SUBURBAN STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown,)
WCBD-Zion, Ill.; 345 meters; J. H. Da -

pew, station manager.
wcAY-milwenkee, Wie.; 261 meters: Nosilent nights.
Day -1 p. in. to 4:30 p. in,, special con-

cert; novelty and test programs as an-
nounced.

Evening -7:30 p. m., regular concert pro-
gram.

WHAD-Marquette University, Milwaukee,
Wis.; 280 meters:

Continued on Page 11.
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Five -Tube Radio -Frequency Receiving Set
Gives Splendid Results

Continued from Page 3.

lowing order, looking at the panel
from the front and reading from left
to right: Aerial and ground binding
posts, variocoupler, switch points and
levers, variable condenser, potenti-
ometer, transformer control, six ohm
rheostat, transformer control, six ohm
rheostat, double circuit jack, six ohm
rheostat, double circuit jack, filament
control switch, single circuit jack and
battery binding posts arranged as fol-
lows from top to bottom: "A," nega-
tive, "A" positive, "B" negative, "B"
positive, 223 volts "B" positive, 67%
volts "B" positive. Arrange the parts
in the rear panel as shown in the
photograph.

Place at Right Angles.
Be sure to place the audio -frequency

transformers at right angles to each
other. This is very important.

To wire the set start from the bat-
tery binding posts and wire rheostat,
jacks and transformer, taking care to
keep the wiring as near the baseboard
as possible. This is essential if a neat
set is desired.

. No. 14 square tinned wire is advis-
able to use in wiring. This is neat
appearing and easily bent.

For those who cannot read the sche-
matic diagram, a pictorial layout will
be given next week. The tubes used
may be either dry cell or storage bat-
tery. Good results were obtained with
WD -11s and WD -12s as shown. The
combination was used after experi-
mentation proved that they worked
best in that particular position.

To operate the set, connect bat-
teries, energy collectors, phones and
insert tubes. Locate station with va-
riocoupler rotor and taps, tune fine
with the variable condenser and ad-
just volume with potentiometer. If
wave length control radio -frequency
transformers are used, set them at or
near the wave length of the station
wished to be received. The set may
show symptoms of oscillations. If
this occurs, place a .001 condenser
across the primary of the first audio -
frequency transformer.

Radio Experts
Give Talks at
Electric Club

THE session of the radio section
of the Electric club held in the
club's rooms in the Morrison ho-

tel on Tuesday evening was attended
by - 250 dyed-in-the-wool radiophans
who listened to instructive talks by
men recognized as experts in the field
of radio. Fully seventy-five phans
were turned away, as the clubroom
was filled before 7 o'clock, the sched-
uled hour of the meeting.

The feature of the evening was a
talk by David Grimes, radio engineer
of nation-wide prominence, who told
the club section of the history of radio,
tracing the various steps of its. de-
velopment from 1877, when "Alexander
Graham Bell discovered the principle
of induction a, applied to the tele-
phone. From that discovery of Mr.
Bell came the radio, declared Mr.
Grimes, and the radio we know today
is but a refinement of the induction
principle of electricity.

The other speakers each dealt with
a special topic pertaining to radio and
gave technical facts in a way that
made it possible for the most inex-
perienced fan to understand what it
was all about.

Club Section's Anniversary.
Incidentally, the radio section of the

Electric club Tuesday evening cele-
brated its first anniversary. The re-
port of President William P. Bear was
presented by Secretary H. H. Engle,
as illness prevented Mr. Bear from
attending the meeting. The report
shows a steady growth and interest in
the radio section of the club.

The talk of Dr. Edward W. Engle,
metallurgist of the Fansteel Products
company, dealt with chemical electro-
electric rectifiers.

Harry Marx demonstrated to the
meeting some new devices recently
put on the market to aid in the re-
ception of radio waves; John H. Mil-
ler conducted a questions -and -answers
discussion which was instructive.

Vibrating rectifiers were discussed
by 0. P. Smith, who explained the
devices on the market for chargiqg
the battery at home.

L. N. E. Clausing, chief engineer of

A -RE YOU GETTING
Coast to Coast?
20 to 35 stations on silent night?
Local stations all over the house
on 1 step amplification?
Thru Chicago for distant stations?

IF NOT-Try the

JUSTRITE
COIL & HOOK-UP

It brings home results.
Easy to assemble and tune.
NO TAP losses and leaks.
All you need Is a 23 and 11 plate
vern. condenser-grid condenser and
leak-tube socket rheostat and a JUST -
RITE NO TAP COIL.

JUSTRITE Coil and wiring dia-
gram. $2.00.

ROY W. BURKHARDT
3828 Wayne Avenue Chicago

Phone Edge. 4217

LONG RANGE RECEIVER WITH 2 STAGES R F &2 STAGESAF
'CHICAGO EVENING POST HOOKUP* 519

Panel layout and arrangement of parts of five -tube radio -frequency
receiving set (at top). Schematic drawing of hook-up (lower).

the Zenith -Edgewater Beach broad-
casting station, WJAZ, addressed the
club on the fundamentals of the super-
heterodyne receiving set. Mr. Claus-
ing explained the set's workings in
detail, and a lively questions and an-
swer discussion followed this talk.

Call Them "Radio Lighthouses."
Mr. Grimes, in telling of the history

of radio, went into some detail in the
discussion of ether waves, which carry
the impulses set up by a broadcasting
station. He declared that all broad-
casting stations should be known as
"radio lighthouses" because, he said,
the impulses are carried away from
the broadcasting stations on light
waves, traveling at a speed of 186,000
miles a second. These waves, he de-
clared, are those which cannot be de-
tected on the spectrum by the human
eye, but are known to exist. lie ex-
plained the difference in the speed of
sound traveling as these light waves
from the speed which would be at-
tained were the air to carry the im-
pulses.

The next meeting of the club will
be held on Feb. 26, in the Electric
club rooms.

Mr. Grimes will deliver his talk on
Alexander Graham Bell thru the
WDAP broadcasting station this eve-
ning.

Milwaukee Amateurs
Honored in Wisconsin

The Milwaukee Radio Amateurs'
Club, Inc., has been honored by having
two of its members selected by the
American Radio Relay league to fill
positions in the league's operating de-
partment for Wisconsin. Clarence N.
Crapo, 9VD, was appointed assistant
division manager in charge of the
state, and Mark H. Doll, 9ALR, was
selected as district superintendent for
Milwaukee county,

Ribbon Aerial
Popular, Say

Radio Dealers
Radio dealers thruout the city re-

port an ever-increasing demand for the
ribbon aerial which appeared on the
market within the last year. Both
loop and outside dealers say sales have
been mounting steadily in this prod-
uct.

The ribbon aerial is manufactured
by the Acorn Radio Manufacturing
company, 1806 South Racine avenue,
Chicago. The manufacturers sell it
with a money -back guarantee if the
results are not improved 200 per cent.
:it is 'featured under the name of
"Trancontinental ribbon."

This is what the manufacturers
say:

Not a 'stip of flat copper,' but a.
laboratory product-the result of long
experiment. Capacity, resistance,
weight, wind strains all calculated and
standardized. Must give you bigger
volume, clearer tone, greater distaine
and improved selectivity or money re-
funded. Thousands now in use all
over the world. Recommended and
used by leading radio engineers, great
broadcasting stations, etc."

The Post Radio Magazine's techni-
cal expert has not had an opportunity
as yet to give the ribbon aerial a
thoro test, but what experiments have
been made for the Radio Magazine
show that the ribbon gives considera-
bly more volume in reception.

Exchange the Radio material you
have and do not need for the material
you can use that some one else has.
Advertise in the Classified Section of
this magazine. 5 cents per word.
See page 15.

Fourteen headphones have been installed at the Hotel Cecil in
London, where listening -in parties are a prominent feature of the guests'
entertainment, and the demand has been so great that the number is to
be increased to twenty. A transmitter is to be installed for the pur-
pose of transmitting the hotel's cnyn band to various recreation rooms.

Good Announcer
Is a Real Asset
to Any Station

Nothing adds so much to a station
as the announcer. No matter how
good a program the station puts on,
the man at the microphone who tells
you all about what you are going to
hear and all about the happenings,
both local and international, is the
one who can make the program a suc-
cess or otherwise.

The announcer who has his heart
in his work and has proved the great-
est success is the one who is able to
deliver his personality to his listen-
ers, and enter into the spirit of the
entertainment being sent out.

Do not think for a moment that
Mr. Announcer has an easy job. Avisit to any of our broadcasting sta-
tions will demonstrate this to any who
may doubt it.

He has to be a man of great re-sources, even temper and pleasing
personality.

It is not always the case that things
go according to schedule. An artistmay be late or unable to come at the
last moment. A tube may be blown.
These are only a few of the manythings that may happen.

You who listen in seldom know of
these troubles; the program seems togo along with the same precision that
you are so used to. Yet it is only by
the resourcefulness of the announcer
that this result is obtained. He mayhave to "stall" a bit at times, but
you will never know it.

We believe we do not have to back
down to any country when it comesto the gentlemen who announce from
our stations. Some have a national
reputation, and we have come to feel
that we know them even tho we nevermet them.

Loud Speakers and
Amplification

Loud speakers do not amplify. They
merely take the amplified signals and,by concentrating the sound waves,
throw them into a given direction. To
operate loud speakers amplification
must be resorted to first.

Will YOU hear
President
Coolidge
address the nation

over the Radio
Washington's

Birthday?
You can hear him

best with the

4R Zenith receiver with
'three stages of amplifies.
don complete with tubes,
storage battery, dry cells,
and loud
speaker. $160For oily

Nothing the to Idy!

CABLE'S
Zenith Radio Dept.

Wabash and Jackson

You will find the classified adver-
Cseinent section interesting. See
Page 15.
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De Forest Refiex, Type D 10, Simple Tuning
and Efficient Receiver

By Fred E. Baer.
THDReflex Radiophone Type D-

10, developed by the DeForest
Radio Telephone and' Telegraph

company, is a set which combines the
qualities of excellent sensitivity, -good
distance covering power, and the abili-
ty to produce large volumes of sound
with those other highly desirable qual-
ities of simple stately beauty, ease
of tuning, compact sizes, light weight
and, as a result, portability.

This remarkable set of characteris-
tics does not represent a balancing
out of one against the other. There
is no compromise of distance getting
ability to achieve portability. The
complete set with batteries and -phones
May be picked up by the carrier strap
and taken along on a camping trip.
This compactness is achieved without
any sacrifice of circuit efficiency.

Tuning Is Simple.
The tuning is extremely simple. In-

stead of having circuits each of which
must be tuned to exact resonance with
the incoming signal there is only one
tuned circuit. The receiving loop
forms the fixed inductance for this
circuit. The variable capacity which
tunes the loop is controlled by two
dials on the front of the set. One
of these controls a 23 -plate condenser
and the other a vernier three -plate
condenser which makes it extremely
easy to set for exact tuning adjust-
ments. The other two dials on the
panel, a rheostat and a potentiometer,
control the amplifying action of the
tubes and offer no tuning difficulties
to the uninitiated.

In order to understand how thou-
sands of these sets are able to repro-
duce the program from a single broad -
tasting station it is necessary to think
for a few moments about how the
power sent out from the sending an-
tenna is able to reach the receiver,
Is picked up and fed into the loud
speaker.

The broadcasting station radiates
its power in the form of ether waves
between 200 and 600 meters long,-
that is. the distance from crest to
crest of these waves is approximately
from one -eighth to three -eighths of a
mile. The waves travel so rapidly
that between one-half million and over
one million are sent out in one sec-
ond. It is necessary to send out these
waves iso very rapidly becatise each
one carries only a very small amount
of energy. It takes a great many
of them to carry enough power to
operate a receiving set a great dis-
tance away. In order to transtnit the
program these waves are sent out in.
groups, the length and power of each
group corresponding to the pulsation
in the sound being transmitted. For
example, one sound wave may be
sent out as a group of 1,000 ether
waves.

Has Great Volume,
Now that the program is on the

air the next problem is to find out
how the D-10 is able to pick up the
signals. If the loop is pointed toward
the sending station, that is, if one
corner is pointed toward it. the waves
will induce a small voltage between
the ends of the loop. This small volt-

supERAW-LiIIISI THE
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.. .. . .
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........,. E '13.PARTS
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De Forest Reflex Radiophone, Type D 10, set up and ready for operation.

age, however, would not be enough
to operate the set if ,the loop were
not tuned to the particular frequency
of the sending station. The tutting
is accomplished. by the condenser in
the set. When the condenser is set
so that the loon is in resonance with
the incoming waves the voltage in-
duced will be. hundreds of times what
it was before and so will be enough
to operate the set. This tuning is
extremely sharp. If the condenser
isset at just the right value the loud
spfsker will reproduce the program
with enough volume to fill a large
room. It the condenser setting is
changed is small amount it will be
impossible to hear the program even
with the headphones. For example,
there is enough room between the
correct tuning positions for WEAF
and WJZ to put in from three to five
other stations and still separate their

 grams without any trouble.
The power which reaches the loop

and is picked up is extremely minute.
The power sent out by the average
broadcasting station is no greater than
that used by an electric iron and it
is thrown out in every direction. The
amount which happens to fall on the
loop is so small that it must be am-
plified a million times or more be-
fore there will be enough of it to 'op-
erate a loud speaker. This amplifi-
ctron is angomplished by the audions
or vacuum 'tubes, the invention of Dr.
Lee DeForest. The minute voltage
s'enerated in the tuned circuit of the
loop and condenser is fed to the first
audion where it is amplified, passed
thru a transformer and thence thru
two more steps, each consisting of an
audion and a transformer. The sig-
nals are still in the form of pulsa-
tions of radio -frequency currents
which would not move the diaphragm
of a phone and which the ear could
not, detect even if they did.

Sent Thru a Crystal.
The signals are then set thru a

crystal which has the strange proper-
ty of detection, allowing current to
pass in one direction but not in the
other. This cuts off the tops of these
groups of high -frequency currents.
leaving only the pulsations of audio -
current which are the ones desired for
use in the phones.

Instead of putting the signals thru
a step of audio -amplification and then
sending it to the phones, they are
brought back to the second tube which
was already used once in amplifying
them in - the radio -frequency form.
Since there is such an enorsnous dif-
ference in the frequencies, the two
can be put thru the same tube and
then separated by the proper trans-
formers and fixed condensers such as
are used in this set. This is the fa-
mous reflex principle by which one
tube is made to do the work of two
so that the resulting amplification is
as great as would be obtained with
two steps, one radio and one audio.
The signals are reflexed thru two
tubes and then go to the first phone
jack for use with head phones or,
by inserting the plug in the other

they are switched thru the last
transformer and tube, which make a

straight audio -frequency step, and
then go to the loud speaker.

With improper construction of a re-
flex set it is possible to get some ex-
tremely weird results. Far example,
the eatswhisker may be lifted off the
crystal and the signals will still be
received with very little change of
volume. This shows that the set is
not working as it should due to de-
tection in the amplifier tubes and re-
actions between the audio -frequency
and radio -frequency circuits. In the
DeForest set these have all been care-
fully avoided in the design. When
the circuit is opened at the crystal
no signals will come thru at all.

Simple to Set Up.
When the set, batteries, audions and

phones are purchased it is only a mat-
ter of a few minutes between the un-
packing and tuning -in on the first pro-
gram. If the dry cell audions-the
DV -3s ---are to be used, three of them
should be placed in the bottom of the
cabinet connected in series and joined
to the A terminals with the proper
polarity as shown on the diagram
furnished with the set. 'There is room
in the compartment for three small
block B batteries which must also be
connected up according to the dia-
gram. If this is not done correctly
the tubes will promptly burn out or
if the polarity is reversed, the set
will refuse to operate.The next operation is to open up
the loop and fasten it together with
screws. It may then be lowered into
the jack in the shelf of the set, which
immediately makes the necessary con-
nections. Transformers 1, 2 and 3
should then be placed in the corre-
sponding positions. (Transformers 4
and 5 are used for other wavelength
ranges.) The audions are then placed
in their sockets, the switch on the
front of the panel thrown and the
rheostat turned up slowly. The tubes
will then light up and the set is ready
for tuning. The loop should then
be pointed in the direction of a broad-
casting station, the phone plug insert-
ed and the condenser dial turned until
the station is picked up. A slight
adjustment of the right hand knob,
the rheostat knob and the vernier con-
denser will then clear up the signal.
The filaments should be burned at
as low a temperature as is consistent
with good results in order to prolong
their life.If the set is to be used with the
storage battery tubes, DV -2s, the leads
are brought in thru the back of the
set and connected to the A batteries
as before. The rheostat should be set
so that not more than five volts is ap-
plied to' the filaments when the set
is operating.

Among the remarkable features of
the D-10 receiving set are the absence
of any necessity for an aerial or
ground.

Need Loop for Tuning.
This does not mean, however, that

the D-10 cannot em'bloy these features.
They can be used. If they are, the
loop should, be left in place at all
times, as it is needed for tuning.

The long-distance possibilitise of the
D-10 have helped make it famous, no

less than its remarkable audibility and
selectivity. DX hounds in New York
have reported Pacific coast reception

night after night, and it is no exag-geration to say that coast to coastreception averages three nights aweek with the D-10.
"Bill" Priess, famous DeForest en-

gineer, tells with some amusement of
one kick registered against the set be"-
cause its owner could not get San
Francisco every night in the week.
The DeForest company offered to take
back his set, but he would not let it go.

The mechanical features of the D-10.
are such as to make it unique among
broadcast receivers. All the joints
are made tight mechanically before
they are soldered so that it is impos-
sible to pick pp the set by one of the
wires. The only limitation on the
ruggedness of the set is the filaments
in the audions. These should be Pro-
tected from jarring.

They Need a Few Yankee
Schoolboys in Spain

United States Consul H. M. Wolcott,
at Bilbao, Spain, says in a recent
issue of Commerce Reports: "Altho
no broadcasting stations have as yet
been established in Spain. there is.con-
siderable interest of late in this dis-
trict in radio receiving sets of suffi-
cient range to receive broadcasts from
Paris, The Hague, Berlin and London.
The principal drawback to a more ex-
tended sale of radio receiving appara-
tus here is the apparent lack of tech-
nical knowledge on the part of those
who have undertaken the sale of radio
materials in Bilbao. In an investiga.-
tion of the market this office has
found five dealers who carry radio
receiving sets in stock, mainly of
British 'and French manufacture. but
only 'Pile. of the dealers interviewed
seemed (to have much knowledge of
the subject. One set of American ori-
gin was found in the stock of a local
dealer, which he states he has been
unable to set up."

0 As 

Federation to Broadcast
Labor News by Radio

ihe Illinois State Federation of la-
bor is planning the transmission of
labor news thru the use of the radio.
The officials of the central labor
body of the state feel they will be
able to keep In touch with the mem-
bers of the various unions of the
state in this way and the public will
be made more familiar with the
and aims of the state federation thru
the radio talks. The matter was dis-
cussed this week at a meeting of the
executive committee of the state fed-
eration and a committee appointed to
investigate the advisability of instal-
ing a radio station.

Be sure to read the Classified Ad-
vertisements on page 15.
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The Atwater Ken: M.ielio Receiving Set

Selectivity Distance
Volume and Clearness
THE ATWATER KENT

Model 10 Receiving Set
has the range, volume, ac-
curacy and simplicity of
operation to meet the re-
quirements of every user.

The clearness with which
the ATWATER KErrr Loud
Speaker re-creates will give
a new conception of tonal
fidelity.
Until you have heard these
wonderful instruments, you
will not know how easily
radio broadcasts can be
faithfully reproduced in
your home.

We will be glad to arrange
for a demonstration.

Official CentralCentral Distributor
SAMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY,

2334 Soutk Wabash Ave. Phone Calumet 1100

Hear this set at yolar neighborhood dealer-.
name furnished on request.

t It
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Radio Better
Than Pills, Is
Doctor's View
Radio is a valuable adjunct to

the treatment to tuberculosis and
is "of great thereapeutic value in
treatment of other hospital cases,"
rays Dr. Walter K. Foley, chief of
the medical service of the United
States vereterans' bureau hospital
No. 68 at Minneapolis.

Dr. Foley, has been "perscribing"
radio for two years. He revealed
recently that more than 250 radio
sets were being used in the hospi-
tal and that when a patient enters
he was given the option of receiv-
tng a set as part of his hospital
equipment.

Discusses His Method.
"A radio set will do more to cure

tuberculosis than any othee appa-
ratus yet devised," says Dr. Foley.
"Our method is this:

"A worried, unsettled state of
Mind is the biggest obstacle we have
to fight in treatment of tuberculosis.
The only way a patient may be
Cured is to be put to bed and given
absolute rest in mind and body. He
may be in bed from several months
to a year or two, and, naturally,
when told this is discouraged. When
ewneas of hospital routine wears

off he begins to worry about him -
Self, the folks at home, or his chil-
dren. Even if he has no family
the sick map can always find some-
thing to worry about. One of our
patients spent hours in mental ag-
ony wondering whether the United
States would join the league of na-
tions.

"Two years ago we had a patient
who worked himself into a mental
frenzy with imaginary grievances.
lie claimed his sheets were being
starched and that the food, no mat-
ter how tasty, was not good. His
condition was rapidly growing
Worse. One day I installed a radio
set at his bedside. He became in-
terested at once and before long
his mind was entirely at rest under
the radio's soothing effect. He quit
complaining and started to recover.
He was recently discharged as
eured.

Forget Their Troubles.
"This was the beginning of 'ra-

dio perscriptions' at hospital 68,
Which resulted in the installation of
the 250 or more sets we now use.
The boys now 'forget their troubles'
With radio, and often call me to
their rooms to check on a hook-up.
I think these radio calls do as much
good as professional calls.

"I would rather give a patient
suffering from tuberculosis and oth-
er diseases as well, a radio set than
a whole handful of pills. It does
him more good."

Radio "Concession"
Acquired in Chile

A "concession" to erect and operate
a wireless station, and corresponding
receiving stations, for a period of thir-
ty years, to Messrs. Errazuris Simpson
atfd Jose De La Taille, and Selmens
Schubert, Ltd., has been announced by
the Chilean government. A novel fea-
ture of the contract, so far as Chile
is concerned, is the provision that
"any difficulty or claim arising from
the concession shall be definitely set-
tled by the Chilean authorities or
courts without the intervention of for-
eign diplomats or officials."

Be sure to read the Classified Ad-
vertisements on page 15.
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ATWATER KENT

Radio Equipment

Model 5 -5 -Tube

Receiving Set
This 1.eceiver Includes

Type 11 Tuner and 5 -Tube Amplifier
The tuning arrangement affords
great ease of operation and the
two stages of radio frequency,
detector and two stages of audio
frequency amplification give am-
ple volume for Loud Speaker
operation on both
local and distant
broad cast pro-
grams. The com-
plete set, wired,
priced

This Set Complete with the
Following Accessories:

1 Universal A Battery, 4Burgess
B Batteries No. 2158, 5 R. C. A.
Tubes UV -201-A, 1 Atlas Loud
Speaker, 1 Brandies Head Set,

Special Today, Fri- v
1 Tungar Charger.

Fri-
day and Saturday.

Convenient Terms May Be
Arranged

214-216 S. WABASH AVENUE
HARRISON 4765

SO Musical Years In Chicago

RADIO INSTEAD OF PILLS

Patients at United States veterans' hospital No. 68 at Minneapolis
looking over one of the 250 receiving sets given to them to help cure
them of tuberculosis.. "Radio is better than pills," says Dr. Walter K.
Foley, chief of the hospital.

With the Radio Amateur
Amateurs Get
Recognition at
Radio Meeting

The amateur radio operator-the
man or boy who, for relaxation has
a radio receiving and sending set and
spends most of his evenings talking
in international code to other ama-
teurs, came into his own today as
those who attended a meeting. held
at the Drake hotel yesterday, of per-
sons interested in radio reported to
their various organizations of the ac-
complishments of- the session.

The meeting was called for the pur-
pose of attempting to agree on a plan
of operation of radio broadcasting and
amateur stations in the case of an
emergency, such as confronted Chi-
cago and the middle west last week.
Plans were discussed as to the use
of the air during the emergency and
ways and means of establishing com-
munication between points cutt off by
prostration of the telegraph and tele-
phone services.

As a result of the meeting railroad
officials, many of who attended the
meeting, learned that there is a well -
organized corps of amateur radio. op-
erators available, men know their
business, to aid them when the rail-
road wires are out of commission. It
was tentatively agreed that the ama-
teurs should handle the commercial
and the point -to -paint communication,
such as railroad requests and Orders,
should an emergency arise again. It
was also agreed that the broadcasting
stations should be used to get out the
information of the emergency, should
co-operate with the amateurs and
should broadcast news for the various
press associations, should it become
necessary. The spirit of the session
was one of co-operation by all persons
who operate radio stations.

Government Official Presides.
E. A. Beane, government supervisor

of radio stations for the ninth district
of which Chicago is the headquarters,
presided at the meeting and explained
the necessity of avoiding again a
chaotic condition in the air such as
prevailed for a time during the last
emergency.

R. H. J. Mathews, representative of
the American Radio Relay league,
connected with Edgewater Beach
broadcasting station, WJAZ, and a
member of the radio committee of the
American Railway association, pro-
posed a plan which was rather gen-
erally favored at the meeting as the
one offering the best solution for
handling radio stations in an emer-
gency. He proposed turning over to
the amateur operators the railroad
and personal message for point-to-
point communication and the using of
the big broadcasting stations for the
transmission of news. He explained
that there are 3,600 amateur operators
in his district and 600 of them are
called official stations in that they are
recognized by the government as be-
ing good stations with competent op-
erators. He urged the railroads toget in touch with the amateur men
in the various towns along their lines
and have them ready for use in anemergency. The status of the radio
amateur was news to most of the rail-
road men present.

Those Who Attended.
Those present at the meeting, many

of whom spoke, follow: L. M. E.
Clausing, Edgewater Beach station,
WJAZ; E. T. Walford of the Associ-
ated Press; J. E. Jenkins, Drake hotel
station, WDAP; Wilson J. Wetherbee
and H. 0. Fall of the Westinghouse
station, KYW; W. E. Schweitzer, ama-
teur operator; Donald 0. Weller, Will-
iam Hedges, Miss Judith Waller of
the Daily News station, WMAQ; P. G.
Neal of WDAP; 13. B.- Forbes, L. S.
Bennett, Western Union Telegraph
company; Ralph 0. Shugart WDAP;
R. U. Norris, W. S. Cooper, Charles
C. Dimmock, P. S. Westcott, Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul railway; Will-iam Bennett, Chicago Great Western
railway; George D. Hood, Rock Island
railway; F. F. Wilbur, Illinois Centralrailway; C. A. Worst, L. A. Wood,
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy rail-
way; A. F. Parkhurst, assistant super-
visor of radio, ninth district; P. G.
Shepard, Michigan Radio corPorati on.

Sagging Socket Contacts
Quite often tube socket spring con-

tacts sag. The filament may light
but the plate or grid contacts are
poor. Take out tube and lift up
springs.

Battery Switch
A neat and time -saving device forthose using tubes requiring a dry -cell for operation is suggested byCharles R. Kuglin, A series parallelswitch is mounted- on the top of abox, large enough to contain a dry -cell and a B battery. Connect thebattery terminals to four of the con-tact points. From the other pointsrun wires to the binding posts whichcorrespond with the binding posts onyour panel. With this, a turn of theswitch completely disconnects the bat-teries from the set. If short piecesof bus -wire are obtained and slippedacross the binding posts it will im-prove the appearance.

9BP Amateur
Station Heard in

Far -Off Lands
Another amateur station in opera-tion several years and rivaling 9RC(discussed in the Radio Magazine in a

recent issue), in power, range and con-
sistent operation, is 9BP, at 725 Noyes
street, Evanston.

This station, owned and operated
by Esther Lee Page, first, and Wal-
ter Watts, apprentice operator, has
been in communication consistently
with a great portion of the western
hemisphere. Its signals have beenreported in the Society islands, inthe Pacific, Hawaii, New Zealand,
Alaska, England, and recently heard
by a French government station in
Africa.

Such feats have been made possible
only by constant application of the
laws of radio. These two young per-
sons have worked steadily since 1914
to bring the station to its present
high state of perfection.

Details of Station.
Let us look into the details of the

station. The transmitter consists of
four fifty watt tubes used in giving
a total rated power of 200 watts. How-
ever, it is known that tubes can be
safely worked at a great deal over
their rated power. This is done at
9BP by using a plate voltage of 4,639
volts pure filtered motor generator di-
rect current.

The actual power of this station
then is 1,031 watts. Usually in over-
loading tubes the plates become red
and even white hot. At 9BP the
plates do not change their color in
the least. This is accomplished by a
circuit developed by the boys using a
combination of a Hartly, Colpits and
Mine transmitting circuits.

Another advantage of the circuit is
that it affords absolutely no interfer-
ence to the broadcast listener. Of all
the problems that Esther and Walter
worked on the development of no in-
terference to the broadcast listeners
took the most time.

Unique Antenna System.
The antenna system at 913P is most

peculiar and efficient. The best trans-
mitting aerial was found to be a one -
wire aerial run in any direction but
straight. The swooping down of the
antenna to within thirty feet of the
ground seems to help keep the tube
cool. The circuit works best without
a counterpoise. This counterpoise is
used as the aerial for the Weagent
receiver.

The aerial seems to be a main factor
in the large amount of amateur traf-
fic handled-the peak load being nine-
ty-eight messages in twenty-four
hours.

This station is in operation between
12 midnight and 4 a. m., and its oper-
ators announce they will gladly relay.
free of charge, to any address in the
United States, Canada, Alaska or
Hawaii, any messages delivered to the
above address or phoned to Evanston
1419.

The operators of this station belong
to the A. R. R. L., North Shore Radio
club and The Post's Junior club.-
AMATEUR BOOSTERS' CLUB.

The Smallest Wire
The smallest wire in the world has

been produced for radio work. It is
made of copper -nickel alloy and has
a diameter less than one -thousandth
of an inch. It is invisible except un-
der a microscope. It is used for meas-
uring radio -frequency currents.

HOME WORKSHOP
Finger "Clicked"

Joseph Hois has this solace which
may help phans in trouble:

"A few months ago I constructed
a set with one of these new circuits

To Hitch Condenser
Edward Cope suageets that a bind-

ing post, minus the screw, may be
screwed onto one of shafts of the
stationary plates. As many condensers
lack binding posts, this may be heip-

(which I do not now recall, as I build ful.
them all). I mounted the gridleak on
the bakelite panel, and what I found
was that wherever a hole was drilled,
and the polished surface of panel was
off and around the edge of panel, I
got a distinct click in my headphone
by touching those parts with my fin-
ger.

"Within a fraction of an inch of 
the gridleak I touched the polished
surface of the panel, but did not get
any click, therefore I suppose the
core of the panel being more spongy
and probably not being properly im-
pregnated with bakelite solution, in
the process of making, absorbed quite
a bit of moisture from the air, _and
when I touched same formed a path
or a leak for currents to my finger,
and also I suppose, to any other termi-
nal of circuit mounted on panel. As
I did not get any click from holes very
near other terminals, I suppose those
terminals formed a better drain path
than my finger. I used the same
panel for other hook-ups right after
that, but did not get the same results.
altho the first may have had a very
sensitive grid circuit.

"So now in order to avoid any pos-
sible leaks, altho not apparent in the
headphones, I first drill my panel and
lay it on a flat surface and then put
it in a very warm place for a couple
of hours to drive out all moisture,
and then while still warm I paint all
holes and places where surface pol-
ish is peeled off, and also edges of
panel with a celluloid varnish."

TO SET 2.5i; WOOD BLOCK

END OF COIL
CONNECT TO (A) THE
START OF SPIDER -WEB /
So TURN HONEY-

=11111F /5
SPIDER -

2.4.
COMB cOit. 7111

WEB COIL

.Z4V1

(A)
TAR AT 10

AND EVERY 10
URNS THERE -AEU

ri FIBRE WASHER

BRASS ROD

Coil Helps Volume
Phil L. Ofenlock sends this draw-

ing to Post phans. The coil was used
on a Reinartz Ultra-Audion, but is
found helpful in any set. The coil,
set at this angle, makes soldering
easier and neater. But above all,
the arrangement increases volume.

Increased Sound
A special wire from the aerial bind-

ing post to one of the phones increases
the volume of signals, according toRobert Smith.

Solders Neatly
with New Outfit

H. E. Bedict, 3009 West 40th place,
finds that a jeweler's blow pipe and
wood alcohol lamp, which he pur-
chased at a wholesale jewelry house
for 47 cents, is a great improvement
over the old soldering iron in making
a neat and accurate connection.

"The tiniest wires may be soldered
at exactly the right spot by this meth-
od without any trouble," he writes.

"The wire should first be placed at
exactly the spot to be soldered and
held in place by tying with another
wire or laying some thing on it to hold
in place, so that it will not be moved
when soldering.

"The work to be soldered should
first be cleared with a rough file or
scraped with a knife. It should be
raised to about even with the flame
in the lamp and the lamp placed
about one inch from it.

"With the blow pipe blow a tiny
flame on the spot to be soldered until
it is warm. Then with the flame
still on it, touch with a piece of resin
core. A small drop of solder will stick
to the work. The flame should be kept
on the work-not too hot-until the
solder flows down on the work. As
soon as it flows, stop blowing, and a
neat job will result. Allow to cool for
about one minute before moving.
Care must be taken not to have the
wire too hot or the soldier will drop
off. Neither will it stick if it is not
warm enough.

"After a little practice you will learn
the rght temperature to make a neat
job. On ordinary bus wire he usually
blows a "slow" flame on the work for
about ten seconds, touch with the
resin core until a drop melts off, re-
move the solder from the work, and
continue tho 'slow' flame just until
the crop of solder flows around the
wire.

"This makes a very neat job."

Go to Radio Doctor
. When you're sick and do not know
what ails yourself. or cannot prescribe
the proper remedy, you to to a phy-
sician. Why not do the same thing
with your radio receiving set? if
your set refuses to function properly
and you do not know what ails it or
cannot prescribe the remedy, go to
a radio "doctor." Several are adver-
tised in The Post.

r Ask the Man at the Coun-
ter to Show You

oft
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PARTS

Quality and Satisfactory
Perf ormance Guaranteed

SOLD BY
Leading Jobbers and Dealers

Everywhere

PERIOLAT BROTHERS
331 WEST MADISON STREET

(Six Doors East of Market Street)
10 -Plate Vernier Condensers; .00025
Capacity; Extra Special; $1 65each .
Genuine Nathaniel ,Baldwiii $8 40
Headsets; each
Genuine Nathaniel Baldwin $425Units; each .
Brandes Headsets, Superior tA

. I L.,
17=

-*""rType; each
Pico Headsets; =00 90Ohms; each $2.
each
Kellogg Variocooplers; $6.75
each $6.00Kellogg Variometers ;

Kellogg 11 -Plate Vernier $5. 1Condensers; each
Kellogg 43-I'late Vernier $6. 60Condensers each
Kellogg 11 -Plate Plain $3.40Condensers; each
Kellogg 23 -Plate Plain $4.1 5Condensers; each
Kellogg 43 -Plate Plain $4.90Condensers; each
7x9 Panels; Genuine Bakelite; 950
each
7x12 Panels; Genuine Bake- $1 25
lite; each .
7x14 Panels; Genuine Bake- $1 45
lite: each
7x18 Panels; Genuine Bake- $1 90
lite; each "

7x21 Panels; Genuine Bake- $2.20lite; each
7x24 1'anels; Genuine Bake- $2 50lite; each
7x2S Panels; Genuine Bake- tri n=
lite; each IF LA.UJ
Radio Phone Plugs;
each 40
Solid Copper 7 -Strand Aerial 450
Wire; each
Grewol Detectors;
each $1.35
Tiny Turn Vernier Knobs; 650
each

600
22'/2 Volt Large Size "B"

$1Batteries; Tapped; each.... .35
Battery Hydrometers
each

each
Brur.o Inductance Switches; 75
each
Aniseo Inductance Switches; 90
Moulded Bakelite Variom-
eters ; each $4.50di
Mou ed Bakelite Vario-
eouplers, each $4.50
Filkostats;
each $1.45

2 for
Nickel Plated Binding Posts; 50
Metal Shell Bakelite Base
Soelmts; each

Complete Line of HOWARD, ESTRU, CARTER, ERLA,
FROST AND BREMER TULLY PARTS IN STOCK

Blue Prints for All Standard Circuits
Open Saturday Evenings Until 9 o'Clock

a

See Classified Ads, on Page 15.
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Little Chaps of Chicago Boys' Club to Be
Radio Experts of Future

Literally hundreds of thousands
bi the youth of our country now are
interested and at work on radio
problems. We have then the future
inventive genius of the world already
preparing to add to its great contri-
butions. Many of the present great
inventions have been made by such
young men lured on by the unique
and romantic characteristics of their
subject.-FROM A TALK BY OWEN
1. YOUNG, CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD OF THE GENERAL ELEC-
TRIC COMPANY AND CHAIRMAN
OP THE BOARD OF THE RADIO
CORPORATION OF AMERICA.

BOYS of today are going to be the
radio engineers and experts of
the future. The Chicago Boys'

Club knows that the little chaps have
keen minds, and is doing all it can to
encourage the min the study of radio.

Out at the radio department of the
Chicago Boys' club, at Club No. 2,
1725 Orchard street, there is a com-
plete radio laboratory and workshop,
Where little fellows are given an op-
portunity to build and test receiving
Bets and experiment with various
parts.

Get Good Results.
Remarkable results have been ob-

tained in this workshop. Quite a
number of the boys have developed
Unusual ability in their new craft.

Be it a crystal set, four -circuit tuner
Or neutrodyne, you will find anywhere
from one to dozens of them being
constructed in the radio department
pf the club.

The -club has now fostered the radio
department for two years and has not
Only turned out hundreds of radio-
phans, but the sets made would make
a real radio show all by themselves if
they could be got together. All the
way from crystal sets, which cost less
than $1 (complete sets for phones), to
massive outfits costing larger sums
are being made.

Expert on Job.
An experimental department is con-

ducted for testing hook-ups. This
part of the work is under the direc-
tion of A. E. Haase, the club's radio
expert. Classes in wireless telegraphy
are being given so that radiophans
turned out by this department can
read code as well as listen to the
voice over the radio phone.

The club is hoping to have an ama-
teur station in the near future thru
which it can transmit news items to
the 4,000 boys who are members of
the five branches of the Chicago Boys'
club.

Radio Makes Strong
Appeal to Chinese

The urge to broadcast and listen -in
has reached Hongkong, China, where
O. few foreigners interested in radio
got together about eight months ago
and formed the Hongkong Radio so-

rely, membership in which now num-
more than a hundred. Today

there are over 500 listeners -in, but it is
estimated that this number will be
doubled within a year's time.

So far there are only two broad-
casting stations in Hongkong, one, a
100 -watt American set, operated by
the local telephone company which
transmits phonograph music for an
hour each evening., the other, a ten -
Watt Canadian made set is operated
by the Radio Communication Co., Ltd.

The Chinese love anything mysteri-
ous, it is said, and consequently, radio
telephony has a strong appeal to the
natives.

Maybe you'd like to sell your set-
knd that's exactly the set some one
else wishes to buy. Advertise it in
the Classified Section of this maga-
zine. 6 cents per word. See page 15.
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THROW AWAY
YOUR WIRES!

Try the sensational new TRANS-
CONTINENTAL "Ribbon" copper
aerial at our risk. Clearer tone, in-
creased volume, greater distance and
selectivity guaranteed or money re-
funded! Adopted and endorsed by
leading engineers, broadcasting labora-
tories, and thousands of radio fans.

The Super Aerial
Remember the aerial is part of your
seta most important part. Improves

a, your results 500%, with crystal or
tube receiver. Based on scientific
principle that broad antennae surface
increases volume and sensitiveness of
reception. A laboratory product
with resistance and capacity calcu-
lated to give best results. Now on
sale at all good radio stores.
50 Foot $1.50 100 Ft. $3.00
75 Foot $2.25 150 Ft. $4.50
Complete, ready for use, snap hooks
soldered to ends for instant fastening
to insulators. Your dealer will gladly
get them for you on request. If not,
order direct from makers.

ACORN RADIO MFG. CO.
Dept. 702 1800 S. Racine Ave.

41- Phone e#i91 Xlf7.03 14)13aCit ODA Ili

Radio Full of
Surprises for

the Listeners
FAIRMONT, West Va., Feb. 14.-

The element of surprise is generally
conceded to be on of the major fasci-
natiqns of radio. When one puts a
record on a phonograph he knows ex-
actly what he will hear. He may have
listened to the same tune -many times.
On. the other hand the radio receiver
is full of mystery. When one turns
the dials on his set he opens the door
to the unexpected. Reception of pro-
grams is being standardized but that
point is not yet reached.

This phase or philosophy of radio
was emphasized here recently when
Edward C. Jones Jr., district superin-
tendent of the American Radio Relay
league, the national association of
radio amateurs, picked up his phones
and heard a Canadian amateur station
calling. Jones replied with his code
transmitter. The surprise came when
the Canadian, located in northern On-
tario, suddenly shifted from code to
phone and a voice from the air called:
"Hello United States 8SP, this is Ca-
nadian 3GG calling you."

In a few minutes Jones, who is a
clothing merchant in this place,
learned that he had communicated
with a radiophan in the gold mining
area so far north that the Canuck, in-
stead of giving his town and street
address, called out his latitude and
longitude. Not every clothier can get
a thrill like that, out of the air any-
way.

While the average phan would have
been overcome with astonishment.
Jones had an added advantage. He
could talk back! He has one of the
finest transmitting stations in this
section and has been copied repeated-
ly in England and France as well as
many times by ships in the North
sea, Pacific ocean and South Ameri-
can waters. Amateurs in Holland
Hawaii and Mexico have reported
8SP's signals.

The station, which is also operated
by Albert G. Kisner, has many unique
features in its construction and lay-
out. The transmitter has a power of
150 watts, three 50 -watt 1IV203's in
parallel, with about 1,200 volts recti-
fied A. C. on the plates. The sockets
are arranged on the circumference of
a circle, with grid and plate leads
bunched and exactly the same length,
and as short as possible.

Employes of Sweitzer
Give Him a Radio Set

Employes of County Clerk Sweitzer
have presented him with a radio re-
ceiving set. There was much cere-
mony in connection with the presenta-
tion of the set, and it was hooked up
and messages received immediately.
However, clespltg tile ceremony and the
iiiktrALIng "bf-friVAageS," Mr. Sweitzer
was pleased with the gift..

Boys from the Chicago Boys' club busy in the radio deparci,.- if
the club. Photograph at the top shows little chaps from Club No. 5
building and testing receiving sets. The center picture shows a few of
the sets at the radio department at Club No. 2. Lower photo :s that of
Emil Roeder tuning in at Club No. 2. The boys in the top picture, from
left to right, are: Joe Hadraber, Charles Lindquist, Edward Shaver,
George Sklenicky, Adolph Barvansky and Clarence Hedstrom. (Photo
by J. F. Maly.)

Gotham Board
of Education

Adopts Radio
For the first time in the history

of education active use of radio broad-
casting on an extensive and perma-
nent basis as an educational aid will
be inaugurated on Feb. 18, when the
board of education of the city of New
York, acting with the co-operation of
the Radio Corporation of America,
broadcasts thru station WJZ the first

CI

rily to acquaint the people with the
work of the schools, to educate the
public as to education. Superinten-

beonartd °off ecleacuhcattenparvirilllenint toufrn tell:-
plain exactly what is done in his de-
partment, and to what purpose. In
addition, the pupils of each school will
take part in the later programs with
regular recitations, music lessons, glee
club and school orchestra concerts.
:Telling bees, and special exercises
for holidays.

New York city, it is said, is th-is
:he first city in the world to recog-
nize and utilize the extreme value of
radiophone broadcasting in educa-
tion, and the arrangements already
consummated call for the largest mu-
nicipal broadcasting program which

I nes ever been scheduled.
of the daily educational radio pro- You will find the classified adver.

tgrams which have just been sched- tisement section interesting. See
uled. Page 15.

These programs, arranged by the
newly created radio committee of the
board of education, will be broadcast
from 2 till 2:30 o'clock on every school
day. A special and permanent broad-
casting apparatus is to be installed in
the office of Dr. William L. Ettinger,
suoerintendent of schools, and the pro.
grams on every Tuesday afternoon will
be broadcast by WJZ directly from
there. On all other school days the
programs will be given at the studio
of -station WJZ at Broadcast Central,

I Aeolian building.
The programs are designed prima -

Buy Your Parts Here;
We Will Build Your Set
and Save You Money

RADIO DOCTORS, Inc.
REPAIR HEADQUARTERS

504-South State Street -504'
Only One Door to 554

WEAF Explains
Power Increase'

in Broadcasting
The announcement of increased

power by WEAF, New York, bears
special interest to Chicago phans who
are having trouble tuning out local
stations. Here is what WEAF says:

"It has long been realized by radio
engineers who have studied the situa-
tion here that there can be no fur-
ther improvement in broadcasting
conditions, particularly as regardsspark telegraph interference, unlessit is possible to increase the power
of New York broadcasting stations.
Increased power results in greater
volume; it reduces the ratio of tele-
graph and static interference as com-
pared with the broadcast program.
This improvement applies not only to
expensive receiving sets, but to the
most modest equipment in operation.

"The owner of a crystal receiving
set receives WEAF's program with
much greater volume, and is conse-
quently much better able to enjoythe program. Those possessing vacu-
um tube sets with many stages of
amplification are able to operate suc-
cessfully with reduced amplification,
avoiding overloading of tubes and se-
curing in consequence a much higher
quality of reproduction. Sensitive re-
ceiving sets must, of course, be adapted
by correct adjustments to receive
properly under the new conditions.
Audio -frequency amplifiers, if over-
loaded by signals of too great volume,
do not reproduce as faithfully as they -
do when amplifying a current of nor-
mal volume.

Separate Wave Lengths.
"Receiving sets located within a

short distance of WEAF's transmit-
ter or those not adapted to selective
tuning may at first interfere with sat-
isfactory reception of other local
broadcasting stations. However, this
is a condition which certainly can be
corrected by simple adjustments of
the receiving sets. It may be recalled
that when two -channel broadcasting
operation was first inaugurated last
year on 360 and 400 meters, listeners
were troubled by interference, but by
improvement of their sets now sepa-
rate these two wave lengths without
any difficulty. Similar difficulty was
experienced when four -channel opera, -
don was undertaken in the metropoli-
tan area.

"An indication of the selectivity ob-
tainable with suitable receiving appa-
ratus is given by the fact that 600
meter watch is maintained within a
few feet of WEAF's antenna. A short
receiving antenna is employed which
successfully eliminates WEAF so that
reception of ship wave lengths is pos-
sible. If this can be done within fifty
feet of the broadcasting station, the
feat can be duplicated at greater dis-
tances.

"One of the causes of difficulty
which has frequently been noted is
the use of antenna of too great lengths
for local reception. A hundred -foot
outdoor antenna may be suitable for
long-distance reception while the local
stations are not operating, but it may
be unsuitable for interference -free lo-
cal reception.

"The mail received so far at WEAF
as a result of the increased power
tests shows clearly that a great ma-
jority of the audience is served by
increased power. Many who have been
unable to hear WEAF in the past are
for the first time enjoying satisfac-
tory reception, and the small percent-
age of listeners who are suffering
from interference will, itis anticipat-
ed, solve the interference difficulty
by readjustment of their receiving ap-
paratus."

"RADIOTUBES"
Distributors for

Radio Tubes Corporation
Aplex Audiotrons, All
Standard $5.00
Types

This Ad. and $4.00 will secure
you a trial tube.

Como-Pushpull
$12.5°Transformers .. PAIR

Trinity Loud Speaker
Units for

iPhonographs ..t"
RADIO SET Complete
Phones, 3000 ohm pair:A and
B Batteries:
1 Radio Tube; .l 8.00
Complete, ready
to operate

$3.00 value
WAVE TRAP . .$1."
Extra HEAD BANDS 1CA
Standard for all Phones, I 01,

We Repair Radio Tubes
5ilOoR 39.W. ADAMS ST.
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Expert's View
on 2 Kinds of
Amplification

By M. C. Batsel.
(Radio Engineer. Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Company.)
CONSIDERABLE confusion exists

regarding the functions of radio -
frequency and audio -frequency

amplifiers. The following paragraphs
give the distinguishing differences be-
tween these two methods of amplifica-
tion, and to point out the advantages
of each.

If music or speech is received by
means of a 'detector tube only. with-
out regeneration or other amplifica-
tion, the music is not very loud, even
when received from a nearby, power-
ful station. Distant stations, tho re-
ceived distinctly, may be so weak that
they are heard with difficulty. When
weak stations are heard distinctly.
they may be made as loud as desired
by. using audio -frequency amplifica-
tion. If head phones are to .be used,
there is little or no advantage in using
more than one stage of audio -fre-
quency amplification, as experience
has shown that if the music or speech
cannot be heard distinctly with one
efficient stage of amplification and
good head phones, they cannot be
heard with any amount of audio -fre-
quency.

If an efficient loud speaker is used
two stages of audio -frequency ampli-
fication will give about the same
strength as an ordinary phonograph,
provided the music can be heard dis-
tinctly on the detector tube alone, and
if sufficient power can be delivered
by the last amplifying tube. It is
often advisable to use two tribes in
parallel in the last stage of amplifica-
tion unless a much higher plate volt-
age is provided for this stage than
is used for the first ,stage. Additional
stages of audio -frequency amplification
can be added to make the music or
speech as loud as may be desired.

cults may be used, resulting in a great
selectivity.

Expense Is Increased.
The greatest use for multistage ra-

dio -frequency amplifiers is where re
ceivers are located in apartment
houses or in other locations where
an efficient antenna cannot be erected
or when extremely weak stations are
to be received. The loudaapeaking re
ceiver with three stages of radio -fre-
quency amplification usually has at
least six vacuum tubes. The expense
of maintaining the tubes and batteries
is, of course, greatei in proportion
to the number of tubes used.

During the summer -months there is
a greater freedom from atmosphereic
disturbances When small antenna or
coils are used -with the radio -fre-
quency amplification. This is due to
the fact that the small antenna is
less effected by atmospheric distur-
bances, than is the large antenna, in
proportion to the energy received from
the transmitting station.

The development of tubes requiring
a small amount of filament energy
and operating on, dry cells should give
a considerable impetus to the develop-
ment of multistage radio -frequency
amplifier%

The elimination of the storage bat-
tery as a necessary part of the receiv-
ing equipment makes it possible for
those who desire to operate a t'adio
receiver in a well furnished room, to
do so without danger of injuring the
floor coverings and woodwork. The
entire equipment using dry cells may
be inclosed in an attractive cabinet
and requires no attention except an
occasional renewal of dry cells.

Insulate All Parts.
In order to preserve the quality of

music and speech, the audio -frequency
amplifier must be capable of ampli-
fying practically all audible frequen-
cies. All noises due to batteries and
tubes are therefore amplified to the
same extent as the music. For this
reason it is necessary to use plate cir-
cuit batteries especially designed for
use with vacuum tube amplifiers and
to have all parts of the circuit well
insulated.

Audio -frequency amplification is ab-
solutely necessary for satisfactory op-
eration of a loud -speaking receiver.
Since the advent of radio broadcast-
ing, much development work has been
done to improve the audio -frequency
amplifier, and, as a result, amplifiers
have been developed which produce
practically no distortion of music or

-speech and loud -speaking receivers are
now available that reproduce music
so accurately that it meets with the
approval of the most exacting critic.

All radio detectors that can be used
for. the reception of music are least
efficient when the received currents
are weakest. For this reason radio -
frequency amplification is desirable.

Radio -frequency a mplif ica tion
strengthens the received currents 'be-
fore they are changed to audio -fre-
quency by the detector. Thus by using
radio -frequency amplification, stations
can be heard distinctly which cannot
be heard on a simple detector with
any amount of audio -frequency ampli-
fication.

Favors Armstrong Plan.
\ The most widely used and simplest

form of the radio -frequency amplifier
Is the form represented by the Arm-
strong regenerative circuit. This is
also the most efficient means of ob-
taining radio -frequency amplification.
No additional tubes are required, the
same tube being used as a radio -fre-
quency amplifier and a detector. Most
all efficient radio -frequency amplifiers
that operate on the wave -length used
for broadcasting, function because of
regeneration.

The regenerative detector tube pro-
duces about the same amount of am-
plification as can be obtained by using
two stages of radtio-frequency with
transformers. If more amplification is
desired than can be had with a re-
generative tube it is necessary to use
at least three stages.

The benefits accruing from the use
of a great amount of radio -frequency
amplification . are: It gives greatersensitivity; smaller antennae or coil
antenna may be used; and, because of
the greater 'sensitivity, very loosely
coupled antenna and secondary dr-

(zWorld's Greatest

TREE Written 2-Yeae
Guarantee, Your

Proof ofSave 5.0% Pertance" m-
Thonsands of Chicagoans will

profit by this amazing offer. They
. will buy the famous 2 -year guar-anteed. World Battery at the lowestprice ever quoted. With it they will geta hydrometer and "It" Battery FREE.And they get the best battery built,with 2 -year iron -dad guarantee.

COMPARE THESE PRICES
Special 2 -Volt Storage Battery .....$5.00
For WO -11 and WO -12 Tubes. Will run200 hours on one charge. Rechargeable.
Special 4 -Volt Storage Bat tery e. $8.00
For UV -199 Tubes. Same features as 2 -Volt
6 Volt 60 Amps. $8.50

-6 Volt. 80 Amps. 10.00
6 Volt 100 Amps. 12.506 Volt 120 Amps. 14.506 Volt, ....... . . -140 Amps. 16.00
Clip the ad and bring it in to entitle you
to the FREE Hydrometer and-B" Bat-
tery. We are open Sundays and evenings
FOR. YOUR CONVENIENCE.

WORLD BATTERY CO.

Radio Proves Big
Aid to Farmers
at Laredo, Texas

New Marvel cif Radio Makes Its Bow;
Receiving Set Complete in. Vanity Case

'Compact Little Device is

Practical; Brings In Sta-

tions Without Antenna.

LAREDO, Texas, Feb. 14. - The
farmer, regardless of his location, no
longer is required to play a lone hand
in the gamble with the changing sea-
sons and big business. The co-opera-
tive marketing organizations came
first and now radio has entered the
fight in his defense and is tending
to remove him still further from his
isolation. Irrigation farmers in this
vicinity get daily radio reports from
the markets.

The prices of products raised in this
section of the state are stabilized and
the raisers given the advantage of
knowing just what they should charge
the consumer thru a radio service con-
necting them constantly with the state
bureau of warehouses and markets.
Not a day goes by but the grower
knows exactly where he stands.

To make the service successful it
was necessary to secure the assistance
of WCM, the University of Texas sta-
tion, and the sation of the signal
corps at Fort McIntosh. With the
help of these two radio units, the
reports come in and are sent out from
this city thru S. T. Phelps, . operator
of amateur station 5MT, one of the,
official relay stations of the American
Radio Relay league.

The value of the service was em-
phasized by the market bureau as fol-
lows:

"We have not failed a single time
to file the material with Austin 'fob'
on the wire here to the thirty-one
stations from Boston to San Francisco
that are listed on the circuit, and we
notice that the spinach reports as is-
sued by Washington carry the infor-
mation daily just as it is filed here.
It looks as tho we were in a position
to put across something big in radio.
Already we have received consider-
able recognition for the consistent
service we have been able to ?ender
thru amateur co-operation and that
of WFO-WEAY, Houston."

Discussed 5 -Day World
Tour in Radio Speech

Touring the world by airplane in
five days, at the rate of 200 miles an
hour, covering 30,0k0 miles and pass-
ing over twenty-three countries, was
a plan discussed in a radio talk by
Maj. Gen. Patrick from Washington,
D. C., this week. Maj. Gen. Patrick
seemed to think the plan entirely feas-
ible,and predicted that at no great
distant date the feat will be accom-
plished. In connction with this plan,
Maj. Gen. Patrick also described the
plans for the army's around -the -world
flight to be undertaken this summer.

-

Radio Amateurs
of Present Are
Future Experts

"The assurance of the success and
further development of radio largely
depends upon the continued world-
wide interest of the amateur," mid
Owen D. Young, chairman of the board
of the General Electric company and
chairman of the board of the Radio

of America, in a recent
talk from WGY in Schenectady, N. Y.

"I consider that one of the greatest
assets of any new art is to have the
youth of the world confident in its
future. WAnd what an immense re-
source this promises to be. This fact
alone gives us assurance that radio
is here to stay.

"History records clearly that the
greatest inventions have been made
by men under 30 years of age. Lit-
erally, hundreds of thousands of the
'youth of our country now are inter-
ested and at work on radio problems.
We have then the future inventive
genius of the world already prepar-
ing to add to its great contributions.
Many of the present great inventions
have been made by such young men
lured on by the unique and romantic
characteristics of their subject.

"Mature scientists are seeing the la-
tent possibilities of radio and are mak-
ing great progress. The amateurs of
today will be the scientists and radio
engineers of tomorrow. Not only from
the great research laboratory, but
from that little spare room in the
attic and that old workbench in the
cellar will come great new diseov-
odes."

Heard in Samoas.
Islands of the Southern Pacific

ocean have been brought within range
of American radio broadcasting. KGO,
the new 1,000 -watt station of the Gen-
eral Electric company at Oakland,
Cal., was heard two evenings out of
five at Apia, British Samoa, a dis-
tance of 4,750 miles from Oakland.

Improves "Jack"
James 0. Reed submits the follow-

ing solution for trouble with jacks in
sets of more than one circuit:

"Considerable trouble is sometimes
given by two -circuit jacks so that
quite a few home builders are recom-
mending the use of the single -circuit
type, due to the fact that the leaves
of the jacks sometimes fail to give
sufficient pressure to make a good
contact when the plug is pulled out.

"By doubling a small rubber band a
few times and slipping over the outer
jack springs, sufficient pressure will
be aced to insure good contact."

OW comes radio in a vanity
case.

Various designers and radio
experts have built receiving sets in
cigar boxes, suitcases, match boxes
and what. not, but here comes some-
thing new, something practical. It is
a complete radio receiving set built
like a watch and all installed in cam-
era -size case.

Imagine for yourself the possibili-
ties of a radio 'receiver in a case of
this kind. There are a hundred and-.
one ways it can be put to good use.

The Society matron making a call,
for instance, can take her own enter-
tainment with her. If her hostess is
dull, the caller can plug in on an ordi-
nary electric light plug and cheei up.
the hostess.

A saleswoman calling on prospec-
tive customers from house to house
can carry her own orchestra, brass
band and lecturer right along in he;
little vanity case. She can get her
prospect in good humor by tuning in
on what happens to be in the air at
that particular moment.

The actress or leading lady, sitting
in her .dressing -room waiting for her
call, can plug in and hear what is
agitating the ether. The shopgirl at
her lunch hour or at her home in the
evening can get some of the enjoy-
ment furnished by radio. It is a boon
to the schoolteacher. t When the chil-
dren are aired or unruly, five minutes
of radio thru the little vanity set puts
them in a happy mood again.

No Outside Wires Used.
This cunning little set has one con-

trol with which an amazing degree of
selectivity is obtained. No outside
wires of any kind are used. The set
can be put into operation in any loca-
tion, any place, any time, in five min-
utes.

The complete parts, including phone.
aerial, ground, etc., are in one case
7 by 4 by 4 inches, covered with gen-
uine leather. The set is very beauti-
ful in its construction details, being
lined with velvet.

The parts are arranged so as' to se-
cure the utmost compactness. The
set may be operated at home, in the
office, in a hotel, in an automobile, in
fact anywhere one happens to be.

Successful in Tests.
One Of the first sets purchased

by Miss Lenore Ulric, the stage and
movie star, appearing in "Kiki" at the
Powers theater. Miss Ulric's enthusi-
asm at the wonderful results obtained
was unbounded. Her only statement
was "Marvelous!" The volume was so
great that the announcer's voice from
WDAP was clearly distinguishable
ten feet away from the phone, even
tho the set was in the middle of the
loop, in and surrounded by tall steel
buildings.

Several other tests were made, sev-
eral of which were from one to two
floors below the level of the street.
All of these were entirely satisfactory..
The set has also been used in moving
automobiles. It is called by the in-
ventor, Lewis B. Hagerman, technical
editor of the Radio Magazine, the "De
Luxe Porta-Ceiver."

Head Sets in Series
When using two head sets on a re-

ceiver, connect them in series. That
is, with one tip of each set connected
to one tip of the other, and the two
free ends, or tips, inserted in the re-
ceiving set phone binding posts.

D. X.+Volume

List

$6.00

The Genuine

List

$6.00

Rector Two Rotor Coil
THIS is wound to the exact specifications

of the. Two Rotor Single Circuit wonder
hook-up. Remarkable distance records have been
achieved using this coil as the heart of the circuit.
it is remarkably selective as wain, and extremely
simple in control. Coast to coast reception assured.

Few additional parts besides the Rotor are re-
quired in any of the hook-ups which are furnished
you free for the asking
Complete standard parts, including coil $6.95
Standard high-grade parts $8.50
Highest quality parts, including cabinet $12.50

Two Hook-ups Free for the Asking
Dealers' Corsespendsnee Invited.

RAMOINSTRUPEENTS Ca
17 N3A1:121ASH Yirrm rLoor ,'CHICAGO.

NOT 171X CPLEaesessr -Purr 4 -me airs?
Phone Dearborn 5770

(2 Stores) 60 E. Roosevelt Rd.

8' Bakery 1219 S.Wabash Ave.

and 1-tvdroineler MAIL ORDER$
Promptly Pilled,

Jesse Crlawford, organist, who plays in the Chicago theater's Sat-
urday night radio revue broadcast over WMAQ, bought a portable radio
for his office and listens in on the rest of the slow alter he has done
his bit.

II'..1'j '
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Two Honeycomb Coils Increase the Ultra
Auction Circuit's Efficiency

By BENJAMIN E. FREUND.
(Chief Engineer Crossland -Pfaff Engineering

Laboratories.)
TODAY I am to revive interest

in the everfaithful ultra -auction
circuit, the pioneer of circuits de-

veloped for adaptation to three -ele-
ment vacuum tubes. Tho it appeared
shortly after the
-discovery of the
three-elemen t
tube by Dr. Lee
de Forest, it hasranked high
among the popu-
lar circuits, and
up to the present
day has been used
as the nuceles of
some of our most
efficient circuits.

Among some of
the popular cir-
cuits built around
the ultra-audion
are the Superduc,
Cockaday's four -
circuit receiver,
which was de-
scribed a few weeks ago in the Radio
Magazine.

As will be seen by referring to the
tuning unit, the honeycomb or duo -
lateral coil is used as the inducitance.
In place of using just one coil as cus-
tomarily used for the ultra-audion
circuit I have illustrated how two coils
can be connected so that by varying
the coupling between the two their
mutual wavelength is increased or
decreased as in the two Windings of
a variometer.

A variometer can, be used with
equally good resuA if desired in
place of the two coils. The use of a
variometer or two coils in place of a
fixed inductance greatly increases the
efficiency of the set.

The set is more flexible in evad-
ing and selecting one station from an-
other; in fact, the selectivity of the
set is increased about 30 per cent.

By observing the illustration it will
also be noticed that a variable con-
denser is shown in the antenna cir-
cuit. This also allows a greater wave-
length range with any one combina-
tion of coils. -

Of course, the possibilities in wave-
length range of this style of receiver
are unlimited inasmuch as any de-
sired wavelength can be obtained by
inserting suitable coils. It is this flex-
ibility in the covering of all wave-

` -lengths that makes honeycomb coils
so popular.

In last' week's- article I explained
the merits -8'f the honeycomb and
duo -lateral wound coils.

It was with this type of coil that
the first consistent transatlantic re-
ception was made possible.

The parts necessary to construct,
this receiver can be procured at a very
moderate price.

The necessary parts are two va-
riable condensers (.0005 or .001 MFD.),
a two or three coil mount and two
35 -turn coils. A 35 and 50 turn coil
will do just as well.

The wiring of these parts is shown
in the illustration.

The .0005 or 23 plate Variable con-
denser at the right end of the illus-
tration is in series with the receiver
in the antenna circuit. These parts
are shown in the illustration.

On account of the numerous re-
quests for a larger drawing of the
drilling of the universal panel, I am
reprinting the panel layout on a larger
scale.On account of the adaptability of
the circuit to various circuits special
parts had to be selected which were
described and listed in the Jan. 10
issue of this magazine.
Copyright, 1924, by Crossland Pfaff

Engineering Laboratories.

B. E. Freund.

Lake Forest College
Station in Operation

Lake Forest college now is operat-
ing a broadcasting station, WABA, on
Wednesday evenings from 8 to 9, Cen-
tral standard time. The programs con-
sist of educational talks, literary se-
lections, scientific information, and oc-
casionally piano and orchestral music.
It is the intention to put Oft programs
which will be a real value to those who
are interested in such things.

Dealer Sells Antenna
Material Thru "Stunt"

A dealer in Connecticut made a se-
" ries of snapshots of all the outside

aerials that he could "shoot"-made
a great big center display in the
windows of the prints and put the
question below, "Which is yours?"
Some with poorly constructed aerials
bought the necessary material to put
up new ones.

NEUTRODYNE
SPECIALISTS

Downtown Demonstration in
Room 2064 Congress Hotel

Radio Engineers-Service Station
WEEK -END SPECIALS

1.50FREE
Is MERCHANDISE with

Each Purchase el a
Ull-I99 TUBE at S5.09

THE SHERIDAN RADIO
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

4611 KENMORE WILSON
Complete line of high-grade Radio units.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

OPEN EVENINGS and SUNDAY

New Editor of Post
Radio Magazine

D. D. Richards, experienced
newspaperman and more recently
interested in radio subjects, who
has assumed the position of editor
for The Post's Radio Magazine.

Designs New
and Efficient

Crystal Set
Edgar E. Webster of Downers

Grove, Ill., has designed a compact
crystal receiving set (shown in the ac-
companying photograph) which he
claims will bring in distant stations
clearly.

He says he has heard Minneapolis,
Davenport, Iowa Dallas, Texas; Jeffer-

son City, Mo., and Pittsburg on his
set, which is almost small enough to
be carried in a coat pocket.

Cabinet and panel are dispensed
with in the set, the coil being wound
around a glass covered table mount
condenser.

Mr. Webster says the set also brings
splendid results when used as a wave
trap. He says he gets Chicago sta-
tions at Downers Grove, twenty-two
miles away, clearly.

Puts Aerial Condenser
in Pan of Lubricating Oil

If you like to play around with your
set here's a good one. Put your aerial
condenser in a pan of high-grade lu-
bricating oil. Fred Chapman of Wau-
kegan tried the experiment. He found
that signals came in louder in. most
cases. -Ile reports. tho, that Some of
the tine they were "not so good."

Radio -Frequency
AddstoEfficiency
of Receiving Set

Altho radio -frequency amplification
is no mystery to the average experi-
menter or amateur, many who have
but recently beicome interested would
like to know something about it.

Radio -frequency amplification has
been developed to a point of effi-
ciency which makes it entirely satis-
factory in the handi of the unskilled
amateur.

One of the main reasons for the use
of radio -frequency amplification is
that it allows the detector tube to do
its work more efficiently. As is well
known, a detector tube will fail to
respond to a signal whose strength
is below that of a certain value:- By
employing a stage of radio frequency
prior to the detector tube, as in Cros-
ley radio apparatus, it is possible that
a weak signal will be amplified by
the radio -frequency stage to such a
degree that the detector tube will find
itself in a better position to rectify
the signals.

Unlike audio -frequency amplifica-
ion, radio frequency is not affected by
disturbing tube and battery noises.
This is so, because these noises arc
usually vibrations occurring at a rela-
tively low rate and are effectively
transmitted thru an amplifier designed
for radio -frequency currents. In ad-
dition, selectivity is greatly increased.
A variation of only twenty-five meters
between sending stations is usually
sufficient to bring in one station to
the complete exclusion of the others.

In accounting for the failure of
radio -frequency amplification to real-

' ize its full possibilities as well as to
explain the failure of certain makes
of transformers to live up to expecta-
tion?, account must be taken of the
fundamental difficulties that have to
be overcome.

One of the obstacles has been the
high capacity existing between the
elements of tubes, - a characteristic
that presents great difficulties when
using vacuum tubes as amplifiers.

The realization that the efficiency
of radio.frequency amplification is
directly dependent upon the accuracy
with which the transformer is tuned
to the incoming oscillates has aided
transformer manufacturers. Correct
application of this principle has re-
sulted in transformers that are supe-
rior in range as well as in quality of
reproduction in tone volume.-Q-osley
Radio Weekly.

Recognized Headquarters
for NEUTRODYNE
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Composers Laud Radio
in Spreading of Tunes

Composers and song-pluggers say
the radio beats all old methods of pop-
ularizing new tunes. Lindsay Mc-
Phail, who wrote the dance hit. "Fool-
ish Child," with Jack Nelson of
WDAP, is one of the composers who
gives radio credit over all other me-
diums of spreading tunes. A jazz tune
by McPhail and Nelson recently won
first prize in a radio contest.

SEC

BINDING POST STRIP

Sears -Roebuck Radio
Station Opens March 1

Operation of the broadcast statiot
to be opened by the Sears -Roebuck Ag-
ricultural foundation will begin about
March 1, according to announcement
made early this week. This station,
which will be the largest constructed
by'the Western Electric company, will
develop, it is said, a type of forensics
differing from any now in use, which
is expected to prevent absorption by
the building in which the .station is
located and by other buildings as
well.

Be sure to read the Classified Ad-
vertisements on page 15.

-,reet OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS AlariW4.40111

Plymouth Po
39 West Sackson Foulevard
Our Guaranfte We want you to be completely satisfied in

all your dealings with the Plymouth Radio
Shop. If for any reason you feel that the goods you recei.,,e do not
represent the quality or value which you have a right to expect, we
will be glad to have you return them to us.

ha,

FACTORY MADE-FIVE TUBES-FADA PARTS

rodyne Sets
Comes built in solid walnut cab-
inet. Perfectly neutralized and
fully guaranteed. Brings in
coast to coast. Easiest set to
tune. You couldn't possibly get
a better set. A genuine bargain
at the price we ask. $175 VAL-
UE, SPECIAL FOR TOMOR-
ROW, at

BATTERY
CHARGER
$8.69

$18 value-genuine Tun -
gar bulb-charges 2 am-
peres per hour.

EO

rat

201-A Type
Def. and Amp.

$3.98

Plymouth Radio Shop
*Oa" 39 West Jackspn Blvd. Moil grclers Accepted

1
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Oak Park's New Station Is Broadcasting.
Pleasing Programs

Here is the new station CM-
cago phans have been asking
about for the last few days.
Oak Leaves station TVTAY will
go on the air five evenings each
week from the Oak Park Arms
hotel. Here are the machines
that put out the programs and
the people who arrange them.-
THE EDITOR.

THE gap between 6 p. in. and 8 p. m.
in Chicago radio programs has
been filled. The Oak Leaves

:station WTAY opened fire last Sat-
urday night with an early evening mu -
Ideal.

The Oak Park Arms hotel, Oak Park
avenue and Washington boulevard, is
the home of the new station. The an-
tenna may be seen for blocks, giving
an urban touch to the western sub-
urb.

Just below the roof one may find the
operating -room, if one is persevering
enough to pick his way thru sundry
janitorial materials. "WTAY is out
for service-not for looks," was the
word of the efficient L. E. Dutton as
he was discovered making tests the
other afternoon. Mr. Dutton is the op-
erator.

Of 500 -Watt Power.
As he tested for wavelength and

frequency he answered questions to
the following effect: Five hundred
Watts is the power. The station is on
the air every night, except Monday
and Sunday, from 6:15 to 8:15. It is
owned and operated by the Pioneer
Publishing company, publishers of Oak
Leaves.

At present microphones are located
In the hotel lounge. It is rumored the
artists rather like the lounge. Arrange-
Inents are being made, however, to
equip an upper floor room as a mod-
ern broadcasting studio.

Hugh B. Marshall is studio mana-
ger and Margaret Farr musical di-
rector. From concerts already received
local plans have passed favorable judg-
ment on these masters of ceremonies.

Looking down the list of coming
features we find an agreeable array
varying from "humorist" and "whis-
tler" to "soprano" and "violinist."

Welcomed by Phans.
The usual "kicks" have come in.

John Doe, living within a few blocks
of the hotel, can't tune out. And the
usual replies are being made: "Tune
More carefully." But the weight of
opinion lies with those who are glad
that Oak Park has come on the radio
map.

WTAY is not a new name to radio
phans. The Iodar-Oak Leaves station
%vas heard announcing those call let-
ters last summer. But the present
WTAY is an entirely new organiza-
tion.

WOAW Will Broadcast
Osteopathic Program

Station WOAW will help the Great-
er Omaha Osteopathic association cel-
ebrate the semicentennial of the
founding of osteopathy on Feb. 18.
It will broadcast a musical program
and a brief historical sketch of oste-
opathy by Dr. C. J. Gaddis, Chicago,
secretary of the Amefican Oeteopathic
association. Chicago osteopathic clubs,
societies and fraternities will hold
group meetings to "listen in" and will
wire greetings to the Omaha associa-
tion.

Enjoys Artist's Concerts;
Sends Him a Guitar

Nick Lucas guitar virtuoso for
WJAZ, the Zenith -Edgewater Beach
broadcasting station, is blessing a res-
ident of Chicago, donor of a hand-
some guitar. The person who wished
to give this present to Mr. Lucas did
not want his name known. He sent
the guitar to the station with the in-
formation that he had enjoyed the
Work of Mr. Lucas so much he wanted
to do something to show his apprecia-
tion.

You will find the classified adver-
.4sement section interesting. See
Page 15.

As handsome as a
musical instrument

Radlola IV
All the tuning dials, batteries,
tubes and mechanical parts are
hidden away behind the left
grilled door. To the right is a
highly developed, built - in loud
Speaker. Equipment includes
"all antenna wires, e
batteries, 4 tubes, 49
bead phones, plug,

TERMS IF DESIRED

COMMONWEALTH EDISON

CTRIC SIiO
72 West Adams Street

al I

Demonstrate
Experimental

Loud Talker
In a demonstration and technical

paper delivered before the midwinter
convention of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers at Phila-
delphia on Feb. 8 by W. H. Martin
and H. Fletcher, engineers of the
American Telephone and Telegraph
company and Western Electric com-
pany, respectively, a thoro discussion
of quality in broadcast reproduction of
music was discussed. Many points of
great interest to radio listeners were
brought out. An idea of the complex-
ity of the problem is given according
to these engineers by the extraordi-
nary range of frequencies and varia-
tion in volume which are encountered
in the transmission of radio music.

The most remarkable piece of appa-
ratus employed during the demon-
stration was a new and experimental
form of loud speaker. Two of these
instruments were hung over the stage
and two others in the upper rear of
the ballroom of the Bellevue Stratford.
This arrangement made it possible
to reproduce the Wanamaker organ
and its echo organ in the ballroom
with astonishing fidelity, the deep,
rich tones of the pedals coming thru
with the same clearifess as the higher
tones.

Not Yet on Market.
The loud speakers are a recent de-

velopment of the telephone labora-
tories, but are not yet available in the
market. In addition to the organ se-
lections, other musical numbers were
reproduced with all the reality of life.

Both music and speech consist of
combinations of sound waves of many
differing frequencies. The notes of
music range all the way from the
lowest tones of the organ and the ket-
tle drum, which are in the neighbor-
hood of sixteen vibrations per second,
up to the high overtones of the violin
and the piccolo, which may exceed
even 10,000 vibrations per second. The
aouiftis of speech do not cover quite
as wide a range of frequencies as
those occurring in music. In general,
most of the energy of speech is car-
ried by the vowel sounds and at fre-
quencies below 1,000 vibrations per
second, but the fine modulations of
the vowels which produce the stop
consonants involved frequencies most-
ly above 1,000 vibrations or cycles. The
production of the fricative consonants
also involves higher frequencies and
it was found that such sounds as "S"
and "F" and "TH" have their sound
spectra in the frequency range be-
tween 4,000 and 10,000 cycles.

Such a broad band of frequencies
need not be transmitted in order to I
make speech intelligble. For example, d
a transmitting system, be it either
wire or radio, which carries a fre-
quency range from 500 to 2,000 cycles
reproduces speech which can be
easily understood. Altho these limited
frequencies give intelligibility, they do

Exclusive views taken for the Radio Magazine of the new Oak
Leaves broadcasting station, WTAY, at Oak Park. At the top is shown
a corner of the studio. Hugh B. Marshall, studio director, is at the
microphone; Mrs. H. B. Marshall at the piano. In the circle is Mar-
garet Farr, musical director. L. E. Dutton, engineer in charge, is shown
operating the transmitter in the lower photograph.

not give a natural reproduction. Fcr
this reason a wider frequency range
is used in broadcasting. A frequency
range from 100 to 3,000 cycles gives a
satisfactory degree of naturalness in
broadcasting speech. Appreciable im-
provement is obtained by the exten-
sion of the upper end of the range to
4,000 cycles, and preferably it should
be placed much higher.

Good Reproduction Obtained.
In broadcasting music, the broad

sweep of its frequencies from about
sixteen cycles to 10,000 cycles makes
ie proper handling extremely diffi-
cult, particularly when the large
energy of some of the low notes such
as used in the pipe organ are taken
into account However it has been
found that by transmitting a frequen-
cy range from 60 to 5,000 cycles good
reproduction of most kinds of music
can be given.

Another problem which areas many
difficulties is the wide variation in
volume which must be handled in
the case of certain musical instru-
ments.

This, according to the authors of
the paper in question, constitutes one
of the phases of the technique of
broadcasting which requires constant
attention. For speech, the variation
in average power is of the order of
1,000 to 1. In music, and especially
that such as is given by a symphony
orchestra, the energy variation be-
tween the softest and the loudest
passages may be as great as 100,000 to
1. In the present state of the elec-
trical art it is not practicable to han-
dle such an enormous range of volume
in broadcasting. This limitation
arises not so much from the capacity
of the broadcasting apparatus as from
the existence of extraneous noise. The
softest musical passages when broad-
cast must be made sufficiently loud to
override static and other electrical in-
terference in the ether, receiving set
noise and any incidental noise. When
the softest passages are made loud
enough to overcome such extraneous
interference, it would be extremely
expensive to provide the equipment
for making the loudest passages /00,-
000 times as loud.

Consequently, good broadcasting
requires a skilled listener and a mon-
itoring device at the point where the
program is picked up- The function
of this listener is to adjust the am-
plifier in the broadcasting system so
that its output will take due account
of changes in loudness in the pro-
gram. These changes in loudness
must not be unduly reduced, but they

must be made such as will carry best
to the radio audience, without over-
loading any element in the broadcast-
ing sy3tem. The skillful operation of
monitoring equipment is an impor-
tant factor in WEAF's successful
broadcasting of such orchestras as
the Capitol Symphony, the New York
Symphony and the Philharmonic.

His Piano Test
Puts 0. K. on Radio

MORGAN L. EASTMAN of KYW
recently tried a new stunt in music
broadcasting. He struck a note on
the studio piano and asked the
phans listening in to write the note
be touched. More than 3,000 re-
plies came in from every state in
the union and from Canada. Two-
feLrds of these responses named, the
owe correctly.

100 -Mile Wire
Links Studio to

WBZ Station
"This is the Boston Herald -Travel-

er -Westinghouse studio of station
WBZ, located on the Brunswick ho-
tel, Boston," is the announcement
that will be heard for the first time
in the near future heralding the open-
ing of a radio studio broadcasting sta-
tion 100 miles distant Altho broad-
casts have been made by other sta-
tions at various times at distant points
from the station, this is the first time
that a studio is located permanently
at such a distance from the station for
every -night all -the -year-round broad-
casts.

This broadcasting system has been
jointly worked out by the Boston
Herald -Traveler, the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing company
and the Brunswick hoteL On the
top of the Brunswick hotel has been
built a studio that equals anything
that has been done in the past for
convenience and beauty.

In order to make the project suc-
cessful, it was necessary to have con-
structed an entirely new line from
Boston to Springfield, by the West.
ern Union company. This line is
slightly over 100 miles in length and
connects the studio at the Brunswick
with the radio station at East Spring-
field. It is built of heavy copper wire
even much larger than the ordinary
telephone line; so that it will with-
stand breakage, and always be suit-
able for broadcasting. The line was
transposed three times as often as
the ordinary telephone line is trans-
posed, in order to keep out any noise
that might be heard, due to other
telephone lines near -by.

At Springfield -this telephone line
goes to station WBZ of the Westing-
house company located at this com-
pany's plant For the past two
months the radio station has been
undergoing a complete renovation so
that when the studio opens, every-
thing will be in first-class condition.
The signals will radiate from the
long antenna 210 feet above ground
and supported from massive steel
towers.

Takes Tin -Pan Sound
Out of Speaker Horn

It is reported that a Belgian ama,
teur, C. Dambal, is meeting with sue
cess in suppressing the metallic vi-
brations of loud speaker horns. He
makes use of a composition of pitch
from Judea and paraffin, dipping the
horn in this mixture. The horn is sub-
sequently covered with a very uniform
coat of a dark brown fluid. Mr.
Dambal states that the nasal quality
of the horn is completely abolished and
excellent quality is to be gotten from
even poor horns after this treatment

Minneapolis Program
Is Heard in Norway

Radio fans of Minneapolis are jubi-
lant over the fact that the voice of
WLAG, known as "The Call of hte
North," has been heard in Kragero,
Norway, by residents of Minneapolis in
Norway on a visit The reception of
the Minneapolis program in Norway
was reported to station WLAG by
letter from Kragero. It is estimated
that the place in Norway which heard
the Minneapolis program is 5,200
miles away from the sending station.

Lodge Installation Work
Is Broadcast by Radio

The Independent Order of Odd Fel-
lows held the center of the micropho-
nic stage in the WLW studio of the
Crossley Radio corporation at Cincin-
nati, Tuesday evening, Feb. 12. For
the first time in the history of radio
the installation of officers and other
work of the order was broadcast Offi-
cers of one of the Cincinnati lodges
did the work in the studio and radio
carried it to the listening world.

You will find the classified adver-
tisements on Page 15.

R -W
The Long Distance
Crystal Detector

Used by HAGERMAN In his
LONG-DISTANCE HOOK-UP

SELF-ADJUSTING
ALWAYS SENSITIVE

ALWAYS READY
AT ALL RELIABLE DEALERS
or-send $1.50 and your dealer's
name for cne by prepaid " post.

R. W. Mfg. Co.,
;'226 North Halsted St., Chicago
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-Questions You Ask and Answers We Give
DIAGRAM IS NOT CLEAR.

1294 --CHICAGO: I would like to have
you check up my hook-up. I don't know
If you can make out this hook-up. It is
called tuned plate sad grid circuit. I have
used first -ease material to make this set,
including bake:ite variometers of Manhat-
tan 180 -degree make. One Thordarson va-
eable condenser, vernier 43 -plate, one How-
ard rhecstat, 25 ohms, not vernier. I
,used No. 14 covered wire to wind this set.
Bakelite socket, Freshman variable grid
leak .00025 loud, 201-A tube, four dry cells,
one 221/2 "B" battery. I receive local sta-tions first rate. Now, friends of mine get
out of town on one tube, but all I get ishowl and whistle. My aerial consists of
three wires forty-five feet long twisted to-
gether on roof of house. I have tried this
set on a storage 6 -volt battery and a West-
ern Electfic tube without any results.
Since I built this set I have seen the Auto-
plex drawing in your magazine, which I
think is very fine reading, and with the
material I have It would not be hard to
rebuild this set into an Auloplex. Do you
think it would pay me to rebuild my set, or
could you give me sonic pointers on how I

per cent efficient. UV -199 tubes would be
better for amplification. A 1,500 -turn
honeycomb coil might increase your volume
according to the type of Reinartz you are
using. Your results are fairly good. UV -200
tube for detector and UV -201-A tubes for
amplifiers would increase your volume. Your
aerial is not the best. Your wire, 100 feet
long, would be much better.

ELIMINATION OF HUM.
1292-CHICAGO: I recently built a three -

tube ultra-audion receiver with which I am
having trouble that I cannot locate. This
trouble consists of a steady, constant, low
pitched hum in the phones, not noticeable
on the detector, but very loud on the first
stage of amplification. This hum is not
due to leakage or loose joints in the aerial
ne all joints are well soldered and efficient
insulators are used on the aerial and lead-in
wire. I do not think it is due to faulty con- I
struction of the set, as all the parts used,
are of the best obtainable, the wiring is run
in a neat and orderly manner and all joints
are soldered. UV -I99 tubes and Burgess
dry cells, all new and from fresh stock, are

could get out of town? This set is spacedout on a panel 14 by '7, three -sixteenths
thick, and is not in cabinet; just mounted
on board.

We are unable to check your set from
mailed diagram. A circuit using your parts
is shown.

BEST TUBES FOR REINARTZ,
1293-CHICAGO: Your Magazine is cer-tainly a wonder and I enjoy it very much.

I am using a three -tube Reinartz set that
I made myself, but don't seem to be getting
the results that I should. I use WD -
12 tulles. All American type R21 fiveto one- transformers. What per cent effi-
cient is a Reinartz using WD -12tubes? Would any other dry cell tubes
work better, and if so what one? Would a
1.500 -turn honeycomb coil tapped fivetimes inserted between the detector and
first stage increase the volume or distance?
About the only outside station that I can
get on my loud speaker is KDKA and WGY.
Should my set do better? Would six -volt
tubes increase my distance and volume and
which ones are best? My aerial consists oftwo wires sLc feet apart, about sixty-two
feet long running northwest to southwest.
I never get St. Louis stations. Hardly ever
hear Davenport, but have had Kansas City
fine and in September I got Dallas regular,
altho I haven't had them during December.

WD -12 tubes compared to storage bat-tery tubes in a Reinartz set are about 80

used. The grid leak is a Freshman Variable
and grid condenser is a Freshman mica. Imight mention that the 23 -plate condenser
is mounted inside the tube on which the
aerial inductance Is wound, in order to savepanel space. I am not exactly a novice atthis game, having built eleven tube setspreviously to the one described above. Thishum is distinctly heard by connecting the
phone terminals directly to the ground andaerial. The steam pipe to the radiator isused for a ground, as tests proved it to bethe best. On first thought one would saythat the hum was caused by induction from
near -by power lines, but a review of someof my past experiences, related below, throws
sonic doubt upon this theory.

The set was connected to a single wireaerial, 150 feet long, at right angles tosome A. C. power lines mounted on poles
In the alley. One end of the aerial is about30 feet from the power lines and the leadIn is taken off of the opposite end. Thehum was present. Then the set was con-nected to a two -wire aerial, 90 feet long, atright angles to these power lines. One endof this aerial was 150 feet from the powerlines and the lead-in was taken from theopposite end. The hum was also present.
The set was next connected to a singlewire eerie!, '75 feet long, parallel to thepower lines and 150 feet distant from them.
The hum was still present. All ofthe above aerials were located on top ofan apartment building at 1903 Winnemac
avenue. The Robey street cars are far

FREE SERVICE
QUESTIONS asked on any subject per-
taining to radio will be answered in

this department in either the daily edi-
tion or the Radio Magazine published
each Thursday. No charges are made
for that service.

Due to the immense volume of letters
being received by the Question and An-
swer department. the following restric-
tions must be made:

All letters must be plainly written In
ink and perfcrably typewritten, and onTy
on one side of the paper.

' Drawings, hook-ups. etc.. must be on
a separate sheet from _question and
clearly drawn, showing values of parts.

Do not ask for panel layouts, con-
struction details. etc., for a..set unless
they have appeared in the columns of
this magazine. Self-addressed and
stamped envelope must be inclosed. Ad-
dress all your letters to Radio Questions
and Answers Department, The Chicago
Evening Post, 12-14 South Market
Street. Chicago.

enough away to be out of hearing as they
go bangleg by. This same set was connect-
ed to a 2 -wire 150 -foot aerial, located on
the roof of a three-story building at 1012
North LaSalle street. D. C. current is used
in this district and the wires are run In
underground conduits not mare than 50
feet from and parallel to the aerial. The
set itself was located about 20 feet from
the wires. The hum was entirely absent,
even on the second stage of amplification.
and the set worked very satisfactorily, even
bringing in California stations clearly. The
quality of reception was almost at good
as that obtained with a crystal set. I con-
structed another nItra-audion detector set,
using Western Electric 216-A tubes and
connected it to a two -wire aerial, 80 feet
long, located at 4665 Virginia avenue. The
aerial was at an angle of 45 degrees to the
A. C. power lines on poles in the alley and
also to the third rail of the elevated in the
alley. In this case the end of the aerial
to which the lead-in was connected was
about 15 feet from the power lines and for
a distance of about 30 feet the lead-in
ran parallel to these power hues and to
the third rail. The hum was so loud it
drowned out even local stations. It was
impossible for me to locate the trouble.

I became sore but not dis-ouraged. I
then hulls another set exactly like the one
described above. I used the same tube but
different parts. I connected this set to the
same aerial and ground previously used
and the Mini was entirely absent and the
set worked very well. By connecting the
phone terminals directly to the aerial and
ground the ham was distinctly heard.

Having a Relnartz coil and switches on
hand I hastily constructed a Reinartz set
and added four stages of audio-`requeney,
using 21CA tubes. The hem was entirely
absent even on the last stage of amplifica-
tion. I am going to build the Old Reliable
three-clicult Armstrong that you are de-
scribing is The Pest Radio Magazine. Have
even gone so far as to purchase the Kellogg
condensers and variometers. Have also ob-
tained an empty victrola cabinet, upright
style, in which to mount the set, as I wish
to have a nice piece of furniture as well.
Any information or suggestions that yon
may furnish to enable me to be rid of this
hum will be greatly appreciated. I have
consulted some of the electrical engineers of
the company whose name appears at thetop of this letter and they inform me that
the inductive field of a 4,000 -volt A. C.line is not feet in diameter
and for this reason is not lkit4 to he the
cause of the trouble. When ( have com-
pleted the "Old Reliable" I am going to be

mighty sore if I find this hum in it andwill p-obably be driven to radio -frequency
ampliication and a loop.

Without question the hum you mention
is caused by induction from the power lines
of which you speak. It will be impossiblefor a set to eliminate a disturbance that
is so strong that it will accenuate the dia-
phragm of the phone even without a set.
A possible method of eliminating this would
be to eon one wire parallel to and the full
length of your present aerial, grounding one
end of this.

DONALDSON NEUTRODYNE.
1301-CHICAGO: I am an ardent fanand much interested in your Radio Maga-zine each week. In the one of Dec. 20. youshow a compact neutradyne set by R. C.

Donaldson. Kindly send me a correct diagramof this. I notice the A plus and A minus
are shown to the same lead to rheostats.

A corrected diagram for Donaldson's neu-
trodyne set has been mailed.

EIGHT TAPS FOR KELLOGG.
1298-CHICAGO: Could you please send

me some information on the Reflex hook-
up. In your first issue on the reflex you
stated that a variocoupler with twelve
taps should he used, and in your later issue
you gave some information on some of the
best veriocouplere to be used on the reflex,
and in this article the Kellogg varlocou-
pler has been mentioned, but the Kellogg
has only eight taps. IM you think eight
taps is plenty, or are there Kellogg earn, -
couplers with twelve taps. Also could you
please tell me how I can drill then glass, as
I intend to make a glass cabinet If I suc-
ceed w-Ith my first one.

A reflex circuit generally uses a vario-
coupler with twelve tans, but a Kellogg with
eight is 0. K. To drill glass, use a com-
mon steel bit, tempering with turpentine.

['SE OF RIBBBON AERIAL.
1295 --DOWNERS GROVE: I want to use

a ribbon aerial on a long-distance set. What
is best size aerial to use and shall I run
the ribbon right down to my set or just
use ribbon on the aerial and a copper wire
from aerial to set? How long an aerial?

sures me that you can help me out with
mine. I have a set as shown in attached
diagram, which you will note is similar to
the "Zenith" receiver. All I have been alltle
to get with this was local broadcasting. This
I get fairly good, but all the tuning must
be done with the taps. The condenser tun-
ing is broad and the tickler has no effect
whatever. Have tried 17 -plate and 23 -plate
and 43 -plate condensers, the 43 -plate work-
ing sharpest. This set has been very care-
fully 11114110 end should be good on long dis-
tance, but does not seem to regenerate. Doe,
if make any difference which end of tit
"tickler" goes to the plate and can yo"
tell me if the number of coils on the "tick.
ler" and "secondary" are correct? Ha v
a first-class antenna, single wire, 100 feet
Works fine with other sets. If you Ca I:
check this over for me and suggest some.
thing that will help me get this set working
corectly I will be greatly indebted to you.

Your circuit is apparently 0. K. The
coupling between the primary, secondary aM
tickler should be very close. We are retains.
ing mailed circuit, changed the polarities of
your batteries and the position of your
rl eostat to agree with it.

GOOD RESULTS WITH SUPERDUC.
1200-CHICAGO: In replying to your re-

quest of Jan. 3 in regards to the result oat

ARMSTRONG
THREE- CIRCUIT REGENERATIVE TKI CHIC.40 CVE.ING POST vie

'GROUND

I ive In Downers Grove, in country; no
electric wires around and live on a hill.

Lse 100 feet of aerial and run the ribbon
direct to the set, being sure to insulateit thoroly.

CIRCUIT APPARENTLY 0. K.
1288-CHICAGO: Have been reading with

interest your radio section every week, and
your handling of the various problems as -

your new superduc set, wish to state that
I received the following on loud speaker:
KDKA, WOW, KFKX, WDAF, WOK, WHAZ,
WIAV, WOC, WOS, WTAZ, WOK, WRC,
IVGY. Also 01111, Northern Electric com-
pany, Montreal, Canada, received aloud:1y,
Jan. 7, also Jan. 14. I would like to knowif it is possible to add one step of push -

Continued on Page 12.

World's Greatest
The first of a series of in-
teresting talks about Chi-
cago's largest RADIO STORE

SSave : Service :

Radio Store
A visit to our daily Radio Show
will mean many dollars
saved on your radio purchases

Phone: WABASH 4183

ALVAGE MEANS
Satisfaction

Not an empty boast, but a promise fulfilled-a promise that brings more than 5,000 radio fans to our store each day
for radio parts and accessories-a promise that makes every new customer a regular customer-a promise that means

through the
hundredsof
radio bargains
made possible
by our enor-
mous buying
power. Some-

times a radio manufacturer overproduces
and must sacrifice his surplus for cash.
Frequently, a deale r overstocks and must
unload-again for cash. With our enor-
mous buying power, we are able to buy out-
right-to "sal'irage" at attractive prices-
all standard, brand-new radio apparatus,
in such stocks. To keep on taking advan-
tage of such offers, however, we must
make a quick turnover. We do this by
offering you these standard, guaranteed,
brand-new radio parts at prices that have
not and cannot be equaled elsewhere.

Salvage Means: SAVE.

Service Satisfaction
No matter what
radio set you
want to build,
no matter
where you may
have read

about it, or how new it may be, we are
able to furnish you the necessary
parts-the best parts procurable at
the lowest possible prices. You will
find us even ahead of the times.
Our thirty qualified radio experts
are frequently posted on new de-
velopments in radio long before
they appear in print. They are capable,
courteous men, who will advise you intelli-
gently in making your radio purchases.

Salvage Means: SERVICE.

We carry in our
large radio stock
only the best,
o n 1 y standard,
brand-new,
G UARANTEED
apparatus from

such well-known manufacturers as:
The Carter Radio Company,
Frost Radio Company,
Electrical Research Laboratories,
Freed-Eisman,
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Company,
Western Electric Company,
Amsco Products Company,
Nathaniel Baldwin,
Radio Corp. of America, and others.
Apparatus from these manufacturers is
doubly guaranteed: First, by the manu-
facturer, and second, by ourselves.

Salvage Means: SATISFACTION.

For Special Radio Difficulties Ask "Morry"-He Knows!
Be sure to get the right number-
don't be misled by other advertisements.
Open Evenings Until 9-Sundays Until 3. 509 5. State Street
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Questions You Ask and Answers We Give
Continued from Page 21.

Witransformer to a two-step audio so as
rreetve more volume on out-of-town sta-

tions; if so, please send hook-up.
The hook-up you request for one stage

Of push -Dull amplification is shown.

TWO STAGES IMPRACTICAL.
1291 -Chicago: Will you kindly send me

shook -up of a Reinartz set, using two stages

Beg? Can I use UV -199 tubes for an
t121ree, or must there be a different one as
detector? Would a 41 -plate variable con-
denser with 5 -plate vernier be better
finer tuning or is the 43 -plate vernier bet-
ter? Would yon please send me a drawing
or a blue print of "Old Reliable."

The three -circuit regenerative set will re-
ceive as far as you specify. UV -109 tubes
will work 0. K. with the proper "C" bat-
tery. Of course, more volume would be ob-
tained with storage battery tubes. A 44 -

teas double drat? *it
lineyelln; At: Ifonsfarmer

Trost thew cire

/ S
JaCif

$

L-1111111)111111.445 govr

THREE CIRCUIT SET WITH 2 STAGES
CHICAGO EVENING POST HOOKUP* 527

radio -frequency, the detector and two
Iltages of audio -frequency, using WD -11
tubes. Would I be able to operate this
pet on a loop aerial end how far should I
Ire -able to receive? Think the Radio Maga-
n ine on Thursday Is the thing. Have not
missed an edition yet.

We have not the hook-up you request, as
two et -aces of radio -frequency is not prac-
tical on the Retnartz set. A circuit show-
ing one stage of radio -frequency is shown.

plate variable condenser will work just as
well as a 43 -plate. The hook-up you re-
quest is shown.

HAGERMAN CRYSTAL.
1205 -CHICAGO: Please send or publish

the hookup for the Long Distance Crystal
Receiving Set that you published.

The hook-up of long-distance crystal set
is shown.

ARMSTRONG REGENERATIVE. BETTER THAN DRY CELLS.
1201 -CHICAGO: Kindly publish the Ann- 1202 -CHICAGO: As a constant reader of

S trong regenerative hook-up in your next your column, I will take the liberty to ask

magazine. What will cause a tube to choke
up? I hav- a eon,' vernier rheostat one
have tried several grid leaks. I get a sta-
tion kiwi of clear. When I try to clear
It up my tube stops oscillating. I also
changed ' lsinent connections.

The hook- e you request is shown. Your
tube chokes b wise you are probably using
the wrong a,eoent of "13- battery. Try
varying this until the correct voltage is
found.

St.-PERDUC HOOK-UP.
1206 -CHICAGO: I would appreciate if

you could -ire me a hook-up of your
Superduc with one stage of audio. I have
a Reinartz two -tube set and have trouble
getting DX ',lotions. I cannot wait until
Thursday to set your radio section. It la
the best e et.

The hook,;: you request is shown.

THREE -CIRCUIT REGENERATIVE.
1203 -CHICAGO: I would like to build

myself a set. I like the Armstrong three -
circuit regenerative receiver set the best.
Will it be troeg enough to bring in sta-
tions like Ha %eine. Cuba; Mexico City, Los
Angeles? ('ao I use UV -199 tubes on this

C):4e
ERBENrr)

11 ,, ''STOPS
INTERFERENCE

GET
"Outside"

WITHOUT
INTER FER-

ENCE

The FERBEND WAVE
TRAP is positively guaran-
teed to tune out any inter-
fering station.

No wave filter can do more, and we
du not believe that any other wave
filter does this so well.
The FEI;BEND is the original wave
filter -developed through years of
careful, thorough experimentation. It
Is not surprising that the GENUINE
WAVE TRAP does its work better
than instruments slapped together
from -ordinary radio parts. The FER-
BEND WAVE TRAP gives blended
selectivity to any set. If your present
set is good in other ways, the addi-
tion of a FERBEND WAVE TRAP
may be just the one thing needed to
give you an entirely satisSitiltory set.
The WAVE TRAP simply tunes out
the wave length you don't want and
lets through the wave length you do
want. If it isn't a FERBEND, it isn't
a WAVE TRAP.
Mounted on a Formica panel in a ma-
hogany finished cabinet 6x5x6 ready
to us, $8.50. Unmounted for panel
mounting. $6.00. Postpaid to out of
town customers.

,oct a few questions, which I hope you
will answer as you have so kindly done fee
so many others. There is an "A" and "11"
battery made by the Welch Battery Com-
pany of Flint, Mich., the parts of which
are sold separate and the pima can make
them up in a Mason fruit jar. Is this bat-
tery dependable, and would there be any
danger of it horning out a UV -201 A tube?
They claim that this battery, when con -
slitting of several of these Jars connected to-
gether can be charged thru a rectifier, tba
same as any storage battery, and that It
causes less noise In the tubes. From the
looks of them is seen a possibility, but I ion
not up well enough on batteries to judge.
If these batteries are all right they will
make a great saving over the regular stor-
age battery, and while they are kind of
bulky, still, space does not matter so much
with me, as I am using a console type cab-
inet..

We are not familiar with the "A" and
"B" battery you mention in your letter. It
is possible tho to make a battery of this
kind. If properly constructed, it would be
much better than dry cells.

1300CITICAGO: Please give me a littlefnrther advice. I wish to send a good one -tube set to a friend in a remote country
location in Wyoming, that will bring instations 500 miles or more away. Hereare my limitations. Must get a ready -built set, as I have neither the leisure no:
experience to make one; limit of priceunder $25 for the bare set without theaccessories; dry battery, operation; pre-
ferably using a WD -12 tube, as I have oneon hand.

What sets can you recommend?
There are many good single -tube seta on

the market today selling at or under theprice you specified. Be sure they arelicensed and guaranteed._--
REFLEX SET.

1313 -DULUTH: I have an Aeriola
Senior receiving set which I would like toconvert into a one -tube reflex, using UV -199 tube. I inclose the Aerioia Seniorhook-up, and I would like to have youindicate thereon the necessary changes tomake it u reflex circuit, and any other in-
formation you may he able to ,give me will
he greatly appreciated.

Hook-up of one -tube reflex set, as peryour request, has been mailed.

ULTRA-ALTDION.
1309 -CHICAGO: I recently listened inon a very good set made up of a variom-

eter and a varaible condenser. It Is muchbetter than a Reinartz set I have. Kindlysend me any comment you might care to
make and a hook-up of tile variometer and
variable condenser set, showing capacity of
all condensers.

Diagram of an ultra-audion hook-up with
variometer and variable condenser, as peryour request, has been mailed.

like to build a set that I could get out
of town while these stations are. broadcast-
ing if it Is possible to do se. HOW Is the
Sun receiving set or the Fade neutrodyne,
and would It make any difference in the
efficiency in regard to volume and selectivity
if I were to build it a little larger so that
it would not he so compact for it would
be a little easter to work on? I am think-
ing of building either one of these sets and
would appreciate your candid opinion as
to which one would give me the best re-
sults. Or recommend a set that is better
than these two if you know of any.

We would recommend the noutrodyne set
for your requirements.

BODY CAPACITY.
1310 -CHICAGO: Will you answer this

question for me concerning radio? Whnt
causes body capacity? When I put my
hands near the dials of the machine there
seems to be a strange noise and I find
it hard to tune the same. What can I do
to stop this?

When tuning a set your body collects ener-
gy the same as an aerial. It is this energy
that causes the interference you mention
which is commonly called "body capacity."
There is no practical way to eliminate this.
Vernier knobs on the dials would help.

WAVELENGTH.
1316 -CHICAGO: I have the old Arm-

strong regenerative one -tube set, two variom-
eters and variocoupler, the variocoupler be-
tween the two variometers. I seem to be

best for my set? I certainly appreciate
the 1Battio Magazine, as it Is both interest-
ing and helpful to those who, like myself,
like to make their own sets.

Hook-up for a wave -trap, as per your
request, appeared in the Dec. 20 issue of the
Radio Magazine. Hook-up for two stages
of amplification for your present set has
boon mailed.

able to get stations with lengths of 500
meters and down distinctly in a radius of
:300 miles, but over and including KTIV
I have poor results sines the change in
wavelength. I am using WD -11 tube, 1% -
volt unit 4 -cell power A battery and 22% -
volt tapped B battery. I have a Murdock
variable 23 -plate condenser between ground
on aerial. Results are good except as
stated above, no howling or body capacity
to speak of. With this arrangement re -
milts are good except KYW and stations
over 500 meters. Now, is there a coil or
something like a wave -trap that I can
insert on the outside of my set to pick up
stations of 500 meters and over? I hear
&WY faintly. What I want to do is length-
en the wavelength of my set without chang-
ing the set over or the aerial. Aerial is a
four -e ire, each wire about twenty feet long.
I look forward every week for your maga-
zine: also have one of your binders to pre-
serve same.

To raise the wave -length of your set, in-
sert a 75 -turn honeycomb coil in series
with the grid and plate leads of your
tube.

DETECTOR TUBE.
1320 -AURORA: My Atwater Kent radio -

dyne set floes not give me enough volume
# to operate a Magnavox loud speaker. What

can be the muse? I inspected my
aerial (135 feet single wire, including Med-
ea wire) and find it 0. K., and the results
are no better with a twenty -foot indoor
aerial. My B battery tests 90 volts and I
have just recharged the A battery. Also
the connections from batteries to machine
are 0. K. There is one binding poet on
the machine calling for a plus 20 -volt. I
noticed the results are the same whether
the plus 20 wire is on or off the binding
post. I use four Cunningham amplifying
tubes and one detector tube, also Cunning-
ham. Can you suggest anything to remedy
this difficulty (lack of sufficient volume)?

There must be something wrong in the

HAGERMAN LONG DISTANCE
CRYSTAL HOOKUP

wiring of your set. It will be impossible
for us to locate this without a wiring dia-
gram. Try an amplifying tube for a de-
tector with 45 volts on the plate.

RHEOSTAT OHMAGE.
1919 -CHICAGO: I am Enclosing slip

showing winding of a Reinartz coil, which,
I am told, will receive up to 360 meters.
Where must I add wire to Increase the
range up to 500 or 600 meters? What is a
good hook-up for a single tube set using
this coil? I was contemplating using this
one. How many ohms should rheostat be
for WD -11 tube? I am enjoying your Thurs-
day Radio Magazine immensely.

Hook-up as mailed us is the best obtain-
able. using coil mentioned. There is no meth-
od whereby the wavelength of the ,

could be increased practically. A WD -11
tube should have a 6 -ohm rheostat.

AMPLIFYING DIAGRAM.
1327-WIIMIeTTE: I am incloeing a lay

out of the circuit I am luting, which is vele
selective except when WJAZ is going, and
it is almost impossible to. "shake" them. I
therefore tried a wave -trap made of a 30 -
turn coil and 23 -plate condenser, first the
inductance and capacity in parallel, an,
then in series, with each combination tried
in series with aerial, with ground and
across aerial and ground binding posts, with
no desirable results. Will you kindly send
me a diagram of the correct way to make

Double circuit
jack 1 A t Trans?

Open c,h-u//
jacIr

4

4.514.

AMPLIFIER WITH JACKS
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INFORMATION GIVEN.
1326 -CHICAGO:". I am an interested

reader of your Radio Magazine. I have
an ultra-audion hook-up with tapped
It has given good service, but have had
in mind the rebuilding of it and the putting
in of the beat parts I man buy. I am now
waiting for your "Superduc," to which I
want to add two stages audio -frequency.
Can you tell me privately what is the best

t I would aporeelate it if you would
AP. I me a copy shoeing the parts to be

We have not a diagram of the Kopprash
circuit.. Inclosed you will find hook-up,
using parts you have, which is surprisingly
good.

ANTENNA TROUBLE.
1322 -CHICAGO: I have built one of Mr.

Hagerman's crystal sets with very poor re.
sults. Here is a list of parts I used: One
R. P. M. variometer, one Signal variable
emaienser, one 7,10x3-16 inch panel and
one R. R'. detector.

Hook-up as shown is 0. K. Your trouble
probably lies in your aerial. Use one of
one wire at least 100 feet long and in a
straight line, and 6 to 8 feet above all ob-
stacles.

5NA.F.T

SPLIT VAR

4-3

SUPERDUC WITH I STAGE OF AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFICATION
CHICAGO EVENING POST HOOKUP *537

PLATE set 4-L=1101110101

make of variable condenser, one with the
least loss? Also variometer, rheostats, grid
leaks, variable and sockets? Will there
he anything special in the amplifying unit
for the "Snperdue" circuit?

The information that you request has aP-
poured inn the last three issues of The Post
Radio Magazine.

ULTRA-AUDION HOOK-UP.
1317 -CHICAGO: Will you please send

me a hook-up using a variometer, 43 -plate
condenser and WD -11 tube? Will square
bus wire do to hook this set up? Please
state size of batteries and grid leak and
condensers. What is the distance of this
set? Is tuning hard?

We are mailing ultra-audion hook-up which
will receive one thousand miles and is not
hard to tune.

OLD RELIABLE.
1314-.-REDDICK: Referring to your "Old

Reliable," can I not use other condensers
instead of Kellogg? Are they as good?

Any variable condenser can be used on
the "Old Reliable,"

KOPPRASH HOOK-UP.
1329 -CHICAGO: I have had no success

this winter in getting out-of-town stations
on Monday night my Kopprash circuit.
Should there be some changes made in the
parte on account of the change in wave-
lengths? If you have a diagram of this

ti

;

For

Better
Tuning

use

Only the Originals B -I
Tuners and
Condensers
lead the lime

Our Booklet "Better
Tuning"will improve
your knowledge of
Radio. Ask your
dealer or send 10c.
BREMER-TULLY MFG. CO.

532 S. Camel Street, Chicago

.11 .0.11.111 .111.111.2Wle

THE BARAWIK CO
102 SOUTH CANAL STREET

Your Money Will Go Farther Here
We Have the Part You Want at the Right Price

Build a Neutrodyne Set
Clearest, Loudest, Greatest Dis-

tance. We Have Every Part
at the Right Price.

C01111'LETE SET PARTS FOR
NEUTRODYNE 5 -TUBE SET
$36.,5 UNEQUALED

Cabinet & Comphte Instructions Included
Special Parts for All Popular

Circuits at Lowest Prices
Famous Fada 160 and Freed-Eis-
man Neutrodyne Receivers, Cros-
ley, Cleartone and Many Other
High Grade Sets at Attractive
Prices.

SPECIAL SALE OF
STANDARD HEADSETS

Pico, $4.00 value
Blue Streak, $5.00 value
,lurdock 56, 2000 ohm
Brandes
Western Electec
Pine Grade Phone Plug

92.30
'l'2 89
$'t 31
$4.95
$7.95

90e

Lowest Prices on
"B" BATTERIES
Standard Brands
FRESH STOCK

mall 221/2 -Volt, 880
value

1, a r g e Size 221/2 -Volt
i'apped,

$3.013 1.40.alue
barge Tapped
-15-V, $5.50 value. 2.55
Testing Meter.... 850"II" Battery

Storage Batteries guar-
anteed 3 years, new ma-
terials, fresh stock; un-
equaled values; 6 volt,
40-80 ampere, WM;
6 volt, 80-120 12 95ampere at
Reinartz Coil, 1 qm
green silk wire.. .1 sw.6,
Signal Corps
Aerial Wire. 100 ft 420

TUBES
WD12, WD11, 4.48
Electric Sol-
dering Iron......1.29

COMPLETE PARTS FOR
ALL POPULAR CIRCUITS
Cockaday $11.35
Reinartz, 1 tube $10.95
Reinartz, 3 tube $17.95
Autoplex 1 -Tube Loud Talker

Super Set $13.25
Erla 1 -Tube Reflex $18.95
Ultra-Audion $8.95
Flewelling $12.39
Anyone Can Easily Assemble
These Sets and Get Best Results

Enjoy Your Radio More With
One of Our

Finest LOUD SPEAKERS
Murdock 43.75
Baniwik Special, finest tone ca at=
quality, with Baldwin Unit... tilWeei
Pa! hg $14.75; Dictograph...$21.41
Atlas, Music Master, New Genuine
Nathaniel Baldwin and other stand-
ard Speakers at right prices.

I,arawik Special Audio

equals any
Variable Condensers,
Aluminum Plates, fin-

made.
3 plate Vernier...68(.08

23 plate plain.....11 2485
;3 plate plain
23 plate Vernier
43 plate Vernier -2 80

Switch
'ever 15o
Switch Points, 10owith nuts, dozen.
nductance Switch 740

10 point

All Sizes Cabinets and
Panels, Finest Quali-
ty, at Lowest Prices

Rheostat s-
6 ohm, 21e, 30 ohm, 27c
Potentiometer ,..30c
Elosner Vernier Rheo-
slat, $1.50
value .... 78o
Double Circuit 350
Jacks

Frequency iansformer,

$5.00 one.... 2.25
Bakelite Tube Variome-
ter-wonderful 1.60value
Moulded Vario-
coupler, $4.30 val. 2.25
180 Degree Variocoupler,
bakelite tubes, y nff$3.50 value.......
Genuine Bakelite e'l11"liao
Socket, 75c value. -
$4enser.50 Coto Con- 1.75d

3 -inch Bakelite
Dials, 75c value. 290
4 -inch Dials,
priced at 32o
Two Slide .....1.48Tuning Coil
Variomet ers. Va riocoup
lers, unmatched 95a,value
Antenella Wireless Light
Socket 980Aerial

Stock Standard Manufaoturars' Goods. Real Values All the
Every Item Guaranteed to Be Right or Your /Honey Rack.

Time.

ORDER DIRECT. Circular on re-
quest. Phone Central 5923.

"The (2:faena/ Wave Filter"

airilDend Etectric Company
19 E. South Water St. Chicago

1/1 ,. 6 -../111,
goety

NEUTRODYNE SET.
1308 -CHICAGO: I am anxious to build

a rrcnivmg SOL as large us five tubes and
would like a little advice as to what set
to build. I have an itrla three -tube relic:,
and . not satisfied, .aftei, AO, o'clock at

I have no selectivity, as I cannot
'd.aZ sad ISDAP. Now, I woula

a we've -trap? Also advise if there is any-
thing I can do that will possibly improve
ioy present receiver. With a single tube

' get New York, WJZ, W(iY, Dallas, 'Omaha,
t'ert Weetli. tee. 1 am adding two stages
of amplification. Will you give me the
.eat moat -tip tor this, or is the diagram
you published about three weeks

THE BARAWIK CO.
102 S. CANAL STREET, corner MONROE
Convenient to Nerthwestern and Union Depots.

'EN UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYSIMISMS2t,
-----eweetace4,
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Planets May
Call by Radio,
Says Thurston

By Howard Thurston.
THE air is full of mystery. Few

people realize what a wonderful
opportunity is awaiting them in

the air. The discovery of the radio
has made it easier for the air inves-
tigators and great results are predict-
ed for the pioneers in this new fieldof scientific research.

It is but a seemingly brief step
backward to the time when the Simon
Lake submarine made its appearance
and when the Wright brothers brought
out their airplane and Haynes exhib-
ited his automobile.. Each of these
seeming- mysteries was proved practi-
cal as the years have passed. Why
not, then, grasp the opportunities for
utilizing the marvelous invention of
the radio to further the experiments
with the hidden secrets of the air?

Scientists, astronomers and dream-
ers are seeking the heavens for new
things heretofore thought mythicalbut the advent of the radio will
make it easier for them to solve some
of the seemingly impossible mysteries.
My constant wish is to be able to
bear a message from Mars or one of
the other planets, because I firmly
believe in the theory that they are
inhabited and some day will reveal
their innermost secrets to us by
means of the radio.

Studies the Air.
Every minute I can spare from my

Work is given ()tier to the study of
the air and I carry a special receiving
set with me and have it placed by my
bed each night. I often find it istime for breakfast and have not been
asleep at all but listening to the
strange sounds that come from the
air.

I have been told that static is an-
noying some of the radiophans, but it
holds a great meaning to me because
I believe static is some form of elec-
trical energy that is being sent from
some of the planets. If the radiophans
would try, as I do, to interpret the
sounds called static, they might be
able to discover that some radio oper-
ator on the planets was sending an
important message that would en-
lighten the dwellers of this earth.
Communication with and from the
planets will be possible and I believe
that time is not far distant.

One of the reasons for my belief
that the radio will reach some listener
in the other worlds  is the increase
in power of the broadcasting stations.
I haVe spoken to many studio direct-
ors since my first talk from the
WLW station in Cincinnati, when I
played there last year at the Grand
opera -house, and they have all as-
sured me that the great power of the
stations is now making it possible for
the broadcast talks to reach nearly
around the world. Why then is it not
possble to reach outward as well as in
a direct line? Surely if the radio
waves go forth with such great energy
that the broadcast message is heard at
distant places they must go outward
toward the planets. That is why I
believe the static we hear is but a
message from these untouched
places.

Has Complete Laboratory.
In my home at Beechurst, White

Stone Landing, L. I., I have a com-
pletely equipped laboratory which
serves as an experimental place for
my radio researches as well as my
attempt to solve the mysteries of the
spirit world. Would it not be wonder-
ful if the radio should prove a means
of communication with the spirit
world as well as with the planets?

I am greatly encouraged with the
result of the work I have done so far
and only wish that I could devote
more time to the further study of this
marvelous force of radio. My Hindu
assistant, Abdul, is of great service to
me in my experimental work, because
he seems to have an understanding of
the occult air and believes, as I do,
that the mysteries of the air will be
revealed in a short time.

When the television, or ability to see

Today's Programs and Schedules
Continued from Page 3.

Wednesdays-At 7:35 p. m. only.
 WIAB-Rockford, Ill., 252 meters: Mon-
day and Friday evenings; Monday evening,
9 p. m.,' MacDonald's Melody orchestra, in
latest hits: Friday evening, 8 p. m., vocal
and instrumental selections; Sunday. 12:30
p. m., religious services by the Rev. Toyk-
mann and choir of the Mission Tabernacle
church.

WJAN-Peoria, HI.; 280 meters: Daily ex-
cept Sunday.

Day -9 a. m., live stock market; 9:15
a. m., weather; 11:30 a. m., Chicago. Peoria
and St. Louis live stock and grain markets;
1:30 p. m., Chicago and Peoria grain and
produce markets; United States agriogrania-

Evening-Tuesday and Thursday. special
musical program to be announced by radio-
phone.

WRM-Urbana, University of Illinois;
360 meters: 8:50 to 9:30 p. m., lectures
and news.

WTAS-Elgin' Charles E. Erbstein;
265 meters: Wednesday, evening schedule,
8:30 p. m., musical program.

OUT-OF-TOWN STATIONS

(Central Time Is Shown.)
KDKA-East Pittsburg;_326 meters:
Day -8:45 a. m., live stock; 10:55 a. m..

time; 11 a. m., weather; 11:10 a. m.. or-
gan; 5:15 p. m., dinner concert.

Evening -6:30 p. m., talks; 6:45 p. m.,
children's period; 7 p. m., markets; 7:15
P. m., talk; 7:30 p. m., concert; 8:55 p. m.,
time; 10:30 p. m., concert.

WB2-Springfield, Mass.; 337 meters:
Day -10:55 a. m., time; 5 p. m., dinner

concert.
Evening -6 p. m., talk; 6:30 p. m., kiddie

story; farm period; 7 p. m., concert; 8 p. m.
story for grown-ups; 8:55, time.

WCAE-Pittsburg, Pa.; 462 meters:
Day -11:30 a. m., news and weather pro-

gram; 2:30 p. m., news; 3:30 p. m., mar
kets; 5:30 p. m., dinner concert.

Evening -6:30 p. m.. "Uncle Kaybee"; 7

U. of Nebraska
Has Powerful

New Station
THt present radio transmitter at

the University of Nebraska is
made up of Standard Radio cor-

poration parts and has a rated power
output of 500 watts. The equipment
is used in the so-called "master oscil-
lator" circuit, using one 50 -watt tube
as a modulator, and two quarter -kilo-
watt tubes as poper amplifiers, thus
giving a power input of one-half kilo-
watt to the antenna. A standard
Western Electric microphone and am-
plifier are used to modulate the input
to the transmitter.

The equipment was formerly used
at the state by the department
of markets and marketing and was
Purchased by the university during
the past summer after broadcasting
was discontinued at the capitol. The
new transmitter, which has been com-
pletely reassembled and rewired, re-
places a 100 -watt set which was used
last year and which gave fairly satis-
factory results. Signals from the old
set were reported from thirty-eight
states last year, and it is expected
that a much better record will be at-
tained with the new and more power-
ful outfit.

Antenna 85 Feet High.
The old antenna has been replaced

with a four -wire T -cage, which is ap-
proximately 85 feet high and 110 feet
long across the top. It is supported
at one end by the tower of "U" hall
and at the other by the steel smoke
stack of the power -house.

A room in the elettrical engineer-
ing building has recently been
equipped with sound absorbing dra-

by radio, is an established thing, then
it will not be long until the planets
are reached. Just think of sitting in
your living -room and talking to and
seeing what is to be revealed by
the Martians, Jupiterians and others
which now seem so far away and im-
possible. It will come with a perfec-
tion of radio.-Crosley Radio Weekly.

p. in., silent; 7:15 p. m., talk: ':30 V. as.,
music.

WEAF-New York city; 492 meters:
Day -10 a. m., talk; 10:30 a. m., mar-

kets; 2:30 to 3:45 p. m., Alumni Service,
Columbia university; 3:45 p. m.. Abraham
Lincoln; 4 p. m., music.

Evening -6 to 9 p. m., religious service:
sport talks. music.

WHN-New York city; Lowe's State broad-
casting station; 360 meters:

Day -1:15 to 4:30 p. m., music.
Evening -8:30 to 10:46 P. ni-. music.
WGI-Medford Hillside, Mass.; 360 meters:
Day -11 a. m., selection on the AmP1c0;

selections on the Brunswick console; 11:4C
a. in., weather; 11:45 a. m., farmers produce
market report; 4:30 p. m., clueing stock
market report; live stock markets. agrio-
grams: 5:15 p. m., Boston police reports:
5:30 p. m, meeting of the Big Brother
Amrad club.

Evening -6 D. m., police reports; 6:30
D. m., evening program; 7:15 p m., read-
ing of Boy Scout oath.

WHAZ-Troy, N. Y., 330 meters; This
station broadcasts only on Monday eve-
nings.

WGY-Sebeneetady, N. Y.; 380 meters: Si-
lent night Wednesday.

Day -10:55 a. m., time: 11:30 a. m., mar-
kets; 11:45 a. m., weather; 5 p m., prod-
uce and market reports; 5:30 p. m., ad-
venture story.

Evening -3:45 D. m., musical program.
WGR-Buffalo; 319 meters:
Day -9:45 a. m., weather; 11 a. m., pro-

duce and live stock: 11:30 a. m.' organ
recital; 1:30 p. m., Chicago Boar) of Trade;
2:30 p. m.. New York Stock exchange; 3
p. m., tea -time music; 5:30 p. m., dinner
music.

Evening -13:30 p. m.. news.
WJY-New York city; 405 meters: Tues-

day, Thursday, Friday. 6:30 to 10:30 D. m..
Sunday. 1:30 to 4:30 D. m., and 7 to 9:30
p. m.

WJZ-New York city; 455 meters: No
silent night -

Day -2 to 4:30, p. m., talks, music, mar-
kets.Evening -6 to 9:45 p. m., music, talks.

WOO-Philadelphia; 599 meters: Silent
Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Sat-
urday evenings.

Day -10 a. m., grand organg 10:30 a. m.,
United States weather forecast; 10:30 a. m..
United States naval observatbry time sig-
nals; 11 a. m., luncheon music by the Tea
Room orchestra: 3:45 D. m., grand organ
and trumpets: 4 p. m., sport results and
police reports.

Evening-Silent.
WORT-Newark, N. J.; 405 meters:
Day -1:30 to 6:30 p. m., music and talks.
Evening-Silent.
WRC-Washington, D. C.; 469 meters: Si-

lent Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday eve-
nings.Day -2 p. m., fashions; 2:10 p. m. Bong
recital; 2:25 p. m., national conference
board; 2:30 p. m., song recital;. 2:45 D. m,.
travel talk; 2:55 p. m., Mend recital: 4:15
p. m., international code; 5 p. m., children's
story.

Evening-Silent.
WRW-Tarrytown, N. Y.; 273 meters:
Evening -6:30 to 8:45 p. m., music and

talks.
WDAR-Philadelphia. Pa.; 395 meters:
Day -10:45 a. m., daily almanac; 11:02

a. m., organ recital; 1 to 2 p. m., Arcadia
concert: 3:30 p. m.; recital from the studio,
Sal Zaleb's orchestra, Maze cafe

Evening-G:30 p. m., Dream Daddy with
the boys and girls.

Midwest Programs.
WCR-Detroit, Mich.; 517 meters:
Day -1 p. m., news bulletins; 1:15 p. m.,

peries to keep down echoes., and a
new piano has been secured. Musi-
cal programs are given every Wednes-
day night at 8:30 o'clock on 275 me-
ters. Weather forecasts, road reports
and other information are also given
daily at 9:45 a. m. and 12:40 p. m.

The station is also equipped with
two very good receiving sets and
a Western Electric power ampli-
fier and loud speaker, thus making it
possible to entertain visitors without
the use of headsets. One receiver is
a standard Grebe CR-9 set with de-
tector and two stages of audio -fre-
quency amplification. The other is
a regulation DeForest set rewired
into a three -circuit regenerative re-
ceiver using honeycomb coils. The
first receiver has a wave length of
from 150 to 3,000 meters and the sec-
ond covers the entire waveband from
150 to 20,000 meters. It is possible to
use the loud speaker with either of
these sets.

Students Give Concerts.
The station depends upon the school

of fine arts and the students and fac-
ulty for the programs given. Last
year students from the dramatic art
courses also assisted greatly by giv-
ing readings and recitations.

Reports of signals from WFAV or
9 YY (the station's. test license) are
requested.

CORNHUSKERS' BROADCASTING STATION

stock quotations; 1:50 D. m.. weather; 3:15
P. M., music; 5 p. m., dinner concert; 6
p. m., musical program.

Evening -7 p. m.. music.
WJAX-Cleveland; 390 meters: Silent every

night except Tuesday and Thursday.
Evening -7:30 p. m., talks and music.
WLAG-Minneapolis, Mirin.; 417 meters:

No silent nights.
Day -9:30 to 9:45 a. m., announcements;

10:46 to 11:15 a. m., household hints; 11:35
a. m. to 12 m., surprise program; 2 to 2:30
p. m.. Woman's club; 2:40 to 4 p. in.,
daylight concert; 4 to 4:30 p. m.. short
story; 5:30 to 8 p. m., children's stories.

Evening -6, sport talk; 6:15, orchestra;
7:30, Gatun lectures.

WLW-Cincinnati; 309 meters: Silent
Friday and Saturday.

Day -10:30 a. m., weather: 1:30 p.
business reports; 3 D. m., markets; 4 p. m.,
business reports.

Evening -10, Odd Fellow program.
WOC-Davenport, Iowa; 481 meters: Silent
Tuesdays.
Day -10 a. m., opening market quotations;

10:55 a. n.. time signals: 11 a. m., weather
and river forecast; 11:05 a. m., market quo-
tations; 12 noon, chimes concert: 2 p. m.,
closing stocks and markets: 3:30 p. m.,
educational program and concert; 5:45 D. M..
chimes concert; 6:30 p. m.. Sandman's visit.

W6A1--Cincinnati, United States Playing
Card Company; 309 meters: Tuesday, Thurs-
day, Saturday evenings.

Evening -7 to 9, talks, music.
Southwest Programs.

11.6D -8t. Louis; 1146 meters: Silent Fri-
day.

Evening -8:30 p. m., vocal and instrument-
al music.

WRAP-.Fort Worth, Texas; 476 meters:
Day -10 a. In. to 4 p. m., markets and

financial review.
Evening -7:30 D. m., concert; 9:30 P. 111.,

music.
WDAF-Kansas City, Mo; 441 meters:
Day -3:30 to 4:30 p. m., musical matinee,

Johnnie Campbell's Kansas City Club or-
chestra.

Evening -6 p. m., weather; 7 p. m., music
and lectures.

WFAA-Dallas, Texas; 147 meters: Silent
Wednesday.

Day -12 noon, address.
Evening -8:30 P. m., music.
WHAS-Louisville; 400 meters: Silent

Mondays.
Day -4 to 5 p. m., selections by the Wal-

nut theater orchestra: Walter Davison, con-
ductor; selections by the Strand theater or-
chestra, Harry S. Currie, conductor.

Evening -9 to 10:30 D. m.. music.
WHB-liansas City, Mo.; 411 meters: Si-

lent Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Day -8:25 a. m., stock reports: 9:25 a. in.,

grain market; 12:35 p. m.. music; 2 p. m.,
ladies' hour.

Evening -7 p. m.. music.

Canadian Railway to
Establish Radio Stations

The officials of the Canadian Na-
tional railway are planning to estab-
lish several broadcasting stations
along the railways from which news
of the railroads, concerts and the
usual radio programs will be sent to
the 10,000 employes of the roads. This
scheme has been hit upon as one that
will tend to keep the employes in
touch wtih the policies of the railway
and will give the officials a chance to
talk directly with employes, tho some
of them may be located in remote
places. The plan also contemplates
the selling of radio receiving outfits
to the employes at cost, so that all
may be equipped to take advantage of
the broadcasting stations.

WMC-Memphis; 500 meters: Silent .Wed-
nesday.

Day-Stock and news every half homffrom 9 a. m. to 10 p. m.
Evening -8:30 D. m., Chisca Philharmonic

orchestra.
WS.11-Atlanta, Ga., Atlanta Journal; 429

meters:
Day -5 D. m., talk; 5:30 p. m., kiddies'

program.
Evening -8:30 p. m., program: 11 p. m.;

frolic.
Pacific Coast Programs.

KPO-San Francisco; 425 meters: 500
watts: Crair F. Morrison. station director;
Ada Morgan gliStrise, prOgram director. Fri-
day night sileffr.

Day -2 p. m., time signals from the naval
observatory; 3 to 4 p. m., Rudy Sieger'a
Fairmount Hotel orchestra, by remote con-
trol.

Evening -8 p. m. to 1 a. in., music.
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For Yo r7 Set.

This No. 003 Variab e Condenser,
23. Plate with 3 Plate Vernier,
Kellogg Variable Condensers

furnished with and without
vernier in 5, 11, 23 and 43 plate.
Decremeter type plates.

End pieces of Bakelite. Large .
bearings assure smooth opera-
tion and minimum wear. Heavy
plates of aluminum..

If your dealer does not carry
Kellogg, write us.

USE-Is
The TEST

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
SUPPLT COMPANT

1066 W. Adams St. Chicago

What's the Matter
With Your Set?

FREE TEST AND EXAMINATION

RADIO DOCTORS Inc.
REPAIR HEADQUARTERS

504-South State Street- - 504
Only One -Door to 504

Sunexperrs

at Your
Service

day From
9:30 A. M.
to 5 P. M.

217W. MADISON STIZI
untsjohnoulat buywel hel re-not onlyOsntalyffaorfadtieocillintcrei butme

nantaikne.J pleasure in helping you with your radio problems.
Why'? sYt7t

NEUTRODYNE

COMPLETE PARTS FOR 5 -TUBE SET
Consisting of 3 Neutroformers, 2 Neutrodons, S Sockets, 2 Rheo-
stets, 3 3 -inch Dials, 2 5-1 Transformers, 1 Freshman Grid Leak
and Condenser, 2 .006 Condensers, 2 Jacks, 7 Binding Posts, 1

7x24 Panel, 25 ft. Bus Wire, Hazeltine Neutrodyne Book.
.25

Set complete, wired, In Piano Hinged Mahogany Cabinet, 5 UV -201-A Tubes,
Storage Battery, 90 -volt B Battery, Phones, Plug, Aerial Equip-
ment, Baldwin Loud Speaker, made to order $ 1 42 ,50

Supertone
Long

Range Set
Complete

Mahogany finished cabinet,
one R CA WD12 tube,
aerial equipment, A bat-
tery, B battery, pair super-
sensitive phones, insulators,
n ideal

set
ready
to
use

50

0 Special
Amplifier

Super-
Sensitive

Condensers
23 -Plate
Vernier

Circuit, complete parts,am
2 -Step.

Foarnloelf 4.5.drilpileetcel Phones, $2.5
simple a child can build it.

$.16.25
Parts, diagram,

$1 1 .95

list $6.00,

$2."
43 -Plate
Vernier
3.3 5

BLURPRINT, 25c.

Transmitter and receiver at WFAV broadcasting station at Lincoln, Neb. The station is at the
University of Nebraska, the "Home of the Cornhusker."

Special Attention Given to Mail Orders-Scud Money Orders-No Stamps-Dept. P-2.
411111111111=1021181ffilIMII
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Broadcasting Stations and Schedule of Programs
Continued from Page 2.

W.DAK-Hartford, Conn.. the Courant,. 261
meters.

WJDAO-Danaa Texas, Antoinotivs Electric
Company, 360 meters.

WDAP-Chicago, M., Board at Trade, 300
meters.

WDAR-Philedelphia, Pa.. Lit Brothers, 395
meters.

WDASe-Worerster. Mass., 692s Main street,
Samuel A. Waite, 360 meters.

WDA11-Neer Bedford Mass.. Slocum Kil-
burn. 360 meters.

WDAX-Centervina Iowa, rind National
bank. 360 meters

*BAY-Fargo, N. D.. Radio Equipment Cor-
poration,u 244 meters; director. L. W.

; daily, 0:30 a.. m., weather; Two-
day. Thursday, Saturday. 7:30 to 8:30
p. m.. music; Sunday, 410 5 et. m.. or-
chestra.

WDBC--Lancaster. Pa.. Hark, Johnson & Ca.
258 meters.

NDBF-Youngstown. Ohio. 254 West Fed-
eral street. Robert G. Phillips. 261 meters.

WD2--Tusew a, :IL Star Store
James L. Bush. 278 meters,

PEAA-Flint, Mich, Palish' & Lathrop, 280
meters.

WEAK-Fort Dodge. Iowa. Standard Radio
Equipment company. 360 meters.

WEAF-New York. N. Y., American Tele-
phone and Telegraph company. 402 me-
ters.

WEAG-Edgewood. R. I., Nicholamillneline-
Bassett Laboratory, 231 meters.

WEAR-Wichita, Kan., Wichita Board ofTrade, 244 meters.
PEAJ-Ithaca. N. Y., Cornell university, 288

meters.
WEAJ-Vermillion. S. D., University of South

Dakota, 360 meters.
WEAM-North Plainfield. N. J.. Borough of

leorth Plainfield (W. Gibson Buttfield).
250 meters.

WEAN-Providence. R. I.. Shepard company.
273 meters.

WEAO-Columbus, Ohio, Ohio State uni-versity, 360 meters.
WEAP-Mobile, Ala., Mobile Radio com-

pany. 360 meters.
WEAR-Baltimore, Ed., Baltimore American

and News Publishing company, 360 me-
ters.

WEAS-Washington, D. C., Hecht company,
:360 meters.

P Ell-Sioux City, Iowa, Davidson Brothers
company, :360 meters.

6 KAY-Houston. Texas, Iris theater (WillHorowitz Jr.), 360 meters.
tIEB-St. Louis, Mo., Benwood company,

360 meters.
WEV-Houston, Texas. Hurlburt-Still Elec-

trical company. 360 meters.
WEW-St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis university,

261 meters: 9 a. m.. estimated receipts of
live stock at public stockyards; opening
trend of hog market: opening futures,
wheat for St. Louis and Kansas City;
opening trend of market; Liverpool cables:
10 a. m., official weather reports, river
stages; 2 p. m., closing market quotations,
live stock, grain markets, fruits and vege-
tables, eggs and poultry; Er p. m., special
weather and river bulletins. agrigrams,
etc.; other special musical program will
be announced previously.

WFAA-Dallas. Texas, Dallas News andDallas Journal, 478 meters.
WFAB-Syracuse. N. Y., 802 McBride street,

Carl F. Woese, 234 meters.
WFAF-Poughkeepsie, N. Y., H. C. Sprat -ley Radio company. :360 meters.
%RAH-Port Arthur, Texas, Electric Sup-ply company, 360 meters.
WFAJ-Asherville, N. C., Hi -Grade Wireless

Instrument company, 360 meters.
WFAM-St. Cloud, Minn., Times Publishing

company, 360 meters.
WFAN-Hutchiuson. Minn., Hutchinson Elec-

tric Service company. 360 meters, 100watts; daily 12 noon to 12:06 p. m., Twin
City radio programs; 12:05 to 12:20
p. m., long distance radio discussion: 12:20
to 12:25 p. m., market's; 12:25 to 12:30
p. m., news; Tuesdays, 8:10 p. m.. enter-
tainment.

WFAQ-Cameron. Mo., Missouri Wesleyan
college. 360 meters.

WFAV-Lincoln, Neb., University of Nebras-
ka, department of electrical engineering.
360 meters.

"%MI-Philadelphia, Pa.. Strawbridge & Clo-
thier, 395 meters; 9:16 a. m., produce
market and live stock reports; 12 m.,
Meyer Davis Bellevue Stratford hotel con-
cert orchestra; 12:60 p. m., agricultural

e -report; 1 p. m., concert by Louisa Knowl-
ton. cellist: Strawbridge & Clothier male
quartet; John Owens, tenor; Edayfed Lew-
is, tenor; Harold Simonds, barytone: John
Vandersloot. bass: Loretta Kerk, pianist
and accompanist; 5:30 p. m., Meyer Davis
Bellevue Stratford Hotel concert orchestra:
6 D. m e'Snowball" talks to the chil-
dren.

WGAL-Lancaster, Pa., Lancaster Electric
Supply and Construction company. 248
meters.

WGAN-Pensacola Fla., 216 West Romano.
street, Cecil E. Lloyd. 360 meters.

liVGAQ-Shreveport, La.. Glenwood Radio
corporation (W. G. Patterson), 360 me-
ters.1VGAR-Fort Smith, Ark., Southwest Ameri-
can, 360 meters.

WGAU-Wooster. Ohio, Radio Mount actur-
Mg and. Service company (Marcus G.
Limb), 226 meters.

WGAW-Altoona, Pa., 1918 West Chestnut
street, Ernest C. Albright. 261 meters.

WGAY-Madison, Wis., Northwestern Ra-
dio company, 360 meters; daily, 1 to 4:30
p. m., concert and tests; 7:30 p. m. con-
cert; Sunday. '7:30 p. m radio chapel,
sacred music.

WGAZ-South Bend, Ind., South Bend Trib-
une, 360 meters.

WGI-Medford Hillside. Mass., American Ra-
dio and Research corporation, 360 meters.

WGL-Philadelphia, Pa., 2303 North Broad
street, Thomas F. Y. Howlett. 360 meters.

WGR-Buffalo, N. Y., Federal Telephone
and Telegraph company, 319 meters.

WGV-New Orleans, La., Interstate Electric
company, 360 meters.

WGY-Schenectady. N. Y.. General Electric
company. 380 meters

WHA-Madiaon, Wis-, University of Wiscon-
sin, 360 meters.

WHAA-Iowa City, Iowa, -State University
of Iowa. 283 meters.

WI:IAD-Galveston. Texas, Clark W. Thomp-
son, 360 meters.

WHAD--Milwaukee, Wis., Marenette univer-
sity. 280 meters; J. B. Krether, program
director; L. E. Coodes, H. P. Warring.
Wednesday, 7:30 p. m.

WHAG-Cincinnati, Ohio. University of Cin-
cinnati. 222 meters.

WHAM-Joplin, Mo., Hafer Supply company,
360 meters.

WHAK-Clarksburg. W. Va., Roberts Hard-
ware company, 360 meters.

WHAL-Lansing, Mich., Lansing Capital
News, 248 meters.

WHAM-Rochester,University of
Rochester (Eastman School of Music). 360
meters.

WRAP-Deesture. Ill.. Otte & Kahn. 300
meters.ISHAQ--Washington. D. C.. Semmes Motor
company. 360 meters.

WHAR-Atlantic City. N. J., Paramount Ra-
dio and Electric company (W. H. A. Paul-
us), 231 meters.

WHAS-Louisville, Ky.. Courier -Journal and
Louisville Times, 300 meters; silent Mon-
day night; daily. 4 to 6 p. m., music;
b la in., news: 7:30 to 9 p. music,
lectures..WRAY-Wlmington. Del., Wilmington Elec-
trical 'Spheial company. 360 meters.

IWHAZ-Troy, N. Y., Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, 380 meters.

liVHB--Kansas City, Mo., Sweeney School
company, 411 meters.

IMD-Morgantown, W. Va., West Virginia
University. 360 meters.

WIIK-4.3eveland. Ohio, Radiovox company
(Warren R. Cox), 360 meters.

WHN-Ridgewood, N. Y., George Schubel,
360 meters.

WIAB-R4ickf ord. Ill.. Joslyn Automobile
company, 252 meters. Monday and Fri-
day. 8 to 930 D. m. Sunday. 12:30 p. m.

WIAO-Galveston. Texas, Galveston Tribune.
360 meters.

WIAD-Oeean City, N. J., Ocean City Yacht
club (Howard R. Miller), 254 meters.

WIAF-New Orleans, La.. 139 North Alex-
ander street.. Gustav A. DeCortin. 234 en-

' tars,

Moe Midland College. 860Beer Stores coin. Wm0eAters.E--Fremant, Neb,
pany, 360 meters,

157AJ-Neenah, Wis., Fox River Valley Rs- WOAF-Tyler, Texas, Tyler Commercial col-
dio Supply company (Quinn Brothers). 224 lege. 360 meters; Director. A. H. Chenier;
meters, a. m., markets; afternoon, music; evening

WIAN-Omaha, Nob, Journal -Stockman corn- service Sunday.
pany, 278 meters. WOAD-Belvidere, Dl Apollo theater (Bei-

MAO-Milwaukee, pia, school of Engineer- videre Amusement company), 224 meters.
Mg of Milwaukee, 360 meters. WOAH-Charleston, S. C., Palmetto Radio

WLAQ--Marion, Ind Chronicle Publishing corporation, 360 meters.
company, 226 meters.

WIAR--Paducale My, Paducah Evening Sun,
860 meters.

WIAil--Burilarton, Iowa. Home Electric com-pany. 360 meters.
WIAV-Le Mars, Iowa, American Trost and

Savings bank. 300 meters.
WIK-McKeesport. Pa., K. & L. Electrican7 (Herbert F. Kobe and HunterJ. hman). 280 meters.'
WIL--Washingten. D. C Continental Elec-tric Supply camping. 360 meters.

509 met
WIP-Philadeers.1phia. Pa.. Gimbel Brothers,
WJAII-Lineeks, Neb.. American Electriccompany. 360 meters.
waap-Waco, Teazle Jackson's Radio Engi-neering laboratories. 380 meters,
wjAy-Muncie, Ind, Press Publishing com-pany, 360 meters.
WJAG-Norfolk. Neb, Norfolk Daily News(Hose Pub/labia, company). 283 meters.
EJAR-cereentown. Ind., Clifford L. White,254 meters.
WJAM-Cedar Rapids. Iowa, 302 3d AvenueWest, D. M. Perham. 268 meters,
WJAN-Peoria, DI., Peoria Star, 280 me-ters.
WJAQ-Topeka, Kan., Capper Publications,380 meters, 100 watts; director, J. A.Machel; weather, news, roads, etc.; daily,9 to 9:45 a. m., bond gossip, financialnews and grain markets: 10 to 10:45a. m., quotations upon foreign exchange,

live stock, grain, bonds and stocks. finan-cial news bulletins and weather reports:2 to 2:45 p. in., quotations upon grain.stock, butter, eggs, poultry, foreign ex-change and bonds, financial news bulletinsand weather reports; 3 to 3:45 P. n1quotations upon fruits and vegetables.butter, eggs and poultry, live stock, hayand grain, flour and feed, foreign ex-change, bonds and stocks, weather re-ports.
WJAR-Providence, R. I., The Outlet com-pany (J. Samuels and Brother), 360 me-ters.
WJAS--Pittsbura Pa., Pittsburg Radio Sup-ply House, 360 meters.
WJAT-Marshall, Mo., Kelly-Vawter Jewelrycompany, 360 meters.
WJAX-Cleveland. Ohio, Union Trust com-pany, 360 meters.
WJAZ-Chicago. Ill., Chicago Radio labora-tory. 448 metera.
WJD-Granville, Ohio, Richard H. Howe,229 meters.
WJH-Washington, D. C., White & Boyercompany, 273 meters.
WJX-New York, N. Y., Deforest RadioTelephone and Telegraph company, 360meters.
WJY-New York, N. Y., R. C. A., 405 me-ters.
WJZ-New York, N. Y., R. C. A., 456 me-ters.
WKAA-Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 1444 2d ave-nue, East, H. F. Pear, 268 meters.
WKAD-East Providence, R. I., Charles Loof(Cresent park), 240 meters.
WRAF-Wichita Falls. Texas, W. S. RadioSupply company, 360 meters.
WKAN-Montgomery, Ala., United BatteryService company. 226 meters.
WKAP-Cranston, R. I., Dutee W. Flint, 360meters.
WKAQ-San Juan, P. R., Radio Corporationof Porto Rico, 360 meters.
WEAR-East Lansing, Mich., Michigan Ag-

gricultural college, 280 meters.
WKAV-Lacorna. N. H., Laconia Radio club,254 meters.
WKAW-Beloit, Wis., Turner Cycle company,242 meters.
WKAX-Bridgeport, Coon., 1789 Park ave-nue, William A. MacFarlane, 231 meters.
WRAY-Gainesville, Ga., Brenan college, 280meters.
WEC-Baltimore. Md., Joseph M. Zainciakicompany, 360 meters.
WKY-Oklahoma City, Okla.. WHY Radioshop, 360 meters.
WLAC-Raleigh. N. C., North Carolina Statecollege, 360 meters,
WLAG-Minneapolis. Minn. Cutting andWashington Radio corporation, 417 meters.WLAH-Syracuse. N. Y., 425 Brownellstreet, Samuel Woodworth, 234 meters.
WLAJ-Waco, Texas, Waco Electrical Sup-

ply company, 360 meters.
IVLAK-Bellows Falls, Vt., Vermont Farm

Machine corporation, 360 meters.
WLAL-Tulsa, Okla., Naylor Electric com-pany, 300 meters.
WLAN-Houlton. Maine, Putnam Hardware

company, 283 meters.
WLAP-Louisville, Ky., 306 West Brecken-

ridge street, W. V. Jordan, 360 meters.
WLAQ-Kalamazoo, Mich., 108 Elm street.Arthur E. Schilling 360 meters.
%MAT-Burling-ton. Iowa, Radio and Spe-cialty company, 360 meters.
WLAV-Pensacola, Fla., Electric Shop, 254meters.
WLAW-New York, N. Y., police depart-

ment, City of New York, 360 meters.
WLAX-Greencastle, Ind.. Putnam Electric

company (Greencastle Community Broad-
casting station), 231 meters.

WLB-Minneapolis, Minn., University ofMinnesota, 360 meters.
WLW-Cincinnati, Ohio, Croaley Manufactur-

ing company, 309 meters.
WMAB-Oklahoma City, Okla., Radio Supply

company, 360 meter&
WMAC-Cazenova, N. Y., Fernwood street,

J. Edw. Page (Olive B. Meredith), 261
meters.

WMAF-Dartmouth, Mass., Round Hills Ra-
dio corporation. 360 meters.

WEAN-Lincoln. Neb., General Supply com-pany, 254 meters; C. Harvey, station
director; Monday and Friday, 9 to 10:30
p. m., dance music.

WMAJ-Kansas City, Mo., Drovers Telegram
company, 275 meters; J. E. Cook, opera-
tor; daily, 8:15 a. m.. to 2:26 p. m.,markets and news,

WMAK-Lockport, N. Y., Norton Labora-
tories. 360 meters.

WEAL-Trenton, N. I.. Trenton Hardware
company. 256 meters.

WMAM-Beaumont, Texas. Beaumont Radio
Equipment company, 360 meters.

WMAP-Easton, Pa., Utility Battery service,
246 meters.

WMAQ-Chicago. Di Chicago Daily News,448 metemetes; Miss Judith C. Waller. direc-
tor; program announced daily.

WRAY-Auburn. Ala.. Alabama Polytechnic
institute, 250 meters; Sunday morningand afternoon church services; evening,
lectures.

WMAY-St. Louis, Ho.. Kingsblgbway Pres-
byterian church, 280 meters.

WMAZ--Macon, Ga.. Mercer university, 268
meters.

WMC-Memphis, Tenn., "Commercial Ap-peal" (Commercial Publishing company)
500 meters. George D. Hay, announcer; F.
Y. Root, operator.

WMU-Washington. D. C.. Doubleday -Hill
Electric company, 261 meters.

WNAC-Boston, Mass., Shepard stores. 278
meters.

WNAD-Norman, Okla., University of Okla-
homa, 360 meters.

WNAL-Omaha. Neb., 5019 Capitol avenue.
R. J. Rockwell, 242 meters.

WNAN-Syracuse. N. Y., Syracuse Radio
Telephone company, 2.86 meters,

WNAP-Springfield, Ohio, Wittenberg col-
lege. 231 meters.

WNAQ-Charleston. S. C.', Charleston Radio
Electric company, 360 meters.

WNAR-Butler. Mo., C. C. Rhodes. 231 me-
ters.

WNAS-Austin, Texas. Texas Radio Corpora-
tion and Austin Statesman, 360 meters.

WNAT-Philadelphia. Pa., Lemmig Brothers
company (Frederick Lemmig). 360 meters,

WNAW-Fort Monroe, Va., Peninsular Radio
club (Henry Kunzmann). 360 meters.

WNAX-Yankton, S. D.' Dakota Radio Ap-
paratus company, 244 meters.

WNJ-Albany, N. Y., Shotton Radio Manu-
facturing company, 360 meters.

WOAC--Lima. Ohio, Maus Radio company,
266 maters.

WOAD-,Sigourney. Iowa, Friday Battery and
Electric corporation. 360 meters.

WOAI-San Antonio, Texas, Southern Equip-
ment company, 386 meters.

WOAJ-Parsons, Kan., Ervin.' Electrical com-
pany, 258 meters.

WOAK-Frankfort. My., Collins Hardware
company. 240 meters.

WOAL--Webster Groves, Mo.. 4 Jet:fere=
road. William B. Woods, 229 meters.

MOAN-Lawrenceburg, Tenn.. Vaughn Con-
servatory of Music (James D. Vaughn).
360 meters: 8 D. m.,MUSIC

WOAD--Misnawakk Ind, Lyradion Manuf se -
luring company, 860 meters.

ROAP-Kalamazoo. Mich.. Kalamazoo col-
lege, 240 meters.

WOAR-Kenosha, Wis., Henry P. Lawiskow,
owner and operator, 360 meters.

WOAT-Wilmington, Del., 215 Market street,
Boyd X. Ramp, 360 meters.

WOAV-Erie, Pa., Pennsylvania National
Guard. 2d Battalion. 112th Infantry. 242
meters.

WOAW-Omaha, Neb, Woodmen of the
World, 526 meters; evening entertainment
every night.

%VAX-Trenton. N. 3.. 600 Ingham avenue.
Franklyn J. Wolff, 240 meters.

WOAZ--Stamford. Texas, Penick Hughes
company. 360 meters.

WOO-Davenport, Iowa, Palmer School of
Chiropractic, 484 meters.

110I-Ames, Iowa, Iowa State college, 360
meters.

WOK-Pine Bluff. Ark., Pine Bluff company,
360 meters.WOO --Philadelphia. Pa, 13th and Market
streets, John Wanamaker, 609 meters; di-
rector, Gordon H. Cullen.

WOQ-Kansas City, Mo., Western Radio com-
pamy, 360 meters.

WOK-Newark, N. J., L. Bamberger 6 Co.,
406 meters.

WOS-Jeff erson City, Mo., Missouri State
Marketing bureau, 441 meters.

WPAB-State College, Pa., Pennsylvania
State college, 283 meters.

WPAC--Oamulgee, Okla., Donaldson Radio
company. 360 meters.

wpAii-Waupaca. Wis., Wisconsin depart-
Ment of markets, 360 meters.

EPAJ-New Haven, Conn.. Doolittle Radio
corporation. 208 meters.

WPAK-Agricultural College, N. D., North
Dakota Agricultural college, 360 meters.

WPAL--Columbus. Ohio, Superior Radio and
Telegraph Equipment company, 286 me-
ters.pAE-Topeka, Kan., Auerbach & Guettel.
360 meters, 100 watts; W. A. Beas.ey,
director; markets; special programs 6:15
p. m.

WPAP-Winchester, Ky., 222 Lexington ave-
nue, Theodore D. Phillips. 360 meters.

WPAQ-Frostburg, Md., General Sales and
Engineering company. 360 meters.

WPAT-El Paso. Texas, St. Patrick's ca-
thedral. 360 meters.

WPAU-Moorhead, Minn., Concordia college,
360 meters.

WPAZ-Charleston, W. Va., Dr. John R.
Koch, 273 meters.

WPG-New Lebanon, Ohio, Nushawg Poul-
try farm, 243 meters.

WQAA-Parkesburg, Pa., Horace A. Beale
Jr.. 360 meters.

1voAB--Springfield. Mo., Southwest Missouri
State Teachers' college. 236 meters.

WQAC-Amarillo, Texas. 108 East 8th street,
E. B. Gish. 360 meters.-

WQAD-Waterbury. Conn., Whitall Electric
company. 242 meters; 6:30 to 7:45 D. in.,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

EaAR--Springfield, Vt., Moore Radio News
station (Edmund B. Moore). 275 meters.

WQAF--Sandusky, Ohio, Sandusky Register,
240 meters.

WQAH-Lexington. Ky., Brock -Anderson
Electrical Engineering company, 254 me-

nt.
WteQAL--Mattoon, EL, Coles County Tele-

phone and Telegraph company, 258 me-
ters.

WilAM-Miami, Fla., Electrical Equipment
company. 300 meters. Director, R. H.
Horning. Tuesday, 7 to 8 a. m.. 9 to 10
a. m, Sunday.

WQAN-Seranton, Pa., Scranton Times, 280
meters.

WQAO-New York. N. Y., Calvary Baptist
church. 380 meters.

WQAQ--AbUene, Texas, West Texas Radio
company, 360 meters.

WQAS-Lowell, Mass., Prince -Walter com-
pany, 266 meters.

WQAV-Greenville, 8. C., Huntington and
Guerry (Inc.), 258 meters.

WQAW-Washington. D. C.. Catholic uni-versity, 236 meters.
WQAX-Peoria. Ill., Radio Equipment com-

pany, 360 meters.
WQAZ--Greensboro, N. C., Greensboro Daily

News, 360 meters.
WHAA-Houston, Texas, Rice institute, 860

meters.
WRAD-Marion, Iran., Taylor Radio shop

(G. L. Taylor), 360 meters.
WRAF-Lirdorte, Ind, The Radio club (Inc.),

224 meters.
WRAH-Providence, R. I., Stanley N. Read,

231 meters.
WEAL-St. Croix Falls, Wis., NorthernStates Power company. 248 meters.
WRAN-Waterloo, Iowa, Black Hawk Elec-

trical company, 236 meters. Director,H. R. Plowman; 5 to 6 p. M. week days:
8:15 to 9:15 p. in. Monday. concert.

WRAO-St. Louis, Mo., Radio Service com-
pany, 360 meters.

WRAP-Winter Park, Fla., Winter ParkElectrical Construction company, 360 me-
ters.

WRAU-Amarillo, Texas. Amarillo DailyNews. 360 meters.
WRAV-Yellow Springs, Ohio, Antioch col-

lege. 360 meters.
WRAW-Reading, Pa., Avenue Radio shop

(Horace D. Good), 238 meters-
WRAX-Gloucester City, N. J., Flaxon's ga-

rage, 268 meters.
WRAY-Scranton, Pa., Radio Sales corpora-

tion. 280 meters.
WRAZ-Newark, N. J., Radio Shop of New-

ark (Herman Lubinsky). 233 meters.
WRX--Washington, D. C., Radio Corporation

of America.
WEE-Hamilton, Ohio, Boron Bros. Electric

company, 360 meters.

WSAO-St. Petersburg, Fla., City of St. Pe-
tersburg (Loren V. Davis), 244 meters.

WSAH-Chicago, Dl., 4801 Woodlawn ave-
nue. A. J. Leonard. Jr., 248 meters.

WSAI--Cinetnnati. Ohio, United States Play-
ing Cards company. 309 meters.

WSAJ-Grove City, Pa, Grove City college,
360 meters.

ESAK-Mlddleport, Ohio, Foster Eg-ner (Daily
News, Pomeroy, Ohio), 258 meters.

WSAL-Brookville, Ind., Franklin Electric
company, 360 meters.

WMAF-Dartmouth, Mass.. Round Hills
Radio corporation, 860 meters.

WSB-Atlanta, Ga., Atlanta Journal corn.pany, 429 meters. No silent night. Day
schedule 12-1 p. in., musical Program;
2:30 D. 23, weather; 6-5:30 p. m.. bed-time story. Burning -8-9 p. ne, popularconcert.

WSL-Utica, N. Y., J. & M. Electric com-
pany, 360 meters.

W8Y-Birmingham, Ala., Alabama Tower
company 300 meters.

WTAC-Johnstown, Pa_ Pennsylvania Traffic
company, 366 meters.

ETAS-Elgin, DI, Charles E. Erbetein. 276meters. Evening schedule -7:30 D. Inemusical program,
WTAU-Tecumseh, Neb., Ruegy Battery andElectric company, 360 meters.
WTAW-College Station, Texas, Agricultural

and Mechanical college. 380 meters.
WTAY-Oak Park Arms hotel, Pioneer Pub-

lishing company, 447.4 meters, 6:16 to
8:15 every evening, except Sunday andMonday.

WTG-Manbattan, Kan., Kansas State Agri-cultural college, 485 meters.
WWAD-Philadelphia, Pa., Wright 6 Wright.::e0 meters.
WWAX-Laredo, Texas, Wormeer Brothers,

36 0 meters.
WVVB-Canton, Ohio, Daily News Printingcompany, 360 meters.
WWI-Dearborn. Mich., Ford Motor com-pany, 360 meters.

WWJ-Detrott, Mich, Detroit News. 680
meters. Silent Saturday. Day schedule -4
8:30 a. m., household hints and talks tar
women; 9:25 a. in., weather; 10:55 a. aL,
time signals; 2 p. m., concert. nvenW
schedule -8:30 D. in, concert.

WWL-New Orleans, La. Loyals =trendily.,
360 meters.

WWT-Buff aid N. Y., McCarthy Ain:dins.
& Ford, 360 meters.

WW2-New York city, WannainakeYa dm
partment store, 360 meters.
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WRL-Schenectady, N. Y., Union college. 300
meters.

WRM-Urbana, Ill., University of Illinois,
360 meters.

WWI-Dallas, Texas, City of Dallas (police
and fire signal department), 360 meters.

WRW-Tarrytown. N. Y., Tarrytown Radio
Research laboratory, 273 meters.

WSAB-Cape Girardeau, Mo., Southeast Mis-
souri State Teachers' college, 360 meters.

WRAC -Clemson College, S. C., Clemson Agri-
cultural college, 360 meters.

WSAD-Providence, R. I., J. A. Foster com-
pany, 261 meter&

New York Lecturers Talk
on "Influence of Radio"

For more than thirty years the New
York city board of education has
maintained courses of free public lec-
tures. These lectures are known all
over the country as "The University
of the People." This week, respond-
ing to the popular interest in radio
and the. demand for accurate informa-
tion about it, Dr. Ernest L. Crandall,
director of the lecture bureau, as-
signed to all lecturers the topic "The
Influence of Radio on American Life."
The lecturers who discussed this sub-
ject at various lecture centers of the
board in the five boroughs of Greater
New York were Arthur D. Rees, Prof.
William B. Otis, Prof. Nelson P. Mead,
Dr. Sydney N. Ussher, Dr. Hubert
H. Harrison, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Lease, Miss Jennie M. Davis and
George A. Hastings.

A Big Opportunity

to Make Money
Is Now Open to
Live Dealers

IN EVERY TOWN
Mr. Dealer: What is your line now? Is it electrical

goods? Or hardware? Or general?
Why don't you add RADIO-and get in first in your

town on the fastest growing industry today?
Every home will have a Radio set in the near future.

Really, one is behind the times without a Radio set right
now. Those who have it wouldn't be without it at any
price-and others, when they see what it means, and
what they miss by not having it, want one.

There's a nice business awaiting any live dealer who
will take the initiative in his town and put in a stock
of Radio sets and parts. You will be surprised how many
people in your town will be interested in buying a set-
or parts with which to make one.

You can be guided by The Chicago Evening Post
Radio'Magazine every Thursday-the biggest publication
devoted to Radio put out by any newspaper in America-
in which you will find a number of manufacturers and
jobbers to whom you can write for prices-such firms as
Sampson Electric Co.,

Chicago.
Chicago Salvage Stock

Store, Chicago.
The World Battery Co.,

Chicago.
Howard Radio Co.,

Chicago.
Chicago Radio Apparatus

Co., Chicago.
Royal Radio Store,

Chicago.
Kellogg Switchboard &

Supply, Chicago.
Commonwealth Edison

Co., Chicago.
Hudson -Ross, Chicago.
The Barawik Co.,

Chicago
It W. Mfg. Co., Chicago.

Bremer -Tully Mfg. Co.,
Chicago.

Radio Chain Stores of
America, Chicago.

The Sheridan Radio,
Chicago.

Radiotubes, Chicago.
Ferbend Electric Co.,

Chicago.
Amsco Products, Inc.,

New York.
Acorn Radio Mfg. Co.,

Chicago.
Sun Radio Co., Chicago.
Columbia Radio Co.,

Chicago.
William A. Welty & Co.,

Chicago.
Radio Doctors, Inc.,

Chicago.
and many others whose products you will see in the
advertising columns of The Chicago Evening Post Radio
Magazine from week to week. Write these firms for price
lists, and mention The Post Radio Magazine.

TO BEGIN RIGHT
We would suggest that you get The Post Radio Maga-
zine every Thursday. It costs only $1.35 a year-for
The Chicago Evening Post AND the Radio Magazine-
and you will always have a guide as to who the leading
Radio manufacturers and jobbers are-and you will be cor-
rectly posted as to all that is new in Radio. Don't let this
opportunity slip. Take advantage of it now.
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I NEW TRICK FOR TRAINED SEALS The Chicago IEvenimng Post Radio Magazine

Trained seals are about the slickest animals in the world. Here
we have Jackie trying to learn to listen in on a radio concert. He can
balance a ball on the tip of his nose and play on musical instruments,
but hasn't learned yet how to adjust his phones. You will notice he
missed his ears.

Opinions of Radiophans
FROM "STEVE HIMSELF."

RADIO EDITOR: I have seen statements
.in your paper, as well as others, about "the
monoply of the air." Some people are al-
ways kicking, because they have been born
that way. As ,a matter of fact. I find the
best in the air coming from Chicago stations.

I have had my set exactly five weeks, and
this is my first experience as a broadcast
listener. WDAP,' on the Drake hotel, is on
the air at 300 meters, and WJAZ, at the
Edgewater Beach hotel, at 448. Now, these
two stations are very strong coming in.
Another strong station in between these two
is WEB. Kansas City. Mo., at 411 meters.
Now, with extreme patience, I tuned in KILL
Los Angeles, Cal., at 395 meters. Now, don't
misunderstand me. I got California in be-
tween these two Chicago stations that are
mentioned, time being 10:55 p. m.. Jan. 25.
I have witness as to this. Let me impress
upon each and every radiophan. that I am
not trying to tell you how good my set is,
but for those who want distant stations
while Chicago is on is this: Have patience
in tuning. You can't get them by moving
your dials five or more notches at a time;
keep your lights low, or your Chicago sta-
tions will butt in.-STEVE BOBOWSKI, 1000
North La Vergne Avenue.

DX Records I

LIKES "SUPERDUC."
RADIO EDITOR-After buiying The Post

and reading about the Superduc de Luxe
I decided to stick together the Superduc
by itself and try it. I used the following:
I Raven variometer (which I split), 1
Bradley slat, 1 erl grid leak, 1 43 -plate
condenser. 89 cents, 1 UV -199 tube, and a
75 -foot aerial. I did not solder any con-
nections or make corners square and re
eeived the following from 8:30 to 11:30:
KYW, WDAP, WMAQ, WJAZ, WEB. Kan -
gas City: WCAE, Pittsburg. Pa.; WBAP,,
Fort Worth, Texas: WRY. Oklahoma City.
Okla.; WHAS, Louisville, Ka.; WGY, Scrie-
nectady, N. Y.: WFAA. Dallas, Texas. The
Chicago stations I could hear twenty feet
from the phones clearly. I am now go-
ing to build the Superduc de Luxe.-ROBT.
H. ROYERSON, '7230 Maryland avenue.

RADIO EDITOR-Here is my DX record
for Monday night, heard on my one -tube
ultra-audion between 6:30 and 10:30:
WDAF, Kansas City; WCAE, Pittsburg;
WEAK, Harrisburg. Pa.: WGY, Schenec-
tady. N. Y.; WHB, Kansas City; WPAB,
State College. Pa.: KDKA, Pittsburg; WOO,
Davenport; WOAW, Omaha; WOO, Phila-
delphia; WBAP, Fort Worth: WRC, Wash-
ington; WW.I, Detroit: WOS, Jefferson City,
Mo.; WHAZ, Troy. N. Y.; WAAW, Omaha:
WCBD, Zion, Ill.; WBAY, Columbus, Ohio:
WSB, Atlanta: KSD, St. Louis; WOR, New-
ark; WLW, Cincinnati; WEAF, New York
city; HEIM, Hastings, Neb.: WMC, Mem-
phis; WTAS Elgin; WOE, Buffalo. - M.
STACHURSKI, 3242 Lowe avenue,

One From Omaha.
Omaha, Neb.

Radio Editor: Here is a list of stations
heard on Wednesday night (silent night
for Omaha). Feb. 6, between 7 p. m. and
12:30 a. m. They were heard on an Arm-
strong three -circuit with two steps of audio -
frequency. I heard all stations on the loud
speaker:

WEAR. New York city: WCAE, Pittsburg;
WOO, Philadelphia; WMAQ, Chicago;
WAAW, Omaha; KSD, St. Louis; WOS, Jef-
ferson City; WDAF, Kansas City; WGR, Bpf-
talo; WJAZ, Chicago; F.FI, Los Angeles;
WDAP, Chicago; WaiC. Memphis; KDKA,
Pittsburg; WCAP, Washington, D. C.; WCX,
Detroit; WLAG, Minneapolis; WAC, Daven-
port; KYW, Chicago; WTAM, Cleveland;
WEAD, Norman, Okla.; WBAP, Fort Worth;
WSH, Atlanta; KHJ, Los Angeles; WHAA,
Iowa City, Iowa; KFKB, Milford. Ran.

You have the best radio magazine by far.
It is certainly a dandy.-LANE M. AXTELL.

One -tube Ultra-Audion.
Chicago, El..

Radio Editor: Here are my DX loggings:
WOR, Newark: KDKA, East Pittsburg;

WOAW, Omaha; WBAP, Fort Worth; WWJ,
Detroit; WTAS, Elgin, El.; WCBD, Zion, Ill.;
KSD, St. Louis WEAF, New York; WDAR.
Philadelphia; WHB, Kansas City, Mo.,* WOC,
Davenport, Iowa; WCX, Detroit; WHAS,
Louisville; WCAE, Pittsburg: WTAM, Cleve-
land; WIAO, Milwaukee; KFICX, Hastings,
Neb.; WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.; WGY,
Schenectady. N. Y.; WOO, Philadelphia;
erDAF, Kansas City, Mo.
:I have a one --tube ultra-audion. Success

your BUdIke /42,gpzine. - TA41,Air,
aft, kleDSEN: 44Ise arthan Campbell' aeetate.

What Is Wrong?
RADIO EDITOR: The subject of what

constitutes the greatest difficulty today in
radio reception seems to be given consid-
erable space lately.

To those living in the larger cities, the
greatest difficulty, and greatest nuisance in
connection with radio reception, is due to
the existence of too many broadcasting sta-
tions located in the same vicinity. Or, too,
many stations in the same vicinity that are
permitted to broadcast simultaneously.

The sputterings of the amateur and com-
mercial telegraph, the howls of the "single
circuit regenerative" receivers, are of no
consequence, if the overlapping wave bands
of several local stations operating simultan-
eously absolutely blanket all outside recep-
tion. Moreover each station is on the air
too long. Everything they have to offer
with few exceptions can be given in a short
time. Te interminable reading of tele-
grams and announcements of prize con-
tests are subjects that should be omitted,
as well as thirty -minute "world crier serv-
ice."

The use of radio as an advertising me-
dium. Its chief use today, is going to re-
sult in its own defeat if not used more
moderately and with more discretion. All
are shouting their wares together, too long
and too loud, and the nearest and loudest
under the circumstances naturally is the
one that is heard.-V. A. MATTESON.P S.-Please do not think that this ig
written because I am having troubles due
to an inferior receiver. I have several ex-
cellent ones. One a neutrodyne, the other
regenerative and very selective. I receive-
when anyone can.

DEFENDS AMATEURS.
RADIO EDITOR: Have been reading your

Radio Magazine for quite a while and think
it is better than any other I've seen, al-
tho I don't think much of broadcasting.
I have noticed quite a few people have
sent in ideas on how to put up a broken
aerial without taking the pole down. Why
don't people use their braille and equip all
masts with a pulley. Pulleys may be ob-
tained at any hardware store for 15c. and if
good galvanized cable is used, no trouble
with breaking or rusting will be had for an
indefinite length of time. Also many B. C L.'s
have been kicking about the amateurs, es-
pecially in Oak Park, altho they are no worse
there than anywhere else.

For those who want to know, we do not
transmit between the hours of 8 and 10:30
p. m, local standard time, and Sunday morn -
fling during local church services.

At any time outside of that one is liable
to be disturbed if he has a cheap and inef-
ficient set. I have done it and I know
other fellows who have tuned out a IKW
spk. set located within three blocks of their
stations and received concerts on 360 meters.
The spark was on 200 meters. Most any
night on my set I hear ships in the b. c.
band, and probably much of the qrm which
B. C. L.'s report is from them. If anyone
wants to report interference, I would ad-
vise him to learn the code and know what
he is talking about, as I don't think the
amateurs make as much qrm as credited
with by a long shot.

"Don't try to get selectivity as good on a
crystal as on a three -circuit set and you
will get along better."-R. G. DUFFIELD
JR. (9ECB), 225 Franklin Street, Wheaton,
Ill.

ANOTHER PLEASED "CUSTOMER."
RADIO EDITOR: Inclosed find $1.35 for

which send me the Thursday Evening Post
for one year with the Radio Magazine. I
find it one of the best radio magazines in
the country and I sure like to read it, asit is very interesting.

Last week I hooked up the "Old Reliable"
from your magazine and it sure works fine.
Even tuned out our WOAW local station
which was going on full blast. Thursday
noon tuned out our WAAW station and
South Omaha while both were going and
got Chicago Board of Trade and Davenport,
Iowa. Both came in fine.- Last Wednesday
night I got twenty-two different stations and
when I went to bed there still were a lot
of stations in the air. The farthest I got
that night were Schnectady, N. Y.. and Los
Angeles, Cal.

I have been a radiophan now for a year
and the other night was the first time I
tuned in a station down in Arizona. I got
Tucson.

have got the hook-up now on just com-

Lebanon, Ind.
Radio Editor: Having noticed several DX

receptions with crystal receivers in The Chi-
cago Evening Post Radio Magazine, I let
you know of some records I have made
with my crystal set. Friday night I heard
the following broadcasting stations:

KDKA, East Pittsburg; WCBD, Zion, Ill.
WHAS, Louisville; WGY, Schenectady
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo.; WDAP, Chicago
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.-CLARENCE F
fulcaelER, 414. ENO Pearl street, Lebanon

RAMO EXCHANGE
Radio Classified Advertisements will be
inserted in this section at 5c per word
per insertion. Minimum 10 words.
Two initials count as one word. No
display type, cuts or borders allowed, ScaWord If box number is desired. allow tour

extra words. Box answers will be
mailed to advertisers free of charge:
Address The Cleicago Evening Post,
Radio Department, 12 South Market-st.

SETS FOR SALE.
$110--A RARE BUY-$110.
The Famous Crosley Model XJ. A 4 -tube

set that has no equal. Coast to coast on
loud speaker. Amazing clearness, simplicity
and selectivity. Beautiful cabinet. Manu-
factured and guaranteed by largest radio
builders in America. Set up in your home
complete with all accessories, including the
celebrated MUSIC MASTER loud speaker,
for $110. LOCKWOOD RADIO SALES CO.,
1409 Mailers Building, Dearborn 3593.
BASS RECOMMENDS, GUARANTEES AND

INSTALLS the latest five -tube Radiodyne
Atwater -Kent Number 10. the EQUAL of
any, the PEER of most; selectivity the
highest; Chicago installations made in -One
hour from receipt of order.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY.
Graflex Headquarters of America.

109 N. Dearborn-st. State 7410.

NEUTRODYNE RECEIVER
-New, for $75, or complete with tubes,

batteries, phones and loud speaker unit for
$125; only best Parte and equipment used;
also make sets to order at low cost; for this
bargain call SCHMALZIGAN, 218 E. Gar-
Md-blvd. Eenwood 1317.
WESTINGHOUSE 3 -TUBE RECEIVING SET

801-A Cunningham tubes, one 6 -volt stor-
age battery, two 46 -volt B batteries, two
head phones, one loud speaker, one Edison
attachment for graphophone, $89; one 2 -
volt Willard storage battery. $t.60. Call
evenings. Seeley 3242. 2131 Park -ay.
5 -TUBE NEUTRODYNE $70-With tubes.

$90; complete parts for Old Reliable,
mounted on slate, Kellogg condensers, $40'
$7.50 loop aerial. $3.60; 2 UV -202 power
tubes. $5 each' call after 7 p. m., 2107 N.
Hamlin-av-. (2c1 apt.),Phone Spaulding 4116,

SUPER -SENSITIVE CRYSTAL SETS-Will
pick up broadcasts up to 16 miles without

aerial; with aerial and ground, longer dis-
tances; no tubes or batteries to bother with;
guaranteed; $15 complete. ANDREW DE -
YORE, 637 Cass -et Chicago. Phone Su-
perior 7223.

5 -TUBE NEUTRODYNE-Including tubes,
batteries, speaker, aerial; ready to listen -

in; best parts used. $100. CAVERLEY,
4742 Winthrop -ay. Sunnyside 6992.
3 -TUBE SETS-With batteries, tubes, loud

speaker, phones; installed complete, $110:
other sets made to order. D-246, Chicago
Evening Poet.
3 -TUBE R. C. S.-Storage battery, charger,

loud speaker, phones. H. WASHBURN,
875 N. LaSalle-st. (top floor).
3 -TUBE SET-Loud speaker, batteries, etc.,

complete; bargain. 2900 N. Racine -ay.
(2d floor).
3 -TUBE RADIO SET-Very reasonable.

CONNOLLY, 3352 Flournoy. Nevada 9131.

SETS FOR SALE.
FREE INSTALLATION.

Special for one week only. It, long-dis-
tance radio set installed in your home com-
plete for $35. Crosley Model Ace V. Finest
1 -tube set on the market,. Receiving range
of 1.500 miles. Remarkable clearness.
Guaranteed by largest radio. builders. LOCK -
WOOD RADIO SALES CO., 1409 Mailers
Building. Dearborn 3593,
ULTRA-AUDION SET (NEW)-Complete

with tube, batteries. etc., $18; gets long
distance. S. KALE, 2744 N. Troy-st, city.
WESTINGHOUSE R. C. RADIOLA V-Com-

plete; 3 tubes, A -B batteries, phones, $85.
Graceland 4714.

NEW 3 -TUBE COCKADAY-Complete, $100:
includes Pathe speaker, fine cabinet.

Sunnyside 9740.

3 -TUBE LREMER-TULLY-Very good dis-
tance getter, $50. Englewood 0592 after 4.

'3 -TUBE ERLA-Complete-Batteries, loud
speaker; new; $90. Calumet 3538.

PARTS FOR SALE.
GUARANTEED DETECTOR and Amplifier

Tubes $2.85-Radio storage batteries,
$11.75; double life Twin dry cells, 55c;
22% -volt small B batteries, 98c; large 22% -
volt, $1.98; 46 -volt, $3.15; guaranteed
fresh; 23 -plate variable condensers, $1.25:
11 -plate, 98c: complete stock of panels and
cabinets; radio sets made to order at a great
saving. EASTMAN ELECTRIC COMPANY.
658 W. Madison-st. Phone Franklin 2015.
3 GENUINE PEANUT "N" TUBES-Guar-

anteed new and perfect; will sell for $3.50
each. Address D-244, Chicago Evening Post.

RADIO SERVICE.
I ASSEMBLE, REWIRE or build radio sets

at home: have sets ready to listen -in; some
distinctive features. C. BURGE. 112 S. Ho-
man. Nevada 3616.
RADIO SETS MADE, repaired, rewired or

rebuilt; all work guaranteed; moderate
charges. WOODLAWN RADIO CO. Midway
4257.

RADIOS BUILT. REPAIRED.
Work guaranteed; charges reasonable.

TOM W. BURROUGES, 743 Oakwood -blvd.
Atlantic 5426.

PARCEL POST SERVICE.
RADIO SUPPLIES AT GREATLY REDUCED

prices postpaid to your door east of the
Rockies. Satisfaction guaranteed. or money
refunded. Send your order today and be
convinced. Remit by postof f ice or express
money order. 20% must accompany all
C. 0. D. orders. Tubes, C11, 012, C301A,
WD11, WD12. UV201A, C299, UV199, $4.50;
C300, IlV200, $4.40. Headsets: Branded.

-$4.95: Federal, $5.95: Murdock, $3.95:
Baldwin Type C, $9.45; Baldwin Type C Unit.
$4.65. Filkostat, $1.80. Bradleyetat, $1.65.
Bradleymeter, 200 ohm, $1.80: Univernier,
with dial, $1.15. All American Transform-
ers, 5-1, 10-1, $3.90: Howard Multi -plug,
$1.80. Send for list. Michigan Radio Co.,
17 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, El.

DISTANCE IMPROVEMENTS.
DISTANCE PHANS!
SOMETHING NEW!

Clear up that "mushy" distance; increase
record 50%. Simple attachment. NOT A
WAVE -TRAP. Thirty minutes to construct.
Use with any set. The "WILLARD FILTER"
does the trick! Why wonder that the other
fellow gets distance clearly? Get this
DISTANCE SECRET! Complete directions;
blueprints: panel template, only 50c -t6
first 200 writing, as an introductory
Send money order to WILLARD RADIO
SERVICE, 1914 Oakdale Ave.. Chicago, Ill.

AERIAL WIRE.
COPPER RIBBON' AERIAL,

100 FEET, $2.25.
CLIPS ENCLOSED:

ih-inch wide, 010 thick. STRAND
ORATORIES, 1612 N, Leamington-ay.LTA.41
Mansfield 1067; write or phone.

AERL4LS.
IF YOU WANT a good aerial, put up right

and reasonable, call M. L. SHOSTRAND.
Sheldrake 0344.
FIRST-CLASS AERIALS-Constructed ream

sonably. MR. SCHULZ. Hyde Park 0072.

- REPAIRS.,
RADIO SETS REPAIRED-Rewired or re.

built; satisfaction guaranteed: charges reg.
sonable. SIDNEY H. STONE, 5233 Glen.
wood -at. Edgewater 0805.

SETS AND SERVICE.
BARGAINS IN RADIO SETS. PARTS AND

CABINETS - Rewiring and repairing
SMITH, 3968 Drexel -blvd.

SALES AND SERVICE.
SEE OUR RADIO TABLES-PRACTICAL

for every receiving set; write for circulas
or call. G. H. OTTO, 120".W. Lake-st.,
2d floor.

POST CLASSIFIED. RADIO ADS BRING RESULTS

mon boards, but have a bakelite panel
7x24, but I am going to have a hard time
getting it in that size as I am getting
another 43 -plate Kellogg condenser and am
using a 180 -degree Fada coupler and an At-
water -Kent variometer, Bradley stet, a grid
lead and condenser. Expect to get good re-
sults when it is mounted on the bakelite
panel. Also am lading a Kennedy two -stage
amplifier which works good. The out-of-town
stations come in almost as loud gs the
local ones.-HARRY A. SMALL, 1421 Sher-
wood Avenue, Omaha, Neb.

Cure for Squeals.
RADIO EDITOR: Here is my idea to help

eliminate some of the reradiation squeals:
First, stop publishing complete programs;
'second, Mk the phans to see how complete
a program they can send in from any one
DX station, instead of how many DX sta-
tions they can log in a night or a week.

That would be a real DR test and at the
same time everybody would finally get tuned
in. and we would not have the reradiation
squeals.

For instance, on Sunday evening I tuned
in WCAP at 7:30 D. m., and heard every
selection rendered until they signed off at
10:13%. eastern standard time. I sent them
a complete list of every selection, and
thanked them for the splendid evening's en-

tertainment. as it was the most complete I
had ever heard.

Several times it would fade away for g
to 10 seconds and then come back, and once
in a while I would get a reradiation squeal
from some other set, but it did not last
long, and when they either tuned in of
tried some other station, the WCAP was
still there. I never moved. a dial for one
and one-half hours.

I think your magazine a great help. I
am not criticizing your publishing the com-
plete programs, but let the phans pick them
up and send them in to you.

Instead of seeing how many DX stations
you can get in one evening. see how complete
a program you can get.-SAM KENAGA,
4397 West Adams street. etle
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AND SAVE YOOR(rPOST"MAGAZINE5
IN

PERMANENT -.381S),A
Said a Radiophan

Last Monday:
"Talk about a convenience!
You can't beat this Post
Binder. Why, look here. I
put the thirteenth issue in
my Binder last week, my
first quarter is complete, and
every copy is as fresh and
clean as when I bought it.
The whole thing costs me
89 cents -50 cents for the
Binder and 39 cents for the
thirteen issues of the Maga-
zine, from Nov. 15 to Feb. 7.
I wouldn't take $5.00 for this
book now if I didn't know
that I could replace it. Now
I want' to buy another
Binder for the next quarter
-and I'll buy one for every
quarter. Why! the whole
thing will cost me only $3.56
a year! Think of that! Four
splendid books, each contain-
ing the best stuff on Radio
published In these parts.
No, sir! YOU can't beat it."

PRICE 50 CENTS
" If to Be Sent by Mail, 10c Extra for Postage

The fret issue of this Magazine was November 15, 1923. If you have] missed any
we can supply them-for a while at least. We have had to reprint all earlier
issues-so great has been the demand-and we still can supply full sets of all
back copies. They can he had at our office, or will be mailed to any address-
and DO NOT FORGET that you can subscribe for the Thursday issue of The
Chicago Evening Post (which contains the Radio Magazine) for $1.35 per year.

i
)

At Our Office, 3c Perer
CopyCCopyyBack Copes By Mail, 4cPer

Address All Communications to

THE CHICAGO EVENING POST, 12.-S. Market Street,. Chicago
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PADIO CHAIN STORES

Amazingly low prices on high quality
radio merchandise that will most strongly appeal to all radiophans

who KNOW values. Join the crowds in this sale that runs to next Thursday

TUBES
CUNNINGHAM and RADIOTRON

TUBES at special cut prices
for this week only: -

or WDI1. On sale
$4.6920oA, 199, WD12

here at only

WESTINGHOUSE
WR-21

'TUBES
Detector or Amplifier,
for use with 3 dry cells,
does away with storage
batteries. Very spe-
cially priced for this
sale at

$3.25
Two for $5.75

REI NARTZ
1 -Tube Set
Complele, assembled. All parts
in mahogany finished cabinet.
Specially priced for this week's
sale at

$15.95
$11.45PARTS ONLY -Un-

assembled. Price___
MINIIMInlevnlarssf6

BkTTERY CHARGER
WITH

6 GENUINE
TUNGAR

BULB
Charges 2 am-
peres per hour.
List price $;8.
Our Special price
for this sale,

,s13. 69
mffaa.

PANELS
Size 7x18, special $1.50
Size 7x21, special L70
Size 73.24, special 1.98
Also other sizes. Highly polished both
sides. None better anywhere.
11111116709

SPECIAL
HEAD SETS
The Famous Baldwin Head Ct
Sets, listed at $12.00 a pair, 411'1
offered in this six -day sale at
an unusually low price
otoWNP..~41.".w OTHER SPECIAL VALUES

Kilbourne - Clark
guaranteed single
Ilead Sets which
we are offering at
a special price.
tvtgubeetti

Chicago I  I
(Only One

to a Customer.)

mRs

.69
LIST PRICE SALE PRICE

Roller -Smith $8.00 $3.68
Edsh 7.50 4.25
Berwick 3000 ohm 7.00 2.98
Berwick 2000 ohm 6.00 2.68
Manhattan 3000 ohm 6.00 3.68
Manhattan 2000 ohm 5.00 3.25
Brandes 6.50 4.95

THIS
WOSNEIIER syNcHRoDyNE

The set without an equal. No other receiving
set on the market now comes even near equaling
it. If you came to us with twice the money we
ask we could not show you anything superior to
it. Neither could any other store. There is none
better. It is the marvel of all radio receiving
sets. Do not think of buying any other set until
you have seen this one. Remember -we offer
this set COMPLETE -no extras! Set comes in

a very high grade cabinet, all parts
assembled, including -

Five Radiotron Tubes B Batteries
Loud Speaker Head Set
Storage Battery Aerial Wire
Battery Charger Ground Wire

IA $300 Value for

.49

Insulators
Phone Plugs

and
Ground Clamp

Each Set with a Guarantee or Money Refunded.
Complete with all listed parts, as above, for $151.49.

The parts used in these sets are the highest grade manufac-
tured, and guaranteed to function properly.

WE ALSO SELL THESE SETS ON TIME PAYMENTS.
COME IN AND LET US GIVE YOU DETAILS.

LOUD
SPEAKER

Beautifully finished.
Stands 22 inches
high. Guaranteed
workmanship. With
Edsh Unit,

'8.49
With Baldwin Unit,

'9.69

Our Guarantee! ance of complete sat -
Is your absolute assur-

isfaction. We guar-
antee that EACH and EVERY article described herein-or that we
sell you -is first-class in quality and workmanship -and warranted
to satisfy you our customer. WE INSTALL RADIO SETS ON AP-
PROVAL. Leave -or send us -your name and address.

IF IT'S RADIO WE'VE GOT IT

PrAUTIFUL MAHOGANY -FINISHED
. .

HYDROMETERS
Guaranteed
List 75c, Special 49c

SPLIT VARIOMETERS-Highly finished,
$2.75molded silk wound

utility
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS -Guar -

$1.75anteed for one
year

69cDouBLE l'HONOGRAPH
ADAPTERS -Special at

E. S. X. TALKING MACHINE siLis
ATTACHMENTSpecial

25cRUBBER PHONE ADAPT-
.ERS-offered at

$1.95-SLIDE TUNERS -Special
this week only at

19cRHEOSTATS -6%
sale at

10CHA DER 3 IN. U. S.
.ach, at

ecSWITCH LEVERS -
Each

SWITCH POINTS -With nuts, 10Csort. ;.er dozen

LARGE 22Y2 -VOLT B

Than 3 to a Customer)

BRIGHT STAR BATTERIES
(Not More EACH $1 '29

1111~001011001$01411111
OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAY

LOU
EAKE

This is an article of beauty.
It will decorate your home.
This Loud Speaker comes
with Baldwin Loud Speaker _

exceptional
Unit. An

bargain, 3.85

SOMETHING
NEW

HIGH-CLASS RADIO CABINET. We
were fortunate in getting 100 of these
for this sale. All you do is put your
set (or build your set) into this beauti-
ful mahogany -finished cabinet. Has a
place for batteries. Loud Speaker
included less unit, but is wired
complete. Fac-

Our Sale price,
tory cost, $50.

only 4.95
Delivery Free in City

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
All Bakdite Regular
End Plffires Price

43 -Plate Vernier $7.00
23 -Plate Vernier 6.00
14 -Plate Vernier 5.50
3 -Plate Vernier 2.00

Our
Price
$3.48
3.15
2.98
.98

Regular Our
Plain Style Price .Price

13 -Plate
23 -Plate
11 -Plate
5 -Plate

$4.00 $1.69
3.50 1.39.,
..50 1.25

......w..........w......."
We will make or repair any make of set.

Consult with our radio engineers.

5c, 10c
Pathfinder 19e
Spaghetti, assorted

colors, yd 7c
2 ft. length Square

Wire 2 for 5e
Round Hook-up

Wire, 25 -ft. coil
for 25e.

and 25c
Telephone Cord

Tips `" for 5c
Soldering Lugs, all

sizes, dozen...10e
Porieelain Insu-

lators 5e
Composition Insula-

tors 10c

Specials
Contact Points, per

dozen 5c
Stops, dozen 5c
Switch Levers..10c
Adjustable L e vers

for 19c
II t t ery Porcelain

Switch 19e

We have many close-outs at bargains. Come
in and LOOK -or ASK -for them.

CABINETS
Solid Oak and Mahogany Finish.

Note the Prices: -
6x101/2 . $2.10
6 x21 2.75

We have all other sizes in stock.

Radio Corporation Cabinets
Genuine Veneer Finish Mahogany.

91Ax13%. $10.00 $1,1
value. Special ___ GILPIW

WAVE TRAPS
Will tune out all
interference. This
is an essential to
the fan who wants
to get utmost sat-

isfaction out of his tA 08
set. Parts only____Irr  47
COMPLETE -In highly polished cabinet,

special!' priced at $7.95.

STORAGE
BATTERIES

We guaran-tee eachbattery
for T W 0
YEARS.
If you have
any trouble
at all return
for cash re-
fund. Spe-
cial prices for this sale: -
60 Ampere Hours $ 10.48
80 Ampere Hours 11.75
100 Ampere Hours 13.95
120 Ampere Hours 15.95

There are no better storage batteries
than these. They are the best. Our
responsibility is back of each battery.

Synchrodyne Kit
Consisting of 3 Radio Frequency
Transformers and 3 Precision
Condensers. $25.00 /tin tic
value. Special at___ I UmUill

Come in and get our prices on all
makes of knocked -down sets.

OTHER SPECIALS
Tri-Coil R. F. Trans- el tic
formers. Special at___ AR I mUa/
Hercules 4 -Way Plugs, el 1

Each, 65c. Two f or_ __41
Molded V. T. Sockets

Each, 35c. Three ior_$1 000
V. T. Sockets, each 19c
Enclosed Crystal Detector 79c
Phone Jacks, up from 19c
Phone Cords special at 33c
Raven Hygrade Variometer, $2.19
Jefferson Transformer
Antenella or Ducon Aerial Pl$ut-48

Does away with outsideella0
Aerial. Special price__QPCPC

Klosner Vernier Rheostats .7 n.
-special for this sale_ /

Reinartz Mounted Coils $1.59

MAIL ORDERS FILLED


